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BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.

BY THE EEV. CANON

THE TWO BOOKS OF KINGS.

., CAMDEN PEOl'ESSOB OF ANCIENT HISIOKY IN THE UNIVEKSITT OP OXFORD.

INTERNAL and external evidence alike

'TiS^ K "Mf
^^O'W that cm- " Two Books of Kings

"

^Pci formed originally a single continuous

work. St. Jerome ' tells us that iu all the

Hebrew mauuseriiits existing in his day they still con-

stituted a single book, entitled the Se.pher m'lakim, or

" Book of Kings." The notion of dividing the work

into two portions seems to have originated with the

Alexandrian Jews, who adopted from their Greek fellow-

citizens the idea of parcelling out the continuous works

of ancient authors into portions,- and giving to each

portion a separate name.' Two Books of Kings are

first found in the Septuagint version ; but as this first

translation naturally became a model for others, the

division introduced at Alexandria iu the third century

B.C. has come now to be generally adopted, even the

Jews themselves conforming to the arrangement. The

arrangement is, however, purely artificial, no natural

line of separation dividing the two Books one from the

other. <

The Book of Kings is probably the work of the

prophet Jeremiah. This is the tradition of the Jews
;

'

and so many little coincidences are found between the

acknowledged works of Jeremiah and this composi-

tion," that it is almost impossible to doubt that they

proceeded from the same author. The tone of the

work, too, is exactly the same with that of Jeremiah's

prophecies, being a tone of despondency and gloom,

such as was natural to one who wrote during the early

1 Prafal. in libritm Rcgum (Op., vol. iii., fol. 6, M).
2 The "Books" of the Iliad aud the Odyssey, of Herodotus,

Thucydidea, and Xeuophou, are iuveutious of the Alesandriau

grammarians, who thus hroke iuto portious what was originally

3 As the names Clio, Euterpe, Thalia, Melpomene, &c., to the

*' Books" of Herodotus. The word " Pentateuch," and the Grcak

names " Genesis," " Esodus," &c. , indicate that the Greek-speak-
ing Jews of Alexandria were the first to divide up " the Book of

the Law of Moses."
* The actual division made between the two "Books" is most

awkward ; and it is difficult to assign auy reason for it. The reign

of Ahaziah, commenced 1 Kings xxii. 51, and terminated 2 Kings
1. 18, ia cut in two by the artificial separation.

s BahoL-Bathta, fol. 15, 1. "Jeremiah wrote his Book " (i.e.,

that which goes by his name), "and the Book of Kings, and

6 See the " Introduction to Kings '

tary, vol. ii., pp. 470—1, note 5 ; and '

tnng, vol. ii., pp. 171 et seq.).

49—VOL. iiL

years of the Captivity. Jeremiah's authorship is indeed
especially apparent in the later chapters, but as those

chapters are the natural sequence of the earlier ones,

and harmonise with them very remarkably in style and
general character, the entire work must be ascribed to

the same hand that wrote its last section.

This unity of authorship must, however, be under-

stood with a difference. The Book of Kings, Uko most
histories which cover a considerable space of time, is

iu tlie main a compilation. Divine inspiration did not,

in the case of the writers of Holy Scripture, supersede

the use of the ordinary methods of obtaining knowledge.

The author of Kings constantly refers his readers to

authorities from whom they may obtain fuller particu-

Lars concerning the personages mentioned iu his narra-

tive than he himself places before them; aud it can

scarcely bo doubted that he drew his knowledge of the

past principally, if not wholly, from these authorities.'

He cites a "Book of the Acts of Solomon " (1 Kings
xi. 41), a " Book of the Chronicles of the Kings of

Judah " (1 Kings xiv. 29, &c.), aud a " Book of the

Chronicles of the Kings of Israel " (1 Kings xiv. 19, &e.)

—works which must clearly have covered exactly the

ground that he traverses ; works which he evidently

regards as authentic, and which he can, therefore,

scarcely have failed to follow.

If this be allowed, it becomes a matter of much in-

terest to consider the character of these works, and the

probable method of their composition. Now, it appears

from the Books of Chronicles that it was among the

regfular duties of the prophets and seers, who succeeded

one another without interruption from the commence-

ment of the Jewish kingdom under Saul to the Capti-

vity of Zedekiah, to compose histories of the kings with

whom they were contemporary on a scale much larger

than that in which their histories are delivered to us in

the Old Testament. Samuel began, Nathan contmued,

and Gad finished, a " Book of the Chronicles of King

David" (1 Chron. xxvii. 24; xxix. 29) ; Nathan, Abijah,

and Iddo wrote accounts of the reign of Solomon

^ This ia gener.illy allowed by the critics. (See De Wette,

EMeilung, § 184, ; Ewald, GesMchU, § 211 ; Hiivernick, EinMtvmg,

§ 150; Keil, Commentttr., § 3; Movers, JCritische Vnitnmhurigm

iikcr d. hibl. Chronik, p. 185 ; &e.)
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(2 Chi'on. ix. 29) ; Shemaiah and Iddo related the history

of the reign of Rehoboam (ib., xii. 15) ; Iddo recorded

the history of Abijah, Rehoboam's sou (ib., xiii. 22)

;

Jehu, the sou of Hanani, that of Jehoshaphat (ib., xx.

34) ; Isaiah, that of Uzziah (ib., xxvi. 22) aud Hezekiah

{ib., xxxii. 32) ; Hosai, that of Manasseh (ib., xxxiii. 19,

marginal rendering). Other portions of the Mstory

were probably composed by Azariah, the son of Oded
{ib., XV. 1) ; Hanani, the father of Jehu (ib., xvi. 7) ;

EUezer, the son of Dodavah (ib., xx. 37) ; Elijah, tlie

Tishbite {ib., xxi. 12); Elisha ; Jonah, the son of

Amittai (2 Kings xiv. 25) ; aud Jeremiah. The works,

as first composed, were on a tolerably large scale, re-

sembling, perhaps, the " Chronicles of the Kings of

Media and Persia" (Esther ii. 23 ; vi. 1 ; ix. 32 ; x. 2), or

the (Kta diurna of the early Roman emperors.' After

a time, it was found conTenient to form a digest of the

materials accumulated, and two books were compiled

—

a " Book of the Kings of Judah,"^ and a " Book of the

Kings of Israel "3—from the accounts of the several

reigns composed by contemporaxy prophets. In form-

ing tliis digest, sometimes it was found convenient to

adopt one of the special works bodily into the general

history ;
* but more often some abbreviation was thought

to be desirable, and lengthy narratives were greatly

curtailed, or wore cut down to a few paragraphs. Some
idea of the difference between the full accounts of the

histoi-y as written originally by the several prophets,

and the shorter narrative of the digest, may be obtained

by comx)aring the history of Hezekiah as contained in

four chapters of the Prophecy of Isaiah (chaps, xxxvi.

to xxxix.), with the same history as delivered to us in

three chapters (really less than two aud a half) of the

Second Book of Kings (chaps, xviii. 13 to xx. 19) ; or,

again, from comparing the concludiug section of Kings

(2 Kings, chajjs. xxiv. and xxv.) with the historical por-

tions of Jeremiah (chaps, xxxviii. to xliii. and lii.),

which cover the .same groimd, and proceed probably

from the .same author.

The writer of Kings appears to have drawn his

account of events preceding his own time mainly, if not

solely, from the digest in question. He quotes no work
of any special proijhet, but only (as has been already

mentioned) a " Book of the Acts of Solomon," a " Book
of the Chronicles of the Kings of Israel," aud a " Book
of the Chronicles of the Kings of Judah." From these

works it is probable that he for the most part transcribes

his history. The histoiy of Hezekiah (2 Kings xviii.

13 to XX. 19) is transcribed almost word for word, but
with 0)10 remarkable omission (Isa. xxxviii. 9—20), from
our Book of Isaiah, or rather, perhaps, from a parallel

passage contributed by Isaiah to the " Book of the

' I Kings xiv. 29 ; xv. 7, 23 ; 3 Kings viii. 23, &o.
'

1 Kings iiv. 19 ; xv. 31 ; xvi. 5, 14, 20, 27, &c.
• See 2 Cbron. xx. 31, where our vereion has, " the book of Jehu,

the son ot Hanani, who is mciilioned in the book of the Kings of
Israel," but where the true rendering is, " the book of Jehu, &o.,
which was maao to ascend" {i.e., "which was transferred")
" into the book of the Kings."

Kings." * Other passages indicate by Uttle turns of

expression that they are similarly transferred, the ex-

pressions used being sometimes unsuitable to the age of

the wiiter of Kiugs.^ But literal transcription was not

always the course pursued. Besides exercising the right

of abbreviation whenever he pleased, the author some-

times took the liberty of modifying phrases, of using

synonyms, of expanding and explaining. He also, in a

certain sense, recast the history, introducing a certain

set phraseology for the commencement and close of each

monarch's reign,' which it is scarcely probable that he

found in the " Books of the Kings." Finally, he re-

garded himself as entitled, if he pleased, to introduce

liis own reflections, to comment upon the facts recorded,

and draw a moral from them ; though this right he has

exercised but rarely, aud only once at any length.^

The result is, that wo have, in the greater part of

Kiugs, a compUatiou made by the prophet Jeremiah

from certain previously existing works, in which ho

mainly uses the language of his authorities, only occa-

sionally introducing a change, or making a remark of

his own ; while in the concluding section (2 Kings xxii.

—xxv.) we have a substantive work of the prophet him-

self, who was the national historian for his own time,

and wrote the closing section of the "Book of the

Kiugs," to which former prophets had, each in his turn,

contributed. In the earlier section (1 Kings i.—2 Kings
xxi.) there is, however, one long passage wholly from
Jeremiah's pen—viz., 2 Kings xvii. 7^41, which, to-

gether vrith the final section, forms the bulk of his

contribution to the liistory. The above conclusions

may be thus tabulated :

—

^ The passage in Kings contains some facts not mentioned Ity

Isaiah, and not deducible from his narrative, as those of chap
xviii. 14—16, and the statement in chap, xix. 35, that Sennacherib's
host was destroyed on the very night of the day on which Isaiah
prophesied its destruction,

^ E.g., the expression used of the staves of the ark, as arranged
in the Temple by Solomon, " There they are to this day " (1 Kiugs
viii. 8) ; the declaration (chap, ix. 21) that the bondage of the
Amorites, Hittites, &o., to Israel continued ; the assertion that
Israel was still in rebellion against Judah (chap, xii. 19) ; aud the.

statement that Selah (Petx'a) still kept the name of Joktheel, which
Amaziah gave it.

' The formula for the commencement of a reign is, during tho
existence of the two kingdoms :

" In the .i:th year of , King cf

Israel (or Judahl, began , King of Judah (or Israel), to reigu

over Israel {or Judah) ; ,r years old was he when he began to reigru,

and he reigned .r years in Samaria (or Jerusalem)," It is some-
times shortened by the omission of the clause giving the age of

the king at his accession. This formula occurs, either in full or
abbreviated, twenty-seven times. After the fall of the kingdom
of Israel, the formula runs :

" was r years old when he b-^irau

to reign, and he reigned x years in Jerusalem : and his mother's
name was , the daughter of ," Then follows a statement

:

" He did that which was evil (or right) in the sight of the Lord,
according to all that his father had done ;

" aud, in the case Of the
Kings of Israel, it is said, with scarcely an exception, " He de-

parted not from the sins of Jeroboam, the son of Nebat, which
made Israel to sin, but walked therein."'

At the close of a reign there is another almost unvarying for-

mula : "And the rest of the acts of and all that he did, are
they not written in the hook of the chronicles of the kings of

Jndah (or Israel) ? And slept with his fathers, and was
buried (with his fathers) in the city of David (or in Samaria)

;

and , his son, reigned in his stead."
s See 2 Kings xvii. 7—tl. Shorter comments on the hittory,

originating with the compiler, are 2 Kings xiii. 23 ; xiy. 26, 27

;

XV. 12 ; xviii. 12.
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1 Kings, chaps, i.—si. Drawn by Jeremiali from tlie Book of the

Acts of Solomon.
1 Kings, chaps, sii.— sxii. Drawn by Jeremiah from the Books

of tlio Kiu3S of Israel and Jutlah.

2 "Kiu&'S, cliaps. i.—xvii. 0. Drawu by Jeremiah from the Books of

the Kiugs of Israel and Judah.

2 Kiugs, cbax3. svii. 7— U. Wiittcn bij Jcremi'aJi him.-^elf,

2 Kiugs, chaps, xviii.—xsii. Drawn by Jeremiah from the Book
of the Kiugs of Judah.

2 Kings, chaps, xxiii.—ksv. Wrltleii by Jeixmiah hiiiisclf.

Tho object proposed to himself by the author of

Kings was the carrying ou of tho Israelitish history

from the point to which he found it brought at the

close of the Second Book of Samuel to his own time,

in a compendious form, and in the spu-it of tho earlier

sacred writers. Ho commences his work xvith the copu-

lative conjunction "and," thereby indicating that it

has the character of a continuation.' He then devotes

his first section (1 Kings i.—ii. 1—11) to the closing

years of David, less, however, with tho object of com-

pleting David's history, which he perhaps found com-

pleted in Samuel," than with that of introducing to us

the person and history of Solomon, which was what ho

especially proposed to set before his readers iu tho

fii-st great division of his narrative. That narrative

really consists of three main portions—(1) A liistory

of Solomon from his association by David to his death

(1 Kiugs i.—xi.). (2) A history of the parallel king-

doms of Israel and Judah, down to the extinction of the

former (1 Kiugs xii.—2 Kiugs xxii.) ; and (3) a history

of the kingdom of Judah from the time of the downfall

of the sister state to the final destftiction of the Davidic

monarchy by Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon (2

Kings xviii.—xxv.).

(1) The history of Solomon is divided into two por-

tion.?—(«) his history from his association in the king-

dom to his father's death (1 Kings i.—ii. 1—11) ; and

(b) his subsequent history as solo monarch (1 Kings ii.

15 to end of chap. xi.). The first chapter gives an

account of his association, and of the circumstances

which brought it about ; the second, to verso 9, gives

the dying charge which David left him. Then, in two

verses (10 and 11), Da^-id's death and the length of his

reign are briefly meutioued. With verse 12 of chapter

ii. commences the second portion of the history of

Solomon's actual reign. This is carried on to the end

of chapter xi., when Solomon's death is recorded in the

usual terms, and the name of his successor is given.

The account of Solomon's reign thus occupies nearly

ton chapters, or more than a fifth of the whole work. The
author notes the piety and good i^romise of his youth,

tho glory of his manhood, and Ms miserable falling

away in his old age. He sots before us the first in two
chapters (ii.—iii.), the second in seven (iv.—x.), and the

thii-d in one (xi.). He thus dwells mainly upon the

1 Joshua, Judges, Euth, and Samuel, which are continuations
of the previous history, are similarly commenced. Chronicles,
which is not a continuation, but a re-writing for a pai'ticular pur-
pose of the whole history, commences differently.

- It is a reasonable conjecture that Samuel, as oi-isinally written,
contained an account of the death of David, which was omitted
subsequeutly on account of the more minute details accompanying

; given in Kings.

glorious period, and especially upon the crowning glory

of Solomon's reign, the building and dedication of the

Temple, to which he devotes somewhat moro than four

chajiters (v.—ix. 9). But ho does not disguise from us

the fact^ that even at this most briUiaut period, when
" aU the earth sought to Solomon to hear his wisdom,"

there was a canker of corruption in tho state, which

promised ill for the future. Foraication (iii. 16),

idolatiy (xi. 33), and rebellion (xi. 26) already showed
themselves ;

plain x^recepts of the law were disregarded

(x. 14—25, 27—29 ; xi. 2) ; idol-temples poUuted the

land (xi. 7) ; and rites were instituted of an impure

and iuhiiman character.'' The warning voice of Solomon

(viii. 46)—nay, of God Himself (ix. 6—0)—was raised

to declare the dreadful punishment whicli the nation

would bring upon itself by its apostacy, unless it re-

turned and repented. The first judgment, tho disrup-

tion of the kingdom of David, was plainly announced

(xi. 13, 31, &c.). Altogether, we are prepared, even iu

the section treating of the glories of Israel, the time

when the kingdom extended from the river of Egypt to

tho banks' of the Euphrates, for tho comhig desolation,

when Jerusalem " sat solitary as a widow, and wept

sore, and had none to comfort her " (Lam. i. 1, 2).

(2) The histoiy of the double monarchy, or the two

parallel kingdoms of Israel and Judah, which forms

tho subject of the second main section of Kings, is treated

by the author with much skill and ability. An ordinavy

writer would have narrated the two histories separately,

completing tJie one before he entered upon the other.

The writer of Kiugs—no ordinary author— combiues

the two histories in an artistic and liiglily elaborate

way, making each reflect light on the other, treating

of each in its tui-n, but never dwelling so long upon tho

one as to cause the other to be forgotten, and particu-

larly bringing into prominence the points in which the

two histories were connected. The unwise severity of

Rehoboam leads to the revolt of the Ten Tribes, to the

establishment of Jeroboam as "King of Israel," and

the setting up of an unauthorised worship at Dan and

Bethel to rival the authorised ritual of Jerusalem (chap,

xii.). The oj)en rivaby naturally leads to war (xii. 21—

24 ; xiv. 30 ; XV. 6—7, 16) ; and war leads to the calling

in of foreign aUies on the one side or the other (xiv. 25

;

XV. 18—20), whereby eacTi kingdom is in turn weakened.

At length, after three generations of strife, the rival

kingdoms, under the pressure of foreign aggression,

come to terms; amity and alliance take tho place of

constant jealous hostility; Jehoshaphat, the fom-th

King of Judah, marries the daughter of Ahab, tho

seventh King of Israel; and the two powers are, for the

space of thi'ee reigns, close allies and friends, imder-

taking conjoint enterprises (1 Kings xxii. 48, 49),

going out to battle together (1 Kings xxii. 2—32; 2

Kings iii. 7—27), and exchanging visits of congratula-

tion, condolence, or ceremony (1 Kings xxii. 2 ; 2 Kings

viii. 29 ; x. 13). But this cordial intercourse is in its

effects worse than the precedent hostility. A foreign

3 In Chronicles all mention of Solomon's sins is avoided.
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idolatry, a more gross and opeu defection from JoliOFah

than the anterior " calf-worship," has been introduced

into Israel by Ahab ; and the atiiuity contracted by
Jehoshiiphat with this king, and the connection thereby

established, naturally lead on to the adoption of this

fearful abomination by Judah also, and so to the corrup-

tion and ruin of both kingdoms. The evil is indeed stayed

in both eases—in Israel by the establishment on the

throne, through prophetical agency, of a dynasty hostile

to the house of Ahab, which continues in power for above

a century ; in Judah by a priestly revolution, issuing in

the execution of the princess who has brought the cor-

ruption in, and the jdacing upon the throne of an infant

prince, during whose minority the high priest is regent,

and the worship of Jehovah is restored. The taint,

however, had penetrated too deep to be eradicated. In
Israel the house of Jehu, thougli staunch against the

Baal- worship, maintained the idolati-y of Jeroboam
(2 Kings X. 31 ; xiii. 2, 11 ; xiv. 24 ; xv. 9) ; and the

later kings permitted the introduction of strange cults

and rites from all the surrounding nations. The author

of Kings, in his history of the double monarchy, treats

more especially of Israel, to whoso aifairs he devotes
eighteen whole chapters out of twenty-eight, and more
than the half of seven otliers. He traces especially the

ejus and the warnings of this portion of the promised
people ; and then, having completed his narrative by
relating their conquest by the Assyrians, ho appends a
remarkiiblo passage, consisting of reflections upon the

histoiy, justifying the ways of God thus far, and
showing that the nation brought upon itself its own
destruction.

(3) Having concluded his account of the double
monarchy, the writer of Kings (in 2 Kings xviii.) enters

upon the third groat division of his work, and proceeds
to trace the remaining history of the kingdom of Judah
through eighl- i-oigus,' from the accession of Hezekiah, six

years bofure the extinction of the kingdom of Israel, to

the destruction of Jeru'ialpm by Nebuchadnezzar. He
dwells especially upon 111-' lii^li.rioj of Hezekiah and
Josiah, the two best king, ..f [],U period, the latter of

whom he had probably known personally (Jer. i. 2).

Ho delivers tlio history of Hezekiah, almost in the exact

words of Isaiah ( Isa. xxxvi.—xxxix.), in three chapters

(2 Kings xviii.—XX.)
; that of Manasseh and his son,

Amon, in one (cliap. xxi.) ; that of Josiah m two (xxii.

and xxiii.)
; and that of his successors, also in two (xxiv.

and XXV.). In this section, as in the preceding one, he
notes especially the sins of the chosen people—the
popular worship of tli« brazen serpent (xviii. 4), the
ostentatious exhibition of his wealth by Hezekiah (xx.

13), the cruelties and manifold idolatries of Manasseh
(xxi. 2—17), the similar iniipiity of Amon (xxi. 20—22),
the persistent opposition to Jehovah of Jehoahaz (xxiii.

32), Jchoiakim lib., verse 37), Johoiachin (xxiv. 9), and
Zedekiah (ib., verso 19). Having thus prepared his
readers for the final catastrophe, which could not but

Jehoiiiltiui, Jcbuiacbiii, und Z.jJckijlj.

.\h, Jelioahaz,

follow upon such obstinacy in evil, he in his last chapter

(2 Kings XXV.) nai'rates with extreme brevity the closing

scene—the capture and destruction of Jerusalem, the

captivity of the people, the fate of Zedekiah and his

sons, the burning of the Temple, the carrying off of its

treasures, the massacre of the chief prisoners at Riblah,

the establishment of Gedahah as governor over the
" remnant left in the land,"' his murder, and the retreat

of the " remnant " into Egypt. Hero his narrative

might seem naturally to come to an end. AU was over.

Sin had worked out its natural result of suffering. A
complete apostacy had provoked an entire destruction.

But the writer wiU not leave his readers in the dreary

darkness to which he has conducted them, without

cheering them with a gleam of light. God had pro-

mised that, at the worst, he would never wholly fail

David. David's throne and kingdom, if in abeyance

for a time, should be re-estabUshed, and should in some
true sense continue for ever (2 Sam. vii. 16). Bearing
this in mind, the writer ends his work with a section

which seems to say that the worst is past, the deepest

darkness gone by, the day-dawn approaching. Ho notes

how, after a weary captivity of thirty-seven years, the

last scion of the house of David, ere his death, passed
from a prison to a palace, from a dungeon to a " throne,"

exchanged his wretched life in the confinement of a

Babylonian gaol for a seat with other kings at the

banquet-table of the Groat Monarch, who " spake kindly

to him, and sot his throne above the throne of the kings
that were with him in Babylon; and changed his prison

garments," and gave him bread to " eat continually

before him all the days of his life" (2 Kings xxv. 28,

29). Thus the cloud lifts ere the scene closes upon us;

a promise of better things to come appears ; the nation

which has been told so plainly—even sternly—the

truth, that its own sins have brought it to ruin, is en-

couraged to hope in the long-suffering mercy of God,
and to look forward to a time when it too, like Jehoi-

achin, may find its captivity terminated and itself re-

stored to a position of honour.

Such is the general outline of the history contained

in Kings. The peculiarities of the writer are not many.
Like the other sacred historians, ho occupies what has

been called " the religious stand-point "—that is, he views

the events of history in their religious and moral, not in

their mere civil, aspect. He " regards the Jews, not as

an ordinary nation, but as God's people. Ho does not

aim at exhibiting the political progress of the kingdoms
about which he wi-ites, but intends to describe to us

God's treatment of the race with which He had entered

into covenant. Where he records the events of the

civil history, he does not record them for theirown sake,

but simply as illustrative of the nation's moral condition,

or of God's dealings with it."- Hence it follows that

he often omits altogether (or treats with the utmost

brevity) events which the ordinary historian would have

considered as of primary importance. Thus he takes no

notice at all of the expedition of Zerah the Ethiopian,

2 Si^ealcer's Commentary^ vol, U,, p. 477,
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the great event o£ Aaa's reign (2 Chron. xiv. 9—15 ; xvi.

8); he omits wholly the war of Johoshaphat with

Moab, Ammon, and Edom (2 Chron. xs. 1—25) ; that

of Uzziah against the Philistines (ib., xxvi. 6—8), and

that which ended with Mauassoh's cajiture by the

Assyi'iaus [ib., xxsiii. 11— 13). He describes with ex-

treme brevity the conquest of Jerusalem by Shishak

(1 Kings xiv. 25, 26), the war between Abijam and

Jeroboam (ib., xv. 7), that of Amaziah with Edom (2

Kings sly. 7), and that of Josiah with Pharaoh-nechoh

{ib., xxiii. 29). As a general rule, he passes lightly over

the military history of the two kingdoms, contenting

himseU with referring his readers to the " Books of the

Kings of Israel" or " Judah" for the events to which

an ordinary secular historian would have given the

greatest prominence.

It has been regarded as " characteristic " of him, that

he makes the activity of the prophets in the state, and

the narrative of then- miracles, leading topics in his

history; and undoubtedly it is true that the prophets,

their words and acts, do occupy a considerable space in

his narrative, and attract to themselves much of the

attention of the reader. The doings and sayings of

Elijah the Tislibite occupy four entire chapters (1 Kings

xvii.—xix.; 2 Kings i.) and a considerable portion of two

others (I Kings xxi. 17—29 ; 2 Kings ii. 1—11). Those

of Elisha, the son of Shaphat, are related even at greater

length, occupying four chapters completely (2 Kings

iv.—vii.) and portions of six others (1 Kings xix. 19

—

21 ; 2 Kings ii. 12—25 ; iii. 11—25 ; viii. 1—15 ; ix. 1—
10; and xiii. 14—21). Two chapters (2 Kings xix. and

XX.) are almost wholly concerned with Isaiah. Besides

nameless prophets, whose doings occupy most of two

chapters (1 Kings xiii. and xx.), we have mention in the

history of Ahijah the Shilonite, Shemaiah, Jehu the

son of Hanani, Micaiah the son of Imlah, Jonah the son

of Amittai, and Huldah the prophetess. Altogether,

nearly a third of the entire work is concerned with the

activity of the prophets, with their miracles, and the

part which they played in the history of the two king-

doms. It does not appear, however, that the prominence

of the prophets is due to any particular bias of the

writer's mind, or to any determination on his part to

assign them an undue place in his narrative. It is

simply duo to the fact that the time was one of remark-

able prophetic activity, and that during it the religious

history of the Israelitish nation was largely affected by

the exertions and influence of the prophets. Wo know
that of the four greater prophets, three, and of the

twelve minor ones, nine, lived during thepeiiod; and we
hear in Chronicles of seven other persons as prophesy-

ing under the kings, who are not included in either of

these lists, or mentioned by our author. Thus an

honest history of the time, and of its religious pheno-

mena, necessarily included frequent reference to the

prophets, to their teaching, their influence, and their

miracles, which were so largely instrumental in giving

them their influence.

A more special characteristic of the Book of Kings,

as it has come down to us, is its elaborate and apparently

exact chronology. In no other part of Scriptm-e has
anything like the same degi-ee of attention been paid to

the chronological element which underlies the history

;

nor is it common to find even in profane writers of this

same early age, such constant and particular notes of

time as occur in this composition. In Judges and
Samuel the estimates of time are palpably incomplete

;

and the numbers, which are most commonly round ones,

have an appearance of inexactness. In Kings round

numbers do not occur with any frequency ; no intervals

of time ai-e unestimated ; and in the main section of the

work, the central one (1 Kings xii.—2 Kings xvii.), a

system of double notation of a complicated character

prevails, an attempt being made to synchronise exactly

the parallel histories of Israel and Judah. It may be

doubted, however, whether this peculiarity is, at any

rate in its present pronounced form, an original feature

of the work, cr whether it has not rather been super-

added on some revision. Strong reasons have been

alleged for regarding the first date which occurs (" It

came to pass, in the 480i/i year after the children of

Israel were come out of the land of JSjijpt . . . that

Solomon began to buUd the house of the Lord "—1 Kings

vi. 1) as an interpolation ;
' and it may be suspected

that a similar character attaches to the entire series of

synchronisms between the two kingdoms of Israel and

Judah. These synchronisms ai-e always parenthetic

;

and in many cases the sense would be cleared, and the

grammar improved, were they omitted. " So Tibni

died, and Omri reigned ; in the thirty and firet year of

Asa, King of Judah, began Omri to reign over Israel

twelve years " (1 Kings xvi. 22, 23), is scarcely a satis-

factory sentence. Nor are the following any better :

—

" In the nine and thirtieth year of Azariah, King of

Judah, began Menahem, the son of Gadi, to reign over

Israel ten years in Samaria "' (2 Kings xv. 17) ;
" In the

fiftieth year of Azariah, King of Judah, Pekaliiah, the

son of Menahem, began to reign over Israel in Samaria

two years " (ib., 23), where our translators interpolate the

words "and reigned" before "ten years" and "two
years," because othenvise the sentences are incongi-uous

and have no clear sense. It may be added tliat the

chronology is thi-own into inextricable confusion by the

synchronisms, which cannot be reconciled one with

another, excepting by a long series of violent and most

improbable suppositions," as that the initial year of a

king is reckoned differently in different passages, and

that long interregna occurred of which the historian

says nothing.

The authenticity of the general narrative of Kings is

scarcely questioned by any writer, ancient or modem.

No one doubts that from the time of David the Jews were

familiar with writing, and .adopted the practice of keep-

ing state records ; nor is it questioned that, in the main,

the writer of Kings honestly drew from this source.

Certain exceptions to the general rule are, however.

- See the Fpeakcr's Commenlarii, vol. ii., p. 515.

2 Some of these are siveu iu tlie mnnjiu of mnny of our Bibles.

Others will be found in Cliiitoa (F. H., vol. i., pp. 315—329) and

in the Comment ou Kings by Keil.
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made by some critics ; and on tliese it seems right to

say a few words before tliis article is concluded. (1)

The ijrayer of Solomon (1 Kings viii. 22—53) is tbouglit

by some not to bo a genuine utterance of that king, but

to be the composition of Jeremiah, or some other writer

of the Captivity period, a vaticinium ex eventu or " pro-

phecy after the event," based perhaps on some tradition

of Solomon's having made a solemn prayer at the

Dedication of the Temple, but really first written some

centuries afterwards.' When such a view is put for-

ward, when an integral portion of a work—found in all

the MSS.—is separated oS from tlie rest and assigned

to a period several centuries later, it is natural to ask,

in the first place, on what is this opinion based ? what

grounds are alleged for it ? In the present instance,

the grounds ajjpear to be two only—first, the captivity of

the Jews is plainly declared m the prayer, and there-

fore, real prophecy not being regarded as possible, the

document, it is supposed, must have been written after

the Captivity had commenced ; and, secondly, the late

composition of Deuteronomy being assumed as a fact,

and the references to Deuteronomy in tue prayer being

numerous and unmistakable, it foUows that the prayer

must be of a late date, Deuteronomy being so. These

are, it is believed, the sole grounds taken. It is not

pretended that the language of the ijrayer is critically

distinguishable from that of the chapters preceding or

following it. Nor is it alleged that the thoughts are

unsuitable to the time of Solomon. Thus the view

maintained rests upon two assumptions—(a) that pro-

phecy is impossible ; and (h) that Deuteronomy was

not written tiU long after the time of Solomon. Now,
with regard to the first of these two assumptions, it

is enougli to say, that it is simply a denial of the super-

natural, and scarcely consistent even with deism ; to

combat it, in a work addi-essed to Christians, would be

out of place ; and wo therefore pass it by. With
respect to the other ground, we think it enough to refer

the reader to the " Introduction to Deuteronomy

"

already published in this work,= where they will find

the late composition of the book refuted, and its Mosaic

authorship shown to be in the highest degree probable.

There are thus absolutely no sohd reasons for suspect-

ing the prayer ; it breathes a spirit closely akin to the

Davidical Psalms, with which its language is also in

harmony; it is a document of a kind that would be

likely to bo inserted in the state records ;
' and it has a

double sanction, being given as Solomon's, not only

by the writer of Kings, but also by the compiler of

Chronicles, an Independent authority, and one who in

this matter evidently did not draw from Kings, but

from some larger source,'' i^robably the state records

1 See Ewaia, Qescldchte d. VoVces Israel, vol. iii., p. 404.
• See Bible Edocatoe, Vol, I., pp. 273—276.
3 The prayer of Solomon on this solemn occasion would as

naturally be entered in the state records as the psalm of Diivid

when he brought the ark into Jerusalem (see 1 Chrou. xvi.

7-36).
< A comparison of 1 Kings viii. 50—53 with 2 Chron. vi. 40—42

shows this.

themselves, which must have still existed in his day,

since he refers his readers to them continually.*

(2) Objection is taken to those portions of Kings
which treat of the histories of Elijah and Elisha. These

portions, it is said, aro not drawn from the state records

but from an enth'ely different source. They come from

some collection of traditions respecting those persons

made many years after their deaths, either by the writer

of Kings, or by some other person, from the mouths of

the common people.^ They may, therefore, safely be

set aside as unhistorical. Here again, if we examine

into the ground of the assertions made, we shall find

that in the objectors' minds the only real reason for

separating off these narratives from the rest of the work
is, that they contain accounts of miracles, and the critics

in question have laid it down as an axiom, thai miracles

are impossible. Not the shadow of a philological,

or critical reason has been shown for separating off any

part of the account of Elijah, or more than two passages

of the account of Elisha, from the rest of Kings and
attributing them to a peculiar source, or to a special

author. The actions of Elijah are mainly of a public

character, and would as natiu-aUy form part of the

" Book of the Chronicles of the Kings of Israel," as the

actions of Isaiah did of the " Book of the Chi-onicles of

the Kings of Judah" (see 2 Kings xix.—xx.). And
the actions of Elisha aro largely of this character. The
foretold destruction of Moab (2 Kings iii. 1-i—25), the

cure of Naaman the Syrian {ib., v. I—19), the revelation

of the King of Syria's designs {ib., vi. 8—12), the cap-

ture of one of his armies {ib., 13—23), the foretold

dehverance of Samaria {ib., vii. 1—20), the journey of

Elisha to Damascus {ib., viii. 7—14), the anointing of

Jehu {ib., vs.. 1—10), the interview between Elisha and

Joash {ib., xiii. 14—19), were public matters, and were

such as the Israelite historians—membei's, let it be

borne In mind, of the prophetical order—would be

almost certain to have entered in tha state archives. To
a small portion only of what is told us of Elisha does

a private character attach. The miracles related in

2 Kings iv., vi. 1—7, and viii. 1^6, were in a certain

sense private ; they would originally be known to few,

and would scarcely find a place in the state records. It

is not unlikely that those portions of his narrative were

taken by the author of King.s from a biography of Elisha,

wiitten in a famihar style, and in language containing

provincialisms.' But they need not on that account be

any the less authentic. It is a gratuitous and impro-

bable supposition that the miracles of the great Israel-

itish prophets were collected " long after their deaths."

The natural thing would be that at the close of a great

prophet's career, his special successor, if ho had one, or

otherwise some favourite disciple, should collect his

miracles and other remarkable deeds and commit them

to writing. Elisha may probably have done this for

5 1 Chron. : . 24; xxix. 29; 2 Chron. :

« De Wette, Eiiileitung in d. AU. Test., p. 185.
' Some peculiar forms of speech, which eeem to be provincial,

occur in 2 Kings iv. 1—37, and viii. 1—6.
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Elijali, and tlie most magnificent section of Kings

(I Kings xvii.—xix.), and again, 2 Kings i.—ii., may be

mainly from liis hand. Jonah (2 Kings xiv. 25), or

some " sou of the prophets " who had known him, may

have collected the miracles and other doings of Elisha.

The whole result is, that unless we consider miracles

incredible, there is no reason why we should regard

the accounts which the author of Kings gives of Elijah

and Elisha as any less authentic than the rest of liis

narrative.

ANIMALS or THE BIBLE.

BY THE BEV. W. HOUGHTON, M.A.,

DOVE, PIGEON.

S^^^a^HE Columbida:, pigeon and dove family,

t^'^ lofW '^ represented in Palestine by the foUow-

1-sSl ^y* ^S species:—the Columba palumbus, or

(]i^ij^r\ common wood-pigeon of this country, the

C. livia, the rock-pigeon, also occui-ring in our own

counti-y near the sea-coast, the C. schimperi, or rock-

pigeon of Egypt, to be seen in countless myi-iads in the

Wady Hamam (j.e., " ravine of pigeons," from the

Arabic hamd7nat, " a wild pigeon "), leading from the

Plain of Gennesaret, in the raidne of the Kelt near

Jericho, in the recesses of cliffs which shut in the rivers

Arnon and Zerka in the land of Moab ; and the stock

dove (C. oeiias), which visits Palestine in the summer.

Of turtle-doves (Turtur) the following are inhabitants

of the Holy Land ; T. aurihis, or common turtle-dove

of England, which visits us in the summer (it is

tolerably abundant in Shropshire, where it is called the

Wrekin dove) ; the collared turtle (T. risoruis), the

largest species of the group ; and the palm tui-tle {T.

Senegalensis), pretty numerous in the plains of Jericho,

and Shittim, and round the Dead Sea.

Tliere are many allusions to pigeons and turtle-doves

in the Bible. Two Hebrew words express either a pigeon

or a turtle-dove, viz., tor, always translated '

' turtle-

dove " or "turtle," and yondh, "pigeon" or "dove"

(A. v.). Another word, gozdh, occurs in Gen. xv. 9,

as the name of " a young pigeon," from a root, meaning

"to chirp."

The first mention of a dove occurs in the Biblical

account of the Deluge (Gen. viii. 8), where we read

that Noah sent forth from the ark one of these bu-ds

three times. On the first occasion it soon returned ; on

the second it came back with an olive-leaf in its mouth
;

on the third time it came back no more. A pair of

tui'tle-doves or two young pigeons was by the Levitical

law allowed as a substitute in some of the offerings for

a lamb or a kid in the case of poor persons (see Lev. i.

14 ; V. 7 ; xii. 6, 8 ; Luke ii. 24). A Nazarite, in the

case of accidental defilement from a dead body, was

ordered to bring to the priest on the eighth day two

turtles or young pigeons to be sacrificed, one for a

burnt-offering, the other for a sin-offering, as an atone-

ment (Numb. vi. 10). With a view to facihtate the

purchase of these birds for offerings, the Jews in om'

Lord's time established a kind of market within the

court of the Temple, a proceeding emphatically con-

demned by Christ (Matt. xxi. 12; John ii. 14—16).

OF PRESTON, SALOP.

The rapidity of a pigeon's flight is alluded to in Ps. It.

6 : "Oh that I had wings like a dove ! for then would

I fly away, and be at rest." Also in Hos. xi. 11 : "They

shall hasten trembling [A. V., "tremble"] as a bhd
out of Egypt, and as a dove out of the land of Assyria."

The plaintive voice of the dove is alluded to by Heze-

kiah in his sickness (Isa. xxsviii. 14) :
" I did mouru as

a dove." See also fix. 11, and Nah. ii. 7, in which latter

passage the maids of the city of Nineveh, personified

as a queen, are represented mourning the fate of their

mistress as with the voice of doves.' The beautiful

metallic lustre seen in certain angles of the liglit on the

necks of some pigeons, notably on that of the stock

dove, Columba csnas (whence indeed its specific name

ceneus, "of bronze"), is refen'ed to by the Psalmist,

though the passage has been variously translated:

" Though ye have Uen (p. p. of verb to lie, A. S. licgan,

p. p. legen, common in the sixteenth centui7) among

the pots, yet shall ye be as the wings of a dove covered

with sQvor, and her feathers with yellow gold " (Ps.

kviii. 13). Abetter rendering of the Hebrew words would

be, " If ye lie among the sheepfolds, it is as the wings of

the dove," &c. The glittering of the dove's feathers in the

sun is an emblem of peace and prosperity. If God gives

His people peace, it is well, and all is joyous as the

play of colours on a stock dove's neck ; if God causes

war and scatters Israel's enemies, it is as when he

Ulumiues dark Salmon with glistening snow (ver. 14),

I

another emblem of joy. This is Hengsteuberg's

explanation, which seems to us simple and natural.

Some commentators refer the scattering of the kings in

then- glittering armour to the white patches of snow

lying in broken masses on the dark forest boughs;

[

others think the whiteness refers to the bleached bones

. of the slain, comparing the " campi ossibus albent " and
' " humanis ossibus albet humus " of Virgil (Mn., xii. 36)

and Ovid {Fasti, i. 558). See Maurer, DeUtzsch, and

Perowue, on this subject. Nevertheless, the passage is

obscure; the hteral rendering of the words is souncorlain,

that the import of the whole passage can only be, to a

great extent, a matter of conjecture.' The genileuess

1 The text hero is ohscure. " Aud Huzzab shall he led away,

she shall bo brought up, aud her maids shall lead her as with the

voice of doves, tabering upou their breasts," The following more

correctly represeuts the origiusil :
" It has been determined (32ri,

hopli. of ySi), she (Nineveh) is laid bare, carried into captivity,

and her maids groan like the cry of doves, smiting on their

I

breasts."

I

- See SjJctttcr's Commciitavj, iv., p. 321.
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of the dove is alluded toby our Lord :
" Be ye therefore

wise as serpents, and harmless as doves " (Matt. x. 16).

Doves' eyes were considered very beautiful (Cant.

1 15 ; iv. 1 ; v. 12). The wild rock pigeon builds its

nest in lofty cliffs and in deep so^'ges- This is referred

to in Cant. ii. U: "O my dove, thou art in clefts

of the rock, in the secret places of the cliffs " (" stairs,"

A. V.) ; " O ye that dwell in Moab, leave the cities, and

dwell in the rock, and be like the dove that maketh her

nest in the sides of the hole's mouth " (Jer. xlviii. 28).

in the second week in April, and clouds of doves are

feeding on the clovers of the plains. They stock

every tree and thicket. At every st«p they flutter up
from the herbage in front; they perch on every

tree and bush; they overspread the whole face of

the land. So universal, so simultaneous, so conspi-

cuous their migration, that the prophet might well

place the turtle-dove at the head of those birds which
' observe the time of their coming '

" (Nat. Hist. Bib.,

p. 219). The collared turtle (T. risorius) occurs in

The migration of the turtle-dove, who.se return to

Palestine in the spring is, as Dr. Tristram says, one of
the most marked epochs in the ornithological calendar,
is definitely mentioned by tlio prophet Jeremiah :

" The
turtle and the crane and the swallow observe the time
of their coming " (viii. 7) ; and by the author of the

Canticles
:
" For, lo, the winter is past, the rain is over

and gone
; the flowers appear on the earth ; the time of

the singmg of birds is come, and the voice of the turtle

is heard in our land " (Cant. ii. 11, 12). The dove here

especiaEy alluded to is the Twrtus auritw. " Search
the glades and valleys even by sultry Jordan at the end
of March, and not a turtle-dove is to be seen. Return

j

great numbers near the springs and streams on the

j

shores of the Dead Sea where trees grow ; and here it

resides throughout the year. In the summer it spreads

northwards up the Jordan valley, and may be seen in

the woods of Mount Tabor and GUead. This bird is a

larger variety, and darker in plumage than the dove so

frequently kept in cages and aviaries in England, so

familiar to all. Dr. Tristram says that Palestine appears

' to be almost the western limit of this bird. It is very

common in India, but is not foimd in a wild stat« in

Europe.

The palm turtle (T. Senegalensis) , like the preceding

species, is non-migratory, being a permanent resident
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in those places it frequents, such as the plains of

Jericho and Shittim, round the Dead Sea and other

spots where palm-trees flourish. But at Jericho, when
the palm is no longer found, this turtle frequents the

thorny jujube-trees (Zizyphus splna-chnsti). It is a

small bird of a ruddy chestnut colour, with no collar

on the neck, which is clothed with dark feathers having

a slight metallic lustre.

his wealth by the possession of a large separate dove-
cot built of mud or brick, and roofed over, tilled with
earthen pots with a wide mouth, each of which is the

home of a pair of pigeons. The poorer people rear

them in their houses, and in the vilhiges about Carmel
there is a row of small square pigeon-holes formed in

t)io wall just under the roof, opposite the door, each of

wiiicli lias a pair of tenants, who fly in and out over the

itus)

The domestication of the pigeon dates from very

early times. The prophet Isaiah probably refers to tame
birds when he says, " Who.ai-e these that fly as a cloud,

and as the doves to their windows P " ( Isa. Ix. 8) ; but Pro-

fessor Lepsius informed Mr. Darwin that, as early as

the fifth Egyptian dynasty, or 3000 B.C., pigeons were

domesticated ; and Dr. Birch, of the British Museum,
says that the pigeon appears in a bill of fare in the

previous dynasty. In Palestine at the present day the

I)igeon is " the invariable companion of man wherever

he has a settled habitation. The vUlage sheikli marks

heads of the family through the common door." The
pigeon tribe is exceedinglyabundant in Palestine. This is

accounted for by the botanical character of the country,

which is extremely rich in various kinds of clover,

trefoil, and other leguminous plants, on which the birds

delight to feed. Our word pigeon is from the Latin

pipio (a young pigeon), that from pipire, "to chirp

as a young bird." Dove is from the Anglo-Saxon

duva. that from dt'ifan, "to dive" or "to duck

the head," in allusion to the well-known habits of the

family.
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MEASUEES, WEIGHTS, AND COINS OF THE BIBLE.

HEBEEW MEASURES OF CAPACITY.

HE actiial content of the measiires of direct matliematical accordance with those of length,

capacity mentioned in the Bible is, up to It maybe said that the logoi twenty-four cubic inches is

the present time, a moot point. One only an approximately determined measure. Let it be

reason of the obscurity which has been so considered. At the same time, the metrical results

allowed to rest on the subject is this. Josephus makes of this approximation are so simple, and so precise, that

repeated reference to Hebrew measures, and explains ' there is good reason for supposing that they are

them to his readers by the use of Greek terms, actually ia accordance with the principles of the ancient

that only approximately coincide. Thus in one place
^

system.

{Ant, viii. 2, 9) he says that the bath contains 72 ' We have a positive check as to this determination, by

yestoE; that is to say, that it is equal to the Greek weight. Twenty-feurcubicinches, or '6752 of an English

metrefes, Or H little over ten gallons. In another pint, contain 6,060 grains of water at 62" Fahi-enheit.

passage {Ant, xv. 9, 2) he says that the Icor is equal to
^

Maimonides states that the weight of water wliich an

ten Attic medimni ; which gives a bath of a little mljili'ib! or quarter log, will coutaiu, is equal to twenty-

over eight gallons. In a third jilace {Ant, iii. 15,

3) he makes seventy hori equal to forty-one Attic

inedimni. And his references, in two other passages,

to the cotyle and the choa are no less iaconsistent

with one another, and with the foregoing comparisons.

It is thus evident that no accurate determination of

these ancient measures is to be obtained from Josephus.

If we say, in round numbers, that the hin is the

Jewish gallon, and the hor the Jewish quarter, we shall

be nearer the mark than if we attempt to work out

elaborate equivalents on the plan hitherto pursued.

Maimonides, in his commentary on the tract of the

Talmud, De Angulo (c. viii. m. 5 1, gives us a measurement

of the log, a small measure of capacity, iu digits.

But the question of the size of this digit is left open.

If we take the Hebrew digit of two barley corns, we

obtain too small a result. If we consider the poUex

of Maimonides to equal an English inch, we have too

large a result. It is useless to attempt to base a metrical

system on so vague a foundation.

The Oral Law, however, has referred the Hebrew

measures of capacity to the natural standard of the

contents of an egg. The log, one of the smallest

dimensions in the scale, is equal to the contents of six

eggs. These are said by the Ghemarists to be middle-

sized birds' eggs ; which they take to bo represented

by the largest eggs of the domestic hen. Although

a question may arise, how far such a standard can

bo considered as permanent, our first step must be

to ascertain what the cubic contents of a large hen's

egg actmilly are.

A considerable range of difference, in the size of the

six Egyptian diachmce. He docs not state the tem-

perature employed ; and fui-ther, there is a doubt as to

the exact weight of the drachma. The Atiic drachma

(about B.C. 25) weighed 61'3 troy gi-aius, and it subse-

quently fell to 57 yi aius, or lower.' Rabbi David-, who

was the sixth frmu Maimonides, estimated the weight

of the (tnjihul: uf water at twenty-five drachnice. If

we consider the apothecaries' di'achm of sixty troy

grains to be the unit employed, the determination of

Rabbi David would make a log of water weigh 6,000

grains. The hea\'ier drachma would give 6,240 gi-ains;

the lighter, 5,928 gi-ains. It is thus clear that our

own result of 6,060 grains is not far from the precise

truth.

The difficulty experienced, in modern times, in estab-

lishing a geometrically accurate standard of measure-

ments, at an arbitrarily fixed temperature of 62°

Fahrenheit, was not fidly overcome untU Sir Joseph

Whitworth supplied to mechanical science a method

which may be considered practically perfect. The
attempt made by the French men of science to base

a new metrical system, by means of astronomical

observations, on the polar diameter of the earth, is

now known to be inexact in its results. The kilo-

gramme'^ was iatended to be the weight of a cubic

decimetre of pure water, at its maximum density ; but

it is, in fact, somewhat greater.^ The imperial gallon

is stated in an Act of Parliament to contain 277 '274

cubic inches ; but its actual contents, according to the

standard volume of 101b. avoirdupois of iraro water at

the temperature of 62*^ Fahrenheit, under the pres-

sure of thirty inches of mercury, is stated by Professor

eggs of the hen, actually exists. But from a series of i Rankine to be actually 277-123 cubic inches,

measurements of fiUl-sized eggs, as they are laid in this
]

Tlje Roman niodius, the Hebrew sea or saittm,

country, wo arrive at an average of four cubic inches of
^
and the English peck, are so nearly identical in their

contents. It is extremely rare to find an egg exceed cubic contents, that it is difficult to oppose the idea

this capacity by more than five per cent. There is an
,

obvious advantage iu making use of so simple a uuit.

Not only are all calculations thus rendered extremely ' n: '" i r
'

• r,,, p. 234.

simple; but further, as afterwards wiU appear, the 3 j,'^'j,|, ,'.
,

'

. 1 -
.

'

°By 'w. J^'^M. Eaukine, p. 97.

Hebrew measm-es of capacity are thus brought into
|

•" KauUiu. •, r , ' j; ;-. u^ui TaWcs, p. 99. -
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that they were once, historically regarded, the same

measure.

The Hebrew cepha, according to the determination

we have above stated, contains exactly a cubic English

foot, or the cube of three-quarters of a Hebrew cubit.

An exact relation of this nature, between measures of

length and measures of capacity, is at once more simple

and more satisfactory, than any determination obtained

by the intermediate use of the scale beam ; and appears

to preclude the idea that it owes its origin to mere casual

coincidence.

A difficulty of a different order besets the student of

Hebrew measures, who seeks for information from the

Ailthc;ri?od Version of the Bible. It is one which arises

from the uncertain transliteration of Hebrew words ; that

is to say, from their spelling in English letters. The trans-

formation, which gradually occurs in all languages, had

proceeded to a considerable extent in Hebrew, before

it was arrested by the introduction of the points by the

Rabbis of Tiberias. That invention crystallised the

speech of the age ; and has preserved to us the pronun-

ciation, the masoretic iuterprotatiou, and the grammar,

of the fourth centm-y A.D. These not uufrequently differ

from those of the thii'd century B.C., which again are, to

some extent, preserved in the LXX. With the original

language, there is good reason to believe, the discrepancy

is often more serious. The current Arabic of the present

day preserves, in some words, an ixnpointed Hebrew
pronunciation, which is entirely lost in the rabbinical

Hebrew. Thus the name of Ayoub, " the haunted man,"

is familiar in Palestine ; where the Job of the English

Bible, and the ms of the LXX., would be entirely

unrecognised.

The bearing of this change in the pronunciation of

the Hebrew language upon our present subject, is this :

We find, in the Bible, references to a Jewish measure

called the o^ner ;' and again, in other places," to the

homer. It is very natural to confuse these two similar

words ; and the LXX. translators have actually done

so, by the translation of each of them by the word
(joinor in some places, although in others they use the

Persian word artaba^ for what our translators call the

homer. This measure, which in unpointed Hebrew is

spelt hmr, contains one hundred of the measures wliich

are, in the same way, spelt both omr and oimr. The
former word originally meant a heap, the latter is used

in the Pentateuch and in the Book of Ruth to denote

the handful of the gleaner.

That the measures of capacity among the Jews were
occasionally tampered with for dishonest purposes may
be iuferi'ed from the rebuke of the prophet Amos,4
"making the ephah small, and the shekel great," or,

in other words, selling short measure to the poor, at

full or exaggerated price.

> Exod. xvi. 36.

- Isa. V. 10 ; Bzek. xIt. 14. ; Hos. jii. 2.

3 iBa. V. 10. Omer is not to be found in the thirtieth edition of
Professor Endie's Cruden's Coiicorauiice.

4 Amos viii. 5.

In the tables of Hebrew measures of capacity sub-

joined, there will be found a representation of the actual

contents of the several denominations (together with

their mutual relations), expressed in definite English

equivalents. These equivalents are not only as close to

the truth as the information which exists on the subject

will allow a writer to calculate; but are as close as the

ancient measures could, in all probability, be made by the

artisans of thetime. And evenfurtherthan this, their geo-

metric exactitude, as compared with the linear measures,

is so perfect, that there is every reason to believe that

we have recovered the positive and exact standard.

From what follows on the subject of weight, there seems

reason to apprehend that this standard was that of the

Chaldeans. Oiu- troy weight exactly, our feet and

inches exactly, and our gallon and quarter very closely,

represent Hebrew measm-es; our ounce avoii-dupois,

on the other hand, is the Roman xmcia. The Hebrew
lebiiich, or half cubit, bears precisely the same relation

to- the English foot, that the first Hebrew shekel bears

to the troy ounce. Coincidences so exact can only be

explained by a common origiu, and that origin may be

traced to Chaldea, by means of the Chaldean weights

now Ln the British Museum. The slight differences

that exist between the principal English and Hebrew

measures of capacity are dependent on the fact, that

the size of the former has been lately determined by the

weight that a given measxu-e would contain, while the

size of the latter is a true measure of bulk, expressed in

terms of the linear measui-es. We shall see, before we

conclude, that the accordance between weight and

capacity in the Hebrew measures is cpiite as close as

is that between different determinations of the value of

the same nominal measures in England.

The measures contained in the table are the principal

metrical terms that occur in Hebrew literature. It will

be seen that they form only a portion of the elements

of a comprehensive and organised system.

In the New Testament, the first three Gospels are

characterised by an exact use of the Jewish metrical

terms,which is obsciu-ed by the Englishtranslation. Thus

in the parable of the unjust steward (Luke xvi. 6) we

read of one hundred baths of oil, and one hundred

cori of wheat; being the same measm-es, liquid and dry,

that are named in the Book of Kings (1 Kings v. 11

;

1 Chron. ii. 10) in the time of Solomon. The general

term, measure, which is appropiiately used in many

places (as m Matt. vii. 2) has been occasionally substituted

for the names of specific dimensions. In the parable as

to leaven, three sata of meal (that is to say, an epha), are

mentioned both by Matthew and by Luke. The only

foreign word of this nature that is employed by these

evangelists is the modius, which in our version is

translated bushel. The Roman modms held within a

small fraction of the contents of the saium, and the

word was therefore naturally employed during the time

of the Roman procurators. It would be more properly

translated by the word peck, than by bushel. The

chcenix, mentioned in the Apocalypse, is a Greek measure,

which has no Hebrew equivalent. It held 1-454 English
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pints. For this measure of wheat to be sold for a

denarms, indicates a famine price approaching thirty

shillings a bushel.
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days shall yo gather it ; but on the seventh day, which is

a Sabbath, in it there shall be none. . . . Sco, for

that the Lord hath given you the Sabbath, therefore lie

givoth you on the sixth day the bread of two days ;
abide

yo every man in his place, let no man go out of his place

on the seventh day " (vs. 23, 25, 29). Yet it is only in

appearance that these words reveal the existence of a Sab-

bath as an institution previously enforced by the direct

commandment of God. They speak of it rather as now

for the first time enforced, as having had a place indeed

in the Divine conception, but as not hitherto made form-

ally binding upon man ; and, in so far as now made bind-

ing, made so only in reference to the particular labour

specially referred to. Even this passage, therefore,

neither contains nor implies any formal institution of

the Sabbath previous to the arrival of Israel at Sinai.

For such institution we must look to the legislation

there.

All the passages, however, to which we have referred

have a bearing on the question with which we are now

dealing. They show that, if not yet formally appointed

for man, the Sabbath, whatever bo its meaning, had an

existence in the mind of God. Its idea was a part of

the eternal verity of His nature. In it, not less than

in the work of creation (Gen. ii. 2, 3), He gave utterance

to what He was. He awakened the echo of it in the

hearts of those who walked with Him, and were saved

(Gen. viii. 10, 12) ; and, when He stopped in to provide

miraculously for His people's wants. He did so in such

a manner as to give by means of it, not a partial only, but

a complete revelation of Himself (Exod. xvi. 5). It will

be well to take these considerations along with us for

future use. In the meantime, we remark only that the

institution of the Sabbath, as a positive ordinance of

God's ancient economy, is to be sought for only in the

Fourth Commandment.
Our second question has relation to the manner in

which the Sabbath was to be observed. Three things

first meet us here. The usual morning and evening

offerings were doubled, two lambs with their appropriate

moat and drink offerings being used that day in addition

to "the continual burnt offering and his drink offering"

(Numb, xxviii. 9, 10). The twelve new-baked shew-bread

loaves were set out upon the table in the holy place

appointed for the purpose ^Lev. xxiv. 8). There was

a " holy convocation " of the people (Lev. xxiii. 2, 3).

All these things were evidently designed to stamp the

day with a character of sacreduess, and not merely with

an importance higher than the other days of the week.

While this, however, was the case, it can hardly be said

that sacred exercises were the special oljject for wliich

the day was given. That object was rest from labour,

the intermission for a time of all the ordinary toils of

life: "In it thou shalt not do any work;" " Six diiys

thou shalt do thy work, and on the seventh day thou

shalt rest ;" " To-morrow is a rest, a Sabbath holy to the

Lord, six days may work be done, but in the seventh

is a Sabbath of rest holy to the Lord" (Exod. xx. 10

;

xxiii. 12 ; xxxiv. 21 ; xvi. 23 ; xxxi. 15). Passages

such as these are very numerous in the Law, and

they point to rest as the distinguishing characteristic

of the day. The "rest" was indeed to be "holy;"

it was to be used, at least to some degi'ee, for purposes

of instruction and edification in Divine things, but it was

itself the leading idea of the time. It had been so con-

nected with the thought of God's own rest at the first

(Gen. ii. 2, 3), and that reference is taken up again in

the Fourth Commandment, " For in six days the Lord

made heaven and earth, the sea, and all that in them is,

and rested the seventh day ; wherefore the Lord blessed

the sabbath day and hallowed it " (Exod. xx. 11). The

same thing appears also in the fact, that in later times

that spirit of ceremonial punctiliousness which destroyed

the true spirit of the institution, took its degenerate

course in this direction rather than any other. We
learn from many statements of the Now Testament, as

well as from the Rabbins, that it found expression not

so much in excessive and minute demands for religious

observances on the part of the people, as in accumu-

lated and paltry precepts in regard to abstinence from

work.

We shall err, however, it appears to us, if we confine

this idea of rest to that of a rest to be taken by every

toiling Israelite. It was not less a rest to be given to

those under their care by all possessed of authority over

others, " Ir it thou shalt not do any work, thou nor thy

son, nor thy daughter, thy manservant, nor thy maid-

servant, nor thy cattle, nor thy stranger that is within

thy gates ;" " On the seventh day thou shalt rest

that thine ox and thine ass may rest, and the son of

thy handmaid and the stranger may bo refreshed ;"

"That thy manservant and thy maidservant may

rest as well as thou" (Exod. xx. 10; xxiii. 12; Deut.

V. 14). Here was the introduction of an entirely now,

and in some respects a higher, idea in connection with

the observance of the Sabbath than that of merely rest-

ing oneself from labour. It implied consideration for

others, and the exercise of benevolent feelings towards

them, as a part of the duties of the day. Not in thank-

fid refreshment from one's own toils only was it to be

sanctified, but in remembering that all, whether man or

beast, who toil for us are entitled to rest at our hand.

The same privilege extended by God to each head of a

house or of a family in Israel, that head was again to

extend to such as were under his control. The rest of

the Sabbath, in short, was not merely a personal enjoy-

ment to be passively received ; it was to be an active

entering into the mind of God. What had been be-

.stowed on him, each Israelite was to distribute in the

same spirit of love and thoughtful care as that in which

ho had himself been dealt with.

These remarks may prepare us for the next point

that meets us—What was the true idea and meaning of

the Sabbath institute ? This idea is first of aU to be

sought in the view already taken by us, that the Sabbath

had a relation to God himself, and that it is not to be con-

sidered merely as an arrangement for the good of Israel.

It may, sometimes, no doubt, be well to point out the

physical and moral benefits which it was calculated to

bestow upon the people; but, in judging of the institu-
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tion as a whole, the thought of these must always be

kept entirely sxibordinate to the higher conceptions

which it embodied. Wo may be confident enough that

every Divine idea wiU result in blessings to mau, and

may rejoice that it will do so, but we must bo careful to

assign to the Di\'ine idea itself the prominent place in

our consideration. We must descend from it to the tem-

poral benefits, not ascend from them to it. That there

is such an idea thus involved in the institution of the

Sabbath is clear from what we have seen, that long before

it was actually introduced and made binding on Israel,

it existed in relation to God himself. He had blessed

the seventh day and sanctified it, because that in it He
had rested from all His work which He had created

and made (Gen. ii. 2, 3). In giving the manna to Israel

He had again brought forward this thought of His own
being, and the reference of the Sabbath to what He was

(Exod. xvi.). Nay, even in assigning to the institution

a place in the Law, the relation thus connected with it in

earlier times is taken up and confirmed— '

' for in six days

the Lord made heaven and earth, the sea and all that in

them is, and rested the seventh day " (Exod. xx. II).

What then is this idea? Before attempting to answer

the question, we must turn to two passages of the New
Testament, the fii-st of which at least is not often enough

brought into connection with this matter, or, when
brought, is frequently misinterpreted. The passages

are John v. 17 and Heb. iv. 3, 4.

In John V. 17 we have the answer given by our

Lord to " the Jews," when they complained of His vio-

lating the Sabbath day by fii\st healing the impotent

man at the pool of Bethesda, and then bidding him take

up his bed and walk. " My Father," says the Saviour,

"worketh liitherto," or until now, "and I work." It

seems impossible to attach any bxit one meaning to this

answer. Our Lord had done what in tho eyes of " the

Jews" was a piece of work upon the Sabbath day, and
He had commanded the impotent mau to do the same.

In His defence against their murmuriugs Ho draws no
distinction between different kinds of work, as if He
would have defended Himself in the same way as on other

occasions, by showing that on the Sabbath it was at all

events la^vful to do good (Matt. xii. 12 ; Mark iii. 4).

No distinction of this kind indeed would have been a
defence against what appears from the tenth verse of the

chapter to have mainly offended the Jews, the man's
carrying his bed. It could not be pleaded that that act was
one either of necessity or mercy. It was not demanded
by the circumstances of the case, and it had no analogy

to the rescuing of a sheep which had fallen into a pit

upon the Sabbath day. Nor only so. There is not a
word in the narrative to lead to the thought of such

a distinction. It is the whole Di^ine working that the

Saviour has in view, a working indeed that is never for

anything but good ; and He says of it all, " My Father
worketh until now, and I work"—that is, My Father's

working and mine go on continually ; we are not and
cannot be interrupted by the Sabbath day; our work
admits no break to it. If this be a correct interpretation

of the passage, it shows that there is a sense in which

the idea of constant working may be predicated of

God.

The second passage of which we spoke was Heb. iv.

3—5 ;
" For we which have believed do enter, into rest,

as he said. As I have sworn in my wrath. If they shall

enter into my rest : although the works were finished

from the foundation of the world. For he spake in a

certain place of the seventh day on this wise, And God
did rest the seventh day from all his works. And in

this place again, U they shall enter into my rest." The
sacred writer is engaged in exhorting the Hebrew Chris-

tians to take warning by the example of their forefathers

who through unbelief fell in the wilderness, and did not

enter into God's rest. He has to show, therefore, that

there is such a rest still in existence, a rest for those

who now receive tho Gospel message in faith. He does

this by bringing into close relation with each other the

words of Genesis ii. 2, 3, and of Psalm xcv. II ; and, in

so fai- as concerns our present purpose, ho argues thus

:

—The latter text was spoken long after the former, yet

it tells of a rest of God, a rest that has not come to an

end, although the works were finished from the foun-

dation of the world. In other words, although God is

.said in Genesis to have rested on the seventh day, that

rest must continue, otherwise David could not have de-

scribed it in his time as a present thing. Here, therefore,

the whole period that had passed away from the date of

creation is set before us, under a point of Wow exactly

the converse of that from which it was looked at by our

Lord in the Gospel of St. John. In the latter it is all

a period of working : in the former it is all a period of

rest. How are we to reconcile the two ?

We answer, Both ideas are to be' predicated of God,

and the meaning of the Sabbath in its relation to Him is

that it expresses one of them. Had the Book of Genesis

or the fourth commandment contained only the one

statement that God made all things in six days, we
should have associated with Him merely the thought of

work. No more than one part of what He is would

have been revealed to us. But the rest of the seventh

day comes in, and immediately we see that in God there

is not only tho idea of work, but of rest. Not that He

'

works at one time and rests at another. That is only

tho human mode of conceiving and representing the

complex truth. Both things are in Him combined. In

ono sense He is always working : in another sense He
is always resting. His work is the work of rest : His

rest is tho rest of work. The work is not tho work of

toil, but is performed in the calm majesty of repose

:

the rest is not the rest of idleness, but is enjoyed in

the constant activity of doing good.

Hence also, we imagine, tho particular determination

of the seventh day for rest. It is possible—we are far

from contesting tho truth of the supposition—that in

the h.armonios of nature, in the physiological or social

condition of man, there may be some deep reason why

a seventh day's rest should be preferable to one occur-

ring at an interval of six or eight or ten days. At
present, however, we are dealing with the thought of

the Sabbath of God, as well as man. and wo must seek
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the ground of the selection of a seventh day rather

than of any other in something else. Nor is it easy

to soo in what else it can bo sought than in this,

that seven is the number of God in His relation to

His jicoijle. It enfolds that idea in its completeness.

Therefore, when six days express the idea of God's

work, there remains only one number, the seventh,

to express the idea of His rest. It is fitting, too,

that the six should be chosen for work, the seventh

for rest, rather than that the numbers should be re-

versed. Man is to imitate the Divine, and it is only

imperfectly that he can do so. He must separate into

parts what in God is one, and it would bo fatal to all

the arrangements needed for the welfare of humanity

were one day only given to work and six days to rest.

Such, then, being the idea of the Sabbath in its rela-

tion to God, we see also what it was to Israel. Israel

was God's covenant people. His sou. It was to take

home to it, therefore, in the Sabbath, the idea of the

Divine rest. It was to learn that a life moulded upon

the idea of the life of God was not to be all toil. Life

was to have also its repose, and that a repose in which

God was to be imitated not only by resting, but by rest-

ing in the spirit of beneficence, when each head of its

households gave rest to his sons and his daughters, his

manservants and his maidservants, and his cattle.

Hence also we see how naturally it happened that the

Sabbath could be associated with other considerations

than the rest of creation. It could be spoken of as " a

sign" between God and Israel throughout aU their

generations (Exod. xxxi. 13), for to no other people had
God so fuUy unfolded His character and ways, and these

were largely expressed in the institution. It could be

connected with the blessing of deliverance from Egypt—"and remember that thou wast a servant in the land

of Egypt, and that the Lord thy God brought thee out

thence through a mighty hand and by a stretched out

arm ; therefore the Lord thy God commanded thee to

keep the sabbath day"—for that deliverance was the

most signal manifestation of God's covenant love to

Israel, the most palpable proof that He was their God,
and they His people. It was thus also that the punish-

ment of death could be annexed to the violation of the

Sabbath law, for in breaking that law the covenant with

God was broken. And, finally, it is thus that we can

well believe, what indeed we know from different pas-

sages of Scripture to have been the fact (Hosea ii. II

;

Luke xiv. 1), that Israel's Sabbath, though enforced with

such a tremendous penalty, was not a day of austerity

and gloom, but of hUarity and joyfulness, of all that

joyfulness which neither secularises nor wearies as much
as, often more than, work.

The considerations now adduced throw light also upon
another point often felt to be attended with considerable

difficulty, that the idea of the Sabbath was in existence

before the Fall. It seems at first sight as if no Sabbath
could be needed by man while the ground had not yet

been cursed for his sake, and labour had not yet become
toil. Nor would it bo oaay to escape this conclusion

were we to think of the institution only in reference to

him. But, if it reveal a part of what God is, the diffi-

culty disappears. Even in his state of innocence man
had to work (Gen. ii. 15), and thus he learned to know
God as One who worked and who required work of His
creatures. That, however, was only a part of His ways.

He not only worked, but rested ;, and if, therefore. He
was to be fully known, some revelation of Him must be
given in this light also. The Fall then has no necessary

connection with the Sabbath's rest. That rest is a pai-t

of God's own manifestation of Himself, and it is desir-

able that man, whether in his estate of innocence or of

sin, should know Him as He is.

Such then being the idea of the Sabbath in reference

to God—an idea in existence from the first, and probably

in some way or another revealed, though not embodied
in a commandment—it may perhaps bo asked, Wliy
should not tliis always have been enough ? Why, at a

later date, should it have been necessary to impose the

Sabbath upon Israel by positive law ? The answer is.

Because thus only could the idea bo preserved. It was
indeed the peculiar function of Israel to preserve by
means of positive laws ideas which would otherwise have

perished. The effect of this was certainly to limit the

ideas for the time, but we are not to consider the limited

form as theii- true and adequate expression. The limita-

tion rather points to the illimitable, the partial conception

to the complete. Had it not been for such a command-
ment as the fourth, the idea of God's rest and of man's

rest in Him would have been lost. Human sinfulness,

together with the hard pressure of life, would have made
our earthly existence a round of uninterrupted endless

toil. The whole course of each succeeding week would

have been laid hold of for the world, and God would

have been forgotten. Here, therefore, the command-

ment mercifully interposed, and, by demanding one day

in seven for rest because God had rested, became a

witness for the higher and better order of things that

had once had place. It did not, however, confine the

views of the people to the sanctification of the one day

of which it spoke. They were even called upon, by tl'.o

very ground assigned in it for keeping the one day holy,

to rise to the thought of God, and in Him who knows

no succession of time, to the thought of sanctification of

aU days. It was thus a testimony to something higher

than its words expressed. It contained within it not a

dead letter but a living germ, waiting for the favour-

able opportunity to burst its covering and to spring up,

" after its kind," in primeval beauty.

Thus, then, we are brought to the fidfilment imder the

Christian dispensation of Israel's Sabbath law. In what

is that fulfilment to be found i Certainly not, wo

answer, in the Lord's Day of the Christian Church. Wo
have seen that all the sacred seasons of Israel which

have passed under our notice pointed onwards not td

institutions but ideas, that not one of them is fidfilleiL

in any supposed corresponding ordinance of New Testa-

ment times. It is thus also in the case betore us ;
and

analogy alone might justify the conclusion, that we are

not to find the fulfilment of the Jewish Sabbath in the

Christian Sunday. But we are not left to analogy. We
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have the direct teaching of Scripture ou the point ; ami

that teaching is, that the Sabbath is fulfilled in Christ

himself and in His Church.

As to Christ himself, it is in this very light that He
comes before us in the fifth cliapter of the Gospel of St.

John. "We fail to reach the meaning of that miracle at

the pool of Bethesda recorded there, if we think of it

only as a manifestation on the part of Jesus of His

Divine power and grace. Looked at in all its accom-

panying circumstances, and in the light of the whole

structure of the Gospel which contains it, it teaches a

far deeper lesson. Its true language is that Christ is

the reality of which the Sabbath of Israel was the type,

the substance of which it was the shadow. What Christ

does is the accomplishment of the Di\'ine idea of work.

The calmness, the rest, the oneness >vith the Tather, in

which He does it, is the accomplishment of the Di\Tno

idea of rest.

But what is fulfilled in Christ is fulfilled also in His
people, and the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews
has again distinctly shown us how we are to find in cir-

cumstances connected with the general position of Chris-

tians in Christ their Head the fulfilment of the Sabbath
law. In the fourth chapter of his Epistle, from which
we have already quoted, he exclaims as he di'aws his

argument to a close, " There remaineth therefore a rest

for the people of God " (Heb. iv. 9). The word here

translated a rest is literally a Sabbatism or a keeping of

a Sabbath ; and the words would be more truly ren-

dered, " There remaineth therefore a Sabbath-keeping
for the people of God." That this Sabbath-keeping is

conceived of in the light of an enlarging and extending

of the original seventh day's rest, is clear from the

previous portion of the chapter ; and the meaning of the

sacred writer is, that God permits His people to look

forward to a Sabbath-keeping upon whose fulness they

have not yet entered, to a Sabbatic rest similar to His
own, when they shall cease from their works as He did

from His. The eternal rest set before us at the close

of our present pilgrimage and warfare is, therefore, the

true fulfilment of Israel's Sabbath. Then the work here

given us to do, in so far at least as it is work of toil, and
mingled with weariness and disappointment and sorrow,

shall at length come to an end. We shall rest not from
working, but from all that makes working a burden

and a pain. " To you who are troubled," says St. Paul,
" rest with us " (2 Thess. i. 7). " And I heard a voice

from heaven," says St. John, " saying unto me, Write,

Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord from hence-

forth
;
yea, saith the Spirit, that they may rest from their

hibours ; and their works do follow them " (Re-v. xiv. 13).

Such is the great fulfilment of Israel's Sabbath law;

but, while it is so, it seems necessary to remark in con-

clusion that we cannot limit the fidfilmeut to the state

of eternal blessedness beyond the grave. All that is

fulfilled in Christ, aU that is to be the portion of His

Church hereafter, is more or less the actual possession

of Christians even now. The perfected kingdom of

God, the heavenly Jerusalem, is always \'iewed in the

New Testament, and not less in the Epistle to the

Hebrews than elsewhere (comp. xii. 22), as something to

which they are already " come." There must, therefore,

be a present as well as a future fulfilling of the Sabbath.

And there is ; for, amidst many imperfections, with

only a partial realising of what is theirs, the people of

God keep a constant Sabbath. Their work, like Christ's,

is their Father's work : their rest, like Clirist's, is rest

in God. Their time, hke all their other gifts, is His

who has redeemed them to Himself, their days at once

spent in His holy yet free service, and enjoyed in the

feehng of repose communicated by the thought of His

unchanging love.

THE POETEY OF THE BIBLE.
EV. A. S. AOLE^f, M.A., INCUMBENT OP ST. NINIAN'S, ALTTH,

STEUCTUEE OF THE VEESE (continued).

§ 3.—PARALLELISM [continued).

I ROM the last-mentioned variety of paral-

lelism it is an easy transition to that class

called by Bishop Lowth synthetic or con-

stntctive. Here the rhythm is not one

of thought, but depends entirely on a resemblance in

the form of construction. There is no longer in the

second member of the verse an elevation of the image
and sentiment of the first, but there is a correspondence

in the shape and turn of each proposition, and in the

constructive pai'ts—^noun answering to noun, verb to

verb, negatives and interrogatories to similar forms in

the parallel sentence. As might be imagined, this style

admits of the greatest variety. It lends itself readily

to the caprices of free lyric song. It is especially

adapted to the genius of the Hebrew Muse, who loves to

build up the structure of her verse by adding figure

to figure, and accumulating one image on another. It

is therefore among complex forms of parallelism that

the finest specimens of this style are foimd. In the

following passages, although there are some well-marked

couplets, the tendency to multiply the parallel lines

until they form a stanza or strophe of verses almost

symmetrical in construction, is veiy plainly exliibited.

Fire ana hail, suow and ice r

Wind and storm fulfilling His word

;

Mountains and all bills

;

Fruitful ti-ees and all cedars :

Beasts and all cattle ;

Worms and feathered fowls :

Kin^-s of the earth, and all peoples ;

Princes, and all ,iud;;es of the world

;

Young men and maidens
;

OKI men and chililren :

Let them praise the name of Jehovah

;

For His name only is excellent.

And His praise-above heaven and earth."

(Ps. cxlviu. 7-
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( " I auj coming into my garden, my sister, my betrothed

;

( I am gathering my myrrh with my spices ;

( I am eating my honeycomb with my honey
;

\ I am drinking my wine with my milk." (Cant. v. 1.)

The synthetic is the prevailing rhythm of this ex-

qmsite love song.

( " With Him is wisdom and might

;

\ To Him belong counsel and understanding.

Lo, He pulleth down, and it shall not be built

;

He encloseth a man, and he shall not be let loose.

Lo, He witbholdeth the waters, and they are dried up.

And He sendeth them forth, and they overturn the earth.

( With Him is strength aud perfect existence;

\ The deceived and the deceiver are His."

(Jobxii. 13—16.)

Frequently one line or member contains two senti-

ments.
" The nations raged ; the kingdoms were moved ;

He uttered a voice, and the e.irth was dissolved.

Be still, and know that I am God.
I will be exalted in the nations

;

I will be exalted in the earth." (Ps. xlvi. 6—10.)

In the following there is an antithesis between the

iwo members of each verse.

"Behold, my servants shall eat, but ye shall bo famished;
Behold, my servants shall driuk, but ye shall be thirsty;

Behold, my servants shall rejoice, but ye shall be confounded
;

Behold, my servauts shall sing aloud for gladness of heart.

But ye shall cry aloud for grief of heart.

And in the anguish of a broken spirit shall ye howl."
(Isa. XV. 13, U.)

One of the finest examples of all occurs in the

19th Psalm.

f
" The law of Jehovah is perfect, restoring the soul

;

The testimony of Jehovah is sure, making wise the simple

;

J The precepts of Jehovah are right, rejoicing the heart;
'. The commandment of Jehovah is clear, enlit^htening the eyes ;

j
The fear of Jehovah ia pure, enduring for ever

;

(^ Thejudgments of Jehovah are truth, they are just altogether
;

( More desirable than gold, or than much fine gold,

\ And sweeter than honey or the dropping of honeycombs."
(Ps. xix. 8-11.)

Under the head of synthetic parallelism, Lowth
includes a peculiar figure which is frequently employed

in the poetical books. It consists in using two con-

secutive numbers in such a way as either to convey the

sense of indefiniteness, or else to add point and v-igour

to an enumeration of facts or objects. A few examples

will serve better than further explanation.

" In six troubles will He deliver thee
;

Yea, in seven there shall no evil touch thee

;

In famine He shall redeem thee from death,
And in war from the power of the sword

;

Thou shalt be hid when the tougue scourgeth
;

Neither shalt thou be afraid when destruction cometh.
At destruction and famine thou shalt laugh

;

Neither shalt thou he afraid of the beasts of the earth."

(Jobv. 12—22.)

" These six things Jehovah hateth :

And seven are the abomination of His soul

:

liofty eyes, and a lyiug tongue.
And hands shedding innocent blood

;

A heart fabricating wicked thoughts ;

Feet hastily running to mischief
;

A false witness breathing out lies
;

And the sower of strife between brethren."

(Prov. vi. 16—19.)

The 30th chapter of Proverbs contains many elegant

examples of the same kind. A long series of denuncia-

tions in the prophet Amos is rendered more impressive

50—VOL. in.

by the judicial tone gained by the repetition of this

figure.

Thus saith Jehovah :

—

In the song of Deborah there is a most viwd touch

given by the same means.

" To every man a damsel or two ;

To Sisera a prey of divers colours, a prey of divers colours of

embroidery

;

One of divers colours, two of embroidery, for the neck of the

queen." (Judges v. 30.)'

The constructive form of parallel verse might be

abundantly illustrated from the New Testament. The

instances are, however, chiefly of a complex kiud, the

verses extending beyond two members. The Beatitudes

will occur to every one. The following couplets are

from St. James, whose style is throughout singularly

like that of the sententious poetry of the Old Testament.

" Gnome follows gnome, and the discourse hastens from

one similitude to another, so that the diction often

passes into the poetical, and iu some i>arts is like that

of the prophets." This Jewish cast of thought is tlie

more striking, because the language of the epistle is

imusuaUy free from Hebrew grammatical constructions.

j " Resist the devil, and he will flee from you ;

) Draw nigh to God, and He will draw nigh to you.

( Cleanse your hands, ye sinners,

( And purify your hearts, ye double-minded."
(James iv. 7, 8.)

The following passage from one of our Lord's dis-

courses, also contains synthetic couplets :

—

C " Sell that ye have, aud give .alms ;

< Provide yourself bags which wax not old

;

(^ A treasure in the heavens which faileth not

;

( Where no thief approacheth
;

I Neither moth corrupteth
;

( For where your treasure is

( There will your heart be also." (Luke xii. 33, 34.

)

The next class of simple parallelisms corresponds to

Bishop Lowth's antithetic class. The outward and in-

ward harmony are both preserved, the structures being

perfectly symmetrical, and evenly balanced, but the

proportion appears by contrast rather than resemblance.

Ewald names it the gnomic, or sententious rhythm, and

describes it as " a verse consisting of twomembers of seven

or eight syllables corresponding to each other, as rise

and fall, and containing a thesis and antithesis, a sub-

ject and its image.* The degi-ees, however, of the anti-

thesis are various. Sometimes the opposition extends to

all the terms ; sometimes it is confined to one. Now
the contrast is a general one of sentiment; now it is

minutely drawn out between each particular term, and

the propositions are made to balance so nicely that

singiilar answers to singular, plural to plural, and so on.

The following examples exhibit the varieties of anti-

thetic parallelism :

—

" The blows of a friend are faithful

;

But the kisses of an enemy are treacherous."

(Prov. xxvii. 6.)

' We may compare with this figure the

terque quatei-que beati.

" Diclilor des A. B.

Latin phrase
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"There is that maketh himself rich, yet hath uothinij
;

There is that maketh himself poor, yet hath great riches."

(PVOY. xiii. 7.)

In these examples eveiy word has its opposite, aud

while the antithesis is complete, perfect external har-

mony is pi-eserved.

" A wise son rejoicetb his father.

But a foolish sou is the grief of hie mother.'*

(Prov. X, 1.)

Here, too, the epposition extends to every term, since

father and mother are relatively opposite.

In the following all terms but one are opposed. The
other terms are synonymous in meaning, though ex-

pressed ill diiferent words.

" He that walketh with wise men shaU be wise ;

But the companion of fools shall be destroyetl.'*

(PrOT. xUi. 20.)

" The memory of the just is blessed ;

But the name of the wicked shall rot." (ProT.x. 7.)

" A soft answer turneth away wrath ;

But grievous words stir up anger." (Prov. iv. 1.)

" All the ways of a man are clean in his own eyes

;

But Jehovah weigheth the spirits." (Prov. svi. 2.)

Here the antithesis is of a general kind, well marked
in the contrast of sentiment, but not extending to the

several terms. The following is another instance :

—

Sometimes the effect is heightened by the introduction

of a second antithesis between the j)arts of each member
of the verse, as in

" There is that scattereth, and still increaseth ;

And that is unreasonably sparing, yet groweth poor."
(Prov. xi. 21. , Translated by Lowth.)

These examples are all taken from the Proverbs of

Solomon, where they abound. It is a form peeidiarly

adapted for the adages and aphorisms which embodied
and preserved Hebrew wisdom. Nothing else coidd

stamp the distinction between good and evil in such en-

during character on a nation's mind. Unsuited as the

language of the Jews undoubteiUy was for expressing

the more refined processes of abstract thought, it pos-

sessed, in this power of condensing into two short incisive

lines the experience of ages, the most efficient agent for

promoting practical ethics. Solomon has given an
accurate and powerfid description of his own proverbs.

" The words of the wise are as goads.
And as nails fastened by the masters of assemblies."

(Ecclcs. xii. 11.)

They penetrate the heart, and remain fixed in the

memory, preserved from oblivion, not only by their

brevity, but by the rhythmic form in which their sharp
and pointed contrasts fall.

But the antithetic style is not confined to gnomic
poetry. It is not inconsistent vnth the lyi-ic muse, and
though the sublimer poetry adopts it but seldom, Isaiah.

by means of it, without departing from his usual

dignity, adds greatly to the sweetness of his compo-
sition. The following is one out of other instances :

—

J
" la a httle anger I have forsaken thee

;

I But with great mercies will I receive thee again.

L short wrath I hid my face for a moment from thee ;

with everlasting kindness will I have mercy on thee."

(Is. Ixv. 13, U.)

The Psalms also afford examples :

—

J
" These in chariots, and these in horses ;

I But we, in the name of Jehovah, our God, will be strong.

\ They are bowed down and fallen ;

\ But we are risen, and maiutain ourselves firm."

(Ps. ^. 7. 8.)

The New Testament contains many examples of the

antithetic parallelism. It was a mode of teaching not

likely to be neglected by our Lord.

( " He that exalteth himself shall be abased,

\ And he that humWeth himself shall be exalted.

Whosoever shall speak a word against the Sou of Man it shall

be forgiven him

;

But unto him that blasphemeth against the Holy Ghost it

shall not be forgiven." (Luke xii. 10.)

The aphoristic sentences of the rabbinical wi-itings

generally take the antithetic form.

Whosoever maketh himself humble, him the holy blessed One
exalteth

;

But whosever exalteth himself, him the holy blessed One
maketh humble

;

( And whosoever pursueth dignity, him dignity Ceeth ;

( But whosoever fleeth dignity, to him doth dignity return."

The antithesis is sometimes strengthened by the em-

ployment of a very elegant figure, which is well known
to readers of Greek and liatin. The terms of the

contrast are arranged in what Greek grammarians call

chiasmus, that is, cross-wise, like the letter x

—

" He that syanth Ms rod hateih his son

;

But he that loveth him cTiastiscth him betimes."

(Prov. xiii. Zi.)

If we transpose the terms of the second member, the

whole effect is weakened.

A similar instance occurs in the next chapter.

The English translation of Luke i. 63 has detected

the Hebrew idiom under the Greek, and has added
greatly to the force of an impressive passage in Mary's

The use of this figure is not confined to tlie antithetic

parallelism. We shall see presently with what elegance

it is introduced into strophes of four lines. It is also

found in the ordinary simple verse, as in these two

instances from Psalm 107 :

—

" For He hath satisfied the craving sou!

;

And the famished soul He hath filled with goodness."
(ver. 9.)

" For He hath destroyed the gates of brass ;

And the bars of iron He hath smitten asunder."
(ver. 16.)

In Latin tliis figiu-e is of frequent use. The arrange-

ment—
" Katio cousentit, repuguat oratio"

—
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is more elegant and forcible than

" Eatio consentit, oratio repiiguat." (Cic, 1)8 Fin., iii. 3.)

The EugHsh poet Spenser has thus imitated the Virgin's

There is a beautiful illustration of the fondness of

Eastern nations for this mode of expression. " When
the Arabs salute one another it is generally in these

terms, Saldm aleikiim, (' Peace be \Tith you ') ; in speaking

these woi'ds they lay the right hand on the heai-t. The
answer is, Aleikum essaldm (' With you be x)eace ')."'

In the Song of Solomon there occurs a curious

verse, in which the antithetic terms of the parallelism are

aiTanged on a different s-rstem of alternation.

"I am black, but yet beautiful, O daughters of Jerusalem ;

Like the touts of Kedar, like the pavilions of Solomon."
(Cant. i. 5.)

That is, black as the tents of Kedar (made of dark-

coloured goat's hair), beautiful as the pavilions of

Solomon.

There are instances of a similar construction where

the parallelism is not of the antithetic kind.

" On her housetops, aud to her opeu streets.

Every one howleth, descendeth with weeping."
(Isa. XV. 3.)

That is, every one howleth on her housetops, and de-

scendeth with weeping to her open streets.^

We may compare the following exquisite verse from

Shelley's Prometheus Unbound, where also the vivid

1 Niebuhr, quoted by Jebb, Sacred Literatim, p. 7i.

2 Lowth, Isaiah. Homer has some fiue examples of this arrange-

ment, combined with the elegance and force of the Chiasmus, e.g.,

" Wailing aud triumph-cry commingled rose

From those who slew, from those, too, that were slain."

(11., iv, 450.)

" Him the Muse loved, and gave him good and ill.

Of sight bereaved him, gave him sweetest song."

(Od., viii. 63.)

effect that can be produced by paridlelism may bo

noticed :

—

" My wiugs are folded o'er mine ears j

My wings are crossed o'er miue eyes j

Yot through their silver shade appears,

Aud through their lulling plumes arise,

A abape, a throng of sounds
j

May it be uo ill to thee.

O thou of many wounds !

Near- whom for our sweet sister's sake.

Ever thus we watch aud wake."

The poetic mood does not at all times submit to

the constraint of fixed metre. Exceptions, which are

' called poetic licenses, occur in long poems so frequently

as to become recognised varieties of verse. Such, for

example, in Latin hexameters, is the occuri'ence of two
' spondees at the close of a line, in English heroics of an

Alexandi'iue, in English blank verse of lines which have

eleven or twelve syllables. The lyric song of Israel was
' wild and free in its movements. It compelled the

I flexible rhythm to every change of its fluctuating moocL

In the older poetry especially, the animation of the

verse is sustained by frequent and rapid changes.

I

One of these modifications was gained by sacrificing

I the symmetry of sound which in the perfect parallel

verse exists between the two members. While pro-

ser^dngthe equivalence of thought, the sentences cease to

baLonee one another. There is a marked inequality

between them, which has gained for this kind of verse

the name of unecjiml parallelism.

It arises in many cases from the suppression of some

member of the proposition, which may be supplied in

thought. But at other times it must be referred to the

freedom claimed by the Muse. The following examples

will guide to the discovery of others :

—

" Jehovah is my strength and my song ;

For He was my salvation." (Exod. xv. 2.)

" Sing unto God, ye kingdoms of the earth

;

Sing praises to Jehovah." (Ps. Ixviii. 33.)

'• Well have T kept Thy commandments and Thy testimonies
.;

For all my ways are before Thee." (Ps. cxix. 68).

" The poor and the needy seek for water, and there is none

;

Their tongue is parched with thirst." (Ps. xli. 17.)

" Hearken unto me, ye that pursue righteousness,

Ye that seek Jehov.ah." (Is. li. 1.)

THE COINCIDENCES OF SCRIPTURE.
THE LOCAL COLOURING OF ST. PAUL'S EPISTLES.

BT THE EDITOE.

THE EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS.

j)OLLOWING what is now recognised by
most critics as the right chronological

order of St. Paul's Epistles, we pass from
those addressed to the Church of Corinth

itteu to the Churches of Galatia. As in-

tended for a province, not for a single city, it takes

into account what we may speak of as the national tem-

perament of the race by which the province had been

peopled, rather thau the cu-cumstanees specially con-

to that

uoctcd with .my given locality. It is, we may note, the

only K].i>tl.' ut' St. Paul's (imless we except that to

the E)ilii v^iaii.'^. •.vliicli many regard, from the fact that

the words " in Ephesus " are omitted in some of the

most authoritative MSS., as intended for many of

the Asiatic Churches) which has this quasi-encyclical

character.

Into the main subjects of the Epistle, the contro-

versy Avith the Judaisers, tlie Apostle's vindication of

his authority as independent of any human agency,
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coming as a direct iminodiate revelation fi-om the

Lord Josiis, Ills arguments as to the powerlessnoss of

the Law to justify, and the nullity of circumcision in

relation to the groat work of the salvation of the soul,

I do not now purpose to enter. What I desire to note

is the agreomont between the defects of character and

temperament which St. Paul reproves, and those which

are known to have been the special characteristics of

the race. That race occupied, it will bo remembered, a

peculiar position among the population of Asia Minor.

The name Galatse, by which the Greeks knew them,

was also tliat by which they described the Gauls of

Western Europe. The name, which seems to occupy

an intermediate position between Keltte and Galli, and

represents, probably, a transition stage between two
divergent forms of the same root-word, was applied to

them because they belonged to the same great division

of the Keltic race that had invaded Rome at the com-

mencement of the fourth century before Olirist (B.C. 390),

had occuijied the broad plains of the Po, and peopled

the greater part of the country which we now know
as France. About 150 years later, another body of the

same people had invaded Greece. Their invasion was
repelled, and the rescue of the gi-eat sanctuary of Apollo

at Delphi from the destruction with which they threatened

it, was looked upon by the Greeks as the direct result

of a divine interposition by the god who was there

worshipped. A portion of the invading host had, how-
ever, crossed the Hellespont, overran the gi-eater part

of Asia Minor, were finally allowed by Attalus I., King
of Pergamos (B.C. 230) to occupy a border region between

Phrygia, Bithynia, and Cappadocia, of about 200 miles

in length, and the district received from them its new
name Galatia. After taking the side of Antiochus the

Great against the Romans, they shared in his defeat, and
became subjecttotheRepublic,B.c. 189. Roman writers

knew the country thus acquired as Gallo-Grsecia.

Hero then these Gauls remained, retaining their old

national temperament, much even of their old language,

adopting some of the customs of the Greeks among
whom they were settled, and the older religion of

Phrygia, which consisted mainly in the worship of

Gybele, as the great Earth Goddess. The chief seats

of that worship were at Ancyra (the modern Angora,

famous for its goat's-hair fabrics) and Pessiuus. The
priests who were consecrated to it devoted themselves

to the service of the goddess—with that strange per-

version of the sense that purity from sensual lust is a

condition of true worship, which marks many of the reli-

gions of the East—by self-mutilation. The rites of that

worship were in the highest degree wild and orgiastic.

The belief in magic, with all its details of charms, spells,

incantations, common more or less among all semi-

barbarous peoples, was nowhere stronger than among
them. Lastly, in addition to these influences, the Jews
of the dispersion, following in the track of the caravan

road by which traffic found its way from the south-

eastern to the north-western provinces of Asia Minor,
had found their way there, and in the time of Augustus
were prominent enough at Ancyra to claim special privi-

leges, which, by the emperor's decree, were inscribed

ui^on tablets placed in the temple of that city.

It was to this people that St. Paul turned his course

on what we know as his second missionary journey,

accompanied by SUas and Timotheus. His success in

dealing with a population moro or less resembling them
at Lyotra, the knowledge which, as a worker in the sail-

cloth made for tents, he might have gained of their

textde manufactures, his desire to take the most direct

route to the western coast of Asia, which he was clearly

bent on reaching, may have determined his purpose in

thus visiting them.

The excitable temperament of the race was attracted

by the presence of one who came among them with

marvellous gifts of speech and power to influence others,

as the preacher of a new faith. This readiness to catch

at anything that showed new thoughts and feelings had
been noted before by a Greek rhetorician as charac-

teristic of these very Galatians. " They," it was said,

" were more quick, acute, ready to learn than the purer

Greeks. If they caught sight of the cloak of a philo-

sopher they would cling to him Like iron filings round

a magnet." (Themistius, Orat., xxiii.,,p. 299, quoted by

Lightfoot.) So, we may believe, they received the

Apostle. He came among them suffering from some
"infirmity of the flesh," which, in itself, would have

led men to loathe and shrink from his presence, yet

they received him as " an angel of God, even as Christ

Jesus." It was to them a theme of blessing and con-

gratulation that he had come among them (Gal. iv. 15).

If, as we may well believe, the " infirmity " of which he

speaks was identical with " the thorn in the flesh " (2 Cor.

xii. 7), and that, in its turn, with some sharp inflammation

of the optic nerve, inflicting agonising pain, and impairing

his powers of sight, we can well understand how that

quick enthusiasm of personal affection would lead them
to desire, had it been possible, even " to pluck out their

own eyes" and give them to him. There was no church,

probably, among aU those which St. Paul founded,

which seemed to offer a fuller or more quick return to

his labours as an evangelist.'

But there was also no church within the limits of his

mission labours which answered so exactly to those

who, in the parable of the sower, wore described as like

the seed that fell upon the rock, where there was no

depth of earth, no moisture to sustain and nourish.

On such a soil growth was indeed rapid, but the soil

was too shallow for the plant to take deep root, and

when the noontide sun blazed and the hot wind smote

on it, it withered away. Such a faith as that of the

Galatians could not stand the test of time, or persecu-

tion, or rival influences. Here, too, we have the national

character. The " mobilitas et Icvitas animi," which

Ceesar noted in the Gauls of Western Europe, which

made him hesitate to trust those whom he found so

fickle and changeable in their counsels, their insatiable

1 I veuture to refer to the " Thoughts of a Galation Convert,"

iu the volume which I have published under the title of " Lazarus,
nud other Poems." iu illustration of what id bore said as to

St. Paul's work as an apostle iu this region.
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love of novelty {Bell. Gall, ii. 11 ; iii. 10 ; iv. 5), were

not less prominent in their Asiatic brethren. The mere

fact of the absence of the Apostle weakened his hold

upon them, and left them open to new impressions from

without. And when the Judaising teachers came, they

found in the old traditions of the race, in that religious

temperament which has at all times marked the Keltic

branch of the human family, that which predisposed

them to receive the teaching which was antagonistic to

St. Paul's. The old Gauls were a people, to use Ctesar's

words again, " admodum dedita religionibus," ad-

dicted to superstitious obsei-vances of all kinds, believ-

ing, more than the Romans then believed, in auguries,

charms, and incantations ; and that t3rpe of character,

however it may be stirred for a time by religious emo-

tions, is essentially inclined to a ritualistic rather than

a spiritual religion. It welcomes rules, is easily swayed

by terrors of the unknown, accepts multiplied ob-

servances to soothe its vague alarm. The Keltic race

stands out in contrast with the Teutonic in the history

of modern Europe as holding out against the Protestant,

the Pauline, mode of thought, and clinging to the gor-

geous ceremonial and the authoritative guidance of the

Church of Rome. So it was that, even though " Christ

crucified " had been preached among them with such a

vividness of word-painting, that it was as though the

very scene of Calvary had been set before theii- eyes as

in a picture, they fell under the influence of those who
came with claims to a higher authority than St. Paul's,

bidding them observe " times and seasons antl days and

years " (Gal. iv. 10). It was, to use his own expressive

word, a word specially forcible as addressed to such a

people, as though they had been " bewitched," fascinated

as by an evil eye, such as, in the widely diffused beliefs

of both East and West, had power to control the wills

of those on whom it fell. (Gal. iii. 1.)

Other coincidences, touching on points of minor im-

portance, have been stated with so much force and clear-

ness by Professor Lightfoot, that it is better to quote

from him than to state the same facts in less expressive

language of my own :
" His (St. Paul's) denunciation of

drunkenness and reveUings, falling in with the taimts of

ancient writers, will appear to point to a darling sin of

the Celtic people. His condemnation of the niggardly

spii-it with which they had doled out their alms as a

'mockery of God,' wiU remind us that the race is con-

stantly reproached with its greed of wealth, so that

Gaulish avarice passed almost into a proverb. His

reiterated warning against strife and vain-glory will

seem directed against a vice of the old Celtic blood

still boiling in their veins, and breaking out in fierce

and rancorous self-assertion. His veiy expression, ' if

ye bite and devour one another,' will recall the angry

gesticulations and menacing tones of this excitable

people." (Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 13.)

The effect of this convergence of many distinct in-

dications of national character is, it will be admitted,

striking and suggestive. The "local colouring" is

perhaps stronger in tliis Epistle than in any other of

the Pauline Epistles. There remains, however, one

instance more striking than any other, which, in spif«

of the difficulties which the nature of the subject

presents, it would not be right to pass over.

When the burning indignation of the Apostle is aroused
against those who were impairing the liberty and cor-

rupting the simplicity which is in Christ, he bursts out

(Gal. V. 12) into the wish (as m the Authorised Version)

that they who thus troubled the Church might be " cut

off." As we commonly read those words, we under-

stand them to mean that he prayed for some sharp

judgment of God to fall upon the workers of evil and

cut them short in the middle of their course, or that

they should be excommunicated and thus "cut off"

from all fellowship with the Church which they were

thus disturbing. In the judgment of well nigh aU
comiietent scholars, however, the words have a very

different meaning.

The older religion of these Phrygian Gauls had in-

cluded the worship of Cybele. The orgiastic rites of

that worship were precisely such as fcU in with their

national temperament. And the priests of Cybelo were

consecrated to her service, as has been already stated,

by self-mutilation. It is, at any rate, a singular

coincidence, that these priests of the Earth-Goddess
were known to the Romans by the name of " Galli,"'

and, although other and more fantastic etymologies of

the word were given by the older Latiu etymolog^ists, yet

it is at least probable that the word was transferred to

the priests from the people of whom they were the

most conspicuous representatives. As might be ex-

pected, the word was extended to take in others who
wore in the same state as that to which the priests had

reduced themselves.

Remembering these facts, we can recognise a new
meaning, a keener and more cutting irony in St. Paiil's

words. The Judaising teachers came, insisting on the

necessity of circumcision. St. Paul had to fight over

again the battle which had seemed to have been settled

once for all at the Council of Jerusalem. Circumcision

he contended, had no louger any spiritual efficacy.

Even its significance as the seal and token of a conse-

crated life had passed away. It was now simply an

outward rite, a "concision," not a "circumcision"

(Phil. iii. 2), analogous to the wild "cuttings of the

flesh " which marked the worsliip of the priests of Baal

(1 Kmgs xviii. 28). The one true circumcision which

remained for the Church of Christ, was that of the

heart, " in the spirit, not in the letter, whose praise is

not of men, but of God " (Rom. ii. 29.)

The Galatians who suffered that rite to be imposed

upon them as a religious ordinance, a condition of

salvation, were, therefore, from this point of view,

practically falling back, not into Judaism, but

into heathenism, into the "weak and beggarly ele-

ments " which had been then- portion in the days of

ignorance. The wish that St. Paul expresses, with a

' This derivation of Galli, as denotiug the euuucb-priesta of

Cybele, from the Gallo-Gra;cian3 or Qa'atiaus, is adopted by Paooio-

lati in his Latiu Dictionary. Other etymologies liave, however,

been suggested.
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bold Luthor-like vehemence which it is difficult to

rein-oduce in modern speech, is that those who had dis-

turbed the peace of the Church would at least be

thorough and consistent in their practices, carry their

principles to their logical results, and be as the priests

of Cybelo. That would certainly be the fitting end

of those who still clung to a mere flesldy sign of

consecration and purity, as though it were a sxjiritual

and eternal obligation.

Note.—Wordsworth, Alford, Lightfoot, Jowett, nja> be named
as giviug a suflicient consensus for the Euglish reader. Bishop

EUicc' ' accepts, but very hesitatingly, the other iuterpictation.

EASTEEN GEOGRAPHY OF THE BIBLE.

BY THE KEV. E. W. PHILLOTT, M..i R OP STAUNTON-ON-WTE, AND PE5:LEOTOK OF HEEEFOKD

MEDIA. AND PERSIA.

rrr>kW OSTPONING for the present our notice

I WW/A of the less important names connected

with Bible geography, which lie to the

west and north of the Tigris, we proceed

eastwards into the region which in its northern portion

lies on the other side of the great mountain range of

Zagros, a range running nearly north and sonlh, which

is said by Strabo to divide Media from BabyLjiiia, and

which towards the sovith abuts on the lower waters of

the Tigris and the combined stream of the Shat-el-Arab.

This region in modern days belongs to the kingdom of

Persia, but in early times its northern part was the

abode of the Median race, and its southern that of the

Perscan, while in a portion of it at the north-east dwelt

the Parthians, a race in early days subject to Persia, but

which in New Testament times had acquired a power

and influence surpassing that of their former masters.

(Acts ii. 9 ; Strabo, xi., p. 622.)

T6 begin with the Medes. Tliough there is some

reason to think that the Medes once occupied a part of

the Mesopotamian region, it is certain that during the

period of authentic history their country lay on the

south-west of the Caspian Sea, and reached north as

far as the Araxes. It was bounded on the west by that

branch of the great Caucasian mass called Choatras or

Parchoatras, which is continued in Zagros. Their

name appears to be contained in that of Madai, son of

Japhet, and they were probably of the same Aryan

stock as the Persians. (Gen. x. 2 ; Herod., viii. 62).

The Assyrian records inform us that in the ninth

century B.C. thoy were invaded by an Assyrian monarch,

whose name and exploits are i-ecorded on an obelisk

now in the British Museum. Little impression, how-

ever, was made by this inroad, and it was not until the

time of Sargon, about 712 B.C., that the Assyrian power

made itseK felt seriously by the Medes. He appears

to have gained possession of their country so far as

to be able to place captive Israelites in some of their

towns. (2 Kings xviii. 11.)

But Media was never incorporated with Assyria, and

if Herodotus is to be believed, the Medes very soon

after this revolted, though it seems probable that this

revolt took place Later. The siibjugation begun by

Sargon was probably completed by Sennacherib, who
says, as the monuments tell us, that he exacted tribute

from the Medes (Herod., i. 95, 106 ; Rawlinson, Oiit-

: I

lines, p. 10). But the time of retaliation was at hand.

The successors of Sennacherib held the reins of empire

over the Medes with a weaker hand, and in 633 B.C. an
independent kingdom was established By Cyaxares,

who, eight years later, took the principal share in the

capture and destruction of Nineveh, B.C. 625.

The Toi'isimilitude, if not the absolute verity, of the

Book of Tobit appears in connection with these facts.

From his residence at Ecbataua, Tobit, an Israelite

captive, behold with joy the triumph of Assuems
(Cyaxares), and was enabled with his countrymen to

"rejoice over Nineveh." (Tob. xiv. 15.)

The Medes were now joined with the Babylonians,

and shared in some at least of their conquests, for

Josephus relates that Necho, King of Egypt, led that

exjwditiou against them and the Babylonians in which

Josiah, King of Judah, lost his life, and in which

Necho was defeated at Carchemish by Nebuchadnezzar.

(2 Kings xxii. 20 ; Jer. xlvi. 2 ; Joseph., Ant., x. 5, 1.)

About 597 B.C. Cyaxares was succeeded by a king who,

in the apocryphal supplement to the Book of Daniel,

called Bel and the Dragon, is named Astyagcs, if, in-

deed, this name, which is omitted in the Persian histories

of the time, be not a title rather than a personal name,

in which case it might perhaps denote the person called

in the Book of Daniel, Darius the Mode. If this be

the case, ho must have ascended the Median throne as

a mere child, for we know that in 638 B.C. he was sixty-

two years old. But before this date, the independent

existence of a Median monarchy had fallen before tie

power of Cyrus, and the Medes were virtually incor-

porated -with the Per.sians, though they made ineffectual

attempts to recover their independence in the ti'ue of

Darius, son of Hystaspes (about 600 B.C.), and in that

of Darius Nothus (about 420 B.C.). Anew and inde-

pendent Median kingdom was founded in the northern

part of the region after the death of Alexander the

Great, by Atropates, Satrap of Media, which lasted

I

until the first century A.D., when it was absorbed into

I the Parthiah empire, which had already occupied tlic

southern portion for more than 250 years. (Ker Porter,

Trav., I. xiv. ; Rawlinson, Herod., i. 416, 419 ; Herod., i.

127, 128,130; vii. 61; Xsu., Hell, i. 2—19; Avrian,

Exp., vi. ; Esther i. 3, 14, 18; ix. 2 ; Dan. vi. 8, 12
;

Strab9, xi. 522, 523.)

The Medes were naturally a vigm-ous and warlike
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race, and are described by Polybius as the most hardy

of the Asiatic nations, aaid best provided iu warlike

equipments, especially horses. They appear to have

maintained a separate existence for a long time, even

among the races to whom they became subject, for

besides being named before the Persians, when they

are mentioned in the Book of Daniel, we hear of the

Median language as being more or less a distinct dia-

lect, side by side with that of the Parthians and the

Elamites, or Persians of Elymais, at the time of the

Gift of Tongues, immediately after ovu- Lord's Ascen-

sion (Dan. vi. 8 ; Acts ii. 9 ; Herod., i. 34 ; Polyb., x. 27).

They were divided into six tribes, of which the name
of one, that of the Budii, may be thought to resemble

that of Phut, joined by Ezekiel with Lud and Persia,

as mercenaries of Tyre. (Ezek. xxvii. 10 ; xxxviii. 5 ;

Gen. X. 22 ; Herod., i. 101.)

No Median city is mentioned in canonical Scripture,

except Achmeiha, a name which probably answers to

Ecbatana, " the palace in the proATnce of the Medes,"
in which the national records of Persia were preserved

(Ezra \\. 2). There were probably two cities, if not

more than two, of the same name : one in Upjier

Media, Atropatene—that of which we are now speak-

ing, the other in the greater Media, Media magna.
The former may perhaps answer to the city said by
Herodotus to have been built by Deioces, and may
be placed in the valley of Mourg-ab, in which are some
very remarkable ruins, especially one called Tahht-i-

Suleiman, " Throne of Solomon," a place at which
Solomon is said to have received the Queen of Sheba,

and which perhaps represents Ecbatana ; and about two
miles distant from it, a tomb said to be that of Solo-

mon's mother ; though the Solomon thus mentioned was
probably of a date not older than the seventh century

A.D., if indeed it bo not much later than this. The
tomb is iu all probability the tomb of the gi-eat Cyrus

;

and there are some remains near it in the valley, which
are .probably those of the ancient city of Pasargadae.

The description given by An-iau of the tomb answers
so exactly to the present state of the monument, that

there seems no doubt of its identity. We shall perhaps
be forgiven if we place the two accounts in juxtaposition.

Aridan, and also Strabo, following the ascouut given
by Aristobulus, an officer commissioned by Alexander
to restore the tomb, both say there was a quadrangular

platform, on which was a stone building having a roof,

and a door so narraw that it was difficult even for a

small mau to enter. Within the chamber was a coffin

of gold, iu which reposed the body of Cyras ; and a bed
near the coffin, which had golden feet, and on it a
Babylonian carpet. Besides this, there once were
several other articles, which had been carried off by
l^lunderers. The tomb was entrusted to the care of a
family who had inherited the charge from the time of

Cambyses, sou of Cyrus, and who received regular
provision from the king for theii- sei-\-ice. It bore
an inscription :—" O man, I am Cyrus, sou of Cambysos,
who founded the Persian Empire, and reigned over
Asia. Grudge me not my memorial."

Sir R. Porter describes the tomb as foUows :
'• The

base rises in steps of vast blocks of marble. The door
was four feet high and two feet ten inches in mdth.
The chamber inside seven feet wide, ten feet long, and
eight feet high. The floor was composed of two im-
mense slabs, and both the walls and floor were much
injured by invaders. There was uo ancient inscriiition,

but on a pillar not far off is one iu cimeiform characters,
which is thus read :

—

"C^rus, Lord, Kiug-, Euler of tUe V7orIcl."

The Persians believe the tomb to be that of the
mother of Solomon, and to have been built by genii at
his command. There are strong reasons for tliiuking

that the neighbouring remains, known by the name of
Tahht-i-Suleiman, are those of the city of Deioces, called
in the time of Herodotus, and for some time aftenvards,
Ecbatana, or rather Agbataua; but in later times,
Gazaca or Gauzaca, a name which perhaps means
treasure-city, from gaza, a Greek word of Semitic
origin, but adopted into Persian, signifying treasure.

Later still, itwas called 8hiz by the Ai-abian geogi'aphers.

Whether Deioces was a real personage, or the name
was only a title or appellation, is doubtful ; but the

word Agbataua appears to have been given to places

used as depositories of treasure ; and if so, the identi-

fication of Agbataua with Gazaca becomes intelligible.

On the whole, the city or fortress of Ecbatana may be
regarded as connected, perhaps as its citadel, with the

Persian city Pasargadae, within whose park the great

Cyi-us was buried, in the tomb which has been already

described. This Ecbatana was probably the place

mentioned iu the Books of Tobit and Judith. (Tobit

vii. 1 ; xiv. 12, 14 ; Judith i. 2 ; Herod., i. 98 ; Arrian,

Exp., vi. ; Strabo, xv. 729, 730; Rich, Residence, ii.

220; Porter, Kw.,!. 267, 284, 498, 499; Ymm, Nineveh
and Persepolis, A^jp., pp. 414, 424 ; Heeren, As. Nat,
ii. 351.)

In connection with this neighbourhood we may men-
tion that the river of Gozau, near which the captive

Israelites were placed by the Assyi'ian conqueror, has

been thought from the likeness of name to be the Kizil-

Or;)'2ji,, which runs from the south-west into the Caspian

Sea. (2 Kings xvii. 6 ; Porter, i. 267, 284.)

We can only mention in passing the ancient and im-

portant town of Rages, mentioned in the Book of Tobit,

which was visited by Alexander in his pursuit of Darius,

and which was the birthplace of the famous Arabian

Khalif, Harouu-al-Raschid, whose name is so familiar

to every reader of the Arabian Nights. Its remains

still exist under the modern name of Bhey, and are

situated about five miles south-east of Teheran, the

modern capifcil of Persia, just under the colossal moun-
tain range of Elburz. Its neighbourhood, under the

name of the plain of Ragau, was perhaps the scene of

the great battle mentioned in the Book of Judith.

(Tob. i. 14 ; Judith i. 5 ; Strabo, xi. 524 ; Arr., jE;^;^).,

iii. ; Fraser, Persia, p. 61 ; Porter, i. 357, 364.)

We come now to the undoubted Ecbatana, the Median

capital, represented in modern times by the city of
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Hamadan, situated in lat. 34° 53', loug. 40=", under

Mount Orontes, now Elivend. During tlxe Parthian

monarchy it was the summer residence of the kings,

who spent their winter at their" principal city, Seleucia,

on the Tigris. Ecbatana is called the Parthian capital

by Orosiiis, and Semiramis is said to have built a palace

there. At the destruction of Nineveh, much of tlie

spoil was removedto Ecbatana by the Median commander,

Arbaces. During the period of the Persian dominion,

the Persian king, in the time of Xenoijhon, used to

spend his spring and summer there, or at least two

twelfth century Benjamin of Tudela, who visited it, says

that there were 50,000 Jews there, and that it contained

the sepulchres of Esther and Mordecai. These tombs

are still existing, though as to their genuineness much
doubt may be entertained. (2 Mace. ix. 2, 3 ; Strabo, xi.

522, 524; Diod., ii. 13, 28 ; Curtius, v. 8, 1; Orosius, vL

3; Xen., Auah., iii. 5, 15 ; Cyrop., viii. 6, 22 ; Arr., Exp.,

iii., iv., vii. ; Polyb., x. 27 ; Early Trav., p. 109; Porter,

i. 102, 114.)

We now pass on to Persia, a counti-y \vhicli, as to

its general position, necessarily holds an important place

months in the height of summer. Darius, after his final

defeat at Ai-bela, fled to this place, and was pursued by
Alexander, who, after the assassination of Darius, sent

his murderer Bessus thither for execution by the Medes
and Persians. It was here, too, that Hephsestion, the

great friend of Alexander, met with his death. Polybius,

the Greek historian, describes Ecbatana audits situation

at length, and says that it was an uuwalled town, but

having a remarkably strong citadel ; that he does not

like to pass over in silence its palace, but knows not

how to describe it, for fear of being accused of exaggera-

tion. Antiochus is said, in the Book of Maccabees, to

have passed through Ecbatana on his way to plunder
Persepolis. In thefom-teenth century the town was sacked

by Timour Leuk, and it is now muoh decayed. In the

in Bible geograpny, though there is not much mention

of it in detail. As distinguished from the great Persian

empire, the country of Persia, properly so called, was
contained nearly within tho modem province of Ears,

bounded on the north by Media, on the south-west by
the Persian Gulf, on the east by Carmania, and on

the north-west by Susiaua or Elaui. It is mentioned

by Ezekiel (xxxviii. 5). Before 553 B.C., the Per-

sians were subject to the Medes for about eighty

years, when they revolted, and under Cyrus established

a powerful empire, the terror of Greece, its unwieldy

invader, and in later times its helpless and prostrate

victim. Except the mention of Persia Proper by Ezekiel,

the history of the Persian empire does not come into

contact with that of Israel until the fall of Babylon, or
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ratliei- until the prophetic meution of Cyras iu connec-

tion witli that event, which may thus be regarded

historically as identical with it (Isa. xliv. 28; xlv. 1).

Of the successors of Gyrus, we have mention made iu

Scripture histoiy more or less certainly of the follow-

ing:—1. Cambyses, son of Gyrus, under the name of

Aliasuerus (Ezra iv. 6). 2. Smerdis, or rather Gomates,

the Magian usurper, as Artaxerxes (Ezra iv. 17, 22).

3. Xerxes, sou of Darius, the invader of Greece, as

Ahasnenis in the Book of Esther, as a King of Persia

in that of Daniel (Esth. i. 1 ; Dan. xi. 2). 4. Artaxerxes

power of impressing the services of others, conveyed

messages throughout the empii'e, between stations at

fixed distances from each other, with great regularity

and dispatch, a service which is described minutely by
Herodotus. (Esth. iii. 13; viii. 10; Herod., viii. 28.)

After the interval of Macedonian supremacy, conse-

quent upon the conquest of Alexander, Persia became
subject to Partliia from B.C. 167 to a.d. 226, when a

new Persian monarchy was founded. It is dxiring this

period that we find mention made of the three lan-

guages of the Parthians, the Modes, and the Elamitcs,

iWi
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Longimanus, as Artaxerxes in the Books of Ezra and
Nehemiah (Ezra vii. 11, 28 ; Neh. ii. 1, 9). 5. Darius

Codomanus, the last Persian monarch, as Darius the

Persian in the Book of Nehemiah (Neh. xli. 22).

The division of the empire into governments called

satrapies is noticed, though not very distinctly, in the

Book of Esther, and in those of Ezra and Nehemiah.

In the two latter books meution is made of " governors

beyond the river," by whom, no doubt, are meant the

satraps of the provinces on the west of the Euphrates.

(Esth. iii. 12 ; ix. 3 ; Ezra vi. 6 ; Neh. ii. 7, 9 ; Herod.,

iii. 89.) The Book of Esther also, which contains so

vivid a picture of a part of the internal organisation of

the great Eastern despotism, and of some of its results,

brings before us a notice of the goveniment estabhsh-

ment of forced " posts," i.e., couriers who, with the

—

i.e., a periodwhen both the Medes and the Elamites, the

people of Persia Proper, were subject to the Parthians

;

when the Persian empire was, so to speak, in abeyance;

and when the older name, Elam, that of the province

which was the original seat of the nation, was more

! appropriate to its inhabitants than that of Persia, by

which they are so much better known in general histoiy.

The order in which St. Luke places tlie throe nations

(Acts u. 9), indicates their relative importance, or at

any rate the superiority of the fir.st of them at that

time. We know also how formidable to the Romans the

I

Parthians were during a period of more than 150 years,

from the time when in B.C. 53, they defeated the attack

made on them by the greedy and ambitious Grassus, a

disaster of which we shall have occasion to speak when

we come to Haran
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SACEED SEASONS (conduded).

?E have now brought to a close all that we
have to say of the Sacred Seasons of Israel

properly so called, of those owing their

institution to the Divine command and,

like aU the other parts of God's ancient economy,
jn'operly typical of better things to come. In their case

only, so far as this branch of our subject is concerned,

is it possible to speak of a fulfilment of the Old Testa-

ment in the New. Ingenious speculations may indeed

be made with regard to other holy times observed by
Israel than those expressly appointed by the Almighty,

and regulated by His law. Spiritual meanings may
without difficulty be found for them. A resemblance

between them and particular conditions of the Christian

life may be pointed out ; but we have no right to speak

of their having been fulfilled in Christ. That implies

that they were a part of the wiU of Him who appointed

the Jewish dispensation as a preparation for the Chris-

tian, whose revelation of Himself in both the Old and the

New Testament is the same in principle though not in

extent or clearness, and who purposely arranged all the

features of the type viith a view to the antitj'jje, accord-

ing to His own words to Moses, " See that thou make aU
things according to the pattern shewed to thee in the

mount " (Heb. viii. 5). With all propriety, therefore,

we might leave any other sacred seasons oKserved by
the Jews out of question in these papers. We do so in

the case of all of them except two ; and we shall speak

of these simply in their historical, not in any supposed

typical character. The excepti(in is to be justilieil on

the gi'oiuid tliat both are mentioned in the Bil)le, one of

them indeed iu circumstances making it a little doubt-

ful whether the sacred writer was not thinking of it as

really fulfilled in Christ.

The first of the two seasons to which we allude was
the Feast of Purim.

A fidl account of the institution of this feast is given
us in the Book of Esther. It was designed to celebrate

the wonderful deliverance provided by the Almighty
tlirough the instrumentality of Mordecai and Esther for

that portion of the Jews who, wandering forth from
their own land, had found a settlement in the territories

of the great king Ahasueru.s, "which reigned from In-

dia even unto Ethiopia over an hundred and seven
and twenty provinces " (Esth. i. 1). It is unnecessary to

dwell here upon the cruel destruction so artfully pre-

pared for these Jews by the haughty and bloodthirsty
Hanian, the favourite of the king. All the circumstances
connected both with it and with the stoi7 of Mordecai
and Esther, .so simply and beautifully told in the book
stiU bearing the queen's name, are familiar to every
reader of the Bible. It is enough to bear iu mind that

Haman's machinations were defeated, and that, when

the day for that ancient St. Bartholomew arrived, the

Jews rose against then- enemies and, with a happier fate

than the victims of the later massacre, everywhere ob-

tained a complete victory over them. This was on the

thirteenth of the month Adar, tlie twelfth month of the

Jewish calendar, corresponding nearly to our March,

and nothing could be more signal than their success. It

was celebrated with an intensity of rejoicing which shows

us how great the danger and terror must have been, the

day after the victory being made "a day of gladness

and feasting, and.a good day, and of sending portions

one to another " (Esth. ix. 19). It had happened, how-

ever, that the contest between the Jews and their

opponents lasted a day longer in Shushan the capital

than in the unwalled towns, probably because the strong-

holds of the former were in possession of the inhabitants,

arid that thus, while the Jews of the country kept their

feast ujjon the fourteenth, those of Shushan were unable

to keep theirs until the fifteenth. To meet the difficulty

both days were taken into the feast, "and Mordecai

sent letters unto aU the Jews that were in all the pro-

vinces of the king Ahasnerus, both nigh and far, to

stablish this among them that they shoidd keep the
' fourteenth day of the mouth Adar, and the fifteenth

[
day of the same, yearly, as the days whoreui the Jews

:
rested from their enemies, and the month which was

I

tui'ned unto them from sorrow to joy, and from moum-
i ing into a good day ; that they should make them days

of fr:istiiig and joy, and of sending portions one to

miMtli.-i-. and gifts to the poor" (Esth. ix. 20—22).

Till' feast thus instituted received the name of the

Feast of Purim, from the word Pur, signifying a lot, be-

cause Hamau had for a whole year had lots cast before

I

him from day to day, to determine when would be the

I

best opportimity for his murderous purpose (Esth. ix.

24; comp. iii. 7). With some little opposition made to it

j

at the first, it became in a very short time in the highest

degree popular with the whole Jewish people, and the

popularity seems to have increased with years. When
a second month Adar was intercalated to remedy the

defects of the Jewish Calendar, which, depending

mainly upon the moon, was constantly bringing round

different seasons at the same months of the year, Pm-im
was even celebrated a second time ; while we are told

that such proverbs as these were in circulation, " The
Temple may faU, but Purim never;" "The Prophets

may faU, but not the Megillah"

—

i.e., the Book of

Esther read at the feast.

As to tlie mode in which the feast was celebrated, there

seems reason to beheve that it was altogether unworthy

both of the events commemorated and of the general

spiint of the Jewish festivals. It was preceded by a fast

called "the fast of Esther," on the thirteenth of the
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month, in commemoration of Esther's message to Mor-

decai
—" Go, gather together all the Jews that are pre-

sent iu Shushan, and fast ye for me, and neither eat nor

diink thi'ce tlays, night or day ; I also and my maidens

will fast likewise" (Esth. iv. 16). But, the fast over,

all restraints upon disorder and imj^ropriety seem to have

been broken through. Feasting and drinking to excess

marked the time. Israel was not able to bear the want

of law ; and when no Di^dne fences hedged them in, the

people were destitute of the power of self-control. The

Feast of Pm-im, accordingly, is said to have degenerated

into a kind of Satiirnalia. We have only to add in re-

gard to it that wlieu the 14th Adar fell upon a Sabbath

the feast did not begin until the following day. Although,

as we had occasion to notice in a former paper, the Sab-

bath of the Jews was a day of hilarity, and of giving

and receiving such simple entertainments as were com-

patible with the law as to the prejDaration of food, it

was felt that the feasting of Purim was of a different

and more worldly kind, and that, even if it could have

been carried out upon that day of which God had said

that it was to be called "the holy of the Lord and

honourable " (,Isa. Iviii. 13), it would have been wholly

inconsistent with its character.

Such was the Feast of Purim. It is an interesting

question, whether it is at any time alluded to in the

New Testament, and a supposition very generally

adopted is that we have such an allusion in John v. 1

—

" After this there was a feast of the Jews ; and Jesus

went up to Jerusalem." This feast, it is said, can be no

other than that of Purim. On the other hand, many
eminent scholars urge that we have here the Feast of the

Passover ; and, though other feasts also have been fixed

on, the two now mentioned may be said to divide the

suffrages of the most able critics of the New Testament.

The main interest of the question lies in its bearing on

the duration of the earthly ministry of Jesus. If the

feast ref .'.red to be that of the Passover, then four

Passovers are mentioned in the Gospel of St. John
(ii. 13 ; v. 1 ; vi. 4 ; xiii. 1) ; and, as that feast occurred

only once a year, the ministry of our Lord must have

extended over at least about three years and a half. On
the other hand, if it be the Feast of Purim, then the pro-

bability is that it fell between the Passovers of John ii. 13

and vi. 4, and the ministry of our Lord must, so far at

least as depends on intimations in the New Testament,

be reduced by a year. The question, however, is also

interesting on other grounds, for if Purim be the feast,

the fact of Christ's going up to Jerusalem to be present

at a feast not enjoined in the law would illustrate the

strength of His sympathy with the history and feelings

of His people.

Wo have not space in a paper such as this to go into

the question at the length necessary to vindicate any
positive conclusion respecting it. Let it be enough,

therefore, to say fii'st that the feast referred to can

hardly be the Passover. Even supposing that we were
to insert with many critics the definite article, and to

read not " a feast " but " the feast," the insertion would
be almost fatal to the idea of which it is often brought

forward as the main defence. Neither the New Testa-

ment in general, nor the Gospel of St. John in particu-

lar, knows anything of such a method of expression as

would characterise the Feast of the Passover simply as

"the feast." Read "a feast," and it may have been

the Passover ; read " the feast," and the words are

simply unintelligible. " A feast," however, is the true

reading; yet it is iu a high degree unlikely that the

reference is to the Passover. When St. John speaks of

the Passover, he names it (ii. 13; vi. 4; xiii. 1) ; and any

apparent exceptions to this rule, such as the words of

xiii. 9," Buy those things that we have need of against

tlie feast," arise from the circumstance that the particu-

lar foast has been mentioned in the previous context,

and that there can be no doubt on the mind of any

reader which it is. Besides this, there is absolutely

nothing in the narrative to suggest the thought of the

Passover. Is it then Purim ? Both remarks now made
with regard to the Passover apply witli equal force to

this idea, while it has also to contend with special diffi-

culties of its own. Thus it may be doubted whether, in

the eyes of St. John, Purim would appear " a feast of

the Jews " at all. It was not a theocratic, but a popular,

festival. It was not associated with the thought of

those religious guides and rulers of Israel to whom the

term " the Jews " is always applied in the fourth Gos-

pel. It had to do with political deliverance rather than

religions freedom.' In addition to this, it is at least

improbable that our Lord should have gone up to Jeru-

salem to express sympathy with the people in the cele-

bration of a festival obsei-ved with so much gluttony

and excess. We conclude that, if not the Passover, it

was still less Purim.

In the present state of the question, so far as public

expression has been given to any definite views, the

true solution ajipears to be that the Evangelist has

intentionally kept us ignorant of the feast of which

he thought. Mention of it might have led to a mis-

understanding alike of the miracle at the pool of Beth-

esda, and of the whole chapter of which it forms a

part. It would be foreign to our present object to say

moi-e upon the point. Returning to what immediately

concerns us, we come to the conclusion that Purim,

though its origin and nature are so fuUy described to

us in the Old Testament, is not once alluded to in the

New.
The second of the two sacred seasons of which we

proposed to speak is known as the Feast of the Dedi-

cation. No reference can be made to it in the Old

Testament, for it did not come into existence till long

after the last of the prophets had written ; but it is

spoken of in John x. 22, 23—" And it was at Jerusalem

the feast of the dedication, and it was winter, and Jesus

walked in Solomon's porch ;

" and its origin is fully de-

scribed to us in the Old Te.stament apocryphal book of

employed derives some confirmation from
Evangelist, at x. 22, mentions the feast of

hough quite as eagerly observed by Israel as

instituted by God himself, he does not coll
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1 Maccabees. It was indeed in that most remarkable,

the Maccabean, period of Jewish history, that it was

instituted. The cruelties and profanities of the mad
Antiochus Epiphaues, who had penetrated southward

from Syria, and had subjugated Judsea and Jerusalem,

could be no longer borne. That prince had not been

content with merely putting to death, it is said, 40,000

of the inhabitants of Jerusalem, and selling as many

more into slavery, after his capture of the city ; he had

also made the most wanton and unprovoked attacks

upon the Jewish faith, wounding the people in then-

tendorest susceptibilities, and treating with brutal pro-

fanity all that was most holy in their eyes. As de-

scribed in 1 Maccabees, he " entered proudly into the

sanctuary, and took away the golden altar, and the can-

dlestick of light, and all the vessels thereof, and the table

of the shewbread, and the pouring vessels, and the vials,

and the censers of gold, and the veil, and the crowns,

and the golden ornaments that were before the temple,

all which he pulled off ;
" nay, not only so—after he

had returned to liis own country with his spoils, " he

sent letters by messengers unto Jerusalem and the cities

of Judah that they should follow the laws and rites of

the strangers of the land, and forbid burnt-ofEerings, and

sacrifice, and drink-offerings in the temple ; and that

they should profane the sabbaths and festival days, and

pollute the sanctuary and holy people, set up altars, and

groves, and chapels of idols, and sacrifice swine's flesh

and unclean beasts ; that they should also have their

children uncircumcised, and make their souls abominable

with all manner of uncleauuesa and profanation, to the

end they might forget the law, and change all the ordi-

nances. And whosoever would not do according to the

commandment of the king, he said, he should die

"

(1 Mace. i. 21,22,44—50).
Tyranny of this kind draws a swift Nemesis in its

train. It was most certainly so in tlie present in-

stance, and the family of Mattathias, belonging to the

priestly line, raised the standard of revolt. It would

be foreign to our present purpose to follow the party

attaching itself to them, and taking the name of Majc-

cabees, through all their varied and romantic fortunes,

while they strove to expel the intruder from their soil

and to regain for their brethren freedom to worship

God. Suffice it to say that the end was at last ef-

fectually accomplished, the Syrians were expelled, and

amidst great solemnity and rejoicing the Temple was

cleansed from its pollutions. " Now on the five and

twentieth day," it is said, " of the ninth month which is

called the month Casleu (or Chisleu), in the hundred

forty and eighth year, they rose up betimes in the

morning, and ofEered sacrifice according to the law upon

the new altar of burnt-offerings which they had made.

Then all the people fell upon their faces, worshipping

and praising the God of heaven, who had given them
good success. And so they kept the dedication of the

altar eight days, and offered burnt-offerings with glad-

ness, and sacrificed the sacrifice of deliverance and
praise. They decked also the forefront of the Temple
with crowns of gold, and with c'-.ields, and the gates

and the chambers they renewed and hanged doors upon
them. Thus was there very great gladness among the

people, for that the reproach of the heathen was put

away "
{ 1 Mace. iv. 52, 53, 55—58). Thus the Temple

was cleansed and the worship of the true God restored,

and to commemorate the event the Feast of the Dedication

was instituted. " Moreover, Judas and his brethren, with

the whole congregation of Israel, ordained that the days

of the dedication of the altar should be kept in their

season from year to year by the space of eight days

from the five and twentieth day of the month Casleu,

with mirth and gladness "
( 1 Mace. iv. 59).

Such was the institution of the Feast of the Dedication

about the year 164 B.C., and it wiU be observed that it

fell in the month Chisleu, the ninth month of the Jewish

year, corresponding to the close of our November, when
"it was winter." The feast was known to Josephus

under the name of " Lights," and he imagines that this

name was given to it because at the time when it was
appointed, liberty beyond all their hopes was recovered

by the people (Ant., xii. 7, 7).

Whether the conjecture of Josephus be correct or

not, it is at least worth observing that a vessel of oil

was said to have been found in the Temple at the time

when it was cleansed, the only vessel of the kind which

had not escaped pollution, and that it miraculously sup-

plied the lamps of the sanctuary for eight days. It is

to this miracle that Maimonides refers in a passage

which at the same time shows us how much the

Feast of the Dedication was understood to have been

honoured among the Jews before his day, and how
much it was still honoured in his own. " The precept,"

he says, " about the lights in the Feast of Dedication

is very commendable ; and it is necessary that every

one should rub up his memory in this matter, that he

may make known the great miracle, and contribute

towards the praises of God, and the acknowledgment

of those wonders He doth amongst us. If any one have

not wherewithiil to eat, unless of mere alms, let him beg

or sell his garments to buy oil and lights for this feast.

If he have only one single farthing, and should be in

suspense whether he should spend it in consecrating

the day or setting up lights, let him rather spend it in

oil for the candles, than in wine for the consecration

of the day. For, as they are both the prescription

of the scribes, it were bettor to give the lights of the

Encenia (that is, the Feast of the Dedication) the pre-

ference, because you therein keep up the remembrance

of the miracle."' The festival indeed was one of g^eat

joy, resembling in many respects, it is said, the Feast of

Tabernacles. Like the great feasts of Israel it lasted

eight days.

We have already had occasion to quote those words in

which this feast is alluded to in John x. 22. The most

interesting inquiry in connection with them would be

—

What is the Evangelist's object in introducing them as

he does into his narrative ? It is hardly possible to

think that they .are introduced by him for the simple

Quoted ID Lightfoot's Hor. Heir., Worl-s, lii. 3i2.
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purpose of marking the season of the year. It is not in

St. John's manner to deal with facts of tliat kind only

as facts. He everywhere beholds in connection with

them profounder meanings, deeper and more mysterious

intimations, symbols of other and more important parts

of that great plan of God whicli comprehends both the

worlds of nature and grace, and expresses itseK after a

similar manner lii both. The intimations of what this

thought is, in the present instance are, however, so slight

that it is not easy to come to any definite conclusion on

the point. It is possible that the Evangelist sees in

Jesus, as He walks in the Temple at the Feast of the

Dedication, the true consecration of God's house, the true

Priest and Victim of His peoi)le, the Redeemer in whom
Israel ought to rejoice as the Perfecter of its privOeges,

the Bestower of a freedom which is freedom indeed.

But, while he sees this, he remembei's Israel's blind-

ness and coldness and hardheartedness—" it is winter."

And what a winter it is ! To the very Jews to whom
Jesus would so fain make Himself known in all the

fulness of His grace and love. He is obliged to say, " To
are not of My sheep " (ver. 26). The very persons whom
He would so eagerly welcome to His fold " take up

stones to stone Him " (ver. 31), and when He urges homo

His words upon them anew, they seek again to take

Him, and He must needs escape out of their hand (ver.

39). Tos, it is winter—winter though Jesus would so

fain make it spring—a winter of the heart, a winter of

national life to God's ancient people, a winter cold and

desolate and full of storm. We do not venture to say

that this is the real meaning of the statement of St.

John, that it was the Feast of the Dedication and that it

was winter at this time. But some such meaning wo are

persuaded there is, and we commend the subject to tlio

reader's thoughts. Words of a precisely similar nature

will bo found in xiii. 30 with reference to Judas: " Ho
then having received the sop went immediately out

;

and it was night." That the Evangelist beheld this

deeper meaning at this time in the feast before us, and in

the season at which it occurred, is, however, something

entirely different from his seeing in it any " fulfilment,"

in the proper sense of that term. As already stated, it

is not possible to speak of either Purim or the Feast of

the Dedication as " fulfilled " in Christ. They were not

Divinely instituted parts of that ancient economy whose

meaning is to bo sought mainly in the fact that it was

a preparation for " Him that was to come."

Thus, then, we bring to a close what we have to say

of the Sacred Seasons of Israel. It is obvious that the

function performed by them for that people was one of

extreme interest and value. They not only preserved

religious feeling alive and prevented the secularisation

of life, but they all pointed onwards to the hope of a

better and a brighter day. They wore an earnest,

teaching that a whole would yet be given ; an antepast,

containing the pledge of the perfect feast. That they

would convey such ideas only to the more spiritually-

minded is true, but even to the many who might not

comprehend their real purport, in whose hands they

might degenerate into merely superstitious rites or

carnal ordinances, they were a standing lesson to be
interpreted and applied, as fitting opportunities arose,

by the higher knowledge and more penetrating insight

of the few. HI understood as they might often be, it

was far better for the people to have them than to be

left destitute of any religious arrangements but such as

they might themselves dcviso. Appointed by Him, tho

principles of whose gM-ermuont of His Church have

always been the same, they wore a distinct point of

connection for the fuU unfolding of His plans ; and,

when they received the reflex light of the advancing

development of His kingdom, the very harmony of the

past and of the present, the very sight of the eternal

purpose running through so many ages, would tend at

once to heighten the sense of its importance, and to

bring it home more powerfully to tho heart.

And now they have all passed away, and in the form
of actual ordinances have left no successors. It might
seem at first sight as if the Christian Church were left

more destitute than the Jewish, as if equally careful

provision had not been made for her strength and

comfort. The explanation is to be sought in the fact

that that Church is no more a child, no longer like

an heir under tutors and governors until the time

appointed of his father, but come to her inheritance, and

required to administer it in the wisdom and strength of

ripened years. K that wisdom and strength are not

always actually, they are at least ideally, hers ; and it is

her special province and responsibility to realise ever

increasingly in act what thus belongs to her in idea.

She lives in the Spirit, let her walk in the Spirit.

Not indeed that tho Church of Christ may not ap-

point festivals of her own. Tho early Church, in the

first freshness of her Christian instinct, rightly appre-

hended this when, keeping firm by the eternal truth

involved in the institution of tho Sabbath, she yet

departed from the day expressly named in the fourth

commandment, and set apart the first instead of the

seventh day of the week as the Christian Lord's Day.

She saw it again when she introduced her great Chris-

tian festivals of Christmas, Easter, and so on, all the

leading festivals of the Christian year, to commemorate

in a distinct and individual manner the great facts

upon which she rests, the leading doctrines of her faith.

And, though the privilege has been at times abused,

though ceremonies have been multiplied, and days made

sacred to the memory of men who, had they known

what awaited them, would have acted the part of St.

Paul and Barnabas at Lystra (Acts xiv. 14, 15), and

tlisowned the honour, the remedy is not to bo sought

in extinguishing altogether a privilege which flows di-

rectly from the reality and earnestness of the Church's

life. It is to be sought rather in a truer and deeper

cultivation of the spirit, as falsehood is not to be ex-

polled by the destruction of truth, but by giving truth

a constantly more extended range, and clothing it with

a constantly increasing power.

One thing only the Church is ever to bear in mind,

that her rites and ceremonies and festivals must be the

simjjle and natural expression of the Spirit of Christ
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i old garmeut makes the rent worse, and

thought weaves, the skins which Christian wine fashions ' new wine jjut into old skins bursts the skins, so that

for itself ; for, when this is not the case, a new patch
|
both it and the skins perish.

BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.
MALACHI.
SAMUEL COX, NOTTINGHAM.

INTRODUCTION. I
tion the whole fable of an angelic authorship has been

[^N interval of more than two centimes di- i

built up. The simple fact is that we know nothing of

ides Malachi from Zephaniah; anddm-iug i
the personal history of Malachi, and cannot even be

this iuterval grave changes took place in sure whether " Malachi " is a proper name or an appel-

the history of the Hebrew nation. The

captivity, threatened by the earlior prophet, had been

endured ; the redemption from that captivity, which ho

had foretold, had been accomplished. The Temple of

Jerusalem had been rebuilt under Zerubbabel; the walls

of the city imder Nehemiah ; the worship of Jehovah

had been resumed : and though as yet the seed of

Abraham were under the sceptre of the Persian despot,

they had, in Nehemiah, a clement and generous governor

of their ovra race.

Malachi is the last of the prophets, and is there-

fore called " the Seal," his book closing the Old Tes-

tament canon. Like Habakkuk, ho is, ia so far as his

personal history is concerned, " a name, and nothing

more." The Sacred Chi-onicles, even in the Book of

Nehemiah, do not so much as mention him, although

he was a zealous fellow-labourer with that patriotic

governor, and greatly aided liim in his ondeavoiu-s to

secure a willing aud grateful obedience to the Di\Tne

law. In this, however, he does but share the fate of

those Psalmists who, on the return from the Captivity,

composed many songs for the Temple service. They,

too, are unknown to fame. Their songs found a place

in the Hebrew Psalter, but no chronicle carried down
then- names to after ages. " Dead to name and fame,"

they are not dead to " use." Even to this day their

works do foUow them.

But though history says nothing of Malachi, tradi-

tion, which ever babbles most freely where history is

dumb, has much to teU us of him. According to tra-

dition, speaking by many voices, he was " a member of

the Great Synagogue," " a Levite of the tribe of Zebu-

lun ;" he was Ezra, he was Mordecai, he was Zerubbabel,

he was Nehemiah. Nay, he was even " an angel," at

least in the view of some ancient and of some modern
commentators—a view by no means complimentary

to the angelic host, since the style and poetry of Malachi

are confessedly inferior to those of most of the inspired

authors. This view, however, is a mere inference from
the meaning of the prophet's name. Malachi means
" messenger," and is probably a contraction from Mala-
cliijah, or " messenger of Jehovah," just as Abi (2 Kings
xviii. 2) is contracted for Abijah (2 Chron. xxix. 1).

The Soptuagiut translates the Hebrew words for " by

Malachi" by Greek words wliieh mean " liy the hand
of his angel," or messenger ; aud on this slender foimda-

lative. The Old Testament closes, as the New Testa-

ment opens, with the words of one who is " a voice
"

to us rather than a man.

But though wo know nothing of the author, we can
fix the date of this prophecy with reasonable accuracy.

Indeed, it dates itself. All the notes of time it con-

tains point steadily, aud with one consent, to the second
sojourn of Nehemiah in Jerusalem, i.e., about B.C. 420.

It may even be said that the prophecy of Malachi, the

last of the prophetic books, is simply a commentary on
Nehemiah, the last of the liistorical books. From the

whole tone of the prophecy it is obvious that the Temple
had been long rebuilt, its worship long restored—^long

enough for grave abuses to have crept in, and to have

become habitual. Among these abuses were the viola-

tion of the Sabbath law, the offering of maimed aud
unclean sacrifices, the withholding of tithes, iudilferenco

deepening into weariness of the worship of the Sanc-

tuary, and intermarriage with heathen races on tho

part of the priests as well as the people. These are

the sins which Malachi denounces, and those were the

sins with wliich Nehemiah had painfully to contend.'

It grieved him much, on his return from Babylon, to

find that the priest who had " the oversight of tho

chambers of the House of God " was allied with Tobiah

tho Ammonite, and had even allotted that crafty aud
unscrupulous heathen " a great chamber " in the Temple,

which aforetime had been used as a storeroom for the

vessels and tithes of the Sanctuary. No sooner had
the incensed governor " cast out the household stuff"

of Tobiah, and restored the chamber to its original and
sacred use, than ho perceived there was little need of

a storeroom for tithes, &c., since " the portions of the

Levites were not given them," and the famishing

Levites bad fled the service of the Temple to till their

fields. He recalled them, "set them in their place," com-

pelled all Judah to bring tithe of their corn aud now Mnue

and oU into the Temple treasuries, and appointed faithful

men to guard the treasuries, and "to distribute tmto

their brethren." He then discovered that the Sabbath

was habitually profaned, the Jews treading their wine-

presses on that day, and bringing into the city sheaves

"and all manner of burdens" on their laden beasts,

and even holding a public market for " fish aud all



manner of ware," brought into Jerusalem by certain

" men of Tyre." Prom this pollution also he cleansed the

sacred city, setting Levites to watch the gates, that no

foreign dealers might enter, and no Hebrew citizen bring

in any manner of burden on the day that the Lord

had set apart for Himself. And, finally, with a great

outburst of rage and grief, he found that both priests

and people were contracting marriage with " outlandish

women " of Ashdod, and Ammon, and Moab—mar-

riages which wore themselves a sin, and which led to

sin. With these offenders against the law and destiny

of Israel he " contended," " and ciu-scd them, and smote

certain of them, and plucked ofE their hair, and made
them swear " that they would offend no more.

These are the men we meet in the Book of Nehe-
miah ; and these are the very men wo meet in

Malachi. While the governor is redressing wrongs

with the strong hand of political authority, the pro-

phet is denoimciug the self-same wrongs and pleading

against them in the name of the Lord. He makes
Jehovah HimsoU denounce the culprits and their

offences:—"Ye have corrupted the covenant: ye have

departed from my statutes, and have not kept them :

ye have defrauded me iu tithe and offering: ye have

profaned that which was holy : ye have married the

daughter of a strange god." In fine, the historian and
the prophet place before us the same scene ; the same
actors hold the stage, at the same period of time.

There is, however, one objection to this date which
demands a moment's consideration, if only to show how
carefully the various indications of time contained in

the prophecy have been collected and weighed. A
learned living commentator ' disputes the conclusion to

which we have come, on the ground that the " governor ''

mentioned in chap. i. 2, must have been a Persian

satrap; for, he argues, Nehemiah himself says," "the
former governors that had been before mo were charge-

able imto the people, and had taken of their bread and
wine, beside forty shekels of silver

;
yea, even then-

servants had rule over the people : but so did not I,

because of the fear of God." Nehemiah, therefore,

was not " chargeable to the people for the expenses of

his table, as the governor in Malachi's time was. Thus
it appears that Malachi did not prophesy under Nehe-
miah, but before the latter became governor of Judaea,

i.e., under a Persian." But the answer to this argu-

ment is plain and obvious. Nehemiah did not burden
the people with taxes, nor demand that his table should

be supplied by them. But, unless he broke thi-ough

a custom of Orieutal etiquette, which, dating from imme-
morial antiquity, rules throughout the East imto this

day. he must have received presents from his inferiors in

rank as often as they formally waited upon him. To cuter

the presence of an Oriental superior without a nuzzar, or

offering, woidd bo to challenge his resentment ; to offer

him that which was defective, bad of its kind, would

be to convert an act of homage into an insult. Nehe-

1 Dr. Davidson, ia Iivd-od. io the Old Testament, vol. iii., p. 243.

miah was a pechdh, i.e., a satrap, or imperial repre-
sentative, although he was also a Jew. Many valuable
beasts would be presented him by the wealthier sup-
pliants or ofiicials who entered his divan ; and there-
fore, even under the generous Nehemiah, there would
be ample scope for the prophet's argument :

—

" When ye offer the blind for sacriace, is that no wickedness 1

And when ye offer the lame and sick, is that no wioliedness ?
Offer it now to thy governor

;

V?ill he be gracious to thee, or accept thy person ? "'

The contents of the Book of Malachi may bo divided
in several ways; but perhaps the most unforced and
orderly division is that which is now generally adopted.
The book opens with a brief introduction or preface
(chap. i. 1—1) the theme of which is, God's love to

Israel a reason for a response of lovo to Him. After
the introduction come the three main sections of the
book—(1) on the impiety and profanity of the priests ;

(2) on the heathen marriages of the priests and people

;

and (3) on the day of the Lord.

Section I. extends from chap. i. 6 to chap. ii. 9. It

is addressed to the priests, who had despised the

name of Jehovah, and laid defective and polluted offer-

ings on His altar. They are rebuked for the mercenary
and perfunctory spirit of their service, and for despising

the worship which they themselves had rendered despic-

able. They are threatened with the Divine curse and
punishment if they continue in their sins, but are assured

that the threatening is designed to briug them to repent-

ance and amendment. Perhaps their severest rebuke is

contained in that fine sketch of the true priest (chap. ii.

5

—

7) with which this section draws to a close—one
of the most admired and suggestive passages in the

whole book :—
" My covenant o( life and of peace was with him,

And I gave them to him.
For the fear which he shewed for Me,

And the awe in which he stood of my Name.
The law of truth was in his mouth.

And no iniquity was found in his lips

;

He walked with Me in peace and integrity,

And brought back many from guilt

:

For the priest's lips should preserve knowledge.
And men should seek the law at his mouth."

Section II. extends only from ver. 10 to ver. 16 of
chap. 2. This section is addressed to the people as well

as to the priests, and reproves a sin of which both had
been guilty. In defiance of the law of Moses, they had
treacherously and wrongfully divorced their Hebrew
wives, that they might take to themselves consorts from
the idolatrous daughters of Moab and Philistia. The
sighs and tears of the wi-ongod women " covered the

altar of Jehovah," so that He no longer regarded the

offerings that were laid upon it. Tliey are warned that,

by these divorces and forljidden alliances, they are vio-

lating, not the law of Moses alone, but the pure marriage

law which God had given to man " iu the beginning."

Section HI. extends from chap. ii. 17 to chap. iv. 4,

and has for its main theme that " day of the Lord," that

day of judgment ushering in a golden age of purity and
concord, of which all the prophets had spoken. The
Lord will come, though Ho tarry, come when they look
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not for Him, come to try axid to refme His people. Let

them repent, therefore, and renounce their sins, that

they may be able to abide the day of His coming and to

stand when He appeareth. God will bo faithful to His

promises ; they need not question that, as though it

were a vain thing to serve Him. And when He comes

to fulfil them. Ho will divide the righteous from the

wicked; He will deliver the wicked as stubble to the

ilames, and cause the Sun ot Kighteousness to arise on
the righteous, with healing in his wings.

The prophecy concludes with a brief admonition

(chap. iv. 4—6), in which they are enjoined to remem-
ber the law of Moses, but to look for the coming of

a better law ; to stand in the old ways, but to look for

the new. In fine, Malachi is " like a late evening which
brings a long day to a close ; " but he is also like a

morning dawn, which brings with it the promise of a

new and more glorious day.

In style Malachi difEers greatly from the earlier pro-

phets. He shows the influence of the Great Synagogue,

established by Ezra, in his moro formal and scholastic

tone. He lacks the simple grandeur of Joel, and still

more obviously lacks the fire and passion of Habakkuk.
Though his language is pure and beautiful, and has a
certain poetic rhythm, he is not so much a poet, " sing-

ing in full-throated ease," as a scholar elaborating

an edifying discourse. Indeed, it is curious to note how
faithful he is to a single form of composition, and that

a very simple one, whatever the theme he takes in hand.
Invariably, without a single exception, he develops his

subject in the following order : first, he briefly states

his thesis ; then he states the sceptical objection with
which he supposes it may be met ; and, lastly, he trium-

phantly refutes the objection. Thus, for example, he
opens his book with the assertion that God has loved

Israel ; this is his fii-st thesis. The sceptical " but" in-

stantly follows, " But wherein has He shown His
love ?" and is followed by an argument drawn from the

strikingly different destinies allotted to the sons of

Esau and the sons of Jacob.

This is Malachi's method throughout, this " all his

art." But he often invests it with power and spirit by
means of the di'amatic colloquies, or dialogues, beneath

which he conceals it. And though his method be simijle,

and liis meaning lies for the most part near the surface

of his words, he nevertheless deals with truths so momen-
tous, and of such an abiding value, that we cannot fail to

derive profit from our study of him, if we seek and love

the truth. Above all, his prophecy rises to a Messianic

close. With more fulness and distinctness than most

of the prophets, ho teaches us that that day of blended

judgment and mercy of which they had all spoken

dawned upon the world when, for the fall and I'ising of

many, the Sou of man manifested forth His glory. Not
only does the last of the prophets foresee the Gospel

day, on which the Sun of Righteousness is to shine out

with imclouded splendour; he also foresees the bright

morning starwliich is to herald and announce its advent.

And thus Malachi is a link between the two Dispensa-

tions and Covenants. As we close the Old Testament

we catch a ghmpse of the Christ whom we are to meet,

and with whom we are to walk, in the New Testament

;

and of the Baptist who came before Him, in the power

and spirit of Elijah, to prepare His way, and to attest

that this was He of whom Moses and the prophets

did write.

SCEIPTUEE BIOGEAPHIES.
EDMUND VENABLES, M.A,, CANON KESIDENTIAKT AND PKa:CENTOE OF LINCOLN C

SAMUEL (

JAMUEL lias hitherto been presented to

us as the judge : we have now to view

him as the inaugm-ator of (ho monarchy.

In no portion of his histoi-y does the heroic

greatness of his character stand forth more conspicu-

ously. Keenly alive to the ingratitude for his past

serwces which, thinly veiled, appeared in the desire

for a change of government, resenting at first almost

as a personal slight the demand of the people for a
king, ivith a noble spirit of self-sacrifice he calmly

divests himself of his own dignity, and transfers it to

the youthful favourite, whom his own hand anoints and
his own voice proclaims as his successor in power, and
his rival in the affection of the nation. Nowhere in

Holy Scripture shall we find a grander example of the

complete subjugation of human passion, and the triumph
over natm-al feeling, except perhaps in the relations of

John the Baptist to Him whose way he was sent to

prepare. (John i. 27, 28; iii. 28—30.)
This momentous episode in the national drama of

mtinucd).

Israel is presented to us in four distinct scenes, each

impressed with a type of its own, and bringing out

a separate phase of the prophet's character. (1.) The
first of these is laid at Ramah, when the Elders of

Israel, as the representatives of the nation, first present

the unwelcome request, and Samuel is made acquainted

with the Divine wLU in the matter (1 Sam. i-iii.).

(2.) The second, probably also at Ramah, describes the

selection and anointing by Samuel of the Divinely-

chosen monarch (ch. ix., x. 1—16). (3.) The third

narrates the choice of the king by lot in the general,

assembly at Mizpeh (ch. x. 17—27). (4.) The fourth

gives us the confirmation of the election by another

national assembly at Gilgal, with Samuel's solemn re-

monstrance with the people on their disloyalty to their

Theocratic king, and the assertion of his own integrity

(ch. xi. 14; xii.). We proceed to consider these in

order.

1. No stronger proof of the nation's confidence in the

purity of Samuel's patriotism could have been given
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tliiui wheu "the elders of Israel" came to him at his

liome at Ramah, aud adcbessed to hun the startling re-

quest that he would voliuitarily lay down liis autliority,

and himself look out a successor who, uuder another

title, should govern them in his stead. Such a demand

argues a long experience of the unselfishness of Samuel's

character, aud a well-grounded assurance that he would

prefer the well-being of his nation to any private

interests. Tlio deputation grounded its request on

lliree pleas: Samuel's advancing age, and diminished

activity ; the corruption of justice by his sous ;
and the

sense of their weakness in contest with their enemies,

from the want of a recognised leader to head their

armies and command them in battle (ch. viii. 5, 20, 21).

This demand, somewhat brusquely urged by the elders,

caused the aged judge at first extreme offence. The

old are slow to recognise the failure of their powers,

and parents are proverbially blind to their children's

derelictions of duty, of which they are often the last to

liear. We cannot, therefore, be astonished if to Samuel

the necessity for a change of government was less

eWdent than to the nation, and that he should have

resented the proposal as a personal affront; "the thing

was evil in tlie eyes of Samuel when they said, Give

US a king to judge us " (ch. viii. 5). But with Avise

self-control Samuel did not trust himself to make
any reply, until he had laid the matter before God,

aud learnt what was His will. " Samuel prayed unto

the Lord." The Divine answer graciously soothed his

wounded feelings, by reminding him that this perverse

and rebellious nation were only showing to him the

same ingratitude tliat had marked all their relations to

God Himself, and that the slight he felt so deeply was
Hi nothing compared with that put upon their Divine

King—"According to aU the works wliich they have

done since the day that I brought them up out of

Egypt, even unto this day ... so do they unto thee.

They have not rejected thee, but they have rejected

Me, that I should not reign over them " (vs. 7, 8). But
tliough the sjiirit from which the demand sprang was
reprehensible, the demand itseK was in accordance with

(he DiWne will. Th:; nation was ripe for the estabhsh-

meut of kingly power, and it should be given tliem.

But, like many most coveted blessings, it would greatly

disappoint them in possession. The price they would
be called to pay for their king would be far higher

than they, in their rash eagerness for change, antici-

piited. And this they must clearly understand before-

hand. The choice must be made with their eyes open,

and with a distinct knowledge of its consequences.
Samuel, therefore, while he was instructed to yield to

tiieir desire—" hearken unto the voice of the people
in all that they say unto thee" (ver. 9)—was commis-
sioned pre^-iously to set before them the burdensome
services the monarch would claim as his prerogative,

and the hea^-y tributes he would lay upon them, which
would make them vainly desire to be freed from his

galling yoke. " Te shall cry out in that day because
of yaur king which ye shall have chosen you ; aud
the Lord will not he.ar you " (vs. 11—18). But the
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alarming picture of the despotism they were creating

was unavailing to alter theii- determination. With
childish obstinacy they repeated their demand for the

glittering idol on which their fancy was set
—" Nay, but

we will have a king over us ; that wo also may be like

all the nations ; and that our king may judge us, and go

out before us, and fight our battles " (vs. li), 20). The
crisis in the nation's fortunes was far too important for

Samuel to decide on his own responsibility. Again the

Lord was consulted, and His acquiescence signified,

' Hearken unto their voice, and make them a king "

(ver. 22).

Not at once, however, did Samuel communicate

to the elders the Divine sanction given to their impor-

tunate reqiiest. So momentous a resolution must not

l-e carried out hastily. Time and thought were needed

to make due preparation for it. If the people would

have a king, they must be content to wait for him.

So the elders were dismissed without any decisive

reply—" Go ye every man unto his city " (ver. 22)

—

though, probably, with a pretty clear understanding

that the answer would not be long delayed, aud tliat

when it came it would be in accordance with their

wishes.

2. The second scene iu this liistory is still laid at

Ramah' (chap. ix). It is one of the freshest and most

graphic of the Old Testament narratives. It was a feast

day. A sacrificial banquet was prepared in the " high-

place "—the citadel or acropolis that croivued the summit

of the loftier of the two elevations on which the city was

built. The guests were a,ssembled, and were waiting for

Samuel to " bless the sacrifice " before they sat down
to table. Just then two weary, travel-stained wayfarers

were seen climbing the steep path that led up to the

city. One of the two was stiU in the prime of his

youtliful strength and beauty, and challenged attention

l)y his tallness of stature. This was Saul, the son of a

free-born Benjamite named Kish ; the other was his

servant. Tlie two had started three days before, af

Kish's bidding, to seek some strayed asses. Their

search had'becn fruitless, and the young man, begin-

ning to fear lest his father's care for his lost property

should be exchanged for solicitude for the safety of

his son, had proposed to return home, but had been

deterred by his servant, who, finding that they were

within reach of the house of Samuel, the famous seer,

recommended that they should ajiply to him for intelli-

gence as to the fate of the asses. On tlicii- w^y up the

hill they fell in with some maidi'us (Ics.Tiidiiig to draw

water from a well at its foof, and Icnriil fruni them
where to find the seer, who had only that day returned

to the city. The day before, Samuel had received a

Divine intimation that the future monarch of Israel was
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that day to present himself before him. Just as ho was

leaving his house to go U2> to the high place, the

youthful Benjamite made his appearance within the

city. The same Voice tells him that ho is the expected

one

—

le Desire. He replies to Saul's inquiry with

gracious courtesy, makes known that he is " the seer "

he is in search of, and astonishes him by his knowledge

of his errand—" As for thine asses that were lost throe

days ago, set not thy mind on them, for they are

found" (ch. be. 20)—and by the still more astounding

iutiiaatiou that " all the desire of Israel " was on him.

What the " desire " of the nation was at that time

could not be unknown to Saul, and, conscious of his

own insignificance as a member of one of the meanest

famihes of the smallest tribe in Israel, he modestly

puts away from himself the dazzling prospect. It is

impossible that he should be called to so high a dignity.

Still he and his servant follow Samuel to the summit
of the hill, where they find a large company of guests

assembled in the hall attached to the sanctuary, and at

his bidding occupy the chief places. The principal dish,

specially reserved by the cook in expectation of his

arrival—" the shoulder and its appurtenances "—is set

before the wondering Benjamite. " So Saul did eat

with Samuel that day " (ver. 2i). The meal over, Saul

descends the hiU to Samuel's house, and, after an earnest

conversation, in which tho prophet would doubtless

ilisclose to him the Divine revelation he had received,

sleeps iu a bed prepared for him on the house-top.

Very early, " at the spring of the day," Samuel awakes
Ills young guest with tho cry, '" Up, that I may send

thee away " (ver. 26). This is the crisis in Saul's history.

The servant is sent on before, that there may be no

spectator of the solemn transaction; and then, at the

outsku'ts of tho eity, Samuel pours on Saul's head the

anointing oil, and kisses him in token of homage." To
Saul's implied or expressed wonder at tho meaning of

these strange symbolical rites, he answers, " Is it not

because the Lord hath anointed thee to be captain over

His inheritance ? " and the future monarch is dismissed

with the prediction of three tokens on his way homo,
which would confirm his faith in the future destiny so

unexpectedly tlirust upon him (chap. is. 27 ; x. 1—7).

The true nobility of Samuel's character shines out in

tho whole of the remarkable interview. "We do not see

a trace of the irritated feeling called forth by tho de-

maud of the elders. All sense of personal slight has

vanished before the assurance that it is God's wUl that

he should hand over his power to this youug Benjamite.

The inward conflict is over. He has wrestled and
overcome.

^

3. This anointing of Saul by Samuel was, as we have
seen, a private act, known only to themselves. But
it was necessary that this inner private call should be

followed by another public call, iu which ho should be

recognised by the people as the king given them by God.
The tribes are therefore called together by Samuel to a

* Compare Pa. ii. 12, " Kiss the sou." To kiss, according to
Enstern custom, was to proffer homage aud service. (1 King.q xix. 18

;

religious assembly at the ancient sanctuary of Mizpeh

(1 Sam. X. 17). At that hallowed spot, full of the

memories of the great national repentance at the

openiug of his judgeship, and tho solemn rites vrith

which their covenant with the Most High had been

renewed (1 Sam. vii. 5—11), the aged pro^jhet once,

more upbraids them with their ingratitude—not to

himself, but to their God, who Himself had saved them
out of all "their adversities and their tribulations"—in

demanding a king, and bids them resort to the lot to

determine who that king should be.

In obedience to his direction, the peojde " present

themselves before the Lord by their tribes and by their

thousands," and fii'st the tribe, then the family, and
lastly the individual chosen is revealed. Saul the son

of Kish, of the tribe of Benjamin, is given by God to

His people as their king. Drawn out of his hiding-

place among the baggage of the congi-egation, he is

presented by Samuel to the assembled nation with

words of generous commendation :
" See ye him," he

cries, pointing to the chosen one as he stands towering

above the crowd by his shoulders and upwards—" See

ye him whom the Lord hath chosen, that there is none

like him among all the people." The people joyfully

accept the goodly young monarch, and receive him with

shouts of " Long live the king !" (1 Sam. x, 20—24).

One duty yet remained for Samuel to fulfil before

he fiuaUy surrendered his authority. The monarch of

God's people must not be an arbitrary despot, govern-

ing according to his ovm caprice, but a constitutional

kiug, ruling according to fixed principles and divinely

established laws. These principles and laws had been

ah-eady laid down by the great Lawgiver of Israel, who
had foreseen that the day would come when the nation

would grow weary of the Theocracy, and insist on

haWug a king (Deut. xrii. 14—20). Samuel now re-

hearses these ordinances, adding perhaps certain fresh

limitations, applicable to the circumstances under which

tho monarchy had been established, and committing

them to writing in what has been termed " the BUI of

Rights of the Hebrew Nation," deposits the constitu-

tional record in tho Holy of Holies, where the Book ef

tho Law had been previously laid up by Moses (Dent,

xxxi. 26). This done, Samuel dismissed the assembly,

" every man to his house " (1 Sam. x. 25). With anxious

heart he must have watched them separating. The
irrevocable step had now been taken ; the national

revolution was complete ; Israel had descended from

her proud exceptional position, and thenceforth was to

be " like all the nations." Would not the day come

when they would deplore the exchange they had

made and " cry out to tho Lord because of their

king ? " But it would be too late to escape the

consequences of their self-will. Their sin should be

their punishment.

4. Although the monarchy had been thus solemnly

inaugurated, and the king, desiguated by the sacred lot,

accepted by the repi-esentatives of the nation at Mizpeh,

Samuel could not but see that liis task as the establisher

of tho kingly power was still uicomplete. The choic«



of the king from the small and insignificant tribe of

Benjamin could hardly fail to wound the prido of the

more important tribes. The popular voice had hailed

him with acclamation on account of his stature .and

goodly person, and a band of warriors had attended

liim to his rural home at Gibeah. (ch. x. 26). But he

received no other marks of respect or homage such as

a newly-crowned monarch might justly expect. Some
•" children of Belial " even spoke of him with xmdis-

guised contempt—" How shall this man save us ?

"

" They despised him, and brought him no presents
"'

(vcr. 27). He seems to have quietly taken his old

place in his father's household, and to have resumed

his agricultural labours ^yithout any remonstrance from

his new subjects. Instead of the intelligence of the

2)oril of Jabesh-gilead being brought to him first, as

the head of the nation, he was left to learn it by his

own inquiries (ch. xi. 5). Indeed, but for the successful

issue of his bold appeal to the personal apprehensions

of his people (ver. 7), in the relief of the beleaguered city,

and the defeat of the Ammonit«s, his kingly authority

might have remained merely nominal, limited, as that

of the judges usually was, to his own tribe. It was
this chivalrous expedition, and the complete victoiy

which closed it, that secured his recognrtiou by the

nation. Samuel, who must have been trembling for

the issue of his work, and almost questioning whether
he coidd liave misread Grod's will, at once seized the

opportimity, now that the tide of popular favoiu set

in so strongly towards Said, to obtain the ratification

of the national ehoice.

In obedience to a summons from him, the representa-

tives of all the tribes assembled at tJie ancient sanctuary

of Grilgal, where the circle of grey stones, plucked from
the bed of the Jordan, marked the first encampment of

tlie Israelites on the soil of the Promised Land. There
" the kingdom " was " renewed, " and the now popular
young monarch anointed king a second time, with the

sacrifice of peace-offerings, and a general rejoicing

(ch. xi. 15). This is the last recorded instance on
which the aged prophet appeared publicly before the
nation. Saul's throne was now secure, and Samuel
might safely complete the surrender of his authority,

and retii-e into privacy. But before he did so he stood

up once more among the assembled tribes, and with
calm and collected dignity made his farewell address to

them. In the strength of conscious integi-ity he ap-

pealed to the whole assembly, as in the .sight of the
Lord and their anointed king, to bear witness to the
unswerving rectitude of his administration. His whole
life, from cliildhood onward, wa-s before them. He had
grown grey in theii- service. What single crime could
they charge him with ? (1 Sam. xii. 2—5.)
Samuel then took a rapid review of the past history

of the nation, enumerating their past deliverances, and
showing how in all their emergencies God had raised

up a champion to rescue them. Their national dis-

tresses wore the fruit of their own sins. If they had
been faithful to the Most High, no king would have
been needed to deliver them (vs. 6—12). Nor let them

suppose that because the Lord had not openly ex-

pressed His displeasure, and had permitted His prophet

to be the instrument in establishing the monarchy and
inaugurating the king, their conduct had been well-

pleasing in His sight. They had been guilty of dis-

obedience and ingratitude towards their Di\Tne King,
nor could His anger be appeased and their pvmishment
averted save by more faithfid service both on the x>art

of monarch and people. But if they would be willing

and obedient, God's favour should still rest upon them
both.

In confirmation of his words, and to awaken the

people to a sense of their "wickedness," the sign of a

thunderstorm at the unusual time of wheat-harvest was
sent at Samuel's prayer. The people, full of terror,

acknowledged their guilt, and entreated the prophet's

intercession to save them from the threatened destruc-

tion. " Pray for thy servants unto the Lord thy God,
that we die not ; for we have added unto all our sins

this evil, to ask us a king" (ch. xii. 19). There is but

a step from presumption to despau-. Samuel saw the

danger the people were in of imagining that all was
lost, and that they had sinned beyond the possibility

of restoration. In his reply, therefore, he cheered them
by the assurance that, grievously as they had sinned,

their case waa not desperate. On the other hand,

certain ruin wotild descend on both king and people if

they forsook Him. He concluded by the promise of

the continuance of his inti^rcessions, the intermission

of which would be nothing less tlmn a " sin against

the Lord," and a final appeal to their gratitude and
their fears—" Only fear the Lord, and servo Him iu

truth with alJ your heart : for consider how great

things He hath done for you. But if ye shall still do

wickedly, ye shall be consumed, both ye and your

king" (vs. 24, 25).

The deliverance of Israel from the Philistine yoke was
one of the eliief objects contemplated in the appoint-

ment of a king (1 Sam. ix. 16). But any hopes that

might have been entertained that this deliverance wotdd

be .speedily effected were soon shown to be fallacious.

The Philistines continued to occupy strongholds iu the

very heart of the Promised Land—at Gibeah (ch. x. 5),

at Geba (xiii. 3), at Michmash (xiii. 5)—and to exercise

capriciotis tyranny over the unresisting Israelites. So
complete was their subjugation, that the Philistines

had actually carried out a general tli.sarming of the

nation, and had removed all the smiths, who might

have forged new weapons, to theu- ovra garrisons, so

that the Israelites had to submit to the degradation of

taking their agricitltural implements to their enemies'

quarters if they needed repair or sharpening. Tha

thoroughness of this disarming may be gathered from

the fact that " on the (Lay of battle " the only warriors

armed vrith sword and spear were the king and his

son (ch. xiii. 22). Not that the rest of the host were

unarmed. Bows and arrows, slings—in the use of both

of which SatU's tribesmen, the Benjamites, were adepts

( .Tudg. XX. 16 ; 1 Chron. viii. 40 ; xii. 2)—ox-goads, with
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wliieh Shamgav did such execntion among these same

Philistines in the days of the judges (Judg. iii. 31), and

other extemporised weapons of an agricultural people,

would still render them formidable enemies. With such

arms as these, the Ammonites had been defeated before

Jabesh-gilead, and they would have vanquished the

Philistines if they had been wielded with the same

dauntless spirit. But the enthusiasm then awakened

was like a fire of thorns, fierce but soon exhausted.

The nation had sunk down into their old craven apathy,

and a general rising against the Philistine yoke seemed

hopeless. Under these circumstan'ies Saul, in the

second year of his reign,' gathered about him the

nucleus of a standing army, two thousand men, under

his personal leadership, and another thousand under

his gallant son, the youthful and adventurous Jonathan,

of whom we now hear for the first time. The first

blow was struck by him. He and his band made a

successful attack upon the Philistine ganison at Geba.=

The Philistines at once realised the significance of

Jonathan's exploit, and resolved to stamp out the rising

rebellion of their tributaries, by a terrible vengeance.

For this pui-pose they collected an immense army,

"thirty thousand^ chariots, and six thousand horse-

men, and people as the sand which is on the sea-shore

in multitude." Saul, too, on his part, felt the im-

portance of the crisis. Unless his son's success were

instantly followed up by vigorous action, it would

be worse than useless. The Philistines would have

been exasperated to no piu-poso. He therefore caused

the trumpet to be blown throughout all the land,

saying, " Let the Hebrews hear." But the news of

Jonathan's ha^-ing smitten a garrison of the Philistines

had the contraiy effect on the people to that he antici-

pated. Instead of flocking to his standard, as when
Jabesh-gilead had to be relieved, a general panic per-

* The text of the opening words of 1 Sam. xiii.,*'Saul reigned one
year; and when he had reigned twoyears over Israel," &c.,is certainly

corrupt. The existing Hebrew text admits of no other transl.i-

tion than *' Saul was the son of a year "— i.e , a year old—" at his

becoming king; and he reigned two years over Israel." TJie

same form of words occurs in thirty-seven other passages in the
Old Testament, and always in the same sense. First the king's
age on his accession is stated, and then the number of years of

his reign (cf. 2 Sam. ii. 10; v. 4; 1 Kings xiv. 21 ; xxii. 42, &c.).

There can be no doubt, therefore, that the numeral stating Saul's
age at his accession has dropped out of the text. Ewald, one of the
best authorities where Hebrew scholarship is conoemed, regar<ils

the translation of the latter clause of the verse as correct :
" Saul

had only reigned two years when he organised the picked bands of
warriors" (Hisl. of Ur., Trans., iii. 62).

2 The word translated " garrison "—1^23, ndzih, from a verb signi-

fying " to be set up, established "—may also mean " one set over,"
" a prefect," a sense it bears in 1 Kings iv. 19 ; 2 Chron. viii. 10.

This is the meaning adopted by Ewald and Dean Stanley :
" Jona-

than had given the signal for a general revolt by attacking and
slaying the Philistine officers" {.Tewieh Church, vol. ii., p. 14).

Thenius translates it " pillar " (as Gen. xix. 26, the " piUor of
salt" into which Lot's wife was changed), and understands by it

a column or trophy set up as a mark of Philistine power indig-
nantly overthrown by the impetuous Jonathan. Our translators
have followed the Latin Vulgate "stationem," and this rendering
may be accepted as probably correct.

3 There c.iu be no doubt that this number is incorrect. The
number of 30,000 chariots is enormously in exc«ss of all probability.

Jabin (Judg. iv. 3) had " nine hundred chariots of iron." Phanioh
pursued after Israel with "six hundred chariots" (Exod. xiv. 7).

Nor is it likely that the ch.iriot s so far outnumbered the horsemen.

vaded the land. Overwhelmed with terror at the vast

army the Philistines were gathering to avenge the insult,

and utterly hopeless of being able to make any effectual

resistance, the inhabitants of the land abandoned theii-

homes, and betook themselves to concealment or flight.

Some, like D.avid in Absalom's rebellion, put the Jordan

between them and their enemies, and crossed to the

land of Gad and Gilead. Others hid themselves in the

caverns, with which the limestone strata' of Palestine

abound, or among the rocks and thickets of the

mountain-sides, or found a place of refuge in under-

ground chambers, or empty water-tanks.* The land,

was depopulated. Saul himself, and the small band

that had answered his summons, felt it wise to retreat

eastwards to the very confines of the land, and pitch

their tents on the old camping gi'ound of GUgal. So
great was the dread of the Philistines, that the panic

invaded Saul's army :
" all the people followed him

trembling" (1 Sam. xiii. 7). It seemed to be a crisis in

the nation's fate. It actually was one in that of Saul.

The great trial of his faith and obedience was at hand,

which was to determine whether he was fit to govern

God's people or not. Samuel had promised to come to

Gilgal within seven days, to offer the necessary sacrifice

before going out to battle, and had plainly intimated

that no decisive step was to be taken till he arrived.

It was a very severe trial of Said's faith and obedience.

His raw levies were becoming daily more and more
demoralised, and were crumbling away before his eyes.

" Samuel came not, and the people were scattered from
him." All seemed to depend upon his striking a blow,

while he had stiU some soldiers left, and their courage

had not entirely given way before the mighty Philistine

host. But this he was forbidden to do. He must

restrain his eager spirit, and wait for Samuel's coming.

At last the weary wearing week was over. The seven

days of fierce trial were ended, and Saul breathed more
freely. Samuel would soon be with him, the sacrifice

would he offered, and he woidd be at liberty to advance

on the enemy. But Samuel came not. Hour after hour

passed by, and still the form of the grey-haired prophet

was not seen dra'wing near. Saxd's impatient spirit

chafed within him at the unlooked-for delay. Surely

it could not be expected of him to linger any longer.

He had been bidden to wait seven days, and he had

w.aited. Some unexpected hindrance must have pre-

:. 18); Solomon,
6) ; Zerah, 300 cha-

91; Shishak, 1,200

What the correct

iii, 6), rns, Uariahh

David had 700 chai-iotsto 40,000 horsemen (2 Sam.
1,400 chariots to 12,000 horsemen (1 Kings x. 26)

riots to an army of a million {2 Chron. xiv. 9

chariots to 60,000 horsemen (2 Chron. xii. 3).

number is we cannot determine.
•* The word translated "high places " (1 Sam.

3

— is only found here and in Judg. ix. 46, 49 (the history of Abime-
lech, at Shechem), where it is rendered "the hold." The meaning
" tower " given to it in the Speaker's Commentary is unsuitable for

a hiding-place, and is rejected by the best critics, who give it the
sense "cellar" or "subterranean chamber." The "pits" were
probably dry tanks or raiu-water cisterns, which were often used as

places of coneeulment as well as of confinement (Gen. xxxvii.

20-29; Jer. xxxviii. 6—13; xli. 9; Zcch. ix. 11). It was such
a tank iu the courtyard of the house in which Jonathan and Abimaaz
were concealed, in the time of Absalom's rebellion (2 Sam. xvii.

18,19). TheworJthenused, however, is different—ira, h'er, instead

of lia, bor.
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vented Samuel's fulfilling his i^romise. The'prophet,'

if he knew the straits he was in, would be the first to

absolve him from his obedience. It would be madness

to wait tUl the Philistines poured down from Mich-

mash, and swept him and his little troop before them

iiito the bed of the Jordan. So, with rash impetuosity,

Saui uttered the fatal command,, " Bring hither to me
the burnt-offering aud the peace-offerings,'*' "and"
—whether with his own hand,'- or that of the priests

who liappoued to bo there, it matters not ; the offence

was not that of encroaching on the sacerdotal office,

but of presumptuous wilfulness— " ho offered the

bumt-offeriag." Scarcely had the Yictuu been con-

sxuned on the altar, when the inteUigence reached him
that the long-expected prophet was arrived at the out-

skirts of the camp. Siiul, with little anticipation of the

reception that awaited liim, " went out to meet him,

that he miglit salute liim "—offer, that is, the tribute

of respectful homage due even from the monarch to

the prophet of the Lord. " What hast thou done ? " was
Samuel's brief and stem question. Vain were all

the excuses urged by Said to cover his disobedience,

"Samuel with a word reproved and convicted, aud

' Not as in tlie A.V., " a buriit-offering and peace-offerings," but
" the bnrnt-oiFering aud the peace-oiFerings "—those, that is, that

had been prepared for Samuel's arrival, that there migh4; be no
delay when the prophet came.

- " He otfered" does not imply that Saul otfered sacrifice with

his own hand, and thus usurped the priest's office. The co-opera-

tion of priests on such an occasion is taken for granted, just as in

the sacrifices offered by David and Solomon {2 Sam. xsiv. 25
;

1 Kings iii. 4; viii. 6.3). In the latter passage the enormous
number of the victims—" two aud twenty thousand oxen, and an
hundred and twenty thousand sheep "—precluded the possibility

of the king being the actual sacrificer. Here the rule holds good,
" Qui facit per alium facit per se." (See Keil on 1 Sam. xiii. 9)

sentenced aud silenced him."^ The plea of unwiUiug-

ness, " I forced myself aud offered the burnt-offering,"

was shown to be a mere empty pretext. His worldly

policy had proved the veriest foUy—" Thou hast

done foolishly "—evidencing his want of faith in the

power and promise of God. He who had bidden him

wait till His prophet came, knew all the dangers of

his position, and would have carried liim safe through

them, aud liaving thus tested him and proved him

worthy, would have established his dynasty over Israel

for ever. This he had wantonly forfeited by his

wilfulness and disobedience.

We now pass on to the second occasion on which

Samuel was commissioned to test the obedience of

Saul.

The cu-cumstances were briefly these:—Centuries

before, God had sworu that He would make perpetual

war upon the fierce marauding tribe of Amalek for

the hostility shown by them to Israel after the Exodus

(Esod. xvii. 14—16). The sentence of extermination

had hitherto been only partially fulfilled, and the time

liad arrived when Israel, gathered as a nation under

a mUitary head, could avenge the insidted honour of

Him who regards all, either of good or evil, that is done

to His people as done to Himself. Samuel was the

bearer of the Divine commission to Saul. It came

from one, as he reminded him, who had anointed him

king, and whose word ho was bound to receive as that

.•f the Lord himself. "The Lord sent me to anoint

thee to be king over His people : now, therefore,

hearken thou unto the voice of the words of the Lord"

(1 Sam. XV. 1).

' J. H. Newmau, " The Trial of Saul"—Plain Sermons, vol. v., p. 196.

DIFFICULT PASSAGES EXPLAINED
THE GOSPELS:—ST. MATTHE"W.

BT THE EEV. C. J. ELLIOTT, M.A., VICAE OF WINKFIELD,

" And His disciples asked Him, saying, 'WTiy then say the Scribes

"that Elias must first come ? Aud Jesus answered and said unto

them, Elias truly shall first come and restore all things. But I

say unto you, That Elias is come already, and they knew him not,

but have done unto him whatsoever they listed."— St. Matthew
xvii. 10-12.

jEFORE entering on the discussion of a

passage of no inconsiderable difficulty, and

i on which a great difference of opinion

exists, it vriU be desirable to present our

readers with as close a translation as is practicable of

the inquiry before us, as recorded by St. Matthew and

St. Mark, aud as found in the best manuscripts :

—

" And his disciples asked him, " And they asked [or inquired

saying, "Why then say the Scribes of] him saying, "Why say the

that Elijah mustcome first? And Scribes [or.Thnt the Scribes say]

he answered and said, Elijah that Elijah must come first;

indeed comftli, and he will re- and he said to them, Elijah [iu-

store all things. Butlsayunio deed] Cometh first and restoreth

you, That Elijah is come already, all things [ht., having come

and they did not recognise him, first, restoreth all things] ;
and

but did unto him Pit , in him] how it is written of the Son of

whatsoever they would." man that he should suffer many
things and be set at nought.

But I say unto you, That Elijah

also [or indeed] is come, aud
they did to him whatsoever they

would, as it is written of him."

The use of the particle oJ;', then, and the close con-

nection of the inquiiy, as recorded by both the Evan-

gelists, with the account of the Transfiguration and the

descent from the Mount, seem to furnish a clue to tlio

chain of thought which existed in the mind of the

inquirers. They were, doubtless, familiar with the

prophecy of Malachi (iv. 5), "Behold, I wUl send you

Elijah the prophet before the coming of the great and

dreadful d.ay of the Lord : and he shall turn the hearts
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of the fathers to the children, and the hearts of the

children to the fathers, lest I come and suiito the earth

with a curse." The expectation that tliis prophecy

would receive its literal fulfilment in the person of

Elijah is evinced by the fact that in most MSS. of the

Sejjtuagiut version, instead of " Elijah the prophet,"

we find "Elijah the Tishbite;" and in the panegyric

pronounced upon Elijah in Ecclesiasticus xlviii., we find

it affirmed (ver. 10) that Elijah was not only ordained

of old for reproofs, but that ho was ordained also " to

tm-n the heart of the father unto the son, and to restore

the tribes of Jacob."

Such being the prevailing expectation of the Jews

in the time of our Lord, as is apparent still further

from the inquiry made of John the Baptist, "Art
thou Elias ?'' (John i. 21), it is easy to understand

how the momentary appearance of Elijah ou the

Mount of Transfiguration would affect the minds of

the thi-ee higlily-favoured Apostles, who on that, as ou

two other special occasions, were singled out of the

number of the twelve to be the companions of their Lord.

Elijah had indeed appeared, as they had been taught

that he would appear, but instead of appearing, as the

Scribes had led them to believe, before the coming of

Christ, he did not appear till after it, and instead of

remaining upon the earth to turn the heai-ts of the

fathei'S to the childi-eu, and to restore the tribes of

Jacob, his appearance had been but for a moment, and

he had speedily vanished from their view.

There can be uo doubt that the voice of ancient

prophecy was but very imperfectly apprehended by the

Jews in this, as in other respects, and that the words of

our Lord were designed to supply what was wanting in

their interpretation of its import.

With very few exceptions—some have alleged, but,

as it should seem, on insufficient grounds, with none

—

no distinction is made in the prophecies of the Old
Testament between the two advents of the Redeemer

;

and they are represented rather as one continuous

whole, than as sepai-ated by that "little wliile " of

which our Lord himself spoke (John xiv. 16), which

now intervenes between the two.

In this respect, then, our Lord undoubtedly corrected

the mistaken views of His disciples. He taught them
that, as regarded the predicted preparation for His fii-st

advent, the messenger foretold alike by Isaiah (xl. 3),

and by Malachi (iii. 1), was John the Baptist. Thus
far- the meaning of our Lord is explicit ; and it is placed
beyond the reach-of doubt bytho faots(l) that the angel,

when foretelling the birth of John the Baptist (Luke
i. 17), expressly declared concerning him that ho should
go before the face of the Lord, "in the spu-it and
power of Elias," and (2) that Zacharias, being " filled

with the Holy Ghost," and prophesying of his son, re-

echoed the same assurance (Luke i. 76).

The questions which remain open to discussion are :

(1) whether the prophecies of Malachi (iii. 1, 2, and iv.

6, 6) are to be tivkeu together or separately

—

i.e., as

both having reference to the same advent of Christ, or

respectively to His fii-st and second advents ; and (2)

whether, if both have primary reference to the first

advent, their fidfilmont,
' as regards the work of pre-

pai-atiou, was partial only or complete in the ministry

of Jolm the Baptist.

Now, although at fijrst sight Mai. iii. 1, viewed in con-

nection with Isa. xl. 3,' might seem to have exclusive

reference to the first coming of Christ, yet when wo take
into consideration (1) the predicted suddenness of the

advent—" The Lord whom ye seek shall suddenly come
to His temple"— (2) the inquii-y of the following verse :

—

'

' But who may abide the day of His coming, and who shall

stand when He appeareth ?"—and (3) the fact that l)oth

in the words of Gabriel (Luke i. 17), and in those of

Zacharias (i. 76), the two prophecies of Malachi appear
to be combined in the mind of the speaker,'' we can

scarcely err in arriving at the conclusion that Mai. iii.

1, 2, as well as Mai. iv. 5, 6, has dii-ect. reference to the-

second coming of Christ as weU as to the first.

The remaining point for consideration is, do these

passages announce the advent of one forerunner of

Christ only, or of two I in other words, do they predict-

a preparation to be made by an eai-thly messenger for

the first only, or also for the second advent of the Lord P

It may be impossible to return any positive reply to

this inquiry. At the same time, there are some reasons,

for believing that these prophecies are not yet exhausted,

but still await their complete fulfilment. Of these

reasons we may mention the following :

—

I. If it be admitted that the second as well as the

first advent is foretold iu both places by Malachi, it

seems almost impossible to deny that a preparation is

to be made for both—by the " messenger " foretold iu

the one ease (Mai. iii. 1), and by the " prophet " simi-

larly announced in the other (Mai. iv. 5).

II. Jn Mai. iv. 5 it is expressly affirmed that the
" prophet " is to be sent " before the coming of the

gi-eat a(nd dreadful day of the Lord." Now, the only

precise parallel to this expression is to be found in Joel

ii. 31, where the same six words occur iu the original in

the same order, and hence the determination of the

reference in that place will go far towards the deter-

mination of the true meaning of the same words in

Malachi.^ Now it can scarcely be questioned that

the prophecy in Joel, taken, as it must be, iu connec-

tion ivith Isaiah xiii. 9—12, and more particularly with

the prophecy delivered on the Mount of Olives, as re-

corded by the three synoptists (Matt. xxiv. ; Mark xiii.

;

Luke xxi.), iu both of which prophecies dii'ect reference

is made to "signs iu the sxm and in the moon,"

> It is deserving of notice that the expression rendered " prepare

the way " is peculiar to Isaiah, who uses it three times (xl. 3; Ivii.

U ; Ixii. 10), and to Malachi (iii. 1).

2 In the former case the words "He shall go before him " seem
to refer to Mai. iii. 1, whilst "in the spirit and power of Elias"

manifestly refer to Mai. iv. 5. Iu the latter case, the words
"thoa Shalt go before the face of the Lord" have undoubted
reference to Mai. iii. 1, whilst the words " shalt be called the

yiropMt of the Highest " have probable reference to Mai. iv. 5

—

" Elijah the prophet."
3 The reference of the words to the second advent in both of

these prophesies is confirmed by the undoubted reference to that

event in most places, both of the Old and New Testament, in whicb
the " great day '' of the Lord is mentioned.
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announces those extemsil phenomena in the natural

world which shall be some of the precui-sors of the

second coming of the Lord. And although, at first sight,

it might be thought (as some, indeed, have maiutauied)

that St. Peter determines the reference of this prophecy

to the Day of Pentecost (Acts ii. 16—21), it will appear,

on a closer examination and comparison of the words

of the prophet with those of the Apostle, that it can bo

only the incipient fulfilment of the prophecy on that

day which is affirmed by St. Peter, and that, as Bishop

Wordsworth has observed, "as at the Ascension the

angels pass immediately from speaking of thnt event

to speak of Christ's Second Coming to judgment, so

here, on the Day of Pentecost, St. Peter proceeds to

speak of that second advent, because (as Bishop

Andrewes says—iii. 315), ' from Christ's departure till

His return again, from this Day of Pentecost, " a gi-eat

and notable day," till the last "great and notable day,"

between these two days no more siich day. Therefore

he called them the last days.' "

'

III. Om- Lord's own reply to the inquii-y of the

three Apostles seems to point to the same conclusion.

" Elias, indeed, cometh first, and shall restore all things."

It is true that the words which immediately follow,

"Elias (or an Elias) has ali-eady come," may seem to

denote that the foregoing words had already received

their accomphshmeut in the mission of the Baptist. But
there are gi-eat, if not iusuperable, difficiUties in this

explanation of their meaning. The word here used

(aTTOKaTa(TT-fi(Tei, Of. Mark ix. 12, where the same verb

occurs, which answers to the Hebrew Tcrr) is the same
which occm-s in Acts i. 6, where the Apostles inquire

of our Lord whether Ho was about at that time to re-

store the kingdom to Isi'ael. Another form of the same
word occurs in Acts iii. 21, " Whom the heavens must
receive until the times of restitution of all things, wliich

i Commentary oii Acts ii. 20.

<T0d hath sfjoken by the mouth of all His holy prophets

;

since the world began." In this full and comprehensive

I sense of the word, it is impossible to allege that the pro-

phecy received its complete and exhaustive fulfilment

in the preparatory mission of Jolm the Baptist.

IV. It is at least remarkable that some of the miracles

ascribed to the " two witnesses " in Rev. xi. 5, 6 bear a
striking correspondence to those performed by Elijah.

And, lastly, it is an incontrovertible fact that it was
the expectation not only of the Jews, but also of many
of the early fathers of the Christian Church, that Elijah

was destined to appear again upon tlie earth before the

coming of the Lord. Amongst these it will suffice to

mention (1) Tertullian—" They {i.e., Enoch and Efijah)

are reserved for death, that, by their blood, they may
destroy Antichrist ;""

(2) Chrysostom—"As John was
the precursor of His first advent (i.e., of Christ), so

Elijah will be the pi'ecursor of His second advent ;"^ (3)

Augustine—"What John was to the first advent, that

wiE Elias be to the second advent. As there are two
advents of the Judge, so are there two heralds."''

Whilst abstaining, then, from any dogmatic assertion

on a subject of so much difficulty, it appears to be moro
in conformity (1) with the general character of ancient

prophecy, (2) with the pregnant import of the prophecy

on the mount, and (3) with the hteral import, and

the earliest exposition of our Lord's words, to un-

derstand them as affirming that, in the interpretation

affixed by the Scribes to the prophecies of MaJaclii.

thoy were partly right and partly wi'ong—that in their

primary reference those prophecies had received their

fulfilment in the mission of John the Baptist, whilst

their ultimate accomplishment awaits the close of this

present dispensation, and wiU usher in the second advent

Oif the Son of man.

THE OLD TESTAMENT FULFILLED IN THE NEW.

SACKED PLACES.

BY THE BEV. MILLIGAN, D.D., PROFESSOR OP DIVINITY AND BIBLICAL CRITICISM IN THE UNIVERSITY

OP ABERDEEN.

j ROM the Sacred Seasons of Israel wc
pass now, secondly, to its Sacred Places

and Things, and first to that place which

was the veiy centre of the Theocracy,

as.sociated with all its most solemn rites, connected witli

all its highest privileges, tlie most hallowed spot

oven of a land the whole of which God had chosen

for Himself, and bestowed upon His people in fulfilment

of His covenant—the Tabcriuicle. It may seem, indeed,

to some that wc ought rather to have chosen the Temple,
inasmuch as it belonged to the brightest period of Jewish

history, stood for centuries after the Tabernacle had

disappeared, and was so often spoken of by oui- Lord

Himself in its relation to the higher dispensation which

Ho introduced. But it must be borne m mind that the

Temple was, in aU its different pai-ts, only a repro-

duction, though on an enlarged, more splendid, and

moro endurmg scale, of the earlier structure; that

those religious ideas of Judaism of which we are now

in search, in order to discover their fulfilment, may bo

looked for in their greatest purity the nearer we place

ourselves to the period of their Divine Hment

;
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and—what is peculiarly worthy of our notice—that the

author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, in speaking of

the accomplishment of the types of the Old Testament,

always refers to the Tabernacle and not the Temple.

It is with the former then, rather than with the latter, '

that wo have to do, and any separate consideration of

the Temple, its furniture, its officials, or its worship,

wiU bo unnecessary.

It was immediately after the exodus, on the first

constitution of the Jewish state—when redeemed from

its bondage in Egypt Israel became not only a separate

and independent, but God's covenant people—that direc-

tions for the rearing of the Tabernacle were given to

Moses. Nothing of the kind appears to have existed

either during the captivity in Egypt or in the patri-

archal age. Of the worship, indeed, of the people while

they were in Egypt we know nothing. Of the patri-

arclis wo read only, as in the case of Noah, Abraham,

Isaac, and Jacob, that " they built altars unto tlie

Lord, and eilli'd upon the name of the Lord," while of

Noah it is addril that he "took of every clean beast,

and of e\ ery cli^au fowl, and ofEered burnt offerings on

the altar " (Gen. viii. 20, xii. 7, xxvi. 25, xxxiii. 20). In

those simple and early times, when piety was of an

individual and family, rather than of a national type, its

flame was more easily kept alive than when Israel had

become a great people, with all such a people's varied

elements ; when it mixed more or less with the heathen

nations around it ; and when it needed far more distinct

and elaborate arrangements to keep it in mind of its

obligations towards God. No sooner, accordingly, was

the nation constituted, and in danger of forgetting its

relation to the Almighty and His covenant, than steps

were taken to secure it a constant and impressive token

of the presence of the true Jehovah in its midst, and of

the wor.ship required by Him at its hand. That token

was more especially the Tabernacle.

It is not our intention to enter here into the contro-

versy with regard to the mode in which all the different

parts of the Tabernacle were put together, or even to

give any minute descrijjtion of it. To do so would

require more space than we can command, and would

also divert attention from the object that we have im-

mediately 'in view. It will bo enough to speak of such

leading particulars of the structure as were in the

minds of the New Testament writers when they alluded

to its fulfilment in the 'dispensation of " the fulness of

the times."

Looking, then, at the arrangements as a whole, and

as they would strike the eye of any one observing them

from without, we see first a largo enclosed space in the

form of a parallelogram one hundred cubits long (the

cubit lieing as nearly as possible a foot and a half), by

fifty broad. The length of the space is from east to

west, the breadth from north to south. It is marked

off by piUars all round, five cubits high, between which

aro suspended hangings or curtains of fine twined linen,

five cubits broad, the only difference being at the

entrance to the enclosure, which was in the middle of

tho east side, and of a breadth of twenty cubits. Hero

the curtains were of a more elaborate description, " bhio,

and puqjle, and scarlet, and fine twined linen, wrought

with needlework" (Exod. xxvii. 16), thus resembling

the curtains for the door of the sanctuary, of which we
have not yet spoken.

Within this enclosure, and taking no note of its

furnishings, which will remain for after consideration,

we have immediately before us, at a distance of fifty

cubits, and in the centre of the court, an oblong erection

made of wood, ten cubits broad and thii-ty long, the long

sides stretching westward towards the back wall of the

court, and tenninating twenty cubits from it. This

erection, though the fii-st thing that strikes the eye, is

entirely subordinate to two great coverings or cloths,

one of which alone is fully visible, though having two

other skin coverings on the top of it, which do not

concern us at present. The covering that wo see is of

cloth of goats' hair. It is " the tent " of the Old Testa-

ment description, unfortunately too often rendered in

our English version " Tabernacle," and its object is at

once to conceal and to protect the Tabernacle beneath it.

The Tabernacle itself is the chief part of the whole

structure. Properly speaking, it is only the rich and

costly cloth, of which it is said, " Moreover thou shalt

make the Tabernacle with ten curtains of fine twined

linen, and blue, and purple, and scarlet : with chenibim

of cunning work shalt thou make them " (Exod. xxvi. 1)

These ten curtains are all, however, carefully joined to

one another, and constitute ono whole. The larger

covering requires support, and the space enclosed by it

is to be divided into two parts. To attain these ends

is the purpose of the wooden erection to which we have

referred. The covering stretches across it, is hooked to

the top of the boards which form the walls, and falls

down within them to the distance of a cubit from the

groimd. It is not visible, except, perhaps, in a small

degree at the eastern end, to any one standing on the

outside, being concealed by the goats' hair covering

formerly described. The space within is di\ided into

two, the part nearest the entrance being twenty cubits

long, the innermost ten. The former is the holy place,

iato which the priests alone were admitted ; tho latt«r

is the Holy of Holies, into which none but the high

priest might enter, and. that only once a year, upon the

great Day of Atonement. The holy place is separated

from " the court " by five pillars, from which is sus-

pended a vail, that first vail, whose existence is implied

in the mention of tho " second vail " of Heb. ix. 3. In

appearance and style of workmanship the vail is similar

to that at the entrance of the court itscK. Tho Holy of

Holies, again, is separated from the Holy Place by four

pillars, from which is suspended another vail, " tho

second " (Heb. ix. 3), made in the same style as the

others, but with the important addition that, it was

wrought with figures of cherubim. It has to be added

that both the Holy of Holies and the holy place aro

inaccessible to the light ef heaven, and that both of

them have important articles of furniture, of which foi'

the present we say nothing.

Such, necessarily omitting various details for Wixnt of
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sjjace, was Uie Taberniifle, and for oui- present pur-

pose it is sufficient to observe that it consists of

three parts—the court, the holy place, and the Holy

of Holies. The second and third together constitute

the Tabernacle proper, consisting of two parts. The

diagram (p. .41) will sufficiently illustrate what has

been said.

While we have abstained from entering into the

multiplied details and difficult questions connected with

the erection of this structure, and by which wo should

only have confused our readers, there are yet one or

two general observations to be made regarding it before

we inquire into either its meaning or fulfilment.

1. First, it was aU to be executed in strict accordance

with the Divine du-ections, and nothing was to be left

to merely human ingenuity or skill. " And let them

make me a sanctuary," are the words of the Almighty

to Moses, " that I may dwell among them. Accordmg

to all that I show thee, after the pattern of the Taber-

nacle and the pattern of all the instruments thereof, even

so shall ye make it " (Exod. xxv. 9). The injunction is

afterwards repeated, with the addition that the pattern

referred to had been shown to Moses " in the moimt

"

(xxv. 40, sxvi. 30) ; and the importance felt to be due to

this part of its arrangements is illustrated by the fact,

that it is dwelt upon with emphasis both by St. Stephen

and the writer of the Epistlo to the Hebrew.s, " Our
fathers had the Tabernacle of witness in the wilderness,

as He had appointed, speaking unto Moses, that he

should make it according to the fashion that he had

seen;" "As Moses was admonished of God when he

was about to make the Tabernacle : for. See, saith he,

that thou make all things according to the pattern

showed to thee in the mount" (Acts. vii. 44; Heb. viii.

6). It is not, indeed, necessary to suppose that Moses

had there seen an actual model of the Tabernacle he was

to raise, but he had at all events so seen it ideally, or in

vision, that he could proceed to its erection as one who

had a model before his eye. In conformity, too, with

the spirit of this injunction, it is worthy of notice that

directions for the constniction of all the parts are given

in the Old Testament with unexampled minuteness.

Besides numerous other allusions, the whole of the

26th and 36th chapters of Exodus are devoted to it,

and the directions extend not only to its leading parts,

but to the smallest particulars, the loops of the curtains,

the hooks of the iriUars, the rings of the bars, the cords,

and the pins.

2. Secondly, the work was not only to be thus exe-

cuted in strict accordance with the Divine directions, it

was to be so under the power of a Divine spirit. " See,"

it is said, " I have called by name Bezaleol the son of

Uri, the son of Hur, of the tribe of Judah : and have

filled him with the spirit of God, in wisdom, and in

understanding, and in knowledge, and in all manner of

workmanship, to devise cumiing works, to work in gold,

and in silver, and in brass, and in cutting of stones, to

set them, and in carving of timber, to work in all

manner of workmanship. And I, behold, I have given

with him Aholiab, the son of Ahisamach, of the tribe of

Dan : and in the hearts of all that are wise hearted I

have put ivisdom, that they may make all that I hav&
commanded thee ; the Tabernaele of the congregation,"

&c. (Exod. sxxi. 2—7).

3. Thirdly, it was to bear aU the marks of the Divuie

richness and gloi-y. Everything about it was to be exe-

cuted in a lavish and costly style. Much of the work
was to be of solid silver, much even of solid gold. AH
the boards of the Tabernacle, forty-eight in number, and
with a superficies of about 1,050 square feet, were to

be overlaid with gold; while, at the same time, they

were to be based on silver sockets, each weighing a
talent, or about 1,500 ounces. The connecting rods,

goiag round the whole extensive enclosure of the court,

were to be of silver. Brass—or rather bronze—was freely

used; and there can be no doubt that the embroideiy of

the hangings or curtains was of the most elaborate kind

which it was then possible to produce. The execution

of the whole may, no doubt, have been imperfect and
coarse, compared with what would be expected now;
yet it is also probable enough, when we remember that

the Israelites had just left Egypt, that it may have

been in no small degree artistic. Nor, even although it

had not been so, would it in the least degree have failed

to accomplish the end that was proposed. The work
met the ideas of the time, and the whole fabric exhibited,

as it was. intended to exhibit, the utmost richness and

gorgeousness of effect to which men were then able to

attain.

4. Fourthly, the Tabernacle and all its fumitui-e

were to be erected from the freewill offerings of the

people. The invitation by Moses to offer for the pur-

pose is recorded at length in the 35th chapter of the

Book of Exodus, and it is worth while to notice that

every particular connected with the structm-o is men-
tioned in it. Nothing was too costly "to be offered,

nothing too trifling to be accepted. The invitation, too,

was answered with a cordiality leaving nothing to be

desired. AU classes and both sexes, the chiefs and the

people, the rich and the poor, contributed their aid.

" The children of Israel brought a willing offering unto

the Lord, every man and woman, whose heart made
them willing to bring for all manner of work, which

the Lord had commanded to be made by the hand

of Moses " (Exod. xxxv. 29). Nay, so great was the

readiness to offer, that Moses had to be told that the

people were bringing more than was required, and

had to issue a proclamation throughout the camp that

the gi^^ng should cease, " so the people were re-

strained from bringing, for the stuff they had was

sufficient for all the work to make it, and too much "

(Exod. sxxvi. 6, 7).

5. Lastly, it has to be observed that the whole work

was stamped with a Divine hai-mony and unity of plan.

This was effected by means of the measurements and

numbers employed in it. We cannot enter here upon

the remarkable part played by numbers in the Bible.

Even after Biihr's labours, the subject requires to bo

investigated more fully than has yet, so far as we know,

been done. But we have only to look at the numbers
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before us iu the preseut iustauce, in order to bo satisfied

t}iat all must have beeu selected with a view to the

expression of Divine ideas. Thus it is at once obvious

that four is the fundamental number for tho Taber-

nacle- proper. It is composed of .strips of a covering

fastened together into one curtain, each strip being

four cubits broad and twenty-eight (4 X 7) cubits long.

The boards sui-rounding and enclosing it are forty-

eight (-t X 12) in number, twenty in each of its sides,

;md six together with two comer boards (Exod. xxvi.

23, 24), making eight (4 X 2), at the back. There are

four coverings in all—the Cherubim curtain, that of

goats' hair, that of rams' skins, and that said in our

English version to have been of badgers' skins (Exod.

xxvi. 1, 7, 14). There ai-e four coloui's in the innermost

curtain and in the vails, blue and pni'ple and scai-lot

and white, and four pillars are set up before the

entrance (Exod. xxvi. 31, 32). There can be no doubt,

however, that under the Mosaic economy fom- was the

uxmiber of the kingdom of God established in the world,

the stamp of God as taking up His abode with men

;

and this idea, therefore, found expression in the number
thus fixed upon as the ruling number of the sanctnaiy,

or most peculiar dwelling-place of God in Israel.

Again, ten is allowed by all inquii-ors to be the munber

of perfection, and hence the part assigned to it in

connection with the work. The Holy of Holies was

ten cubits long, ten broad, and ten high, thus forming

a perfect cube, an idea, we may notice in passing,

preserved iu the New Jerusalem as seen iu vision by

St. Jolm, of which, with that defiance of all verisimi-

litude so characteristic of the Jewish imagination, it is

said, " And the city lieth foursquai'e, and the length is

as large as tho breadth : and he measm-ed the city with

the reed, twelve thousand furlongs. Tho lengfth and

the breadth and the height of it are equal " (Rev. xxi.

16). Eveu the holy place has its proportions deter-

mined by the number ten; for it is ten cubits broad,

ten high, and twenty long, twenty iu the latter case

taking the place of ten, because the idea of perfection

is not yet attained in it, while at the same time twenty

in the only multiple of ten by which it can be made of a

size suitable to its purpose of sustaining that innennost

or Cherubim covering which is the centre of the whole.

Once more, the size and construction of " tho court " are

regulated by the number five, as appears especially

from the fact that the pillars sun-ounding it were five

cubits high, and the spaces between them five cubits

broad, while the whole number made use of was sixty

(5 X 12). It is almost needless to observe that the

length and breadth of the com-t, one hundi-od cubits by
fifty, are no less multiples of five than they are of ten.

But five is a part of ten broken into two, and is thus

the representative of imperfection and incompleteness,

the characteristics of that outer court in which Israel

had not yet attained to intimate communion with God.

Thus iti all its parts did the Tabernacle in the wilder-

ness bear the stamp of the Divine harmony and order,

of that Divine unity of plan which in one way or another

finds expression iu all the operations of Him who is the

author, not of confusion, but of harmony, alike in the

Church and in the world.

The observations now made lead us in no snin.11

degi-ee to the answer to be given to the next and most
important questions connected with this subject: What
did the Tabernacle symbolise to Israel ? and. What is

its fulfilment now ? That it had a symbolical meaning
no careful inquirer will deny ; and that such a meaning
was impressed upon aU its parts is proved by the fact

that all were to be constructed according to the pattern

showed to Moses in the mount, by then- construction

upon such a fixed scale, and with such a recurrence of

particular numbers and measures, as can only be ex-

plained by this admission, by the general analogy of the

whole Old Testament worship, and bytlie distinct inti-

mations alike of the prophets of the old economy and
tho sacred writers of the new. It may be more difficult

to say what this symbolical meaning was ; and certainly

no chapter of Scripture interpretation affords a larger

number of illustrations of the most fanciful, although

not seldom higlily ingenious, speculation. It is impos-

sible, however, to enumerate, far less to discuss, these at

preseut. We must confine ourselves to stating briefly

what appears to us to be correct. It will be foimd that

tho language of the Epistle to tho Hebrews, which,

looked at in too one-sided a manner, may easily lead

astray, admits in connection mth it of being simply and
naturally explained.

Tlie Tabernacle, then, was especially designed to

represent the dweUing of God in tho midst of His

people. It was the place where He had taken up His

abode in Israel ; and taken it up, we desire especially to

urge, in the fulness of that character which belonged to

Him—not iu mercy and condescending gi-ace alone, but

also in that holiness which cannot tolerate sin, and which,

at the very giving of the covenant, showed itself iu the

lightnings and thunders and the voice of the trumpet

exceeding loud, so that all the people that were in the

camp trembled. If we kee^J this out of view, as seems

to be generally done, we change tiie whole character of

the Tabernacle ; we make it a mere message of mercy

to Israel; we miss the meaning both of its different

parts and of the most important articles of its fur-

niture ; we obliterate tae most fundamental aspect of

God's character, and how can wo say that He dwells

there ? The Tabernacle, then, was God's dwelling-place

among His people :
" Let them make me a sanctuary,

that I may dwell among them ;
" " And I will sanctify

the Tabernacle of the congregation. . . . And I will

dwell among the chUdreu of Israel, and will be their

God ; " "I will set my Tabernacle among you : and

my soul shall not ablTor you. And I will walk among-

you, and will be yom- God, and ye shall be my people "

(Exod. XXV. 8 ; xxix. 4.5 ; Lev. xxvi. 11, 12). No words

could more clearly express tho object of the structure

we are considering ; and it was iu conformity with this

that, while " a cloud covered the tent of the congre-

gation, the glory of the Lord filled tho Tabernacle

"

(Exod. xl. 34). AVhatever other thoughts, therefore, may
have been connected -with it, this aspect was its first
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and most important.. Let it only further be observed,

that in thinking of the Tabernacle as the dwelling-place

.of God, it is of God, not in His abstract being, but as

Ho makes Himself known to, as He comes into covenant

with, men. It is not a model upon a small scale of the

universe, as if He of whom Solomon at the dedication

of the Temple sublimely said, " Behold, the heaven

and heaven of heavens cannot contain Thee," were

desirous of an earthly representation of His boundless

abode. If a comparison is to be made between it and

heaven, where God may be said to dwell, it, not heaven,

comes first. The progress of thought is from it to

heaven, not from heaven to it. We have here to do

"with God in the relation in which He stands to man.

Of that relation, as it existed towards Israel, the Taber-

nacle is a symbol.

Hence also its other name, the " Tabernacle of Tes-

timony, or of Witness :

" of testimony or witness to

what .' Surely to the Almighty, not as the Sovereign

Huler of the Universe, but as the God of Israel, who in

His law had witnessed to Himself and to what He re-

quired, and who had commanded that tliat law should

be placed in the very centre of this His abode.

But, further, the other name by which the structure

"was known, and which is even more frequently given

it than that of Tabernacle, must also be taken into

account. It was the "Tent of Meeting," words un-

happily rendered in our English version the " Taber-

nacle of the Congregation ; " and it received this name
because there, not indeed within it, but at it, God met
with Israel. " This," it is said, " shall be a continual

Ijumt-oflering throughout your generations at the door

of the tent of meeting before the Lord : wliere I will

meet you, to speak there unto thee. And there I will

meet with the children of Israel" (Exod. xxix. 42, 43).

It was not, it will be observed, that the people there

met with one another, but that there God met with

them.

Such, then, was the meaning of the Tabernacle. It

was the place in which God dwelt, where He witnessed

to Himself and to His law, and at which His people met
-with Him. It had relation to the Almighty, not as the

Huler of the Universe, but as One who desired to bring

His sinful children nearer to Himself, that they miglit

be sanctified for His service, and be made to rejoice

in His favour. And it had relation to man, not as a

creature to be bowed down beneath the thought of

infinite power, but to be elevated to communion and
fellowship with that holy yet merciful Being who had
formed him to show forth His praise, and to find in

doing so his true dignity and joy.

This fundamental idea, accordingly, at once explains

to us the division of the whole erection into three

parts, as woU as the regulations with regard to the

persons by whom these parts might be severally entered.

Por even in the case of such as are in a certain sense

redeemed, within the covenant, and called to make those

privileges their own which God is ever waiting to bestow
in all their fulness, there are three stages of this

appropriation to be passed through. The first is that in

which, under a sense of the sins still clea\Tng to them,

they cry tremblingly for a Mediator :
" Speak thou with -

us, and we will hear ; but let not God speak with us, lest

we die" (Exod. xx. 19); the second, that in which the

Mediator is found, through whom they draw near with

confidence to God, and dwell in His house ; the third.

that when the work of mediation is not only completed

for them, but in them,—when its effect is not so much
reached after as enjoyed,—when realising the truth that

they are in Him, rather than looking to Him in any

external relation, they have themselves attained to the

confidence of sonship, and themselves cry Abba, Eather,

to One who is not only their Mediator's Grod, but then-

God—not only His Father, but their Eather. The fii-st

stage is that of children whose position does not differ

from that of servants, though they are lords of all ; the

second, that of sons who have just reached the time of

their majority, and have cast away their spirit of bondage;

the tMrd, differing from the second, not so much in kind

as in degree, that of these same sons when a happy

experience has established them in their position, and

the Spirit of God gives contuiuing witness (Rom. Wii.

16) with their spuits that they are the sons of God.

To these three stages of spiritual life, of dwelling in

God and having God dwelling in us, the thi-ee divisions

of the Tabernacle corresponded—the first around and at

the Tabernacle proper, but not within it ; the second and

third both within it, but the second not so deep in its

recesses as the fu-st, and stUl separated from it by a vaU.

Hence also the fact that these three part« of the

Tabernacle were entei-ed as they were—the fu'st by

the people who had not yet made clear to themselves the

sonship which was theirs ; the second by the priests in

whom this sonship character of Israel was for the time

realised ; the thh'd by the high priest alone, in whom
it reached its culminating point, and to whom, therefore,

it was given to pass into the immediate presence of the

Almighty, as One the Light of whose countenance is the

portion and joy of His redeemed.

If this be the true meaning of the Tabernacle as it

presented itself to Israel, its fulfilment under the New
Testament dispensation ought hardly to be a matter of

doubt. It is fulfilled in the Lord Jesus Christ Himself

and in His Church.

Eirst, in the Lord Jesus Chiist Himself. In Him »J
God has taken up His abode Avith man. For, says the' J
Apostle John, " The Word was made flesh, and dwelt," •

or rather tabernacled, "among us "
(i. 14)—that is, came -

to us as the Tabernacle of old to Israel, only " full,"

not of the glory of the law given through Moses, but of

the " gi'acc and truth " which come through Jesus Christ.

So also throughout all St. John's Gospel, the Son is

ever He in whom the Father dwells, and by whom He
makes known the glory of His presence among men :

" No man hath seen God at any time ; the only begotten

Son, which is in the bosom of the Father, He hath

declared Him ;" " He that hath seen me hath seen the

Eather ;
" " If ye had known me, ye should have known

my Father also" (i. IS; xiv. 9; viii. 19). It is true

that the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews appears



at first sijht to give a different fulfilment, when lie

distinguishes between Chriat and the Tabernacle, speaks

of the former as passing " through " the latter (ix. 11

;

compare iv. 14, where " thi'ongh" ought to bo read for

" into "), and even expressly exclaims, " Christ is not

entered into the holy places made with hands, which

are the figures of the true ; but into heaven itself, now

to appear in the presence of God for us " (ix. 24). The

explanation of this language, however, is to be found in

the fact ah-eady mentioned, that the figure hero employed

is taken from the Tabernacle, not the Tabernacle from

any cosmical arrangement which it may seem at first

sight to make use of, and, in making use of it, to estab-

lish as something in correspondence with the actual

realities of the case. If the Tabernacle, in its various

parts, ruprescnt the dwelling of God with man, it is

a perfectly appropriate thought, that He in whom
that dwelling is realised—who in the deepest and

most intimate sense is one with the Father, and with
j

whom the Father is one—should be spoken of as

liaving possession of it all ; and that, for this purpose.

Ho sliould be described as passing through its outer

apartments into those inmost recesses where God has

His peculiar abode. It is in His passing through these

parts that His unity with God is seen. As Ho passes

through them their distinctions disappear ; and He
Himself, at the throne of God, becomes that throne to

us—a throne no longer separated by a vail from the

eye of faith, but beheld with open face by all who have

learned to see in Him the glory of God. The difficulty,
\

in short, of hannonising the statement of the Epistle

to the Hebrews with the general teaching of Scriptui'e

upon the point before us disappeai-s, if we only re-

member that the different stages of an approach to

God may be locally as well as spiritually represented

;

that in Christ such an approach is complete ; and that

an antitype is at one time the fulfilment of one, at

another of another, feature of its type. The constant

lesson of Scripture is that in Christ Jesus all the

fulness of the Godhead dwells, and that in Him we
have " the Tabernacle not made with liauds " (Heb.

ix. 11).

But the fulfilment is not in Chi-ist only ; it is also in
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the Church, " which is His body " (Eph. i. 23). For,

using that word which denotes the innermost shrine of

the Temple on Mount Moriah, that part of the Temple

which corresponded in the strictest manner to the most

sacred part of the Tabernacle in the wildeniess, the

Apostle says, " Te are the temple of the living God

;

as God hath said, I will dwell in them, and walk in

them ; and I will •be their God, and they shall be my
people " (2 Cor. vi. 16). In the Church God dwells.

There He exhibits the glory of His character, and there

He bestows the fulness of His blessing. There He
meets him that rejoiceth and worketh righteousness,

those that remember Him in His ways ; and there His

people enter not only into the holy, but into the most

holy place. For the Church of God in her New Testa-

ment condition all the lower parts of the Tabernacle

have passed into its highest part. She knows no outer

court, no holy place even, in which to pause as she

advances onward and inward to the vei^ throne of God.

She has already reached the Holiest of all. " Having

boldness to enter into the holiest by the blood of Jesus,

by a new and living way, which He hath consecrated

for us, through the veil, that is to say. His flesh, she

draws near with a true heart in full assurance of faith,

lia\-ing her heart sprinkled from an evil conscience, and

her body washed with pure water" (Heb. x. 19, 20, 22).

One with her great High Priest, she enjoys the privi-

leges not only of a priestly, but of a high-priestly state ;

and so identified with her Mediator that all that is His

is also hers, she comes dii-ect to the throne of grace,

knowing that " the Father Himself loveth her " (John

xvi. 27) and hears her prayer. The prophecy of Ezekiel,

as he looked ferward to better times, is fulfilled :
" My

tabernacle also shall be with them ; and the heathen

shall know that I the Lord do sanctify Israel, when my
sanctuary shall be in the midst of them for evermore "

(Ezek. xxxvii. 27, 28). It is a mistake to think that the

Holy of Holies is only fulfilled in the heavenly Jerusa-

lem. It is fulfilled now ; and the city is already estab-

lished in the world of which, if we have to say that we

see no temple in it, it is not really because there is no

temple, but because it is all a temple lightened by the

glory of God and of the Lamb.

BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.
MALACHI.

BY THE BEV. SAMUEL

JiALACHI'S PREFACE.
CHAP. I. 2—5.

\HE "oracle " or prophecy of Malachi opens

with a few prefatory verses on Jehovah's

love for the sons of Israel—a theme of

which the whole book is but a series

of variations. And it is surely most appropriate that

the closing Scripture of the Old Testament should

have for

the supreme manifestation of which the New Testament

was to record.

Malachi deals with this theme in his characteristic

manner, adopting at the outset the somewhat scholastic

form of composition which he maintains thi-ongh-

out. First, he simply announces his thesis, " I have

loved y&u, saith Jehovah." This succinct general

^'- K.-v,w,,,«.^ v.^ . v^.„ ^v..,.,.,^^..., — afiirmation is instantly followed by a sceptical objec-

its ruling theme that Divine inalienable Love I tion, thrown into the interrogatory form :
" And ye say,
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Wlierein had Thou loved us ? " And tlien comes the

argument in which the objection is met and the thesis

maintained ; Jehovah has proved His love for the sons

of Jacob by preferring them before the sons of Esau :

"Is not Esau brother of Jacob ? and I loved Jacob, but

Esau I hated." This form—thesis, objection, argumen-

tative reply—characterises the entire book, and would

run no small risk of becoming tedious, because too

obviously formal and scholastic, were it not for the fine

dramatic colloquies in which it is clothed. When God
and man discourse together, and that on the highest

themes, the dialogue must be clumsily reported indeed

if it faU to engage our attention.

The argument of the prefatory dialogue is simple and

conclusive, although it has to silence an objection on

behalf of which much might be urged. It was by no

means unnatural that the Jews of Nehemiah's time

should doubt that God loved them. Few and feeble,

dwelling in a city "large and great," but undefended

by walls, and in which only a few scattered houses were

built ;

' with Arabian and Samaritan robbers riding

through the streets to stab and burn and plunder ; often

unable to harvest the scanty crops they had painfully

wrung f^om the neglected fields ; the perpetual scorn of

the heathen, the frequent prey pf the Persian satraps

;

—what proofs had they that they were the people whom
Jehovah had chosen for Himself ? They might well

doubt a lovo which shewed itself iu forms so austere,

and dispensed its gifts with so niggardly a hand.

To this doubt the prophet replied witli an argument

that eoidd not faO to touch the national pride. Jacob

4i,nd Esau, the fathers of Israel and Edom, were twin

brothers. It might therefore have been thought tliat

they, and their posterity, would be treated with equal

favour by the God of Abraham and Isaac. And yet,

argues God, " I loved Jacob, but Esau I hated." Even
before their birth Jacob was predestined to special

favour ; it was ordained that Esau should seiTe his

brother.- And just as Jacob acquired both birthriglit

and blessing, while Esau found no place of repentance,

though he sought it with care and tears, so also it had
been, and was, and would be with their descendants.

And here was tiie proof : while Israel was rebuilding

its ruined capital and cidtivating its waste places, the

mountains of Edom were still desolate, and its heritage

was the haunt of jackals ; Israel shoiUd yet arise, shake

herself from the dust, and enter on a new, glorious

career; but Edom, despite occasional gleams of hope,

was doomed to defeat and extinction.

This is the general course of thouglit in these verses

;

but if we would enter into their meaning and spirit

—

if, above all, we aTe not to condemn Malachi's concep-

tion of the Divine election and providence as altogether

immoral, we must consider a little more carefully the

heritage and lot of Edom.
As you travel south from Jerusalem, the way lies for

a few mUes along slopes and fertile plains whose verdure

is clothed in the purple and crimson hues of the lilies,

' Nell. vii. 4. : Gen. ssv. 23.

or anemones, which our Lord bade men consider. The
road soon loses itself in a strip of sandy and barren

desert, beyond which rises a double range of hills. These

hills were once " the heritage " of Edom. The higher

and further range -is composed of limestone rocks,

covered by chalk-loving " downs :" the lower and nearer

range, which is composed of red sandstone, forms one of

the most striking and picturesque scenes in Syria. Its

crests run to about two thousand feet in height. The
friable stone of which it consists is all worn and split

into deep seams, abrupt chasms, precipitous ravines;

while the broad rock-ledges, or platforms, are covered

with a fertile soil very prolific both of corn and flowers.

The profuse and gorgeous colours of this " red range,"

and the amazing fertility of its soil, are a constant theme

of admiration to travellers. You must walk, they tell

us, on the rich sweet grass dappled with wild flowers, in

the deep glens, or on the broad level platforms waving

with a wealth of c«m, and .sheltered by precipitous

I'ocks whose deep crimson hue is streaked and suffused

with purple and indigo and orauge, before you can form

any adequate conception of the scene. Among these

gorgeous hOls lie the caves', and deserted temples, and

fallen columns of Petra, once the capital city of Edom,

but which has now Jain desolate a thousand years.

The feud between Edom and Israel was deadly and

unceasing. The fiery sons of Esau, well named " chil-

dren of the sword," for ever turned their swords against

the sons of him who was " a plain man and dwelt in

tents." Tlirough all the vicissitudes of the Hebrew
monarchy they were its foes, though, as a rule, con-

quered foes. And when the Babylonians came up

against Jerusalem to destroy it, the Edomifes eagerly

allied themselves with that fierce and impetuous nation,

and stimulated them to even more than their wonted

cruelty, urging them to raze the Sacred City, " ye^,

raze it even to the foundations thereof." ' This offence

the Hebrews never forgave. The later Hebrew pro-

phets are perpetually denouncing woes on Edom, woes

such as this :
" Because he did pursue his brother

with the sword, and did cast off all pity, and his anger

did tear perpetually, and he kept his wrath for ever,"

therefore " Edom shall be a desolation : every one that

goeth by it shall be astonished, and shall hiss at all the

plagues thereof."^ The predicted woes soon began to

fall. Their eagerness to destroy the city and kingdom-

of Judah in concert with the Babylonians did not save

the Edomites from a similar fate. The Hebrew blood

was hardly wiped from their swords before thoy them-

selves became victims of the Babylonian arms. Their

hUls wore invaded, their cities destroyed, and the in-

habitants thereof carried away captives within a few

years of the fall of Jerusalem. And Cyrus issued no

decree restoring them to their native land. A hundi-ed

years after the Lord had turned again the captivity of

Zion, Malachi could point to the Red Range, and de-

ckre that the mountains of Edom were stUl a desolation

and Ms heritage a haunt of wild beasts. And, indeed,



Edom never recovered that blow, never thereafter

became a dangerous rival to Israel. Conquered and

enslaved again and again by the Persians, by tlie

Nabathoeans (or Ishmaclites), by the Greeks, by the

Jews under the Maccabees, by the Romans, they were

utterly exterminated by the followers of Mohammed;
and, to this day, their cities are deserted heaps of ruins,

througli which the jackals prowl, and their fertile

glens are covered with a mere jungle of brambles, and

wild flowers, and weeds.

This terrible doom Makchi, like most of the prophets

who were before him, describes and foretells. Besides

pointing to the mountains then lying desolate and tlie

cities haunted by wild beasts, he predicts that if at any

future time Edom should say,

" We are broken in pieces,

But we will rebuild the ruins."

Jehovah would reply,

'* Tbey may build, but I will pull down
;

And men shall call them, The Border of Wickedness,

And, The people with whom Jehovah is angry for ever."

Whether there was ever a strictly literal fulfilment

of these latter words ; whether the country of Edom
was ever familiarly known as " The March of Wicked-

ness," its inhabitants as "The people with whom
Jehovah is angry for ever

;

" or, as Isaiah predicted,

" The people of tlio Ban," I do not know : nor do I

know that the prophecy would gain much by a literal

fulfilment of that kind. It is enoiigh that the intention

of the prophecy has been fulfilled ; that, whenever tlie

Edomites have set themselves to build themselves up,

God has pulled them down. To this day Petra and its

dependent towns are " desolate cities," the houses of

which, according to the Oriental superstition preserved

in Job,' " none shoidd inliabit, ordained to be ruias" by

God Himself. To this day the rangers of the desert

hurry by the abandoned tenements and temples, and

through the long rock-hewn avenues, deeming them
perilous and accursed, and mutteriug prayers for the

Divine protection.

Here, then, according to Malachi, was the proof that

God loved Israel, They might be few, feeble, despised,

and exposed to a thousand calamities and dangers.

Nevertheless, they were at least redeemed from their

captivity ; Jerusalem was fast rising from its ruins ; the

Temple was rebuilt ; a bright prospect of hope Illumined

their future. Whereas they had but to look out on the

motmtain range which formed the southern rampart of

their land, to descry the home of other children of

Abraham who were stiU captives in a strange land,

whose cities were left unto them desolate, whose pros-

pect was darkened by an ever deepeniug gloom, a night

to which there would be no da\vn. To what was this

difference, this preference, owing, but to the love of

Jehovah ?

Such words could not but be comfortable to the

people of Israel, as both flattering their national pride
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and gratifying their national animosity. But can they

be altogether comfortable to us ? Can it give us any

pleasure to hear that God proves His love for one race

by hating another ? Rather it sounds to us like a

blasphemous libel on the Divine nature and goodness.

When we hear Jehovali say, " I loved Jacob, but Esau

I hated," wo are tempted to exclaim, "Thank Heaven,

then, the Jehovah of the Jews was not the God and

Eather whom we know in Christ Jesus the Lord !

"

Nor can we evade the difficulty by saying, " This is

only an Oriental and hyperbolical way of saying that

Gfld preferred Israel to Edom." That is not a fair

way of reading the passage; nor is it any easier to vin-

dicate an unjust preference than an imjust hatred:

nor, again, is it possible to distinguish from hatred a

preference which dooms an entire race to the sword.

How are we to read the passage, then ?

Let us read it in its natural sen.se, as meaning that

God did love Israel and did hate Edom. Why should

He not hate that which is hateful? Would He be

God if He (Ud not?

The key to this passage, as to many others, is the fact

we are so apt to forget, that Grod does nothing arbi-

trarily ; that He has a reason, a good and kind reason, for

all His choices and acts. We are not here told what Hi.s

reason for hating Edom was. Nor coidd we arrive at all

the reasons that went to make up His reason without re-

viewing the entire history of Israel and Etlom, and the

bearing of that history on the history and welfare of the

whole world. Happily, there is a shorter and easier

method of dealing with the difficulty. And it is this,

" He that taketh the sword shall perLsli by the sword "

is a saying which, when it is rightly understood, com-

mends itself to every man's conscience ; for it is but a

form of that Divine and wholesome law of retribution

which we find in our own lives no less than in the

Written Word. Well, the Edomites took the sword.

So fierce and cruel were they that they were called " the

children of the sword." Was it unjust, then, that they

should perish by the sword ? Suppose—though this is

very far from being the wliole truth—that Jehovah had

no other reason fo"- hating them than this, that they

were for ever plunging their swords iutu the lireasts of

men and women whom He loved, and making peace and

the fruits of peace impossible : was not that reason

enough ? Was that stem hatred whicli our fathers

cherished for the French when Napoleon, to indulge their

lust of conquest and domination, led them to campaign

after campaign, so that all Europe was converted from

a fruitful field into a ban-en and bloody arena—was that

an unrighteous feeling ? And if it was right in them,

was it wrong in God ? We too often think of Love as

a tender-eyed, soft-handed, weak-knee'd grace, for ever

puling in caressing tones, and lavishing its embraces ia-

diffierently on all. But the true love, the unselfish love,

is strong and ardent, and can make even a hen a match

for a hawk. Indifferent to its own perils and jiains, it

flames out against whatever would injure those whom
it cherishes. If, for wise and kind ends that embraced

the welfare of the whole world, God loved Israel, He
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could de no other than hate Edom, the insolent and
implacable foe of Israel.

And that His love for Israel did embrace ends of

mercy that went beyond Israel is hinted in the closing

lines of this brief preface :

One reason for the judgment.^ that fell on Edom was,

that the Jews might know, and that from them the

whole after-world might learn, that Jehovah was not

their God alone ; that He could only be their God as He
was also the God of all kindreds and tribes. Doubtless

their first conception of this lesson was imperfect. They
conceived of God as punishing other nations out of love

for them. But it did not take them long to discover

that if God were angry with the heathen when they did

wrong, He was pleased with them when they did right.

The Psalms of this period conclusively prove that if

j

they still held " salvation to be o/the Jews," they knew
it to he for all men. They learned that they themselves
were chosen and called, not for their own sake alone, nor
for their fathers' sake, but for the world's sake.'in order

j

that they might become the ambassadors of God to the
heathen, and give both preachers and a pattern of

righteousness to mankind. They arc for ever calling on
" all peoples " to praise the Lord, and " all nations " to

magnify Him, because His mercy and truth are over all

and endure for ever.' And thus, at sundry times and
in divers manners, as they were able to bear it, the great

triith was brought home to them, that He who was great
in Israel was also " great beyond the border of Israel;"

that in every nation he who feared God and wrought
righteousness was acceptable to Him.

' See Psalm cxvii., and the other psalms of tbat period.

THE POETRY OF THE BIBLE.

A. S. AGLEN, M.A., INCUMBENT OF ST. NINIAN S, ALTTH, N.B.

STRUCT0EE or THE VEESE (continued).

—COMPLEX PARALLELISM.

,LTHOUGH the principles of Hebrew
rliythm are so obscure, and so easily

elude our most careful analysis, the ear

soon becomes accustomed to the har-

mony of the verse, and distinguishes its several varie-

ties without difficulty. No one, for instance, in reading

the Book of Proverbs can miss the peculiar cadence of

its antithetic style. The Song of Solomon soon cap-

tivates the ear with the graceful melody of its limpid

verse. If it had but the completeness given by rhyme,

it would want nothing of the richness of sound of

those irregular measui-es in which modern poets love

to express their sweet and wayward fancies.'

" For, lo, the winter is past,

The rain is over and gone
;

The flowers appear upon the fields ;

The time of singing is come
;

The cooing of the turtle-dove is heard in oar land

;

The fig-tree sweetens her green figs;

The vines blossom—
They diffuse fragrances.

Ari;

My dove in the cleft of the rock.

In the hiding-place of the cliffs,

Let me see thy countenance ;

Let me hear thy voice
;

For sweet is thy voice,

And thy countenance lovely."

(Cant. ii. 11, &c. Ginsburg's Trans.)

' A voice by the cedar.tree,

In the meadow under the hall

!

She is singing an air that is known to me—
A passionate ballad, gallant and gay ;

A martial song like a trumpet's call

!

Singing alone in the morniug of life,

In the happy moniiiia of life and of Man,
Singing of men thai in battle arron.

In their development from the simple rhythm, the

complex forms of verse follow the analogy of rhymed
stanzas in English and other modem poetry. Just

as the original rhyming couplets have developed into

verses of every possible variety, so the simple Hebrew-

rhythm has undergone countless variations and formed

numerous combinations. The rhyme of thought has

been treated like the rhyme of sound. In this way
grew up what is recognised as the strophe system of

the Psalms. It may well be designated by this name
when it returns with regularity in the compass of one

poem.^ This is often, but not always, the case. The
verses do not always run even, and the sstnicture,

while in aU cases it follows the sense, by which the

p.salm may generally be divided into paragraphs, does

not always admit of a rhythmical division. It follows

that in the arrangement of the strophes there is scope

for much ingenuity, and, at the same time, for arbitrary

conjecture. But where the divisions are obvious, the

stanzas are easily referred to certain groimd forms

from which they have been developed ; and these, in

their tui-u, are but developments of a more original and

simple form.

This original form is the distich, or couplet'. It is

visible, as we have seen, in the earliest song that has

been handed down to us (Gen. iv. 23, seq.) It has been

already indicated that this peculiar rhythm was not called

Eeady in heart, and ready in hand,

March with banner, and bugle, and fife.

To the death, for their native land."

There are other passages which show even greater resembia

Tlie natural—almost inevitable—use of true parallelism iu s

verse will strike the student who reads the preceding. The italic

lines are a perfect specimen of progressive parallelism.

= Cf. Davidson's Iiilioiluctioii (o Fsalms.
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into existence as a necessity of expansion of tliought,

but that the Hebrew mode of expanding the thought

results from the requirements of the rhythm. The poet's

ideas obey the rhythmical rise and fall, the diastole and

systole, -which is a necessity of his physical organisation.

Tlie genius of other tongues permits of this represen-

tation in the successive cadences of single lines. In

Hebrew the ascending and descending rhythm demands

at least a pair of verses, which bear to one another the

relation of rhythmical antecedent and consequent, of

TrpocfiSus and eV^5(Js.'

But it often happens that the two parallel sentences

are not so related. They are both, as it were, in the

ascending scale of emotion, and need a further lino or

couplet to complete the rhythm. Prom tliis necessity have

arisen the various sources of complex parallelism.

(1) The simplest of these is a combination of couplets,

which takes a form exactly aiKilogous to the well-known

long-metre verse of English hymns. The thought,

unable to exhaust itself in two lines, is spread over foiu',

each pair being completely parallel, perfect in the pro-

portion both of matter and form ; in a word, a pair of

perfect thougltt rhymes.

i " By the word of Jehovah were the lieavens made ;

\ And by the breath of His mouth all their host.

J He gatheretli the waters of the sea together as n heap
;

( He layeth up the depth in storehouses.

( Let all the earth fear before Jehovaii :

t Let all the inhabitants of the world stand in awe of Him.

j For Hfi spake, and it was done ;

\ He commanded, and it stood fast." (Ps. xssiii. G—9.)-

A verse of Keble's " Hymn for Easter "' is appended

for comparison :

—

" ' Where ia your Lord ? ' she scornful asks
;

' Where is His hire ? We know His tasks.

Sons of a king ye boast to be ;

Let us your crowns and treasures see.'
"

Sometimes an additional couplet makes the stanzas of

six lines. Psalms xcvi. and xcvii. arrange themselves

in these hexastichs. There are also strophes of eight

lines, and of sixteen. Each of the .standard forms of

parallelism

—

progressive, constructive, and antithetic—
may be developed in this way. The following beautiful

example combines in its six lines the synonymous and
antithetic rhythm.

" Sing unto JehOTah, ye saints of His,

And fiive thanks to His holy name.
For His anger endureth but for a niouicnt

;

His favour for a life long.

At evening weeping cometh in for the night,

And in the morniug cometh a shout of joy."

(Ps. xxs. S, C.)

The following, from the Song of Moses, is an example
of the progressive parallelism in a stanza of tliis kind.

(
' Ph.Traoh's chariots and his host hath He east into the sea

;

( His chosen captains were drowned in the Bed Sea

;

( The depths have covered them
;

\ They sank to the bottom as a stone." (Exod. xv. 4, 5.)

(2) Another ( arrangement of rhymes occurs

' Delitzsch, Introduction to P.sal??i."r.

'^ Cf. Ps. xxi. In these and many other examples, I have fol-
lowed the translation of Delitzsch in Clark's Foreign Library. This
TT.,..f„- T J i^-..i-.. _,^ .. ^ ^^ ^^^ strophe system of the

ia the well-known English ballad metre, or common
metre, where the rhymes, instead of being regular,

alternate. Take as an example a verse of Kcb.e s

"Hymn for the Eighteenth Sunday after Trinity.
'

" How shall we speak to thee, O Lord,

Look on us, and we are abhoi-red
;

Turn from us, and we die."

By a similar alternate arrangement of coi-re^iponding

sentiments or of corresponding expressions—the tt-

brew poets produce an analogous ell'ect.

" Jehovah is my li^ht and my salvation ;

Whom shall I fear ?

Jehovah is the defence of my life;

Of whom shall I be afraid '!

" Wlieu the wicked come against me.

To eat up my Hesh
;

My oppressors and my enemies to me,

They have stumbled and fallen.

" Though a host should encamp against me.

My heart shall not fear
;

Though war should rise up against me,

In spite of it I will be confident."

(Ps, 1-3,)^

** Blessed is be whose transgression is forgiven.

And whose sin is covered, ^

Blessed is the man to whom Jehovah imputeth no guilt,

And in whose spirit is no self-deceiving."

(Ps. xxxii. 1,2.)

In this example the correspondence of thought is

regular—of form alternate. It should be compared

with the verso from Keljle's hymn given above.

" Tlie womb that bore them forgets them
;

The worm feeds sweetly upon Ihem.

They are no more remembered ;

They are broken like a tree." (Job xxiv. 20.)

The New Testament contains examples of this

form ;

—

" Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat

;

Neither for the body, what ye shall put on.

The life is more than meat,
And the body is more than raiment."

(Luke xii. 22, 2,3.)

" If ye keep my commandments.
Ye shall abide in my love

;

Even as I have kept my Father's commandments.
And abide in His love." (John xv. 10.)

There is one psalm in which the arrangement in

strophes of four lines is marked by a peculiar device,

adopted principally by the poets of the later age of

Hebrew poetry. Our English version of the Scriptures

has partially preserved it in Ps. cxix.. where the para-

graplis marked by the twenty-two Hebrew letters are

familiar to every one. But our translation does not ex-

hibit the most interesting feature. In the original, each

verse of the twenty-two sections begins with the same
initial letter, so that the poem forms a kind of acrostic.''

There are several of these alphabetical poems pro-

served in the Bible, exhibiting many interesting varieties

in the manner of grouping the initial letters, which

5S VOL. TIL

' The example is chosen for the true pn r.illelism between the lines
of the couplets, which however is regular, not, like the rhymes,
alternate,

I Cf. Ps, cxlii. 5-S
i

xlviii, 4,-8.
''

uKpoj-T,'x<ot', a poem in which the initial letters of the verses

formed a word. Said to have been invented by Epieharmus, a
comic poet, ,;ioru;i circ. 500 B.C.
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will receive fuller notice iu a subsequent paper. Bishop

LowtL made the existence of this arrangement the

starting-point of his system of parallelism. It lends

strong confirmation to the strophe system. Thus the

quatrains iu Ps. xxxvii.—some of them examples of

regular, some of alternate parallelism— are plainly

distingiushed, since each stanza begins with its own
initial letter.

" Against the ungodly fret not thyself,

neither be thou envious ngainst tha evil-doers
;

for they shall soon be cut down like grass,

and be withered even as the green herb.

Be doing good, and put thy trust in the Lord
;

dwell iu the land, and verily thou shalt be fed

;

delight thou in Jehovah,

aud He shall give thee thy heart'.s desire."

(Ps. xxxvii. 1—4.)

(3) Another form assumed by the quatrain, or stanza

of four lines, is exactly analogous to the verse which

Tennyson has employed with such effect in his In

Memoriam, where the two outer and two inner linos

rhyme.

The example given here has been chosen beca,use it

combines something of the nature of parallelism with

its OVTO pftouliar and beautifnl rhythm.

" Ring out, wild bells, to the wild sky,

The flying cloud, the frosty Ught.

The year is dying in the night

;

Ring out, wild bells, and let him die.

" Ring out the old, ring iu the new
;

Ring happy bells among the snow.

The year is going : let him go ;

Ring out the false, ring in the true."

Jebb has given to these stanzas the name introverted,

iliu.strating their structure by a phi-a^e di-awu from

military drill. The parallelism is arranged in au order

that looks inward, or from flanks to centre. Tho fol-

lowing wiU serve as examples :

—

" Should Abner die as a malefactor dieth ?

Thy hands were not bound.
Nor thy feet put in fetters;

As a man falleth before wicked men, so fellest thou.

"

(2 Sam. iii. 33, 34.)

*' At the hearing of the seer, they are obedient unto me ;

Even the sons of strangers do me homage ;

Tea, the sons of strangers fade away

;

They come forth trembling from theh- strongholds."

(Ps. xviii. 45, 46.)

" Unto Thee lift I up mine eyes. Thou that dwellest iu tho

Behold, as the eyes of servants unto the hand of their

masters.

And as the eyes of a maiden unto the hand of her
mistress,

Even so our eyes look unto Jehovah, our God, uutil He have
mercy upon us." (Ps. cxiiii. 1,2.)

Tlie last passage is somewhat differently arranged both
by Ewald and Delitzsch ; but whatever form the stanza

t:«!cas, there is a marked introversion in the rhythm.

" My son, if thine heart be wise,

My heart also shall rejoice
;

Yea, my veins shall rejoice

When thy lips speak right things."

(Prov. xdii. 15. 18.)

" I will redeem them from the hand of the grave

;

I will redeem them from death :

death, I will he thy plagues
;

O grave, I will be thy destruction." (Hoe. xiii. 14.)

Here there is a twofold harmony. The lines in each

couplet are constrtictively parallel, while the first is

synonymous with the last—the second with the third.

In one of the lyric pieces of Isaiah, though the measure

is too free and unconstrained to admit of regular divi-

sion into strophes—a thing rarely possible in the im-

passioned prophetic odes—yet the ruling rhythm is

very j)lainly marked, and is of the introverted kind.

" And it shall come to pass in that day,

Jehovah shall make a gathering of His fruit.

From the flood of the river.

To the stream of Egypt

;

And ye shall be gleaned up one by one, O ye sons of Israel.

" And it shall come to pass in that day,

The great trumpet shall be sounded

;

And those shall come who were perishing iu the land of

Assyria,

And who were despised iu the laud of Egypt

;

Aud they shall bow themselves down before Jehovah,

In the holy mountain in Jerusalem." (Isa. xxvii. 12, 13.)

Examples of this arrangement are found iu the

Gospels and Epistles.

" I indeed baptise you with water unto repentance

:

But He who cometh after me is mightier than I,

Of whom I am not worthy to carry the shoes :

He will baptise you with the Holy Ghost and with fire."

(Matt. iii. 11.)

(4^ The rhythm often flows on into three lines,

making triplets of parallels. The pleasing effect of this

arrangement may bo measured by the delight which triple

rhj-mes, occurring now and again iu English heroic verse,

cause by their variety. Daute boldly interlaced triplets,

throughout his long majestic poem, into what is known
as the terza rivia, where, however, the rhymes alternate.

Tennyson has shown, in his Two Voices, with what
a pleasing effect continuous threefold rhymes may be

carried through a long series of stanzas. According

to Delitzsch's arrangement, Ps. liii. is composed entirely

of stanzas of three lines ; but the parallelism is of a free

kind, and not well marked. The rhythm is much more
distinct in Ps. xcvi., which falls into five regular stro])hes,

three of them consisting of two sets of triplets, with the

symmetry very clearly defined. The other two stanzas

are composed of couplets.

" Sing unto Jehovah a new song
;

Sing unto Jehovah, ! I lands
;

Sing unto Jehovah, bless His name.
" Cheerfully proclaim His salvation from day to day

;

Declare His glory among the heathen,
His wonders among all people.

" For great is Jehovah, and worthy to be praised exceedingly;

Terrible is He above all gods ;

For all the gods of the people are idols.

But Jehovah hath made the heavens.

Brightness and splendour are before Him ;

Might and beauty are iu His sanctuary.

" Give unto Jehovah, ye races of the peoples.

Give unto Jehovah glory aud might

;

Give unto Jehovah the honour of His came.
" Take offerings and come into His courts :

Woi*ship Jehovah in holy attire
;

Tremble before Him all lands.

" Say among the heathen, ' Jehovah is now king,

Therefore the world will stand without tottering ;

He will govern the people with uprightness.'

" The heavens shall rejoice.

And the earth be glad
;

The sea shall roar, aud its fulness.
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" The field shall exult and all that is therein.

Then shall all the trees of the wood shout for joy

Before Jehovah, tor He cometh :

For Ho cometh to judge the earth.

He shall judye the earth iu righteousness,

Aud the peoples iu His faithfulness."

But tlie most undoubted example is afforded by the

two magnificent elegiac poems which form the first part

of the Lamentations of Jeremiah. In these we have

the sure guide of the alphabetical arrangement; and

though each line is itself a complete specimen of tho

Hebrew rhythmic form, being divided into two parts,

with a strongly-marked castira, or pause, like a Greek

pentameter verse, yet the presence of the acrostic prin-

ciple, which determines the ti'ue close of each strophe,

leaves no doubt that tho poem is composed in triplets.

** Ah, how doth the city sit soli- otherwise full of people.

She is become as a widow, the great one among nations.

The princess among proviucos, she is become tributary.

By night she weepeth sore

;

and her tears are upon her
cheeks.

There is not one to comfort her; of all her lovers.

All her friends have betrayed they are become her enemies.''

her; (Lamen. i. 1, 2.)

The Poem of Job is cast in a very simple stylo of

verse. Only once or twice iu a chapter does the rhythm
vary from the uniform couplet, and take the triple form.

The examples are chiefly of the synonymous and con-

structive kind.

" If the days of man are determined.
If the number of his months are with Thee,
Thou hast appointed his bounds that he cannot pass."

(Job T. 5.)
" Man has moved back the limits of darkness ;

He searches into the furthest deeps,

The stones hidden in the shadow of death.

He digs, far from the beaten road, trenches,
Which the feet of the Kving know not

;

He suspends himself aud swings, far from the abode of men."'
(Job xxviii. 3, 4.)

The grand Temple Hymn (Ps. cxxxvi.) is in great

part composed of trijilo parallels, with the additional

feature of a refrain introduced after each line.

" O give thanks unto Jehovah, for He is good ;

For His mercy eudureth for ever.

Give thanks unto the God of Gods

;

For His mercy eudureth for ever.

Give thanks unto the Lord of Lords
;

For His mercy eudureth for ever.

To Him who alone doeth great wonders ;

For His mercy eudureth for ever.

To Him who by wisdom made the heavens

;

For His mercy eudureth for ever.

To Him who stretched out the earth above the waters

;

4 For His mercy endureth for ever."

The New Testament contains many instances where
"these connected and correspondent lines arc, at least^

constructively parallel, and form within themselves a

distinct sentence, or significant part of a sentence.

" The foxes have holes,

And the birds of the air have nests
;

But the Son of man hath not where to Lay His head."
(Matt. viii. 20.)

" "Woe unto them ! for iu the wny of Caiu have they walked.
Aud in the error of Balaam's reward they have run greedily

And in the gainsaying of Korah they liave perished."

(Jude 11.)

' It is a description of the ancient mode of mining.

" Put forth thy sickle aud reap,

For the se.isou of reaping is come ;

For the harvest of the earth is ripe.

Put forth thy sharp sickle,

Aud gather in the clusters of the vine of the earth;
For its grapes have reached their full growth."

(Rev. xiv. ID—18.)

We must not pass from this part of our subject
without mentioning the prevailing rhythm of David's
grand ode, preserved for us in Ps. xrai. and in 1 Sam.
xxii. It is composed of ten strophes, of nearly equal
length and similarity of construction, the measure
flowing evenly along in couplets till the close of the

stanzas, where a triplet (which is sometimes doubled)
is introduced with something of that delightful sense

of fulness and richness of sound which is given in the

Spenserian metre by the concluding Alexandrine.^

I
" For who is God save Jehovah?

( Who is a rock except our God ?

( He is the God that hath girded me with strength,

( Aud cleared my way before me.

I
He made my feet like hart's feet,

\ And setteth me up upon the high places of the laud.
( He traineth mine hands to war,

( So that mine arms should bend even a bow of steel.

r Thou hast given me the shield of thy salvation
;

] Thy right hand upholdeth me
;

(. Thy graciousness doth lift me up."

(Ps. xviii. 31-35.)

(5) The preceding forms of verse are known in some
systems by the name equal complex parallelisms,

because there is in all of them a certain equivalence

between the members. But there are also forms in

which this symmetry does not exist. The rhythm, not

exhausted in the couplet, is often completed by a line

which has no corresponding or parallel verse, as in

the following example from the Song of Moses and
Miriam :—

(" Thy right hand, Jehovah, is glorious in power
;

-; Thy right hand, Jehovah, hath dashed in pieces the
( enemy

;

And iu the greatness of Thy majesty hast Thou over-
thrown them that rose up against thee."

And in this instance of tho synthetic kind

:

f " He that putteth not out his money to usury,

{ Nor taketh reward against the innocent

;

He that doeth these things shall never be moved."
(Ps. XV. 5.)

Tlie single line may precede the couplet, as in the

opening of Deborah's magnificent ode.

" Hear, O ye kings
;
give ear, O ye princes !

f I to Jehovah, even I, will sing

;

( Will sound the harp to Jehovah, God of Israel."

- There occurs iu Shakespeare's Hciiri/ IV. a. very perfect and
beautiful specimen of triple parallelism. It occurs iu the sick
king's soliloquy :

—

(1) " Why rather, sleep, liest thou iu smoking cribs,

(2) Upon uneasy pallets stretching thee,

(3) And hush'd with buzzing night-flies to thy slumbers,

(1) Than in the perfumed chambers of the great,

(2) Under the canopies of costly state,

(3) And lull'd with sounds of sweetest melody ?
"

The arrangement of the equivalent forms is marked by the figures

— (1) answers to (J) ; (2) to (2) ; (3) to i3). The accidental rhyme
shows how much of the pleasure derived from metro depends on our
anticipation. We look for rhymes in Shakespeare at tho close of

a speech, and there they are very beautiful and effective ; but the
consonance of sfalf with gr?a( in these lines is a blemish. The
parallel rhythm, uncertain and loose as its laws are, compn red with
the rules of Greek or Latin prosody, derives its power and beauty
from the fact that the car naturally looks for it. Hence it has its

place even in poetry formed on q\iito ditferent systems of rhythm.
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From tliis arrangement a stanza of five lines naturally

grows. Its form will vary with the position of what we

may call the unrhynied line.

The shortest of the Psalms is an example with the

single line falling at the end.

" Praise Jebovah, all ye peoples
;

Magnify Him, all ye nationa of the earth !

For His merciful kindness is ever towards ns.

And the truth of Jehovah endureth for ever.

Praise Jehovah." (Ps. csvii.)

In the following it begins the verse :

—

" Yet Thou art holy, sitting enthroned above the princes of

In Thee our fathers trusted;

They trusted, and Thou didst deliver them.

Unto Thee they cried, and were freed
;

In Thee trusting, they were not put to shume."

This instance from the New Testament exhibits the

tmrhymed line in the middle :

—

(
" For they who sleep sleep in the night,

I And they who are drunken ai-o drunken in the night

;

But let us who are of tbe day be sober

;

( Putting on the breastplate of faith and love,

\ And for an helmet the hope of salvation."

(6) A stanza of four verses is sometimes formed by

the occurrence of an unrhymed line before or after

triplets.

( " Give ear unto my words, O Jehovah :

< Consider my meditation.

( O Ueai-ken Thou to the voice of my calling, my King and my God,
For unto Thee will I make my prayer."

Psalm xxix. opens with a fine specimen of this verse,

and contains beautiful examples of the different kinds

of five-line stanzas.

" Give unto Jehovah, ye sons of God,
Give unto Jehovah glory and strength !

Give unto Jehovah the honour due unto His name
;

Worship Jehovah in holy apparel.

Jehovah above the water-floods.

Hnrk ! Jehovah is iu power
;

Hark ! Jehovah is in majesty.

" Hark, Jehovah ! He breaketh the cedar-trees ;

How Jehovah breaketh in pieces the cedars of Lebanon,
And makcth them ski;-- like calves;
Iiebanon also and Sirion hke young buffaloes.
Hark, Jehavah

! how He flasheth forth flames of £ro !

" Hark ! Jehovah shaketh the wilderness
;

Jehovah shaketh the wilderness of Kadesh.
Hark ! Jehovah maketh the binds to calve.

And strippeth the forests of their leaves
;

While iu His palace everything shouteth 'GLOny I

'

" Jehovah hath His seat above the mighty flood
;

Yea, Jehovah shall sit as a king for ever

!

Jehovah will give strength unto His people;
Jehovah shall give His people the blessing of peace."

(7) A stanza of six lines is also formed bv the combi-

nation of two sets of unequal cemplex verses. Psalm c.

opens with an example.

" Make a joyful noise unto Jehovah, all ye lands.

( Serve Jehovah with gladness ;

I
Come before Him with rejoicing.

Know ye that Jehovah is God :

f He hath made us, and Hie we are ;

( His people and the flock of His pasture."

This is the prevailing rhythm of David's touching

elegy over his friend Jonathan and King Saul. The
sad and passionate cry, " How are the mighty fallen !

"

which is the key-note of the dirge, the substance

probably of the wail, caught up and prolonged by the

crowd of mourners, runs with wayward beauty through

the verses, without interrupting the measure.

" The beauty of the forest, O Israel, is slain upon thy heishts :

Hou) are the mighUj fallen !

Tell it not in Gath,
Publish it not in the streets of Askelon

;

Lest the daughters of the Philistines rejoice,

Lest the daughters of the uncircumcised triumph !

" Ye mountains of Gilboa, let no dew nor rain come upon yoa
and your fields of offerings ;

For there the shield of the mighty is stained,

The bow of Saul not anointed with oil.

From the blood of the slain, from the fat of the mighty^
The bow of Jonathan turned not back.

And the sword of Saul returned not empty.

" Saul and Jonathan were lovely and pleasant in their lives,

And in their death were not divided :

They were swifter than eagles, and stronger than lions.

Ye daughters of Israel, weep for Saul,

Who clothed you in scarlet, with delights
;

Who put ornaments of g»ld on your apparel.

" Hou) arc ilie migltty fallen in the midst of the battle!

Jonathan slain upon thy heights.

I am distressed for thee, Jonathan, my brother :

Very pleasant hast thou been to me ;

Thy love to me was wonderful—yea, passing the love of

" How are the mighty fallen, and the weapons of war perished !

"

It would be useless to attempt to carry our classifica-

tion further. The modifications are endless. The
rhythm of the more animated odes obeys no known
rules. We have analogies iu English metres. In verse

like that of Coleridge's ChristabeL the poet follows

no guide but his ear. The length of the line and
position of the rhyme are, apparently, arbitrarily chosen.

In reality, they are subject to a higher law than those of

prosody. They are swayed by the artist's taste, and
musical feeling, and the nature of the inspiration by
which he is moved. So it was with the poets of Israel.-

WhUe they seem to be emancipated from all law, a just

perception of beauty guides them, even in their most

impassioned moods ; and always, as the storm of feeling

subsides over a calmed sea, the regular wave-beat of

the standard rhythm makes itself heard again, with its

powerful, if monotonous, repetitions, its solemn and

majestic sound, as of " deep calling to deep."
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SKKIES I.—OBSOLETE WOEDS AND PHRASES.

^HE object of this series of papers is to ex-

plaiu and illustrate the obsolete and archaic

wordsandpbrases in the Authorised Version

of the Bible.' For the sake of clearness,

it has been thought desirable to divide these words

and phrases into classes, and arrange them xmder

corresponding heads. It is, therefore, proposed to give

(I) those words and phrases that have dropped out of

use, either absolutely, or in the sense and construction

employed in the Authorised Version
; (2) those words

which have been elevated, and (3) those which have

deteriorated iu meaning ; (4) those that have been ex-

tended, and (.5) those that have been narrowed in signi-

fication; and, finally, those which, vrithout accurately

coming under any of the above distinctions, have either

been (6) strengthened, or (7) weakened in force.

The present scries will give, iu alphabetical order, the

words and phrases that have become nearly or quite

ohsoleto.

All to, altogether, entirely. In Judg. ix. 53 we
read of Abimelech when besieging Thebez, " that a
certain woman cast a piece of a millstone upon Abime-
lech's head, and all to brake his scull." Few passages

in the English Bible are more generally misunderstood,

especially by those who only hear it read. Those un-

acquainted with the archaism naturally interpret the

phi-ase as meaning " for the purpose of breaking,"

"with the full intent to break," thus indicating the

object, not the result of the woman's act. As a proof
of the prevalence of this error, it may be remarked
that in some editions of the English Bible of high
autliority, including Bagster's earlier editions of the
Pohjglott and the Treasury Bible, we find the infinitive
" all to brealc," instead of the past "all to brake." The
Hebrew word y>7 simply signifies " brake," or " crushed,"
with no intensive force.

It is not very easy to decide whether our translators
intended to connect to with the preceding or the suc-
ceeding word— I.e., whether they intended that we
should read "all-to brake "or "all to-brake." Both
forms have sufficient authority, though there is little

doubt that to more properly belongs to the verb, as an
intensive prefix. This form has descended from the
Anglo-Saxon, whore it is of constjint occuiTence—e.g., to-

horsten, to burst asunder ; to-cinan, to cleave asunder

;

to-teran, to tear in pieces; and is found very frequently
in mediaeval English—e.j., in " Piers the Plowman,"
to-brohe, to-lugged ; and in Wiclifs Bible "the veU of
the Temple was to-rent " (Matt, xxvii. 51). To this all
was superadded to impart a further increase of strength

' r desirp to aoVnowledEre, once for all, my obligations to Mr.
W. Aldis Wright's Bible Word Bool:, from wliich many of the
examples are borrowed.

—e.^., in the " Mu-ror for Magistrates," all-to-dasht

;

Gower, " Confessio Amantis," al-to-tore ; Chaucer,
" Knighfs Tale," a lis to-broken ; and iu Wiclifs Bible,
" lest houndis turned togidre al to brehe you " (Matt.

viii. 6) ;
" Be al to dercned the eyes of hem that thei

see not " (Ps. kix. 23). In process of time the prefix

to was separated from tlie verb or participle and con-

nected with all, in the sense of altogether. This seems
to have been the usage of the Elizabethan writers

—

e.g.,

CalfhUl, Ansiver to Martial (Parker Sue), '• The
blade itself is all to behackcd "

(p. 3) ;
' Serapis and

his priests were all to be crossed " (p. 91) ; and Latimer,
" Smiling speakers creep into a man's bosom they love,

and all to love him" {Sermons, p. 289) ;
" We be fallen

into the dirt, and all be all to dirtied, even up to the

ears" (Remains, p. 397). It is met with frequently

in Spenser :

—

" With briars and bushes all to rent and scratched."

(Foeri/ O'teen, iv. 7, 8
)

And it is found in Shakespeare, but only iu doubtful

and minor works :

—

It is also employed by Milton, but evidently archai-

cally :

—

" And wisdom's self

Oft seeks to sweet retired solitude,

Where with her best nurse. Contemplation,
She plumes her feathers and lets grow her wings
That in the various bustle of resort

Were all to ruffled and sometimes impaired." (Comus.)

Ancients (suhst.), old men, elders. " The Lord will

enter into judgment with the ancients of his people

"

(Isa. iii. 14) ;
" The Lord shall reign. . . . before his

ancients gloriously" (Isa. xxiv. 23) ;
" I understood more

than the ancients" (Ps. cxix. 100) ; also Jer. xix. 1 ; Ezek.
vii. 26 ; viii. 11 ; xxvii. 9. The word " ancient," though
familiar enough to us an adjective, has entirely dropped
out of use as a substantive, as which it was employed by
the writers of the sixteenth century. Hooker so uses it,

sometimes as in the Authorised Version, in the plural,

"that for which the ancients so oft and so highly com-
mend the former [invention] " (Eccl. Pol., v. 39, 5),

sometimes as in the Geneva rendering of Ps. cxix. 100,
" I understood more than the ancient," in the singular

—

e.g., " scholars and followers of the ancient " (v. 7, 3).

Angle {subst.). This word, which is now used ex-

clusively as a verb, " to angle," is found twice in the

Authorised Version as a noun substantive, in the sense

of a " fi.sh-hook." This must indeed have been its earliei-

meaning, its use as a verb being a derived one. For
angle is a pure c4d English substantive, inherited from

our Anglo-Saxon ancestors. The passages iu the Au-
thorised Version where it occurs are Isa. xix. 8, " The
fishers also shall mourn : and all they that cast angle

into the brooks shall lament ;
" and Hab. i. 15, " They
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take up all of them with the aiigle, they catch them in

their net, and gather them in their drag."' In both

places "angle" is found in the Geneva Bible. This

use of the word may be LUustrated fi'om Shakespeare,

who employs it both as a verb, as nowadays, and as a

"He that hath kill'd my king ....
Popp'd in between the election and my hopes.

Thrown out his angle for my proper hfe."

(Hamlet, Act v., sc. 5.)

It is found as late as Pope, but probably adopted as an

archaism :

—

" A soldier now he with his sword appears,

A fisher next his trembling angle bears."

(Pope, VcHumnus and Pomona.)

Anon {adv.), imniedlately, soon after. It is a striking

instance of the mutabihty of language, that this little

word, which was one of the most fainUiar in the daily

intercourse of our forefathers, should have dropped so

entii-ely out of use as to seed interpretation. It occurs

only twice in the Authorised Version, Matt. xiii. 20,

" He that received the seed into stony places, the same

is he that heareth the word, and anon with joy receiveth

it;" and Mark i. 30, " Simon's wife's mother lay sick of

a fever, and anon they tell him of her." In each case

the word is the same usually rendered " immediately."

It comes to us from the Anglo-Saxon on an, in one

—

i.e., in one instant. It is of constant occurrence in

Tyndale's Testament

—

e.g., Mark i. 20, "And anon hee

called them, and they leeft their father Zebede in the

shi^jpe ;" and the Geneva Bible

—

e.g., Mark ii. 2, "And
anon many gathered together, insomuch that the places

about the door could not receive any more ;

" and is

found abundantly in Shakespeare. To take one example

out of many :

—

" Anon a careless herd.

Full of the pasture, jumps along by him
And neTer stays to greet him."

(As You Like It, Act. ii., sc. 1.)

Astonied (part.), another form of astonished, used

contemporaneously with it, with no variation of mean-

ing, and no apparent principle to determine the selec-

tion. At the time of the publication of the Authoi-ised

Version, "astonished" was the favourite form, occur-

ring nearly four times as often as the alternative form

"astonied," which we only find nine times : Ezek. is. 4,

" 1 sat astonied until the evening sacrifice;" Job xvii.

8, " Upright men shall be astonied at this
; " xviii. 20

;

Isa. lii. 14, " As many wei-e astonied at thee (his visage

was so marred more than any man, and'his form more
than the sons of men); so shall he spiinkle many
nations;" Jer. xiv. 9; Ezek. iv. 17; Dan. iii. 24; iv.

19 ; v. 9. This form was inherited from Wiclif's

version, where it is found not unfrequently

—

e.g., Mark
ix. 14, " And anoon al the puple seynge Jhesu was as-

tonyed, and thei dreddeu ; and thei rennynge gretteu

hym;" Acts ii. 7, "Alle was os/oti/ecZ, andwondriden;"

and from the Geneva Bible, where it is found in all the

passages but two in which it appears in the Authorised

Version, and many other besides. The word appeai-s ia

various shapes in early writers. Thus we have asto'ned-

in Chaucer :

—

" For which this Emelye asfoia'd was.

And seide, ' What amouuteth this alias !
'

"

{KnigU's Tale, 1503. >

And in Si)enser astoivnd

:

—
" The gyant selfe dismaied with that sownd

In hast came rushing forth from inner bowre
With staring countenance sterue, as one astonuid.''

In the Geneva Bible " astoined ; " " And they were

astoined at his doctrine, for he taught them as one that

had authority" (^Mark ii. 22). SackvUle gives as the

form stoynde, from which, as Mr. Wright remarks {Bible

Word Book, p. 42), the transition is easy to the form

stunned, which is etymolegically the same. For in-

stance, " Alexander fighting against the Mallians had a

blowe with a dart on his necke, that so astonied him

that he leaned against the wall, looking upon his

enemies" (North's Plutarch, "Alex.").

In Wiclif wo find " stonying " for " astonishment "

—e.g. :
" Thei weren abaischid with a greet stonying

"

Mar. V. 42.

Milton uses "astonied," but probably, as poets are

wont to do, as an archaism :

—

" Adam, soon as he heard
The fatal trespass done by Eve, amaz'd,
Astonied stood, and blank." {Parad. Lost, is.)

Both astonished and astonied come to us from the

Norman-Erench estonnir, to astonish, amaze, derived

from the Latin attonare, attonitus, to thunder at, to

stun. Kincbed forms are the Anglo-Saxon stunian, to

stim ; the German erstaunen, to be astonished ; and
the modern French etonner.

Avoid (i'e)'6 int.). The use of this verb in an in-

transitive sense in I Sam. xviii. 11, "David avoided

out of his presence tvrice," is supported by examples

from Shakespeare and other early writers

—

e.g.,

"Well done; avoid; no more." (Shakespeare, Tempest, iv. 1.)

" Pray you amid the house . . . Here's no place for you ; pray
you avoid; come." (Coriol., iv. 5.)

" They made proclamation by sound of trumpet that all the
Volsces should avoid out of Rome before sunset." (North, TXidarcli,

p. 195.)

Bestead {part.) is found once in the Authorised

Version, Isa. viii. 21, " They shall pass through it,

hardly bestead and hungry," when it represents the

Hebrew rrcSj??, niqsheh, "hardly dealt with," "mal-

treated." It is formed from the Anglo-Saxon root

stede, place, position, which we still find in current

speech in the forms " iastead of," = " in place of," '%a
stand Ln good stead," "homestead," " steady," &e., and

signifies "placed," "situated," either well or Ul, but

rather more usually the ktter ; its precise sense de-

pending on the qualifying adverb. We have exampli's

of its use in Chaucer, in some of which it is used for

distressed, without an adverb :

—

" And swiche a colour in his face hath how
Men mighten know him that was so hestad

Amonges all the faces in that route."

(Mon (./ Laici Tale, 5W9.)
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It only occurs once in Shakespeare :

' I never saw a fellow worse lested,

Or more afraid to fight tliau is the appellant."

(2 Hen. T .3.)

Bewray {verb trans.). This obsolete word, wliieli

is found four times in the English Bible, from the

accidental similarity of sound and sense is often sup-

posed to be another form of " betray." The two, how-

ever, come from entii-ely different roots; the latter

comiug tlu'ough the French trahir from the Latin trado,

while bewray is derived from the Anglo-Saxon wregan,

or xirreian, to accuse, connected with the German rilgen,

to reprove, censure, blame, and the idea of treachery

belonging to betray is absent. In aU passages where

it is found in the Authorised Version, it merely signifies

to make known, proclaim, discover. Thus Prov. xxvii.

16, " Whoso hideth her (a contentious woman) hideth

the wind, and the ointment of his right hand which

hewrayeth itself
;

" xxix. 24, " Whoso is partner with a

thief hateth his own soul ; lie heareth cursing : and be-

ivrayeth it not
; " Isa. x^d. 8, " Hide the outcasts ; bewray

not him that wandereth;" Matt. xxvi. 73, " Surely thou

(Peter) also art one of them ; for thy speech bewrayeth

thee." In the last passage Wiclif's version runs, " thi

spcche makith the opyn."

We have the word in Chaucer :

—

" O messager, fulfilled of dronkenesse

Strong is thy breth, thy limmes faltren ay
And thou hciijyeicst alle secreuesse.''

{Man of Laxs- Tale, 5193.)

** blisful God that art so just and trewe,

Lo ! how that thou fci/arcyL-st mordre alway !

Mordre wil out, that we se day by day."
(lYaii's Pfimfs TaJc, 1550.)

It is frequent in Shakespeare :

—

" Here comes the queen, whose looks hewray her anger."
(.SHcji. ri.,i. I.)

The uncompounded verb wray, or ivreie, is used by
Chaucer in the same sense :

—

" Yet eft I thee beseech, and fully say
That privete go with us in this caas
That is to saiue, that thou us never wraa."

(TroiiMS and Cress., iii. 285.)

Boiled (part). Few words in our English Bible are

more generally unintelligible than this, which, as it is

i-ead year by year in the first evening lesson for Palm
Sunday (Exod. ix. 31), probably conveys no definite

meaning to nine-tenths of the congi-egatiou. Tlie word
signifies " swollen," " podded for seed," and is an archaic

word somewhat uufortimately preserved by our trans-

lators from the earlier version

—

e.g., that of 1551, and
the Geneva Bible of 15G0. Wiclif's vigorously idio-

matic rendei-ing is " the flax bm-oifl-nde coddcs

"

(burgeoned, shot forth). The word is connected with a
root denoting a swelling roundness, which has many
representatives in our own and the kindred languages

—

e.g., in English, bole (of a tree), boil, ball, billow, bowl,

belly, bolster ; in Gorman bolle, a bulb, a ball ; Dutch,
bol, bolle, a head ; Latin, bulla, a bubble. Boll is

defined by Wedgwood as " the round heads or seed-

vessels of flax, poppy (BaUey) or the like," and by
HalliweU, Provincial Dictionary, as " a btid, a pod
for seed."

The original sense of " sweUiug" may be illustrated

abundantly from our early literature, and particiUarly

from Wiclif's Bible—e.*/.. Gen. xxxi. 36, " And Jacob

bolnyde (" was wi'oth," Authorised Version) and seidc

with strijf, For what eaiise of me, and for what synne

of me, hast thou come so fersly aftir mo ?" Dent. xvii.

13, " AU the puple schal here and di-ede that no man
fro thennus forth bolne with pride" ("do no more

presumptuously," Authorised Version) ; 2 Tim. iii. 4,

"boUuH with proude thoughtis;" Col. ii. 18, "bolnyd

with witt of his fleisch" ("vainly puffed up by his

fleshly mind," Authorised Version).

We have the follovring Olustration from Chaucer ;—
" But this welle, that I hereof rehearse.

So holsome was that it would aswage
BoUm hearts." {Blach Kni<jM, v. 101.)

And from Sui-rey :

—

" Like to the adder with venimous herbes fed.

When cold winter all bolne hid under ground."
(^mid, ii. C16.)

Mr. Earle writes of the form bowln, it is "a relic of

a forcible word in Saxon poetry, gebolgen = ' swollen,'

generally with anger."

Bravery (tudist.) is once found in the Autliorised

Version in the sense of finery, splendid attire, Isa. iii.

18, " In that day the Lord ^vill take away the bravery

of then- tinkling ornaments." A similar meaning is

borne by the Frencli brave, gay, fine, gorgeous in ap-

parel, and the verb braver, to swagger hi fine clothes
;

the Italiim bravare, to flaunt, to vaunt one's person,

connected with French bragtier, the Scotch braw, and
our own brag. Bravery in the sense of splendid dross

is of frequent occurrence down to the end of the seven-

teenth century :

—

•' From royal court I lately came (paid he)
Where all the bramiie that eye may see,

And all the iiappinesse that heart desire

Is to be found." (.Spenser, llolhcr HuWanVs Tale.)

Bray {verb trails.), to pound, or beat to pieces, es-

pecially u.sed of the action of a pestle and mortaa*, is

found once in the Authorised Version, Prov. xxvii. 22.

" Tliongh thou shouldest bray a fool in a mortar among
wheat with a pestle, yet will not his foolishness depart

from him." It is derived from the French bruyer, to

beat small, and in English seems to have been confined

to the use indicated in the passage of Proverb.?. Nai'cs,

in his Glossary, gives several instances of this use from

oiu' eai'ly dramatists. Richardson also fui-nishes this

apposite example fi-om Lord Berners' translation of

Froissart, " Tlie Englysshmen were faync to gather the

thystelles in the feldes and braye them in a mort,ar,

and temper it with water, and make therof a passte,

and so bake it to ete, suche povertie they endm'ed."
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EASTBEN GEOGEAPHY OF THE BIBLE.
THE JOEDAN VALLEY AND THE DEAD SEA.

BY MAJOR WILSON, K.E.

rapid course or its descent, so to speak, iuto the very

bowels of the eartli.

The Jordan is formed by the junction of three streams

HE peculiar character of the Jordan as

a purely inland river, running, for a large

])()rtion of its course below the level of

the sea, has already been noticed, but

it fuller description of the river, and the

throiirfh which it flows, simmiis iii'ci'^^,\i-\ I i

—tlie Hasbany, the Leddan, and the Banias ; the first,

issuing from a large fountiiin near Hasbeya, on the

wi'^tcrn slnpi^-, of Anti-Lebanon, at an altitude of 1,700

iVKRN AT BANIAS PKOJI WIl^^J 111„ J„..^„N ISiUEIi

(Frojn Photograph takm for the Pakstinc Ex-ploration Fund.)

enable the reader to follow the minuter details which

it is proposed to give in the following paper.

,
ThM Name.—According to a tradition at least as old

as St. Jerome (400 a.d.) the Jordan derived its name

from the two streams which rise at Banias and Tell el

Kady, the former being called Jor, the latter Dan.

This tradition is, however, erroneous, for it would

appear from Genesis xiii. 10 that the river was known

to Abram as the Jordan long before tlie Danitcs

settled at Laisli, and " called the name of the city Dan,

after the name of Dan their father." The true deriva-

tion of the name would seem to be from " Tared," to

descend, and, except in two instances, it is always

written in the Biljle with the definite article, the Jordan,

that is, " the descender," possibly in allnsiou to its

feet above the level of the sea, runs down the mountain

I

glen of Wady et Teim to the plain of El Huleh, cutting

' for itself a deep chasm in the rock ; the second flows

: from the fountain at Tell el Kady, 701 feet above tho

sea ; and the third derives its supply of water from

tlie springs which well up at the foot of a mound in

1
front of the great cavern at Banias, at the base of

i

Mount Hermon, and 1,140 feet above the sea. The
i three streams run together at the lower end of the

plain El Hideh, and shortly afterwards the Jordan

loses itscK in a morass and spreads out into the lake

El Hideh, the "waters of Merom" of the Bible; this

lake is four and a quarter miles long, two and three-

quarter miles wide, and 373 feet above the sea. Fo.'

; two miles after leayinsr the lake tho liver rims witli
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a sluggish current, but it tlien

enters a narrow gorge, with

high and somewhat precipitous

hills on either side, and for the

next nine miles is a foaming

torrent descending nearly 900

feet to the level of the Sea of

Galilee, which lies 626 feet

below the Mediterranean. The

Sea of Galileo is a pear-shaped

sheet of water, the broad end

being towards the north ; the

greatest width is six and three-

quarter mUes, and the extreme

length twelve and a quarter

miles; the lake is almost sur-

rounded by hills, from 1,000 to

1,500 feet high, that occasionally

recede from the shore, giving

place to small plains, one of

which is the Plain of Genne-

sareth. Between the Sea of

Galilee and the Dead Sea, a dis-

tance of 66 miles, the Jordan

valley, or, as it is here called,

the " Ghor," is from one to

twelve miles wide ; the valley

is in some places exceedingly

fortOe, in others perfectly bar-

ren ; it is bounded on the west

by the mountain system of

Palestine, and towards the sun-

rising by the edge of the great

eastern pkteau. The river

descends with innumerable

windings tlirough a lower valley

of its own, from 40 to 100 feet

below the level of the Ghor, and

along its margin there is a belt

of tropical jungle, which is fre-

quently alluded to in the Bible

as the " excellency " or " pride
"'

of Jordan, usually in connection

with the lions that were wont

to dwell in it. So tortuous is

the course of the river, that

though the two seas are only 66

mUes apart, its actual length is

about 200, and in this distance

there is a fall of 666 feet. The
Dead Sea, which receives thi

waters of the Jordan, is 1,293

feet below the Mediterranean,

and is about 46 miles long, its

greatest width being ten and a

halt miles. On the east and
west the lake is shut in by the

barren hills which rise abruptly

from its shores, but at its

southern end there is a level

Tlie fiijures denote the
heiKht in feet above the
be I level.
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plain—and then the ground rises to the ridge 787 feet

above the sea—which separates the waters of the Dead

Sea from those of the Red Sea. The shores of the Dead

Sea are generally barren, but there are not wanting

little oases, the luxuriant vegetation of which has

frequently called forth the admiration of travellers.

There are two points connected with the Jordan

which may be mentioned here—its overflow and its

importance as a boundary. In Joshua iii. 15, we are

told that Jordan " overfloweth all his banks all the

time of hai-vest," April and May; and in 1 Chron.

xii. 15, that Jordan had " overflown all his banks " in

the first month—that is, in the month Nisan, which

commenced with the new moon of March or April.

The water in the Jordan is at its highest level in March,

April, and May, after the cessation of the rainy season,

but the physical features of the country are such that

no sudden rise of the river would be likely to cause a

largo inundation, the Sea of Galilee acting as a regu-

lator to the flow of water, and the terraced banks of

Jordan preventing the spread of its waters over any

large portion of the valley. A more correct rendering

of the original would be that Jordan ''is full up to all

his banks" or runs with fidl banks, and this is true at

the present day, the river rising to the level of its banks

after the rains, and only overflowing them to a short

distance in exceptional places. The great dejjressed

valley of the Jordan formed a natural division of the

country, dividing it shai-ply into two regions, and this

separation was the more strongly marked by the diffi-

culty of crossing the river at certain seasons of the

year, and also of obtainiug access to it, the only roads to

the vaUey being rough paths down a few steep water-

courses. The isolation of the two and a half tribes on

the east of Jordan was in some measure due to tliis

feature, and we find the saered writers, who for the

most part lived on the west, continually alluding to the

eastern districts as " beyond Jordan," or " on the other

side of Jordan."

The Jordan VaUey is naturally divided iuto three

sections; from the som-ces of the river to LakeHuleh,

from Lake Huleh to the Sea of Galilee, and from the

Sea of Galilee to the Dead Sea, and in the remarks that

follow it wUl be well to consider each of those sections

separately.

I,—FKOM THE SOURCES OF THE JORDAN TO LAKE
HULEH.

The remotest perennial source of the Jordan is the

great fountam of Fuarr, in the bed of Wady et Teim,

not far from Hasbeya, which gives birth to the Hasbany

stream. Higher up the vaUey there are several .springs

on the slopes of Anti-Lebanon, but their waters do not

form any continuous stream, except perhaps those from

Ain Ahi, in the Wady Sefineh ;
' in the rainy season,

however, and during the melting of the snows on

Mount Hormon, a great body of water descends from

the heights above Rasheya. In the pool of Fuarr, at

This stream has not been thoroiighlj- examiueJ the

the foot of a bold diif, the water bubbles up in twenty

different fountains, and almost immediately falls over

a weu- some ten feet high. A little lower the infant

Jordan is spanned by its first bridge, and the river

then bends "with all the waywardness of a Highland

trout stream ; thick trees hang over its clear sur^ng

waters, and reeds fill the bays twenty feet high, while

rocks and a thousand hanging straggling creepers on

them, tangle together over silent pools." - About six

miles below Hasbeya, a large stream comes in from Ain
Seraiyib, at the foot of Moimt Hermon, and shortly

afterwards the river issues on the volcanic plain of

Hidch, running m a narrow chasm from fifty to sixty

feet deep ; on its way it receives the waters from the

fountain of Luweizeh, near El Ghujar, and a stream

from the plain of Ijon ; at El Ghujar there is a bridge,

and a mile below this the gorge ends abruptly. At
Hasbeya the custom of cooliug the driuking water vrith

snow, which seems to be alluded to in Prov. xxv. 13,

still exists, but it is curious that this, the largest branch

of the river, is not mentioned in the Bible or by any

ancient ^vliter as one of the sources of Jordan.

The plain of Huleh, which descends in a series of

terraces to the lako of the same name, is I'cmarkable

for its exuberant fertility, and is the granaiy of the

surrounding coimtry ; the climate is hot and enervating,

and the people live in huts composed of the long babeer

canes that grow in the neighbouring swamps to a

height of fifteen feet. It is this district, with its rich

basaltic soil, irrigated by a thousand rUls drawn off

from the sources of the Jordan, of which the Danite

spies reported that it was very good, " a place where

there is no want of anythmg that is in the earth," and

in its centre rises the mound that marks the site of

Laish, where the Danites settled themselves after

driving out the little Phoenician colony from Sidon.

On the Huleh jjlain, too, the forces of Chedorlaomer

were signally defeated by Abram ; it would appear that

Sodom, GomoiTah, and the other cities of the plain,

after having paid tribute to the King of Elam^ for

twelve years, had revolted and been defeated in the vale

of Siddim by Chedorlaomer, and the kings who had

accompanied him from Mesopotamia. Loaded with

booty and prisoners, amongst whom was Lot, the army

on its homeward march halted on the rich plain round

the fountain of Dan, and here it was surprised by

Abram, who, on hearing of the capture of Lot, hastily

gathered his sei-vants together, and, advancing north-

wards from Hebron by forced marches, fell upoH the

invaders during the night, and " before they could arm

themselves, he slew some of them as tliey were in their

beds, before they could suspect any harm ; and others

who were not yet gone to sleep, but were so drunk they

could not fight, ran away." * After pursuing the

enemy for two days, as far as Hobah, near Damascus,

Abram returned laden with spoil, bringing back with

- ' Eob Roy " on the Jordan, p. 202.

3 El.im is that portiou o£ moderu Persia which 1

east of Babylon.
•I Joseph., ^ii(i'<!., i. 10, 1.
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him Lot and the wcmen and people who had boon

carried away.

Ou the right or western bank of the Hasbauy, near

tlio foot of the hills, there is a curious isolated hill ou

wkich stands the modern village of Abil ; traces of old

foundations and buildings can still be seen on the

moimd, the remains of Abel of Beth-Maachah, where

Sheba, the sou of Biclu-i, was besieged by Joab. A
mound had been cast up against the city, and " it stood

in the trench," when the remarkable scene occurred

which is described iu 2 Samuel xx. 15, ending iu the

murder of Sheba, whose head was cast out of the city

to Joab.

The mound that marks the site of Laish has ah-eady

been alluded to as rising in the centre of the Huluh

plain ; this mound, now called Tell el Kady (the hill of

the judge), an Arabic translation of the old name Dan

(the judge), is the birthplace of the largest source of

Jord»iu. Ou this hill the wandering colony of Dauites

set up the graven image which they had stolen from

Micali on their journey northwards, and instituted an

order of priesthood which lasted till the ark was cap-

tured by the Philistines at the battle of Aphek. Of

the nature of this irregular worship we know nothing,

but it was probably owing to its previous sanctity as

a • holy place " that Dan was selected by Jeroboam as

one of the sites ou which to set up the worship of

the golden calf ; in the reign of Baasha, Dan was taken

by Ben-Hadad, King of Syria ; and after this we hear

no more of it iu tlie Bible, though it appears to have

existed as a village down to the time of St. Jerome.

The -mound is an irregular cup-shaped oval, 300 yards

long and 250 yards wide, elevated from twenty-five to

tlm-ty feet above the plain ; the entire surface is covered

with ruins, in which the plan of no single building can

be traced. There are two springs, the principal one,

rising at the north-west end of the mound, forms a

small pool of purest crystal water, and then rushes off,

a fidl-grown stream, to the lake below; the second

bubbles up iu the midst of a tangled thicket in the

centre of the enclosure, and flows past the tomb of

Sheikh Hazraik and a magnificent oak tree, to join the

larger branch. Following down the western bank of

the imited stream, we soon come to a Mttlc mouud which

marks the site of Daphne, a point mentioned by

Joscphus as the northern limit of the Lake Sama-

ehonitis (Huleli) ; beyond are some curious caverns

excavated iu the limestone rock, and lower still the

stream joins with that coming from Banias.

On the eastern side of the Huleh plain, a trian-

gular terrace rises 500 feet above the general level

of the valley, and at its innermost angle, at the foot of

a cliff fifty feet high—the root, as it were, of Moimt
Hormon—wells up the fountain of Banias, the most
celebrated and picturesque of the three sources of

Jordan. Josephus describes the water as iu his day
issuiug from a dark cavern full of still water of un-

fathomable dejith, and says that Herod adorned the

place, called Panium, with a beautiful temple of the

whitest stone ; now, however, the water breaks through

the loose stones and rubbish that have accumulated

iu front of the cavern iu numberless tiny riUs, which,

almost immediately uniting, flow off towards the west.

Some of the water is carried by conduits into the village

of Banias, some is led away for irrigation, but the

main stream rushes down through tangled thickets and

park-like scenery to join the Leddan from Tell elKady

—

and lower down the Hasbauy from Hasbeya—and forms

with them the great river of Palestine, the Jordan.

By a tradition as old as the first century, the water of

the Banias fountain is said to come through a subter-

ranean passage from Lake Phiala, the modei-n Birket er

Ram, a circular lake, with no visible outlet, situated in

a moimtain bowl about five miles south-oast of Banias.

The accoimt. given by Josephus is tliat when Philip was

Tetrarch of Trachonitis he had chaff thrown into Phiala,

and that it was found afterwards at Panium ; a simEar

story is still told and believed by the Arabs, but no

such communication can possibly exist, for the fountain

would exhaust the lake in a few days, and the water of

both woidd be the same, instead of one being bright

and sparkling, the other impure and stagnant ; there

is also a deep valley, Wady Em Keib, which effectually

separates them. Eusebius gives a mai-veUous legend

connected with the fountain, that towards the close of

the third century it was the custom on certain occa-

sions to throw a victim into the water, and that the

body always disappeared spirited away by the demon of

the fountam, till one day Astyrius, a Roman senator

and Christian, taking pity ou the people, prayed God,

through Christ, to remove the demon, ou which the

victim at once floated, and the fountainwas not troubled

again. The cavern, the entrance of which is shown on

the left side of the illustration on page 56, is now

half filled with the debris of its own roof, and its

mouth almost closed with the rubbish of centuries ; of

Herod's temple there is no trace, but like the temple

at Aiu Fijeh, the great fountain of the Barada, it may

possibly have stood ou the level space at the top of the

cliif. Ou the face of the rock, however, five niches

remam—three of which are shown in the illustration

—

aud beneath these are some mtitihited inscriptions,

dedicated to Pan, and containing a " pro salute " for the

reigning authorities.

The situation of Banias (Cssarea Philippi) is one of

the most beautiful and charming iu all Palestine

;

spreading over the level terrace alluded to above, the

town commands an extensive view over the rich district

of Hideh, whilst its elevation above the valley places

it beyond the influence of the fever-breeding swamps

below ; the oak, terebinth, and fig-tree give a welcome

shade on the hottest summer's day, whilst everywhere

the sound of running water falls pleasantly on the eai-,

and the eye is delighted with the park-like verdure, the

open glades, and that combination of rook and grove,

of cavern, fountain, aud cascade which has earned for

BanLas the name of the Syi-ian Tivoli.

The environs have, however, greater attractions than

those derived from their uatm-al beauty; it was into

the ' coasts" or 't towns'" of Cffisarea Philippi that our
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Lord came shortly before His last jouruey to Jerusalem,

and in this neighbom-hood occurred the events recorded

in Matt. xvi. 17; the memorable words, "Thou art

Peter, and upon this rock I will build my Church"

were possibly uttered at the foot of Mount Hermon,

the very type of all that is solid and enduring, aud one

of the many lonely peaks around may have been the

liigh mountain to which Jesus took Peter, James, aud

John apart, and was transfigured before them.

It was currently believed in the fourth century that

theatre in which Titus celebrated the birthday of his

brother Domitiau, by forcing the Jews taken prisoners

at Jerusalem to fight with and kill one another, by

throwing some to wild beasts, and by burning other-s,

but the exact site has yet to be identified.

The authentic history of Banias dates from its

mention by Josephus as a place called Panlum, at

which Herod the Great erected a temple in honour of

Augustus Caesar. Long before this, however, Panium
must have risen to importance, and though the name

was a native of Csesarea Pliilippi ; and Eusobius states

that he had himself seen her house, and that in front

of it were brazen images said to represent our Saviour

and the woman, the former standiug, the latter in the

attitude of a suppliant ; those statues, according to

Theophanins, were afterwards destroyed by the Em-
peror Julian.

Many an acre of the terrace is now covered with
ruins, broken shafts and capitals, and the foundations
of buildings so completely destroyed, that hardly one
stone remains on another ; the ruins also extend far up
the wooded slope beyond the deep ravine of Wady
Za'arch, and in this direction there is a fine fragment of

the old wall of the Roman city, Some of these shape-

less ruins must have formed part of the great amphi-

has, with some probability, identified it with Baal Gad
under Moimt Hermon, the limit of Joshua's conquests

towards the north. The town was enlarged by Philip,

Tetrarch of Trachonitis, and called by him Ctesarea

PhUippi, by which name it was known to our Lord and

His disciples ; large additions were also made by King
Agrippa II., who, out of complunent to the Emperor

Nero, changed the name to Neronias. Neither of these

names adhered to the jjlace any length of time, for

Eusebius, early in the fourth century, calls it Paneas,

and of this, Ajab pronunciation has made the modern
Banias. The town was taken by the Crusaders in 1129

A.D., and given as a fief to Rayner Brus; but during

the stormy period that followed it was taken an! re-

taken several times by the contending parties.
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The present village consists of some fifty or sixty

Louses gathered together on the ruins of the town of

Rayner Brus, which would seem to have occupied ouly

the citadel of the Roman city. The houses are built

with fragments of old buUdiugs, and roofed with mud

;

and on the flat surface thus formed, bowers or cages of

wicker-work are erected in summer, to afford a retreat

at niglit from the fleas, scorpions, and other hungi-y

animals that hold high carnival below.

High up on tlio mountain side above Banias is the

grand old castle, known during the period of the Cru-

sades as the Kalat es Subeibeh, aud famous at one time

as the residence of the "old man of the mountain,"

one of the chiefs of the Assassins. Larger than the

well-known Castle of Heidelberg, and planned mth
consummate skill, the castle played au important pai't

in the struggle between the Crusaders and the Saracens,

and was frequently taken and re-takon by either side.

Protected on three sides by deep ravines, and on the

fourth joined to the main body of Mount Hermon by
a narrow shoulder, over which it has a command of

near 200 feet, the castle must, before the invention

of fire-arms, have been well-nigli impregnable, and ouly

liable to fall into an enemy's hands through famine or

treachery. Some travellers havo seen In the castle a
striking moniuueut of Phoenician architecture, but no
Phcenician work can be traced in the building ; all the

details are such as are found in the mediaeval castles

of Europe, and though the Romans may have had a

military station here, the castle as it stands appears to

have been built by the Saracens, and proljivbly formed
part of the network of fortified posts with which they

covered the country and kept it in subjection.

A prominent object on the bare mountain side beyond
the castle is a clump of fine old oak trees which may in

all probability claim descent from one of those groves

that always accompanied the " high places " of Baal
and Astarte, and sometimes the altars erected to the

true God, as iu Gen. xxi. 33, where it is said that
" Abraham planted a grove in Beersheba, and called

there on the name of the Lord, the everlasting God ;

"

and in 1 Samuel xxii. 6, though in this case it is not

clear whether the gi-ove was connected with true or

false worship.

The trees at one time appear to have formed a com-
plete circle surrounding a mound, known as Tell Hazm-,
;md enclosing a temple or altar tiat stood on the

summit; of this bjiilding there are traces, in some
foundations of well-dressed stones. Amongst the trees

is the tomb of Sheikh Ozman, or Othman ol Hazury, a
small whitewashed building, without any pretensions to

beauty.

The reverence with which trees, especially oaks, were
regarded in early times, still lingers amongst the in-

habitants of Palestine; there is hardly a prominent
tree which does not throw its shade over the tomb of

some Moslem worthy who has chosen his last resting-

place on account of the peculiar sanctity attached to

the spot. Sprites and spirits are believed to hold
undisputed sway midst the thick branches, and hardy

indeed must the Arab peasant be who would dare to

pass one of these lone trees without adding his mite
to the wooUeu shreds which hang from its boughs.
This custom of hangmg up strips of clothing as a
memento of a visit to any remarkable place was for-

merly very widely spread, and was common in England
and Scotland in the days when pUgiimages were made
to holy wells and other places renowned for their

sanctity.

The illustration on page 60 shows this beautiful

gTOVo of oaks in the foreground, with the keep of the
Castle of Banias on the left, and in the distance the

rugged spm-s of Mount Hermon.
On a slight elevation near the grove are some in-

considerable rums, called Hazur, one of the numerous
places of the same name which have been identified

with the Hazor of the Old Testament, over which
Jabin reigned. This Hazor, however, would appear to

have been in the neighbourhood of Kcdesh, on the

right or west bank of the Jordan ; Josephus states

distinctly that it " Lay over the Lake Samachonitis"
(Huleh), and it may possibly be identified vrith Tell

Harah, noticed below.

We may now follow the further course of the Jordan
after the junction of its three main streams at the foot

of a small mound. Tell Sheikh Tnsuf, remarking that

the quantity of water which they contribute to the

full-grown river is in the following proportion—Has-
bany 3, Leddan 5, and Bauias 10. Mr. Macgregor,
who, in his canoe, the Bob Roy, was the first to ex-

plore this portion of the Jordan, informs us that the

river at first turns and tmsts exceedingly, running
with a swift current between vertical banks twelve to

twenty feet high ; lower down near the marsh much of
the volume is lost by flooding out into lagoons, and at

last the river forks out into six different channels and
loses itself in a " tangled maze of bushes eight feet

high," through which " no boat or even a reed raft, or

a plank coidd get through." This barrier extends for

half a mile, and then the Jordan runs for three miles

through a mass of jjapyi-us, the largest in one place in

the world, to the Lake Huleh, the waters of Merom of

the Bible, aud Lake Samachonitis of Josejihus. Mr.
Macgregor's description of the papyrus which he dis-

covered whilst exploring the lake in his canoe, is so

interesting that no apology is needed for quoting it

here. The entire mass of papyrus floats upon the

water, and has the remarkable feature cf upright wall-

like sides, caused by the manner of the plant's gi-owt-h

;

" there is first a lateral tnmk lying on the water and
half submerged. This is sometimes as thick as a man's

body, and from its lower side hang innumerable string-

like roots, from three to five feet long, and of a deep

purple colour. On the upper surface of the trunks the

stems gi'ow alternately in oblique rows ; their thickness

at the junction is often four inches, and their height

fifteen feet, gracefully tapering until at tho top is a

little round kuob, with long, thin, brown, wire-like

hairs eighteen inclics long, which rise, and then re-

curving, hang about it in a thyrsus-shaped Lead. The
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stem, when dead, beoomes dark brown in colour, and

wlien dry it ia extremely light ; indeed, for its strength

and texture, it is the lightest substance I know of."

" The papyrus was used for writing upon by the

Egyptians, and was prepared for this purpose by

cutting it into thin slips. These were laid side by side,

and upon them others in a cross direction, and both

were joined by cement and then pressed into a con-

tinuous sheet."

The Huloh lake presents no remarkable features;

the Jordan enters it through the mass of papyrus no-

ticed above, and leaves it at its southern end " between

islets of papyrus and taU canes." On the eastern shore

the hais rise abruptly from the water's edge, whilst on

the western there is a wide level tract of rich arable

ground between the lake and the foot of the hills. At
the north-west comer of the kke is the spring of Ain
MeUahah, and on the heights alxivo, not far from
Kedesh, is an isolated peak, Tell HaraL covered with

extensive ruins, which may possibly bo those of Hazor.

There is no evidence of name or tradition in favour

of the ruins, but their position on high ground over-

looking the lake is so suitable, that wo may, at any

rate for the present, identify them with the city of

Jabm. On the jilaiu south of Ain MeUahah several

authorities place the scene of Joshua's great idctory,

and it certainly fulfils many of the necessary conditions.

"We may also with some probability identify the same

plain vrith the "Pla'm of Asor" on which, after a hard

struggle, Jonathan defeated the troops of Demetrius.

SCEIPTUEE BIOGRAPHIES.
SAMUEL {cmiHnued).

BY THK ItEV. EDlItJND VENABLES, M.A., CANON EESIDENTIAET AND PK^CENTOB OF LINCOLN CATHEDRAL.

^HE whole of the guilty nation, like Jericho

of old, was placed under a ban, which in-

cluded every linng thing belonging to it.

All that breathed was to be put to the

.sword, and the spoil, instead of enriching the captors,

was to be devoted to the Lord. Tlie animals were to

be slaLa, and, together with the movables, burnt, the

valuables deposited in the sacred treasuiy (1 Sam. xv. 3).

Saul, as the anointed kiag of Jehovah's people, was
to be the fulfiUer of Jehovah's ban, and " utterly put

out the remembrance of Amalek from under heaven"
(Exod. xvii. 14). Such a commission would be by no

means unwelcome to Saul'.s warlike temperament, and

he at once proceeded to execute it, mustering his

forces at Telaim, on the southern frontier. Thence
he marched into the heart of the enemies' country, and
haiTng first warned the friendly tribe of the Kenites

—

the tribe of Hobab, Moses' relative by marriage, and
of Heber, Jael's husband (Judg. i. 16; iv. 11)—to shift

their quarters, lest they should share in Amalek's de-

struction, he commenced the attack. The campaign was
eminently successful ; the roving hordes were dis-

comfited through the length and breadth of their land,

from Havilah in the east to Shur in the west, on the

Egyptian frontier ; and the people, young and old, put

to the sword (1 Sam. xv. 7, 8). But the hour of victory

was the hour of Saul's moral overthrow. The same
rash wilfulness which had caused his failure in his first

trial, appeared again in a more marked form. He could
not bend his will to simple obedience. Agag, the King
of the Amalekite.s, was spared to gi-aco his triumph, in I

tlirect violation of the devotion of all the population to

destruction ; and, while the sentence was executed un-

sparingly upon " everything that was %'ile and refuse,"

the best and choicest of the spoil, especially of the

flocks and herds, was retained, nominally to sacrifice

to the Lord, but really to gratify his own covetousness
]

and that of his army, by the acquisition of so much
valuable property.

With these symbols of victory, Saul entered the city

of Carmel, in the mountains of Judah, in triumph, and,

after setting up a trophy of his exploits (ver. 12), pursued

his march to Gilgal, in order that in that consecrated

centre of the kingdom he might dedicate the first-fruits

of the spoil in a grand sacrificial thank-ofPeriug to

Jehovah. The disastrous issue of Saul's second trial

was made known to Samuel by God in a dream—"Ho
is turned back from following Me, and hath not per-

formed My commandments."' This intelligence was
exceedingly painful to Samuel—" it grieved Samuel "

—

literally, " it burnt him " (ver. 11). Agitated by those

distressing feelings, sleep fled from Samuel's eyes, and
he spent the night in wrestling with God in fervent

supplication, doubtless interceding for the offender,

as well as beseeching that the cause of God and His
prophet might be spared the dishonour that would be

the consequence of Saul's deposition—"he cried unto

the Lord all night" (ver. 11). Once again Samuel
proved the calming power of prayer. Strengthened by
communion with God, Samuel rose in the morning, and
with stern composure proceeded to the meeting with

Saul. The voices of the cattle which struck his car as

he approached the camp disclosed the real nature of

Saul's disobedience, and when the monarch mth easy

self-satisfaction advanced to greet the prophet, and an-

nounced that he had fully execnted the task commitied

to him, he at once stripped off the mask with which
he was attempting to hide his guUt, even from himself.

" What meaneth then," he asked, " this bleating of the

sheep in mine cars, and this lowing of the oxen which

I hoar?"

Saul's excuse was ready. It was not he that had done

it : it was the people. The responsibility of sparing th6

cattle rested with them, and their motive had been a



good one, of which Samuel liimself must approve. " The
people spared the best of the sheep and of the oxen,

to sacrifice unto the Lord tliy God ; and the rest they

hiive utterly destroyed " (ver. 15). But Samuel sternly

silenced this cowardly transference of the blame from

himseM to his partners in guilt. " Stay," " stop your

unavailing excuses "—the word is the same as that in

Ps. xlvi. 10, "Be still, and kuow that I am God "—
" and listen to the sentence with which Jehovah charged

me last night " (1 Sam. xv. 16).

Samuel then proceeded to remind Saul of the great

and unlooked-for elevation ho had received from the

Lord, " when he was little in his own sight " (cf . ch.

ix. 21), in being " made head of the tribes and anointed

king over Israel," and to upbraid him with the dis-

loyalty and ingratitude he had shown in acting in direct

defiance of the Divine commands. But Saul, not yet

humbled, persisted that he had obeyed : he had " gone

the way the Lord had sent him ;

" he had " utterly

destroyed the Amalekites ;" as a proof of their utter

defeat ho had "brought Agag," their king. Why should

he be blamed, when he rather merited commeudation ?

And as for the cattle, the fault, if any, rested with the

people, not with him. They, with weU-intentioned zeal,

had taken " the firstlings of the ban "' to sacrifice to

Jehovah, Samuel's God. The prophet of Jehovah
should be the last to \'isit with severe censure that

which was intended to do honour to Jehovah.

In addition to the moral offence of disobedience to

the express command of God, a grave error underlay

this apology of Saul's. He overlooked the fact' that

what was already devoted to the Lord could not be
offered to Him on the altar, because it belonged to Him
already (Lev. xxvii. 28, 29), but must be burnt together

with the city to which it belonged, '' in the midst of the

street thereof" (Deut. xiii. 16). This base paltering

with truth, this pretext of piety to excuse wilful dis-

obedience, awakened the true prophetic spirit in Samuel's

breast, and, rapt beyond himself by the inspiration of the

Most High, ho poured forth in winged words the eternal

tnith which lies at the foundation of all religious service,

the inferior worth of ceremonial to moral obedience, so

far in anticipation of any teaching yet given :

—

** Hath Jehovah pleasure in burnt-oflferings and sacrifices.

As in obedience to the voice of Jehovah ?

Behold, obedience is better than sacrifice.

And to follow as the fat of rams !

For disobedience is the sin of heathenism.
Disbelief is idols and devils

;

Because thou hast rejected the word of Jehovah,
He hath rejected tliee also as His king." -

Twice did the now terrified monarch acknowledge
his guilt—" I have sinned " (1 Sam. xv. 24—30)—but, still

unable to bring himself to unconditional confession,

continued to attribute his offence to the wishes of the
people, whom he was afraid to irritate by insisting on
the destruction of the spoil ; and, thinking far more of
himself than of the God he had offended, implored the

neu, Tti. wc.

^ The translation adopted is that of Ewald, as rendered by
Mr. Estlin Carpenter.

prophet not to make the fact of their disagreement

IJatent, lest it should lower him in the eyes of the

chiefs, and weaken his authority with the people, but

condone his transgression by taking pai-t ivith him in

a public act of worship. Samuel, clearly discerning

the hoUowness of this seeming contrition, refused to

share the worship of one who had rejected the Lord,

and whom the Lord had therefore rejected. In an
agony of terror, as the prophet turned to leave, Saul

seized the skirt of his mantle with such despairing

energy that it rent in his grasp. It was an omen not

to be disregarded. " The kingdom had been rent that

day by the Lord from Saul, and the doom was ii-revoc-

able. ' The Strength of Israel ' was not a man. that He
should change His mind— ' lie or repent '" (vs. 27—29).

Overcome, however, at last, by the renewed entreaty of

the now thoroughly humbled monarch, and apparently

fearful lest public safety might suffer if the royal au-

thority was prematui-ely weakened, Samuel consented

to return and support Saul by his presence while he

performed his acts of worship.

One terrible act of Divine retribution had yet to be
carried into effect before the prophet's commission was
fulfilled. The king of Amalek, who, by the ferocity

with which his wars had been conducted, had robbed

of their sons so many mothers in Israel, must atone by
his death for the skughter of the people of the Lord.

At Samuel's command, Agag was led out before him.

The king, thinking that because Saul had spared him,

iill danger to his life was over, presented himself almost

joyously, promising himself that "the bitterness of

death was passed." That hope would be at once dis-

pelled by Samuel's stern greeting, as ho stood sword
In hand by the altar in the Holy Place

—

" As thy sword hath made women childless.

So shall thy mother be made still more^ childless."

The'dread sentence was instantly carried out—whether
by Samuel himself, or by the soldiers standing by, is

uncertain-—and Agag, the devoted one, was " hewed
in pieces before the Lord in Gilgal." If the ferocity

of the act shocks us, we must remember how different

was the moral code of the Old Testament from ours,

and that the new law had not yet been promulgated

which inculcated universal love, through the words,

the life and death of Jesus Chi-ist.

All that Samuel was commissioned to do was now
done. The king and the prophet parted, never to meet
again. Each repaired to his own house—Saul to Gibeah,

Samuel to Ramah, to brood in solitude over the failure

of his once bright hopes. " Samuel came no more to

see Saul until the day of his death : nevertheless Samuel
mourned for Saul " (vs. 34, 35).

1 " Still more childless, because in losing her son she leses also

the king of her people, and her loss is thus greater than that of any
other bereaved mother. (Ewald.)

- Bishop Wordsworth considers that the words denote no more
than that Samuel ordered the act to be done by the public execu-
tioner of justice. We may compare " he sent and beheaded John
in the prison," of Herod (Matt. xiv. 10) ;

" when he had scourged
Jesus," of Pilate (sxvii. 26; ct. John six. 1). Joaephus states that
Samuel ordered Agag to be put to doatii. (Bk. vi., ch. 7, § 5.J
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Outwardly so stem towards the offending monareli,

Lis heart was full of tenderness towards him, and, like

David's towards his banished son, " longed to go forth

unto"' him, in that personal iutercoiu-se his misconduct

had rendered impossible (2 Sam. xiii. 39). Busied as

he was with his judicial functions, which had not ceased

with the accession of Saul, for " he judged Israel all the

\lays of his life '
(1 Sam. vii. 15), and with the superin-

tendence of the company of youthful prophets who were

receiving an official training in the college (to adopt a

modern term) probably founded by him at, or just out-

side his city of Ramah (ch. xix. 20—24), a craving for

that human affection he had lost kept him restless and

unsatisfied. Samuel's resolution not to bo comforted

called forth at last the remonstrance of the Almighty.
" How long," was the word of the Lord to Samuel,
" wilt thou mourn for Saul, seeing I have rejected him

from reigning over Israel ?" (ch. xvi. 1). These words

contain a confirmation of the sentence on Saul. " I

have rejected him, and therefore it is vain for thee to

hope for a reversal of the decree. Put an end, there-

fore, to thy mourning, and prepare thyself for the new
commission I am about to entrust to thee."

This commission could hardly have been a very

wcleomo one ; for it was to anoint a successor to the

virtually deposed monarch, and thus seal his rejection.

This successor, the "neighbour better than he," to

whom the Lord had given the kingdom rent from

Saul, was to be found at Bethlehem, among the sous

of Jesse—the grandson of Boaz and Ruth—an elderly

man of some substance, evidently, like liis grandfather

(Ruth iv. 21, 22), one of tlie chief men of the village.

Samuel's disinclination to the errand was not obscurely

made known. His personal safety, nay, his life would
be compromised by an act which, iu the eyes of a

monarch jealous for the stability of his forfeited throne,

would be regarded as little less than one of high trea-

son. " How can I go ?" said the reluctant prophet. " If

Saul hear it, he will kill me " (ch. xvi. 2). The Divine

Voice indicated a way in which Samuel might fulfil his

oiTand without alarming the suspicions of Saul. He
was to take a heifer with him for the purpose of offer-

ing a sacrifice to the Lord, and bid Jesse and his sons

to the sacrificial feast that followed, and then obey the

intimation he received. " I will shew thee what thou
shalt do."

For some unexplained cause—probably from the

supposition that he was come to rebuke and punish
them for some sin of which they were consciou.s'

—

the elders of Bethlehem were much alarmed at his

arrival, and anxiously asked if he came with peaceful

intent (ch. xvi. 4). Samuel quieted their appi'ehensions

by the intimation that he had come to offer sacrifice to

the Lord, and called upon them to sanctify themselves

and take part in the sacrificial feast. Jesse, as a

chief man in the village, and his sons, received a special

invitation. One by one the sons of Jesse came in to

take their places at the table. As they entered, the

' Thus cousoienoe does rncikc cowarJs of 119 all."—Hamli-i,

young men passed before the prophet, making their

obeisance to the venerated judge. Samuel evidently

had an eye for manly beauty, and the tall and handsome
Bliab, Jesse's firstborn, seemed to him a fit successor

to the choice and goodly Saul. " Surely," he said with-

in himself, "the anointed of Jehovah is before Him."

But an inward Voice warned him ef his mistake in

estimating men by their outward qualifications, instead

of by their spiritual gifts. The Prophet of the Lord
must judge with the Lord's judgment ; not by " the

outward appearance," but by "the heart" (ver. 7).

The rest of Jesse's sous presented themselves to Samuel

with the same result. "Neither hath the Lord chosen

this " is the successive verdict in each case. Seven had

now passed iu review without the expected indication

being given, and, in surprise at the silence of the inner

Voice, he asked, " Are these all the lads ? " Jesse re-

plied that " there was indeed one more, the youngest, who
was keeping the sheep." But without this despised one

the feast could not begin. " Send and fetch him," was
Samuel's reply, " for we will not sit down tiU he come
hither " (ver. 11). To the amazement of Jesse and the

assembled elders, and perhaps the iU-conceaJed annoy-

ance of the elder brothers, the commencement of the

feast was deferred till the young shepherd had been

summoned and brought hence. As soon as the comely

lad entered, "ruddy"

—

i.e., with red or auburn hair

—

"and withal of a beautiful countenance, and goodly to

look to," the long- delayed intimation was received

—

" Arise and anoint him, for this is he." Samuel at once

joyfully obeyed ; the beauty of the lad as he came in,

flushed with haste and expectation, and the promise of

future goodness and greatness that beamed in his fair

countenance and flashed from his sparkling eyes, at

once won the old man's heart, and with glad presage he

took the hom of oil and anointed the .shepherd boy as

the coming ruler of the people of Jehovah. It is ex-

pressly stated that the anointing took place " in the

midst of his brethren" (ver. 13), but it is very doubtful

whether they or even Jesse himself realised the mean-

ing of the act. No words of Samuel's are recorded as

luiAong accomj)anied the anointing, so that even the

subject of it may have been left for a time in ignorance

of its purport. Josephus indeed' tells us that Samuel

whispered into the ear of David, whom he had placed by

his side at the feast, and commimieated to him privately,

both the dignity to which he was called, and the prin-

ciples of action that would ensure the permanence of his

throne and dynasty. But the Jewish historian is too

much in the habit of making unauthorised additions to

the simple narrative of Scripture for us to place much
dependence upon his statement ; and we think it moi'e

probable that the precise purpose of his anointing was left

in obscurity at the !-noment, to be more fully explained

by Samuel hereafter, as the lad's mind opened under the

teaching of the Holy Spirit to a comprehension of the

solemn responsibility which he was chosen to fulfil.

And that Divine teaching was an immediate result of

the anointing. "The Spirit of the Lord came npon



Dii\-id from that clay forward." The holy mfluence of

which tliat anointing oil was the symbol descended into

his heart and worked witlun as a refining, elevating,

strengt^ieniug power, fitting him step by step for the

2iew tasks wliich lay before him in the dim future. By
degrees, as with the heirs of God's sjjiritual kingdom,

his high destinies were made known to him, and he was

led to seek that wisdom and that strengtli by which

aline he could prove himself worthy of them.

But Samuel's visit caused no outward change in the

young man's daily hfe. With this new calling, with the

consciousness of this novel power, David returned to his

former duties, and by his faithful care of those " few

sheep in the wilderness " vrith which Eliab taunted him
on the battle-field of Ephes-dammim, " jeoparding liis

life unto the death " in their protection, trained his soul

for the high work for which tlie Lord had marked
him out—to " feed Jacob his people, and Israel his

inheritance."

We like to look upon David as the spiritual son of

Samuel ; and we think that we are justified in so re-

garding him. We cannot deem it probable that the

aged prophet would rest satisfied with the mere ofiicial

act of anointing, and take no i>ains to prepare the lad,

who had gained so powerful a hold over his affec-

tion, for that throne which was so specially his work.

Although Scripture is almost silent as to any further

intercourse between them, we can hardly be wrong iu

tracing much that gave the character of David its

dignity and its greatness—his wisdom as a ruler, his

love for God's Word, his deep spiritual insight, the

warmth of his religious feelings, his unshaken trust in

God—to the instructions received by him from Samuel.

When in after years he fled from the murderous designs

of Saul, David at once betook himself to Samuel's

house in Ramah as a familiar place of shelter, and
to Samuel as his natural counsellor; and in his com-

pany he resorted to what was perhaps a more secure

refuge, the prophetic college at Naioth. " And he and
Samuel went and dwelt in Naioth " (1 Sam. xix. 18).

This is the last recorded event in the history of Samuel.

With this our knowledge not only of his intercourse

with David, but of his own life, closes. The next time

wo meet with Samuel's name is in the record of his

death, and the funeral honours paid him by the nation.

Set aside, disregarded, tliwarted in his lifetime, his

death, as often happens, awakened the whole people to

a sense of his greatness, and of all that he had been and
done for them. It was a national loss they had sus-

tained, and the nation came together to show their sense

of it ;
" all the Israelites were gathered together, and

lamented him " who through his protracted and stain-

less life had been the common friend and benefacter of

all. No greater man had died in Israel smee Moses
and Joshua. " They wept for him," writes Jose-

phus,2 "very many days, grieving in common not as

2 Sam. xxiii. 3.
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- Jos., Ani,, ^

at the death of a stranger, but as if each had suffered

a personal bereavement. He was by nature .a just

and kind man, and on that account specially dear to

Gdd." He was buried, not in any public sepulchre,

but iu the midst of " his home at Ramah"—probably
in the courtyard or garden belonging to it—the homo
in which ho had in all probability been born, and which
had been the beloved centre to which he returned iu

the intervals of his judicial circuits, the tribunal of his

unblemished judgeship, and the sanctuary of his wor-
ship (1 Sam. vii. 17 ; xxv. I. ; xxviii. 3).3

Any biographical notice of Samuel would be rightly

felt to be incomplete which omitted to speak of tliat

mysterious occasion on which his presence is once again

seen in the sacred narrative, in connection with the

closing scene of the ever-deepening tragedy of the reign

of Saul. The language of Holy Scripture is too express

to allow us to question that it was no demon personating

the prophet, but the spirit of Samuel himself, permitted

by God to reappear on earth, tliat passed final sentence

on the wilful monarch whom in life he had so often

warned iu vain.< " The Lord is departed from thee and

become thine enemy .... the Lord hath rent

the kingdom out of thine hand, and hath given it

to thy neighbour, even David .... the Lord
wiU deliver Israel with thee into the hands of the

Philistines ; and to-morrow shalt thou and thy sons be

with mo " (ch. xxviii. 16—19). " How different," writes

Dean Stanley,' " from that joyous meetiug at the feast

at Ramah, when the prophet told him that on him was
aU the desire of Israel, on him and on his father's house!

How different from that ' chosen ' and • goodly ' youth

to whom ' there was none like among the people,' was
the unhappy king who, when ho heard the prophet's

judgment, fell and lay the whole length of his gigantic

stature upon the earth, and was sore afraid, and there

was no strength left in him !
" " All human history,"

strikingly observes Archbishop Trench, " has failed to

record a despair deeper or more tragic than his, who
having for.saken God, and being of God forsaken, is

now seeking to move hell, since Heaven is inexorable to

him ; and, infinitely guilty as he is, assuredly there is

something unutterably pathetic in that yearning of the

3 The body of Samuel, or what was reputed to be such, was trans-

lated by the Emperor Arcadius at the end of the fourth ceutury of

the Christian Era, and brought with great pomp to Constantinople.
4 That this was the opinion of the Jewish Church is plain from

the words of Jesus the sou of Sirach {Ecclus. xlvi. 20), as well as

from the rendering of 1 Chron. x. 13 iu the Septungint—"Saul
asked counsel of her that had a familiar spirit to inquire of her,

and Samuel made answer to him"—and the testimony of Josephus,

who affirms that it was Samuel who appeared and prophesied to

Saul (Jos., Ant., vi. 14, 2). All later Jewish expositors also agree

in this view, which was also held by the chief writers of the early

Christian Church—Justin Martyr, Origen, Ambrose, Augustine,

Basil, Jerome, &c.—up to the Reformation. On so mysterious a

subject it was not unnatural that a diversity of opinion should

prevail, and the opposite hypothesis has been maintained by Ter-

tulliau and Cyril Alex, among the fathers, and Luther, Calvin,

Bishops Hall aud Patrick, and Matthew Henry among reformed

divines. A catalogue of the authorities on either side will be

found in Bishop Wordsworth's Commentary, iu the notes to this

1 Iht Je~ ; CTiiirc;i, vol.
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disanointecl king, uow in his utter desolation to ckango

words once more with the friend and counsellor of liis

youth, and if he must hoar his doom, to hoar it from mo
other lips but his." ' With this solenm tran-saction, so

mysterious in its partial revelations that we may say

in the words of Hooker, " our .safest eloquence is our

silence," we taie our leave of one of the most truly great

of the characters of the Old Testament. " Samuel the

Prophet of the Lord, beloved of his Lord, established a

1 Ti'Qucli, Shipmeeks of Faith, p. 47.

kingdom, and anointed princes over his people. By the
Law of the Lord he judged the congregation ....
by his faithfulness he was found a true prophet, and by
his word he was known to be faithful in vision

He destroyed the rulers of the Tyi-ians, and all the
princes of the Philistines. Before his long sleep he
made protestation in the sight of the Lord and his

anointed and no man did accuse him.

And after his death he prophesied and shewed the king-

his end, and lift up his voice in prophesy to blot out the

wickedness of the people " (Ecclus. xln. 13—20).

BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.
MALACHI (continued).

ET THE EEV. SAMUEL COX, NOTTINGaAlI.

and Lord ? They answer as usual with the scepticalFIRST PART.

THE SINS OF THE PRIESTS.

CHAP. I. 6 TO CHAP. II. 9.

jN tho brief preface of this book, the love of

God for Israel has been affirmed and de-

monstrated ; in the first section Jehovah

jiroceeds to demonstrate that His love had

awakened in Israel no vital response of love—no, not

even from the priests, who were devoted to His sei-vice

by tho vows of their ordination. These vows they had
shamelessly broken. They had suffered the Temple to

fall into disrepau'. Most of the priests, Levites, singers,

and porters of the Sanctuary had abandoned the unde-

fended city of Jerusalem, and had to be " sought out

"

from the plains and villages in wluch they thought them-

selves less exposed to danger. Those who remained in

the Temple or its vicinity performed then- service in a

perfunetoiy spirit, despising the veiy altar at which they

rendered their hireling ministrations. Nay, even the

high priest liimseK had desecrated the Temple by assign-

ing " a gi-eat chamber " in it to the use of Tobiah the

Ammonite, with whom he had allied himself, although

Moses had decreed that " the Ammonite should not come
into the congi-egation of God for ever." This scene of

disorder, indifference, profanation, is painted from the

outside in the Book of Nehemiah :' now we are to see it

painted from the inside by Malachi.

In order that he may bring homo to the conscience

of the priests the solemn charge He is about to allege

against them, Jehovah commences His address to them
with a maxim of universal acceptance, a maxim from
which, therefore, they could not withhold their assent.

The maxim, or proverb, i.s.

Bat if this trite maslm of human morality be true, how
are they, priests who have despised the name of Jehovah,

and polluted His altar, to escape the charge that they have

not honoured then- Father, nor reverenced their Master

27-29 ; xiii. 4, 5.

" but," questioning the fact, since they cannot impugn
either the maxim or the inference :

" But wherein have
we despised Tliy name? And wherewith have we
polluted Thee ? " And the objection is met with the

argument, that they have presented to God—their

Father as men, as priests their Master—offerings whicli

they would not have dared to carry into tho divan of

Nehemiah ; sour and corrupt bread, instead of the fresh

wholesome loaves they were boimd to bring every week;

beasts which, so far from being without spot or blemish,

were blind and lame and diseased (chap. i. 6, 7).

Now the implied reproach of this argimient gains

force so soon as we remember that the whole Mosaic
ritual was based on the assumption that God dwelt

among His people like an Oriental monarch among his

subjects. The Temple was His palace ; the altar His
table ; the priests were His ministers ; the sacrifices were
the oiferings they presented when they entered His pre-

sence, and the food with which His table was supplied.

And if an earthly monarch was " tho father " and " tho

lord " of his subjects, and was attended with scrupulous

devotion by his coiirtiers, how much more might the

Divine King claim to be honoured Ity His subjects, the

pooi>le of Israel, and to be had in reverence by His heri-

ditaiy courtiers and ministers, the sons of Aaron, who
stood before His throne and ate of His table ? That they

should neglect His service, and bring His authority into

contempt, was treason and base iugi-atitude. To enter

the presence of a prince with a present of that which was
mean and defective was a gross insult ; no Oriental

woiild be guilty of it who did not feel that he was strong

enough to revolt, or that the power of his prince was
declining and about to pass away. But the power of

Jehovah was not on the decline. He was a great King,

and His " name should be great among the nations." It

was He who had roused up the Chakleans against Judah
and the Persians against tho Chaldeans ; He who had

given the Hebrews into captivity and redeemed them

from captivity ; He who had inflicted woes so calami-

teus on the Edomites. and would inflict on them woes

stiU more calamitous. Already, the very heathen were



begiuuiag to recognise HLm as " the God of heaven "

—

Cyrus aucl Ms Persians to wit ; and ere long He would

make Himself great " from the rising of the sun to the

setting thereof," and " in every jilace incense should bo

hiirued to His name, and a pure sacrifice he offered
"'

Hun. For His ministers to offend and insult Him noic

would bo simply to decree their own misery, ;:ad to

banish themselves from the wider empire He was about

to win (vs. 8—11). ••

Thus far—viz., to the close of verse 11—the sense of

the argument runs clear save at one point. The 9th

verse is not only involved and elliptical in expression,

but its very tone is dubious. There is no real difficulty,

however, in ascertaining the sense of the words. What
they mean is this. First, Jehovah, speaking in the name

of the people, bids the priests seek the face of God, " that

He may have ptt]i on us." Then in the next line He
charges them, tlie priests, with ha^Hng originated the

insulting practice of presenting worthless sacrifices on

the Divine altar, and of having caused all the disasters

by which that offence was rebuked—" From your hand

hath come this." And, finally, He demands of them

whether, if tlieir governor would not accord them a

gracious reception when they offered him that which

was lame and sick, they can hope that Ho will give a

gi-aeious reception to those whom they commend to

Him, when both they themselves, and the suppliants

whose suit they urge, have insulted Him with maimed
and defective rites

—" Will he accept persons for your

sake?"

A few of the commentators read this verse as a grave

and earnest summons to repentance and sui)plieation
;

but most of them, and those the ablest, pronounce it an

ironical appeal covering an implied menace. And surely,

if we study the context, we cannot doubt that the tone

of the passage is ironical. There is a thi'catening tone

of irony in verse 8—" Offer the lame and the sick to thy

governor ! will he be gi-acious to thee, and accept thy

person?" and that tone is continued in verse 9—"Come
now, with yom- maimed sacrifices to Jehovah, and seek

His favour for the clients you have caused to sin ! will

He be gi'acious to thee, and accei^t of them for your

sake ? " And the same tone is stUl maintained in the

opening clauses of verse 10, in which the mercenary

spirit of the priests is held up to scorn. Wlule they did

not scruple to offer base and worthless gifts to Jehovah,

they would not offer even such sacrifices as these, nay,

they would not so much as shut a gate, or kindle a fire,

in the Temple, unless they were paid for it. Then- minis-

try was as mercenary in motive as it was careless and
insulting in manner. So at least I read these clauses,

though there is good authority for another reading, viz.

:

Read thus, the words contain a sigh of weariness and

disgust, a wish that the Temple might bo shut against

the hirelings who profaned it, and that its maimed and
defective rites might come to an end. But, however we
read these lines, whether as a satire or as a sigh, there

is no doubt that the tone of the Divine Speaker grows
grave and indignant in the next lines :

The charge against the priests is resumed in verses 12
and 13, iu which we have another graphic picture of

their listless and perfunctory ministry. As we study it,

wo see them loixnging about the Temple courts, dese-

crating the name of the Lord by the insolent contempt
vnth which they bring stolen and lame and sick beasts

for sacrifice, finding the service an intolerable burden

which ought to be theu- honom* and pride, snufiing at

the pollutions they themselves have laid on the altar,

despising the sacrifices which they themselves have ren-

dered despicable, and crying as they went about their

ministry, " What a weariness it is
!

" Such a picture

gives us a far clearer insight into the moral and religious

condition of the Hebrews of this time than the facts

chi-oniclcd in the Book of Nehemiah, and helps us to

realise the utter debasement from which that brave and
disinterested governor attempted to raise them.

For it was "like priest, Hke people." Wlicn the

ministers of the altar treated it with supercilious con-

tempt, how should the people honour it ? They did not

honoiu- it. They took the priestly iofection only too

readily, and showed their contempt for the altar which

the priests despised by bringing to it illegal offerings

and sacrifices. Malachi gives us two instances of such

contemptuous and fraudulent violations of the law, and
leaves us to infer the rest from these (ver. 14). He
gives, as Ms first instance, that of the cheat who offers

a female on the false pretence that he has no male in

his flocks or herds ; and, as his second, that of the liar

who, imder stress of danger or desire, vows a pure, and

then, when the peril is past or the desire gratified, oft'ers

an impure or blemished beast. Once more Jehovah

affirms that He is no dctlii-oned prince, and rules no

waning empire ; but that He is a gi'cat King, with a

growing Name among the nations.

If the people, and above all the priests, despise and

tlishonour Him whom even the foreigner and the heathen

are beginning to respect, they cannot hope to escape con-

dign punishment. Nor will they escape it. Jehovah

will repay their contempt for Him by exposing them to

the last extremities of ignominy. If they do not repent,

if they do not give glory to His Name, He wiU convert

their priestly benedictions into curses, as indeed Ho has

done abeady; He will "rebuke their arm"—i.e., He
will render them incapable of their official duties, the

arm being the instrument and symbol of active labour.

He will make thera as the refuse of the festal sacrifices,

and cause them to be swept out of the Temple with it.

(Chap. ii. 1—3.)

These verses present no difficulty, and therefore wo

need not linger over them ; but they probably contain an

historical allusion which, as it has not been pointed out

before, it may be well to indicate. In the Book of Nehe-

miah' we read that, on the day on which tho priests and

Cliai>. xiii. 1, 2.
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people were separated from tlie " outlandish women

"

they had married, they read from the Book of Moses in

the audience of the people that " the Ammonite and tho

Moabite shoiild not come into the Congregation of Gcd
for ever, because they met not the children of Isr.n

!

with bread and with water, but hired BaLaam against

them that he sl'.ould curse them ; liowbeit ottr God
turned the curse into a hlessing." In all likelihood

Malaelii was present when these words were read. They

may have made a deep impression on him, as they cer-

tainly did on the people at large, even inducing them to

send away " the strange women '' for whose sake they

had divorced their Hebrew wives. And it may be that

we hear an echo of these words in the tlu-eatening of

chap, ii., ver. 2. That of old God had turned a curse

into a blessing, may liave suggested the menace that

He would now turn a blessing into a curse. It is the

more probable because Malachi lingers on the expres-

sion, and repeats it in various forms, as though striring

t'l make the allusion clearer.

** I will send the citrse against you
And will curse your Uessinjs;

Yea, I Lave cursed them one by one."

In any case, the correspondence in thought and word

batween the chronicle of Nehemiah and the prophecy of

Malachi is not without interest.

At tlus point in the argument, the Divine Speaker
" changes His voice." Incensed by their contempt, He
had threatened the priests that He would render them
contemptible, and change their benedictions into a curse

;

but now He passes from threatening to appeal, and

speaks in mercy, not in wrath. He had brouglit a charge

against them, a charge fuU of menace ; now He shows

the gracious intention of the cliarge, and endeavours to

shame them into amendment, by placing before them a

picture of the true priest, a picture so pure and lovely

that surely no minister of the altar could, or can, look

upon it without compunction and seK-reproach. "Te
shall know that I have sent this charge to you," O in-

solent and faithless priests, in order that—that I may
dismiss you fi'om my service and condemn you to ever-

lasting infamy? no, but—" that my covenant with T;e\i

may remain" (ver. 4), that you may recover the true

priestly spirit, keep your vows, and continue in my

This " covenant with Levi," like the blessing turned

into a curse, carrici^ our thoughts back to the days of

Bakam. For when Balaam saw that Jehovah was
turning His curse into a blessing, he commanded that

the wanton daughters of Moab should bo sent into the

camp of Israel, to wile the men of Israel to " tho sacri-

fices of their gods." It was when this artifice had suc-

ceeded, and "Israel was joined imto Baal-peor,'' so that

the anger of the Lord was kindled, that tho grandson of

Aaron, by a bold act of fidelity, stayed the plague before

which "twenty and four thousand" had already fallen.'

For his zeal, God entered into a solemn covenant witli

him, saying to Moses, " Phinehas, the son of Eloazar, the

son of Aaron the priest, hath turned away my wrath

from the children of Israel, by (showing) my zeal among

them, so that I consumed not the children of Israel in

my jealousy. Wherefore say

—

" Beliold, I give unto him my covenant ofpcice,

And he shall have it, aud his seed after hiui.

The covenant of an everlasting priesthood.

Because ho was zealous for bis God,
And made an atonement for the children of Israel."

Tliis, beyond a doubt, is the ancient Scripture which

Malachi had in his mind when he represented Jehovah

as saying of Levi—Levi standing for the whole priestly

tribe

—

"My covenant 0/ life and peace was with him,
And I tjave iliem [i.e., life aud peace] lo liim.

For the fear which he showed for me,
Aud the awe in which he stood of my name."

But thougli the Prophet casts this backward look on

the fidelity and zeal of Phmehas, on which he bases tho

priestly covenant, we must not suppose, indeed we can-

not suppose that, in the verses which follow (vs. 6, 7),

lie is simply describing Phinehas, or any of his suc-

cessors in the priestly office :

" The law of truth was in his mouth.
And no iniquity was found in his lips ;

He walked with me in peace and iutegiity,

Aud brought back many from guilt.

For the priest's hps should preserve knowledge,
And men seek the law at his mouth.
Because he is the messeuger of Jehovah of Hosts."

The lines of character are too krge and fair to bo

those of mortal man. It is the ideal priest whom the

l)roi)het has iu his mind, the archetype to which every

true priest wUl seek to be conformed, not any single

member of the priesthood—as indeed he himself inti-

mates by using the tribal name " Levi ' in verse 4,

instead of the personal name " Phinehas," and by em-

ploying the abstract term " the priest " in verse 7.

The tnie priest, then, is one >vith whom, for his holy

fear and self-devoting zeal, God has made a covenant

of life and peace—that is, of being and of well-being, for

all the blessings that make up human welfare were

summed up for tho Hebrew in one word—peace. " The
law of truth "—the truths which have their root in the

Divine law—is the sta^jle of his instructions ; it is ever in

his mouth ;
" and no iniquity"

—

i.e., no sinister perver-

sion of truth, inspired by self-interest or class-interest

—is "found in his lips." He " walks" with God in a

happy consent and progress ; for " how can two walk

together except they be agreed ? " And to walk is not only

to move, but to move onward and forward. Not only

does he walk with God, he walks with Him " in inte-

grity and peace : " two lines of advance are specially

marked out for him—the generous uprightness, which

saves his teachnig from sinister perversions, rules his

personal conduct, so that he is drawn aside by no selfish

or impure motive ; and, moreover, he possesses himself

over more fully of all the blessings which conduce to

peace or well-being. And thus, by his own pure and
happy life, no less than by his wholesome and iinper-

verted doctrine, he " brings back many from guilt," con-

vincing tho sinful of the mistake they have made, and

loading them, tlirongh repentance, to tliat way of life

i
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and peace in which he himself is advancing. Nor in

all this does ho do more than is required of him by liis

vocation. For whose " lips should preserve knowledge,"

a knowledge of the Divine Will as revealed in the law

of truth, if not his at whose mouth, as at its native

home, men seek that law, " because he is the angel or

messenger of the Lord of hosts ?
"

The priests of Malachi's time not only fell short of

this pure and lofty ideal—all have done that, save only

the great Higli Priest of our Confession—but they openly

and insolently renounced and reversed it. Instead of

keeping the way of integrity in their personal conduct,

they had " departed from Ihe way " (ver. 8). Instead of

shedding light on the path of peace by their instructions,

they had cast stumbling-blocks before the feet of those

who were striving to keep it, and turned them aside,

" making many to stumble at the law " in place of

smoothing the way for them. And thus they had " cor-

rupted the covenant with Levi ;
" Jehovah no longer

holds Himself bound by it, since they no longer breatlie

the fidelity and zeal to which it was granted. As they

have forsaken His ways, and have driven others to for-

sake them by their injustice and greed. He will make

them as base and despicable in the sight of all the people

as His service and covenant have become in their eight

—

unless, indeed, they should repent and amend, " observe

His ways " and " give glory to His Name" (ver. 9).

Thus ends the section on the priests and their sins.

They are cou^neted of their guilt. They are menaced

with retribution. They are shown what they ought to

be, and invited to repent and mend. And as the pic-

ture of the ideal priest is the most beautiful passage of

this section, so also it is the most suggestive : and that,

not simply because, since we are all priests unto God by

the grace of Clirist, it teaches ns what manner of men

ive ought to be, but also because it Ulustrates the high

moral tone of the Hebrew prophets. Wo conceive of

the Mosaic dispensation as mainly a ritual, " a carnal

commandment," a system of outward observances. So

also the Hebrews themselves conceived of it in the

main. But the psalmist and prophets had wortliier

conceptions of the law that came by Moses, conceptions

which made it a meet symbol of, and preparation for,

the grace atid truth which came in Christ. When fhey

speak of the meaning and essence of sacrifice, they do

not represent Jehovah as requiring bullocks and rams.

The cattle on a thousand hUls are His. They represent

Him as speaking with a large scorn of the oblations

and offerings that were laid on His altar. What He
required was an obedient will, a contrite spirit, a thank-

ful heart; that men should do justice, show mercy, and
walk hiunbly with Him. And when they speak of

the true priest, it is not his ceremonial exactness in the

service of the altar which they hold up to admiratioii,

but his truth, his integrity, his wisdom as a teacher,

the moral sweetness of his personal character. And
it really is very fine to observe with what native case

Malachi rises into this higher region of thougl-it. While

dwelling on the sins of the priests, he moves in the

lower, the ceremonial, element; ho insists on the maimed
rites and blemished sacrifices, on the perfunctory and

contemptuous spirit with which they lounged through

the service of the Temple. But no sooner docs he at-

tempt to frame a conception of what the true priest

should be, than all that is forgotten ; we hear no more

of altar and sacrifice : his thoughts are riveted on the

moral aspects of the priestly vocation—how holy a man,

how wise a teacher, how careful and friendly a guide,

the priest should be. Wlien we aise thinking only to

hear that the sons of Levi are to offer clean and perfect

instead of blemished and polluted sacrifices, to delight

in the ministrations of the Sanctuary instead of despis-

ing them, as much to om- surjirise as pleasure he places

before us a lofty spiritual ideal of character and service

well-nigh, if not altogether, beyond the reach of mortal

powers : he pronounces an eulogium on Levi which we

should hai'dly dare to inscribe, as an epitaph, on the

tomb of the hoEest saint, or even on that of au inspi.r.;

apostle

—

" The law of truth u'os in Jits mouH,
And no iniquity roas/ound in his lips j

He walked with me in peace and integriUj,

And brought back many from guilt,"

MEASURES, WEIGHTS, AND COINS OF THE BIBLE.
BT P. K. CONDEB, C.E.

HEBREW MEASUBES OP WEIGHT.

^HE question of measures of weight is inti-

mately connected vrith that of measures

of value, from the fact that the latter,

amongst civilised nations, are nothing else

than definite weights of gold, silver, or copper, of

distinct purity or alloy. We shall speak of coin, with

reference to its stamp and denomination, in a separate

chapter ; but it is impossible to do justice to the subject

of ancient weights without reference to their monetary

value.

The unit of weight amongst the Hebi-ews, which it

is most convenient to consider as regulating the entire

system, is the shekel. This word originally meant

weight; and the verb "to shekel" signifies first to

weigh, and then, in a secondary sense, to pay. But in

the course of the history of the Jews, from the time of

Moses down to that of Maimonides, considerable differ-

ences occur in the use of the word shekel It has one

meaning as a unit of weight, and another as one of

value ; or as a weight and as a coin. It represents

different weights, as well as different values, in gold

and in silver; and it represents, after the Captivity,

a xmit larger by one sixth than was the case under

the First Temple. And yet further, the word, when
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occurring on the coinage, does not (at all events iu some

cases) denote definite woiglit at all, but simply "money."

Extreme obscurity liangs over the subject of the

Hebrew system of weights and of coins. It is, however,

an obscurity which is inexcusable. There is reliable

information to bo found iu Hebrew literature ; and tlie

coins and weights which are at the present time iu the

British Museum ai-e sufficient to allow of the confir-

mation and explanation of the Rabbinical learning.

Under the kings of the house of David, as we learn

from the work of Maimonides on the annual tribute,'

the Jewish silver shekel had the weight of 320 average-

sized grains of barley, taken from the middle of the

ear. The barleycorn, which is the natural basis of our

own, as well as of the Chaldean, system of long measure,

we thus find to be taken also as tlie standard of

weight. We have seen that the measurements of

the foundations of the Temple at Jerusalem'.: prove

that the Jewish cubit is symmetrical with the English

foot, or, in other words, that the barleycorn is identical

in the two systems. The same is the case with the

imit of weight. "We can verify this statement by

actually weighing such Ijarleycorns as are de.scribed.

Tliey will be found iileutical with the grains of troy

weight. Moreover the Babylonian weights so very nearly

coincide with the statement of Maimonides, when wo

come to a very large number of grains, that we are on

safe and firm ground in asserting that the barleycorn

of the Hebrew writers is substantially identical with

the troy grain. We have to note a further and a very

beautiful coincidence. The shekel of 320 grains troy

contains exactly 100 carats, diamond weight.

The highest denomination of weight was the talent.

As to this, we obtain the definite information, from the

collation of two verses ^ in the Pentateuch, that it con-

tained 3,000 shekels. This weight is equal to 960,000

grains, or 166| pounds troy. The best preserved

bronze Assyrian talent in the British Museum is stated

by Mr. Madden' to weigh 959,040 gr.ains troy. So

close an approximation—bearing in mind tho fact that

the weights recovered are 2,700 years old—is most

remarkable ; and proves the permanence of the system

of troy weight, as well as its derivation from, or close

accordance with, the ancient Chaldean system.

With regard to the denomination of the maneh or

mina, which is intermediate between the shekel and

the talent, it must be approached with more hesitation,

as several different weights are expressed by this word.

The learned BuxtorfE^ states that there were two

manehs ; the ono of ttem being double of the other.

It is probable that the word rather implies in its

original sense a ratio or place in a system than a

definite quantity. In inquiring into a complex and
highly detailed system such as that of Hebrew weights,

which includes a number of terms, and descends to
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minute fractions, of which wo have no examples in

this country, sentences must he regarded rather than

indi-sddual words, in order to ascertain the value of a

term. Thus, if we regard a 'maneh as consisting of 50

shekels, which is one determination, tho half of that

would be a maneh of 50 hehas, or half shekels. This

is not an imaginaiy illustration. Maimonides" states

that when tho second or sela coinage was introduced,

although the Temple tax was stiU the half of the

ordinary silver unit of currency—being raised from

160 to 192 grains of silver—the new shekel was often

called the sela or selang, and the half sela, or sela belca,

was cilled a shekel.

There is a passage in Ezekiel ' wliich in the Hebrew
is extremely obscure, but which evidently refers to the

alteration iu the weight of the shekel, and to the exist-

ence of more than one maneh.

Besides the maneh of 50, and that of 25, shekels

as terms of weight, the same woi'd appears to be used,

in case of money told by tale, to mean a hundred. A
comparison of the two accounts given of the golden

spears and targets which were made by King Solomon

for the use of the Temple guard,* shows that 100

aurei or gold pieces were called a mina. The word

shekel has been improperly introduced into the transla-

tion of that passage.

The idea has found favom- with eminent writers that

different systems of weight existed at the same time,

for different purposes, but under the same name.

The reasons which have been adduced for applying

this theoi-y to the Hebrew weights do not, however,

establish the existence of such an anomaly, with regard

to the expressions used in the Bible. Assuming,

first, that an aureus weighed a shekel, and thus

that the gold mina of King Solomon, before referred

to, was the equivalent of 100 shekels weight of gold

;

and, secondly, that reliance is to be placed on a not

very perspicuous passage of Josephus,' to the effect

that 100 mjdfE go to the hichares, which the Greeks

call the talent, Mr. Poole '"has arrived at a gold talent

of the enormous weight of 229 lb. troy, which woiUd

coin eleven thousand sovereigns, and which is between

26 and 27 per cent, heavier than the silver talent. At
the same time, in opposition to the general tendency of

exchange, to denote the more precious metals by smaller

aliquot) divisions than tho ruder minerals, this writer

has propounded a brass talent of only 1,500 shekels, or

the half of the established talent of Hebrew and

Babylonian weight. This latter determination is cer-

tainly wrong ; as tho same passage which affords the

data for the weight of the silver talent, shows that tho

talent of brass did not contain a smaller number of

shekels than that of silver. The brass collected for the

Tabernacle is stated in tho Hebrew at 70 talents and

2,400 shekels, and in the LXX. (in the Alexandrine

Codex) at 370 talents and 2,400 shekels.

The passages in the Bible which refer to the gold

s 1 Kings X. 17, ct. 2 Chron. ix. 16.

1" Hislori; of Jewish Coitiaje, pp. 2S+, 237.

7 Ezek. xlv. 12.
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talent are inexplical)le by i-efcrence to a weight so large

as that cited by Mr. Madden. The golden lamp

made by Moses for the Tabernacle was probably the

same that is described so minutely by Maimonidos, and

that was finally destroyed by Antiochus Epiphanes.

At aU events, it could not have been any larger, as the

dimensions of the Tabernacle and its instruments were

usually much exceeded by the work of Solomon. This

lamp was 48 inches high, and its branches were

hollow (as they are called reeds), and the whole is

said in the Pentateuch to be made of beaten work.

The weight of 1,000 aiirei of the first Jewish system

we shall presently see reason to determine at 18"75 lb.

troy ; which is a weight consistent with the fabrication

of such a piece of goldsmith's work as the golden lamp

is described to have been. It is contrary to all experi-

ence of that ancient craft to suppose, that nearly two

huudi-edweight of gold would have been employed for

tills object.

Again, of the crown of the King of Ammon it is

said (2- Sam. xii. 30) :

' The weight whereof was a talent

of gold, with the precious stones." Tliis passage must

be at once rejected by the advocates of the gold talent of

229 lb. Indeed, the weight of 1,000 aiirei would have

been far too heavy, even if the crown in question had

been a helmet with a coronal. But this passage is one

of those in which the word shekel implies, in our

opinion, not weight, but value. We ai'e without much
indication of the price of precious stones in the Bible

;

but wo may well consider that the value of this spoil of

David was estimated at 1,000 aurei, in gold and gems.

TJie fact that the golden unit is occasionally, though

rarely, called a golden shekel,' does not give any certain

indication of its actual weight. There exists a Jewish

silver coin, specimens of which weigh 54 and 57 grains,

which bears on the obverse the words " Shekel Israel
;

"

a,lthough its value cannot have been more than that of

the garmes, or sixth part of the shekel, which no doubt

it is. A gold coin struck from the same die would bo

almost exactly equal to the golden daric, and' would

be justly called a golden shekel.

In the Second Book of Kings (chap. v. 5) occurs

the expression 6,000 golden dinars (or denarii). In the

comments of Rabbi Solomon on the treatise Baba
Kama (cap. 4, § 1) it is stated that the gold dinar was
worth 25 silver dinars. This is the exact proportion

between the gulden and the silver Roman denarius, in

tlie time of Herod. In the Targum of Jonathan (on

Exodus XXX. 13), this proportion is carried Ijack to the

date of the Exodus.

The increase in the value of the coinage current in

Palestine, after the return from Babylon, is as well-

established a fact as any in ancient history. It is stated

in precise detail by Maimonides, and referred to by the

prophet Ezekiel. It is accepted by Bartenora, Buxtoi-ff,

Surenhuse, and the Mishnic commentators. The in-

crease was a fifth part of the weight of the old shekel,

which of course was a sixth part of that of the new or

sela shekel; or from 320 to 384 troy grains. The
reason of this change has not been indicated by any

author whom we have consulted, but it will become

apparent in the course of our consideration of the

relations between the silver and the gold currency.

The difficulty which exists as to the weight of the gerw'

arises probably in consequence of the change of scale.

This denomination, which is the equivalent of the obolus

or maah, is stated in four places in the Bible to be the

twentieth of a shekel, whUo the Talmud makes it the

twenty-fourth. It is obvious that the twentieth of the

shekel of Moses was the twonty-foiu'th of tliat of Ezra.

The gold coin mentioned in the Bible after the

Capti-iity, is called darlconoth and adarhonim, and is

identified with the gold daric, or money of the kings

of Persia. Mr. M. J. BorreP describes specimens of

the double gold daric, averaging a little under 256

grains troy. A single daric of 128 grains would weigh

exactly a third of the sela shekel, and would be struck

from a die nearly identical with that of the silver

garmes of that system. We are as yet without speci-

mens of either the gold or the silver coinage of the

fii-st Jewish system. But it is a significant fact that

among the money weights mentioned in the Talmud is

one called the hadres, which is said to be the third part

of a gera, and was thus of the anomalous weight of 5s

grains. But this coin, if struck in gold, would weigh lOf

grains, the former weight being the twentieth, and

the latter the tenth, part of a gold coin, bearing the

same relation to the first shekel, that the darii; bore to

tlie second. The earrings of Rebecca, of half an aureits

each, would have weighed 53j grains—not an inappro-

priate weight.

- Neither tlie go-o nor the omer are to be found in the 30tU

edition of Eadie's Crudcn's Concordance—an instance of tlie utility

of popular books to the real student.
'' History of Jewish Coinage, p. 273.

ANIMALS OF THE BIBLE.
BY THE BEV. W. HOUGHTON, M.A., F.L.S., KECTOE OF PRESTON, SALOP.

or rocky.

PAETEIDGE.

UR common English partridge does not

occur in Palestine, but the Greek par-

tridge {Caccabis saxatilis) is very common
in all the hUl districts, whether woody

This species is very simil.ar in plumage to

the red-legged species (P. rvfa), having its sides, flanks,

and thighs richly barred transversely with fawn-colour,

white, black, and pearl-grey ; the legs and bill are also

red, but the Greek partridge is a much larger bird than

either the red-legged or the common partridge. Largo

coveys are often seen in the autumn, but in the whiter
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they disperse. The ringing call-note of the bird may-

be often heard in early mornings " echoing from cliff to

cliff, alike amid.st the barrenness of the wilderness of

Judaea, and in the glens of the forest of Carmel. The

male birds will stand erect on some boulder, sending

their cheery challenge to some rival across the wady,

till the moment they perceive themselves detected they

drop do\vn from their throne, and scud up the hill

faster than any dog, screening themselves from sight

by any projecting rock as they run" {Nat. Hist. Bib.,

p. 226). The Greek partridge is especially common in

the wilder parts of Galilee. In Syria what is apparently

a variety of the Greek partridge occurs; this is a very

fine and large bird, resembling the red-leg of India aaid

Persia, the Caccabis chukar. The Greek partridge

has a wide geographical range from East to West, being

found in West Spain, Greece, Asia Minor, Persia, and
Northern India. There is another partridge that occurs

in Aral)ia Petrea, the basin of the Dead Sea and its

wadys, and in the east of the wilderness of Judaea.

This is the saud or desert partridge {Amvioperdix

ITc'ijli), a small species, with plumage delicately pen-

cilled, and bill and legs of a bright orange colour.

T.-istram says it is very plentifid near the Cave of

Adullam, and lays its beautiful cream-coloured eggs in

holes and caves and under the shelter of rock crevices,

and runs with wonderful agility up and down the cliffs.

The genus Franeolinus is represented in the rich low-

land plains of Gennesaret, Acre, and Phoenicia, by the

F. mdgarin, a fine and handsome species, the plumage

of the adult bird being very rich. In this bird, says

Mr. Gould, " we trace, or fancy we trace, one of those

unions through wliich the splendid coloured pheasants

of the East are united to the sober-coloured quails and
partridges of the European continent, its form and
habits connecting it with the latter, while its colouring

manifests a relationship to the beautiful Oriental

genus Tragopan." The common francolin is as large

as a grouse. Tristram speaks of its habit of con-

cealing itself " in the dense herbage aad growing

corn of marshy plains, where its singular call can

be heard as on Gennesaret, resounding at day-break

from every part of the plain, while not a bird can

be seen.

Several species of the extremely beautiful and in-

teresting genus Pterocles (of the family of Tetraonidm),

sand-grouse, occur in the more arid parts of Palestine,

as the P. arenarius, in the wilderness of Judsa, the

P. setarius, the pin-tailed sand-gTouse, the Kata of the

Arabs, which Tristram's pai'ty saw passing over the

barer parts of the Jordan valley and the Eastern

Desert by thousands at a time. The P. Senegalensis

and the P. exustus abound in the wilderness of Judaea

and near the Dead Sea. Nothing can exceed the beauty

of the delicately-marked plumage of this latter bird, of

which a very pretty coloured drawing lies before us as

we write.

Probably the bird more specially and generally

denoted by the Hebrew term 'Kore is the Greek par-

tridge, though francolins and sand-grouse may also bo
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{Pterotleb arenanus)

included. The partridge is mentioned twice only in

Scripture. David speaks of Saul's persecution of him.

" The King of Israel is come out to seek a flea, as

when one dotli hunt a partridge in the mountains"

(1 Sam. xxvi. 20). In Jeremiah, we read, " As tlie

partridge sitteth on eggs and hatcheth them not, so

he that getteth riches and not by right, shall leave

them in the midst of his days, iind at his end shall

be a fool" (xvii. 11). In the former passage allusion

is made to the mode practised in the East of hunting

down partridges and killing them by throw-sticks,

the zerwaUys of the Arabs. The Greek partridge,

perhaps even more than the rod-leg, prefers to escape

by running or concealing itself imder rocks, &c., seldom

taking to the wing. Thus they are chased from place

to place, and at length killed by a well-directed cast of

the throw- stick.

The passage in Jeremiah is more correctly translated

in the margin, " Gathereth young which she hath not

brought forth ;" the Septuagiut and the Vulgate (" Per-

dix fovet quae non peporit ") agree with the marginal

reading; Gesenius, Maurer, Winer (who renders the

passage, "bri'ito Eier, die er nicht gelegt "), Shai-p (" As
tlie partridge sitteth on eggs which she hath not kid"),

Beuisch ("A partridge liatching what it hath not laid '")

,

Leeser (following Solomon Jarchi [Rashi], "As a
cuckoo that sitteth on eggs which she hath not laid "),

all support this rendering. According to Epiphanius,.

Ambrose, Jerome, Chryso.stom, and the Arabian natu-

ralist Damir, there was an old behef that the partridge

took eggs out of other birds' nests, and that when the

young were hatched, and were old enough, they ran

away from tlieir false parent ; so a man who becomes

rich by unrighteous means loses his riches as the

fictitious partridge her stolen brood. Such a notion

may have been held by the ancient Hebrews, and be

here referred to by the prophet Jeremiah. If we adopt

the rendering of the text of our version, we must
understand it as refen-ing to the loss of the birds' eggs

by man's or other destructive agency.

The verse in Ecclesiasticus (xi. 30), "Like as a par-

tridge taken (and kept) in a cage, so Ls the Iieai't of

the proud, and like as a spy watcheth he for thy fall,"

refers to a decoy partridge. The ire'pSif BrtpevT-hs of the

LXX. is the expression used by Aristotle to denote a

decoy partridge, and the context in Ecclus. clearly

shows this is meant. The Hebrew Koru is from a root

meaning " to call
; " with this may be compared the

German Bebhuhn, i.e., Rufhiihn, "the calling bird,'"'

" the partridge."
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i
T is generally admitted that tlie Books of

the Kings were originally one work,

first divided into two parts by the authors

of the Septiiagint version; and that while

it has a distinct literary unity and independence, it

was very largely compiled hy its anonymous author,

apparently in the latter part of the period of the Cap-

tivity, from at least three ilifEerent sources, all of

these probably public national annals—(1) tlio Book of

the Acts of Solomon,' (2) the Book of the Chi'ouicles

of the Kings of Judah,^ (3) the Book of the Chronicles

erf the Kings of Israel.^

The monographs of the two great prophets, Elijah

and Elisha, probably derived from the third of these

sources,*' occupy a %'ery prominent and extended place,

and have very distinct literary characteristics, especially

that of Elijah. The Chronicles of the Israelitish kings

would almost necessarily consist of various documents,

and the great character and mission of Elijah abundantly

account for the disproportionate length and minuteness

of the record concerning him, both in the Chronicles of

the Kings of Israel, and in the Canonical Book of the

Kings.

The conception of the latter is the relations to JehoTah
of the different kings. The incidents I'ecorded concern-

ing these, both biographical and historical, are manifestly

selected for the purpose of illustrating the religious

character of their reigns. Hence, at the close of each

monograph, a formal verdict from a religious point of

view is recorded. Harmony with tliis general character

and purpose of the book, therefore, required that the

reign of Ahab—in whom the idolatrous apostacy of the

kingdom of Israel culminated—and the mission of

Ehjah, who next to Moses was the great prophet of

theocracy, and whose mission it was to restore it, should

be detailed at length.

Critics have affirmed that, in the use of his materials,

the author of the Book of Kings has exercised a
considerable degree of intellectual freedom, and by
omissions, condensations, and relative prominence, has
moulded them more or less to his own artistic construc-

tion and religious purpose.^ This is probable ; but the

very distinctive style and character of the histoiy of

Elijah indicates that original forms of expression and
construction were largely retained.

Ewald, with characteristic temerity, has carried his

criticism so far as dogmatically to discriminate sections.

The monograph in the Book of the Kings is our only

' 1 Kings xi. n.
- 1 Kings xiv. 29, and fourteen other references.
3 1 Kings xiv. 19, and fifteen other references.
• No reference to it, however, occurs in the course of tlie

monographs.
6 BIeek-3 Inlroductwn to the Old Test., vol. i., p. 410 ; L.ings's

Bibslmrl; Schaft's ed., p. 191.

source of historical information concerning Elijah. The
Book of Chronicles makes no mention of him, save

that he wrote a letter to King Joram (2 Chron. xxi. 12,

et seq.), which is not mentioned in the Book of the

Kings. It has been suggested that as the Book of the

Chronicles is occupied exclusively vrith the kingdom oi

Judah, and EHjah was exclusively a prophet of Israel,

it did not come within the scope of that work to refer

to him. As it is almost certain that the author of tho

Book of the Chronicles was acquainted with the Book
of tho Kings, this may bo accepted as the probable

explanation. The only other mention of Elijah in tho

Old Testament is in Mai. iv. 5. In tho New Testa-

ment he is frequently referred to by our Lord and His
apostles, and in a way which indicates tho veiy im-

portant place in the development of the theocracy which

he occupied. A lyrical passage of high eulogy in Ecclus.

xlviii. 1—14 indicates the feeling towards him of tho

Jews of the second centuiy before Christ.

The supernatural character of the histoi-y of Elijah,

in which miraculous incidents are crowded in a very-

remarkable way, has naturally directed upon it tho

fiercest hostility of rationalistic critics. Ewald, and
after him Bunsen, have summarily pronounced the

narrative unhistorical. The latter, with characteristic

impetuosity and intolerance, says, " Nothing but bound-

less ignorance, or where historical criticism has not

died out, only an hierarchical-dilettanti reaction, fool-

hardy hypocrisy, or weak-headed fanaticism, would wish

to demand the faith of the Christiail community in the

historic truth of these miracles, as if they had actually

taken place."" His theory is that the nan-ative is a

traditional myth, a popular epic poem, like the Iliad

;

the image of Elijah, like that of Hercules, being that of

a fabulous hero, a "wonderful creative representation," as

Ewald expi'esses it, " of the sublimest prophetic truths."

The primary question is the validity of the miraculous

clement in Old Testament history, which must be

determined upon broader and more general grounds.

All that can be said here is that, admitting the historic'

occurrence of miracles, those recorded in the history of

Elijah are in singular harmony with the general plan

and purpose of miracles, as the outward material sign

and signal of prophetic character and mission ; as also

with the peculiar character of the crisis with which

Elijah's mission was connected. The Old Testament

history has naturally and necessarily its crises of

miracle, as in the two great distinctive missions of

Moses and Elijah. That these should be signalised by

special mii-acle is only in harmony with the entire con-

ception. All the miracles wrought by Elijah have a

sig-nificant religious purpose. They are in harmony

SiUlwerUfiir die. Gcmoi'iido, V. 2, s. 540, ct sq., quoted by Lange.



with their occasions, and they are incorporated in a

history of remarkable simplicity, directness, and eleva-

tion. K the historic character of the miraculous be

admitted at all, the miracles wrought by Elijah carry

the presumption of singular cougruity.'

The character and mission of EMjah cannot bo in-

telligently estunated without a general knowledge of

the state of the kingdom of Israel during the reign of

Ahab.

After the division of the kingdom, the larger and

more populous territory, and, notwithstanding the

possession of Jerusalem by the kingdom of Judah, the

greater prestige, remained with the ten tribes, who,

without hesitancy or opposition, assiuued the national

designation, Israel—a name always given to it in the

historical books. Some of the later prophets of Judah,

however—Amos, Isaiah, Hosea, and Zechariah—desig-

nated it Ephraim. The possession of Jonisalom by

Judah carried the immense advantage of the Temple

and tho theocratic throne. These proved the conser-

vative strength of its patriotism and its piety, while

the lack of them had a most disastrous influence upon

the religious character of Israel. Vainly did Israel

attempt to pronde substitutes for these Divine institu-

tions by the consecration of sanctuaries at Bethel and

Dan, where " houses of the high places " were erected

;

by the golden calves, which were probably intended as a

coarse, sensuous form of Jehovah-worship; by the altera-

tion of the great national feasts (1 Kings xii. 25—33)

;

and by a prohibition against resorting to the Temple at

Jerusalem. These expedients proved successful so far

as that they diverted the worship of the people from

the Temple at Jerusalem ; but they had the disastrous

effect of laying the foundations of the grosser idolatry

which became so distinctively characteristic of the Israel-

itish kingdom. No institutions are more perilous or

destnictive than theocratic forms destitute of their in-

spu-ing Divinity. Men may work human institutions

designed and adapted for human faculties; for men
to attemjit to work institutions demanding the exercise

of Divine powers and prerogatives is simply to court

destruction ; and failure wiU be so disastrous as gene-

rally to discredit rehgion itself. While, therefore, the

worship of Jehovah may have been contemplated by

Jeroboam, tho forms and institutions which ho devised

for it rapidly led the people into the grossest idolatry.

Their idolatry began, as all idolatry begins, with sen-

suous images and symbols of true sijiritual things. The

worldly pohcy of Jeroboam has often been repeated in

the course of histoiy, and always with disastrous re-

sults. Jeroboam could supply only the mechanism of

theocratic institutions ; the Divine forces iudisponsable

to them were wanting. Nothing, again, corrupts the

religious life of men so rapidly as the unspiritual use

of religious forms. Hence the profound wisdom of the

interdict of the second commandment. Another cause

of rapid religious deterioration was the large migi-ation

to Jerusalem and Judah of priests and Levites, and

probably of the more pious people, who would not

accept the dangerous religious revolution of Jeroboam.

This compelled Jeroboam to make priests of the lowest

of the people " (1 Kings xii. 31). Deprived of its

religious teachers, and of its most pious and intelligent

citizens, the nation rapidly relapsed into gi-oss idolatry

and semi-barbarism. This deterioration is strikingly

illustrated by the visit of Jeroboam's wife, in disguise,

to the old prophet Ahijah (1 Kings xiv. 1—18), who, just

as Samuel renounced Saul, had probably renounced

Jeroboam, as a protest against his guUt.-

Every successor of Jeroboam walked in his steps.

While Judah had a pious king occasionally, there is no

exception to the monotonous succession of the evil and

idolatrous .kings of Israel. Religiously and politically

the condition of the kingdom waxed worse and worse.

As in the Roman empii-e, military adventurers like

Baasha and Zimri attaiued to the throne by treachery

and mui-der
;
popular leaders like Omri were chosen by

the people ; civil war and anarchy became almost the

chronic condition of the nation.

Omri was a very able ruler, although religiously ho

did " worse than all that were before him ;" like Jero-

boam his name became a proverb of evil omen (Micah

vi. 16) ; he was perhaps the greatest of the Israelitish

monarchs, and in many ways has graven his name upon

the memorials of the nation. Ahab his son succeeded

peacefully to his throne ; and, in spite of his incapacity

and his wickedness, he possessed it for twenty-one

years. He was a weak and foolish monarch, easily led

by crafty courtiers, and capable of the peculiar tyranny

which so often characterises such rulers, and which, in-

deed, is the result of timidity urged to rashness. Utterly

destitute of religious conviction, and of all feeling

of religious responsibihty, Ahab sought to establish

his throne by politic alliances, and devoted himself

strenuously to the commercial development of the nation.

Influenced, probably, by the mercantile importance of

Tyre and Sidon, he man-ied Jezebel, tho daughter of the

King of Tyre, an idolatress, who had formerly been a

priestess of Astarte. He was also a great builder of

cities. He rebuilt Jericho, which from the conquest of

Joshua had remained a ruin. He built a palace at

Jezreel, on the western slope of Gilboa, overlooking the

gi-eat plain of Esdi-aelon. The character of Ahab is

portrayed by the religious historian in very dark

colours. He "did evil in tho sight of the Lord above

all that were before him." Ho became an open idolater,

and " reared up an altar for Baal (tho Phoenician sun-

god) in the house of Baal, which he had bmlt in

Samaria " (1 Kings xvi. 30—33). This was a new sin

;

it was not only to introduce idolatrous symbols of tho

true God, like the golden calves of Jeroboam, a for-

bidden mode of worship ; it was to introduce a new and

2 The Septuagint, followed by Dean Stanley, represents this

incident as occurring before tbe open act of iusun-ection ngainst

Eeboboam, -while Jeroboam dwelt in his ancestral homo ;
but the

great mourning for the child clearly supposes that Jeroboam had

come to the throne.
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antagonistic deity. The sensual deities of Phoenicia,

Baal and Ashtaroth—male and female—were set up
to depose Jehovah. This seems to have been owing

chiefly to the influence of his idolatrous and clever wife,

who was his " fate,"—a Lady Macbeth to her weak and

supple husband. Not only was Jezebel a worshipper of

Astarte ; she was a bold, clever, proud, ambitious, in-

triguing, unscrupidous woman, both licentious aud cruel.

Throughout she is represented by the historian as the

evil genius of her husband. She suggested the murder

of Naboth, projected that of Elijah, was the open, un-

compromising patroness of the priests of Baal and of

the groves, and the unwearied instigator of idolatry.

The temple of Baal in Samaria was built at her insti-

gation. Its 450 priests, with whom Elijah came into

formal conflict on Carmel, were fed at hor table. She

built also at Jozreel the temple of Astarte, the goddess

of the groves, and supjiorted its 400 priests ; and she so

far influenced her despicable husband that he himself

offered sacrifices in these temples. The religious life

of the people became utterly demoralised ; the struggle

Avith the schools of the prophets, long and strenuous,

ivliicli began with the withering of Jeroboam's hand
(1 Kings xiii.), seomed about to end in their utter ex-

tinction. Obadiah and a few faithful men had to conceal

their fidelity to Jeliovah, and apparently Baal and
Jezebel had triumphed.

In this state of things, Elijah, the greatest of all the

prophets, appeared. His appearance is antecedently

congruous. If ever it was necessary for a prophet of

God to vindicate the honour of Jehovah, it was then.

The effort was made to show that between the ctiltus

of Baal and that of Jehovah there was no very great

difference ; the mission of Elijah was to show that the

difference was fundamental, vast, and irreconcilable.

Hence he became the formal, public, and uncompromis-
ing antagonist of the idolatrous king aud queen. The
protest of God's true prophets, which had begun witli

Ahijah's revolt from Jeroboam, aud had gradually

become stronger and more radical, culminated in him.
It gathered into a formal and public antagonism

—

Jehovah or Baal—Elijah the prophet of God, or Ahab
the votary of idolatry—to the issue of which the eyes

of the entire nation were drawn. In the maintenance
of his cause Elijah elevated the prophetic office to a
position of moral grandeur that it had never before

attained. By his persomd greatness, and the dramatic

picturesqueness of this struggle, as well as by the vital

issues involved in it, and the lofty piety and fidelity

with which he maintained the honour of Jehovah, he
threw a lustre upon his age which is surpassed by that

of no period of Israelitish history.

Such outbreaks of religious life and power as the
mission of Elijah marks, are not uncommon in the

history of the Church. Almost every national life has
its great excitements and epochs, when the life which
for generations has flowed quietly and unobserved,
suddenly develops the forces which have been silently

gathering, and elements and forms of power spring,

almost magically, into historic greatness. History is a

record of great epochs. An iudiN-idual, a nation, or a
church is estimated by what it is at its greatest. We
judge Greece by the age of Pericles, Rome by the age
of Augustus ; they are not the common acts of a life, or

the common lives of a nation, but their greatest acts

and lives which determine its jilace and power. The
age of Elijah was such an epoch in the history of Israel;

it was part of a manifold development of wliich itself

was the crown. His personality is as distinct, as great,

and as influential as that of any character in the history

of Israel, Moses only excepted. His individuality is so

marked and imique that while there is but little in

common between him and Samuel and Da\'id, he claims

equal rank with both, and there is no other to be named
vrith them. The di-amatic character and conditions of

his apjsearance and work make him in some respects a
more remarkable personage than either. By his indivi-

dual prophetic power he arrested the idolatrous course

and revolutionised the religious character of the entire

nation. He found Ahab and Jezebel bent upon the

establishment of idolatry, and the theistic feeling of the

people so utterly decayed that he thought it extinct.

By his single word, lofty, uncompromising, aud autho-

ritative, he defeated the strenuous policy of the weak
king and his able, subtle, aud unscrupulous wife, aud
turned tlie entire tide of national feeling, recalling the

people to sincere repentance, and to the renewed
worship and service of Jehovah. The entii'e concep-

tion of the man, his grandeur of character, his heroic

achievements, his dauntless fidelity, and the dramatic

form and romantic colouring of his histoiy, have no
parallel in literatm'e. We have only to recall the

equally detailed histories of Samuel and Elisha, to

realise how much deeper and more vivid the impres-

sion which Elijah makes, how much more heroic and
potent his prophetic force.

His name is a compound of the two roots whicli

supply the two chief designations of the God of Israel

:

El and Jah—God Javeh, " God the Jehovah."

He came probably from Tisbeh in Gilead, a trans-

Jordanic part of Israel, separated from Syria only by
the little kingdom of Bashan. It was therefore a part

of the kingdom of Israel which suffered severely in the

wars with Syria, especially with Benhadad. It has by

some been inferred from this that Elijah was not of

Israelitish blood ; but inasmuch as Gilead was the por-

tion of Reuben and Gad, the supposition is gratuitous

;

there is no reason why he should not have belonged to

one of these tribes, or to the tribe of Levi ; the Levites,

who had no inheritance^, being scattered through all

the cities of Israel.

His mission to Israel and Ahab supposes, throughout

this meridian period of Israelitish history, a state of

things altogether different from that under which th«

later prophets, Amos, Hosca, and Isaiah, prophesied.

The schools of the prophets were founded by Samuel,

and the chief of them—Gilgal, Bethel, and Ramah

—

were in the Israelitish kingdom. Scarcely any of the

prophets appeared in Judah untU after the captivity

of the northera kingdom. It was in Israel that pr»-
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religious condition of tlio kingdom from the time of

Solomon to its fall made special demands upon the

faithful servants of Jehovah. The incident concerning

Ahab and the false prophets, mentioned in 1 Kings xxii.,

reveals a company of not less than 400 men, who con-

tinued to exercise the prophetic function, althougli in a

very demoralised way. One of the great reformations

of Elijah was to revive and restore the degenerate pro-

phetical office. Not only had the priesthood become

idolatrous, but the great spiritual function of the pro-

phets, which was its natural corrective, had in the time

of Ahab l)ecDme so coiTupt, that both on Carmel and in

the wilderness, Elijah thought himself the last of the

faithful prophets of Jehovah. The few who had re-

mained faithful had been massacred at the instigation

of Jezebel (1 Kings xviii.). This had naturally im-

perilled the true faith. Obadiah, however, Ahab's

house-steward, had contrived to conceal in a cave 200

of them ; and Elijah was entirely alone in the open

avowal of himself as the servant of Jehovah, and in

confronting the idolatrous tyrant. Strong in the truth

of his cause, in the dauntless courage of his warfare,

and in the Divine protection of Him whom he served,

the utmost efforts to destroy him of Ahab and Jezebel

were futile. When, bent upon his death, they sought

him through all the land and through neighbouring

countries, he coidd not be found. Apparently he was
miraculously delivered from their hands.

Two things indicate the peculiar character and in-

tensity of his prophetic consciousness : first, the avowal

of a Divine commimion, the formula of which is peculiar

to Elijah and Elisha—^the latter having probably derived

it from his master—" the Lord God hefm-e whom I
stand ;

" next, the conviction of miraculous preserva-

tion clearly possessed by the historian, which Obadiah

so pathetically expressed, and which is indicated by
the singular avowal of the sons of the prophets

when they met Elisha (2 Kings ii. 16). When
most urgently sought he was not to be found

;

when the least expected he boldly presented himself

before Ahab, to denounce his wickedness and defy his

power.

It is worthy of note that this is the first great reli-

gious persecution that history records ; and of all the

subjects of religions persecution Ehjah is the most
dramatic and heroic. Such persecution was the neces-

saiy condition of prophetic greatness, and Elijah was
great enough to become its hero. Neither Polycarp,

nor Huss, nor Luther, nor any subsequent reformer or

martyr of the Church surpasses Elijah in his holy

fidelity, and in the strenuous courage of his single-

handed conflict with Ahab. The inspiration of this was
clearly his mtense religious spirit. Elijah was tlie first

to teach the world the lofty duty of resisting organised

wrong, even at the cost of martyrdom. Ho was the

first of the great roll of confessors who, against kings

and national systems, have witnessed for God and truth.

The three Hebrew youths, Daniel, Stephen, the Apostles

of our Lord, tlie early Christians, Wycliffie, Savonarola,

Huss, Lulhcr, the noble army of the reformers and
faithful witnesses for Christ, down to the Malagasy
martyrs, must recognise him as their illustrious proto-

iype. He first vindicated the sacred rights of the

religious conscience against all its persecutojrs in the

world or in the Chiu'ch.

Like the Baptist in a subsequent age, Elijah was a

prophet of the wilderness. The conditions of his work
necessitated his frequent seclusion in the desert, in some
near exile, or in some secure hiding-place, whence ho

issued forth whenever occasion demanded it to deliver

his lofty protest, and to offer his single-handed defiance

to Ahab. Like the Baptist, too, he wore the primitive

garb of a man of the desert—a mantle of skin thrown

loosely over him, and secured round his waist by a

leathern girdle; his own hair, black, long, and unkempt,

flowing down his shoulders. He was of little account in an

estimate of physical forces, but among the moral forces

of the world ho was one of the greatest. His temperament

corresponded. A man of quick fiery impulses, extreme

in his emotional fluctuations ; bold as a lion in the hour

of duty and conflict, and capable of intense excitement,

and then giving way to corresponding depression. Ho
who so grandly confronted Ahab on Carmel throws

himself down under the broom, or "juniper" bush, and
" requested for himself tliat he might die." Spirits capa-

ble of being strung to so fine a tension are relaxed to a

proportionate despondency. The tide of nervous sensi-

bility, so magnificent in its flow, is pitiable in its reces-

sion ; the flood and the ebb are mutually causative.

The distinctive inspiration of Elijah was religious

conviction and sentiment, and not mere patriotism.

Against all the organised powers and social forces of

his age, he stands in the simple might of his religious

convictions. Through all history no inspiration has

been so mighty. The impeUiug and sustaining force

of patriotism, of natural affection even, gives place to

that of religion. The sense of Di\-ino supremacy, the

depth and sanctity of religious feeling, and the strength

of religious conviction, together with the consciousness

of a Divine commission, and the involimtary reverence

inspired by it, have over and over again made weak
and solitary men revolutionary powers in society.

Noah, Abraham, Moses, Elijah, Jeremiah, Daniel,

Peter, Paul, are among the instances in sacred story

;

Athanasius, Ambrose, Mahomet, Huss, Wycliffe,

Savonarola, Luther—" the solitaiy monk that shook the

world," Calvin, John Knox, are among those of later

rehgious history. Among them Elijah, although not

the first, is perhaps the supreme instance. No man
ever fought the battle of God against greater odds or

under more arduous conditions, or achieved a more

signal and momentous \'ictory. No inspu-ation that

human experience knows is so noble and strong aud

irresistible as religious inspiration, and the purer the

religious faith the greater is its power.

Elijah's one potent word was the supremo claim of

Jehovah against every form of irreligious government,

life, or power. Organised power, especially under con-

ditions of imperfect civilisation, is very imposing, and
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soon gathers sanction and tradition wliicli overpower

individual convictions. " The divinity that, dotli hedge

a king" is felt liy all nations, if not intelligently, yet

snperstitioiisly. Israelitish reverence for " the Lord's

anointed " was exceptionally great. And it was Elijah's

great work to convince the people that no office or

function, however exalted, or sanctioned, or powerful, can

demand obedience in opposition to the claims of God.

If Ahab and his government wiU resist the Divine order,

in virtue of which he reigned, he must be withstood,

and the nation must bo taught and led in true religious

ways. There is no hint of civil rebellion, although

this would have been justified by the peculiar conditions

of the theocracy. But civil obedience to a ruler by no

means involves religious submission to him, or an

abnegation of the individual right to profess and pro-

pagate religious convictions. The victory was with

Elijah ; and it was a very signal one, not only in the

public discomfiture of Ahab and the priests of Baal

on Carmel, but in the humiliation of the king, iu his

enforced recall of Elijah to solicit his intercession for

the termination of the drought.

Tins was the idea and end of Elijah's mission, and

most triumphantly it was achieved. When Saul

revolted from Jehovah, Samuel was commissioned to

depose him from his sovereignty, and to anoint David

king in his stead. EHjah had no such commission.

His was the higher moral triumph of subduing Ahab to

the repudiation of his own idolatry, and to the repen-

tant acknowledgment of Jehovah as the true God. It

is difficult to estimate the moral effect upon Israel. It

recalled the nation to a Jehovistic faith and worship

purer than they had reahsed from the time of Reho-

boam. That this did not idtimately save it, is no de-

traction from the greatness of the achievement. No
moral forces can save a people so corrupt and venal as

the ten tribes had become. In the progress of national

deterioration the very foundations of vii-tue and reli-

gion may be so destroyed as that whatever the Divine

appeal and Wsitation, and the transient effect which they

produce, the issue is only a question of time. It is

enough for the vindication of Elijah that he gave the

people an opportunity of expelling foreign idolatrous

elements, and of beginning a new life.

DIFFICULT PASSAGES EXPLAINED.

REV. C. J. ELLIOTT,

THE GOSPELS:— ST. MATTHEW
VICAK OF WINKFIELD, BEEi

" And I say also uuto thee. That thou art Peter, and upon this

root I will tuiia my church ; and the gates of hell shall not prevail

against it. And I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of

heaven : and whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth shall be bound
in heaven : and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be

loosed in heaven."—St. Matthew xvi. 18, 19.

f'HE difficulties connected with the inter-

pretation of these words are mainly as

follows :

—

(1) What is the nature and extent of the

personal appHcation of the words to St. Peter ?

(2) Wliat is the rock on which the Ghm-ch of Christ

was to be biult P

(3) What is the true meaning of the power of the

keys, and wherein does its rightful exercise consist ?

We will begin by consideruig the question of the

application of these words to St. Peter. The argument

employed by Maldonatus in support of the primacy of

St. Peter is substantially this. St. Matthew wi'ote his

gospel, not in Greek, but in Hebrew, or in the Syi-o-

Chaldaic dialect, in which, as many think, our Lord

spoke. In the latter case there would probably be no

difference between the two words which are rendered

respectively Peter and rocTc. Both would be represented

by the same word

—

Cephas; and, consequently, the

natural import of the passage woidd bo, " Thou art a

rock, and upon this rock (i.e., upon thee) I will buUd
my Church."

Before proceeding further, then, in the examination

of the meaning of these words, we may obseiTe that,

•whether oiu- Lord spoke, and whether St. Matthew
originally wrote, in Syro-Chaldaic, or in Greek, we
must take the words as they have been transmitted to

BERKS, AND HON. CANON OF CHRISTCHURCH, OXFORD.

US, if we would avoid the substitution of mere conjec-

ture, both here and elsewhere, ia the pkce of a sohd

foundation on wldch to rest our faith. Now, Maldo-

natus is constrained to admit that some ancient inter-

preters imderstood the words, not of Peter, but either

of Peter's confession of faith in Christ, or of Christ

Himself; and it is not without interest and instrac-

tion to observe the manner in which he endeavours
{•' reverenier") to explain away the meaning assigned

to these words by some of the most distinguished of

the ancient fathers, and to reconcile their language

with that later interpretation which has been assigned

to the passage, on the supposition that when those

ancient wi-iters explained the rock as the faith, or con-

fession of faith, of St. Peter, they meant to express

their belief that the Church was built upon St. Peter,

on account of his faith and its confession.

'

Now wliilst the natural interpretation of the words

of our Lord, taken in their obvious import and con-

nection, woidd lead us to infer that there was some

special personal reference in tliem to that Apostle to

whom they were addressed ; and whilst the fact that it

was St. Peter who, on the day of Pentecost, opened the

door of Christ's Church to the Jews, and the same

Apostle who, in the house of Cornelius, opened it also

to the Gentries, would lead to the same conclusion, it

1 The words are deserving of quotation. "We direct the special

attention of our readers to those which we have printed in italics:—
" Coijimodissima autem interpretatio mihi videtur, si dicamus cos

dicere voluisse super fldem, et coufessionem Petri Ecclesiam eedifl-

catam, id est, super Pcfrum propter jidim et coji/i'^-sto»iem fjuemadmodum
et omnes alii smsennt matores." (In Malthaum Comment.,

cap. jvi.)
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must be observed (1), as against the interpretation of

Maldonatus and others, that the words so understood,

so far from involving, as they allege, any special appli-

cation to St. Peter's successors, as such, would seem

rather to exclude it ; and (2) that, however strong may

ba the reasons alleged in support of some allusion to

St. Peter's personal muiistry, there seem to be conclu-

sive reasons against the interpretation of the rock as

denoting that Apostle iwrsonally.

The former of these observations, when considered

in conjunction with the two facts (1) that, in chapter

xviii. 18, the same promise as to binding and loosing

is given either to the Church collectively, or, at least,

to the Apostles conjointly; and (2) that tliero is no

proof whatsoever, but rather the contrary, of the exist-

ence of any successors of St. Peter as the first Bishop

of Bonie, will here demand no proof. The foUowiug

considerations are advanced in support of the second :

—

(1) The word roclc, whUst frequently used figuratively,

in the Old Testament, of God, as an emblem of strength

and durability, is not applied, throughout the whole of

it, to any particular man, except in a wholly different

signification, as to Abraham, as the foimder of the

Jewish race. As instances of its application to

Jehovah, as the Rock of Israel, we may refer to Deut.

xxxii. 4, 15 ; 1 Sam. ii. 2 ; 2 Sam. xxii. 32 ; Isa. xxW. 4;

xliv. 8. Exactly corresponding to this Old Testament

usage is that of the New Testament, in which, whenever

the word TeVpo has a personal siguLlicatiun, it is invari-

ably used of Christ. In addition to those passages, iu

which this word is figuratively used by om- Lord Him-
.scK, with reference to the house built upon " the rock,"

it is used twice by St. Paul, and once by St. Peter with

.specific reference to Christ. St. Paul, in Romans ix.

33, renders Isaiah's " rock of offence " (Isa. viii. 14) by

the words ireVpoi' o-KavSaKov ; and again, in allusion to

the rock smitten by Moses at Rephidim, he expressly

declares, " and that rock was Christ " (v 5e ireVpa iV i

XpiffTis). In like manner, and as regards om- immediate

subject, yet more significantly, St. Peter makes use of

precisely the same words as St. Paul, and, having first

described all believers as " living stones " (1 Pet. ii. 5),

he declares, with reference to that " stone," which the

Jewish builders rejected, that He had become " the

head of the comer, and a stone of stumbling, and a

rock of offence'' [koI Trerpa trKav5d\ov).

And (3), inasmuch as in Old Testament phraseology

we read of " a stone,"' p^*, eben, being laid as a founda-

tion in Ziou (Isa. xxviii. 16), for which word irirpos, in

tlio compound form Trerpo/SdAos is used in tlie LXX.
iu Job xli. 20, it may fairly be asked why, iu the passage

in question, if " the rock " denoted Peter, so marked a

change of phraseology should here occur ; and, instead

of saying, as we should have anticipated, had such been

the import of His words, " Thou art Peter (nhpos, i.e.,

a stone), and upon this stojie (eTrl toiJt^ tw ireVp^) I wiU
buUd my Church," our Lord, or the Evangelist, in

recording His words, should have avoided the use of

a word which would have made His pieaning plain, and
employed one which is calculated, by its invariable use

in other places, to convey a signification altogether

different.

These considerations, especially when taken in con-

nection with the uniform declarations of Holy Scrip-

ture that Christ Himself is tlie one and only foundation

(1 Cor. iii. 11), and the " chief corner-stone," once laid

in Zion (1 Pet. ii. 6), appear conclusive on the point that

the rock on which the Church was to be built was not

Peter, but either Peter's confession of faith in Christ,

as the Son of the living God, or rather, for the reasons

already assigned, Christ Jesus Himself, compared, in

accordance with that Old Testament phraseology which
the name already assigned to Peter (John i. 42), and
the rocky scenery of the neighbourhood of Csesarea

Philippi would naturally suggest, to the immovable

and imperishable rock, upon which a house, or a city,

securely erected, might defy the assaults of violence

and the ravages of time.

Somo writers, ha\-ing regard to the gates of an
Eastern city as the seat of council, have interpreted the

promise that the gates of Hades shall not prevail against

the Church of Christ, as an assurance that no machina-

tions of her foes stall be successful. Such, however,

seems, at the best, an imperfect interpretation of the

metaphor. The gates of an Eastern city were regarded,

if not as constituting its fortress or stronghold, at least

as the key of it, so that the "gates'' of a city might

be reasonably interpreted as a synonym for its strength.

When thus interpreted, the moaning of tho promise

woidd be that, inasmuch as the keys both of Hades and
of death were given to Clu-ist, the most strenuous

assaults of him who, for a time, had " the power of

death" should be bafiled, when directed against the

people and the kingdom of the Prince of Life. Inas-

much, moreover, as the gates of a city formed its strength

of defence against assault, the promise that the gates

of Hades shall not prevail against the Chm-ch seems to

imply, further, that the Church of Christ, in her offen-

sive, as well as her defensive warfare, shall be finally

victorious, and that she shall, iu the end, vanqiiish the

strongholds of Satan, and "possess the gate of her

enemies " (ci. Gen. xxii. 17).

When the Chm-ch is viewed as " a city that is compact

together," the gates of the city, with their " thrones of

judgment," would, in accordance vrith the impoi-tant

purposes for which they were used in the East, occupy

a prominent place in the picture. When regarded as

the palace of the Great King, the necessity for the ap-

pointment of the various officers would naturally suggest

itself to the mind of tho speaker. Amongst these

the post held in the household of Hezekiah by Shebna,

who was " over the house," and afterwards by Ehakim,

was one of the most important. To this officer was

committed the custody of the keys ; not as an indefeasible

right, but by way of delegation, and as a trust which,

as in tho case of Shebna, he might bo required to resign

into the bauds of another. And, just as in regard to

the use of the other figure, though Christ is represented

as the one foundation and the chief corner-stone, the

city is represented as having " twelve foundations, and
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in them the names of the twelve Apostles of the Lamb "

(Rev. xxi. 14), so though Christ, "as a Son over his

own liouse," retains to HiniseK the exclusive right to

" the key of David," so that He alone " openeth, and no

man shutteth ; and Ho shuttetli, and no man openeth "

(Rev. iii. 7), nevertheless it is His will to delegate

the power of the keys both to His Chui-ch, generally,

and to the officers of His Church, specifically, and so

to ratify and confirm their L<nvful use of them that

"whatsoever tliey shall bind on earth shall be bound

in heaven ; and whatsoever they shall loose on earth

shall bo loosed in heaven."

Much confusion of thought and misconception of the

meaning of these words have arisen from ignorance or

neglect of the received use amongst the Jews of the

terms " bindinsr" and "loosing." Thousands of examples

might be adduced to show that to " loose " was commonly
understood by the Jews as meaning to " allow," and to

' bind," as meaning to forbid. The words used by our

Lord, moreover, both here and in Matt. x\m. 18, and

which are translated in both places in the Authorised

Version "whatsoever," are in the neuter gender, 3, and

ocra, i.e., whatsoever thing, or things ; not whatsoever

person, or persons.

In like manner, then, as St. Peter on the day of

Pentecost exercised the power of the keys by opening

the door of Christ's Church to the 3,000 Jews who

were on that day baptised into it, and again in the house

of Cornelius, by opening the same door to the Gentiles,

so also by teaching that it was no longer unlawful for a

Jew to come unto, or eat bread with, those of another

nation, he "loosed" what before was "bound;" and

the Council of Jerusalem, in like manner, by commanding

to abstain from blood ; and St. Paid, by forbidding the

intentional eating of things sacrificed to idols, "bound"

that which, to the Gentile world, had hitherto been
" loosed." As " the power of the keys," rightly under-

stood, pointed to the teaching office of the Church, so

that of "binding" or "loosing" pointed to her " ^e^is-

lative action."

'

1 See a sermon by Professor Plumptre, entitled, " Confession and

Absolution," preacbed before tbe University of Oxford, Advent Sun-

day, 1873. With an Excursus on the Power of tbe Keys, p. 48. W.
Isbister and Co.

THE POETRY OF THE BIBLE.

BY THE KEV. A. S. AGLEN, M.A., INCUMBENT Or ST. NINIAn's, ALTTH,

STEUCTUEE OP THE VEESE {continued).

STROPHE SYSTEM AND THE KBPBAIN.

I

HE word strophe, now generally adopted

to designate the di^dsions into which the

Hebrew Psalms for the most part, and

many of the prophetic odes, fall, is a

term borrowed from the movement of the chorus of

a Greek play. In the centre of the orchestra of a

Grecian theatre there stood an altar round which the

chorus of old men, young maidens, or soldiers, as the

case might be. were grouped. Prom time to time, be-

tween the acts, were performed various comphcated

dances, illustrative of the emotions suggested by

the play ; and as they moved, marching or dancing, in

time to the music of their chant, the chorus formed and

wheeled with the regularity of a regiment. To cor-

respond with these evolutions, the choral ode was com-

posed in parts, called strophe and anti-strophe.'

The name is, for many reasons, appropriate to the

divisions of Hebrew hymns. Like the lyrics of the

Greek drama, they wore intended for orchestral per-

formance, with accompaniment both of music and

dancing. Of the nature of these our knowledge is very

slight. Enough, however, is contained in the few

notices left, to show that the chants were many of them
antiphonal, or arranged to be sung alternately by

different choirs or parts of a choir. In very many
instances a burden or refrain, chanted by the whole

orchestra, or perhaps by the assembled congregation of

worshippers, marks with precise indication the divisions

of the ode.

The natural development of the Hebrew rhythmic

system was traced in the last paper. The poet was

guided rather than fettered by the laws which govern

this development; and even when submitted to the

requirements of the orchestra, his song was free to

follow where lyric genius and inspiration led. Accord-

ingly the strophe arrangement is generally determined

by the subject of the poem. It is only in verse com-

posed on an artificial system, deliberately assumed, that

we find perfect regularity in the stanzas. The highest

poetic genius of Israel asserts its freedom to violate its

own rules.

It is not, however, impossible to trace the influence,

on the composition of Hebrew odes, of the musical

arrangements which prevailed at religious ceremonies

and public festivals. The guide for this is afforded

by the use of refrain or burden, or, as it is often

called in connection with modern songs, the chorus.'

One of the earliest fragments of song preserved in

the Bible exhibits the custom in its germ. The patri-

archal blessing or curse contained in Genesis ix. 25

—

27 has the burden, "And Canaan shall be their slave,"

in which the .stibject and intention of the whole is

summed up and repeated. The " Song of Moses

"

- The use of the refrain was not unknown in classical poetry.

See Catullus, Nuptial Song of PeUus ond TJiotis.

" Currite, ducenteg subtemina, currite fusi."
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exhibits the musical origin of the practice. We are

told in verse 21 of Exodus xv., that "Miriam answered

them "

—

Whatever be the meaning of this passage—whether it

implies that Miriam took the verse first as a solo, and the

band of maidens repeated it after her, or merely that

the prophetess led off the song, the use of a refrain to

embody the intention of the whole poem is plainly

sho^vn.

Of the ceremonies in which we can see the propriety

of introducing songs so constructed as to allow a great

number of people to combine their voices at marked

intervals or as feeling dictated, the first to claim our

notice is the funeral. A marked feature of Oriental

mourning is its studied publicity, and, amid the

various ways in which this was gained was the em-

ployment of hired mourners, to kment over the corpse

and "go about the streets" (Ecclos. xii. 5; 2 Chron.

ixxv. 25). Some of the sad burdens have been pre-

served. They may sometimes have been very short,

mere interjections and cries of woe (Amos v. 16).

In such as these the friends or even the passers-by

could join (Job xxvii. 15 ; 1 Kings xiv. 1.3 ; Jer. xxii.

18). How effective must such outbursts of feeling

have been when they were controlled and directed by
poetical genius like that of David ! The burden of the

" Lament over Saul and Jonathan " is woven with

consummate skill into the texture of the poem. Im-

mediately after the opening line, it bursts out as if

with irrepressible feeling

—

It is then silent for two short strophes, which speak of

the bravery and renown of the dead, and appeal to the

daughters of Israel to weep for the monarch whose

favours they had so often received. They respond to

the appeal by raising ag-ain their short sad wail, the

poet taking their lament as the starting-point of a new
" lyric cry "—a tribute of affectionate sorrow over the

loved friend and brother Jonathan. This has hardly

died away, when once more the loud lament rises from

the chorus, and the elegy abruptly ends

—

In the more formal and stately ceremonies of religion,

the processional chants, festival hymns, or dedication

odes, a more regular employment of the refrain was

practised. These public services were directed by a

leader of the choir, who acted as the coryphseus, or con-

ductor. The names of several of those who had charge

of the musical performances in David's reign have been

preserved (1 Chron. xxv. 1—7).

Without conductors the performance of an ela-

horately constructed dramatic ode like Ps. xxiv. would

have been impossible. In like manner the improvements

of orchestral performances doubtless reacted upon the

poets. It is in the compositions which may vrithout
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doubt be assigned to this period that wo see evidence

of a wish to secure a regular arrangement of similar or

equal strophes. The most beautiful of these, con-

structed with a refrain, belong, however, to later times.

In these the burden has assumed its proper place, the

close of the strophe, where the chorus naturally joins

in with its confirmation or repetition of the verses just

sung. In some of the hymns which, by their allusions,

are shown to have been composed for the service of the

Temple, and which would not have been perfect had

not room been made for the voices of aU the assembled

worshippers, the prevailing arrangement is into three

strophes.' What determined the preference for this

number does not appear, but the influence of the cus-

tom adopted in the Temple songs is plainly visible

in poetical compositions of another kind.'' The most

perfect examples are given by Ps. xlvi., xlviii. The
burden in each of these has evidently dropped out

from the close of the first strophe. In the former tha

refrain consists of a couplet, in which the parallelism

is of the progressive kind. In the latter, one lino,

which is varied ia the last recurrence, forms the chorus.

Ps. xlvi. has been arranged by Ewald in strophes of

four couplets each.

I.—God a refuge in storm and tempest.

"God is our refuge and strength,

A very present help in trouble
;

Therefore will we not fear though the earth do quake,

Though the mountains totter in the midst of the sea.

Though the waters thereof rage and swell,

And though the mountains shako at the tempest of the

II.

—

As the stream of Siloam^ so hath been His presence to the hesUf/ed.

" There is a stream the waters whereof make glad the city

of God,
The holy places of the tabernacle of the Most High.

God is in the midst of her ; she shall not be moved ;

God will help her, the morning draweth nigh :

The nations raged, the kingdoms were moved ;

At the sound of His thunder the earth melteth.

Jehovah, Lord of Hosts, is with us ;

The God of Jacob is our touer of strength.

III.—His wonders in destroying the Assyrians.

" Come hither and behold the work of Jehovah,

What wonders He hath wrought upon the earth !

He maketh wars to cease in all the world.

He breaketh the bow and knappeth the spear in sunder,

and bumeth the chariots in the fire.

Be still, then, and know that I am God ;

I will be exalted among the heathen, I will be exalted

in the earth.

Jehovah, Lord of Hosts, is with vs

;

The God of Jacob is our tower of strength."

Ps. xlv. affords an example of another kind. It seoms

to be a royal marriage song, composed to celebrate

the entrance of a bridal procession into the palace.

The strophes are of unequal length, and the refrain,

which varies on every occasion of its recurrence, is in-

troduced by the word therefore. " With the spiritual

iusight of the Hebrew poets, who saw the Di^-ino element

underlying all human joy and woe, the Psalmist cannot

" Cf. Ewald, Dichter des A. B., i.

- See, for instance, Isa. ii. 1—8. Ps. ixix. is a beautiful specimen,

but without retrain, and with the addition of a prelude and close.
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look on the kiug's justice in the judgment-eeat, his

Ijrowess in the battle, or even on his personal beauty
and the happiness of the present hour, but as blessings

sent from God, and as proof of the king's union with the
Divine ruler of tlio world." What an emphasis was
given to this faith by tho uplifted voices of the chorus,

chanting in unison

—

" Tlici-e/b™ doth God Uess ilico for cur !
"

" Tlierefore God, even thy God, hath anointed thee atitJi the
oil of gladness ahove thy felloo:s,"

*' Tlwrefore shall the people give praise unto thee^ u-orld

without end."

For the longer Temple hymns a standard form of

chorus was used, occupying in the old worship much
the same place as that taken by the Gloria Patri in

the services of the Christian Church. It is repeatedly

referred to in the historical books (1 Chron. xvi. 34

;

2 Chron. v. 13 ; vii. 3 ; Ezra iii. 11 ; Jer. xxxiii. 11), and
is woven into four psalms (cvi., cvii., cxviii., cxxxvi.).

In Ps. cxxxvi. it is repeated after every verse, an arrange-

ment imitated in the " Song of the Three Children."

In Ps. cvi. and cvii. this form occurs only as a prelude,

being joined in the latter with another couplet, which
is introduced in a new and striking manner into each
strophe, so as to complete it, although it does not form
the concluding verse.

Fi'om the services of the sanctuary and occasions of

public rejoicing, the refrain passed into general poetic

ixse to give prominence to tho poet's leading feeling or

idea. In compositions of a mournful kind a more plain-

tive tone is given by this arrangement. The refrain

recurs with the same effect as in the elegies for the dead.

Ps. xlix., xlii.—xliii. (these two are evidently one com-
position) ai-e beautiful specimens. Tlie latter is in three

equal strophes, each one closed with the words on which
the Psalmist, evidently an exile, tries to support his

drooping courage by reciting his trust in God.

" Wliy art thou so heavy, my soul.

And why art thou so disquieted within me 1

jmt thy trust in Gad, for I mill yet give Him thanks.

Which is the help of mi) countenance and mi/ God."

Ps. Ivii. offers another good example. It belongs

also to the Captivity, and expresses the hope of restora-

tion, which was the only earthly consolation left to the

Israelites at that time. This hope forms the burden at

the end of each of the two strophes into which tha

psalm is divided.

In a still later psalm (Ixxx.) the refrain, which con-

sists of a pathetic appeal to God for mercy and
restoration

—

is beautifully changed at the end of the tliird strophe,

»nd woven into the texture of the poem

—

The prophets made a striking u.se of the refrain. It

gave an awful solemnity and force to the woes which

fell from their lips, tolled forth like natui'e's funeral

knell; and it served too the prophetic aim, which was to

create a succession of vivid images, all bearing on the

same moral truth and pointing to the same end. The
Book of Isaiah affords some magnificent instances of

the value of the refrain to preserve this unity, and
bring back the attention to the dominant thought. In

chapters ix. and x. there is a fine ode of regular strophes,,

with this chorus four times repeated.'

Other instances will be found in chapters ii., xlv., li.

BETWEEN THE BOOKS.
THE REV. O. P. MACLEAB, D.D., HEAD MASTEK OF KINO'S COLLEGE SCHOOL.

CHAPTER V.

THE RISE OF THE MACCABEES.

AHjiy)>w.T no period in their history did the

/&^^^ Chosen People, and the holy religion they

professed, appeal- so near to extermination.

_ But as the darkest hour always pre-

cedes the fh,wa, so it was at this crisis in theii- fortunes

that tho Divine Providence intoi-posed, and by the

patriotism, valour, and self-devotion of a single family,

raised the nation from its condition of prostrate misery

to a height of power that excelled the days of David and
Solomon. There was living at this time at Modin, a town
situated on an emmence between Jerusalem and Joppa,
a priest of the course of Joarib,' named Mattatliias. He
was himself advanced in years, but his sons were in

The first of tbe twentj-fonr courses, 1 Chron. xsi'

the prime of life, and were five in number, Johanan,

Simon, Judas, Eleazar, and Jonathan.

The persecution of Antiochus Epiphanos had abeady

roused his utmost indignation, when a royal com-

missioner, named Apelles, came to Modin, and requii-ed

the people to offer idolatrous sacrifice. The old man
not only declared his ovm resolution to live and die in

the faith of his fathers, but when a Jew approached an

altar, which the commissioner had ei-ected, to renounce

his faith, struck him do^vn, and then, aided by his

sons and the inhabitants of the town, slew Apelles him-

.seK, and tore do-»vn the altar .= Tlius the fu'.st blow was

struck for national freedom, and many of his country-

men rallied round the aged priest, who now fled with his

sons to tho mountains of Judam, B.C. 168.

Here their number rapidly increased, but a large
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force liaviug been sent against thsm by the Phrygian

Governor of Jerusalem, tliey suffered a serious shock,

and upwards of a thousand were slain. Tlie attack was

made on the Sabbath-day, and Mattathias saw that the

patriot forces would be rooted " out of the earth,"' if he

did not sanction defensive warfare on that day.

Accordingly this relaxation of an over-scrupulous

observance was made, and the war was continued wltli

signal success. Then- ranks recruited by zealous ad-

herents of the law, the forces of Mattatliias lay liid for

a time in their mountain retreats, and thence poured

down upon the towns, destroying the heathen altars,

and punishing all apostates who fell into their hands.

But Mattathias was old and grey-headed. He was
unfitted for the fatigue of active service, and ha^dng

exhorted his followers to constancy and devotion, and
delegated the command of his little army to Judas,

his third son, died B.C. 166, and "was buried in the

sepulclu'e of his fathers at Modin."^

Though young in years when called to lead the war
of independence, Judas was at once prudent and dis-

creet. He liad already distinguished himself as a leader,

and now being called to the chief command, he devoted
himself to the task of uniting for common action all

who were zealous for the national faith. "By night

attacks, by sudden surprises, he taught his people how
to conquer. Alert of foot and quick of brain, yesterday

in the moimtains, to-day in the plain ; now marching on
a fort, now storming a castle ; iu a few months of

service he changed his rabble of zealots into an army of

solid troops, capable of meeting and repelHng the royal

hosts commanded by generals trained in the Macedonian
school of ai'ms."^

He fii'st imfurled the banner of the Maccabees.
The origin of the name is uncertain. Some derive

it from the combination of the initial letters of the

Hebrew sentence. Mi Camo Ca Bahlim, Jehovah, i.e.,

Who is like unto Thee among the gods, Jehovah l^

Others would derive it from the banner of the tribe of

Dan, which is said to have been inscribed with the three

last letters of the names Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.
More probably it was a personal appellation of Judas
himself, meaning the Hammer, just as Charles Martel
derived his name from his favourite weapon.'^

Whatever may have been the precise meaning of the

term, the Syrian chiefs soon felt the weight of the

arm of the new general. Apollouius marched against
him, but was signally defeated and slain.« Seron,

deputy-governor of Coele-Syria, bent on avenging the

disaster, attacked him at Bethhoron ^vith a large force,

but only to be repxdsed as disastrously as the Canaanites
before Joshua on the same battle-field." Stung to the

quick by the news of this double defeat, Antiochus
Bpiphanes, while himself undertaking an expedition

against Persia in the hope of recruiting his im-

1 1 Mace. id. W. 2 Joa., Ant, xii. 6, 4.

3 Hepworth Dixon's Holi; Land, i. 64. -i Exod. xv. 11.

' Compare the "Malleus Sootorum " and the "Malleus
Haereticorum " of the Middle Ages.

» 1 Maoo. iij. 10—12. 7 1 Mace. iii. 13—21; Josh. x. 10, 11.

poverished exchequer, entrusted the command of the

Palestinian provinces to Lysias, one of liis nobles,

witli instructions to destroy utterly and "root out

the strength of Israel and the remnant of Jei-usalem.'"

Eager to carry out his orders, Lysias dispatched up-

wards of 48,000 troops into Judsea under the command
of Gorgias and Nicauor. But Judas was not daunted.

After keeping a solemn fast at Mizpch,' and making
a public confession of the national sins, the Jcwisli

leader fell upon the Syrians at Emmaus, and attacking

them by night defeated them with great slaughter. In

the following year Lysias himseK marched ts meet

liim at the head of 60,000 infantry and 5,000 cavalry.

The battle took place at Bethsura or Bethzur,'" and
again, the Maccab^an chief, though at the head of a far

inferior force, gained a decisive advantage."

Mortified and disgraced, Lysias now withdrew to

Antioch, and Judas was enabled to enter Jerusalem,

and occupy the whole of it except " the Tower.'"^ A sad

scene of desolation met his eyes when ho once more set

foot in the precincts of the Holy Temple. The gates

were destroyed, the priests' chambers were in ruins,

shrubs grew in the courts as in a forest, as on one of

the mountains ;'^ the sanctuary itself was empty and

exposed to the eyes of all. Judas at once cleared the

sacred enclosure, removed the altar to Zeus Xenios,wliicli

had replaced the brazen altar of burnt-offering, restored

the priests, rekindled the sacred flame, and exactly

three years after its profanation by ApoUonius, cele-

brated the re-dedication of the Temple on the 25th of

the winter month Chislen, B.C. 165.

CHAPTER VI.

JUDAS MACCABEUS.

The year succeeding the re- dedication of the Temple
was spent in border wars, and Judas carried his

victorious arms into the territory of the Idumseans and
Ammonites, while his brother Simon fought many
battles in Galilee, chased the Syrians to the gates of

Ptolemais, and recovered many Jewish captives."

Meantime Joseph and Azarias, who had been left in

Judaea, in direct violation of orders they had received,

had attacked Jamnia, a seaport, but had been signally

defeated by Bacchides, the most skilful of all the

Syrian generals. Judas avenged the defeat, but not

without considerable loss, and, removing all the Jews
beyond the Jor^dan, confined the bovmdaries of his

kingdom to the more defensible groimd of Judaia.'*

Meanwhile Antiochus Eijiphanes, the terrible ojipros-

sor of the Jews, had passed away. Struck with an in-

curable disorder, while engaged in an expedition against

the rich temple of Nanea, at Blymais, he died at the

8 1 Mace. iii. 35. ' 1 Mace. iii. 46—53.
10 Bethsura or Bethzur, }ioitse of rocfc, was a strou^ pcsitioa

commanding the road from Benohaba and Hehron (Josh. xv.

58 ; 2 Chron. xi. 7).
11 1 Mace. iv. 29, 34. 1- 1 Maco. vi. 18, 19.

I-' 1 Mace. iv. 38. " 1 Mace. v. 21—23.
15 Milmnn's Hiztorij of the Jem, ii. 8.
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villlago of Tabae, near Mount Zagros, on the road to

Babylon, B.C. 1G4. Before his death he liad appointed

his foster-brother, Philip, regent of Syria, and guardian

of his son Antiochus V. But Lysias, who was himself

of the blood royal, no sooner heard of his death, than

ho assumed tlio reins of government as guardian of

Antioehus Eupator, and the son of the deceased king.

His first act was to invade Judaea, and, having

captured Bethzur, laid siege to Jerusalem. But the

stronghold of Zion resisted all his efforts. Attack

after attack was mado in vain, and Lysias hearing that

Philip had been appointed regent, and had succeeded in

capturing Antioch, hastily concluded a treaty vrith the

Jews, guaranteeing to them the use of their own laws,

and full liberty of wor.ship, and returned to Syria,

while Judas was recognised as governor of Palestine,

B.C. 163.

Shortly afterwards Lysias fell into the hands of

Demetrius, the lineal heir to the throne of Antioch,

who had escaped from Rome, and landed at Tyre.' The
accession of the now king brought with it fresh troubles

to the Jews. Lysias had conferred tho priesthood on

ono JakiQ, or Joachin, of tho stock of Aaron, but not

of the pontifical family.- The new high priest assumed

the Grecian name of Alcimiis, and proved a zealous

adherent of tho Hellouising faction.'

In him Demetrius saw a fitting instrument for sowing

discord amongst the Maccaboean patriots. Ho confirmed

him in his new dignity, and sent him, accompanied by

Bacchides, to claim his sacerdotal rights. With a large

force the two appeared lieforo Jerusalem, and the

zealots for the law, attracted by the title of high

priest, admitted Alcimus within the walls. But no

sooner had the high priest got hi.s enemies into his

power, than he basely murdered sixty of them, while

Bacchides also resorted to cruel severities. So long as

tho Syrian general was by his side, Alcimus was able

to assert his authority. But no sooner had Bacchides

withdrawn his troops, than Judas quickly regained his

old influence, and succeeded in compelling the high

priest to fly to Antioch.

By dint, however, of large bribes, he succeeded in

inducing Demetrius to assist him in recovering his

authority, and Nicanor was sent with a large army into

Judaea. Taught by past experience to respect his

dreaded adversary. Nicanor at first tried to get the

Maccabajan chief into bis power by treachery. Failing

in this, he attacked him first at Caphar-Salama, and
afterwards .at Adasa, about thirty stadia from tho

glorious field of Bethhoron. In both engagements he

was utterly defeated, and in tlio l:\st fell himself

amongst the slain, B.C. 161.' This signal victory

restored peace for a sloit tin:e to tlic Jewi.sli patriots, and
Judas resolved to improve the interval by concluding a

treaty with tho Romans, of whoso fame he liad heard

much. But before the ambassadors he had sent to tho

great capital of tho West could return, the Syrian

king had sent Bacchides, with the entire force of his

realm, into Palestine to avengo his recent defeat.

Never was Judas in more perilous circumstances.

His attempted alliance vrith tho Romans had alienated

the more oxtremo Jewish party from him. Conse-

quently he was able to bring but a small force into tho

field, and of those a considerable number deserted him
on tho eve of battle. With eight hundred men, however,

he ventured to attack the Syrians at Ehisa, not far

from Ashdod, and actually succeeded in discomfiting

one wing of the enemy's army. But the odds against

him wore desperate, and the Lion of Judah fell, fighting

bravely, at this Jewish Thermopylae. His body was

recovered by his brother, and buried in the ancestral

tomb at Modin, B.C. 161.*

CHAPTER Vn.
JONATHAN MACCABjEUS.

The death of Judas was a sad blow to tho

a.spirations of tho Jewish patriots. The Syrians were

everywhere triumphant, Alcimus was reinstated in

tho priesthood, and Bacchides wreaked a terrible

vengeance on tho followers of the Maccabaean party.*

At length the patriot forces rallied, and offered the

command to Jonathan, surnamed Apphus (the wary),

the youngest of tho sons of Mattathias. In view of

their present circumstances, the new leader did not

venture on maintaining himself in tho open country,

and retired to the lowlands of the Jordan, and the

wilderness of Tekoa, where the Syrian general in vain

attempted to surprise and capture him. Thence he

crossed the Jordan, and employed himself in carrying

on a guerilla war, whUo Bacchides strengthened his

garrison in the Acra at Jerusalem, and tho fortifica-

tions of several important towns in Judnea. Before

long, however, Alcimus died B.C. 160, and the Syrian

general, losing the active support of the Hellenising

party, returned to Antioch.

Thereupon Jonathan quitted his hiding-place, and

reappeared in JudKa, and for two years was loft

unmolested by his foes, who had by this time been

forbidden by the Roman senate to molest their new
allies.'' But the Hellenising faction opposed tho reforms

of tho Maccabaean chief, and Bacchides was invited to

return and crush him. Baccliides came, but was feebly
.

supported. His successes were insignificant, and at

length, wearying of a campaign which brought him no

glory, he acceded to terras which Jonathan offered,

and promised to abstain from invading tho land again.

Jonathan was now formally recognised as deputy

governor of Judasa, and establishing himself at

Michmash, gradually extended his power over tli

country, though Jerusalem and many of tho strongo,

towns were still held by garrisons of Syrians or apos-

tate Jews.s

Before long, however, a revolution took place in

Syria, which produced a marked change in his fortunes.
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Demetrius, hav'ing given himself up to pleasure,

liad become extremely unpopular with his subjects,

and a you'tg man, named Alexander Balas, was per-

suaded by some of the neighbouring kings to give

himself out as the son of Autiochus Epiphanes, and

claim tlie Syrian throne (B.C. 153). Roused from his

lethargy, Demetrius prepared to defend his rights, and

as both princes h,id an equal interest in securing

the friendship of the Maceabsan chief, they began to

outbid each other in their offers to secure his support.

Demetrius offered to make him commander-in-chief

over Judaea, and empewered him to raise an army, a

eouccssion which was followed by the evacuation of all

the outposts occupied by the Syrians except Bethzur.

Though thus enabled to extend his power and influence,

Jonatlian did not turn a deaf ear to the offers of Balas.

The latter wrote to him, saluting him as his "brother,"

conferred upon him the priesthood,' and sent him the

purple robe and the crown of an Ethnarch, or inde-

pendent prince. Without openly espousing either side,

Jonathan assumed the pontifical robes at the Feast of

Tabernacles,^ and the purple insignia, and thus inaug^i-

rated the reign of the priest-kings of the Asmonaeau

line, B.C. 152.

At first the efforts of Balas, as aspirant to the

Syrian throne, wei'O unsuccessful, but in the end he

succeeded in defeating the forces of Demetrius, and on

feeing acknowledged as monarch, B.C. 150, raised the

Maecabajan prince to the rank of Meridarch, and in-

vested him witli regal honours.' Before long, Jona-

than laid his patron tinder fresh obligations, by com-

pletely defeating ApoUonius, a geuer.al of Demetrius

Nicator, and received still more ample rewards. But
the usurper was not destined to retain his power for

long. Defeated in battle, he was forced to give way
to Demetrius II., on whose accession the hopes of the

faction opposed to Jonatlian were again raised.

The Maccabaean chief had gathered his forces, and

kid siege to the SyrLan gamson in the Acra.* This

was at once reported to Demetrius, who instantly

summoned the priest-king to meet him at Ptolemais.

Undeterred by the risk he ran, Jonathan left his troops

to press the siege, and set out for the Syrian capital. A
solemn embassy of elders and priests accompanied him

to Ptolemais, and such was the effect with which he

pleaded his cause before Demetrius, that in considera-

tion of an annual present of three hundred talents, he

was confirmed in well-nigh all the liberties and rights

wliicli had been conceded by Demetrius I. six years

before.''

Succe-isful beyond his utmost hopes, Jonathan now
re'uint'd to Jerusalem, and pushed on resolutely the

sipgo of the Syrian garrison. But aU his efforts were

useless, and, though promised the possession of tiie

1 " What the position of the priestliood was after the death of

Alciimis we do not exactly know. Prohably it was left vacant at

Iho comt, ns the whole situation was uncertain."—Ewald, H\^t. of

Isrm}. V. 327, &c.
2 1 Mw-. X. 21. » 1 Mace. X. 05. * 1 Mace. xi. 20.

'> Coni;i, 1 Mace. si. 30—37 ; x. 25—45.

fortress in return for putting down a rebellion in the

Syrian capital, he was deceived by Demetrius as soon

as he was once more secure upon the throne.

But he did not despair of obtaining possession of

the height which commanded Jerusalem, and before

long his hopes were rewarded. Demetrius II. had

made himself hated at Antioch, and Tryphon, a Syrian

noble, repaired to Arabia, to fetch thence a son of Balas,

named Antiochus, who was living there in concealment.

The pretender was crowned at Antioch, and at once

sought to ingratiate himself with Jonathan and his

people. He offered the priest-king new honours,

remitted all arrears of tribute, and named his brother

Simon commander of all Palestine. Jonathan had

every reason to resent the ingratitude and fickleness of

Demetrius, and speedily subdued the whole country,

as far as Damascus, to the power of Antiochus, while

Simon captured the fortress at Bethzur, and placed

tliere a garrison of Jewish soldiers.

Strong in the confidence of the new king, Jonathan

now pushed forward his schemes for emancipating his

native land. He strengthened many of the fortresses in

Judaia, built a wall to separate the Aera (still held by

the Syrians) from the city, and renewed the treaty with

Rome, and with La«edaemon.7 But his prosperous

career soon received a serious check. Tryphon, who
had placed Antiochus Theos on the throne, resolved to

usurp the crown himself. The main obstacle to his

success was the fidelity of Jonathan to his Syrian lord.

With pretended offers of pe^ice, he invited Jonathan to

meet him at Beth-shean, on the southern boundary of

Gahlee. The priest-king repaired thither at the head of

forty thousand men ; but, persuaded by Tryphon that

he only wished to confirm him in the possession of

Ptolemais, ho disbanded his army, and suffered himself

to be allured into that town. Once within the fortress,

the gates were shut, and he was made prisoner, while

his retinue were butchered to a man.*

CHAPTER Vni.

SIMON MACCAB^TTS.

This unexpected blow fiUed the Jews with alarm and

soiTow. The perfidious Tryphon was preparing a large

army to invade their country, and every hope would be

crushed by his success. But in this crisis Simon, the

last remaining brother of the Maccabaean family, placed

himself at the head of the patriot party, and prepared

to lead them against the foe.

Out of his private fortune' he equipped and paid a

powerful army ; and having finished the walls and fortifi-

cations of Jerusalem, went forth to meet Tryphon, who
had moved up from Ptolemais with a large army, and

encamped at Adida, a town situated on an eminence

1 Mace. xi. S5, 615.

Comp. Ewakl, v, a">2 ; Milman's Hisfonj o/ Hu Tms, ii.

1 Maco. xii. 37-,52.

1 Maco. xi7. 32.
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overlooking the low country of Judaea. Perceiving that

the Maceabaean chief was resolved to oppose him, he

began to negotiate, and offered to yield up Jonathan for

one hundred talents of silver and two of his children

as hostages. The money and the hostages were sent,

but his prisoner was not restored.

For some time the two armies watched one another,

sind at length the Syrians, unable to relieve their garri-

son at Jerusalem, retired across the Jordan into the

land of Gilead. Here, at the city of Bascama, he had

the heroic Jonathan executed ; then, imrryiug to Syria,

dealt out the same measure of treachery to the toy-king

Antiochus, and seized the supreme power. As soon as

the traitor had retired from the country, Simon sent to

Bascama, and recovered the body of his brother, whom
he laid mth great pomp in the ancestral tomb at Modin,

and erected over it a magnificent monument.'

His continued cruelties had now alienated the S3Tians

from Tryphon, and Simon, openly espousing the cause

of Demetrius II., sent an embassy offering to acknow-

ledge his supremacy. Demetrius received the overtures

with joy, agreed to recognise Simon as high priest and

prince of Judaea, and to renounce all claims for tribute,

custom, and taxes. It was in the year B.C. 143 that

the country thus regained its complete freedom, "under

an hereditary vaasal of the King of Asip,;"^ and it was

resolved hencefoi-th to reckon this yeai- as the first year

of " the fi'eedom of Jemsalem."'

Secure fi'om all immediate danger of foreign inter-

ference, Simon now devoted all his energies to provide

for the internal security of his kingdom. He fortified

Bethzur on the frontiers of Idumsea, and Joppa on the

sea-coast. He then reduced Gazara on the west of

Jerusalem, and at last made himself master of the for-

tress at Jerusalem, which he not merely dismantled,

but so levelled with the hill whereon it stood, that it

no longer commanded the hill of the Temple. < Simon

-was now able to pass several years of tranquillity and

peace,^ during which, in spit« of his advanced age,

he superintended assiduously the internal affairs of

his people, and entru-sted the guardianship of the fron-

tier to his three sons. Moreover, he encouraged agri-

culture, protected commerce, established a free fort at

Joppa, and strengthened the alliance with the Romans,

to whom he sent as a costly gift a golden shield of a

thousand pounds weight.'

Thus he at once strengthened his country and made
himself honoured and beloved. On the 18th of Sep-

tember, B.C. 141, a great popular assembly was held in

the fore-court of the Temple, to testify to the general

appreciation of his eminent services. He was solemnly

declared commander-in-chief and prince of the nation."

his person was pronounced inviolable, and he was in-

vested with the right of conferring all offices in the

state, and of superintending all sacred functions.' The
dignity was made hereditary, and a public record of it

was put up in the sanctuary.

But in the midst of these successes he fell a victim

to domestic treachery. Ptolemy, his son-in-law, the

Governor of Jericho, under a secret understanding with

Antiochus Sidetes, King of Syria, aspired to usurp

the supreme power. Taking advantage of a visit of

Simon to Jericho, during a circuit to investigate the

condition of the country districts, he enticed him with

his two sons into the fortress of Dok, and murdered

him and his elder son at a banquet, B.C. l.SS.'*

Thus perished the last survivor of the five great

Maccabaean brothers, the calmest, the most discreet

and prudent of them all. One of the great proofs of

the internal prosperity of the country during his reign

was afforded by the new coinage which he instituted.^

It was natural that the Judaean coins should follow the

Greek type, but they avoided not only the figures of

gods and men, but even the effigy of the prince. They

were stamped sometimes with cups, in aUusion to the

libations used in the Temple ; sometimes with three

almond or lily blossoms on one stalk, in allusion to

Aaron's rod ; sometimes with tokens of the fruitfulness

of Palestine, the vine, the grape cluster, palms, baskets

of friiit.'" Stamped with these figures, the whole, half,

and quarter shekels also bore the names of the " Priest

"

or " Prince of Israel," or " Jerusalem the Holy," whilt

the years are dated from " the redemption of Israel,"

or "the deliverance of Sion." This coinage is an im-

portant testimony to the new order of things, which

had grown up under the Asmonajan dynasty.

1 Mace. xiv. 24.

1 Mace. xvi. U—U
10 EwaWi

7 1 Maoc. X

» 1 Mace. J

' 0/ Israel, v. 339, 3iO.

. 27-44.
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ANIMALS OF THE BIBLE.

lECTOK OF PKESTON, SALOP.

ileruess

the first

QUAILS.

UAILS are mentioned only in the narra-

tives giving tlie account of the enormous

quantities of these birds \yhich suddenly

appeared on two occasions in the \vil-

durtog the wanderings of the Israelites : on

occasion the people were in the desert of Sin

The Hebrew word Seldv undoubtedly denotes a quail,

and authorities now are agreed on the point, though all

sorts of explanations have at various times been ad-

vanced, as tliat of LudoK, adopted by Bishop Patrick,

that the Sdlvim (pi.) were locusts, or that of Rudbeck

that they were flying-fish of the genus Exocetus, or

that of Ehrcnberg, who, noticing a number of fish of

(Exod. xvi. 13), when " at even the quails came up, and

covered the camp ;

" on tlie second they were at the

station, which, in consequence of the judgment whicli

befell them, received the name of Kibroth-hattaavah,

i.e., " graves of lust," a place which has not yet been

identified (Numb. xi. 31, 34). " And there went forth

a wind from the Lord, and brought quails from the

sea, and let tliom fall by the camp, as it were a day's

journey on tliis side, and as it were a day's journey on

the other side, round about the camp, and as it were

two cubits high upon the face of the earth." The
Psalmist (Ixxviii. 27), also refers to the appearance of

countless multitudes of tliese birds. " He rained flesh

iipon them as dust, even featliered fowl as the sand of

the sea." Compare also Psalm cv. 40.

the genus Trigla (Oken)

—

Bactylopteros of modern
ichthyologists—lying dead on the shore near Elira,

imagined these to be tlie Biblical Salvim. Red geese

{Casarca), rose-coloured starlings {Pastor roseas),

white storks {Ciconia alba), sand grouse {Fterocles),

have all found advocates.

The Hebrew word is identical with the Arabic Salted,

" a qiiaU," from tlie root meaning " to be fat," the ety-

mology admirably suiting the round plump body of

tlie bird. Tlie expression " as it were two cubits (high)

upon the face of the earth" does not mean that the

birds were heaped so deep oue upon another, as Bishop

Patrick tiiought, but refers to the height at which tlie

quails flow above the gi-ound, as explained by the

Septuagint, the Vulgate, and Josephus. The Scrip-



tural accouat here is quite accurate, for the quail often

flies close to the ground, especially when fatigued from

a long flight. Quails migrate in immense numbers

;

the islands of the Ai'chipelago ai'O at certain seasons

covered with them. Tarrell records that such quantities

of these bu'ds used to be taken in Capri, near Naples,

as to have afforded the bishop—hence called " Bishop

of Quails"—quite a revenue. The same writer men-

tions that 160,000 have in one season been netted on

the small island of Capri. Recently Tristram writes

:

" I have myself found the groimd in Algeria, in the

month of April, covered with quails for an extent of

many acres at daybreak, where, on the preceding

afternoon tliero had not been one. They were so

fatigued that they scarcely moved till almost trodden

upon, and though hundreds were slaughtered, for two

days they did not leave the district, till the wind

veered, and they then as suddenly ventured northwards

across the sea, leaving scarcely a straggler behind."

The time of year when the quails appeared to the

Israelites was in spring, at which period the birds

would naturally be on their spring joui-ney of migration

northwards; they would perhaps start from Southern

Egypt, cross the Red Sea near Ras Mohammed, up
the Gulf of Akabah, into the Sinaitic Wilderness.

Quails migrate generally at night; hence wo observe

that it was "at even" when they appeared to the

Israelites. We are told that the people ".spread the

quails round about the camp " (Num. xi. 32)—this was
for the purpose of salting and drying them in the sun,

just as Herodotus tells us the Egyptians used to " pre-

pare quails and small birds, salting and eating them
uncooked" (ii. 77).

The flesh of the quail was, by ancient writers, sup-

posed to be very unwholesome, in consequence of the

bird feeding on heUeboro and other poisonous plants.

Thus, Lucretius wi'ites

—

' Prfieterea nobis, veratrum est acr<

At capreia adipes et coturnicibus

Be Rci

get.

Nai.

" To us the white hoUebore is an acid poison, but goats

and quails grow fat upon it." The food of the quail

consists of grass and other seeds, herbage, and some-

times insects ; and though its flesh is by some considered

very heating food, the bird does not become poisonous

from eating poisonous plants.

The daily consumption of quaUs for the space of a

whole month, in a hot country, by a people that rarely

tasted animal food, would imdoubtedly be productive of

much disease, and cause many deaths ; that the people

did eat immoderately, is probable from their circum-

stances, as well as from the Biblical narrative and the

meaning of the name, Kibroth-hattaavah ("graves of

greediness") which the place received.

BOOKS or THE OLD TESTAMENT.
MALACHI (conlinucd).

BY THE REV. SAMUEL COX, NOTTINGHiM.

SECOND PART.

SINS AGAINST THE HBBKEW LAW OF MATRIMONY.

CHAP. II. 10—16.

.HERE is probably no race in Europe of

so pure and unmixed a strain as the Jews

who are scattered through every country

of Europe. With eveiy temptation to

immorality, they are singularly chaste; with every temp-

tation to ally themselves with the superior races among

whom they sojom'n—superior, at least, in social repute

and political power—they regard such alliances with

loathing and scorn. Their religion is little more tlian

a tradition and a form, and yet their domestic life is

exceptionally pm-e. Aliens and outcasts in every land,

they hold iutermaniage with the ruling races to be a

contamination of their blood. We may be sure that

a feeling so deeply rooted, and of such a force, is the

growth of centuries, that it results from a peculiar

training and discipline carried on age after age. And,

indeed, we learn from the Hebrew annals that this train-

ing commenced more than three thousand years ago,

that it is coeval with the national life.

Before the Exodus the progenitors of the Jews

married women of alien blood uublamcd, though even

in the early patriarchal ages there seems to have been

a feeling of dislike, and even of moral disapproval, to

such alliances. Joseph's mamage with the daughter

of an Egyptian priest, the marriage of Moses with the

daughter of a Midianite sheikh and shepherd, called

forth no censm'e. But no sooner was the confused

multitude of slaves which went up out of Egypt formed

into a nation than such marriages were denounced as

a snare to Hebrew faith, an inducement to idolatry.

Then, as now, men were largely ruled by their wives
;

and, lest the Hebrew men should be led away to the

service of strange gods, they were forbidden to marry

strange women. " Neither shalt thou make marriages

^vith them : thy daughter thou shalt not give to his son.

nor his daughter shalt thou take to thy son ; for they

wiU turn away thy cluldren from following me, that

they may serve other gods : so will the anger of the

Lord be kindled against you, and destroy thee sud-

denly." ' The Children of Israel were to be a holy, i.e.,

a separate people, a people marked aff and set apart

to Jehovah ; not because He did not love other races,

but because He did love them, and chose one race to be

the channel through which his truth and mercy should

3, i.
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flow to all races. But if thi.s ono family or tribe was

to be a blessing to all the families of the earth, it must,

at least for a time, be .set apart from and raised above

them. Hence the laws forbidding intermarriage with

the heathen. Hence, too, the sacred chroniclers are

careful to note how, even in the most illustrious in-

stances, when these laws were broken, evil came of it

:

they show us Samson befooled and betrayed by the

daughters of Philistia, David brought to shame by the

wife of Uriah the Sittite, and Solomon perverted and

coiTupted by a multitude of strange women. Thus

there grew up that intense abhorrence of intermarriage

\Tith non-Hebrew men and women which survives to

this day, and even now surmoimts the lures of gain, and

even, at times, the claims of natural affection.

Prom the very beginning, too, the Hebrews were

tanght that the marriage tie was a permanent union
;

and that, save for the gravest cause, those whom God
had joined together should not be put asunder. Even
in tlie pre-national ages, the times of the patriarchs,

we read of no instance of divorce ; and though, as our

Lord explains, owing to their "hardness of heart,"

Moses was compelled to wi-ite a precept of divorce,'

nevertheless his legislation marked an immense advance

on the common morality of the time. Ho taught them
that marriage, in place of being a merely natural and
temporary alliance, was a solemn covenant to which

Grod Himself wa,, witness ; and, instead of permitting

them to break the conjugal bonds on any whim, and
without any legal a«t, he allowed divorce only in cases

of flagrant infidelity, and enjoined that a formal bill,

or writing, bo given into the hand of the offending

vrife.2

It is to this legislation, and to the influence of it age

after age, that we attribute the domestic purity and
the aversion to alien marriages which characterise the

modem Jews. The influence of their code and history

has been about them generation after generation like

an atmosphere ; they have breathed it unconsciously ; it

lias eutered into their very blood. But it was long

before they learned their lesson. For many centuries

the ancient Hebrews found it almost as hard to be
cont-ent \vith one wife as it was to be content with one
God, almost as difficult to refrain from the diiughters

as from the deities of their neighbours, nay, they found
it harder and more difficidt. For during tho Captivity

they did learn that there is but one God over all, and
for ever renounced their idolatries ; but long after the
return from the Captivity, Ezra saw, with indignation

and dismay, that both people and priests had taken to

wife the daughters of foreign races, and that thus " the
holy seed had been mingled with the people of strange
lands." Wlien ho " heard this thing," Ezra rent his

clothes, plucked out the hair of his head and beard,
and sat down, dumb and astonished, till tho time of

the evening sacrifice.^ Then, all who " trembled at tho

•words of tho God of Israel " having gathered round

' Matt. iix. g; Mark x. 5. - Dent. »xi7. 1.

him, he arose, spread out his hands to God, and poured

out his soul in a passionate and almost liopeless con-

fession of the national sin. The people at large soon

heard of his agony. They came up to the Temple,

and saw him weeping and casting himself down on the

Temple pavement. They caught the infectian of his

grief, and " wept a great weeping." So moved were

they, that they also confessed their sin, and entered

into a solemn covenant to put away their strange wives.

The separation was effected, the vow performed. And
yet, only twenty years after this impressive and pathetic

scene, Nehemiah found so many Jews married to wives of

Ashdod and Ammon and Moab, that the children could

not speak Hebrew, but chattered together in the tongues

of their mothers.* Worse still, in order to aUy themselves

with these strange women, many of them had violated

the law, divorcing their Hebrew wives without cause.

Worst of all, tho high priest, ElLashib, was allied to

Tobiah tho Ammouitti, and his grandson was married

to the daughter of Sanballat the Horonito ; so that

tho very men who were most straitly bound to set an

example of patriotism and devotion were breaking the

commandments and secretly favouring the most bitter

and unscrupulous foes of the Hebrew commonwealth.

For once Nehemiah, the blameless governor, lost all

patience. He " contended " with these sinners—" sin-

ners above all men"—and cm-sed them, and smote them,

and plucked out their hair, and made them swear by

God that they would keep the law they had broken.

"Did not Solomon," ho cried, " King of Israel, sin by

these things P Tot among many nations was there no

king like him, who was beloved of his God. Neverthe-

less even him did outlandi.sh women cause to sin.

Shall we then hearken to you to do all this great evil,

to transgress against our God in marrying strange

wives ? " Once more the land was " cleansed from all

strangers," the Jews beiug as much terrified by the

strange transport of indignation into which the gentle

Nehemiah was thrown, as they were moved by the

tears of tho brave and resolute Ezra.

But while Nehemiah, carried out of himself, was storm-
ing and cursing and smiting the sinners, Malachi was
arguing and remonstrating against their sin. The shame-

less and disloyal alliance with aliens, and the shameless

and illegal divorce of the Hebrew wives, were as offen-

sive to him as to Nehemiah. But if a governor may
swear and strike, a prophet must preacli and rebuke.

Malachi does preach, making his hearers and their sins

his text. And though he adheres to the somewhat

formal and scholastic method which was habitual with

him, yet in this, as in the previous Section, he relieves

it with dramatic and picturesque touches.

He opens the second as he opened the first Section of

his Prophecy with an accepted maxim, a mere truism ;

and here, as there, he infers a rebuke from it. The
maxim is that the Hebrews had oiie Father, oiie Creator;

that they were aU chosen and loved by one God. They
were all brothers and sisters, therefore ; and they could

* Nehem. xiii. 23-31.



uot sin against each other without also sinuijig against

their common Father, and relating the family compact.

This is MiUachi's opening maxim, and the inference ho

draws from it. But he makes both maxim and inference

moi-e emphatic, ho puts a certain tone of indignation

into them—an echo, as it were, of Nehemiah's indig-

nation—by throwing them into an inteiTOgative form :

—

" Have wc not all oue Father ?

Hath not oik; God created us p

Why, then, are we treacherous one to another.

Profaning the covenant of our fathers ?"

" The covenant of our fathers " is, of course, the cove-

nant God made with the Hebrew fathers—a covenant of

which, out of many versions, we may select this : God,

speaking to Israfll by Moses, says, " Te have scon what

I did unto the Egyptians, and how I bare you on eagles'

wings, and brought you unto myself. Now therefore,

if ye wiU obey my voice indeed, and keep my covenant,

then ye shall be a peculiar treasure unto mo above all

people : for all the earth is mine : and ye shall bo imto

me a kingdom. of priests, and a holy nation."' The

covenant was that, if they kept the Divine Law, they

should be an elect, a separate, a priestly race, blessed

above all pcoiilo that they might be a blessing to all

people. And in so far as any Israelite broke the Di^-ine

law, he broke the national league and covenant ; if he

allied himself with the nations whom God had placed

apart from him, ho cast away the very j)riviIego of tho

covenant, or, in other words, he profaned the covenant

of his fathers. And thus he acted treacherously toward

his brethren, or betrayed them, since their welfare was
Tjound up in the maiutenanco of the covenant ; not only

did he step down from his high place of privilege, he

also helped to drag them down.

This charge tho prophet repeats in verso 11 with

growing indignation, hurling it in direct terms against

the whole people. Judaliythte impersonated type of the

Jewish race, lias dealt treacherously. In Israel (the

sacred name of the nation suggesting its sacred voca-

tion), and in Jerusalem (the capital and centre of tho

nation, the very city and seat of God), an abomination

has been foimd—a thing so vile and offensive as to

render any place, however holy, hateful and polluted.

This abomination has profaned, i.e., made common and

unclean, the one thing which was specially holy to

Jehovah, which He loved and treasured as his ^ecwMMm,

as his most sacred and precious possession, viz., " the

holy nation, the kingdom of priests," through whom He
designed to manifest his saving goodwill to aU men.

Take tJmt from Him, and what has He left ? Profane

that, and you vitiate that which was to sanctify the

world—the very salt of the earth vrill have lost its

savour.

If we ask, What is this terrible abomination, that

Malachi should be so moved by the mere contemplation

of it ? the answer is twofold. The sacred people have

married idolatresses—the strange women of strange

gods—and to do this they have divorced their Hebrew

wives without cause, putting away from them the

chiughters of God. We need feel no surprise that the

Prophet should be deeply moved by these sins ; nor

shall we, if only wo remember that the sanctity of the

Hebrew race, its separation from the heathen world,

was essential to the revelation of that Mercy by which

the world was to be saved. Tliat He might speak to

all races, and save them all, God selected one race to be

his priests and ambassadors, and patiently trained them

through long centuries for tho high vocation to which

He had called them. If they fell from their privilege,

and lost their sanctity, his purpose would be defeated

—

Ho would have laboured for nought. Hence the im-

mense stress which Malachi, in common vrith all tho

prophets, lays on the separateness, or holiness, of the

selected nation. And ho could hardly have been more

earnest and emphatic than he is, though his earnestness

is a little veiled from us by the proverbial and piet'ii-

resque forms in which it is clothed.

In dealing with the first sin, that of maiTying strange

women, he uses a form of words which in the Hebrew

expresses both a wish that Jehovah may, and a threat-

ening that Jehovah will, inflict on the man who is

guilty of it that curse which of all curses the Hebrews

most feared, the curse of childlessness. But this msh
and threatening—this im-precation—is conveyed in a

proverbial saying that must have come down from the

antique times in which Israel dwelt in tents. Prom
the man guilty of this sin, may Jehovah cut off, Jehovah

will cut off,

Tho commentators are agreed that tho first of these

linos is a proverb, though they interpret it very differ-

ently. 'In all probability the original meaning or

allusion of the phrase was of this kind :—In an Oriental

city to this cLay tho watchers at tho mosques " ciy " at

certain hours of the night, partly to announce the hour,

and partly to remind men that " it is better to pray than

to sleep." Their shriU. "Allah, il Allah" sounds far

and wide through the stillness, and those who chance

to wake and hear it mutter some sacred invocation

before they turn to sleep again. And so, in the ancient

time, during the camp life of Israel, tho sentinels went

their rounds, watching over the safety of the camp,

crying the hours perhaps, and using, as they would be

sure to use, some formula which included the Sacred

Name. To their cry those who were awake within the

touts would respond with some muttered response,

some brief devotional ejaculation. In after generations

this tent custom gave birth to a proverb. " Him that

watcheth and him that answeroth " came to mean the

whole people, all the inhabitants of a city or land
;
just

as in our poetical moods—the moods of which proverbs

are born—we often take two opposite states or condi-

tions, and make them stand for tho whole round of

human life. Sometimes wo take tho two extremes of

social condition, as " king and peasant," and use them to

include all tho social grades that lie between them;

sometimes two varieties of coa Ijtion, as " the sleeping
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and tlia wakiiig," or " tlio busy aud the idle," or " rich

and poor," and use thorn to include the entire

circle of liuman conditions. In like manner, " him

that calleth and him that auswereth" was used to

denote and include the sum total of persons in a

family, a tribe, a country. The Arabs, indeed, have an

exactly similar or identical proverb to this day, aud

describo a city abandoned of its inhabitants by the

phrase, " There is not in the city one who calls, nor is

there one who responds." On Malachi's lips the fidl

meaning of this antique and picturesque proverb

—

which recalls the camp in the dcsei-t with its watchful

patrols and sleeping myriads—is an imprecation and a

menace that God may, aud ^viU, cut oif the posterity

of the man who violates the marriage law of Israel,

so that he shall have no representative iu the congre-

gation. Nay, more, not only shall the siuuer liave no

descendant, but also there sliall be none who will "offer

a sacrifice " in expiation of his sin.

In dealing ivitli the second offence, Malachi sketches

a pathetic httle picture from cotemporary life. Those

who maiTied outlandish women showed so much respect

to the law as to divorce then- Hebrew wives. But they

kept the law at one point only to break it at another, for

there was no legal or sufficient reason for those divorces.

By this crying injustice they " covered the altar iviih

tears, with u^eping, and with sighs " (ver. 13) ; that is,

they drove the wronged and insulted women to the Sanc-

tuary, that they might pour out their comi^hiints before

the Defender of tlie wronged aud heli>less. The sighs

and tears and plaints wrung from these miserable but

innocent women rose above the sacrifices and the smoke
of the incense, so that Jehovah, looking down on his

table, uo longer saw aught on it that he loved—saw
nothing, as it were, but a canopy woven of the tears

and sighs of the divorced and aifiicted wives ; there-

fore Ho no longer regarded the daily offering, nor

accepted anything, however well-pleasing in itself, at

the hands of those who had wronged them.

It is long, in this Section, before Malachi arrives at

his sceptical " but"—at the objection which he was sure

would be started—but at last we hear it (ver. 14), " And
ye say, Wherefore?" "Why should God bo so angry
with us as all that ?

"

To this objection Malachi replies ; so that in this, as

in the other divisions of his Book, he abides by his usual

methodical arrangement of thesis, objection, and argu-
ment, though ho is a little longer than usual iu reach-

ing his objection. His reply or argument is, that
Jeliovah is moved to a profound anger against the sin

which seemed so venial to them, the sin of divorce,

because He, Jehovah, was present at the marriage, a

Witness between husband and ^vife ; because to break
the marriage vow was to break a solemn " covenant

"

sanctioned and attested by Him. To break that cove-

nant was to " deal treaclierously," to betray—and betray
whom ? No one less than tlio woman who was " the wife

of thy youth," no less thau "the wife of thy covenant,"

to whom tliine heart went out wlien its affections were
frcbh aud pure and strong, and who has been " thy

companion," sharing the blended sorrows and joys of

matm'er years.

Having thus, by the very choice of his language, ap-

pealed to the heart of the Hebrews, aud striven to make
them sensible of their baseness, the prophet proceeds

quietly to demolish the one defence behind which they
wore sure to take shelter from his reproaches and their

He sought seed of God.
Therefore take heed to your spirit,

And deal not treaclierously with the wife of thy youth."

But this 15th verse is, even in the original, so ellipti-

cal, so confused, capable of so many readings, and, as I

cannot but think, so defective and corrupt, that it is

impossible to arrange it in any satisfactory order, or to

decide how its clauses ought to run. Happily, however,

the general sense is tolerably clear, if we remember that

the word " spirit " is used here, as often elsewhere, to

denote, not the inteUigence and understanding, but that

moral faculty which God has breathed into man, in virtue

of which he is capable of moral rectitude and religion.

With that distinction in our minds wo may read this diffi-

cult if not corrupt verse thus ;—First, the prophet indig-

nantly affirms that no man, or at least uo Hebrew man,
who has " any remnant of the Spmt," any sense of right

and wrong, any conscience, any moral sense, would

divorce his ivife without adequate cause. Then, know-

ing that his hearers would remember, if not allege, the

one solitary case iu their annals which seemed to sanc-

tion that sin, he asks, " What did the One ?"—that is,

" What did Abraham, of whom you are all thinking?

He sinned against Sjvrah, the wife of his youth, in tak-

ing Hagar to wife, aud then sinned against Hagar by
sending her away for no legal fault. Was Abraham
witliout any remnant of the spirit when he did that ?

Had he no conscience, no moral sense, no power to dis-

criminate right from wrong ? "' So the people might

speak, hiding their sin, as tlie manner of men is, under

a gi-eat man's cloak. How shall the prophet rebut and

confute them? He does not, as he might, reply : "But
Abraham lived long before the law was given ; how then

could he be bound by it ? " for he does not seek a mere

logical victory. He looks rather for a lever by which

he may Hft his bretliren out of their sin. And so, in

effect, he replies :
" God had promised Abraham a seed—

a child w^io should be the hope aud benediction of the

world iu being the father of the elect race ; mistakenly

following his ivife's counsel iuste.xd of God's, he sought

that seed by marrying Hagar the Egyptian. He did

not get the seed so ; the promise was fulfilled in God's

way, not in his. But with what show of reason canyon

plead this solitary example iu your defence ? Have you

any such promise as Abraham had ? And is the hope

that it may be fulfilled your sole motive in divsrcing

your Hebrew wives and marrying strange women ?

Even if it be, that is not the way in which the promise

wUl bo fulfilled, for, as you well know, the God of Israel

bates divorce, and that a man should bespatter himself



with siu. Take Iioed, therefore, to your spirit ; beware

of defiling your conscience, of confusing your sense

of right and wrong, by light thoughts of the siu

God hates, or by seeking to excuse your vileness by

appealing to the faults and errors of groat men."

Now Malachi's argument in defence of Abraham may
not cany much force for us ; but neither was it addressed

to us. And to the men to whom it was addressed it

had a very special force. They had simply followed

" the lusts of the eye and of the flesh " in discarding

Hebrew for heathen wives. They knew they were

breaking the Di\'ine law ; and they also knew that to

break a Divine law was not the way to inherit a Divine
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promise. They had such a promise. Any one of them
might be, or thought ho might be, in the line of the

1
Messiah's ancestry. The true Hope and Blessing of

the world was to come of them. But no one of them
thouglit that the Messiah would bo bom of an outlandish

woman and an idolatress ; and, therefore, they could

not plead even Abraham's poor excuse for marrying

out of the sacred and elect straiu. They were sinning

against their own hope as well as against their own
convictions. And, probably, the argimieut of Malachi

would bo very cogent for them, and would do as much
as the curses and blows of Neliomiah to "cleanse the

land from strangers."

SCRIPTURE BIOaRAPHIES.
ELIJAH {continued).

THE KEV. HENRY ALLON, D.D.

5HE points in Elijah's history during the

struggle with Ahab that demand special

comment are

—

1 . His alirupt appearance before Ahab in

Ihe full power of prophctism. The first record of him is a

word which Moses or Samuel might have spoken in the

fulness of their prophetic reputation :
" As the Lord God

of Israel liveth, before whom I stand." Of the g^'owth

of this conscious power we know notliing. Moses in his

cradle among the bulrushes of the Nile, Samuel in the

Temple, David among his sheep at Bethlehem, are de-

picted for us ; not a word is told us about the calling or

antecedents of Elijah, nor how liis prophetic conscious-

ness and character had been formed. Like a lightnmg

flash he blazes for a moment before Ahab, and disappe^ars.

It is the simile of the author of Ecclesiasticus :
" Then

stood up Elias the prophet as fire, and his word burned

like a lamp." In his burning force and progress he

respected nothing. Ahab the king was simply a rebel

against Jehovah, auJ was smitten by him as if he had

been the meanest in the land. All that we know about

Elijah is that, amid national and religious apostacy, ex-

tending even to the schools of tlio prophets, he maintained

his faith and fidelity, and Such a consciousness of his

prophetic mission, that he did not fear so to speak to

Ahab, and to challenge such a test as the withholding of

the rain and the dew. He stood before the Lord God
of Israel; and in the consciousness of that presence

to stand before Ahab was as nothing. His word is

abrupt, pithy, tei-rible—a bolt suddenly and imerringly

shot—and it was the manner of speech of his entire

ministry. Wlienevcr ho and Ahab met, they met thus

—like two thunder-clouds—a sudden flash, a crash,

and no more. And it is characteristic of Elijah that he
neither fears nor falters. His word is as bold as it is

momentous.

His well-cliosen word affirms the very heart of the

theocratic faith. He stood beforo the Lord God tlie

prophet of roponfance, the restorer of the covenant; lie

knows no reserves, he admits no compromise. It is

surely one of the most audacious words ever spokeu.

No word of Moses to Pharaoh is bolder. With one

stroke he breaks do'\vn the bridge behind him. It is one

of tliose conjunctions of king and prophet, physical

force and moral, armed power and dauntless faith, of

which the religious history of the world records so many
instances—Moses before Pharaoh, Christ before Pilate,

the apostles beforo the Sanhedrim, Paul before Felix,

Luther at Worms. There is no reason to doubt that

this was the absolute beginning of Elijah's public career.

It is in harmony with all the dramatic movements of

his history, and is incompatible with any supposition

of quiet preparation. It was a bold cliallenge to Ahab,

as of an ambassador sent, not to debate a treaty, but to

deliver an ultimatum.

The punishment declared was that which the Mosaic

law attached to apostacy (Lev. xxvi. ; Deut. xi. ; xsviii.).

If ever the retribution of ^-iolated law was imperative, it

was surely now. The merciful C(ualification, " but accord-

ing to my word," implies liis prophetic authority, and

his mediation in the event of national repentance ; at

the same time it is clearly a defiance of both the power

of the king and the priests of Baal. Ho declares both

dependent upon him.

ConceiTiing the miracles that follow wo here remark

only, that the argument with those who deny their

possibility on the ground of the uniformity of natural

law must be maintained on the more general ground of

the possibility of the supernatural. Here it must be

assumed. It is enough to point out that these mii'aclos

have a close connection with the times and experiences

under which they occur. They ai-o not mere miracles,

arbitrary puttings forth of power ; they are perfectly

congruous with their occasions.

2. His hiding-place, the traditional Cherith, is a deep

aad well -wooded ravine, flowing eastward from the

central ridge of Palestine into the Jordan. Thenius

and otliers think that it flowed easterly from the Jordan,
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which would be a miracle iudeed. A stream flowing

from the east into the Jordan is possible enough, but

it is difficult to conceive a stream flowing from the

deep bed of the Jordan up the almost perpendicular

sides of Gilead. Some think Oherith flowed into the

Jordan from the east a few miles below the ford near

Bethshan. But there is no reason for questioning the

traditional stream flowing from the west a few miles

south of Jericho. When the writer crossed it in the

early summer of 1865, it was neai-ly dried xip, but its

steep terraced wooded banks afforded abundant provi-

sion for liiding. Whatever the personal reasons for such

a retreat, it seemed fitting that Elijah should disappear

during the interval between his bold annoiuicement to

Aliab and its fulfilment ; tlien he could present liimseK

again to Ahab with manifest effect. The miracle by
which he was sustained while hiding by the brook Chcrith

has been much debated, rejected with scorn by foes, and
unwisely extenuated by friends, who have suggested

untenable and gratuitous explanations—as, for example,

that the ravens themselves were Elijah's food ; or

that, instead of ravens, the interpretation should be

"merchants" or "Arabians"—explanations wliich not

only put a forced construction upon a very obvious

miraculous meaning, but which are embarrassed with

peculiar difficulties of their own.

The removal to Zarephath, on the coast of the Medi-
terranean, in the north-west of Palestine, necessitated

the traversing of the whole breadth of the laud—no
very formickble distance, however, inasmuch as the

greatest breadth of Israel from the Jordan to the

Mediterranean is not more than forty English nules.

Zarephath was in the Phoenician counti-y of Jezebel,

between Tyre and Sidon.

The picturesque narrative of the straits of the widow
woman, her pious hospitality, the miraculous midtipli-

cation of her resources, and the restoration of her son,

must again be referred to the general gi-ouud of the

supernatural upon which the entire histoiy of the Bible

rests. Elijah recognised her as a pious worshipper of

Jehovah in the land of Baal and Ashtaroth, and she

recognised Elijah as a prophet of Jehovah. Possibly

she was an Isi-aeliti.sh woman who had married a Phoeni-

cian man. Her faith is seen in her implieit obedience

to the injunction of the prophet, to prepare for their

common eating her last morsel of meal.

It is to be remarked, however, that the original

Hebrew does not explicitly affii-m the death of her son.

only his dying ooudition. He was rescued by Elijah

from the death about to seize him, rather than recovered

from the death wliich had seized him. Hence attempts

have been made to ehminate the mii-aculous, and to re-

present his restoration a-s effected by animal magnetism

or mere natural restoratives, rather than by Elijah's

faith and pi-ayer ; wliich is simply to traverse the entire

spirit and significance of the narrative. Manifestly

some conscious sin—perhaps her marriage with the

Phoenician—quickened afresh in her consciousness by
the presence of the "man of God," prompted the

language of peculiar distress with which she invoked

him. The spirit of humble tnistfulness in Elijah's

prayer iu the chamber with the djdng boy is to be
noted, as also the natural means for restoring

warmth in a state of syncope, which he besought God
to bless.

The incident is valuable as exhibiting the element of
deep tenderness which there was in this stern prophet
of the Restoration, and which is so often found blended
with great severity. It is the principal instance in

which this obver.se of Elijah's character is presented.

Obedience, tender sympathy, terrible severity, heroic

courage, deep despondency—what wonderful elements

were blended into this magnificent character !

The duration of the drought is not to be confounded
with the duration of the famine. The first year of the

drought would pass before the famine began to be felt.

According to our Lord (Luke iv. 2-5) and the Apostle
James (v. 17), the tradition of the di-ought was that it

continued three years and six months. According to

the history (1 Kings xviii. 1), Elijah showed himself

to Ahab in the third year (probably of the famine). To
rest adverse criticism upon an apparent discrepancy

such as this is worse than childish, for with the Old
Testament history in their hands, our Lord and the

Apostle James can scar-cely be imagined to have con-

tradicted it iu ignorance. Under such conditions the

very discrepancy is a presumption of truth.

Ehjah's character and prediction were doubtless

well known, and would be much commented upon when
the extremity of the famine began to bo felt. Hence
the famihar knowledge of him which the intercourse

with him of Obadiah evinces.

3. It is to be noted that it is Elijah who summons
Ahab to the interview which follows ; and that under

the pressure of terrible necessity, as well as of the awe
which the prophetic and religious character of Elijah

produced upon him, and urged by Obadiah, ho at once

complies. Elijah's lofty message is, " Behold, Elijah is

here." " And Ahab went to meet ElijaJi."

Again the characters of the two men are presented

in striking and dramatic contrast. No religious change

has come over Ahab dm'ing this period of manifest

retribution. There is no recognition of God's prophet

;

no acknowledgment of his sin ; no request for the pro-

phet's intercession, or for Jehovah's mercy. Where
there is shame there is virtue, for there is still a living

conscience. Ahab greets Elijah with a proud, defiant,

" Art thou he that troubleth Israel .'' " Elijah, un-

daunted, uncompromising, and imperious, profEers him

no obeisance, but replies with the counter-charge, " I

have not troubled Israel, but thou and thy father's

house." He then demands that the 450 priests of

Baal and the 400 priests of Ashtaroth be summoned
to meet him. Ahab obeys, and gathers them together

to Mount Carmel, a long precipitous ridge from 1,500 to

1,800 feet in height, and about twelve mOes in length.

Carmel runs from near Jenin, not far from Gilboa,

upon the slopes of which Jezreel stood, to the Mediter-

ranean, into which it projects as a bluff promontoiy,.

and divides Samaria from the great plain of Esdraelon.



Its sides are covered -with shrabs, and in spriug-timo

with flowers, which still constitute the " excellency of

Carmel." The traditicaial site of Elijah's conflict with

Bii;d"s priests is at the eastern end of tho ridge—

a

shapeless ruin, stUl called El-Maliarrakah, " the burning,"

to which the Druses come ajinually to offer sacrifice,

perpetuates it. Near to this is a well of water, said to

be perennial, from which the water to fill the trenches

of the altar was probably obtained.' Next to Siuai it

is one of the most signal scenes of sacred history. The

purpose of Elijah in summoning the assembly, and in

making such stipulations for the conflict, was cleai-ly to

bring Israel publicly and formally to decide between

Jehovah and Baal. The answer by fii-e was a well-

known and ancient tradition. The altars of Abel,

Noah, Abraham, the Tabernacle, and the Temple, had

been so kindled. It is a sufficient indication of the

pass to which things had come, that Jezebel fed these

priests of Baal and Ashtaroth at her own table, while

she murdered the prophets of Jehovah.

The loneliness of Ehjah in this gi-eat conflict—which

implies not that no other prophet of Jehovah existed in

the land, but that all who had not been massacred by

Jezebel were too frightened to avow themselves—brings

out the supreme heroism of his character. Never were

combatants more unequally matched, for although the

400 priests of Ashtaroth do not appear to have come,

the 450 priests of Baal were there. It would seem,

however, that there were still two parties among the

people ; they had not afl gone over to idolatry. Some
were probably faithful in heai't to Jehovah, and others

hesitating in opinion.

The act of sacrifice was Elijah's chosen test, not

only as being the best known expression of worship,

but as aft'srding occasion for the most demonstrative

result. The consuming of the flooded victim by fire

from heaven was a mii-acle that could not be mistaken
;

and inasmuch as Baal was the sun or fire-god, the

test was obviously congruous and conclusive. All that

depended upon preference was somewhat scomfidly

conceded by Ehjah. The scene described is one of tlio

most di-amatic and magnificent representations of lofty

defiance, withering sarcasm, and tragic I'esult, to be

found in literature. Baal resisted not merely the

entreaties but the blood-invoking power of his own
priests ; and as then- raving was intensified into mania,

the scoffing provocation of Elijah was increased, until

tho excitement of the entire scene becomes altogether

unimaginable. The calm sublime simphcity of the

offering of Elijah which followed must have been in

the highest degree impressive.

The public reconstruction of the ancient alta,r, and the

soaking of the sacrifice with water, were clearly intended

to demonstrate tho impossibility of any imposition, for

the water ran over the altar and filled the trench.

Twelve stones were used, the ideal number of tho

tribes of the kingdom. Elijah sacrificed in the name
of all Israel. And the fire of the Lord fell, and was

Stanley 'i and Palcstim, p. 353.

so intense that it not only licked up the water, but cal-

cined the stones of the altar and the surface of tho

gi'ound.

The slaughter of Baal's priests is to be justified on2y

on theocratic principles. Thus, Moses more than once
put idolaters to death. Elijah demanded their death
in the name of the Mosaic law (Exod. xxii. 20 ; Dent,
xiii. 6—10 ; xvii. 1—7). They were not merely false

teachers and impostors, but traitors and rebels against

the national government. It was part of Ahab's guilt

that he had not done the same. Probably the excite-

ment of the people would have made it impossible

to save them, even had it been lawful to do so.

It is freely admitted that under any other thaa a

theocratic government such a slaughter of the priests

of a false religion would have been Ixith a crime and a

blunder—according, that is, to oui- modern notions

;

but then, in fairness to those who have done such things,

it should be remembered that such notions are scarcely

three centm-ies old. Neither Christendom, paganism,

nor infidelity has long learned how much greater and
more effectual moral victories are than physical ex-

termination. The imputation that this slaughter of

Baal's priests was mere revenge for the murder of

tho prophets of Jehovah does not merit refutation,

it is a misrepresentation of the entire feeling of the

history.

Leaving Ahab in his tent, EUjah goes westward

along the summit of Carmel, to some loftier eminence

commandmg a \-iew of the Mediterranean. There takes

place another scene, as picturesque and dramatic after

its kind as the more tragic scene of the sacrifice. He
prays while his servant watches the formation of tho

storm-cloud upon the sea—a phenomenon mentioned

by many travellers. Then he returns to Ahab, and
hastens his departure to Jezreel, some sixteen miles

distant on the western slope of Gilboa, the one being

fuUy visible from the other. Having thus publicly

humiliated the idolatry of the king, Elijah thinks it

meet to do him a signal honour. Girding himself after

the fashion of the Syce or fore-runner of the East—as

may be seen in Cairo or any other Oriental city icr

this day—Elijah runs before the chariot of Ahab to

Jezreel. The triumphant prophet of God is still the

respectful servant of his king.

This day on Carmel was the culminating point of

Elijah's career. Baal-worship received that day a

fatal blow, and the wor.ship of Jehovah its most signal

triumph. Next to the law-giving at Sinai it is the

most signal epoch in the histoiy of Jehovah-worship

that the Old Testament records. Two or thiee remarks

upon it may be added.

(1) The struggle was not an argumentative one

;

there was neither affirmation of doctrine nor promise

nor threatening— it was simply a manifestation of

living power. Tho true God practically revealed him-

self as such. He manifests himself as not bound by

natm-al laws, but supreme over them, " doing wonders."

Moral necessities must, according to any philosophy,

dominate mere physical sequences. To bind the
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supreme Deity to uniformity of physical law, wluitever

the moral exigency, is, on any theory of the universe

that recognises God at all, to subordinate the lower to

the higher, the supremo end to instrumental means.

The test, "the God that answereth by fire, let him be

God,'' is virtually applicable to aU systems ; while it was

a test palpably congruous to one who was ostensibly the

God of fire. It is a symbol of the highest tests that

can be applied to any religious sy.stem. The supreme

test of any theology is its practical religious power.

That must be the true and supremo religion which

elevates and inspires men the most nobly. Tlie Jeho-

vist ideas in Elijah's time, Christian ideas in o>ir own,

independently of all historical or philosophical evidence,

may fairly claim, on empirical grounds, to be the noblest,

purest, and most inspiring ideas that the world possesses.

(2) As an instance of moral courage and power it is

almost unique in its grandeur. At God's command,
Elijah, the solitary prophet of Jehovah, unhesitatingly

and intrepidly shows himself to Ahab, and challenges

the issue. Before the king, and Jezebel, and the repre-

sentatives of the entire nation, he confronts the army of

Baal's priests, and submits the entire question of the

rival religions to this test of miraculous fire. He sternly

rebukes the people for their indecision, and exasperates

to the utmost the idolatrous priests by his terrible sar-

casm. Moses before Pharaoh, and Luther at the Diet

of Worms, are only distant approaches to it.

(3) The place of sarcasm in religious reformation is not

only legitimate, but often of the greatest potency. It is

intensity of religious feeling finding arousing and exciting

expression, with vehemence proportionate to the provo-

cation. While humorous banter is often the best correc-

tive of mere folly, keen ridicule, incisive sarcasm, is often

the most efEective weapon for dealing with religious in-

fatuation or self-complacency. Its use is abundantly

justified by Isaiah, our Lord, Paul, Luther, Latimer,

Pascal, and almost all great religious reformers. Its

object is to quicken the burning power of the man's

garment of thought or ritual.

(4) In its contrast with the greatness and depth of

Elijah's character, the weakness and shallowness of that

of Ahab here culminates. Throughout the whole trans-

action there is not a single intimation of religious sensi-

bility. He is moved only by impotent necessity. He had
weakly yielded to Jezebel his conscience and his king-

dom, and he as weakly submits himself to Elijah, the

solitary helpless prophet, pusillanimously obeying his

bold word to convene the assembly, and then as igno-

miniously accepting the result. All the real antagonism

and revenge are left to his bold bad wife. Tlie robbery

of Naboth's vineyard, the establishment of idolatry, the

slaughter of Jehovah's prophets, the determined ven-

geance with which Elijah is still pursued—all are hers.

Ahab throughout plays the part of a feeble blustering

conscienceless coward.

(5) If the miracle of the answer by fire be denied,

there is absolutely nothing to account for the extra-

ordinary and undeniable effect produced by the day on
Carmel. Clearly the people believed in its occurrence,

as clearly deception was impossible. The whole
national movement demands its recognition. Either

it really occurred as the history narrates it, or in

some inconceivable way Elijah achieved a supreme im-

posture, which is a psycholo^cal as well as a physical

impossibility. The people who had gone over to Baal-

worship were at once recalled to Jehovah-worship.

Elijah preached no sermon, employed no argument or

persuasion. His one indignant question, " How long

halt ye between two opinions ? " is the whole of his

recorded address to the people. And to this there was
no response. Unless, therefore, the whole history be

discredited, the entire result must be attributed to the

answer by fire. Hence, nothing is more characteristic

of the majority of the attempts to explain away the

miracle than their inherent incoherence.

MEASUKES, WEiaHTS, AND COINS OF THE BIBLE.
BY P. K. CONDEK, C.l

HE earrings worn by the Midianites,' if

wo compare the number of 15,000 men
^vith the weight of 1,700 mirei, would
have averaged 36 grains per pair, or a

iittle under the weight of a gold five-franc piece each,

which is also a vei-y satisfactory approximation.

The cause of the change in the monetary system now
becomes very plainly apparent. During the Captivity,

in which period this change occurred, took place also the

capture of Babylon by Darius, and the substitution of a

Persian for a Chaldean empire. That a change in the

money of the state should have been introduced by the

victors, is consistent vrith the general course of history.

In China, on more than one occasion, the calendar itself

was altered on a change of dynasty. Further, while we
have good ground for attributing the first Jewish system

to a Chaldean origin, the second is associated, through

the daric, with the Persian- system. Thus the cause

of the change becomes perfectly intelligible.

Wo are now able, with a very close approach to certi-

tude, to illustrate the weight of the money of the Bible

by existing coins.

The silver shekel, from the time of Moses down to the

Captivity, was the exact equivalent of the Spanish or

Neapolitan ducat of the present day. The gold shekel

See Esger's Notes on Onwiitii.
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of tho same period was about one-skth heavier than

tho loiiis d'or, or gold piece of 20 francs.

Tho silver shekel, from the return from Babylon to

tho Roman rule, was tlio equivalent of tho Neapolitan

piastre, or of the French five-franc piece. The gold

•jhokel or daric was witliin a grain of the weight of the

English guinea of 1734.

The thousand aurei or golden dinars (sometimes, we

aro of opinion, called tho talent of gold) were thus

worth nearly £900 in the first iieriod, and £1,066 in the

second. If a talent of gold of the same weight as that

of silver existed, the value in either case would be twelve

and a half times that stated.

The talent of the first system weighed 166-6 pounds

troy, being of the value, at 5s. per ounce, of £500; the

sela talent weighed 200 pounds troy, being thus of the

value of £600.

The large figures which have been attributed to the

gold employed in the Tabernacle and in the Temple,

and to the annual revenue of Solomon, are brought

nsarer to tho experience of modern times by the fore-

going determination, than as they are usually stated.

Thus, the amount of the ill-omened number of 666

clears of gold, received year by year by the great king,

was hard upon 600,000 sovereigns of our present coinage.

The gold employed to make the spears and targets for

the Temple Guard was of the value of £286,000. The
gold employed in the Tabernacle was equal to a little

more than 26,000 sovereigns. We are not attempting

in this calculation to show the value of this amount, as

money, but to fix its weight, expressed in terms familiar

to every one at the present day. But as we find that a

war-chariot cost £100, and a troop-horse £25, by the

same method of calculation, it does not appear that the

purchasing power of tho precious metals in the time of

Solomon differed very widely from that which prevailed

in this country early in the present centuiy. These

prices, moreover, have to be increased in the ratio of

sixteen to twelve and a half, if we regard gold, and not

silver, as the standard of secular comparison.

Tables of weight aro subjoined, whicli show the

divisions of the two systems of the shekel and the sela.

The assarion and the pondion usually occur as copper
coins, but we have here expressed their value as sub-

divisions of weight, estimated in silver.
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signata for the sacred tax is forbidden. The reference to

the sUver of the goldsmith,' in the Book of Deuteronomy,

is held to be conclusive on this point. The Hebrew

word emjiloyed in the Mishna- is transliterated by

Bartenora into a.a-rnu.ov, or unsigned money, on which no

Kfift/ia, or stamp, was struck. It was forbidden^ to pay

the half-shekel tax otherwise than in pure silver, and

that coined. But the firstborn, and the sacred offerings,

were redeemable either in silver or in the value of

silver. The word asenion is of the more interest from

the fact that one of the words on the Jewish coins,

hitherto unexplained, is she-mo, the substitution of the

shin for the samech bemg the only change

"We liavo engraved and inserted above two copper

coins of undeteimmed date, which appeal to have

formed a portion of the maaser sheni money, or of that

used for the korban.

The larger coin is an assarion, or quarter gera. So
many varieties of this coin exist, differing only in

minute particulars, that it is evident that the type must
have been permanently employed, as sacred money, for

a long series of years. The beauty and force of the

treatment of the vine-leaf on the obverse, are remark-

able, and point to a state of art not very far removed

from that of the time of Alexander the Great. The
legend is D'Jiaii' mn {Hm'eth Irusalem), " stamp of Jeru-

salem." On the reverse, is the seven-branched palm,

with the word isaa (shemou), " coin."

The smaller coin is a shemim, which bears the marks
of very remote antiquity. It is extremely rare. Aroimd
the vine-leaf, on the obverse, is the legend )vi ni-in

{Heruth Zmn), the letter zaln being used instead of the

ordinary tsaddi, and the letter vau being used as a mater

lectionis, or pronounced vowel, which indicates a period

of history long before the introduction of the " points."

The use of the word Zion, instead of Jerusalem, is also

rare on the coins, although it is of frequent occuiTence

in the First Book of Maccabees. On the obverse is a

vessel whicli may be identified as the Icuplui, or covered

vase, in which the incense used for the offering was
carried into the Sanctuary by the priest. It was made
of gold, and held a tarcab, or three cabi. Only two out

I Dent. riv. 25, " tu
- Codex de Dccimis Sacundis, cap. i.

* Coif. dc Pvimoijenitls^ cap. viii. mi

money," A. V.

of the sacred vessels are said to have been provided

with opercula, or lids. The legend mi:iD njia (HJieneth

Shelush), " third year," indicates a year of the week on

which the second tithes were given to the poor, and the

money in which they were paid was not sacred. The
coin hi question, therefore, probably was part of the

horban, or Temple money.

With regard to this shemo money, to which there

are some important references in the Mishnic writers,

one of the most distinguished modern writers on
Jewish money. Professor Levi, of Breslau, has been

betrayed into a palpable anachronism. The work of

Dr. Levi, called Geschichte der Jildischen Milnzen,

published in 1862, is cited by Mi-. Madden, in his

history of Jewish coinage ; and rehance on its state-

ments—which entirely ignore the valuable information

from Maimonides, Bartenora, and other writers, cited

by Esgers, in his notes on the Constitutiones de Siclis

of Maimonides—has led that excellent Enghsh writer

into serious errors. Dr. Levi argues that certain obscure

expressions in the Tosaphta,' as to money that was
illegal for sacred dues, denote coins that were struck

dui-iug the last two years of the Jewish war, and during

the short-lived revolt of Barcochebas. Thus, in spite

of the extreme improbability of the issue of a complicated

coinage by leaders who were little more than bandits,

more than thirty per cent, of the extant coins of Jewish

origin have been ascribed to personages who can only be

termed imaginary coiners, and limited to eight or nine

years, out of a period of more than two centuries.

That the interpretation thus given, which dislocates

the entire series of Jewish money, is erroneous, is clear

from the consideration, that neither the half-shekel tax,

uor the manser sheni, or second tithe, were enforced,

except while the Temple was standing f and while the

annual festivals were observed. It is thus impossible

that coins issued after the interruption of the ritual

can have been spoken of by Rabbi Chija, or the

Araoraim, as illegal for these payments. Maimonides

justly observes^ that the Mishna does not speak of

coins that were openly illegal, but of such as were

specially unfit for the sacred tribute, the former being

ipso facto rejected.

Of the coinage of Jewish money before the Captivity,

we have, as yet, neither relic nor reliable description.

In the treatise Baba Kama^ of the Talmud, we find it

stated, ' The tradition exists. It is asked, What was
the money of Jerusalsm ? David and Solomon was
inscribed on one side, but on the other, Hierosolyma."

The learned WagenseU, in his commentary on the

tract Sotah of the Talmud, figures two coins* which

he possessed, and which, ho says, exactly correspond tb

the description of the Ghcuiarists. But as (in the

engraving, at least) the letters are in the square Hebrew
character, the coins cannot be accepted as genuine.

The earhest knovra Jewish coins, however, so far

tally with the account of the Talmud, as fully to confirm

•* Cod. de Dcciniis Secundi'i, cap. i. mis. 5.

5 Constitidiones de SiclU, i. g. " In Boi-aclioth, c. vii. m. 1.

! Baba Kama, fol. 97, C. « Soiah, cap. iv. mis. 3.
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its substantial accuracy. They hear on tho obverse

the name of a high priest, and on the reverse a symbol

of the Temple or of the city. The words Jerusalem,

Israel, and Zion, occur on other coins, and on one,

bearing the name of "Eleasar the Priest" on tho

obverse, occurs the word " Israel," on the reverse. Tho

only sovereign pontiff who bore the name of Eleasar,

after the time of the son of Aaron, was the 44th in tho

series, who was the brother of Simon the Just, and

the high priest under whose authority the Septuagint

version of the Law was made. Eleasar was not what

the Mishna calls the " Messiah," or anointed priest, but

the " priest clad with many ganneuts," or acting high

priest, dxu'ing the minority of his nephew, or, more

probably, grand-nephow, Ouias IE. This explains why
the word "high" does not occur on his coins, as it

docs on those of the Asmoneau iwntiffs. It is impossible

to suppose that either Eleasar, the son of Boethus, or

Eleasar, the son of Annas, who were two of the high

priests so readily made and deposed by the Idumeau
monarchs and the Roman procurators, would have been

allowed to exercise tho royal prerogiitive of stamping

his own name on the coin. Thus there seems no reason

to doubt the age of the coins of Eleasar, the spelling

of which is also of an oT:tremcly ancient and obsolete

character.

We figure two coins bearing the name Eleasar. The
upper one is a copper shemnn, bearing on the obverse

the seven-branched palm-tree, with the legend ]ri3n twa
(Eleasar the Priest) inscribed in Phcenician, or old

Hebrew letters, but read in the Greek method (from

left to right) on tho field. On the reverse is a cluster of

grapes, with tho legend, in letters of the same typo,
• First Tear of Release, Israel."

The lower coin is a silver half righia, or three-eighth

pai-t of a shekel. On tho obverse is an cenochoe, one

of the sacred vessels used for libations, with the legend,

in old Hebrew, " Eleasar the Priest." On the reverse is

the word sduj, shemo, " coLq." The occurrence of this

word on aa eponymous coin, or piece of money, bearing

the name of a sovereign, is inexplicable according to

the views of these who suppose this ancient word to

mean the name of a man.

There is, indeed, in tho British- Muser^m, a Jewish

coin which appears to bear a date only two years pos-

terior to that of the Rosetta, stone, an engiaving of

which piece of money we subjoin.

It is a small copper coin, with the word diakms
(meaning copper money) written in Greek letters on

one side and an anchor-bko emblem on the other, with

tho Greek letters E. T. P. K. The coin has been

assigned by Cavedoni to Agrippa II. ; but P. K. cer-

tainly stands for 120, and it does not seem possible

to refer such a date to any era but that of the Selcn-

cidae. The year 120 of that reckoning was tho thirty-

third year of Antioehus the Great, who was then

supremo in Syi'ia and Palestine. Onias II. was then

high priest. Whether this be the actual dato of IJie

coin in question or not, it possesses extreme iatciost

from the fact of bearing the name of those coius which

St. Mark says that Christ watched the crowd casting

into the treasury,' when many wealthy persons ca.'?t in

many.

The most ancient name for a piece of money in iho

Bible, is so old, that its meaning had been lost by the

time of Christ. It occurs in tho Book of Genesis," as

the imit of the price of the laiid purchased by Jacob of

the children of Hamor ; and also in the Book of Job.^

Prom the resemblance of the word to one that .signifies

lamb, it is conjectured that it indicates a picco of silver

which bore the foi-m of that animal. On a tomb at

Thebes is a representation of tho weighing of gold and

silver, in which one of the weights employed has the

form of an animal. lu the British Museum aro bronze

Babylonian weights in the fonu of lions, and others in

that of ducks. Rabbi AMba says in the Talmud/ that

he had heard the name applied to a piece of money ia

Africa. It seems to have been the sUvcr unit used

before the shekel. Another obsolete word, as it is

usually pointed, occurs in the Book of Samuel (ch. ii.

36), under the name of agora. This is probably only

the silver gera.

It is in the 175th year of the Seleucidas (139 B.C.)

that the first positive mention of a Hebrew coinage

occurs. The right to strike money in his own name

was then conceded, or confirmed, to tho High Priest,

Simon Maccabaeus, by treaty with Antioehus YII.»

The earliest Jewish coins that have been po-sitivcly

identified are those of John Hyrcanus, who cstabfished

the independence of Judjea in the year 199 of the

Seleucidae. Pour different coins of this princo are

described by Mr. Madden." They are all of copi)cr, and

bear a Hebrew mscriptiou, containing tho name of " Jo-

hanan. High Priest," covering the field, on the obverse,

Mnrk xii. 41. - Gen. xxriii. 13.

4 Eosh Haaluina, c. iii. fol. 26. * i Mi

? History of Jni'ish Coinage, pp. 51—

3 Job xlii. 2.
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and a device which has been called a double cornucopia,

on the reverse. Of the successor of Hyrcauus I.,

Aristobnlus I., who reigned for a single year, there is

a copper coin very similar to that of his father,

bearing the name of " Judas, High Priest." Of
Alexander Janneus, the brother and suc<"essor of

Aristobnlus, coins of two kinds exist. Three specimens

closely resemble the foregoing pieces; they bear the

name of "Jonathan, High Priest," and the same device

on the reverse as before. But there are four coins of

a very different type, bearing the words " Jonathan the

King," in Hebrew, ^\-ith a flower or a palm, on the

obverse ; and the words " Alexander the King " (in the

genitive case), in Greek letters, with an ornament which

may be intended to represent either a lamp, or an

anchor, on the reverse.

A coin very similar to one of the bilingual pieces of

Alexander I., bears the name of " Alexandra the

Queen," his widow. This eoin is extremely rare, ha\'ing

been considered unique, till Canon Tristram obtained

a second in 1872.

Of Hyrcanus II., who succeeded his mother Alex-

andra, and reigned, or held the high priesthood, for

five years, and again for a second period of three years,

neither the coins nor the Hebrew name is known ; and
the same remark applies to Aristobnlus II., the brother

and successor of tliis Hyrcanus.

Two copper coins, very similar to those of Alexander
I., are attributed, by Mr. Madden, to Alexander 11.,

son of Aristobnlus II. The legend on these coins is in

Greek letters.

The last of the Asmonean princes was Antigonus,

brother of Alexander II. Tlireo coins of this prince

exist. They bear the name " Mattathias, High Priest,"

in Hebrew letters, on the obverse, and " King Anti-

gonus," in Greek letters, on the reverse. None of the

above-named Asmonean coins have been ascertained to

bear any date.

Thus the coinage of the Asmonean dynasty, as far

as it has yet been recovered, consists of eight Hebrew
and ten bilingual coins, struck by six princes, during a
period of seventy-seven years.

The specimens which we have of the Asmonean
coinage have the field covered with letters which are too

small and indistinct to be suitable for reproduction in

BIBLE WORDS.
BY THE KEV. EDMnND VENABLKS, M.A., CANON KESIDENTIAKT AND PRECENTOR OF LINCOLN CATHEDRAL.

SERIES I.—OBSOLETE WORDS AND PHRASES (contmued).

FiEIGANDINE {subsL). This word occurs

twice in the Authorised Version, both

times in Jeremiah; chap. xlvi. 4, "Stand

forth with your helmets, furbish the

spears, and put on the brigandines

;

" and chap. h. 3,

"Against him that bendeth let the archer bend his

bow, and against him that lifteth himself up in liis

brigandine." In each case it is the translation of np
{siryon) "a, coat of mail." Brigandine is defined by

Wedgwood and Richardson as a kind of scale armour,

made of many jointed plates, very pliant and easy for

the body, so called from being used by the light-armed

foot soldiers known as brigands. It comes to us from the

French, in which language it was in use as a " haber-

geon, or coat of mail." It was not an imfamiliar English

word in the sixteenth centm-y, as is witnessed by the

following passages :
" Besides two thousand archers, and

brigans, so called in those days of an armour which

they wore named brigandines, used then by footmen "

(Holinshed, ii., Ku. .5, b) ;' "They have theyr 6)%-
andyne, theyr soldiers girdle, and to be short al 'that

complete harnes which that valiauut warriour Saincte

Poule describeth unto them in sondry places " (Udal,

Si. Mark Pref.) ;
" They have also armed horses with

their shoulders and breasts defenced, they have helmets

and brigandines " (Hakluyt, Voyages, i. 62).

It is also adopted by Milton :

—

" Then put on all thy glorious arms, tby Lelmet
And brigandine of brass, thy broad habergeou."

Tlie history of this word is singular. The derivation

of the Italian brigante is obscure. Mr. Isaac Taylor

thinks that a not impossible origin of the word may be

found in the tribe of the Brigantes, " who served as

mediaeval mercenaries," " or perhaps from Briga, a

town near Nice " [Words and Places, 255, 445). A far

more likely derivation is to be found in the Italian

briga, and the old French brige, stiife, quarrel, conten-

tion, which is found also in Chaucer, "Ye knowen wel

that mine adversaries have begon tliis debatt and brige

by his outrage" {Tale of Melibeus). But whatever its

origin, that which at first meant no more than a " light-

armed soldier," by that process of deterioration of which

all language furnishes so many examples, when dis-

banded troops began to roam the country robbing the

peaceable inhabitants,—that curse of the Middle Ages,

—took the meaning of " a robber, " a brigand " in the

modern sense. Then we find the word ti-ansferred from

the land to the sea, brigante became a pirate, whUe a

pirate's ship assumed the name of a brigantine, of

which the modern " brig " is merely an abbreviation.

Bruit {subst). The French bniit, " noise," " report,"

" rumour," naturalised in English down to the middle of

the seventeenth century, lias now dropped out ofcommon
use, though the verb and participle " to bruit abroad,"

" bmited abroad," are still not unfamiliar. Our trans-

lators have given it twice : Jer. x. 22, " Behold, the

noise of the bruit is come, and a great commotion out'

of the north country ;
" and Nahum iii. 19, " All that

hear the bruit of tliee sliall clap the liands over thee."

Bacon (Essay liv., On Vain Glory) quotes the French
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proverb, _Bea!(co«^) de bruit, pen de fruit, and Englishes

it nvuch bruit, little fruit. The wortl is of frequent

GCcniTeuce in Latimer. " He (the PoiDe) shall send

forth his thunderbolts on these bruits'' (Sermons, p.

153) ; and is found in Shakespeare :

—

" Fearless minds climb soonest unto crowns.
Brother, we will proclaim you out of hand

;

The hruit thereof will bring you many friends.
'*

(3 Hen. YL, iv. 7.)

The obscurity of the word was not unfrequently in-

creased by the omission of the i.

" A rumour roase . . . that peace was . . . concluded ; which
brute, as it was pleasant and mellifluous to the Frenchmen, so it

was to the Eugheh nacion bitter, sour, and dolorous." (Hall,

Hen. 711., anno 6.)

But (conj.). This conjunction, derived from two pre-

positions, be = by, out, correspondingto the Anglo-Saxon

butan, "without," "except," is once used in our Prayer

Book Version of the Psalms—taken, as is generally

known, from the old translation of the Bible by

Tyndalo and Coverdale (1535), and Rogers (1537), re-

\-ised by Craumer (1539)—iu a seuse now unfamiliar,

though formerly exceedingly common, and usually

much misunderstood. The passage is Ps. xix. 3,

" There is neither speech nor language, but their voices

are heard among them." The ordinary reader naturally

interprets this in a sense most true and beautiful, but

not that contained iu the words—viz., that the heavenly

bodies in their silent march through the sky, declare

the eternal power and Godhead of the Most High (cf.

Rom. i. 20) ; and he is contii-med in his mistake by the

exquisite poetry of Addison's Hymn. But the true

meaning is that given more clearly in the Authorised

Version, " There is no speech nor language, where their

voice is not heard ;
" the familiar little word but being

here used in the old sense of except, without, " without

then- voices being heard." Of this usage wo have an

instance in the proverb, " Touch not the cat, but (with-

out) a glove ;
" and in the following passage of Chaucer,

wliich may be sufBcient for our purpose :

—

" But meat or drinie she dressed her to lie

In a dark corner of the house alone,

And on this wise weeping she made her mone."
[The Testament of Cresseide.)

By (prep.). No passage in the Authorised Version is

more open to misconception, and is, we believe, more
generally misunderstood than St. Paul's words, 1 Cor.

iv. 4, " I know nothing by myself
;
yet am I not hereby

justifiod : but he that judgeth me is the Lord." St.

Paul is often supposed to assert the Divine origin of

his knowledge; that "by," or "of himself" he knows

uotliiug, the Holy Spirit being his Teacher in all things

pertaining to God. A thoughtful reader perceives that

this sense does not hai-monise with the context, espe-

cially with the words that immediately follow, but ho

can give no other meaning to the first clause of the

verse, and his perplexity is naturally great. A reference

to the Greek removes the difficulty, by showing that

St. Paul's words may be properly rendered, " I am
conscious to myself of no faUiug in duty

;
yet I am not

justified through that consciousness of rectitude, inas-

much as I am subject to a higher and more searching

judgment, that of God." The word by, therefore, must

mean in this passage " with reference to," " against," a

sense it formerly bore extensively in our language, and

still, we are told, retains in provincial dialects. Dean

Alford in loc. tells us that " I know no harm by him "

is still a cuiTOnt expression in the midland counties.

As examples of this force of by wo may quote ;

—

" Al the wikkednesse that I wote hi any of owre brethren."

{Piers the Pioioman, v. 180.)

" I am exceedingly sorry that such faults can be proved h'j tho

queen." (Cranmer, Let. to Henrii VIII.)

" If so be thou hast spoken to or by thy neighbours."

(Latimer, Senn., p. 17.)

" For all the wealth that ever I did see,

I would not have him know so much bi/ me."
(Shakespeare, Looe's Labow Lost, iv. 3.)

DIFFICULT PASSAGES EXPLAINED.

BY THE REV. C. J. ELLIOTT,

THE GOSPELS:—ST. MATTHEW.

:AK op WINKriELD, BEBKS, AND HON. CANON OF CHRISTOHUBCH, 0S3'0ED.

" But as touching the resurrection of the dead, have ye not
read that which was spoken unto you by God, saying, I am tho
God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob.
God is not the God of the dead, but of the Uving."

—

St. Matthew
I3rii. 31, 32.

aid cany us far beyond our prescribed

limits were we to enter in this place on

the discussion of tho general question

to what extent the doctrine of a future

state, as including both the soul's immortality and
the body's incorruption, formed a part of that reve-

lation which was given of old to the fathers "iu

many portions, and in divers manners." Our present

task is restricted to the answer to the single question.

How is the doctrine of the resuiTcction involved in the

words spoken to Moses out of the burning bush, and

recorded in Exod. iii. 6 p To this inquiry we shall now

endeavour to reply.

On tuming to Exod. iii. we are at once struck by

the numerous indications which that chapter affords

that we are reading the record of one of the gi-eat

epochs of Old Testament history. The narrative, which

has hitherto been studiously brief, now enters into

minute detaUs. ' Its unity, notwithstanding the at-

tempts (based on the occurrence throughout it of both

the Divine names), to break it up into fragments, is

' See Canon Cook's note on the chapter, in the Speafeer's Com'
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apparent. It is indicated by tlie sectional division

of tbe Jews, and it is establislied by the strongest

intarnal evidence. Moses, who was " learned in all the

wisdom of the Egy[)tians," had doubtless acquired aU

that they wore able to teach respecting the soul's im-

mortality, and had considered well the attempts—by

means of their costly process of embalmment and their

more costly places of sepultiu-e—to presei-ve those bodies

the continuance of which they seem to have associated.

I some myster with the sustained exist j

of the soul.' Ho had thus become prepared for the re-

ception and for the communication, in whatever degree

that communication might be consistent with the promul-

gation of a law which was to be enforced only by tem-

poral sanctions, of such a revelation of a future state

as can alone form a secure foundation on wliieh to en-

graft any system of legislation. It was under these

circumstances—whilst feeding the flocks of Jcthro, on

that part of the Sinaitic range near to Horeb, which is

here designated by anticipation " the mountain of God '
'

—

that the attention of Moses was arrested by the appear-

ance of "the bush," or seneh (probably the thorny

acacia)—that bush which must doubtless have been often

mentioned to the Israelites in after days, burning yet

unconsumed, and thus presenting not only a fitting

type of the present condition and future destiuy of his

people, but also of the great truth of which he was at

this time to receive a revelation—that the body, though

subject to death, is yet destined to incorruption.

It will be freely admitted that the doctrine of the

resurrection of the dead does not lie upon the surface

of the words spoken to Moses out of the bush, " I am
the God of thy father (a collective plural, apparently),

the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God

of Jacob." It is equally true that, upon a closer

examination of their import, that doetiine will be found

to be essentially involved in them. "Without pausing to

inquire how far the revelation thus communicated was

apprehended by Moses in particular, and by the Old

Testament saints in general, we wUl now endeavoui- to

point out how the doctrine of the resurrection is con-

tained in the words spoken out of the bush, premising

only that a deep lesson for the right understanding and

application of Old Testament history is conveyed in the

assurance given by our Lord to the Sadducees that the

words spoken by the angel out of the bush to Moses

were spoken by God to them—" Have ye not read that

which was spoken by God t* yon f
"

In the interpretation, then, of the words spoken to

Moses, we must observe, fii-st, that the assurance given

1 Heroaotua (ii. 123) says that the ERyptians were the first to

toach the immortality of the soul ; and Diodorus Siculus (i. 6b, 61)

says that whilst they regarded the dweUings of the living as tem-

porary habitations, they looked upon the tombs of the dead as

eternal abodes.

to him that God was stiU the Grod of his fathers, Abra-

ham, Isaac, and Jacob, involved in it the assurance that

they were still His people; in other words, inasmuch

as God is " not the God of the dead but of the living,"

that those patriarchs stiU existed, though their bodies

had been long dead. And, further, the assurance that

God was their G«d was an assurance that He would

supply all theii- wants, and fulfil all that He had pro-

mised to do for them. It would carry us far beyond our

limits to inquire into the manner in which the promise

given to Abraham personally, as well as to his seed after

liim (Gien. xiii. 15), is yet destined to receive its accom-

plishment. It is manifest, however, on the very surface

of Holy Scripture, that the promise which God gave to

Abraham, and for the fulfilment of which we are ex-

pressly assured that Abraham looked (Heb. xi. 10), was

not fulfilled during his earthly history (Acts vii. 5 ; xi. 9).

And, further, we are taught in the Epistle to the

Hebrews, that the reason why God is " not ashamed" to

be called the God of the patriarchs, is because He will

perform His own covenant promises, of which those

patriarchs received in their bodies the seal and pledge,

and that " He hath prepared for them a city."

Inasmuch, then, as the very names given to them

—

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob—belong to them not as in-

corporeal spirits, but as human beings ;
^ inasmuch,

further, as promises were given to them, as such, which

have not yet received their fulfilment; inasmuch as

God cannot be unmindful of His own promises, and,

in the words spoken to Moses He conveyed to him the

assurance that He would still do for the patriarchs that

which He had promised—it follows, of necessity, that

the promises, which they saw afar off and embraced,

shall be fulfilled in their experience ; that they shall

inherit, as Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob

—

i.e., in their

re-animated bodies—the "country" which on earth

they " sought " but did not receive ; and hence, that

to whatever extent the doctrine of a future state of

rewards and punishments was designedly veiled for

ages and generations from the gaze even of those to

whom " the oracles of God" were committed, even Moses

did plainly signify {ifi-fimaep),^ in that section of the

Pentateuch which contjiins the account of the buming

bush, and which received its designation from it (^irl t^s

/SctTou), that the dead are raised, " when he called the

Lord the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaa<", and

the God of Jacob, for he is not a God of the dead but of

the li-v-ing : for all live unto Him " (Luke xx. 37, 38).

- " For Abraham himself," says Eengcl, " the whole man, and

all that is included under the name Abraham, that is, not only his

soul but also his body, which also received tbe seal of the promise,

possesses God." (Giiomon on St. Matt. xxii. 32 ; i. 398. T. auJ

T. Clark.)
3 This word, which occurs only in three other places, is used to

denote not a mere intimation, but a distinct declaration. Ct. St.

John xi. 57 ; Acts xxiii. 30 ; 1 Cor. x. 28.
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PERSEPOLIS AND SUSA.

I F Persian cities, the only one mentioned

distinctly in canonical Scriptoi-e is Shu-

shan or Susa, whicli is always spoken of

as " Shushan the p;ilace." But there

was anotlier city, probably of later date than Susa,

which is mentioned by name, not in canonical Scripture,

but only in the Book of Maccabees (2 Mace. ix. 2.), whose

remains, if not more extensive, are perhaps more re-

markable than those of almost any other Eastern city,

and which serve to illustrate some of the Scripture

descriptions, especially those in the Books of Kings and

Esther; which last contains a history whose events

were, in great probability, contemporaneous with a part,

at least, of its existing structures. This is Persepolis,

situate nearly in long. 63°. lat. 33°., about 35 miles N.E.

of Shiraz, on the road to Ispahan, in the ])h.hi of

Merdusht, a little below the confluence of the rivers

Bend-amir (Araxes) and Pulwan (Medusl The word

Bend-amir denotes properly " royal dyke," from a dyke

made by a Persian prince in the sixth century, A.D.. but

it is now used as a name for the river itself. Among
the natives the ruins bear the name of Takht-i-Jemsheed,

" Throne of Jemsheed," a Persian prince, of apocryphal

date and legendary exploits. The most important por-

tion of them now remaining is called Chehel Minar, the
' Forty Columns ; '" the number forty being, in Oriental

language, as we sometimes see in Scripture, symbolic,

rather than descriptive, of their actual amount. In the

word Minar, " column," we easily recognise the origin of

the word " minaret." our name for the buildings at-

tached to Mohammedan places of worship, which are

used as stations for the criers, muezzin, whose duty
it is to summon the people to prayer.

Of the city in general, as is so commonly the case, no
traces exist. The ruins, which are so well known, and
have been so often described, are those of the palatial

buildings, tegun, no doubt, by Cyrus (^lian, H. An.,

i. 59), enlarged during the reigns of successive Persian

kings, and at last destroyed by fire by Alexander the

Great. Diodoms tells us th.it Cambyses, son and
successor of Cyrus (B.C. 528—521). after his conquest

of Egypt, brought as captives many workmen from
that country to build his palaces at Persepolis, Susa,

and other places (Died., i. 46). The inscriptions on one

of the platforms contain the name of Darius Hystaspis

(B.C. 621—485), and show that this part of the build-

ings was erected by him, as was also, most probably, a
great hall in its immediate neighbourhood. From
similar ovidence wo learn that other portions are due
to his son Xerxes, probably the Ahasuerns of the Book of

Esther (b.c. 485—465). Other portions were perhaps
.Tdded by later kings, but no evidence exists to identify

them. The p.alace is described by Diodorns as sur-

rounded by a triple wall ; and at the distance of 400 feet

on the eastern side he says there is a mountain, called the
" Royal Mountain," in which are the sepulchres of the
kings. The rock had been cut away to form chambers,
in which their coffins were deposited ; but the only access

to them was by means of machinei^ (Diod., xvii. 71).

The ruins have been often described, especially by
Pietro della Valle, Sir John Chardiu, Niebuhr, and Sir

R. K. Porter ; but it may, perhaps, bo worth wliile to

transcribe a portion of the description of them given
by Mandelslo, a Danish traveller, who saw them in

1638. " They are," he says, " the mines of an old

castle . . . and the Persians say that their king
Tzemschid Padschal, grandfather by the mother's side

to Alexander the Great . . . was the founder of that

castle ; though others say King Solomon bmlt it, and
some would have it done by Darius, the last king of

Persia. The religious men of Schiras told me, that

the learned were clearly of opinion that the ancient

Persepolis had stood thereabouts, and that they were
the ruins of Cyrus" palace. . . The ground-vfork of it

is twcuty-two geometrical feet in height, having at each

of the four corners a pair of stairs of white, marble,
consisting of ninety-five steps, which are very flat, and
so broad that twelve horse may go up together abreast.

Upon the square of it, before you come withiu the

structure, may be seen the mines of a wall, as also what
is left of two great gates, vrhieh have carved upon them
each a horse, with harnesso and saddles very antique

;

and in the other two ijieces two creatures, whereof the

hinder part hath some resemblance to the body of a
horse, but the head, which is carved, resembles that of
a lyon. and both have wings of each side. On the one
side there are nineteen pillars of black and white

marble, whereof the least were eight, the biggest ten

cUs (37 feet 6 inches) high, without the bases. They
told us that not long before there were forty pillars

standing ; but it cannot be well judg'd whether they

had been design'd for the ornament of some great hall,

or set there in the aire purely for show. . . All is of

marble, so smooth and pohsh'd, that it might serve for

a looking-glass. On both sides of the doors there are

several figures of men carved, whereof some are sitting,

others stand, but much exceeding the natural proportion.

They have all their hair so long, that it falls down over

their shoulders, great beards, and habits falling down to

their heels, with very wide sleeves, and a girdle about

their garments. They have all round caps upon their

heads ; which, being much different from the ordinary

habit of the Persians at present, argues a great an-

tiquity." Our tr.aveUer proceeds to mention the in-

scriptions which, he thought, " contain some secrets

which time will discover." And then he says, " There

is also a great court, upon the same ground-work, which

is ninety paces squ.nre, having on each side two gates,

whereof some are six, others but three paces wide, all
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built of a vory well-polished marble, wliereof tbe seveial

pieces are eight foot in length and three in breadth

'Tis a thousand pities that nobody hath yet h.id the

curiosity to have a graven ;
' had it been onely out of

this motive, that the barbarous people thereabouts ruine

it dayly more and more, and convey away the stones

to carry on private buildings." (Mandelslo, Trav., transl.

by Davies, pp. 4, 5.) Turning to the accounts given

by Niebuhr and Sir R. K. Porter, but especially the

former, we find them informing us that the artificial

plain, on which the ruins of this palace stand, is of

irregular shape, but that it nearly faces the four cardinal

points. The southern face is 802 feet in length, the

northern 926, and the western 1,425. It was evidently

cut down from the slope of the adjacent liill, on the

eastern side, the one which Diodorus calls the " Royal
Moimtain," and in many places beyond the platform

the rock protrudes in vast abrupt cliffs, which show
traces of the pickaxe. This spacious artificial plain is

not entirely on one level, but may be said to consi-st of

terraces, whose real height from the gi-ound is now
much diminished by the accumulation of sand and
rubbish, but which ma/ be stated as on the south side

from 18 to 20 feet, on the north at from 16 to 26 feet,

and on the west at from 30 to 40 feet. On the east

side the rock has been scarped away to form the

The translator no doubt i

dary of the plitfoim but on the other sides the

retammg walls aic built of jnirWo blocks of the same
kind as that of which the mountain consists. Tlie

access to the platform is obtained by two staircases on
the western side, beginning at a distance of 208 feet

from its northern end. Tliey ascend in a direction

parallel to the western face, but in opposite dii-ections,

and form a magnificent approach to the stately structures

which once crowned the summit. Tlie lowest pair of

flights have each of them 54 steps. Then comes a
landing-place, and a second flight of 49 steps, which
lands the traveller on the floor of the first terrace. . The
steps of this veritable " giant's staircase" are each only

three inches and a half iu height, and so wide that ten

(or, as Mandelslo said, twelve) horsemen might ascend

abreast of each other. Sir R. K. Porter remarks that

whenever he visited the ruins, he always rode up and
down without difficulty. On the terrace thus reached

the traveller beholds in front a vast portal guarded on
each side by buUs of colossal size, looking west, and
raised on pedestals of about five feet in height. Then
two columns ; two more, which existed in Sir John
Chardin's time, having since fallen, and another portal

whose guardian bulls look towards the east. From this

terrace rises from north to south another noble set of

staircas&s, which, though not so lofty, are even more
magnificent than those described above. There are

four flights of steps, one at each end of the projecting
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face of the wall against wliicli they are built, and two

in the middle, meeting in a landing-place. Each flight

consists of thii-ty steps, and the whole face of the wall

and of the staircases is ornamented with elaborately-

sculptured figures, in three tiers, while vertical compart-

ments, closing the angles of the staircases at each end,

ai'e covered with euueifonn inscriptions, whose secrets

time has at last been enabled to discover. The sculp-

tured figures represent trees, animals, and men dressed

in the Median and the Persian fashions, and forming a

procession of a festive character. There are also figures

in angular spaces in the middle and at the ends, repre-

senting lions seizing bulls, executed with great spirit and

truthfulness.

On the terrace reached by these staircases are the

remains of tTie great hall of Xerxes, represented by

the celebrated columns which were not, vs Mandelslo

thought, intended to stand in air, but which once sup-

ported a roof, with, perhaps, another storey above it.

The platform on which they stand is 350 feet from
north to south, and 380 from east to west. Tlie columns

themselves were in four groups, one central one of 36, one

on each side of 12 each, and one in front of the same

number, facing the staircase. There were thus, as the

reader will observe, not 40 but 72 in all ; of which, in

the time of P. della Valle (1621) 25 were standing

;

in the time of Mandelslo. seventeen years later, only

19, which by the time of Niebuhr (1765) had diminished

to 17. Sir R. K. Porter (1818) saw 15 stUl standing

complete, but these are now reduced to 13. They are

60 feet in height' and 16 in circumference. Though
scarcely to be called beautiful in themselves, their size

and position, the beauty of their material, and excellence

of the workmanship, render them very remarkable and

impressive. The whole building must have been one o£

the largest, and probably one of the most splendid halls

that the world has ever seen ; covering more ground

than any Grecian, Roman, or Egyptian temple, and

more than most Gothic cathedrals. Besides this great

hall, there are four princiiJal blocks of buildiug, orna-

mented in many parts with interesting and well-

preserved sculptures, which formed respectively parts

of the gi-eat palatial structure, but whose details it

would take us too long to describe. We have dwelt

thus long on the subject because Persepolitan building.?,

their columns and grand staircases, and general arrange-

ments compared with those of Nineveh, enable us to

understand (1) the design in general of a Persian or

Assyrian palace-temple, such as is mentioned in the

Book of Esther, as adopted at Shushan, its pavement

of coloured marble, and the hangings suspended between

the pillars (Esth. i. 6 ); (2) the gates of justice in which,

as we so often read in Scripture, the king sat for this
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purpose, an . (3) some of the doscriptiocs of tho-temple

of Solomon, the " ascent by whieh he wont up to the

house of the Lord" (1 Kina's x. -5). the upper storey of

his palace supported on cedar beams, and the " porch of

pillars " which ho attached to it. The upper storey of

the Persepolitan palace, if not coasumed at the time

when
" The ling seized a flambeau, with zeal to destroy,"

lias long since jwrislied, but enough of the rest remains

to illustrate the construction, arrangement, and orna-

mentation which appears to have prevailed in Eastern

arcliitocture, oi which this was, beyond doubt, one of

the most splendid examples.

The other great Persian city which has been men-
tioned above is " Shushan the palace," or StJSA, as it

was called by Greek \vi-iters. We all remember its

importance in tlie historv of the Book of Estlier, and in

the prophecies of Daniel ; but what place was the true

representative of Shushan was not. until a recent

period, quite certain. Some authorities wished to place

it at iShuster, on the Kdrj'in river (the Pasitigris) ; a few

at Siisan, higher up on the same river : but the dis-

coveries of Mr. Loftus have proved beyond doubt tliat

its true site is at Shush, on the little river Shamir, an

affluent of the Karun, and between it and also between

the Kherhal- [Choaspes) a little more to the west than

the Shamir and the Eulasus, c<alled in the Book of Daniel

Ulai (Dan. viii. 2). The same passage tells us that

Shushan was in the province of Elam. "We hear of

Elam first as a son of Shorn, and then in connection

with Chedorlaomer's invasion of Canaan, and also in

tho prophecies of Isaiah, Jerv-^miah, and Ezekiel. In

the Book of Ezra, and also in that of the Acts, we read

of a people called Elamites, who in the former of these
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books are mentioned in close neighboiu'hood with tlio

Susanchites, the people of Susa (Ezra ir. 9 ; Acts ii. 9).

There is no doubt that by Elam is meant the province

called Elymais, the people of which, the ElymiEans, are

mentioned, and also their king, in the Book of Judith.

Elymais is spoken of as a province in the Book of Tobit,

and as a city in that of Maccabees. It appears at one

time to have been independent of Babylon, if not even

superior to it, but to have come in later times under the

power of Persia (Gen. x. 22, xiv. 1 ; Isa. xxi. 2 ; Jcr.

xlix. 3i; Ezek. xxxii. 24s Judith i. 6; Tobit ii. 10; 1

Mace. vi. 1). This province, which in later times formed

a part of Susiana, -was originally occupied by a Cushite

race who g-ave way before the Elamites, a race of

Semitic origin, who, as Strabo says, thus confirming the

words of Scripture, "were skilful as archers" (Isa. xxii.

6; Jor. xlix. 35; Strabo, xvi. 744). The so-caUed city,

Elymais, probably means Susa, whose wealth, so well

known, tempted the cupidity of Antiochus (Her., v. 49
;

Died., xix. 48). Susa was a place of great antiquity.

Its name occurs in the Assyrian inscriptions, which

record the defeat of the Susianiau king by the grand-

son of Sennacherib. The monuments also exhibit a

figure of the city placed between two rivers, exactly as

is in fact the case (Layard, Niii. cnid Bab., 4.52). In this

representation a remarkable coniinuation is found of

the Scripture narrative, as well as an explanation of a

geographical difficulty as to the river Eulteus. The
prophet Daniel speaks of himself as standing ou the

banks of Ulai, and shortly after as hearing a man's

voice " between ' Ulai " (Dan. viii. 2, 16). Pliny says

that the Eulseus, which rises in Media, runs roimd the

citadel of Susa, and that it divides Susiane from Elymais,

while Strabo, quoting PolycUtus, says that Susa is

situated on the Choaspes, and further, that the Choas-

pes and Eulseus both run into a certain marsh, and

afterwards join the Tigris (Plin., vi. 127 ; Strabo, xv.

728, 729). The only way of untying this geographical

knot is to suppose that the Eulteus and Choaspes are

identical. This is now showTi to be the ease in the fol-

lowing way. At a distance of some twenty miles above

Shush, the Kherkah (Choaspes) once either broke out

or was artificially conducted into a new channel, though

without abandoning its oi-iginal course. It thus formed a

branch, now nearly diy, but distinctly traceable, to which

the name EuIebus was given, which, after a time, at a

point below Shush, was combined with the small river

Shapur, and eventually joined the Karnn (Pasitigris).

which last has commonly been identified with the

Enlaeus, and which runs into the Shat-el-Arab, a little

below Mohammerah. Thus the Kherkah (Choaspes)

and Ulai (Eulsens) may be said to have been branches

of the s.ame river, so that their names were sometimes

interchanged ; the latter may be said truly to rise in

Media and to run round Susa. Daniel, standing near

Susa, would truly be standing "between Ul.ai," i.e.,

between its two streams; and lastly both Choaspes

and EuliEus may be fairly said to have run into the

Tigris, a statement which is literally true of the

1 The words " the banlca of " are not in the original.

Choaspes, which loses itself in a marsh connected with

that river, and not improperly of the EuIebus, which,

falling fli-st into the Diz (Coprates) and then into

the Karun, must eventually have run into the Shat-el-

Ai-ab, the estuary of the Tigris (Loftus, Chaldea,

pp. 425—430).

Wo learn from Pliny, that Darius Hystaspis built a
palace at Susa, and from Xenophon that the Persian
kings were accustomed to reside there for three months
in the spring (Plin., vi. 133 ; Xen., Cyrop., viii. 6, 21).

The researches of Mr. Loftus have discovered the

remains of a great hall which beyond all doubt belonged

to that palace, for inscriptions on some of tho pedestals

of tho portals, engraved in three languages, record ad-

ditions made by Artaxerxes (Mnemon, B.C. 405—359) to

the temple, which he said had been built by his ancestor,

Darius, father of Xerxes. The hall thus discovered is

similar in dimensions to the one at Persepolis, viz., 343 feet

9 inches x 244 feet, and the stylo of architecture must
have been equally similar. No columns remain stand-

ing, but the bases were found of a number sufiicient to

determine the plan of the building, and fragments

enough of shafts and capitals to indicate tho style. It

stands on a mound 119 feet above the level of the

Shaoiu', an elevated site from which the " great king

Ahasuerus," as he satin his hall of cnlniinvs. slinflnd from
the sun by "white, gi-een, and l.'i' \. '',, Tnstened

. . . to pillars of marble." might l;-' '

! . ii 'faction

the fertile plain below, backed in tin a; ; .;;ii j !> j i ho snowy
mountains of Liiristan, clothed with the verdure of early

sjiring, and enriched with the blossoms of the sweet-

scented iris, from whose name (Shushan) the name of

Sr.s-i itself is supposed by some to have been derived.

It was liiM-,' that he gave his feast of 180 days, and
witliin these precincts the principal scenes of the Book of

Esther were enacted (about 488 b.c). Here also, in the

mouth Nisan, a month during which the king of Persia

would usually be at Susa, Nehemiah received from Ar-
taxerxes Longimauus liis pennission to rebuild Jeru-

salem, B.C. 444. The extent of ground occupied by ruins

is about three miles and a half in circumference, and con-

sists of four separate platforms, of which the western

is the loftiest, and probably contained tho citadel. The
palace probably stood on the one to the north. On the

low ground near the river Shaour, below the citadel

mouud, is a building believed by the natives to be the

toml) of Daniel, which is much visited by pilgrims, and

concerning which various legends are recorded. Ben-

jamin of Tudela, in the twelfth century, mentions ths

remains of Shushan, " the metropolis and palace of king

Ahasuerus. It has 7,000 Jewish inhabitants, with

fourteen synagogues ; in front of one of which is the

sepulchre of Daniel, who rests in peace." Daniel is

said by Josephus to have erected a palace or castle at

Susa, and it is very probable that he was buried there

;

but the building now called his tomb is of much later

date than this. (Neh. ii. 1 ; Esth. i. 3, 6 ; Joseph., Ant.

X. 12, 1. Early Trav., p. 105 ; Sir R. Porter, Trav., ii.

412; Loftus, pp. 339—380; Pergusson, Handbook of

Arch., 187, 198.)
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BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.
MALACHI {continued).

BY THE KEV. SAMUEL COX, NOTTINGHAM.

THIRD PART.

THE DAY OF THE LORD.

CHAP. II. 17 TO CHAP. IV. 4.

MONG the Hebrews ivlio returned from

the Captivity there soon appeared that

marked division, that fatal rift, which had

been the bane of Israel from its youth up.

At first, we may reasonably suppose that all who were

brought back to the land of their fathers were of one

mind and one heart, that the sacred Sres of patriotism

and of devotion to their Divine Redeemer and King

burned in every breast. But within a single centiU7

after the Return wo once more find an Israel after the

flesh and an Israel after the spirit. In the historical

books whicli bear the names of Ezra and Nehemiah,

the nation is represented in tlio main as violating the

Divine law, priests and people growing weary of the

service of the Temple, intermarrying with the heathen,

grinding each other down even to bondage with usurious

loans, buying and selling on the Sabbath ; only recovered

to obedience under the pressure of extreme calamity,

backed by the appeals of brave men in whom patriotism

and devotion rose to enthusiasm ; relapsing into their

old sins the vci-y moment they were left to themselves-

So far from emerging from the Cajitivity " a band of

puritans," we have to search carefully before wo can

find any traces of the faithful remnant which clave stead-

fastly to God and set themselves to do His wiU. Only

from brief hints thinly scattered do we learn that

Ezra, who had " prepared his heart to seek the law of

the Lord, and to do it,"' found a few " that trembled at

the words of the God of Israel " to sustain him in his

quest ;' or that Nehemiah was aided by fellow-labourers

who had " separated themselves unto the law of the

Lord ... to observe and to do all the commandments of

the Lord." - On the whole the view presented to us by

the sacred chroniclers is a gloomy one, overcast by many
shadows, pregnant witli many omens of change and dis-

aster. We see little of the true life and strength of the

nation, of its salt and light. For these we must go to

the Psalmists of the time. From tho songs they vrrote

wo gather that there were at least some in Israel who,

amid all the calamities and temptations of tho age, put

an unwavering trust in God, and would not suffer their

hearts to be di-iven, by any wind of change, from their

rest in Him. They were sure that God would do good

to them that were good, that He would destroy, with

the wicked, those who turned aside to crooked ways

;

and that Ho would not suffer " tho rod of wickedness to

rest on the lot of tho righteous," though it might pass

over iV They held fast the conviction that, though

they might sow in tears, the just should reap with

songs of joy ; while the wicked, green and flourishing

for a moment, shoidd nevertheless be " as the grass

on the housetops, that withereth before it can be

plucked up." ^

We need to remember these facts in our study of

Malachi, and especially the fact that, amid the many
perverse and rebellious offenders, there was yet a com-

pany of faithful men in Israel, steadfast in their fidelity

to Jehovah, and of an approved devotion. For the pro-

phet, like the chroniclers, paints but a gloomy picture

of his age. Already he has shown us, in Part I., the

priests lounging wcarUy and contemptuously through

tho services of the Temple, despising the altar they

served, " snuffing at tho sacrifices " they offered, refus-

ing so much as to open a door or to kindle a Sre for

nought. In Part II. he has shown us the people deal-

ing treacherously and bringing an abomination into the

land, by driving their divorced wives to shroud the altar

of Jehovah in their tears and sighs. And, in this Third

Part, we are to bo presented with stUl new forms of the

national infidelity and ungodliness, an infidelity so

rooted as to have given rise to popular adages and well-

woni proverbs. In our haste we might conclude that

all the men of Israel were " sinners," all "fools " who
said in their hearts, " There is no God," and wonder

why the prophet should be at the pains to reason with

them and seek to recover them to faith and righteous-

ness. But in thus judging them we should misjudge

them. Even Malachi, dark as his picture is, gives us

ono sketch which reminds us of the existence of that

company of good men, faithful among the faithless,

which the Psalmists of the time depict more at large

—a company of saints who "feared Jehovah and spake

often one with another " of the things that pertain to the

kingdom of God.i^ Lot us bear this faithful remnant in

mind, then, as we consider the prophet's description of

the faithless many.

The third section of his prophecy divides itself easily

and naturally into three brief scenes, or acts, in each of

which Malachi pursues his constant method of statement,

objection, and refutation.

1. In the first scene (chap. ii. 17—iii. 5) we hear

the scepticism of tho people breaking into murmurs of

distrust. " Ye weary Jehovah with your words;" here

is the statement or charge. " Wherein do we weary

Him "> " here is the sceptical " but " of the people, their

challenge of tho statement. " In that ye say, Every one

that doeth evil is good in the sight of Jehovah, and He
delighteth in them; or, Where is the God of jtistice ?"

and here is the reply, or rather the commencement of

the reply to the objection.

Now the scepticism indicated by the questions Malachi

puts into tho people's mouth is as old as time, and as



new as to-day. It is common to all ages, and to every

heart. The prosperity of the wicked and the delay of

Providence are roots out of which doubt for over springs

afresh. In our turn we all ask, " if there be a God, and

He is just and good, why does He permit good to be

overcome of evil ? why does Ho not come, at once, to

make our life simpler and easier to us—to us who are

trying to do His will .P " In our turn we are all tempted,

since He is long in coming, to doubt whether He wiU

ever come, or even to doubt whether He is, and is a

Rewarder of them that seek Him. And Malachi does

Dot throw much light, or much du-ect light, on this dark,

doubt-breeding, pain-breeding problem.

Instead of attacking the general problem—and on that

course few have won honour—he addresses himself to

the partial aspect of it which was perplexing the Jews

of his own generation. There is no greater mistake in

argument, we are often told, than to lay down larger

propositions than you require, and so to furnish your

opponent with infinite loopholes of escape. This mis-

take Malaclii, like a prudent and thrifty logician, avoids.

The Jews were saying, " For aught that we can see, it

is just as good to be bad as to bo good. God does not

care which we are, if there be a God. If there bo a

God, and He is good, why does He not come down and
shew Himself to us, and reward us for serving Him,
and punish our enemies—the base plundering Samari-

tans, for example—according to their deserts P"
" Say you so ? " replies the prophet. " Well, He will

come ; He is coming. I, Malachi the Messenger, am
sent before Him to prepare His way, just as the herald

is sent before the great Persian King, to bid cities and
provinces he is about to visit make a smooth wide road

before him. The Lord whom ye seek, of whom ye say,

' Where is He ?
' will bo here suddenly and soon. He

wiU visit this Temple which you have reared in His
Tionour. He Himself will be the Angel, the Messenger,

the Mediator of a new covenant \nth yon. But are you
ready for Hun ? Am IPO, who can stand before Rmi
unblamed ! Ton doubt and mock because He does not

come to punish your foes and to reward your loyalty

and obedience. But have you been loyal P have you been

obedient ? Can you, dare you, meet His pure and awful

eyes ? Judgment will begin, not on your foes, but on
you; not in foreign lands, but in the household of God.

He wiU come to thrust you as into a smelting furnace, in

which all dross is consumed ; to plunge you as into the

lye of the fuUer, in which all stains and filth are sep.a-

rated from the fabric and washed away. Nay, H?e will

come first of aU to you, O ye priests, ye unworthy sons

of Levi who say, ' The table of the Lord is despicable

and polluted.' and offer the bUnd and the lame and the

sick for sacrifice, and make many to stumble at the law,

and depart, from the way of integrity and peace. Only
the true sons of Levi, only the true children of Israel,

will emerge from that awful trial unscathed, that the

offerings of Judah and Jerusalem may once more be
pleasant to Jehovah your King, as in the days of old

and as in the former j'ears. Tou who have allied your-

selves with the heathen and have cauglit tlie infection of

then- vices, who pollute yourselves with magical arts and
with the lusts of the flesh, and vrith broken oaths, and
^\-ith the dishonesties of the market, pressing down
the wages of the hireling and the foreigner, the widow
and the orphan, to starvation point, taking advantage of

the necessities of the destitute and the unfriended—the
God whom you do not fear because you think Him so

far off, whom you reproach for His delays, will be with
you or ever you are aware, to bear witness agamst you,
to judge and punish you. And here I stand—I, the

Messenger—to announce His advent and to summon
you to repentance."

This I take to be the substance of Malachi's first argu-

ment, his reply to those who questioned the rule of God
because He was patient with them and delayed to deal

with them according to their deserts. It was an appeal

to conscience rather than to reason, to that sense of sin,

to that fear of a Divine judgment, which underlay all

their braggart and sceptical talk about the non-existence

or non-interference of the Divine Judge and Ruler of

men. That there is another and a deeper meaning in

the jjromise of this passage we shall soon see ; but this

I take to be the first meaning.

2. In his first act, or argument, Malachi had hinted

his doubt whether the murraurers in Israel were pre-

pared to meet the Di^-ine Judge of whose delays they

complained. In the second (chap. ill. 6—12), he shows

them how unprepared they were, how utterly unable

to endure the day of His coming. As in chap. i. 6,

and again in chap. ii. 10, he prefaced his charge with a

general and indisputable maxim, so here, before hurling

another charge at the people, he lays down a general

principle. This principle is but an ancient version of

that enunciated in St. Paul's fine sentence, " The gifts

and calling of God are without repentance "—that is, they

are irreversible. Malachi states it in his most impressive

manner

:

To us it might seem that the premiss would bear, if

not necessitate, precisely the opposite conclusion. We
might argue, " God has always threatened to destroy

the vricked; the Jews were mcked : and therefore, since

God cannot change. He will destroy the Jews." But

Malachi reaches the opposite conclusion, and reaches it

fairly. God had made a covenant with Israel ; He had

chosen them for the good of the world. His puqiose

must stand ; even their faithlessness could not make it

of none effect. And, therefore, in all ages God had

corrected instead of consuming theui ; He had de-

stroyed the wicked out of Israel in order that He might

not destroy Israel itself, in order that He might shape

the triie Israel to His mind and bend it to His purpose.

It H-usi, therefore, because Ho did not change, because

He would not forego His purpose of mercy to mankind,

that Israel was not consumed.

Malachi expresses his sense of the immense value of

this principle, this master-key to the history of his race,

not only by the emphatic construction of his sentence,

but also by his selection of names. Ho so places the
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name " Jehovah;' and the name " ye sons of Jacob," as

to call attention to their moral siguificauce. Now,
•• Jehovah " means " I am that I am ;" it is the name

which conveys the absolute and independent existence

of God, His superiority to change and time. And the

title " ye sons of Jacob " recalls the covenant made by

God with the father and prince of Israel, the purpose

of tnevcj and redemption which He had announced

from the first. So that, in effect, by his choice of names

the Prophet redoubles the force of his sentence :
" It iS

because I am Jehovah, the changeless, that I change

not ; it is because ye are the sons of Jacob, and are

therefore heirs of my covenant ivith him, that yo are not

consumed."

This is why God judges, but does not destroy : He
purges out the wicked, and refines the good from their

dross, in order that, iu His unchanging compassion, He
may carry out His purpose of redemption and grace.

Tluis ' the covenant is equipped at all points and sm'e;"'

for if the unfaitlifulucss of man cannot annul it, what

can ? And that man's unfaithfulness cannot annul it is

evident; for ''from the days of your fathers ye have

departed from my statutes, and have not kept them."

Tliis, too, is why God has delayed His coming. It is

not that He is slack concerning His promises, but that

they will not fulfil the conditions of the promise. Gene-

ration after generation they have shown themselves to

be a disobedient and gainsaying people. How can He
come to them, whUe they still depart from Him ? How
can He come bringing salvation, while they do not keep
His statutes ? The blessing of the obedient cannot bo

given to the disobedient. Let them return to Him from
whom they have-departed, and then see whether Ho will

keep them waiting for Him.
But "wherein shall we return .'" they ebjoct. In

what have we departed from Him, that we should re-

trace our steps P Are not we the chosen race, the holy

nation ?

" Dare a man defraud God ? '' replies Jehovah. " Yet
ye have defrauded me."

"We!" respond the people; "Wo defraud Thee!
Pray, how ?

"

" Te have defrauded me," answers Jehovah, "eveu in

that in which ye pride yourselves as being most exact,

in the least things ; how much more, then, in the greatest?

Eveu the tithes and offerings have not been duly paid,

although your neglect has been rebuked by a curse, the
curse of famiue."

That the Jews of this period could flatter themselves
they were punctual even in the outward observances of
their religion almostpassesboliof, their disregard of them
being so flagi-ant. More than half a century before
Malachi, the prophet Haggai had to rebuke them for
their mdifference to the building and service of the
Temple

; to tell them that the " blasting and mildew and
haH;' which then fell " on all the labour of their hands "

was a Divine judgment on that indifference; to assure

them that from tho very day of their amendment God

would bless them in barn and field and orchard." In

the book of Nehemiah we read^ that, on his return from

Babylon, tho indignant governor " per«eived that the

portions of the Levites had not been given them," that

the Levites and singers had been driven, by sheer desti-

tution, to abandon the service of the Temple, and to

"flee every one to his own field." And Malachi has

told us how the people brought bhnd and lame and sick

—nay, eveu stolen, beasts for sacrifice ; how they offered

ewes on pretence that they had no rams in their flocks,

and vowed their choicest oxen and sheep, and then, when
the moment of pressure was past, brought " that which

was corrupt;" how the priests offered " polluted bread
"

and " imclean sacrifices," and cried, as they discharged

their function, "What a weariness it is!" Now even

the Hebrews knew that " to obey is better than to sacri-

fice ;" but they also knew that to sacrifice was to obey ;

and so often as they neglected the lesser obedience of

saci'ifice, they still more neglected the larger obedience

of moral conformity to the Divine Will. In His mercy

God only puts them to the lesser test. For the present

it shall be enough if they bring " all the tithe " into the

store-chambers of the Temple. Let them but do that,

and He wiU open the sluice-gates of heaven, and pour

down on them tho blessing of copious rain ; He wUl re-

buke the devouring locust ; the fruit of the earth shall

no longer be destroyed before it can be gathered in, nor

shall the vine miscarry of its grapes. So happy shaU

be their condition, so fertile their land, that all nations

shall call them blessed.

Thus the Lord whom they seek will come to them so

soon as they are ready for Him, so soon as He can come

in benediction. He vrill come, not only in His Temple,

but also in their barns and homesteads and fields.

3. In the third scene or act of this dramatic dia-

logue (chap. iii. 13—iv. 3), in which the Prophet

is the mouth-piece alternately of Jehovah and of the

people, we once more hoar the sceptical murmurs of

distrust. Krst comes the charge :
" Your words do me

Jt/Toni/, saith Jehovah." Then follows the "but," the

objection :
" And ye say. What do ive speak against

Tliee P' And then comes the rejoinder, which gives us

a sample of tho common talk of tho day. Wherever men
mot for converse they might be heard saying, some, " It

is vain to serve God!" others, " What profit is it that

loe keep His ordinances, and go about with sad faces and
in mourning weeds as those who lament the national

sins ? " some, " We see thai the proud are blessed

rather than the humble !
" others, " The wickedfloxirish

rather than the just!" and still others, " Tliose who
tempt God by their presmnption and impiety are never-

theless delivered from peril rather than the meek and

the devout!" In short, the general sentiment of the

time was that tho very blessings promised to the meek,

the humble, the son-owfiU, were bestowed on tho heed-

less, the proud, the self-confident; and the general

mistake of the time was that because they, the Jews,

fasted and observed certain outward forms, and these

Hagjai u. 15—19. NeL. xiii. 10 -



not always tho forms ordained by Jehovah, they there-

fore possessed that piety which He had promised to

bless and reward.

Now just as in chap. ii. ^—7, Jehovah had rebuked the

false and corrupt prie sts by placing before them a charm-

ing picture of the true priest, the ideal Levi, so here

He rebukes the foolish and profane talk of the multitude

by contrasting with it the conversation of the faithful

remnant, the little community of saints, who feared Hun

and thought on His Name. Unhappily, however, their

talk is not repoi'ted, at least by Malachi, though, as we

have seen, that of the ungodly is. All we are told of it

is, that it was fuU of the fear of Jehovah, and that it

was held to be of such value in heaven that, just as the

Persian monarch kept a book in which the heroic deeds

of any of his servants wore recorded,' so the King of

Heaven " hearkened and heard " when His servants

spoke well of Him in evil times, and had their names

wi'itton iu a book of remembrance. When we road

—

" Then they tliat feared Jehovah spalio often one with liuother

And Jehovah hearkened and heard.

And a book of remembrance was kept before Him
Tor those that feared Jehovah,

And that thought on His Name,"

WO are not only charmed with the stately music of the

lines ; we long that we could stand in that happy com-

pany of saints, if only for a few moments, aud hear

what they had to say to each other, and learn what it

was that drew them so often and so close together. Is

it altogether impossible to recover the words which

Malachi has failed to report ? It is by no means impos-

sible. Our wish may be fulfilled. We maij hear of what

they that feared the Lord spake one to another ; we may
give, on the best authority, some of the very words they

used. While the nominal Israel said. It is vain to serve

God, the true, the elect Israel said, Happy is every one

thatfeareth Jehovah, that 'ivalheth in His ways.- Wliilo

the former said. What profit is it thai vje serve Him !

the latter said, They that put their trnst in Jehovah arc

like Mount Zion, loliieh cannot be moved, but standeth

fast for ever.^ While the degenerate majority said,

The proud are blessed, the wicked flourish, the boldly

bad are sa/vedfrom all peril ! the pious few said. Though
theploughers plough our back, and draw long furroics,

God will cut in sunder the traces ofthe wicked ; though

the proud are green and flourishing for a time, they are

but as the grass on the village roofs wherewith the

mower filleth not his hand, nor he that bindeth sheaves

his bmsom .•• though we go forth weeping, sowing a

mere handful of seed with tears, through the mercy of

Jehovah we come back to tlie homestead, bearing many
sheaves, with songs ofjoy.^ That these words aud the

like were used by the faitliful few wo know, for God
kept a book of remembrance in which they wore written,

not only in heaven, but also on earth ; and in the " Pil-

grims' Psalm-book " we may read them to this day.

knowing that they are the veiy words sung by the in-

spired poets of Malachi's time, and familiar on tho lips

of as many as feared Jehovah and hated evil.

5 Esth.
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Those who thus tiiought qn Jehovah should bo thought

of by Him, affirms the prophet. In the new day which He
was about to create, tho day of His coming, they should

bo a peculiar and choice possession to Him ; on that day.

while He punishes the ungodly, who distrust and con-

temn Him, He will spare the faithful even " as a father

sparetli the son who serves him," and has been true to his

service in dark and perilous times. Then, once more,

the difference between the righteous and the wicked,

the obedient and tho disobedient, shall be made plain.

so plain and obvious that even the wicked themselves

shall discern it, and wish that they too had been true to

the ordinances of Heaven.

For that day ^viU bo a day of separation and judg-

ment. It \vill ''burn like a fmiiace," in which the

proud and the eNoI-doers will be as stubble ; <hey will be

utterly destroyed, destroyed "root and branch:" while.

to the righteous, that day will be as a day of which

Righteousness is tlje Sun ; the perfect absolute Right-

eousness will shine down upon them, transforming then?,

into its own likeness, and bringing on its wide-spread

mng-liko rays healing for all theii- wouuds and griefs-

At its summons they wiU " come forth "' from the hid-

ing-places in which they took shelter daring the hour

and power of darkness, skipping "like stalled calves"

led forth into the pasture—creatures than whom, I

suppose, none are more gay and frolicsome. Yea, the

wicked who tormented them shall lie, and be trodden

down, "like ashes under the solos of their feet,'' having

first been consumed in the furnace into which they

were cast.

Like Joel, like Zephaniah, Malachi foresees " the day

of the Lord." With him, as vdth tliem, that day is to

be marked by prodigies of judgment and terror as well

as by Divine wonders of mercy aud grace. But, still

like them, even as he predicts the terrors of that day, he

reveals the tender mercy and loving-kindness of the God
in whose Name ho speaks. That great " day of the

trumpet and the trumpet-blast " is not to take even the

sinners at unawares. He is sent to announce it to them.

He is the Messenger of tlie coming King ; and he is

sent to prepare a way for Him, to call even the scoffers

who challenge God and the priests who despise Him to

repentance and amendment. The present judgments

wliich go before that final judgment, and are of one

substance with it, have a most compassionate design

;

they are designed to correct, not to destroy. And even

that final judgment itseK is designed only to eliminate

from Israel the incorrigibly wicked, (hat the offering of

the true Israel may be once more pleasant to Jehovah

because " an oiforiug in righteousness :"' it is but a night

out of which a new happy day is to dawn, a day the Sun

of which is to be the Righteousness which heals aE sor-

rows and redeems from all pain. In so far as Malachi

paints the men of liis time, his picture is dark with the

stains of corruption and the clouds of retributive justice.

But in so far as he handles the Divino purpose and aim,

his picture is beautiful with tho tender light of a com-

passion which is ever evolving good from evil, and a

. purer happier life from tho very corruptions of death.
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THE POETEY OF THE BIBLE.
BY THE EEV. .. S. AGLEN, M.A., INCnMBENT OP ST. NINIAN S, ALTTH, N.3.

STRUCTUKE OP THE VERSE (cmcluded).

Before we dismiss the subject of Hebrew

versification, there are two points remain-

ing of great, though exceptional, interest,

which demand some notice at our bauds.

Many readers of the English Bible have learnt the

names of the twenty-two Hebrew letters from their

employment to mark the divisions of the 119th Psalm.

But few, perhaps, are aware that this poem is only

one, the longest and most elaborate, of a considerable

number of works composed ou a imiform and peculiar

plan. This is known as the Acrostic or Alphabetical

system. Acrostics, in which the initial letters of the

verses go to compose a name or sentence, are probably

familiar to every one. They form a common amuse-

ment in modern days as they did in ancient Greece and

Rome.' In the Biblical acrostics the arrangement of

the initial letters is invariably alphabetical, and, as mil

presently appear, is capable of many varieties. It must

have been of favourite use at one period of Hebrew

literature, since there are extant a considerable number

of examples. There are eight poems composed on this

principle in the Psalter—if we count Psalms ix. and x.

as one. Pour out of the five chapters of Lamentations,

and part of the last chapter of the Book of Proverbs,

are alphabetical, and the fact that the concluding chapter

of the Lamentations consists of twenty-two versos, has

led to the probable conjecture that it is but the un-

finished draught of a poem projected on the same plan

with the rest of the book.

Many Biblical critics regard this artificial structure

as a mark of inferiority and of the decay of the poetic

spirit. They point to the history of other countries to

prove that when inspiration and genius decline, literary

toys, like anagrams and acrostics, come into fashion.

Such elaborate trifles may demand a great expenditure

of skill and labour, but are inconsistent with the posses-

sion of a genuine poetic faculty." In like manner the

alphabetical poems of the Bible are referred to " an

age no longer animated mth the soul of poetry, but

striving to express its religious thoughts in a poetic

form."

That this is true of some of these compositions may
readily be granted. They are of a didactic or devo-

tional character, and do not attempt to rise to the

- Ausonius, one of the worst oifenders,

tnnkeB use of the Greek word Tcc/inojja'gin'on

hihition of the powers of verse-mnkiug. Th;

ftbility and skill iu various ways. Some of tl;

wrote poems iu the form of wiugs, eggs, &c., f

I late Latii

) designate

play at art wasted
miuor Greek puets

trick copied by the

quaiut George Herbert. Perhaps the most absurd were the Lipo-

grammatists or letter-droppera, who coutrived to exclude in turn

each letter of the alphabet from a whole book of a poem. Addi-

son has some amusing criticisms on this and other forms of
" false wit," in No. 59 of the Spectator.

height of lyric expression. Affording an admu-able

aid to the memory, the alphabetical system is a

vehicle well suited to the conveyance of moral or doc-

trinal teaching. For this reason it was imitated in

early Latin hymns, called from their compositions,

Abecedarian.^ Augustine was the author of a celebrated

work of the kind, intended as a popular refutation of

the Douatist heresy. But wo need not conclude that

the system is inconsistent -vvith the possession of true

poetic gifts. Submission to restraint is not necessarily

the mark of inferiority. Rhyme itself is a fetter, and
our Milton, when apologising for its omission in the

Paradise Lost, called it " the invention of a barbarous

age to set off wretched matter and lame metre." Tet
his own lyrics show with what perfect ease and incom-

parable grace he could wear the chain. Gifted minds

find strength in the discipline of self-imposed rules,

and poets of the highest order have not unfrequently

preferred metres which appear to put a restraint on all

freedom of movement, but which become responsive and

delicate instruments in trained and flexible fingers.

The sonnet, the most intricate and complicated of all

.sy.stems of rhyme, has proved a "key to unlock" the

most passionate and sensitive hearts that ever beat, and

what the sonnet was to Milton and Petrarch, the alpha-

betical system actually seems to have been to the tender

spirit of Jeremiah, breaking with its unutterable grief

at the desolation of his country, but controlled amid his

sorrow by submission to the goodness and wisdom of

Israel's Divine King. Nor need it be concluded

that an artifice which in other languages has been the

amusement of literary triflers, was altogether incon-

sistent with dignity in the sententious style of Hebrew

poetry.

These general considerations will prevent a too hasty

condemnation of the alphabetical poems. But the

merit of each composition must be decided by the im-

pression it produces. Let Ps. xxv., xxxiv., and xxxvii.

be read over in English, and while the reader will have

no indication that the authors were trammelled by

any extraordinary restraints, he will hardly fail to find

not only religious but poetical inspiration, not only

devotional but imagmative feeling. These, it is true, are

among the earliest of the poems exliibiting this aiTange-

meut. For the most part Psalms composed in this

style are of quite the latest period to which any portion

of the Psalter can be reasonably assigned. But the

Lamentations also fall within what is usually regarded

as a time of poetical decline, yet who coiUd be insensible

to their tender and pathetic beauty ? The poems which

3 See Hook's Church Diet., sub voce. Chaucer's "ABC, called

La priere de nostre Dame," was au English composition of this

kind, made, it is said, at the request of Blanche, Duchess of Lan-

caster, for her private use.
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eompriso this magnificent elegy may bo wanting 'm tlio

unity which we connect with the highest art, but

their effect as expressions of overwhelming grief is

rather heightened than imi)aired by this want. Each

verse is, as it were, a fresh outburst of sorrow, a new
passion of weeping and woe, an elegy in itself; and for

this effect, so desu-able if the poems were intended to

bo in any sense a "national dirge," the alphabetical

arrangement is a help rather than a hindrance. The

following remarks on Ps. cxix., taken from a work

which generally reflects the unfavourable opinion of

German critics, give a very truthful representation of

the character of that most elaborate example of the

alphabetical system :
—" If we would fathom tho depth

of meaning in the written Law of Israel, if we would

measure the elevation of soul, the hope, the confidence

even before princes and kings, which pious Jews de-

rived from it, we must turn to this Psalm. Here is an

epitome of all true religion as conceived by the best

spirits of that time. To such a long study and medi-

tation on the Law, the alphabetical arrangement is not

inappropriate, and if the poem be necessarily somewhat

cramped, it is nevertheless pervaded by the glow of

love, and aboiuids in spiritual Ufe. Thus it will ever

remain a treasured specimen—if not of the lyric genius

and inspiration of the Hebrews—at least of the high

feelings and aspirations of the second childhood of the

nation."

'

As the system has not been in any case preserved in

the English translations either of the Authorised Version

or of the Prayer-book, it will be necessary to give some

examples of it here. It should, however, be borne in

mind that the difficulty of finding the right initial

letter and the consequent sense of restraint, is pro-

bably exaggerated in a translation.

Although only thirteen poems in this stylo are ex-

taut, there are as many as six variations in the mode of

•employing the alphabet.

1. There are two Psalms—cxi. and cxii.—consisting

each of twenty-two lines, each line having its own
initial letter, and each line consisting in the original,

for the most part, of three words. The verses arc

couplets till the end, where two verses of three mem-
bers occur. These compositions do not rise to a high

order of poetry

—

" An my heavt shall praise Jehovali,

Before the cougregatiou of tlie righteous.

Deeds of goodness are the deeds of Jehovah.
Earnestly desired of all them that have pleasure therein ;

For His righteousness eudureth for ever.

Glorious and honourable is His work."-

2. In the second of the typical forms flic verses are

also couplets, but only the first line of each couplet has

its proper letter. The poems are thus composed of

twenty-two verses, each of two lines. To this form

belong Ps. xxv., xxxiv., cxlv., Prov. xxxi. 10—31, and

Lam. iv.^

' Psalms Chronologicalhj Arranged hij Four Fiicnds, § 130.

2 These translations are from t' - •,)': n t T in the last note.
3 Psalms xxv. and sxxiv. want .

',.,'
! li of the Hebrew

alphabet. The omission is supiii' ;
i '

i

tidou of the 17th

letter at the end. In some oil., i . i
i,;

,
•..:., the arrango-

meut is varied or broken, probai-b LLiui^oh u.uulcii.sne33.

56—VOL. III.

' Jehovah is gracious ; O taste and see
How blessed is the man that trusteth in Him ;

Keep the fear of Jehovah, ye that are His saints,

For they that fear Him lack nothing.
Xiions do lack and suffer hunger,
But they that seek Jehovah want not anything that is good."

(Ps. xxxiv. 8-10.)

3. In Lam. i. and ii

rangement of triplets.

'^Tlieiv heart cried unto Jehovah

there is a corresponding ar-

' O wall of the daughter of

. river day and night

:

not the apple of thine eye cease.'

3 night : in the beginning of the

Let tears run down like t

Give thyself no rest ; let

Up ! arise ! cry out in th'

watches.

Pour out thine heart like water before the face of the Lord .-

Lift up thine hand toward Him for the life of the young
children.

Vouchsafe, O Jehovah, to consider to whom Thou hast done

and the children to whom

3 slain in the sanctuary of

Shall the women eat t

they g.ave suck ?

Shall the priest and the prophet \

the Lord ?

"Woe for the young and for the old, they lie on the ground in

the streets ;

My virgins and my young men are fallen by the sword,
Thou hast slain them in Thine anger. Thou hast killed and
not pitied.

Yea, Thou hast called together as on a solemn day the dwellers

round about
In the day of Thine anger, none escaped or remained ;

Thou that swaddled and brought up hath mine enemy con-

4. Ps. xxxvii. is arranged in quatrains or stanzas

of four lines, the first line only of each stanza being

marked by an initial letter. The Psalm contains a

number of quotations from older poems which have

been most artistically woven together by the alpha-

betical arrangement.

»

5. The third chapter of the Lamentations consists

of sixty-six lines, arranged in triplets, each of which

is distinguished by a letter of the alphabet. A verse

or two will make the arrangement clear.

'Dreadful was He to me a

Desolate hath He made

bear lying in wait, as

; He hath led me aside

A me as a mark for Hi:

me in pieces

;

Drawing His bow, He hath set me as a mai
Even into my veins hath He caused to eut the i

Every day was I

the day long.

Exceeding bitterness hath filled i

me drunken with wormwood

to all people, and their song all

soul, yea, He hath made

(Lam. iii. 10-15.)

A similar arrangement of the letters to form quatrains

was evidently contemplated by the author of Ps. ix.

and X. which are rightly presented as one poem in the

Septuagint. Each line of the first stanza begins with

Ale^ih, but in the next stanza only tho first lino has its

proper letter. The acrostic arrangement is interrupted

at the beginning of Ps. x. by the insertion of verses from

another poem, but is resumed again at the end.

6. The twenty-two divisions of the 119th Psalm are

marked in our translations by the Hebrew letters.

Each of these divisions or strophes is compo.sed of eight

couplets, and each couplet begins with its own letter.

Thus there are oiglit couplets beginning with Aleph,

! composite than this.
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eight ivitli Beth, and so on, through all the twenty-

two letters of the alphabet. The Baleth strophe is

given liere as an example.

*'I5oep iu the dust lieth my soul,

O quiclieu Tbou me according to Thy word !

D.\i]y have I ackuowledged Thy ways and Thou Leardest me,
O teach me Thy statutes !

Declare uuto me the way of Thy commandments.
And so shall I talk of Thy wondrous works.

Disquieted is my soul for very heaviness,

O comfort Thou mo according to Thy word.

Do Thou talce from me tlie way of lying.

And cause me to make much of Thy law.

Dear uuto mc is tlio way of truth.

And Thy judgments liave I laid before me.

Do uot I cleave uuto Thy testimonies ?

O Jehovah coufouud me not.

Daily will I run iu the way of Thy commandmeots
When Thou hast set my heart at liherty."

An interest athiciios tu tlieso poems from the fact

that they fiirui.shuJ BislKjp Lowth ^vith a starting-

point for his investigations into the character of the

sacred poetry. Assuming that a contrivance requiring

so much study and labour would not have been adojitcd

in prose, ho concludes that compositions perfectly

alphabetical " consist of verses properly so called, of

verses regulated by some observation of harmony or

cadeuco of measure, numbers, or rhythm." And
since by the recurrence of the letters the ends of the

Verses are infalhbly marked, the alphabetical poems
furnish a safe foundation on which to construct a theoiy

of Hebrew verse. It is at once perceived that rhyme
does not form one of its elements ; the relation of the

line to the grammatical period is ascertaiued ; and the

ear is guided by that harmony between the verse

members which constitutes the charm of Hebrew rhythm,
and which received from Lowth the name of Parallelism.

This seems to be the place to call attention to one

point in the versification of tiie Lamentations of

Jeremiah, which can indeed hardly fail to strike every

reader. The lines throughout the poem run to an un-

usual length, being longer by at least one half than the

ordinary Hebrew line. The length of them is, on an
average, about twelve syllables, seven or eight being the

prevailing number in other verses. In connection ivith

this peculiarity, Lowth observes, " We are not to .sup-

pose this peculiar form of versification utterly without
design or importance ; on tlie contrary, I am persuaded
that the prophet adopted this kind of metre as being
more diffuse, more copious, m«re tender in all respects,

better adapted to melancholy subjects. I must add
that iu aU probability the funeral dirges, which were
sung by the mourners, were commonly composed in

this kind of verse, for whenever in tlie Prophets, any
funeral lamentations occur, or any passages formed
upon that plan, the versification is, if I am not mistaken,
of this protracted kind. If this, then, be the case, we
have discovered a true legitimate form of elegy in the

poeti-y of the Hebrews.' The same writer in another
place calls attention to a further peculiarity in the

' Lect. xsii. The reader will probably compare with the Bishop's
account of Hebrew elegy, the feeling of melancholy which is

conveyed by the metro of the well-known Elegy in a Country
Churchijard, by Gray.

versification of these elegiac poems. In each line, and
generally towards the end, there is a rest or interval,

while the cadence is completed by a very fidl and strong

closing pause to each line. This is apparent in the

translation given by the bishop of Lam. iii. 1—6.

" I am the man that hath seen affliction, by the rod of His auger;
He hath led me and made me walk iu darkness, not iu light

;

Even again turned He His hand against me, all the day long.
He hath made old my flesh and my skin, He hath broken my

He hath built against me, and hath compassed me with gall

There is one group of poems to which allusion has
already been made, iu which a metrical experiment of a
new kind was apparently attempted. They are the

exquisite lyrics entitled in the English Bible " Songs of

Degrees," but called by modern scholars, "Pilgrim

Hymns." The name represents a Hebrew title de-

noting, according to Gesenius and DeUtzsch, a gradually

step-like progressive rhytlim of thought peculiar to

these Psalms. This feature does uot, however, appear

in all the poems of the group, and a more probable

origin has already been suggested for the name. But
there is evident trace of an attempt to develop in a new
direction one powerful element of Hebrew versifica-

tion, or to give it new and increased importance. Any-

one reading the Song of Deborah, or the 93rd Psalm^

wiU be sensible of the rapid and impetuous movement
which is given to the verse by the repetition of the verb

or the most important word from a previous line. The
foUotving verse from Isaiah is an example of the sense

of thorough completion which can be obtained by the

same rhythm :

*' Trust ye in Jehovah for ever ;

For in Jehovah is a never-failing protection

;

For He hath humbled those that dwell on high :

The lofty city He hath brought her down;
Be liath hrowjht her down to the ground.
He hath levelled her to the dust."

(Isa. xxvi. 4, 6, cf. xrii. 12, sq.)

The effect of this in a short lyric piece is to carry the

verse onwards by a rapid but gradual movement to a

climax, and if the steps of the progressions are suffi-

ciently marked, this arrangement will of itself constitute

a kind of rhythm, though the pai-allelism be in other

respects imperfect and indistinct. Psalm exxi. has the

artifice most clearly marked.
*' I lift up mine eyes to the hills

From whence comoth my holp.

My help cometh from the Lord,
The Creator of heaven and earth.

He will not suffer thy foot to be moved

;

Thy Iceejjcr slumbers not.

Behold neither slumbers nor slo^Jps
^

The keeper of Israel
j

Jehovah is thy keeper,

Jehovah is thy shade upon thy right hand,
So that the sun shall not bum thee by day
Nor the moon by night,
JeUomh keeps thee from all ill—
Keeps thy soul.

Jehovah keeps thine outgoing and incoming
From henceforth even for ever." 2

The labour and time spent Ky scholars on' a subject

" Davidson, InlrodueSion to {)« OU Testament Psalms.



which, after all investigation, admits so little certainty,

and remains rather a matter of opinion and taste than

of science, might seem thrown awa}- were it not for the

importance of a close attention to the versification of

Biblical poetry both to the translator and interpreter.

In renderiug one language into another, something of

the grace and charm of the original must always be sacri-

ficed. This loss, moreover, is greatest in poetry, "where

the expressive power of language comes most forcibly

into play. But it has often been remarked that Hebrew
poetry invites rather than repels translation. The most

characteristic features of other poetry are just those

which it is most diifienlt to reproduce. The subtle

sweetness of a Greek or Latiu line will sometimes elude

the art of the most skilfid translator. We must stiU

go to the fountain head to taste all the freshness of the

heathen Muses' spring. But just that which is essen-

tial to the poetry of greatest value to the world is most

easily preserved. It was ordained that the Li\Tng

Water should flow in a thousand new channels to the

thirsty nations as pure 'and fresh as when its sti'eam

first "made glad the City af God." Though written

in the tongue of an insignificant tribe, the Bible is at

home in all lands. So readily does it adapt itself to

new circumstances, that we seem to hear the Spirit

speaking to us, " every man in the tongue wherein we
were born."

This feature is strikingly brought out by Bishop

Lowth, who shows, by contrasting a free and loose

translation of a few passages, with one strictly literal,

how the language of inspiration is adapted, as if to

secure it, under every change of form, from loss of

beauty or force. The reader who has carefuUy studied

the quotations given in the preceding papers, will be

sensible how much is gained in appreciation of the

lyrical beauty of Biblical poetry by preserving the

divisions into strophes and lines. "The eye is every-

where the miuister of the mind : it is so in more than a

usual degree in the poems of a language which deals

so largely as the Hebrew in curious parallelisms and
nicely wrought balance of structure." >

But this strict attention to the form and style of

the Hebrew wi-itings is of even greater importance to

the interpreter of then- meaning. Careful attention

to the parallelism has, in many iustances, removed
difficidties, and cleared up obscurities, which havo
reduced grammarians to despair. As Herder says, it

comes like the voice of a friend to one who has lost

himself in a desert. One pregnant mstauec of this,

adduced in Lowth's Dissertation, will suifico. It is

from Isa. xxviii. 14—18.

"Wherefore hear ye the word of the Lord, ye ecoffevB

—

Ye who to this people iu Jerusalem utter sententious speeches;
Who say, We have entered into a covenant vvith death,
And with the grave we have made a treaty.

But your covenant with death shall he hroken.
And yoiu- treaty with the grave shall not stand."

Here the meaning' of the word Mosliele in the second

line of the first couplet is determined by its parallelism

to " scofiier " in the fii-st. The word translated " treaty
"

cannot, since it must balance "covenant," possibly mean
anything else—and yet it does not in any ether place

in the Scriptures bear this or a similar sense. Tho
translation " shall be broken," in the last line but one,

proceeds from an emendation of the text suggested by

the corresponding term " shall not stand " at tho close.

Iu Jebb's Sacred LUcratare many instances are

given of the successful application of the same test of

parallelism to the exegesis of the New Testament.

1 Psalms Chronologicalhj ArrangoU—Introduction.

BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.

BY THE E

FOURTH PART.

THE FINAL ADMONITION.

CHAP. IV. 4 6.

closing verses of Malachi are the

closing verses of the Old Testament. As
his voice, so also the Voice of In,spiration,

dies away, and will bo heard no more

tor four hundred years. It was but meet that a reve-

lation so noble as that contained in the Old Testa-

ment Scriptures should rise to a high and stately close.

And what close could be more lofiy than the passage

before us ? It is a true Mount of Vision on which the

prophet stands ; and as he looks across the valley at his

feet, peering into the years to be, there rises before him
the Mount of Transfiguration, Moses, Elijah, and Christ

conferring together on its summit concerning the tilings

MAL.4.CHI {concluded^

EEV. SAMUEL COX, NOTTINGHAM.

which pertain to the kingdom of God :
" Remember the

law of Moses;" "Behold, I send Mijah;" " J^ovah
Cometh."

In the previous section of his prophecy, Malachi had

predicted the coming of the Lord, of Adonai, the present

and active Ruler of men (chap. iii. 1). The day of His

coming woidd be a day of blended mercy and judgement,

burning like a fiu'nace for the wicked, shining like a

quickening heahng sun on the righteous. Who could

endure the day of His coming, or stand when He ap-

peared ? Only those who remembered and kept tho law

of God, who were living in the obedience of faith.

Therefore the Prophet exhorts the men of his time, as

they would escape the curse, to bear the law in mind,

and, as they woidd secure the blessing, to walk in tho

.statutes and judgments given to Moses in ch;u'ge for

all Israel on Horeb. The very form of his exhortation
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lends new force, for he so frames it as to bring out

the Divine origin and authority of the Law. Moses in-

deed spake the words of this Law on Mount Horeb

;

but Moses, says Jehovah, was " My servant," or minister,

and only delivered the stat»ites and judgments which
" I gave him in charge " and gave him in charge " for

all Israel"—not only for the men who heard his voice,

but for all their succeeding generations. Thus, by a

single stroke, the prophet reminds the men of his own

time that the Divine law was binding on them no less

than on their fathers, and that it urns Di\'ine : he elimi-

nates from it all that was merelyhuman and temporary;

Moses was only the channel, God was the source from

which the Law came ; Moses uttered, but God gave, the

Law, reveaUng in it His eternal will and goodwill.

But Malachi has little hope that the people will pre-

pare themselves for the coming of the Lord by obe-

dience to His will. He knows that "even from the days

of their fathers they have departed from the statutes " of

Jehovah, " and have not kept them," ' and he feai-s that

they will stiU travel on that ancient track. Neverthe-

less the purpose of God shall not be made of none effect.

If they vpill not prepare themselves by obedience for the

advent of the Lord, the Lord Himself will prepare them.

Before Ho comes He will send a messenger before His

face "to prepare the way before Him," even that stem

preacher of repentance, "Elijah the prophet.'' In

predicting the coming of this " messenger," or licrald,

who is to precede the King, Malachi buses himself on

that picturesque prophecy of Isaiah's which has given

shape to so many passages in the Scriptures of both the

Old and New Testaments (Isa. xl. 3—8). After IsaLah

had foretold the captivity of Israel in Babylon, he was

charged to speak comfortably to Judah and Jerusalem,

to assure them that their iniquity was pardoned, their

siu put away, the term of their bondage reached. As
he mused on his new happy commission, wondering how
the captivity of Zion was to be turned and the exiles

were to be brought back in safety across the desert

and the mountain ranges which lay between Baby-

lon and Jerusalem, the silence of his musing spirit

was broken by a loud authoritative voice. The voice

was that of the herald of the Great King, of the God
of heaven. In curt imperative tones the herald de-

livered his mes.sage :
" Prepare ye a way for Jehovah

in the wilderness, make smooth in the desert a high-

way for our God ; let every valley be raised and every

mountain be levelled ; let the rough places be made

smooth, and the rock ledges a plain : and the glory

of the Lord shall be revealed and all flesh shall see

it." This was the answer to the question in the

prophet's mind. The way of the Return was difficult

and hazardous, through the unfriendly desert-, over tho

inhospitable ranges. But the Divine Kiug would send

a messenger before His face, to order a broad, smooth,

level road to be made ; and then, when the way was
prepared. Ho woidd come, as in a royal procession, re-

vealing His glory and bi-ingiug His people with Him.

1 Chap. iii. 7.

Malachi sees that there will be a new fulfilment oi that

prophecy.' The Hebrews, even from the time of their

fathers, have departed from God. They have been re-

duced to captivity in "the far country" of disobedience.

Jehovah has commissioned him to say to them, " Return
to me, and I wUl return to you :^ but the way of return

to obedience, the way of repentance and amendment, is

hard to erring feet; many a Valley of HumilLation must
be crossed, many a HiU Difficulty must be surmoimted.

God will send a messenger " to prepare the vjay before

Him," to make it safe if not smooth, passable if not

easy ; and, after the messenger. He Himself will come,

to show forth His glory, the glory of His redeeming love,

and to lead His people in the way they should go.

And this messenger is to be Elijah the prophet. Why
Elijah ? Because Elijah was " the Prophet," the great

prophet, so great that Elisha was made great by re-

ceiving but "a double of his spirit," ^ so great that what
subsequent prophets did is more than once attributed

to Elijah long after he had ascended into heaven.* Be-

cause he was " the restorer of the law." Because, living

in a most corrupt age, he remained faitliful to Jehovah,

and compelled the people to retm-n to the worship of

the only true God. Because, on his final rejection by
Israel, the curse of Heaven fell on the laud, and the

Chosen Nation was put to the ban. All these facts were
familiar to the Jews of Malachi's time ; and if anything

would rouse tlieru from then- vain dream of self-right-

eousuess, surely it woidd be to hear that, in the sight

of Heaven, they were as corrupt and degraded as the

base and idolatrous generation of Elijah, and could only

be rendered meet to behold the Lord, for whose coming

they sighed, by a ministry as sharp and incisive as that

of the greatest of the prophets.

The special mission of this prophetic messenger is

defined in the words

—

very simple and hopeful words, especially when we take

them together with the New Testament gloss on them.

The " fathers " are tlie pious forefathers such as Abra-

ham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses, Levi, David. Through the

sins of their descendants, the hearts of these pious

fathers and of their ungodly children are estranged

from each other. The bond of union, viz., a common
love to God, is wanting. The fathers ai-e ashamed of

their children ; the children are ashamed of their fathers.

The great gulf between tliem is to bo bridged by Elijah

the prophet, by tho Messenger who is to come before

the Lord. He will restore the cliildren to God ; and in

God, fathers and children will once more meet and be

at one. The New Testament, iu citing, explains the

passage." Speaking of the Messenger who came before

- Observe bow St. Mark (chap. i. 2, 3) quotes Mnl. iii. 1, and
Isa. xl. 3, as all from Isaiah. Obviously, be regarded Malachi's

words as only au explanatory developmeut of what had been

"written by Isaiah the prophet." ^ Chap. iii. 7.

• 2 Kings ii. 9 ; i.e., the portion of the first-born, twice as much
as that of other sons (Deut. xxi. 17), but still less than halt, it

might be, of the whole inheritance.
5 See 2 Chron. xxi. 13. Comp. 1 Kings xix. 15, 16 with 2 Kings

vui. 13, and ix. 4-6. <^ Luke i. 16, 17.
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tlie Lord, it quotes the first plirase, " he shall tiu-n the

hearts of tlie fathers to the childi-en," in the very words
of Malachi ; but instead of continuing, " And the hearts

of the children to theii- fathers," it substitutes, " And
the disobedient to the wisdom of the just ;" thus affirm-

ing that it was simply the disobedience of the children

which separated tliem from theii- wise and just fathers,

and that, when once this disobedient heart was changed,

all would be changed, and the fathers and the children

become one.

The Messenger is to come " in the spirit and power

of Elijah," with his stern aiithorltative spirit, with his

keen incisive power of rebuke : but nevertheless, his

errand is a most gracious one ; for not only does he

come to bind all the generations of Israel into one by

their common love for God, he also comes that Jehovah

may not come " to smite the land ivith the han

;

" that

Jehovah may come to redeem and bless. Nsw this

term " the ban " [cherem] is one of the most terrible in

Scripture. Its ruling idea is that of "forcible dedica-

tion to Jehovah "—as of victims devoted to His service.

It implies that those who obstinately refuse to give

themselves to Him, and so fulfil the purpose of their

creation, will be so sacrificed and destroyed as that,

despite themselves, they shall illustrate the purity and

goodness of His will. Thus the ban of God was laid

on the aboriginal inhabitants of Canaan; i.e., God
devoted them to destruction ; it became an act of wor-

ship to destroy them. Thus, too, it was ordained that

every IsraeUtish city which lapsed into idolatry should

be laid under the ban :
" thou shalt han the city and

its spoil entirely to the Lord thy God," destroying its

inhabitant!?, and its very cattle, vrith the edge of the

sword, and burning the houses and spoil with fije

;

" and it shall remain a heap for ever; it shall no more

be built again." ' Such as these blackened spots had

been in the land should the whole land become, if

Jehovah was compelled to utter His ban on it ; such as

the Canaanites were, a doomed race, a race devoted to

perdition, should the Israelites themselves become if

they proved incorrigible, and the Lord, when He came,

found no faith, or good faith, in them.

The Old Testament closes with a cherem ; and the

omen has been fulfilled. In vain came the Law by

Moses : the Messenger was sent in vain : in_ vain did

the Lord Himself come to His Temple. Israel would

not hearken, repent, obey. And she was proscribed.

The doom was pronounced, the interdict felt. Her
land was smitten with desolation ; and, to this day, all

her pleasant places lie wast*. Her childi-en were driven

forth to wander, smitten and afflicted, through the earth,

aliens in every land ; and, to this day, they stand before

us a monument of the wrath of God against sin. The
Jews are to Christendom what the Cities of the Plain

were to the Jews, The curses with which they drove

their Lord and Christ to the Cross have in very deed

come homo to roost; and they who would not accept

the salvation of God have long been " scattered and

peeled" by His judgments. The fair olive and stately

palm of Israel have been stabbed, and rent, and scathed
as by stroke after stroke of angry hghtuings ; all the
bolts of Heaven having fallen on them, hm-ling the
blackened splinters to the very ends of the world, to

bear witness in all lands that there is a God who
judgeth in the earth.

We have reached the end of our Scriptm-e, but not
of our task. Two points closely related to each other
must still be briefly discussed. The fii-st. What of

Messianic prediction do wo gain from Malachi ? and
the second, How, and in what sense, was Malaclii's

predictioii of "the Messenger" fulfiUod in John the

Baptist ?

1. In common with the prophets who were before

him, Malachi saw that the whole stream of human his-

tory tended toward, and demanded, a day of the Lord.
Taught by one and the selfsame Spirit with them, he
saw that this day of the Lord would come ; and that,

as they had foretold, it would be a day of bleuded
judgment and mercy. Like them, too, and perhaps with
even a more clear aud steadfast conviction, ho is sure

that the very judgments of God hide a purpose of

mercy. He denoimces a judgment on the false aud
corrupt priests ; but this judgment is to come on them
only that God's covenant of life and peace with Levi
may remain, and that the law of truth may bo restored

to their lips. He denounces a judgment on Edom ; but
this judgment is to come that the name of Jehovah may
be great beyond the border of Israel. He dcnouuces a
judgment on the people and land of Judah ; but (he

judgment is to come that from the rising to the setting

of the Sim His Name may be great among the nations,

aud that in every place incense may be bunied to Him,
and a pure sacrifice be offered. Nay, more ; he lays

the axe to the roots of the trees in order that it may not
be used ; he threatens judgment that fear may inspire

penitence, and penitence may avert judgment. Let the

priests repent, and present au offering to Jehovah iu

righteousness, and once more their offerings shall be
pleasant to Him as in the days of old.- Let the people

repent, and biing the tithe into the storehouse, and
Jehovah will open the sluices of heaven and pour them
out a blessing so ample and copious that they shall very

hardly have room to bestow it.^ Thus Malachi gives

repeated and emphatic expression to the truth, which
neither the theologian nor the expositor can grasp too

tu'mly or insist on too earnestly, that the aiujer of God
is a redeeming anger, as His love is a redeeming love.

Nor does he for a moment imagine that, should his

ministiy fail and his words fall vain and useless to

the ground, God has no other means and ministries of

mercy at His command, or that He will fail to use them.

Beyond a doubt Malachi held himseK to be a " messen-

ger of the Lord," as his veiy name radicated, and felt

that he was sent " to prepare the way of the Lord."

Beyond a doubt he saw that a day of the Lord was
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close at hand; for iu his descripiiou of that day there

avo local allusions and notes of time which show tliat he

was tliinking of a national and immediate judgment

—

fi judgment in which the sons of Levi were to be puri-

fied, and the sorcerers and adidterers, the perjurers

and tyrants, of Judah were to be punished ; a judgment
tliat was to usher in a day of mercy, in which copious

rains were to &ow through the sluice-gates of heaven,

and the locust was ti> be destroyed, and the ground was

to yield its fruit.' But, beyond this day, lie saw a day

still greater, more terrible and yet of a diviner mercy

;

a Messenger who woidd come in the sjiirit and power of

Elijah; an advent of the Lord (Adonai) whieli should

bo as the rising of the Sun of Righteousness.- Tlie lines

of prediction which he laid down were too large to be

filled by the events of his own age. Raised by the

Eternal Spirit above the hmitations of time, he looked

onward, and eaw in tlie distant future a greater Mes-

senger than himself, and, behind him, the greatest of

all, the Messenger of the New Covenant, the Mediator

of the better law; and a judgment more great and
terrible than any he was to witness, a blessing, not

for a single race, but for the world at large.

How he reached the conviction that, come when He
would, the Lord must be preceded by a messenger, and

that this messenger must be Elijah ilie projiliet, wo can

partly see. Israel was too corrupt to endure, unpro-

pai-ed, that coming of the Lord of wliicli all the prophets

had spoken. If He were to come to ihrm as they were,

they must bo destroyed by the brightness of His coming.

Before His advent. His way must be prepared ; tlierc

must be a radical change, a sweeping reformation. The
Hebrews, degraded by sin, must be raised ; lifted up by

vanity and self-righteousness, they must be brought low.

And had not the prophet Isaiah spoken of a herald, a

messenger, who should go before the Lord, to prepare

His way, that God might come, and all flesh behold His

glory P Whoever that messenger niiglit be, lie must be

a man of a strong and ardent spirit, a man such as

Elijah was ; or how could he reform a people so corrupt

and raise them to a moral condition in which they might

see God and yet not die ? So far the prophet might well

gel, as he pondered in his heart the terrible corruptions

of his time, a.nd the gracious words of promise and

warning spoken by the earher prophets. By this path

the Divine Spirit may have led him to his conclusion,

and then have assured him that it was true—that the

day of the Lord, so long predicted, would soon come,

but that Elijah must needs first come iu order to pre-

pare men for the advent.

So that the one gain Messianic prediction received

from Malachi was this : he confirms the promise of the

advent of the Lord ; confirms, too, the prediction that a

messenger must go before His face ; but, to all that the

older prophets had said, he adds that this messenger

must and mil be Elijah the prophet.

2. Here, then, we reach our second question : How,
and in what sense, was Malachi's prediction of the

M:i,l, iii. 3, 5, 10,

Messenger fulfilled in John tho Baptist ? To this ques-

tion the New Testament furnishes a singularly full and
abundant reply. It really seems as though, not only the

mind of the Baptist, but also the minds of all who speak

of him, were steeped in the prophecy of Malachi and
satm-ated with it. There is hardly a word said of or by
him which does not take new meaning and force so soon

as we read it iu the light of Malachi's lamp. It is not

necessary, now and here, to go into every minute detail

;

it will be enough if we glance at the leading corre-

.spondeuces between the Scriiiture of Malachi and the

Scriptures which relate to John the Baptist.

There is no doubt that the Jews gathered from Ma-
lachi that the ancient prophet, Ehjah the Tishbite, would
come before the Messiah. They have always affirmed

—iu so far as they stOl expect the Messiah, they stui

affirm—that " the Messiah will be born a man, and that

EHjah will anoint Him when He comes." They have

always prayed, they stUl pray, that Elijah may come and
anuoimce tho advent of Messiah. Curiously enough,

although Hosea, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel all predict that,

when the kingdom of God arrives. He will set up one
Shepherd over them, even His servant David,^ the Jews
have never expected that David would return to earth

and time, to be their Christ ; whereas, on the other

hand, though only Malachi sjieaks of tho Tishbite as the

forernimer of the Clirist, they have always held that

Elijah would rctm-n and once more appear among men.
Of course tho writers of tho New Testament no more

.speak of a literal Elijah than of a literal David. To
them, Jesus of Nazareth was the Messiah, and John the

Baptist was Elijah. In what sense John was Elijah

is explained in tho familiar words of the angel who
announced his birth to the wistful wondering Zacharias

;

" He shall be great in the sight of the Lord ; . . . and
many of the children of Israel shall he turn to the Lord
their God. And he shall go before Him in the spirit

and power of Elijah, to turn the hearts of the fathers

unto the children, and the disobedient to the wisdom of

the just ; to make ready a peoplepreparedfor the Lord."*

Wlierever the Spirit of Christ is, there Christ is ; and
iu like manner, wherever the spirit of Elijah is, there

Elijah is. K, becau.se he received the half of his spirit,

Elisha might act and speak in the name of liis master,

much Tnore may we take John, iu whom his whole

spirit and power dwelt, as the predicted Elijah, tho

messenger and herald of the Messiah. How closely

St. Luke follows Malachi iu the description of the

Baptist just quoted is obwus at a glance. Malachi says

tho Messenger shall prepare the way before the Lord

;

Luke, that the Baptist shall go beforeHim to make ready
^prepared people : Malachi says that "lie shall turn the

heart of thefathers to the sons, and the heart qfthe sons

to the fathers ;" Luke says that " he shall turn the hearts

of thefathers to the children, and the disobedient to the

wisdom of the just"—^the latter phrase being partly a

citation and partly an explanation of the former; while

both Malachi and Lnkc identify Mm with Elijah.

' Cf. Ezek. xxsiv. 23, Ql ; and ixxvii. 2i, 25. " Luke i. 15—17.



- In St. Matthew's Gospel (cliap. iii.) wo liavo uni- fullest

account of the Baptist's appearance and ministry. We
are there told that his fast word, his master-word,

was, " Repent, ior the kingdom of heaven is at hand ;"

that is, "Take a new view; Get a new mind; Think;

Think back on your habits and ways, and mend them
;

for the King, long promised to your fathers, is about to

appear." This was the very mission which Malachi

ascribed to the messenger of the Lord ; he was to turn

back the thoughts and hearts of the disobedient children

to the ways and habits of their godly fathers, and thus

to induce amendment of life.' John's peculiar mode of

life, as described in this same chapter, tends to the same

conclusion. " This John, then, had his raiment of

camel's hair, and a leathern girdle about his loins ; and

his food was locusts and wild honey." ^ Elijah, like

John, haunted the wilderness ; like him, ho was " a

hairy man "

—

i.e., he " put a garment of hair upon his

flesh," and was "girt with a gu-dle of leather about his

loins;" like him, too, "he fasted," living austerely,

abstemiously.^ And, doubtless, Jolm assumed these

outwai-d marks of resemblance to the great Tishbite,

in order to call attention to the inward resemblance

between them, as a sign that he had come in the spirit

and power of Elijah. The same reason for a sad and

austere life existed in both cases. The " 2>rcacher of

repentance " should himself bo a penitent. Elijah and

John, each in his turn, came forth as a personification

of repentance, showing the people, in his own conduct,

what their conduct should be. To fast and to wear

a garment of hair, or sackcloth, were the ordinary signs

of repentant grief in the Old Testament times. And
therefore Elijah fasted : and what was John's eating

but a continuous fast—the dry insipid locusts, with a

<lasli of wild honey to moisten them? Hence our

Saviour says of him, " John the Baptist came neither

eating nor drinking." Both these austere voices from

flie wilderness called men to repent, both sought to

" turn the hearts of men back again " to God.

When John saw the Pharisees and Sadducees coming
to his baptism, he cried, " Who hath warned you to flee

from the wrath which is at hand ?
'' * as one who i-emem-

b?red Malachi's prophecy that the day of the Lord was
a great and terrible day, and that, if his voice were not

heard, "the ban " might come on the land.^ Tliis was
the wrath which he saw impendmg. The day of the

King has come ; and therefore they are not only to flee

from wrath, but to bring forth "fruits worthy of re-

pentance;" for " even now already the axe is laid to the

roots of the trees, an* every tree that bringeth not forth

good fruit will be burned down and cast into the fire
:"

for did not Malachi predict a day that would " hzirn like

afurnace," and leaVe neither " root nor hraiwh " to proud
cvildoex's such as the Pharisees ? ^

"I indeed baptize you with water," he coiitinnos;

" but He that cometh after me is mightier than I, whose
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sandals I am not wortliy to bear;"' plainly alluding'

to Malachi's prediction of a messenger who should go

before {\\e Great King.^ So, in the very next vorse,''

when John forewarns the Pharisees that the Coming
One will " have Sis winnowing fe.n in His hand," that
" He will purge His floor from end to end," and that

"Be will gather the wheat into His garner, but Ho will

burn up the chaff with unquenchable fwe," he is evi-

dent!-/ only expamling Malachi's image of the stubblo

flung into the furnace :

" Behold, the day cometh bi'niiiip lihe afurnaco,

And all tho proud aud all the eviWocrs shull be sluhUe,

Aud the day that cometh will burn tlicm uji."

So, again, we get new liglit on the doubt of John if

we remember how strongly ho felt himself to be the

Messenger foretold by Malachi, and how deeply liis

mind was imbued with the teaching of that prophet.

When Herod had cast him into prison, and slow mouths
had passed, and stiU he heard notliing of Jesus,

John's heart failed him, and he sent to ask, " Art Thou
that Coming One, or are we to look for another ?

" '"

Now Malachi had named Adonai the Coming One, cry-

ing, "Behold, He cometh!" and asking, "Wlio may
abide His commg' .?"" Elijah was to come too. John
felt that he had come. And had not Malachi impHed
that the coming of the Messenger should be Lmraediately

followed by that of tho King ? that the Lord should

''suddenly come to His Temple?" Why, then, this

heart-breaking delay? Had he been mistaken all tho

wliile ? Was he, the Baptist, not the true Messenger,

and Jesus not the true King ? We cannot wonder that

hopes fed on Malachi's bright words were obscured

by dark shades of doubt as months passed and tho

Messenger still lay in prison, and the King gave no
sign of assuming His throne.

It was on this occasion, so soon as He had answered

John's doubt, that our Lord Himself, speaking of the

greatness of the Baptist, quoted Malachi, saiying ;
" For

this is he of whom it is written. Behold, I send my mes-

senger before thy face, who shall prepare thy way before

thee ;" and, again, " If ye will receive it, this is Elijah

who was to come." '-

And, last of all, on that very Mount of Transfigura-

tiouto which the closing words of Malachi poiut,'^' after

Moses and Elijah had vanished from then- eyes, tha

three favoured apostles, perplexed to find that Elijah

has appeared but for a moment, ask, " Wliy tlica say

the Scribes that Elijah must first come ? " " They were

in a maze. They had thought that John tlie E.aptist

was the predicted Messiah. But here had been Elijah

in propria persona. And, now, ho too has gone. What
ore they to think ? If Elijah himself were to come,

why did he not stay with tlinn ? Ami if Joliu were

the Elijah, why had ho l)Oon put to death ? Must not

the Messenger of the King rise to honour when tho

King comes P Jesus replies to their question :
" The

Scribes say traly that Elijah must first come, and restore

? Matt. iii. 11. 9 Mai. i

l" Matt. xi. 3. U Mai. i

'3 See the Exposition of Mai.
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all tilings. He has come. John was the true Mes-

senger. And the very facts that make you doubt

—

his imprisonment and death—prove John to be he that

was to come. For how should he bo an Elijah, and

yet make no enemies by his austere unsparing fidelity .''

If Elijah had Ahab and Jezebel to seek his life, shall

not John have Herod and Herodias .'' If, like Ebjah,

he stringently demands repentance, will a sinful world

listen to the demand improvoked ? I say unto you,

Elijah has come already, and they knew him not, but

did unto him whatsoever they listed."

These are by no means aU the passages in the New
Testament which take new force or clearness when read

in the light of Malachi's prophecy. But these will suffice

to show that in John the Baptist we have at least one,

and that a singularly exact, fulfilment of Malachi's pre-

dictiou of the Messenger. At least one : for there may
have been many others, and there may be stiU others

yet to come. Whenever there is a true repentance, a

true revival, a true reformation of religion, there the

spirit and power of Elijah are present, active, effectual.

And every such appearance of the Messenger is, and
will be, followed by a new advent of the King of men,
a new day of mercy and benediction. Just as Isaiah

heard the herald cry, " Prepare a way," and then saw
"the glory of God revealed;" just as Malachi saw
Adonai following at the heels of the Messenger sent

before His face
;
just as the disciples were led by the

Baptist to the Christ : so, in all ages, the effectual

preaching of repentance is followed by a new manifesta-

tion of Divine grace, and once more the Lord comes toi

His Temple that all flesh may see His glory.

THE OLD TESTAMENT FULFILLED IN T.HE NEW.
SACRED PLACES (continued).

BT THK REV. WILLIAM MILLIGiN, D.D., PEOFESSOK OP DIVINITT AND BIBLICAL CRITICISM IN THE UNIVEKSITT OF

[AVING considered the Tabernacle as a

whole, we have now to turn our attention

to the articles with which its different

parts were furnislied. In doing so, we

shall begin with those of the outer court, passing thence

inward to the holy place, and finally to the Holy of

Holies. This arrangement is evidently suggested by

the circumstances of the case, and is one by which wo

shall be better enabled to enter into the gradually in-

creasing elevation of thought, which meets us as we

penetrate more deeply into the .sanctiuiry, than if we

pursued an opposite du-ection. In the outer court two

articles of furniture claim our notice, the brazen altar,

and the laver with its foot.

I. The Brazen Altar. Instructions for the erection

of an altar were given immediately after the promulga-

tion of the Ten Commandments at Sinai ; and, although

it is not said that they apply to the brazen altar, the

description of which was properly to follow that of the

Tabernacle in which it stood, there can be no doubt

that the reference is to it, and to it alone. It was one
of the essential ideas of the monotheistic faith of

Israel that, in contradistinction to the many gods and
many altars of the heathen, it should recognise only

one altar of sacrifice to the one living and true God
(Deut. xii. 13, 14.) ; and although prophets like Samuel,
in times when the national covenant had been broken,

and the national law set aside, felt themselves entitled

to sacrifice at other places than the centre of national

imity, this was simply owing to the fact that extra-

ordinary cu-cumstances are always felt to justify ex-

traordinary acts. One altar was the Divine rule ; and
what is said, therefore, of the altar in any one passage

of the Law, must be combined with what is .said of it in

other passages, in order that our idea of it may be com-

plete. Besides this, it may not be imworthy of notice

that the essential conception of the altar is more likely

to be found in a description unconnected than in one

connected with the Tabernacle. In the latter case,

other things than the expression of the pure idea had to

be provided for, such, for example, as the means of trans-

port from place to place, so that it might accompany

the people in theii' wanderings; and it may thus be

sometimes difficult to separate between what was essen-

tial and what was merely incidental to the structm-e.

There is less danger of such confusion when the altar

is spoken of in itseK alone, and for this reason the

earlier description in Exodus is even more valuable

than the later.

In the former, then, it is said, " An altar of earth

thou shalt make unto me, and shalt sacrifice thereon

thy biu-nt offeiings, and thy peace offerings, thy sheep,

and thine oxen ; in all places where I record my name
I will come unto thee, and I will bless thee. And if

thou ^vUt make me an altar of stone, thou shalt not

build it of he>vn stone ; for if thou lift up thy tool

upon it thou hast polluted it. Neither shalt thou go up
by steps unto mine altar, that thy nakedness be not

discovered thereon" (Exod. xx. 24—26). The later

description, again, in close conuectipn with that of the

Tabernacle, is much more elaborate, " And thou shalt

make an altar of shittim wood, five cubits long and

five cubits broad ; the altar shaU be foursquare ; and

the height thereof shall bo three cubits. And thou

shalt make the horns of it upon the fom- corners there-

of; his horns shall be of the same; and thou shalt

overlay it with brass. . . And thou shalt make for it

a grate of network of brass; and upon the net shalt

thou make foiu- brazen rings in the four comers thereof.

. . . And thou shalt put it imder the compass of the
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altar beneath, that the net may be even to the midst

of the altar. . . Hollow with boards shalt thou make
it, as it was shewed thee in the mount so shalt thou

make it " (Exod. xxvii. 1, 2, 4, 5, 8). From this descrip-

tion it would appear that what met the eye on entering

the court of the Tabernacle was a square box of acacia

or shittim wood, standing three cubits, or four feet and

a half, from the ground, and five cubits, or seven feet

and a half, in the sides of the square. The " hollow,"

or interior of the box, was filled with earth mingled no

doubt with the rough and unhewn, but probably small,

stones of the desert, and it was without a lid, the sur-

face of the earth within being the top of the altar, on

which fire was kindled and the offerings were laid.

Half way up the sides, and sustained by a grating of

brass going down perpendicularly to the ground, was a

Such was the brazen altar. We have now to speak

of the ideas which both as a whole, and in the pecu-

liarities of its construction, it was intended to express.

On the mere circumstance of its elevation above the

siu'face of the earth it is hardly necessary to dwell.

Both in heathenism and in Judaism, altars were always

higher than the ground, and that not simply for the

sake of convenience, but because giving them a certain

degree of elevation was naturally suggested by their

purpose. The same thing appears in tlxat tendency to

erect them on " high places " which characterised the

original inhabitants of Canaan, and which made these

places such objects of warning to the Israelites (1

Kings xiii. 32; 2 Kings xviii. 4, &c.). By an altar

man would draw near to God, and as it is impossible,

in an early state of religious feeling, to think of God

THE BRAZEN ALTAR.

projecting ledge, called in the last quoted passage " the

compass of the altar beneath." This ledge appeal's to

have been intended for the priests, that they might

minister at the altar more easily than they could have

done had they stood on the level of the ground, and it

is generally supposed to have been nan-ow, perhaps no

more than a half cubit, or at most a cubit, in breadth.

The four horns were upright projections rising from

the four corners, and no doubt, from the name, shaped

with a slight curve to make them resemble the horns of

an animal. Of the rings and staves it is unnecessary to

speak. AH the parts of the altar, except the top and

the network, itself brazen, were overlaid with brass.

Finally, to facilitate the ascent of the priests to the

encompassing ledge, and at the same time to obviate

the necessity of making a forbidden step up to it, there

ran from it at one side, most frequently believed to

have been the south, a sloping bank of earth reaching

to the level of the soil. The following diagram will

convey what is probably a correct idea of its appear-

ance, observing only that the interior of the box has to

be filled with earth.

otherwise than as dwelling in the heavens, the altar is

raised in order that He may be ai^proached more nearly.

The actual height of the altar is, iu the present case

more worthy of our regard. It was three cubits high,

and tlu-ce was the number of the God of Israel con-

sidered in the essential nature of His being.

In couuoction with the height of the altar, the horns

at the four corners demand a moment's notice. It is

often supposed that the pm'pose of these projecting

points was only to convey an additional idea of height,

without interfering with the use of the altar as a

convenient place of sacrifice. But had this been the

intention, we should have expected the height of the

horns to be mentioned, while it is at (he same time

obvious that, if the priests stood on the surrounding

ledge already spoken of, they had before them a sxu-face

only a cubit and a half liigher than the level of their

feet, and that, without interrupting their operations,

that height might have been considerably increased.

The great objections, however, to this view of the object

of the horns are, partly, that thus the symbolism of the

altar is man-ed, the height no longer corresponding
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to the number of God, and, partly, that the re-

ferences made to them in Scripture lead to a different

conclusion. There the horn is always the symbol of

power and strength, of majesty and glory. It is thu.s

that we read in the prophecies of Daniel that the two

horns of the ram seen by the prophet in his vision are

the kings of Media and Persia, while the great honi

that is between the eyes of the rough goat is the first

king of Grecia (Dan. viii. 20, 21) ; and thus that Job de-

clares in his affliction that he has sewed sackcloth upon

his skin, that he has " defiled his horn in the dust ;
" that

he has lost all his former dignity aud honour, and

has been laid prostrate under the attacks of his enemies

(Job xvi. 15). The references to the horn iu tlie Psalms

are numerous, and to the same effect ;
" All the horns

of the wicked will I ciit off, but the horns of the

righteous shall be exalted
;

" " Thou art the gloiy of

their strength, aud iu Thy favour our horn shall be

exalted;" "There will I make the horn of Dai-id to

bud," or rather to grow; " I have ordained a lamp for

mine anointed;" the last passage being peculiarly

worthy of our notice, because the horn is spokeu of in

close connection with Zion, the habitation of God, the

priests, the saints, and the lamp (Ixxv. 10; Ixxxix. 17;

cxxxii. 17). The same idea of strength and glory is

again met with in the song of Zacharias :
" And hath

raised up an horn of salvation in the house of His

servant David " (Luke i. 69), and in many passages of

the Revelation of St. John. We c»an have little doubt,

therefore, that the horns of the brazen altar wci'C

symbols rising out of the number 3 belonging to

the height of the altar itself, aud that they were an

expression in the first place of the Divine majesty and

strength, and then of the communication of these to

tha true worshipper. It is in harmony \vith tliis in-

terpretation that the blood of the sin oft'oring had to

he. sprinkled upon them, and that, as in the cases of

Adonijah and Joab, those who fled from the vengeance

of their enemies to the sanctuary, " caught hold on the

lioms of the altar " (1 Kings i. 60 ; ii. 28).

Before passing from the outward shape of the brazen

altar it may be well only further to observe, that im-

portance is evidently attached to the fact that it should

te square (Exod. xxvii. 1), a shape by which it received

upon it the stamp of the kingdom of God as established

in the world, and that the number 5 in the side of the

square is to be connected with what has been already

said regarding the use of that number, as the number
of imperfection, iu aU the arrangements of "the

court." The altar, in short, in its different dimensions

had reference to the leading ideas of the theocracy at

that particular stage of its development. It was the

altar of God, the altar of His kingdom in the world,

but of that kingdom in an as yet imperfect state.

Two other circumstances connected with the erection

of the altar claim a brief explanation. It was to be

constructed, as we have already seen, of earth, or, if

stones were used, they were to be unhewn (Exod. xx.

S-t, 25), 60 that the box of shittira wood overlaid with

brass was the case or covering of (lie .altar rather than

the altar itself. Much curious speculation has been

indulged in regarding the meaning of thus employing

earth, as if it were intended to signify either that sinfid

man is the creature of the dust, and must return to his

dust again,' or that the earth made use of representing

the world, the scene upon which the theocratic kingdom
was to be set up, was there adapted to that pui-pose by

being rescued, as it were, from the effects of the Fall,

dedicated anev/ to God." Ideas such as these have

little or no foundation in the text. The mention of

stones, which wei'e not to be touched by the tool of

man, is rather the only hint to help us to a conclusion

;

and, following it, it would seem that the ground of the

du-ections given upon the point before us, was to make
it obvious that the altar was wholly of God's, and in no

respect of man's, providing. Man was sinful. Ho
erected an altar by which to draw near to a holy God.

Therefore must that altar bo brought as little as

possible into contact with him aud with his doings as a

sinner. It must be simple, natural, as far as might bo

of God's OTSTi workmanship. Thus would man feel the

more that not upon any foundation that he coidd lay,

but solely upon that of the power and grace of God
Himself, could his offerings be made acceptable to a

Being of unspotted imrity.

The other circumstance to bo noted is the j)rohibition

of steps leading up to the altar, together with the

groimd of the prohibition, " that thy nakedness be

not discovered thereon" (Exod. xx. 26). The principle

appealed to is clear. It is, that modesty and purity of

conduct are demanded of those who minister at the

altar. We advert to the matter rather for the sake of

suggesting an explanation of a prohibition which must

appear to most readers to have been unneeded. For,

even when we call to mind the nature of a loose Oriental

robe, it seems difficidt to conceive that, in ascending

only a cubit and a half, any precaution of the kind

should have bt'Cn required. We believe that the ex-

planation is to bo found in heathen practices, and that

the pro-vision was a warning against the sliglitest

approach to them. Any one who has followed his

Ai-ab guide in ascending the Great Pyramid at Ghizeli

at the present day, must have witnessed an illustration

of what would in all probability be the case in meunt-

ing the steps that led up to the " high places " of the

heathen.

Finally, we have to say a word of the idea of the

altar as a whole. The etymology of the name by which

it was known in Hebrew supplies the key. It was
" for slaughter " or "for sacrifice," and more particularly

for the burnt-offering. Again and again, through-

out much of the Old Testament, is the brazen altar

described as the altar of burnt-offering, as if this were

its distinguishing name, never as tha* of any of the

other offerings presented there. On it Israel offered

itself to God iu self-dedication and in praise. It was

the culminating point of that Court of the Tabernacle

iu which a pesple, already redeemed, but not able to

Eiilir, .Svmbii;)
, i>. 433. Keil, Archccolog'i p. 103.
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realise fuUythe blessings of its redemption, surrendered

itself to Him who had redeemed it. There it went up

iu a bunit-offering to Him, and there the Lord sniclled

a "sweet savour," and accepted the sacrifice (Lev.

iii. 16; comp. Gen. viii. 20, 21). In conformity with

this, it would seem that the free-will offerings of the

people, when made in a right spirit, were laid vpon the

altar (Matt, xxiii. 18), but that, when not accompanied

by the feelings which alone could reuder them pleasing

to God, they were placed only before it until the spirit

of acceptable worship had been gained (Matt. v. 23,

24). To this purpose of the altar, as an altar of burut-

ofEering, we are to trace the fact that the fire upon it was

kept continually burning. " The fire shall ever be burn-

ing upon the altar; it shall never go out " (Lev. vi. 13).

While Israel thus offered itself to God upon the

altar of burnt-offering, He on His part Tnet the people

there, and fed them in the persons of the priests their

representatives. The fat was for Himself, the re-

mainder was for Aaron and his sons to eat, and the

altar thus became the table at which the priests ware

Therefore iu Christ and in His people in Him is

the altar of burat-offiering again " fulfilled," its imper-

fection only done awiiy, its idea perfected for ever.

" Christ hath loved us, and hath given Himself for us,

an offering and a sacrifice to God for a sweet-smelling

savour " (Eph. v. 2), and we are " complete in Him

"

(Col. ii. 10). In Him Christians ascend to their Father

in heaven, a burnt-offering the fire of which is eou-

tinually burning, and their heavenly Father meets them
iu the sacrifice and feasts them -with the abundant

blessings of His house. " They liave an altar whereof

they have no right to eat, which sei-ve the Tabernacle "

(Heb. xiii. 10). That altar, the New Testament altar

of burnt-offering, is Christ Himself, and the Divine

life communicated by Him to aU the members of His

body, so that, as they offer, they also feast, continually,

and even the outer Court of the Tabernacle is changed
for them into the house of God and the very gate of

heaven.

II. The second article of furnitm-e in the Court of

the Tabernacle was the laver, always spoken of in

connection with its foot. It stood beyond the brazen

altar, and between it and the Tabernacle. TJie direc-

tions for its eonstniction wore, " Thou shalt also make
a laver of brass, and his foot also of brass to wash
withal ; and thou shalt put it between the Tabernacle
of the congregation and the altar, and thou shalt put
water therein. For Aaron and his sons shall wash
their hands and then- feet thereat. When they
go into the Tabernacle of the congregation they shall

wash with water, that they die not; or when they
come near to the altar to minister, to burn offer-

ing made by firo u»to the Lord; so they shall wash
their hands and then- feet that they die not ; and
it shall be a statute for ever to them, even to him
and to his seed throughout their generations " (Exod.
xsx. 18—21). In these words, and the deficiency is

not elsewhere supplied, no mention is made of the

shape or size of the laver, but they, as well as all other

passages where it is spoken of, attach such iinportaneo

to the " foot,"' as to make it probable that the water

with which the feet and hands were washed was con-

tained in a hollow at the base, and that this was
surmounted by the body of the laver containing that

larger supply of pure water from which the lower

receptacle was constantly replenished. The whole was

of brass or bronze ; but it is not possible to speak

with certainty as to its exact shape or size. Wheu the

eonstniction is related, it is further said that Bezaleel

,

" made the laver of brass and the foot of it of brass,

of the looking-glasses of the women assembling, which

assembled at the door of the Tabernacle of the congre-

gation" (Exod. xxxviii. 8). These words have been

supposed to mean that the metallic looking-glasses

referred to were so fastened to the laver after it was

made, that they served their original purpose for the

priests. But this interpretation, improbable in itself,

and hardly tenable even on grammatical groimds, is

now generally abandoned, the passage meaning only

that the laver was constructed of the metal which the

looking-glasses supplied. As was inevitable, too, in

the circumstances, the fact thus recorded has been

eagerly spiritualised, but there seems no groimd for

attaching to it any special meaning. We have to bear

iu mind that all the parts of the Tabernacle aud its

furniture were made of the free-will offerings of the

people (Exod. xxsv. 22), and it is not necessary in the

present instance to go beyond the supposition that

numbers of the women who assembled at its door

ha\-ing given up their mirrors as their gift, these were

employed in the construction of the laver, as being

every way suited to the purpose. Whether the women
referred to were simply from the general congregation

of Israel, or whether they were such as performed

special ministrations in connection with the Tabernacle,

is more difBcult to say. As there is a want of sufficient

evidence that any such order of ministering women

existed in Israel, it is probable that we ought to think

only of the former.

Thus, then, the laver and its foot were constructed,

and had their places assigned to them in " the Court."

As to their meaning there is no doubt. They were to

enable the priests to obtain that symbolical purity,

without which it was impossible for any one to make a

near approach to a holy God, and which, therefore,

could not but be especially demanded of those priests

who were to enter His sanctuary or to minister at His

altar. It is to be observed only that no more tlian the

hands and feet were to be washed, the part being taken

for the whole, and the bathing of the body being con-

fined to the high priest on that particular day of the

year when he entered not merely into the holy, but into

the most holy, place. This reference to washing the

hands, accordingly, is frequently refcn-ed to in the Old

Testament as expressive of that higher, that moral

purification which, as time went on, was more and

more felt to bo the true preparation for appearing

before God. " The Lord rewarded mo according to my
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righteousness ; according to the cleanness of my bands

hath He recompensed me." " If I wash myself with

snow water and make my hands never so clean, yet shalt

thou plunge me in the ditch, and mine own clothes shall

abhor me." "Who shall ascend into the hill of the

Lord, or who shall stand in His holy place ? He that

hath clean hands and a pm-e heart." " I will wash my
hands in innocency, so will I compass thine altar, O
Lord " (1 Sam. ii. 21 ; Job ix. 30, 31 ; Ps. xxiv. 3, 4

;

xxvi. 6).

As the meaning of the laver to Israel is clear, so also

is its "fulfilment" in New Testament times. First of

aU, we see it in our Loi'd Himself, who " did no sin,

and in whose mouth there was found no guile,"

" who was holy, harmless, uudefiled, and separate from

sinners," in whom the Father was always well pleased.

Then next, we see it in His Church, for that Church is

" washed, is sanctified, is justified in the name of the

Lord Jesus and by the Spirit of our God ;
" is cleansed

" with the wasliing of water by the word, that He may
present it to Himself a glorious Church, not having

spot or wrinkle, or any such thing, but that it may be

holy and without blemish;" is saved "in the laver of

regeneration and renewing of the Holy Ghost ''
(1 Cor.

vi. 11 ; Eph. V. 26, 27 ; Titus iii. 5). Her members are

commanded to cleanse themselves from all filthiness of

the flesh and of the spirit, and to perfect holiness in

the fear of the Lord. They are sanctified in Christ

Jesus ; they are " saints " or holy ones ; and, though

not yet attained to pei-fect conformity with the example

of their Lord, they are continually drawing nearer to

it, imbibing His Spirit, imitating His example, living

His life, and reflecting His glory. But this cleansing

on the part of Christ's people needs to be constantly

repeated. Although complete in Him they have ever

and again to renew the washing. While they mingle

in the world, they can hardly escape being so far at

least contaminated by the world. Though " sin has no

dominion over them," they ai-e not yet wholly delivered

from its power. There is a law in their members that

warreth with the law of the mind. " The flesh lusteth

against the spirit and the spirit against the flesh," and
they have often to cry out, " Oh, wretched men that we
are, who shaU deliver us from the body of this death ?

"

Therefore do they need continually to apply them-
selves afresh to Him who first washed them from their

sins, and renewed them by His Spirit, that again in

Him they may prevail over all that would separate them
from God, or keep them at a distance from the inner-

most sanctuary of His love, that again in Him they
may rise to the experience of the "more grace" that

He bestows, and may exchange the cry of humiliation

for the shout of victory, " I thank God thi-ough Jesus
Christ our Lord."

It has only further to be observed that these constant

renewals of their covenant, these constantly repeated
acts of their faith, are simpler than they were at the

beginning. When awakened to the thorough feeling

of their need of cleansing, when alive to tlie fact that

except Christ wash them not, they have no part in Him,

they may exclaim with Peter, as if they could not be

too much washed, " Lord, not my feet only, but also

my hands and my head." But His reply is, " He that

is bathed needeth not save to wash his feet, but is clean

cveiy wliit" (John xiii. 10). As the priest of Israel

did not require constantly to renew a complete batli,

but was fitted by the washing of his hands and his

feet alone for ministering at the altar and entering

the holy place, so the later exercises of faith are not

so hard to accomplish as the first. The power of evil

was broken, the victory was given, at the beginning,

and the one is more easily overcome, the other more
easily enjoyed, at each successive stage of Christian

progress.

Such, then, is the fulfilment to the followers of Christ,

of the brazen altar, and the laver with its foot of the

Court of the Tabernacle. It may be said that, in

speaking as we have done, we have lost sight of the

distinction between the Com-t and the Sanctuary beyond

it, between the people of Israel and their priests. It

is true that we have done so, but the doing so lies in

the very nature of the case. In the kingdom of Christ

all vails are rent, all distinctions are taken away. The
priests are the people, and the people are the priests.

When this is not felt, it is a proof that the most

essential privileges of Chi-ist's kingdom are not per-

ceived, that the fulness of its blessings is not enjoyed.

There is neither Jew nor Greek, neither bond nor free,

neither male nor female. Christ is not only " all and

in all " to His Chiu-ch as a whole, but to every member
of His body. Distinctions disappear in that ideal state

into which Christians are called, and if they will again

have a Court beyond which tliey may not penetrate, and

a priesthood in the possession of privileges in which

they may not share, it can only be by retui-ning to

those " elements of tlie world " from which their Lord
woidd make them free, and by entangling themselves

anew with a yoke of bondage. In their true Christian

standing, they are free of the Holy of Holies itself, as

well as of the Court, and in the Court, not less than in

the Holy «f Holies, they are " priests unto God and

unto the Lamb."
In speaking of the furniture of the Court, we have

said nothing of the smaller articles used in connection

with the altar, and enumerated in Exod. xxvii. 3, " And
thou shalt make his pans to receive his ashes, and his

shovels, and his basons, and his fleshhooks, and his

firepans ; all the vessels thereof thou shalt make of

brass." It was not necessary to speak of these. They

were evidently subordinate to the altar, intended only

as a provision for carrying out its leading purpose. In

an inquiry like that engaging us at present there is

peculiar need to guard against making everything

spoken of in the old economy a type or a symbol of the

better things to come, and so running into mere

puerilities and conceits. It is with the leading ideas of

Lsrael's religious condition alone that we have to do,

and all that cannot be expressly shown to have been

regulated with a xiew to its bearing upon these, it is

better to let alone.
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' Samuel it has been already said in these

pages that "his character is, in every

stage of its career, one of the grandest

in the Old Testament" (Vol. II., p. 226).

A very difl'orent estimate must be formed of the man
whose life is so closely connected with that of "the

last of the Judges and the first of the Prophets," as

hardly to admit of being separately treated. Yet,

whatever his errors and crimes, Saul was not without

noble qualities, nor unentitled, on some grounds, to

an eminent position in the roU of those whose perilous

distinction it has been, vrith the same passions as other

men, to play a conspicuous part in the history of

the world. In no man, perhaps, was there found

a more striking contrast of apparently inconsistent

and repugnant characteristics. As the original head

of the tribe from which he traced his descent received

at his birth two names, his mother vnth her dying

breath having called him " Beuoni," or " the son of her

sorrow," and his father, "Benjamin," or "the son of

the right hand," so Saul himself appears to have united

in his own person two natures which, though with far

different results, were, like the " flesh " and the " spuit
"

of another " Saul," also " of the tribe of Benjamin," in

continual conflict with one another. (Rom. vii. 15.)

Upon the whole, his life must be pronoimced a disas-

trous failure. For the special position assigned to him

in the world, for that position in which to fail was for

him fatal, he proved unworthy. " It rcpenteth me
that I have set up Saul to be king : for he is turned

back from following me, and hath not performed my
commandments." " Thou hast rejected the word of the

Lord, and the Lord hath rejected thee from being king

over Israel" (1 Sam. xv. 11, 26). On the other hand,

it must be admitted that he often, in the course of his

eventful reigu, showed " unbroken courage, indomitable

energy in pushing his conquests in every direction, a

steadfast desii'e for the well-being of the nation, zeal

and pertinacity in the execution of liis plans, with an

earnest zeal for the maintenance of the provisions of

the law, and the promotion of the religious life of the

nation " (Ewald, iii. 43). Nor can it be forgotten in

what terms one who knew him thoroughly, and had
little reason to flatter him, pronounced, after death had
set its seal on his completed career, the final judgment
of his contemporaries, in that touching elegy in which

he spoke of Saul and the much-loved Jonathan, the

friend of his youth, in the same breath, as "lovely and
pleasant in their lives, and in death undivided."

" The beauty of Israel is slaiu upon thy bigli places,

How are the mighty fallen !

Tell it not in Gath, publish it not in the streets of Askelon,
Lest the daughters of the Philistines rejoice.

Lest the daughters of the imcircumcised triumph.

Ye mountains otGilboa.lot there be no dew,
Neither let there be rain upon you, nor fields of offerings.

For there the shield of the mighty is vilely cast away.
The shield of .Saul not .anointed with oil.

Of the life of Saul up to the time of his selection as

the fii'st king of Israel we know very little. There is

not, indeed, any attempt to give a complete account of

several portions of his history : the narrative, as is com-

mon in the biographies of Scripture generally—not ex-

cepting even that Great Biography which has an interest

for every Christian with which no other will bear a

moment's comparison—having many breaches of con-

tiauity, sometimes gaps extending over long and, as

it might appear, not uneventful periods. And of the

fragmentary notices which are thus alone in our hands,

it is sometimes difficult to determine even the chrono-

logical sequence. The essential completeness of tho

history is doubtless not in any case impeached, whilo

the vividness and effectiveness of the impression it pro-

duces on the mind of the reader are always obviously

enhanced, by the boldness and freedom of tho historical

style which in this respect characterises here as else-

where the books of Holy Scripture. The most complete

genealogy of Saul is to be found in 1 Chron. viii. 1

;

(cf . 1 Sam. ix. 1 ; xiv. 49 ; 1 Chron. ix. 35). His father

was a wealthy and powerful chief of the name of Kish.

The place of his birth is uncertain. It was, most

probably, Gibeah of Benjamin— the same city (see

Robinson's Researches, i. 577, sq.) which, doubtless

from its connection with the history of the subject of

the present paper, is sometimes called Gibeah of Saul.

Some eminent Biblical scholars, however {e.g., Mr.

Grove, Diet, of Bible, s.v. " Zelali"), give the preference

to the claims of Zelah, which contained " the sepulchre

of Kish his father," and where his own ashes were

finally laid at rest, to the distinction of bouig recog-

nised as the birthplace of Saul. His family, as already

noticed, were of the tribe (as both Gibeah and Zelah

were situated in the territory) of Benjamin ; a tribe

iuconsiderable in numbers as compared mth some

others, but second to none of the tribes of Israel in

its reputation for skill in the use of anns, and for

daring and courage in war. Warfare, indeed, the fierce

and obstinate .spirits of tho Benjamites seemed to

love for its own sake, and were sometimes ready enough

to welcome ^vithout much regni-d to the justice of tho

quarrel. A terrible judgment, which almost erased

the name of Benjamin from the roll of the tribes of

Israel, had, in the time of the Judges, been the result

of an internecine war between this (i-ibe and Uv i-est

of tho people of Israel. Having its first iirii^in in a

brutal crime committed by some of I lie men of lliat
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same Gibeali in which Saul is here supposed to have

found his birthplace, the unseemly and disastrous con-

flict was exasperated by the indiscreet zeal with which

the Benjamites generally identified themselves with

the guilty city. The tribe is more honourably distin-

guished as ha^dng given to Israel one of the earliest

of her judges, Ehud, whose personal hardihood and

military prowess secured for her rest from her enemies

for no loss a period than eighty years. Saul had been

brought up to follow, like his father, the labours of

husbandry. This fact does not, of course, exclude the

presumption that he had also been early trained to arms.

In Israel, every man above twenty years of age was a

soldier (Numb. i. 3)—i.e., was enrolled in the number

of eousoripts available for active service in time of war

;

and iu the days of Said's youth the distiu-bed condition

of the country, more especially in the territory of the

Benjamites, must have afforded him frequent oppor-

tunities for acquirmg some military experience.

The history of Saul, as far as we have any particidar

account of it in Scripture, may bo divided mto two

parts, the first embracing the period from his consecra-

tion as the king of Israel, tiU he was rejected as un-

worthy of that position—and the second, the years of

desertion and ailamity which ended only ^vith his life.

I. " "VVhou Samuel was old .... all the elders of

Israel gathered themselves together, and came to

Samuel unto Ramah, and said, . . . Make us a king

to judge us like all the nations " (1 Sam. viii. 1—8).

It had always been contemplated in the Mosaic law

that a king should, as in the case of other nations, bo

set over the people of Israel (Deut. xvii. 14) ; and pro-

vision had, from the first, been specially made for tho

practical assimilation of their forms of government in

this respect to those of the nations round about them.

The introduction into the commonwealth of a line of

rulers bearing the titles, and invested with the state, as

well as exercising the authority of an earthly monarchy,

was, in truth, no more inconsistent with the principle

of tho theocracy than had been the older provisions for

government and the administration of the law which

were found iu tho heads of tribes and families, in the

common council of the nation, in the high priesthood,

or in the exceptional functions assigned to Moses,

Joshua, and the Judges. The reigning king might bo,

and was in fact always recognised as, no more than a

mmistcr of God, subordinate to, and appointed to carry

out the will—which he was bound, by means expressly

provided, to considt—of Him who, in tho highest sense,

was, under the monarchy no less than before its intro-

duction, the true King of Zion, Accordingly, though

the request of tho people, because inspired by a feeling

of distrust in the p.wer of God, displeased Jehovah so

that they are said to have sinned in asking for a king

(1 Sam. xii. 9), and God is said to have " given them a

king in His anger '' (Hos. xiii. 11), it is not to bo sup-

posed that the institution of the monarchy was, in tho

case of Israel, otherwise than a normal development

of the original polity of tho nation. It is true that

it did not prove so great a boon as they themselves

fondly anticipated. The calamities of Israel arose, not

from tho nature of then-forms of government, under every

change of which the nation alike flourished or ahke

decayed, but from their unfaithfidness to God. On God
they were in every event equally dependent. And that

they might be taught this lesson was, if not the ultimate

reason for which then- demand was acceded to, yet a
secondary resiUt, distinctly contemplated by Him, aU
whose j)rovidential arrangements ia regard to Israel

appear to have had iu view their own spiritual discipline,

no less than the accomplishment of His purposes of

mercy for mankind.

The urgent and persistent expression of the national

will, just noticed, as to the change in a government

was, accordingly, given effect to by God. The new
king received his authority first of all from the hands

of Samuel, by a private consecration to his oSice ; and
he was afterwards formally appointed by means of an.

appeal to the sacred lot, in the presence of an assembly

of the people called together for that purpose at Mizpeh.

There was a third ceremonial by which, before he actually

assumed, at least as regards the country generally,

the functions of the regal office, the kingdom was prac-

tically iuaugiu-ated. It would appear that an interval

of several years occurred between these successive steps

in the establishment of the kingdom. At the moment
when, following his father's strayed asses, he first

addressed himself to Samuel in the city of Ramah—and

the apparently fortuitous meeting of these two great

contemporaries proved to be the residt of a providential

arrangement which was destined to change the current

of his whole life, and affect so materially the fortunes of

his coimtry—Saul was yet " a young man " (bachur, an
" unmarried man," Gesenius, Lex., s.v.). In tho third

year of liis actual reigu, he had already a son who was

grown to man's estate (1 Sam. ix. 2 ; xiii. 1, 2).

Saul entered on his office with advantages from which

the best auguries might have been formed. In giving

to Israel then- first king, it pleased God to select a man,

who, whatever the ultimate result of tho gratification

of then- desu-es, must, according to any standard which

would suggest itself to their own minds, have seemed,

and was acknowledged by themselves to be, the very

ideal of the ruler they asked for, and from whom they

anticipated so much. In tho case of the choice of Saul's

successor, even Samuel appears to have been disposed to

look to " tho outward appearance " as of itself (1 Sam.

^i. 6) marking out the true king among men. Saul was,

at least as regarded " outward appearance," every inch

a king—" a choice young man aud a goodly .... there

was not among the children of Israel a goodlier person

than he : from his shoulders and upward ho was higher

than any of the people." Accordingly, when, having

been elected by lot at Mizpeh, and having been brought

forward to bo presented to the assembled tribes, Samuel

said of him, " See ye him whom the Lord hath chosen,

that there is none like him among all the people?" the

appeal was responded to with enthusiasm. " All the

people shouted, and said, God save the king !

" (1 Sam.

X. 24). His military prowess afterwards (1 Sam. xi. 12)



abundantly confirmed their confidence in him as one

cvoi-y way worthy to reign over them. Nor was he left

to trast to the effect of any mere natural endowments.

Consecrated by a symbol that had hitherto been confined

to the priests and the .sanctuary, ho had been solemnly

set apart "to be the vehicle and medium of all the

blessiugs of grace which the Lord, as the God-king,

would confer upon his people through the institution of

a civil government" (Keil and Delitzsch, in loc). Even

though thus anointed, he might prove an unfaithful

long, as many priests proved unfaithful in their office

;

but the means for the accomplishment of a nobler des-

tiny were not at least withheld. With the same view

the prophetical inspiration had been conferred on him,

along with other supernatural endowments by which he

is even said to have been " turned into another man."

Then he had the additional privUege of entering on his

work with every assistance to bo derived from the ex-

perience of such a man as Samuel, no less than (through

the same channel) with free access—a blessing after-

wards forfeited—to that Divine guidance and direc-

tion without which it was indeed impossible for a king

of Israel rightly to fulfil the peculiar duties of his

exalted position.

The first of his great exploits belongs to a period

when, though ali-eady designated to it, ho had not yet

formally assumed the sovereignty. He was in the field

(sadeh, "the cultivated ground") near Gibeali of Saul,

his father's home, ploughing with a yoke of oxen, when
messengers arrived from Jabosli-gilead, announcing

that that trans-Jordanic city was besieged by the

Midianites, and appealing for succom-. The people of

Jabesh-gUead had special claims on the tribe of Ben-

jamin. They had suffered together on an occasion

already referred to, when the latter tribe scarcely es-

caped extermination ; and, on the same occasion, they

had become closely allied to each other by intermar-

i-iage. The Jabesh-gileadites appear afterwards in the

histoi-y of Saul. It was by men of that city, that, pro-

bably, in requital of the service which he was now to be

the means of rendering them, the dead bodies of Saul

and of his three sons were, after the fatal battle on

Mount GUboa, taken down by night from the walls of

Bethshan, where they had been exposed as trophies, and

honourably buried. The lamentations of his fellow-

townsmen over the intelligence from Jabesh met the ears

of Saul as he returned in the evening, driving his oxen

before him, and were soon explained. The conscious-

ness of the responsibilities of his high office in Israel

suddenly awoke within him. Sending by a significant

token, and without a moment's delay, a summons for

help from far and near, he was enabled in sufficient

time to lead a levy of 330,000 men across tho Jordan.

His first great battle was short and decisive. "They
came into tho midst of tho host in the msrning watch.

and slew the Ammonites until the heat of tho day : and
it came to pass, that they which remained were scat-

tered, so that two of them were not left together"

(1 Sam. xi. 11).

The next ent^i-prise recorded of Saul is his victory

over the Philistines at Michmash, the honours of which
were, however, largely shared by Jonathan.
The victory at Michmash was as remarkable for its

results as for tho means by which it was accomplished.
At the beginning of Saul's reign, the attitude of the
warlike peoples of the south-western coast towards Israel

was one which threatened her very existence as a nation.
She had already suffered two prolonged " oppressions "

from the Philistines. Twenty years before this time,

the second battle of Ebenezer had, it is true, shattered
the force of these formidable and inveterate enemies.

But towards the end of the rule of Samuel, they appear
to have gradually regained then- former superiority in

arms, and begun to renew their attempts to reduce the
Chosen People to the position of a subject race. They
had now in a great measure succeeded in their ambi-
tious design. The battle of Michmash was, ia fact,

one in which nothing less than the independence of the

new kingdom was at stake. The Philistines, it is true,

did not at any time attemjit to occupy Palestine. Thoy
were satisfied with .subjugating it ; and, for this purpose,

they found it sufficient to maintain within its territories

a few garrisons (1 Sam. x. 5 ; xiii. 4) ; probably specially

intended to facilitate the collection of tribute ; and to

repress any show of resistance, as well as keep alive a
salutary di-ead of their arms, by those sudden invasions

of the land, so often refeiTed to (Judg. xv. 9; 1 Sam.
xiii. 17 ; xxiii. 1), from which, after collecting heaps ot

spoil—not excepting, doubtless, multitudes of Hebrew
captives for the home and foreign slave-markets—and
spreading terror and desolation over wide districts,

they, with the same rapidity, returned in triumph to

their own fastnesses. One singular iUustratiou of tho

extent of their power, as well as of the means by which
they maintained it, is found in the fact that at this

period they were able to practically disarm tho subject

people, through an expedient which, at the same time,

must have seriously interfered with its industrial pur-
suits— namely, the capture and deportation of the

Hebrew smiths (1 Sam. xiii. 20). It is evident, too,

that large numbers of the Israehtes had voluntarily

submitted themselves—or at least were, under whatever

circumstances, in the service of the Philistines (xiv. 21).

The immediate occasion of the battle was an open de-

fiance offered to the Philistine supremacy by Jonathan,

in attacking one of then- garrisons (xiii. 3). That people

at once "gathered themselves together to fight with

Israel." The invading force must have seemed irre-

sistible. Tho " 30,000 chariots " is probably a corrupt

reading, but the body of the army was "as the sand

which is on the sea-shore for multitude." Having entered,

the land, they pitched near Michmash—stiU in Jerome's

day a large village, under the same name, situated nine

miles north from Jerusalem (Onomasticon, p. 285), and
identified by Robinson (Researches, i. 142) with the

modern Mukhmas, in the locality thus indicated. The
Israelites were terror-stricken. " The people did hide

themselves in caves, and iu thickets, and in rocks, and
in high places, and in j)its," some of them going over

Jordan to the land of Gad and GUead. To the hosts
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of the enemy, Said could only oppose his trained body-

guard of 3,000 men, and a few disheartened and un-

armed followers, numbei-s of whom from day to day

fell away from his standard. God, however, in this

case manifestly interposed on behalf of His peojile,

showing that, as of old, " there was no restraint to the

Lord to save by many or by few " (xiv. 6). An act of

personal heroism, on the part of Jonathan, opened the

fight, and may be said to have determined its result.

An advanced guard of the Philistines occupied a height

immediately beyond the valley which separated the

combatants. Accompanied only by his armour-bearer,

Jonathan secretly left—left without even his father's

knowledge—the encampment of Saul at Migron, and

having crossed the broken ground below, arrived within

viow of the outpost. Here, cncoiiraged by a scornful

invitation from the Philistines—which lie accepted as a

direction of Providence—to " come up and they would

show him a thing," he proceeded at once to climb,

" upon his hands and upon his feet," the sides of the

precipice on the summit of which they had entrenched

themselves. What followed is explained by our know-

ledge of the great personal strength and activity,

as well as courage, of Saul's eldest son (2 Sam.

i. 23), and the security of the Philistines who had

laughed at what they deemed the idle bravado of two

of " these Hebrews come forth out of the holes where they

had hid themselves " (1 Sam. xiv. 11). The slaughter of

twenty men of the garrison—they were ploughed down
by the stalwart arm of the hero as half an acre of land

might be by a yoke of oxen (xiv. 14 ; ef . Bwald)—was

followed by the flight of the rest, the result being a great

commotion in the whole Philistine camp, and among
the bands of marauders in the neighbourhood. The
commotion was turned into a panic, every man's sword

being against his fellow, even before Saul with his little

army, •warned of the state of affairs by his watchmen

on the heights of Gibeah, joined the fray. With their

aid, and that of the Hebrew mercenaries, or slaves, in

the enemy's ranks, who now turned their swords against

their masters, and of scattered bodies of tlio Israelites,

flocking iu from their hiding-places in Mount Ephraim,

the panic became a rout. The battle raged " clean

over the country, from the extreme eastern to the Ex-

treme western pass—down the rocky defile of Beth-

horon, down iuto the valley of Aijalon " (Stanley, ii. 16).

" So the Lord saved Israel that day. . . . Then Saul

went up from following the PhUistiues : and the Philis-

tines went to their own place " (1 Sam. xiv. 23, 46).

On the occasion of the series of desperate con-

flicts which resulted iu this marvellous success, Saul

appears first to have betrayed the fatal defect of his

character. The startling inconsistencies already referred

to, between what maybe called the better and the worse

aspects of his strangely mixed nature were, on the same

occasion, strikingly displayed. As God's ^-icegerent,

it was his duty to considfc the will, and strictly to can'y

out the instructions of God, as conveyed to him by the

authorised exponents of the Divine will. The propliet

Samuel had commanded Saul to go down to Gilgal, and

to wait there for him seven days, undertaking to appear

within the set time, to offer sacrifices, and to " shew
him what he should do " (1 Sam. x. 8). Saul was not

indifferent to religious obligations. In the temble fight

which ensued, he was shocked at the ceremonial offence

committed by the famishing soldiers, when, at the close

of an exhausting day, in which they had been by his

own orders prevented from tasting food, they flew upon
the spoil, and taking sheep and oxen and calves slew

them on the grouad, and, contrary to the regulations of

Moses, ate them with the blood. For an unconscious

offence of a similar nature he was the same day hardly

prevented from putting to death his own son, the son

who had himself been chiefly instrumental iu seeming

the victory which had then been so unexpectedly won
(1 Sam. xiv. 44, sq.). Yet—after, too, waiting till the

seven prescribed days had nearly expired—this same

man deliberately set at nought the inspired command
delivered to him by the prophet ; acting on his own judg-

ment in a case iu which the will of God, as previously

revealed, left him no choice as to ilie path of duty.

Another great success was accompanied by a like

transgression. The nation of Amalek was " devoted" to

destruction, and to Saul the execution of the judgment

of God was entrusted. In carrying out his di-ead com-

mission, it was the well-known duty (Lev. xxvii. 28) of

Saul to save none of the people alive, nor to reserve for

any purpose any of the spoil. In the case of Jericho,

similarly " devoted," both Rahab, with " all that were

with her in the house," and " the silver and gold, and
the vessels of brass and iron," were saved, the latter

being " put into the treasury of the house of the Lord "

(Josh. vi. 22, 24). But both were expressly excepted

from the ban pronounced on the city ('V'i. 17, 19). And
Achan, who had coveted and taken spoil wliich formed

part of "the accursed thing," paid the penalty of his

disobedience with his life (vi. 24). The conduct of Saul

in sparing Agag, and the best of the herds and the

flocks, was iu direct disobedience to a law of God which

ho must have thoroughly understood. His excuses were

wholly beside the purpose. He, in short, preferred to

follow his own will rather than that of the Lord. His

sin was rebellion against God, a sin especially aggra-

vated in a man who was raised up to be the chief in-

strument in Israel for carrying out the purposes of

Jehovah. That this was the siu of Saul—the true

ground of the severe, but surely in such a case not

excessive punishment inflicted on him—is left iu no

doubt by the words of Samuel. " The Lord sent thee

on a journey, and said. Go and utterly destroy [or,

devote to destruction] the sinners the Amalekites, and

fight against them till they bo consumed. Wherefore

then didst thou not obey the voice of the Lord, but

didst fly upon the spoil, and didst evil in the sight of

the Lord?" And as to the perhaps true plea that the

sheep and oxeu were reserved to be offered in sacrifice

—" Hath the Lord as great delight in burnt offerings

and sacrifices, as iu obeying the voice of the Lord .'

Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice, and to hearken

than the fat of rams " (1 Sam. xv. 18, 22).



Oi' the other wars of Saul at this period we have

only the most general information. " He fought against

all his enemies on every side, against Moab, and against

the children of Ammon" (probably the battle before

referred to), "and against Edom, and against the kings

of Zobah, and against the Philistines; and whither-

soever he turned himself he vexed them" (1 Sam.

xiv. 47).

Apart from the history of his wars there are a few

interesting particulars to be gathered from tlais portion

of the sacred narrative, as to the manner in which Saul

fulfilled his office as the first king of Israel. Tlie

royal palace was iu the same Gibeah of Benjamin where

Saul had found his early home. Here he appears to

have lived with some splendour. The state maintained

by neighbouring kiugs would of course be imitated by

the monarch of a nation who desired their ruler to be

assimilated to the rulers of "the nations round about

them." " The king himself was distinguished by marks

of royalty not before observed in Israel. His tall spear

was always by his side, in repose, at meals, when sleep-

ing, when in battle. He wore a diadem round his

brazen helmet, and a bracelet on his arm" (Stanley,

Jewish Church, ii. 20). When he went forth iu his

chariot, he was surrounded by an escort of cavalry, and

preceded by rimning footmen (1 Sam. viii. 11). There

was a king's table reserved for himself and his son

Jonathan, the heir to the throne, with afterwards Da^^d,

the second officer in the kingdom (1 Sam. xxii. 14 ; cf

.

Stanley ii. 19, and Ewald iii. 98), and son-in-law of the

king (1 Sam. xx. 25). Samuel's warning to the Israel-

ites, that the king they wished to reign over them would
" take their daughters to be confectionaries, and cooks,

and bakers " (1 Sam. viii. 13), has, no doubt, an historical

value in relation to the customs introduced by Saul

himself.' Doeg, the Edomite, probably himself a slave,

was the chief officer over the household slaves and the

slaves in charge of the royal stables (1 Sam. xxi. 7 ;

xxii. 9). There is no special mention of the officers of

state as in the history of Solomon. But that Saul had

the wisdom to surround himself with the ablest and
most valiant of his subjects for all the departments of

his government is carefully noticed (xiv. 52). Abnor,

the son of his uncle Ner, was the captain of the host.

A body of household troops, numbering 3,000 men, the

nucleus of the standing armies of later times, had been

early formed by him, the rest of the forces which he

led into battle being drawn as required from the rolls

of able-bodied Israelites, who, except in time of actual

war, followed, as ho himself had once done, the plough,

or worked at the loom, or Laboured as artisans or fisher-

men in their various localities (1 Sam. xiii. 2). The
a,rmour-bearer of the king appears to have been in the

days of Saul one of the most trusted (xxxi. 5, &c.) of his

personal attendants. Tor some time the office was
filled by David himself (xvi. 21).

II. The great, and for the position he occupied, fatal

Tliere appears to b'

i. 25.
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defect iu the character of Saul, with the gross trans-

gressions of duty into which it led him, has been
already mentioned. The punishment was a signal one,

and the history of the later years of his reign is little

more than a record of the bitter results wliich ensued.

The first warning followed the untimely sacrifice at

Gllgal, wlien Said had reigned over Israel only two
years. "Thy kingdom shall not continue: the Lord
hath sought him a man after His own heart, and the

Lord hatli commanded him [a statement here obviously

to be understood prophetically] to be captain over His
people, because thou ha.st not kept that which the Lord
commanded thee " (1 Sam. xiii. 14). But it was on

Saul's return from what seems (cf. 1 Sam. xiv. 47, 48)

to have been the last of his great victories, the victory

over the Amalekites—a victory staiued, as we have

foimd, by an act of deliberate rebellion agaiast God

—

that the sentence became final. " Because thou hast

rejected the word of the Lord, he hath also rejected

thee from being king." All his professions of remorse

and entreaties for forgiveness were now too late. " Saul

said unto Samuel, I have sinned : for I have trans-

gressed the commandment of the Lord, and thy words.

Now therefore, I pray thee, pardon my sin, and turn

again with me, that I may worship the Lord. And
Samuel said unto Saul, I wiU not return with thee : for

thou hast rejected the word of the Lord, and the Lord
hath i-ejected thee from being king over Israel. And
as Samuel turned about to go away, he laid hold upon
the skirt of his mantle, and it rent. And Samuel said

unto him. The Lord hath rent the kingdom of Israel

from thee this day, and hath given it to a neighbour of

thine, that is better than thou. And also the Strength

of Israel will not lie nor repent : for He is not a man,

that he should repent. . . . And Samuel came no more
to see Saul until the day of his death: nevertheless

Samuel mourned for Saul : and the Lord repented that

I

He had made Saul king over Israel " (1 Sam. xv. 24, &c.).

The rejection by Jehovah of the king whom He
himself had given them was not at once made known
to the nation. On the contraiy, careful precautions

were taken (xv. 30 ; xvi. 1) to prevent the intelligence

from getting abroad prematurely. But as regarded its

more important results, it was immediately carried into

effect. Saul was from this time captain of the Lord's

people only iu name. Though almost with the same

privacy as when the now virtually discrowned monarch

himself fii-st received that sacrament, the consecrating

oil was poured on the head of the youthful son of

Jesse, at his father's house in Bethlehem; and "the

Spirit of the Lord came upon David from that day

forward." At the same time "the Spirit of the Lord

departed from Saul " (xvi. 13, 14).

Nor was the vital change in his relations to God
without direct results on his after history. How far

the morbid depression of mind, or melancholy, occasion-

ally breaking out iu paroxysms of furious madness,

to which he now became subject, and for which tho

soothing influences of music were, according to a very

ancient prescription for mental derangement (Bochart,
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Hieroz. i. 2, § 44, quoted in Keil and Delitzscli), employed

(xvi. 14), not always successfully (xviii. 10), and how

far a depravation of the spiritual nature must be re-

garded as the immediate cause, it is impossible to deter-

mine. The close connection between mental and moral

iiisaniiy is sometimes found in common results. A great

change, however, for the worse, in the character of Saul

on the whole—-a change, too, in any event to be ulti-

mately traced to the withdrawal of the Di\-ine favour

—

began to manifest itself. He lost all control over a temper

which appears to have been always easily roused (xi. 6
;

xiv. 24) ; he grew morose, suspicious of his best friends,

a prey to groundless jealousies, a tyrant in his own
famUy, tyrannical in the administration of his govern-

ment. He seems even openly to have apostatised from

the faith. Such at least is the natural inference from

the fact that while his eldest son was called Jonathan,

or "Jehovah hath given," his youngest received the

heathen name Eshbaal, " the man of Baal " (cf. New-

man's Hebrew Monarchy, 49). His thrice-repeated

attempts to assassinate David with his own hand at his

own table, are only to be accounted for by personal

jealousy which, as far as it had any rational cause, was

founded on considerations that rendered its indulgence

impious. The rancour with which, afterwards, "that

he might kUl him," he pursued this object at once of

his love and of his hatred from one place of refuge

to another, " hunting him like a partridge upon

the mountains " till he had " di-iven him out from the

inheritance of the Lord," and compelled him to seek

safety for life among the Philistines, can find no justi-

fication in reasons of state. A time came when David

and others were forced into a position of open rebellion
;

but as yet David's followers were few in number and

without iniiuence, and he himself professed, doubtless

sincerely, entire loyalty to the existing government.

The slaughter of Abimelech, the high priest, and the

rest of the priesthood of Nob, eighty-five persons (im-

.

mediately followed as it was by the destruction of every

living thing in that sacerdotal city), was, especially in

the actual circumstances, an offence so rank that Saul's

native troops refused to become the instruments of

carrying it into effect, and he was compelled to entrust

the execution of the impious sentence to the Edomite
mercenary, Doeg. It is uncertain to what period, but

it is probably to some of these later years, that we must
assign another " bloody" deed (incidentally noticed in

2 Sam. xxi. 1), which in the next reign brought a heavy
retribution upon the house of Saul—the massacre of

the Gibeonites.

It is an instnictive fact in the history of this period

of Saul's life that in the midst of all his sins and follies

he contmued at times to show traces of the nobler and
more worthy spirit by which he had been distinguished

in earlier years. The very crime last mentioned is

said to have been committed out of "zeal" for his

country. His love for his son Jonathan, though it did

not always preserve Jonathan from the fierce outbreaks

of his frenzied anger (1 Sam. xiv. 44 ; xx. 30), alw.ays

continued unabated (xiv, 39 ; xix. 6 ; sx. 2). At Engedi

(xxiv. 10), and again at Hachilah (xxvi. 17), even his old

fatherly affection for David, for the moment, revived,

not without awakening remorse for his own treatment

of one whom he had used so shamefully. " Saul said,

Is this thy voice, my son David ? And Saul lifted up
his voice and wept. And he said to Da\'id, Thou art

more righteous than I : for thou hast rewarded me
good, whereas I have rewarded thee evil." " I have
sinned : return, my son David ; for I will no more do
thee harm, .... because I have played the fool, and
have erred exceedingly." Ho even after a fashion re-

mained susceptible to religious impressions. In his youth,

when returning from Ramah, after his consecration to

the monarchy, he met, as he approached his own home
at Gibeah, a company of prophets, as, probably on the

occasion of some religious festival, they came down from
the high place to the city. Tliey were preceded by a
body of acolytes with psaltery, and tabret, and pipe, and
harp. The prophetic spirit by which they were at the

moment inspired passed over to Saul, and he prophesied.

His fellow-townsmen were filled with wonder, and said,

" What is this that has come to the son of Kish ? Is

Saul also among the prophets?" (x. 5—11). With
still more reason for astonishment the same words

were used in very different times. How little connec-

tion there is between religious excitement, in any of its

forms, and a right state of the heart before God, is a

truth often set before us in the Bible. In the very

midst of Saul's insensate persecution of Da^-id, his

murderous designs having brought him one tlay iato

the circle of Samuel's Sons of the Prophets at Naioth

in Ramah, he was seized with the holy contagion of

then- ecstatic devotions. " The Spirit of God was upon

him He stri^jped off his clothes and prophesied,

. . . . and lay down naked all that day and all that

night " (xix. 18, seq.).

Among the results of the change on the character

and conduct of Saul just referred to, it appears that at

length the kingdom showed symptoms of utter disin-

tegration. While David was in the cave of Adullam

a few hundreds of men, discontented with the existing

government, gathered around him (xxii. 2). But during

the year and four months of Ms expatriation in the

land of the Philistines, which was contemporaneous

with the close of Saul's reign, we find that the disaffec-

tion of the people had made rapid progress and reached

an alarming height. In I Chron. xii. there is a long

list of chief men from almost e.yoi-y tribe in Israel, who,

accompanied often by large numbers of followers, joined

at this time the standard of David at Ziklag, and must

therefore be regarded as ha\-ing thrown off their alle-

giance to Saul. Those fii-st named were chieftains of

Saul's own tribe of Benjamin. Every day brought fresh

contingents, tOl the fugitives had become "a great

host, like the host of God" U Chron. xii. 22). Already

the tribes east of the Jordan had virtually asserted their

independence of Saul's authority. And as an indica-

tion that Israel was pai-tially at least .suffering the

miseries of actual cinl war (Newman, Heh. Mon. 59),

it is mentioned incidentally that before joining David,



eleven captains of the children of the tribe of Gad ivith

their followers had crossed the Jordan in its flood

season, and ravaged the Jordan valley on both sides of

the river (1 Chron. xii. 15).

It was from a foreign enemy, however, that the blow

at last came which must be regarded as the judicial

penalty of Saul's disobedience, no less than the natural

result of tlie follies and crimes by wliich ho had followed

up his " great transgression." Surrounded by warlike

and powerful peoples, whose hostility was at once en-

couraged and embittered by the varying fortunes of

war in the past, Israel liad no hope of maintaining her

independence, except in God, and imder God, in the

vigour and wisdom of the government, and the loyalty

of the people. With a ruler who liad himself forfeited the

Divine favour, who postponed the most urgent affairs of

the state to the indulgence of his personal resentments,

whose military genius exhausted itself in wretched cam-

paigns against one of his own subjects surrounded by a

handful of obscure followers, and whose great powers

were enfeebled by mental disease, and a bitter oou-

.sciousness of failure in the high office assigned to him

—

^vith a people, too, no longer imited among themselves,

and in great part already driven into a state of open

rebellion—the event of any formidable attack by the

hereditary foes of Israel could hardly bo doubtful. The

most warlike, and for some ceutui-ies the most powerful

of these foes, was not slow to take advantage of the

golden opportunity. The PhUistiues determined to

invade Israel. The armies of the whole of the five con-

federate states of Pliilistia were gathered together.

Every precaution was taken against failui'e (1 Sam.

xxix. 2, soq.), and the numerous ami well-appointed host,

marching under (as in the case of Israel, viii. 12) their

captains of hundreds and captains of thousands, and led

by the five Philistine "lords "in person, entered the

land, and advancing tlirough the great plain, pitched at

Shunem, to the north of Jezreel, prepared for battle.

Tlie soldier-like qualities of Saul did not fail him in

this extremity. He at once summoned Israel to the

field, and took up a strong position on Mount Gilboa to

the south of, and at a distance of about two hours' march

from, the encampment of the Philistines. It is noticed,

however, that as Saul here came in sight of the enemy

—

for their formidable array was within view from his own
encampment—his coui-age and resolution did not pre-

serve him from terrible forebodings of evil. " When
Saul saw the hosts of the PhDistines, he was afraid, and

his heart greatly trembled." The evil omen was not

unjustified by the result of the impending battle.

Before the end came an incident occurred which has

an interest for us independently of Saul's personal

history. This is not the place to discuss the many
recondite questions which are suggested by the memo-
rable account of the last interview—if so it may be called

—between the d.^omed king and the friend and coim-

sellor of his youth, now for long, to all appearance, hope-

lessly separated from him, first by displeasure with his

conduct, and eventually by death. (For the views of

the earlier commentators see Sprenger, Malleus Male-
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jlcarum, 178, seq. ; Lavater, De Spectris, 156, seq.;

and for the more recent hypotheses, KeU and Dehtzsch.

On one point the history api)ears to leave us in no doubt,

namely, that, though not through the incantations of the

wretched enchantress, but to her own unaffected sur-

prise no less than terror, and only by the wUl of God,
Samuel himseK, under whatever inexphcable conditions,

delivered the dread message which is put into his lips.

The importance of that message—its importance iu

relation to the whole history of Saul—justified any

means, however extraordinary, wliich might be required

to invest it with due authority and impressiveness.

Nor was the channel through which it was conveyed

otherwise than singularly appropriate. Samuel had

anointed Saul king over Israel. He had warned him of

his danger when the tendencies which afterwards bore

fruit in an act of dehberate rebellion against God on

the occasion of the overthrow of Amalek first mani-

fested themselves. He had pronounced the sentence

of forfeitiu-e when Saul's day of grace had passed

away. It was fit that—to make no attempt to explain

away the difficulties of an event not altogether unex-

ampled (Matt. xra. 3)—to him also should be committed

the delivery of the message by which the final judgment

of God on Saul was declared. And there was a special

fitness in the fact that this message reached Saul, iu

the cave of Endor, at the moment when the unhappy

monarch—thus caught in flagrante delicto—was in the

very act of filling up the measm-e of the guUt of his

previous rejection of God by having recourse to one of

the professed ministers of Baal.

Apart from its supernatural aspects, and in relation

exclusively to the light it throws on the character

of Saul, the scene in the witch's cave is fuU of inte-

rest. We have here imder another form set before us

the same rebellious spirit, a spirit refusing to submit

itself unreservedly to the will of God, as in the liistory

of the war against Amalek. That on this occasion

Saul " sought counsel of one that liad a familiar spirit,"

is expressly noticed in 1 Chron. x. 13, as, no less than his

former transgression, one of the g^-ounds of the judg-

ment that came upon him. No apology can be found

for such a sin on his part. It was certainly not done

in ignorance. He had abeady given expression to his

sense of the impiety involved in the heathen practice of

divination, by proscribing it, on pain of death, tlirough-

out his dominions. Tet even here we have evidence of

the inconsistencies and repugnancies of liis character.

The higher nature and purer principles of the man

were not extinct even in this supreme moment of his

apostacy. He betook himself to unlawful means, but

the end which he had in view was one which implied a

latent conviction that it was m God alone that help could

for liim be found. In his extremity he sought counsel, if

throiujh, not from evil spirits or from the gods of the

heathen, but from one whom he had long known as a

faitliful prophet of Jehovah. When Samuel interro-

gated him, he said that his grief was only God's deser-

tion of him :
" God is departed from me, and answeroth

me no more, neither by dreams nor by prophets." And
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the final answer, when it came, bearing the tidings of

his own ruin and the overthrow of his house, though

delivered in the name of God, was at once accepted as

of in-esistible authority. " Saul made haste, aud fell

with the fulness of his stature [margin] on the earth,

because of the words of Samuel, and there was no

strength in him" (1 Sam. xxviii. 20).

And now comes the end. On the fatsil morrow, how-

ever hopelessly unavailing he must have felt the struggle

to be, he was true to the high character for courage iu

battle which, under happier auspices, he had earned on

so many a bloody field. But his doom was inevitable.

Saul himself for a time survived, though sorely wounded,

the defeat of his army, and the death of the three sous

who were with him in the thick of the fight. There

were diUerent accoimts of the circumstances of his

death.' The next day, however, when the PliUistines

came to collect the spoil, they found the dead body of

Said and his sous among the heaps of slaiu on Mount

Gilboa. How the indignities inflicted on his remains

were compensated by the devotion of the men of Jabesh-

gilead has been already noticed, and it has also been

told with what forgetfulness of his crimes and appre-

ciation of his vh-tues he was commemorated by the man

whom he had so much wronged, and who, as his suc-

cessor, was destiued to more than repair the bitter

misfortunes ho had brought on Israel. The lessons

of his life for all the world are too obvious to require

to be enlarged upon.

With Saul also fell his house. Jonathan and

two of his brothers died, as we have seen, like their

father, on Mount Gilboa. The youngest son iu the

direct Ime, Ishbosheth, or Eshbaal {1 Chron. -j-iii. 33\

who seems to have inherited neither the virtues nor

the vices of the head of the family, was enabled,

though only by the support of his kinsman Abner,

SauFs "captain of the host," to maintain, for a few

years, a feeble opposition to David, who, as " tho

anointed of the Lord," was now the true king. Ho
fixed the seat of his self-assumed government in Maha-

naim, on tho east of Jordan. Ishbosheth claimed, at one

time or other, sovereignty not over Gilead only, but also

" over the Ashurites, and over Jezreel, and over Ephraim,

and over Benjamin, and over all Israel " (2 Sam. ii. 9).

Tvhile David reigned in Judah. There was continual

warfare at this time between tho two houses, but " David

waxed stronger and stronger, while the house of Saul

waxed weaker and weaker" (iii. 1). At last, forsaken

by Abner, who, on some disgust, had deserted to the

lising power at Hebron, aud fallen into utter contempt

with his subjects, Ishbosheth perished miserably by

assassination. The murderers were two soldiers in his

1 "The stutement of tho Amalekite is at Tariance with the

account of the death of Saul in 1 Sam. xiii. 3, seq.; and even

apart from this it lias an air of improbability, or rather untruth,

in it. . . . The only part of his statement which is certainly

true, is that he found the king lying dead upon the field of battle,

and took off the crown and armlet; since he brought these to

ItaTid." (.KeU and DelitzscU.)

own service, and belonging to his own tribe of Ben-

jamin (iv. 2). Already Abner, who, as we have seen,

was Said's cousin, had been treacherously .slain by
Joab, while engaged in making his peace with David.

The motive is said to have been personal revenge for

the death of Asahel, Joab's brother, who had fallen by

Abner's hand, in one of the many conflicts between the

rival houses (ii. 23; iii. 27). David, with his usual

magnanimity, and with the inalienable attachment

which he so often manifested to the family of Saul,

honoured him with a public funeral, himself following

tlie body to the tomb, and pronounced on his old com-

rade iu arms a noble eulogium ;
" Know ye not that

there is a priuce aud a great man fallen this day in

Israel?" (iii. 38). Said's massacre of the Gibeonites

has been already mentioned. The penalty incurred by

liis house through that act of misdirected zeal, which

impeached the national honour, was not exacted till

near the close of tho reign of his successor. A demand

was at last made, and, not without a Divine sanction,

was acceded to, for the long-deferred retribution.

There still remained some representatives of the first

king of Israel, and of these seven were given up to

death. A touching incident in the history of the dread

sacrifice, the memory of which has been preserved by

the sacred historian, reminds us how much individual

human suffering, affecting the innocent as well as

the guilty, is involved iu the results of such crimes

as those of Saul. Two of the \actims were sons of

his own, by his secondary wife, Rizpah, the daughter

of Aiah, a Canaanite. With the rest, they appear

to have been either crucified, or, after execution,

hung up in chains as a public spectacle. This

took place at Gibeah, at the Passover season, " in the

beginning of barley harvest." "And Rizpah, the

daughter of Aiah, took," we are told, "sackcloth, aud

spread it for her upou the rock from the beginning

of harvest untU water dropped upon thom out of

heaven [i.e., all through the months of the scorching

summer heat, till the fall of the periodical rains Ln

October], and suffered neither the birds of the air to

rest on them by day, nor the beasts of the field by

night" (2 Sam. xxi. 10). Mephibosheth, the son of

Jonathan, who had been permanently lamed in both

his feet by the fall of his nurse, as she fled with him,

.

then a child, after the disaster at Gilboa, and who, in

after years, became the guest of Darid in his royal

palace, and one or two other more remote connections

of Saul's family, appear throughout the history of the

son of Jesse. But tho house of Saul, at least as fur-

nishing possible aspirants to the succession of the throne,

was \-irtually extinct. One of the latest acts of David's

reign was to collect from the gi-ave " under a tree

"

at Jabesh, and from " the rock " at Gibeah, the bones

of Saul and his three eldest sons, and the bones of

"them that were hanged," and bury them together in

"the sepulchre of KLsh in the country of Benjamin"

(xxi. 12—14).
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" For wheresoever the carcase is, there will the eagles be

gathered together."—Matt. xxiv. 28.

first word in this verse {yap, "for") is

emitted in the best editions, in several of

the versions, and by some of the early

Fathers. This omission removes all neees-

restriction of the reference of this verse to

that which immediately precedes it, " For as the hght-

ning Cometh out of the east, and shineth even unto the

west, so shall the coming of the Sou of man be ;

" and,

at the same time, it removes also, as it appears to us,

the only plausible reason wliich has been assigned for

that interpretation of its meaning, in accordance with

which our Lord Himself is represented by " the

carcase," and the angels, martyrs, or saints, by "the

eagles." The incongruity of the supposition that our

Lord's glorified humanity, when "the Son of man shall

come," as represented in the following chapter (xxv. 31),

"iu His glory, and all the holy angels with Him," is

intended by " the carcase," which attracts " the eagles,"

is so obvious, that it is strange that anyadvocates should

have been found, either in early or iu later days, for

such an interpretation. Similar, if not equally strong,

objections may be urged against those modifications of

the same interpretation, in accordance with which

reference has been supposed to be made to the attrac-

tive eflScacy of our Lord's crucified body, rather than

to that of the body of His glory. In favour of the

former of the two views, it might be urged that the

soaring of the eagles typifies the rapture of the risen

saints to meet their Lord in the air ; but this explana-

tion only makes more apparent the incongruity of the

supposition that " the carcase " typifies the glorified

resurrection body of the Saviour. In favour of the

latter view it might be urged that the application of

the terra " carcase " to our Lord's crucified body is not

so utterly incongruous—we might say so revolting—as

that which applies it to His glorified body ; but, on the

other hand, whilst the very semblance of any connection

with the context is lost by this interpretation of the verse,

the prima facie argument in its favour, derived from the

upward flight of " eagles," is also lost, whilst the incon-

gruity of the comparison of saints and martyrs to ill-

omened birds of prey remains. It may suiSce to

observe, with Lightfoot, in reference to these and all

similar interpretations, however slightly modified or

diversified, " I wonder any can understand these words

of pious men flying to Christ, when the discourse here

is quite of a different thing."

Another interpretation of this passage which de-

mands notice, and which has been adopted by many
expositors of deservedly high esteem, is that which

explains " the carcase " as the Jewish n.ation. and " the

eagles " as the Roman armies. This interpretation is

in our judgment, correct as far as it goes, but too

restricted. It seems to be based on the assumption
that the preceding verses relate exclusively to the

destruction of the city and Temple of Jerusalem, and
that they will receive no fm-ther and more comprehen-

sive fulfilment in the second advent of the Son of man,

and in the judgments which shall then fall upon tho

world of tho migodly.

If, as we believe, both the type and the antitype ai-e

comprehended iu the preceding portion of the dis-

course (verses 15—27), it seems to follow, as a matter

of necessity, that verse 28 should bo understood, not in

its partial and restricted, but in its wider and more

universal application, as teaching that throughout tho

whole of the Christian, as well as of the Jewish dis-

pensation, iniquity will continue to abound, and that

sin will everywhere provoke judgment.

The general scope and application of tJiis proverbial

saying will become more apparent on a reference to the

parallel passage in Luke x^-ii. 37. The subject of dis-

course in that chapter is clearly and unequivocally the

final manifestation of the Son of man, and those judg-

ments which shaU attend His second advent, of which the

flood and the destruction of Sodom were the divinely-

selected types. Immediately upon our Lord's solemn

announcement of the final and eternal separation which

shall then be made between those who have been most

closely associated in the affairs of tliis life, the inquiiy

was made by the disciples, " Wliere, Lord ? " To this

inquiry our Lord, as though He would leave on record

a solemn warning of tho certainty and the imiversality

of tho retribution which He had announced, returned

answer in words almost identical with those under

consideration : " And he said unto them, "Wheresoever

the body (t!. o-5jua,> not as in St. Matthew, t5 ir™/io) is,

thither will the eagles be gathered together."

It is quite possible, indeed, that as the utter corrup-

tion of the Jewish polity invited the assault of the

Romans with a view to " take away both their place

and nation," and as the sins of priests and people

had incurred those heavy judgments of which the

Roman armies were the divinely-appointed executioners,

so there may have been in these words a designed

allusion to those eagles which, as it is well known, were

the ensigns which the Roman legions bore. But,

whether this allusion be recognised or not, our Lord's

words are of far too comprehensive a character to

warrant their restriction to the destinies of any single

nation, or to the events of any single period. In

answer to the inquu-y of His disciples, "Where,

1 The word ""/'" is frequently used of a dead body in tlio New

Testament as well as in classical Greek. Ct. Matt. xiv. 12;

ixvii. 52 ; iivii. 53, 59 ; Luke xxiv. 3, 23; John xix. 31, 38, 40 ;

M. 12 ; Acts is. SO ; Jude 9.
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Lord ? " His far-ranging eye seems to have compre-

lieuded in one glance the whole events of that period

which should be comprised within His two advents.

Everywhere Ho beholds sin inviting punishment, and

judgment following upon transgression. And His

i;ssuraut« to His disciples was this :—As certainly as the

vultures' will detect and fasten upon the prey, however

concealed the position of the carcase, so surely and

inevitably—though sentence against an evil work be

not always executed speedily—sin wiU provoke judg-

ment, and the executioners of the Divine wrath will

avenge the transgression of the Divine laws.

The destruction of the Temple and city of Jerusalem

was one of the most signal manifestations which the

pages of history furnish of this unchanging and eternal

principle of the Divine economy. But it was not in the

destruction of Jerusalem alone that our Lord's words

were designed to receive their fulfilment. Wheresoever

the seeds of sin are sown, the harvest of punishment

dcuiites the carrion-kite or vulture (VuHur pcrotopfcrus). The

following extract from Thomson's Land and the Bool: will illustrate

the [general character and habits of these " scavengers of the

East ; " - " Here we have a confimiation of that proverb of our

Lord, ' Wheresoever the carcase is,' &c.
" Are those huge birds eagles ?

" Not all. Those smaller ones, of a dull white and yellow

colour, are a species of vulture ; thej' are a more gross and a

much tamer bird. The eagles, you observe, have all retired to the

tops of those sand-heaps, while the vultures only hop a little

way up the beach as we approach.
" 1 did not know there were so many eagles in all this country.

must foUow. Wheresoever, in the history of individuals,

of churches, or of nations, the laws of truth, of jjurity,

and of godliness are violated, there, sooner or later,

"the eagles "of Divine justice will issue forth for the

execution of Divine vengeance. Sometimes, as with

Judas and Ananias, amongst individuals ; as with Sodom
and Gomorrah, and with Jerusalem, amongst cities ; as

with the seven churches of Proconsular Asia, and with

those of Northern Africa, amongst communities of

professing Christians, the doom of the transgressors is

left on record for the warning of those who should come

after them. But, whether the sentence of Divine

judgment be, or be not, manifestly executed during

the continuance of this present imperfect dispensation,

" the carcase " must eventually attract " the eagles ;"

and though the tares and the wheat may be allowed to

"grow together until the harvest," nevertheless, "in

the time of harvest" it will be said to the reapers,

" Gather ye together first the tares, and bind them in

bundles to burn them ; but gather the wheat into my
barn"(Matt. xiii. 30).

They must have gathered together from a great distance. And
what 'carcase* is this that has assembled such a conjjregation on
the sea-beach ?

" Nothing but an immense turtle which the storm threw out on
the shore. . . . Bo you notice that these eagles have no
feathers on the head and upper part of the nock ? This reminds

me of the advice of Micah to the houses of Achzib, back yonder

on this very shore—' Make thee bald, and poll thee, for thy

delicate children ; enlarge thy baldness as the eagle." They are a

hideous-looking bird." (Pp. 315, 316.)

ANIMALS OF THE BIBLE.

EV. W. HOtTOHTON, M.A., F.L.S., EECTOK OP PEESTON, SALOP.

DOMESTIC FOWLS.

'HERE is no distinct allusion to domestic

fowls in the Old Testament Scriptures,

for although our English version enume-

gEJ5<-^i3l rates fatted fowls amongst the dainties

supplied for King Solomon's table (1 Kings iv. 23),

there is no evidence at all to show that the Hebrew
words (barburim abusim) denote "fatted fowls," be-

yond the authority of the Viilgate and a few other

versions. Fiirst derives the word barhur from an

Arabic root meaning " to screech," " to make an angry

noise," and is inclined to agree with Kimchi that the

screeching goose is intended. Gesenius also is in

favour of geeso ; he derives the word from the Hebrew
bdrar, " to be white." From the New Testament,

however, we learn that domestic poultry were kept by
the Jews in the time of our Lord, who, in familiar words,

called especial attention to the tender care of her off-

spring bestowed by the hen-bird. " How often would

I have gathered thy children together as a hen dotli

gather her lu-ood under her wings" (Luke xiii. 34;

Matt, xxiii. 37). The cock is mentioned in connection

with Peter's denial of Jesus (Matt. xsvi. 34; Mark
xiv. 30).

Tlie habit of the cock in the East of crowing during

the night at regular times gave rise to the expression

" cock-crowing " (a.\(KTopo<f>avia) to indicate a definite

portion of time. " Ye know not when the master of

the house cometh, at even, or at midnight, or at the

cock-cro\ving. or in the morning " (Mark xiii. 35). Simi-

larly the Romans expressed a period of time (the last

watch of the night, the break of day, about three o'clock

in the morning) by the Latin word galKciniuvi. The
Hebrews designated the cock-crowing period by the

words kertaih haggeber—i.e., " the singing of the cock."

In Greek, as in Latin, the " cock-crowing-time " {a.\eK-

Topo<pavla) denoted the third watch of the night. But

though three o'clock a.m. generally represents the

cock-crowing period, midnight also is a season in which
" the bird of dawn " not unfrequently crows. This ex-

plains very satisfactorily a seeming contradiction in the

Gospels. St. Mattlipw states that our Lord s.aid to

Peter, " Before the cock crow thou shalt deny me thrice
"
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(xxvi. at I. bt. Mark (xiv. 30) says, "Before the cock

crow twice." The first-named EvangeHst gives the

general sense, and aUudes only to the period customarily

denoted—viz., the three o'clock crowing. Mark is more

definite, and mentions both the midnight and the early

dawn crowing. Cocks not only in the East often crow

at midnight and other hours of the night, but in this

country "also, especiaUy about Chi-istmas time, if the

nights are clear and bright. To this Shakespeare

nUudes :

—

" Some say that ever 'gainst that season comes

"Wherein our Saviour's birth is celebrated.

The bird o£ dawning singeth all night long."

Bamlet, i. 1.

There is no representation on the sculptures of Egypt

of any kind of domestic fowl among the farm-yard

stock, though geese often occur, being represented in

the act of being counted in the presence of stewards.

No notice of the domestic fowl occm's in the writings of

Homer and Hesiod (B.C. 900), but it is mentioned by
Theognis and Aristophanes (B.C. 400 and 500). The
latter poet calls the cock " the Persian bird," the Greeks
probably having obtained it from Persia, in which

country Messrs. Blyth and Craivfurd think it never

existed in a wild state. Dr. Birch has translated jjas-

sages from a Chinese encyclopadia compiled from

ancient documents, in which it is said that fowls are

THE JUNGLE FOWL.

The explanation of this is that the crowing is always

that of young cocks, which are maturing about Christmas

time, and which doubtless are proud of theii- newly-

acqtiired powers, and may mistake bright moonlight

nights for early morn. These cockerel night-crowers

would be about five months old at Christmas ; and son\e

of them are kept for breeding purposes in the following

spring.

For the original homo of domestic fowls we must

look to India, the Indo-Chinese countries, and the

northern parts of the Malay Archipelago. The Bankiva

cock (Gallus Bankiva) of Java is the origin of our

Bantams; while the Galhis giganteus of Malaya is

supposed by some to be the parent of our larger breeds.

creatures of the West, and were introduced into Cliina

in a dynasty 1400 B.C. Figures of the fowl occur on

Babylonian cylinders between the sixth and seventh

centuries. "When and whence the domestic fowl was

introduced into Palestine, is a question that has not

hitherto received an answer. As no notice of it occurs

before the possession of Judaea by the Romans, it

may have been introduced by these conquerors, who

were vei-y fond of poultry both for fighting purposes

and for the table ; though, as we have seen that the cock

was known in Persia at least 400 or 500 years before

Christ, it might have been received by the Jews from

the Persians, with whom, at the time of Cyrus, they

were on very friendly terms. Or Solomon, who we
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know introduced the jieacock into Palestine, migM at

the same time have imported the domestic fowl from the

same country—viz., India. Whatever may be the date

of theii- first iutroduction, fowls are now extremely

common in the Holy Land, the modern Jews keeping

poultry iu large numbers for the sake of chickens and

The other passage occurs in Job xxxis. 13 :
" Gavest

thou the goodly wings iiuto the peacocks ? " which is an

admitted mis-translation ; the verse should be rendered

thus :
" The wing of the ostrich moveth joyously ; but

liath she the pinion and feather of the stork ':"
"

—

i.e., the

ostrich may be prized for the value and beauty of its

THE PEACOCK.

eggs, not only in their yards, but in their houses at

Jerusalem, where they roost at night over their beds.

Peacocks are mentioned three times in our English

Bible—viz., in 1 Kings x. 22, and 2 Chron. ix. 21, where

they are enumerated among the foreign natural prodiicts

imported into Judaea from Ophir by King Solomon.

plumes, but she has not the fond disposition of the

stork towards her brood, for she leaveth her eggs in

the dust, and is hardened against her young ones, &c.

The Hebrew word in the passages in Kings and Chro-

nicles already referred to is tukkiytm, for which the

Septuagint and Vidgate correctly give Tauves and 2'>^'<'i-

Gesenius has traced the Hebrew term tukki to the

Tamil or Malabaric togei, "a peacock." This opinion
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has beeu couHrmed by Sir E. Tcuneut, who says, " It

is very remarkable tliat the terms by which these

articles [ivoi-y, apes, and peacocks] are designated in

the Hebrew Scriptures are identical with the Tamil

names by whicli some of them are called in Ceylou to

the present day ; tuheyim may be recognised in tokei,

the modern name of these bu-ds " (Ceylon, ii., p. 102

;

and i., p. 20, 3rd edition). On this subject Professor

Max Miiller writes :
" The Hebrew names for apes and '

ivory are clearly traceable to the Sanski'it ; but though

togiii does not appear in Sanskrit, it has been derived

from the Sanskrit word s'ikliiii, meaning 'fui-nished

with a crest
'
" (Science of Language, p. 19U). Refer to

our articles on " Apes " and " Elephant."

The common peacock (Pavo cristatus ; compare the
i

Sanskrit s'ikhin) is spread over the north of India and

the Malaysian islands ui its wild and natural state ; it is

abundant in the forests of the Ghauts. Large flocks

are to be seen domesticated arqimd the Hindoo temples

in the Deccau and elsewhere. Buffou and Cuvier say I

that the peacock was first introduced into Greece by !

Alexander the Great ; but this bird was certainly well

known to the Greeks many years even before Alexander

was born. The Greek word tomj occurs in Tlie Birds

(102, 269) of Ai-istoi)hanes, and in The Acharnians of

the same poet. The date of Alexander's birth is B.C.

356, wlule the play of The Birds was brought out B.C.
'<

419, and The Acharnians earlier still—viz., B.C. 425.

Aristotle also speaks of the peacock as a well-known '

bird when he says, " Some animals are vain and jealous
j

like the peacock " (Hist. Anim. 1, L, § 15). The Greeks,
]

no doubt, introduced the peacock from Persia, but when
we cannot say ; and the Persians doubtless brought

these birds from India. From Greece peacocks gra-

dually extended into Rome and other parts of Europe.

Besides the Pavo cristatus there is another species

which has a much longer crest, the feathers of which
are regularly barbed from the base upwards ; this species

is the P. Japonensis, of Aldrovandus—the P. muticus

of Linnsus, who (as the specific name imphesl described

the bird, probably on the authority of Aldrovandus, as

being devoid of spm-s, erroneously however, as the bird

has spurs ; it is found in Java and the Malay countries.

The P. nigripennis, a black-shouldered kind which is

occasionally produced in this country, has been by some

ornithologists supposed to be a new species ; but as at

present no wild species has hitherto been found, and as

this breed has sometimes suddenly appeared in stock of

common pied aud white peacocks, there is every reason

to agree with Mr. Darwin that the " whole evidence

seems to preponderate strongly in favour of the black-

shouldered breed being a variation, induced either by

the climate of England or by some unknown cause, such

as reversion to a primordial and extinct condition of the

species" (Anim. and Plants under Domest, i., p. 291).

Our word "peacock," at least the former part of it,

is to be traced to the Latin pavus—that from toms,

T.'liich is onomatopoetic, admirably describing the cat-

like voice of the bird. This idea appears, according

to Professor Monier Williams, in Sanski-it, under the

name of mdrjdraka, "a peacock," so called from its

cat-like cry (Sanskrit Diet., p. 774).

BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.
BY THE REV. CANON RAWLINSON, M.A., CAMDEN PROFESSOR OP ANCIENT HISTORY IN THE UNIVERSITY OP OXFOED.

FmST AND SECOND BOOKS OF CHRONICLES.

Chronicles terminating two verses sooner than it now
does, since then it would contain no distinct mention of

the return from the Capti^dty, which the whole scope

and purpose of the history require to be noticed, aud

which indeed no patriotic Jew, writing after it had

taken place, could fail to put on record. It seems,

therefore, almost certain that the passage, 2 Chrou.

xxxvi. 22, 23, is an integral portion of the original

work ; and if so, the conclusion that Ezra was written

as the concluding section of Chronicles can scarcely be

resisted ; for Chronicles cannot have terminated in the

middle of a sentence, as it now does;' and if it ran on,

it would naturally ran on with exactly such a narrative

as we find in Ezra. Moreover, there is, as almost all

critics admit,^ the closest possible resemblance of style

: HE two Books of Chronicles, like those

of Samuel and Kings, were originally

but one,' and probably even formed a

portion of a still larger woi-k, a work

which commenced with 1 Chron. i., and terminated with

Ezra X. The continuity of Ezra with 2 Chron. is indi-

cated by the identity of the passage which now termi-

nates Chronicles (2 Chron. xxxvi. 22, 23) with that

wherewith Ezra commences (Ezra i. 1—3). It has been

supposed that tliis passage properly belongs only to

Ezra, and that its occurrence in Chronicles is owing to

the mistake of a scribe, who, not percei^ong that he had

finished the book which he was transcribiug (Chronicles'),

went on, and copied two verses and a half of Ezra.-

But it is a fatal objection to this theory, that Ezra does

not follow Chronicles in the Hebrew copies, in which

Chronicles is the last book of all, while Ezra comes

after Daniel. There would also be an unfitness in

1 Hieronym., Ad Domnion el Rogatian. (Op., torn, iii., fol. 7c.)

'' Kennicott, Conimeut on Chronicles xxxvi. 23; Home, Intro.

duction, vol. iv., p. 58, note (5th edition).

3 The present termination of Chronicles is abrupt and incom-

plete :
" Who is there among you of all his people ? The Lord

hi God be with him, and let him go up " Ezra gives the

nuturnl continuation :
" His God be with him, and let him go up to

Jerusalem, which is in Judah," &c.
f Do Wette, EMeitung, § 196 b ; Movers, KritiscU Vntrnvchmcen,

§Ue; EwalJ, Geschichte dcs Fol/ies Israel, vol. i., pp. 252, 253, 4c.
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and tone between the two books, so tliat even if thoy

coutaiiied no identical passage, it would be evident tliat

tlioy were by the same autlior.

Is it possible, then, to say who was this author?

Many modern critics assert that it is not. Thoy view

"Ezra" as a compihition by an anonymous writer, living

about the time of Alexander the Great, or even later,'

who (.thcy say) embodied in his work a monograph

\\Titten by Ezra. The same writer, they allow, com-

piled the Books of Chronicles, to which they assign the

date of B.C. 33G—323, or (for critics of this schod

seldom agree together) that of about B.C. 260. But

the criticism which pronounces these judgments bases

itself, according to its own admissions, whoOy upon the

internal evidence. Internal evidence, where there is an

abundant literature, where a language can be traced

from stage to stage, and where each stage has been

thorougUy mastered by the critic, is, no doubt, a very

sufficient guide; but where the literature is scanty,

where all its stages are not known, where the critic is

hut half master of the language in any stage, nothing is

more doubtful and untrustworthy. The conclusions

of German criticism, both upon the positive and uj^on

iho relative ago of the various portions of the Hebrew
Bible, are, up to the present time, so dissonant, so dia-

metrically oijposite, that the only inference we can

safely draw is that no dependence at aU can be placed

upon them. In cases where such extreme diversity

prevails among those who make internal evidence their

guide, it seems to be justifiable to fall back, tentatively

at any rate, upon the external e-v-idence, and inquire

what liistorical tradition says on the subject, and what

reasons on the whole there seem to be for accepting or

rejecting it.

Now the consentient voice of the Jewish commen-
tators on the Hebrew Scriptures declares both " Chro-

nicles '' and " Ezra " to have been written by Ezra." It

does not appear that the writers who have delivered this

judgment saw any close resemblance of style between

the "books" in question, or had ever troubled themselves

with any such laborious process as a critical analysis of

the " books," or of their constituent parts ; they appear
simply to have declared the fact as one traditionally

known to them, known to them much in the same way
in which we know th.at Shakespeare wrote the Venus
and Adonis, and Milton the Areopagitica. Now of

course it must be allowed that ascriptions of author-

ship, even when consentient, are not always trustworthy,

«nd that works which have long passed by the name of

an ancient writer have occasionally been proved to bo
spurious, and to belong even to quite a different age.=

Bet these cases are, comparatively speaking, rare ; and

1 F.walrl {r,csc\ cMc des Tolkes Israel, vol. i,, pp. 231, 233) assigns
the wovk to the time of Alexanrler; Zunz [Ootterdimstl. Vorir. der
J de,i, § 31) suirsosts tlis date of l!.r.2CT.

H.ipt >:nvs empliatically and truly,
" Esiam libros Pnral

3 As the PeripliiK,

tho sixth century b.c.

poseJ iu the fourth.

EhraBoi'ur

, iv, U, p. T41).

, "t Ciiflyand.a, who lived iu

liroved to have beou com-

the consentient testimony of a nation to a work ia its

language ha\'ing proceeded from the pen of a certain

individual is always to be regiirded as an evidence of

great weight, and one that can only be overpowered if

met and rebutted by counter-evidence still weightier.

Now in the present ease the counter-evidence adduced

is of the flimsiest kind. The Book of Ezra, it is said,*

must be as a whole a compilation by some writer who
is not Ezra, since, when Ezra is spoken of iu the book,

there is an alternate use of the first and the third

person. But a similar alternation occurs in Daniel,'' in

Thucydides," and in numerous ancient inscriptions,'

where no one doubts but that the whole proceeds from

a single writer, who speaks of himself sometimes in the

one person, and sometimes in the other. Again, it is

said" that tho Book of Chronicles cannot have been

written by Ezra, since the genealogy of tho descendants

of David is carried down to the sixth generation after

Zerubbabel (I Chron. iii. 19—2-1), or to about tho time

of Alexander the Great, which is nearly a century later

than the time of Ezra. But, in tho first place, tho

necessary date of the passage in question is not the time

of Alexander the Great, but about seventy-five years

earlier," so that Ezra, if he lived to a good old age, may
have written it

; '" and, secondly, it is quite possible that

ho may have been the real authorof Chronicles, although

he did not wiite this particular passage. Nothing is

more certain than that there have been authorised addi-

tions to books of Scripture, subsequently to their original

composition, by persons other than their authors. The

last chapter of Deuteronomy is such an authorised

addition; and of a similar character are some of the

lists in Nehemiah." The fact, then, that one genealogy

in Chronicles descends to a date later than that ordi-

narily assigned to Ezra, is no proof that the remainder

of the work did not proceed from his pen. The last

two verses of I Chron. iii. may hiive been added by
Nehemiah or Malachi to the original work of Ezra, in

order to carry down the descent of tho " sons of David"
to the point which it had reached in their day.

When Ezra and Chronicles are critically examined

jilt. Testament, §1• De Wette, Einleitung in d.

Stuart, Old Testa nent Canon, § 6, ]

5 Daniel uses from chap. i. to chap. Tii. 1 tho third person ; from
chap. Yii. 2 to the end of chap. is. , the first ; in chap. x. 1, the third

;

and the first iu thu remainder of the work.
s Thucydides begins his history in the third person (i. 1), but

changes to the first after a few chapters {i. 20—22) . Iu book iv.

he resumes the third (chaps. lOi—106) ; while in book v., chap. 26,

ho begins iu the third, but runs ou iuto the first, which he again
uses in book viii., chap. 97.

7 As that of Tiglatb-pilescr I., which has tb • first person in § 2 j

the third in § 3 ; the first from § 4 to § 8 , the third in § 9 ; the

first from § 10 to § 19 ; the third in § 20 ; the first again from §21
to § 25 ; the third in § 26, &c.

* De Wette, Eivhitmvj, § 189, p. 242. Compare Ewald, Geschichie

dcs Yolkes Israel, vol. i.,pp. 231, 232.

" See the note ou the passag'i in the Spcnker's Commentivu (v6[.

iii., pp. 186, 1871, whore it is shown that, at the not improbable
rite of twenty years to a generatiou, the gen. alogy in 1 Chron. iii.

19—24 coraes down to about B.C. 410.

1" We bav no reason to suppose that Ezra was more than thirty

when he received his commission from Artaxences, which was in

B.C. 458. Supposing this to have been bis age, he would have been
1 seventy-eight m B.C. 410.

I 1' Especially thvoso in cbap. xii, 10, 11, and 22.
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and analysed, the Hebrew tradition as to tlieir author-

ship is very greatly strengthened and confirmed. The

Ijarts of Ezra where the writer uses the first person are

admitted on all hands' to have been the work of the

" ready scribe" (.Ezra vii. dj. But the rest of Ezra is

completely homogeneous in style with these parts, and

must almost certainly have proceeded from the same

writer.'^ And between Ezra and Chronicles there is so

very great a resemblance that the critics who care least

for tradition pronounce them the composition of the

same mind.' T)ie internal evidence thus entirely con-

firms the external testimony ; and Ezra's authorship of

Chronicles may bo regarded as not far short of being

an " established fact."

The fact of Ezra's authorship of Chronicles, which

seems to us almost certain, throws much light on the

scope and intention of the work, and on the question

of how it came to be written. There is this peculiarity

in Chronicles, markedly distinguishing it from all the

other historical books of the Old Testament, that it is

not a continuation of the previous history, but a repe-

tition. The writer does not occupy new ground, but

traverses gi'ound which ho knows well to have been

previously trodden by others. He re-wi-ites the events

of Jewish history from the death of Saul to the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar, notwithstanding

that they have been already put upon record by the

authors of Samuel and Kings. So far as the Old Tes-

tament is concerned, this is a unique phenomenon ; and

the intelligent student naturally asks for an explana-

tion of it. Wliy in this single case has the ordinary

economy of Holy Scripture been departed from—what

induced a winter to go over ground already occupied,

and re-write history which an inspired penman had

already written ? Some critics have thought that they

sufficiently answered this question by saying that the

writer of Chronicles, having found in the archives of

his nation many facts of interest which the authors of

Samuel and Kings had omitted to put on record, deter-

mined to re-write the history in order to introduce

them, his work being thus intended, mainly or wholly,

as a " supplement " to Kings and Samuel. This seems

to have been the view of the Alexandrian Jews who
translated Chronicles into Greek for the version known
as the Septuagint, and entitled their work Paralei-

'potnena, or " Things Omitted." But a comparison of

the contents of Chronicles with tliose of Samuel and

Kings is conclusive against this theory, since to a very

large extent Chronicles is a repetition of those earlier

books, sometimes a repetition of whole chapters, ^vith

only a few verbal difEerencas,'' constantly a repetition of

the general narrative with a certain number of frosli

touches. The true character of a supplemental history

' See De Wette, EinUiimg, § 196 a.

2 Compare the Si^edtcv's Commenfaryt "lutroductiou to Ezr.!,"

vol. iii,, p 3S7, note 7.

3 De Wette, 1 s. c. ; Berthenu, Commcntar fiber Chrcmil- ; &o.
1 Compare 1 Cliron. x. 1-12 with 1 Sam. xxxi. ; 1 Cliron. xvii.

with 2 Sam. vii. ; 1 Chrou. xviii. with 2 S.im. viii. ; xix. with
2 Sam. X.; xxi. with 2 Sum. xxiv. ; 2 Chron. v. 2--vii. 10 with
1 King.s viii. ; and 2 Chron. xxii. 10—xsiv. 1 with 2 Kings xi.

may ba seen by comparing St. John's with the other

Gospels; this character clearly does not attach to

Chronicles, which, while no doubt it supplies a certaiu

number of facts not previously put on record, is in the

maiu a re-publication of tko old facts, or rather of

certaiu portions of them. Wo must thou look for some
other motive as that which animated the writer of

Chronicles, aud iuduced him to commence and carry

through an elaborate work, which at first sight has the

appearance of being almost supererogatory.

This motive is to be found in the circumstances of

the Jewish nation at the time when Chronicles was

written. The people in their long and toilsome cap-

tivity, scattered among their conquerors, and ground

down by taskwork.^^ had forgotten their past, had

become ignorant of theii' sacred books, and had even

lost the capacity of gi-asping and retaiuiug the long

aud complicated account of their former history which

had been familiar to their ancestors. On their

return to Palestine they were a baud of emancipated

slaves, ignorant, illiterate, incapable of much thought,

childish, and requirmg, like children, very simple

elementary teaching. Again, they were a multitude

rather than a people ; in their long-continued oppres-

sion and isolation they had lost the sentiment of

nationality, the very idea of patriotism ; they had for-

gotten their tribal distinctions and relationships ; and

though they had not fallen away from the worship of

Jehovah, they had come to have a very dim and faint

notion of what that worship in reality was, as esta-

blished by the greatest of tlieir mouarchs, Da^ad and

Solomon. To restore the national life, to re-unite the

present with the past, to re-awaken the slumbering

spirit of patriotism, to recall the glories of old times,

and set them before the nation as the standard which

they should aim at reaching in the future, was the hard

but grand task which the leaders of the Jewish people

set themselves at this time, and which none did more

to accomplish than the wiiter of Chronicles. Instead

of throwing the people back upon their old histories,

written on too largo a scale for their present needs,

and in language of a more or less archaic type, he com-

posed for their use a condensed narrative, written in

the idiom of the day, with frequent allusions to recent

events, and brought down to his own times, which was

far more calculated to afEeet them strongly and deeply

than the ancient larger compositions. At the same time,

having to deal with persons in a childish and undeve-

loped state, he adopted a tone not elsewhere found in

tho historical Scriptures—a didiictic tone of extreme

dirr.iiicss ami shuplicity—a plan of pointing the moral

in cvi'iy (\<(\ (if openly ascribing all the events of the

history to the Divine agency, and referring in the

plainest language every great calamity or deliverance

to the good or evil deeds of the monarch or the nation,

to whom they were sent as rewards or judgments.^

5 Polyhistor tells ns {Fr. 2t) that Nebv;oharlnezzav employed the

ulk of the captive Jews iu this way.
« See 1 Chron. iv. 10 ; v. 18—20, 2-5, 20; ix. 1 ; x. 13, 14; xi. 9;
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The "Book of Clironiclos " is divisible into four

main portions. T)ie first comprises nine chapters,

from 1 Chron. i. to ix. inclusive. The second extends

from 1 Chrou. x. to xxix. ; the thii'd from 2 Chron. i.

to ix. ; and the fom-th from 2 Chron. x. to xxxvi. The

first, or introductory, section is of a very peculiar cha-

racter. It consists almost wholly of genealogical lists,

which are either detached or connected together by the

slenderest possible thi-ead of narrative. The genea-

logies are in j)art taken from the earlier Scriptures, but

are derived also to a largo extent from other sources,

either national registers (1 Chrou. iv. 31, 41 ; v. 17 ; vii.

2), or perhaps in some cases family archives (1 Clu-on.

ii. 6—9, &e.). They exiend to all the tribes of Israel,

excepting Zebulon and Dan. Judah is treated of at far

greater length than asy of the others, the account of

his descendants occupying two and a half chapters

(ch. ii. 3 to ch. iv. 23). Benjamin and Levi fill a con-

siderable space, the former occupying one eutii-e chapter

and portions of two others (ch. vii. 6—^12 ; ch. \m.

;

and ch. ix. 35—44), the latter one entire chapter (ch.

vi.). The account of the other tribes is very brief.

The chief interest of this portion of the work to the

modern reader consists In certain brief parenthetic

narratives, which are additional to the earlier Scriptures

—e.g., the stoiy of Jabez (ch. iv. 9, 10) ; the account of

the conquests of the Simeonites (ch. iv. 39—43) ; the

war of Reuben with the Hagarites (ch. v. 10, 18—22)

;

the killing of Ephraim's sons by the men of Gath (ch.

vii. 21); aud the defeat of the Gittites by the men of

Aijalon (ch. viii. 13). The genealogies themselves, very

important, no doubt, at the lime, are to the modem
reader curious rather than interesting. One, however,

that of the descendants of David (ch. iii.), is excep-

tionally valuable. It adds some curious particulars to

the accounts elsewhere given of David's line ;
' and it

carries the line down to (at least) the twenty-sixth

generation, or six generations beyond the point to

wliich it is carried in any other part of the Old
Testament.^

The genealogical portion of Chronicles is completed

by a list of the principal families who returned to

the Holy Land after the Captivity, aud settled at

Jerusalem. These are declared to have belonged to at

least five tribes—Levi, Judah, Benjamin, Ephraim, and
Manasseh (ch. ix. 2, 3). No complete account is given
of theu- number ; but a comparison with Neh. xi. leads

to the conclusion that about 20,000 of the returned
Israelites took up their abode at Jerusalem

; while the
remainder, who amounted, perhaps, to about 30,000,

x^'. 7 ; 2 Cliron.

xiiv, 18,

6, 19; 21 ; xxiii. 25
;

xsxiii. 10—13, 23, 24; jrs:

As the assitrnment to Josinh of ft fourth son. Johnnati. nnd to
Jechouiah of a second son, Zedekiah ; the mention of Pedaiah as
the actual fntlier of Zerubhabel. ic.

- ThcsBsii (generations must reach down to at least B.C. 410, It
is possible that they may have been placed on record by Ezni, but
it is pcrbnps more probable that Ezra's genealogy was extended by
some later reviser.

spread themselves over the country districts of Judsea

from Beer-sheba to Bethel.'

Having completed his lists, and in this way reminded

his people of the place which they occupied among the

nations of the earth, and at the same time recalled to

their recollection their own chief tribal di^nsions, and
the peoiliar position of the Lovites among the twelve

tribes (ch. vi. 54—81), the author proceeds (in ch. x.)

to that condensed history of his nation's past to which
he desires especially to draw their attention, with the

object of encom-aging them to hope that by perseverance

in weU-doing they may bring God's blessing upon them,

aud recover their ancient prosperity. Omitting the

lemoter ages, when they were either subject to Egypt
or engaged in a struggle for life with their neighbours

in Palestine, he places before them the glorious reign

of David, introducing it by an account of the death of

Saul (ch. X.), and extending his hi.story of the reign

through nineteen chapters, seven of which set forth

the temporal power and militaiy successes of the gi-eat

monarch, while twelve exhibit his zeal for Jehovah

and his efforts in favour of religion. A double object

may be traced throughout—first, the desu-e to connect

David's prosperity with his rehgiousness, indicated in

such passages as the following :
" So David waxed

greater and greater, for the Lord of hosts was with

him " (ch. xi. 9) ;
" Peace be to thee, and peace be to thy

helpers, for thy God helpeth thee " (eh. xii. 18)

;

" Darid perceived fliat the Lord had confirmed him
king over Israel, for his kingdom was lifted up on high"

(ch. xiv. 2) ;
" The fame of David went out into all

lands, and the Lord brought the fear of him upon all

nations "—and, secondly, the design to exhibit as fuUy
as possible all that David did for the establishment of the

national worship in the di\'inely-appointed pkce, and
for the institution and maintenance of a grand, imposing,

and elaborate ceremonial. David's share in arranging

the vast aud complicated system of the Temple worship

has to be gathered almost entirely from Clironicles,

from which we leara both that the entire plan of the

Temple and its furniture was communicated by David

to Solomon (ch. xxviii. 11—19), and also that from

Da^dd proceeded the whole aiTangement of the courses,

both of the priests and Levites (ch. xxiii. and xxiv.),

the ordering of the choral services (ch. xxv.), aud even

the disposition of the porters (ch. xxvi. 1—19). It is,

moreover, from Chronicles alono that we learn the

extent of the material preparations for the Temple and
its furniture that David made (ch. xxix. 2—9)—prepara-

tions which left but little for Solomon to supply, except

the giving shape and form to the rich and abundant

materials that his father had accumulated.

With the close of Da\-id's reign our " First Book of

Chronicles " terminates ; and the Second introduces ws

to the reign of Solomon, which forms the third section

of the work, and occupies the first nine chapters of the

second " Book." Solomon's reigu is set forth in its

most glorious aspect. The note ef triumph is struck

3 See Neh. li. 30, 31.
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in the opening verse (" Solomon the son of Da\'id was

strengtliened in his kingdom, and the Lord his God
was with him and magnified him exceedingly"); and

thenceforth from first to last we hear of nothing but

the monarch's greatness and goodness, his favour with

God, his magnificence, his wealth, his grand buildings,

his fame among the neighbouring nations and sove-

reigns, his extensive commerce, his wide dominion. No
notice is taken of that miserable fall into sensualism and

idolatry wliich disgraced the old age of Solomon, and

which forms so gi-ievous a blot upon the character of this

illustrious prince. Nothing is said of the troubles where-

with God chastised his sins. The llth chapter of the

First Book of Kings has no counterpart iu Chronicles,

where we first learn, in the account given of his successor

(2 Chron. x. 2, 4, 15), that all had not gone whoUy well

with Solomon and with his kingdom to the very end of

his reign. Not, of course, that the author intends to

deny or even to hush up the fact of Solomon's transgres-

sion. He regards it as known, at any rate, to the better

instmcted among his readers, and alludes to it when
occasion arises (eh. x. 15) ; but it does not accord with

the scope of his work to dwell upon it. The reason is,

probably, that the sin of Solomon was not pimished

so signally or so severely as to make the case a good

example of that retribution for evil courses which it is

one of the author's chief objects to exhibit.' It was a

sin of complaisance rather than of evil inclination, and

was perhaps repented of," and was punished but lightly

in his own lifetime (1 Kings xi. 14—26), and only with

any severity after his decease {ib. 12 and 34—36).

Our author views—and with good reason—the reign of

Solomon as, on the whole, a period of prosperity—in

fact, the period of the gi-eatest prosperity of the nation

—and prefers to use the example as illustrating in the

strongest way the other portion of his moral teaching,

the doctrine that virtue is rewarded, that the faithful

worship of Jehovah brings on king and nation the

blessing of God, and therefore all temporal glory and

prosperity. He has to deal with a rude people, incapable

of making delicate distinctions or of understanding re-

finements ; he cannot enter with them on a dissection

of the complicated web of human action and character ;

he must paint in strong, bright, positive colours, if he

is to affect their childish minds ; he must not use half-

tones ; he therefore leaves out from the picture which
he draws the saddening shade of temporal^ (?) per-

versity and frailty ; he gives us only one side of the

shield—the bright one ; setting forth fully and traly

Solomon's early zeal for God, his piety, his unselfish-

ness,3 his humihty,'' his magnificence in all that con-

cerned the worship of Jehovah,* and describing in

glowing terms the religiousness of the mass of the

1 See above, p. 139.

2 The question of Solomon's repentance ig still an open one.
It was decided in the affirmative by Irenceus, Hiiary, Cyril of
Jerusalem, Ambrose, and Jerome ; in the negative by Tertulliau.
Cyprian, and Augustine. (See Calmet, Dicfioniiatre, s. T. "Salomon.")

3 2 Chron. i. 10—13.
• Hid. ii. 6, " Who am I, that I should build Him a house ?

"

5 Ibid. ii. 7—16; iii. 1—17; iv. 1—22; vii. 5, &o.

people at this period, he then paints in the most bril-

liant hues the glorious position to which the nation

attained in consequejice. And here he stays his hand.

The " rest of the acts of Solomon " may be read, ho

says, in the book of Nathan the prophet, and in the

prophecy of Ahijah the Shilonite, and in the visions

of Iddo the seer against Jeroboam the son of Nebat

(2 Chron. ix. 29)—those who wish to know them are

referred to these writers. He, the author of Chronicles,

has done—he has used the reign of Solomon to point

his moral teaching in the way that seemed to him
most appropriate. Ho will not risk marring the eifect

of what he has written by appending a narrative of

which the moral lesson would be different, whOe it

would be (comparatively) weak and indeterminate.

The fourth section of the work has now to be con-

sidered. It commences with the tenth chapter of the

Second Book, and terminates with the thirty-sixth

chapter, with which Chronicles, in its present shape,

closes. It contains an account of the kingdom of

Judah from the accession of Rehoboam, the son and

successor of Solomon, to the conquest of Judsea and

destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar. No
account is given of the kingdom of Israel. When
Israelite affairs are treated of, it is always iu their con-

nection with the history of the Jews, and in fact as a

part of that history.^ "We may suppose that the writer

wished to avoid the complication of a double narrative,

such as is found in Kings, and felt that an account of

their owu antecedents would most strongly move and

most effectually admonish his people. At any rate,

he has in fact confined himself to the history of the

Jews, and has thus been able to construct a far more
consecutive and, to simple readers, a more attractive

history than that contained in the parallel portion of

Kings. By limiting himself to the history of the

Jews he is also able, without unduly extending his

narrative, to give a much fuller account of certain

important reigns than is to be found in the earlier

wi'iter.

The interest of this portion of the history is con-

centrated mainly on the four reigns of Asa, Jeho-

shaphat, Hczekiah, and Josiah. These were the four

best kings of Judah, and their joint reigns occupy a

fuU half of the section.' Asa's history is delivered in

three chapters ; Jehoshaphat's in four ; Hczokiah's also

in four ; Josiah's in two of more than the average

length. In every case the narrative of Chronicles adds

considerably to the information which we derive from

Kings. To take a single instance, we learn from

Chronicles alone that Asa had peace in the early

part of his reign, and employed the favourable season

in strengthening and fortifying his cities* (xiv. 6, 7);

that his armed force amounted to 580,000 men

—

7 Thirteen chapters out of twenty-six.
8 The touch, in 1 Kings iv. 23—" the cities Tthicli he built '—

becomes in Chronicles. " He built fenced cities in Judah ; for the

1. ud had rest, and he had no war in those years ; because the Lord
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300,000 Jews and 280,000 Benjamites {ib. 8); that

he was attacked by Zerah the Ethiopian with an army

of Ethiopians and Lubim amounting to a million

men, but defeated him and entirely destroyed his host

(j&_ 9—15 ; compare xvi. 8) ; that Azariah, the son of

Oded, congratulated him on his victory, and exhorted

him to continue faithful to Jehovah (,xv. 1—7) ;
that

Asa, in consequence of the exhortation, effected great

religious reforms {ib. 8), and gathering the people to

Jerusalem, solemnly renewed the covenant [ib. 9—15);

that after his war with Baasha, in which he called in

the aid of Bonhadad, king of Syi-ia,' he was rebuked

by Hanani the prophet for his trust in an arm of flesh

(xvi. 7—9) ; that, enraged at this, he committed the sin

of imprisoning Hanani (i6. 10) ; that at the same time

he oppressed some of the people ; and, finally, that he

was buried with unusual honours and ceremonies, being

" laid in a bed which was filled with odoui-s and divers

Hnds of spices prepared by the apothecaries' art,"

while the people at the same time " made a very great

burning for him" (ib. 14). A similar list of additions

might be drawn out in the case of the three other

monarchs ; - and students of Scripture cannot be too

strongly recommended to consult both Chronicles and

Kings, if they wish to obtain auythmg like a complete

view of the Jemsh history of this period.

There are two especial points in which this section

of Chronicles is fuUer than the corresponding portion

of Kings—viz., military matters and matters of reli-

gious ceremonial. It is from Chronicles alone that we

derive our knowledge of the fortifications of Rehoboam

(2 Chron. xi. 5—12) ; the expedition of Zerah ; the inci-

dents of the war between Abijah and Jeroboam (xiii. 3

—

20); the military arrangements of Jehoshaphat (xvii. 12

—19), and his war with the combined Moabites, Ammon-
ites, and Edomites (xx. 1—25) ; the invasion of Jiidsea

in the reign of Jehoram by the PhUistiues and Arabians

;

the capture of Jerusalem, and destruction of all but one

of Jehoram's sons, by them (xxi. 16, 17 ; xxii. 1) ; the

circumstances of Amaziah's great war with Edom (xxv.

5—12) ; the reason of his quarrel with Joash of Israel

(ib. 13) ; the successes of TJzziah (Azariah) against the

Philistines, Arabians, and Maonites (sxvi. 6, 7), and

his remarkable military arrangements {ib. 9—15) ; the

fortifications of Jotham and his wars with the Ammon-
ites (xxvii. 3—5) ; the details of the war of Ahaz with

Pekah (xxviii. fi—15), and the calamities which ho

suffered at the hand of the Edomites and Plulistines

(ib. 17, IS) ; the preparations of Hezekiah to resist

the first invasion of Sennacherib (xxxii. 2—8 and 30)

;

the Assyrian attack upon Manasseh (xxxiii. 11); and

the negotiations of Pharaoh-necho with Josiah (xxxv.

21).

liad given him rest. Therefore he said uuto Judah, Let us build

these cities, and make about them walls and towers, gates and
bars, while the land is yet befo -e us: because we have sought the

Lord our God ; we have sought him, and he hath given us rest

on every side. So thev built and prospered."
1 Eelated also in Kings (1 Kings xv, 16—22).
= See especially 2 Chron. xvii. 7-19; six. 1—11; xx. 1—30;

ixis.—xxxi.; xxxii. 1—8 and 27—30; and ssxv. 1-24.

Among matters of religious ceremonial, related by

the author of Chi-onicles only, may be noted the renewal

of tlie covenant by Asa (.xv. 9—15) ; the itmerant preach-

ing instituted by Jehoshaphat (xvii. 7—9) ; the impor-

tant part taken by the Levites in the coronation of

Joash (xxiii. 2—11) ; the resistance offered to Uzziah's

invasion of the sacerdotal office by the high priest of

his time, Azariah (xx%d. 16—21) ; the great religious

reformation of Hezekiah (xxix.—xxxi.) ; the halfveiovma,-

tion of Manasseh (xxxiii. 12—17) ; and the circumstances

of the great Passover celebrated by Josiah (xxxv. 1—19).

The author has been accused of unduly magnifying the

sacerdotal order, and especially of improperly exalting

the Le\'itos ; ' and it is imdoubtedly true that ho briags

out, far more strongly than the writers of Kings and

Samuel, the ecclesiastical character of tho Jewish polity

;

but there is no reason to behove that he goes beyond

the truth in his representations, or does more than

fairly supplement the earlier authors, and di-aw atten-

tion to an aspect of the polity which they had not felt

called upon to bring into prominent notice.

The moral object of the writer of Chronicles, in the:

concluding as in the earlier sections, is Ids main ene,

and is throughout most distinctly—almost nakedly

—

indicated. He will show his nation, by the records o£

their jpast, that in almost every instance temporal re-

wards and punishments were dispensed in exact accord-

ance with the attitude of the king and people towards,

the national religion, signal vengeance following every

neglect of the authorised rites, every insult ofEered to

the priests, every profanation of the Temple, every

introduction of an alien worship; while wealth, and

glory, and military success, and prosperity of every kind

accompanied the manifestations of a religious spirit.

For three years Rehoboam and his subjects " obeyed

the words of the Lord " (2 Chron. xi. 4), and " walked

in the way of David and Solomon" (26.17); and for

three years the kingdom of Judah was " strengthened,"

and " Rehoboam, the son of Solomon, was made strong"

(ibid.). When after this time " Rehoboam forsook the

law of tho Lord, and all Israel with him," then, " in the

fifth year, Shishak king of Egypt came up against

Jerusalem, because they had transgressed against the

Lord" (xii. 1, 2); and took the fenced cities, and

entered and plundered Jerusalem. Rehoboam " hum-

bled himself " (ver. 12) ; and then " the wrath of the

Lord turned from him, that he would not destroy

him altogether; for yet in Judah there were good

things" (ibid.). Abijah and his subjects, in their war

with Israel, "cried unto the Lord, and tho priesta

soimded with trumpets " (xiii. 14) : and " it came to

pass that God smote Jeroboam and all Israel before

Abijah and Judah; and the children of Israel fled

before Judah, and God delivered them into then- hand"

(ib. 15, 16). Asa " did that which was good and right

m the eyes of the Lord his God " (xiv. 2) ; and " the

land had rest, and he had no war in those years, because

the Lord had given him rest; " and though, after a

3 See De Wette, Etiileihmg m d. Alt. Testament, § 190 c.
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time, ha too, like Rehoboam, was attacked by the great

monarchy of the south,' yet how different was the

issue ! " Asa cried unto the Lord his God " (ver. 11),

and " the Lord smote the Ethiopians before Asa and

before Judah ; and the Ethiopians fled " (ver. 12), and

"were overthrown that they could not recover themselves

;

for they were destroyed before the Lord and before his

host " (ver. 13). Jehoshaphat at first " sought to the

Lord God of his father, and walked in his command-

ments " (x™. 4) ;
" therefore the Lord stablished the

kingdom in his hand, and all Judah brought to Jeho-

shaphat presents, and ho had riches and honour in

abundance" (ver. 5)> and "waxed great exceedingly"

(ver. 12). But afterwards, when this king " joined

affinity with Ahab" (xviii. 1), and assisted him in his

Syrian war, then he suffered defeat, and was brought

into great danger (ver. 31), and incurred the rebuke of

Hanani the prophet (xix. 2) :
" Shouldcst thou help the

ungodly, and love them that hate the Lord ? There-

fore is wi'ath upon thee from before the Lord." Vic-

torious in his war with Moab and Amnion, because he
" feared and set himself to seek the Lord, and pro-

claimed a fast throughout aU Judah; and Judah

gathered themselves together to ask help of the Lord :

even out of all the cities of Judah they came to seek

the Lord " (xx. 3, 4) ; ho, nevertheless, later in his

reign, " joined himself with Ahaziah, king of Israel,

who did very wickedly " (verse 35), and again the

result was disaster. He "joined himself mth Ahaziah

to make ships to go to Tarshish" (ver. 36) ; and once

more he was rebuked and told, "Because thou hast

joined thyself with Ahaziah, the Lord hath broken thy

works." And the ships were accordingly " broken

[wrecked], that they were not able to go " (ver. 37).

And so through the remainder of the section. Jchoram
" walked in the way of the kings of Israel " (sxi. 6), and
the Edomitcs revolted from him. and Libnah also,

" because he had forsaken the Lord God of his fathers "

(ver. 10). Ahaziah " did evil in the sight of the Lord"
(xxii. 4), and " went with Jehoram the son of Ahab

"

(ver. 5) ; and his " destruction was of God by coming
to Jehoram " (ver. 7). Joash forsook God after the

death of Jehoiada, and commanded the murder of

Zechariah (xxiv. 21) ; and the Syrians " came up again.st

him " (ver. 23), and " the Lord delivered a very great

host into their hand, because they had forsaken tl:c

Lord God of thek fathers " (ver. 24). Similarly, the

idolatry of Amaziah (xxv. 14) was punished by his

defeat by Joash {ib. 21—24) ; the impiety of Uzziali

brought upon him the cur.se of leprosy (xxvi. 20) ; the

apostacy of Ahaz led to the destruction of his host by
Pekah (xxviii. 6) ; the sins of Manasseh caused him to

be carried captive to Babylon (xxxiii. 11) ; the trespasses

' Zerih (mil is probably Usarken or Osorcbo II. of Manetho's
twenty.secontl dynasty, an Ethiopiia probably by birth, but, like
Shishak, King of Egypt.

of Amon made his servants conspire against him and
slay him (ib. 22—24). On the other hand, Jotham
" became mighty because he prepared his ways before

the Lord his God " (xxvii. 6) ; and Hezekiah was
" saved from the hand of Sennacherib king of Assyria "

(xxxii. 22), and " magnified in the sight of all nations
"

(ver. 23), and " had exceeding much riches and
honour " (ver. 27), because he, on the whole, " did

that which was right in the sight of the Lord, accord-

ing to all that David his father had done " (xxix. 2).

Josiah, though in his day the jjeople had become hope-

lessly corrupt, had "forsaken Jehovah" (xxxiv. 25),

and " burned incense unto other gods " (ibid.), yet

because he was individually humble and pious, was
taken away from the e\il to come, " gathered to his

grave in peace " (ver. 28), and " buried in the sepul-

chres of his fathers " (xxxv. 24). At length there was

a succession of four idolatrous kings, of whom no good
could be told ; the people had filled up the measure of

their iniquities ; there was no hope of recovery ; and

so the final destruction came. " All the chief of the

priests, and the people, transgressed very much after

aU the abominations of the heathen, and polluted the

house of the Lord "—" they mocked the messengers of

God, and despised his words, and misused his prophets,

until the wrath of the Loi'd arose against his people,

till there was no remedy" (xxxvi. 14, 16). " Therefore

he brought upon them the king of the Chaldees, . . ,

and gave them all into his hand; . . . and they bm-nt

the house of God, and brake down the wall of Jeru-

salem, and burnt all the palaces with fire, . . . and

carried away them that escaped the sword to Babylon "

(w. 17—20).

It is thus that the writer of Chronicles draws its

moral lesson from the Jewish history. Thus, at once

for the warning and for the encouragement of his

people, he shows that vice and irneligion are punished

by God, that virtue and piety are rewarded. And here,

as Chronicles now stands, he may be said to end. As
the work, however, was originally written, he added to

his fourth a fifth section—he followed down the past

into the present.—he related the recovery as he had

related the downfall of his nation ; he placed on record

the return from the Captivity, the rebuilding of the

Temple, the second colonisation under Artaxerxes Lon-

g-imanns, and the religious reforms of Ezra. Tliis portion

of his work is, in our present arrangement of the Jewish

Scriptures, separated off from the rest, and made into

a distinct work, the Book of Ezra. As such, it will be

in a future number the subject of a special article.

For the present we msh merely to impress upon the

Biblical student the incompleteness of Chronicles as it

stands, and the propriety of reading it in connection

with Ezra, and of viewing it as that history of their

past which the "ready scribe," writing under Longi-

manus, about B.C. 456, thought best fitted to impress

and improve the Jews of his day.
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BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.
THE GOSPELS—INTRODUCTORY.

BY THE EET. E. K. CONDEE, M.A.

^HE most wonderful, most beautiful, most

important history in the world— which

has exerted, and will never cease to exert,

more power over mankind than all other

liistories together—is comprised in four bnef tracts

;

three of which narrate to a great extent the same things,

in nearly the same words ; each of wliich resembles a

collection of anecdotes, with notes of a few discourses,

rather than a completo.biography. Events and sayings

belonging to two or three days fill a large proportionate

sjjace, while tlioso of weeks, mouths, or even years, are

summed up in a sentence, or passed over in silence.

AU seems fragmentary. The writers of these four

memoirs, which we name " The Gospels," must have liad

at hand copious materials, of the highest interest, for

bulky volumes. Their silence is one of the most aston-

ishing features of their work. Almost as wonderful

is the extreme simplicity, bre\'ity, and quietness with

which they place before us (with no words of comment
or emotion) the most amazing or most affecting events

and the most profound and sublime sayings. They
write like men at home where other men would fear to

enter ; to whom the experience of years has made the

supernatural seem natural, and the Divine familiar.

To piece these seemingly fragmentary records to-

gether, so that they shall harmonise in every detail, and

every event and discourse take its exact chronological

place, is a work of consummate difficulty. To shed a

single ray of light on the darkness of their silence, and

supply from other sources what they have left untold,

is impossible. Yet beneath this appearance of frag-

mentary incompleteness and artless simplicity lies a

Divine art so perfect, that these four witnesses combine

in one harmonious testimony. The four Gospels, like

so many mirrors, show us One Li\ing Figure in dif-

ferent aspects. Scanty as are the materials, the picture

of our Saviour's life, teaching, and character, is so com-

plete and vivid, that it scarcely seems as if volumes of

additional narrative could have brightened—still less

added—a single trait. So far from paining us with a

sense of defect, the Gospels amaze us vrith their inex-

haustible fulness and undecaying freshness. The picture

they unite to furnish, moreover, is so utterly unlike

that of any other life (either in history or in fiction),

yet so real ; so raised above both human conceptions

and human practice, yet so far excelling all rivalry in

the intensity of love and sympathy it embodies, and
the power with which it attracts human hearts (under

every possible diversity of character and circumstance),

that the truthfulness of the portrait speaks for itself : it

could have been painted only from life.

A unity of purpose pervades the four Gospels.

Their aim is single, spiritual, practical. The words of

St. John might stand at the close of each : " Many

other signs truly did Jesus in the presence of His

disciples, which are not written in this book : but these

are written, that ye might believe that Jesus is the

Christ, the Sou of God; and that believing ye might

have life through His name."

Around these brief writings a whole library of learned

exposition and controversy has gathered. Every word,

and even letter, has been subjected to microscopic criti-

cism. Questions and doubts wliich one set of scholars

have toiled to raise have been solved with equal labour

by another set—to revive, with immortal pertinacity,

under the pens of their successors. Happily, the solid

results of these labours, so far as they are needful and

helpful to the intelligent reading of the Evangelists,

admit of being plainly stated in moderate compass.

In the midst of those wildernesses of erudition, the four

Gospels remind us, in their calm deep simplicity and

imwitheriug fruitfulness, of so many green valleys, em-

braced by granite precipices, glaciers, and snow-peaks,

where the peasant peacefully garners his crop, thankful

for the clear stream which descends to his fields from

those barren heights.

The reader who is unacquainted with the original

languages of Scripture is startled, for example, to hear

of tens of thousands of "various readings"— i.e.,

differences in the ancient manuscrijit copies of the

New Testament. But he is reassured when he learns

that the largest proportion of these consist in various

arrangements or spellings of Greek words, making no

perceptible difference in translation; and that of the

rest, the uimiber is wonderfully small of those which

can be accounted important. So, also, the disquiet

awakened by the mention of " mistranslations," necessi-

tating a revised version of the Bible, is tranquUlised

when it is found that the most elaborate revision of our

Authorised Version confirms its substantial faithful-

ness, and does but resemble such a careful retouching

of a picture as brightens the colours and renders the

outlines more distinct, without obliterating a single

figure or feature. The fiery ordeal of criticism to which

the Gospels, like the rest of Scripture, have been sub-

jected, serves but to strengthen their claims on our

trust, reverence, and love.

The Gospels differ from the Epistles, as the historical

books of the Old Testament from those of the prophets,

in not containing the names of their authors. The

reason may have been partly (in both cases) the dif-

ferent relation which a simple narrator of weU-fcnown

facts bears to his readers from that sustained by a

personal messenger—apostle or prophet—from God.

Partly, modest reverence may have withheld the Evan-

gelists from associating theii- own names with those

memorials of their Lord and Master. But their works

do follow them. A tradition of that kind which cannot
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bo fallaeious—the public, universal, uufontradicted testi-

mony of those myriads of readers and hearers among

whom these writings circulated from the time of

their publication—assigns them to the writers whose

names they bear. Those passages from early Christian

writers which are adduced in works in which the evi-

dence of the genuineness and authority of the books of

the New Testament is fully treated, are therefore not

to be regarded as constituting tliat evidence : they are

such specimens and vouchers as a few fossils are of

the stratum from which they are dug. And there is

no contrary evidence. The consent of the Christian

Church—using that name in its largest sense—is

backed by the silent assent of contemporary foes.>

Every intelligent reader must have remarked the

str'ong general resemblance perv'adiug the first three

Gospels ; and must have also observed that the fourth

Gospel occupies, nearly throughout, distinct ground.

Careful study, indeed, reveals many important differ-

ences, forbidding the idea that either Evangelist copied

from either of the others. St. Matthew and St. Luke
have each considerable portions, both of narrative aud
of our'Lord's sayiugs, not recorded by the other. St.

Mark adds little to the main stock of their combined

records ; but he abounds in vivid details, evidently

supplied by an eye-witness. Yet the view furnished by
these three writers of our Lord's ministry is so sub-

stantially one (and so distinct from that given by St.

John), that their works are commonly spoken of as

"the synoptic Gospels."

Let us di^-ide the Gospel history into three parts

:

the first ending with our Lord's baptism and tempta-

tion ; the second, with His final jom-ney to Jerusalem
;

the third, with His ascension. Then, in the fu'st part,

we find little correspondence in the three accounts. In
the last part, all four Gospels of necessity travel over

the same ground, and their divergences here may be

thought as noticeable as their coincidences. But in the

second part, covering (as can be proved from the Jevrish

feasts and from astronomical calculations^ a period of

three years, we find that out of nearly sixty distinct

incidents recorded by St. Matthew, all but six are given

m one or both of the other synoptic Gospels ; two of

the six being mu-aculous cures, and the other four Inci-

dents (two of them miraculous) in which the Apostle
Peter was concerned.

St. Mark, rich in detaOs, contributes two miracles and
one parable not found in either of the other Gospels.

For the rest, his Gospel coincides in substance mostly
with St. Matthew's; in a few passages with St. Lukes
only. St. Luke furnishes a large amount of fresh

matter (both incident and parable), and in reports of

our Lord's discourses or sayiugs closely resembhng
those in the first Gospel he assigns different occasions.

Now let the reader place side by side, and carefidly

study, the record of some one incident recorded in all

these three Gospels. Take, for instance, the raising of
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Jairus' daughter, or the feeding of the five thousand
(where St. John's account also may be compared). Ho
will jjerceive an amount of minute \'erbal coincidence,

even more strongly suggestive than the general simi-

larity of contents, of some common source.

To these two features of resemblance—agreement in

selection of incidents, out of the vast mass supplied by
our Lord's ministry, and verbal agreement (still more
strongly observable in the records of our Lord's utter-

ances than in narration)—must be added, what is no
less remarkable, agreement in omission. These three

Gospels omit all reference to the ministry of Jesus in

Judsea, to the Jewish feasts, and to any visit to Jeru-

salem prior to the final one.

How are these facts accounted for ? The facts them-

selves must be kept firndy apart from any theory.

Still we cannot help wishing to ei^plain them ; aud for

tliis purpose various theories have been devised, some
of which are self-refuted by their over-ingenuity. The
inspiration of the Evangelists does not afford (as was
once thought) any real explanation. For, apai-t from
any discussion of the nature of inspiration, no reason

can be imagined—and there are no useless miracles

—

why inspiration should act in so apparently arbitrary

and purposeless a way as to produce this singular

mosaic of accordance and difference; close verbal co-

incidence in half a sentence, or half-a-dozen verses,

combined with perplexing discrepancies, sometimes not

easy to distinguish from contradictions. Equally irre-

concilable with the facts is the idea that either of the

Evangelists had the writings of the others before him,

and partly copied, partly altered their expressions and
order.

The theory which at present finds most favour is

that expounded with great force and clearness by Mr.
Westcott {Introduction to the Study of the Gospels)—
viz., that the common source from which the written

Gospels drew (and which accounts for their resemblance)

was the " Oral Gospel ;
" that is to say, the narrative

given in the preaching of the apostles of the life and
ministry of our SaWour. Eridcnce in support of this

view is foimd in the fact that oral teaching was the

main instrument of religious and moral instruction

among the Jews ; the decisions and expositions of thett

great rabbins being handed down, by unwritten tradi-

tion, through successive generations of teachers and
disciples.

A full discussion of the question would require a

careful examination of tliis last argument, of the refer-

ences to writing or reading in the Gospels, and of the

place which literature held in the Jewish nation.^ The

fundamental fact, however, is unquestionable : the

apostles were in the first instance sent forth not as

- Mr. Westcott seems to have over-estimnted the

literature in tbnt aje, amons the Jews, by oral teaching. It is

true that the discirles of the rabbins were forbidden to commit to

writing their traditionary interjiretatious of the Mosaic Law.

But the books of Josephus may afford proof, if proof be needed,

that no such restriction could apply to memoirs of public events

and discourses, aud any such restriction would have been at

variance with the whole spirit aud purpose of our Lord's luiuistry.
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writers, but as ^ireacliers ; their pi-eaeliing was largely

historical ; and they deemed it their special calling to

be witnesses of Christ's resurrection, and to speak of

things they had seen and heard (Acts i. 22,; iv. 20).

But there are grave counterbaJaneing considerations.

(1.) The history of the Lord's ministry, though an essen-

tial part, was by no means the whole theme of apostolic

ministiy. Their express commission was to teach what-

.soever things Christ had commanded (Matt, xxviii. 20) ;

to preaoh repentance and forgiveness in Christ's name
(Luke xxiv. 47) ; and even to teach " many things

"

which He had not been able to teach them, but which

the Spirit of truth was to reveal (John xvi. 12—14).

(2.) That any one preacher should fall into a set strain

of narration in repeating the glorious stoiy of Jesus,

day after day, and year after year, to different hearers,

is natural and probable : that eleven men should have

done so, is imuatural and improbable. Had it been the

case, it would have awakened suspicions of their vera-

city. Each true witness has his own way of telling a

story. If a number of witnesses ai-e found so to have
" shaped " or " moulded " their tale as to repeat it in

nearly the same words, we at once suspect collusion.

(3.) The Apostle John's preaching must have been a

very important part of the "oral gospel" of the Eleven,

yet his written Gospel differs in plan, contents, and

diction from the synoptic Gospels.

Can any further light be shed on this difficult ques-

tion ? If we uiiiy trust the earliest tradition about St.

Matthew, he at first wrote Ms memoirs of our Lord in

Hebrew. If we may trust the earliest tradition about
St. Mark, he embodied in his Gospel the teaching of the

Apostle Peter. That Matthew, accustomed to the use of

the pen, should have ^vritteu down, in his native tongue,

fidl notes of many of the Master's discourses (as Baruch
wrote Jeremiiih's), is but what we might expect. But
the same man who is an expert reporter may be far

from a good narrator. Peter, the weather-beaten man
of action, of impulse, of hot and tender feeling, would
be the very preacher to make the incidents of his

Lord's life-work and suffering live in his hc;u-ers' minds
and memories. If the Gospel of Mark, the young
eager listener ("Marcus my son," 1 Peter v. 13), re-

produces in its vivid traits the preaching of Peter, then

Matthew's narrative, with its marveUons concentration,

as from long use of the pen, must represent Peter's

" oral gospel " too. St. Luke expressly tells us (i. 2, 3)

how he gathered his materials ; and we thus have the

explanation, both of his agreement with the two former

Gospels, and of the precious store of additional matter

with which his Gospel is enriched. The conclusion to

which we are thus led, therefore, is, that the preach-

ing of the Apostle Peter—the disciple to whom the

Lord said, " When thou art converted, strengthen thy

bretlu:en," and whom He specially charged to feed His

flock—the preacher whose words reached three thousand

consciences on the Day of Pentecost, and opened the

Kingdom of Heaven to the Gentiles (Acts x. 34

—

44)—furnished the common element in the first three

Gijspels.

DIFFICULT PASSAGES EXPLAINED.

BY THE KEV. C. J. ELLIOTT, M.j

THE GOSPELS:—ST. MATTHEW.

VICAR OF WINKFIELD, EEEKS ; AUD HON. CANON OF CHKIST CHUECH OXFOED.

" And the chief priests took the silvor pieces, and said. It is not
lawful for to put them into the treasury, because it is the price of

blood. And they took counsel, and bought with them the potter's

field, to bury strangers in. Wherefore that field was called, The
field of blood, unto this day. Then was fulfilled that which was
spokeu by Jeremy the prophet, saying. And they took the thirty

pieces of silver, the price of him tliut was valued, whom they of

the children of Israel did value, aud gave them for the potter's

field, as the Lord appointed me."—-Matt, ssvii. 6— 10.

I'HREE difficulties here suggest themselves

—

(1) How can the statement that the

chief priests bought the potter's field be

reconciled with Acts i. 18, where it is said

by St. Peter respecting Judas, "Now this man pur-

chased a field with the reward of iniquity ?
"

(2) In what manner can we account for the prophecy

contained in Zechafiah xi. 13, to which unquestionable

allusion seems to be here made, being ascribed to Jere-

miah ?

And (3) in what sense are we to understand the pro-

phecy of the price weighed as the hire of the shepherd,

as recorded in Zech. xi. 13, as fulfilled in the transaction

recorded in Matt, xxvii. 6—10 ?

1. Our first inquiry is as to the consistency of St.

Matthew's statement that it was the chiefpriests wha
bought the potter's field, -with the equally explicit state-

ment made by St. Peter (Acts i. 18), that it was Judas

who " purchased a field with the reward of iniquity." We
pm'posely abstain from any discussion of the question

whether the ascription of the purchase to Judas, on the

supposition that he had no personal concern in the trans-

action, can or cannot be satisfactorily explained on the

ground that it was his treachery which led to it, because

we think that whether such an explanation be, or be not

tenable, it is not the true interpretation of the passage.

We abstain also from more than a passing allusion to

the supposition that the accounts of St. Matthew and St.

Luke refer to two distinct purchases, and to the early

traditions, which point to two distinct spots, because

we believe such a supposition to be nothing more than

an unsatisfactoi-y attempt to remove one difficulty by

the substitution of another aud a greater.

In attempting to offer what we believe to be a more

satisfactory explanation of the difficulty, we may ob-

serve in the first instance tliat, whatever the apparent

;
diversity between the two statements, it is scarcely
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possible that eitlicr St. Matthew or St. Luke could have

been in doubt about the circumstances of an event of

such recent occurrence, and of such great notoriety.

Equally improbable is it that St. Peter could have been

in ignorance as to what had actually been done by the

traitor during the short interval between the supper at

Bethany (Matt. xxvi. 14—16), after which the covenant

with the chief priests appears to have been made, or the

still shorter interval between the hour at which the

traitor actually carried his design into effect (verses 48,

49), and that at which oui- Lord was condemned as a

blasphemer by Caiapha-s, and delivered over to Pontius

Pilate. If the word (eo-rijo-ac) used by St. Matthew in

xxvi. 15 be properly rendered as it is in the Authorised

Version, " covenanted," it is reasonable to suppose that

the money was not actually paid to the traitor until

after the betrayal on the uiglit preceding the cruci-

fixion. If, on the contrary—as seems much more in con-

formity ^vith its use in other places—the word employed

by St. Matthew, which is identical with that used by

the LXX. for the Hebrew I'Jpwi in Zech. xi. 12, is pro-

perly rendered " they weighed " or paid, we must then

coucludo that the tliirty pieces of silver were paid at

the time when tlie agreement was made, either as the

whole, or as a part, of the sum jiromisecl or covenanted

by the chief priests, as the transaction is described in

Mark xiv. 11, and in St. Luke xxii. 5. In any ease there

was ample time between the supper at Bethany and the

hour in which our Lord was delivered over to Pontius

Pilate for an agreement to have been made by Judas

mth the owner of the potter's field for its purchase,

which is the utmost that can be inferred as being in-

volved of necessity in the words of St. Peter, " Now
this man purchaised [eVrija-aTo] a field with the reward of

iniqviity."' Nor does tlie interpretation thus assigned to

the word iKTiiacao—viz., that Judas agreed to purchase

the potter's field—involve by any means an arbitrary

or an improbable supposition.- The apparent and, wo
might .say, the obvious connection in the mind of tho

speaker between the latter clause of Acts i. 18, " And
falling headlong, he burst asunder in the midst," with

the former clause of the same verse, " Now this man
purchased a field with the reward of iniquity," and more
especially with the statement of verse 19, " Insomuch
as that field is called in their proper tongue, Aceldama,

that is to say, The field of blood," naturally suggests, if

indeed it do6s not necessarily imply, that the field which

1 It is not unworthy of notice that in the account of the pur-
chase of the field iu Anathoth hy Jeremiah, we find the same verb
which is found iu Acts i, 18, aud which is there rendered " pur-
chased," distinguished from that which denotes the actual pay-
ment of the mouey (the same as is found in Matt. xxvi. li) :

" Aud
I bought (^KTfiati^ni') the field of Hanameel, my uncle's son . . .

aud weighed (tVTtio-u) him the money " (Jer. xisii. 9).

- We are unable to comprehend the drift of Dean Alford's
remark, that the two accounts cannot " consistently with commou
honesty" be reconciled, "unless we knem more of the facts tlmn we
do." It appears to us that here, as elsewhere, in our confessed
ignorance of all tho facts, the utmost that can be required of the
Biblical expositor is to show that on one or more suppositious,
which do not bear on their surface the aspect of extreme impro-
bability, the narratives of the differeut writers admit of recou-

Judas " purchased," or agreed to pmxhase, became tho
scene of his violent death.

If this supposition be admitted, the two statements

contained, the one in St. Matthew's Gospel and tho

other in tho Acts, whilst obviously independent accounts,

so far from being irreconcilable, seem to afford to each

other, by their undesigned coincidence, mutual corro-

boration. The facts of the case, in accordance with the

Uioory we have proposed, would be, briefly, these.

Jnda-s, having entered into an agreement with the chief

priests for the betrayal of our Lord, and having pro-

bably already received from them, whether in part or in

full payment for Ms treachery, the thirty pieces of silver,

forthwith negotiated the purchase of the potter's field.

Being present with others " to see the end," he watched

tho proceedings recorded in St. Matt, xxvi., until he per-

ceived, in the delivery of our Lord to Pilate, a manifest

indication that the oljject proposed by the Jews would

be attained. Being suddenly smitten with remorse, he

casts down in the Temple ^ the thirty pieces of silver

which he had received, and which he had agreed to pay

as the price, whether in part or in whole,* of the potter's

field. No spot more favourable fo:- the execution of his

fatal purpose presenting itself to his mind, he hurries

to that same field wherein he had probably proposed to

erect a dwelling-place for himself iu life, to iind within

it a release from his now insupportable sufferings by a

seK-ittflieted death. The chief priests take hasty counsel

concerning the disposition of those thirty pieces of sUver,

which had thus become, in a two/old sense, " the price of

blood" (Matt, xxvii. 6). The iutention of Judas being

either communicated to them at tho time by the owner

of the field, or being previously known to them, they

resolve upon the completion of the purchase, aud the

appropriation of the spot, defiled by the death of the

traitor, to the burial of those whom they woidd not

admit into their own cemeteries. Thus,, literally, if our

supposition be correct, did the prediction of the Psalmist,

as quoted by St. Peter (Acts i. 20), receive its accom-

plishment ; aud the destined '" habitation " of the

traitor became "desolate,"' so that no man dwelt in

his tents.

2. Our next inquiry is as to the origin of the ascrip-

3 tv T^ vaui. The use of the word vao?, which generally denotes the
Temple itself, in this place, instead of lepov, which is commonly used
when one of tho Temple courts is intended, creates some difficulty. It

is possible that, under the iuflueuce of overwhelming and uncon-
trollable emotion, Judas may have rushed into the holy place where
the priests were ; or it may be that, whilst himself standing with-

out, he threw the pieces of mouey within the building. The use

of the preposition ei-, in or wt'thni, suggests the former of the two
suppositions as the more probable ; and the coincidence with the

phraseology of Zech. xi. 13, "And I took the thirty pieces of

silver, and cast them to the potter tii the house ofthe Lord," becomes

more striking.
• The smallness of the price, if not valued at more than thirty

pieces of silver in the first instance, arose, probably, from the fact

that the clay was exhausted. The value may have still further

depreciated by reason of the suicide of Judas in it. In Jerome's

iime the " field of blood' was shown < the south side of Mount

5 A cognate form of the word need by the Psalmist {Ps. Ixis.

25), and which is rendered " desolate," occurs in Jer. xliv. 12, in

reference to the Jews who perished in Kgypt hv the sword and by

the famine.
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tion to Jeremiali of the proplieey contained in Zech.

xi. 12, 13, to which, as it appears to us, undoubted re-

ference is made by St. Matthew. Some have supposed

that the cause of this ascription is to be found in the

allusion to the potter's field in Jer. xviii. 2, 3, and in

the reference to tlie valley of the sou of Hinnoni in con-

nection \Tith "the potter's earthen bottle" in Jer. six.

2; of which prophecy Zechariah is supposed to have

auuouuced a second fulfilment. This and similar sup-

positions, amongst which we may refer to that of

Chrysostom and Eusebius, which Bishop Wordsworth

revives—viz., that the prophecy was in the first instance

delivered by Jeremiah, and that by its ascription here

to Jeremiah rather than to Zechariah we are taught to

regard all the ancient prophecies as " springing forth

from the one living Fountain of wisdom and knowledge "

—appear to us either untenable or inadequate. The pro-

phecy, as it is delivered by St. Matthew, agrees sub-

stantially vrith the words of Zechariah, although it does

not coincide literally with them, and differs still further

from the version of the Seventy. Tlie most probable

origin of the substitution of "Jeremiah" for "Zecha-

riah," as it appears to us, is that which has been accepted

by Keil and others—^viz., that it was the error of a very

old copyist, probably of one who was contemporary with

St. Matthew himself, and consequently of a more ancient

date than the earliest of the critical helps which have

been transmitted to the present time. It is admitted

on all hands that errors of a similar nature have crept

iuto the text at later periods; and we see no reason why
it should not be admitted that the text has been exposed

to similar corruptions from the first.

3. One more question remains for discussion—viz..

In what sense did the prophecy contained in Zecharial

respecting the hire of the shepherd receive its fulfil-

ment in the casting of the tliirty pieces of silver into the

House of the Lord by Judas ? It might at fii-st sight

appear that there was a discrepancy between the pro-

jihecy and its alleged fulfilment, in that, in the one case,

the thirty pieces of silver were paid as the wages of the

shepherd, whilst, in the other case, they were jjaid as

the price of the treachery of Judas. The discrepancy,

however, as it has been pointed out by Keil, is but on
the surface, and when the form of the prophecy is

traced back to the fundamental idea, the apparent differ-

ence is resolved into real and essential harmony. For,

in the prophecy of Zechariah, the wages paid to the

sliepherd are but a symbolical representation of the

national ingratitude of the Jews, and their national re-

jection of their King. The contemptible sum proffered

to the shepherd, but rejected by him with scorn, " the

goodly price" at which he was "prized" of them, the

same as that at which a slave was valued (Exod. xxi. 32),

was cast, as Jehovah Himself appointed, " to the potter

in the house of the Lord " (xi. 13). The words of the

Evangelist, " as the Lord appointed me," correspond

to the words of the prophet (verse 13), " And Jehovah
said unto me," and indicate that the disposition of the

money was made in accordance with the Diriue purpose.
" As God," says Meyer, " had directed the prophet how
to proceed with the thirty silverlings, so it was with the

antitypical fulfilment of the prophecy by the high

priests, .and thus was the purpose of the Divine wiU
accomplished."

THE OLD TESTAMENT FULFILLED IN THE NEW.
BY THE KEV. WILLIAM MILLIOAN, D.D.,

SACRED PLACES (continued).

'E have examined the articles of furniture

1 the Court of the Tabernacle, and pi-o-

JP^O\WS ceeding onward we come now to those

tlaSi^ of the first dinsiou of the Sanctuary,

the Holy Place. Three objects hero demand our atten-

tion, the Altar of Incense, the Golden Candlestick or

Lampstand, and the Table with the Shewbread. The

first of these stood immediately in front of one entering

the apartment, and before the inner or second vail ; the

second was on his left hand, on the south side of the

Sanctuary ; the third on his right hand, on the north

side (Exod. xxvi. 35). We begin with the Golden

Candlestick, then take the Table with the Shewbread,

and lastly the Altar of Incense which stood nearest to

the second vail.

I. The Golden Candlesiiclc.—'Fhe. importauce attached

to this article of the fm-niture of the Holy Place is shown

both by the minuteness of the description given of it,

and by the love with whioh the sacred writer c\-idently

dwells, in later passages, upon the faithfulness displayed

in carrying out the directions for its construction. The
directions are as foUow: "And thou shalt make a

candlestick of pure gold : of beaten work shall the

candlestick bo made : his shaft, and Ms branches, his

bowls, his knops, and Ms flowers, shall be of the same.

And six branches shall come out of the sides of it

;

tlii-ee branches of the candlestick out of the one side,

.and three branches of the candlestick out of the other

side : three bowls made like uuto .almonds, with a knop

and a flower in one briinch ; and three bowls made like

almonds in the other branch, with a knop .and flower :

so iu the six branches that come out of the candlestick.

And in the candlestick shall be four bowls made like

unto .almonds, with their knops and their flowers. And
there shall be a knop under two branches of the same,

and a knop under two branches of tlie same, jiud a knop

under two branches of the same, according to the six

branches that proceed out of the candlestick. Their
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knops and their brauclies shall be of the same : all of it

shall be one beaten work of pure gold. And thou shalt

make the seven lamps thereof : and they shall light

the lamps thereof, that they mh,y give light over against

it. And the tongs thereof, and the snufEdishes thereof,

shall be of pure gold. Of a taleut of pure gold shall

he make it, with all these vessels. And look tliat

thou make them after their pattern, which was shewed

thee in the mount " (,Exod. xxv. 31—40). The cariTing

plane, thus affording a straight line of light, or whether

they projected from the stem in different planes, thus

presenting the whole body of light in the form of a

globe. The height, too, of the candlestick is not

mentioned, although the conjectm-e of Bahr is at least

probable, that it was the same as that of the Table for

the Shewbread standing over against it, a cubit and a

half, or nearly two and a half feet. Both these articles

would thus be half a cubit lower tlian the Altar of

THE GOLDEN CANDLESTICK.

out of these directions is described in Exod. xxxvii.

17—24, and we have again a briefer description of

the work in Numb. viii. 3, 4. Minute, however, as

the instructions are, and amply sufficient for our present

purpose, they do not leave all the questions that may
be asked regarding the appearance of the candlestick

completely settled. It is somewhat doubtful what the

"knops "were; doubtful whether the central stem, to

which, from its being itself named the candlestick in

tlie above description, peculiar importance is obviously

attached, rose only to a level with the summits of the

liranches, or to a considerably greater height ; doubtful

whetlier the stem and six branches were all in one

Incense, and the symmetry of the whole an'angement

would be preserved. ' It is also a matter of uncertainty

in what direction the different lamps of the candlestick

stood, supposing them to have presented a continuous

line of light, whether from east to west or from north

to south. But, if we remember that the sanctuary was

only ten cubits in breadth, it seems to us that we need

have little hesitation in deciding for the former. To

one entering the Holy Place, the brilliancy of the lai"!i^

would be quite as gi-cat in the one case as in the other.

Joscphus gives them an oblique direction [Antiq., iii. 6, 7).

iB.ilir, SamljoU/t, I., p. -tie.
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Wliatever uncertaintj' may rest upon the points now
mentioned, there are others, and these sufficient for our

present purpose, that are clear. Thus, it is worthy of

remark that the material was to be of the most costly,

the workmanship of the most elaborate, kind. The

whole was to he formed of pure gold, of beaten work

;

and without endeavouring to conceive of the exact shape

of the bowls and knops aud flowers and fruits, or of

the manner in which the lamps were attached to the

stem, it is evident from the manner in which they arc

described, that they were so designed as to produce an

impression of great richness of effect. Again, the

numbers used Ciinnot fail to aiTCst our attention. Viewed

in connection \nth the use of numbers in all the other

parts of the Tabernacle, they were ob\-iously mtended

to be symbolical ; seven the ruling number of the whole,

three the ruling number of the branches, four the

ruling number of the stem. Again, importance is

attached to the fact that the branches and the stem were

to be " of the same," were to constitute one piece, " one

beaten work of pure gold." It is not, indeed, necessary

to think that all were to be beaten out of one block of

gold. Such a thing would probably have been imprac-

ticable. But, at all events, they were to be so fastened

together that they should in the strictest sense of the

word be one, in a manner simOar to that in which, in

the Most Holy Place, the Cherubim and the Mercy-seat

were to be one. The wicks also, it deserves to be

noticed, were to be arranged in a way altogether peculiar.

In Exod. XXV. 37. it is .said, " And they shall cause its

lamps to ascend and light them to the side thereof"

(aot, as in our English version, "that they may give

light over against it"), words from wliich the inference

is justly drawn, that the wicks of the six lamps of the

branches wore to receive such an inclination to the side

that their illuminating rays should fall upon the central

stalk.' rinally, it is interesting to observe that the

candlestick was to be fashioned after the form of a tree,

aud that tree the almond. Nor can wo imagine that

this particular tree was chosen for the purpose without

special design. It was the blossoms aud fruits of the

almond-tree that Aaron's rod brought forth when it

was laid up before the Ark of the Testimony (Numb,
xvii.), and "the rod of an almond-tree" was the first

vision presented to Jeremiah when the Almighty de-

clared by that prophet that He was about to " hasten

His word to perform it" (Jer. i. 11). The words last

quoted throw light upon the symbol. The almond-tree

is the first tree to awaken from the sleep of winter

aad to send forth its leaves aud buds in spring, a
circumstance indeed from which it received its name
in Hebrew ; and none, therefore, could be better fitted

to express the %-igour and activity of that life which
" hastens" to shed abroad the light represented bj- the

light of the Golden Candlestick.

Tl'.ere is one question connected with this candlestick

to which we must advert, although feeling the difficulty

of coming to a positive decision in regard to it. Did
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Kalisoh on Exod. xsv. 37.

its lamps burn continually or only by night? That they

burned the whole night through admits of no doubt,

but did they also burn by day ? The following reasons

appear to determine in favour of the latter supposition.

( 1 .
) As the light of day was excluded from the Holy Place

there was need of artificial light to enable the priests

to perform theii' appointed fimctions in it. (2.) Night

was the time when the light of the lamjis was least

required. It may be for this reason that attention

is particularly called to the importance of having them

kept burning then. (3.) The language of Lev. xxiv. 4,

" He shall order the lamps upon the pure candlestick

before the Lord continually," although capable of being

referred only to the " from the evening unto the morn-

ing" of the preceding verse, and of thus expressing

simple regularity of lighting, may have a wider appli-

cation, and may mean that their light was to be in the

strictest sense of the word " continual." (4.) Even the

words of Exod. xxx. 8 do not necessarily imply that the

lamps had been extinguished. The '• lighteth " of that

verso ought to be translated " causeth to ascend," and

it has reference to that idea of an offering which was

involved in the burning of the lamps. It need not,

therefore, be so connected with " at even " that it shall

be held to express a complete contrast to what was

done in the morning. " Even" was the beginning of

the Jewish day, and the lighting which then took place

may have been intended to bear not only upon the night,

but upon all the twenty-four hours to follow. The
" dresseth " of the previous verse, too, may include not

only cleaning the lamp and replenishing it with oU, but

also trimming the wick and renewing the flame. (5.)

The analogy of the incense which, as we have yet to

see, burned continually upon the altar of incense, and

of the fire burning always upon the brazen altar, would

seem to lead us at least some way towards the same
conclusion. (6.) It was the tradition of the Jews that

some of the lamps of the Golden Candlestick were kept

continually burning (Josephus, Antiq., iii. 8, 3). It

cannot be pretended that the reasons thus given are

conclusive. They are far from being so ; but, in the

absence of clear proof to the contrary, it may be allowed

that they lend considerable probability to the idea that

the light of the Holy Pkce was never permitted to

go wholly out.

It is only necessary, further, to observe that special

instructions are given with regard to the oil that was to

be used. It was to be " pure olive oil beaten" (Exod.

xx-v-ii. 20 ; Lev. xxiv. 2), that is, oil prepared in the way
which yielded it in its wliitest, purest form, by boating

the unripe green olives in a mortar.

Such were the leading particidars connected with the

Golden Candlestick, of which the figure in page 149

wiU convey a probable representation ; and, looking .it

them as a whole, it is impossible to rest in the suppo-

sition that its only purpose was to give light in an
apartment that would otherwise have been dark. Tlio

midtiplicity and minuteness of the directions as to the

way in which it was to be made ; the elaborateness and
splendour of the workmanship ; the symbolical numbers
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7, 4, and 3, wliich played theii' part in its coustruction

;

the inclination given to the wicks of the side lamps ; the

keeping of the flame alive by night as well as diiy ; and,

not least, the general analogy of the Tabernacle as a

whole, and of all the other articles of furniture contained

in it, lead irresistibly to the conclusion that it too was

intended to shadow forth spiritual truths. Nor, if it be

.so, can there be doubt as to what these truths wore.

Jfot only in the New Testament, but in the Old, light is

ever the symbol of that Di^dne knowledge, which entering

into and taking entire possession of the soul, dispels its

natural darkness, and transforms it into a likeness with

itself :
" Thy word is a lamp luito my feet, and a light unto

my path ;" " The entrance of thy woi'ds giveth light, it

giveth under.stauding unto the simple ;
" " For the com-

mandment is a lamp, and the law is light " (Ps. cxix.

105. 130; Prov. vi. 23). And again, when light lias

entered into the heart and has exercised its power, " He
shall bring forth thy righteousness as the light, and thy

judgment as the noonday
;

" " The path of the just is

»s the shining light, that shineth more and more unto

the perfect day ;
" " Arise, shine, for thy light is come,

and the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee ; and the

Gentiles shall come to thy light, and kings to the bright-

ness of thy rising" (Ps. xxx«i. 6; Prov. iv. 18; Isa.

k. 1, 3). The application of the figure thus embodied

in light is, however, rendered still clearer and more
forcible in the case before us when we remember that

the light there spoken of was produced from oil ; for

oil, in its healing, strengthening, and illuminating power,

is always in Scripture the symbol of that Holy Spirit of

God by which men and things are sanctified and set

apart for His service. Thus it was that priests and
kings, that the Tabernacle and all its vessels, were

anointed with oil ; and thus that the prophet Zechariah,

when he saw the theocracy restored in the latter days

by a fresh infusion of the Divine spirit, took advantage

of the very figure of the Golden Candlestick, and

beheld two olive-trees by it, one upon the right side

and the other upon the left, from which its seven lamps

were furnished with abundant and constant supplies of

oil (Zech. iv. 2, 3). We can have no hesitation, there-

fore, in interpreting the figure of the Golden Candle-

stick. It was the symbol of Israel when, having offered

itself at the brazen altar and cleansed itself in the laver

of the court, it entered as a nation of priests into com-

munion with Him who had chosen it for Himself.

Then the lamp of its knowledge and life was kindled

into a bright and continuous flame. The Almighty had
dealt with it as He had dealt with no other nation of the

world, showing " His word unto Jacob, His statutes

.and His judgments unto Israel" (Ps. cxlrii. 19); and
Israel was now in return to reflect His praise, and to

send forth beams of light into the surrounding darkness.

until all darkness should disappear, and the whole eai'th

be changed into a tabernacle of God.

If the meaning of the Golden Candlestick to Israel

be thus clear, its fulfilment under the Christian Dispen-

sation is not less so. We have, in the fia-st place, in the

New Testament a use of the figures of light and oil

exactly similar to that wliich we have akeady met with
in the Old. God Himself is there spoken of as being

"light" and as hai-ing "in Him no darkness at all"

(1 John i. 5), while the same emblem designates the

saving knowledge communicated to believers, when
'• God who commanded the light to shine out of darkness,

hath shinetl in their hearts, to give the light of the know-
ledge of the gloiy of God in the face of Jesus Christ"

(2 Cor. iv. (3). It is not otherwise with oil, as appears iu

the parable of the ten Wrgins (Matt, xxv.), and in the

language of St. John, "But ye have an imctien from
the Holy One, and ye kuow all things" (1 John ii. 20).

In the second place, we liave not only the general tone

of Now Testament languag'e to appeal to ; we have the

distinct application of the emblem before us in the

Apocalypse. When St. John in that book turned to

see the voice that spake with him, " being turned he saw
seven golden candlesticks," and an explanation was
given in the words, " the seven candlesticks which thou

sawest are the seven chm-ches" (Rev. i. 12,20). Again,

in the same book, when he was caught up before the

throne, he saw " seven lamps of fire burning before the

throne, which were the seven spirits of God " (iv. 5),

that iSj the Holy Spirit in all the fulness alike of what

He is and of what He bestows. Proceeding, then, upon

these hints, we cannot miss the fulfilment of which we
are iu search. Tlie Golden Candlestick is fulfilled ia

the Lord Jesus Christ and iu His Church.

First, in the Lord Jesus Christ Himself. He had

always been the light, " In Him was life, and the life

was the light of men ;

" " Tliat was the true light which

lighteth every man that cometh into the world " (John

i. 4, 9) ; and when at length the Word was made flesh

and dwelt among us. He spoke of Himself directly as

the light: " Light is come into the world ;" " I am the

light of the world" (John iii. 19; ™i. 12). This, too,

Jesus was, in virtue of His being anointed so fuUy with

tlie Holy Spirit. He lived in the Spirit ; He walked in

the Spirit ; He was baptised with the Spu-it ; Ho was led

of the Spirit to His temptation in the \vilderness ; He
returned in the power of the Spirit into Galilee ; He cried

iu the synagogue at Nazareth, " The Spirit of the Lord

is upon me." It is in the Spirit given without measm'e

that He is what He is. Therefore is He the true Golden

Candlestick fed with the oil of constant communion

with His Father in lieaven, unceasingly exliibiting the

light of life.

But, secondly, the emblem before ns is also fulfilled

iu the members of Christ's body, who are one with Him.

For they, as the Saviour Himself announces to them,

are " the light of the world " (Matt. v. 1-t) : or, as His

Apostle says, " Te were sometimes darkness, but now are

ye light iu the Lord," " Te are all the children of light

"

(Ephes. V. 8 ; 1 Thess. v. 5). And they are this by virtur

of the same Spirit enjoyed by their Head, for they arc

branches of Him, the Lmug Vine, and the gift of the

Spirit is the very essence of the ministration under

which they live (2 Cor. iii. 8). A knowledge of the

truth enlightens them as they are in Christ Jesus, and

from them it shines forth on others.
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One thing more only let us notice. We have said

that from the members of Christ's body the light shines

forth on others. It is not enough to say so. It were

almost better to say simply that it shines. Wlien the

camp of Israel was biu'ied in slumber, and there was no

human eye to see the candlestick, or no human office

oven of the sanctuary to be discharged by its light, it

shone. Nay, not only so, but at aO times its lamps were

so trimmed as to direct their rays not so much upon
any outward circumference as upon the stem of the

candlestick itself. One lamp was to shine upon another,

and all were to mingle their rays around that central

stalk whose gold, and knops, and flowers were rarely

under any other eye than that of God. Is there not, or

ought there not to be, a fulfilment of this in the Chris-

tian Church ? Why not sliiue for the sake of shining,

and without thought of the world at all ? Why not

send up songs in the night, although there be no oar of

man to hear ? Why not clothe ourselves in oiir garments

of light, although there be no eye of man to see? Why
not lamp shine on lamp, church on church, and Christian

on Cliristian, as if there were nothing in the world to

think of but themselves, as if they had nothing to do but

to rejoice in each other's beams, to heighten each othei-'s

brUUancy, and to create a larger, purer, sweeter body of

light than there would otherwise have been, for God
alone ? Such shining would be the very opposite of

selfislmess, of that selfishness which is, alas ! often

nowhere more displayed than in the efforts of Christians

to dispel the darkness that surrounds them. Perhaps,

too, the darkness might then flee away faster than it

has as yet done.

II. The Table with ihe Sheiobread.—Directions for

the construction of this table are given us in Exod.

XXV. 23—30 :
—

" Thou shalt also make a table of shittira

wood : two cubits shall be the length thereof, and a

cubit the breadth thereof, and a cubit and a haM the

height thereof. And thou shalt overlay it with pure

gold, and make thereto a crown of gold round about.

And thou shalt make unto it a border of an hand-breadth

round about, and thou shalt make a golden crown to

the border thereof round about. And thou shalt make
for it four rings of gold, and put the rings in the four

coraers that are on the four feet thereof. Over against

the border .shall the rings be for places of tho staves

to bear the table. And thou shalt make the staves of

shittim wood, and overlay them with gold, that the

table may be borne with them. And thou shalt make
tho dishes thereof, and spoons thereof, and covers

thereof, and bowls thereof, to cover [or, as it is in the

margin, 'to pour out'] withal: of pure gold shalt thou

make them. And thou shalt set upon the table shew-

broad before me alway." Tho Shewbread Table, of

which a representation is given in the following page,

was thus, like all the other furniture beside it. to be

constructed of the most costly materials, and to be

ornamented in a manner befitting tho dignity and

sacredness of the apartment in which it stood. Its

position, wo have already had occasion to mention, was
on tho right hand of one entering the Holy Place, and.

as seems most likely, immediately over against the

Golden Candlestick. The vessels spoken of in connec-

tion with it, and which ought probably to be rendered
" dishes, and bowls, and cans, and cups," were to

subserve the pm-poses for which the table was designed.

The " dishes" were for bringing the bread to the table

and carrying it away ; the "' bowls " for holding the

frankincense that was used, and the " cans and cups"

for the wine which, as we have yet to see, was associated

with the bread.'

It is in the bread itself, however, that we have the

chief purpose of tho table. It is known in our English

version as "tke Shewbread," a name adopted by our

translators from the G«rmau of Luther, and expressing

^vith a singular degree of felicity the almost untrans-

lateablo words employed in the original. This Shew-

bread consisted of twelve loaves or cakes which, according

to the tradition of the Jews, were ten hand-breadths

long, five broad, and one finger thick ; but, as the hand-

breadth cannot be estimated at less than three inches,

it is impossible to find room for twelve such cakes upon
the table without heapiug them on one another to an

extent which appears to be at variance with the sacred

text. The tradition, therefore, which may have had

reference to the size of the cakes at a later period of

Jewish history, is to be rejected. It is not indeed easy

to determine in what exact manner the loaves were

placed upon the table. We know that they were to be

in two rows, " And thou shalt set them in two rows,

six on a row, upon the pure table before the Lord"
(Lev. xxiv. 6), but it is not said whether the one row
was to be above the other, or whether the two were to

be side by side. The word used in tho original for

" rows," closely connected ^vith tliat denoting the ranks

of an army, though favourable to the latter supposition,

is not inconsistent with the fonner ; but when we
remember that frankincense was to be placed upon each

row (Lev. xxiv. 7), and that the table was too small to

admit of many loaves being laid separately upon it,

unless we diminish their size to an unreasonable extent,

we shall probably not be far wrong if we imderstand

the word "rows" to mean piles, and that the twelve

loaves were placed in two piles, six in each pile.

Directions for the baking of these loaves are given

with great particularity :
" And thou shalt take fine

flour," it is said, "and bake twelve cakes thereof; two

tenth deals shall be in one cake" (Lev. xxiv. 5). Each

cako was thus to consist of two tenths of an ephah, or

of two homers, a circumstance in all probabihty indi-

cating that the loaves were to be of a full and generous

size ; for one homer of manna was the measure which

each Israelite was to gather of that food (Exod. xvi. 16).

In addition to this, there can bo no doubt that they

were to be unleavened. They took their place in the

class of meat-offerings, and in them leaven was positively

prohibited :
" No meat-offering which ye shall bring unto

the Lord shall be made with leaven" (Lev. ii. 11). On
the other hand, they were to be baked with salt : "Evei-y

' Comp. Kaliscli on Exodus, Intr. to c. sxv.
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oblation of thy meat-offering shalt thou season with

salt " (Lev. ii. 13).

Thus baked, then, it was the first duty of the priests

upon the Sabbath morning to set these loaves upon their

appointed table, where tliey lay for a week, their place

being taken on the following Sabbath I)y a fresh supply.

The mode of disposing of the old loaves was, again,

strictly provided for. " And it shall be Aaron's and

his sous'," is the language of Lev. xxiv. 9 ;
" and they

shall eat it in the holy place, for it is most holy unto

Mm of the offerings of the Lord made by fire for a

perpetual statute." In other words, the Shewbrcad was

so holy that it might be eaten by the priests alone, and

by them only in tlie Holy Place. The first thing done

when the rows of loaves were removed, was to consume

by fire the fI'ankincense to which we have already referred

as placed upon each row. This was wholly burned upon

is that of God, it is impossible to doubt. " Thou shaJt

set upon the table facebread before my face alway"
(Exod. XXV. 30); and again, "For there was no bread

there but the facebread that was taken from before

the face of the Lord " (1 Sam. xxi. 6). The " face,"

therefore, spoken of in the term for the Shewbread is

the face of God, and the bread was so named because it

was set immediately before Him in that holy part of the

tabernacle where He dwelt. But with what purpose,

with what meaning was it thus set before Him Y Two
answers have been given to the question : the first, that

of those who imagiue it to represent something by which

the face of God is seen, the heavenly food by the eating

of which man attains to the vision of God, and enters

into communion and fellowship with Him ; the second,

that of those who behold in it not something by which

we see God, but something in us for which God looks.

the altar of iueense. Thereafter, although perliaps not

necessarily at that particular moment, the priests were

to eat the loaves. We have only to observe farther in

connection with this matter, that all inquirers are

agreed in believing that libations of wine accompanied

the burning of the frankincense, and that to this purpose
the cups spoken of were applied. There seems, how-
ever, to be no evidence that the wine stood, along with

the loaves, upon the Shewbread Table.

It remains for us to notice, as briefly as possible, the

meaning and fulfilment of the institution of which we
liave been speaking. Of the table we say notliing. Its

importance is derived entirely from that of the bread

placed upon it ; and it has no special meaning of its

own. We pass at once to the loaves, twelve in number,

an offering of the " most holy " kind (Lev. xxiv. 91,

" taken from tho children of Israel by an everlastmg

covenant" (ver. 8); above all, " the shewbread " loaves,

or as the words literaDy mean, the bread of the face or

of the pre.sence. That this " face," this " presence,"

those fruits of righteousness in His people which are

the gi-eat object of His desire, and, when produced as

they ought to be, of His satisfaction and joy.

The first of these views has much to recommend it,

and is capable of being presented in a light at once

interesting and beautiful. For the Shewbread thus

becomes the symbol of Him who is " the bread of life,"

of that Only Begotten who is in the bosom of tho Father,

and who " declares " to us that God whom no man hath

seen at any time. Partaking of Him, His people

" behold God's face in righteousness." and have realised

in their own happy experience, that " in His presence

there is fulness of joy." that " .at His right hand there

are pleasures for evermore." They are His priestly

people, on whom all tho blessuigs of the covenant are

bestowed, and who. therefore, on the Sabbath, that day

which is peculiarly the sign of the covenant, enter into

the symbolic heaven, and there eat heavenly food.'

, Si/mijolifc, I,, p. -13
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Much, liowever, as may bu said for this view, it

appears liable to objections wliicb it is hardly possible

to overcome. For, in the first place, the outer apart-

ment of the Tabernacle is not really that part of it in

which God peculiarly dwells. He is within the vail, and

seeing Him as He is, the sight of Him which is given

in His Son, is reserved for that stage in the progress of

His Israel when the vaU is withdrawn, and they enter

into the inmost and most holy shrine. And then, in the

second place, the analogy of the Shewbread with tlie

other articles of furniture in the place where it stands is

thus destroyed. Both the Golden Candlestick and the

Altar of Incense represent what passes from men to

iGod rather than what passes from God to men, the

grace mdeed coming first from Him, but aftenvards so

taking up its abode in them that they shine with sacred

light, and fill with the odour of sanctity the apartment

in which they dwell.

We must fall back, then, on the second view men-

tioned, and must see in the Shewbread loaves the symbol

of those fruits of righteousness which are pi-oduced in

the lives of the true children of the covenant. These

are produced first of all in Christ Himself, whose life

embodied every Christian grace and excellence in its

most perfect form, who in action exclaimed, " My meat

is to do my Father's will and to finish His work," and in

suffering, " The cup which my Father hath given me to

drink, shall I not drink it ? " whose earthly course was

one continual doing good, and His death a returning in

faith and hope to the bosom of His Father, " Father,

into Thy hands I commend my spirit." But, thus pro-

duced in Him, these froits of righteousness are produced

also in the members of His body, for they are '' a chosen

generation, a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar

people, that they may show forth the praises of Him who
liath called them out of darkness into His marvellous

light" (1 Pet. ii. 9). They do not merely shine with the

light of Christian knowledge and discernment ; they are

also faitliful in all "good works," and the grace of God
that briugoth salvation hath appeared to them, teaching

them that, denying ungodliness and worldly lusts, they
•• should livo soberly, righteously, and godly in the

present world, looking for the blessed hope and the

glorious appearing of the great God and their Saviour

Jesus Christ, who gave Himself for them, to redeem

them from all iniquity, and to purify unto Himself a

peculiar people, zealous of good works " (Titus ii. 12

—

1-t). Should it still seem to any that thus the eating

of the loaves is not sulficiently explained, it has only

to be borne in mind that they were an " offering,"

that is, in the nature of the case, a meat-offering,

and that the same rale, therefore, was applied to

them as to all the other meat-offerings of Israel (Lev.

^•i. 16).

SCEIPTUEE BIOGEAPHIES.
ELIJAH (conchuled).

ET THE KEV. HENRY

next scone in Elijah's history is a very

unexpected sequence to such a triumph as

that on Cannel ; in a religious point of

view it is as dramatic and startling as

Carmel was in a material and social point of view.

Immediately following the hour of his greatest exaltn-

lion was the hour of Ids greatest depression ; his moral

strength and weakness are presented in dramatic con-

trast. He who had dared both Ahab and Jezebel when as

yet Jehovah had wrought no miracle for his public ^andi-

cation, he who had been so marvellously preserved, who
had just destroyed the four hundred priests of Baal and

had won the applauding verdict of the nntion. suddenly

lost his great courage, and was t(n-rifio(l or disheartened

into flight at the foolish and vauiitinc; tlireat of a woman.

Jezebel, like Pharaoh, was indomitable in her hardness

of heart ; and when, on his return to Jezreel. Ahab told

her what had occurred on Carmel—the test of fire and

the slaughter ef tho prophets of her god, with the pre-

diction of the rain that had so plentifnlly fallen—she

flamed into passionate resentment and revenge, and

uttered one of those tremendous oaths of vengeance,

which are often so terrible on Oriental lips. Wliether

or not Elijah had entered Jezreel with Ahab, does not

ajjpear; at any rate his locality was known, and Jezebel

sent to him a messenger to tell him of the vow which she

had recorded :
" Tlie gods do so to me, and more also,

if I make not thy life as tho life of one of them by
to-morrow about this time." Hardly could she. or indeed

would she, have sent such a message -without the know-

ledge of her weak and unstable husband. It was, how-

ever, a threat, not a stroke ; probably not even she dared

to touch Elijah, in the existing state of public feeling.

And Elijah might have discerned tho impotence whicli

her tJn'eat covered, but his courage utterly dissolved

before it. Possibly his overstrung nei'vous system

experienced a corresponding reaction ; the refluence of

the wave corresponded to its flow. Perhaps he had

thought tho struggle over, that both Ahab and Jezebel,

as well as tho people, would be now subdued to the

worship of Jehovah ; a;ud when ho saw that the proud

heart of Jczr>b(>l, the master-spirit of tho struggle, was

unquelled, his heart sank within him, and ho fled in

utter despoTideney, if not in fear. The flight itself is not

the indication of this ; it was his duty to provide for his

own safety in the .absence of any gnnit reason for self-

exposure ; so he fled to Cherith and to Zarephath. It is

the mood which is afterwards so pathetically described,

which indicates to us his real condition. Ho now flees,

not as before to the north and to a p.ag-an territory, but



to the soutJi aud into the kingdom of Judah, which he

enters for tlie fii-st time. From Jezreel, Bethel, tlie

boundary of Judah, could easily bo reached in a few

hours. He is accompanied in his flight by his faithful

Zidonian ser\'ant, said by Jewish tradition to have been

the son of the widow of Zarephatli, and afterwards the

prophet Jonah. He does not feel himself safe until he

has interposed between himself and the exasperated

queen the entire breadtli of Judah. Passing by Jeru-

salem, therefore, and Bethlehem,' he hastens to Hebron

in the south, aud thence to Beer-sheba, on the confines

of the desert, the old patriarchal homestead of Abraham,

Isaac, and Jacob.

Leaving there his faitliful Zidonian servant, probably

because he coidd not take him with hiin further, Elijah

plunged into the great desert of the wanderings, and

after a day's j'oumey threw himself down in utter

weariness of soul and body, under one of the rithem

shrubs which are found in dried-up water-courses, and

which give scant but grateful shade to the traveller.

There his despondency became extreme, "and he re-

quested for himself that lie might die ; and said. It

is enough ; now. O Lord, take away my life, for I am
not better than my fathers

;

" and with this despond-

ing, despairing cry upon his lips, exhausted nature

gave way, and he fell asleep. His spirit was utterly

broken ; he had fled to save his life, and now he wished

for death ; life did not seem worth preser\'ing. It

was more than " the jaugling of sweet bells," it was

the giving way of a mighty spirit^—the mood which,

uncontrolled by religious feeling, often impels men to

suicide—an overwhelming sense of the failm-e and vanity

of life. But it is not for us to say when " it is enough
"

—wheu we have striven enough—when our cup is full

enough, or bitter enough. God in His own time wiU
say this ; not probably to a morbid, passionate, despairing

mood of soul like that of Elijah, but wheu we have been

schooled into patience, and faith, and peace. It would
have been a melancholy end h.ad Elijah died there—

a

broken-hearted man, in miserable abandonment, his

friendless corpse, exposed in the desert, the prey of the

vulture or the hyena, his mission ending in ignominy,

himself in despair : not thus was Elijah to die ; he was
to ascend to heaven in a chariot of fire.

Grod answers the cry of His servant, by sending an
angel to strengthen him. It is suggestive, that his first

restorative is the physical ministiy of sleep and food.

A disordered body is often the cause of a distempered
soul ; the ministry itself, the sleep, the food, the urgency
about the journey, all would tend to re-inrigorate both

body and soul. In what way or form God's angel came
to him. we are not told. God has ministering angels for

every desert of hfe. Elijah awakes, and finds provided
for hiui Arab cake aud water, the ordinary fare of tlie

Bedouin. Again he sleeps, and is again awakened by
his patient and mysterious visitant ; again he takes food.

1 A convent now stauclinff Ttetween Jernaaletn and Bethlehem
bears the prophet's name, and is snid to mark the spot upon which
he slept on his way.

which miraculously sustains him for forty days, as Moses
had been sustained before, until he comes to Horeb, the

mount of God. The direct distance from his sleeping-

jilace to Sinai through what is now Khan Nhukl is not

more than a hundred and fifty miles—a week's easy

journeying. Wo must therefore suppose some purposed

wandering from the direct route, or some lingering m
the desert before Horeb is reached.

No passage in Elijah's history is religiously more
suggestive and comforting than this—this mood of a

prophet whose achievements had been so grand, and
whose apotheosis was to be so triumphant, and his

patient, tender treatment by Jehovah, are alike full of

consolation.

What led Elijah across the desert to Horeb, we are

not told. We can, hovr^ver, imagine the attractiveness

of the sacred scenes of the lawgiving, and especially of

the mountain solitudes where, bearing similar burdens,

and in a similar mood of disheartenment, Moses, his

great prototype, had seen visions of God, and been

comforted and strengthened in his trials ; only, in Elijah

the stern resentment and hard despondency of feeling

takes longer to subdue to tenderness and trust.

Scarcely does the mountain-peak of the lawgiving

itseK (Ras Silfsafeh), which commands the great pliiin

Er Rahah, affect the traveller more than the secluded

spot in tlie lieart of the mountain block, of which it is

the precipitous battlement, traditionally associated with

the mystic scene in Elijah's history which follows. A
pathway starting from the Convent of St. Katharine

conducts the traveller to the summit of Jebel Mousa, the

southernmost peak of Sinai, and 7,000 feet in height.

About half-way in tlie ascent the place is reached. A
few notes, made on the spot, may describe it as it

now is. The second of two archways constructed for

levying toll on pilgrims opens upon a secluded little

plain, forming a singular amphitheatre in the very heart

of Sinai, surrounded by magnificent peaks and walls

of gr.anite, in the centre of wliich is a little enclosed

garden, with a solitary cypress standing at its entrance,

aud near it a spring and a little pool of water. A few

paces from the cypress i:; a chapel, nCd to be bmlt over

the place of the prophofi: abode in TTiveb, one compart-

ment of which covers the so-called Gave of the Vision.

It is a hole only just large enough to contain the body

of a man, and info which he might creep. Of course

these details of monkish superstition demand no cre-

dence, beyond the strong probability that the Divine

manifestation took place in some such locality of the

mountain ; and there is no other so likely as this. It is

a " temple not made with hands," into which, through a

stupendous granite screen, which shuts out even the

Bedouin world. God's jwiests may enter to commune
with Him. To this place, in all probability, Joshua

and the elders accompanied Moses when he ascended

Jebel Mousa for his great transfiguration, and God
"made all his goodness to pass before him."

Here God challeiigos Elijah, in an abrupt, stem, and

reproachful way. "What doest thou here. Elijah?" The
solitudes of Horeb were no fitting place for God's prophet
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to Israel ; to flee from liis work as a witness and worker

for God iu tlie cities of Israel, -weakly complaining of

the treatment that he had received and seeking personal

comfort, was not the temper of a prophet. Iu a very

pathetic way Elijah pours out the sorrow of his bur-

dened heart, and intimates the strong fascination which

had (bawn him to Horeb for comfort. He is querulous,

reproachful, and somewhat self-righteous. The mood
of the rithem bush is not yet dispelled. He speaks as

if ho had been more jealous for Jehovah than Jehovah

was for himself—as if he had been ill-treated, not only

by Jezebel and the people of Israel, but by Jehovah

himsoK. Why had matters been permitted to come to

such au extremity? why had not more signal judgments

been iniiicted, and a more signal triumph giveu to him ?

The answer comes iu wonderfully di-amatie and vivid

.symbols, which are not only perfectly congruous with

the character of the entire history, biit also full of

resemblance to his own vehement mood ; the wind, the

earthquake, the fire, in which God was not, followed by

the stiU small voice m -which God was, were manifestly

designed to teach Elijah a great lesson concerning God's

ways of working. Not by great manifestations of phy-

sical power, not by coercive and destructive means, does

God accomplish spiritual processes, but by means which

are silent, gentle, and suasive. Spiritual forces ai-e

always such ; such were the characteristics of our Lord's

ministry—" He shall not cry, nor lift up, nor cause his

voice to be heard in the street." So it is of all minis-

tries which achieve the greatest and profoundest spiritual

processes ; there are carnal ways even of doing spiritual

work. " The kingdom of God cometh not with observa-

tion." Achievements of miraculous -vindication, and of

avenging bloodshed, such as those of Carmel. are not

the true spiritual forces of God's kingdom. God might
sanction them. He might be in them, as in many analo-

gous processes in the after history of His Church, and iu

the experiences of individual men; but iu a much higher

and more transforming sense He is in agencies and
processes that have the stUl small voice for their type.

It was a lesson in the true methods of Divine working

that would not only correct and instruct the prophet,

but would ,also comfort him. It would rebuke his yearn-

ing for more imlpable judgments or miracles ; it would
qualify his estimate of what had really been effected

on Car.mcl ; and it would encourage him by the sugges-

tion that iu thousands of hidden Israelitish hearts quiet,

unrecognised spiritual processes were going on.

The resemblance of this symbolical manifestation of

Jehovah to that which Moses beheld is too striking to be

overlooked ; the preparatory forty days in the desert,

sustained by the food eaten under the rithem bush, was
clearly analogous to the forty days' sustentation of Moses,

and was probably intended to teach the same lessons

concerning the reality of the Divine presence, and the

sufficiency of the Divine support. The jireseuce of the

ilefinite ai-ticle—" He came thither unto the cave and
lodged there "—seems to point to the well-known cleft of

the rock (Exod. xxxiii. 22) in which Moses stood wliile

the glory of Jehovah passed by. The difference iu the

phenomena of the Divine manifestation is sufficiently

accounted for by the difference in the states of feeling

of the two prophets. Moses, tliough despondent at the

idolatry of the people, simply craved Divine revelation

and assurance ; it was enough for him that " the Lord
merciful and gracious " should be proclaimed. The
religious feeling of Elijah was much more corrupted by

human passion; he needed correction concerning Divine

ways of working, as well as rebuke for his resentment

at God's dealings with liim. To him, too, the revelation

is of the graciousness of God's ways.

It is sufficient indication of the depth of this feeling

that neither the forty days' sustentation, nor the sym-

bolical manifestation of Jehovah, sufficed to correct it.

"When, after the latter, the interrogation " What doest

thou here, Elijah ? " is repeated, he bemoans his condi-

tion in precisely the same words. Even this great

parable of Di^dne operations had not dispelled liis hypo-

chondi-ia ; the feeling of causeless, overpowering de-

pression, which so many great natures so well know,

that cannot be reasoned with or rebuked, that clings

and disables iu spite of all the convictions of the under-

standing, the rebukes of the conscience, or resolutions

of the will, hung about him stdl. It is neither relieved

nor convinced. Ehjah cannot think of the issues of

the events on Carmel, of the bitter rage and burning

revenge of Jezebel, when he expected that the glorious

manifestation of Jehovah would have been decisively

acknowledged, without deep despondency. His work

had been a failure; ho stUl stood alone, not one true

servant of God by his side. Many a soUtaiy worker,

overwhelmed with the burden of his commission, appa-

rently failing iu its pui-poses, and vrithout any one to

share his anxieties, cheer his heart, and help his faith

and his prayers, can sympathise -with this feeling. It

is easy to be bold and ardent when a great and definite

work has to be done ; it is not so easy when nothing

especially has to be done, and when, amid seeming dis-

comfiture, the worker has to wait, not tnowing what to

do next. It is here that we see that " Elijah was a man
of like passions to ourselves."

His forbearing, patient God completes the cure of his

despondency, by giving him a commission which implied

that He was not so unmindful of necessary retributions

as Elijah supposed. He is first to go to the wilderness

of Damascus, the desert on the north-west edge of wliich

Damascus stood, and to anoint Benhadad's general,

Hazael, king of Syria, m the stead of his master ; he is

next to anoint Jehu, the son of Nimshi, king of Israel,

instead of Ahab ; and he himself is to be superseded in

his projihetic office by Elisha, the son of Shaphat, whom
ho is to anoint as his successor. Tlie instructiveness of

these lies not so much in the incidents themselves, nor

in the light which they throw upon the functions of an

Israelitish proijhet, as in the fact that the con-ectivo

prescribed for Elijah's desponding solitude iu the -wU-

deruess is an immediate return to ordinary duties. The
greatest passions of the soid are often quietly and effec-

tively corrected by the necessity of attending to tho

minor duties of life. It is not enough. Elijah is to
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God would teach him tliat necessary retribution -would

be inflicted : these three, Hazael, Jehu, and Elisha, were

to be God's instruments of retribution upon Ahab's

guilty liouse, as is strikingly seen in the after history :

•' Him that eseapeth the sword of Hazael shall Jehu slay,

and liim that eseapeth from tlie sword of Jehu shall

Elisha slay." Hazael was to chastise the nation for

their idolatry ; Jehu was to extirpate its authors, Ahab

and Jezebel ; and Elisha was to bo the instrument of

Tarious Divine judgments, especially in directing the

retribution of Jehu.

Light is also thrown by the terms of this commission

upon the tropical st3'lo of many of these records. Elijah

did not personally anoint either Hazael or Jehu ; both

these commissions being left for Elisha to execute.

Elisha was not literally a man of the sword, he did not

slay any spared by Jehu. Tlie general sense thus rheto-

rically expressed clearly is, tliat through these three

men God would execute judgment. Neither can we

understand the number of the faithful of whom, in

correction of his blind despondency, God assures the

prophet, as being literally seven thousand, which is

simply a round number—the perfect number seven—for

the elect of God. The latter information was a striking

rebuke of Elijah's morbid estimate of the state of

Israel, in which he took no note even of Obadiah and

thp i^rophets whom Elijah knew him to have hidden.

Lea^"ing Horeb, and again traversing the groat desert

of the wandering. Elijah again enters Judah, probably

by Beer-sheba and Hebron ; but, avoiding Jerusalem, he

descends through Engedi into the great Jordan valley
;

ascending it he comes to a field at Abel-meholah in the

north, where he finds Elisha ploughing with twelve yoke

of oxen before him, himself with the twelfth. Elisha

was the son of tho proprietor of the farm, and pre-

sumably, therefore, a weU-to-do man. For three years

and a half this was the first spring-time that gave

promise of a harvest, and we may imagine the joyous

toil of the husbandmen. The appearance of Elijah

was sudden and startling. It would lose none of its

weirdness by the visit to Horeb, and the journey through

the wilderness; while his name was associated with

stem and awful miracle.

Apparently without speaking a word. Elijah throws his

prophet's mantle over the shoulders of the young farmer

— a well-understood symbolical act— and passes on.

Whatever Elisha may have felt, he expresses no sur-

prise, utters no remonstrance either of unwillingness or

modesty ; but leaving his plough, he runs after Elijah,

accepts his calling, and simply requests permission to

bid his family farewell. In laconic speech, strange as

his abrupt action, Elijah bids him go :
" Go, and return,

for thou knowest what I have done unto thee." Elisha

turns back for this purpose, and kills the yoke of oxen

with which he had been ploughing, for a farewell feast,

as well perhaps as to indicate his renunciation of his

old calling, and then follows Elijah. And for the next

six years, during which we hear nothing of Elijah's

doings, his solitaiy spirit was to find companionship in
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the gentle, soothing ministry of this young prophetic

Timothy. The chief thought with Elijah would be that

his mission was ended, and his successor appointed

—

" Elisha, the sou of Shaphat, who poured water on the

hands of Elijah." It is not easy for a great servant

of God to accept such an intimation, or heartily to wel-

come his successor; and especially to commit a great

work, of which he has been the especial instrument, into

other and feebler hands. Moses leaves his leadership

to Joshua, Elijah his prophetical office to Elisha. It

is a strange succession : Elijah, tho rough Bedouin of

Mount GUead, tho prophet of fire—Elisha, the gentle

son of a pastoral home, a herdsman of the valley ; the

one a Boanerges, the other a Barnabas. Tet such is

tho succession whereby God cames on His work, and

whereby it is best carried on ; these men represent the

two elements that must enter, perhaps alternately, into

all gi'eat spiritual work.

The six years' seclusion of Elijah that now followed

would probably lead Ahab and Jezebel to think that

Elijah had retii-ed from his long struggle with them,

and that he was virtually discomfited.

A plot of ground on the north-eastern slope of GUboa,

just outside the walls of Jezreel and adjacent to the new

summer palace which Ahab had built, attracted Ahab's

desire, as being conveniently situated for a garden. It

belonged to Naboth of Jezreel, apparently one of Ahab's

nobles. It was his paternal inheritance, which, accord-

ing to the Mosaic law (Numb, xxxvi. 7—9), it was not

lawful to sell. Probably it was part of the portion

assigned to his family at the settlement of the tribes.

It was not, therefore, a feeling of mere tenacity or obsti-

nacy that prompted Naboth's refusal to sell it, but a

feeling of religious obligation. Even if reduced to the

utmost poverty, no Israelite could seU his inheritance

;

he could sell only the leasehold of it, which at the

year of jubilee reverted to his family. This obviates

all appearance of churlishness on Naboth's part, and

makes prominent the irreligiousness as well as the ini-

quity of Aliab. In a small country like Palestine, the

rights of landowners were held very sacred ; no ruler

might invade them. This Aliab tacitly acknowledged

;

but he was gi-eatly angered ; he went home " heavy

and displeased;" abandoning himself to his vexation, he

thi-ew himself upon his bed, and refused to take food

—

a very characteristic record, for Ahab was both wicked

and weak, a combination often more mischievous than

iviokedness and strength. But if Ahab is imbecile,

Jezebel is daruig ; her pride of conscious superiority to

her husband, and tho craft with which she ruled him,

come out veiy strikingly m her remonstrance :
she up-

braids him for want of energy, and, confident of his

approval, promises to secure for liim the vineyard; she

does not even condescend to inform him how. The con-

trast is tme to nature and to history ; so, in the Odyssey,

Homer represents the ascendancy over ^gisthus of

Clytemnestra ; so Shakespeare represents Lady Macbeth

as moidding and niling the feebler wickedness of her

husband, "chastising it with the valour of her tongue."

While Ahab let "I dare not" wait upon "I woidd,"
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Jezebel tried to " screw Ids courage to tlie sticking

iwint;" told him it wa-s " sliamo to wear a heart so

white," and " laid the daggers for him."

But her craft was equal to her boldness. Open assas-

siuaiion would have been perilous ; forcible wresting of

the sacred inheritance would have roused even the sub-

servient people ; the murder must be cloaked in a

religious garb. An accusation of blasphemy against

God, and of high treason against the king, is to be

brought against Naboth; a fast is to be proclaimed, as

if his outrage of religious feeling could not otherwise bo

assuaged ; false witnessQS are to be suborned to give

testimony, and Naboth is to be put to death under forms

of the law. It is a melancholy proof of the corruption

and craven subserviency of the magistracy of Jezreel,

that they should lend themselves to such a diabolical

crime. The twofold accusation, its shameless falsehood,

the venal magistracy, the suborned witnesses, the sem-

blance of religious zeal, and the ostentatious appeal to

the popular verdict, are sti-ikingly parallel to the pro-

ceedings in the judgment-hall of Caiaphas, when our

Lord was accused.

Tlie punishment for blasphemy was stoning to death

(Dout. xiii. 10; xvii. 5), which, after a mock trial, was

immediately executed upon Naboth, as also, it would

appear, upon his two sons (2 Kings ix. 26). Tliis,

according to the traditional law, which involves con-

fiscation in the very idi-a of high treason, enabled Ahab
to confiscate the property of Naboth. Jezebel simply

tells Ahab that the obstiiclo to his desire is removed,

and bids him go and take possession.

The effect of the crime upon Ahab is not intimated

until a later stage in the narrative. It is in accordance

with his imbecile character to suppose that it was very

startling; that he felt like the g-uilty Scottish thane,

his mind " fuU of scorpions;" reasoning against his

conscience and his fears, " Thou canst not say I did it,"

and feeling

** better be with tlie (lead

"Whom we, to gain our peace, have sent to peace.

But this was only for the moment. " He arose up
and went down from Samaria, and came to Jezreel to

take possession of the vineyard." Prom 2 Kings ix. 2.5

he would seem to have gone in state, attended by two of

the great officers of his household ; one of whom, Jehu,
the son of Nunshi, bears a name of terrible import to

the house of Omri.

But when Ahab reaches Jezreel, and proceeds to the

vineyard of Naboth—with none, as ho tliinks now, to

oppose his taking possession—he sees, standing in the

midst thereof, a solitary figure, whosefonn was burnt in

upon his brain, whose words never ceased to reverberate

in Ills ear. It is no Banquo's ghost, and yet the ghost
of the murdered Naboth could not more have appalled

him. The prophet of Gilcad and of Mount Carmel.
sent by Jehovali, stood lieforo him, and warned him oS
his imlawful acquisition. Elijah is there like a fate-
like Tiresias in the Greek tragedy—there in the very

hour of his triumph, to proclaim the doom of his

house.

Elijah's appearance to Ahab this third time is like

the former, very sudden and very startling; no one

knows whence or how he comes, but simply that he is

there. Again Elijah " brake forth as fire, and his word
burned as a torch."

Elijah's words are as laconic, lofty, and appalling as

ever :
" Hast thou killed, and also taken possession ?

"

Like a thunderbolt from a lofty storm-cloud they must
have fallen upon Ahab and his courtiers. Ahab attempts
a blustering reply, half-defiance, hulf-whimper, feebly

endeavouring to suggest a persecution of personal en-

mity. Elijah's reply is direct and terrible. It consisted

in one of the most uncompromising and appalling of

the curses which the Old Testament records ; his pos-

terity was to be utterly cut olf ; not so much as a dog
should be left ; his house was to be utterly destroyed,

like those of Jeroboam and Baasha ; his own blood

should be shed, as that of Naboth had been shed ; and
in the very spot where his victims had perished, the

dogs of the city should eat the flesh of Jezebel ; while

those pertaining to him, who died in ihe field, shoidd be

devoured by the vultures of the air. So tremendous

was the curse that, twenty years afterwards, Jehu, who
heard it, unconscious that he himself was to bo the

chief instrument in its fulfilment, reminded his com-

panion, Bidkar, of it. How unconsciously men pi-epare

the future ! How little Ahab thought that he was taking

with him, to Naboth's vineyard, the very man who
should fulfil the curse by piercing the heart of Joram,

Ahab's son ; and should command that same Bidkar to

cast his body in dishonour into the portion of the field

of Naboth, on purpose to fulfil this veiy curse ! (2 Kings
ix. 16—26.) So utterly cowed was the guilty king, that

he humbled himself in what was apparently sincere re-

pentance ; he " rent his clothes, and put sackcloth upon his

flesh, and fasted, and lay in sackcloth, and went softly ;

"

wliich led to a modification of the curse so far, that the

utter destruction of his house was not to occur during

his life-time ; although his penitence was, no doubt, as

characteristic of his shallow feebleness as his guilt;

and the historian does not forbear the terrible summary
of his character wliich accompanies the record of his

penitence.

It was the last meeting of Ahab and Elijah, and is

every whit as characteristic of both as the first. The
representatives of the two great principles that had

so long struggled with each other in Israel meet again,

in sudden, dramatic, and decisive conflict. One is glad

to think that the king's last act before the prophet was
an act of penitence, and that the prophet's last words

to the king were words of mercy.

There is a momentary appearance of Elijah during

the short reign of Ahaziah, the son of Ahab. Tlie young
king walked in the ways of his father Ahab, and be-

came a worshipper of Baal. A sickness, brought on by
a fall through a lattice from an upper room of his palace,

in Samaria, caused his death, after a reign of two years.

During his sickness he sent messengers to Ekron, a city



of Pliilistia, to enquire of Baal-zebub whether he would

recover ; but the oracle is nearer thau Ekrou. Di^'inely

directed, Elijah suddenly meets the messengers, and

rebukes them for seeking a heathen deity. Where

this meeting occurred is not stated. It could hardly

have been, as Dean Stanley supposes, on the lieights of

Carmel, or on "the haunted strand" between the sea

and the mountain; for Carmel, especially the promon-

tory that juts into the sea, is a long way to the nortli

of Samaria, while Eki'on is as far to the soutli. The

messengers did not know Elijah ; but they were so im-

pressed with his appearance and rebuke, that fhey at

once returned to deliver his message to AJiaziah. Prom
the description wliich they gave of the projAet, Ahaziah

knew that it could be no other than the terrible antago-

nist of his father. His ivrath is kindled ; and, in the

old spuit of Ills mother, Jezebel, he foolishly tliinks to

chastise Elijah for the insult, and to apprehend him

by force ; he sends, therefore, one troop after another

for the ijm'pose. He is scornfully accosted as " a man
of Grod," and commanded to surrender at the behest of

the king ; the fittmg reply is stroke after stroke of

Divine pimlshment, the precise character of which it is

impossible to picture to ourselves. It was some signal

and terrible judgment, fitly described as consuming fire

from heaven, such as fully vindicated his claim to be

really what he was mockingly designated. Tho third

captain of fifty, fearing for his life, approaches God's

prophet in another spirit, and entreats him to come to

the king. Elijah, having vindicated his character and
dignity, comxilies, and delivers to Ahaziah the word of

the Lord, which he had already transmitted by tho

messengers. No attempt to arrest him is made, and he

departs. It is his last recorded interview with tho

house of Ahab. Ahaziah dies, and Baal-worship in

Israel receives another hca,vj blow and discouragement.

The conduct of Elijah has been condenmed as harsh

and intemperate; but if it had not had the Divine

sanction, the fii-e from heaven would not have fallen.

The incident is to be estimated as part of tho great

theocratic conflict waged in Israel with Baal. After all

that had been done on Carmel, after all the judgments

and mercy that God had shown, the court of Israel

seemed more bent upon Baal-worship than ever, and
openly and scornfully defied Jehovah and His prophet.

The incident is of Christian interest, insomuch as, nine

centuries afterwards, it suggested to two ardent disciples

of om- Lord, not far from the same place, a similar

retribution upon a village of the Samaritans wliich re-

fused to receive them. Our Lord rebukes them, not in

condemnation of Elijah, but as forgetful of his ovni

peculiar mission of snlvation.

This was the last act of Elijah's public career; the

only mention of him in tho Book of Chronicles is of

a letter, which probably about tliis time he sent to

Jehoram, son of Jchoshaphat, king of Judah ; who.

having married a daughter of Ahab, " began to walk
in the ways of the kings of Israel, as did the house of

Ahab, and to do that which was evil in the sight of

Jehovah ;
" " there came a writing to him from Elijah
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.the prophet," dcuonuciug his sin, and preilicting his

death (2 Chron. xxL 12—15). This is the only scrap of

Elijah's writing, and it bears a strong resemblance to

Elijah's spoken words. It is, too, the only recorded com-

munication between Elijah and the southern kingdom.

It is probable that during the eiglit or ten years of

Elijah'.s life, after the anointing of Elisha, the two pro-

iJiots were quietly snd actively ministering in the cities

and villages of Israel. Taught by the "still small

voice " of Horob, Elijah would speak to the people

of Jehovah's goodness and mercy, and seek to win them

to spiritual service and love. Wo read also of sons of

the prophets settled in Bethel, which had been one of

the chief seats of idolatry ; and there are indications

that " schools of the prophets " were organised and
established throughout the land, and that to these

Elijah devoted some years of assiduous cidtm'e, indi-

cating that under his influence true religion made con-

siderable progress in Israel.

At length the time came that Elijah's warfare should

be finished. His wanderings and his hidings, his lone-

Huess m the desert and his public triumphs, his con-

flicts with the court, and his visions of God are now
ended; the God whom he has so greatly served wiU
.^ig-nally honour him, vvUl spare him the pain and humi-

liation of djing, and wUl vi.sibly translate him to heaven.

Objections have been taken to this part of the narra-

tive, as being an inextricable interweaving of fact and

figure. Ko doubt both are here, and both are to be

recognised. Tho essential fact is that Elijali was trans-

lated without dying. Not only does the credibility of tho

Mstory demand this, but the entire Biblical conception

requires it also. H the Gospels do not accept myths

as veritable history, if the transfiguration of our Lord

be a fact and not a mere vision or legend, if there be

any significance in the representation of Moses and

Elias appearing with Him in glory, we must literally

accept the representation that Elijah was translated

without tasting death.

No doubt, the manner of his translation is figuratively

represented ; all that the description necessarily means

is, that he was caught away as in a fiery storm-cloud

—

poetically, God's "chariot and horses of fire;" "as a

fire" Elijah "brake forth;" in a fiery storm-cloud he

was taken away ; the prophet of fire to the end.

His approaching departm-e being made known, appa-

rently not to him only, but to Elisha and others, he

resolves to spend his last hours in ^dsiting the schools of

the prophets at Gilgal, Bethel, and Jericho. His bearing

is calm ; the coming glory does not overpower him ; he

makes no reference to the honom- which awaits him ; ho

is self-possessed, leisurely, quiet. He does not summon
his friends to witness the strange spectacle ; in his great

humility, he sought to disengage liimself from his faith-

ful companion, that there might be no human witness

of his departure.

Elijah and Elisha are at Gilgal—clearly not the

Gilgal of Jo.shua's first encampment in the Jordan

valley, but a Gilg.il from which they could " go down "

to Bethel
;

probal)Iy in the mountains of Ephraim,
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:md represented by the modern Jiljilia. Looking

upon tlie scenes of his triumphs—Carmel, Jezreel, and
Samaria—for the last time, with a touch of the deep and
delicate tenderness that was in liim, he suggested to

Elisha that he should remain there while he fulfilled a

mission at Bethel. With a foreboding of what is about

to happen, Elisha vehemently protests that he will not

leave him. When they reach Bethel, they find the sons

of the prophets in a great excitement at Elijah's ap-

proaching departure ; they confer together in earnest

groups, and at length take Elisha aside, and ask him
whether he knows what is about to happen :

" Knowest
thou that the Lord will take away thy master from thy

head to-day." " Tea, I know it ; hold your peace." It

is like the furtive conversation of friends round a death-

bed. It is not a complaint, nor a rebuke on the part of

Elisha. He simply shrinks from what must be ; there

are sorrows that will not bear to be anticipated in

articulate words—sorrows for which words of consola-

tion are only cruel ; best, therefore, bonio in silence

;

wounds are angered when opened even to dress them.

Again Elijah attempts to escape to Jericho, and again

Elisha refuses to leave him. At Jericho, the sons of the

prophets protfer to Elisha the same information, and are

answered in the same words. With delicate reticence,

no allusion to it is made to Elijah himself. It is for

him to speak of it if he thinks fit, not for them ; they

wiU silently wait in quiet awe. It is a pious conception

of Elijah's departure, God will " take him."

No record of Elijah's parting intercourse with these

sons of the prophets is given. We are left to imagine
the seriousness, fidelity, and tenderness of his last

words to these pious youths, whom ho had gathered

and trained for the religious ministry of the land. It

is touching and beautiful to think that such should have

been his last earthly occupation, his last counsels and
blessings ; that his last words should have been words
of help to those who were to be God's witnesses in

the land. Again Elisha refuses to be left behind;

and they two leave Jericho, and advance towards the

Jordan.

Jericho stands on the eastern slopes of the central

mountain ridge of Palestine ; one moimtain spur of

which, the Quarantania, the traditional scene of our
Lord's temptation, almost overhangs tho site of the

old city. Fifty of the sons of the prophets climb one
of the eminences of this mountain, whence a view may be
obtained right across the valley to the river, and beyond
it up the corresponding slopes of Gilead ; thence they
watch the depai'ting footsteps of then- father and friend,

as he descends the long, weary, burning tract that

leads to the Jordan, some eight or nine miles across the

low levels of the Jordan vaUey. In that clear atmo-
sphere the eye can travel very far, and they would
not lose sight of the two travellers untU they descended
the wooded sides of the terraced ravine, at the bottom
of which tho river flows. It was a touching parting

;

like the elders at Miletus, when they bade farewell to

Paul, " they sorrowed most of all because they would
see his face no more." It is a sufficient indication

of the deep fount of human tenderness that lay beneath
that rough, shaggy exterior, and of the affection and
reverence in which his pupils held Mm.
Whether it is by Divine direction, or whether it is

the instinct of the old Gileadite to finish his course in

his native mountains, we are not told ; but Efijah and
Elisha are to cross the Jordan. Elijah's life is to end,
as it had been lived, in the fulness of miracle. He un-
girds himself, roUs his mantle into a staff, and smites
the river, which like an arrow rushes to its mysterious
destiny in the Dead Sea; and "the waters divided
hither and thither, and they two went over on di-y

ground." They are now on the slopes of Gilead;
one of the peaks overhanging them is Pisgah, where
Moses had died. Silently they journeyed for a while

;

the sous of the prophets at Jericho probably again,

from thcii- distant observatory, following their steps.

At length Elijah speaks :
" What shall I do for thee,

before I shall be taken away from thee?" Elisha 's

single-hearted rejjly is, "I pray thee, let a double

portion of thy spirit be upon me;" not, "Let me be
endowed with twice thy zeal and power;" but, "Let
mine be the double portion of the first-born," the birth

right blessing. He -vvishes to be endowed as the heir

and successor of his illustrious master, to have a ratio of

two among his brethren. It was a " hard thing." It

rested mth Jehovah, not with Elijah ; he refers it, there-

fore, to the Di-vane decision. Elijah had wished for no
witnesses of his departure, but Elisha had refused to

leave him. If, then, God permitted Elisha to see his

miraculous assumption, he might regard it as an indi-

cation that his request would be granted. Still they

went on, and '• they talked as Ihey went : " precious

parting words, not preserved to us, but yet to be
imagined by us : solicitudes for the kingdom, for tlie

schools of the prophets, and for Elisha and his prophetic

mission ; recollections, thanksgivings, and lessons for tho

use of Elisha ; with perhaps some anticipation of what
was now to be. They would talk as men on death-beds

and surrounding friends talk to each other, when words

are crowded into precious moments, and more is meant
than can bo expressed.

And while they talked, " behold, there appeared a

chariot of fire, and horses of fire, and parted them

asunder, and Elijah went up in a whirlwind to heaven ;

"

the only embrace possible to Elisha, the only farewell,

the only sign of his reverence and love, being tlie

tender, piercing cry, '• My father, my father, the chariot

of Israel and the horsemen thereof." To him, Elijah

had been a father ; to Israel, the simple prophet had

been a defence and a glory, more than armies, more than

chariots and horses. They are not the phenomena ot

death th.at are so wonderful, they are the character-

istics of the life that death crowns. So God testified to

his servant, "not that he was unclothed, btit clothed

upon—mortality swallowed up of life." So, after the

great conflicts and depressions of his life, this great

servant of God entered into his rest
—"an abundant

entrance administered unto him "—the supreme and

typical instance of the glorious end of a good and _gi-eat



career. Blisha did see it, and this was the

of his sonship; the birthright portion should be his.

But he felt like a bereaved child ; ho felt as if Israel

had lost its only champion, its best defence. And iu

his bitter grief he "rent his clothes," catching, however,

the prophet's mantle as it fell from him—the precious

souvenir of his father and teacher, the instrument of so

many marvellous deeds—the jjaHuiHi of his o^vn inves-

titure with Elijah's prophetic ofifieo and spirit. He
returns to the Jordan, and, with a fine inspiration of

faith, he smites the waters with Elijah's mantle, ex-

claiming, " Wliere is the Lord God of Elijah ? " and

again the smitten torrent divided ; a sure and precious

IGl

token that the God of Elijah was indeed with him.

Wliether the sons of the prophets had beheld the

translation, is not stated ; but they regarded Eli.sha"s

passage of the Jordan as a conclusive sign : "The spirit

of Elijah," they said, " doth rest upon Elisha
;

" and they
came across the plain to meet him, and did him homage.
Not unnaturally, however, they doubted about the

reality of Elijah's translation. He had been wont sud-

denly to come and suddenly to disappear. Into some
lonely valley, or upon some mountain-top, the fiierco

whirlwind might have cast him. At any rate his body
might be found. " And they sought him three days, but

found him not." " He was not, for God took him."

BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.

THE REV. SAMUEL COX, NOTTINGHAM.

marke

INTEODTTCTION.

fAGGAI stands next on the prophetic roll

to Zephaniah; but between these two

prophets there is a wide interval of time,

at least a century ; and this interval was

liy events so momentous and tragic as to

change the whole face of the goodly land and to effect

a corresponding change on the character, conditions,

and prospects of its inhabitants. The Captivity had

intervened, and the Return. The land had been in-

vaded, depopulated, reduced to a jungle haunted by

wild beasts. The cities had been broken down and

burned with tire ; the very Temple had become a

charred and blackened heap of ruins. Zephaniah had

foretold the judgment which was to sweep through

the laud, and to sweep away not only man and beast

from it, but their offences with the sinners, in terms so

sombre and terrible as that they still make our hearts

tremble when we read them ;' and his prediction had

been utterly fulfilled. No greater, or apparently more

irreparable, calamity could well have fallen on a nation

than that which fell on Judaea. Not only was a large

majority of the men capable of bearing arms cut off;

not only were the statesmen, priests, farmers, merchants,

and even the .skUled artisans, and the able-bodied

peasants and Labourers, carried away captive, so that

the land was left well-nigh mthout inhabitant; but its

central and most fertile valley was given to an idola-

trous and half-barbarous horde of aliens, who were
imable to recover the soil from the tropical jungle
which had sprung up over it, or so much as to keep the

lions that haunted it at bay."

Nevertheless the purpose of God stood fast, his

pm'po.se to redeem his people, and to restore them to

the land of their fathers. During the seventy years of

the Captivity he kept their hopes alive by the ministiy

I Zeph. i. 14—18.
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Kings xvii. 24—28.

of the great prophets, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Daniel,

assuring them that, if thoy should confess their sins

and return to Him, He would deliver them from their

bondage, lead them back in triumph to the country and
the city in which He had dwelt among them as a king

among liis subjects, and raise them to a height of

weKare and privilege such as they had never reached

before. As the term of the Captivity drew to an end,

the voice of prophecy grew more clear and liright

;

and, at last, the promise was fulfilled, or began to be

fulfilled. Cyrus, the founder of the Persian empire,

the conqueror of Babylon, whom God had chosen to be

his servant and " the shepherd " of his people, issued an

edict, authorising as many as were so minded to return

to Jerusalem, and to rebuild the House of the Lord

Grod of Israel. Some 50,000 of the captives, led by

Zerubbabel, a prince of the house of David, and by

Joshua, a priest of the house of Aaron, came back to

their abandoned city and ravaged land ; and among
these returning exiles there was probxbly a young man
named Haggai, and another named Zechariah, who were

soon to receive the prophetic inspiration, as they may
already have received a prophetic training from the

seers of the exile.

Tlie first task to which the returned exiles addressed

themselves was that of rebuUdiug the Temple. At
first " they offered freely for the house of God to

set it up in its place." and that not simply because they

had been commissioned to build it by Cyrus and were

aided by imperial gifts and grants, nor simply because

they desired once more to worship God after the

manner of their fathers. Their motives ran deeper

than this. Tor the Temple stood in the close.st relation

to the kingdom of God, and was essential to the

Hebrew form of that kingdom. It was the palace of

the Great King. It was the sign that God dwelt

among his people, receiving their homage, guiding,

ruling, and protecting them in all their ways. And
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how could their Kiug come and reside with them once

more, mitil his p<alace, the Temple, was rebuilt—until

they bad provided a habitation for Him ?

In the second year of Cyrus, then (B.C. 534), they

laid the foiuidation of the new Temple, and offered

freely and largely iu order that it might soon be

complete. But they were few, and poor, and weak.

The conditions of their life were hard, almost intoler-

ably hai'd. The fields had to be cleared of the jungle,

the land ploughed and sown and tended. Theu- own

houses liad to be biiUt and furnished. And there were

many enemies. The barbarous insolent Samaritans

often plundered their fields of the scanty harvest they

had laboriously reared, or rode into their unwaUed city

to plunder, and burn, and kill. Within a few months

«f the Return, many of them would be disappointed,

broken, helpless men. Fired by tlie bright words and

promises of their seers, they had braved the dangers of

the mountains and the desert, expecting, no doubt, that

when they reached Jerusalem all would go well with

them. Cyrus was their friend. And had not the

prophets as.sured them that God Himself would be

their friend, and succour and bless them ? But here

they were, poor and helpless, the prey and scorn of an

insolent foe

!

We cannot greatly wonder that tliey lost heart, that

the work dragged heavily, and soon ceased. We may
forgive men who, in so sore a strait, thought first of

themselves, of how they were to live, rather than of

God, and how they might serve Him. Tliat their weari-

ness and disappointment was the true cause of their

flagging- zeal for the Temple is beyond doubt, I think,

thougli it has been commonly attributed to the edict

procured from Smerdis, a successor of Cyrus on the

Persian throne, which forbad them to carry on the work

of building either the city or the Temple ; for this edict

was not published till twelve years after the fomidation

of the Temple liad been laid (B.C. 522) ; and had the

Jews retained their early zeal, they would have com-

pleted the Temple before it was issued.'

It was to revive this cooling, if not extinet, zeal, that

Haggai and Zechariah were raised up. Tlie prophecy

of Haggai indeed is wholly concerned with the sacred

structure. It is simply a series of expostulations and

appeals intended to spur the people on to the work, by

showing them that the calamities under which they

groaned wore a judgment on their remissness, and

assuring them that, if they would set their heart to the

work, they would soon complete it, and that, so soon as

the Temple was complete, God would come and dwell

among them, to load them with His benefits and to give

them peace. The zealous prophet was greatly aided in

his task by the fact that the impostor and usurper

iisly exact coincidence between ladiali'g pro-

rus and its fulfilment. The prediction ot

'2S^ that be should say to Jerusalem, " Thou
1 the Temple. Thy frmnduiion shall be laid."

to pass. For during the reign of Cyrus
city wont on without any marked interrup.

Ir, though Cyrus had decreed its restoration,

las laia.

Smerdis, who had interdicted the building of the Temple,

had been succeeded on the throne of Persia by Darius

Hystaspos (Darius, tlie son of Hystaspes), a just and

clement prince, who walked in the ways of Cyrus.

Darius repealed the edict ; the Jews were free to build

;

and, inspired by the prophets Haggai .and Zechariah,

they did build, and build with such vigom- and to such

purpose that, within four years from the time at which

Haggai first spoke, the Temple was formally opened

and dedicated to the service of Jehovah (B.C. 520—516).

Of Haggai himself wo know nothing, save that he

was a man and a prophet. Even this much, however, is

an advance upon previous knowledge : for some four-

teen centuries ago the common belief of the Western

Church was that he was not a man but an angel—

a

belief founded ou a misapprehension of a phrase in

chap. i. 13, where he is spoken of as " the Lord's

messenger,"' or " angel.'" But though we hnow nothing

more of him, it is the received and probable opinion

that Haggai, then a young man, came up to Jerusalem

with the first band of exiles who returned from the

Captivity, and that he lived at least long enough to

see, as the fruit of his ministry, a completed Temple

and a restored worship.

The date of Haggai's labours, unlike that of most of

the minor prophets, is fixed beyond all possibility of

doubt. Ezra tells us that " the work " of building the

Temple, wliich had been begun so hopefully twelve

years before, ceased iinto the seventh yeai* of Darius,

kiug of Persia, and that " then the prophets Haggai

and Zechariah prophesied unto the Jews that were in

Judah and Jerusalem, in the name of the God of

Isriiel," and that "Zerubbabel the son of Shealtiel, and

.loshua the sou of Jozadak, rose up and began to buUd
the house of God which is at Jerusalem ; and with

them were the prophets of God helping them."- Nay.

Haggai himseli dates each of his five prophecies in full,

naming not only the year, but the month and the very

day of the mouth, on which he dehvered the Divine

message. They all fell, he tells us, witliin the njirrow

limits of four months, from the first day of the sixth

month to the twenty-fourth day of the ninth month,

iu the second year of Darius the king, in the year

520 B.C.

In Haggai's style there is little to commend. If he

is a minor prophet, he is also a minor poet, and even a

very minor poet. His style does not lack a certain

vivacity indeed, and at times he gives us a graphic

descriptiou. But none the less, "he never rises very

far above the level of good prose ;" and though there is

only one place in which good prose is out of place, even

the best prose is out of place in a poem. One critic

says of him that his style is " not distinguished by any

peculiar excellence;" and another affirms it to be

" generally tame and prosaic, though at times it rises to

the dignity of severe invective," and accuses him of

remarkable " poverty of expression." Even the English

reader can see that he is too fond of formulas, ajid of



repeating the same formulas ; iind that, in his desire to

hs enjphatic, Haggai often beeoines somewhat mono-

tojious. Lite one or two other of the later prophets, he

is for ever repeating the Divine Name, iu order to give

weight to his utterance. In the following passage, for

example, one feels that the constant recurrence of the

same burden, though not without a certain rhythmic

force, like that of a warning beU, or the heavy stroke of

a hammer, is vci-y different from what we find in the

loftier strains of the greater prophets of the Old Testa-

ment:

—

" And I will fill this house with glory,

Sdith the Lord of hosts.

Mine is the silver, and mine is the gold,

Saith the Lord of hosts.

The last glory of this house shall be greater than the first,

Sfiith the Lord of hists

;

And in this place will I give peace,

Saith the Lord of hosts."

We cannot imagine Habakkuk, or Isaiah, or David

writing in such a style as this ; and though one a little

shrinks fi-om criticising the style of any of the men who

were inspired by the Holy Ghost, we should lose imich

instruction if we were to refrain from criticising it, and

should incur the charge of being unequal iu our ways.

For if we praise the sweetness of David's song, or the

siiblimity of Isaiah's strain, or the abrupt grandeur of

Habakknk's ode ; if we single these out for admiration,

we imply that other of the Hebrew singers are inferior

to them, and should honestly ackuowledge their defects.

Nor, in admitting these defects, do we in any way
detract from the value of their work ; still less do wo
depreciate the Word of God. We have the heavenly

treasure in earthen vessels, and when we point out

that one of these earthen vessels is less noble and
finished iu form and workmanship than another, we
allege nothing .against the excellency or the heaven-

liness of the treasure they contain.

And, indeed, the merit of Haggai does not lie in his

style, but in the clear perceptior. he had of the principles

on which God rules men nml their .affairs ; on his

conviction that only as men m.aintain a sincere commu-
nion with Him, and render Him a frank obedience, can

they reach their tnie blessedness ; and in the zeal with

which he devoted himself to the task of implanting

these convictions in the breasts of his fellows. His

value to us lies not in the finished beauty of his verse,

but in the example he has left us, and in the light ho

pours on an obscure period of the Hebrew story. We
know little of the life of the cxUes for the first twenty

years after their return to the land of their fathers, of

the thoughts that were habitual to them, of the motives

liy which they were inspired. Even if we read the

first six chapters of the Book of Ezra, which covers the

history of this period, we le.arn compar,atively httle of

what was most inward and peculiar to the men of the

time. But as we study Haggsii and Zechariah, we see

this very period from the inside rather than from

without, and leam what we most need to know of the

moral conditions of the time, of how the world and

human life shaped themselves to the men of that day,

and how the will of God worked out through their

weak .and erring wiUs to ends of mercy that compre-

hend the welfare of mankind at larg'e. This is H.aggai's

" glory ''—not that he was a great poet, but that he was
emphatically a good mau, with a stedfast faith in the

Divine laws when they seemed incredible, a keen sense

of their application to the wants and conditions of liis

time, and that he was possessed by a burning zeal for

the House and honour of God.

FIRST PROPHECY.

CHAP. I.

Happily for us, Haggai, unlike most of the Hebrew
prophets, is very accni-ate .and precise in d.ating his

prophecies. The date of his first prophecy is given in

the following terms :
—

" In tlie second year of Darius

the kiny, in the sixth month, on the first day of the

month, came the ivord of the Lord, through Hagyai the

prophet, to Zerubbabel the son of Shealtiel, the governor

of Judah, dnd to Joshua tlie son of Jozadah, the high

priest." By this precision and fulness he enables ns

both to recover the historical facts which gave meaning

and force to his words, and to picture to ourselves the

scene amid which he was impelled to utter them.

Perhaps we shall best recover the sequence of his-

torical facts we need to bear in mind, by glancing at the

history of the two men to whom this and the subse-

quent prophecies of Haggai wore addressed.

When Cyrus conquered Babylon, then (b.c. 585),

Zerubbabel, a descendant of D.avid, was the recognised

' prince " of the Jews who were captives in that city

and empire ; and Joshua, who had been born during the

Captivity, was their recognised priest, or high priest.

So soon as Cyrus issued the decree which liber.ated the

captive Jews and encour<aged them to retmai to the city

of their fathers, Zerulxabbel the prince .and Joshua the

priest put themselves at the head of those " whose spirit

God had roused to go up and build the house of the

Lord .at Jerusalem." Probably Zerubbabel had long

been in the service of the king of B.abylon, since like

Daniel .and "the three children," he had received a

Chaldee name, Sheshbazzar. Certainly he was now

taken into the service of Cyrus, for he was appointed

pechdh, that is, pasha,^ or governor of the province

of Judah. It was a happy choice; both because the

governor appointed by Cyi-ns was ah-eady reverenced

by the Jews as a prince of the house of David, and

because he was a man of singular piety and courage.

Led by Zei-ubbabel and the high priest Joshua, some

50,000 of the released captives set forth on their home-

WiU'd march, bearing with them the saered vessels of the

Temple, and large presents from Cyrus of gold and silver

and goods. When they arriv(5d, they at once built up

the altar on its old site, and restored the d.aily sacrifice.

Then, in accordance with the decree of Cyras, they set

themselves to the great work of rebuilding the Temple.

Cyrus had made them a gi-ant of timber and stone for

1 Not that the two words pechdh and pasim lam any real <

nectiOD, hat that the two offices were similar.
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hiiilHJTijT; and uow they applied themselves to getting

cedars from Lebanon, and stone from the quarries, and

gathering together masons and carpenters. By the

opening of the new year their preparations were com-

pleted (B.C. 534), and on the second month of the year

the foundation was laid with all the pomp and circum-

stance they could command : the priests decked in

their sacred vestments, blew the silver trumpets ; the

choir, led by the sons of Asaph, sang the very same

p-salm of praise to Him " whose mercy eudureth for

ever" which was sung when Solomon dedicated his

Temple ; and the people responded with a great shout

of joy, " because the foundation of the house of the

Lord was laid."

But the zeal of the Jews soon flagged. The work

was very great. The city lay waste ; the land was

overrun with weeds and thorns ; there were many
enemies. The heathen colonists of Samaria first claimed

to take part in the work, and, when the claim was re-

fused, they lundered the building, intercepting the

suijplies of stone and timber probably, riding into the

undefended city and cutting down the workmen, jeering

at these feeble Jews and their mad enterprise, calum-

niating them at the Persian court. Daunted and dis-

heartened, the Jews gradually ceased from the work,

and gave themselves up to their private and selfish

pursuits. For fourteen years the task was suspended.

Nor do Zerubbabel and Joshua seem to have been alto-

gether blameless. For Cyrus was their friend, and

would soon have put an end to the Samaritan outrages,

liad an appeal been made to him during the seven years

he still lived and reigned. Nor does Cavnbyses, his

successor, seem to have been inimical to the Jews,

though his constant wars may have prevented him from

interposing on their behalf. It was not tiU Smerdis,

the usurper, sat for a few months on the Persian throne

—not, that is, tiU twelve years after the Temple foimda-

tions were laid—that any formal decree was passed

forbidding the Jews to continue the work they liad

commenced. And even this decree had so little real

force that, when their zeal for the Temple was rekindled,

they paid no heed to it, but took up the abandoned task

even before the new king, Darius, issued an edict in their

favour. All the old hiudrances were still in their way.
Their old enemies stirred up the royal ofiicials to come
upon them, and demand by what authority they had
resumed building, and to take down the names of those

who were responsible for the act, that they might be
reported to the Persian Court. But still Zerubbabel

and Joshua, with the elders of the Jews, feeling that

the eye of God was upon them, refused to cease from
the work ; nay, prosecuted it with zealous industry, till

the edict of Darius arrived, commanding the royal

ofiicials to discharge the expense of the building out of

the imperial revenue, and to " give them day by day
without fail," bullocks, lambs, rams, wheat, salt, wine,

oil
; in short, whatever they required for the completion

of the Sanctuary and the maintenance of daily worship.

Wlion the Jews resumed the work, then, the circum-

stances of the time were no whit more favourable to

them than they had been for the previous fourteen years.

And if we ask. What was it that, in spite of the most

formidable difiiculties, induced them to take up and

complete the work they had so long neglected ?—the

answer must be that the spirit of prophecy suddenly

blazed up among them with a keen brilliance in which

they saw their national duty and privilege as they had.

not seen it before. The word of the Lord " burned " in

the breasts of Haggai and Zechariah, so tliat they were

weary with forbearing and could not stay.

Haggai, moved by God, was the first to speak, and
chose his occasion very wisely. The first day of the

sixth month in the Hebrew calendar—and it was by the

Hebrew calendar that he took note of time, though he

gives the year of Darius—was the Feast of the New
Moon. Now, on this day, according to the Hebrew
ritual, not only was a sacrifice laid on the altar and a

feast eaten in the sacred precinct ; but there was also a
religious sendee in the Sanctuary, and a service at which

it was the wont of the prophets to deliver an exhorta-

tion to the people.' What more likely occasion could

Haggai find than this ? Here were the people gathered

within the foundations of the unfinished Temple, amid
the stones and beams which had been left unused for

years, the House of the Lord, as it were, dumbly pleading

with them and rebuking them for their neglect ! When
Haggai spoke, the Jews, softened by worship, must have

felt as though the very Temple itself had found a voice,

as though the veiy beams and stones were ciying out

against them, charging them with their sin, and warning

them that all the miseries which oppressed them iu

their daily course were the Divine chastisement of their

sin.

The simj)le truth was that they had not much cared

to have God dwelling among them as their King, or

they would not have been so dilatory in providing a

dwelling-place for Him. They had not felt their need

of Him, their dependence on Him. They attributed

the miseries they suffered to their own lack of power,

or to the might and insolence of their enemies, or to the

ordinary course of natural law.s. They did not see that

God sat behind and above Nature, administering its

laws, and that He ruled the wills of men, and restrained

or enlarged their scope. It was to bring Himself home

to their thoiights and their duty to Him, that the Lord

now spake to them " through Haggai," his messenger

and prophet, and stripped their impiety of the disguises

under which they strove to hide ii from themselves.

Tliey had said, " The time is not come, the time

that the Lord's house should be buUt :" i.e., they

had tried to cloke their indifference to the Divine

Presence under the excuse that, while they were so few,

and poor, and weak, it was impossible for them to under-

take so great and costly a work. Let them once esta-

blish themselves, give them a little time to make them-

selves prosperous and secure, and then they would

acknowledge that it was time for them to build a palace

for their King. But how could they do that while they



were so poverty- sti-iekeii aud insecure ? Somotliiug

may be said iu behalf of this paltry excuse. Prom the

foiu-tli year of Jehoiakim, which coiueides with tlie

first year of Nebuchadnezzar (i.e. the year of the fii-st

deporture to Babylon) to the fii'st year of Cyrus (i.e. the

date of the fii-st return) there is a period of exactly

seventy years. But a second period of seventy years

elapsed between the destruction of the first Temple,

which occuiTcd eighteen years after the Captivity com-

menced, and the completion of the second Temple,

which was delayed and obstructed for eighteen years

after the Return, viz., from the fii-st year of Cyrus to

the sixth of Darius. StUl, curious as the parallel is,

the voice of prophecy is dumi) ou this second period

;

whereas Jeremiah's prophecy of the fii-st period, that of

the Return, is definite aud absolute: "After seventy

years be accomplished at Babylou I will visit you, aud

perfonn my good word toward you in causing you to

return to this place " (Jer. xxix. 10).

To this excuse Haggai, in the name of the Lord, gives

a double reply. Fii-st he says (verse 4)

—

'* Is it time for ye yourselves

To dwell iu your wainscoted houses.

While this house lieth waste ?"

a reply which, as they listened to it, must have made
them feel that they were not only hypocrites, but

clumsy and detected hypociites. Their plea of poverty

was a false plea. If they were rich enough to build

themselves houses, were they not rich enough to build a

house for God, their King ? And the houses they had

built for themselves were sumptuous structures. The
Hebrew word I have trauskted "wainscoted" reaUy

means that the walls were covered or inlaid with costly

woods—even ^vith, as the word in most cases implies,

cedar. So that it is by no means improbable that

many of the cedars brought at so great cost and pains

from distant Lebanon, instead of being employed iu the

buUding of the Temple, were u.sed to adora the houses

of Zerubbabel and his leading functionaries. By this

single ironical c^uestion, therefore, the prophet cuts away

from them the groimd on which they stood. They
could not honestly plead that the times were too hard

to allow them to build a house for God while they wero

erecting sumptuous houses, inlaid with cedar, for them-

selves. Had they had the spirit of David, to whom it

was a pain to dwell in " a house of cedar " while "the

ark of God dwelt within curtains." and who resolved,

" I will not go up into my house," nor " give sleep to

mine eyes or slumber to mine eyelids. uutU I find a

place for Jehovah, a dweUiug for the Mighty One of

Jacob," they would long since have completed a habi-

tation for the Most High.

And yet, as the prophet proceeds to admit, the times

wet-e hard. Not only were the streets stUl cumbered by

ruins, and the city imdefended by walls ; not only were

they surrounded by enemies whom they were not able to

resist ; but even Nature herself, ordinarily so boimtifid,

seemed to have turned a niggard against them. Their

lives were harassed by a constant fear of want and evil.

The laud, smitten by drought, yielded but a scanty
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harvest to their toUs, or if their fields were laden with a
wealth of corn, the Samaritans rode up and plundered
field and homestead ; and they, depressed by care and
fear, had no true enjoyment even of such things as they
had. All these disappointments and miseries they had
set Aovni to iU-fortune, to bad seasons, to the implacable

hostility of their freebooting neighbours. TiU more
prosperous days came, they had uo heart to arise aud
build. The prophet now teaches them that the cala-

mities under which they groaned were Divine judgments

—not the results whether of the niggardliness of

Natm-e or the hostility of man ; teaches them, too, that

they can make no more fatal mistake than to wait for

more prosperous times before they buUd, since they

win never rise to prosperity mitil they have bmlt a

house for God, in which He may dwell among them.

Starting with his favom-ite formula, " Set yom- heart

upon yom- ways "—a formida which indicates a certain

habitual thoughtfulness on the part of tlie prophet,

aud a thoughtfulness mainly bent on the laws of human
life and conduct—he graphically depicts the misery

of the time, its unsatisfied longings, its habitual de-

jection (verse 6)

:

" Ye have sown much, and brought iu little
;

Ye have eaten, but have not had enough
;

Ye have drunk, but have not been full

;

Ye have clothed you, but have not been warm
;

Aud he that worked for wages worked for wages

To put them in a ba^ pierced with holes."

It woidd be hard to find words that more graphically

set forth a time in which men got little by their toils,

and had no heart to enjoy what little they got. In such

a time they might well fling up their hands in despair,

and cry, "All is vanity aud vexation of spirit !
" In-

stead of inciting them to despau-, however, Haggai

discloses the meaning aud secret of their misery, and

shows them the true remedy for it. Repeating his

favourite formula, he once more summons them to a

thoughtful review of theh- ways. As they review them

he is sure they -JviU discover that it is God who has

visited them, who has called a ih-ought upon the laud

and upou all the labom- of their hands ; that it is He

who has caused them to gather little when they looked

for much, and blown away even that little when they

had brought it home ; that it is He who has bidden the

heaven \vithhold from them its dew, aud the earth its

fruit. Nay, if they ponder all these things m their

heart, they will discover why He has thus visited them

;

that it is because, while they could rim with chcerfxd

alacrity to get their own houses biult or adoruod, they

had been content to let His house he waste. H they

have any doubt that this is the true cause of their

broken and defeated hopes, let them put it to the proof.

Let them prepare to build. Let them go up to tlu

mountain—i.e., Lebanon, with its cellars—and fetch

wood, since they have used much th.-it they have abeady

fetched in wainscoting their own houses. Let them

complete the Temple, and then see whether God will

not take pleasure in dweUing in it, and gloi-ify Himself

in their midst (verses 7—11).

Thus, at one stroke, the prophet Haggai proves to the
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Jews tliafc their conditions were not, as they alleged,

30 hard but that they might build the Temple ; assures

them that they could hope for no happier conditions

imtLl they did buUd it ; and promises them that, if they

do build, God will both protect them from their foes

and bless them in all the labour of theii- hands. As
they sat on the Temple hill, amid the piles of .stone and

stacks of timber which had now been exposed for

fourteen years to rain and wild weather, and felt as

though the place with all its sacred memories were

enforcing the prophetic appeal, what wonder that " they

hearkened unto the voice of the Lord their God, and

did aoooi-ding to the words of Haggai the prophet, since

theh' God had sent him ? " A holy fear fell on them

(verse 12) ; they saw that it was their foi'getfolness of

God their King from which all their miseries had

sprung, and they dreaded to remain forgetful of Him,

lest worse miseries should overwhelm them. They seem

at once to have set about then- preparations for the

work. And on the twenty-fourth day of the sixth

month, only twenty-three days after Haggai had uttered

his rebuke and challenge, they made an actual com-

mencement of the work. And as they began, the

prophet brought them a new message from Jehovah,

a message all the more impressive for its brevity

(verse 13)

:

" I a))i ityith you, saitk the Lord.'

According to the Hebrew conception, God was only

with them when they had erected a palace for Him ;

but, for then- encouragement, and that the joy of the

Lord may be their strength. He announces Himself as

already present, though some four years must elapse

before His habitation ^vill be complete. He wUl be with

them while they bmld, that they may not fear what men
can do against them^mth them, to bless them when

they labour for themselves as well as when they buOd

for Him ; so that the heaven .shall no longer withhold

its dew, nor the earth its fruit ; but when they look for

little, they shall behold much, and, instead of creeping

about with dejected and hopeless hearts, they shall

eat their bread ivith gladness, praising their God and

King.

DIFEICULT PASSAGES EXPLAINED.
THE GOSPELS :—ST. MAEK.

VICAK OF WINEFIELD, EEKKS, AND HON. CANON OF CHKIST CHUBCH, OXFOED.

reference to the fire spoken of ,iu the preceding verse,

amounts to little more than the simple truism that every

one who shall be finally consigned to the " fire " of

which that verse speaks, shall be salted, as in the case

of the inhabitants of Sodom and Gomon-ah and the

other Cities of the Plaiu, with that enduring fire of which

theii's is set forth as an example. There are other ob-

jections to this interpretation, and, as it seems to us,

objections yet more insuperable. For (1) the terms of

the proposition, trus yap irypl aAitr^T^treTat, " for every one

shall be salted with fii-e," seem to demand a general and
not a restrictive interpretation

; (2) the symbolism of

Holy Scripture suggests, if it does not require, a dif-

ferent interpretation of the words " fire " and " salt," as

regards their primary signification in this verse ; and

(3) whilst the interpretation above mentioned may seem

at first sight to explain the connection with the pre-

ceding verse which the iMrtide yap, " for," suggests, it

destroys the connection with the general subject of dis-

course as contained in the verses which precede, and in

that which follows ; and it seems absolutely inconsistent

witli that symbolical use of the word " salt " wliich is

found not only in verse 50, but also iu the two parallel

passages of St. Matthew and St. Luke (Matt. v. 13 ;

Luke xiv. 34), with which the whole of this passage must

be compared.

When taken iu its plaiu and obvious signification,

and in tliat which the context (verses 43—48) appears

imperatively to require, the first clause of verse 49

assorts the necessity of trial in the case of all Ohiist's

disciples. Numerous passages of a similar character

" For every oue sliaU be salted with fire, and every sacrifice

shall be salted with salt. Salt is good ; but if the salt have lost

hia aaltuess, wherewith will ye season it ? Have salt in your-

solves, and have i)eace one with another."—St. Hark ix. 49, 50.

^^Tra^^SAV passages present greater difficulties to

Xi li?M f^ the Biblical expositor than this, and few

t\ K^^* \a,\<i been more dilierently or more un-

^l^^:^^ satisfactorily interpreted. The chief diifi-

cu'.ty of tlie passage consists in determining the true

sense in which the words " salt " and " fire " are em-

ployed in it, and the purposes for which they are

represented as being employed.

It has been assumed by some that the 49th verse

of this chapter must be taken iu exclusive connection

with the 44th, as repeated iu the 46th and 48th verses,

and, consequently, that it must be interpreted only in a

retributive or punitive sense.' It seems to have been

overlooked that " salt " and " fire," like leaven, are sym-

borically used in Holy Scripture iu a double significa-

tion ; that they have reference in some passages to the

righteous, and in other passages to the wicked ; and,

consequently, that they must not only be interpreted in

a diiferent manner in different passages, according to

the connection in which they are found, but that they

may also admit of a twofold interpretation in the two-

fold application of the same passage.

The import of the first clause of the 49tli verse, if

understood, as it is by many expositors, with exclusive

^ It ia altogether foreign from our present subject
into the geuuiueuess or spuriousness of verses 4.1 and
genuineness of verse 48 is not called in question.
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might be adduced. The following will suiEce, iu one

or more of which it seems probable that allusion is made

to the verse under consideration. In 1 Cor. iii. 13, St.

Paul writes thus :
" Each man's work shall be made

manifest; for the day shall declare it, because it shall be

. revealed by [or in] fire ; and the fire itself shall prove

each man's work, of what sort it is." And St. Peter,

assuming the necessity of the same fiery oi'deal, iripwiris,

not as some strange tiling (1 Pet. iv. 12), but as a part

of the Clu-istian's appointed course of discipline, en-

tourages and consoles those whom he addresses by the

assurance that the designed end of the trial of their

faith, which is " much more precious than of gold that

perisheth, and yet is tried by fire." Sta irvphs 5e

SoKifia^ofifvov, is that " it might be found imto praise

and honour and glory at the appearing of Jesus Clu-ist

"

(1 Pet. i. 7).

If any fui-ther illustration were requii'ed of the sym-

bolical use of " fire " for the purpose of purification in

the case of the righteous, as well as of punishment in

the case of the wicked, it may suffice to refer to Matt,

iii. 11, 12, where John the Baptist declares concerning

our Lord (1) that He would baptise His own disciijles

' with the Holy Ghost, and with fire ;
" and (2) that He

would burn up the chafE " with fii-o unquenchable."

Salt is symbolically used in Holy Scripture iu the

same double signification. As symlrdli^iiii;- the ouduriug

character of the punishmentof tlir \vi<ki(l. ii wlU suffice

to refer to the case of Lot's wife, who became " a pillar

of salt," " a monument," as the Book of Wisdom ex-

presses it, " of an unbelieviug soul ;
"

' and, again, to

the threatened curse pronounced on the land of Israel,

that it should become " brimstone, and salt, and burn-

ing " (Deut. xxix. 23).

Elsewhere, however, salt is employed in Scriptm-e to

denote purification, perpetuity, or exemption from cor-

ruption. We may refer here to the heahng of the

waters of Jericho by the infusion of salt, as recorded in

2 Kings ii. 19—22. Again, in the fundamental passage

to which allusion is made by our Lord, viz.. Lev. ii. 13,

we find the universal law laid down, first and particiUarly

with regard to the mirwhak, or offering of flour and oil,

and then with regard to every korhan or offering of

every kind, whether vegetable or animal, that it should

be " seasoned," or rather " salted with salt." The words

may be literally rendered thus :
" And every oblation

[or horbaii] of thy vegetable offering [or minchali] shall

thou salt with salt; and thou shalt not suffer the salt

of the covenant of thy God to be lacking from thy vege-

table offering; mth all thine offerings [or with every

horhan of thine] thou shalt offer salt." " The con-

cluding vrords of the command," says Kalisch, "are

too distinct to allow us to doubt that salt was meant to

be an ingredient not of bloodless only, but of animal

sacrifices also, so that the application of salt with the

latter class of offering (Ezek. sliii. 24 ; Mark ix. 49) was

no deviation from the ancient laws."-

With the passage just (jueted from Leviticus, pre-

scribing the use of salt \ni\\ eveiy offering, we must

combine another to which om- Lord (especially in the

word "their") appears to make direct reference in

verse 48, viz., Isa. k\-i. 24 :
" For their worm sliall not

die, neither shall their fire be quenched." Now in the

20th verse of the same chapter the foUowing pre-

diction is found in connection with other prophecies of

the Church of the latter days :
" And they shall bring

all your brethren for an offering [literally, a mincliah']

unto the Lord out of all nations." As, then, every

legal sacrifice was to be salted with salt as a symbol of

incorruption, and as a type of the perpetuity of the cove-

nant between God and His people, described in this

respect as " a covenant of salt " (Numb, xviii. 19), so

Christ's disciples must, in like manner, be saltgd with

the .salt of the sanctuary ;
" cleansed from all filthiness of

flesh and spirit ," and thus presented as " a living sacri-

fice, holy aud ai-ceptable unto God."

It is thought by some commentators that the koi,

"and," of verse 49 (as the corresponding Hebrew

copula, 1
') may properly be rendered by as or even as.

" For every one shall be salted with fire, even as every

sacrifice shall be .salted with salt." In addition, how-

ever, to the difficulty which, in this case, arises out of

the use of the future tense iu the latter as well as in the

former clause, aud the doubt whether the copula ical is

used in the sense of as in the New Testament,'' this

proposed rendering seems rather to weaken than to

strengthen the meaning which the verse, when taken in

connection with its context, clearly demands.

Our Lord, in the preceding verses, 43—48, teaches

the absolute necessity of surmounting all obstacles, and

of 'removing aU stumbling-blocks, which would impede

His followers iu their efforts to " enter into life." He
then proceeds, as it would seem, to assert hero, as else-

where, the necessity of trial as a course of preparation

for gloiy. He who would escape the fire tliat " is not

quenched" must be content to endure the pm-ifying-

fire to which the great Refiner subjects those whom He
designs to reflect more clearly His own image. As,

under the Levitical law, every sacrifice was salted with

salt, so every one who would now offer and present

himseK, his body, soul, and spirit, as " a reasonable,

holy, and lively sacrifice " unto God, and thus escape

the final and enduring doom of " barrenness " (litei-ally

saltuess. Ps. cvii. 34), typically represented in the salt

of Shechem (Judg. ix. 45), and of unbehef , typically re-

presented in the pillar of salt into which Lot's wife was

changed, must himself bo seasoned with the salt of the

sanctuary, and must seek to become, as iu the parallel

passage of St. Matthew's Gospel it is predicated of

Christ's true disciples, " the salt of tlio earth," by means

of which the surrounding mass of ungodliness is to be

pervaded and leavened, and by which, instrumentally,

the whole lump is to be rescued from destruction.

•» Cf. Job T. 7 :
" Man is born unto trouble, as [lit. and] the

spai-k9 fly upward."
' The alleged parallel in Luke si. i, as compared with Matt. vi.

12, is one which is not conclvisive.
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GEOGRAPHY OF THE BIBLE.

BT MAJOK WILSON, E.

n.—THE JORDAN FEOM LAKE HULEH TO THE
SEA OP GALILEE.

^FTER leaving Lake Huleli tlie Jordan

^ flows onward with a gentle ciu-rout to the

bridge of " Jacob's daughters," Jisr Benat

Jakub, two miles from the end of the lake :

here, however, its character changes to that of a momi-

taiu torrent. There are no falls or cascades, but the

river " makes a sweep or two to right and left, as if

with a struggle to get free," and then " a white-foamed

bursting rush of water hurries between rocks thick set

with oleanders, which often meet across the stream,

not a dozen feet in width."' Seven miles below the

bridge the Jordan issues from its confined bed on to the

plain of Buteiha, and two miles beyond, after many
iviudings, it pours its waters into the Sea of Galilee.

Between Lake Huleh and the bridge the Jordan flows

through a narrow tract of cultivated plain, but beyond

this the country becomes exceedingly wOd and rugged

;

the river forces its way between steep banks of limestone

and basalt, whilst the only road tlu-ough the gorge is a

narrow path, over the heights on the west bank, often

winding along the edges of steep precipices where the

footing is not always of the best ; at one point in the

pass there is a hUl from which an interesting view is

obtained of the exit of the Jordan from Lake Huleh,

and its point of entrance uito the Sea of GalOoe. On
leavuig the hUls the current is sluggish, and the stream,

fordable in several places at certain times of year, flows

along the western part of the plain of ButeUia. The
only point of interest between the two lakes is the Jisr

Benat Jakub, by means of which one of the great Hues of

communication between Damascus and Palestine crossed

the Jordan. The bridge has three arches, and is sixty

feet long, but it does not appear to be older than the

fifteenth centuiy, as William of Tyre and other irriters

speak of the place as Jacob's ford ; on the east bank of the

Jordan are the ruins of a large khan, at which caravans

halted on theu* way to or from Damascus, and at tho

west end of the bridge is a round tower, probably tho

custom-house, at which toll was levied on all passing

over the road. On the west bank, a mile below the

bridge, are the remains of the castle built by Baldwin
in 1178 A.D., to keep the Saracens in check, and com-
ynand the Damascus road. Tho route over the bridge

must always have been the principal Hue of communi-
cation between Damascus, the Sea of Galilee, and the

port of Acre, on the Mediterranean; in the Middle
Ages it was called the via maris, and it is the " way of

the sea " alluded to in Matt. iv. 15, but whether the

name was derived from the Sea of Galilee or the Medi-
terranean is not quite clear. The remains of the old

' Roy on Jordan, 307.

Roman road which followed this line can be clearly

traced as it passes Khan Jubb Yusuf ; and between the

Jordan and Damascus there are large portions of it in

perfect repair. The Jisr Benat Jakub is connected by
tradition with Jacob's flight from Haran, as the place at

which he crossed over Jordan, but we know from the

Bible that Jacob's route lay through GUead, and that

he passed over the ford of Jabbok, the Zerka, a tribu-

tary of the Jordan much fm'ther to the south, and thence

journeyed by Succoth to Shechem, tho modern Nablus.

There is more reason for the belief that it was at this

point our Lord crossed the Jordan on his way to

Cassarea PhUippi, and that Saul followed the Roman
road, mentioned above, on his way to Damascus (Acts

ix. 2, 3).

THE SEA OP GALILEE.

This lake is called in the Old Testament the Sea of

Chinnex-eth (Numb, xsxiv. 11), apparently from a town
of that name on or near its shore, which has sometimes

been identified with the modern Tiberias, but there are

several difficulties connected with this identification which
will be noticed hereafter. In the New Testament the

lake is known under the more familiar titles of " Sea of

Gennesaret," a name of uncertain origin, also applied

to a portion of the coast, " the land of Gennesaret ;

" the

" Sea of Galilee," derived from the district of GaHlee on
its western shores ; and at a later period, when Tiberias

became the chief town of Galilee, the "Sea of Tiberias"

(John xxi. 1). The lake is pear-shaped, the broad end
being towards the north ; its length from north to south

is twelve miles and a quarter, and its greatest breadth

from Mejdel to Khersa six miles and three-quarters;

the level of its surface has never been accurately ascer-

tained, and the estimates of various travellers differ

greatly; perhaps 626 feet below the level of the Medi-

terranean is as close an approximation to the truth as

we can make at present. The lake was at one time sup-

posed to be of great depth, but Lieut. Molyneux, R.N.,

who examined it by means of a boat in 181-7, found its

greatest depth to be 156 feet, and this result has been

confirmed by more recent obsei-vations. At the time of

our Saviom- there appear to have been numerous boats

on the Sea of Galilee, and Josephns describes a naval

engagement wliich took place on its waters between the

Jews and the soldiers of Vespasian ; now, a sail is rarely

seen on its sm-faco, and in 1866, when the writervisitedthe

lake, there was only one boat belongmg to some fisher-

men at Tiberias. The water of the lake is bright, clear,

and limpid ; it is well stocked with fish, and at certiiin

seasons of the year large shoals may be seen near the

shore darkening the water, as they may have done when
the disciples let down their nets into the sea and " in-

closed a great multitude of fishes, and then- net brake."

The scenei-y of the lake presents no striking features.
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GENNESAKET) AND SUBROUNDING DISTRICT.

'<]rplorati<Jii Fund.) ScaU, 2 miles to 1 inch.

but it lias, nevertheless, a natural beauty of its own, trees, tLe whole coimtry must have presented a verj-

pai-ticularly in the spring months when all is gi-een different aspect, and fully merited the jiraise which

and the surrounding hiUs glow under the rich tints of Josephus bestows upon it. " The hiUs except at Khan

sunset and sunrise. In the time of our Saviour, when Minyeh, where there is a small clifE, are recessed from

Art aided Natm-e, making its shores one of the gardens the shore of the lake or rise gradually from it; they arc.

of the woi-ld, and when the hill-sides were clothed wth of no gi-cat elevation, and their outline, especially on tin
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earftein side, is not broken by any prominent peak ; but

everywhere from the southern end the snow-capped

peak of Hermon is visible, standing out so sharp and

clear in the bright sky that it appears almost within

reach ; and towards the north, the western ridge is cut

through by a wild gorge, ' the Valley of Doves,' over

which rise the tivin peaks or horns of Hattiu.'' ' The
climate dui'ing the winter months is very enjoyable, and

even in summer the heat is tempered by a morning and

evening breeze, but occasionally, when the south wind

blows, the heat is excessive, and fevers, possibly of the

same typo as that with which Peter's wife was afflicted,

are very prevalent. There is little cultivation now, but

Josephus tells us that iu his day all the forest trees

throve there, and that walnuts, figs, olives and pabns

grew in profusion ; the date-palm, pomegranate, indigo,

rice-plant, and sugar-cane are still found; and the

tlistrict seems peculiarly suitable for the growth of both

tropical and temperate productions. There does not

appear to be anythuig volcanic in the origin of the lake,

which is simply part of the great Jordan depression.

The Mils on either side are limestone, capped in places

with basalt, which has three distinct soui-ces ; one at

Kurn Hattiu, or in its neighbourhood; another near

Khan Jubb Yusuf , north of the lake ; and a third in

the Jaulau district. Earthquakes are frequent, and
sometimes of great violence, as that of 1837, when
nearly one-third of the inhabitants of Tiberias perished,

and the town was left little more than a heap of ruins.

There are several hot spiings in the vicuiity of the lake,

the principal ones being those of Tiberias, which are

said to have been sensibly affected by the earthquake

of 1837 : not only was the temperature higher, bu
the body of water poured into the lake was much
greater than at any previous period within the memory
of man.

We may now pass to a fuller examination of the district

bordering on the lake which is so intimately connected

with the history of the last three years of oiu- Lord's

life on earth, and in which so many of his mighty works
were performed, and commencing with the point at

which the Jordan enters the lake, make a complete
circuit of its shores. The Jordan, as mentioned above,

for the last two miles of its com'se, flows with a sluggish

current along the western end of the plain of Bnteiha,

and in winter after heavy raius, or in spring on the

melting of the snow, overflows its banks, forming a large

tract of marshy ground near its mouth. It was here

that the skirmishes took place between Josephus and
the Romans under Sylla, in the fli-st of which Josephus
was injured by the fall of his horse m one of the

mai-shy places, and had to be carried to Capernaum.
On the western bank at the mouth of the river are a
few small moimds which Dr. Thomson, the well-known
author of The Land and the Book, considers to be
the site of Bethsaida of Galilee, and not far from the

eastern bank, beneath the shade of some palm-trees,

are old foundations, heaps of rubbish, Arab tombs and
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fi'agments of basaltic columns, which ho identifies with

Bethsaida Julias, the burial-place of Philip the Tetrarch.

The question of the position of Bethsaida has always

been a difficult one : m the account of the fcelling of the

5,000 in the New Testament, St. Luke states (ix. 10) that

it took place in a desert place "belonging to the city

called Bethsfiida;" whilst St. Mark tells us (vi. 45), that

after the miracle Jesus directed the disciples " to go to

the other side before unto Bethsaida ;
" and in order to

reconcile these statements, many commentators Lave

adopted the theory that there were two Bethsaidas. If,

however, we accept the readings of the ancient MS. of the

Bible which have recently been brought to light, there

appears to be no necessity for the creation of a second

Bethsaida; in the Sinaitic version, and in the ancient

Syriac recension, pubhshed by Mr. Cureton, the words

"belongiug to a city called Bethsaida," iu Luke ix. 10,

are omitted, and the reading of John vj. 22 in the

Sinaitic version places, as we shall see fm-ther on, the

scene of the feeding of the 5,000 near Tiberias. From
the Bible wc gather that Bethsaida was a town of

Galilee (John xii. 21), and the uative place of Andrew,

Peter, and Philip ; that it was not far from Caper-

naum and Chorazin ; and that, from the place at which

the 5,000 were fed, near Tiberias, according to the

Sinaitic version, it was spoken of as being on "the

other side" of the lake (Mark vi. 45). The name
would seem to imply that it was near the water's edge.

Josephus informs us that Bethsaida was a village raised

to the dignity of a town by Philip, who changed its

name to Julias.'and buUt himself a tomb there iu which

he was afterwards buried with great pomp. He also

states that it was a town of Lower Gaulonitis (J3. J. ii. 9,

1), that the Jordan passed by it {B. J. iii. 10, 7), and
that it was situate at the Lake Gennesaret (Antiq.

x\'iii. 2, 1). With this also agrees the account of the

battle with the Romans (Vit. 70—72), which requires

that Julias shoidd be close to the Joi-dan, and not far

from its mouth. Eusebius and Jerome mention that

Capernaum, Chorazin, and Bethsaida lay on the shore

of the lake, and St. WUlibald, a.d. 722, after visiting

Capernaum, proceeds to Bethsaida, where he passes the

night, and then goes on to Chorazin and the sources of

the Jordan ; he also informs us that there was a church

on the site of the house of Andrew and Peter. These

indications' are all satisfied by identifying Bethsaida with

the ruins on the east bank of the Jordan, and there is

a curious topographical feature which may explain the

difference between the Bible and Josephus, as to the

district iu which the town was situiited. East of the

ruins marked B, in the map on page 169, there is a

deep inlet from the lake, marked F, which may possibly

have been an old channel of the Jordan, or an artificial

excavation made for the protection of the town of

Bethsaida ; the town of Taricheae, at the point at which
the Jordan leaves the lake, was, as we shall see

presently, protected in a similar manner ; and it is

not unlikely that a town so situated may at one time

have formed part of GaUlee, and at another part of

Gaulonitis.
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BIBLICAL PSYCHOLOGY.
THE SCEIPTUEAL CONTRAST OF PSYCHE AND PNEUMA.

BY THE EEV. J. B. HEAKD, M.A., CAIUS COLLEGE, CAMEKIDGE.

iN the history of the inductive sciences dis-

covery is at times brought to a stand-

still, and the path of progress arrested,

because there is some link missing in the

ehaiu of evidence. A fact, it may be a little one, lies

in shadow, a pi-inciple apparently unimportant is over-

looked, and so the most magnificent generalisation

remains useless for a time because it vrants complete

verification in all its parts. The staud-stUl in Newton's

discovery of gravity tiU the apparent perturbations in

the moon's movements wei'e accoimted for, is a case m
point, and every science has had to pass through the

same stage of delay before it has attained that complete

verification which we may describe as the positive stage.

The study of Divine things is no exception to tliis

law that one truth waits upon another, and that the

chain is not complete until the one missing link is

picked up and riveted. It is a great mistake to speak

of science as inductive and theology as deductive.

On the one hand, no science is verified till we can

reason deductively from an inductive discovery. We
have no right to call it a law tiU we can rigorously

apply it, and accoimt for its apparent exceptions. In

the same way theology is only the deductive applica-

tion of certain inductive discoveries in the open page

of God's Word. The mistake of theology has been

the same as that of science—we have taken account

of some of the facts, not of all—our induction has been

hasty, and our deduction arbitrary. It is the neglect

of certain psychological truths which meet us in God's

Word that accounts for the difiiculties and contradic-

tions into which systematic divinity has fallen. As
Delitzsch well remarks, " Much which is only inciden-

tally dealt with in dogmatics is in psychology—which
herein is subsidiary to it—a main feature ; for example,

the relation of the soul to the blood as essential to

the doctrine of the atonement ; and the question as im-

portant to the doctrine of original sin whether the soul

is propagated pei- traducem or not, as, on the other

hand, the Scriptui-al doctrine of the Tri-unity of God—
of the good and e\il angels-of the Divine-human per-

sonality of Christ, which in dogmatics are principal

matters, are only so far treated of in psychology as they

are connected with the formation of the Divine image
in man, with the good and evil influences of the spu'itual

world upon him, and with the restoration of the true

human nature. The new relation of God to humanity
in Christ, which is the real centre of theology, is also

the centre of psychology as well as dogmatics."
But, from inattention to Biblical psychology, many

precious truths liavo been overlooked by systematic

di%'ines. Oui- right course, then, should bo not to discard

systematic theology in toto, but to revise our systems,

to look out for the missing links—if any—^and to sound
for these, as they do who pick up our Atlantic cables

and mend them after sendmg shocks through the wire,

measuring whore the fault is by testiag the point where
the current runs to earth. This is a delicate task,

and calls for patience and perseverance, yet it is need-
less to add that it not only repays our test, but is also

a greater triumph of skUl than the relaying of a fresh

cable, which may be open to the same faults as the old.

This leads us to remark what the missing link is in

theology, aud where we are to sound first and expect

to find a fault. Christianity being a redemptive system,

and as such adapted to the nature of man, it should

therefore take account of, and fit into their right place

in the regenerate nature, all those faculties aud powers
which lie confused or inactive in the unregenerate man.
Not only should it bring cosmos out of chaos, it should

also see that nothing is lost ; as it extends to the whole
race, so it must reclaim the whole nature of each indi-

vidual of that race—the redemption which is universal

must also be entire. It should not represent regeneration

as a mere soid-saving process, the redemption of one

part of man's nature at the expense of the rest. Too
often it has been taught in this way. The nature of

original sin, the true doctrine of regeneration, the in-

termediate state after death, and the final resurrection of

the body, are four truths, the cardinal points, as we may
describe them, of theology. Their misunderstanding

by some has led to their rejection by others. Infidelity

has thus triumphed against the truth, because the

truth, liko an army unskilfully led, has only wasted its

strength iu useless attacks, in carrying positions which
were not worth assailing, and surrendering others which
were the key to the whole position. The difference

between doctrine and dogma may be seen in this. True
scriptural theology contains a doctrine which is simple,

and to some extent self-evident. Scholastic theology, on
the other hand, contains a dogma, which it fences up and
protects by outworks of authority, as if half confident of

its own ability to hold the position. It is against these

irrational outworks thrown out as the buttresses and
abutments of an ill-built bridge, that the cun'ent of

Rationalism rages. The more stone thrown in the river,

the less likely the arch above the river is to withstand

its current long. Wbou divines come to see this they

will give up scholastic dogma for Biblical doctrine ; in

other words, they wiU seek to harmonise reason and

revelation, the laws of human natm-e with the prin-

ciples of the Book, and then Rationalism wiU disappear

vrith the main cause of offence. In the language of the

poet, re%ion will be as a river

—

*' The current that with gentle motion glides,

Thou kuowest, being stopped impatiently doth chafe,

But when its sweet course is not hindered.

Making sweet music with enamelled stones."

But before dogma can be thus replaced by doctrine,

theology must so fai' retrace its steps as to pick up the
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missing link we have referred to. As is ofteu the case,

the lost truth lies iu our patli, if we will only patieutly

look out for it. Let us take sueli a passage as this, which

will suggest to us what the missing link really is :
" But

the psychical man receiveth not the things of the Spirit

of God, for they are foolishness unto him, neither can he

know them, because they are pneumatically discerned

;

but he that is pneumatical judgeth all things, yet he

liimself is judged of no man. For who hath known the

mind of the Lord, that he may instruct him ? But we
have the mind of Christ " (1 Cor. ii. 14^—16). In these

verses two characters are contrasted, the psychical and

the pneumatical—the one acting according to one set of

impulses, those of the psyche, the other acting under a

different inspiration, that of the pneuma. The characters

are contrasted—on that point there cannot be a second

opinion. Christian experience in all schools and ages

of the Church unifonnly attests to this truth. But
what is the root of this difference ? Wliy should one

man possess the Spii'it which " searcheth all things, yea,

the deep things of God," and another not ? Is the differ-

ence between the psychical and the pneumatical character

an intellectual or a moral difference, or something

lligher than either, and not accoimtable by ordinary

considerations of the right use of moral and intellectual

hel^js ? Are there any aids to reflection by which wo
may rise as on a kind of natural ladder from the pru-

dential to the moral, from the moral to the spiritual, as

Coleridge seemed to think ? The dogmatic divine settles

these perplexities oft'hand by reference to one of the

old antinomies of fate and free-M-ill. Either he is an

Augustiuian, and he decides that all things are decreed

of God, and that the differences of character between

the psychical and pneumatical are part of God's eternal

councils ; or he leans to Pelagianism, and then the

responsibility lies with man—the right use of moral

and religious helps raises a man up from the psychic

or carnal condition into the higher state of knowing
and serving God.

But there is a pretty general agreement now among
most thoughtful minds that these explanations leave

us exactly where they find us—they do not really

advance the question, or account for the diifereucc.

They only tell us that one man is spii-itual because it

is the will of God that lie slioiild 1h- so, or because he
lias used the right means i.. tlmt mil; which is only

saying, in other words, that wli.itcncr is, is. What we
want to know is how it is so, and why it is so, and
sterile references to fate and free-wiU do not advance
the question, but leave us whore we were before. It is

at this point that psychology may be made to throw
light on theology, and by using tliis Scriptural contrast

between psyche anipneuma we may recover the missing
link in systematic theology, the want of which has
turned so much wholesome doctrine into sterile dogma.
According to Aristotle, the psyche is the life or liighest

function which distinguishes each creature, and gives it

its place in the scale of creation. As every organ has
its proper function, so the sum total of these organs is

the living creature, and the sum total of these fimctions

is its 2JS2/c/(e or soul. Every plant as a whole has its

own psyche; it has life in which there is sensation

wholly devoid of perception, and therefore of vohtion,

which is a kind of transformed perception, as a percep-

tion is a transformed sensation. The pas.sive sensation

becomes active as a perception, and that results in a

still higher stage of activity that we call volition. The
psyche of the plant is sensitive only, that of the animal

is perceptive as well, and as we rise in the scale volition

begins to dawn, from the fish to the bird, from the bird

to the mammal. " Thus Nature through five stages ran,

and in the sixth she moulded man." In man the psyche,

or centre of life—located, as we now know, in the brain,

not iu the heart as the ancients conceived it to be

—

is not only sensitive and perceptive in a much liigher

degi-ee than iu any other mammal ; he has also two other

faculties, one that we loosely call reiison, and another

that we call will. By reason we mean the power of

generalising on experiences. The mind is not a passive

centre of sensation from without, as is the case with

animals; man has three faculties—attention, abstrac-

tion, and consciousness, which distinguish reason from
instinct. Man has attention, by which he chooses which

class of sensations it wiU admit into the sensorium of

the brain, opening, as it were, one of the five gateways

of knowledge, and closing for a time the others. In

proportion as men have this power of concentration are

they superior to the animals. In the child or the savage

it is almost wanting. In an intellect of the highest

order, such as Newton's, it is there in an eminent degree.

He described himself with apparent modesty as excel-

ling other men in no other facidty but this of attention.

And yet, rightly considered, genius is nothing else than

attention intensified : the power of turning the thoughts

in on themselves, and holding the mind fastened on

itself.

The next characteristic of man's psyche from that of

animals is abstraction. The elementaiy properties of

number are probably possessed by animals as well as

men. A sheep-dog can tell Ids tale of sheep almost

as well as his master. He has a rough-and-ready sens©

of addition and subtraction. But the principle of the

square, much more the cube, applied to numbers, is

wholly beyond his conception. Abstraction lies at the

root, not only of mathematics, but also of all the higher

branches of thought. If attention is somewhat the

result of the will, being only another form of intention,

abstraction is different. It is a purely intellectual

faculty. It is the power of thinking out om- thoughts,

choosing some and refusing others, as attention is the

power of choosmg among our sensations, rejecting some

and retaining others. By abstraction we rise from one

generalisation to another untU. when thought is subh-

mated to the last degree, we fail for want of a foothold

for thought.

" Upon tbe last and sharpest height.

Before tho spirits fade away,

Some landing-place to clasp and say

Farewell ! we lose ourselves in light.'*

Abstraction is the power of fitting facts and ideas
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rightly together. As Kant obser\-es, "Facts withovit

ideas are blind, and ideas withont facts are empty."

He is the best thinker who generalises on sound data,

and who will not generalise at all until all the facts

of the case are before him, and they are marshalled in

their right order. As in a building neither the bricks

By themselves nor the architect's design by itseK is of

much use, all depends on the right collocation of the

two ; so it is in thinking. Abstraction is the power of

generalising aright. As in speaking we must master

language or language will master us, it is the same

with tliinkiug. A good deal of what passes for thought

—in Gennany, for instance, since Hegel—is no more
thought than Italian impro'S'ising is poetry, or Irish

oratory eloquence. It is only castle-buUding in the air,

the art of piling up epithets or abstraction.s, which

come down with a touch like a house of cards.

The last and highest faculty which distinguishes the

psyche in man from that of animals is consciousness.

As attention is more of the wiU, and abstraction of the

intellect, so consciousness is something deeper than

either ; it is the moral faculty properly so called. It is

the power which man has of turning in on himself. He
can not only open and shut the gateway of the senses,

and also generalise on these sense-perceptions in the

higher world of ideas, but he has also the ahnost divine

faculty of looking in on himself, passing the whole

of his conduct in review, and thus without the law

becoming a law to himself. Self-consciousness is more
than thought-consciousness or abstraction—tliat is a

condition of the case, as attention also is, but it is not

its cause. Self-consciousness is the power of thinking

on self as a whole, of reviewing character and conduct.

A man without self-consciousness—in other words,

moral reflectiveness—must be something mox-e or less

than man. What is meant by the beatific vision is

when a saint loses this self-consciousness, and is ab-

sorbed in the one overwhelming thought of the glory

of God. But this experience is exceptional, and is not

to be tasted more than momentarily on this side of

eternity. Those who have been so favoured—as Isaiah,

when he beheld the Lord in his temple, sitting between

•the cherubim—are recalled to self-consciousness a mo-

ment after :
" Ah, woe is me ! for I am a man of unclean

lips, and I dwell among a people of unclean lips."

Self-consciousness is a painful more often than a

pleasurable facidty. Much as Pascal excelled us in his

powers of attention and abstractimi, if was in this gift

that he was transeendently grmt, I lis /'. j;..:,'e,-; is sot

to this one key, the grandeur and iiiisciT nf man, this

tliinking reed—tliis pendulum Ijetweeu a smile and tear

—this worm and angel—this discrowned king. He ex-

hausts language in describing the sacred sorrows of self

-

consciousness. There is much that is morbid m Pascal,

we must admit, partly omng to disease, and partly to

distorted ^aews of religion which made him an ascetic.

But makmg allowance for aU this, there remains some-

thing which can only be set down to the workings of

self-consciousness in its purest and most elevated form.

This faculty, which is moral rather than intellectual,

enables us to draw in on ourselves, and to make
a comparison between the whole of our life, its aims
and intents, as well as to judge of each particular

case of conduct. It is by using this faculty that we
are led to take long views of life and our true interests,

to decline the mess of pottage and to choose the birth-

right. It is not, as we may judge from the ease of Jacob,

a distinctly spiritual principle ; on the contrary, it has

its roots in self-interest, and is only another form of

enlightened self-love. The prudential, the moral, and
the spiritual, as Coleridge has pointed out in the Aids
to Reflection, are a kind of scale by which we may
measure our religious growth. We begin with motives

of self-interest, which, as we advance in the knowledge

of God's divine things, are replaced by others less and
less self-interested, until at last perfect love—the love

which is perfected in true holiness—di-ives out fear.

This is a slow process—the tense of continued action

(efoi ffaKKii, 1 John iv. 18) marks this act. Not all at once,

but as the Canaanites, little by little, the self-regarding

princij)le of the psychical life is replaced by the unselfish

motive of love. The two are antagonistic; he that

feareth is not made perfect in love. Still, though

opposed, they are made to work together for the same
end, and the Author of our being. He who knoweth our

frame and rememboreth that we are but dust, does not

disdain to use the inferior motive of fear as well as the

superior motive of love. The first impulse felt in

religion is what we may call the soul-saving principle.

Charity in that sense begins at home, though it certainly

does not end there. Like Noah, moved with fear, we
prepare an ark for the saving of our house ; like Lot, we
flee out of Sodom; with Bunyan's Pilgiim we escape

from the City of Destruction. But no sooner are we
thus roused to take the first .step under a class of motives

which are little else than selfish, than a change occurs—

•

our heart is purified by faith. Acquaintance with Grod,

and the sublime seK-surreuder of the cross of Christ,

transmutes our motives—the dross of self is buraed

away, and only the pure silver of surrender to do the

will of God is left in its jdace.

Rightly to divide the Word of Truth is a delicate and
difficult task, especially to divide rightly between the

psychical and pneumatical facidties in man. Hard and
fast lines on such a subject only mark a shallow and
superficial knowledge of the question itself. The pro-

blems of life and character are far too comijlex 'to bo

solved by a short and easy method, such as that which

di^-ides mankind into the converted and unconverted,

those who have and those who have not the pneuma.

As a matter of fact, this moral self-consciousness is on

the dividing line between the psychical and the pneu-

matical. It is clearly not " flesh " in the sense that it

is part of om- animal nature ; clearly, again, it is not

spirit, that divine and unselfish pruiciple of love in

which self is forgotten in the good of others. It is

introspective, anxious, .self-regarding ; in this respect it

is psychical. On the other hand, if it turns inward to

self, it also turns upward to God for light and direction,

and so it is pneumatical. There is a correlation of
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forces in the soul by which things human pass into

things divine, and things divine in their turn pass back

into human. The philosophic Emperor Marcus An-
toninus seized this thought :

" Whatsoever' comes before

thee, deal with it in constant remembrance of the close

connection which ejdsts between these two; for never

wilt thou do anything well in human mattere without

reference to divine ones, nor in divine matters without

reference to human ones." Beginning thus with things

human, we may rise thence to things divine, and end

with the connection between the two. And thus we
accomplish what St. Bernard prayed for :

'• May I gather

myself in from things outward to things inward, and

then ascend from things inward to things upward."

In moral consciousness we liave reached the dividing

line between psyche and pneuma. It is reason turned

in on itself, our thoughts one with another (fifTa|u

aW-nXaiy, Rom. ii. 15) accusing or else excusing. Thought

in itself is discni'sive and goes out of self ; but there is

this peculiarity in moral consciousness, that thought

there turns inwards and arraigns tis before a bar in

which seK is at once the prisoner, the accuser, the

advocate, and the judge. No one can read the 7th of

Romans thoughtfully without feeling that here is a

striking pictm-e of the workings of conscience, inten-

sified, it is true, under the remarkable stri^-ings of the

Holy Spirit with a character of such force and origi-

nality as that of Saul of Tarsus, but still not different

in essence from the action of conscience in every-day

characters. One feature in this picture is common to

all—the double personality, the feeling that there are

two selfs, a better and a worse. Looked at psycho-

logically, this phenomenon of double consciou-^ness is a

form of mental disease, it is incipient madness ; but

regarded ethically it is the first stage towards a re-

eoveiy of mental soimdness. As in theological phrase

we must be lost before we can be saved, Christ having

come not to call the righteous but sinners to repentance,

so the psychological equivalent for this truth is the

discovery of two selves, a depraved and a divine self.

" So then with the mind I myself serve the law of God,
but with the flesh the law of sin." To settle down con-

tented in this state of moral dualism is impossible. A
man with aspu'atious after good and desires which draw
him away towards evil is in a state of mental misery
little short of that of the demoniac, at once casting him-
self at the feet of Christ, and then entreating Him to

torment him not. Tliere must be sdiiio i^sin' :iiid settle-

ment of such a conflict as tliis. Kit lie;- <hr caraal

must choke the spiritual, or the s|)iriliial must subdue
the carnal. No man can contentedly settle down into

a state of moral dualism such as is expressed in the

law, that " when I would do good, evil is present with
me." The crisis must end m one du-cction or tlie other

—either the man becomes canial, sold under sin, or

ho rises up to the great conflict. He learns that Christ
has condemned sin in the flesh, that the rigliteousness

or right principle of the law may be fulfilled in us who

' Antonini Comment, iii. 13.

walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit. The man
who walks in the Spirit—who, in other words, is under
divine impulses, and who sets God always before him,

he has in him the righteous principle of the law, that

obedience of faith which is the essence of all love. This

is conversion, when the soul is brought where two ways
meet, and where the two tendencies of the flesh and the

Spirit come to a final conflict. Salvation depends on
the issue. If the man declines the conflict, and falls back
under the dominion of the flesh, imder either of its

three lusts of the flesh, the eye, and the pride of life,

then he becomes carnal, sold under sin. If, on the

other hand, he is led of the Spirit, then he is no longer

under the Liw, or consequently in the flesh. Law and
flesh are joined to each other and inseparable as man
and wife, till death do tljem part. Tlie man who is

under the Spirit is above law, not as without kw, only

as under law to Christ. He is equally alxjve the flesh,

not as out of the flesh or superior to its temptations, but

as given an antidote to its desires, so that he is in a sense

poison-proof—he is under a counter-atti-action, so that

temptations have not the same strength which they

once had. The spiritual man is thus the same as before,

but changed. He is coniscious of the same frailties and
infirmities as ever, but he is also conscious of higher

desires and aspirations. It is in virtue of this that he

feels that old things are passed away. " Behold, all things

are become new." The desires of the flesh are .sub-

dued to those of the Spii-it, so that while he is not as

yet all ho ought to be, he can at least say that he is not

what he once was. His present stand-point as a spiritual

man, with the psychical or carnal natm-e broken but

not destroyed, is best expressed in the words of the

Apostle :
" By tlie grace of God I am what I am."

These are some of the contrasts between psyche and
pnemna. To carry them out into detail would be to

write a treatise, not on Biblical psychology, but on
experimental religion. The point, however, for the

psychologist to determine is the dividing line between

soul and spirit. That, as we have seen, is to be sought

at the point where our intellectual and moral faculties

meet, where consciousness rises into self-consciousness.

Our intellectual powers are, as we have seen, to be

traced in the following ascending scale :—(1 ) Attention ;

(2) abstraction
; (3) generalisation. It is in virtue of the

crowning facidty of generalisation that man is able to

take in his own conduct as a whole, to become a judge,

not only of each detail of duty as it rises before him,

but also of character as a whole. He thus becomes a

law unto himself, sees into his own motives, can dis-

tinguish between occasional slips when a man is over-

taken in a fault, and that general bias towards evil

which is the ground of his despair as to any real and

lasting work of self-refonnation. Self-consciousness

thus leads on to God-consciousness. The man who
finds out and feels his own radical imperfection, must

look up and ciy out for help :
" O Israel, thou hast

destroyed thyself, but in mo is tliy help." The one

clause is the last word of true self-consciousness ; the

other the answer of God to that cry for help. Where
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these two thoughts meet, there we may trace the divitline;

line between soiil and spirit. The man who is ouly

psychical ("haviug not the Sijii'it," Jude 19) xmder-

stands not these things ; he feels no interest in them.

To the spuitual nature, on the other hand, they are a

joy and dehght. When we ask ourselves what is the

difference between the two, we have no answer but that

of the Apostle :
" I exercise myself to have a conscience

void of offence towai-ds God and towards men." Where
this discipline is attended to, resulting in happy,

holy communion with God, and diligent endeavour for

tlie good of our fellow-men, there we may affirm that

the pneumatical or spiritual nature is alive and active
;

where not, we may predicate the reverse. In that case,

however outwardly moral the life, the man is un-

awakeued ; he is conformed to the course of tliis world.

He has not entered as yet into the higher sphere of

being. Ho is only of the generation of the fii-st Adam,
of the earth earthy; not of the Second Adam, who
as the Lord from heaven, and as a life-giving Spirit,

has come to give spiritual life to all wlio are gi'afted

into living union with Him.

MEASUEES, WEIGHTS, AND COINS OF THE BIBLE.

.OINS are known of seven princes of the

Idumeau dynasty. Mr. Madden' de-

scribes nineteen coins of Herod the

Great. Eight of these bear on the reverse

the symbol which has been called the double cornucopia,

and the others bear

either vessels of the

Temple, or fruit, refer-

ring to the offerings at

the festival. On the

obverse occurs either a

helmet, a caducous, or

the emblem called an

anchor,but which some-

times more closely re-

sembles a suspensory

lamp, with the name of

" Herod the King " in

Greek. Some of these

coins ai'e dated, appa-

rently, by the regnal

year of Herod, the

latest being either the tenth or the fifteenth year.

Of Ai'chelaus, ten cofajs, veiy similar to those of his

father, bear the name "Herod Ethnarch." There

are seven coins of Antiims, the tetrarch of Galilee,

bearing a palm, with " Herod Tetrarcli," on the obverse

;

and either the word Tiberias, or the name Gains Cassar,

on the reverse. The numbers 33, 34, 37, and 43 have

been remarked on some of these coins, dating, appa-

rently, from the death of Herod the Great. Three
coins of Herod Philip, Tetrarch of Ti-achonitis, are

known ; they are of pagan character, bearing the name
of Tiberias on the obverse, and a tfetrastyle Temple,
with the name " Philip. Tetrarch," on the reverse. The
dates 19, 33, and 37 occur on the field.

Of Herod Agrippa I., grandson of Herod the Great,

who is the " Herod the King " mentioned in Acts xii.

1, two classes of coins exist. The first are properly

Jewish, bearing the tabernacwlum, a figure resembling

an umbrella, on the obverse, and three ears of

barley on the reverse. The latter evidently refer to

History of Jewish Coinage, pp. 81, 91.

the three ears of barley, from the three provinces

of Judsea, the ripening of wliich was requisite for

the declaration of the paschal moon. The former

probably refers to the Feast of Tabernacles. The
dates Anno 6 and Anno 7 occur on coins of this

type. The regnal
years of the kings

of Judiea were regu-

lated ))y the first day

of the month Nisan,

which commenced the

year. If a king had

acceded on that day,

and reigned for that

day alone, the whole

y^ear would have been

called his first year. If

he had reigned for

twelve months, from

2 Nisan to 30 Adar,

the year in question

would not have been

reckoned as his regnal year at all. Thus Anno 8 was

the la.st year of the life of Agrippa.

Eight of the coins of this prince are of pagan type

;

one bearing, it has been thought, his own profile, and

others that of Cains, or of Claudius, with human figures

on the reverse. It is probable that these coins were

struck for circulation in the dominions of Agrippa

beyond the limits of Judsea.

As many as twenty-eight extant coins are attributed

to Agrippa II. The greater number of them are pagan

coins, bearing the heads of Nero, VesiJasian, Titus, or

Domitian ; and coming down to the last year but one

of the latter emperor, viz., a.d. 95. One coin, which

has the anchor-like emblem on the reverse, with the

date 10, bears a profile on the obverse wliich has been

supposed to be that of Agrippa himself.

Tims, under tlie Idumean dynasty, seven prmces,

reigning in JudEea and other parts of Syria during 135

years, are represented by seventy-nine coins ; of which

thirty-eight only are of lawful Jewish type; one of

Agi-ippa I., and one of Agrippa II., bearing the pro-

files of kings, and the remaining thirty-nine bearing
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idolatrous or pagau emblems. Under tliis head the

Decalogue, as exx)lained in the Oral Law, iaeluded all

representations of the human figure; as far, at least,

as they were produced by Jewish artificers.

We have engraved three coins of the Idumean series,

which are printed above.

The first of these is a haniiz of Herod the Great.

The object represented on the reverse is not deter-

mined ; but it is possible that it represents a musical

instrument of percussion. On the obverse is a tripod,

very similar to figures found on the coins of Crotona,

with the legend HPriAOT BASlAEns (of King Herod) in

Greek letters, and the date A. r., or year 3. The weight

of the specimen is 97 grains troy.

To the left is a shemim of Archclaus. On the

obverse is a cluster of grapes, with the legend

HPP.AOr. On the reverse is a plumed helmet, with

the legend esnapxot (of Herod the Ethnareh). The

weight of the specimen is 39 grains troy.

The third coin is a shemun of Agrippa I., the

''Herod the King" of Acts xii. 1. On the obverse is

the object called the tabernaculmn, with the legend

BASIAEnS ArPinnA (of King Agrippa). On the reverse

are three ears of corn, with the date L. 6, being the

year of the imprisonment of the Apostle Peter. These

coins are all of copper, which is denoted by the mark

JE, and are drawn of the actual size.

A group of coins yet remains to be described, which

includes all the known specimens of Jewish silver money,

consisting of twenty-eight types, together with seventeen

in copper. With two exceptions, above referred to,

these coins bear no name of high priest or king. Many
of them bear numbers which have been taken for dates,

but none of which are higher than fom-.

Four words occur as legend, or inscription, on these

coins. The most frequent is one which is written as

Shemo, and also as Shemonu, with the three last letters

variously arranged. Of these Shemo coins twenty-four

are known. They have been ascribed to Simon Mac-

cabeus, and to two other Simons, -s-iz., the sou of Gioras,

the bandit, and the son of Gamaliel, who was presi-

dent of the Sanhedrin at the time of the destruction of

the Temple. They have been also attributed to Bar-

coehebas, who has been for that purpose accommodated

with the name of Simon, by a gratuitous hypothesis.

Thus, in a coinage numbering 143 types, and ranging

over 208 years, no fewer than forty-five distinct

mintages are attributed to, at most, eight or nine

years, which were either the eai'liest, or the latest and

most troubled, of the entire period.

The reason of this anomaly is, that the numismatists

have taken the word Shemo, which the Tosaphta explains

to mean coin, as a proper name.

The word, or its derivations, occurs repeatedly in the

Pentateuch and in the Prophets, and is explained as

referring to money in several p'laces. It is first used

in the history of Abraham,' where it is translated " I

have heard " by the LXX., and " hearken unto me "

by St. Jerome, and, consequently, by the Authorised

Version. With this interpretation it becomes necessary

to supply a word (in italics) to make sense, while the

sentence contains an xmnecessary phrase. But the

sense of the word Shemo, attributed to it by the

custodians of the law, makes a simple sentence :
" My

lord, the land is worth to me 400 shekels of silver."

The Hebrew words that occur on the particular kind

of coins in question seem, indeed, to have all been mis-

translated by numismatologists. On some are found
the words " Shekel Isral." This has been taken to

mean that the piece was a shekel. But this legend is

also found on small silver coins of about sixty grains'

weight, con-esponding to the garmes, or sixth part of

a shekel, of the Talmud; so that it cannot be taken

to be an actual statement of value.

Leheruth, another of these words, has been translated

" redemption." There are no points on the coins. We
are thus reduced to consider the letters alone. The
word heruth occurs in Exod. xxxii. 16, where it is

translated "insculpta." Thus, we have three names

for money, each conveying a distinct idea

—

shemo,

signum, that of its legality or authorisation ; shekel,

that of its weight ; and heruth, that of its stamp.

Finally, the word Ugullaih has been also translated

"redemption;" and this is one reason for the attribution

of the coins in question to periods of revolt. The word,

when it occurs in the Pentateucli,= relates to the return

of alienated projJerty to the owners on the seventh

year. An almost identical word, in the Second Book
of Kmgs and in the Book of Jeremiah, is translated

"captivity." The idea common to the two passages is

that which is also etymologically correct—namely, cycle,

It is on these ligullath coins that dates are found

iuvai'iably, hitherto, under the number seven. It is oxir

conclusion that the reference is to the cycle of the weeks

of years ; whether to the year of the week, or to the

week of the jubilee, or to the jubilee period itself, iii

which the coin was struck. When we remember the

extremely simple sign by means of which we can

identify the year in which any piece of English plate

has been "hall-marked," it seems more than probable

that the date of the ligullath coins was no less intel-

ligible to the Jewish silversmith than our own stamps

are to his successor of the present day.

We thus consider tliis large and interesting group

of coins to be no other than the " Jerusalem money "

of the Talmud ; coinage issued at Jerusalem for the

requirements of the poll-tax and the second tithe;

bearing, in one instance, the name of the high priest,

Eleazar; in others, the authorisation of the nasi, or

president of the Senate ; but all marked with the name

of either the city or the people, and issued, at dates

not yet determined, contemporaneously with the civil

coinage of foreign monarchs, and, possibly, with that

of Asmonean and Idumean princes. They accord with

the descriptions given by Maimonides, Abarbanel, and

other writers, of the tehhaim, or sacred half-shekels,

- Ley. xsv. 24, 32.
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which aro described as bearing au urn, mth the inscrip-

tion, " Shekel Israel," and the flowering rod of Aaron,

mth the legend, " Jerusalem the Holy." Both emblems

and both inscriptions occur on existing specimens of

this very interesting group of coins.

The smaller com figm-ed below is a specimen of the

llmmen, or eighth part of a shekel. On the obverse is

the hinnur, or cithara, one of the five kinds of musical

instruments employed in the daily service of the

Temple. The legend (when complete) was "Stamp

of Jerusalem." On the obverse is the word Shemnon,

in a wreath. The specimen weighs 40 gi-ains troy.

The larger coin is a righia, or three-quarter shekel.

This coin was legalised, towards the close of the Jewish

polity, as the Temple shekel, the annual payment of

each Israelite being reduced, after long dispute, to a

half righia. On the obverse is a three-flowored rod,

with the legend " Jerusalem the Holy." On the re-

verse is the " Cos," or goblet, cue

of the vessels employed in the daily

service of the Temijle, vrith. the

legend "Shekel Isral," and the

mark :» (year 3). The boldnesb

of the letters is such as to resem-

ble the later rather thau the earlier

examples of the dated series of

royal coins. The specimen weighs

228 grains troy. Both these coins

are silver.

So much importance was at

tached, by the Oral Law, to th(

duty of carrying to Jerusalem nut

merely the equivalent of the maasi .

sheni money, but the actual coin

taken as its valuation, tliat some

method of distinguishing these coins from other money

would seem to have been quite necessary. No method

could be simpler than to mark on certain types the num-

ber of a year. For tliis purpose four numbers would be

enough. The fifth year of the week resembled, iu aU

its legal arrangements, the first and second. The sixth

resembled the third, as iu these years the second tithe

was paid to the poor. The fourth, with regard to a

portion of the crop, came under the provisions of the

seventh, or year iu which cultivation was forbidden.

Thus the numbers one, two, three, and four, which are

actually found on the Jerusalem money, would have

afforded ample and adequate secm-ity against even a

casual breach of the prescriptions which regarded

its use.

Forgery of Jevrish money is extremely common.
De Saulcy mentions some pieces that are issued iu fac-
simile, even to the hole which had been bored through
the original. The practice of counterfeitmg these coins

is of gi-eat antiquity. Much attention has been directed

to the fact that certain pieces of money are not very
rare in which the Jerusalem type has been struck on
denarii of Vespasian, Titus, Domitian, or Trajan. The
explanation given is, that these coins represent a re-

issue of Roman money, under Jewish auspices, during
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the struggle with the Roman power. This is far from

impossible. At the same time it is to be borne in mind

that, while the earliest possible date of these coins is

fixed by that of the Roman coinage, there is nothing

whatever to denote the latest possible date of the re-

stamping. This might have taken place at any time

from the second to the nineteenth century. All that

these re-struck denarii can therefore be considered to

show, is the wonderful permanence of the type of the

Jewisli coins, a permanence which is as remarkable as

that of the Phoenician or old Hebrew letters which

form these legends. These letters have but little varied

during a period of more than a thousand years. Some

of the bolder types resemble the Greek letters in which

the Siuaitic Codex is written, and it is possible that

dates may be hereafter fixed by the slight variation in

form. But it is curious to remark that these round and

Greek-like letters occur on coins which, although we

are disposed to rank them very late

on the series, are attributed by M.

de Saulcy to the High Priest

Jaddua, and by Mr. Madden to

Simon Maccabeus. As yet, there-

fore, we can only describe that por-

tion of the Jewish coinage which

is anonymous, or bearing no name

of king or sovereign pontiff, as of

uudetei-mined date.

(B.) MOKET NOT JEWISH.

The references which occur in the

various books of the Bible to the

coins and moneys of the countries

surrounding Jerusalem aro nume-

rous, although frequently they are

but slight. In the time of Abraham we find the silver

sliekel, and a gold piece, which probably bore the

same relation to that piece of sUver which we shall

afterwards find established, to be current. From the

coincidence between the weight, which, as we learn from

Maimonides, was that of the first Jewish shekel,' and

the Babylonian system of weights, it is probable that

that great commercial emporiiun regulated the currency

throughout the East from a very early date. The term

used to describe the silver paid by Abraham for the

field of Maehpelah, appears to denote a kuoAvn mercantile

currency. The silver which Abimelech gave to Abraham

is mentioned by tale, not by weight. The silver and

gold which Eliezer brought with him to Bethuel" is

described by a word which is there translated "jewels."

The LXX. translate it " vessels ;" and it is well kuown

to be employed frequently in that sense, one of the tracts

of the Talmud bearing the name, viz., Kelim. But the

word has a wider signification than that of vases or

drinking vessels, which is inapplicable in some places

where it occurs. In the Book of Genesis' it is used to

signify sacks. In the description of the Tabernacle^ it is
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translated " furniture." In the passage wliicli describes

the spoil taken from the Midiauites, ' in that which

narrates the " spoiling of the Egyptians " on the night

of the Exodus,- and in the account of the presents

to Eebekah,'' it is translated " jewels of gold." It is

extremely improbable that gold cups, which exemplify

the rarest mode of employing this metal, with the

one great exception of the service of the Temple of

Solomon, were carried by Eleazar, or sought as con-

venient in their flight by the Israelites. And the

weight (17,000 aurei) of the gold taken from the

Midianites, as well as the absence of any other refer-

ence to money in these passages, lead to the iufereuco

that kelim here means coin. In 2 Chron. v. 21, a cognate

word is translated " perfections." ^ A comi)arison of

the amount of the tribute sent to King David by the

king of Hamath, with the known provisions of thu

law of Moses, leads us to arrive at something like critical

certainty as to the use of the word kelim for coin.'*

Keli of gold, keli of sUver, and keli of brass were

brought by Joram to David, aad dedicated by that

king to the Lord. It was illegal to dedicate to the

Divine service any vessels that had not been expressly

made for that service."^ Money might be dedicated

at any time. The word, moreover, in tliis case (and

it is extraordinary that Buxtorf should have omitted

to notice the fact) is in the singular, though trans-

lated both by Jerome and by the LXX. in the plural,

in which form it must have been written if it meant

cTKeun, vasa, or vessels.' That it should occur in the

singular, as meaning money, is intelligible. Standard

gold, or gold coin melted down, is a very possible

rendering.

In the above instances we find refei'ences to the

current medium of the merchant, to that in use in

Egypt, and to that possessed by the Phceuician in-

habitants of Palestine. Exchange between Palestine

and Egypt was ca,iTied on by a silver currency, in the

time of Solomon,'* reckoned by tale. Indian gold was
brought to Jerusalem by the Queen of Sheba, and
by the maritime expeditions of Solomon, of which the

Talmud speaks as gold dust. The Jason or ingot of

gold secreted by Achan is mentioned in company with

a Babylonian garment, and was an aliquot part of

the Babylonian talent. After the capture of Babylon
by Cyrus, we have seen that a change occuiTed in the

weight of the shekel, according to the distinct statement

of Maimonides, and we have thus a strong reabon foi

concluding tliat the darkonoth, adarkonim, or drachms
of gold, which are mentioned in the Books of Ezra and
Nehemiah, are none other than the Persian daric. Tliat

coin has been taken to owe its name to the victorious

monarch, as in the case of the Louis d'or. Dr Levy

^- Maimonides, De Domo Sdeeta, i. £

' Coiex ie Sacris SoUmnibus, iii. 2.

« 1 Kings X. 29.
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gives good reasons for thinking it means the " archer,"

from the representation of a crowned archer on the

obverse. The derivation of Gesenius, from the word

dara, " king," would describe this ancient coin by

a name equivalent to om' own sovereign, which it

exceeded in weight by only five grains.

Under the empire of Alexander the Great, no doubt

can be entertained that his coins were current in

Palestine. The money of Alexander was succeeded

by the coinage of the Ptolemies and of tho Greek

kings of Asia. We thus come down to the time at

which we are told by the Book of Maccabees, that

Simon Maccabeus, the high priest, was permitted by

King Antiochus to coin money bearing his own komma,
or stamp.

The coins of the Asmonean kings and pi-iuces, and
those of the Idumean dynasty, we have described as

Jewish coins. At the Advent, the current money ia

Palestine was that of Herod the Great, to which suc-

ceeded, in Judsea alone, the coinage of Archelaus, bearing

the name of that prince, not as king, but as ethnarch.

On the banishment of Ai'chelaus, A.D. 6, commenced the

issue of a series of coins by the Roman procurators.

Specimens of these coins are still extant, bearing the

names of Augustus, of Tiberius, of Claudius, and of

Nero, always in Greek letters. No coins of Caligula

have been yet found in Judcea. The devices on these

coins are the seven-branched palm-tree, the emblem of

Judaea ; the cluster of grapes ; the ^^ne-leaf, which was
a device on the coins of Herod ; one or three ears of

barley, or wheat ; a triple lily ; or one of the vessels of

the Temple. Coins are also found, bearing the name
of Julia, either the mother or the wife of Tiberius, and
of Agrippina, the wife of Claudius.

We thus find no fewer than seven distinct systems

of non-Jewish money referred to in the Bible. In the

time of Abraham we hear of the current money of

Phenicia, and of both gold and silver pieces. Jacob

paid a hundred keshita for his field at Shechem. Joseph

was sold for twenty units of silver. The money of

Egypt, possibly the curious ring money represented ia

the tombs, must have been at least comprehended ia

the kelim of which the Israelites, at the Exodus, spoiled

the Egyptians. The lason of gold, of fifty shekels'

weight, secreted by Achan, was a definite unit of the

Babylonian system, being the maneli. or sixtieth part of

a talent of that currency. This noble piece of gold,

wliich would have coined into 125 sovereigns, recalls by
its name the oblong rounded money of Japan, in which
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form the heaviest gold coins in the world now exist.

The Persian daric, and a silver currency framed in

accordance with its value, superseded the use of the

shekel that had been employed in Jerusalem from the

time of David to that of Zedekiah. Tlie presence of

AlexaHder the Great, in Palestine, must have led to

the introduction of the noblest silver coins of all time,

those bearing the profile of the Macedonian conqueror,'

represented on the preceding page. The money of the

Ptolemies must have been exchanged, under the rule

of the Sanhedrin in Jiidsea, with that of the Greek

kings of Asia. And thus, through the linV of the

Asmonean and Idumean money, we come down to the

denarii of Tiberius, and the copper coinage of the

Roman procurators.

The money mentioned in the Gospels is either Roman
or Jewish. The use of the names of Greek coins, as

equivalents for Jewish money, is as old, at least, as

the LXX. At one time the Eginetan di'achma was
the exact equivalent of the Jewish zuza, making, as

Josephns writes, the shekel equal to the tetradrachm.

In Acts iv. 3, the Greek word xw«, res, is employed

as synonymous with apyvptov (silver), for money. The
silver pieces of the parable would naturally suggest

to the hearers the Jewish zuza. The modest amount
of the offering made to the treasury is denoted by the

word " coppers." The example which we have above

figured, from the British Museum, of a coin bearing

that name on its field, possesses a value, as a weight

of copper, considerably below that of our present

farthing. It was tliis x'^^"^' that the apostles were
forbidden to bear in their belt-purse when sent forth

on their errand.

The copper coins, indeed, of Palestine are so minute,

and so irregular in their weight, that we must conclude

that their value, like that of the English copper coinage

of the present day, was chiefly legal, or conventional, and
did not represent the relative value of the two metals

—

silver and copper. We are thus on certain ground
only where we can refer anything to a silver price, and
when again we compare the relative values of silver

and of gold.

We are brought face to face, not only with a definite

coin, but almost with the very species of that coin, in

the passages of the Gospel which speak of the denarius

shown to Christ. The throe Evangelists use the same
word, and agree in the statement that the coin bore the

likeness and name of Csesar. Tiberius had then been
emperor for seventeen or eighteen years ; and we, there-

fore, have good reason for believing that the coin in

question was a denarius of that prince. We must
revert to the Hebrew literature in order to understand
the full force of the simple rebuke of Christ. A
passage in the Talmud speaks of Abigail as refusing

to acknowledge the title of David to the throne, so

long as the coin of Saul was current. It may weU

' The teiradr<whm figured in the preceding page bears the name
of Lyeimachus, but the type and profile are those of Alexander
the Great. The specimen is in the British Museum, and weighs
236 grains troy.

be remarked that this anecdote pertains rather to the

Agada, or poetical part of the Ghemara, than to the

historic record. But it is important as one among
numerous passages that show the great importance
which attached, in the minds of the Je^vish teachers,

to the exercise of the royal right of coinage. Tlie

production of the Roman coin, at the call of Clirist,

was a mute but irrefragable testimony to the de facto

rule of Cffisar, and thus to his right to impose and
enforce tribute. No reply could have been at once

more simple and more incisive. The cavils of Strauss,

and the defences of Christian writers, have been equally

wide of the true import of this dignified protest on the

part of the heir of David.

During the existence of the Roman procuraturship,

it is clear, from the evidence of Maimonides and the

Mishnie writers on the one hand, and from that of the

coins themselves on the other, that the Jewish and
Roman currency must have been mingled in Palestine.

It is most probable that the former was gradually dis-

placed by the latter, and confined to those purposes of

sacred tribute for which it was illegal to employ any

other. At the same time the debasement of the Roman
coinage was going on—the denarii being struck, from

time to time, of a lighter weight Wo must not, there-

fore, attach too mnch weight to the use of terms, by

Josephus or by the Evangelists, as equivalent, which

are not precisely exact. The zuza at one time was of

the exact weight of the denarius ; but the denarius

grew smaller and smaller, whUe the zuza, at least, as

far as the services of the Temple were concerned, was
maintained at its true weight.

The coin wliich is translated "a farthing," in that

touching reference to the remembrance of the sparrows

before God which has lightened so many a day of care,

is called, in each account, by the Hebrew name of

assarion ; and was thus equal to a little more than hidf a

silver penny of the present day, being the twenty-fourth

part of the day's wages of a labourer. The coin called

the mite, in our translation, of which the poor widow

threw two into the treasury, is called by the Greek name
AfTTToc (lepton) both by St. Mark and St. Luke, and is

said by the former to be equal to half a qiiadrans, a

Roman coin. The quadrans was, as matter of account,

the fourth part of the assarion, and, originally, the

fortieth part of the denarius. The denarius, at the

time referred to, did not contain more than sixty

troy grains of silver, so that the value iu amount of

the quadrans was a little less than the fifth of an

English penny. But the copper coins, as before re-

marked, were at this time mere counters, and did not

contain a weight of copper coinciding with the nominal

value. Small Roman coins exist, weighing as little as

fifteen grains. Small Jewish coins run as low as

thirty-five grains. The x"^"". ov coppers, which

the crowd cast into the treasury, may have compre-

hended numerous varieties of these minute coins.

as well as that which bore on its obverse the word

Tlie holbun or kalbon. the meanine- of which it is
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necessary to know iu order to uudersfaud tlio word,

used by St. Matthew (xxi. 12) and St. Mark (xi. 15),

which is translated " money-cliangers " in our Torsion,

was not a coin, but an agio, or small payment for

exchange, which was imposed by the Oral Law on those

who were unprovided with the proper silver beka or

tehha, required for the Temple tax.i No other coin was

acceptable for this sacred tribute. It was, therefore,

necessary to provide these coins for those pei'sons who

had not procured them. On the 15th day of Adar,

the last month of the Jewish year, the tables of the

collectors were set in the provinces, and on the 25th

day of the same month iu the courts of the Temple,

that no hindrance might occur to the obligatoiT- pay-

ment of the heha on the 1st of Nisan. Under the

second Temple, the smallest coin payable as a halhon

was a pondion, the equivalent of our silver penny.

It only remains to inquire into the coin which was

taken by the Apostle Peter, at the command of his

Master, from the fish that he was sent to catch. The

coUeetors, iu this case, were those of the didrachma,

which was the Greek expression for the half-shekel, or

beka, that is to say, the Temple tax.- The denarius,

before referred to, was the Roman tribute, kTivo-o?,

census, or poll tax. On the occasion of the application

for the beka (which is thus fixed for the 15th of Adar),

Christ at once asserted His royal claim not to be sub-

jected to the payment. At the same time, as it was a

sacred tribute, he directed his follower how to provide

for the discharge of this claim. It is thus certain

that the stater found in the mouth of the fish must

have been the silver righia, which was then the

lawful Temple money; and tliat, for paying this, in

vone coin, for two persons, instead of paying two half-

shekels, the apostle must have added the small fine of

the kalhon.

TABLES OF COINAGE.

1. HEBEEW MONET.

Woie.—All coiua bearing square Hebrew letters are considered to

he forgeries.
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THE POETRY OF THE BIBLE.

BY THE BEV. ,EN, M.A., INCDMBENT OP ST.

FIGtrUATIVE LANGUAGE.

ALTTH, N.B.

poetical complexion of the Hebrew

tongue has been already noticed. Sen-

suous, teeming with words descriptive

of natural beauty, it was of necessity

intensely metaphorical. The ordinary speecli of an

Israelite was figurative ; the images of his poetry

must therefore of necessity be abundant and rich. It

is sown with images, as the midnight Eastern sky with

stars, and of their own orient brilliance.

To attempt to reduce the employment of these to an

art, with definite rides and precise names, woidd bo

absm-d. As well think that the bard liimself, with his

heart rapt into a passion of melody, woidd pause to

consider how his figiu-es shall be introduced, from what

objects drawn, and how managed to produce the

grandest effect. Such rides are the invention of

degenerate ages, when the fire of inspiration has died

out. The poet goes to make way for the rhetorician,

who, with a rare faculty for inventing names with

which to label the component parts of a poem, rai-ely

has the insight into its spu'it. When the flower lies

crushed and dead in the botanist's case its grace and

charm are gone.

The grammarian's skill will not therefore admit us to

the awful sanctuaries of Hebrew song. But for our

guidance in so rich and boundless a field as that of

Hebrew imagery some simple principles are plainly

necessai-y. The present ijaper will be devoted to a

statement of the primary forms assumed by figura-

tive language.

The poet's office is to see, and to speak what he sees,

so that men of weaker vision may not remain altogether

blind to the beauty and inner worth of things. To

this end he is the guardian of the vast treasury of

language. With words he weaves, and builds, and

paints till the edifice of his thoughts stands forth in

its perfect and shining beauty.

Now the poet may produce his impression by the

sheer force of ^^vid description. Coleridge has

remarked in a lecture on Dante, that there is percep-

tible in that poet a passion and miracle of words which

gives to language a virtuous quality and power inde-

pendently of the thoughts or images it conveys. The
great Florentine does certainly know how, with a few

intense and vivid expressions, to make a thing visible

for ever. Such passages give a sense of strength,

because they come of restraint. The passion of the

poet, the kindled emotion, is held in check by an

intense earnestness. Something has to be said quick

keen, decisive, for ever.

Such a will reigned over the heart and hand of hira

who wi'ote the story of Creation. " Let there be light

:

and there was light." The poetry of that lies in its

brief simplicity. We feel the giandeur of this divine

command, and the quick obedience of Natiu-e to her

God. The great lyrical prophet too, who is so potent a

master of imagery, knows how to make a scene vivid

vrithout one metaphor. How intense in its visuality is

the following description of a scene from the workshop

of an idol-maker ;

—

'
' The Binitli melteth off a poi-tion of iron

;

He worketh it in the coals, and with hammers he fashioueth it.

And he worketh it with the force of his arm :

Yea, he is hungry, and his strength faileth him j

He drinketh no water, and is faint.

The carpenter stretcheth out his rule j

He marketh it out with a line

;

He worketh it with the sharp tool

;

He figureth it with the compass ;

He maketh it after the figure of man
;

Aecording to the beauty of the human form, that it may dwell

in a temple :

He heweth him down cedars,

And taketh the cypress and the oak,

And layeth in good store of the trees of the forest.

He planteth an ash, and the rain doth nourish it

;

Then it is of use to men to burn
;

Yea, he taketh thereof and warmeth himself
;

Yea, he kindleth it and baketh bread ;

And out of it too he maketh a god and worshippeth it,

He maketh of it a graven image, and faileth down thereto j

Part of it he bumeth in the fire ;

And with part thereof he eateth flesh

;

He roasteth roast, and is satisfied
;

And the residue thereof he maketh a god, even a graven image j

He faileth down unto it and worshippeth it.

And he prayeth unto it, and saith,

' Deliver me, for thou art my god." " {Isa. xliv. 12—17.)'

It is not the sententious form which redeems this

passage from being mere prose, but the concentrated

energy of expression and the keenness of its irony.

But the poet has fulfilled but half his task when he

has roused our faculty to see. His thought comes

glowing from the inventive fii'o of his own feeling,

and must kindle an answering flame. The bond of

sympathy wliich imites him to the world of Nature and

the infinite forms of human life must be attached to

other hearts. Such is the spell of mighty verse. It

has a magic power, and draws all hearts within its own

charmed circle.

To set our imagination to work, the poet addresses

our faculty of association. This is the basis of all

poetic images. The poet is our mediator between

matter and spirit, and sends forth his winged words as

angels to invite us upward. But to this end his

messengers must make themselves understood. The

imagery which is to suggest the form of the artist's

thought, or express what is hidden or strange, must

be taken from obvious and intelligible Nature.

1 This is taken fi-om the English version compared with those

of Lowth and Ewald.
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Moreover, it must hn alive with commuu liumau

instincts, and touch chords of feeling that vibrate in

every heart. In this way a sense of companionship in

the poet's imagination is created. Associations are

started which are of permanent possession, a distinct

and visible image is framed wliich the mind can

appreciate and store up for future use. Perhaps the

foUo\raig instance from Dante's Purgatory exhibits the

conscious purpose of the poet as well as any sindle :

—

aer, if e'er in the Alps

A mist o'ertook thee, Ihrougli which thou couldst see

Not otherwise than through its membrane mole,

How, when the vapours humid and condensed

Begin to dissipate themselves, the sphere

Of the sun feebly enters in among them,

And thy imagination mill he sn-ift

In coming to perceive how I re-saw

The suu at first, that was already setting."

(Canto xvii., Longfellow's Trans.)

Great thoughts unconsciously clothe themselves in

metaphor. Nature seems to recognise whatever is

worth saying by lending from her store some rich

dress in which it may clothe itself. Coleridge has

said that melody and rhytlim in words indicate some-

thing deep and true in their meaning. In the same

way thought, which readily translates into sensuous

or figured expression, asserts thereby its quality and

power. " Many thoughts find, after beating about for

them, natural analogies—they strain a tribute.'' The

thought of genius precedes its image only as the flash

of the lightning the roar of the near thunder ; nay,

they often seem identical. Now the images of Scrip-

ture are peculiarly of tliis description.'

Images enter into poetry in one of two principal

way.s.

(1.) The similitude proper, or simile, where the illus-

tration is introduced by some sign of comparison :

—

" As the hart panteth after the water-brooks.

So panteth my soul after Thee, Lord."
(Ps. xlji. 1.)

" As cold waters to a thirsty soul.

So ia good news from a far country."

(ProT. XXV. 25.)

(2.) The metaphor, in which no mark of comparison

appears, but the image is substituted for the object that

needs illustration :

—

" My soul thirsMh for God, for the living God."
(Ps. xlii. 2.)

*' Thy word is a lamiy unto my feet.

And a light unto my path." (Ps. cxix. 105.)

" Thouliast given me the shield of Thy salvation."

(Ps. xviii. 35.)

The folb^ving examples of an image, used both in the

way of simile and metaphor, show how the figures

differ:—

" Who whet their tongue lihe a sword.
And make ready their armour, cu«u bitter words."

(Ps. Ixiv. 3.)
" Whose teeth are spears and arrows.
And their tongue a sharp sword." (Ps. Ivii. 4.)

" Swords are in their lips." (Ps. lix. 7.)

Or compare the words of our Lord-

See Gilfillau, Bards of the BMe, p. ly.

" O Jerusalem, how often would I have gathered

Thy children together, as a hen doth gather her brood
Under her wings, and ye would not !" (Luke siii. 34.)

\vith the Psalmist's expression of trust—

Under one or other of these fall the other figui'es of

constant occurrence, fable, allegory, personification.

Similitudes are properly at home in epic or narrative

poetry. There they are frequently extended to a great

length, and elaborated into a complete picture by the

introduction of numerous details, which in themselves

have no direct bearing on the subject which the poet

wishes to illustrate. The following well-known beauti-

ful passage from the fii'st book of the Pa/radise Lost

\vill serve as an instance. To render his pictui-e the

more distinct, the poet has followed one simile by

another, which, whUo it reflects the impression of the

fir.st, adds to it a new and wonderfully vivid touch :—
" Nathless he so endured, till on the beach

Of that euflamed sea he stood, and called

His legions, an^el forms, who lay entranced
Thicl- "s aid:ini-ml leaves that straw the brooks

In \ .-Jambrosa, where the Etrurian shades.

High overurch'd embo(ver ; or scattered sedge

AJloat, when with fierce winds-Orion arm'd
Hath vex'd the Red Sea coast, whose waves o'erthrew

Busiris and his Memphian chivalry.

While with perfidious hatred they pursued
The sojourners of Goshen, who beheld

From the safe shore their floating carcases

And broken chariot-wheels : so thick bestrewn,

Ab.ject and lost lay these, covering the flood,

Under amazement of their hideous change."

Of similes so elaborate and extended the Bible

affords but few examples. Didactic poetry offered the

most natural occasions for its use, and the prophets

employed it in their grand utterance of Jehovah's word.

The following, from Isa. Iv., is one of the longest

.similes in the whole Bible ;

—

" For as the rain cometh down.
And the snow, from the heavens

;

And thither it doth not return;

But wutereth the earth.

And maketh it bring forth and bud,
That it may ;.,'-ive seed to the sower and bread to the e.ater

;

So shall the word be that goeth forth out of my mouth:
It shall not return unto me void,

But it shall accomplish that which I please.

And it shall prosper whereto I have sent it."

(Isa. Iv. 10, 11.)

Ps. cxxix. contains a somewhat more elaborate

example of simile than is usual in short lyric pieces.

It depicts the exultation of an Oriental mind over a

defeated foe by an image dl•a^vn straight from
Oriental experience :

—

*' Let them be confounded and turn backward.
As many as have evil will at Siou

;

Let them be even as the grass upon the housetops.
Which withereth afore it be grown up ;

Whereof the mower ttUeth not his hand,
Neither he that bindeth up the sheaves his bosom.

So that they who go by say not so much as,

•Jehovah prosper you
:

We wish you good luck in the name of Jehovah.'
"

But there is not in the whole range of literatui'8 an

image which for vivid truth of representation and

power of Ulustratiou siu'passes a simile in the mouth of
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Job. It is a life-like picture from the desert country

In which the scene of tlie poem is laid, that laud " ever

in extremes—now dried up as in a furnace, now swarm-

ing with loud waters "—where man is a bondman to the

caprice of Nature, and knows not at any moment if a

blessing or a curse will fall upon liim from the skies

—

where the violence of hope is only equalled by the

intensity of disappointment and despair. Job is

hurling on the hollow friends, whose tender mercies

proved so cruel, all the fierceness of his wrath aud con-

tempt, and thus ho paints his sense of thoii' pretended

consolation :

—

" To liim tliat is afflicted pity is due from his friends.

Even if he has abandoned the fear of the Almighty

;

My brethren have been deceitful as a torrent.

As the stream of a brook that passeth away

;

Which is fierce and black with snow,

Aud choked with floating ice.

In the dry season it vanishes away.

And the first hot weather it has gone from sight.

To seek it the caravans turn aside from their path.

Enter the empty desert, and there die.

The troops of Tema were counting on it,

The companies of Scba placed their hopes on it

;

They were deceived in their hope.

They came thither and were confounded.

Thus you have deceived me

—

At the sight of mistoi-tune you have fled."

(Job vi. 11—21.)

But the most effective illustrations are generally

those which are conveyed by an image condensed into a

few quick words. They are like liglitning-flaslies which

light up the night with a momentary but vivid splen-

dour. Hebrew poetry abounds in these. They suit the

character of its verse, and the rapid movement of its

lyric dance. Often they foUow one another in quick

succession, brightening the crest of each new wave of

song with a new image. Such is the opening of

Moses' great song (Deut. xxxii. 1). The Psalmist's

appeal to Jehovah against liis enemies is impetuous

with this rush of images :

—

" O my Goil, make them hke unto the chaff.

And as the stubble before the wind.

Like as the (ire that bumeth up the wood.
And as the flame that cousumeth the mountains.

Persecute them even with Thy tempest.

And make them afraid with Thy storm."

(Ps. lixiiii. 13—15.)

The following passage from Isaiah exhibits the rich-

ness aud impetuosity of Hebrew poetry in its use of

the simile, and ends with an instance of one finished

aud complete :

—

" Woe to the proud crown of the drunkards of Ephraim,
And to the fading flower of their glorious beauty !

To those that are at the head of the rich valley, that are
stupefied with wine !

Behold the mighty one, the exceeding strong one !

Like a stormy hail, like a destructive tempest

;

Like a rapid flood of mighty waters pouring down

!

He shall dash thee to the ground with His hand.
They shall be trodden under foot.

The proud crown of the drunkards of Ephraim,
And the fading flower of their glorious beauty.

Which is et the head of the rich valley.

Shall be as the early fruit before the summer,
Which whoBO seeth he plucketh it immediately,
And it is no sooner in his hand than he swalloweth it."

(Isa. rsviii. 1—4, Lo.vth's Trans.)

The Hebrew poets employed metaphors even more
lavishly than simile. Their verse resembles towers of

precious stones, each gem an image. " The figures hurry

forth thick and intertangled, like sparks from the

furnace." In one breath David calls Jehovah his Rock,

Defence, Saviour, Redeemer, Shield, Horn, Fortress,

Refuge, and still unsatisfied, repeats the image, made
so real and living to him iu his escapes among the

mountains—" Thou art my God and rock iu whom I

trust." It seems as if, to quote an author already referred

to,' the thought of the Hebrew bard having come from
lieaven, must incarnate itself iu earthly similitudes, or

remain imuttered. Figures, iu some cases a luxury, were

here a necessary of .speech. And it mil be seen, when
we examine the sources from which Hebrew imagery was
derived, how the whole realm of Nature put itself ui

subjection to the poet, so tliat he enriches liis verse as

much by the variety of the images he employed as by

their profusion and number. But it remains fii'st to

speak of the more complex forms of comparison into

which simile or metaphor, or the union of both, grew,

and which enter so largely into the poetic literatui-t

of the Hebrews.

GEOGEAPHY OF THE BIBLE.
BY MAJOR WILSON, E.E.

THE JORDAN DISTEICT {continued).

H90EEDING westwards from the mouth

_^, , of tlie Jordan, we pass two small springs.

i^;i Ain Zany and Ain Aysheh, and after two

iiiUes reach the ruins of Tell Hum
{Capm-naur.i), pleasantly situated on the shores of the

lake. The most remarkable ruin is that of a Jewish

synagogue, .ind round this, aud stretching up the gentle

slope behind it, are the remains of the ancient town.

I covering a space of gi'ound half a mUe long, and ona

quarter wide. The walls of many of the private houses

can be traced, and amongst them what appears to have

been a main street, leading towards Chorazin. The

synagogue, the walls of which are nearly level with tL .

surface of tli" <.;round, was built of hard white limestone,

ahiKisI marl I , ,iu(l wIumi perfect, its glittering walls,

slaiiilin-- nut ill .sliarii ciiul r.-ist to the black basaltic

riiuks .111 which tliey weir Imilt, must have been one of

the most conspicuous objects on the margin of the lake.
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The original building, or sjiiagogue proper, is seventy-

four feet nine inches long, and fifty- six feet nine inches

wide, the longest dimension Ijeing north and south ; and

at the southern end there are three entrances. Exca-

vations made in the interior, for the Palestine Explora-

tion Fund, disclosed many of the pedestals of the

columns in their original position ; several capitals of

the Coinnthian order were uncovered, and blocks of

stone, which had evidently rested on the columns and

supported wooden rafters. Outside the synagogue,

but connected with it, the walls of a later building were

brought to light, possibly those of the church wliich

Epiphanius says was built at Capernaum, and which

was described by Antoninus, 600 A.D., as a basilica

enclosing the house of Peter. If Tell Hum be, as we

beheve, Capernaum, this is undoubtedly the synagogue

built by the Roman centurion (Luke vii. 4, .5), and one

of the most sacred places on earth. It was at Caper-

naum, His own city, that our Lord healed the centu-

rion's servant (Matt. viii. 5) ; the mother of Peter's

wife (Mark i. 31), and the man sick of the palsy (Mark

ii. 3); and it was at the gate of the town that ho

" healed many that were sick of divers diseases, and

cast out many devils" (Mark i. 34), in the presence "of

all the city," who, as the sun was sinking below the

western hUls, had " gathered together at tlie door," as

the people do still in many of the villages of Palestine,

when the day's labour is over, to talk over the events of

the day and speculate on the morrow. At Capernaum

Matthew was called whilst sitting at the receipt of

custom (Matt. ix. 9), and Peter and Andrew had their

home ; in the synagogue itself our Lord pronounced

the well-known discourse in John vi.; and it is not

unworthy of notice that on the lintel of one of the

doors a representation of the pot of manna was found,

recalling the words, " I am that bread of life. Tour

fathers did eat manna in the wilderness and are dead."

The illustration (p. 185) represents a portion of the ruins

of the synagogue after the excavations ; on the right

is all that is left of one of the side walls of the building,

and in the lower left-hand corner is the base of a

column, in situ, with a curious fragment resting upon

it, giving apparently a representation of the front of a

synagogue ; in the distance are some of the ruins of the

town, mth a few trees scattered over the gently rising

greund beyond. It may bo of interest here to give

some account of the general character of the Jewish

synagogues in Galilee, derived from an examination

of the existing remains. The buildings are always

rectangular, having the longest dimension in a nearly

north and south direction, and the interiors, with one

exception, are divided into five aisles by four rows of

columns. The waUs are well and solidly built of native

limestone, no mortar being used in their construction

;

the exterior faces of the stones are well dressed, but

the backs are left rough, and were formerly covered

with plaster. The entrances are three in number, one

large doorway opening into the centre aisle, and a

smaller one on either side ; these doorways, except in

the synagogue at Irbid, are at the southern end, an

arrangement which obliged every Jew on entering to

turn his back upon Jerusalem, contrary to the generally

received opinion that the worshippers as they entered,

and as they prayed, looked towards the holy city. The
entrances were closed by folding doors with socket

hinges, and in the synagogue at Kefr Birim, used as an

Arab house, the modem doors are hung in the old fittings.

PLAN OF STNAGOGITE AT TELL HCM (CAPEENAUM).

(Prom Qiiartcrli) Statement of Palestine Exploration Fimd.)

On the lintels over the doors there is much variety of

ornament; in one case a representation of the seven-

branched candlestick was found, in another two lambs,

in others the pot of manna, vine-leaves with bunches

of grapes, &c., and at two places there were inscriptions

in Hebrew. One synagogue, at Kefr Birim, has a porch

with a sunk court in front of the entrance, but this

arrangement appears to be imusual. The floors of the

synagogues are paved with slabs of white limestone ;

the columns are placed very close to each other, but it

is not easy to say whether this arose from want of con-

structive skill, or from a desire to assimilate the build-

ings to something of the same kind in the Temple at

Jerusalem. There is one striking peculiarity found in

all tho synagogxies, and that is the form of the two

corner columns at the northern end, which always have

the two exterior faces square like pillars, and tho two

interior ones half-engaged columns. The style of archi-

tecture varies, some of the synagogues have Coriathian.

some Ionic capitals, whilst others have a capital which

seen s to be of pui-e Jewish growth. The columns

carried heavy blocks of stone which received the rafters

of the roof ; these latter were of large dimensions,

apparently for the purpose of supporting a flat roof

covered with earth, the best possible protection against

the intense heat of the sun. The synagogue at Tell

Hum, of which a plan is given, was better finished

than the others, and its ornamentation more pi-ofuse

;
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on the exterior were pilasters, over which a heavy

cornice ran of which several fragments were found,

and the capitals were Corinthian. Unfortunately, the

excavations gave no clue to the interior arrangements

of the building, the position of the ark, pulpit, women's
partition, &c.

Not far from the synagogue at Tell Hum is a build-

ing that forms rather a prominent object in the land-

scape, and which has been described by some travellers

as of ancient date ; it is. however, almost entirely built

with fragments of the older synagogue. North of the

tovra are two remarkable tombs, one lielow the sui-fac«

of the ground constructed with limestone blocks

brought from a distance, a work of great labour, as the

hard basaltic rock had in the fii-st instance to be cut

away ; the other, a large rectangular budding above

ground, intended for the reception of a number of

bodies ; this tomb was whitewashed within and without,

and may be of the same class as that referred to by om-

Lord in Matt, xxiii. 27, where he compares the Scribes

and Pharisees to " whited sepulchres," beautiful in out-

ward appearance, but witliin " full of dead men's
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bones : " a similar tomb may possibly liave beeu the

home of the demoniacs at Gergesa. The coast-line was
searched without success for any remains of an arti-

ficial harbour, but Mr. Macgregor, in his canoe, was

more fortunate, finding clear indications of a pier at

one poiat, and at another a '• line of big stones, forming

a sort of wall, twenty feet long and ten feet broad,"

possibly the remnants of an ancient quay ; along the

shore are several fish-traps made by the Beduwin,

consisting of enclosures, made with large stones, in

the shaOow water, an opening being left for the fish

to enter; a few iish are caught each night in this

manner. Whilst at Tell Hum we had an opimrtuuity

of watching the Bedawiu fishing, and as their nets

are probably similar to those in use at the time of

the apostles, a description of them may be of some

interest : the first is the " castLug net,"' somewhat in

the shape of a tent with a long cord, which is tied to

the arm of the fisherman, fastened to the top, and
pieces of lead round the bottom to make the net sink.

The fisherman, with nothing but a cloth wrapped round

his loins, wades into the water, and directly he sees a

fish casts his net so as to fall directly over it ; the cord

is then gently drawn, enclosing the fish in the meshes

of the net. Another is the drag net or " wade,"'

which is let down into the water and drawn to the

shore in a similar manner to that prevailing on the

coasts of England; whUst a third is the "bag net,"

thrown out in deep water and draivn up into the fisher-

men's boats.

We may now give some of the reasons that induce

us to identify Tell Hum with Capernaum; the chief

authorities are Josephus, the Bible, and the accounts

of travellers who visited the country before the Cru-

sades. Josephus tells us that having been hurt by a

fall from his horse in a skirmish near the mouth of the

Jordan, he was carried to the village of Caphamome,
whence he was removed by boat to Taricheaj, and it

seems natural to suppose that he would be taken to the

nearest town to the scene of the combat ; this, except-

ing Julias, which there may have been many reasons

for his avoiding, would be TeU Hum. Josephus also

mentions a fountain called Capharnaum, which u-rigated

the plain of Gennesaret, and this we may almost
certainly identify, as will appear hereafter, with the

spring at Et Tabigah, a mile and a half west of Tell

Hum. The passages in the Bible bearing on the

position of Capernaum do not throw much light on the
question ; in Matt. iv. 13, the town is said to be " on
the sea-coast, in the borders of Zabulou and Neptha-
lim," but tills does not help us. as the position of the
boundary between the two tribes is not known, and the
word translated "borders" woiUd be better rendered
by " tlistrict

;
" so, too, the expression " the way of the

sea" in Matt. iv. 15 appears to be used in a general
sense to indicate the district in which our Lord passed
a great portion of the last three years of his life. We
also gather that Capernaum was in or near the district

of Gennesaret; that it had a synagogue built by a

Roman ceutui-iou, who probably liad troops under him.

and that there was a customs' station at which dues

were collected. Some writers have inferred from Matt,

xi. 23, " And thou, Capernaum, which art exalted unto

heaven," that the town was built on a hill ; but the two

oldest known MSS. of the New Testament do not

support this view, as they both give the follo\ving

reading :
" And thou, Capernaimi, shalt thou be exalted

unto heaven? thou shalt be brought down to hell." In

the accounts given in the four Gospels of the feeding

of the 5,000, there are several indications which would

1)6 of assistance if we could only determine the exact

scene of the miracle. It has generally been assumed

that the desert or unfrequented place was on the eastei-u

shore of the lake, but there seem good grounds for

supposing that it was really near Ain Barideh, not far

from Tiberias; adopting this view, an examination of

the map will show that the dii-ections given by our Lord

to his disciples as recorded by the throe Evangelists—in

Matthew, to go before " to the other side ;
" Mark, " to

go to the other side before unto Bethsaida ;

" and in

John, to go " over the sea toward Capernaum "—present

no essential points of difference, for the expressions

might all fairly be applied to the course of a boat

from Ain Barideh to the mouth of the Jordan. St.

John tells us that a storm overtook the boat after they

had rowed twenty-five or thirty furlongs, or, according

to the other Gospels, in the midst of the sea; after the

storm Matthew and Mark state that they came " uito

the land of Gennesaret
;

" John, that " immediately

the ship was at the land whither they went:" these

accounts may be reconciled by supposing that the force

of the storm, perhaps a noriherly gale blowing down the

valley of the Jordan, turned the boat out of its course

and compelled them to laud in the sheltered harbour at

Et Tabigah. Amongst the early travellers, Eusebius

and Jerome mention that the three cities were on the

shore of the lake, and Jerome adds that Choraziu was two
miles from Capernaum, which Jigrees with the respective

positions of the nuns at TeU Hum and Kerazeh. Epi-

phanius states that a church was buUt at Capernaum,

and this was seen by Antoninus when he \-isited the

place at the close of the sixth centm-y. Arcidf , a French

bisliop, who ^^sited Palestine towards the end of the

seventh centuiy. describes Capernaum as having no

walls, and lying on a narrow piece of ground between

the mountain and the lake ; and he adds, " On the shore

towards the east it extends a long way, having the

mountain on the north, and the water on the south,"

which agrees with the position of TeU Hum. In con-

cluding these remarks, we may point out that the ruins

at Tell Hum are the most extensive and important on

the northern shores of the lake, and that if they be not

those of Capernaum it is dilficult to say what they are

;

so also the remains of the synagogue, and of the later

bmldiug attached to it, are the only ones wliich answer

to what we might expect to find left of the synagogue

of Capernaum and the church mentioned by Epiphauius

and Antoninus. The argumeut that Tell Hiun cannot

be Capernaum because there is no harbour there, has

no force when wo take into consideration the fact that
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there are at Tell Hum the ruins of a large tovm ou the

shore of the lake without auy trace of a regular harbom-.

About two and a half miles north of Tell Hum, and

on the eastern side of a valley which falls iuto the lake

near it, are the ruins of Kerazeh (Ohoraziu). The

ruins, from the peculiar character of the masonry, can

barely be distinguished, at a distance of only one hun-

dred yards, from the black basaltic rock ou which they

lie ; they cover an area as large as those of Capernaum,

and are situated partly iu a shallow valley, partly ou a

rocky spur- formed by a sharp bend in the valley, which

at this point presents the features of a ravine eighty

feet deep. On this spiu- are the ruins of a synagogue,

which, though not so striking in appearance as that at

Tell Hum, must, from the labour expended upon it, have

been of considerable importance; the whole building

was of an extremely hard bkck basalt, yet the details of

the Corinthian capitals, the lintels, and other ornament,

were rendered with great delicacy and beauty of finish.

From this point there is one of the most lovely and

extensive views of the Sea of Galilee that can be obtained,

embracing its southern extremity, aud the deep chasm

of the Jordan valley beyond. In the centre of the

town, which spreads over the shallow valley mentioned

above, is a fine tree that overshadows the tombs of

two Bedawi sheikhs and a spring of cool sweet water.

Towards the noiih are traces of the paved road that con-

nected Chorazin with the great route to Damascus which

crossed the Jordan at Jisr Benat Jakub, " the bridge of

Jacob's daughters." Amongst the most interesting

remains at Kerazeh are those of the private dwelling-

houses, the walls of which are in some cases still six

feet high; the houses are generally square, but vary

greatly in size, the largest examined being tlurty feet

square ; the walls are about two feet thick, sometimes

of masoni-y, sometimes of loose blocks of basalt; on one

side there is a low doonvay, and each house has windows

twelve inches high and six and a half inches wide. In

the interior are one or two columns to support the roof,

' which, like those of the modern Arab houses, appears

to have been flat ; a few of the houses are divided into

fom- separate chambers. The house in which our

Saviour dwelt at Capernaum may have been of this

description, as also the house in which the man sick of

the palsy was cured (Mark ii. I—12) ; we read here

that not being able to reach Jesus, the bearers of the

sick man " uncovered the roof, and when they had

broken it up let do«Ti the bed whereiu the sick of the

palsy lay," and this they would find no difliculty in doing

if the roofs were constructed in the same manner as

at present. The roof being not more than six or

seven feet above the ground, the bearers, by holding the

corners of the bed and stooping down, could easily lower

it to the floor, and the breaking up of the roof may be

explained by a short description of its probable con-

struction. In the modern houses beams of wood about

three feet apart stretch from wall to wall, and across

these poles or sticks are laid close together, over which

is spread a covering of earth, forming a good protec-

tion against the heat of the sun. In some cases the

woodwork of the roof is covered only by thick matting,

and in others, as iu the so-called " cities of Bashan,"

stone slabs are used. Either of these classes of roof

could be easily broken up, and this is, in fact, frequently

done at the present day, when the Ai'abs wish to let

grain or other articles down into their houses.

The notices bearing on the site of Chorazin are ex-

ceedingly slight : from the Bible we gather that it was

near Capernaum and Bethsaida; Jerome says that it

was two miles from Capernaum, but adds that it was

ou the shore of the lake. He does not, however, appear

to have visited the place, aud the expression need not

imply that it was at the water's edge ; the distance

agrees with that of Kerazeh from Tell Hum, and the

ruins are visible from the lake. WUlibald, A.D. 722,

tells us that after visiting Capernaum he went to

Bethsaida, where he passed the night, and that on the

next morning he proceeded to Chorazin, where there was

"a church of the Christians," whence he passed north-

wards to the soiirces of the Jordan. If Capernaum,

Bethsaida, and Chorazin were respectively at Tell

Hum, the mouth of the Jordan, and Kerazeh, he would

naturally visit them in the order mentioned, and then

continue his journey by the Roman road to the crossing

of the Jordan, there being no ro;id up the valley of the

Jordan from its mouth. The jirim-ipal .vidcnco iu

favour of Kerazeh is, however, its ii.uiii', wtiii'li is iden-

tical \yith. Chorazin, aud the existuuej at that place of

extensive ruins, including those of au undoubted Jewish

synagogue. In conclusion, we may add that in no

passage of the Bible is it directly stated that either of

the three cities were in the land of Gennesarefc, though

many commentators have assumed this to have been

the case.
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THE MINERALS OF THE BIBLE.
BT THE REV.

n. METALS, MINING, AND METALLURGY.

sN a singular and striking passage of the

Pentateuch all the metals of the Bible,

mth one exception, are named together.

The 31st chapter of Numbers gives an

account of the war of vengeance against the Midiauites,

in which the Israelites destroyed great numbers of their

enemies and captured large quantities of spoil. Con-

cerning the spoil we read :
" This is the ordinance of

the law which the Lord commanded Moses : Only the

gold, and the silver, the brass, the iron, the tin, and the

lead, every thing that may abide the fire, ye shall make
it go through the fire, and it shall be clean : neverthe-

less it shall be purified with the water of separation :

and all that abideth not the fia-e ye shall make go

through the water. And ye shall wash your clothes

on the seventh day, and afterward ye shall come into

the camp " (vs. 21—24). With the single exception of

antimony, this passage gives the common names of all

the varieties of metals referred to in the Bible. It has

been thought by some that " the water of separation
"

here named is really quicksilver or mercury, which is

used for the purification of the precious metals. But
this hypothesis is more ingenious than sound. There

is no evidence that the Oriental nations knew anything

of quicksilver. The Romans of Pliny's time imported

it from Spain, and also obtained it artificially from the

native sulphide, which likewise came from Spain ; but

there is not a trace of it in connection with the early

Egyptians, Assyrians, Arabians, or Persians. More-

over, the hypothesis that " the water of separation "

here means quicksilver is entirely out of harmony with

the context. In consequence of yielding to the evil

counsels of Balaam, the Isr^^elites had been smitten by

a loathsome disease through contact with the neigh-

bouring Moabites and Midianites. The plague was

stayed ; but the command went forth from Jehovah to

Moses, " Vex the Midianites and smite them" (xxv. 171.

The Midianites were vexed and smitten, and the spoils

of their camp were taken ; and then, lest the pestilence

should break out once more, " the Lord commanded
Moses " to take stringent and effective sanitary measures

to destroy the possibility of infection. Whatever can be

pm'ified by fire, let it be purified by fire ; whatever will

not stand the fire, let it pass through " the water of

separation." The 19th chapter gives a fuU account of

the preparation of this " water of separation ;

" and the

reference in our passage undoubtedly is to sanitary

precautions, and not to metallic pm-ity. The provisions

of the law of Moses made sanitary science a rehgious

duty; and this is only one instance out of many in

which the utmost care was taken against the dangers

of malignant disease. To explain this " water of separa-

tion " as the quicksilver which is used to separate gold

and silver from mechanical impurities is absurd.

Tliis passage is noticeable chiefly as bringing together

all the metals in use at the tii.ie. The Midianites were

in all probability those enterprising Arabs who either

conducted the commerce between Phoenicia and the

lands of the East, or on the other hand preyed as

robbers on the mercantile caravans ; and in either

case they might be expected to possess all the common
and well-known metals. The omission of antimony, as

a metal, from the list is easy to understand, because it

was not used by the ancients as a metal, but as a paint,

and as a means of personal adornment. The Hebrew
name is pi'ich, a word which denoted some sort of dye or

paint used in decorating the eyes and eyelids. Jezebel,

immediately before meeting her death at the command
of Jehu, is represented (2 Kings ix. 30) as putting " her

eyes in painting" (puch). So also Jeremiah (iv. 30) and
Ezekiel (xxiii. 40) use the word as a feminine adornment.

There is nothing in the mere text of the Hebrew to indi-

cate from what material this paint was made, but the

Septuagint, Syriao, and other versions agree in tracing

it to antimony or stibium. There is distinct evidence

both from Egypt and from Assyria that the practice of

painting the eyelids, &c., was common in ancient times.

The practice is retained in the East to the present day.

Antimony, black oxide of manganese, preparations of

lead, and lampblack or soot are employed for the pur-

pose. Mr. Lane, in his Modern Egyptians, gives a

graphic account of the method of adornment, showing

that a small tapering probe of wood, ivory, or silver,

smeared with the paint, is squeezed between the eyelids

so as to tinge their edges. The result is to add much to

the brilliancy of the eye, and to increase the beauty of

the long black eyelashes, of which the Eastern ladies

appear to be proud. Sir J. 6. Wilkinson states [Anc-

Egypt, iii. 382) that many of the bottles or pots in

which this cosmetic was kept, together wth the bodkin

used in its application, have been found in the Egyptian

tombs ; and that figures with painted eyes appear on

the momiments. The third daughter of Job seems

to liave received her name from one of these vessels,

Keren-happuch meaning literally "paint-horn" or "paint-

pot"—a curious name for a young lady, but one, we
are told, in strict accordance vrAh the custom of the

Orientals, who force into prominence the materials of

personal adornment. May not the name rather mean
that she was so beautiful naturally as to be able to

dispense with these artificial aids, that her eye-lashes

and eye-brows were so exquisite that the paint-pot was

unnecessary ?

This use of antimony or piich will serve to explain

two other passages in which the word occurs. Among -

the treasures prepared by David for the Temple, and

transmitted by him to his son Solomon, are " stones of

pitch," translated in our English version "glistering
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stones" (1 Chrou. xxix. 2). And in Isaiah's grand

prophecy of the Chnrch of the GeutUes we find, " I

wiU lay thy stones with piich" (Isa. liv. 11)—in our

version, " with fair colours." The reference in both

these passages appears to be to some kind of ornamental

stone which, when set in its appropriate cement or

matrix, would present an appearance resembling the

brilliant eye surroimdod by the lustrous eye-lash.

Passing now from this metallic cosmetic, we shall

proceed to consider in detail the metals above named,

and shall begin with the noblest of aO.

GOLD.

Gold is referred to in the Old Testament under sis

different names, and four of these occur in Job xxviii.

15—17. To go fully into the etymology of these terms

would be unprofitable for the general reader, but their

diversity is interesting as showing the universal atten-

tion which gold must have received from the very

earliest times. Its yellow colour, its brilliant lustre,

uudimmed by moisture or rust, its weight, its many
useful properties, have caused it to be valued from the

most remote antiquity. Unlike most other metals, it

occurs in nature only in metallic form ; and whilst this

fact forced it early into notice, its valuable qualities

made it highly prized. Its earliest and most common
name, zdhdb, is derived from its yellow colour

;
pdz is

native gold as found naturally in the metallic state

;

betser is the term applied to fragments of ore or the dust

of gold ; clidrutz, a name foimd generally in association

with sUver, is regarded by Rosenmiiller and some He-

braists as indicating lustre or brilliancy, and by others

(perhaps with more probability) as implying " dug out
;

"

and the other two names, sdgur (treasured) and hetliem

(concealed), have reference to the carefid and jealous

guard with which precious substances are preserved.

Gold is named in Gen. ii. 11 as found in the land of

Havilah. In Palestine itself there is no indication

either of streams or valley deposits in which alluvial

gold might be found, nor of mines from which it

might be obtained in its original rocky matrix. The

Israelites must have obtained it by commerce. Sir J.

G. Wilkinson, on the authority of Agatharchides and

other writers, maintains the existence of gold mines in

Egypt, and states that they have been discovered by

M. Linant and Mr. Bonomi some distance to the south-

east of Assouan (Anc. Egypt, iii. 227). He also states

that " so diligent a search did the Egyptians establish

throughout the whole of the deserts east of the NUe,

that he never remembers to have seen a vein of quartz

in any of the primitive ranges there which has not been

carefully examined by miners." The countries named
in the Bible in connection with gold are Ophir (1 Kings

ix. 27, 28 ; X. 11 ; xxii. 48 ; 1 Chron. xxix. 4 ; Job xxii.

24; xxviii. 16; Ps.xlv.9; Isa. xiii. 12) ; Sheba (1 Kings

X. 2, 10 ; Ps. Ixxii. 15 ; Isa. k. 6 ; Ezek. xxvii. 22)

;

Uphaz (Jer. x. 9 ; Dan. x. 5) ; Parvaim (2 Chron. iii. 6)

;

and Raamali (Ezek. xxvii. 22). Into the almost num-
berless conjectures as to these localities we do not feel

it necessary to enter; but it may be stated in brief

that Uphaz is believed to be another form of the name
Ophir, Raamah was most probably a town on the

Persian Gulf, and the locality of Parvaim is indeter-

minate. There can be little doubt that Sheba was a

district of Arabia, although some prefer to locate it in

Btliiopia or Abyssinia. Ophir has given rise to much
discussion, some placing it in Arabia, others in India,

and others again on the east coast of Africa. In this

controversy much stress has been laid upon the alleged

absence of gold or of any sign of gold mines in Arabia.

If, however, this fact were conclusive in excluding

Ophir from Arabia, by parity of reasoning it would

exclude Sheba likewise; but there is overwhelmingly

strong evidence that Sheba was in Arabia. There is,

moreover, evidence in writers of antiquity that in

ancient times Arabia did yield gold ; and, whether its

own soU supplied it or not, there is distinct and con-

clusive proof that its inhabitants possessed it in abun-

dance. The commerce of the Hebrews, then, brought

from the shores of the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf

quantities of gold. Whether the so-called " ships of

Tarshish"—which appears to have been a title allied to

our terms " man-of-war," " Indiaman," &c., denoting a

particular description of ship—also journeyed to the

remoter districts of India and Eastern Africa, is com-

paratively unimportaut to our present subject.

In the times of David and Solomon gold existed in

enormous quantities among the Hebrews. The figures

given in the Old Testament appear almost fabulous.

From 1 Chron. xxii. 14 wo learn that David had collected

together for the pui-jiose of the Temple building a

hundred thousand talents of gold, and a thousand

thousand talents of silver; and from 1 Clu-on. xxix. 3

we learn that, over and above this enormous amount, he

contributed from his own possessions three thousand

talents of gold and seven thousand talents of silver

;

whilst the people in addition offered, " for the service of

the house of God, five thousand talents and ten thou-

sand di-ams of gold, and of sUver ten thousand talents
"

(1 Chron. xxix. 7). From these data the total value of

the gold and silver has beeu calculated at nearly one

thousand millions sterling, a sum greater than our

national doljt, and larger thau the combined annual

expenditures of all the Governments of Europe. How
far these numbers may partake of the uncertainty which

hangs over many Hebrew numbers we have no means

of knowing ; but it is rather significant that Josephus,

who was not wont to undervalue anything pertaining

to the Hebrews, gives only ten thousand talents of gold

and a hundred thousand talents of silver {Ant. vii.,

c. 14, § 2). Even these numbers are enormous, and

lead one to wonder whence such vast quantities of gold

could have beeu obtained. Da^dd had conquered all

the tribes and kuigdoms that were immediately around

Canaan—Syrians, Moabites, Ammonites, Philistines, and

Amalekites. The spoils of these conquered nations

must have been large. Even in the time of Moses the

spoils taken from the Midianites (to which reference

has before beeu made) enabled the officers and captains

of the people to bring to the Tabernacle, as a thank-
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offering to Jehovah, 16,750 shekels of gold (Numb. xxxi.

52). Gideon also obtained large spoils in gold from the

Midianites (Judg. yiii. 26). And there can be little doubt

that vast booty fell to the armies of David in the various

campaigns. From Hadadezer, king of Zobah, golden

shields -were captured (2 Sam. \'iii. 7) ; and the royal

crown of the Ammonites of Rabbah is described as

weighing a talent of gold (2 Sam. xii. 30), "spoil of

the city in great abundance" being also mentioned.

After the conquest of Hadadezer, Toi, king of Hamath,

sent as presents to David vessels of silver, gold, and

brass (2 Sam. viii. 10). And thus, partly by conquest

and partly by tributary gifts, David amassed his trea-

sures. The reign of Solomon is full of evidence of

wealth in gold : Hiram, King of Tyre, sent him 120

talents (1 Kings ix. 14), and the Queen of Sheba

presented a like amount (1 Kings x. 10 ; 2 Chrou. ix. 9).

All these facts conclusively show the abundance of

gold at that time, so much that Solomon is stated to

have made silver and gold at Jerusalem as stones

(2 Chron. i. 15), and all his drinking vessels and vessels

of his house were of gold, for " silver was nothing

accoimted of in the days of Solomon " (1 Kings x. 21).

This golden magnificence of the times of building the

Temple dwarfs the previous narrative of the Tabernacle

work, and renders insignificant the splendoiu- of the

second Temple, that of Zerubbabel. The glory was

departed. And yet said Jehovali, " The silver is mine,

and the gold is mine. The glory of this latter house

shall be greater than of the fonner ; in this place will

I give peace" (Haggai ii. 8, 9). Tlie splendours of

Herod's Temple are attested by contemporary writers,

but even its magnificence did not fulfil this prophecy

until the Lord of all glory made known in the Temple

coui'ts His gospel of " peace on eartli, good-wiE to

men."

Gold appears to have been used chiefly for personal

ornaments, and for furniture and decorations. Chains,

bracelets, earrings, rings, nose-rings, and necklaces are

all mentioned (Exod. xxxv. 22 ; Numb. xxxi. 50 ; Gen.

xxiv. 22 ; xli. 42, &c.). It was extensively used for

purposes of architectural decoration, and for household

ornaments and vessels (I Kings vi. 22 ; x. 21 ; Esth. i. 7 ;

Dan. V. 2, 3, &c.). It rendered brilliant the throne of

Solomon and his marriage palanquin (1 Kings x. 18

;

Cant. iii. 10), and the beds or couches of the Persian

king (Esth. i. 6). For images of idolatrous worship also

was it used : the golden calf of Aaron and the Israelites,

the two calves of Jeroboam, and the gigantic image of

Nebuchadnezzar (Exod. xxxii 4 ; 1 Kings xii. 28

;

Dan. iii. 1).

Although so higlily valued for these several purposes,

gold did not form the common medium of exchange and
commerce. The first Biblical reference to it for this

purpose is in the purcliase by David of the threshing-

floor of Oman the Jcbusite (1 Chron. xxi. 25). Sir J.

G. Wilkinson states that the money of the Egyptians

was in rings of gold and silver, which were carefully

weighed in matters of pnvchasc. The practice of the

Israelites was doubtless Gimilar, as we find constant

references to the weighing of money. The same prac-

tice obtains in many semi-civUised nations now-a-days,

and in large money transactions also in civilised lands.

In the island of Madagascar the Spanish dollar is cut up
into pieces, and these fragments weighed out in a small

pair of scales which the dealers carry with them. The
payment of the first instalment of the indemnity by the

Ashantee king affords a striking illustratiou of these

primitive customs—the spoils of warfare on the one

hand, and the weighing of the medium of exchange on

the other. The graphic accoimt of the Daily News
correspondent throws us back into the times of the

" spoiling " of the Midianites and the purchases of

David :

—

' It was iu a truly picturesque situation, under the

shade of a mess-hut and adjoining one which is the

General's, that the gold, which was the sign patent to

all men of the submission of the Ashantee king, was
paid over and weighed. The Government gold-taker

had been brought up from Cape (^oast to be ready for

any emei'gency of the kind. He sat on one side x"e-

oeiving the precious metal ; on the opposite sat some

six or seven of the Ashantees, round a large white

cloth of native manufacture, filled with gold plates and

figures, nuggets, bracelets, knobs, ma.sks, bells, jaw-

bones and fragments of skulls, plaques, bosses—aU of

the metal as pure as it can be, and of an endless variety

of shape and size. All, or almost all, of these have

through them a fine hole for threading to form neck-

laces or armlets. Besides these, door ornaments and

golden nails were thrown iu, and a munber of odds and

ends that must have been wrenched off in the hurry of

escape from the palace, and which now added quaint-

ness to the rich handfuls that were poured into the

balance. A few officers were standing round under the

mess-roof watching the
;

SILVER.

Silver is not mentioned earlier than Gen. xiii. 2,

where it is said that " Abram was veiy rich in cattle, in

silver, and in gold." Like gold it became exceedingly

abundant in the times of David and Solomon. The

sources whence it came were Arabia and Tarshish

(2 Chron. Lx. 14. 21 ; 1 Kings x. 22 ; Jer. x. 9 ; Ezek.

xxi-ii. 12). Strabo states that silver mines occurred

in Spain, and that Tartessus was the name of a river

near them, and also of the town built at its mouth.

The Romans obtained large qtiantities of silver from

Spain, and within the last fifty years the .silver pro-

duce of that coimtiy has revived again. The uses to

which silver was put were similar to those of gold. It

formed the material of ornaments, dishes, basins, candle-

sticks, and other domestic vessels and implements,

architectural decorations, and images for idolatrous

worship. Demetrius, the craftsman of Ephesus, was a

maker of silver shrines for Diana (Acts six. 24), when,

fearing the failure of liis trade through the success of

the Gospel preachmg, ho roused up the superstition of

his fellow-citizens to oppose and injure the Apostle

Paul. In Prov. xxv. 11 is a reference to gold and silver
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which iu om- EugHsh version appears meaningless :
" A

word fitly spoken is like apples of gold in pictures of

silver." Some propose to give this phrase a meaning

to us by rendering " like pictures of gold in frames of

silver
; " and others regard it as referring to a golden

ornament edged or " picked out " with silver work.

The Hebrew word rendered "apple'" (tapphach) is

derived from a root implying odoui' or fragrance, and

is applied to the apple, citron, and other fragrant fruits ;

the word rendered "picture" (maskith) is connected

by some with a root meaning " to look at," " to behold,"

and by others with another root meaning "to plait," "to

weave." The former leads to the meaning " pictui-e,"

"a thing looked at;" the latter to the meaning "basket"

or "vessel," "a thing plaited or woven." There is

great absence of evidence as to whether the Orientals

were as fond of pictm-es of fruit as some of our modern

painters ; but it is tolerably clear that they were ex-

tremely fond of weU-trimmed proverbs and well- set

sayings, and words spoken at suitable times. The

gi-ace of fitly-spoken speech equals the elegance of the

golden fruit in the silver basket. A word suitably

spoken at a fitting time combines the fragi'ance and

rich colour of the fruit with the preciousness and

elegance of its setting.

Silver appears to have been the usual medium of

excliange. The only reference to gold for this purpose

is the transaction of David before mentioned. Even
so late as Jeremiah (ch. xxxii. 9, 10) there was no coined

money, and the silver was weighed. After the return

from Babylon we find Ezra (ch. viii. 24—28) weighing

out the precious metals. (See also Neh. vii. 70.) In

these passages, however, the words adarkun, darkemon,

rendered in oiu- version " dram," are regarded as equiva-

lent to the daric, a Persian gold coin, with which

the Jews had become acquainted during their captivity.

In later years Antioehus, king of Syria, gave permis-

sion to Simou Maccabseus to "coin money for his

country with his own stamp " (1 Mace. xv. 6) ; and

coins of the Maceabeean period are still extant. Pliny

states that the Romans had only copper money until

the third century before Christ (Hid. Nat. xxxiii. 3, 13).

The Egyptians, as we have seen, used gold and silver

rings by weight as money ; and in the investigation at

Nineveh and Babylon no coins have been found, but on

the other hand distinct evidence of money by weight.

The Hebrew word for silver, li^seph, is the word com-

monly used for money; indicating clearly that, as iu

many modern Oriental nations, silver was the criterion

of value and the medium of exchange.

COPPER, BRASS, BRONZE, TIN.

It will be convenient to consider these together.

Copper and tin, as is well known, are distinct metals

;

Brass is an alloy of copper and zinc, and bronze an

alloy of copper and tin.

The nations of antiquity appear to have been ignorant

of zinc as a distinct metal. Until the time of Para-

celsus (sixteenth eeutm-y, A.D.) it was not known in a

metallic form. There is indeed a passage of Strabo

which indicates differently, and to this we shall refer

below. The chief ores of zinc are calamine, or the

cai'bonate, and hlende, or the sidphide, from which it

is obtained by a somewhat complicated metaUurgic

process. Whether the alloy of zinc and copi>er, which

we call brass, was known in ancient times is also

doubtfid. Bronze vessels and implements in abund-

ance have been found amidst the ruins and debris o£

ancient cities, and in the tombs and places of burial

of ancient times ; but brass is wanting, and the pre-

sumption therefore is that brass was unknown. It is,

of course, quite possible, as Beckmann maintains (Hist,

of Inventions, vol. ii., p. 33, Bohn's translation), that

brass was accidentally discovered by the fusing of cala-

mine in coimection with copper ores. One of the

modern methods of its manufactiu'e is to fuse copper

under a mixture of calamine and charcoal. The account

given by Pliny of what he calls cadmia renders it

higlily probable that one variety of the substance so

called was certainly calamine. And it is not by any

means impossible that the ancient smelter may have

accidentally fabricated a sort of brass from the presence

of zinc ore in his materials. If this did happen, the

resulting alloy would differ from bronze in having a

yellower colour and a higher lustre ; and would doubt-

less be more highly prized, partly for these qualities

and pai-tly for its rarity. This contingency or possi-

bility deserves notice in connection with the Biblical

metals, on account of the statements in Ezra viii. 27

;

Ezek. i. 4, 7, 27 ; viii. 2 ; and Rev. i. 15 ; ii. 18. Ezra

speaks of two vessels of " fine copper precious as gold,"

or as Rosenmiiller renders, "of copper shining like gold,

and precious as gold." " Bright brass " also is mentioned

in 1 Kings vii. 45, and " polished brass " in Dan. x. 6.

These terms manifestly imply some difference from the

metal usually styled nechusheth, and it has been sug-

gested that they refer to the metal called by the Romans

orichalcum or aurichalcum. Of this Pliny states there

were two kinds—natural and artificial. The former

was extinct in Pliny's time ; Servius describes it as

having the lusti-e of gold and the hardness of copper.

Rosenmiiller quotes from Aristotle that a metal of this

description was found in India, and that among the

treasures of Darius were vessels made thereof, distin-

guishable from gold only by the smell which is peculiar

to brass. And he proceeds to identify this metal with

one refen-ed to by Chardm as found in Sumatra and

the Macassar Islands, having a pale rose-red colour

betwixt copper and gold, of a fine grain, and susceptible

of a beautiful polish. Tlio pale rose-red colour and

metallic lustre here lead a mineralogist to tliink of the

so-called copper nickel—a mixture of nickel and arsenic

—but the other characters are not fully in accord with

this idea.

The artificial orkhalcmi of the Romans has given

rise to much discussion. The term evidently included

a number of different aUoys. The so-caUed Corinthian

brass is stated by Pliny to have been made out of gold,

silver, and copper, differing in colour according to the

proportions of the different metals ; and other alloys
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named by him are clearly bronze. It is, however, pro-

bable, as maintained by Rosenmiiller and Beekmann,

that some of these alloys were really brass. The

passage in Strabo to which reference has been made is

very striking (xiii., p. 610) :
" There is a certain stone

which becomes iron when burnt ; being then melted

with a certain earth it distils false-silver (\lievSipyupos),

and this with copper becomes an alloy (Kpa/j-a), which

some call opilxaXxos." If this is not a reference to zinc

and brass, it is difficult to see what is meant.

The chashmal of Ezekiel (i. 4, 27 ; viii. 2) evidently

corresponds to the x°^'"'^''8<«>'<»' of the Apocalypse

(ch. i. 15; ii. 18). The writer of the latter had in

mind the imagei-y of the former. The word is trans-

lated in our version " amber," which is obviously incor-

rect. Some have identified it with the electrum of the

classical nations, an alloy consisting of four parts gold

and one silver. The gold of Lydia, which was pale

because alloyed with silver, is called by Sophocles

(Aiitiq. 1038) ijXiKTpov. And much of the Egyjitiau

gold in like manner was pale on account of the presence

of silver, and the inability of the ancient metal-workers

to remove it. The description of Ezekiel, however,

demands not a paZe-coloured gold alloy, but a rich, deep,

fiery colour. Bochart has suggested that the etymo-

logy of the Hebrew name implies the union of copper

and gold; and although this derivation is rather fanciful,

such an aUoy would accord Ijctter with the poetic

imagery of the passage than the paler-coloured electrum.

Gesenius makes the word chashmal equivalent to the

" smooth or polished brass" {neclwsheth kdldl) of Ezek.

i. 7 ; Dan. x. 6. There may, of course, in the same

passage be two different words applied to the same

thing, just as in the passage of Job before alluded to

we find gold mentioned under four different names.

It must, we think, be left indeterminate whether or

not two distinct metaUie alloys are here referred to.

If there are two, one would be allied to the pT/ropus

•of the Romans, and the other in all probability a kind

of brass. For, notwithstanding the absence of relics

from antiquity containing zinc, it seems most likely that

an accidental admixture of calamine with the materials

of ancient metallurgy led to the production of a metal

allied to brass, which was highly prized on account of

its rarity, brilliance, and lustre, and that this metal is

Tefen-ed to in the passages of the Bible above named.

Turning now from these somewhat speculative and

indeterminate questions, there can be no doubt that

copper and tin were known to the Israelites, and that

in the great majority of the passages where the word

iwclwsheth occurs (translated in our version " brass ")

the metal refen-ed to is bronze. Like the con'esponding

words in Greek and Latin, the Hebrew term appears to

have been applied indifferently to native or pure copper,

and also to its alloys. It is evident from Deut. viii. 9,

and Job xxviii. 2, that copper was a native product of

Palestine. The island of Cypms also yielded it in

abundance. For purposes of the arts and manufactures

it was, in almost all cases, alloyed with tin. This alloy,

bronze, possesses properties of special value for such

purposes. It is much harder and much more fusible

than copper alone ; and besides this, according to the

method of cooling employed, it can be made hard and
elastic, or softer and malleable. Mr. Layard.in his

second volume gives, on the authority of Dr. Percy,

analyses of ancient bronze from Assyria, showing the

proportion of tin to be from ten to fourteen per cent.

;

and other analyses of ancieut bronzes present a like

composition.

A question of much interest arises as to whence came
the tin used for this purpose in ancient times. The
only modern localities are Cornwall and Brittany;

Bohemia, Saxony, and Silesia ; Spain, Portugal, and
the South of Prance ; Russia and Sweden ; North and
South America ; Australia, and some districts bordering

on the now notorious Straits of Malacca. Taking into

accoimt on the one hand the abundance or scarcity in

which it occurs in these several districts, and on the

other the probabilities of ancient mercantile enterprise,

there can be little doubt that the tin of antiquity must

have come either from Spain, or Cornwall, or the Straits

of Malacca. And one instinctively turns to the com-

merce of Phoenicia and to the ever-recurring Tarshish

(Ezek. xxvii. 12) as the medium of tin supply in ancient

times. Some have maintained that the supply of tin

to Egypt came from the East ; but the great probability

is not that the East supiihed Egypt, but that Egypt
supplied the East, and that the chief source of this

metal in antiquity was through Phcenician commerce,

from Spain, and from a district beyond Spain. The
testimony of Strabo and Diodorus Siculus shows that

this last-named district was Britain, and therefore it is

highly probable that the tin contained in the bronzes now
in the British Museum left these shores centuries ago.

A metal serTOCable for so many purposes as bronze

found abundant use in armour and weapons, for vessels

of the Temple, and for various domestic purposes, for

chains and fetters, for pUlars, and for ornaments. The
" bow of steel," in Job xx. 24 ; Ps. x^iii. 34, should be

rendered "bow of copper" (or bronze), and doubtless

refers to some suitable alloy of copper combining flexi-

bility with strength. Tlie cutting implements of Egypt

were for the most part of bronze, as Sir J. G. Wilkinson

(iii., p. 250, &c.) has shown. The use of emery powder

would render sucli implements effective even in sculp-

turing hard rocks ;
just as in our own day, by the use

of fine sand, veiy hard rocks may be sawn by meaus of

a comparatively soft saw ; or as, by the aid of diamond

dust or emery, extremely hard minerals may be cut

and polished by the lapidary's wheel. The principle

in all these cases is the same : the minute fragments of

the vc'.y hard material become imbedded in the metal

edge of the weapon, and give it a cutting power which

would otherwise be unattainable.

In addition to these uses, we learn from Exod. xxxviii.

8 (see also Job xxxvii. 18) that the bronze laver of the

Tabernacle and its base were made out of the mirrors

of the women of the Israelites. Michaelis' and Bahr

Michaelis, in his later works, retractod this opinio
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explain this passage as signifying that the mirrors were

fixed on the laver to remind the priests before entering

the Tabernacle of the duty of self-examination. Can
this bo the reason why some persons now-a-days, on

taking their seats in a place of worsliip, are very

assiduous in consolting the crowns of their hats and

other places where minute mirrors aro curiously ar-

ranged .'' It certainly is curious that Moses should

have employed tho mirrors of the ladies in order to

manufacture the bronze lavor of tlio Tabernacle. Sir

J. G. Wilkinson says that tho ancient bronze mirrors

of the Egyptians were susceptible of a high lustre.

Indeed, the metal used for the mirrors of telescopes is

simply a bronze containing a high per-centage of tin.

Bronze also was most probably tho material of the

brazen serpent of Moses (ISTumb. xxi. 9), which was
preserved till the days of Hezekiah, and was then

destroyed because it had become the object of idolatrous

worship (2 Kings xviii. 4). In Nebuchadnezzar's vision,

reLited in Dan. ii. 32, tlie warlike character of the

Macedonian empire is represented by the portion of the

image made of bronze, whilst the next part, made of

iron, ty[)ified the Roman empire. It is a singular com-
montaiy on this \'ision that tlio Macedonian ago was an
age of bronze weapons, but that with the Roman power
came a more general use of iron for warlike purposes.

Tlio Hebrew word nechusheth is also used in some
passages of the Old Testament (Lev. xxvi. 19 ; Deut.
xx™i. 23 ; Job vi. 12 ; Jer. vi. 28 ; xv. 20 ; Isa. xlviii. 4

;

Ezek. xxii. 18, &c.) in a metapliorical sense as indicating

either strength, or obstinacy, or insensibility, or base-

ness, or fixedness. Perhaps Alexander, the copper-

smith of Ephesus (2 Tim. iv. 14), had gained either

from tho reflex influence of his handicraft, or from

a study of these metaphorical passages, those qualities

which he manifested in his opposition to St. Paul.

BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.
BY THE BEV. EDSTACE R. CONDER, M.A.

THE GOSPELS OF ST. MATTHEW AND ST. MAiJK.

F the writer of tho first Gospel nothing

is known beyond the brief notices in

his own narrative and the parallel pas-

sages, with the mention (Acts i. 13) of

his presence in the company of apostles and beUevers

after the Ascension. If tradition adds anything, it is

in the slender Jiints preserved by Eusebius (Eccl. Rist.

T. 18 ; iii. 24), that all the apostles coutmued at Jeru-

salem for twelve years, and that Mattlicw wrote his

Gospel when about to leave Palestine for missionary

work elsewhere. No great weight attaches to these

statements, and none at aU to the fuller traditions of

kter times. Tlie same, or nearly the same, is the case

with the other New Testament \vriters, as though God
designed the Scriptures to shine by their own light, not

with lustre reflected from the lives of their authors.'

This remarkable fact iu no way diminishes the force of

that luiiversal uncontradicted testimony on which we
receive the New Testament books as the genuine work
of the writers whose names they bear. (See p. 145.)

Levi, or Matthew, was a Galilseau Jew, of Capernaum.
His first name may suggest that lie was by birth a
Levite. He held the unpopular oflice of a toU-coUector,

and was busy iu his vocation (probably receiving tolls

or dues at ono of the lauding places from the Lake),
when one gentle but mighty word of Christ severed
him for ever from his old life, and called him to an
employment whose results were to endure through aU
time.

"At onoe he rose, and left his gold
;

His treasure and his lieort transferred."

We need not, however, imagine tho call to have been

1 " When tho sacred narrative terminates, we find ourselves
without an historical guide—like a traveller who, on passing out
of a walled city, enters upon a desolate and pathless waste."
(lit. Hisl. 0/ Ncio Tesiammt, bi/ Josiah Conicr.) The chief excep-
tion is in the case of James the Just.

61

as sudden in reality as in appearance. We may well

question whether He who " knew what was in man

"

would have addi-essed such a call to one in whose heart

and history He discerned no preparation. Tho first

disciples of Jesus, fishermen of the Lake and natives

of tho neighbouring town of Bethsaida, could scarcely

have been unknown to the Capernaum toll-gatherer.

Capernaiun was the home, at this time, so far as He
could be said to have one, of the Lord Jesus (Matt. iv.

13) ; doubtless the abode of his mother. From it He
went forth to preach and teach in the adjacent towns
and iTllages, and to it, from time to time. He returned.

His ministry had now lasted, it is probable, nearly a

year ; and the whole country was ringing with the

fame of His doctrine and of His mu-acles. Matthew
must therefore be supposed to have often seen and
heard Jesus. Not improbably he may have been one

of the miiltitude in whose hearing the Sermon on the

Mount was delivered ; and, accustomed as He was to

the use of the pen, he may even have committed what
he heard to vpriting—the germ of his Gospel.

The Latin term " pubhcan " (with the corresponding

Greek term), in strict propriety signified a contractor

or farmer-general of the revenue, who undertook the

collection of the public taxes; but it was popularly

transferred to the underlings who were engaged m the

actual work of receiving the money. Tlie detestation

witli which this class of persons was regarded is not

to be laid at the door of the Roman government. It

was the gro^vth of centuries. Corrupt and tyi-annical

as some of the Roman provincial governors were, their

rule may be called just and mild compared with the

rutldess violence and extortion to which the Jews had
been subject under the kings of Syria and Egyi)t, and

under Herod the Great. Hence, the delegates sent to

Rome to denounce Archolaus, petitioned that all kingly

-vou
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rule might be abolished, and their country placed under

Eoman admiuistration. Matthew must have been in

the ser^dce not of the Empire, but of Herod Antipas,

tetrarch of Galilee.

Unnecessary difficulty has been found in the double

name of this evangelist. It is not a case like that of

John Mark, or " Saul who also is called Paul ;" where

one name is Jewish, the other Gentile; nor yet of a

special surname, like Cephas or Barnabas. Matthew

(in Greek Matthaios, Latin Matthcens) is a Hebrew
name, as well as Levi, standing for Matthai, an abbre-

viation of Matthaniah, which (like Theodore) means
" God's gift." The case is exactly like that of another

apostle, Judas (Jude), who had two other Hebrew
names, Thaddseus and Lebbseus. The conjecture that

Levi adopted the name Matthew on becoming a disciple

of Christ, seems to contradict his own account (chap,

ix. 9). There is no reason for identifying his father

with Alphseus the father of James the Less.

Converted profligates have sometimes become great

lights in the Church ; but this is the exception,

not the rule. We are not justified in inferring that

Matthew was an example from his worldly occiipation.

It was a lawful and useful business, though in iU

repute. Men careful of their reputation, or sensitive to

the good-will of their neighbours, would as a rule avoid

it ; men who had no character to lose would be attracted

by it. It had become a proverb of contempt, at least

on the lips of Pharisees. But, as all Pharisees were

not hypocrites (far from it), so all publicans may not

have been " sinners," i.e., immoral and ungodly. Vir-

tuous and even godly men may have been among theii-

number; and to such a one mispeakably welcome would

be the call which bade him drop his sordid (though

perhaps gainful) toil, and follow Jesus whithersoever

He went.

A venerable but perplexing tradition records that St.

Matthew's Gospel was originally written not in Greek,

but iu Hebrew : that is to say, not the ancient Hebrew
of the Old Testament Scriptures, but the vernacular

language of the Jews of Palestine iu our Lord's time,

in which we find the Apostle Paul addressing the angiy

mob in the Temple (Actsxxi. 40; xxii. 2); and in which

it is likely that our Saviour's public discourses wore

principally, if not exclusively, delivered. The earliest

and most important witness for this fact is Papias,

bishop of the Church at Hierapolis, in Phrygia, in

the early part of the second century ; a man of no

eminent ability, but who had made it his business to

collect what fragments of knowledge ho could from

those who had conversed with the apostles or other

disciples of the Lord. " Matthew (he says) composed

the oracles "—by which ho seems plainly to mean " his

Gospel "—" iu the Hebrew language ; and each person in-

terpreted as best he could." Eusebius, who has preserved

this testimony, agrees with other early Ghri.stian writers

in referring to this as the generally accepted belief.'

' Hist. Ecd. iii. 39. All the important passages of early writers

ou tliis point are fully given in Dr. Davidson's Inirod. to Ne'j>

Tcstaiiiciit. The Hebrew Gospel which Jerome found and trtrns-

On the other hand, the Greek Gospel of Matthew, as

we have it, bears no inward token of being a transla-

tion, but the contrary; and was universally diffused

and accepted as the apostle's composition among the

primitive Christian Ohiu'ches. Perhaps, as in many
other cases, learned controversy has created the difficulty

which it has vainly toiled to solve. The simplest expla-

nation may be the best. The spoken language of

Judaea and Galilee—spoken at Jerusalem with exact

culture, iu Galilee with many provincial mispronun-

ciations (Mark xiv. 70)—was Chaldee, a language in

substance one with the ancient Hebrew, which since

the Captivity it had gradually supplanted. Parts of

the books of Daniel and Ezra are in this tongue. As
spoken in Palestine, it is often called " Syi'o-Chaldee,''

and likewise "Aramasan," a term including both Chaldee

and Syi'iac. Ingenious attempts have been made to

prove that our Lord's discourses were spoken in Greek,

at that time a soi't of universal language in the Levant

and neighbouring countries. That He may have em-
ployed the Greek language among the Greek-speaking

population beyond Jordan, is possible enough ; but that

He would speak to his fellow-countiymen of Judsea and
Galilee in their native tongue is as certain as that a

Welsh preacher would preach iu Welsh to a Welsh-

speaking audience, even though he and they might have

learned English. If, therefore, Matthew made notes of

our Lord's discourses as he heard them, or during those

early years in which the Christian Church was composed
of Jewish believers, these notes would natm-aUy be " in

the Hebrew tongue." Copies of such notes, combined
with memoranda from other sources iu the same lan-

guage, would account for all that we read about " the

Gospel according to the Hebrews." Equally natural

' was it, that when the Evangelist set himself to com-

pose a narrative for wider circulation and more perma-

nent use, he should adopt, like the other New Testament

wi-itcrs, the Greek language. Josephus did precisely

the same thing with his book of the Wars of the Jews.

The distinctive character of the first Gospel is strongly

marked. It is, in the best sense, intensely Jewish. It

is the portrait of the Me.ssiah, mirrored in the mind of

one who was none the less a true Israelite because he

was trained in no Rabbinical college, but taken from the

common people and from a despised calling. It bears

on every page the impress of the command to preach

Clu-ist, " beginning at Jerusalem "—" to the Jew first,

and also to the Greek." It has been called, "emphati-

cally, the Gospel of the kingdom;"- perhaps we may
yet more fitly say, " the Gospel of the King." From
the royal genealogy, aud the account of how Jerusalem

was moved and the usurper made to tremble on his

throne by the announcement of One " bom king of the

lated (about a.d. 400), aud that spoken of as existing among the
sects of tlie Nazareues aud Ebiouites, were evidently so uutrust-

wortliy that they prove no more than this, that a Hebrew Gospel,

supposed by many to be St. Matthew's, existed from a very
early date. Eminent scholars have given their opinions very
decidedly on both sides.

2 In the admirable ai-ticle on this Gospel in, the Cyclop, of Bibl.

Literature, vol. iii., by the Rev. E. Venables. '
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as Peter's iuterpreter, wrote accurately, though not in

set order, all that he remembered of the sayings and
doings of Christ. For he was not an actual hearer or
follower of the Lord; but subsequently, as I said, of
Peter, who was wont to make his teaching suit the
occasion, not as furnishing a regular narrative of the
Lord's sayings. Mark, therefore, committed no error
in writing such particulars as he remembered. For he
made it his one object to omit uotldug of what he
heard, and to misstate nothing. "-

Ii-enseus (Bishop of the Church at Lyons, about a.d.

180) adds this statement :
—

" Matthew published his

written Gospel while Peter and Paul were in Rome,
preaching the Gospel and founding the Church. After

their decease, Mark, the disciple and interpreter of

Peter, himself hkewise delivered to us in writing

wliat Peter was wont to preach." Tlie value of this

testimony is somewhat damaged I)y {]ir fail thai, as far

as wo can learn from the New Ti'>ia ni. wlnu Mark
was with Peter ho was not at Rome, and whcu lie was
at Rome he was not with Peter, but -with Paul ; and
further, that whether the Apostle Peter ever visited

Rome or not, St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans plainly

proves that the Church at Rome was not founded by
either of those great apostles. The enlargements of

this tradition, found in Busebius and other later writers,

savour rather strongly of those embellishments of fancy

wliich seldom fail to accumidato with the lapse of

years round a slender nucleus of traditional fact.

Nevertheless, they confirm the authority of the tra-

dition as a generally accepted belief.

How far the internal evidence of St. Mark's Gospel

confirms this theory of its origin, is a question on which

adverse opinions are strongly stated by critics of equal

scholarship. Both omissions and insertions seem to

point to some special I'elation of this Gospel to Peter.

With regard to omissions, it has been already noted

(p. 145) that of six incidents peculiar to St. Matthew's

Gospel, four refer to Peter—his walking on the sea, his

catching the fish with money in its mouth, his question

about forgiveness (Matt, xviii. 21), and the Lord's em-

phatic approval of him and promise to him (Matt. xvi.

17—19). Now, we may very natm-aUy su^jpose that

these were among the matters on which Peter's preach-

ing would be silent, lest he shoidd seem to be glori-

fying himself. Mark's omission of them is thus ac-

counted for. On the other hand, Christ's steni rebuke

of Peter's well-meant but presumptuous remonstrance

(omitted by St. Luke) is faithfiUly recorded (Mark viii.

33). In the narrative of Peter's denial of his Master,

whore the other two Gospels say "he wept bitterly,'"

Mark simply says " he wept," but adds the aggravating

circumstance of the cock crowing " the second time."

On the other hand, we find the name of Peter

repeatedly introduced in a manner which strongly

favours the idea of his having been the writer's autho-

rity. Examples are chap. i. 36 ; v. 37 ; xi. 21 ; xiii. 3.

Jews ;

" to the pages which tell how it was said to Siou,

"Behold, thy King Cometh," how Jesus spoke of him-

seK in the Temple, as " the King" who shall " sit upon

the throne of His glory," and how the very title on

the cross announced " Jesus, the King of the Jews ;

"

the regal character and authority of Jesus, as the long-

expected Messiah, are ever present to the thought

of the Evangelist. His mind teems with the words of

Old Testament Scriptui-e, whose pages grow luminous

as they reflect the glory of Jesus. He quotes the

Scripture above forty times ; or, counting indirect

citations, above fifty times. Yet we find in aU this no

tinge of Jewish narrowness and contempt for the

Gentile world. Gentile strangers from the far East

announce to the Je\vish Sanhedrim the birth of their

King. A Roman soldier and a Canaanitish woman wiu

the highest praise for faith not found in Israel. " All

nations " are seen gathered before the King for judg-

ment, no place being reserved for the favoured people

;

and the declaration that " all power in heaven and

earth " is in the hands of Jesus, is coupled with the

command to " make disciples of all nations."

This Gospel is also remarkable for its fuU revelation

of the fatherly character of God. " In St. Mark we
find our Lord speaking of or to God as His Father

three times, in St. Luke twelve times, ui St. Matthew
twenty-two times ; as the Father of His people, in St.

Mark twice, in St. Luke five times, in St. Matthew
twenty-two times."

St. Matthew's narrative is amazingly condensed,

carrying to the highest pitch that grandeur of sim-

plicity and brevity which is among the most wonderful

characteristics of the Gospels—indeed, of the Bible.

He does not aim at chronological order, except in the

main outlkie ; but presents events in gi-oups or masses,

linked by an inner unity of piu-pose, and gathering

themselves around the discourses of Christ. He is

(as has,been before noted) more the reporter than the

narrator, and often gives our Sa\'iour's words more
fully than parallel passages in the other Gospels. The
discourses of Christ are to the narrative what the

mountain-chains of a countiy are to its basins and

shores. St. Matthew reahses our Lord's description

(chap. xiii. 62) of " a scribe instructed unto the king-

dom of heaven."!

If the conjecture suggested in treating of the

Gospels generally (page 145) be valid, the first and
second Gospels are as closely connected in reality as

they iindonbtedly are in appearance. We have no reason

to dovdjt (though we are not able positively to prove)

the correctness of the general behef which identifies

Mark the Evangelist witli John surnamed Mark,
nephew to Barnabas, repeatedly referred to in the Acts
and Epistles. Early tradition—of which Papias is again

the mouthpiece for us—very decidedly connects his

Gospel with the preaching of the Apostle Peter. The
words of Papias (who is recording what he had heard

from John the Presbyter) are these :
—" Mark, acting

For an instr St, Matthew and St,

'- Quoted by Eusebius, Ecol. Hist,

of other testimonies of ancient i

Iiitrod. to Neyo Tealamcnt, vol. i.

The text of this and

s given by Davidson,
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One thing is abundantly evident. The minute

touches and additional details which give to St. Mark's

narrative its special life and interest, must have been

taken from the lips of an eye-witness, and that eye-

witness one of the Twelve. Two examples may suffice

here : let the reader enlarge the list by his own study.

In the account of the feeding of the five thousand, St.

Mark tells us that the people sat down " by companies

on the green grass" (indicating the spring-time), "in

ranks, by hundreds and by fifties " (fifty ranks of

one hundred; indicating how the total number was

known). Again, in the accoimt of the storm on the

Lake, where the other two Gospels merely state that

Jesus was asleep, Mark tcDs us that " he was in the

stem, sleeping on the cushion." Now, connecting

with these indications the fact that when Peter was

released from prison he went to the house of Mark's

mother (sister to Barnabas—Acts xii. 12 ; Col. iv. 10),

and the reference to Mark in 1 Peter v. 13, we certainly

seem strongly led to the conflusion that the eye-witness

on whose authority Mark wrote, and of whose vivid

narration he has handed down to us the clearest image,

was none other than the Apostle Peter.

Notwithstanding this close connection with the

"Apostle of the Circumcision," St. Mark's Gospel is

plainly designed, not (hke St. Matthew's) for Jewish,

but for Gentile readers. Such a work was needed for

the instruction of those vast multitudes of Gentile

Christians, in Europe, Asia, and Africa, to whom the

land of Judah was an unknown region, and the Jewish

Scriptures a sealed volume, and whose belief that Jesus

was the Messiah foretold by the prophets was the

result, not the cause, of their faith in Him as the Son
of God and Sa\-iour of the world. Wliat special

qualifications "the discii)le and interpreter of Peter"

had for this woi-k we know not. Perhaps his Roman
name may indicate that, although his mother was a

Jewess, his father (like Timothy's) was a Gentile ; or

it may point to other ties of kindred and friendship

outside the sacred pale. With such readers in \-iew,

St. Mark naturally omits much which St. Matthew is

careful to insert. He makes no reference to the law

of Moses. Ho adduces the testimony of the Old
Testament prophets once for all, in the two gi-eat

quotations with which he opens his Gospel ; aU the

other citations from Scripture which he gives (except

XV. 28, not found in the most ancient copies) occurring

in his report of the words of our Lord or of His

hearers. Ho gives but brief accounts of Christ's

discourses, omitting the " Sermon on the Mount ;"

condensing into three verses (xii. 38—10) those tre-

mendous denunciations of the hypocrisy and vice of

the Pharisees and rulers, with which Jesus closed

His public ministry;' and inserts but five of the

parables, one of them peculiar to his Gospel (iv.

26—29 ; to which we may add, in its distinct form as

a parable, xiii. 34). On the other hand, he narrates

a largo number of our Lord's miracles, inserting

fifteen out of twenty-one recorded by St. Matthew
(or twenty-two, if wo count as a distinct miracle

Peter's walking on the sea) ; one given by St. Luke

;

and two not given in either of the other Gospels.

Thus the compact brevity of St. Mark's Gospel

results not from greater conciseness in narration than

the other evangelists—his narrative abounding, 'as we
have seen, in additional details—but from large omis-

sions, made in harmony with the special purpose in

view. He passes over all those preparatory events

which occupy so important a place in the first and
third Gospels. After as brief an account of John's

ministry as would intelligibly introduce the main narra-

tive, and of the baptism and temptation of Jesus (yet

in the single verse which records the latter adding

ono graphic and pathetic touch), he begins the story

of the world-wide glad tidings, just as Peter began to

preach it to the first GeutUe converts (Acts x. 36—43).

The opening sentence, which also forms the title, sup-

plies the key-note of his book—" The Beginning of the

Gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son of God." It is an
account of the origfin, and a demonstration of the

Divine authority, of the Christian faith. The Son of

God is portrayed before us less by His words of

wisdom and truth—the prevailing element in the other

three Gospels—than by His works of power and of

mercy. The minute traits which picture them vividly

to our imagination, also attest the faithfulness of the

record. We do not so much sit at the feet of the

Di^ne Teacher, as follow the footsteps of the Saviour.

We behold His glory, and yet we see, too, how truly

the Son of God was also the Son of man—" the car-

penter, the son of Maiy." " Nowhere else are we per-

mitted so clearly to behold His very gesture and look,

see His very position, to read His feelings, and to hear

His very words " (v. 41 ; vii. 34 ; xiv. 36).

The last twelve verses of St. Mark's Gospel (xvi.

9—20) are wanting in the two most ancient known
MSS., the Sinaitic and Vatican, though found in all

other Greek coi^ies ; and are referred to by Eusebius,

Jerome, and others, as lacking in the most correct

copies. Tet there is evidence, both of quotations and
of the most ancient versions, to show that they were
very early read as a part of the Gospel. The style even
the English reader may perceive to differ strikingly,

in its summary brevity, from St. Mark's ; and in

the Greek a number of words occur not elsewhere

used by him. It is conjectured, therefore, either that

this brief conclusion was added by St. Mark at a later

period to what he had from some cause been prei'iously

compelled to leave unfinished ; or, that it was added at

an early date by another . hand, from apostolic tra-

dition. In its spirit, and in its terse simplicity, it

forms a majestic and hanuouious conclusion.

Some traditions represent this Gospel as written

during the Apostle Peter's life-time, others after his

death, which there is good reason to believe took i)lace

at Rome, under Nero, in or about A.D. 64. But this is a

matter too pui-ely conjectural to claim discussion here.
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ETHNOLOGY OF THE BIBLE.
PALESTINE:— (3) BACES IN THE LAND OF ISEAEL FROM THE CONQUEST TO THE CHEISTIAN EKA.

THE KEV. WILLIAM LEE, liOXBUKGH.

'URING the long series of years with

which we have now to deal, the children

(if Israel, if they did not always form the

dominant race—for to say nothing of

oppressions " in the times of the Judges, even in

later times they were, for centuries, under vassalage to

a succession of foreign masters—Assyi'ian, Egyj)tian,

Chaldean, Persian, Greek-Syrian, and Roman—consti-

tuted (except perhaps iu the days of the exile) the bulk

of the inhabitants of Palestine. They were not, how-

ever, at any time, the exclusive occupants of that terri-

tory. And iu these concluding papers on Palestinian

Ethnology it is proposed to attempt to indicate, with

special relation to some of the more remarkable of the

epochs of Israel's liistory from the conquest downwards,

to what extent, and under what forms, a foreign element

maintained itself in the population side by side with

that which was purely Israelite.

§ 1.—TIME OF JOSHUA.

The promise made to the Chosen Seed, before they

crossed the Jordan, was to the effect that God would
" drive out the Hivite, the Canaanite, and the Hittite

from before tliem," and give them possession of the

whole counti-y thus emptied of its inhabitants (Exod.
xxiii. 28—31). In strict correspondence with this

promise were the instructions the Israelites received

as to their own duty under the covenant into which
Jehovah had been pleased to enter with them and with
then- fathers. " When ye are passed over Jordan into

the land of Canaan, then yo shall drive out all the

inhabitants of the land from before you .... and ye
shall dispossess the inhabitants of the land, and dwell

therein : for I have given you the land to possess it

"

(Numb, xxxiii. 51—53). It was not, however, contem-
plated that, under any circumstances, the " dispossession "

would be completed, in the fullest extent of the terms
of the promise, otherwise than by persevering efforts to

be carried on for some considerable space of time. " I
will not drive them out from before thee in one year.

.... By little and little I wiQ drive them out from
before thee, until thou be increa.sed, and inhabit the
land" (Exod. xxiii. 29, 30). And even as thus limited,
the fulfilment of the promise was made conditional on
the zeal and fidelity of the Israelites themselves in per-
forming the work,assigned to them as the instruments
employed to carry into effect the Divine pm-pose (Numb.
xxxiii. 55 ; Josh, xxiii. 13).

Up to the time of the death of Joshua nothing
appears to have occurred to discourage the hope that, in
due time, that purpose would be fully accomplished.
Errors were fallen into. Achan was not the only
" troubler of Israel " in tliose days. There is not wanting
evidence that idolatry had already to some extent
regained, if it had ever wholly lost, its hold on many of

the people (Josh. xxiv. 15—23). Upon the whole, how-
ever, Israel still " clave unto the Lord their God; " and if

there were even then temporary checks to their onward
progress which might have been avoided, the work given
them to do was, upon the whole, done, before their great
leader, now " old and stricken in age," was gathered to

his fathers. It would be out of place here to enter into

a history of the seven years' war (Josh, xviii. 10 ; cf . Keil,

in loc; MUman, i. 225), and of the steps afterwards
taken by Joshua to reap the fruits of his victories. Of
the result we are left in no doubt. " Joshua took the
whole land, according to all that the Lord said unto
Moses; and Joshua gave it for an inheritance unto
Israel, according to their divisions by their tribes. And
the land rested from war .... There failed not ought
of any good tiling which the Lord had spoken unto the

house of Israel ; aU came to pass" (Josh. xi. 23 ; xxi. 45).

TUthough in the broad and general sense in which,

with a due regard to the context, these words can alone
be understood, the conquest must be regarded as before
the death of Joshua virtually accomplished, it is not
to be supposed that, at any moment, every part of the
coimtry, with every one of its cities and strongholds, was
iu the actuid possession of the Israelites. Ewald thinks
it "very probable that, in the fii'st terror of surprise,

even the Philistines, and also the men of Sidon and the
rest of the Phoenicians, may have paid homage " (Hist.

ii. 30). But the Phoenician coast was never, even in

Joshua's time, more than nominally Israelite territory

(cf . Josh. xiii. 6 ; Judg. iii. 3) ; and as to Philistia, " all

the borders of the Philistines" are, in the old age of

Joshua, described as, no less than the coasts of Sidon,
" land tliat yet remaineth to be possessed " (Josh. xiii.

2, seq.). Indeed, though three of its capital cities and
their " coasts " wore after Joshua's death taken and,
for a short time, held by Juckh (Judg. i. 18; cf. iii.

1—3), Philistia was not completely subjugated tUl the

reign of David (2 Sam. viii. 1; 1 Chron. xviii. 1). Other
less considerable, but important, border lands were in

very much the same position (Josh. xiii. 6). Everywhere,

too, isolated strongholds, especially in the valleys, where
their foi-midable war-chariots gave the aborigines a

decided advantage over Israel (Josh. xWi. 16 ; Judg.

i. 19 ; iv. 3), remained to the enemy (Judg. i. 1, seq.) :

either ha^-ing held out from the first, or as iu the case of

Jebus (better known in after times as Jerusalem), having

been very soon re-occupied by them. All that is indeed

necessarily implied in the history of Joshua's victories

is " sunply that the power of the Canaanites was broken,

their dominion overthrown, and their territory so

thoroughly given into the hands of the Israelites . . .

that they could neither offer any further opposition to

their invaders, nor dispute the possession of the land

with them" (Keil, Com. on. Josh.).

If the laud was not evcrj'whcre occupied, much less
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were the whole of its former iuhabitants extirpated. A
very large proportion of them must, it is true, have dis-

appeared before the end of the war. The loss of life

alone was frightful. This is not the place to attempt

to justify the ways of God to man, in relation to the

terrible judgments inflicted on the Canaanites. It is

with the facts only that we have to deal. The Israelites

were required to "smite," and " destroy utterly," "show-

ing no mercy" (Deut. \u. 2). And in many instances

these ministers of the Divine jiistice were not slack in

cariying out to the letter their appointed, if dreadful,

mission. Many fell in battle ; many more, probably,

perished in the sack of populous cities like Jericho, in

whose fate an awful warning was given, at the very

commencement of the campaign, as to the true nature of

the coming struggle. In Ai, where the inhabitants were

comparatively "few" (Josh. vii. 3), 12,000 persons were

put to the sword. Nor were Jericho and Ai the only

cities which suffered so terrible a doom. In the history

alike of the battle of Bethhoron, which gave the southern

half of Palestine into the hands of Joshua, and of the

battle of Merom, fought against a confederacy of the

northern tribes, we find that the victory in the field

was followed up by the ravage of the whole territories

of the confederate kings, and the capture of their chief

towns, with whoso inhabitants Joshua dealt as he had

done with the inhabitants of Jericho and Ai (Josh, x., xi.).

Then, great numbers, doubtless, were literally " driven

forth out of the laud." After the Canaanite defeat at

Merom, just referred to, the survivors of the fight and

the pursuit fled in the first instance "to great Sidon and

to Misrephoth-maim, and to the valley of Mizpeh east-

ward" at the foot of Hermou (xi. 8 ; cf. ver. 3). Of these

some must have returned to their former settlements

in tlie time of the Judges. Many, however, probably

remained in or near the territories, on the north-western

and north-eastern borders of Palestine, in which they

had thus sought refuge from the enemy. In the "valley"

or " land of Mizpeh," a Hivite colony was indeed already

settled before this time, and had taken part with the

confederate kings under Jabin, in the battle (xi. 3) ; and

down to the days of Solomon we find tribes of Hittites,

under their own kings, with settlements in the same
direction (1 Kiags x. 29). In like mauner remnants of

the Rephaim, or Anakim, had fled to the cities of the

Philistines, when that giant race was by Joshua "cut

off from Hebron, from Debir, from Anab, and from all

the mountains of Juilili, ami from all the mountains of

Israel" (Josh. xi. 1], -^-l ; ] Sam. xvii. i ; 2 Sam. xxi.

19). But we are not williDut reasons for belie-^nng that

sooner or later there were also migrations to much more
remote regions. Procopius, the historian (boi^ c. 500

A.D.), liimseK a native of Csesarea, in Palestine, and
therefore the more likely to be interested in any facts

connected with the early history of that country, was
shown two marble pillars near a great well in the fortress

of Tigisis in Numidia, bearing an inscription' in the

Phoenician tongue, to this effect :
"We are those who

1 See Vol. I., p. 105.

fled from before the face of the robber Joshua, the son

of Nun" (Procoiiius, Bell. Vand. ii. 10). Tlie antiquity

of the monument has been disputed, on internal e%-idence

(Ewald, Hist. ii. 2, note ; Kenrick, Phoenicia, 66). But
as Dean Stanley remarks {Jewish Church, i. 275), its

existence, even so late as the sixth century, shows at

least the belief which lingered among the remnant of

the Phoenician colonies on the coast of Africa. Nor is

there wanting other evidence of less doubtful authen-

ticity as to such distant migrations of some of the

fugitives.^ At the same time, though many Canaanites

either perished, or wore compelled to flee the coimtry,

during the wars of Joshua, many also remained.

It is impossible to estimate the exact numbers. But
that these were very considerable is plain enough. To
say nothing of the Canaanites of Sidonia—whose terri-

tory, though assigned to her, and allotted to one of her

tribes, never (as we liave found) appertained, de facto,

to Israel—the Philistines remained not only unsubdued,

but, as would appear, intact, in their own settlements

on the south-western coast ; and the Pliilistiues, if less

formidable in numbers than they became in the later

years of the Judges, were already (Exod. xiii. 17) a

powerful people. We know little of the numerical

strength of the other nations in " the south " and iu

"all Lebanon "—Avites, GibUtes, and Canaanites—which

also still remained in undisturbed ^jossession of their

lands (Josh. xiii. 3; Judg. iii. 3). Of the Hivites of

Gibeon we have more information. This people, who
had been for long settled in the very heart of the land,

and by well-known means had contrived to secure

for themselves immunity from the fate of their

brethren, occupied, we find, no fewer than four cities, of

which the capital is described as " a great city, larger

than Ai," and one of the royal cities in pre-Israelite

times (Josh. x. 2). According to Robinson (iJesearcAes,

i. 455), its existing ruins attest its former greatness.

" One large tower," he says, " still remains, perhaps a

former castle, or tower of strength. The lower rooms

are vaulted vrit\i round arches of hewn stones fitted

together with great exactness. The stones outside are

large, and the whole appearance is that of antiquity."

Many of the separate towns, or strongholds, in posses-

sion of others of the primitive inhabitants at the time of

Joshua's death, were also considerable places. Several

of them are named in the first chapter of Judges. They
include Bezek, where 10,000 Canaanites and Periz-

zites fell when the city was afterwards taken by the

tribes ; Jebus, in which the Canaanites were able to

continue to hold their ground till the time of David

;

Hebron; Kirjath-sephir; Bethel; Bethshan, under the

name of Soythopolis, still a heathen city m the time of

our Lord (Lightfoot, Works, x. 240) ; and Endor, which,

in the witch's cave there, bore traces of the Canaanite

element in its population at the close of the reign of

Saul. Many other cities, vrith their dependent villages.

- Ewald (Hist. ii. 2, jiofe) refers to tlie brief statement iu

Eusebius, Cliron. G'r., ed. Scali^er, p. 11, tbat Tiipolis, iu Atrioi,

was founded by Cauaanites who fled before Joshua
i
and to a

notice, iu Moses Chorensis, i. 19, of a noble race ia Armenia who
claimed a similar origin.
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are eniunei'ate»l iu the same place as being yet in the

possession of the enemy after the death of Joshua ; and

Canaanites are said to have been found at that time

alike " in the mountain, and in the south [Negeb), and

in the valley (Shephela)" (Judg. i. 9).

It must be repeated, however, that at the time of

Joshua's death the people of Israel were, to all intents

and purposes, the people of the land, and that as a

ride the land was already occupied by them. So

thoroughly was their predominance established that

Joshua had been enabled to disband his army, every

man betaking himself to Ids own inlieritance. Even
the levy of 40,000 soldiers from the trans-Jordanic

tribes (Josh. i. 12 ; iv. 13), who, tlieu- own territories

being already secured, had agreed to accompany their

brethren throughout the war against Canaan, " until the

Lord hatli given your brethren rest, as he hath given

you," were released from their long service, and per-

mitted to re-cross the Jordan, and rejoin their wives

and families in Gdead and Bashau (xxii. 1).

§ 2.—TIME OP THE JUDGES.

In the period of between three hundred and four

hundred years which, commencing not very long after

the events just noticed, and extending to the reign of

Saul, is known as the time of the Judges, Palestine

may almost be said to have hardly escaped falliug again

into the possession of the races from which it had been

wrested so recently, and after so terrible a conflict.

For some time after the death of Joshua the several

tribes to whom, in their different localities the work
had been entrusted, persevered, not without zeal, though

with varying success, in the attempt to dispossess the

remnants of the conquered peoples from the strongholds

which ^e have found they had continued to retain after

the conquest. A new generation, however, now .sprung

fip—a generation with less faith than their fathers, and

caring more for their own ease and enjoyment than for

the realisation of the purposes of the Theocracy. The
first step iu the downward course was taken when they

began to enter into leagues with the enemy ; a course

equally opposed to the command of God, whether, as a

condition of peace, they received, or—as seems to have

leen the case with the tribe of Asher, on the Phoenician

borders (cf. Judg. i. 32)—themselves rendered homage.

To such perilous compromises were added still more
fatal departures from the path of duty expressly pre-

scribed by God. If any doubts could have been felt

that the command utterly to drive out the Canaanite,

though apparently harsh, was right iu itself, the events

which now ensued alone suffice to remove them. Again,

as before the flood, the seed of the wicked were iilter-

mingled with the heirs of the promise, and with like

results. "The cliildren of Israel dwelt among the

Canaanites, Hittites, and Amorites, and Perizzites, and
Hivites ; and they took their daughters to be their

wives, and gave their daughters to their sous, and
served their gods." " And the anger of the Lord was
hot against Israel .... so that they could no longer

stand against thou- enemies" (Judg. iii. 6—8; ii. 14). It

was au inevitable consequence of the calamitous circum-
stances imder which Israel was thus brought, that there

ere long occurred an alarming change in the relative

proportion of Israelites and nou-IsraeUtos in the land.

The Canaanites—using this general term to designate

all the older races of Canaan—not only maintained their

position, but rapidly increased in numbers and in power.
In some localities tliroy even for a time fully recovered

the supremacy which they had enjoyed before the

conquest. Allusion has been already made to the battle

of Merom, one of the two great battles by which Joshua
first secured possession of the land. That battle had
been fought against a confederacy of northern Canaanites

under Jabin, king of Hazor. The issue was a complete

victory over the confederate army, followed, after long

warfare, by the capture of all their toivus (Hazor itself

being burned ivith fire), and the slaughter or dispersion

of the whole Canaanite population of the district (Josh.

xi. 1). Tet, about a hundred and fifty years later,

Hazor is found again as a great Canaanite city, with
iuiother king of the same name as in the days of Joshua,

with—as iu those times^poworful allies among neigh-

bouring Canaanite kings, and with a numerous army
so well equipped that it had no fewer than nine hundred
war-chariots (Judg. iv. 3). They were again defeated, it

is true, by a combination of some of the principal tribes

;

but not until after tliey had been permitted to show
their power by a rule of twenty years, during which
time "they mightily oppressed the chddreu of Israel"

(Judg. iv. 3). " The highways were unoccupied, and
the travellers walked by byways. The inhabitants of

the villages ceased" (v. 6). So thoroughly indeed had
they been able to break the spirit of the race which had
once conquered and were destined to conquer them
again, that, in their forays—forays from which their

wives at home were used to expect to see them return

with many a Hebrew captive for the neighbouring slave-

markets (v. 30)—they pursued the terror-stricken

Israelites even to the gates of their cities, and seem to

have met \ntii little if any resistance (v. 8).

A remarkable increase of the Philistine power also

took place in the course of these centuries. To what
cause it is to be attributed is a question as to which
Biblical students differ iu opinion. Knobel, Movers,

Ewald, and also, as formerly mentioned, Pusey, find

the reason in an influx—or more than one influx—

of fresh immigrants into PhUistia which, as they

suppose, must have taken place before the time of the

later Judges. Other writers, on the contrary, hold

that the hypothesis of new immigrations, whether

from Crete or elsewhere, is without any real basis,

and is not required to account for the facts in ques-

tion ; the geographical position of the country, which

affords peculiar facilities for commercial pursuits ; the

remarkable fertility of the soil, with the character of

the peojjlo themselves—a people fuU of energy, ambi-

tious, enterprising, and no less proficient in the arts

of peace than skUful and courageous in war—alone

affording an adequate explanation. Of the fact itself

there can be no doubt. That the Philistines had now
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become a inueli luoro important peoxile tlian they ivero

at tho conquest will not bo clispntetl when it is con-

sidered that, to use the words of Dr. Pusey, " whereas

heretofore those whom God employed to chasten Israel

in their idolatries were kings of Mesopotamia, Moab,

Hazor, Midian, Amalek, and the children of the East

(Judg. iii., &c.) ; and Philistia had, at the beginning of

the period of the Judges, lost Gaza, Askelon, and

Ekron (i. 18) to Israel, and was repulsed by Shamgar

;

thenceforth, to the time of David, they became the gi-eat

scourge of Israel on the west of Jordan, as Ammon was

on the east" (Minor Proph., 221).

Nor is this all. While in Palestine the enemies of

Israel were thus recovering or (as in the case of the

Philistines) augmenting theii- numbers, the Hebrew

population was suffering a corresponding decrease.

This fact, it is true, is nowhere expressly stated ; but

it may confidently be inferred, if only from a com-

parison of the numbers Israel could bring into tlie field,

even when she fought for her national independence,

almost her very existence as a nation, in the times of the

Judges, with the great armies which Joshua led across

the Jordan.

How could the case have been otherwise ? We must

be on our guard against forming an exaggerated idea

of the wretched state of the countiy in those days when
" there was no king in Israel." Many of the general

statements on this subject to be found in the Book of

Judges might mislead us if we were not careful to

attend to qualifying details which are supplied to us on

the same authority. Neither tho sins nor the sufferings

of Israel in the centuries now referred to were unintcr-

mittent ; nor were either of them at any time universally

prevalent. In the worst days of this dark period of tlie

ancient Chiu-ch's history, the institutions of Moses never

lost their hold on at least a remnant of the favoured

people. All through those days of wide-spread spiritual

declension the tabernacle at SliUoh i was the centre of

religious worship ; the services of the sanctuary were

regularly celebrated by consecrated priests of Jehovah,

in accordance with tho Mosaic ritual, and were fre-

quented by devout congregations of the faithful ; and
above all there were parts of the countiy, and probably

homes evei-ywhere—like those of Manoah, Elimelech,

Boaz, and Elkanah—in which were exemplified every
social and domestic virtue, with a genuine piety unsur-

passed in any age of the Church. Nor did the judg-
iiiouts which were visited on the nation for abounding
iniquity, and wliich, like all national judgments, often

brought suffering on the innocent as well as the guilty,

fall, at least ivith equal severity, on every district of

the laud. The not more beautiful and touching, than,

from an historical point of view, important history

of Ruth, affords, as does also tho Song of Deborah,
abimdant evidence in support of both these statements.

1 After tbe first Ijcittlo of Ebenezer, when the ark brought from
Shiloh into the camp of Israel was taken by the Philistines, and
the earliest of the H(?brew sanctuaries appears to have been
abandoned, tho services were still continued elsewhere, as in
Samuel's time, at Mizpeh (1 Sam. vii. 5), at Eamah (vii. 17), and
atGilgal (X. 8; li. 15).

At the same time, there can be no doubt tliat the state

of the country was, upon the whole, deplorable.

It was more than deplorable : it was such as to

imperil the national existence. A single fact will

sutfice to show how narrowly Israel in the time of the

Judges must have escaped utter extinction as a nation.

Leaving out of \'iew the losses incurred in their frequent

and desperate battles against their foreign invaders,

and in their bloody internecine wars, when again and

again (Judg. viii. 1—3; xii. 1 ; xx. 1) the tribes turned

their swords against each other

—

ydth, in a familar

instance, the result that one of their number, the tribe

of Benjamin, was all but totally exterminated (xxi. 6)

;

and the general weakening effects on the population of

the anarchy and insecurity which prevailed—Israel was

for long periods, in one case for forty successive years,

helplessly at the feet of " oppressors " like the Mesopo-

tamians, Moab, Ammon, Midian, Hazor, and the Philis-

tines, nations which made war chiefly that they might

make captives to be carried away into slavery. That

thousands and tens of thousands of the choicest young

men and maidens of Israel were during each of the six

"oppressions" removed from the land to bo sold as

slaves in foreign slave-markets is a fact of wliich no

one acquainted with the usages of the times can have

any reasonable doubt.-

2 One of these " oppressions " is expressly called a time of " the
captivity of the land " (Judg. xviii. 30 ; cf. ver. ol ; 1 Sam. iv.

2, seq. ; Ps. Ixsviii. 60, 61) ; and a " captivity " implies a removal of

the inhabitants, " not merely a subdual, whereby the inhabitants

would remain tributary, or even enslaved, yet still remain"
(Pusey, on Joel iii. 6). The " damsel or two " which each of the

soldiers of Jabin's army was expected to bring back from the

battle under Sisera, when Israel was lying under the oppression

of the Canaanites of Hazor (Judg. v. 30), were of course intended

for the slave-market. To what extent similar oppressions in the

after history of Israel were accompanied by the removal of cap-

tives out of the land, and their sale as slaves in foreign countries,

we have abundant evidence. In Joel (o. ^X) B.C.) we find God
represented as " pleading "' with certain nations, " for my people

and my heritage, Israel, whom they h,ave scattered among the
nations .... having cast lots for my people ; and having
given a boy for an harlot, and sold a girl for wine tbat they might
drink" (iii. 2). The Phoenicians and the Philistines are especially

mentioned, and their sin is thus described :
" Ye have taken my

silver and my gold, and have carried into your temples my
pleasant things : the children .also of Jndah and the children of

Jerusalem have ye sold unto the Grecians, that ye might remove
them far from their border" (verses 5, 6). Amos (c. 737 B.C.),

in like manner, pronounces judgments both on the Philistines

and on the Phceuicians for carrying away Israelites "with an
entire captivity," and delivering them up to Edom—the Bin of the-

latter being aggravated, inasmuch as it involved a breach of " the
brotherly coveuaut " which, as we know otherwise, had been
formed between Tyre and Israel in the days of David and Solo-

mon (Amos i. 6, 9). "The Philistines are here the robbers of

men ; the Phoenicians are the receivers and the sellers " (Pusey,

ill ioc. Cf. Amos i. 9; 2 Mace. viii. 11; Ezek. xxvii. 13). In tEe
reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus, 120,000 Jews were found in Egypt
as slaves, most of them, as the king just named declared in the
decree by which they were ordered to be redeemed, having been
taken captive and brought iuto Egypt, and there sold, when his

father overran Syria and laid waste Judea (Jos. Antiq. xii. 2,

§ l—i). In the Roman war, which resulted in the destruction of

Jerusalem by Titus (70 a.d. ), 97,00') Jews were carried away into

captivity, all those under seventeen years of age being sold as

slaves (Jos. B. J. vi. 9, § 3). lu the history of the wars of the

Maccabees there is a curious illustration of the customs above
referred to. After the revolt of the Jews under Judas Maccabeus
began to look threatening, Nicanor was sent, with 20,000 men, to-

root them out from the whole country ; and thoui^h his expedition

failed, we find that he expected to make as much by the sale of
captives as would pay a tribute of 2,000 talents, then due bjr
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THE OSTETCH {Siruthio camclus).

ANIMALS OF THE BIBLE.
BY THE KEV. W. HOUGHTON, M.A.,

OSTRICH.

HERE are two or three Hebrew words

which denote the ostrich—namely, bath

haya'andh, yd'en, and rdndn—but they

are not always correctly translated in our

The bath haya'andh is mentioned in the list

Antiochus Epiphaues to the Eomana. At the price he calculated

on receiving for each, he must have sold 180,000 slaves to make up

the total sura. lu anticipation of a success, with which he did

not meet, " he sent to the cities upon the sea-coast, proclaiming a

sale of the captive Jews; " and when he pitched at Emmaus, his

camp contained a thousand merchants, who had come with
*' silver and gold very much," and " fetters," '* to huy the children

of Israel for slaves "
(1 Mace. iii. ; 2 Mace. viii).

•".L.S., RECTOR OF PRESTON, SALOP.

of unclean birds (Lev. xi. 16 ; Deut. xiv. 15), where,

however, oiu- translators read "owl;" and in Job xxx.

29 ; Isa. xxxJT. 13; xliii. 20, where " owl " is again given in

the text, but " ostrich," correctly, in the margin. Some

authorities derive the Hebrew word ya'andh from a root

meaning to "cry out," "to make a loud noise." The

literal meaning with bath is " daughter of loud crying."

Others derive the word from a root meaning " to be

greedy;" hence "daughter of gi-eediness." Either

definition would suit the ostrich, though the more

probable etymology is that which refers to the loud

crying these birds utter in their natural haunts. The

noise of the ostrich has been compared to that of the
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lion, for which it has been mistaken by the Hottentots

in Africa ; but Tristram says it sounds more like the

hoarse lowing of an ox in pain : it is loud and dolorous,

and in the stillness of the desert plains can be heard at

a great distance. To this dismal cry reference is made

in the Book of Job (xxi. 28, 29) :
' I went mourning

trithout the .svm : I stood up and cried in the congre-

gation. I am a brother to jackals (' dragons,' A. V.),

and a companion to ostriches (' owls,' A. V.)." The

same simile occurs in Micah i. 8.

The word yd'en occui-s only in the plural number,

ye'enim, in Lam. iv. 3 :
" The daughter of my people

is become cruel, like the ostriches in the wilderness."

The word is merely the mascuhne gender of ya'anah

without the addition of bath, "daughter." Bdndn, or

renen, which latter term is still used iu modern Hebrew,

occurs only iu Job xxxix. 13, where our translators very

incorrectly render rendmm by "peacocks," and the

Hebrew word for stork by " ostrich." The verse should

be thus rendered :
" The wing of the ostrich moveth

joyously, but has she the plume and feather of the

stork ? " This latter bii-d is provei;bially noted for its

affection to its young. How unlike to the cruel ostrich,

which leaveth her eggs in the earth, and is hardened

against her young ones. Tlie word has the same

meaning as the other Hebrew one for ostrich, rdndn,

viz., to " howl and utter loud cries." Stupidity and

want of affection to her oflspiing have long been

attributed to the ostrich by the Orientals. The Arabs

have a proverb, "Stupid as an ostrich," and they give

several reasons for tlieir belief, as—(1.) That the ostrich

will swallow iron and stones. (2.) When it is himted

it thrusts its head into a bush, and thinks the hunter

does not see it. (3.) It neglects its eggs. (4.) It has

a small head and few brains. It is well known that

the ostrich swallows stones and other hard substances

to aid its digestion. Shaw saw one swaUow several

leaden bullets scorching hot from the mould. Haii-,

wood, cordage, and almost any mineral substance, the

ostrich will swallow with indiscriminate voracity.

Date-stones are a favourite food, and the necessity of

swallowing stones may be seen when we consider that

date-stones are about the hardest of vegetable sub-

stances.

The ostrich is polygamous. The hens lay their eggs

promiscuously in one nest, which is a hole scratched m
the sand; they are then covered over about one foot

deep, and left for the greater part of the day to the

heat of the sun. The parent birds-take their turns at

incubation during the night. But this is the case only

in those countries which have a tropical sun. The
ostriches with which the Jews would be acquainted

would be those of Syria, Egypt, and North Africa,

where the ostriches frequently incubate during the day
;

so that it may be asked, how it can be said that "she for-

getteth that the foot may crush " the eggs when they

are covered a foot or more deep in the sand ? The
ostrich lays an immense number of eggs, and some she

places, not in the nest, but round about it, to all

appearance forsaken ; and these doubtless are the eggs

which a foot may crush to which reference is made in

the passage in Job. These eggs, according to some
naturalists, are designed for the nourishment of the

newly-hatched young ones, which could not otherwise,

perhaps, obtain food in parched and barren regions
;

and this opinion is strengthened by the statement of

natives. Dr. Tristram once was fortunate enough to

find an o.strich's nest. He saw the old birds standing

for some time in one spot, and rode up to it. The
Arabs dismoimted, and, digging with their hands, soon

brought up four fine fresh eggs from the depth of

about a foot under the warm sand. The eggs were
excellent—like those of poultry. On the surface-laid

eggs Dr. Tristram says, " Though I did not myself see

the eggs scattered on the surface, yet all my Arab
friends have assured me that it is the invariable habit

of the bird so to place many of them, and that far more

are laid than are ever incubated. It is from this habit

most probably that the want of parental instinct is laid

to the charge of the ostrich. At the same time, when
surprised by man with the young, before they are able

to run, the parent bird scuds off alone, and leaves its

offspring to its fate. To do otherwise would be a self-

sacrifice, as it is aware of its inability to defend itself

or its poults ; and on the open desert it cannot, like

other cm-sorial birds, mislead the pursuer, and conceal

its brood in herbage " {Nat. Hist. Bib., p. 238). The
captm'e of the ostrich, the largest of all birds, and

perhaps the swiftest of aU cm-sorial animals, is the

greatest feat of hunting to which the Arab sportsman

aspires. The bird is very shy and •wary; the wide,

sandy plains afford no means of ambuscade, and
" dogged perseverance is the only mode of pursuit."

The horses are subjected to a long and painful training,

but little water being allowed, and the diet consisting

chiefly of dried dates, to strengthen theu- wind. " The
hunters set forth with small skins of water strapped

imder their horses' bellies, and a scanty allowance of

food for four or five days distributed judiciously about

their saddles. The ostrich generally lives in companies

of from four to six individuals, which do not appear

to be in the habit, under ordinary cu-cumstances, of

wandering more than twenty or thirty miles from their

head-quarters. "When descried, two or three of the

hunters follow the herd at a gentle gaUop, endeavouring

merely to keep the birds in sight, without alarming

them, or dri^'ing them at fuU speed, when they would

soon be lost to view. The rest of the pursuers leism-ely

proceed in a direction at right angles to the course

which the ostriches have taken, knowing by experience

their habit of ruiming in a circle. Posted on the best

look-out they can find, they await for hours the antici-

pated route of the game, calculating upon intersecting

their path. If fortunate enough to detect them, the

relay sets upon the now fatigued flock, and frequently

succeeds in running one or two down, though a horse or

two generally falls exhausted in the pursuit " (p. 236-7).

The flesh of the ostrich is good and sweet. By the

ancient Romans this bu-d's brains were highly prized

as a dish for supper. The egg-shells are used for



various purposes by the natives, who make di-iukiug

cups and boxes out of them, but especially for the

embellishing of the mosques, " where they are suspended

in long rows, and for the decoration of graves, the

eggs being embedded in mortar at the head and foot

of each grave, or built for a great man into a sort of

pyramid."

The ancient Egyptians used to hunt the ostrich,

whose plumes were in great request for ornamental

purposes. An ostrich feather was a symbol of the

Goddess of Truth or Justice. It belonged also to the
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head-dress of Ao and other deities, and was worn by
the soldiery and priests on certain religious festivals.

(Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt, v., p. 216.)

Ostrich-plumes for head-dresses are almost wholly
imported from Africa. Those of the male bii-d are the

whitest and most beautiful. The plumes of the wings
are more valuable than the tail-feathers. The ostrich

(Struthio camelm) is seldom seen in Palestine. Dr.

Tristram obtained a skin of one of these bk-ds, which
was killed on the Belka Plains, close behind the hills

of Mo.ab.

BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.
HAGGAI (concluded).

BY THE KEV. SAMUEL COX, NOTTINGHAM.

SECOND PROPHECY.
CHAP. II. 1^9.

IT is to be feared that the zeal with which,

for the second time, the Jews commenced
to build the Temple soon declined, de-

clined dangerously even within a month

;

for it was on the twenty-foiu'th day of the sixth month,

in the second year of Darius, that they wei'e stirred

up by the word of the Lord to resume the work,

and by the twenty-first day of the next month Haggai

has once more to rouse and kindle their drooping hearts.

And here again we are thankful to Haggai for the pre-

cision with which he dates his prophecies ; for this

precision helps us to enter into the feelings of the

returned exiles, and to understand why their hearts

were disquieted and despondent within them. The
twenty-first day of the seventh month was the seventh

day of the Feast of Tabernacles. And this feast was

ordinarily one of the most merry and joyful in the

Hebrew calendar. For i'it,'lit days— (.<=.. from a Sabbath

to a Sabbath, inclusive—ilic .Jews dwult in booths made
of "the boughs of gooilly troi-s." to commemorate the

joumeyings of their fatliers in the wilderness of Sinai,

and the goodness of the Lord in guiding and feeding

them as they travelled to the promised land. At this

feast, moreover, they celebrated the ingathering of the

fruits of the earth, especially the fruits of the orchard

and the vineyard. Li all wine-growing countries the

vintage is a season of hilarity and joy ; and among the

Hebrews, who believed that God gave them wine to

gladden their hearts, it was a time not only of joy, but

of joy in the Lord.

But the harvest and vintage of this year had been,

as we learn from Haggai, miserably scanty and disap-

pointing. They had " sown much, and brought ia little
;

"

they had "eaten, but had not had enough; " they had
" drunk, but had not been fuU." A blight seemed to

have fallen on the grain and the vines, upon " all that

the groimd bringeth forth" and upon "all the labour of

their hands" (chap. i. 6, 10, 11). What wonder, then,

that as they gathered on the Templo-hiU. to keep the

feast, to hold a solemn convocation, to eat and drink

and praise tlie Lord, they brooded with anxious care

over their scanty crops, and felt tliat, while the times

were so hard, they could not hope to complete the great

enterprise whicli they had commenced p What wonder
if, as they ate of the scanty fare and drank the poor

wine of the year, they mournfully recalled the rich abim-

dance which their fathers had enjoyed, and concluded

that God had forgotten to be gracious to them ? What
wonder if, as they recalled the former spacious Temple
vrith its splendid magnificence, and looked round on

the contracted lines of the House they were now
rearing, this House seemed as little in their eyes

as compared with Solomon's as their political status

and condition when compared with that of then-

fathers' ?

It was to rouse them from this brooding despondency

that the word of the Lord once more came through

Haggai the prophet. On the day before that on which

the Feast ended—the Friday of the third week in the

seventh month of the year, B.C. 520—he came to them

and said (verses 3—5)

:

, its first glory ?'Who i tins lioeft among: you that i

And how do ye see it now ?

Is it not ns nothing in your eyes ?

But now he comforted, O Zerubbabel, saith the Lord;
And be comforted, O Joshua, son of Jozadak, thou high priest j

And be comforted, all yo people of the laud,

Saith the Lord of Hosts, aud work :

For I am with you, saith the Lord of Hosts.

The covenant I made with you when ye came out of Egypt,

And my Spirit, remain with you

;

Fear ye not,"

Just as, when the foundations of the Temple were

laid, it was " the ancient men, who had seen the fii-st

house," that wept; so now, when the buOding was

resumed, it was the old men, to whom the former times

were so much better than these, who discouraged the

builders by affirming that this House was as nothing to

that; that it was no use going on with it ; that it would

never be fit to be seen. There might be many men in

the congregation who had seen the House that Solomon

))iult, for it was not more than sixty-eight years suice
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it was destroyed ; and Ihe Jews were a long-lived race.

Possibly, too, among these ancient men there were some

who, when in Babylon, had heard Daniel prophe.sy that

" seventy days " or years must elapse before tlie Resto-

ration, and who therefore agreed that " the time was

not come, the time that the Lord's house should be

bnilt
;
" that at least two years must elapse before the

full time would come. They may have deemed that

these young men, Haggai and Zeehariah, who thought

so little of the comforts due to age and so much of the

necessity of labour and sacrifice, were not to be compared

with the great prophets of their youthful days—Jere-

miah, Ezekiel, and Daniel. They may have given a

religious colour to the promptings of timidity, and indo-

lence and selfishness, and have dwelt on the impiety of

building before the due time, as well as on the impru-

dence of building while the times were so hard. I

confess I vehemently suspect these " ancient meu " of

being at the bottom of the mischief, and of throwing

cold water on the zeal of Zerubbabel and Joshua, and of

all who were ready to leave off running for their own
houses in order that the Lord's House might no longer

Ho waste.

Obviously they, or their maundering intei-pretations

of the facts of the time, had damped the zeal of the

Governor and the high priest ; for Haggai bids Zerub-

babel and Joshua, and all the people of the land, be

comforted ; i.e., be inwardly strong, not to yield to the

querulous spirit of those who had seen the Temple in

its first gloi-y, and who depreciated and despised as

"nothing "the House that was now rising from the

ground. To strengthen them against this evil and
depressing influence, to inspirit them to " work " on in

faith and hope, he repeats the Divine assurance with

which tlie previous chapter closes, " For I am with yon,

.saith the Lord of Hosts ;
" i.e., " I am for you, although

the Persians, and the Samaritans, and even the ancient

meu of Israel may be against you."

But the prophet is not coutent with simply repeating

the assurajice. He confirms it with an argument, and

an argument which they could bring to the test of

experience. The word, or ' covenant " of God, and the

"Spirit" of God remained with them. This word or

covenant made with the Hebrews when they came np

out of Egypt was, of course, the compact God had

sealed with them, that, if they would be his people. He
woiild be their God ; that, if they kept his command-
ments, they should be his peculiar treasure among all

the nations of the earth. They might suppose that this

covenant had ceased and determined when they had so

flagrantly violated it, as that God had given them a prey

to their enemies and suffered them to be carried away
captive to Babylon ; but it had not ceased despite their

sins : it still stood. God would be even better to them

than his word : and here was a proof patent to them aU
—the Spirit, which alone gives life to the word, was

still with them, and manifestly mth them. That Spirit

was working in the prophets, Haggai and Zeehariah,

who brought fhcm messages from Heaven ; nay, it was
working in their o^m hearts, and compelling them to

act on the inspiration of the prophets ; for had not the

Lord, barely a month since, " stirred up the spirit of

Zerubbabel, and the spirit of Joshua, and the spirit of

the whole remnant of the people," so that they had
' hearkened unto the voice of the Lord their God, and
did according to the words of Haggai the prophet, since

God had sent him " (chap. i. 12—14) ? Here, then,

was the proof that God was with them. Here was the

proof that his word, or covenant, with them still held

good; for the presence and activity of his Spirit in

their- midst was the surest of all signs that both God
and his word remained with them, and had not been

alienated or vrithdi-aivn. Wliy, then, should they fear,

let the old men say what they would ? Grant that this

House was as " nothing " to the former. Was not a
living and active spiritual Presence more and better

than any house ? What did it matter that the Temple
was small if God dwelt in it, and dwelt in it not simply

as a fire involved in clouds, but as a benignant and
quickening Power ?

In all this there was much to rouse and cheer their

hearts, and to make the feast end more blithely than it

began. But Haggai has far greater things than these

to utter. Like all the prophets, he has his brief apoca-

lypse. His quick and forward-hasting spirit is borne on

into the future ; and he, too, sees, or foresees, the coming
of the kingdom that cannot be moved. This apocalyptic

vision occupies only four verses (6—9) ; but these verses

are very fuU. They are also pei-plexing : for, like all the

prophets when they rise to their highest point of vision
'

and pre-vision, Haggai blends and entangles the future

with the present : the future events which he foresees

cast their shadows before, but the form of these

shadows is determined by the historic facts of the

moment, and often it is hard to distinguish the pre-

dictive element of his words fi-om the historic. Let us

read them, and see what we can make of them :

—

"For thus saith the Lord of hosts,

Once more, and that soon,

I will shake the heavens and the eai-th,

The sea and the dry land
;

Yea, I will shake all the nations,

And the good things desired by all the nations shall come;
And I will fill this house with glory,

Saith the Lord of hosts.

Mine is the silver, and mine is the gold,

Saith the Lord of hosts.

The last glory of this house shall be greater than the first,

Saith the Lord of hosts
;

And in this place will I give peace,

Saith the Lord of hosts."

Now the plain historic sense of the words, the sense

in which the Jews to whom Haggai spoke would take

them, I suppose to be this. They would understand

that a great convulsion was at hand, in which the

nations and empires that now oppressed them would be

overthrown, and compelled to recognise the power of

Him who had chosen the Hebrew race to be liis people

;

that they themselves would be emancipated from their

subjection to Persia, and raised to a height of freedom

and strength which would set them above the reach of

their adversaries ; that they need have no fear about

the completion of the Temple, or that it would lack



splendour, since Ho was with them to wliom the silver

and the gold belonged ; and that, when the Temple was

complete, God would grant them a settled peace, and so

manifest his power among them as that the last glmy

of his house and kingdom should surpass the first.

If this was, as probably it was, the sense in which the

Jews took the words «f Haggai, we can well believe

that, as they listened to them, their hearts would be

filled with new courage and hope, and that the last day

of the Feast of Tabernacles would in very deed be the

great day of the feast, a day full of jey and gladness.

But as the years passed, and they found Darius on

their side, reversing the policy of his predecessor, and

granting them gold and silver, bullocks and lambs,

wheat and salt, wine and oil, for the service of the

Sanctuary, until, in four years, the Temple was finished,

they surely would suspect that even these most welcome

changes were but a poor fulfilment of Haggai's largo

and glowing words. Did the shaking of the heavens

and the earth, and the coming of that which all nations

desired, and the more excellent glory of the latter

House, and the supreme gift of " peace " mean no more

than this ? This surely could not exhaust the meaning

of the prophecy ! It did not. God was his own inter-

preter. Time and He that shapes it to a perfect end

soon brought out a larger meaning. Under Darius the

Persian empire culminated ; but oven under the reign

of his immediate successor, Xerxes, it began to be

shaken. In his war with Greece, it was so terribly

shaken as that it never regained its old power. So

again the empire of Greece, raised to its height by the

conquests of Alexander, the adversary of Xerxes, was

shaken into hostile fragments at his death. The two

krgest fragments, the SjTian and Egyptian kingdoms,

destroyed each other ; and thus the whole Eastern world

became the easy prey of Rome. Under all these wars,

commotions, changes, extending through five centuries,

the Jews throve and grew : the silver and the gold

flowed into the House of the Lord, so that the second

Temple grew to be larger, if not more magnificent,

than the first. And then, when the Roman empii'e

was at its height of power. Re came in whom the desires

of all nations were centred and were accomplished.

For what the nations most deeply desired, yet what
by the lips of their wisest sages they confessed they

could not find, was an authentic disclosure of God and
of the will of God, an authoritative proclamation of

the law by which hmnan life shoiild be ruled, the

outshining of a clear steadfast light on the lot and
destiny of man.

These desires were fulfilled in Christ, who came to

show them the Father, to declare his wiU, to illustrate

the true law of human conduct, to bring life and
immortality to light. And when He came to bo the

Light of the Gentiles, He also came to bo " the Con-
solation of Israel." Whatever the splendour of the

second Temple, it lacked the pride and glory of the fii-st

—the Urim and Thummim, the sacred ark, the golden

pot of mauun, the law written " by the hand of Moses,"

the Shekinah with its fire involved in clouds. But
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in Christ, who sat daily teaching in this Temple, there

came the Divine Substance of which all these were
but fleeting shadows, the sacred and vital Oracle of all

truth, the Ark of Salvation, the Bread of Life, the Law
incarnixtod in the loveliness of perfect deeds, the very
Brightness of the Father's glory. Ho who, as Ho
walked in the sacred precinct, could say. " In this place
is One greater than the Temple "—of Him we may
surely affirm that He caused the last glory of that

House to be greater than the first ; while of Him in

whom " God was reconciling the world unto Himself,"

we may as surely say that in that place He gave
peace.

That, besides their first historical meaning, Haggai's

words had this larger predictive and Messianic mean-
ing, the words themselves bear witness. They are of

too wide and lofty a sweep to be exhausted by the first

fulfilment. And though perhaps Haggai himself never

saw, or never clearly saw, what and what manner of

thing the Spu-it of God that was in him did signify,

nevertheless we, \vith whom his wards remain, and the

Sjiirit which can alone quicken the Word to life, may
well believe that he testified beforehand, if not of tho

suflerings of Christ, yet " of tho glory that should

follow."

THIRD PEOPHECY.
CHAP. II. 10—23.

The ninth mouth of the Jewish 3'ear answers to tho

period between the middle of November and the middle

of December. At this period, in Palestine, the winter

crops have been sown, and the early or autumnal rain

has set in. It was on the twenty-fourth day of tliis

month, when, as we may suppose, the rains were well

on, that the word of the Lord came once more to

Haggai the prophet. On the very day he spoke it was
exactly three months after the building of the Temple

had been resumed, and about two months after ho had

been moved to relieve the depression of the builders by
the glowing hopes and promises of his second prophecy.

It will be remembered that, within a few weeks after

they had recommenced the work, the Jews lost heart,

and that mainly because the haiwest and vintage of the

year, like those of many previous years, had disappointed

their hopes. As they kept the Feast of Tabernacles,

instead of rising into the joy of harvest and vintage,

they saddened as they remembered how much they had

sowed and how little theyhad gathered in, and saddened

into a still deeper depression as the old men recalled

tho glories of the former Temple, and declared that the

new House would be as "nothing" compared with that.

To relieve their depression, to infuse into their labours

the strength and animation of hope, Haggai had been

commissioned to assure them that the last glory of this

House should surpass its fii-st glory ; that God Himself

would come and dwell in it, and give them peace. And
now for two mouths, in one of the busiest seasons of tho

year, when the seed had to be sown and the young vines

l)lanted, they had worked faithfully and vigorously at
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the growing structiu-e, strong in the hope which the

words of Haggai had kindled. They had thus fitted

themselves to x'eceivo a fresh assurance that, if they

were true to God, He would be true to them. Possibly

they were once more depressed in heart, or liable to

depression. Eor, now that the seed was sown, there was

no more corn in their granaries ; and of course, it being

early winter, none of the trees—such as the vine, the fig,

the olive—would yield their fruit for montlis to come

(verse 19). Hungry times were upon them and before

them ; and hungry men are likely to be hopeless, if not

desperate, men. How could they tell but that the next

harvest would be as scanty and insufficient as the

harvests of recent years ? Once more, perhaps, they

might toil and wait in vain, although as they waited

they were oljoyiug the command of the prophet and

budding a House for God.

To these spoken or unspoken fears, Haggai replies,

" No ;
your deficient harvests were simply a punisli-

ment on your neglect of God and his House ; and now
that the sin is at an end, you may be sure the punish-

ment is at an end too." In order to make it clear to

them that their sin against God was the sole cause of the

failure of their harvests, he sets them to .study a parable.

They aro to go to the priests and ask two qtiestions

about ceremonial purity and impurity. They are to ask,

first, whether if a man should carry sacred fle.sh

—

i.e.,

the flesh of animals offered in sacrifice—in the skirt of

his garment, and should touch bread witli his skirt, or

pottage, or wine, or oQ, or any kind of food, it would

thereby be sanctified ? They ask the question, and, in

accordance with the Mosaic law (Lev. vi. 27), the

priests answer, " No ; the skirt of tho garment in which

tlie sacrod flesh is carried is itself 1 inly, I mi il cannot

commitiiicafe this lioliness, let it iiiuoli what it will."

They are thou to ask a second question. \h. ; whether

a man, who has himself become unclean tln-ough

touching a dead body, defiles any and every kind of food

that he touches ? And to this question the priests, still

in full accordance with the law of Moses (Numb. xix.

22), reply, " Yes ; whatever he touches for seven days

after his personal defilement becomes unclean" (verses

11—14). Now if we conceive of the people as being

sent to the priests on these two errands, and as bringing

back the priestly repHes to Haggai, we shall understand
that they woiild have them well impressed on theii-

minds, and that they woukl be very curious to learn what
use he would make of them. Doubtless they would
discuss the questions, and the true answers to them, as

they went to the priests ; and, as they came back, we may
be sure tliey would speculate on the motive of the prophet

m sending them to the priests, and wonder in what way
ho would turn their replies to purpose. The use he made
of them was so simple and obvious that I dare say the

people failed to anticipate it. It was this. The Jews
themselves, in their relation to God, resembled, on fhc

one hand, a man who carried sacred flesh in the skirt of

Ms garment ; and, on the other hand, a man who had
defiled himself by touching a corpse. They were the

dwseu people. They carried with them a blessing for

the whole world. And in this sense they were holy,

they bore in their garment that which was sacred.

And they had thought that this pui'pose and election of

God would give a sacred immunity from harm to all

they touched ; that, because to them pertained the

adoption and the covenant, the seed they sowed and the

trees tliey planted would thrive, and that they would

gather in abundant harvests of corn and wine and oU.

By comparing them to the man who carried sacred

flesh in the skirt of his garment, but did not therefore

sanctify tlie bread his garment brushed, or the pottage,

or the wine, or the oil, Haggai taught them that the

election of God was of itself no guarantee of prosperity,

that it did not necessarily involve a blessing on all the

labour of their hands. They must be true to that

election. They must serve the God who had chosen

them, and keep his law, before they could look for his

blessing on their toils. And they had not been true to

Him or to his law. They had lost then- sanctity by
their sins, just as the " cleanest " Hebrew lost his purity

the moment he touched a corpse. Tliey had forgotten

God, and let his House lie waste while they built

sumptuous houses for themselves. They had shown
that they did not care for liis presence or his law.

And it was this moral uucleauness wliich had worked
like an infection through the land, and which took

visible form in the blight and the mildew which had
destroyed their growing crops. Themselves unclean,

everything they touched became unclean—all kinds of

food, " aU the work of their hands," and even " that

which they had offered there "—that is, on the altar of

sacrifice, which they had long since set up on its ancient

base (Ezra iii. 3).

In fine, the sole cause of their deficient harvests was
their forgetfiduess of God, and the sins which that

forgetfiUness had induced.

While the people are pondering this simple yet

starthng application of Haggai's parable, he once more

employs and repeats his favourite formida, " Set your

heart," and bids them ponder the history of the last

fourteen years. How had it fared with them before

they resimied the building of the Temple, " laying stone

to stone ? " Was it not true that up to that time, do

what they would, they did notliing to purpose ? If one

of them went to a heap of sheaves from which he calcu-

lated on getting twenty measures of corn, it yielded,

when threshed, no more than ten. Or if one of them

went to the wine-vat, thinking the grapes crushed ia

it wotild yield at least fifty piirdhs—a measure of

unknown quantity—he obtained but twetity. And why
were theii- just hopes thus miserably disappointed ?

Simply because God was against them, because He was

punishing their neglect of Him. It was He who had

sent tlie blight and the mildew to prey upon then- corn

;

it was Hi' i\li(i bail sniittrii thr liudding ^-ineswith hail.

And yt HO iiiir ' I' lliMii liail li.id the wit to see whence

their miscrii's cam.', or thr grace to turn in penitence

and amendment to Him who chastened them \ Now
at last, let them consider more wisely the years wliich

lay between to-day and the day fuU fourteen years ago,



wheu the foundation of the Lord's Temple was laid

;

and tliey would see that it was their uncleanness

which had defiled everything they touched, and made

it abominable to God, so that all the labour of their

hands miscarried (verses 15—17).

Nay, let them consider the present, and forecast the

future, as well as ponder the past. What were their

present prospects ? Miserable enough, alas ! There

was no com in the granaries, now that the seed-corn

was sown, so poor and limited had been the produce of

the previous year. Where, then, were they to look for

bread, or for that which they might substitute or

exchange for bread ? The vine and the fig-tree, the

pomegranate and the olive, had not borne so plentifully

as to leave any yield on their hands. They were desti-

tute and afflicted ; they might be able, if Darius were

clement aud listened to their appeal with favour, to tide

over another winter and spring ; but should the harvest

once more fail them, what would become of them then V

The harvest will not and shall not fail them, replies

the prophet. From this day forward God will bless

them. The fields shall te covered with corn ; the

terraced hills shall be loaded with the purple grapes.

Now that they have returned to Him, God will return

to them. The heaven shall no more witlihold its dew,

nor the earth its fruit (verses 18, l9).

This was Haggai's first word on the twenty-fourth

day of the ninth month, a word full of promise. But
to this first word a second was added, of still diviner

promise. On tlie very day on which he prophesied of

the returning favour of Heaven to the people, Haggai
also animated the heart of their prince by disclosing

God's pui-pose to fulfil His covenant with David through

the line of Zerabbabel. Just as Judah had been chosen

from among the sons of Jacob, and David from among
the sons of Jesse, and Solomon from among the sons of

David, so now Zerubbabel is chosen from among all the

descendants of the royal house, to be the heir of the

promise. Of him, concerning the flesh, the Messiah was
to come, and did come.

In studying the prophecy of verses 6—9, we found

in it a Messianic prediction, and that mainly because

its words were too wide and deep to be exhausted by

the historic fulfilment ; and the most cursory com-

parison of verses 21—23 with verses 6—9 will show
that Haggai is here falling back on that earlier pre-

diction. 'Then, he had represented God as saying, " I
will shake the heaven and the earth, and the sea and
the dry land ; yea, I will shake all the nations, and tlie

good things desired hy all the nations shall come, and
I will fill this house with glory : and the last glory of

this house shall be greater than the first." Now he

represents God as saying

—

•I„.ll .),-,) I}^l n ,. , .1 M
, Ih,

J' t ' ' / / inqdoms,

Obviously the prophet has the same gi-eat convul-

sion in his mind on both occasions—a convulsion far
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greater than any which occurred duidng the compara-
tively peaceful reign of Darius. As we saw wheu we
studied his former prediction, he was looking forward
to the disruption of the Persian, Greek-Syrian, and
Egyptian empires, and forecasting the advent of the

Messiah's kingdom, when these great empires of the

Bast should have passed away. Possibly he was
even looking through the convulsions that were to

issue in the coming of Christ's kingdom, to the final

catastrophe of the world's history, aud to the establish-

ment of that heavenly kingdom which shall embrace aU
generations and races of men. And obviously, when
he goes on to speak, in verse 23, of the future of Zerub-

babel, we must admit that once more the words are too

large for an exhaustive fulfilment within the narrow
Imes of that prince's personal history. No doubt Zerub-

babel inferred from these words, and was entitled to

infer, that in the troublous years before him God would

defend and cherish him, and delight in him, as an
Eastern merchant or magnate cherished his signet liug,

which was to him what a signature is to us, a symbol of

authority, a key to aU his possessions. And no doubt

this promise of the words was fulfilled. But the

heavens and the earth wore not shaken in his time, nor

was the might of the gi-eat heathen empires destroyed,

nor did the lieutenants of Alexander all fall " each by
the sword of the other." And therefore we are compelled

to look for a larger meaning—to take Zerubbabel as a

symbol aud representative of the Davidic monarchy.

To David God had gi-anted an everlasting covenant,

assuring him that there should never lack a man of his

house to sit upon the throne. Zerubbabel is now taken

into that covenant ; and just as that covenant was

finally fulfilled in Him who was Son of David and yet

Sou of God, so also the promise made to Zerubbabel

was finally fulfilled in Christ—the promise, namely, that,

in the day that the heathen empires of the East were

destroyed, God would take him, his servant, and make

him as a signet, because Ho had chosen him. For it

was not tiU Jesus, the great descendant of Zerubbabel

and Daiad, came and dwelt among us, that the empires

of the East were destroyed by the conquering armies of

Rome ; it was not till then that the great spiritual

empire which cannot be moved was set up. And of

Him all the tender images connected with the signet

ring are emphatically true. To an Oriental prmce the

signet ring, which was made of some precious metal,

or still more precious gem, carved with the most ex-

quisite art of the time, was an inseparable and valued

adjunct. As.it was the symbol of his authority, and gave

unlimited power to its bearer, it was never parted with

save at some extraordinary conjtmcture. Worn com-

monly on one of the fingers of the right hand, or sus-

pended round the neck by a costly cham, it was loved

for its familiar beauty as well as prized for its worth.

And this image of the signet is used in some of the

most impassioned passages of Scripture; as, for example,

in the Song of Solomon (Wii. 6)—-
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or, again, in Jeremiali (xxii. 24), " Tliougli Coniali, the

son of Jehoiakim, were even a signet ring upcm my
right hand

"

—thougli, tliat is, lie were as that frouj

which it would be well-nigh impossible to separate

—

" yet would I tear thee away thence." So that the

image, as applied to Christ, suggests that of all the

Divine possessions He is the dearest, that which most

authoritatively symbolises the majesty of God, and

which He most tenderly cherishes and esteems.

Here, then, whUe his prophetic soul is, not simply

dreaming of things to come, but seeing in Him who
was to come the Darling of Jehovah and the Desire of

aU nations, we part with the prophet Haggai. Three

times wo have heard him speak—at the Feast of the

New Moon, at the Feast of Tabernacles, and during

the early autumnal rain. And though his theme be

narrower than that of most of the projihets, and cover

no wider space than the limits of the Temple area, yet

even in Haggai we find an emphatic enunciation of the

moral truths we hear from every other member of the

goodly fellowship, and see that, like them , he caught

ghmpses of the Messianic hope. Like them all, he

teaches that sin brings judgment ; that judgment means
mercy, and is designed for correction ; that repentance

secures the forgiveness of sin, and that amendment of

life has power to turn the very curse of God into a

benediction. And, like his brethren, he is made strong

for teaching these truths in an evil age, by his assured

conviction that good will yet triumph over evil ; that,

sooner or later, the Christ of God will bring in a

kingdom, wide as the earth, in which truth shall reign,

and righteousness, and peace.

DIFFICULT PASSAGES EXPLAINED.
THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.

BT THE REV. H. D. M. SPENCE,

EN have usually given the Miracle of

Pentecost.—the Gift of Tongues—a signi-

fication which neither the New Testament

allusions to this gift, or the early history

of the Chtirch, in any way support.

The supposition that the power of speaking in

vai-ious languages was bestowed on a number of the

first believers for their after-use in preaching the

Gospel'—a supposition at variance with aU early record

—has raised up a host of hostUe critics, who ehai'acterise

the event related in Acts ii. 1—13 as a baseless tradi-

tion—as quite contradicting the Pauline description of

the gift of tongues (1 Cor. xii. 10 and 1 Cor. xiv.).

The genuineness of the section has never been doubted.

It is inseparable from the Book of Acts, a book

reverently received as imdoubtedly inspired from the

earliest days of the Church. The ablest of the hostile

critics, while maintaining the legendary character of the

whole of the episode, now decline to contest the ancient

interpretation of the words which tell us of this first

gift of the Holy Ghost to the Church of Christ. It

then generally is allowed on all sides that those wor-

shippers who " were all with one accord in one place
"

waiting for the coming of power from on high, were

endowed at the time with the gift of uttering the

praises of God in languages different from their own.

(1.) What now was this strange gift? (2.1 Did it

differ in any way from the gift of tongues described at

length subsequently by St. Paul p

(1.) Tlie gift of tongues, promised by the risen Lord
(St. Mark xvi. 17), and fii-st bestowed by the Holy
Ghost on the 120 disciples assembled together on that

' Cf. Wordsworth's Comm. on Acta ii. ; Milton's Paradiso Lost,

xii. 497—504 ; and apparently tlio proper preface for Wliit-Suu.^ny

and six days after, iu tlie order of the administratlou of the Lord's

Pentecost which succeeded the Ascension, was one of

the special miraculous powers peculiar to the apostolic

age, and seems to have been an ecstatic expression of

thanks and of praise to God, never apparently an instru-

ment of teaching.

The speaker rapt, though not losing all command of

himself, not always fully conscious of what he was
uttering, poured out his ecstatic stream of praise;

thanking God for his glorious, mighty werks, in words,

iu a language not usually comprehended by the by-

stander. These utterances needed an interpreter ; at

times the speaker became his own expositor ; more
generally the gift of explaining the strange, beautiful

utterances was bestowed on another—one spoke, and
another interpreted.

(2.) The miracle of Pentecost only differed very

slightly from those manifestations of the Spirit described

by St. Paul in his Corinthian Letter. The " tongues "

wo read of in the Church of Corinth needed an inter-

preter, either the speaker or some other inspired person,

as the utterances were in a language not comprehended

by the bystanders. In the Pentecost miracle, though,

no interpreter was needed. The inspired ones spoke

then, as the Spirit gave them utterance, in new languages

certainly ; but on that memorable occasion each new
language was addressed to groups familiar -with the

sounds.

The Greck-spoaking Jew and proselyte heard one in-

spired man proclaiming the glorious deeds of God in his

own Greek. The strangers of Rome and Italy listened

to another uttering the same praises in their familiar

Latin. The Eastern pilgrims caught the same strange,

beautiful words of praise and thanksgiving spoken by

others of the inspu-ed company in the various Oriental

dialects they knevi' so well.

In this particular only differs the gi-cal Pentecost
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miniclc from tlio gift of tongues spoteu of at such

length by St. Paul in the Corinthian Epistle. The first

striking instiuiee of this new and marvellous power

needed no subsequent interpretation ; the new language

in which each utterance was couveyed, on this occa-

sion, was comprehended by each group of listeners at

once.

Neither in the Acts or the Epistles, or in early

ecclesiastical history, is any intimation given that the

" twelve," or " the hundred and twenty," or any of the

converts to Christianity during the first hundred years

after the Resurrection, were supernaturally endowed

with power to preach the Gospel in different languages

which they had never learned. On the contrary, the

currently received interpretation of Acts xiv. 11 points

to St. Paul, " who spake with tongues more than all," not

understanding the dialect of Lycaonia. St. Jerome,' too,

tells us St. Paul was accompanied by Titus as an inter-

preter; and Papias- writes of Peter attended by Mark,

who acted in the same capacity in the missionary

journeys of the great Jewish Apostle. One solitary

passage alone, from Irenaeus,^ of doubtful meaning, is

urged in support of the hypothesis concerning the pre-

sumed miraculous power of preaching in new tongues.

He is speaking of those who had prophetical gifts, who,

he says, " spoke through the Spirit in all kinds of lan-

guages [TravToSairais KaKouyrwu 5ia Tov rireiJ/iaTos yXwatrais)

.

But, as we have observed, there is an almost total

silence in the early Fathers on the subject of the gift

of tongues. To them e^adently it was no mere power

of speaking in various languages ; it was something

quite different, something they could not understand or

explain, and which had evidently ceased when the first

generation of believers had passed away. Again, the

elaborate notice of the gift of tongues in the 1st Epistle

to the Corinthians forbids any notion of this power
being u.sed for teaching purposes in their own Corin-

thian congregation at home, and totally excludes all

idea of the " tongues " as an instrument for missionary

work among strange peoples abroad ; for its chief

characteristic is that it is unintelligible—the man speaks

mysteries, prays, blesses, gives thanks in the Spirit, but

no one understands him.

Prayerful examination of the various passages in the

writings of the New Testament whers these miraculous

' St. Jerome quoted by Estiua on 2 Cor. xi.

^ Papias, referred to by Eusebius, H. E. iii. 39.
a Cf. IreniB'as, Contra Hcenses, liber v., c. vi.

powers are alluded to, supplemented by a study of the

documents, some fragmentary, some tolerably perfect,

which have been left us by eminent men in the early

Church, leads to the conclusion that the mu-aculous gifts

of the first days bestowed on the Church for a definite

purpose, when the apostles and those who had learned

Christ from their lips had fallen asleep, were gradually
but quickly withdi-awn from men. Among these super-

natural powers wo can well believe that the earliest

withdrawn were those now tongues first hoard in their

strange sweetness, needing then no interpreter, on that

Pentecost morning; those tongues which during the

bu-th-throes of Christianity gave utterance to the rap-

turous joy and thankfulness of the first believers.

They were a power, however, which if misused might

lead men—as history has subsequently shown—to con-

fusion, to feverish dreamiugs, to morbid imaginings

—

to a condition of thought which would utterly unfit men
and women for the stern and earnest duties of their

several callings ; in a word, would lead to a life unreal

and unhealthy. And so that chapter of sacred history

which tells of these communings of men with the

unseen, which speaks of those thrilling moments of rapt

joy, of those sweet unearthly utterances which now and
again beautified ^vith a beauty not of earth the lives of

those brave witnesses who first sot the bright example

of giving up aU for the love of Christ—that chapter

was closed for ever when the " tongues " had done their

work.

On the Various Schools of Intekpretation of the Gift of
Tongues.—The interpretatious of the " Miracle of Pentecost " and
the "Gift of Tongues" maybe roughly massed under three heads;—land 2 accept the miracle related in Acts ij. 1—13 in its strictly

literal sense. (1), however, considers the miraculous powers of
tongues conferred at Pentecost as a pcnnanent gift, and used
generally by the Apostles and certain of their followers for the
purpose of preaching the Gospel to the various peoples of the
world speaking diiferent languages. Bishop Wordsworth's learned

and interesting comment on this passage of the Acts may be taken
as a fair exponent of this school of exposition. (2) also accepts
the miracle in its strictly literal sense, but sees no proof that
the gift of tongues was ever used for teaching purposes at home,
or for missionary objects abroad ; it considers it to have been a
power bestowed rather for individual solace and refreshment than
for public ministration; it looks on it as a special lustrum
for ecstatic praise, and not as intended f-^r .;. .*, ,,^,Wv' tt^acli

Professor Plumptre, while powerfully :i.I\ ^ I'l' - )i ;iu inter-

pretation, discusses with more or less id i is btand^

points, the conditions and teaching .1 r!, .
, :sode ii

apostolic history. (3) considers the wljol, i,,,_\ ,,f tl, 1". ntecosi

miracle as purely mythic, not only improbalilo. but even prepos-

terous. For a summary of the views of this unhappy school, and
the necessarily cheerless deductions, the elaborate Excursus of

De Wette on this passage {Aposlel.jcxkicMe, pp. 23—30, Ed. 1870)

is perhaps the clearest and most exhaustive.
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THE LOCAL COLOURING OF ST. PAUL'S EPISTLES.—THE EPISTLE OF THE FIRST IMPRISONMENT.

BY THE EDITOR.

SHALL assume iu this paper that four

Epistles—those to the Philippians, the

Ephesians,the Colossiaus, and to Philemon

S^^^^S —"^^^'^ written at this period, and that they

were written iu the order iu which I have thus placed

them. The chief data for that order are found in the

facts, (1) that when St. Paul wi-ote the last-named of

the four Epistles he was clearly expecting to be released,

and to return to Asia, so that he entreated Philemon

(ver. 22) to prepare for him a lodging; (2) that the

Epistle to the Colossians was, beyond doubt, written at

the same time as that to Philemon, when the same

persons, MarcTis, Aristarchus, Demas, and Lucas (Col.

iv. 10, 14 ; Philom. 24), were with him, and was sent

by the same disciple, Onesimus ; (3) that the Epistle to

the Ephesiaus, probably a circular letter (as has been

inferred from the absence of the words " in Ephesus "

from many of the most ancient MSS.) to the Asiatic

Churches, contains so large a portion of matter common

to it and the Epistle to the Colossians, that it is all

but impossible not to suppose that thi-y were A\Tittcu

at or about the same time; and i4i lliat Tycliicus, who

was the bearer of the one Epistli'. f•(lmlni^si(mell to fill

up by his personal communications the deficiency of

its intelligence (Eph. vi. 21), was also, together with

Onesimus'^ the liearer of the other (Col. iv. 7, 9). The

Epistle to the Phihppians then takes its place as the

fh-.st of the letters written after that arrival of St. Paul

at Rome of which we read in Acts xxviii. 16—31. He
had come as a prisoner who had appealed, as a Roman
citizen, to the Emperor, and was waiting for his trial.

In the meantime (and the interval was upwards of two

years) he was under a restraint, which, though com-

paratively mild—known, indeed, technically, as a cus-

todia libera—was yet sufficiently irksome. He was

allowed to live in his own " hired house" or apartment

(Acts xxviii. 30), but he was stiU "in bonds," a "pri-

soner," fastened by a chain to a soldier, who never

left him night or day. It was natural, under such cir-

cumstances, that his lodgings should be iu a situation

where it would be easy for his guards, as they relieved

each other, to go to and fro between the Prsetorian

camp, in which they were quartered, and the residence

of their prisoner. The circumstances of the soldier's

life, the armour in which he was equipped, would be

continually before liis eyes, suggesting to his mind, so

quick to discover parables in all things, their mani-

fold analogies to the panoply of the Christian com-

batant in his warfare with the world. The succession

of soldiers who were thus in turn placed over him, and

each of whom would cany back to the camp some

repoi-t of the character and, it may be, the teacliing of

the strange prisoner, so unlike all other prisoners,

whom he had been set to guard, would make him and

the witness which he bore a common topic of conversa-

tion. Rumours would spread among centurions and
other officers that the conspicuous representative of

the new sect of the Christians was in the midst of

them.

The Epistles which are now before us abound, I

need hardly say, iu references of this nature. The
writer speaks of himself once and again as the "prisoner

of Jesus Christ," " the prisoner of the Lord " (Eph.

iii. 1; iv. 1). He has come on an embassy from the

King of kings, and yet the sanctity which attached

to that office in the common intercourse of nations is

denied to him, and he is "an ambassador in bonds"

(Eph. vi. 20). For the hope of Israel he is bound with

the chain to which he points with something of the

same feeling of enthusiasm as that which led him, when
he stood before Eestns and Agrippa, to utter the wish

that those who have heard Imn might be " almost and

altogether " such as he was, " except these bonds

"

(Acts xxviii. 20; xxvi. 29). Yet all this ho was enabled

to rejoice in as working " for the fnrthering of the

Gospel." His bonds in Christ had become manifest in

all the prcntorium (i.e., according to the best interpre-

tation, through all the Prsetorian guard who lived in

the adjacent barracks). The fame which thus spread

of liis undaimted courage, of the freedom with which

he preached the Gospel even under all these seeming

hindrauccs. made others of the brethi-en " more bold

than they had been to speak the word without fear

"

(Phil. i. lo. 1 1 1. So far as we can judge by the tone of

these Epi^ilr^. tin rr was no period so little disturbed

by agitaliiiii and aiiiinyance, so fidl of a bright, cheer-

ful serenity of spirit, as this of the first imprisonment.

Even delays wliich came between him and the trial

which he hoped would attest his innocence of the

charge laid against him, and set him free to work more

widely, did not discourage him. When ho wi-ote to

the Philippians he was " hoping " to " come to them

shortly" (ii. 24). Months passed by, and yet when he

wrote to Philemon he was still only " trusting " to be

released, in answer to the prayers of his friends and

felliiw-disfiples (ver. 22). In the meantime, his work

went on, the circle of followers and inquirers expanded

day by day. The many distinct churches or congre-

gations of which we read in Rom. xvi.—and which the

renewed acti%'ity of Aquila and Priscilla when they

retm-ned to Rome after the death of Claudius, and the

consequent repeal of the decree of banishment, must

have done much to foster—grew and multiplied. Even

in " Cffisar's household," among the freedmen and slaves,

who, as artisans, dnmosfic servants, or, it might be, as

physicians, scribi's, sciiifaiirs, were attached to the

establishment of llir iMiip.n)!- Nero, there were those

who, having had fiicudly relations with the Roman
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citizens settled in the "colony" of Philippi, joined

with the Apostle in his salutations to that Church.

And it is in one of the Epistles of tliis period that we
find, as might have been expected, the fullest expansion

of that parable of the " whole armour," tlie " panoply "

of God, which the circumstances of St. Paul's Hfe so

emphatically presented to him. He and the soldier that

kept him, awoke, each of them, morning by morning, to

a soldier's work, each needing to be equipped for it. The

symbolism on which the Apostle dwelt was determined

partly by the nature of the case, partly, perhaps, by

the employment of like similitudes wliich had become

familiar to him through the writings of the prophets.

In his warfare " against the wiles of the devil," against

"the principalities and powers," in whom he recognised

the hosts that were under the commands of the great

adversaiy, he could not spare one part of that full

equipment. There must be the " girdle of truth,"

truth in the inward parts, as that without whicli flim'e

would be no consciousness of strengtli ; and the breast-

plate of righteousness, of just dealing as between man
and man, of riglit conduct as in the sight of God. As
the soldier put the sandals on his feet that he might

be ready to do the errand on which he might be sent

by his commanding officer, so the Christian was to

have his feet shod with " the preparation," better, per-

haps, with the " preparedness," the " readiness," which

belonged to those who " preached the gospel of peace "

(Rom. X. 15 ; Isa. Hi. 7). These formed, so to speak,

the actual body armour which made the man strong to

act. Over this there was to be the shield of faith, not

the small round buckler which protected hardly more
than arm and breast, but the large wicker shield,

covered with thick hides, upon which tlie fire-tipped

arms of the adversary (St. Paul borrows his imagery

from one of the modes of barbaric warfare which the

Romans had actually encountered, and of which he

may well have heard from some of his soldier-guards)

might fall and do no harm. Faith, the broad, aU-

embracing trust that God woidd make all things work
together to those that love Him, would be enough to

" quench " aU the doubts and fears which were the

most deadly weapons of the cruel and wily foe. Two
portions of the panoply yet remained. There was the

helmet, the form and fashion of which, the crest of

horse-hair or the like, uidicated the cohort or the legion

to which the soldier belonged; and this the Apostle

speaks of as "the helmet of .salvation," that which bore

witness that all were in the legion of the " saved,"

acknowledging Christ the Saviour as then- head and
captain. And, lastly, tliere was the one aggi-essive

weapon which the Christian combatant was allowed to

use, as contrasted with the " carnal weapons " of an
earthly warfare, the " sword of the Spirit, which was
the word of God." The wiitten word which was so

often treated as a dead and lifeless thing became living

and mighty when quickened by the Eternal Spirit.

And it was not the written word only or chiefly of

which St. Paul tlionght. but that which was given to

men, putting thoughts into their lieads, and words into

their lips, which they could not otherwise have acquired,

enabling them to speak so as to probe the conscience,

and to pierce, as they themselves had been pierced,
" oven to the dividing asimder of soul and spirit, and
of the joints and marrow," and showing itself, in so

doing, a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the

heart. It was not strange that one who had felt its

power shovild .speak of that "word of God " as "quick,

and powerfiU, and sharper than any two-edged sword "

(Heb. iv. 12).

Of special coincidences connected with one of the

Churches to which these Epistles were addressed, that

at Philippi, I have already spoken (Bible EDrcATOR,
1., pp. 148—150). Some others remain to bo noticed.

1. Tlie disciple who is prominent as the messenger

of the Philippian Churcli, who had sought St. Paul out,

aiul iiiinisfc:rri to him, and who, laid low by some sharp

jittack (if sickness, had nearly lost his life, bore the

li.Minc n{ E;i,iphroditus (Pliil. ii. 25). That name, it

may Ijo noticed, had become common in consequence of

its ha\'ing been assumed by the dictator Sylla, as the

Greek equivalent of the Latm Felix, which mai'ked

him out as li\'ing under the smiles of Aphrodite, the

favourite of fortune, and was borne, like the name
Cornelius, which belonged to his gens, by many of

liis freedmen and followers. In the Epistle to the

Colossians, the messenger of the Church, who brought

tidings of its weKare and of its danger, is named as

Epaphras (i. 7; Philem. 23). Tliis was but a shortened

form of the name Epaphroditus, just as Apollos was of

Apollonius, and hence some wi-iters have been led to

identify the two who are just named as one and the

same man, travelling to and fro as the messenger of both

churches. The circumstances of the case, however, the

close and intimate relations of each with the church

with which he is specially connected, make this in the

highest degree improbable ; and it seems far more pro-

bable that, tlie two being witli St. Paul and the Roman
disciples at or about the same tune, the longer and the

shorter forms of names were deliberately used in order

to distinguish them, and so to avoid confusion.

2. The history of the runaway slave Onesimus, who

was one of the bearers of the Epistle to the Colossiaus,

and who is there mentioned, withinit any reference to

his former servile state, siniiilv -Msa f.-iillii'iil aiiillieloved

brother," belongs U> llie iul i-ciiiiclinu t:. tin' Epistle to

Philemon. But it may I"- inilici-.l lic;v. as connecting

his name and life wilh tlie (.acliiugof both the Epistles

to the Ephesians and C'elusslans, that it was precisely

what we should expect in one of St. Paul's keen insight

and ready sympathy, that the arrival of such an one,

his tale of wi-ongs suffered, and harsh threats met by

insolent defiance, shoidd turn liis thoughts to the ever-

pressing dangers connected with the wide-spread insti-

tution of .slavery, which St. Paul did not feel himself

called to denounce or uproot, which he lioped the truth

that aU men are equally free, equally servants in the

sight of God, and that with Him there is no respect of

persons, would do much to mitigate, but which, so long

as it lasted, was the som-ce of constantly recurring evils.
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to which even the consciousness of Christian freedom

might give a frosh power. And it is accordingly in

the two Epistles written after the arrival of Onesimus

that wo find the fullest exposition of the relative duties

of the master and slave, the most earnest entreaties to

guard against the besetting dangers of their position.

The anxious watcl^fulness in this respect of which we

find here the first trace seems never to have left the

Apostle. He recurs to it again in 1 Tim. vi. 1. St.

Peter, we may note, in writing to the same Asiatic

Churches, was urgent in counsels and warnings of the

same character (1 Peter ii. 18—25).

3. In no one Epistle does St. Paul dwell with greater

fulness on the thought that the whole company of the

faithful made up the temple of the livmg God, of which

Christ was the chief comer-stone, and the foundation

that which had been laid by apostles and prophets,

than in that to the Ephesians. Wo cannot forget that

those who would receive tlie letter had, in the days of

their ignorance, exulted in the possession of that great

Temple of Artemis, the " Diana of the Ephesians,"

whom all Asia and the world worshipped ; and though

it might be too much to say that this directly suggested

the imagery to the Apostle's mind, it yet remains true

that, like the architectural allusions i-eferred to in the

First Epistle to the Corinthians, it must have come to

them with special force, through those old associations.

4. When St. Paul had made his last journey to Jeru-

salem, in the vain hope of at least bridging over the

gulf between the widening chasm between the Jewish

and the Gentile Churches, the immediate occasion of the

tumult which defeated his purpose was the nunour
spread by Jews of the proconsular province of Asia,

that he had brought Greeks into the Temple, and had

polluted the holy place (Acts xxi. 28, 29). They had

seen Trophimus, the Ephesian, with him in the city,

and had assumed that he had taken him beyond the

low stone wall which diWded the outer court of the

Gentiles from that of the Israelite worshippers, and
which no uneircumcised alien was allowed to pass under

pain of death. If these facts were present in his

memory—and surely they could hardly have faded from

it—we may see in the stress which he lays, iu writing to

the Ephesian Church, on the truth that in the true

spiritual temple iu which they were called to worship

Christ had "broken down the middle wall of partition"

between Jew and Gentile, a distinct allusive reference

to the incident recorded in the Acts.

5. The question as to the special nature of the errors

propagated by the false teachers at Colossae will be

treated of, in due course, in the series on the " Books of

the Bible." It will be sufficient to note here, as an

instance of "local colouring," that one of the most pro-

minent of these errors was " the worshipping of angels
"

(Col. ii. 18). It was apparently an offshoot from one

of the Essene communities, amoug whom, we learn

from Josephus (Wars, ii. 8, § 7), the names of the angels

(probably of those who were looked upon as specially

giuirdia-* angels) were communicated with special

solemnity to the initiated, and were treasured with the

greatest reverence. To the excitable temperament of the

Phiygiau that cultus offered naturally great attraction.

And it is a singular instance of the tenacity of the false

worship thus condemned in the same locality, that even

as late as the fourth and fifth centuries oratories dedi-

cated to Michael the Archangel were found widely

scattered throughout Phrygia and Pisidia, and that

the Council of Laodicea (a.d. 360)—(Col. iv. 16 shows

the close connection between the two cities)—foiind it

necessary to restrain the practices of those who left the

Church of God to go to forbidden gatherings and call

upon the names of angels, and to pronoimce a solemn

anathema on those who thus yielded to what was rightly

stigmatised as a " hidden idolatry."

ILLUSTRATIONS FROM EASTERN MANNERS AND CUSTOMS.
EAKLY ATTENDANCE AT THE SANCTUARY (contimud).

BY THE KEV. 0. D. GINSBUEO, LL.I

^T has already been remarked that these

" ten men of leisure " had the adminis-

tration of both the ecclesiastical and civil

affairs of the respective commimities

vhich they were selected to bo the shepherds.

How faithfully this synagogual organisation has been
preserved may be seen from the description which

Benjamin of Tudela, the celebrated traveller of the

Middle Ages, gives of the Jewish community at Bag-
dad. The Jewish population of the city, which at that

time consisted of about a thousand, were diWded into

ten congregations or colleges. These ten assemblies

were presided over by ton shepherds called " batlamm,
or men of leisure, because their sole occupation consists

in the discharge of public business. During every
day of the week they dispense justice to all the Jewish

inhabitants of the country, except on Monday, which is

set aside for assemblies under the presidency of Rabbi

Samuel, who is the chief of the college called ' Geon
Jacob' ('the pride of Jacob,' who on that day dispenses

justice to every applicant, and is assisted therein by the

ten batlanim, the rulers of the respective assemblies."

'

Three other functionaries connected with the con

stitution of the sj-nagogue must here bo mentioned,

inasmuch as they explain certain allusions in the New
Testament. The first of them is

—

(1) The Lefjate or the Apostle of the Congregation

ni2!J n'btt)) Wherever the minimum legal number
required for public worship assembled themselves

0, 101. Ed.
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together—tlut is, the minyan (P^), or tea male persons,

from the age of thii-teen and upwards—there the ccclesia

was constituted. The chief—tliat is the parnas, i.e.,

sheplierd or presbyter—then delegated one of the lay

members of the assembly, who was most fit for tlie

office, to ascend the steps of the ark, and conduct the

Divine worship before the shrine of the Divine revela-

tion. The office of leader in public worship was not

pei'mauently vested in any individual. Any laymau

who was not under thii-teen years of age, and " whose

garments were not in rags, could officiate before the

ark " {Mishna Megilla, iv. 6). " If one is before the

ark" (I.e. ministers for the congregation), says the

canon law, "and makes a mistake in the prayer, another

one is to minister in his stead, and he must not decline

to do it on siK'h an occasion " (Mishna Berachoth, v. 3).

All that was required was not to be too greedy for the

honour, but to manifest becoming modesty when invited

to be the officiating apostle for the occasion. Accord-

ingly " the sages have laid it down that he who is asked

to conduct public worship is to hesitate a little at fii-st,

saying that he is unworthy of it ; if he does not hesitate,

he is like imto a dish which has been spoiled by the

salt. How is he to act ? The first time he is a,sked ho

should decline, the second time he is to stir, and the

third time he is to move his legs and ascend before the

ark" (Berachoth, 34).

For the time being the legate, angel, or apostle of the

congregation became not only the mouthi^iece of those

who were present, but was the suiTogate of those who,

by accident or otherwise, were precluded from attending

the place of worship {Bosh Ha-Shamah, 35). This

angel of the synagogue i-ecited the mo.st sacred portions

of the liturgy, which could not be repeated in private

prayer, and which could only be offered up in the

presence of the canonicaUy constituted ecclesia. This

circumstance, that all the brethren present were alike

considered holy, and that they could appoint the fittest

of their number to be their apostle and intercessor,

explains the phraseology used in the Epistle to the

Hebrews, " Wherefore, holy brethren, partakers of the

heavenly calling, consider the Apostle and High Priest

of oui- profession, Christ Jesus" (iii. 1).

The primitive custom of inviting any member present

to act as the minister, which of necessity obtained in

village congregations, was modified in lai-ge to^vns.

"Where a large number of able men existed, the elders

or rulers could be more particular in their choice.

Hence it was deemed most desirable that he who acts as
the mouthpiece of the people should be able to sympa-
thise with the wants of the people, and should possess
those moral and mental qualifications which become so

holy a mission. The canon law, therefore, laid it down
that "even if an elder (]?i = -rpe^pirfpos) or sage is

present in the congregation, he is not to be asked to

officiate before the ark ; but that man is to be delegated
to ofiiciate who has cliildren, whose family are free

from vice, who has a proper beard, whose garments are

decent, who is acceptable to the people, and who has
a good and amiable voice, who understands to read

properly the Law, the Prophets, and the Hagiugrapha,
and who knows all the benedictions of the service"

(Mishna Taaniih, ii. 2). How strikingly this illustrates

the apostolic injunction, "A bishop must be blameless,

tlie husband of one wife, vigilant, sober, of good be-

haviour, and modest, ... one that ruleth well his own
house, having his children in subjection -jvith all gravity,

. . . not a novice, ... he must have a good report of

them that are without" (1 Tim. iii. 1—7, with Titus

i. 1-9).

(2) The Chazan (nD33n prT).-lu attempting to define

the character of this official. great . must be taken to

distinguish between the duties wliich lie had to perform

before and at the time of Clirist, and the functions

which devolved upon him after the Christian era. The
chazan of the Temple Synagogue, we are told, had
to unrobe the priests of their sacerdotal vestments

(Mishna Taanith, v. 3) ; he had to blow the shophar, or

trumpet, which at that time was used to make public

announcements ; he acted as the messenger to the rulers

of the synagogue when they dispensed justice; and he

had to administer the forty stripes, save one, to those

who wei-e sentenced to be beaten (Sabbath, 35 6 ; 56 a;

Sanhedrin, 17 h). He had to call out the names of such

persons as were selected by the ruler of the synagogue

to read the section from the Law and the Prophets, and

to hand the scroll of the Law to those who came up to

the platform to read the hebdomadal lesson. He had to

stand by and point out to the reader the place where the

portion of the lesson began ; he had to give the copy of

the Law to the nder of the synagogue, when it had to be

given to the high priest. On this occasion, we are told,

" when the high priest came to read the Law, and was
arrayed either in the garments of byssus, or in his own
white upper garment, the chazan of the synagogue took

out the Law,and gave it to the ruler of the syniigogue;

the rvdor of the synagogue again gave it to the chief

priest, and he again handed it to the high priest,

who received it standing." He had to take care of

the furniture, and clean the synagogue (Mishna Yoma,

vii. 1; Sota vii. 1). It was the chazan who " delivered

unto Christ the book of the pi-ophet Esaias," and it

was to liim that Christ gave it again after He had closed

it (Luke iv. 17—20). To this chazan our Lord alludes

in the admonition, " Agi-ee with thine adversary quickly,

whiles thou art in the way with him ; lost at any time

the adversary deliver thee to the judge, and the judge

deliver thee to the officer, and thou be cast into prison
"

(Matt. v. 25). It was with these chazanim, or servants,

that Peter sat in the palace of the high priest, and

warmed himself at the fire, when he followed Christ

afar off (Mark xiv. 54); and these were the servants

of the synagogue who struck Christ with the palms of

their hands (ibid. ver. 65). The chazan, therefore, was

like the sexton or beadle, in modern churches, and

the apparitor combined, in one. It will thus be seen

that just as the synagogue was the ecclesiastical and

civil tribunal, and as the rulers of the syniigogue were

the administrators of both tlie ecclesiastical and civil

laws, so the chazanim, or servants of the synagogue.
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were both tlie beadles or sextons in our church in so

far as they attended to the service of the synagogue, aud

the apparitors in so far as they waited upon the rulers

of the synagogue when dispensing the civil law. Bear-

ing in mind this twofold capacity of these servants, aud

that the chazan of the synagogue is the hyperetcs

{ivripeTTis) of the New Testament, we shall be able to

understand the full import of this term when used

by Christ aud the Apostles. Ilypuretes, ' as the equi-

valent of chazan, occurs twenty times in the New Tes-

tament, aud is rendered by three different expressions

iu the Authorised Version. It is translated(l) " officer
"

m eleven passages (Matt. v. 25 ; John vii. 32, 46, 46

;

xviii. 3, 12, 18, 22; xix. 6; Acts v. 22, 26); (2)

" servant "' iu fom- passages (Matt. xxvi. 58 ; Mark xir.

54, 65 ; Johu xviii. 36) ; (3) " miuister " iu five passages

(Luke i. 2 ; iv. 20 ; Acts xiii. 5 ; xxvi. 16 ; I Cor. iv. 1).

This diversity of rendering is greatly to be regretted,

since servant suits all the passages, whilst officer aud

minister are misleadiug. There can be no doubt tliat

in Luke iv. 20 the chazan is meant in the sense of

beadle; whUst iu aU the other passages, with the

exception of Acts xiii. 5 ; xxvi. 16 ; 1 Cor. iv. 1, he is

referred to as the apparitor of the tribunal.

After the time of Christ, when the knowledge of

Hebrew disappeared from among the people at large,

and when considerable additions were made to the

litui'gy, which had to be recited with peculiar cantUla-

tion and intonation, it became absolutely necessary

that there should be a permanent reader of the prayers,

who both understood Hebrew, aud liad a good voice

for singiug certahi liturgical portions. Hence it was
determiued that this chazan, this beadle and apparitor,

who was generally the schoolmaster of the infant school,

should also act as the official reciter of the liturgy. In

the latter capacity the chazan continues hi the syna-

gogue to this day.' The chazan of tlie synagogue

exactly corresponds to the Imam of the mosque ; and,

indeed, if the word chazan is substituted for imam, the

following description which Lane gives of this Moham-
medan official may be taken literally as describiug the

Jewish chazan

:

—" He preaches and prays before the

congregation on the Friday ; he recites the five prayers

of every day iu the mosque, at the head of those

persons who may be there at the exact times of those

prayers. The condition of the Imams is very different,

in most respects, from that of Christian priests. They
have no authority above other persons, and do not enjoy

any respect but wliat their reputed piety or learning

may obtain for them ; nor are they a distinct order of

men set apart for religious offices, like our clergy, and
compo^iug an indissoluble fraternity, for a man who has

acted as the Imam of a mosque may be displaced by the

warden of that mosque, and, with liis employment aud
salary, loses the title of Imam, and has no better chance
of being again chosen for a rehgious minister than any
other person competent to perform the office. Tlio

' Cpmp. Graetz, GcscldcUc icr Juicn, vol.
edition. Leipzig, 1871.

Imilma obtain their livelihood chiefly by other means

than the service of the mosque, as their salaries are very

small." ^ This is so faithfid a picture of the Jewish

chazan, that we have no doubt that, like most of their

ritual and institutions, the Mohammedans introduced

this official from the Jewish synagogue.

(3.) The Meturgeman, or Interpreter.
—
"We have now

come to the last functionary in the constitution of the

synagogue. As this official is also spoken of in the

New Testament, it is desirable to ascertain more

minutely the nature of his office, and the duties which

devolved upon him.

The interpreter, as a part of the synagogue organisa-

tion, came into existence after the Babylonish captivity.

To understand his functions, as well as the important

versions of the Bible to which this practice gave rise, it

is necessary to bear iu mind the condition of the Jews

before and at the time of Clu-ist. By far the greater

portion of those who had returned from exile had for-

gotten the Hebrew language, and though settled again

on their sacred soil, they no more spoke Hebrew, but

Aramaic. Besides, large numbers of Jews had at this

time emigrated into different parts of Africa, Asia, and

Europe, and, with the exception of the learned, these

adopted the vernacular of their respective countries.

And though they formed themselves into religious

communities, and buUt places of worship wherever

they sojourned, yet they looked upon Jerusalem as

their sacred metropolis, and regarded the Temple as

their central point of unity. They not only constructed

their synagogues in every part of the world in such a

manner as to enable the worshippers to stand wliUst

praying with their faces to Jerusalem, but went up to

the Holy City on the three great pilgrimage festivals,

and on many other occasions. As the Temple could

only hold a limited number, these Jews who came from

the different coimtries were simply represented at the

Temple ser^dce, whilst the non-Palestine people them-

selves offered up their prayers at the same time in syna-

gogues which they built in Jerusalem for this purpose.

This circumstance explains the statement in the New
Testament that "the Libertines, Cja'enians, Alexan-

drians, and them of CUicia and Asia" had synagogues

at Jerusalem (Acts vi. 9, with Tosephta Megilla, cap. ii.
;

Jerusalem Megilla, iii. 1 ; Bahylon Megilla, 26 a). The
Palestinian and extra-Palestinian Jews at the time of

Christ liad no less than four hundred aud eighty syna-

gogues at Jerusalem (compare Jerusalem Megilla, iii.

1 ; Jerusalem Kethuboth, xiii. ; Midrash on Lamenta-

tions, 52 6 ; 70 d), which were by no means too many,

when it is borne in mind that, according to the testi-

mony of an eye-witness, two mUlions and a half of

Jews from all countries came sometimes to Jerusalem

for the Feast of Passover (Josephus, Wars, vi. 9, § 3;

Pesachim, 64 6).

Not only were certain portions of the service recited

in the language of the different countries which these

of the Modem Egyiitians, vol.
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synagogues represented, but the hebdomadal lessons

from the Law, the Prophets, and the Hagiographa,

which were read in the oi-iginal Hebrew, had to be

interpreted in the several congregations into the respec-

tive vernaculars, for the benefit of the common people

who did not understand the sacred tongue. Like that

of conducting public worship, the office of interpreter

was originally not vested permanently in any single

individual. Any one who possessed the gift of tongues

volunteered his services. Even a minor

—

i.e., one under

thirteen years of age—or one whose garments were in

such a ragged condition that lie was disqualified to act

as the delegate of the congregi.iiou, or a blind man,

says the' canonical Law, could be asked to go up to the

reading-desk to interpret the lesson (Mishtia McgiUa,

iv. 6). The interjireter, however, had to observe certain

rules and regidations. Ho was not allowed to look into

the codex of the Law whilst interpreting, lest it should

be thought that what he gave forth was actually in the

Law, and the Scriptures be held responsible for the free

rendering of the meturgeman. He was obliged to inter-

pret every verse of the Law separately, when the reader

had to pause, and was not allowed to begin the next

verse iu the original until the meturgevum had para-

phrased it. In the lesson from the Prophets, however,

^eater licence was given, and three verses were read

and interpreted at a time. The interpreter was obliged

to deliver his partiphrasc iu the same tone of voice

and not louder than the reader of the original Hebrew
(Berachoth, 45 a).

To prevent extravagant and misleading exegesis, and
to secure authority for the interpretation, the learned

were asked to undertake the office. Hence a guild of

meturgemanim obtained in the course of time, and
it is from this title meturgeman, or turgeman, that

Prench and English derived the names truchement

and dragoman. A rule was then made that no one

under fifty years of age is to act as interpreter. The
paraphrases which this guild of interpreters delivered

of the hebdomadal lessons are the basis of the Chaldee,

the Septuagint, the Syi-iac, and other ancient versions.

Indeed, the Chaldee paraphrases are called Targum—
i.e., iutei-pi-etation—which is derived from the same roet

as turgeiuiiii— i.e.. interpreter. It is to this guild of

interpreters, homo o! whom became followers of Christ,

that the Apostle refers when he says, " If any speak

in au unknown tongue, let it bo by two, or at the

most by three, and that by course ; and let one inter-

pret. But if there be no interpreter, let him keep

silence iu the church; and let him speak to himself,

and to God" (1 Cor. xiv. 27, 28). Again the same

Apostle, when referring to the different offices and

gifts in the Church, asks "Are all apostles? are aU

prophets ? are all teachers P are all workers of miracles .''

have all the gifts of healing .*' do all speak with

tongues.'' do all interpret?" (1 Cor. xii. 29, 30).

THE PLANTS OF THE BIBLE.
BY WILLIAM CAERUTHEES, F.E.S., KEEPER OF THE BOTANICAL DEPAKTMENT, BRITISH MUSEUM.

ORDERS XXII.—XXV. GEEANIACE.S:, ZYGOPHYLLACE^, BrrTACE.a;, AND AUEANTIACEiE.

^^j^^^§^_,HE Geraniums (Geraniacece) are a group

of strong-scented herbs, easily distin-

guished by the long beak rising through

the centre of their fruits, to which tlio

seed-capsules are attached by a long arm. This

character suggested the name Geranium to the Greeks,

because of its supposed resemblance to the bill of a

ci'ane {yepams), and the same notion is retained in our

popidar English name, Crane's-bill.

The plants of this oi'der are found all over the world.

Our British Flora contains fifteen species belonging to

the two genera Geranium and Erodium. The rose,

purple, or red flowers of the twelve species of Geranium.

chiefly adorn om- hedge-rows and wast« places, a few
being found iu meadows, pastures, or woods. The
three species of Erodium occur on waste places, near

the sea.

Twenty species of the order have been observed iu

Palestine. One of these (Biebersteinia muUifida, De C.)

belongs to a small anomalous group which has no beak

to the fruit; it is fovmd on the Lebanon mountains.

A single species of the African Monsonia reaches the

Wady el-Arish, in the valley of the River of Egypt.
The other plants belong to the two British genera, and
several of them are identical with the species found in

Britain. The shining bright red Geranium lucidwn,

Linn., found on old walls and in hedge-rows all over

England and Scotland, grows at Nablus and on the

Lebanon mountains; while the yet more familu.r

species G. molle, Linn., and G. dissecium, Linn., are

found in the higher lands of Palestine. Two of the

British storks-bills [Erodium cicutarium, Linn., and

E. moschatum, Linn.) grow iu the cultivated fields of

the Holy Land.

The Bean-capers (Zygophyllaccce) are shrubs or herljs

with jointed, and generally spiny sprea'Tm;; lM;i.ir!h^,

found in the warmer regions of the glul"'. .
|iim;:i' i

of the Northern Hemisphere. Many arc dc^i it plant

they form one of the most striking features of ihf

vegetation of the desert region between Egypt and

Palestine; a few are found in the depressed sub-

tropical region of the Lower Jordan, and four species

are frequent throughout Palestine. Caltrops (Trihulus

terrestris, Linn.), the most common of these, is a

spreading spiny plant, producing a dry fruit, also

covered with spines ; it grows in dry and barren places,

and is very annoying both to man and beast. The

Greek name for this plant, Tpi0o\os, is used iu two

places in the New Testament. When our Lord warned

the multitude against false prophets, He said, " Ye shall
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^^^i^^a.^jCj:£!^

^ti^^E^^

Ti'ibiilits Uni:%lrh, Briars (Heb. vi. 8).

know them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes of

thorns, or figs of thistles?" (Matt. vii. 16.) A more

appropriate ilhistration could not be foimd among the

fruits of Palestine, as there does not exist a more

remarkable contrast than that between the dry, shelly

and spinous capsule of the caltrops, and the fleshy,

velvety compound fruit of the fig. The writer of the

Epistle to the Hel)rews, in a passage which has been

the subject of much controversy, says " that (land)

which beareth thorns and briars is rejected, and is

nigh unto cursing ; whoso end is to be burned " (Heb.

vi. 8). The presence of caltrops is a certain indication

of a poor and barren soil, unfit for the labour of the

agi-icultarist.

Tpi'iSoAos is employed in the Septuagint as the Greek

representative of the Hebrew dardar (-ffT!), which is

used twice in the Old Testament. The doubtful deriva-

tion of this Hebrew word throws no light on the kind

of plant to wliich it was applied, neither does the con-

text of the passages supply any information ; there is

no reason why the interj)retation of the LXX. should

not bo adopted, if the word is to be limited to a par-

ticular plant. Tlie word occurs in the sentence which

God pronounced on Adam in Eden :
" Tlaorns also and

thistles shall it bring forth " (Gen. iii. 18) ; and again

in Hosea's warning to Israel, when he foretells the

destruction and desolation of the altars when the

idolatrous sacrifices were offered, by declaring that

" the thorn and the thistle shall come up on their

altars" (Hos. x. 8).

The Rue family (Uutacem) comprises a large number

of jilants of very diiferent external form—trees, shrubs,

herbs—but all distinguished by having pellucid dots

on their leaves. Tlie dots are glands filled with a pun-

gent, bitter, aromatic, volatile oil. Tlie plants of the

order are distributed over the world, except in cold

regions. We have no representative among our wild

flowers ; but the common rue (Ruta graveolens, Linn.),

though a native of the south of Em-ope, is a familiar

plant, being cultivated in our gardens. It is a small

shrub, with much di^'idcd bluish-green leaves and yel-

lowish flowers. The volatile oil in the leaves give it a

powerful fetid odour and an acrid jtiice. Five species

of rue are native to the Holy Land ; and the common
rue is cultivated there, as with us, on account of its

odoriferous qualities. The indigenous rues of Pales-

tine are found chiefly in the lower valley of the Jordan'

and on the desert to the south of Judsea : tliey are the

outliers of a tropical flora, reaching its northem limit in

this region. The rue was highly prized by the ancients,

because of its supposed medicinal properties ; it was

long supposed to be efficacious in warding off contagion.

Sb.akespeare calls it "the herb of grace," and it is

stated to have been used by the priests in the Middle

Ages for sprinkling holy water on the people. Rue is

only once mentioned in the Bible, on the occasion when
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our Lord upbrakled the Pharisees for their punctilious

observance of trifling matters, while they neglected the

primary duties of morality and religion. Rigidly inter-

preting the law concerning tithes, which declared that

"all the tithe of

the laud, whe-

ther of the seed

of the land or

of the fruit of

the tree, is tho

Lord's " (Lev.

xxvii. 30\ they

scrupulously
tithe " mint and

me, and all man-

ner of herbs, and

pass over judg-

ment and the

love of God

"

(Luke xi. 42).

No represen-

tative of the

Orange tribe

{Aurantiacece) is

found among tho

plants indige-

nous to Pales-

tine, but some

species are now,

aud have Iciun

been, cultivalMl

there, because ol

their refre&liiug

fi-uits, and of

the fragrance

and beauty of

their flowers.

That the majo-

rity of writers

have held the

citron to be the

apple of Scrip-

ture, requires

that we should

include it in our

notice of the

plants of the

Bible.

The allusions

to the apple
(msn, tappuach)

in tho Song of

Solomon imply

that the fruit was

yellow, fragrant, and sweet, aiul that the tree bearing it

afforded a gi-atoful shade. It is mentioned by Joel (i. 12)

as a fruit-tree, sufficiently familiar and important to

be reckoned with the vine, fig, pomegranate, and date.

That it was indigenous to Palestine is implied in the

fact that several places were named after it in tho time

of Josluia—a city near Hebron (Josh. xv. o'-i), a second

city in Judah (ver. 34), and a district between Ephraim
and Manasseh (x^^i. 8) ; the king of one of these places

was vanquished by Joshua when he took possession

of the Promised

Land (xii. 17).

Dr. Royle
gives the follow-

ing reasons for

considering that

tho citron has

the best claim to

be the apple of

Scripture:—" It

was esteemed by

the ancients, and

known to tho

Hebrews, and

conspicuously
different, both

as a fruit and a

tree, from the

ordinary vegeta-

tion of Syria, and

was the only one

of the Orange

ti-ibe known to

the ancients.

That it was well

known to the

Hebrews we
have the assur-

ance in the fact

mentioned by
Josephus, that at

the Feast of Ta-

bernaeles King
Alexander Jan-

na;us was pelted

with this fruit,

which the sedi-

tious Jews had

in their hands;

for, as he says,

'the law re-

quired that at

that feast every

one should have

branches of the

palm - tree and

the citron-tree.'"

This incident

implies that the

citron had, a cen-

hiry before the Christian era, in the days of Alexander,

become so common a tree as to be easily obtainable in

quantity by tho Jen-ish multitude, and that it answered

the requirements of the Mosaic law, which enjoined that

" Te shall take you on the fii-st day the boughs of yoodhj

trees, branches of palm-trees, and the boughs of thick
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trees, and willows of the brook " (Lev. xxiii. 40). Some,

however, consider that the olive was intended by the

" goodly tree," because the etz hadar ("goodly tree")

of Leviticus is replaced by the olive in Nehemiah's

proclamation to the people to celebrate the Feast of

Tabernacles (Neh. viii. 15). But no reasons have been

adduced for limiting the goodly tree to a particular

plant, and one may believe that, in the time of Alex-

ander, the branches of olive, sycamore, or oak were

employed, as well as tliose of the citron, in the celebra-

tion of the feasts. It is scarcely possible that the

citron was referred to by Moses in the original instruc-

tioHS relating to the feasts, for the native locality of this

tree is the forests of tropical India, where it was dis-

covered by Dr. Royle ; and it is most probable that the

Jews became acquainted \rith it during the captivity,

and brought it with them on their return to their own
land. At all events it may be considered certain that

the citron was not introduced into Palestine during the

patriarchal period ; and it is improbable that it was so

familiar to the Jews in the days uf Joel, a century

before the captiWty, as to be the tree referred to in

Me jjrophecy.

The generally entertained opinion, that the famous

apples which grew iu the garden of the Hesperides

were either citrons or oranges, Jias been made unten-

able by the investigations of geographical botany, for

none of the species of Citrus is indigenous to the

Mediterranean basin, or indeed to any district west of

Persia, or perhaps of the more limited area of tropical

India. The citron was known to tlie Greeks and
Romans as a Median fruit, but the tree is believed to

have been brought to Europe in the third or fourth

century. The bitter orange was introduced by the

crusaders, and the sweet oniiigo was imknown in

Europe till the Portuguese brought it from India in

the end of the fifteenth century.

But not only is the geographical distribution of the

citron opposed to its being the apple of the Old Testa-

ment, the tree itseK does not accord with the Scripture

references. Its evergreen foliage might supply a dense

shade ; but when the plaut (.it can scarcely be called a

tree) grows to a height of only eight or ten feet, we
would not expect it to be referred to in these terms

:

" As the apple-tree among the trees of the wood, so is

my beloved among the sons. I sat down xmder his

shadow with great delight " (Cant. ii. 3). Equally

unsuited to the remaining clause of the passage, " and
Ms fruit was sweet to my taste," is the hard and indi-

gestible fruit of the citron, which cannot be eaten

except when prepared with sugar or honey.

Setting aside the different kinds of oranges, we must

look among the indigenous fruit-trees of Palestine for

the " apple " of Scripture. Lady Calcott and others

maintain the accuracy of the Authorised Version. Dr.

Thomson, in arguing for this view, apparently esta-

blishes the truth of Ms position, for he says, " The
whole ai-ea around Askelon is planted over with

orchards of various kinds of fruit which flourish on
this coast. It is especially celebrated for its apples,

which are the largest and best I have ever seen in this

country. When I was here in June, quite a caravan

started for Jerusalem, loaded with them, and they

would not have disgraced even an American orchard

"

(The Land and the Book, p. 645). He, however, imstook

the quince for the apple. Besides, it is certain that the

ehmate of Palestine is unfitted to the cultivation of the

apple ; indeed, the few trees that exist are foimd in the

highlands of the north, between Sidon and Damascus,

and these yield but a poor fruit.

Celsius argues iu favour of the quince, which is a

native of tlie Mediterranean basin, and extends to

India. Its ripe fruit has a fine golden yellow colovu',

and when the tree is laden with it, it forms a striking

and ornamental object. But the fruit itself is astrin-

gent and unpleasant to the taste till it is cooked. It

was a favourite in Rome, but before being used it was

boUed ia honey or new wine. It is consequently im-

suited to the requirements of the Bible nairative.

Canon Tristram has suggested another fruit well

known in the Holy Land, and the arguments he ad-

duces iu favour of Ids view establish that if the apricot

is not the true apple of the Hebrews, it has better

claims than any other that has been proposed. He
says, " Everywhere the apricot is common. Perhaps it

is, with tlic .single exception of the fig, the most abun-

daut fruit of tlie ooimtry. In higldands and lowlands

alike, by the shores of the Mediterranean, and on the

banks (if thi' Jordan, iu the nooks of Judaea, under the

heiglits of Lebanon, in the recesses of Galilee, and iu

the glades of GUead, the apricot flourishes, and yields

a crop of prodigious abundance. Many times have we
pitched our tents in its shade, and spread our carpets

secure from the rays of the sun :
' I sat under Ms

shadow with great delight, and Ms fruit was sweet to

my taste.' ' The smell of tliy nose (shall be) like

tappiiach.' There can scarcely be a more deliciously-

perfumed fruit thau the apricot; and what fruit can

better fit the epithet of Solomon, 'Apples of gold in

pictures of silver,' than tMs golden fruit, as its branches

bend under the weight iu their setting of bright yet

pale foliage ? " {Natural History of the Bible, p. 335.)
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THE POETEY OE THE BIBLE.

OF ST. NINIAN 1

FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE {continued).

METAPHOR may exhaust itself iu a carries no moral impulse with it. Such symbolism is

single image. One vl^-id word is enough apt to degenerate into a meaningless and wearisome

to paint a pictm-e. With so slight a fori

spell the magic of imagination works,

'The "natliral stylo of Hebrew poesy was favourable

for such short brilliant metaphors ; hence its images

are often strung together like pearls on a string, and as

line treads on line in the ra^nd jjarallel dance, each

movement displays the splendour of a new gem.

But, on the other hand, there is in figm-ed speech

room for almost unlimited extension and (iligression.

A metaphor may, like a simile, grow iu the fertile fancy

of the poet. The truth awaiting symbolic utterance may
be too complex for one image or a succession of dis-

tinct images. An extended illustration may be necessary

to bring into relief the more important points of a

subject ; or an artist "s delight in the sense of his own

creative power may lead the poet on to longer exercise

of it, when the immediate purpose of an image has been

served.

These extended metaphors bear the names of allegory,

fable, parable, according to the form they take. They

may all be conveniently g^-ouped under the name sytn-

bolical, which includes every expression of a higher

truth by an inferior sign, and allows us to class with

the fable and parable that cwted allegory which entered

so largely, and with such poetic effect, into the teach-

ing of the prophets in the later days of the Jewish

monarchy. Moreover, a perception of tho symbolic

force of metaplior fixes by contrast the true rank of

personification in the poetic art.

Symbolism is easily debased. A perfect symbol will

contain its own intoiiiretation. Between the sign and

the thing sig-uified there must be a real analogy.

Thought must be at home in its figurative dress.

Spenser's Una, with her maiden innocence and .simple

beauty, " making a simshine in the shady place," is a

perfect emblem of Truth, which Milton says '* can no

more be soiled by any outward touch than the sun-

beam." The use which mediseval painters made of

colours to express tho religious emotions and virtues

was noble and right, because colour has a sanctity of

its own, and is necessarily connected with pure and

deep feeling.' Water for its cleausmg office, bread and

-wine for their power to nourish man's body, are con-

secrated to the most solemn mysteries of the Christian

life. But .symbols which have but an accidental or

conventional relation to tlie truths for whose illustration

they are employed, have nothing noble or elevating in

them. The attempt to present a metaphysical doctrine

hy a set of arbitrary gestures, or by the cut of a garment.

' " God has emi^loyed colour in His creatic

accompauiment of all tbafc is purest, most
precious." (Ruskin, JIocl, Faintcvs, Tol. iv,, v.

Allegory wll be foimd to depend, for its beauty and
power over the imagination, chiefly on the observance

of this law. This might be shown by a comparison of

the greatest examples of it in modern literature with

their inferior copies. It will prove itself in aU the

instances of Biblical allegory.

Before proceeding to quote any of these, it must be

remarked that the Hebrew poets were as free and un-

trammelled by rules in their use of symbolism as in

their employment of metrical verse. There is a luxm-i-

ance, an abimdance and variety in then- imagery, which

often defies the attempt to reduce it to any fixed laws

of composition. Metajjlior and simile are intertwined

;

the allegorical aud the real are blended together ; the

literal and figurative are confused. Rapt in his pro-

phetic theme, the seer does not stay to distinguish

between the actual aud the imaginaiy, but weaves the

rich colours of his fancy across the sober threads of real

life without thouglit of method or conformity to rule.

If the pictures thus produced acquire a certain confu-

sion, they gain from this free treatment the utmost

boldness and life.

The patriarchal blessing (Gen. xlix.), iu which the

fortunes of the twelve tribes of Israel are delineated

m a series of \'ivid aud powerful sketches, offers a fine

instance of the rapid interchange of metaphor and

simile ;

—

" Judali is a liou's whelp

:

From the prey, my sou, thou art goue up :

He stoopeth dowu, he coucheth as a lion.

And as a lioness ; who shull rouse him up ?"

Psalm Ixxx. contains a fine example of the mixed style,

where the transition from plain to figurative language

is peculiarly easy aud graceful :

—

*' Thou hast brought I

Thou hast cast

Thou madest ii")i: I

Audwhfli ;l li

The hills were r, A. r. 1 v,,!i ilrslndovv

Aud the iK,ii_i,s 11 w.jr^ like t

She stretched ou., liL'i- Lr.unl.ca uuto th

Aud her houghs unto the river. •

Why hast thou then broken down her hedge,

And all they that go by pluck off her gi-apes ?

The wild boar out of the wood doth root it up,

Aud tho wild beasts of the field devour it.

Turu Thee again, thou God of Hosts :

Look down from heaven, behold

And visit this vine !

Forasmuch as the vino that Thy right hand hath planted,

Aud the branch that thou madest so strong tor Thyself,

Is burnt with fire and out down."
(Ps. box. 8—16.)-

Allegory is a figure which under the literal sense

:, filled the la

t goodly cedar-trees.

For another noble instance see Ejelf. xxxi.
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conceals a, foreign or distant ineaniag. This lueaiiing

is, however, as we have seen, not seldom directly ex-

jji-essed side by side with its representative symbols.

The latent trath obtrudes on tht notice like the gold in

the fairy castle in Spenser's poem :

—

" Round about the walls yclotlied were

With b'oodly arras of great majesty,

Woveu with gold and silk so close aud near,

That the rich metal lurked privily.

I'd here and there and eecrnKhere umcares

II shrired itself, and shone umciltingli/ ;

Like a discoloured snake, whose hidden snares

Through the green grass, her long bright burnish' t back

declares." {Faern li«ccii, iii., ii. 28.)

The trne fable or parable is allegory ^rithout this

mixture of the real. A comparison of the passage given

above from Ps. Ixxx. with Isaiah's treatment of the

same image (v. 1—7), employed for the same x^ui-pose,

makes the distinction cleai-. In the prophet's fable

there is no confusion of plain with figm-ative language.

Every word is figurative ; the whole mass of colouring

is taken from the same palette. Thus, what in the

former quotation is expressed in rmdisguised language

—namely, the casting out of the nations, the preparation

of the place, and its destruction from the rebuke of the

Lord—is by Isaiah expressed wholly in a figurative

manner :
" The Lord gathered out the stones from His

vineyard and cleared it ; but when it deceived Him,

He threw down its hedge and made it waste, and com-

manded the clouds that they should rain no rain

upon it."

'

Isaiah caUs his fable or parable a song. There are

other examples very similar to it in the Old Testament

which are not written in a poetical form, and have only

the same claim to be ranked with poetiy which all

allegory possesses. It has been said with truth that we

should properly regard such fables as that of Nathan or

Jotham" rather as the " rudiments of popular oratory,"

than as specimens of poetry. This mode of imparting

their wisdom lias always been a favourite one with

Oriental sages. Our Lord liimself adopted it, and in

His parables we see its almost unlunited power as a

vehicle for the very deepest moral and spiritual lessons.

They are the oratory of the lips which spake as never

man spake, and an oratory so coloured by the truest

sympathy with nature and with human life, that each

of them becomes a poem, more perfect than any out-

ward form could make it.

Mr. Euskin has remarked of symbolism that " it is

almost always employed by men in their most sei-ious

moods of faith, rarely in recreation. Men who use

symbolism forcibly are almost always true believers in

what they symbolise." ^ But personification, or the

bestowing of a human or living form on an abstract

idea, the same writer considers to be in most cases

a mere recreation of the fancy, and to be apt to

disturb the belief in the reality of the tiling personified.

There is abundant evidence of this tendency in the

history of religious .art, the deterioration of faith being

exactly marked by the abandonment of its .symbolism

and the profuse employment of personification.^

There are in our own literature enough of feeble odes

addressed to personified lady-virtues to prove the justice

of this remark. No strength of heart or will comes of

these languid invocations. And the artist too often

seems to weary of the effort to admire the abstract

qualities which he has dressed up like so many lay

figures to resemble living beings. But the greatest

poets put their hearts into personification, as into every

other turn of their art. There is a true ring of earnest-

ness about Wordsworth's Ode to Duty. Milton has con-

densed the faith and passion of a religious and ardent

youth into his sonorous line

—

" Triumphant o'er Death and Chance, and thee, O Time."

The Biblical wi-iters translate their most vehement
moods into this figure. Habakkuk, in his fiery ode,

describes the mar^h of God heralded by pestilence and
attended by plagues of fire, which follow the foot-

steps of the Most High to finish the tremendous work
of slaughter and destruction (Hab. iii. 6). The prophet

Isaiah, who excels in the use of this as of every other

element of poetry, in a " tremendous image sees Hades
extending her throat and opening her insatiable and

able jaws "

—

her."

U.)

Lowth, Lect. X.

2 Sam. xii. 1—4
Stones 0/ Venice.

Personification is most natural and powerfid when it

is employed on qualities which enter into the character

or nature of man. Virtues and vices, passions and states

of feehng, readily take an objective form. The " stiU

small voice," which makes itself heard above the noise

of outward things, may seem to come from Law or

Duty, at whose desecrated shrine we bow in shame and
repentance. In every youthful breast a fateful choice

must be made between good and evil, between God and

the world. The poet of the Bible represents this crisis

in an allegory. "Wisdom and FoUy, rival maidens for

the young man's love, unfold their trea.sures and display

their chamis. So the Greek fable of the " Choice of

Hercules " personified Pleasure and Virtue.

An additional force and sublimity is lent to the

Hebrew's iise of this figure, from his vivid and abiding

conviction of the nearness and life of God. Accustomed

as he was to refer all power to one Divine source, and

especially to regard goodness as an immediate inspira-

tion from above, the investment of moi-al virtues with

human form and speech transformed them into messen-

gers from heaven, or even into assessors of the Most

High, Godlike presences dweUing near the throne of

God. Thus Wisdom is represented in the Book of

Proverbs (viii. 27—31) as presiding at the creation,

watching over the primeval world, herself the co-mate

and offspring of the Divine Creator.

In the Book of Job there is an incomparable descrip-

tion of the greatness of the same quality.
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*' Where shall wisdom be found ?

Aud where is the place o£ uuderstandiug?"

cries the poet. Aud then with intense dramatic power

he sketches the universal defeat wliieli succeeds to the

effort to find her Man first confesses his inability

—

Then the ocean declares that <

not hide her

—

vast douiaui docs

Profound mines are searched in vain ; the womb of the

earth has produced nothing tliat will buy wisdom

—

" No meution shall be made of coral or of pearls,

For the price of wisdom is above rubies
;

The topaz of Ethiopia shall uot equal it,

Neither shall it be valued with pure gold."

And the wistful question is asked once more

—

And then, when man and all sensible things have given

up the quest, as if imagination could iu no way else

conceive of the remoteness aud unappiioachable value

of this Di\-ine thing, a hollow voice comes from the

under-world, a whisper from the shadowy laud beyond

the bounds of sense

—

Death has always been a favourite object of personifi-

cation. The Latin poet describes him as the universal

leveller, stamping down impartially the cottage of the

poor and the castle of the great. So iu au English

poem, "Death lays his icy hand on kings." The
Biblical poets, both of the Old and the New Testament,

have drawn powerful images of the monster. Hosea's

exultant challenge has been adopted by St. Paul

—

To match these bold figures we must go to the creations

of the very greatest masters of song : the tortured Titan

invoking the deaf and pitiless elements to sympathise

with his pain ;
" poor distressed Lear " raging against

the raging storm, bidding the " winds crack their

cheeks ;" or Hamlet in his passionate cry

—

" O all you host of heaven ! earth ! What else ?

And shall I couple hell ?
"

The power of man's sympathy leads him to invest

the moving forms and forces of nature with human
passion and sentiment. To dress them in human form,

and endow them with human speech, is a natural step

1 Job xxviii. 12-22.
2 1 Cor. XV. 55. I have ^ven the familiar English veraiou. Tht

best MSS. repeat " Death" iu the second line. Iu Uosea the verst

The Apostle luotes from the LXX., aud with the freedom usual

from this. The Hebrew was led by another path to

ascribe life to inanimate things. Nature had no mean-

ing to him apart from his sense of the nearness of God.

The Greek peopled the world with his divinities. He
hid a naiad in every tree, and crowned every rock with

an oread.^

But the Hebrew's conception was of " a great One
Spirit, feeding by His perpetual presence the lamp of

the universe, speaking iu aU its voices, listening iu all

its silence, storming in its rage, reposing iu its valour,

its light the shadows of His greatness, its gloom the

hiding-place of His power, its verdm-e the trace of

His step, its fire the breath of His nostrils, its motion

the circulation of His untiring energies, its warmth

the effluence of His love, its mountains the altars of

His worship, and its oceans the miiTors where He
beholds His form ' glassed in tempests.'

"

Since thus only through God nature became li\-ing

and intelligible to the Hebrew poet, his personifi-

cation of natural objects took a bolder tone than is

possible even with the modern spirit, which has pene-

trated so many sources of tenderness aud feeling

hidden to the ancients. The poet of Israel was not

satisfied with a silent commuuion. He called on hill

and forest and sea to take human shape, and speak

with human mouth the praise of God. The very

water shouted, the waves clapped their hands, the hUls

"rejoiced together before the Lord." One Eternal

Presence spread animation aud joy throughout the

world, aud gave all nature a living voice.

There is another class of objects occasionally personi-

fied, which do not at first seem to admit of the employ-

ment of this figure with equal propriety. The works

of man's o-wn hand do not offer, it would seem, room

for such treatment even in poetry. But there is one

circumstance which is powerful enough to invest even

these with a human character. Whatever is serviceable

to us becomes our friend. An attachment grows up

even for the tool which we use, the iustrament on

which we play. And this tie has been acknowledged

in poetry by the use which has been made of personifi-

cation. It is thus that the bard himself apostrophises

Ids harp, or dispatches his book into the world with

prayers for its safe and prosperous jouruey.

But no poets have ventured on such bold flights in

this direction as some of the poets of the Bible. Take

for example the animated dialogue in Jeremiah

—

Eeturn unto tliy scabbard
;

Return aud be still.

How can it be at rest.

Since Jehovah hath given it a charge?

Against Askelou, aud aiiainst the sea-coast.

There hath He appointed it." (Jer. xlvii. 6, 7.)

A_s a very similar use, compare Isaiah's grand invoca-

tion of Jehovah's aid

—

" Awake, awake, clothe thyself with strength, O arm of Jehovah
!"

lids of Ihc nible, p. 6,
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There is one figure originating in a Hebrew idiom,

and partaking of the nature of personification, which

gives great animation to the Biblical poetry. To regard

the residt or effort of any object as its offspring is

common to all people. The Hebrews gave a very

lively turn to the idea by the use of the words " sou

"

or " daughter." Thus an arrow is the " daughter of the

bow " (Job xli. 28), or the "son of the quiver" (Lam.

iii. 13) ; sparks are "sous of the bm'uiug coal '" (Job v.

7, margin).' In like manner a city or a nation is not

seldom personified under the character of a maiden, as

in the following passage from Isaiah :

—

*' Descend and sit in the dust, O virgin daughter of Babylon !

Sit on the hare ground without a throne, O daughter of the

Chuldffiana !" (Isa. xlvii. 1. Lowth.)

MEASUEES, WEIGHTS, AND COINS OF THE BIBLE.

BY F. R. CONDEE, C.E.

iHE practical measure of value is the

return that is earned by human laboiu-.

From year to year this relation is most

conveniently expressed by reference to

^hts of silver or of gold, wliieh is money

n century to century it is more correctly

measured by bushels of corn. The amount of food

necessary for the support of human life, in the .same

country, being uucliauged from ago to age, the expres-

sion of the daily earnings of a labourer or craftsman,

in pints of corn, shows what margin is left him for the

luxuries, after providing for the comforts, of life.

During the existence of the Roman Empire, a marked

and rapid change occurred in the value of money, that

is to say, in its purchasing power, as compared with

other commodities, owing to what we call the debase-

ment of the currency. Emperor after emperor struck

lighter and lighter coins, of the same nominal value,

with the momentary advantage of enriching the state

by the plunder. But the purchasing value of coin is

never permanently fixed by tlie name Ijy which it is

called. It depends on the actual -vvciglit. From the

fall of the empire, the same kind of debasement has been

continuously efEected. The denarius, or piece of ten

asses, units, or ounces, was (under the Second Temple)

equiponderous witli the Persian dinar of ninety-six

grains troy. When the division of our present scale of

troy weight was made, the weight of the denaHus had
sunk to twenty-four grains. The English silver penny
of 1796 weighs eight grains. The present silver penny
weighs only about 7-2 grains, as a pound of silver is

coined into sixty-six shilhngs, instead of sixty, in order

to prevent the absorption of the cun'eney by the silver-

smiths, if the price of silver, siated in gold, should rise

much above five shillings per ounce.

During the 96 ! years tliat elapsed from the Exodus
to the Captivity, that dread of innovation which was a

permanent feature of the .Tewish character, and a main
result of the Jewish law, protected the steady perma-

nence of value. The tax for the support of the Temple
was the same per head in the days of Zedekiah that it

was in those of Da-^nd; the same in the days of David

that it was in those of Moses. Thus in those indications

which wo obtain in the Bible of ancient rates of value,

we have not to make that constant correction for steady

depreciation of currency that is necessary in modern
history.

We have three instances of the purchase of land, by
Abraham, by Jacob, and by David. The price is men-

tioned in each case. But as the area of land is not

stated, wo attain no positive indication of value from
the record of these early transfers.

The first definite vahxation which we are able fully to

grasp is that of the value, in silver, of the ordinary

returns of a given acreage of barley in Palestine, at the

time of the Exodus. In the law relative to the redemp-

tion of vows this is estimated, by Moses himself, at fifty

shekels to the corns or hor of land. This amounts to

about £2 14s. per acre in silver. But silver at that

time bore the relation to gold of ten, or more probably

nine, to one, instead of its present relation of .sixteen to

one, making the value of the crops, stated m gold, from

£4 8s. to £4 18s. yv ari-c ; tlif present value in this

country being frmn L '. |nr -.u-n- for poor land to £10

per acre for good .snil, uimIit uats and barley.

Eight hundred years later we obtain some indication

of the value of land cultivated as vineyard. In speaking

of the desolation caused by the Assyrian invasion, the

prophet Isaiah rates a thousand vines at a thousand

pieces of silver.' It is vei-y pi-obable, from the existence

and import of similar Chaldaic words, that the word hero

' translated " place " is a definite measure of land. Until

! further research shall make this clear, it may be remarked

I

that the qiiarfarius. or 720th part of a kor of land, was

I

the smallest space that it was lawful to allot to a plant,

such as a vine, when growing among other vegetables,

I

by the law of hilaim, or intermixture. "When vines

grew alone, there was no limit but that of convenience

to their thickness of planting. And if the prophet were

j

speaking of standard vines, cidtivated, as they are now
in the Bordeaux districts, on eclialards or poles (like

;
our hop-bines, only much smaller), it does not seem
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improbable that 1,000 might bo i^lanted to the Icor. lu

that case the returns would be equal to uearly £55 per

acre, or to £40 per acre if we suppose a vine to be

planted on each quartarius. The proportionate value

is higher than that before obtained for barley ; but the

cereals prosper best beyond the climate proper to the

vine and the olive.

For about a.d. 80 we obtain from the Talmud a de-

finite corn price. A sliekrl i.s moutioucd as an average

price for fom- sata of wheat.' This is at tlie rate of

4s. a bushel, paid in silver. The golden denarms was

then worth twenty-five silver denarii, giving the rela-

tion of twelve and a-half to one between silver and gold.

The pi-ice in gold, according to the present rektion

between the metals, would thus be equal to a little more

than 5s. per bushel. This is a valuable and instructive

fact.

The denarius, which was the Roman equivalent for

the zuza or quarter-shekel, was the day's pay of the

Roman soldier. Tliis is in exact accordance with the

price, mentioned in the pai-able of the labourers in the

vineyard, of a penny a day. The fact, which is recorded

by Josephus, that the labourers in the repau-s of the

Temple received a day's pay, even if they only wrought

for a single hour, is illustrated by this parable. We
thus arrive at the conclusion that the hire of a laboiu'er

or of a workman, about the time of the Christian era in

Palestine, was equivalent to the price of a quarter of a

bushel of wheat. If wo take 56s. a quarter as an average

wheat price, we have a day's wage of Is. 9d., which is

rather higher than the ordinary rate in Wales, and other

parts of the island remote from the me'tropolis, before

the introduction of railways. It is as high as the rate

still prevailing for the agricultural labourer in some

coimtiy districts at the present day.

We have another indication of the relative wealth or

poverty of the industrial classes in Palestine, at the time

of Christ, and in Europe at the present d.ay, from the

provisions as to the distribution of alms. The limit

between the proper subject for alms, for the purpose
of support, and the independent man, was fixed by the

Oral Law at the receipt of 200 zuzas per annum. As
the year was lunar, this approaches, as closely as it is

needful to reckon, to four zuzte, that is to say, to one
shekel, per week, or two-thirds of the income of a
labourer. On the calculations above given, it is the

equivalent of 7s. per week. This was considered, by
the law of Moses, to be the lowest rate at which life

was to be supported. In England, in 1873, the main-
tenance of an adult pauper in Kensington Workhouse
cost 6s. Ijd. per week.- The balance is very greatly
in favour of the poor Jew, from the fact that, in the

climate of Palestine, so much less food and clothing are

requisite, during the greater part of the year, than in

our colder and damper atmosphere.

Indeed, if we compare the income of the poor Jew,
thus distinctly ascertained, with that of the fishermen

and peasants of the south of Italy (which is a far more
appropriate comparison than can be made with the

Eughsh peasant), we shall be led to the conclusion that

the law of Moses not only was designed to secure, but
absolutely did ensure, to the entire nation of Israel, a
degree of material comfort and frugal wealth, to which,
as regarding the case of the poorest of the population,
rather than tlie extreme wealth of the richest, or the
ordinary average income of the masses of society, the

world, in the course of history, can afford no parallel.

It is impossible to give carefid study to the ancient

systems of metrology, -(vithout becoming aware of the
permanent influence which Chaldean science has exer-

cised on European thought. The Chaldean notation,

whether as we find it indicated in the Almagest, or as
we are enabled to recover it from the inscribed weights
at tlie British Museum, has affected eveiy scale of
measurement with which we are acquainted, with the

sole exception of the metrical system which was the
offspring of the French Revolution.

It is true that we continually find the gradation of
the sextile scale broken and modified by the use of

multiples taken from other than Chaldean sources. Thus
in the Jewish coinage there is a constant subdivision by
two, by four, and so on. In the Phoenician system of

weights, according to Mr. Madden, the number seven

is continually present. Of this it is probable that the
" quarter," in our avoirdupois weight, bears trace.

In the Jewish weeks, of days, of years, and of sevens

of years, the same i-adix is used. But the divisions by
four, or by seven, seem to have been engi'afted on the

original scale of the soss, the ner, and the sar, or 600,

3,600.

The origin of this mode of di\'ision appears to have

been purely geometrical. The modem science of trigo-

nometry still employs (in most cases) the notation

invented by the Chaldean Magi. The fact that the

circumference of the circle is geometrically divisible

by four, by five, and by six, appears to have suggested

the law of the scale employed ; and the fact that the

number of days in the year so closely approaches to six

times sixty, gives an appropriateness to the use of the

sextant, and the decade, in di^-isiou, which no other

system could acquire. Thus the division of the circle

into 360 degrees almost assumed the form of a natural

law ; and the division of the degrees into minutes, and

of the minutes into seconds, was a consistent sequel.

The weights of the Jewish coinage, under both the

first and second systems, held closely to the Chaldean

scale. Not only so, but the relations between the two

systems are the relations between the highest, and the

highest but one, denominations of the sextile scale. It

is a most striking and satisfactory proof of the exacti-

tude of our own determination, that the weights of the

Chaldean lions and ducks in the British Museum give

a talent, which is within one jjer mille of the weight of

the shekel defined by Maimonides, multiplied by the

number which the Book of Exodus affords as that of

shekels in the talent.

While the barleycorn, which is the natural standard
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of Hebrew weight, is thus proved to be identical with
the troy grain, it does not follow that this weight was
an actual unit of the Chaldean scale. That it was
exactly commensurate with it, is all that we have yet
proved.

There exists a special unit of weight, which at present

appears to be totally isolated from all other metrical

systems. It is that by which the most precious of all

merchandise is sold—namely, the diamond carat, which
contains 3-2 troy grains. This fractional weight, how-
ever, is the hundi-edth part of the first Jewish shekel.

It is thus precisely the three-huudred-thousandth part

of the Chaldean talent, of which it was therefore pro-

bably the actual unit.

The British Museum weights indicate the existence

of a Babylonian shekel of somewhere about 288 troy

grains, corresponding to three Persian sigli, and to the
Jewish riglda or three-quarter shekel. The weight
of the maneh on those lions of bronze is equal to fifty

Jewish shekels of 100 carats. This is the exact weight
of the lason or tongue of gold secreted by Achan,
together with a Babylonish garment, ou the invasion

of Palestine by Joshua. We here again come face to

face with a definite unit of the Chaldean scale.

Tliere remains another instance of the close relation-

ship between measurements of length, of capacity, and
of weight, on the Chaldean scale, which none but the
very sceptical can ascribe to chance. We have seen
that the log, a small Jewish liquid measure, of which
we determine the capacity at twenty-four cubic inches,

liolds a quantity of water that weighs 6,060 grains at a
temperature of 62" Fahr. If we coidd rely on the tem-
perature being that which was observed by the ancient

metrologists, we slioidd come to the conclusion that

there was an error or misfit to the amount of one per
cent, in capacity, and thus of 'Ol per cent, in linear

measure ; but at a temperature of 113° Fahr, which is

nearly equidistant between freezing and boiling tem-
peratures, the log of twenty-four inches contains exactly

6,000 gi-ains of water, or minims of the apothecaiy's

fiuid measure. The temperature produced by a mixture

of equal weights of boding and freezing water is 122°.

Fahr. ; a mixture of equal bulks gives a result of 111°.

In the absence of any accurate thermometer, so close

an approach to a natural mean water temperature, at

which weight and bulk so nearly accord with the state-

ments of ancient literature, is wonderfully exact.

TABLE OP VALUES AND EQUIVALENTS OP VALUE.
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English caroche, caroach, now abbreviated into coacli, of

constant occurrence in our earlier writers ; e.g., " Dui-iug

all the time of his empire he neither took up any man to

sit with him in his carroch, nor admitted any private

person to be his companion " (Holland, Ammian. Mar-

cellin., 1609). This comes to us from the Italian car-

roccio, an augmentative of cdrro, " a car." Carrijige, in

the old sense of " things to be carried," is derived from

the verb "to carry," just as "marriage" is from "to

marry," and belongs to an abundant class, e.g., herbage,

baggage, luggage, &c. "It is chiefly remarkable," says

Mr. Earle,' " as one of the very few instances in which

an ephemeral expression got into the revision of 1611,

<lisplacing moi'e permanent words." As to the displace-

ment Mr. Earle is correct, for we do not find carriage

in any of the places where it now occurs in any of the

older versions, except in one instance (1 Sam. xvii. 22) in

the Geneva version. This last-named version, in Acts

xxi. 15, has the quaintly idiomatic rendering, " we

trussed up our fardels," which also appears in Wiclif

(1 Sam. xvii. 22), " David lefte the vessels which he

hadde brought imdur the hand of a kepere at the

fardels,"' though in the Acts Wiclif simply renders it

"we were maad redi," as Coverdalo does, "we were

ready." But it is difficult to see how Mr. Earle can

call that "an ephemeral expression," which appears

continually in our best wi-iters of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. We may instance Bacon's

Advancement of Learning (Bk. ii. § 9) :
" Ton must

observe David's miUtary law, that those which staid

vrith the carriage should have equal pai-t mth those

which were iu the action, else will the carriages be ill

attended ;" and North, Plutarch, page 470—" Spartacus

charged his lieutenants .... gave them battle, and

overthrew them, and took all their carriage." An
earlier example is given by Mr. Aldis Wright from

ITdal's Erasmus, Luke, f . 69 r. :
" Up they gotte theyr

heavie carriage to the house roufe in the outsyde, and

the tylyng pulled away, they let do'ivn the sicke man
with chordes."

Chambering [suhst.) occurs once in the A. V.,

signifying acts of unchastity (Rom. xiii. 13), "Let us

walk honestly, as in the day; not ia rioting and
drunkenness, not in chambering and wantonness,"

where Wiclif's version has "beddis and unchastities."

Our version inherits the word from earlier transla-

tions, e.g., Becke's Bible, 1549, and that of 1551,

where it appears as chamburyng, and the Geneva
Bible. Latimer in his " Sermons preached in Lincoln-

shire," when expoundhig the Epistle for the First

Sunday in Advent, thus writes :
" Beware, therefore, of

• chambering.' What is this ? Marry, he understandoth
by the word 'chambering.' all manner of wantonness
.... for when folkes will be wanton they get them
in corners : but for aU that God He seeth them, He
will find t-hera out one day" (Remains, p. 18).

Chapiter (siibst).—T\ie ornamental headpiece of a
column, between the shaft and the entablature, now
known as "the capital." It occurs in the A. V. as
an architectural term in the description of the Taber-
nacle and Temple—e.</., Exod. xxx-viii. 17, "The sockets
for the pillars were of brass .... and the overlay-
ing of their chapiters of silver ;" 1 Kings vil. 16,
" And he made two cliapiters of molten brass, to set

upon the tops of the pillars." This is the genuine old

English word, for which " capital " is a modern sub-

stitute, and comes to us through the French chapiteau,

as "capital" is derived from the Italian capitello.

We may compare the analogous instances of chant
and cant from canto; chariot and car from carrws;

chandlei- and candle from candela.

Chapman (stthst.) only occurs once in the A. V.
(2 Chron. ix. 14), where the chronicler states the weight
of gold annually received by Solomon, "besides that

which chapmen and merchants brought." " Chapman"
represents the Anglo-Saxon ceapmann, and the German
Jeaufmann, and signifies a man engaged in chaffare, or

merchandise. The A.S. root cedp, which is foimd in

a slightly altered form in " Cheapside," " Cheap Street"

(in Bath and Sherborne), " Chipping Wycombe," " Chip-

penham," indicating the localities where markets are

held, originally meant to "barter," or give and take in

exchange (cf. the sclioolboy word " to chop," a " horse-

couper," " to recoup "), without the necessai-y passing

of money. We may illustrate its use from Chaucer

—

" In Surrie (Syria) whilom dwelt a compaguie
Of chapmen rich and therto sad and trewe.

That wide were senten hir spicerie.

Clothes of gold, and satins riche of hewe "

(Man of Law's Tale, 4535)

and from Shakespeare

—

" Beauty is bought by judgment of the eye,

Not uttered by base sale of chapmen's tongues."

{Love's Labour's Lost, ii. 1.)

Charger (siibst), used in the sense of a large dish,

or platter, in the account of the beheading of St. John
the Baptist (Matt. xiv. 8; Mark vi. 25, 28): "(He)
brought his head in a charger, and gave it to the

damsel." We read also that at the dedication of the

Tabernacle, each of the twelve princes of the tribes

presented among other offerings " one silver charger,"

filled with fine flour and oil (Numb. vii. 13, &c.). The
" thirty chargers of gold, and thousand chargers of

sOver," sent back by Cyrus from Babylon (Ezra i. 9),

represent a different Hebrew word, the meaning of

which is doubtful. " Charger " in this sense is a

genuine old English word of frequent occurrence in

ordinaiy speech

—

e.g., "Lay two halfesin a. fair charger

.... and set it again on the table " (A new Booh of

Carving and Sewing, 1650). "In this one charger ho

served up at the table all kind of birds that either

could sing, or say after a man" (Holland's Pliny, x.

51). It comes to us through the French charger,

to load, to lay a weight, or burden on, frcm the Low
Latin oaricare, a derivative from carnn, a «art ; stiil
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preserved in the Italian verb caricare, and the sub-

stantive carico, which we have in the form cargo. A
charger, therefore, is anything fitted to bear a heavy

load, whether, as here, a dish, or, as in military language,

a war-horse.

Clout (siibst). Clouted (part.). The worn-out

clothes let down to Jeremiah to put under the ropes

that they might not cut liis skin, when he was drawn

up out of the pit, are described as " old cast clouts and

rotten rags" (Jer. xxxviii. 11, 12), where Wiclif has

sLmi)ly " olde clothis." " Clout " is a word which,

according to Mr. Earle, has " a fair Keltic reputation,"

and is found in A.S. as clut, for "a patch." The

primary sense seems to have been a blow, as when we

speak now of "a clout on the head." It was then

applied to a bit of material clapped on, or hastily

applied to mend a breach, "a patch." Thus we find

in Wiclif, "No man putteth a clout of buystous clothe

iuto an elde clothing" (Matt. ix. 16); and in the A. V.

the patched shoes of the Gibeonite ambassadors are

described as "old and clouted" (Josh. ix. 5), just as

Shakespeare speaks of " clouted shoon " (2 Hen. VI.,

iv. 2) and "clouted brogues'' (fiymh. iv. 2). It then

came to mean any rag, or fragment of cloth or linen,

—e.g., Chaucer :

—

" Then shew I forth my longe cristal stonea,

Ycrammed ful of cloittcs and of boues
Kehkes tbey bin." (Pai-ioiier's Taie, 12,282.)

And Shakespeare

—

" He looks as pale as any donl." (Rom. and Jul., ii. i.)

That modem denizen of the nursery, a rag-doll, was
styled "a babe of clouts"

—

e.g., Shakespeare's Con-

stance says

—

" If I were mad I should forget my son,
Or madly think a babe of clouts was he."

(Jt. John iii. 4).

And Richardson gives the following quotation from
Strype :—

"
' Item,' he said, ' we have a lyvyng Christ, and not a Christ

of clouts.' This I said, say, and will say : My Lord Jesu Christ is

risen from the dead, and lyveth, and reigneth, Lord and King in

the glory of His Father, world without end.

'

(E. Wisdome, Fiiiclicalioit, No. 115.)

THE OLD TESTAMENT FULFILLED IN T.HE NEW.
SACEED PLACES {confinned).

ET THE REV. WILLIAM MILLIGAN, D.D., THE UNIVEESITT OP

ROM the Golden Candlestick and the Table

with its Shewbread in the Holy Place, we

have now to turn to the Altar of Incense,

standing between the two, at the ex-

tremity of the apartment most distant from the

entrance, and immediately in front of the vail wliich

separated this portion of the Sanctuary from the Holy

of Holies. The directions for its construction are given

in the following terms :
" And thou shalt make an altar

to burn incense upon : of shittim wood shalt thou make
it. A cubit shall be the length thereof, and a cubit the

breadth thereof ; foursquare shall it be : and two cubits

shall be the height thereof : the horns thereof shall be

of the same. And thou shalt overlay it mth pure gold,

the top thereof, and the sides thereof round about, and

the horns thereof ; and thou shalt make unto it a crown
of gold round about. And two golden rings shalt thou

make to it under the crown of it, by the two comers

thereof, upon the two sides of it shalt thou make it

;

and they shaU be for places for the staves to bear it

withal. And thou shalt make the staves of shittim

wood, and overlay them with gold. And thou shalt

put it before the vail that is by the ark of the testimony,

before the mercy-seat that is over the testimony, where

I will meet with thee " (Exod. xxx. 1—6). Erom this de-

scription it appears that the Altar of Incense—a con-eet

idea of which may be gathered from the illustration in

page 229—was one cubit in length, one in breadth,

and two cubits high, being thus half a cubit higher than

the Shewbread Tabic, and, in all probability, than the

Golden Candlestick ; that, like the altar of bni-nt-ofPei-ing

in the court, it was square and furnished with horns

;

but that, in these respects differing from it, it was sur-

rounded by a ^vreath instead of a simple border, that it

had a top not of earth but of materials simUav to those

used for all its other parts, and that it was constructed

not of brass or bronze, but of acacia wood overlaid with

gold. The object of the altar was to burn incense ou,

and its use for any other piu-pose, such as burnt sacrifice,

or lueat-ofBering, or drink-offering, was expressly pro-

hibited (Exod. xxx. 9). The incense, placed in all pro-

bability in a jiot or vial for the purpose, was replenished

eveiy morning and evening, so that it might consume

away with a gentle and slow, but continuous burning,

filling always the apartment with its fragrant odour
;

and the moments chosen for replenishing it were those

when the lamps of the golden candlestick had their

wicks dressed and their flame renewed :
" And Aaron

shall burn thereon sweet incense every morning : when
he dresseth the lamps, he shall burn incense upon it.

And when Aaron causeth the lamps to ascend at even,

he shall burn incense upon it, a perpetual incense before

the Lord throughout your generations " (Exod. xxx. 7,

8). The fire with which the incense was kindled was

to be taken from that kept constantly burning upon the

brazen altar in the court (Lev. x^^. 12), and any other

was " strange fire," the use of which, as in the case of

Nadab and AbUiu, was punished with death (Lev. x.

The nature of the incense to be used is carefully pre-
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scribed. " And the Lord said imta Moses, Take unto

thee sweet spices, staete, and onyelia, and galbauum

;

these sweet spices with pure frankincense : of each shall

there be a like weight : and thou shalt make it a perfume,

a confection after the art of the apothecary, salted

together, piu-e and holy : and thou shalt beat some of

it very small, and ijut of it before the testimony in the

tabernacle of the congregation, where I will meet mth

thee : it shall be unto you most holy " (Exod. xxx. 34—

36). It is of no moment to our present purpose whether

we can identify the spices thus named or not ;

' for, what-

ever they were, we cannot doubt that they were selected

as the richest and most valuable of their kind. It is of

more consequence to observe that not only might no

other incense than that now mentioned be employed at

the altar of which we speak, but that every imitation of

it for private purposes was forbidden, under the penalty

of being cut off from among the people (Exod. xxx. 38).

In connection with the structure of the Altar of Incense,

it is only fui-ther necessary to bear in mind that it stood

in a much closer relation to the Holy of Holies than

either the Golden Candlestick or the Table with the

Shewbread. It not only occupied a position imme-

diately in front of the second vail, which they did not,

but its connection ivith the inner sanctuary is described

in language altogether peculiar to itself. It is to be put
" before the vaU that is by the ark of the testimony,

before the mercy-seat that is over the testimony" (Exod.

xxx. 6 ; comp. xl. 5, 26 ; Lev. iv. 7, 18), language not

used in regard to any other part of the furniture of the

Holy Place ; wliile in 1 Kings vi. 22, the corresponding

altar raised by Solomon is spoken of as " the altar that

was by the oracle ;" and, both in the visions of Isaiah

in the Old Testament and of St. John in the New, an

altar which can hardly be any other than the Altar of

Incense—which in St. Jolm indeed certainly is so—has
its place assigned to it in heaven, " before the throne,"

and " before God " (Isa. vi. 6 ; Rev. i-iii. 3 ; ix. 13).

Although, therefore, the Altar of Incense stood outside

the second vail, it is in thought at least fully as much

within it as without it. We turn to its import for

Israel, and to its fulfilment for ourselves.

The determination of the first of these two points

depends greatly on the meaning we attach to the incense

of the Old Testament worship, for the chief object of

the altar that we are now considering was to sustain the

pot of incense there kept continually burning. In its

first and simplest meaning, then, incense appears in the

Old Testament as the symbol of prayer. " Let my
prayer," says the Psalmist, " be set before thee as in-

cense, and the lifting up of my haud.'i as the evening

sacrifice " (Ps. cxli. 2) ; and, again, we read in the pro-

phecies of Isaiah, " They shall bring gold and incense,

and they shall show forth the praises of the Lord"
(Ix. 6), where, though the word in the original denotes

frankincense—one of the leading constituents of incense

—rather than the compounded incense itself, it is hardly

possible to separate the thought of the latter from that

1 See EiBiE Eddcatok, Vol. II., p. 151.

of the former. We meet with the same idea in the New
Testament. Of the four living creatures and of the

four-and-twenty elders it is said that " they fell down
before the Lord, having every one of them harps and
golden vials full of odours, which are the prayers of

saints " (Rev. v. 8) ; and, again, in the same book we
are told of the angel whose appearance immediately pre-

ceded the sounding of the first of the seven trumpets,

that " another angel came and stood at the altar, ha-\Tng

a golden censer ; and there was given unto him much
incense, that he should offer it with the prayers of all

saints upon the golden altar which was before the throne.

And the smoke of the incense, which came with the

prayers of the saints, ascended up before God out of the

angel's hand " (viii. 3, 4). These passages are sufficient

to show how closely as well as easily the thought of

prayer and praise associated itself with the spectacle

of the smoke of incense as it went up into the air. In

conformity witli this, too, we cannot forget that when
Zacharias went into the Temple of the Lord to bum
incense " the whole multitude of the people were praying

without " (Luke i. 9, 10), gi^ang answer by their action

to what they knew to be passing within the Sanctuary.

Tet it can hardly be allowed that prayer alone, in the

sense in which the word is commonly understood, is the

antitype of which incense is the type. In the first

place, it is not unworthy of notice that in the fii'st of the

passages just quoted from the Apocalypse (v. 8), it is

not the materials for the incense that are dii-ectly said

to be " the prayers of saints," but, as appears in the

original, the ^dals in which these were kept, so that the

words would rather lead us to think of prayer as that by

which the real materials of incense were guarded and

jjreserved. Still further, to regard incense as the symbol

of prayer alone is to give undue prominence to that ascent

of the smoke which is entirely subordinate in the symbol.

It is the diffusion of sweet odours, not the ascent of smoke

—of which there would probably bo little from a slowly

consuming fire—that is characteristic of incense ; and

when it was burned u])ou the Golden Altar the object

was not to send up its smoke towards the roof, but to

fill the whole apartment with its fragrance. Above all,

Bahr has shown, by an examination of the words used

to signify a savour, that they all connect themselves

with the idea of breath or spirit, and that among

Oriental nations the leading conception of a sweet smell

is the breathiug forth of the inmost soul or life of that

by which it is produced. = He has thus, indeed, been led

to regard incense as a symbol of the Spirit of God, or

rather of that name of God in which His Spirit finds

expression, and the act of burning the incense as sym-

bolical of spreading abroad His name. We need not

follow liim thus far ; but, proceeding on the hint which

he has given, we shall be guided to a larger, and what

seems a juster, view of the symbolism of incense than

that which limits it to prayer. It is not prayer alone

that is expressed by it. Prayer is only one of those

manifestations of a devout life which are required by

2 Si/mboKIr, i., p. 458.
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t!ie Almighty of His creatures, which are pleasing in

His sight, and which have been abeady symbolically

exhibited in the shewbread loaves. What we have now
before us is something more : it is the breathing forth

of the hfe of the true Israelite, taken as a wliole—that

breathing forth of it which diffuses fragrance on every

side, which passes even towards the vail and the im-

mediate presence of God, and which is grateful to Him
of whose enlightening and quickening Spirit it is the

fruit. That this thought of fragrance was connected

in the mind of Israel witli the thought of the life yielded

up to God is shown by different passages of the Old

Testament to which Bahr has himself referred, where

the impression made by the whole personality of those

spokea of is described under the figure of their savour.

Thus, when the officers of the chikben of Israel during

the captivity in Egyjjt complained to Moses and Aaron

of the additional hardships they had been the means
of bringing on them, they said, " The Lord look upon

you, and judge ; because ye have made our savour to

stink in the eyes of Pharaoh " (Exod. v. 21) ; and when
Jonathan smote a garrison of the Philistines, and roused

that people to the thought of war, we are told that

" all Israel hoard say that Saul had smitten a garrison

of the Philistines, aud that Israel did stink with the

Philistines " (I Sam. xiii. 4). In like manner, when the

prophet Malachi describes the extension of the Church

among the Gentiles, the Lord exclaims by him, " From
the rising of the sun even unto the going do^vn of tlie

same my name shall be great among the Gentiles ; and

in every place incense shall be oilered unto my name,

and a pure offering " (i. 11) ; while the exhortation of

the sou of Sirach to his people is couched in the words,
" Hearken unto me, ye holy children, and bud forth as

a rose budding by the rivers of water ; and give ye a

sweet savour as frankincense, and flourish as a lily ; send

forth a smell, and sing a song of praise ; bless the Lord

in all His works" (Ecclus. xxxix. 13, 14). Passages such

.as these are amply sufficient to establish the point now
before us. A good or evil savom- was to Israel the

symbol of a good or a godless life ; and when, there-

fore, the sanctuary of God was kept continually filled

with fragrance, they beheld in this the sweet savour

not of prayer alone, but of that life to which as a

priestly nation they were called.

The conclusion to which we have now come will be

confirmed if we consider the names by wliich the Golden

Altar and the presentation of the incense upon it were

designated in Hebrew. The former was not merely an

altar in the sense of being an elevated place ; it was " a

place for sacrifice," and that although no animal was

permitted to be slain in the apartment in which it stood,

or to be laid upon it to be burned. The latter again is

distinctly spoken of as an " offering " (Exod. xxx. 9).

Hence, also, the foi'mer had its horns, those special

symbols, as we have seen, of the power and majesty of

God, which were to be smeared with the blood of the

sin-offering ; while the latter was to be marked by the

characteristics of being " salted pure and holy" (Exod.

xxx. 35)., The two- last-named qualities belonged to the

" offering," in the very nature of the case ; the former

was expressly enjoined in the Law (Lev. ii. 13). But
if thus an " offering," it is hardly possible to limit the

symbolism of the incense to the mere thought of prayer.

It i/3 not prayer that is our offering to God, it is our-

selves. That is the fundamental idea which found

expi'ession in the " offering ;" and, if so, it must be the

fragrance of a devout spirit, its pleasingness in itself

and in the sight of God, when regulated according to

the requirements of His law, that meets us in the burn-

ing of incense upon the golden altar. There is no doubt

a sense in which all this may justly be spoken of as

prayer ; only it is not what we generally understand by
the word. It is rather that constant sending up of

prayer and praise alluded to by the Apostle when he

says, " Pray without ceasing. In everything give

thanks" (1 Thess. v. 17, 18).

We are thus, however, brought to the fulfilment of

the symbol in New Testament times. Like that of the

Golden Candlestick and of the Table with the Shew-

bread, it is fulfilled in the Lord Jesus Christ and in

His Church.

First, in the Lord Jesus Christ himself, on whom
not only was the Spirit of God poured out without

measure, by whom not only were fruits of the Spbit

produced in all their perfection and completeness, but

who exhibited these in such a manner as to be a constant

object of delight to His Father in heaven, and to all who
were taught to understand Him ujjou earth. Even in

His early years it was said of Him, that " the graee of

God was upon Him " (Luke ii. 40)—that grace which is

not merely power, but beauty; and when He passed

into the yeai's of boyhood and youth, ho increased, not

only in wisdom and stature, but " in favour with God
and man" (Luke ii. 52). Again and again was it pro-

claimed of Him by the voice from heaven, " This is my
beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased ;" aud He him-

self said, referring to the Father, "I do always those

things that please Him ;" " I come to do thy will, O
God" (John viii. 29 ; Heb. x. 9). It was not otherwise

with man. The multitude exclaimed, " He hath done

aU things well ;" and throughout all the ages of her

history the Church has felt Him to be " faber than the

children of men," to be " altogether lovely." In short,

it was not only holiness, but the " beauties of holiness,"

that the Saviour constantly exhibited on eaiih. His

whole life was a breathing forth of devotion to His

Father and of love to man. His name was like " oint-

ment poured forth," and the house was filled with the

odour of the ointment.

But, secondly, the burning of incense upon the Golden

Altar is to be fulfilled also in Christ's people ; and it

is so only when they walk with God and diff'uso every-

where around them the pleasant savour of their walk.

It was so at the first, when they not only " praised

God," but had " favour with all the people " (Acts ii.

47) ; and it ought to be so still. Not in stern faithful-

ness alone do tlwy fulfil theb high commission, but in

the manifestation of all that is sweet and lovable in

character. Wlien St. Paul, giring his final exhortation
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to the Pliilippiaus, enumerates those things which they Tabernacle which is called the Hohest of all, which had

were to think of and to do, he speaks not only of ''what- i the golden censer," &c. (Heb. ix. 3, 4). Even if we

soever things are true and honest, and just and pure,"
|

accept the translation of the original by the word

but also of whatsoever are " lovely and of good report,"
]

" censer " here, the difficulty thus occasioned is by no

of aU such as have in them not only " any virtue," but
! means slight, for no mention is made of any such golden

"any praise" (Phil. iv. 8); and the Christian graces
j

censer in the Law of Moses ; and it is with the fulfilment

commended in the New Testament are not less beauti- of God's arrangements, as set forth in it, and not in

ful in themselves than beneficial to men. " Thy people," either the traditions or later practices of the Jews, that

the Psalmist had said, addressing the Messiah to come, the wi-iter of the Epistle has to do. Besides this, the
' shall be mlKng in the day of Thy power ; in the golden censer used in the later history of Israel was

beauties of holiness from

the womb of the morn-

ing " (Psalm ex. 3) ; and

it is the constant lesson

of the Scriptures that

Christians are "to adorn"

Ihe doctrine of God their

Saviour in all things.

Grace is their distinguish-

ing characteristic ; and

grace, if divine in its

power, is not less so in its

loveliness.

May we not say, before

bi'inging these remarks on

the Golden Altar to a

close, that this fulfilmeut

of it and of its incense,

ought, as in the case of the

Golden Candlestick, to be

made by them even when
they have no thought of

the world at all ? As it

was enough for the candle-

stick to shine, so ought

they to feel that, though

tliere were none for whom
to scent the air but God
and themselves, they ought

still to scent it. It may
be well for them to think

of leading others to glo-

lify God by observing

what thay are ; but the

true spring of a fair Gliris-

tian life lies deeper than

the thouc'lit (if man at all.

'^K

It Ues in the thought of
;
following considerations

God ; and in yielding up the soul to Him, and breath- i him i:

ing out towards Him their inmost life. Christians send

abroad their sweetest savour, not because they strive to

do so, but because in the kingdom of God that is always

sweetest which has least thought of self, and which both

loses and finds itself in God alone.

Before passing from the Aitar of Incense, it may be

well for us to devote a few sentences to the considera-

tion of the great difficulty connected with it arising out

of the language of the writer of the Epistle to the

Hebrews, when he says, referring to the Tabernacle and

its furniture, that there was " after the second vaU, the

kept not in the Holy of

Holies, but along with the

other sacred vessels in a

chamber for the purpose.

And, finally, it could not

have been kept—if in ex-

istence while the Taberna-

cle stood— in its innermost

and most sacred apart-

ment, for the ritual of the

great Day of Atonement

—

the only day of the year

when the high priest might

enter that apai-tment—re-

quired that he should do

so, under the penalty of

death if he did not, with

the censer in his hand.

The difficulties, therefore,

tliat iiii'i't us upon this

Kuiipipsiliiiu are hardly less

gieat lliaii those which we

have to contend with on

the other, that the author

of the Epistle to the He-

brews is speaking not of

the golden censer, but of

the golden altar, and that

the verse before us should

run, "After the second

vail the Tabernacle which

is called the holiest of

all, which had the golden

altar," &c. That this is the

true meaning of what he

says may appear from the

:—"(!.) The word employed by

ised in the later period of Israel's

golden altar, and to distinguish

V in the " coui-t."' (2.) It is in a
history ti

it from t!

high degree improbable that, m enumerating the articles

of sacred furniture both in the outer and in the inner

division of the Tabernacle, he should omit that one

which was not only much more important in itself than

either the Candlestick or the Tabic with the Shewbrcad,

but whose importance in comparison vrith theirs was

immeasurably increased on that great Day of Atone-

ment, the services of which are the theme of the wIioIq
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chap tar in which the words under consideration are

found icomp. Lev. iv. 7, IS; xvi. 12, 18). (3.) This

improbability is greatly increased when we notice that

it seems a part of the author's aim to tell us of thi-ee

sacred objects as connected with each of the two divisions

of the Tabernacle. He might easily have had three at

command for the outer division. There were three

there—the candlestick, the table with its contents, and
the golden altar. Had these, however, been reckoned

to it, there would have remauied only two for the inner

division—-the ark and the cherubim. How, then, does

he meet this dilficidty ? He divides, it would seem, the

table with the shewbread, which was really one object,

into two, and then the golden altar is free to be trans-

ferred to another connection, if not another place.

Accepting, then, the translation "golden altar," and

not " golden censer," in Heb. ix. 3, are we to suppose

that the author was mistaken as to the facts of the case ?

Let us remember the stress he lays upon the circum-

stance that the Holy of Holies was closed to every one

but the high priest, and even to him on all days of the

year but one (ix. 7) ; let us give due weight to the

knowledge which he must have possessed that incense

was offered by the ordinary priests every morning and

evening upon the altar of incense; and, lastly, let us

keep in view the intimacy of acquaintance with the

rites of Judaism dispLiyed by him throughout the

whole of his Epistle ; and, doing all this, we shall find

it impossible to thuik that he has laid himself open to

the charge either of ignorant or careless statement.

What then is the explanation ? "We answer, that it is

to be found in this, that he sees the Tabernacle with its

inner vail withdrawn. It is on the great Day of Atone-

ment that he sees it, with his mind full of the thoughts

suggested by that day, and it is not the same then as on

other days. We must ask our readers to present the

events of that day to themselves in a form slightly

different from that m which they are generally regarded.

The common supposition is, that the high priest drew

aside the vail only at the moment when he approaclied

it vrith the censer and the incense in his hands ; that

having withdra\vn it, and entered the Holy of Holies,

the vail fell back into its usual position, and that this

operation was repeated by him each time he returned

into the Most Holy Place Lu discharge of the special func-

j

tions of the time. Is this a probable suijposition 'f How
could the act thus attributed to the high priest bo per-

formed? His hands were full. In one he held the

censer " full of burning coals of fii'O from off' the altar

of the Lord;" in the other as much "sweet iucense

beaten small " as it could contain (Lev. xvi. 12). He
could not, therefore, have drawn aside the thick and
heavy curtaiu forming the vail in the manner supposed.

It is surely much more probable that he would withdraw
the vaU, without entering or even perhaps looking into

the shrine, before he began what he had to do, and

I

that it remained withdrawn imtU he had finished. Tliat

this would be the case is rendered likely not only by the

general spirit of the symbolism of the day, which was to

extinguish for the time any distinction between the Holy
and the Most Holy Place, but by a circumstance to

which, so far as we have observed, sufficient importance

has not been attached, that it was an express injunction

of the Law that no one should be in the Tabernacle of the

congregation until aU that the high priest had to per-

form within it was completed (Lev. xvi. 17). The best

explanation of this fact is surely that, had any one been

within, the whole of the sanctuary to its inmost recesses

would have been opon^ to his eye. We seem justified,

therefore, in concluding that on the great Day of Atone-

ment, and for a time at least, the two apartments of the

Taberaaole were really tlu-own into one. It is at this

moment that the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews
sees them. The second vail is drawn aside ; the one

long apartment is before his view. He counts the arti-

cles of furnitui-e it contains, and it seems to liim that he

can easily have three for each of its diiisions, while at

the same time, by so dividing, he will assign tlie golden

altar to that division to which, both by its position and
by the knguage of the Law, it obviously belongs. This,

then, is what he does. Beginning with the outer one, he
sees in it the candlestick, the table, and the shewbread

;

and there remain for the inner one the golden altar, the

ark, and the cherubim of glory overshadowing the mercy-

seat. Thus the golden altar has assigned to it the

position which was, as we have seen, always in thought

its true one, and which on the great Day of Atonement
may be said to have even locally belonged to it.

DIFFICULT PASSAGES EXPLAINED.
THE GOSPELS:—ST. LUKE.

THE KEV. C. J. ELLIOTT, M.A., VICAK OF WINKPIELD, BEUKS, AND H

this:

OF CHKISTCHUEC OXFOKD.

" And I say unto you, iVInke to yourselves friends of the
of unrigliteousuess ; tbat, when ye fail, tliey may receive you into
everlasting liabitations."

—

Luke xvi. 9.

HE parable of the unjust steward has re-

ceived many and widely different interpre-

tations. The plain and obvious drift of

the parable, which was addressed, pri-

marily, at least, to om' Lord's disciples, seems to be

prosp

his r(

-The worldly prudence of a steward, who. in the

ct of losing his stewardship, made provision for

eeption into the houses of his master's creditors

by a fraudulent remission of a portion of then- debts,

is employed as the occa,sion of enforcing a deep spiritual

lessou. The master of the steward commended tlie

sagacity, not the dishonesty, of his agent ; and our

Lord, regarding the conduct of this imjust steward
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as a fair specimen of that of men actuated only

by eai'thly motives, observes to His disciples that in

their dealings (not "m their generation," as the Autho-

rised Version has it, but) "towards [or in respect

to] their own generation," as exemplified in those of

the steward towards his lord's debtors, the men of

this world show more prudence and sagacity than

the children of light in their intercourse one with

another.

In the 9th verse our Lord follows up the same

train of thought, and in the form of a direct exhorta-

tion to His disciples, applies to them the lesson which

this parable is designed to teach. Some degree of

ambiguity appears to exist as to the precise sense in

which this world's wealth is described by our Lord

as " the mammon of unrighteousness." It is quite

possible that allusion may bo made in the word ren-

dered in the Aufliorisud Version "unrighteousness,"

to the original' ai'(|uisiti()u of wealth by means which,

whether lawful or unlawful, according to the code of

this world, wiU not bear the test of a higher and

severer scrutiny. But it seems more probable that

the pi'imary allusion, in the adoption by our Lord
of the word aSixia in reference to wealth, was not so

much to the mode of its acquisition as to the root of

selfishness out of which the necessity of the laws of

property has arisen, and to the essentially ensnaring

influences of money, the " love " of which has proved

itself in all ages " the root of all evil." Nor is it im-

probable that here, as throughout the Septuagint, the

idea oi falseness is closely connected mththe use of the

word oSiKi'a and its cognate form ; and that there is

allusion made in the designation of this world's wealth

as "the mammon of unrighteousness" to "the deceit-

fulness of riches," and to theii- tendency to betray

the confidence and to disappoint the expectations of

their possessors.

The general meaning of the injunction, as addressed

to Christ's disciples, to make to themselves friends out

of the mammon of unrighteousness, is too plain to re-

quire exposition. The allusion to the conduct of the

children of this world towards " their own generation
"

seems to imply that the primary reference of our Lord

is to works of kindness and of Chi'istian charity towards

those who are " of the household of faith." If, with

the received text, we read eK^hrire or 4K\elirriTe, "when
ye fail," we must understand the allusion to be, in

accordance with the use of the verb txAeliru in the

Septuagint, to the period of the deatli of tho'ie who
have made a faithful use of their stewardship. If,

with some of the best MSS., we read iKKiini or E/tAeiTT),

" when it fails," the primary allusion will still be to the

expiration of the period of the earthly stewardship, and

the day of solemn account.

It has seemed to some too much to ascribe to the

^ We use the word " oriiriual " advisedly, inasmuch as iu regard

to those cases of iU-gotteu wealth iu which restitution is practi-

cahle, it would be altogether contrary to the whole tenor of the

morality of the Gospel to suppose that any other course should
receive the Divine approval.

intercessions of men such efiicacy that the words, " they

may receive you into everlasting habitations," should be

understood as referring to those friends who have been

made by a rightful use of " the mammon of unrighteous-

ness." It is quite possible, indeed, to understand the

plural form as being hero, as elsewhere by the same
Evangelist (cf. Luke xii. 11, 20; xxiii. 31), used im-

personally, so as to denote nothing more than " ye shall

be received." Such an interpretation, however, does

not appear necessary ; and the obvious reference to

the words of the parable, " they may receive me into

their houses" (ver. 4), seems to demand a different

interpretation of the corresponding portion of its appli-

cation, and to require that the " friends " made by a

rightful use of this world's wealth should be regarded,

instnimentalhj, as one of the contributing causes of the

reception of their benefactors into " everlasting habita-

tions." Moreover, the carrying of Lazarus " by the

angels into Abraham's bosom," as recorded in the same

chapter, may serve as an iUustratiou of the close and

intimate connection which has been ordained by God
between the now divided portions of the earthly and

the heavenly " family" (Ephes. iii. 15), and of the joy

experienced by both, as represented in the preceding

chapter of this Gospel (w. 7, 10), in accessions to

their number, corresponding to the misery anticiijated

by the rich man in the prospect of his five bretlu'cu

coming into that place of torment to which ho liimselE

had been consigned. But it must not be overlooked

that the righteous are represented both in the Old

and in the New Testament as the " friends " of God
and of Christ; that acts of kindness done to the

poor, the sick, and the suffering, are represented by

our Lord as done to Himself (Matt. xxv. 45); and,

consequently, inasmuch as "friends" is a term which

implies a reciprocal relationship, that we may, con-

sistently with the analogy of Scripture, consider as

denoted by the " friends " who shall receive the

faithful stewards of the unrighteous mammon into

everlasting habitations, not only " the spirits of just

men made perfect," but "God the Judge of all"

and " Jesus the Mediator of the new " and better

" covenant."

The word rendered " habitations " is not, as we
might have anticipated, from the epithet here ascribed

to it. the same as, or a word similar to, that employed

in St. John xiv. 2, fioyal, i.e., " mansions," or enduring

abodes; but axrivai, "tents" or tabernacles, the same

word which is used in the Greek version of the Old

Testament to denote the wilderness-habitations of the

Israelites, and (in the singular number) the tabernacle

which accompanied them in their wanderings, which

was so constructed as to admit of easy removal (Exod.

xxxiii. 10); wliich word is used also in the New
Testament as denoting the migratory life of the patri-

archs in the kud of Canaan, whilst looking for the

city which had " the foimdations " (Heb. xi. 9). The

difference, however, between the temporary character

of the tent or tabernacle, so familiar to the ancient

Israelites, and the endiu'ing character of the future
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abodes of tlio riglitcous, is brought into full promi-

nence by the combiuatiou of two words, which are

apparently antithetical. Nor is it unworthy of notice

that the same word is employed in the Epistle to the

Hebrews (vdii. 2), ivith the addition of another epithet.

ahriewii, true or veritable, to denote the divine sanctuary,

in contradistinction from the eartlily tabernacle, which

was made after the archetypal pattern shown to Moses

in the mount : and that both the noun ir/cTini," " taber-

1 The word ckivIi is used in tie LXX. to denote both the

wooden erection or mishkan, and also 'the tent or covering, ohel,

which enveloped it. It occurs as the equivalent of misii/caii in

nacle," and the cognate verb trK-nuoa occur several times

in the Apocalypse as presenting the realisation of the

idea designed to be conveyed in the construction of the

Jewish tabernacle, and in reference to that higher and

more glorious manifestation of Deity which is reserved

for that day when the new heavens and the new earth

shall have taien the place of the heavens and the earth

which now are, and when He who sitteth upon the

throne shall say, "Behold, I make all things new"
(Rev. xxi. 1—5).

the equivalent of olid ii)

ANIMALS OF THE BIBLE.

^^-

BT THE REV. W. HOUGHTON, M.A.,

CRANE.

'F the Gmllatores, or wading birds, the

crane, heron, bittern, and stork are men-

tioned iu our English Bible, though there

is some doubt as to the real meaning of

words translated "heron" and "bittern."

The following are some of the principal grallatorial

birds occurring in Palestine :

—

The Common Heron [Ardea

cinei ea), the BufE-backed Heron

{Buphiis russahis), the Pui-ple

Heron (Ardea pmputea), the

Squacco Heron [Buplms ral-

loides), the Bittern (Botaimis

sfeUan-<). the White and the

Blatk Still ks ('/ , ,J I 111(1

C null I th I'lnjil ( il' 111,1

(Po;j,/<vw. <n,l
I,

ml
the Egiet-, (Ejitlfn alha and

E. gai zetta)

The crane, there can bo no

doubt, is the correct tiausla

tion of the Hebrew lU/ur which

occurs in Isa xxx\-iii 11, "Like

a crane or a swallow so did I

chatter," and in Jer vui 7, =-^
"The turtle and the ciane and ^^ ~ ~ ^

the swallow observe the time

of their coming" Ourtiansla- C0MM0^ cran

tors ha^e in tlie fiist passage

(Ho/eknli s Inn nt in his illness) rendered agi'ir by
"swalliiu mil liy "crane," this has been noticed

imdei Su ill lu The crane utters aloud tinmpeting

noise which could not properly be described as "chatter

ing" or "twitteiing," but the words of the complaint

may be elliptical, as, " 1 did utter a loud noise as a

crane, I did twitter as a swallow." Jeremiah refers

to the migratoiy habits of the crane, which visits

the cultivated region of Palestiue at the time of its

spring migration northwards. It is a beautiful bird,

-^^

^^

\\,.

.L.S., KECTOK OF PRESTON, SALOP.

and next to the ostrich the largest in the Holy Land.

It is a rare ^-isitor to this country now, but formerly

it was frequently seen in the winter. The bill of fare at

the feast of Archbishop Neville included two hundred

and four cranes ! Dr. Tristram mentions that these

birds resort in immense flocks to their favourite roosting

places in the wilderness south of Beer-sheba. during the-

winter; and Gould says that

^?^^ flocks of cranes are seen at

i t^^^j^ stated times iu Prance and
* ^ Germany, passing northwards

and southwards according to

the season, in marshalled order,

high in the air, their sonorous

voices distinctly heard even

from their elevated course.

(Iccasionally they descend, at-

tracted by newly-sown fields,

iir the prospect of finding food

in marshes, on the borders of

rivers, or even the shores of the

sea, but generally they con-

tinue their flight imchecked

towards their destined resting-

places. The high-fljnng habits

of the crane are expressed

in Yirgil's "aeri» gi-ues," and

the same poet refers to the

loud noise these birds make on

the wing—
" Sti*ymoniro dant siffna grues, atque lethera tranant

Cum sonitu, fugiuntque notes clamore secundo." (Mn. x. 265.)

The structure of the crane's windpipe is singular, for

the oigan, after leaving the neck of the bird, passes

downwards and backwards between the branches of the

meiTythought towards the sternum or breastbone, where

it makes several convolutions before it passes to the

lungs.

The Hebrew word agiir is probably derived from an

unused root tlgai; " to ciy," " to make a noise ; " the
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Arabic kirhi may also be ouomatopoetic. Our English 1 uttei a hoimd," to call out," compare the Greek yiipi(^,

crane, A.S. Icran, Germ. Kmnich, Fr. gne, Gieek " to speak," " to ciy," the Latin (/«» nre, and the English

ytpavos, Lat. grus, are all from the Sanskrit </» i, 'to ' ' to ciy."

ETHNOLOGY OF THE BIBLE.
PALESTINE :— (3) RACES IN THE LAND OP ISRAEL PROM THE CONQUEST TO THE CHRISTIAN ERA.

THE REV. W. LEE, D.D., KOXEUKGH.

§ 3.—TIME OF SOLOMON.

HEN we turn from the period of the Judges

to that in which it is proposed next to

trace the difEerent elements of the popu-

lation of Palestine, we find ourselves in

what may be truly described as, from every point of

view, a new world. The chosen race had not only

subdued all their enemies within their own borders, but

greatly extended their dominions on every side. The

kingdom over which Solomon from the moment that he

ascended the throne exercised undisputed sovereignty

extended from Lebanon to the frontiers of Egypt, from

the Mediten-anean to the Euphrates. If the coasts of

Tyre still retained tlieir ancient ludepcudeuce, that
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territory liad long ceased to be claimed by Israel ; aud

"mth its enterprisiiig and ingenious, but unwarlike

people, whose cliief ambition was the development of

theii- own trade and manufactui'es, both Solomon and

his father had entered into friendly alliance, establish-

ing with them indeed, intimate relations which greatly

promoted, at least, the material advancement of both

kingdoms. The disunion, anarchy, insecurity, and dis-

tress of the people of Israel in the foi-mer period, their

continual warfare, their terrible periods of subjection to

foreign oppressors, had now passed away. " Judah and

Israel were many, as the sand which is by the sea in

multitude, eating and drinking and making mon-y."

" Juilah and Israel dwelt safely, every man under his

vine and fig-tree, from Dan even to Beer-sheba, all the

days of Solomon" (.1 Kings iv. 20, 25). Nor was there

merely peace in those days. The nation liad risen to a

position of worldly power, prosperity, and oven glory,

undreamt of in former times. No longer satisfied with

tiUiug their fields and tending their flocks and herds,

for the supply of their own simple wants, they had

become a great commercial people, with a foreign trade

which opened up to them markets for their native pro-

duce in aU parts of the world, and brought the riches

of all other lands to their doors ; and while it thus

immensely increased their resources, at the same time

introduced a neri life and movement among all classes

of the community. With wealth, too, had come luxury.

The magnificence of the court of Solomon himself is

proverbial ; and the cedar palaces of the king (1 Kings

vii. 2), his royal gardens aud orchards, in which were

planted trees of all kinds of fruits (Eccles. ii. 5), and

the splendour of his retinue (1 Kings x. 6) were doubt-

less, emidated, in their degree, by his subjects. Then,

many of the older cities had been rebuilt, aud new cities

founded throughout the laud ; but above all, after seven

years' labour, the Temple—a structure less imposing in

its dimensions than rich aud ornate in its embellisJi-

meuts, but by all accounts (Isa. Ixiv. 11 ; Hagg. ii. 3)

surpassingly beautiful—had taken the place of the

homely Tabernacle ; and within its walls of carved

cedar and polished stone, resplendent with costly deco-

rations of gold and jewels, the worship of God was
celebrated -with a ceremonial pomp aud a lavish expeu-

diture wliich, whatever inference may be drawn from
them as to the state of religion in Palestine, in the

time of Solomon, were, at all events, no more, doubtless,

than in correspondence to the material wealth and pros-

perity of the nation.

The data furnished in the Bible as to the ethnology

of Palestine at this period are full of interest. The
population, as a whole, had greatly increased. The fuU-

grovvn men, or those fit for military service, in aU the

tribes, except Levi and Benjamin—Levi and also, for

some reason (ef. 1 Chron. xxi. 6 ; xxvii. 24), Benjamin
being omitted in the enumeration—was by the census

taken by David, near the close of his reign, 1,300,000

(2 Sam. xsiv. 9), according to 1 Chron. xxi. 5, 1,570,000 ;

or, at the lowest computation, more than twice as many
as at the Exodus. The numbers imply a total population

of not less than between 5,000,000 and 6,000,000 souls.

No information is given as to the relative proportion

of Israelites aud non-Israelites, wliich last class seems

(2 Sam. xxiv. 7) to have been included in the census. It

is very evident that the bulk of the inhabitants of the

country at this time belonged to the seed of Abraham.

But that non- Israelites, comprehending under that

term not only Amorites, Hittites, Perizzites, Hiiites,

Jebusites (1 Kings is. 20), and Philistines (ii. 39), but

Egyptians (x. 28), Phcenicians (vii. 14), Ammonites,

Edomites (xi. 1), and probably many other peoples, were

largely represented, we have ample means of knowing.

(1.) Of one class indeed of the foreign subjects of

Solomon there is, in 2 Chron. ii. 17, a separate enumera-

tion, founded on a special census which was taken by

direction of that monarch himself. The class now
referred to consisted of the remnants of the ancient

Cauaanites, or the descendants—as far as they were still

to be found in the laud—of those of the Canaanites
'• whom the children of Israel had not been able utterly

to destroy " at, or after, the conquest. It is a remarkable

proof of the tenacity mth which these races clung to

the home of their ancestors, that after the lapse, accord-

ing to the chi'onological statement in 1 Kings vi. 1, of

between 400 and 600 years, since the time of Joshua,

their numbers should have been so gi-eat as appears

from the passage now referred to. Prom a comparison

of the various allusions to them, occurring in Kings and

Chi'onicles, we may form a very distinct idea of the

position which tliey at this time held in Palestine. They
appear to have been distributed, probably in separate

towns and vUlSges, throughout the whole land, or over
" all Israel " (1 Kings v. 13), enjoying, too, such a measure

of social freedom as is implied in their possession of

' homes" of their own' (verse 14). At the same time

they were not now, whatever may have been the case in

earlier times, in the same position with free citizens.

Since the later years of David's reign (cf. 2 Sam. xx.

24, with 2 Sam. -s-iii. 15, sq.) they had been placed under
" tribute of bond-service" to the state, that is, had been

made liable, like the Israelites themselves in Egypt,

to furnish able-bodied labourers, when so required, for

employment in public works undertaken by the state.

Their " bondage" appears not to have been of the same

oppressive character, nor to have been imposed with

the same object, as the Egyptian bondage (Exod. i. 10,

sq.); but in principle it was very much the same, and

doubtless must have involved the endurance on their

part of very severe hardships. The great public work.s

in the form of splendid palaces, and fortifications, and
new cities, which Solomon left behind him as monu-
ments of his glory, were not completed without cost, at

once in money aud in human suffering, any more than

the ijyramids of Egypt or " Pharaoh's treasure cities,

Pithom and Eaamses" (Exod. i. 11). The works of

1 lu some cases at least the original iuhabitauts retained their

paternal iuheritauce. From Arauuab, the Jebusite, David bought
the tbresbing-floor on Mount Moriah, as a site for au altar to
Jehovah. It was evidently- at Arauuah's absolute disposal (2 Sam.
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this kind uudei'taken by that mouarch are descnt)ed iu

1 Kings ix. 1.5, and included the building of " the house

of the Lord," of Solomon's palace, " and Millo, and the

wall of Jerusalem, and Hazor, and Megiddo, aud Gezer,

and Baalath, and Tadmor in the wUderness, and all

the cities of store that Solomon had, and cities for his

chai-iots, and cities for his horsemen," with other under-

takings of a similar description " in Jerusalem, and in

Lebanon, aud iu all the land of his dominion." In all

of these extensive imdertakings, some of which cost

many years' labour, the bond-service of the remnant

of the Canaanite races was called into requisition (vv. 15

—20). The nature of the labour required from them is

clearly enough indicated in the account of the building

of the Temple, from which it appears that different tasks

were apportioned to different classes of the tributai-ios.

Some were employed at Lebanon, in cutting down cedar-

trees and quarrying stones. Others were set apart to

transport the materials thus prepared to Jerusalem

;

aud a smaller number were constituted overseers " to

set the people a work" (2 Chi'on. ii. 18 ; cf. Exod. i. 11

;

V. 6). The whole uimibers " told out" forthese distinct

labours were not, however, at any moment iu actual

service. The only levy, the extent of which is specified,

embraced less than a fifth of the persons liable to be

caUod upon (cf. 1 Kings v. 13; 2 Chi-on. ii. 17); aud

even from them continuous labour was not exacted,

arrangements being made by wliicli, after every mouth
spent in state-labour, the workman was allowed to

return home for two months to attend to his private

affairs (1 Kings v. 14). It has been said that this class

of the foreign popidation was considerable in point of

numbers. The census only embraced the able-bodied

men ; it, of course, also excluded those individuals of

the ancient races who had become naturalised by
" transferring themselves to the religion and nationality

of Israel" (Ewald, Hist., iii. 230) ; aud the number upon
the whole is stated at 1-53,000. Allowing for women and
children, the class of " .strangers" now referred to must,

by the usual mode of computation, have amounted to

a total of not less than between 600,000 and 700,000

souls.

(2.) Amongst the non-Israelite population of whicli

we have notices in connection with this period, anotlier

class consisted, in part at least, ofmen of the same origin,

and occupied a somewhat simOar, though a loss seri-i!e

and more honourable position than that just mentioned.

The "Nothinim" were servi publici attached to the

Temple, and, under the Levites, employed in the more
menial duties connected with theTemple services. Unless

we find an earlier trace of them in the Midiauite captives

given by Moses to the Levites in the wilderness (Numb.
xxsi. 47; see Michaelis, Laws of Moses, ii. 169), the first

" Nethinim " consisted of the protected Hivites of Gibeon
aud its allied to^vus. Having by craft secured a treaty

with Joshua, by which their lives were spared, but on

condition of bond-service, the families of this Canaanite

tribe were set apart to be '• hewers of wood and drawers
of water for the congregafiou and for the altar of the

Lord" (Josh. ix. 27). Hov*- far (he attempt made by

Saul, in one of his fits of misdirected zeal, to exterminate

the Gibeonites (2 Sam. xxi. 2) had been successful, is

not knovra. Apart from any serious diminution of their

original numbers due to the incident now referred to,

the introduction of a more stately ceremonial in the

public services of religion when the sanctuaiy was
transferred to Jerusalem, may have required that

additions should be made to the " Nethinim." It

appears, however, that for one reason or another that

body received in David's reign important accessions,

probably from the captives taken iu some of David's

wars (Ezra viii. 20). That the new " Nethinim" were,

fike the Gibeonites, of nou-Israelite birth, is in itsel:

probable, and derives confirmation from the fact that

iu the roU of some of theii- families which has been

preserved by Ezra, the names are vmmistakably foreign.

Whether Solomon made further additions to the number
is not certain ; but there is a presumption in favour of

tins view from the fact that an order of men called

" Solomon's servants" is referred to iu the passage just

cited in immediate connection with David's " Nethinim,"

and included under a common numeration vrith that

body (Ezra ii. 55, 58). What their numbers were in

the times with which we are at present dealing, is a

jioint as to which there is no direct information acces-

sible to us. At the retm-n from the Capti\'ity the

Nethinim (including " Solomon's servants ") were con-

siderably in excess of the Levites. WhOo only 379

Levites returned with Zerubbabel and Ezra, the sum
of the subordinate members of the sanctuary of whom
we now speak reached 518 (Ezra ii. 58 ; viii. 20) ; both

doubtless mere fractions of the numbers in those days

when the country had reached the ctdminating point of

its glory and prosperity, and all departments of the

public service were maintained iu a state of the utmost

splendour and efficiency. It must be added that the

Nethinim were proselytes to the Jewish faith aud

worslup. In Nehemiah (x. 28) we find them included

among those who after the Captirity took part iu the

solemn covenant by wliich the restored people renewed

their national engagements to Jehovah, entering into

an oath to " walk in God's law, which was given by

Moses the servant of God, aud to observe and do all

the commandments of the Lord their God, and His

judgments and His statutes."

(3.) The domestic slaves of tlie Jews at this period

were probably very numerous, and must specially be

taken into accoimt iu any attempt to fonu an estimate

of the numbers and character of the foreign population of

tlie country. It need hardly be said that slavery had

:i],v,iys, \i, f I'll among thcHebrews from the earliest times;

:;ii i willi (i:li('r usages which have gradually disappeared

under (ho iulluenco of Christian prmciples, was, owing to

' the hardness of their hearts" and their unripeness for

higher instruction, to some extent tolerated by the Mosaic

law (cf. Matt. xix. 8), the provisions of which, on the sub-

ject of slavery, appear to have had chiefly in view tho

amelioration of an evil for whose entire suppression the

time had not yet arrived. It probably continued to exist

among the Jews as long as they were a nation. By
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slaves are here, of course, to be nuderstood non-Israelite

slaves. There were native servants in Israel : not only

hired servants, but servants who either by their own

consent, or as a judicial punishment of certain offences,

e.g., theft (Exod. xxii. 3), had become bound, for a period

strictly limited by sta,tuto, to a servitude which, while it

lasted, was in some respects very much the same as that

of persons reduced to slavery. Doubtless there were

always in the land Hebrew bond-servants of the class

last described. Their condition, however, was essentially

different from that of slaves. That they were in every

case free to leave their service at the end of six years,

or earlier if the year of Jubilee intervened (Exod. xxi. 2

;

Lev. XXV. 10 ; Deut. xv. 12), formed of itself a vital dis-

tinction ; but on every ground it would be an abuse of

language to call any servitude legally imposed on the

Hebrews by their own countrymen slavery (see Michaelis,

Laivs of Moses, ii. 149, sq.). In addition, however, to

native servants of the descriptions now mentioned, there

were in the service of Israelite families numbers of

slaves in the ordinaiy sense of the term ; and these last

appear to have been invariably non-Israelites.' Some of

them were captives taken in Israel's own wars, and
* reduced to slavei-y by that people themselves (Numb.

xxxi. 26) ; others, slaves purchased for money, in which

case it may be assmned that they were " bought of the

heathen" (Lev. xxv. 44), slave-markets being prohibited

mthin the ten'itory of Israel (Exod. xxi. 16). A great

proportion, doubtless, were always slaves " bom in the

house," the offspring of enslaved parents. The only

basis furnished in the Bible itself for a calculation of

their probable numbers at this period is found in an

account in the Book of Ezra of the relative numbers of

slaves and freedmen who returned from the Babylonish

Captivity under Zerubbabel. Of that miserable rem-

nant of the former population of the land there were

42,370 Israelites, members of "the congregation of the

Lord ;" and their " servants and maids," who are enume-

rated separately, and not included in "the congrega-

tion," numbered 7,337, or stood in the proportion of 1 to

6 (Ezra ii. 64, 65). How much greater the proportion

must have been in the days of Solomon need not be

said. Doubtless among the Jews, as among other ancient

peoples, the number of their slaves kept pace with the

growth or decline of their j>rosperity (cf . Strabo xiv. 5,

§ 2). Solomon himself in the number of his " servants

and maidens," including those born to servitude in his

house, no less than iu his riches in other respects,

" increased more than all that wore before him in Jeru-

salem" (Eccles. ii. 9). Among the Athenians it is

tolerably certain that in the times of their greatest

splendour the slave population was much larger than

the free (Smith, Bict. Antiq., 1. c. " Servus "). In the

time of Cecrops, the proportion is even said [Deipnos.,

1. vi., quoted by Potter, Arch. Grcec. i. 5) to have been

' Lev. xxv. 3D ; 1 Kiufjg ix, 22. It seems, however, that at

some periods, the provi.ious of the Mosaic l.tw as to tlie release of

Hebrew scrvauts at tlio eud of six yer.rs wore, like others of the
provisious of that law, openly tranf^cjressed by many of the people.

(See Jer. xxxiv. 8, sq. ; Neh. v, 1, sq.)

20 to 1, there bemg 400,000 foreign slaves to 20,000

Athenian citizens. Iu Delos as many as 10,000 slaves

were sometimes sold in a single day (Strabo, 1. c.J.

Athens, JSjgma,, and Corinth alone liad in the days

of their prosperity, 1,330,000 slaves (Pusey, Minor

Prophets, loo, with authorities there cited). Juvenal

{Sat. iii. 140) speaks of the possession of crowds of

slaves as one form of ostentation common in Rome in

his day. Throughout Italy—to omit exceptional cases,

in which the numbers are so great as to appear fabulous

—it seems that 200 slaves was not an uncommon pro-

portion for a private family (Hor. Sat. i. 3, 11). Two
cases are incidentally mentioned (Tac. Ann. xiv. 43 ;

Apulseus, in Apolog., 548), where such a family had 400

slaves; and a freedman in the reign of Augustus,

referred to by Pliny (Hist. Nat. xxxiii. 10, § 47), after

great losses in the civil wars, left at his death 4,116

slaves. (See further details in Diet, of Antiq., I.e.;

Gibbon, Borne, c. ii. ; Hume, Essays, i. 397, sq. ; Movers,

Die Phonizier, ii. 370, sq.).

The nationalities of the private slaves of the Israelites

can only be guessed at. We read both in earlier and

later times of Midianite, Edomite, and other Arabian

races being rejiresented among the number. Some of

them were Egyptians. Many probably were Africans

;

at least the slave-dealers of Phoenicia, to whom the Jews

would naturally chiefly look for keeping up the supply,

whether for the palaces of the rich, or for the homes,

the fields, and the workshops of the middle classes,

obtained the greater part of their slaves from Ethiopia

(Heeren, JKsi. Researches, iv. 179. sq.). the chief nursery

of slaves for aU the world from the earliest to the latest

times.

(4.) In those countries which were in more imme-

diate proximity to Palestine, it was not uncommon to

find foreigners admitted to the king's court, and

employed even in high office about the person of the

sovereign (1 Kings xi. 19; (Jen. xli. 40; Dan. ii. 48).

The usage had not been unknown in Israel itself, either

before or after the time of Solomon (cf. 1 Sam. xxii.

9 ; Jer. xxxtoI. 7). In David's reign, even the royal

body-guard (2 Sam. viii. 18 ; xx. 23 ; xxiii. 23) was a

troop of foreign mercenaries, known as the Cherethites

and Pelethites ("Cretans" and "Philistines," Ewald,

Hist. i. 346) : and among the officers in high command

iu the royal army were Ittai the Gittite, probably

a native of Gath, and therefore a Philistine, but at

all events "a stranger, and also an exile," as David

expressly calls him (2 Sam. xv. 19); Zelek the Am-
monite (xxiii. 37) ; and Uriah the Hittite (xxiii. 39). To
what extent the practice was adopted by Solomon is a

question for the determination of which wo are left

simply to inference from the general facts of the history

of that monarch. Judging from these facts it may be

assumed to bo much more probable that in this respect

Solomon improved upon, than tliat he departed from,

the example set before him by his father. The fact

that he had early in life married the daughter of the

reigning king of Egypt, and afterwards, unhappily

for himself aiid his coxtntry, formed unions with a
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multitude of other foreign women—" womeu of the

Moabites, Ammonites, Zidonians, and Hittites " (1 Kings

xi. 1)—demands notice here on its own account. But
the natural tendency of these connections to intro-

duce foreigners iuto the court of the sovereign, and

to gain for them admission to important and lucrative

offices about liis person, must especially be kept in

view. Solomon was not by any means proof against the

influences to wliich lie was thus exposed, even when
those influences were exei-ted in favour of innovations

which affected the most fundamental principles of the

Tlieocracy. Although, however, it is every way most-

probable that the court of this monarch swarmed with

foreigners, we have, as already said, no direct informa-

tion on the subject.

(5.) It appears incidentally that the commercial

relations whicli had at this period been established

between Palestine and other lands inti-oduced many
foreigners into the country, not only as temporaiy, but

also as permanent residents there. Erom the extent

and also the nature of these relations, such a result

was inevitable. During the reign of Solomon " almost

the whole commerce of the world passed into his terri-

tories" (Mibuau, i. 321). With Phcenieia he had

established so strict a confederacy that, to use again the

words of the historian just quoted, " Tyi-e might be

considered the port of Palestine, Palestine the granaiy

of Tyre " (ih.). Nor had he only thus been admitted to

a participation in the extensive commerce of the greatest

mercantile and manufacturiug people of the ancient

world, with—to say nothing of their inland traffic—

a

mercantile navy whose flag was found in every port,

and colonics and factories of their own already esta

blished in all the islands and coasts of the Mediterranean

With the co-operation of the same people, he opened

up for himself, no less than for them, new spheres of

commercial activity. The conquests of his father David

had made him master of important harbours on the

Red Sea ; and aided by the skill and experience of the

Phoenicians, he extended his maritime trade to Southern

Arabia, the coasts of the Persian Gulf, and some parts

of India (Milman, ii. 323). Then he had likewise

commercial relations with the countries beyond the

Euphrates; with Egypt—a ti-ade carried on entirely

through the Jews; and above all with the inland

coimtries of the vast Arabian peninsula (Heeren, Hisi.

Researches, ii. 112). So active and wide-spread a trade

with foreign lands could not fail to have an important

influence in many ways on the condition of the Holy
Land (cf. Wilkms. Phcenieia and Israel, c. iii.) ; and
one of its first results must have been to introduce into

that land, at every moment, a medley of representatives

of many alien races—most of them forming, doubtless,

no more than a floating population, but numbers also

finding occasion to settle there permanently. The fact

that Palestine was the highway through which mucli of

the mcrchaudiso intended for other countries now found
transit, must be taken into account, as well as the

extent cf her own trade. Above all we must keep in

^'iew the mode in which in tliese times all inland traffic

was necessarily carried on. Especially when, as in the

case of the western continent of Asia, the routes lay

through countries intersected by deserts, and infested

by lawless hordes, merchandise could only be trans-

ported from place to place with safety by caravans, or

companies of men associated in sufficient numbers to

be able to defend themselves against hostile attack (cf.

Heeren, i. Introd., Ixxxix.). Then the retail trade was,

in great part, in the hands of Phoenician packmen or

pedlars. In these circumstances it was inevitable

that at this period crowds of foreigners—^Phoenicians,

Egyptians, Arabians, Babylonians, Ethiopians, and
even East Indians, and from the European con-

tinent, men of Spain, and still more distant countries

—shipmasters, mariners, merchants, dealers, carriers,

\nth their " multitudes " of camels and dromedaries

(Isa. Ix. 6) and attendants—should be found at all times

on the great roads through Palestine ; or encamping at

the outskirts of the cities; or bargaiuingwith the native

buyers and sellers at the great fairs ; or carrying their

packs of Egyptian linen yarn, or Tyrian purple cloth,

and trinkets, and jewellery, from house to house in the

thriving towns and ^"illages. Nor are we without many
incidental traces of the existence of sncli a popula-

tion. Too obvious indications of one of the corrupting

influences which foreign settlers brought to bear on

the youth of Israel, occur in the repeated allusions in

Proverbs to the " strange " women, against whose entice-

ments the royal Preachei found it necessary again and

again to warn the young men among his subjects ; and

in one of the passages now referred to, the temptress

is described as tlie wife of a foreign merchant who,

with his family, had taken up his residence in Jerusalem,

from whence he made journeys in pursuit of his trad'

to distant markets (Prov. v\i. 9). Again, we read

(1 Kings X. 11) of the arrival in the ports on the south-

eastern frontier of Hiram's ships with gold, alguni-

trees, and precious stones from Ophu- ; and of the

aiTival, once in three years, on the Mediterranean coast

of Solomon's own ships of Tharshish, bringing gold,

and silver, ivory, and apes, and peacocks (x. 22)—both

arrivals involving a land carriage through Palestine.

in which many foreigners umst have been employed

;

of the troops of horses, and bales of linen yarn, brought

up from Egypt, vrith the prices which were paid to the

Egy|)tiau carriers for transit money (vv. 28, 29) ; and

of the spice merchants of Arabia who brought from

year to year to Solomon's court the native products in

which they trafficked (vv. 15, 25). Then as the mer-

chants of Israel traded in the markets of Tyi-e (Eztk.

xxvii. 1 7 '. tlv'.v were, so late as the times of Nehemiali,

tr.nlri:^ iVnm Tyre dwelling in Judah, and bringing

tlirii- \\Mn>s into .lerusalem for public sale (Neh. xiii. 16).

It is a curious indication of the manners of the times,

that the " virtuous woman " of Prov. xxx. is described

as making "fine linen" and "girdles" for sale or

barter to the Phoenician merchants (ver. 24)—the same

merchants, doubtless, from whom she purcliased her

" coverings of tapestry " aud the " scarlet cloth " for

her household.
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MEASURES OF TIME.
I. SMAiLEB DIVISIONS:—DIVISION OP DAT (TWENTT-FOTJE HOURS).

seventi

HOEOLOGT:—SMALLEE DrSTISIONS OF TIME.

HE measurement of time has two distinct

objects and methods; the first being

appKcable to minute portions, and the

second to cycles and terms of years. The

tailed, hy the great Latin writers of the

eeiitiu-y, Chronometry, and the second

Chronotaxis. Chronology is now generally the word

employed for the second division of the subject.

The chief, if not the only, distinct reference to any

artificial measurement of small portions of time, that

occurs in the Bible, is that made to ten degrees of the dial

of Ahaz. These steps, or degrees, were probably those

of the Chaldean scale, which is used by Ptolemy, in the

Almagest,^ for his account of the lunar eclipses obseiTed

at Babylon. These degrees were 60, in the course of

a diurnal revolution of the eai-th ; and thus each one

contained 24 of our minutes. A degree was divided into

SO scrupules, of 18 seconds. There can be little doubt

that our ordinary dinsion of the day into 24 hours, and

of the hour, and of the minute, l)y 60, is also Chaldean.

The face of a clock or watch is still divided into 60

degi'ees, every fifth of which is indicated by a number.

But the astronomical notation which we have described

is that in which the early eclipses are recorded ; and it

is referred to by Scaliger in Ms great work, Be Emen-
daiione Tempomm.

"We cannot find that any accurate system of the

minor divisions of time was knnrm *n fli; Jrv.--. Before

the discovery of the pendidnm, ,M uivmentof

meantime was impossible. In fli . 1 rli'magne

a cZepsj/tZra, or water-clock, was .si-iil to iliai Emperor by

the Caliph Haroun al Raschid. Our own King Alfred

is said to have invented the use of graduated candles

to measure the hours of the night. The Chaldean sim-

dial appears to have been introduced into Palestine by
Ahaz; although the determination of the moment of

noon, by the absence of shadow cast from a wall built

north and south, was well known to all Eastern people,

and appears to have been introduced into the structure

of the Court of Israel by King Solomon. The division

of the sun-dial of Ahaz was probably the Chaldean

division into sixty degrees, each degree containing eighty

scrupules of time.

The hom's of the night must have been measured by
the Chaldeans by the motions of the stars. Amongst
the Jews we find no mention of any indication of their

flight, except the crowing of the cock. The legends

of the Rabbis, as to the harp suspended by David over

his bed, which sounded at midnight of its own accord,

and woke the king to prayer,- form strong negative

, To:.i.,p. 262.

I

evidence as to the want of any chronometric division of

the night. There is a very old dispute as to how many
\

watches formed the most proper diidsion of the time

of darkness ; but the Halacha, or decision, establishes

' three.^ The vigUs of the guard of the Temple were
I visited by the prefect of the guard, but the irregularity

I

with which that officer made his rounds is matter of
' direct tradition.

The point of noon was fixed, by daUy observations,

with sufficient accuracy. The rising of the first ray of

the sun. or, as it is called, the column of the dawn, was
watched for from an elevated place in the Temple ; and
s,prfeco, or officer appointed to cry the hour, announced

the illumination of the mountain-range to the south of

Jerusalem. Sunset, on the sixth day of the week, was
announced by six blasts of the trumpet.''

The division, into the great and tfie small vesper,

of the whole time of the descent of the sun from the

zenith, appears to have separated the afternoon into

two equal portions. The most natui-al explanation of

all the information which is contained on the subject of

the division of the day, in the Bible and the Talmud, is,

that from sunrise to sunset was counted as twelve hours,

and that the length of the horn- varied with the season

of the year; no indications being recognised except

such as were taken from Nature ; as by the falling of

the shadow, or the movements or voices of animals.

A remarkable proof of the want of any means, how-

ever rude, of artificially testing the flight of time, is

found in the account given in the tract Tmnid of an

eiTor in the morning sacrifice. The light of the moon,

on one occasion, was so strong, that it was mistaken by

the priests for the sunrise, and the morning victim was
accordingly slaughtered. When the actual sunrise

followed, and showed the error, a second lamb had to

be slain, as no burnt-ofPering could be legally per-

formed by a nocturnal rite.

The brief twUight of Palestine lasted from the actual

setting of the sun until the stars were -^-isible, and from

the upcasting of the first rays of the sun imtO the ap.

pearance of the great light. The morning prayer, or

Shema, might be said at any time, from dawn to tho

third hour of the day, or, as some held, from dawn
until noon. The offering of the daily sacrifice was to

take place as soon as the morning rays of the sun

illuminated the mountains south of Jerusalem. Tlie

opening of tho seven gates of the sanctuary, which were

all unlocked and opened by signal at the same moment,

was announced by three blasts of the trumpet.

Thus the divisions of the Hebrew day, as far as they

are mentioned in tho Bible or the Talmud, are exclusively

natural and unartificial. The only need of exactitude

3 Bcrachoth, i. 1, Ghemara. •> Coder Succotli, v. 5-
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was that wMcli arose from the injnuctions as to morning

and evening prayer, and as to the services of the Temple.

The moment of the commencement of the Sabbath, on

the close of the sixth day of the week, was another

point of importance. It was announced to Jerusalem

by six blasts from the trumpets of the Temple. But so

careful were the provisions with which the observance of

the Day of Rest was hedged, that any occupations likely

to consume a lengthened time were prohibited after

uoon on the day of proi^aratiou, or eve of the Sabbath.

The ehronometry, as well as the larger divisions of

time, contemplated by the Law, was that afforded by the

visible movements of the heavenly bodies, or indicated

by those divinely-implanted instincts of animals which

the appliances of modern civilisation have led us to dis-

regard. Throughout the Holy Land, under the rule

of the Divine law, man responded to eveiy utterance

of Nature by a blessing on th.^ name of the Creator.

When the crow of the cock fell on the oar the Oral Law
taught the pious Jew to respond, " Blessed is he who
hath given wisdom to the bird."

'

The subjoined tables indicate the early Chaldean

division of time, and the Jewish division of the day,

according to natural phenomena and religious obser-

vances. Tlie Arabic divisions now used in Palestine

are added.

aktipiciai. hobologt.
Chaldean (osed in Almagest).

Dimeusion.
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earth. On most occasions the new moon is invisible

for two or three days after the actual change.

As the length of the lunation, or lunar month, is,

roughly speaking, twenty-nine days and a half, it is

easy to know, from mouth to month, when to expect

the crescent to become visible. Six times in the year

the beginning of the month was decided by observation

of the new moon. These were : ia Nisan, or the first

month, on account of the Passover; Ab, the fifth

mouth, on account of the Fast ; Elul, for the beginning

of the civil year, that is to say, for anticipating what

would probably be the first day of the following month

;

Tisri, or Ethanim, the seventh month of the sacred, but

the first of the civil year, for the Day of Atonement

;

Cisleu, the ninth month, for the Feast of Lights ; and

Adar, for the Feast of Purim. On these occasions, and,

during the time of the monarchy, on the first of Ijar, the

second month, on account of the second passover (for

any who had missed the proper day of the fii'st month),

the persons who observed the new moon hastened to

the Beth-din, or council, to give evidence to that ofilect.

On two months of the year the determination of the

new moon was of such importance, that the witnesses

who observed the crescent were authorised to profane

the Sabbath, by travelling to give information at Jeru-

salem. These occasions were the months Nisan and

Tisri, in which occurred the Passover and the Day of

Expiation. The Mislma records that on one occasion as

many as forty pairs of witnesses thus arrived on the

Sabbath at Lydda. Rabbi Akiba detained them, but

was reproved for so doing by Rabbi Gamaliel. The

witnesses were examined by the Beth-din, as to the form

and exact position of the crescent. If they had seen it

through the clouds, through glass, or reflected in water,

the evidence was not accepted. When the evidence

was satisfactory, the judges declared the month to be

commenced ; and a beacon was lighted on Moimt Olivet,

from which the signal was repeated on mountain after

mountain, until the whole country was aglow with

their fires.

For special purposes, such as the tithing of cattle

and the plantation of trees, the Jewish year began at

distinct times. Tlie regnal year began with Nisan.

The first year of each king's reign began on the first

day of Nisan after his accession, the preceding days

being counted to his predecessor. This accounts for

the precise specification of the time of three months, as

exceptional, in the case of the reigns of Jehoahaz

and Jeconiah. The year of Jubilee, which occurred

every forty-nine years, commenced on the Day of

Expiatiou. An ecclesiastical year, as in the case of

the Advent of the Cathohc Clmrch, commenced a

mouth before the ordinaiy year. Thus the " first

Sabbath"' was the fu-st Sabbath of the mouth Adar,
on which day the section of the Pentateuch prescribing

the annual payment of the half-shekel was read in the

synagogue. This fact explains the often discussed

difficulty of the "first-second" Sabbath, mentioned

by St. Luke, which was the first Sabbath in the month
of Nisan. It fell, in the year T82 a.u.c, on what we
should now call the 5th of April.=

On the fifteenth day of Adar the sepulchres were

whitewashed, 3 and on the twenty-fifth the tables were

placed iu the courts of the Temple to receive the annual

tribiite of the sacred half-shekel. Those who had not

the legal money, and required change in order to pay

it, had to pay the addition called the Icalbon, which,

according to Rabbi Meir,'' was a silver obolus, although

the sages allowed half this coin to be thus given.

ERAS.

MuudauG

Meues founds Memphis

Second I

Exodus

Olympiads

A.U.C.

[
Callippic Period .

First cycle of 60 years com-
mences 6, 5th Api-il.

First historic cycle. Full
moon, Kia zing.

Second dynasty. Median
Kings commence.

18th dynasty accedes in

Egypt.
15 Abib, falling on 28 Phar-

moutlii.

01- A.a. begins full moon
25, 4034.

Eome founded Kal. Mail,

4057.

1 Thoth, 18 Feb. 4063.

New moon of Skirropbo-

reon, 21 June, 4376.

24 Gemini fell 13 June, 4480.

1 Thoth, 3 November, 4498.

28 Aug., Battle of Actium.
A.D. 1. 1 April, 4810.

17 Feb. Era of Martyrs,

29 Aug. 5093.

1 Jan. 5121.

New moon, Thursday, 18

July, 54.31.

29 June, 5415. Pope styled

Universal Bishop.

CYCLES,
COINCIDENCES BETWEEN WHICH AKE DETEEMINATIVE AS

TO DATE.
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III. CYCLES—THE WEEK—THE COURSES OF THE PKIESTS

—THE JUBILEE.

The computation of time amongst the Jews is remark-

able for the co-existence of a number of distinct methods

of reckoning, invented for different purposes, and each

following its own law. The coincidence of two or more

of these different systems in any particular point

thus yields a certitude as to data which it is hard to

find rivalled elsewhere ; almost the only corresponding

examples being found in the revolution of the vague

Egyptian year, and in that of the CMnese cycle of

sixty years.

The first and simplest of these systems is that of the

week. One of the main distinguishing features of the

Jewish law was the command to do no manner of work
on the seventh day, or Sabbath. The existence of this

division of time is, however, much more ancient than

the Exodus. It is referred to in the Book of Genesis,

as known in the time of Jacob, aud, still earlier, in

that of Noah. It is said to liave existed among the

Phcenicians. In China it is mentioned under the third

dynasty, which acceded B.C. 1122. The attaching to

the days of the week of the names of the seven astro-

logical planets is first mentioned by Dion Cassius, by
whom the day on which the city of Jerusalem was
-taken is thus spoken of as Dies Saturni. As far as

we can detect, the existence of a sevenfold division

has everywhere an astrological origin. Astronomy,

in ancient times, was only the rudimentary part of

astrology ; and the use of astrological inquii-y was so

directly forbidden in the Law, that it is easy to under-

stand the disinclination shown by the Jewish teachers

towards any approach to artificial chi-onometry.

T)ie lunar months were brought into co-relation with

the course of the seasons, or solar year, by the simple

method of observing the ripening of corn. Three eai's

of barley, coming from at least two out of the three

provinces of Judea, were reqxiired for the celebration

of the Passover, and thus for the determination of the

first month of the year. Maimonides gives an astro-

nomical rule from which it would result that the new
moon of Nisan (or Abib, the month of green ears) could

never fall earlier than the fifth day of our present

month of March. This rule may possibly be compara-

tively modem, but it closely accords with the provision

as to the ripening of the corn.

The division of years, appointed by the Law, was

septennial. Questions have been i-aised by persons to

whom Hebrew literature is unfamiliar, as to this point.

Tlie Church of Rome, adhering to the Roman decimal

chronology, has made her year of JubOee fall on the

fiftieth, not on the forty-ninth year, and many critics

iave supposed that the Sabbath years were neglected

or even disused.

Tliere is, however, no doubt on this subject possible

to those who will go to the true sources of information.

The revolution of the week of years was as fixed and

regidar, amongst the Jews, as that of the week of days.

In the fourth year of each septennate the fruit of all

planted trees was hallowed, in obedience to the precept
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in Lev. xix. 24. On the seventh year it was forbidden
to plough, to reap, or to pi-une, and the self-sprung
fruits of the earth were alone to be gathered in. In
this year, also, all money debts outstanding between
Israehtes were to be forgiven. The fiftieth year was
not conterminous with the other years of the cycle.

It began and ended on the day of expiation, and thus
included a portion of the seventh and a portion of

the first year of the week [Bosh Ea-Shana, i. 1).

In tills year land which had been alienated retm-ned

to the family to which it hereditarily belonged. The
Hebrew slave, male or female, who had refused his

or her offered liberty on a preceding Sabbatic year,

was freed in the year of Jubilee. The instances in

which the Sabbatic years can be identified as falling

on known regnal years, during the course of Jewish
history, are too numerous to allow of the slightest doubt

as to the regular observance of the order of annual
reckoning prescribed by Moses, and referred to by the

prophets.

Independent of either the lunar or the Sabbatic cycle,

was a cycle of twenty-four weeks, in which the twenty-

four courses of the priests went through theu- successive

terms of service in the Temple. This division into

mishmaroth, or courses, was not confined to the tribe

of Levi. The whole people were divided in a like

manner. The men of the course that coincided with

the acting course of the piiests, sent up deputies to

Jerusalem to represent the congregation of Israel m
the sacrifice, and the other members of the same course

met daily, through their week of service, in the syna-

gogue, to read certain prescribed lessons of the Law.

In twenty-three solar years the order of the priests

made exactly fifty revolutions, gaining a single day.

This order of courses thus embraced the whole people,

and its coincidence with the destruction of the Temple,

and with the appearance of the angel to Zaeharias, forms

a very decisive check as to the chronology of these two

remarkable events.

Thus the principles of the measurement of time, con-

templated by the Law of Moses, were, like the entire

metrical .system of the Jews, directly referable to a

natural standard. The limits of error were thus small,

and readily to be ascertained. The Day of Atonement,

that of the Passover, the diiy of Pentecost, the first day

of thePeast of Tabernacles, the day of the Feast of the

Dedication, or that of Purim, may be recovered, on any

year during the long historic period, to a single day.

It can only be more closely fixed when any reference

occm-s to the day of the week. But when we have a

coincidence noted between the day of the mouth and

that of the week, we have an absolute astronomical

determination of time.

Errors may occur in ancient records when a decimal

notation is employed. They may, of course, occur in

any mode of reckoning. But if we find a date that is

fixed by regnal years, or by decennial notation, to coincide

with a specified year of the septennial reckoning, we

have an absolute determination. More than twenty

coincidences of this nature are to be traced in the Old
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Testament, the Apocrypha, and the Antiqidties and

Wars of Josephus.

To enter into the very numerous instances of chrono-

logical coincidence between the cycle of the week and

the courses of the moon, and between the decennial

and septennial reckoning, is beyond the province of

the present inquiry. It is the basis of the restored

chronology of the Bible, and it is intimately connected

with the import of that prophetic cycle of 1,260 years

which is not a mere casual definition of certain specified

sequences of time, but a primary law of historic chro-

nology.

From the records of Egypt, cf Babylon, of Mueveh,
of Tyi-e, of Grecian history, from observations of

eoKpses in Assyria and in Cliina, and from coincidences

of the decennial reckoning of the Bible with the cycles

of the week, the Sabbatic year, the courses of the priests,

and the monthly phases of the moon, a series of mathe-

matical checks on the restoration of the actual chronology

of the Bible, such as no other history can show, is

obtainable, and has been obtained. Prom these mathe-

matical determinations we are able to fix the chief

dates of the Bible history with a precision hitherto

imattained.

ILLUSTEATIONS OF HOLY SCRIPTURE FROM COINS,
MEDALS, AND INSCRIPTIONS.

THE NEW TESTAMENT.

BT THE EDITOK.

^OMING, as the preachers of the Gospel

did, into the midst of a complicated im-

perial system, and confining themselves

I their work as preachers, attempting no

revolutions political or social, and for many years

scarcely even suspected of attempting any, we cannot

be sirrprised at the comparative absence of any direct

reference to them in the contemporary monumental

records of the Apostolic age. We can imderstand,

though we cannot excuse, the temper which, impatient

of the absence off that direct testimony, soiight to fiU

up the gap by documents, such as the spmious Acta

Pilati, to which even TertuUian referred as authentic

;

the letter of Tiberius to the Roman Senate, asking

them to place the name of Christ in the catalogue of the

gods whom the State recognised; the alleged corre-

spondence (said by Eusebius to have been extant in Ms
own time in the archives of Edessa) between our Lord

and Abgarus, the prince of that city ; the inscription,

said to have been found in Spain, commemorating Nero's

extirpation of the Christians. These spurious records

have shared the fate which sooner or later falls on

all pious frauds, and are now relegated by the accordant

consent of critics to the region of tlie apocryphal.

On the other hand, the records of the work of the

Apostles and their immediate followers, narrat^ by a

writer like the autlior of the Acts, who professes to

have been largely a sharer in the events which he

chronicles, bring us at every step into contact with the

details, not only of social customs and religious feeling,

but of political and official life. Serious inaccuracies

in statement or even in phraseology, affecting those

details, would lead us to judge unfavourably of the

trustworthiness of the book in which wo found them.

Here, we might justly say, is proof that we are dealing

with what are not even " cunningly devised fables,"

but with documents in which blunders and anachron-

isms betray at every turn the hand of the impostor.

If we find so much that is fatal to all claim on our

belief in that which professedly deals only with what

I

is on the level of ordinary history, how can we trust

: the narrative when it rises into the region of the extra-

1

ordinary and the supernatural ?

j

Objections of this kind, if not absolutely fatal, would,

j

it wUl be admitted on all sides, seriously affect the im-

pression left by the New Testament records on the

[

minds of competent inquirers. And, therefore, in pro-

portion to the discrediting weight which they would

[

have must be the interest attaching to any series of

testimonies tending in the opposite direction, to coin-

I cidonces and illustrations from contemporary records,

I

showing that the historian is true and faithful where,

if not faithful, he would have been most likely to

betray himself; that he is accurate whe*e he deala

with common facts ; that he thus establishes a character

for veracity which ought to tell in his favour when he

deals with those which are uncommon. Some of these

illustratious I now proceed to notice.

I. It will be recollected that St. Luke in his account

of St. Paul's visit to Cyprus speaks of that island as

being under tho government of Sergius Paidus, "the

deputy " (Acts xiii. 7). Tho word thus used was applied

in the time of Elizabeth and James I. to the officer

whom wo now know as tlio Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland,

and it was, therefore, a natural one for the translators

of the Bible to use of the proconsul of a Roman pro-

vince. Here, however, a difficulty meets us. When
Augustus became the sole ruler of what had beeu the

Roman republic, under the title of Imperator, or Com-
mander-in-Cliief of the Roman legions, he divided the

subject provinces into classes, (1) those that were sup-

posed to be tranquil and capable of being governed by

tho Senate, as being theoretically the supreme executive

body of the State ; and, those which, as needing more

direct military control, were placed under the care of

tho Imperator. Now in the division which was thus

made by Augustus, Cyprus was placed in the latter

class. It is mentioned by Strabo in his Geography

(xiv. ad fin.) as being governed by a-rparTiyol, or praetors,

as the represeutative of the emperor. Assuming this
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iitato of things to have continued, it would have been a

bhinder to use, as St. Luke uses, the term ai/fluTroTos, or

pro-consul, of the Roman ruler. This had accordingly

been a matter of perplexity to scholars. Bcza, in one

of his editions of the New Testament, had even sug-

gested an emendation of the text in order to bring it

into agreement with the supposed facts. Here, how-

ever, later researches have thi-own light ou what was
before obscure. Cyprian coins of the time of the

Emperor Claudius

—

i.e., of nearly the same date as

St. Paul's visit—have been found with the legend Em
KOMINIOT ANQTOATOT ("under the pro-consulship of

Comiuius "'), and have thus given indisputable proof that

pro-consul was, at the date of which St. Luke writes,

the proper term to use. It would ajjpear, from other

evidence, that Augustus had about B.C. 27, when he

had succeeded in reducing the island to something like

tranquillity, transferred it from the provinces under

the milibiry to those under the civil rule, and had
placed it once more under the direct government of the

Senate.

II. When St. Paul is accused by the turbulent mob
of Thessalonica of doing contrary to the decrees of

CiBsar, and is brought before the magistrates of the

city, the term which is used in the Acts (xi-ii. 5) to

describe those offices is a very peculiar one. They are

called " politarchs." The term is not found elsewhere

in the New Testament, is not named even by writers

who discuss with great fulness the mimicipal institutions

of Greek cities. But thougli not found in books, it is

found in inscriptions, and the inscription in this case is

on a trimnphal arch, still standing in the town of

Saloniki (the ancient Thessalonica), the architecture of

which belongs to the first period of the empire, and
is believed to have been erected after the battle of

Philippi in honour of Octavius, afterwards the Emperor
Augustus, and Antony. The inscription runs thus :—

nOAEITAP.XOTNXnN SnSinATPOT TOT KAEO
nATPAS KAI AOTKIOT nONTIOT 2EK0TNA0T
nOTBAIOT -i-AABIOT 2ABEIN0T AHMHTPIOT

TOT *AT2T0T AHMHTPIOT TOT NlKOnOAEOS
ZniAOT TOT nAPMENinNOS TOT KAI MENI2K0T

TAIOT AFIAAEIGT nOTEITOT

Translation.

THE POLITAECHS BEING SOSIPATER THE
SON OP CLEOPATRA, AND LUCITJS

PONTIUS SECUNDUS, PTTBLIITS PLAVIITS
SABINUS, DEMETRIUS THE SON OP
PAUSTUS, DEMETRIUS THE SON OF

JJICOPOLIS, ZOILUS THE SON OP PAR-
MENION THE SON OP MENISCOS, GAIUS

AGILLEIUS POTITOS.

Here, then, we have distinct evidence that the name
which St. Luke uses for the magistrates of Thessalonica
was absolutely appropriate there and nowhere else. As
compared with Philii^pi, the city had been favourably
treated by the Emperor Augustus. While the former,
as having supported Brutus and Cassius in their struggle

for a republic, became a Roman "colony"— i.e.. was
occupied by a Roman garrison, and brought imder the
direct control of Roman law—Thessalonica, which had
supported Augustus, was allowed to remain as an urbs
libera, and, as part of its freedom, to frame political

institutions for itself, or to retain those which it for-

merly possessed. Under which head the title of poK-
tarch came, the entire absence of any record but this

hinders us irom determining. It is worthy of notice,

that three out of the seven names thus given are identical

with those of three persons mentioned in the Acts as

belonging to the converts of this region—Sopater (oi

Sosipator) of Bercea (xx. -i), Gains the Macedonian (xix.

29), Secuudus of Thessalonica (xx. 4) ; so that here

again wo have a coincidence which would imply either

a highly elaborated fraud, or a narrative whose genuine,

ness is shown by these touches of undesigned accuracy.

III. Scai'cely less striking is the case of " Lydia, the

purple-seller of Thyatira," who is named as the first

of the European converts of St. Paul, on his preaching
at Philippi (Acts xvi. 14). Here, too, there is direct

monumentiil evidence that the Asiatic city thus named,
one of the seven churches of the Apocalypse, was at

this very time conspicuous for the manufacture tims

described. Three votive inscriptions have been found
in its ruius, of no other special iutei'cst, but all pm--

poi-ting to have come from the guild of dyers {^aipfU),

who must therefore, we may presume, have occupied

an important position in the town. A second coinci-

dence is equally interesting. Why, we might ask,

should a " purple-seller of Thyatira " have established

herself in a Macedonian city ? It is obvioiis that, had
we been obliged to leave that cpiestion without an
answer, it would not have affected in the slightest

degree the credibility of the history. But it adds
something to its credibility, or, at all events, to its

interest, when we learn that of the towns in Asia Minor
which, like Miletus and Laodicea, were more or less

famous for their purple dyes, Thyatira alone was
originally a Macedonian colony (Strabo siii. 4). The
connoctiini lietween tlii^ city from which Lydia came

settled, made it, therefore,

ivc establishments in both.

at at the time of St. Paul's

lie that " worshipped God "

(o to Judaism. In Philippi

) synagogue, apparently no

Jewish teacher, and the women who, with Lydia, went
out to pray, or to a proseucha, or place of prayer, were

without a Rabbi to lead their devotions. She must,

tlierefore, we may infer, have learned to woi-ship the

God of Israel before she came there—must, iu her own
city or on her travels, have come under the influence of

the Jews, who were found so widely spi-ead in all the

cities of Asia.

IV. No illustration of the details given by St. Luke
is more striking than that supplied by the discovery, in

the course of the excavations of the Palestine Explora-

tion Society, of a stone near the site of the old Temple,

the one stone with an inscription of which wo can say

and

It luav in. ll,,|r,I.
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that it is oertaiuly a relic of tlie Temple. It nms
thus :

—

MH0ENA AAAOrENH ENT02 TOT OKPI TO lEPON
TPT*AKTOT KAI nEPIBOAOT. 02 A'EAN AH*0HI
EATTni AITI02 E2TAI AIA TO EHAK0A0T3EIN
0ANATON.

Translaiion.

NO MAN OF ALIEN RACE IS TO ENTER -VVITHIN

THE BALUSTRADE AND PENCE THAT GOES ROUND
THE TEMPLE. AND WHOSOEVER IS DETECTED WILL
HAVE TO ANSWER TO HIMSELF FOR THE PENALTY
OF DEATH THAT FOLLOWS.

Hero, then, we Lave, as it wore, the embodiment in

words, which may have met the Apostle's eye as he

went up to worship in the Temple, of that spirit of

ferocious zeal of which he was so nearly the \'ictim.

The fact that he had been seen in the streets of Jeru-

salem, at the very time when he had upon him all the

outward tokens of his Nazarite vow, with Trophimus

the Ephesian, gave occasion to the false report that lie

had brought Greeks into the Temple, and so had polluted

the holy place (Acts xxi. 29), and thus threw the whole

city " into an uproar." The multitude were about to

kill him. It was mth difficidty that the centurion

and his soldiers rescued him from their violence. The
fact of such a prohibition was, it ii true, known before.

Josephus {Antiq. xv. 11, § >] .l.-M-Hbrs tW stone waU
which served as a partition Ini wicii I In' I'ourt of the

Gentiles and the sacred prcciucts. H.i'iliiiiio writers

speak of the Levites who kept guard uikIit tlie cajitain

of the Temple, going their rounds with llicir rlulis in

their hands ready to dash out the brain., of any profane

intruder. But it was reserved for the researches of the

last few years to liring to light an actual fragment of

that ' iniilille w.all of partition," with all its terrible

access:iiirs. whicli di\'ided the Gentile from the Jew in

the visililc Ti':i!plc of Jerusalem, and which was the

visible symljol of the barrier by which they bad been

separated for ages, but which was now, chiefly through

St. Paul's instrumentality, broken down by Christ.

V. An inscription, the significance of which has

remained unnoticed by commentators, is foimd in the

collection of Orelli, Fo. 720 (i., p. 177). It runs thus :

—

D. M.

CLAUDIAE
DICAEOSYNAE

TIB, CLAUDIUS NARCISSUS

LIB. EID. COIU.

PIENTISSIMAE

ET FRUGALISSIMAS

B. M.

Translation.

« TO THE MANES
OF

CLAUDIA DIC^OSTNA,

TIBERIUS CLAUDIUS NARCISSUS,

A FREEDMAN, TO HIS WIFE
MOST PIOUS AND MOST FRUG.'l.L,

WELL DESERVING.

I have ventured on the suggestion that this may
connect itself with the Christian members of " the house-

iiold of Narcissus," to whom St. Paul sends a salutation

(Rom. xvi. 11). Narcissus was, it will be remembered,
the name of the freedman who, under Claudius, became
an imperial favourite and exercised great influence. His
own shaves and freedmen naturally took his name, and
the inscription now before us may have come from cue
of these. The two names prefixed, Tiberius Claudius,

imply that the man had been bom while one or other

of the two emperors of the Claudian house were reigning.

This alone, however, woidd go but a little way towards
establishing any connection between the monument and
St. Paul's salutation, and would possess but little inte-

rest. What we note, as more suggestive, is the name
and character of the wife, Dicseosyna, " righteousness."

With one solitary exception, and that, probably, of the

same period, it occm-s nowhere in the vast multitude

of records of the Greek and Roman world which the

researches of archaeologists have brought to light. Is

it too much to ccmjectu.'cthat it occupies a conspicuous,

almost the foremost, position in the long list of personal

names in which the iuflueuee of the new life of Christen-

dom may be distinctly traced P Among these, within

the first three centuries of the Church's life, we may
note Sophia (Wisdom), Irene (Peace), Agape (Love),

Elpis (Hope), Adeodatus (G-iven by God), Deusdedit

(God has given), Deogratias (Thanks be to God), Theo-

doret and Theodosius (God ^wem), Anastasius (One mho
hopes for the resurrection), Athanasius (One who hopes,

in immortality), Gregorius (One who watches), Cceles-

tinus (One who loves the heavenly life), Refrigerius (One

who seeks the time of refreshing) , Redemptus (Re thai

is redeemed). In the new name of Dicseosyna we may,

I believe, trace a like significance. And, remembering

how prominent that word was in all the teaching of

St. Paul, how it forms the ever-recurring theme of the

great argument of the Epistle to the Romans, it is

surely every way interesting to find it in a household.

the head of which bore the same name as one to whon;

in that Epistle he sends a Christian gi-eeting. Tlr-

formula of the inscription, "to the manes" of the

wife, implies, it is true, that the husband still used the

old formida of heathenism ; but the cliaracter which he

ascribes to her " as most pious, most fragal," so opposed

to the prevalent tone of female society in Rome under

the early emperors, implies the working in her of a

leaven like that of Christianity. She aspired after

righteousness, and proved herself not unworthy of the

name which bore witness that she did so. We may
see m her, on this assumption, an early instance of thiit

true influence for good which St. Peter had in view

when he urged that Christian women should so live in

cliastity, so adorn themselves with the ornament of a

meek and quiet spirit, that even those husbands wh^i

obeyed not the word might "\vithout the word be won

by the conversation of then- wives" (1 Peter iii. 1).

"VI. A votive tablet was found, a.d. 1723, at Chi-

chester, with the following inscription. The letters

ouclosed in brackets indicate a eon.iectural restoratioa
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of parts of the iuseriptiou lost with the portion of the

stone broken off :

—

[n]ePTUNO ET MINEKV^
TEMPLUM

[PBJO SALUTE DOMUS DIVIN.E

AtJCTOBITATE TIB. CLAUD.

[COJGIDUBNI REGIS LEGATI ATJGUSTI IN BRIT.

[C0LIiE]6IUM FABEOEUM ET QUI IN EO

[a sackis sunt] DE SUO DEDICAVERUNT DONANTE
AREAM

[pud]ente PUDENTINI FILIO.

Translation.

to neptune and minerva
this temple

foe the welfare op the divine (i.e., the
imperial) family,

by the authority op

tiberius claudius cogidubnus,

legate of augustus in britain,

the guild of smiths and those in it

who minister in sacred things, have at their

own cost dedicated,

a site being given by

pudbns the son of pudentinus.

The chain of evidence which connects this inscrip-

tion with the writings of the New Testament is a some-

what long one, but it will be found, if I mistake not,

that at every step we come across some fact of interest,

and that the result to which we are led, through the

long series of converguig evidence, is both coherent and

satisfactory in itself, and throws light on the state of

society in the midst of which St. Paul lived and worked

at Rome, and on the progress which the now faith was

making, then and after his decease, among the higher

classes of that society. It wiU be convenient to take

each step separately, and to weigh, as we go on, the

results which we have reached.

(1.) In the closing salutations of the last epistle

wi'itten by St. Paul before his martyrdom, we find

"Eubnlus, Pudens, Linus, and Claudia" sending a

special greeting to Timotheus as one whom they had

known and loved (2 Tim. iv. 21). All that we could

infer from this is that Eubnlus, from his Greek name,

was probably a slave ; that Claudia was in some way

connected with the imperial family then on the throne,

and was the daughter of some one entitled, if oidy

by adoption, or as a freedman, to hear the name of

Ckudius. The name of Mfevius Pudens appears a

little later than this among the oificers of Otho's army,

and as having been connected with Tigellinus, the ruling

favourite of Nero's later years. A century later, A.D.

165, 166, we find two persons of the name in the list of

consuls. We might fairly infer that it belonged to one

of the upper class of families.

The Epigi-ams of Martial bi-ing into closest juxtapo-

sition the two names of Claudia and Pudens which are

thus brought together by St. Paul. From these we

learn (the epigrams are not always such as to bear trans-

lation) that Aulus Pudens was a centurion, that he was

looking for promotion to a higher rank, that of com-

mander of the first division of the iriarii ; that he had

a favourite slave, Eucolpus, who, as a votive offering,

had consecrated his flowing locks to Apollo, should his

master gain that promotion ; that the vow thus made
was fulfilled, Pudens givmg a reluctajit assent to it

(i. 32 ; V. 48). Something there was in the centurion's

character wliich endeared him to the writer of the epi-

grams, and won from his pen, which was for the most

part fruitful only in foulness, the tribute of a respectful

homage. Pudens had been in the far north, and during

his absence Martial had been ill, nigh unto death.

" Yea, all but suatclied wliere flows the gloomy stream,

I saw the clouds that shroud tho Elysian plain.

Still for thy face I yearued iu wearied dream,

And cold lips ' Pudens, Pudens,' cried in vain."

We may fairly see, I believe, in this at least a gleam

of a better natiu-e breaking through the crust of a life

all but hardened in vice. A man does not turn in hours

of pain and sickness to one who has been his companion

in evil. What he craves for is the sympathy and sup-

port of one whose presence is bright and gladdening,

in whom the sufferer finds a purity which he himself

has lost, while yet he hopes and believes that he is not

altogether shut out from pity and from fellowship.

But the information which we get from Martial goes

far beyond this. He writes an epigram addressed to

Rufus, which is, in fact, an epithalamium on the

marriage of Pudens and Claudia. Considering the

man and the subject, there is a singular absence of the

allusive references, more or less prominent, which are

found iu most classical poems of the same kind. We
can translate it without tho omission of a word save

that which may be forced upon us by the hard neces-

sities of rhyme :—

" Claudia, the fair one from a foreign shore.

Is with my Pudens joined in wedlock's band,

On them, O Hymen, all thy blessings pour.

And let thy torches wave in either hand ;

Thus Attic honey blends with Massio wine.

Thus cinnamon and nard their fragrance blend,

Not more the lotos streatns, nor elm the vine,

Nor myrtle loves the shore than they, my friend.

O Concord, bless their couch for evermore.

Be with them in thy snow-white purity,

Let Venus grant from out her choicest store

All gifts that suit that even-balanced tie.

When he is old, may she be fond and true,

And she in age the charms of youth renew." (iv. 13.)

Lastly, we have an epigram which carries us one

step further in the history of the marriage which began

so happily ;—
" Our Claudia, named Ruflna, sprang, we know,

From blue-eyed Britons, yet behold sho vies

In grace with all that Greece or Rome can show.

As born and bred beneath their glowing skies.

Grant, O ye sods, that she may ever prove

The bliss of mother over girl and boy,

Still gladdened by her pious husband s love,

And in her children Bnd perpetual joy." (xi. 53).

The picture of such a home life as that thus drawn

is rare indeed in the pages of Martial, and was, we may

well believe, very rare indeed in the society in which he

lived. The fact brought before us in the last epigram
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brings us, it will be seen, iu close contact with tbo

Cliichoster inscription. The Claudia who was a foreigner

had been born among the blue-eyed Britons. If the

Mng, Tiberius Claudius Cogidubnus, hadhad a daughter,

her name would have been Claudia. And in close and

friendly relations -with that chieftain we find the name

of Pudens as the giver of a site (the gift imijlies pro-

perty in the king's territory) on which a temijle is

erected. Were we concerned only ^vith Martial and the

inscription, we might trace iu this the commencement

of the affection which began while Pudens was on his

service in the North, and issued iu the marriage of

which he speaks so warmly. But we can go further.

Cogidubnus was, we learn from Tacitus {Agricola,

c. xiv.), the faithful ally of Rome in the reign of

Claudius, wlien Aulus Plautius was governor of

Britain (A.D. 43—52). The right to use the imperitil

name, as by a kind of adoption, was, in all likelihood,

the reward of his fidelity. That his daughter should

be sent over to Rome as a secmity for its continuance

was entirely in accord with Roman policy. And if so,

tJiere was no one under whose care she was so likely to

bo placed as the wife of the general who was com-

manding in the territory of Cogidubnus.

And here we come across a fresh link in the chain.

A strange, sad histoiy attaches to that wife of Aulus

Plautius. He returned to Rome in the full blaze of

triumph, and then iu four short years (a.d. 57) was

called upon, according to Roman law, to sit as judge

in foro domestico, his wife, Pomponia Grfficina, being

the accused. The crime alleged against her was tliat of

having adopted a foreign superstition. No other guilt

was laid to her charge. Her husband pronounced a

formal acquittal, and no punishment was inflicted, but

her life for forty years from that date was one of con-

tinual sorrow. Her mode of life, in its simplicity and

sadness, presented a strange contrast to the luxury and

splendom- of other Roman matrons. She went through

the remainder of her life as one dead to the world and

its allurements. We are uow advancing to a hypothesis

which, at least, includes and explains all the phenomena

of the case. Assume what has been shown to be highly

probable, that Claudia was at Rome under Pomponia"s

i;are, that from her, as connected \vith the Rufi,' she

took the name of Rufina, and the whole story is co-

herent. The "foreign superstition," the austere and

gloomy life, what was this but the aspect which a

conversion to tlio faith and life of Christians would

present to the outer world ? Claudia would be exposed,

directly and indirectly, to the same influences. Pudens,

who had Imown her father, and served under Pomponia's

husband, would be naturally drawn mthin the sphere

of the same attraction, would hear their teachers, come

to love one iu whom he found a purity and sweetness

so rare at Rome, be joined with her first iu affection

aud afterwards iu wedlock. That he may have been

Martial's epitbalamiu

before his conversion among those whom Martial knew
and jested with was, of coui-se, natural enough. It

did not follow that that conversion should lead to an
abrupt termination of his friendship, great as must
have been the gap made by it. On this hypothesis

even the epigrams which speak of heathen vows made
by an attached yoxmg slave, and which were meant to

suggest, it must be owned, an impure attachment, may
have been only the satirist's foul-mouthed jest on a

vow like that of a Nazarite, taken in the ardour of

youthful enthusiasm, after the manner of devout Jews,

and, probably (remembering Timothy's abstinence from
wine), after the example of St. Paul's favourite disciple

as well as of the Apostle himself. The epithet which

he sportively but not scornfully applies to Pudens,
" sancttis maritus," may have been at once a tribute to

his faithfulness as a husband, and to his having become

one of those who spoke of each other as having joined

the company of the saints. Traces of the growing

repugnance which Pudens felt for the "jesting which

was not convenient " may be found in Martial's half-

bantering complaint that his friend grew weary of his

epigrams, and wanted him to correct them (iv. 29

;

vii. 11).

Two more strange coincidences have to be added, and
this singular romance of early Christian life reaches its

completion. Among those who were named in mediaeval

tradition as having taken part in the following genera-

tion in the conversion of the Britons we find the name
of Timotheus the son of Pudens,^ and among the most

ancient Churches of Rome is one dedicated to St.

Pudeutiana, who is said to have been the daughter of

Pudens, a Roman senator, converted by the preaching

of St. Paul. Uncertain as may be the historical evi-

dence to these facts, it is at least probable that a noble

Roman convert should have had an eminent Christian

daughter, and that if Pudens owed his higher life to

Timothy, he should name one of his sons after him ; and

that a son of his should go to his mother's native land,

and become a preacher of the faith in which she and

those dearest to her had found peace and blessedness.

It may be enough to state, in conclusion, that the

\'iew here taken i< adoptril in its main features by

Collier in his Chnrrh U'lxtnnj (i. 15), by Dean Alford,

Dean Howson, Arclideacou WiUiams, aud many others.

It is questioned by Canon Lightfoot on the gi-ound

that the Epigrams of Martial belong for tlie most part

to a later date (a.d. 66—100) than the Pastoral Epistles,

and that they imply heathen practices aud v'ces. It

may, however, be answered (l)that individual epigrams

in the collection may have been of an earlier date ; and

(2) that the jesting, bantering tone of Martial, while it

adds to the weight of any admission of a higher life

than his own as belonging to 'uis friends, diminishes

that of mere playful insinuations which were flung

broadcast in the very wantonness of sport.

- See Couybeare aud Howsoa's .id Episfks 0/ St. Paul,
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'he remaining names belonging to Eastern

Geography of the Bible will, perhaps, be

best taken alphabetically.

Ahava (Ezra viii. 15).
—

" The river that

Ahava" is either the Euphrates, or, more

probably, a wady which enters that river from the

west a short distance above Hit ; and Ahava, from its

mention in later times in connection with bitumen, is

probably Hit, a place about 170 miles by the river

above Babylon, where bitumen still abounds, and is

used for covering boats, and making them impervious

to water. (Aiusworth, Bes., p. 85 ; Ohesney, i. 54

;

Rawlinson, Herod, i. 316.)

Aram.—This word is used, except in two instances

of mere proper names, only twice in our version : (1) in

Gen. X. 22, where it denotes a son of Shem, i.e., a people
j

of Semitic origin
; (2) a word of place near to or iden-

'

tical with the " mountains of the East," from which

Balaam came (Numl). xxiii. 7). The original word is

almost always rendered " Syria," and its derivative .

" Syrian." It means " to be high," and appears to

denote the country lying to the north-east of Pales- I

tine, which extended as far east as the upper part of

Mesopotamia. Strabo iufoi-ms us that the people of

this region called themselves Aramaeans, but that the
;

Greeks and Romans called them Syrians (Strabo, i.42).
|

If we knew the exact position of Pethor, from which
i

Balaam came, we might determine more exactly the
[

situation of Aram, which it is not quite possible to do,

though from the subsequent combination of the word
]

with Naharaim, " Aram of two rivers," rendered in our

version " Mesopotamia," and generally taken to repre-

sent its upper part, we may infer that the Aram from

which Balaam came was near or between two rivers,

and that these rivers were probably the Tigris and

Euphrates. (See Padan-Abam, Zobah.)

AsHKENAZ.—Mentioned as son of Gomer, and grand-

son of Japheth (Gen. x. 3), and as a kingdom in connec- '

tion with Minni and Ararat, i.e., in Upper Armenia

(Jer.li. 27). (See Bible Educator, 1. 233.) The name

has been thought to be recognised in the name Ascanius,

on the north coast of Asia Minor. Some have connected

it with the old name of the Euxiue Sea, and some have

traced it in the name Scandinavia. Modern Jews give

the name to the German nation. If so, the races origi- i

naUy seated in the part of Asia near Mount Ararat have,
j

as is very probable, migrated westwards, and given
j

their name, wholly or in part, to districts or nations I

of Europe. (Clavk. BibU Atlas, p. 2.)

AvA.—One of the places from which settlers were

sent to re-pcoplc Israel (2 Kings xvii. 24). It is, per-

haps, the same place as Ivah (2 Kings xviii. 34), but has

also been identified with Ahava. (See Ivah.)

Canneh is, perhaps, the same as Calneh, which read-

ing is found in one MS. If so, it is represented by

Niffar (Bible Educator, I. 266), but its mention in

j

connection with Haran and Eden (Ezek. xxvii. 23)

j

seems to point to a more northerly position. (See (he

next article.)

Oarchemish, or Charchemish (2 Chron. xxxv.

20) is mentioned as the place on the Euphrates at

wliich Nebuchadnezzar defeated Pharaoh-uecho, king of

Egypt, in the fourth year of Jehoiakim, king of Judah

(2 Kmgs xxiii. 29; Jer. xlvi. 2), B.C. 605. It had been

taken by Necho in the campaign in which he defeated

Josiali at Megiddo (Magdolus), B.C. 608. Oarchemish

was formerly identified with the town whose Greek
name was Oircesium, and its Latin Cercusium, or Cir-

eessus, situated in the fork of the confluence of the

Abora (Khabour) with the Euphrates on the west side

of the former river. It was a position of great import-

j

ance, and was strongly fortified by Diocletian. A town
called Karkisia, whose situation answers fairly to this,

was visited by Benjamin of Tudela, in the twelfth

century A.D., and the ruins of a town called Kerhisiyah

still exist, connected by a bridge with those of another

town, which has been supposed to represent Cahieh, or

Calno (Gen. x. 10; Isa. x. 9) ; but this is now usually re-

garded as represented by Niffar (Bible Educator, I.

266), nor is there any reason for placing the two cities

near each other. (Amm. Marc, xxiii. 5 ; Zosimus, iii. 12

;

Eutrop. ix. 2; Early Trav., p. 94; Chesnej, Exp.,i. 52;

Layard, Nin. and Bab., p. 284.) The name Oarchemish

probably means " citadel of Ohemosh " (Ges., Com. on

Isa. X. 9), and its site has of late been placed much higher

up on the west side of the river Euphrates, not far from

the much-used ferry at the modern town of Bir, at the

ruins of the town Hierapolis, or Mabog, where Julian

assembled his forces before his advance into Assyria,

and which Assyrian inscriptions show to have been a

town of the Hittites, or Syrians, whose dominion ex-

tended as far as Bir (Layard, Nin. and Bab., pp. 142,

354). This opinion is recommended (1) by the fact

that the approach to Oircesium would lead an invading

army by the almost impassable route of the desert
; (2)

by the Assyrian inscriptions, which place Oarchemish

much more to the north than Kerkisiyah, and (3) give

to that place the name Sirhi, with which Oarchemish

has no connection. (Rawlinson, Serod. i. 251 ; Anc.

Mon. ii. 67.)

Casiphia.—Only mentioned in Ezra viii. 17, a place

on the road from the Euphrates to Jerusalem. If

Aliava be the same as Hit, it would probably be on the

south-west of that place ; but its situation is not known

certainly, though some have connected its name with

that of the Oaspian Sea, which is quite out of the road

to Jerusalem.

Ohebab (River op).—Mentioned by Ezekiel as a

station of the Jeivish captives (Ezek. i. 1; iii. 15).

thought by some to be the river Khabour, which flows

into "the Euphrates from the east at Kerkisiyah ; but

as Ohaldaja, in which it is placed by Ezokiel, scarcely
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reached so far to the north as this point, it is thought

by others, from the meaning of its name, " great," to be

the Nahr-malcha, or royal canal joining the Tigris and

Euphrates about thirty miles above Babylon, and said to

be the work of Nebuchadnezzar (Euseb., Pr. Evang. x.

41 ; Pliu. vi. 120 ; Strabo, xvi. 747). The name Chebar

has also been identified with Habor, a river or place

near which some of the captives from Israel were placed

by Sargon, king of Assyria (2 Kings xviii. 11 ; Bible
Educator, II. 331) ; but this would seem to be farther

to the north than the place of Ezekiel's captivity, and.

besides this, it may be mentioned, that Ezekiel has been

long believed to be buried at a place called Keffil, about

twelve miles south of Hillah, where a building exists

said to contain his tomb, a tradition which there seems

no good reason to doubt. {Early Trav., p. 101 ; Rich,

Memoir, p. 11 ; Loftus, p. 35.)

Chaeran.—See Haran.
Chilmad.—A name mentioned in Ezek. xxvii. 23,

and rendered in the Septuagint version Charman, which

gives some support to the opinion that it denotes a place

named by Xenophon Charmande, which must have been

on the west side of the Euphrates, not far from the

Babylonian frontier. It is also identified with Kal-

wadha, a place very near Bagdad, but its exact iiosition

is not known. (Xen., Anab., i. 5, 10 ; Rawlinson, Ajk.

Mon., i. 21.)

CuSHAN, if it be not the name of a person, which

seems unlikely to be the case, is probably the name of

the same country as that which is described by Gush,

i.e., a region either of Southern Arabia, or of the eastern

side of the Persian Gulf. (Hab. iii. 7 ; Bible Edtjca-

TOE, I. 152.)

CUTH, or CUTHAH.—The name of a place, or district,

from which settlers were brought by the king of

Assyria, either Sargon or Esarhaddon, but probably

the former, to dwell in Samaria, after the conquest by
Sargon (2 Kings xvii. 24, 30). It is said by Josephus

to have been in the interior of Media and Persia, and that

theire was a river there named Cuthihs, but ho gives no

further clue to its locality. A warlike moimtain tribe,

called Cossaei, are mentioned by Arriau and Strabo as

having been subdued by Alexander, and these have been

thought, from their name, to answer to the Cutheans.

Possibly the Assyrian monarch may have gained some
advantage over these troublesome mountaineers, and
have found it convenient to transplant some of them to

the distant region of Samaria; but there is no direct

evidence to support this opinion (Arr., Exp., vii.

;

Strabo, xi. 524; xvi. 744). But the name Cutha is

mentioned by Arabian writers as being in the neigh-

bourhood of Babylon, at which Abraham is said in the

Talmud to have been imprisoned by Nimrod ; and bricks

inscribed with the name Outha have been found at

Toweibah, or Tiggaba, a place about fifteen mUes north-

cast of Babylon. Moreover, Assyrian inscriptions show
that the special deity of the Cutheans was Xergal. the

one whom the men of Cuth are said in the Book of

Kings to have introduced into Samaria, a circumstance

which seems to fix the true locality of Cutha. (2 Kings

xvii. 30; Ainsworth, Researches, p. 166; Sale, Koran,

c. xxi., p. 269 ; R:iwlinson, Herod., L 632 ; Anc. Mon.
i. 136.)

Dedan.—A name belonging to two distinct tribes,

(1) the one mentioned as sons of Raamah, son of Cush
(Gen. X. 7) ; (2) the other as sons of Jokshan, son of

Abraham by Keturah (Gen. xxv. 3). The former is

associated with Sheba, a descendant of Ham (x. 7),

while farther on Sheba is mentioned as a descendant of

Shem (ver. 28). Thus there was a Cushite Dedan, and a

Semitic Dedan, as well as a Cushite and a Semitic Sheba.

The settlements of the two Dedanim were not very

distant from each other, but their occupations were very

different. Ouo of them, perhaps the Semitic Dedanim,
were neighbours of the Idumeans (Jer. xlix. 8), and were

probably a pastoral people, for we find Dedan mentioned

as supplying Tyre with chariot clothes, no doubt a

woollen manufacture (Ezek. xxvii. 20) ; while another

Dedan, perhaps the Cushite race, traded with the

Syi'ians in foreign productions, ivory and ebony, the

produce not of Ai-abia, but of India and Ceylon ; and
thus they were clearly a commercial people (Ezek. xxvii.

15), inhabiting, probably, the western shores of the

Persian Gulf.

Dura, Plain of, in the province of Babylon, in

which Nebuchadnezzar set up his golden image (Dan.

iii. 1), formerly thought to be represented by a place

called Imam Dour, situate in a plain on the left (east)

bank of the Tigris, about fifteen miles below Tekrit, bu±

believed by M. Oppert with greater probability, as being

more distinctly within the province of Babylon, to be on
the western bank of the Euphrates, about six miles

S.S.E. from Hillah. The pedestal of a statue exists

there, which may, perhaps, be thought to represent the

site of the imago. (Rich, Res., ii. 148 ; Layard, Niii. and
Bab., p. 469 ; Oppert, Exp., pp. 85, 239.)

Eden, mentioned in connection with Haran and
Rezcpli (2 Kings xix. 12 ; Isa. xxxvii. 12). It is said

there to have been the abode of a tribe, the " sons of

Eden," who " (were) in Thclasar," and who had been

subdued by the Assyrians. Ezekiel mentions Eden in

connection with Haran, Canneh, Asshur, and Chilmad,

as trading with Tyre (Ezek. xxvii. 23). A city called

Beth-Adiua, inhabited by a tribe of this name, appears

from inscriptions to have been captured by the Assyrians

in the ninth century B.C. The same authority states

that the conqueror built in the neighbourhood a town,

which he named after the god Asshur ; thus Thelasar,

or Tel-Assur, probably means " hill of Asshur." (Rawlin-

son, Anc. Mon., ii. 88.)

Ephah, mentioned in Gen. xxv. 4 as a son of Midian,

and in Isa. Ix. 6 as a name either of person or place

sending gold, probably from Arabia, as an offering to

the City of God.

Gog.—See Magog.
GozAN.—The name of a district conquered by the

Assyrians, and subsequently made the abode of the

captive Israelites after the capture of Samaria by Sargon

(2 Kings xvii. 6 ; xix. 12 ; Isa. xxxvii. 12 ; 1 Chron. v. 26).

In this last passage our version has " the river Gozan,"
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as if there were a river of this name; but the original I Gozan." Tliis river is the Khabour, to be describetl

conveys the same meaning as the passage in 2 Kings presently. Gozan is the same as the district called by

xvii. 6, and, like that, is^properly rendered " river of
|
Ptolemy Gauzanitis, which he describes as watered by
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the Chaboras. It lay between lat. 35'' and 37° in the

north of Mesopotamia. In verification of its implied

subjection to Assyi'ian dominion, Assjrian remains were

found by Mr. Layard at Arban, a town on the Khabour.

(Ptol., V. 18, 3; Layard, Nin. and Bab., pp. 275, 283.

See also above under Ecbatana.)

Habok.—As seen in the preceding article, this name
denotes (1) the river Chaboras, called by Strabo 4&orras,

of which the true source is at Bas el-Airi (head of the

spring), in lat. 86° 35', long. 40° 9', and which, having

run in a somewhat cii'cular course for about one hundred

and forty mUes, enters the Euphrates near Kerkisiyah
;

(2) also a town called Chabora, mentioned by the same
geographer as being in Mesopotamia, near the Euphrates.

Benjamin of Tudela mentions the Khabour as identical

with Habor of the Book of Kings, but he is incorrect in

his description of its course. In 2 Kings xvii. 6, and
xviii. 11, our translation has "Habor by the river of

Gozan." The word " by " should be omitted, and the

name Habor would then denote jiroperly the principal

river of Gozan, on whose banks the captive Israelites

were placed by their conquerors. The name of the town

mentioned by Ptolemy may, perhaps, indicate a district

adjoining the river, and called by its name. The beauty

and fertility of the country on the banks of the Khabour
are spoken of in high terms by Mr. Layard. There is

also another Khabour river, which rims into the Tigris

on its eastern bank, but the one described above is no

doubt the true Habor. (Ptol. v. 18, 6 ; Strabo, xvi. 747

;

Layard, Nin. and Bab., pp. 235, 275, 308 ; Nieb., Voy.,

ii. 316.)

Halah, mentioned above in connection with Habor
and Gozan as one of the settlements of the captive

Israelites. The name, spelt in Hebrew Chaldch, seems

to agree with that of a district named by Ptolemy
Chalcitis, and placed by him north-west of Gauzanitis,

described above. He also mentions a town of Mesopo-

tamia called .B?eia, though without specifyingits position;

but the name given in the Septuagint version of 2 Kings
XTO. 6, and xviii. 11, Elae or Alae, agrees fairly with

this in sound, as well as with the general position which
his list of towns, containing among others, Can'hee,

Msibis, and Edessa, seems to assign to it. Mr. Layard
also mentions, in the neighbourhood of the Khabour, a

remarkable mound, called Gla or Kalah (castle), which,

no doubt, covers the site of an ancient town or fortress.

It must be noticed, however, that the Septuagint version

of both these Scripture passages, and the Latin (Vulgate)

of the latter one, apj)ear to regard Halah as the name of

,-. river. They say, " Halah and Habor, rivers of Gozan."
Now in the east part of Gauzanitis. or rather in Myg-
donia, is a river, anciently called Mygdonius, but now
Nahr al Huali, which runs into the Khabour. Thus
Halah, like Habor, may be the name both of a river and
a place, which may be said with certainty to bo in the

iipper part of Mesopotamia, but whether on the eastern

or western side of it is not quite certain. (Ptol. v. 18, 4,

and 12 ; Layard. Nin. and Bah., p. 312 ; Diet, of Geog.,
" Nisibis.")

Haean.—The name of the place to which Abram

removed with his father and family when he left Ur of

the Chaldees, where Terah died, and where his brother

Nahor remained after Abram's second removal into

the land of Canaan. It is said to have been in the

land of Padan-aram, in Mesopotamia, i.e., in the "culti-

vated district of Aram, between the two rivers." (Gen.

xi. 31, 32 ; xxiv. 10 ; xxviii. 2, 5 ; xxix. 4 ; Stanley, Sinai

and Pal., p. 129; Pusey, On Amos, i. 5.) In the

Septuagint version, and in the Acts of the Apostles, it is

called ' Charran," which agrees with the orthography of

the original word (Charan) better than our rendering,

Maran. The mention of a place of this name in i

tion with Gozan, lately described, as having been i

by the Assyiians, and also its name, which is said to

mean " road," i.e., a highway of intercourse, seem to

place it in that neighbourhood; and a very early and
uniform tradition has connected the city of Nahor
with a town now much decayed, called Harrdn, on
the river Belilk, the ancient Bilichiis, which falls into

the Euphrates near Bahha. It is situated in long.

39°, lat. 36° 39', and answers, no doubt, to the town
of Carrhce, near which Crassus was defeated by the

Parthians, B.C. 53. Benjamin of Tudela describes it

as " the ancient place of Haran," containing twenty

Jeivish inhabitants, and a synagogue built by Ezra.
" Nobody," he says, " is allowed to construct any building

on the spot where the house of our father Abraham was
situated; even the Mohammedans pay respect to the

place, and resort thither to pray." Niebuhr and other

travellers have also described the place, and the former

mentions particularly the wells, which connect the local

features of the neighbouring district, if not of the place

itself, with the history of Jacob's sojourn therein. (Gen.

xxix. 2—4 ; 2 Kings xix. 12 ; Isa. xxxvii. 12 ; Dio Cass.

xl. 25, 27; Strabo, xvi. 747; Ptol. v. 18, 12; Plin.

V. 86 ; Harly Trav., p. 93 ; Nieb. ii. 333 ; Ainsworth,

Bes., p. 153.)

But within the last few years a suggestion has been

made that the true site of Haran is to be found at a

village about sixteen mUes south-east of Damascus,

called Harrdn el-Awamid, so called from three Ionic

columns standing there, of whose history nothing what-

ever is known. This view is recommended chiefly by

the following considerations :—(1) That Abraham in his

fii'st removal is said to have come out of the land of the

Chaldeans to dwell in Charran (Gen. xi. 31 ; Acts vii. 4),

implying, it would seem, a more entire departure from

Chaldean territoiy than migration to the Mesopotamian

Haran
; (2) Haran, to which Jacob went in his exUe, was

in the land of the " sons of the East," whose haunts were

chiefly, not on the eastern, but on the western side of

the Euphrates (Gen. xxix. 1 ; Judg. vii. 12 ; viii. 10)

;

(3) the journey of Jacob from Haran, or its neighbour-

hood, to Mount GUead, where he was overtaken by Laban,
over a distance of more than thi-ee himdred miles, could

not have been effected by him in a space of time so short

as ten days, encumbered as he was by many cattle of

various kinds, and scarcely even by Laban in seven days

(Geu. xxxi. 21—23 ; xxxii. 5 ; xxxiii. 13) ; (4) the position

of the Syiian flarcan agi'ees well with the hitherto unex-
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jilained conueetiou of Abraham with Damascus, noticed

briefly in Scripture, and more definitely, though not on

very solid authority, by Josephus (Geu. xv. 2 ; Joseph.,

Ani.i. 7, §2).

On the other hand, in order to support this theoiy, (1)

it is necessary to assume that the terms Aram-Naharaim,
" Aram, highland of (the) two rivers," and also Padan-

Arain, "arable ground of Aram," are not only appli-

cable in theory, but have been, in fact, historically applied

to the district watered by the two rivers of Damascus,

the Abana and Pharpar, a statement to which history

lends no support, however possible, and even probable,

it might bo in theory. (2.) Josephus says, that after

leaving his original home, Abraham halted first at

" Chan'an, in Mesopotamia." If this may be understood

to mean Harrdn of Damascus, we must suppose either

that Josephus knew no moi-e than wo know about the

meaning of Aram-Naharaim and Padan-Aram ; or that

in his view the Greek term Mesopotamia was equally

applicable to the land on the east of the Euphi-ates, and

to that on the west of it watered by the two streams of

Damascus; and also that Charran of which he spoke

might be within this latter region, a supi^osition which

certainly cannot be gathered from his language (Joseph.,

Ant. i. 6, § 5). (3.) After leaving Laban, Jacob is said to

have crossed " the river," a term usually understood of

the Euphrates, but certainly not of either of the rivers of

Damascus (Geu. xxjci. 21). (4.) If the distance between

the Euphrates and Moimt Gilead be too great for the

time occupied by Jacob in liis flight, that between

Sarrdn of Damascus and this latter place seems too

small. It can scarcely be more than seventy miles, a

distance which Jacob would hardly have required so

much as ten days, still less Laban, in his haste, so

much as seven, to traverse. In whatever way, there-

fore, the difficulty as to the numbers and the distance

is to be explained, it can hardly at present outweigh

the consistent tradition, supported as it is by collateral

evidence, in favour of the original site of Haran on the

eastern side of the Euphrates. (Porter, Damascus, i.

251, 376; Stanley, Eisi. of Jews, I, p. 481; Rawhu-
son, A)ic. Moil., ii. 68.)

IvAH.—Probably the same as Ava, and also Ahava
(2 Kings xvii. 24; xviii. 34; xix. 13). (See AvA.)

KlE.—Mentioned as the place from which the Spians
originally came (Amos ix. 7), and to which they were

carried captive from Damascus by the Assyi-ian con-

queror (Amos i. 5 ; 2 Kings xvi. 9). It is mentioned in

connection with Elam (Isa. xxii. 6), so that its situation

may have been in the region called Elymais, described

above ; but it has also been thought to be represented by

Kurdistan, and again to have been in the neighbourhood

of the river Kur (Cyi-us). (Gesenius, 107 ; Pusey, Com.
on Amos, i. 5.)

KoA.—A name mentioned in connection with the

Ass3T:iaus (Ezek. xxiii. 23), but whether denoting a

place is uncertain.

Magog.—A name understood to denote the Scythian

races, mentioned in connection with Meshech and Tubal,

whose dwelling-place was in early times between the

Caspian and Euxiue Seas (Ezek. xxxviii. 2 ; xxxix. 6). A
trace of their possession, and of the name Gog, seems to

bo found in the name Gogarene, a district of Armenia,

west of the Caspian. (Strabo, xi. 528.)

Meeathaim (Jer. 1. 21).—Probably a name for

Babylon. (See Ezek. xxiii. 23.)

Mesech, or Meshech.—The name of a son of

Japhoth (Gen. x. 2), associated as the name of a race

with Gog and Tubal (Ezek. xxxviii. 2; xxxix. 1), and
mentioned as dealing in slaves with Tyre (xxvii. 13).

The people are generally identified yriih the Moschi, a

race inhabiting part of the country between the Euxine
and Caspian Seas, and who were subdued by Tiglath-

pileser I. They were neighboui's to Tubal, a race deal-

ing in iron, a branch of trade for which the south-east

coast of the Euxine was early famous. The name Mus-

covy is thought with fair probability to be derived from
Meshech. (Rawlinson, Anc. Mon. ii. 65.)

Mesha.—The western limit of the Joktauites (Gen.

X. 30), probably on the sou.th-eastern coast of Arabia,

but of imcertain situation. (See Ophie.)

MidIAN.—This name appears first as that of a son of

Abraham by Keturah (Gen. xxv. 2), but in after times as

the name of a tribe of large numbers and unsettled abode,

ranging from the Peninsula of Sinai to the desert, and
the banks of the Euphrates; "children of the East,"

whose hand was at one time against Moab (Gen. xxxvi.

35), at another on the side of Moab against Israel (Numb.
xxii., XXV., xxxi.), and at last, in combination with the

Amalekites, invading and overrunning Northern Pales-

tine vrith that vast host which was defeated with so

great loss by the "three hundred men that lapped,"

which formed the army of Gideon (Judg. vii.).

MiNNi.—See Bible Educatoe, I. 283.

Ophie.—"We hear first of Ophir as the name of a

son of Joktan, a descendant of Shem, whose dwelling

was between Mesha and " Sephar, a mount of the East

"

(Gen. X. 29, 30). It occurs next and ever afterwards as

that of the famous gold region, also known by the name
of Upliaz, the El Dorado of Biblical geography, so well

known to fame, so imperfectly ascertained in fact. Its

position has been variously assigned to the southern

part of the Arabian Peninsula, the north-western coast

of India, the island of Ceylon, Malacca, in the Malay

Peninsula, and the eastern coast of Africa, but, except

fen- one fircum.stance, the description given above seems

sufficient to identify its position. We find that Ptolemy,

in his description of Arabia Felix, mentions at the south

of the mountain range called Climax a tribe called the

Masoniiw, another called Sapharltce, and a town,

though without special definition of locality, called

Sapphara (called by Pliny Saphar). Of the town

Sapphara, or Saphar, the modern representative is

usually considered to be Do/ar, or Zofar, now a poor

-tallage, situated beneath a lofty mountain near the sea-

coast, iu a well-cultivated couuti-y, in long. 54° 40', lat.

16" 59'. If this be true, the position of Ophir would

be, speaking generally, the sea- coast in the neigh-

bourhood of Dofar, while Mesha, perhaps denoted by

the Masonitce of Ptolemy, but hardly so far west r.s
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Mum on the Red Sea, to wUch it has been thought to

correspond, would be the -western boundary of the

district. (Ptol. vi. 7, 25, 41 ; Niebuhr, Descr. de VArab.,

p. 251; Plin. vi. 104; Ibn Batuta, p. 68; Wellsted,

Trav., ii. 453.)

In support of this view we find (a) that the fleets of

Solomon and of Hiram brought from Ophir gold, silver,

precious stones, and algum-tree wood; and also (though

Ophir is not named as the place from which they came

originally) ivory, apes, and peacocks (1 Kings ix. 28 ; x.

11, 22) ; (6) that Solomon received gold from Arabia,

and that Tyrian merchants traded iu gold, as well as in

spices and precious stones, with Shoba (1 Kings x. 15;

2 Chron. ix. 14 ; Ezek. sxvii. 22). (c) "We learn from

Diodorus, whose description is very precise, that Arabia

I

and peacocks came, no doubt, from India and Ceylon,

I
for the Hebrew word for peacock answers to the Tamil

for the same, while the ivory may have come either from

the same quarter, or possibly from the coast of Africa.

On the whole, while the gold, and even, perhaps, the

abnug-wood, may have been found in Arabia, as well as

I

passed on therefrom in the way of commerce, the fact

j

that the other objects mentioned were carried by the

' ships of Hii-am and Solomon to Palestine does nothing

to destroy the probability that the site of Ophir is to be

placed on the sea-coast of that country, as they may
have been brought there by sea, and embarked on board

the sliips, of which the chief freight consisted in its

natural productions ; nor does the statement that the

" navy of Tarshish came once in three years '" require us

3ENEEAL OUTLINE MAP OF EASTERN GEOGEAPHT OF THE BIBLE.

formerly abounded in gold, though the supply appears

now to be exhausted; from Pliny that the Sabseans

wore very rich in sweet-smelling woods, and in gold

;

and from modern travellers that silver is still found

there (Diod. ii. 50 ; iii. 45 ; Plin. vi. 161 ; Wellsted, i.

SIS'!. Assuming that Sheba answers to the south-eastern

part of the great Arabian Peninsula, it is clear thus far

that we need not go beyond Arabia for the site of Ophir.

But what shall be said of the algum-trees, and the ivory,

apes, and peacocks ? Algura-wood appears to answer,

both in its Sanskrit name and in its use, to the red

sandal-wood so familiar to us in Indian woodwork,

which is now found almost exclusively on the Malabar

coast. Pliny, however, tells us that Sheba fonncrly

abounded in odoriferous trees. If these may be thought

to have included the almug-trees, which are now extinct

there, perhaps the almug-wood might have been not only

an article of commerce, but an indigenous production.

Of the remaining objects brought by the fleets, the apes

to believe that the voyage from Ezion-geber, Solomon's

port on the Red Sea, to India occupied all that time

(1 Kings ix. 26 ; x. 22). Herodotus, indeed, tells us

that the fleet of discoveiy sent by Necho from the Red
Sea occupied two years in sailing round Africa, but that

the crews tan-ied on their voyage long enough in each

year to sow the land and reap the crop. It is not likely

that the trading voyage of Solomon's fleet, starting from

nearly the same point, and bound to India, even if con-

ducted on the most dilatory principle, coiJd have occu-

pied a whole year longer than the much longer one of

Necho's scientific expedition. We may therefore receive

the statement of the Book of Kings iu its simply natural

sense, viz., that, without inquiring into the length of

each voyage, the fleets made then- voyage to Ophir once

in three years
;
probably they sailed fartherthan to Ophii',

perhaps even as far as India or Ceylon ; but the voyage

derived its title from the place which was its principal

station, Ophir, on the south-eastern coast of the Arabian
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Peuinsula. (Herod, iv. 42 ; Volney, Trav., ii. 292 ; Max
Miiller, Led. on Language, i. 202 ; Chesnoy, Ex^). ii. 107 ;

Bible Edtjcatoe,II.199; 01ark,Bii?f^«,fs. pp. 35.40.)

Padan-Aeam.—Literally, the " ploughed or culti-

vated laud of Aram," i.e., probably the lower gi-ouud

at tlie foot of the high lauds of the Upper Euphrates,

in which Harau was situated. (See Haran.)

Pekod.—Either the uame of a place in ChaldaBa, or,

which seems more likely, that of a Chaldieau ti'ibe (Jer.

1. 21 ; Riiwlinsou, Anc. Man., ii. 157 ; Ezek. xxiii. 23).

Pethoe.—The uame of the abode of Balaam, said to

be, in Numb. xxii. 5, " by the river of the Land of the

children of his people;" and in Deut. xxiii. 4 as of

Mesopotamia, i.e., Aram-Naharaim. It has been sup-

posed to be represented by Balis, on the Euphrates,

where, as Benjamin of Tudela tells us, may be found

remains of "the tower of Balaam, son of Beor (may

the name of the wicked rot!), which he built in accord-

ance with the hours of the day.'' But we have as yet

no trustworthy evidence on the point. {Early Trav., p.

92 ; Rawliusou, Anc. Mon., ii. 80.)

Raamah.—Mentioned as the son of Gush, and father

of Sheba and Dedan (Gen. x. 7), and in connection with

Sheba as a place caiTyiug on trade with Tyre (Ezek.

xxvii. 22). A town called Begina, by which name the

word is rendered in the Septuagint version, is men-
tioned by Ptolemy on the shore of the Persian Gulf,

which may, perhaps, be taken as fixing the general

position of the district on its western side (Ptol. vi. 7, 14).

Behoboth-Ie.—See Bible Edtjcatoe, II. 332.

Rehoboth by the Rivee.—Mentioned as the

original home of Said, a prince who ruled in Edom,
but probably not of Edomite origin. Its name is repre-

sented by Bahabdh, a name belonging to two places on

the Euphrates, not far distant from each other, one

about three miles from the western bank, about twenty-

eight miles below the junction of the Khabour ; the

other lower down, on the eastern side. The former is,

perhaps, the true site. (Gen. xxxvi. 37 ; Ainsworth, Bes.,

pp. 74, 100 ; Chesney, Exp., i. 52.)

Resen.—See Bible Educatoe, II. 332.

Rezeph.—A place mentioned mth Gozan and Haran
as overrun by the Assyrians (2 Kings xix. 12 ; Isa. xxx\Ti.

12). The inscriptions mention a place called Razappa,

but without giving any clue as to its site, which may,

perhaps, be assumed to be near the places above-named.

(Rawlinson, Anc. Mon., i. 205.)

Sephaead.—Mentioned once only in Scripture, as

an abode of Jewish captives (Obad. 20). It has been

thought to answer to Sippara, but to this another more
likely equivalent is found in Sepharvaim. The only

other suggested is Sardis, which lies beyond our limits.

Sephaevaim.—The Sepharvites are mentioned

among those heathen people who were sent as settlers

to Samaria (2 Kings x\-ii. 24, 29, 31), and again their

city is named as one of those overmn by Assyrian con-

querors (xviii. 34 ; Isa. xxx^-ii. 13). Its name shows it to

be represented by Sipphara, about twenty miles above

Babylon, and the dual form of the Hebrew word shows

that there were two cities of the same name, or two por-

tions of the same city, one on each side of the Euphrates.

(Ptol., V. 18, 7 ; RawEuson, Anc. Mon., i. 15, 21 ; ii. 77.)

Sheba.—A name mentioned (1) as that of a son of

Raamah, son of Gush (Gen. x. 7) ; (2) a son of Joktan,

son of Shem (ver. 28) ; (3) a son of Jokshan, son of Abra-
ham by Keturah (xxv. 3). The abode of the Cushite Sheba
may be placed on the western shore of the Persian GuH,
on one of whose islands are the remains of an ancient

city called Seha. The people of this Sheba, as mentioned
above, carried on a trade with Tyre in spices, precious

stones, and gold (Ezek. xx\ni. 22, 23), and may, per-

haps, have been associated in this mth the tribe of the

same name, descended from Abraham, who dwelt more
to the north-west, and are sometimes called Sabeaus

(Job i. 15 ; Ezek. xxiii. 42).

The Joktauite tribe and kingdom occupied the

greater part of tlie region called Arabia Felix, i.e., the

whole western and southern sea-coast of the peninsula.

They, too, carried on a trade with Palestine, and it is

difficult always to distinguish them in this respect from

the Cushite tribe (see Isa. k. 6; Jer. vi. 20). It seems

likely that it was of this countiy that the " queen of

Sheba " was the sovereign, and from which she brought

as a present to Solomon " spices, gold, and precious

stones," the produce or the imported luxm-ies of her own
country (1 Kings x. 1—10).

Shoa (Ezek. xxiii. 23).—Whether the uame of a place

or a title is uncertain.

SiNiM (Isa. xlis. 12V—There seems no reason why
the people thus named should not be identified with

the Chinese, the position of whose territory is vaguely,

but not incorrectly, described by Ptolemy under the

name of Since, and who had commercial dealings with

the west at a very early period. (Ptol. vii. 3 ; Lardner,

Maritime Discovery, vol. i., p. 120.)

Tadmoe.—The name of a city built, or perhaps forti-

fied, "in the wilderness" by Solomon, no doubt as a

station for the caravans carrying merchandise from

Arabia, Chaldsea, and the East (1 Kings ix. 18 ; 2 Chron.

viii. 4). Its name, which appears to be derived from a

word signifying "palm," connects it with the city of

Palrap'a, so famous in later history, and whose situation

agrees so well with the description given above, and

with that of Pliny. It is placed at the foot of a

range of Hmestone hills, in long. 38'^ 30', lat. 33° 58',

120 miles north-east of Damascus, and sixty from the

Euphrates. Josephus mentions it as bearing both

names ; St. Jerome calls it siraply Palmyra ; and lastly,

the name Tadmor has b.-cu fmuid in inscriptions at

Palmyra itself (Joseph., Ani. viii. G. §1; Hieron., Com.

on 2 Chron. ; Plin. v. 88, 89). We hear nothing more

of Tadmor in Scripture than its name, and that of its

builder ; but the history of Pahnyra became famous in

the later Roman history for the extensive dominion

obtained (a.d. 260) by Odenathus, in which, after liis

assassination, he was succeeded by his wife Zenobia.

She was subdued by the Roman Emperor Aurelian, and

led iu triumph through the streets of Rome by the con-

queror, who built a temple with the spoils of the city,

A.D. 274. (Aug. Hist., ii., pp. 183—221, 489; Eutrop. ix.
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13 ; ZoGimus, i. 54, 59, 61.) PalmjTa was repaired by

Justinian in the sixtli century A.D., but though men-

tioucil nndor the name of Tadmor by Benjamin of

Tudel;i.. and said by him to contain 2,000 Jews, it appears

to have isilleu into oblinon till the latter part of

the seventeenth century, wlion it was visited by some

Englisli merchants from Aleppo in 1691, and again in

1751 by Mes-srs. Wood and Dawkius, who published

very complete views of the magnificent remains of

the buildings, which are entirely of the Roman period,

and recall no trace of the work of Solomon, unless this

be found in the noble aqueducts, whose construction

popular tradition ascribes to the work of genii, under the

sway of that mighty magician. However this may be,

the situation of the city, and the existence of these ines-

timable water-courses bear witness to the diseemmeut

of the great founder of Tadmor, ai^ still afford a

resting-place and refreshment to travellers between

Baghdad and Damascus. (Early Trav., p. 91 ; Wood,
Palmyra, pp. 13, 17; Yolney, Trav., ii. 233, 297;

Porter, Damascus, i. 149, 248.)

Tel-abib.—A place of abode for Jewish captives,

near the river Chebar (Ezek. iii. 15). The word tel,

" mound, or liiU,'' is used by the Arabs to describe any

mound covering ruins, and the word Tel-abib may be
rendered as the Latin Vulgate renders it, " hill of new
shoots," i.e., of sprouting plants ; but the reason of the

name, as weU as the exact position of the place, is at

present unknown. (See Chebae.)
Telassae, or Thelasae.—See Eden.
TiPHSAH.—A place on the Euphrates, mentioned

twice in Scripture, (a) as the eastern limit of Solomon's

dominion (1 Kings iv. 24) ; (&) as the limit of Mena-
hem's predatory expedition (2 Kings sv. 16). The
name is probably connected with the Hebrew verb
signifying to "pass over," which is represented in

Greek and Latin by Thapsacus, a town situated at

one of the most frequented passages of the Euphrates,

which river the army of Cynis the Younger crossed

by fording in B.C. 401, as the bridge of boats, by which

the passage was usually made, had been destroyed by

the enemy. The city was large and flom-ishing, being a

great emporium of trade between Assp-ia and the West,

and in a direct lino from Tadmor. Its modern name is

Hammdm, 181 miles, by the river, higher up than Deir,

which was formerly thought to be its true position, but

where the river is not fordable. {Xen.,Exp.,i.4!; ii. 17;

Strabo, xvi. 747.)

ToGARMAH.—See Bible Educator, I. 235.

Tubal.—The name of a son of Japheth, generally

thought to denote the race called by Greek writers Tiba-

reni, neighbours of the Moschi, who dwelt at the south-

east of the Euxine Sea, withwhom also they are associated

in Assyrian inscriptions. Some of both these nations

served in the army of Xerxes. (Gen. x. 2 ; Isa. Ixvi. 19

;

Ezek. xxNii. 13 ; xxxii. 26 ; xxxviii. 2, 3 ; xxxix. 1 ; Herod,

iii. 92 ; vii. 78 ; Rawlinson, Anc. Man., ii., iii.) (See

Meshech.)
ZoBAH.—The country of a powerful nation dwelling

between the north-east of Palestine and the Euphrates,

whose kings were frequently at war "with Israel, (1) in

the time of Saul (1 Sam. xiv. 47) ; (2) in the reign of

David, who defeated Hadadezer, as well as the Syrians

who came to his assistance, with great loss (2 Sam.

viii. 3—S, 12; 1 Chron. xviii. 3—8; Ps. Ix. title); (3)

again in David's time, when they joined the Ammonites,

but were defeated by Joab, as were also the " Syrians

beyond the river," who came to their assistance (2 Sam.

X. 6, 16 ; 1 Chron. xix. 6). The nation, though severely

punished, was not annihilated, for we read of a king

of Zobah in the reign of Solomon (1 Kings xi. 23),

and Solomon liimself appears to have taken a town of

Zobah, called Hamath (2 Chron. viii. 3). Other towns

of Zobah are mentioned, Betah, Berothai, and perhaps

Helam, but their situation is not certainly known (2 Sam.

viii. 8; X. 16).

BETWEEN THE BOOKS.
BY THE REV.

CHAPTER IX.

JOHN HTECANUS.

^OHANAN, or John, surnamed Hji-canus,

escaped the sword of the mm'derer of

Simon, and proved a worthy successor to

his father, both in military capacity and
resolute patriotism. Having secured both the city and
the Temple,' and assumed the government, B.C. 135,

he at first found himself in a position of much difficulty,

.and saw his kingdom overrun by the forces of Antiochus
Sidetes, who laid siege to Jerusalem, and reduced him
to the greatest extremities.

1 Jos. Ant. idii. 7, § 4.

KING S OOLLEOE SCHOOL.

For a long time the steadfastness of the besieged

resisted all the efforts of the Syrian troops, who had

invested the city closely with a double line of intrench-

ments, and erected a himdred siege-towers on the north

side.- At length the Festival of Tabernacles drew

near, and Hyi'canus requested a respite of a week for

the celebration of the feast. Antiochus, the best and

bravest of the later Syrian mouarchs, not only with

rare generosity granted his request, btit undertook to

supply victims for the sacrifices, and gold and silver

vases for the Temple services. Such kindness induced

Hyrcanus to offer terms of peace, and his adversary

agreed to a suspension of hostilities, on condition that
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the fortificatious of Jenisalem were clismantletl, aud he

himself roceiTecl a sum of money as tribute for the

fortresses hekl out of Judsea.'

Relieved from pressing dauger by this uuexpected

forbearance on the part of his adversary, Hyrcauus at

fii'st accouipanied the Syrian king, as his vassal, iu

an expedition against the Parthians. Fortunately for

himself ho returned to Jerusalem before its disastrous

defeat, and he now resolved to tlu-ow off the Syrian

yoke altogether. He had already surrounded himself

with a body of foreign mercenaries, and with their

assistance he proceeded to extend the frontiers of his

own kingdom. After reducing, therefore, various for-

tresses on the fm-ther side of the Jordan, he invaded
the pro\'ince of Samaria, captm-ed Sychem, and de-

stroyed the temple on Mount Gerizim, long a standing-

eyesore to his subjects.

Then, B.C. 129, ho turned his arms against the

Idumasans,- who had made themselves masters of the

southern portion of Judsea. Vanquishing them in

battle, and reducing their fortresses, he offered them
the choice of leaving the country or submitting to

circumcision. Unable to withstand the forces of the

valiant Asmonean, the wild and warlike descendants

of Esau chose the latter alternative, and henceforth

became completely identified with their conquerors,

and submitted to the government of Jewish prefects.^

Before long, as wo shall see, an Idumean family

avenged on the Asmonean dynasty this conversion of

his countrymen by the sword. But for the present

Hyrcanus was supreme, and during the nest twenty

years maintained his authority, availing himself of the

disputes and wars of the Seleucidae to attain still greater

independence, while at the same time by a solemn

embassy to Rome he secured the recognition of his con-

quests.'' The only people that would not silently admit

his superiority were the Samaritans, who often made
alliances in secret with the Syiian kings, and in other

ways displayed their bitter hostility to the Jews. Upon
this Hyrcanus resolved to inflict the severest punish-

ment on these implacable foes. Too old himself to con-

duct a tedious siege, he entrusted tho command to his

two sons Aristobidus and Antigonus, who surrounded

Samaria with a trench and double wall, and reduced the

inhabitants to the greatest straits.' Twice they applied

for aid to Antiochus Cyzlcenus, prince of Damascus,

1 J03. Ant. xiii. 8, § 3. The money for this subsidy was obtained

bv Hyrcanus from the sepulchre of David, the ante-chamber of

jfrhici he opened, and took theuco 3 000 talents of the treasure

Dunei theiB (J ^ lit mii s, § -1 B J. i. 2, §5).
" Aft 1 f 1 I uloaabv the Babylonians, the Edomites,

probill II seivues had been allowed to settle

mSniitl 1 tcupicd tho whole plateau between it

and E h sime time thoy were driven from
Edom 111 1 1> tii^ ^s ibitheans, an Arabian tribe descended
tiom N I u th the eldest son of Isllmael, and brother-in-law

of Esau (Ijeu \]tv 13, 1 Chion i J9). This powerful people

took Pctra, .md formed the kingdom of Arabia Petrtca, which
covered nearly the same area as the ancient Edam. (See Smith's

-BtM. Diet., Art. "Edom, Edomites;" Ewald's History of Israel, v.

350,351.)
3 Jos. Ant. xii. 8, g 5 ; jiii. 0, § 1 ; 1 Maoc. v. 65, GS.
** Jos. Ant. xiii. D, § 2 ; comp. Justin, xxxvi, 1.

5 Jos. B. J. i. 2, § 7.

but the sous of Hji-canus defeated him, as also the

commander of the forces sent by Ptolemy Lathyrus
to relieve the city. At length after a siege of a year
Samaria fell,'^ and with Scythopolis and other towns
passed into tho hands of the Asmonean priest-king.

The power and dignity now enjoyed by the Jews were
greater than any to which they had attained since the
return from the Captivity; and though he was much
troubled by two gi-eat religious and political factions,

the Pharisees'' and Sadducees, which now for the first

time appear prominently in Jewish history, Hyrcanus
escaped the fate of all the older members of his family,

and descended to the tomb in peace, B.C. 109.

CHAPTER X.

-ALEXANDER JANN^US.

Ax his death Hyrcanus had bequeathed his kingdom to

his wife,*" foreseeing the unfitness of his five sons for the

supreme power. But only a man could be high priest.

His eldest son, therefore, whose real name was Judas,

but who had taken the Greek name of Aristobulus,'

assumed the high-priesthood, and ere long the title of

king. Ho was hardly seated on the tlirone before he
flung his mother into prison, and starved her to death.

He also imprisoned his three youngest brothers, allowing

only Antigonus, the next in ago to himself, and his old

companion in arms, to remain at liberty. He then

led his forces against the unruly Itureans,'" an .Ajab

tribe who inhabited the district south of Anti-Libanus,

and so completely vanquished them that they were
forced to adopt circumcision."

But his career of conquest was destined to be very

brief. Forced to return to Jerusalem during the

campaign against the Itureans, owing to a dangerous

iUness, he left the subjugation of the country to his

brother Antigonus. The Feast of Tabernacles was
approaching, when Antigonus came back victorious

from the war, and hastened with his body-guard to the

Temple to pray for his brother's recovery. This act

was represented to Aristobulus by his queen Salome

and some of his courtiers, as covering a seditious design

against his life. Resolved to make trial of his fidelity,

the priest-king desired his brother to attend him
unarmed in the Baris, a tower on the north side of

^' Hyrcanus is said to have sapped the foundation of the city,

and to have flooded tho whole site aud made it a pool of water.

' As a Maccabee, Hyrcanus at first belong:ed to tho Pharisees,

but towards the end of his reign he deserted them and joined then:

rivals. (Jos. ^iit. xiii. 10, §5; see Milman's Hisiorn of the Jcxs,

ii. 33.)
s In those days, both in Egypt and Syria, queens often governed

better than kings. (Ewald, v- 385.)
'• Jos. Ant. XX. 10, § 1. The adoption of Greek names by tho

Maccabffian family, originally the great opponents of everything

Greek, shows how much the Jews were departing from their

ancient standards.
11' Descendants of Jetur, a son of Ishmael. (Gen. xxv. 15;

11 Jos. .Ill), xiii. 11, 5 3- While, however, some submitted, many
fied to their owu rocky fastnesses and the defiles of Hermon, where

they became skilful archers and daring plunderers (Cic. Phil. ii. 24;

Virg. Georg. ii. 448).
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the Temple. A dark underground passage' led from

the Temple to the tower. Misled by his enemies, Anti-

gonus appeared clad in armour, and was instantly

assassinated by a company of soldiers placed there with

the queen's connivance. AVliat had oeciu-red was at

once reported to Aristobulus, and brought on a sudden

paroxysm of his malady, followed by excessive hsemor-

rhage, and the thought that he had been the murderer

of his mother and his brother produced such fearful

anguish that he died, after occupying the throne little

more than a year.-

Salome, his queen, left childless, man-led Jonathan,

the eldest of the three surviving brothers, and trans-

ferred to him the sovereignty. Jonathan, who was

more generally known by the shortened form of his

name, Janmli, or Jannseus,' preferred the Greek ajipel-

lation of Alexander. Taking advantage of the dis-

ordered condition of the Syrian kingdom, he conceived

the idea of conquering the outlying fragments of the

ancient kingdom of David, and attacked the fortresses

of Dora, the tower of State, Ptolemais, and Gaza. The

sole quarter whence the inhabitants could look for aid

was the island of Cyprus, where Ptolemy Lathynis, who

had been driven out of Egypt, had taken up his abode:

The Egyptian prince marched into Judaea, and having

defeated Alexander with great loss, laid waste the

country towards the south and practised gi-eat cruelties.

The kingdom of the Asmonean would have been totally

lost, had it not beeu for the intervention of an

Egyi)tian army led by two Judaean generals, who drove

Lathyrus into CcElesyria, and restored to Alexander the

sovereignty of the country.''

Released from this imminent peril, Jannseus em-

barked on fresh expeditions, attacked and reduced

Gadara, a rising and wealthy city south-east of the

Lake of Galilee, and shortly afterwards Raphia, on the

borders of Egypt, Anthodon, and Gaza. These

campaigns, carried on \nt\i varied fortune, occupied

nine years of the reign of Jannseus. He succeeded,

indeed, in extending the frontier of his kingdom, but

his most dangerous enemies were at home. The dis-

cords between the Pharisees and Sadducees, which had

distracted the reign of Hyi-canus, broke out with ten-

fold inolenoe in that of JaunsBus. Detesting the tur-

bulence and pride of the Pharisees, the Asmonean
priest-king had espoused the gadducaic party, and

brought down upon his head the concentrated hatred

I See Trail's Joseplius, p. 96. '- Jos. J3. J. i. 3, §§ 4—6.
3 Ewald, Histoi-i/ of Israel, v. 386. ! Jos. Ant. xiii. 12, § 2.

of then' rivals. But the Pharisees had the populace at

their command, and at their instigation, on the occasion

of the Feast of Tabernacles, the mob pelted him with

citrons,* and denied his right to the priesthood. In
revenge for this insult he ordered Ms troops to fall

upon the unarmed multitude, and slew upwards of six

thousand. Moreover, to prevent a recurrence of such

insults, he raised a wooden partition between the court

of the priests and that of the people, and surrounded

himself with Pisidian and Cilioian mercenaries.

At the head of these forces he again invaded the

counhy east of the Jordan, but after various successes

sustained a serious defeat. This was the signal for a

general rebellion of his subjects, and a civil war broke

out, which was marked by shocking barbarities on both

sides. For six years the priest-king and his people

carried on the unnatural strife. At length he was
victorious, and returning in triumph to Jerusalem,

crucified eight hundred of his enemies in one day, and
seated at a banquet with his concubines, glutted his

vengeance with the spectacle of their dying agonies.^

This brutal conduct won for him the name of " the

Thracian," and is of itself a proof how terribly the

dynasty of the Asmoneans had degenerated. Under
his iron sway the whole country maintained the tx'an-

qtiillity of awed submission. Externally it was pros-

perous. The priest-king had extended the boundaries

of his realm from Rliinocolura on the confines of Egypt
to Carmel, and had included in it Idumea, Samaria,

and much territory to the east of Jordan. Thus he

well-nigh re-established the whole of the ancient king-

dom of David. But before long he was attacked with

a quartan fever. For three years, in spite of an en-

feebled frame, he still carried on hostilities in remote

districts beyond the Jordan, and was besieging Ragaba,

in the region of Gerasa, when he felt death was ap-

proachiug.'^ His last advice to his queen Alexandra

was to espouse the cause of the Pharisaic faction, who
were at once numerous and turbulent, and had the

people entirely under their direction. Then, at the age

of forty-nine, after a troubled reign of twenty-seven

years, he died, B.C. 79.^

•i Wbich they carried at the feast (Jos. ^iit. xiii. 13, § 5).

6 Joa. Ani. xiii. 14, § 2.

7 Jos. Ant. xiii. 15, §5.
s Ewala wull remarks that Jannteua might have achieved as a

conqueror a prrander position thau Herod the Great, had he been
equally cunuiutr, and had not the first outburst of fury between
the two schools of the Pharisees and Sadducees taken place in his

days [Wdo-rj of Israel, V. 392).



BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.
THE BOOK OP RUTH.

BY THE EDITOR.

sJi^HE position which tliis book occupies in the

i canon of tlie Okl Testament brings it

before us as a refreshing contrast to the

dark picture of crime and cruelty which

sliiieks aud saddens us in the kter chapters of the

Book of Judges. We are reminded that each village

and each household has a history of its own, which,

though afiocted by the drift and current of events that

have a national importance, is yet also in part indepen-

dent of those events, and may present very different

characteristics. While lust and ferocity were doing

their work for evil, there was this episode of real life,

which, if it had belonged to the literature of fiction,

would have taken a high place, in the vividness of its

pictures an^ the tenderness of its pathos, as an idyllic

romance, bringing virally before our eyes the simple

sorrows, the quaint forms of legal procedure, the devout

customs of the tiUers of the soil, in a region which had

passed beyond the wildness of nomadic life, and had

not as yet become tainted with the vices of the life of

cities.

The history of the book presents some curious fea-

tures, as indicating a difference in the view taken of it

at different periods by those who took upon themselves

the task of classifying the writings of the Old Testa-

ment. In the present aiTangement of the Hebrew
divisions, it forms one of a sub-di\-isiou of tho Cliethu-

bim or Hagiographa {Sacred Writings), known as tlie

" iive Megilloth " or roUs, from their being written ou

separate rolls of parchment for use in synagogue wor-

ship ; the other four being Lamentations, tho Song of

Solomon, Esther, and Eeelesiastes. It is obvious that

these books have no points of affinity to justify this

grouping, and the only inference that can bo drawn from
it is tliat the later Jewish critics did not see their way
to any other combination than tlxat of treating eacli

one of the five as standing in a position of isola-

tion, and therefore so far on the same footing. Tho
fact that the Septuagint translation (eire. B.C. 270)

places it in the same position as that which it occupies

in our English Bibles, shows that this was an innova-

tion, more or less arbitrary, on an older an-augoment

;

aad Jerome, who adopts the same order in the Latin
translation known as tho Vulgate, distinctly states that

it was so. It is obvious, as far as t]ii> contents go, that

this is its natural and fittiiii,' [.laci'. It belongs to the

period of the Judges. It pivpnres the way for the
history of tho house of David. It sliows under what
inherited influences of devotion and purity the youth of
the shepherd-king was likely to have been passed.

Of the authorship of the book we have comparatively
few materials for conjecture. Like almost all the his-

torical books of the Old Testament, it comes before us
as absolutely anonvmous. Unlike tho Books -f Kings
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aud Chronicles, however, it contains no reference to

other wi-itings as tho sources from which it was derived,

but appears, as the nature of the narrative would lead

us to infer, as standing by itself, based only upon the
traditions of Bethlehem and the family records of

that section of the ti'ibe of Judah which boasted of its

descent from tho house of Pharez (iv. 12, 18), and felt

that its glory had received a new lustre in tho person

of the sou of Jesse. We can, however, withiu certain

limits, define tho apprnximate date of the book. It

was written at a time whou meu had begun to contrast
" the days when the judges ruled," as a period long

past, with the different form of government that had
succeeded (i. I) ; when the fact that Obed was " the

father of .lesse, tho father of David,"' gave a special

interest to the luirrativo of his birth; when the old

custom in Israel "concerning redeeming, and concern-

ing changing, for to confirm all things," was regarded

as " the manner in former time "—as an institution, i.e.,

all but obsolete, aud needing an explanation (iv. 7). A
closer examination shows a remarkable coincidence in

certain peculiar phrases with the Books of Samuel and
Kings, which may lead to the conclusion that it was
written at the s;vmo period, if not by the same com-

piler, as either or both of those sets of books—in the

case of the latter, at all events, after the close of the

monarchy of Judah. Thus we have "such a one,"

where the writer desires to conceal a name which yet

he knows (^Ruth iv. 1 ; 1 Sam. xxi. 2 ; 2 Kings vi.

8); the solemn adjuration, "The Lord do so to me,

and more also " (Ruth i. 17 ; 1 Sam. xiv. 44 ; xx. 13

;

2 Sam. iii. 9, 35 ; I Kings ii. 23 ; 2 Kings \i. 31}

;

tho "beginning of barley harvest," as a note of time

(Ruth i. 22; 2 Sam. xxi. 9); "they lifted up their

voice and wept" (Ruth i. 9, 14; 1 Sam. xxiv. 16; xxx.

4); and "Blessed be ho of tho Lord" (Ruth ii. 20;

2 Sam. ii. 5). The presence of a certain number of

Chaldee forms in the speeches of the actors of the

narrative, though not in the language of the narrator,

does not decide the question either way, as they may l)e

explained either on the hypothesis of the later Chaldee

influence acting on the language towards tho close of

the monarchy, or during the Captivity, or of the earlier

as stOl lingering in tho villages of Judah in the time

of Boaz, though they became archaic under the wider

culture of Solomon and his successors. It may be

noticed, over and above the special interest of the

narrative, that it explains some remarkable features in

the history of David by a coincidence manifestly un-

designed. Wlien the fierce relentless hate of Saul

endangered not only his own life, but the lives of those

dearest to him, we read in I Sam. xxii. 3 that David

went to the king of Moab, and placed his father and

mother under his protection till he shoiiJd know what
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God Tvould do for Mm, and that the king accepted the

ti-ust and kept them all the tune that David was in the

hold of the cave Adullam (1 Sam. xxii. 4). The lan-

guage and the act both imply established relations of

alliance and friendship. And of this the fact that the

grandfather of David had been the sou of a Moabitess

is at once the most natural and an amply sufficient ex-

planation. The fact, not mentioned in the Old Testa-

ment, but preserved iu the traditional genealogies of

the house of David, that Boaz was himself the son of

Rahab, of one who by the law suffered under a two-

fold taint as an alien and a harlot I, Matt. i. -5), may in

like manner explain the absence of any reluctance on

his part to contract marriage witli one who, though a

proselyte iu faith (Ruth i. 16), was yet an alien iu blood,

belonging to the races which, though not formally

prohibited by the Law of Moses, were considered by
the stricter Judaism of later times to be among those

between whom and Israel there was to be neither giving

nor taking in marriage. If we believe the book to have
been written at a time when that aversion was gaining

strength, we may even assume that the writer wrote
with a conscious purpose as desiring to teach what at

aU events he taught unconsciously, that the favour of

God flows out beyond the visible limits within which it

is more conspicuously manifested. Even then, in the

midst of so much that seemed and actually was narrow

and exclusive, there was a witness borne that " God is

no respecter of persons, but that in every nation he
that feareth God and worketh righteousness is accepted

ivith Him."
It would be profitless to reproduce here in modernised

paraphrase the tale which is told in the Book of Ruth
with such a tender and beautiful simplicity. But there

are some jmssages which botli receive light and imparl

it on comparirjiiu with (itlifr piirtious uf Scripture, and
to these Cdiiiridcuccs I prm-eril (n call attention.

(1.) The wliole story turns, as we sec at a glance, on

what is known as the Loi-irate law, the obligation laid

upon the brother of one who died mai-ried but childless,

to take the widow of the deceased and to raise up seed

unto his brother. Failing a brother, the duty passed

on to the next of kin. It might involve a burdensome
addition to the kinsman's household. It might bring,

as a compensation, the right of purchasing, or, iu the

technical language of the Law, " redeeming," the inheri-

tance which the widow might otherwise be compelled

to sell for what she could get to a stranger. From
the Hebrew verb which expressed the latter act, the

kinsman so acting was called the goel, or "redeemer,"
and the term came by a natural association to be used
for the kinsman upon whom the duty and the right

devolved. To him, too, belonged the office of the avenger
of blood in cases of manslaughter or murder. Such was
the " Redeemer," the Friend closer than a brother, in

whom Job believed (Job xix. 25) as " living " though not
yet manifested, who should one day appear to avenge his

cause and vindicate his righteousness. The law of pro-

perty (i. 9) recognised iu tlie nan-ative is that of the

Books of Leviticus (xxv. 25) and Deuteronomy (xxv. 7).

There is, however, a difference. As the law stood, the

•wife whom the goel or next of kin refused to take was
to loose his shoe, and spit in his face, as a mark of

scorn. What we find in the history of Ruth is a milder-

form of the same usage, the shaqier edge having been

worn oif , as it were, by the feeKug of a more settled

civilisation. So far, therefore, we have a presumptive

evidence that the law was known in the period of the

Judges, and had had time to be thus modified ; and,

therefore, that the book which contains the law was of

a higher antiquity than the period in question.

(2.) The other usages described iu the Book of Ruth
are in the manner such as we should expect to find in

a people Hving imder a law hke that which we find in

the books ascribed to Moses. The Lord, Jehovah, is the

name by which men speak of God as their Protector

(i. 9 ; ii. 12). The traditions of the tribe of Judah include

even the darker, less prominent histories of the Book of

Genesis, such as that of Tamar and Pharez (iv. 12

;

Gen. xxxviii.). The law which allowed the right of the

gleaner in the time of liarvest is assumed and acted on

(Dent. xxiv. 19 ; Lev. xix. 9, 10). The state of society

depicted is one iu which labourers and landowners

are not yet divided as they were, judging by the com-

plaint of Nabal (1 Sam. xxv. 10), at a later date, but

lived in friendly intimacy, greeting one another with

devout benedictions (ii. 4). It is not the least value

of the book that it brings before us the ideal of village

life contemplated by the law as at least approximately

attained.

(3.) The character of Ruth presents itself as the pat-

tern of true womanly excellence, and this as foimd not

in Israel, but among a people who, though speaking the

same language (as is shown by the inscription of the

Moaljite stone), and descended from the same ancestors,

had fallen away from the purity of the patriarchal

faith. The memory of the husband she has lost ; her

reverence for her husband's mother; the recognition,

connected vrith each feeling, of a higher faith as com-

mitted to the keeping of Israel—all this shows itself

with a touching and beautiful simplicity, in the words in

which she declares her pui-pose to cast in her lot with

the widowed Naomi. " Orpah kissed her mother-in-

law " with the kiss of a parting salutation, and went

back to her people and her gods ;
" but Ruth clave nuto

her " for life and death. " Intreat me not to leave thee,

or to return from following after thee ; for whither

thou goest I wiU go, and where thou lodgest I will

lodge : thy people shall be my people, and thy God my
God." No words are lavished by the -writer in her

praise ; her character is not described, but it is painted.

She moves iu her meekness and purity, and gains the

respect and reverence of all who see her. She has

come unto a people which she knew not heretofore (ii.

10—13), and wins the love of rich and poor, and uttoi-s

her modest gratitude iu words of striking humility,

and as one who has " found favom- " and been " com-

forted " beyond all that she had looked for. The manner
iu wliich, at Naomi's prompting, she presents herself to

Boaz as one whom, as the (joel or next of kin, he ought to
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iake as a wife, is of course voi-y different from the con-
j

veutiomil standard by which, in other countries or times,

such an arrangement is brought about—very different

oven, it must be allowed, from the ordinary customs of

the East, where the betrothal or the marriage was that

of a virgin bride. But the conditions of the case were

exceptional. Naomi lyiew the character and tempera-

ment of her kinsman, and Ruth acted in the spu-it of

simple imhesitating obedience to what her mother-in-

law suggested. And some such action was rendered

at once necessary and safe by what had already passed.

Boaz had looked on the young widow who had come

from Moab with the kindly, fatherly glance of one who

watches over the welfare of one much younger than

himself; had protected her from wi'ong, bade her

company with his own maidens, addi-essed her always

as "my daughter." Left to himself, the thought of

marriage would not have entered his mind, or would

have been rejected as imsuitable. How coidd he trust

that an old man's fondness would be met by the true

devotion of a wife ? And so the ice had to bo broken.

as we say, on the other side. Ruth was to avow that

she loved, and trusted where she loved, with the most
entire confidence. She claimed the right to be his

handmaid and to watch over liim ; she reminded him
that she had the claim of a childless widow on the next

of kin. What might have seemed at variance with a
customary standard of self-reverence was transformed

by that claim, by the sanction which the law gave to

it, into the truest modesty, conscious of its own free-

dom from baseness, and trusting that ho who was thus

beloved was also free from it. As we close the book
we may well feel that here there was one who was
"virtuous" (iii. 11) in that old sense both of the Hebrew
and of the English word, in which vii'tue implied not

only innocence, but strength (comp. Prov. xii. 4 ; xxxi.

10), the power to order and govern a household. Well
might Naomi feel, when the goal was reached, and the

husband and the children whom she had lost had at last

a living heir to represent them, that Ruth had been the
" restorer of her Kfe and the nourisher of her old age,"

and "had been bettor unto her than seven sous" (,iv. 15).

THE OLD TESTAMENT FULFILLED IN THE NEW.
BY THE REV. MILLIGAN, D.D.,

SACKED PLACES (continued).

Raving considered the articles of furniture

contained in that part of the Tabernacle

^ known as the Holy Place, we liave now

1^ to enter for the same purpose the inner-

most sanctuary, or the Holy of Holies. The first object

that meets us here is the Ark of the Covenant, wliidi ^vl

must consider apaiH; from the plate of solid gold luid

upon the top of it, and known as the capponlli. or

mercy-seat. This capporeth was not, strictly spealdng,

a part of the Ark, and is to be carefully distmgulshed

from it, however close the connection between them may
have been.

I. The Ai-k was the first part of the furniture of the

Tabernacle directed to be made. " And they shall make

an ark," it is said, " of shittim wood ; two cubits and a

half shall bo the length thereof, and a cubit and a half

the breadth thereof, and a cubit and a lialf the height

thereof. And thou shalt overlay it with pure gold,

withiu and without shalt thou overlay it, and shalt make
upon it a crown of gold round about. And thou shalt

cast four rings of gold for it, and put them in the four

corners thereof (or rather, thou shalt put them in the

four feet thereof) ; and two rings shall be in the one side

of it, and two rings in the other side of it. And thou

shalt make staves of shittim wood, and overlay them

with gold. And thou shalt put the staves into the

rings by the sides of the ark, that the ark may be borne

with them. The staves shall be in the rings of the ark

:

they shall not be taken from it. And thou shalt put

into the ark the testimony which I shall give thee

"

(Exod. XXV. 10—16). It appears from this description

that the Ark was simply a box of acacia wood about four

feet in length by two in breadth and dejith, that both

within and without it was overlaid with gold, and that

it was surrounded with a crown or wreafh of gold

tiiwards the top. It stood on four feet, and was borne,

wlii'ii moved from place to jjlace, by staves pushed

tlirough rings fastened in such a way to the feet that,

as is generally inferred from 1 Kings viii. 8, the staves

stretched along the shorter and not the longer sides.

Ei-om these rings the staves were never to be with-

drawn, a prohibition, no doubt, connected with the

peeidiar saeredness of the Ark, and that it might be

more easily kept from being touched by the hand of

man. It may at fii-st sight stiike us with surprise that

the rings spoken of should be fastened to the feet, but

tho explanation is probably to be sought in this, that

tho Ark was the leading standard of Israel ; fhat, borne

up by the Levites who were entrusted witli tlm duty, it

marched at all times in front of the host (Nundj. x. 33)

;

and that it thus received an elevation above the heads

of the people corresponding to this important purpose.'

Wlieu thus carried about, it was covered with tho great

curtain constituting the Tabernacle, over which the

covering of badgers' skins was thrown, and finally

"a cloth whoUyof blue" (Numb. iv. 7). This use of

the Ark ts the standard of the host lends additional

interest to the pathetic lamentation of Eli's daughter-in-

Comp. TliC Tahenxc William BrowD,
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law when the sad news reached her of its capture by the

Philistines, and of the death of her husband and his

father, " Tlio glory is departed from Israel ; for the ark

of God is taken " (1 Sam. iv. 22). In connection with

the employment of the Ark now mentioned, it may be

added that it was by the going up from it of the pillar

of cloiid or of fire that the signal was given to Israel at

any time to resume, by the settling of the pillar upon it,

to close, its journeys. " And it came to pass, when the

ark set forward, that Moses said. Rise up. Lord, and let

thiue enemies be scattered, and let them that hate Thee

flee before Thee. And when it rested, he said, Return,

Lord, unto the many thousands of Israel " (Numb.

X. 35,36).

The main pui-pose of the Ark was to preserve within

it the two tables of stone on which the Almighty had

Himself wi'itteu the ten commandments of the Law, and

from this purpose it received both its names and its

significance. It was styled " the ark of the testimony "

(Bxod. XXV. 22, &c.), and " the ark of the covenant

"

(Numb. X. 33), not from anything in itself, but because

it contained the tables known as " the testimony," " the

words of the covenant," " the tables of the covenant,"'

" the covenant " (Exod. xxv. 21 ; xxxiv. 28 ; Deut. ix. 9

;

1 Kings viii. 21). In addition to these tables of the Law,

it would seem, however, that a jiot of manna and Aaron's

rod which budded wore also preserved within the Ark.

Tlie words of the Law, indeed, do not expressly enjoin

that it should be so, for of the one it is only said that it

was to be " laid up before the Lord " (Exod. xvi. 33),

and of the other that it was to be brought again " before

the testimony " (Numb. xvii. 10) ; but we know from

Jewish traditions that these cxprcssiMiis wci-c understood

to moan within the Ark, and tlic \' riliM-nf I lie Epistle to

ihe Hebrews distinctly says of it.
' wlim-cin was the

golden pot that had manna, and Aaron's rod that

budded, and the tables of the covenant" (ix. 4). It is

no good objection to the accuracy of this statement

that, in the time of Solomon, we are informed that
" there was nothing in the ark save the two tables of

stone, which Moses put there at Horob, when the Lord
made a covenant with the children of Israel "

(1 Kings
viii. 9). The probability is, that before the erection of

the Temple these objects had disappeared. Even, how-
ever, while they were there, it cannot be said that the

Ark derived any significance from them. Its pui"pose

and meaning are to be learned only from its relation to

the two tables of stone.

These tables, then, were " the testimony,"' " the

covenant " of God with Israel. They were '• the germ
ijind quintessence of all revelation, the most precious

treasure of the holy people, the rei>resentative of the

entii-e Law, the basis of Israel's whole existence."'

They expressed the character of that God with whom
Israel Iiad to do, the nature, though in a negative form,

of that morality or righteousness which Israel was to

display, and the conditions on which, if observed in the

willing spirit exliibited at their first promulgation—

Koliach ou Exodus, p. 378.

" And all the people answered together and said, AU
that the Lord hath spoken we will'do " (Exod. xix. 8)

—Israel would be secured in the continued care and

blessing of Him who had betrothed His people to

Himself in a perpetual covenant. Thus it was that

they were a "testimony," not so much against Israel

as to Israel, of what God was; and thus also they

might fittingly be named "the covenant," because they

embodied a statement of what God required, if Israel

was to have all the promises of the covenant fulfilled to

it. It was not in anger, but in mercy, that they were

given. Wlien Moses went up into Mount Sinai, and the

Almighty " called unto him out of the mountain," it

was with the words, " Thus shalt thou say to the house

of Jacob, and tell the children of Israel ; Te have seen

what I did unto the Egyptians, and how I bare you on

eagles' ^vings, and brought you unto myself. Now,
therefore, if ye will obey my voice indeed, and keep my
covenant, then ye shall be a peculiar treasure unto me
above all people ; for all the earth is mine ; and ye shall

be unto me a kingdom of priests, and an holy nation
"

(Exod. xix. 3—6) ; and the very preface to the com-

mandments themselves bears witness to the same great

truth, " I am the Lord thy God, which have brought

thee out of the land of Egj-jit, out of the house of

bondage" (Exod. xx. 2). God was then dealing with

Israel not as an enemy but as a child, as a child indeed

not come to years, yet the object of its father's love in

infancy as well as in manhood, and only needing at the

former stage more external wisdom to direct and autho-

rity to command it than at the latter. Love, therefore,

was at the bottom of the Law, and it was enjoined by

the Almighty in the character of a Redeemer quite as

much as in that of a Governor and Judge. The spiritu-

ally-minded in Israel always felt it to be so. The Old
Testament, especially in the Psalms, is full of expressions

of admiration for the Law, of delight in it, and of grati-

tude for it ; and Moses, after ha^-ing delivered all those

statutes and judgments which ai-e so often, but so

falsely, associated only with the idea of tyi-annical

restraint, did no more than give utterance to the feelings

of the pious Jew at the contemplation of them, when

]

he exclaimed, " Happy art thou, O Israel ; who is like

unto thee, O people saved by the Lord, the shield of thy

help, and who is the sword of thy excellency
!

" (Deut.

xxxiii. 29.)

It may seem, indeed, at first sight, as if what has now
been said wore inconsistent ^vith such statements of the

New Testament as those in which the Apostle tells us

\
that " the law worketh ^vratli." or that " it was added
because of transgressions" (Rom. iv. 15; Gal. iii. 19).

But the two things are in reality perfectly harmonious.

Wo have only to remember the character of the people

I

and the stage of spiritual development at which they

I

and the world stood, in order to see that, stern and
commanding as the " testimony " was, it was yet at the

same time " the words " or " tables of the covenant " of

love. The spiritual heart might at any time break

through the sternness, might .i+ any time substitute the

spirit for the letter, while the primary object of all was
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to prepare for the coming of that " seed " who should

make the spirit general, and the dommion of the letter

not a step from which to rise to higher, but a wilful

declension to lower things.

Such, then, was the Ark to Israel ; aud coutainiug as it

did this expression of the nature of a coreuant-keepiug

God, aud of what was needful to preserve His people

within that covenant with which aU their happiness and

glory, whether as indi^dduals or as a nation, were con-

nected, we can the less wonder that its sacreduess was so

great that death was the threatened, at Beth-shemesh the

inflicted, penalty for touching it (Numb. iv. 15 ; 1 Sam.

vi. 19).

If now we ask. What is the fulfilment to us of this

part of the fm-niture of the Holy of Holies ? we can only

answer as before, that it is fulfilled in the Lord Jesus

Christ and in His Church.

In the Lord Jesus Christ ; for in Him there is not

only peace but righteousness. Nay, righteousness is

the very foundation of what He is and does. Why is He
King of kings, higher than all the kings of the eaith ?

Let the sacred writer answer, ' Thou hast loved

righteousness, and liated iniquity ; therefore God, even

thy God, liath anointed thee with the oil of gladness

above thy fellows " (Heb. i. 9). When the prophet

Isaiah describes the rod that was to arise out of the

stem of Jesse, he exclaims that " righteousness shall be

the girdle of his loins, and faithfulness the girdle of

his reins" (Isa. xi. 5); and when the psalmist invokes

a blessijvg on the theocratic king whose universal

dominion he anticipates with so much entlmsiasm, he

begins his invocation with the words, " Give the king

thy judgments, O Lord, and thy righteousness unto the

king's son " (Ps. Ixxii. 1). It was not otherwise

when Christ appeared. He did not destroy the Law.
" I am not come," He said, " to destroy, but to fulfil

"

(Matt. V. 17). What was the gi-eat result He laboured

to achieve but a perfect righteousness, a righteousness

exceeding that of the Scribes and Pharisees (Matt. v.

20) .'' He was hot only a Saviour, but also a Judge.

Wliat are His discourses in the Gospel of St. John to

those who were putting themselves beyond the pale of

mercy but so many sentences of eternal judgment,

and what is the cursing of the barren fig-tree but a

typical representation of the fate with which He will

pimisli all who with the leaves of profession have not

the fruits of godliness ? Does not St. John speak of

" the wrath of the Lamb ? " and what is the whole Book
of Revelation but the war-cry of battle, aud the shout

of victory over the fall of the enemies of the Church ?

" Do we make void the law through faith ? God forbid.

Tea, we establish the law."

Thus fulfilled in Christ, the id.-n, of '• the Ark of the

testimony" is also to be fiillillMl in Christians. If

they are to uphold gvafc, thrv air not loss to uphold

law, in its majesty, its strictucbs, its uncompromising
opposition to wi'ong-doiug of every kind ; and unless

they do the latter they cannot do the former. Without
the one the other has neither existence nor meaning.

Without sternness to the sin there can be no love to

the sinner, just as it may be said that without love to

the sinner there can be no real sternness to the sin.

Christians also judge. They must judge ; aud they

ought to judge far more than they do, not in the spuit

of that censorious judgment condemned in the Sermon
on the Mount, but in that sijirit of enlightened, impartial,

lofty judgment demanded by the Apostle in the sixth

chapter of his fii-st Epistle to the Corinthians. Why
should they who are to judge angels not judge men ? Is

there no difference between wisdom and folly, between

right and wi-ong ? They ought to know the difference,

and to let their voice be heard upon it always and every-

where. How also, if they do not judge now, shall they

be prepared for the fulfilment of the promise, " And he

that overcometh and keepeth my works imto the end, to

him will I give power over the nations : and he shall

rule them with a rod of u'ou ; as the vessels of a potter

shall they be broken to shivers ; even as I received of

my Father" (Rev. ii. 26, 27).'' The elements of law

and judgment, then, are both in Clu-ist and in His peoi)le,

and the Ai-k which carries them witliin it is the standard

with which they march to the battle against all deter-

mined enemies of truth.

II. From the Ark we turn to what seems at first

sight to be its covering, what we shall speak of not by

its Hebrew term, the capporeth, but as it is rendered in

our English translation, " the mercy-seat." Directions

for its construction are given along with those for the

construction of the Ark, " And thou shalt make a mercy-

seat of pure gold : two cubits and a half shall be the

length thereof, aud a cubit aud a half the breadth thereof

;

and thou shalt put the mercy-seat above upon the ark "

(Exod. XXV. 17, 21). This mercy-seat was laid upon

the top of the Ark, but was not, strictly speaking, its lid.

The Ark had a lid or cover of its own. The mercy-

seat, though it rested upon the Ark, was an independent

article of furniture. It will be observed that it was

made of piu'e gold, not, like the Ark, of acacia wood

overlaid with gold, a circumstance at once reveaUug to

us its great importance. In what did that import-

ance lie?

The mercy-seat was the very throne of God, as Ho
condescended to take up His abode with man. He
dwelt in the Tabernacle, but He was enthroned upon the

mercy-seat. From it He had promised to make His

communications to such as were permitted to draw near

Him :
" Tliere I will meet with thee, and I will commune

« itli tlii'c fi'iim above the mercy-seat, from between the

t\v(M iieruliims which are upon the ark of the testimony "

(Exod. XXV. 22). There, too, they were actually made :

" Aud when Moses was gone into the tabernacle of the

congi'egation to speak with Him, then he heard the voice

of one speaking unto liim from off the mercy-seat that

was upon the ark of the testimony, from between the

two cherubims; and He spalie unto him" (Numb. vii.

89). A spot so sacred as this, and undoubtedly referred

to in the New Testament, it is evidently of moment,

if possible, to understand.

The name by which it is designated is derived from

a verb signifying to cover, and the almost invariable use
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of tliis verb iu the Old Testament distiuctly couueets

it with the idea of coveriug siu: " Aud therefore I liare

sworu uuto the house of Eli, that the iniquity of Eli's

house shall not be purged (shall not be covered) with

sacrifice nor oifering for ever ;
" " But He, being full of

compassion, forgave their iniquity, and destroyed them

not" (or rather, " covereth iniquity, and destroyeth not "')

;

" Help us, O God of our salvation, for the glory of Thy

name ; aud deliver us, aud purge away (and cover) our

sins, for Thy name's sake " (1 Sam. iii. 14 ; Ps. Ixxviii.

38 ; Ixxix. 9). The morcy-seat is thus the place where

siu is covered or forgiven, the place on which atonement

is made for it, so that it shall be no longer remembered

against the sinner. In conformity with this, accord-

ingly, it was, on the great Day of Atonement, that

day which concentrated iu itself all the atonements of

the year in their highest potency, the mercy-seat,

though the very throne of God, was sprinkled vrith the

blood of the sin-offering then presented on behalf of

the whole nation, both priests aud people. It especially

reminded Israel, therefore, that the God with whom it

had to do was One who pardoned iniqmty, who had no

pleasure in the death of the sinner, who so abounded in

mercy that it was the distinguishing attribute of His

character, the essential characteristic of His throne.

But in doing this, the mercy-seat rested on the Ark
containing the two tables of the Law. It did not cover

these, in the sense of concealing them, as has been often

islymost erronei

them, eitlirr

tables \\•:!

people, a'.id wrri^ pi

care to which they

sed. It did not .silence or liush

iinriiMlra nr ruw\<-mnrd. These

iiu,i |inM-i(iiw |iiis-,o^si'iu of the

veil in tlir Ai-k Avitli th,. sacred

s entitled. They wrrr Ih.' r,.,ii,v

of the theocracy. They could not be .silmri'd ; .iiid to

have put them out of view iu any respci-t uliali-\cr

would have been to destroy the reverence with whicli they

were regarded—would have been to take from Israel the

very foundation of its existence and the very pledge of

its covenant. Nor will it do to say that, while the

commanding aspect of the Law was left, its condemning

aspect alone was covered. The two aspects cannot be

separated from one another. It is because the Law
commands that, in the case of the sinner, it condemns

;

and if the sinner's conscience does not tell him that it

condemns with an equally living and powerfiU authority,

he 'ivill soon cease to feel that it commands. So far,

therefore, from hushing the voice of the Law, the mercy-

seat rested upon the Law. The holiness embodied in

the Law, and that both in its demands and in its threat-

enings, was the very foundation upon which it was
raised. What it did was to utter an independent voice

;

to proclaim that, notwithstanding the Law's accusing

and condemning power, there was mercy with God tliat

Ho might be feared, and plenteous redemption ; that,

holy Himself and requiring holiness of those who would
be in covenant with Him, He yet was both able and
willing to redeem Israel from all his iniquities. The
Ark aud the mcrcy-soat, in short, were an utterance

of the Psalmist's words, " Justice and judgment are

the habitation (rather, the fouudatiou) of Thy throne
;

mercy and truth go before Thy fjice '' i^Ps. Ixxxix.

1-1).

Such being the meaning of the mercy-seat to Israel,

we ought to have little difiiculty in determining its

fulfilment for ourselves. But we have the distinct

statement of the New Testament to appeal to. The
word by which the Hebrew term is translated in the

Greek version of the Old Testament occurs twice in tho

New (Heb. vs.. 5 ; Rom. iii. 25). In the first of these

two passages, there can be no doubt that it is correctly

rendered " mercy-seat " in our English version, and that

it is the object itself that is referred to. In the latter,

the rendering may be considered more doubtful, aud
able commentators are found to defend that given by

our translators, " Whom God hath set forth to be a pro-

pitiation tlirough faith in His blood, to declare His right-

eousness for the remission of sins that are past, through

the forbearance of God." ' Yet the translation " mercy-

seat," or propitiatory, seems to have much more to

commend it to our regard. For, in the first place, we
thus retain the usual signification of the word, which

has that of "propitiation" or " propitiatory sacrifice" in

no passage either of the Old Testament or of the New.

It is doubtless true that, looked at only in itseH, it

might mean that which propitiates, and hence also

propitiatory sacrifice; but when we find it constantly

employed in one definite sense, when that sense is a

teclmical one, aud when, the readers being perfectly

familiar with it, it could hardly fail to suggest itself to

then' minds, it seems contrary to all rides of sound

interpretation to depart from it, unless wo are comi^eUed

to do so. Again, there is reason to tliink that throughout

all this passage the Apostle has tho Holy of Holies in

liis eye. This appears particularly in tho language of

verse 23, " for all have .sinned and come short of the

gloiy of God," by which we are not to understand

coming short either, on the one baud, of promoting, or

on tho other hand, of recei'i-ing. His praise, but coming

short of that partaking of, that sharing iu, His glory

which is at once tho goal aud the reward of Christian

faithfulness. It is the glory for which we wait, partly

indeed bestowed upon us even now, but then only to bo

enjoyed in fulness when the prayer of the Redeemer
is fulfilled, " Father, I will that they also, whom Thou
hast given me, be with me where I am ; that they may
behold my glory which Thou hast given me " (John xrii.

24).- But this is the very glory which was exhibited

typically iu the Holy of Holies of the Tabernacle,

above tho mercy-seat. When, therefore, we have two
references in the same passage which find their best

explanation in the objects contained in that place, and
when we know that it was one so familiar to the

Jewish mind, it seems a just conclusion that these

references throw liglit upon one another, and that tho

Apostle had the place itself and its objects in his mind.

If so, the words before us ought to run, not " whom

' Meyer, in loc. ; Sclimid, BiU. TheoUgxe, ii., p. SlI.

- See this meaning of the words fully brought out and defended,
in liis valuable commentary on the Romans, by Professor Forbes,
p. 170.
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God hatli set forth to be a propitiation," but " whom
God set forth to be a mercy-seat," whom God hath

revealed to us as the person iu whom, as the place in

which. He effects our reconciliation Mrith Himself, and

bestows upon us redemption, otou the forgiveness of

sins.

It appears, then, that the Lord Jesus Christ is the

real fulfilment of the mercy-seat. In Him God recon-

ciles the world unto Himself, not imputing imto men
their trespasses. His blood sprinkled there—for just

as He is at once high priest and victim, He is at once

mercy-seat and \'ictim—procures the free and full

pardon of all sin ; in His offering made once for aU we are

complete ; the throne of judgment becomes a throne of

grace ; and no longer kej^t at a distance from Him who

occupies it, we are admitted to a divine communion with

Him, and He speaks with us " as a man speaketh unto

his friend " (Exod. xxxiii. 11). All this, too, takes place

wlule the Law is neither concealed- nor modified. It is,

on the contrary, magnified and made honourable. But
for the imperative nature of its demands, no mercy-seat

would have been necessary ; and that mercy-seat, not

covering the Law, but resting upon it, tells us with a

voice not less powerful than its own that no jot or tittle

of it shall pass away until all bo fulfilled.

Thus fidfiUed in Christ, may we not add iu conclusion

that there is a sense in which the mercy-seat is fulfilled

in Christians ? When speaking of the Ark and the

testimony within it, we had to describe Christians as

judging the world, as making known to it God's law

and judgments. But their great commission is to

reveal God's love, and to do this not by proclaiming

it in words only, but by suffering in the spirit of it for

the world's sake. That Apostle who " went oveiywhcro

preaching the Gospel," said also of himself in writing

to the Colossians, " Who now rejoice in my sufferings

for you, and fill up what is liehind of the nfflictious of

Christ iu my flesh for His body's sake, which is the

Church "
(i. 24). There is deepir truth iu that saymg

of St. Paul than our churches liavc yit liccn able to

fathom. In the meantime it luav ln' i unii^li In say, that

the self-denials and sacrifices of the Inllowcrs of Jesus,

and the deaths which they endm'e iu His sorrico—for

they " die daily " when their service is a true one—are

not the least powerful influence which they exercise

iu telling men that there is goodness, and, ^vith good-

ness, loveliness in the world, and in thus lifting them

up iu hope aud confidence to Him who is goodness

without a trace of selfishness, aud loveliness without

a flaw.

THE HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH BIBLE.
BY THE REV. W. F. , M.A. LOND., D.D. EDIN., PROFESSOR OF CLASSICS, WESLETAN COLLEGE, RICHMOND.

^tlB next stage of our history is widely

different from that which preceded it. Our
interest has been concentrated on Tyu-

dale, and hence it is rather the Continent

hau England which has occupied our thoughts. We
have followed from labour to labour the zealous trans-

lator- who, almost alone, with little help or encourage-

ment, strove imremittingly to fulfil his appointed task

until martyrdom stayed his unfinished work. The scene

now changes to English ground : the chief actor is one

who afterwards became a bishop of the English Church.

Of the early life of Miles Covei-dale very little is

known, nor indeed have we more than scanty informa-

tion respecting many of his later years. It has been

supposed that Coverdale's n?me points to his birth-

place, and that, like Wycliffe, he was a native of North
Torkshire. The year of his bu-th was 1488.

The first notice which we possess connects him with

the monastery of the Augustine Friars at Cambridge,

at the head of which was Dr. Robert Barnes, well known
in the early records of the Reformation. In 1526, when
Barnes was required on pain of death to abjure the

errors laid to his charge, Coverdale stood liy his side.

His earliest extant writing is a letter which (probably

in 1527) he writes to Thomas Cromwell, then one of

Wolsey's dependents, afterwards his successor as Lord
High Chancellor. In this letter Coverdale refers to

the "godly commimication " which Cromwell had had
with huu iu the house of " Master Moore" (Sir Tliomas

More), aud earnestly solicits assistance iu the prose-

cution of sacred studies. " Now," he says, " I begin to

taste of holy scriptures ; now, honour be to God ! I am
set to the most sweet smell of holy letters, with the

godly savour of holy and ancient doctors, unto whoso

knowledge I cannot attain without diversity of books,

as is not unkno'wn to your most excellent wisdom.

Nothing in the world I desire but books, as concern-

ing my learning ; they once had, I do not doubt but

Almiglity God shall perform that in me which He of

His most plentiful favom- and gi-aco hath begun."

'

If we pass over some incidental notices of his preach-

ing, very interesting as showing the distinct ojjposition

which he offered to the errors of the Romish Church,

the next reference to Coverdale is presented iu Foxe's

statement (quoted above. Vol. II., p. 124), that in 1529

he assisted Tyndale in translating the Pentateuch. It

is impossible to say what reliance is to be placed on

the details of this isolated statement ; but the passage

has the look of truth, and some of the minor parti-

culars have recently been proved accm-ate." We cannot

indeed regard Tyndale and Coverdale as co-transla-

tors, working on common jirmciples : as \vill be shown

hereafter, the work of each differs essentially from

that of the other. Still Tyndale would certainly

1 Coverdale's Hcmams, p. 490. (Parker Society.)

- Demaus, Life of Timdale, p. 229. The death of Mr. Demaiis,

at a comparatively early age, v»ill be deplored by all who are

iuterested in the history of the Eeformatiou in Eu^^laud.
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welcome, and would receive valuable assistance from,

sucli a compauion as Coverdale, whose zeal in the good

work was only equalled by his retiiiug modesty. After

this Coverdale passes away from view until the appeai--

ancc of the iii-st English Bible, in 1535.

How eventful were the intervening years in England

is known to every reader. In 1529 Wolsey is dismissed

from office; the great seal is committed to More;

Cranmer receives his first public employment. In

1531 Henry is declared supreme head of the Church of

pngland. lu 1533 the King mai-ries Anne Boleyn, not-

withstanding the threats of the Pope ; and shortly after

the papal authority in England is formally annulled.

Fisher and More pay the penalty of their lives for

theii- denial of the king's supremacy (1535). The rapid

changes which the scantiest historical anmmaiy reveals

could not but be attended with alternations in the for-

times of the English Bible. In 1526 Tyndale's New
Testament was formally proscribed by Tuustall, Bishop

of London, and Warham, Archbishop of Canterbuiy.

Three years later the king issued a proclamation against

heretical books, and amongst these Tyndale's ivritings

(including his New Testament) were expressly specified.

In 1530 the condemnation of these books by an assembly

of learned men (after a conference of twelve days) was

succeeded by another royal prockmation "against g^eat

errors and pestilent heresies, with all the books con-

taining the same, with the translation also of Scripture

corrupted by William Tyndale, as well in the Old

Te-stameut as in the N'Bw, and all other books in Eng-

li.sh containing such eiTOrs." In a " BUI in English to

be published by the preachers," we read :

—

" Finally it appeared that having of the whole Scrip-

ture is not necessary to Christian men ; and like as the

having of the Scripture in the vulgar tongue and in

the common people's hands hath been by the holy

Fathers of the Church in some times thought meet and

convenient, so at another time it hath been thought not

expedient to be communicate amongst them. Wherein,

forasmuch as the King's Highness, by the advice and

deliberation of his council, and the agreement of great

leai-uod men, thinketh in his conscience that the divulg-

ing of this Scripture at this time in the English

tongue, to be committed to the people, should rather

be to the farther confusion and destruction than the

edification of their souls. And it was thought there in

that assembly, to all and singular in that congi-egation,

that the King's Highness and the Prelates in so doing,

not suffering the Scripture to bo divulged and com-

municate to the people in the English tongue at this

time, doth well. ' And I also think ' (was the preacher

to say) ' and judge the same ; exhorting and moving you,

that in consideration his Highness did there openly say

and pi'otest that he would cause the New Testament to

be by learned men faithfully and purely translated into

the English tongue, to the intent he might have it iu

his hands ready to be given to his people, as he might

see their manners and behaviour meet, apt, and con-

venient to receive the same.' "

'

Auderson, naU of the Entjlish Bible, vol. i., rP- 257, 258.

In a noble letter written to the king in December,

1530, Hugh Latimer boldly reminded Heniy of his

promise ; and as the faithful monitor was soon after-

wards made a royal chaplaiu, we can hardly doubt that

this promise faithfully expressed the intentions of the

king.-

In 1533 Cranmer was made Archbishop of Canter-

bury ; and the Convocation over which he presided in

15"34 made petition to the king that "his Majesty would

vouchsafe to decree that the Scriptures should be trans-

lated into the vulgar tongue by some honest and learned

men, to be nominated by the king, and to bo delivered

to the people according to their learning." ^ In this

year Coverdale committed his Bible to the press, and

the printing was finished ou the 4th of October, 1535.

The place of publication is still a matter of dispute,

but the probability is that the volume was printed

by FrOschover, of Zurich. Though issued under the

patronage of Cromwell, and dedicated to Henry VIII.,

the book appeared without exjjress licence. In 1536

Convocation petitioned the king "that he would

graciously indulge unto his subjects of the laity the

reading of the Bible in the English tongue, and that a

new translation of it might be forthwith made for that

end and purpose." •*

The following year a second and a third edition of

Coverdale's Bible were published by Nycolson, of

Southwark ; and here at last we read at the foot of the

title-page, "Sett forth with the Kynges most gracious

license."

We next find Coverdale in Paris, engaged, under

Cromwell's direction and patronage, on Biblical work,

the natm'e of which will presently appear. In the

same year were published three editions of a Latin-

English Testament, containing the ordinary Latin text

of the New Testament (the Vulgate), >vith an English

rendering by Coverdale. All these labours on the

translation of Scripture will presently be noticed in detail.

As long as Cromwell lived, Coverdale seems to have

retained his close connection Avith his patron. His last

letters to Cromwell are dated from Newbury, where

he is employed iu proceedings against Romish usages

and books. In July, 1540, Cromwell died on the scaf-

fold. Coverdale appears to have left England fur

Germany in the same year, for in a letter to John

Calvin, wi-itfcn from Fraulcfort in 1548, he speaks of

his approaching return to England, " after an exile of

eight years." During this exile he was occupied with

the insti-uction of pupils, and with the care of a church

at Bergzabera, not far from Strasbm-g. On the acces-

sion of Edward VI. lie was made one of the king's

chaplains. His appointment on the commission against

Anabaptists (1550) 'is another proof of the high estima-

tion iu which he now was held. In 1551 he was pro-

moted to the bishopric of Exeter, a preferment wliieh

he retained for two years only, being deprived of his

see ou the accession of Queen Mary. For some months

Demaus, Life of Latimer, p. 103.

Au'lerson, Annalu, vol. i., p. 4.14.

Anaerson, vol. i., p. 5(52.
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Coverdale remained in a position of considerable peril

;

many a loss active opponent of the party now in power

atoned for Lis zeal by the saci-ifice of his life. Cover-

dale owed his release to the intercession of the King
of Denmark. After a second exile of about three

years, towards the close of which period we find him

at Geneva, ho returned to England in 1558. In 1564

he was appointed to the living of St. Magnus the

Martyr. London Bridge ; but either through the pres-

sure of age and infirmity, or in consequence of his

adhesion to the views of the Puritan party in the

matter of vestments, &c., he retained his benefice only

two years. He died in Fobruarv. 1560. His character

is faithfullv vcflpctrd ill ],U iviitill-^. r.,,..ri:illTin tlie

work wliich will iiiiin,.!:.,trly ,
• imlIt i-viru-. The

brief sk.'tch whidi we liave' yivoii is sulli<'iriit to show
how zealous, consistent, and devoted was the life of

the second labourer in the field which we are here

surveying.

The BibUeal laboni'sof Coverdale may be divided into

two classes, distinguished by a very simple criterion.

Some translations bear his name ; his connection with

others is only matter of inference. We are now con-

cerned with the foi-mer class, in which are included

the Bible of 1535 (1537, 1550, 1553) and the Latin-

English Testaments of 1538. It is somewhat surprising

that the character of Coverdale's Bible should have been

gi-eatly misunderstood. Had the translator left his

work to make its own impression, the misunderstanding

might have been natural; but nothing can bo clearer

than the limguage which he uses in his Prologue " unto

the Christian Reader." "Considering how excellent

knowledge and learning an interpreter of Scripture

ought to have in the tongues, and pondering also mine

own insufficiency therein, and how weak 1 am to perform

the office of a translator, I was the more loath to meddle

with this work. Notwithstanding, when I considered

how great pity it was that we shoidd want it so long, and

called to ray remcmlu-ance the adversity of them which

were not only of ripe knowledge, but wovdd also -with all
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tBeir hearts liave performed that they began, if they

had not had impediment; considering, I say, that by

reason of their adversity it could not so soon have been

brought to an end as our most prosperous nation would

fain have had it ; these and other reasonable causes

considered, I was the more bold to take it in hand.

And to help me herein, I have had sundry transla-

tions,' not only in Latin, but also of the Dutch inter-

preters, whom (because of their singular gifts and

special diligence in the Bible) I have been the more

glad to follow for the most part, according as I was

required. But, to say the truth before God, it was

neither my labour nor desii-e to have this work put in

my hand ; nevertheless it grieved me that other nations

should be more plenteously provided for with the

Scripture in their mother tongue than we; therefore,

when I was instantly required, though I could not do

so well as I would, I thought it yet my duty to do my
best, and that mth a good will. Wliereas some men
think now that many translations make division in the

faith and in the people of God, that is not so ; for it

was never better with the congregation of God than

when every Church almost had the Bible of a sundry

translation Now whereas the most famous

interpreters of all give sundry judgments of the text

(so far as it is done by the spirit of knowledge in the

Holy Ghost), methink no man should be offended

thereat, for they refer their doings in meekness to the

spirit of truth iu the congregation of God ; and sm-e I

am that there cometh more knowledge and understand-

ing of the Scriptm'o by their sundry translations, than

by all the glosses of oiu- sophistical doctors. For that

one interpreteth sometliing obscurely in one place, the

same translateth another (or else he himself) more mani-

festly by a more plain vocable of the same meaning in

another place. Be not thou offended therefore, good

reader, though one call a scribe tliat another calleth a

lawyer; or elders that another calleth father and
mother ; or repentance that another calleth penance or

a'mendment. For if tliou be not deceived by men's

traditions, thou shalt find no more diversity between

these terms than between foui-peuce and a groat. And
this manner have I used iu my translation, calling it in

some place penance, that in another I call repentaiwe

;

and that not ouly because the interpreters have done so

before me, but that the adversaries of the truth may
see how that we abhor not this word penance, as they

untruly i-eport of us, no more than the interpreters of

Latin abhor pcenitere, when they read resipiscere."

Three things are clear from this quotation. First,

Coverdale did not seek the work of translation. Though
full of zeal iu sacred study, he was not the man who
would aspii'e to speak with the authoritative voice of a

translator. The commission was pressed on him by

others, who urged the claims of duty and prevailed.

' Iu his dedication to the king, Coverdale spealis of himself as
having *' with a elenr conscience x'urely and faithfully translated
out oijlvc sundry interpreters.

"

Secondly, as a translator Coverdale instinctively adopted

a policy of mediation. Tyudale would discard words

which had been misunderstood, though his strictness

might isolate liim from all ecclesiastical writings.

Coverdale now accepts the cui'reut term, now adopts

the explanation, that he may show the equivalence of

the two, if rightly understood. But the most important

point is this. Coverdale expressly disclaims the honour

of direct translation. Not the original tongues, but

sundry interpreters, German and Latin, are the sources

of his work. Before entering on the various questions

which have been raised in connection with this subject,

we wiU give some specimens of the translation itself.

The passages selected are those which have already

been given in Tyndale's version (Vol. II., pp. 302, 306,

262), viz., Numb. xxiv. 15—19; Isa. xii. ; Col. i. 9—17.

NUMBERS XXIV. 15—24.

And he toke vp his parahle, and sayde : Thus sayeth Balaam the
Sonne of Beor : Thus sayeth the man whose eyes are opened : Thus
sayeth he which heareth the wordes of God, & that hath the know-
lege of the hyest, eueu he that sawe the vision of the Allmightie,

& fell dowue, and his eyes were opened : I shal se him, but not
now : I shal heholde him, hut not nie at hande. There shal a

starre come out of Jacob, & a cepter shall come vp out of Israel,

and shal smyte the rulers of the Moabites, and ouercome all the
children of Seth.

Edom shalbe his possession, and Seir shalbe his enemies posses-

sion, but Israel shal do manfully. Out of Jacob shal come he that
hath dominion, and shall destroye the remnaunt of the cities.

And whan he sawe the Amalechites, he toke vp his parable, &
sayde : Amalec the first amouge the Heithen, but at the last thou
shalt perishe vtterly. And whan he sawe the Kenites, he toke vp
his parable, & sayde ; Stronge is thy dwellinge, and on a rocke
hast thou put tliy nest, neuertheles thou shalt be a buminge vnto
Kain, tyll Assur take the presoner.

And he toke vp his parable a^ayne, & sayde : Alas, who shal

lyue, whan God doth this .' And shippes out of Citim shall subdue
Assur and Eber. He himself also shal perishe vtterly.

ISAIAH XII.

So that then thou shalt aaye : O Lorde, I thauke the, for thou
wast displeased at me. but thou hast refr.ayned thy wrath, and
hast mercy upon me. Beholde, God is my health, in whom I trust,

and am not afr.ayde. For the Lorde God is my strength, and my
prayso, he also shalbe my refuge. Therefore with ioye shal ye
drawe water out of the welles of the Sauioure, and then shal ye
saye : Let us geue thankes uuto the Lorde, and call vpou his

name, and declare his couuccls amouge the people, and kepe them
in remombrauuce, for his name is excellent. O syngc praises vnto
the Lorde, for he doth greate things, as it is knowne in all the
worlde. Crie out, and be glad, thou that dwellest iu Sion, for

greate is thy prince ; the holy one of Israel.

coLOssiANS r. 9—17.

For this cause we also, sence the daye that we herde of it,

ceasse uot to prayo for you, & desyre that ye mighte be fulfylled

with the knowlege of his will, iu all wyszdome and spirituall

vnderstondiuge, that ye mighte walke worthy ofT the Lorde, to

please him in all thiuges, and to be frutefuU iu all good workes,

and growe iu the knowlego of God ; & to be strengthed with all

power acordiuge to the mighte of his glory, to all pacience and
longsufferj u^e w ith ioj fulues and geue thankes vnto the father,

which hath made vs mete for the cuheiitaunce of sayntea iu

hghte
"Which hitli delyueied vs fiom the powei of darknesse &. traua-

1 ittd vs in to the 1 ^n:;rtonlO of bi dtarp Sonne (in whom we haue

Wbidi
u.s).

Lj^es haue then bejnge
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DIFFICULT PASSAGES EXPLAINED.
COMMUNITY OF GOODS IN THE EARLY CHURCH.

BY THE EEV. H.

ACTS II. 44., 45; IV. 32—35.

^HE earliest picture we possess of tlie Church

of Christ at Jervtsalem represents at first

sight a little coiumunity knit together

hy one great memory, inspired by one

le. Prompted, perhaps, by deep loving

reverence for the great memory, stUl more by an expecta-

tion of an almost immediate realisation of the glorious

hope, the several members of the community sold their

psssessions and goods, and parted them to all as every

man had need, and being " of one heart and of one soul,

did not say any of them that ought of the things which

he possessed was his own, but they had all things

common." What conclusions now are we to draw from

this primitive state of things ? Is a society in which

a community of goods exists, placed before Christ's

followers as the pattern to be aimed at as the model

for aU Christian society? This question can best be

answered by shortly considering

—

1. To what extent this community of goods existed

in the Church of Jerusalem.

2. How did this practice arise, and for what length

of time did it probably continue ?

3. Do wo possess any direct or indirect inspired

teaching on the subject of the various relations of

society ?

(1.) Notwithstanding the apparent comprehensive

statement of Acts H. 41, 45, and Acts iv. 32—35, this

community of goods could not have been general, even in

the little Jerusalem congregation, for (a) the stoi-y of the

death of Ananias and Sapphira—an episode in the early

Church which must have happened very soon after the

Pentecost miracle—shows most clearly that this giving

up of possessions into a common stock was no necessai7

condition of Christian membership : no rule of this

nature existed in the early Church ; no such apostolic

injimction was ever hinted at. " WhUst thy possession

remained," said St. Peter to Ananias, " was it not thine

own, and after it was sold was it not in thine own power ?"

Ananias might have retained any part of it he wished,

and stm have remained a member of the Jerusalem

congregation. His sin, for which he was so terribly

punished, consisted in his pretending to give more than

he really had done. (6) Some fourteen years later (Acts

xii. 12) we find Mary, the mother of John Mark,

evidently a person of consideration and authority in the

Chxtxch, possessing a house of her own in the city.

(2.) It was no attempt to engraft ou the new society

any rigid ascetic rule of life, such as was practised by

the Essene sect among the Jews. It was simply a

loving, longing wish to continue with as little diiference

as possible the simple, self-denying, unworldly life

which Jesus led with his disciples while on earth. It

was an earnest striving to carry out to the letter such

commands as we find in St. Luke xii. 33, of which

commands the inspired wisdom of the apostles soon

saw the necessity of teaching au enlarged interpretation.

The community of goods amoim- tin- i;u'ly t 'lu-istians,

exclusively confined to Jerusalini, wa^ iiii imiversal

even there, and with the fall ami (l.-lniitidii of the

city, A.D. 70, if not before, ceased to bo a practice of

any portion of the Christian Church.

(3.) The teaching of the apostles on the subject of

the relations of society allows no possible doubt to be

entertained respecting their \"iew of the ciuestion ; Paul,

the leader of the wide-spread Gentile churches—James,

the guide and teacher of the Christian Jews of Palestine

and the scattered cougi-cgatious of Israel who held

" the faitli " in foreign lauds—speak here with one

voice ; while solemnly urging everywhere, on all orders

and degrees of men, ou Gentile as well as Jew, the

severe high view of life instead of the low and self-

indulgent one ; yet they everywhere acknowledge and

accept these orders and these degrees among men as

the wise ai-rangements of Almighty God. Paul even

declines to interfere \\illi the relation of master and

slave (Ep. to Pliili laim . pn IVrriug to leave the correc-

tion of this tenilili' e\aj;uvnitiuu of class prix ilego to

the inevitable action of the religion of Jesus on the

hearts of men.

Whether Paul addresses one particular church (1 Cor.

xvi. 2 ; 2 Cor. ix. 5—7), or a gi-oup of churches (Gal. ii.

10), or a prominent disciple (1 Tun. vi. 17 ;
Philemon),

his teaching ever proceeds from the assumption that

rich and poor, high-born and low-born, in their several

positions, were reckoned among the congregations who

believed in Jesus. Even the austere and ascetic James,

who certainly witnessed and most probably shared in

the j)rimitive community of goods in the Jerusalem

Church, repeatedly rebukes the rich and powerful, not

for possessing, but for misusing wealth and position

(St. James ii. 1—9 ; iv. 13—17 ; v. 1—5).

It is no baseless theory which sees as the result of

this community of goods, which existed so generally in

the Jerusiilem Church, the extreme distress which, as

early as the year A.D. 43, prevailed among the Jerusalem

Chi'istians. In spite of the most generous exertions of

" the brethren " in Rome, in Greece, in Asia Minor, in

Syi-ia, this deep poverty seems to have continued to the

last (that is, till A.D. 70, when the city was destroyed) m
the Mother Churcli of Christendom. Constant refer-

ence to it occurs in tlio busy life of St. Paul (see Acts •

xi. 29 ; xxiv. 17 ; Gal. ii. 10 ; Rom. xv. 26 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 1

;

2 Cor. viii. 4, 14 ; ix. 1, 12). Nor is it improbable that

the first great missionary leaders—men like Paul, and

Barnabas, and Luke, guided as they were by the Holy
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Qljost—were deten'ed by t'ue spectacle of helpless

poverty presented by the Church of JerusjJem from

sanctioning in other cities an enthusiasm which led men,

through a desire of can-yiug out to the letter the self-

denying commands of their Master, to throw up those

grave and weighty responsibilities which accompany

wealth and position, and thus to reduce themselves to

a state of helpless dependence ; for they saw in such a

community all manly self-reliance, all generous effort

would, on the part of the individual, gi-adually cease to

exist. A deadly torpor, such as seems to have crept

over and paralysed" the Jerusalem Christians, would

1 In the early records of Christianity from the year 30 to the

year 70 we hear little or nothing of the Church of Jerusalem,

it occupied its own peculiar place iu the minds and hearts of

balievers as being the scene of so many of the Master's works

and sufferings. Owing to its memories, during the first years it

remained the metropolis of Christendom, but it exercised no

influence on tlie policy of the rapidly-growmg Church. It was in

centres such as Antiooh, Eplicsns, Corinth, and Eome that mis-

sionary enterprise was organised and Christianity developed, and

in the Churches which grew up iu tliese great cities commiuut!; of

Soocls among the brethi-en was a thing unheard of. (See on this

1
by degi-ees have destroyed the energy of every Church

whose members, by voluntarily renouncing home aad

[

wealth, sought literally to fulfil their Lord's commands

by having all things common.

Each age has witnessed an attempt to revive the

Jerusalem di-eam of a life where should exist no distinc-

tions of "order" and class, and where literally all

things should be possessed in common ; but every such

attempt has failed ; sometimes ending iu wild disorder,

sometimes producing a society whose life and aims

seemed ittterly at variance with the teaching and the

mind of Christ. The estimate of Paul and his brother

Apostles was the true one : they judged rightly when

they declined te interfere with the established order of

things among civihsed peoples, or to recognise in any

1 way a state of society which, however beautifid in theory,

iu practice would effectually bar all progress, and which

I
would ouly result iu confusion and iu misery.

subject generally Dean Church's Uiuuci-stti) Sermons ; Meyer and

Alford, and Dr. Gloag's Commentaries on tJie Jets; and Kenan, Les.

Avilres.)

BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.
THE EPISTLES OF ST. PAUL.

BY THE KEV. P. Q. GBEEN, D.D., PEESIDENT OF EAWDON COLLEGE, LEEDS.

I. PBELIMINAET.

HE Epistles of St. Paul contained iu the

New Testament Canon were all written

n^^J F5^^ during the last fifteen or sixteen years

C>33ferT^u of his life. No literary records remain,

excepting in the narrative of St. Luke, of the former

part of his apostolic career, extending also to about

fifteen years. Paul had reached the age of fifty,

had completed his first great missionary journey, and,

iu the course of his second, had reached the continent

of Europe, when he wrote his earliest extant letters

—

those to the Church iu Thcssalouica.

1. Chronologically, these are probably the first

writings of the New Testament. The vei-y biogi-aphies

of our Lord, in their present form, belong to a later day.

No doubt there wore "memoirs" of Jesus Christ already

current in the churches; yet it is not a little significa,nt

that the earliest mspired books of the new dispensation

should have been ^v^itteu by one who received the truth

from the ascended Saviour, and whose first fellowship

mth Christ was tmdisturbed by the associations of the

earthly life. ' So completely, within twenty years of the

Ascension, had the theology of the Church passed beyond

the knoiving Christ " after the flesh." '

2. The question has been often asked, whotlirr iu

the thirteen or fourteen extant Epistles of St. P;iul \\r

have the whole of his writings. Some have coutrndcHl

that no inspired work could possibly be lost ; but why
not inspired writing as well as inspired speech ? A

thousand discourses, in which Apostles spoke by the

Spirit of God, have passed from memoiy ; why not

apostolic Epistles also ? Is it unsupposable that a letter

written by iusi^iration might be intended to answer a

temporai-y purpose, which being accomplished, the docu-

ment needed no longer to be preserved? The "care

of all the churches" laid upon St. Paul would, even iu

tlioso days, naturally involve a large correspondence.

Wi-itten communication would often be desirable where

perisonal visits were impossible. True, there is little

direct evidence for the existence of such letters, the

utmost research having failed to discover in the early

writers of the Church any epistolary fragments stamped

with the Pauline mark. Yet iu the Apostle's own
writings there are scattered hints and allusions pointing

in this direction; none of them, perhaps, conclusive

taken singly, but concurrently of no small weight.

Thus, in the second of his extant letters, he writes :

-

" The salutation of Paul with mine own hand, which is

the token in every epistle "—a phrase which it seems

more natural to understand of a habit already esta-

blished, than ^ilr.]lly (if a precaution announced for the

futm-o. A-ai;;, ii liis fum-th Epistle,' his detractors are

repivsi'iitiMl as savintr : "His letters are weighty and

jiuworfiil, but his bodily presence is weak," suggesting

that l)y this time his Epistles had become recognised and

t.ip.iiliar. In two or three instances, he speaks of com-

munications which would naturally be made by letter;

once to letters as accrediting messengers from him-
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self.' Once, if not twice, he apparently refers to lettere

now lost." On the whole, we have reason to conclude

that the canonical Epistles are a selection from a wider

correspondence, guided, no doubt, by the Dinne Spirit,

80 that all which was needful might be reserved for the

permanent service of the Churches of Christ.

3. The authenticity of the Pauline Epistles will be

considered, where necessary, in the several Introduc-

tions. It will be sufficient here to say that until modern
times the consens^l.s of the churches on the subject has

been universal,^ excepting with regard to the Epistle

to the Hebrews, the authorship of which has been

variously assigned. The thirteen Epistles arc contained

in the most ancient catalogues,^ are translated in all the

early versions, and are quoted continually by the Fathers

of the Church. It has been reserved for critics of later

generations to attack the credit of these writings, chiefly

on subjective grounds. But even these assailants have

exempted certaiu of the Epistles from their destruc-

tive criticism. Thus Baur, perhaps the ablest and

the boldest, says of the Epistle to the Galatians, the

two Epistles to the Corinthians, and the Epistle to

the Romans, that " there has never been the slightest

suspicion of authenticity cast upon these four Epistles
;

on the contraiy. they bear in themselves so incon-

testably the character of Pauline originality, that it

is not possible for critical doubt to be exercised upon
them with any show of reason." * The remainder he

doubts, excepting the Epistles to Timothy and Titus,

wliich he rejects. In like manner, M. Reiian classifies

the Epistles in five divisions: "(1) Epistles of un-

questioned and unquestionable authenticity ; Galatians.

1 and 2 Corinthians, Romans. (2) Epistles certainly

authentic, though questioned by some : 1 and 2 Thes-

salonians, PhiUppians. (3) Epistles probably authentic,

though strong objections have been advanced against

them : Colossians, Philemon. (4) Doubtful : Ephesians.

(6J Spurious: land 2 Timothy, Titus." » Dr. David-

son, in his later Introduction,' maintains substantially

the same view, though lie decides against the Epistle to

the Ephesians. Tlie objections to the several Epistles

are best met in detail : we, therefore, reserve all exami-

nation of them ; only avowing that the grounds either

of doubt or of rejection appear to us entirely futile, and

that we uiihesitatingly maintain the authenticity of the

whole of the thirteen Epistles ; believing also that the

1 See Col. iv. 10; and especially 1 Cor. xvi. 3, where Dean Alford
gives tlie right translation :

" "Whomsoever ye shall approve, them
will I send with letters to carry your liberality unto Jerusalem."

- See 1 Cor, v. 9, and hereafter in our Introduction to this

Epistle ; also Col. iv. 16, and Introduction to the Epistle to the
Ephesians.

'> Certain early heretical sects rejected some or all of the Epistles,
partly on dogmatic grounds, because the Epistles contradicted
their opinions.

* The "Canon of Muratori'* {middle of tlie second century);
Caius the Presbyter (end of second centiu-y) ; Origen (a.d. 230) ;

Busebius (a.d. 315); Council of Laodicea (a.d. 363). These are
but specimens. For further details see treatises on the Genuineness
and Authenticity of Scripture (Lardner's Tt'ort.t, vol. iv. 100, 182;

Kirchhofer's Qucllnisammlung, p. 171, seq.).

^ Dm- A'iwstel PavJits—" Paul the Apostle,'' vol. i,, p, 256, Eng, Tr.
•* SI, Panl, Introduction, pp. v,, vi.

T httrodvdion io the Study of I1i<- Ncv: Tesiamnit. Longmans, 1868.

Epistle to the Hebrews belongs to the Pauline cycle,

although it probably bears also the impress of another
mind and hand. For the clear and masterly exhibition

of the internal evidence which the history in the "Acts "

and the Epistles afford to each other, turning difficulties

and apparent discrepancies into confii-mations of the

truthfulness of both, nothing has superseded oris likely

to supersede Paley's norcE PcmKnce.

4. The order of the Epistles in the Received Text,

which our own version follows, appears to have been
determined partly by their length and supposed im-

portance, partly by the importance of the places to

which they were addressed. The notes of place ap-

pended in our version to each Epistle are of no authority,

being no part of the original text, although in several

instances they are correct. They were affixed by
Euthalius, Deacon of Alexandria, a.d. 4.58. The un-

critical gfrounds on which they rest may be illustrated by
his specifying Athens as the place whence the Epistles

to the Thessalonians were written, evidently thi-ough a

misunderstanding of 1 Thess. iii. 1.

The following table presents the best-supported

conclusions as to the order, place, and time of the

several Epistles, with references to their position in the

history of the Acts. It will be seen that they fall

into four groups, separated respectively by intervals of

three or four years. The two former groujjs connect

themselves with the main activities of the Apostle's

career ; the two latter, with his Roman imprisonments
and the intervening joiu-ney.

Group I,

—

Second Missionary Jofknet.

Group II.—Third Missionar-

3. 1 Corinthians Ephesns a.d. 57.

4. 2 Corinthians Macedonia ,, 57.

5. Galatians Macedonia, ,, 57.

6. Romans Corinth ,, 5:^.

Group III.—First Eomah I«i

7. Colossians Rome a.d, 62—3. Acts xxviii, 30.

8. Philemon Rome „ 62—3.
9. Ephesians Rome „ 62—3.

10. PhiUppians Rome „ 6.X

Group IV.—Last Journey^ and Final Imprisonment.

11. 1 Timothy Macedonia a.d. 66—7,
12. Titus Macedonia „ 66—7.
13. 2 Timothy Rome „ 68.

U. Hcbren-s DouK/iii (See Special Introduction.)

.5. The method of the Epistles presents some striking

features in common. The salutation at the beginning

and the benediction at the close are in^'ariable. It is

worth noting also that the former is generally two-fold
—" Grace and peace "—the Eastern and the Western

fonn of salutation ;
" Grace " (x^^'s) answering to the

Greek x^ipf. and " Peace " {eiprfv) the equivalent of the

Hebrew diS* {Shalom) ; thus addressing in their own
familiar forms of greeting the Gentile and the Jew

;

while both words convey the higher significance which

For evidence of this journey see Introduction to 1 Timothy.
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the Gospel of Christ has put into them, as the highest

grace and the only peace.'

It evidently -n-asU he haliit (if the Apostle to employ an

amanuensis for his li'll rs; fdi- what reason wo cannot

tell; although it has Ih'cii cnnjcetured with some show

of probability that ho laboured under an affection of

the eyes that made writing painful to him. Thus, when

he himself took the pen in hand, he made an allusion

to the size and character of the wl•itin^. as though there

were something unusual about it: 'iSc in how large

letters I have written unto you mth mine uwii hand." -

Once, at least, the amanuensis himself is seen at work :

'• I, Tertlus, who wrote this epistle, salute you in the

Ljrd."^ Luke, Silas, Timotheus, were no doubt simi-

larly employed by turns, .and so ai-e associated with

Paul himself in greeting to the churches. But the

Epistles were invariably signed by the Apostle as an

authentication.-' Occasionally, in addition to this signa-

ture followed by some tender benediction, he would

thi'ow in a stirring sentence, condensing into one fervent

utterance the whole energy of his soul. " The saluta-

tion of me, Paiil, with mine own hand. If any man
loveth not the Lord, let him be Anathema [adding then

in Hebrew] The Loed cometh." ^ Or, passing down

from this fervid exaltation to a note of deepest pathos,

we have the appeal of Paul the prisoner :
" The saluta-

tion by the hand of mo Paul :—Remember my bonds."

It may be added as another point of striking similarity

between the Epistles to the churches, that with one ex-

ception,* they all begin with congi-atulation and praise.

Thus, the faith of the Romans " is published throughout

all the world; " the Corinthians "come not behind in

any gift
; " the Colossians and Ephesians are full of

" faith in Christ Jesus and love to all the saints;" of

the Thessalonians the " faith increaseth exceedingly, and

the love of every one toward the other aboundeth.""

This tone is so much the nioi-e remarkable, since in some

cases, as in the Epistles to the Corinthians, it has imme-

diately to be followed by that of i-emonstrance, even of

sharp reproof. With the most refined courtesy the

Apostle wiU single out, even in the erring, all com-

mendable features of character, and will not blame

imtU he has first dwelt on what is worthy to be praised.

6. In the interpretation of the apostolic writings,

the great thing to be remembered is that they ai-e

letters—not essays, treatises, or discourses. They are

prompted by the circumstances of the hour, answer

special questions, are adapted to particular needs ; while

a personal element, both in regard to the wi-iter and the

readers, is most winningly intermingled. On the one

hand, this no doubt increases the interpreter's difficulty.

1 To Timothy (1 :iud 2 Epp.) the

peace ;
" in the Epistle to the Hebre

(See Special Introduction,)
^ Gal. Ti. 11. The precise meaning of the words will be here-

after discussed ; the only point to be noted now is that Paul
evidently refers to the handn-riting (not as in the English version,
" how large a letter ").

3 Eom. xvi. 22.

* 2 Thess. jii. 17.

5 1 Cor. xvi. 23.

Eph. i. 15 ; Col. i. 4 ; 2 Thess. i. 3, &cEom. i. 8; 1 Cor.

as a letter can be but imperfectly understood witliout a

knowledge of the occasion that called it forth, aud of

the writer's design and mood. But, on the other hand,

the same fact immeasurably increases the living power

of the Epistles. Great principles are ever best set

forth in individual illustrations ; the unconscious auto-

biographical revelations made in the letters of a great

and ti-ne man unveU, more than aught beside, the secrets

of human motive and will, affection, weakness, and

strength; no theological discussion concerning the prin-

ciples of the Chi-istiau life could be haK so effectual as

the self-delineation of one who could say, " To me to

five is Christ." The occasional obscurities, therefore,

arising from the very conditions of epistolary writing,

are far more than compensated by the vitality and

interest of these unique compositions. It is true that

they have to do for the most part with special cases,

but these are in all instances referred to the highest and

broadest principles ; and there is, perhaps, no question

in Christian casuistiy on which some light may not be

gained from the utterances of St. Paul. It is only

necessary that the reader should strive, as far as pos-

sible, to pLace himself in the position of those who first

received the letter. From what it said to them, we shall

best learn what it has to say to us. The attempt wiU

often be found by no means easy. It requires a strong

mental effort to place ourselves in the position of a

Pharisee, compelled by irresistible evidence to own the

Messiahship of Jesus, yet assured by the same authority

that the religious supremacy of Israel had for ever

passed away ; or of a learned Greek, taught that the

secret of heavenly wisdom had been disclosed to the

world through the despised Jewish race, and by One

who had died the death of a slave. The Apostle has to

speak to both chisses in their own language, to employ

allusions with which they were familiar, and to lead

them from their own recognised principles of belief,

up to the higher truth. It is among the greatest tasks

of the expositor so to reproduce ancient forms of life

and thought that the hearer or reader may become

for the time, in listening to*the Apostle's words, as a

Hebrew sojourner in Rome, or an inquiring Gentile

at Colossae.

7. The style of the Apostle Paul is the reflex of his

character. Tlie intellectual and the emotional were

combined in him to a degree perhaps unequalled among

men. The intensest fervour aud tlic most sober calcu-

lation went together, and were united in one aim and

end. " The love of Christ constraineth us ; because

wo thus judge." ^ He reasons, but his arguments are

" wrought in fii-e." ' He can be the most sententious

of writers, condensing lessons of heavenly wisdom into

aphorisms for all time ; while, again, his affluent nature

pours forth long rolling paragraphs, parenthesis within

parenthesis, charged in every clause with power, so that,

as a gi-eat Latin Father writes :
" Whensoever I read

Paul, methuiks I hear not words but peals of thunder.

6 2 Cor. V. U.
9 " Argument may be worked in fire as well as in frost." (Foster,

Essay on Hall as a Preacher.X
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.' . . Whithersoever you look tliey are thunderbolts."'

By turns he is vehement, strong, and tender ; he glows

with manly indignation, launches sarcasms terriiio in

their sudden power, yet as suddenly melts into tears.

He speaks often in bold and startling metaphor ; the

figure of the Cha-istian life as a death and resurrection

especially pervades his writings. - His very words are

ofttimes instinct with the same vividness and energy.

He abounds in characteristic phrases :
" What shall we

say then ?"" I would not have you to bo ignorant;"

" Do you not know ? " " God forbid !
"^ He is fond of

antithesis, of climax, even of paronomasia. He con-

tinually argues a fortiori. " The frequently recurring

'not only so, but much more' is Hke the swelling of

successive waves." * Nor does he hesitate to coin new
combinations of words, many of which are found only

in his writings. Especially does he employ compounds

of iire'p

—

over or above. His phrase KaO' v-wep^oXiiv eh

{nrfp0o\iiy, ^ " far more exceedingly," shows the intensity

and elevation of his thought in the contemplation of

eternal realities. He has em-iched Christian termino-

logy by many words either absolutely new, or with a

new meaning enstamped upon them. The Pauline use

of terms ]ike justification, adoption, reconciliation, the

old and neiu man ; the contrast between law imd faith,

latv and grace, letter and spirit, flesh and spirit, with

many similar turns of phrase, expressively mark the

great transition period from the old to the new, from

the shadowy promises of the covenant made with Israel

to the full revelation of a world-wide Gospel.

8. It has been well said that " Judaism was the

cradle of Christianity, and Judaism veiy nearly became

its grave. . . . Prom this peril one man saved

Christianity, and this at a time when the words and

acts of Christ had been recorded in no written Gospel.

The career of no man has ever xn-odueed such lasting

effects in the world's history as that of St. Paul."'' It

must, however, not be forgotten—for it is the key to

mu'?h in the Apostle's character and wi-itiugs—that he

Jeromej Apologia. " Quern quotiescunque lego, videor milii

Quocunque respexerisverba audire sed touitrua

fulmiua Runt.
- See 2 Cor. T. 15 (not "they were all dead," bat " tbey all

died"— i.e., in the death of Christ); Bom. vi. 2—! ; Gal. ii. 20;
Eph. ii. 1, 5; Col. iii. 1—3, io,

3 It would be b:irl 1- I ,' 1 : : ^ ;;i:\- .:. r;f f .) I':.' Apostle's
^lij -fivono. "Assur '

'
1 ; not be,"

"Jfever!"are all i .

i :,
; Tii.7,

13; iX.14; Xi. 1,11; I
( ,.|-. .,, 1-. (I, ..I, ;,, 17 1,1 Jl«.

« Tholuck, Life and uhanicU-r of at. J'aul. Ku-. Trau!
CMmt), p. 31.

5 2 Cor. iv. 17.

« Paul of Tarsus. By a Graduate. Maomilbu, 1S72.

(BiWical

was, in intellectual habit, as weU as in nationality and
training, a true son of Israel. It was because he so

profoundly understood the Law that he became chief

teacher of the Gospel. His choicest lore was that of

the Old Testament, which he quotes incessantly ; his

logic was acquired, not in the school of Aristotle, but

in the school of HUlel ; and the philosophers of Athens,

when he stood among them, recognised in his manner of

speech nothing kindi-ed with their own.? Too much,
perhaps, has been made of the Apostle's Hellenic

training. His casual quotations from Greek poets

»

scarcely prove an extended acquaintance with Greek
literature, of famiharity with which there are no other

signs. His style, like his thought, is essentially Hebraic,

with only the Hellenistic form and tone common to the

Jews of " the Dispersion." His Bible seems to be by
turns the Hebrew original and the Septnagint, as may
best suit his argument or occm- to his remembrance.

The Gentile world had done for him little besides giving

him a birthplace, with a heritage of political freedom

that often assured him protection in his travels through

the far-reaching Roman Empire. Even his noble uni-

versality was the result rather of deep insight into law

and prophecy, than of .sympathies awakened amid the

early associations of his homo at Tarsus. We are too apt

to attribute to the Apostle the thoughts and emotions

with which educated moderns might pass through

classic scenes. It may indeed be too much to say,

on the contrary, that " in the vicinity of Salamis and
Marathon, he would prcliaMy read tlie past no more
than a Brahmin would in f ivivi'lliiig: mn- Edge Hill or

Marston Moor;"' but wi^ iii.iy at Ii.';is( be sure that his

prevaOing mood, even aiiiidsl (lie proudest memorials

of heathendom, wmilil 1»' I lie " stirring of spirit" with

which he would bi'linhl (lir tukeus of a foul idolatry.

To him, the hehned \-irgin goddess of the Parthenon

would be only the symbol of a " demon " '" who had
perverted the minds of men by false reasonings to a

vain philosophy. The beauty and greatness of " the

world " were nothing to him, iu comparison with its

deep moral degradation. To him there was no loveli-

ness but in the Truth, no power but in the Cross of

Christ.

7 Acts xvii. 18, 19. The words express not only contempt, but
absolute bewilderment.

3 Acts xvii. 28, from Aratus, a native of Tarsus, B.C. 270 (or

Cleanthes of Troas, b.c. 300) ; 1 Cor. xv. 33, from Jlenander, Athe-

nian comic poet, B.C. 320; Titus i. 12, from Epimenides of Crete,
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CHAPTER XL

to Jerus

THE LAST ASMONEANS.^THE VICTORIES OF
POMPEIUS.

\HE widow of Jannseus, a womau of acute-

iiess and determination, carried out his

liist instructions in all their integrity.

Proceeding with his body from Ragaba
11, she convened the most eminent of the

Pharisees, and entrusted to them the entire manage-

ment of affairs. Upon this their whole demeanour was
changed. They decreed their late foe a magnificent

burial, and pronounced on him an elaborate funeral

panegyi'ic. The queen Alexandra had two sons,

Hyi-canus and Aristobulus. The former, au indolent

and weak-minded man, was made high priest,' the

latter remained in private life.

Thus she reigned for nine years, B.C. 79—70, with

considerable prosperity, maintaining the conquests won
by Jannseus, and establishing friendly relations with

neighbouiing princes. But the turbulence of the

Pharisaic faction caused her no little trouble and

anxiety. N"ot only did they insist on recalling those

of their partisans who had been banished during the

Last reign, but they carried on a sy.stematic persecution

of the adherents of Jannseus. These in their turn

gathered round Aristobulus, a man of ardent and im-

petuous temper, who chafed at the private station in

which he had been left, and was anxiously seeking an

opportunity of usurping the kingdom.

He was not left long to lament his degradation. Im-

portuned to relax tho rigour of the persecution directed

against them, the queen at length consented to allow

the leaders of the Sadducaic party to occupy the frontier

fortresses of the kingdom, and thus they commanded
the castles of Hyrcania, Alexandrium, and Machserus,

indeed all the chief forts except Jerusalem.

Aristobulus himself, returning from an expedition

against Damascus, took up his abode iu the capital.

Hence, when his mother fell ill, he hiu'ried to the

fortress of Gabatba,^ iu Galilee, south of Nazareth,

.and ha\-ing won over all the castles of the north, found
himself at the queen's death in command of a large

army ready to do his will. As soon as the queen ex-

pired, the Pharisees placed Hyrcanus II. on tlie throne.

Tills was regarded by Aristobulus as the signal for

active measures, and he marched towards Jerusalem

at the Lead of his adherents, while his brother took

refuge iu the fortifications of the Temple. After a

while provisions failed Hyrcanus, and he was compelled

to yield to his more energetic and determined rival,

and to retire into private life, after a brief reign of

three mouths.-'

' J03. B. J. i. 5, § I.

- See Ewaia, v. 394. .

3 Jos. Ant. XV. G, §4; xx. 10, § 4.

But now appeared upon the scene a very different

actor, who was fated to prove a far more formidable

enemy to tho Asmonean dynasty, and whose house for

upwards of a century moulded the destinies of the

Jewish kingdom. During the reign of Alexander

Jannseus, an Idumean named Antipater had been ap-

pointed governor of that country. His son, who was
called by the same name, had becu brought up at the

court of the Asmonean prince and of his wife Alex-

andra. A man of great courage, acti^dty, and per.sua-

siveness, he had acquired a complete mastery over the

feeble Hyrcanus, and repeatedly urged him to attempt

tho recoveiy of his throne. At length he represented to

him that his ]*" was in danger, and induced him to flee

by night from Jerusalem to the Arabian king Aretas,

at Petra,'' whom he induced to espouse his cause.

Aretas marched into Judeea iil rl-' head of fifty thou-

sand men, and defeating Aristobulus in battle, forced

him to take refuge iu the Temple fortress at Jerusalem.

The capital was now besieged by a mingled force of

Arabs and Jews, and such was the fury of the rivals

for supreme power that the besiegers would not allow

the besieged to have the sacrificial victims for the Feast

of the Passover, which even heathen generals had been

wont to concede.

At this time, B.C. 6.5, the gi-eat Republic of the West
was busily engaged in those wars which ultimately laid

the old Asiatic monarchies prostrate at her feet. Pom-
peius was carrying on his campaign against Mith-

ridates and Tigranes, and his general Scaurus occupied

Damascus, which had just been taken by LoUius and
Metellus.'i

News of the presence of a Roman force in Damascus
reached the contending brothers at Jerusalem, and
emissaries from both soon appeared in the Syrian

capital to gain the support of this ^-ictorious i^ower.

Scaurus decided to espouse the cause of Aristobulus,

and forced Hyrcanus and Antipater to raise the siege.

Thereupon the Ai-abian army rductautly withdi-ew, and

Aristobulus sallying forth attacked and defeated them

with considerable loss.

But in the following year, B.C. 64, Pompeius himself

arrived at Damascus, and both the brothers appeared

before him in person to plead their cause. The Roman
conqueror listened mth attention to the arguments of

each, and then declared his resolve to settle tho matter

at Jerusalem itself. Forecasting a decision adverse to

his own interests, Aristobulus retired from Damascus

and shut himself up in the fortress of Alexandrium,

north-west of Jerusalem.'' Pompeius advanced against

him through Persea and Scythopolis, forced him to sur-

render the fortress, and then pursued him through

Jericho to Jerusalem.

4 Jos. Ant. iriT. 1, §§ 3, 4 ; B. J. i. 6, g 2.

5 Jos. Ant. xiT. 2, § 3
i
B. J. i. 6, § 3.

6 J03. Ant. liT. 3, §S 3, 4; B. J. i. (J, § 5.
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Thus for the first time, B.C. 03, the capital of Judiea

was confronted with the crushing power of Rome, and

beheld the terrible Roman legions gathered before its

gates. Despairing of offering any effectual resistance,

ovTing to the di^dded state of the city, Aristobulus met

Pompeius and offered him a large sum of money and

the surrender of the capital. Thereupon Gabinius was

sent forward to take possession, but he found the gates

closed against him, and the walls manned. Angry at

this seeming treachery, Pompeius threw the king into

chains, and about midsummer marched towards Jeru-

salem.' Hyrcanus was in possession of the city, and

received the invader with, open arms. The party of

Aristobulus, which included the priests, retii-ed to the

Temple fortress, cut off the bridges and causeways con-

necting it with the town on the west and north, and reso-

lutely refused to sui-render. On this Pompeius sent to

Tyre for his military engines, and when the banks were

sufficiently raised, threw stones over the wall into the

crowded courts of the Temple. But the walls were

thronged with slingers, and the progress of the Romans
was seriously impeded. For three months the siege

was protracted. At length the Romans observed that

the besieged did nothing more than defend themselves

on the Sabbath-day, and they availed themselves of this

opportunity of drawing their engines nearer the waU,

and filling up the trenches.^ At_ the end of three

months the largest of the towers was thrown down by one

of the battering engines, and Cornelius Paustus, a sou

of Sylla, mounted the breach, and the city was won.'

During the assault the priests, remained calm and un-

moved at the altars, pouring out their diink-offerings and
burning their incense, till they were themselves stricken

down. The loss of life in consequence of the fm-y of

the victors was very great, but "the conduct of the

Roman general excited at once the horror and the admi-

ration of the Jews." ^ He entered the Temple, and ex-

plored the total darkness of the Holy of Holies, finding

to his utter amazement neither statues, nor symbols,

nor any representation of any deity.^ He surveyed

with curiosity the sacred vessels of vast value, the

golden altar of incense, the golden candlesticks, the

store of precious frankincense, and the treasure of

2,000 talents. But he carried none of them away,''

and ordered the sacred enclosure to be cleansed and
purified from the bodies of the slain, and the daily

worship to be renewed. He then designated Hyrcanus
high priest and cthnarch or prince of the nation, but

without the title of king; and haWng demolished the

walls of the city, and confined the limits of his authority

' Jos. Ant. z\v. ; B. J. i. 7, § 2 ; Milmau's Historj of the Jews, ii.

46 ; Ewald, V. 4-00.

- Jos. Aiit. xiv. 4, § 3.

3 " Cn. Pompeius JutlEeos subegifc ; fanum eorum in Hieroselyma,
inviolfltum ad id tempus capit." (Livy, Epit. cii.)

•• Milmau, ii. 47.

' This is the oue fact regarding the Temple which the historian
thought worthy of preservation. " Nulla intus deum effigie vacuam
sedem et iuania arcana'* (Tacitus, irt.s(,. v. 9).

^ This is commended by Cicero, Pro Flacco, xsviii., as an in-

stance of extraordinary magnanimity.

to the province of Judaea," set out for Rome, taking

with him the captive prince Ai'istobulus, his two sons,

Alexander and Antigonus, and his two dauo;hters, to

grace the triumph which he celebrated for his Asiatic

victories, B.C. 61.

CHAPTER XII.

ANTIPATEK THE ID¥M^AN.

By the disasters which thus befell the Asmonoau house,

one person was no inconsiderable gainer. This was the

Idumaean Antipater, who managed to ingratiate himself

stUl more with the Romans, during the campaign of

Scaurus against Petra and its Arabian king Aretas, and

laid the foundations of the future ascendancy of his

family in Jewish affairs.

The active support of the conquerors of the West was

sooner needed than perhaps he expected. On the way
to Rome,^ Alexander, the eldest son of the caijtive king,

managed to escape, and returning to Judaea, rallied

round him the partisans of his father, and seized the

strongholds of Alexandreum, Hyrcania, and Machserus.

Alarmed at the pi-ogress of the invader, Antipater

and Hyi'canus called in the aid of the Romans; and

Gabinius, who had been appointed prefect of Syria,

B.C. 57, advanced against him with a large army, and

having shut him up in the fortress of Alexandreum,

forced him to surrender at discretion.

The pro-consul of Syria now proceeded to re-organise

the government of the country on a different plan. His

purely spiritual office as high priest was alone reserved

to Hyrcanus, while the real power was placed in the

hands of the aristocracy, and five independent Sanhedrim

were established, at Jerusalem, Jericho, Gadara, Ama-

thus, and Sepphoris, while no one could carry his cause

from either of the other four courts to the capital.'

Soon afterwards Aristobulus himself escaped from

Rome, with his other son Antigonus.'" But ho was

soon obliged to surrender to Gabinius, and. was sent

back in bonds to Rome. The prefect of Syria now pro-

ceeded with Marcus Antonius, his master of the horse,

to Egypt, to place Ptolemy Aiiletes on the throne of

that country." Antipater did not fail to improve the

opportimity, and by sending supplies of provisions to

" The Maccabeean conquests were thus lost at one blow. Many
of the northern districts, especially Galilee, were placed under the

Koman governor of Syria. Samaria became once more free, and

began to recover from its recent disasters. (Jos. Ant. xiii. 10, § Sj

XV. 4; Ewald, T. 401.)

8 Ewald notices tliat the brilliant triumph of Pompeius afforded

the Romans for the first time a nearer view of the wealth of Judffla;

while the Jewish captives, who, as at Nineveh in the Assyrian

age, were led in the procession, and were afterwards obliged, even

when set at liberty, to remain in Rome, formed the basis of that

considerable Judrean community which w.as speedily destined to

acquire so much significance, even for the Roman Empire itself.

The Roman poets and orators, Horace and others, were soon full of

Judsean topics, which were thus brought close within their notice.

(Hi'stovi, 0/ Israel, v. 402.)
!> Jos. Ant. xiv. 5, §§ 2—4 ; B. J. i. 8, § 5.

10 <i -yve uiay be tempted to suspect conniv.mce on the part of the

Eoman government, which could aflord to buy an excuse for armed

interference as the price of a revolt in Palestine." (Merivale's

Komnvs mder the Empire, iii. 375.)

n Jos. ^if. xiv. 6, § 2 ; B.J. i. 8, § 7.
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the Bomau generals, and securing for them the aid of

tlie Jews of Egypt, ingratiated himself still more with

the representatives of the great Power of the West.

In the year B.C. 54, Gabinius was recalled to Rome,

and Marcus Crassus succeeded to the prefecture of

Syi-ia. Bent on undertaking Ms disastrous expedition

to Parthia, the new prefect visited Jerusalem on his

way, and plundered it not only of the money wliich

Pompeins had spared, but also of the vast treasure

accumiilated during a hundred years from well-nigh

every quarter of the world, and amounting to 10,000

talents, or about £2,000,000 sterling. His rapacity was

aggravated by the fact that he had first received a huge

ingot of gold, weighing nearly a thousand pounds, which

the priest in charge of the treasure had given him, on

the express condition that everything else should be

spared.'

It has been observed that misfortune seemed to foUow
in the footsteps of every Roman general that inter-

fered in the affairs of Judaea. Gabinius on his recall

from Syria was sent into ignominious exile. Crassus

perished at the disastrous battle of Carrhee, B.C. 53.

The fatal issue of the battle of Pharsalia, B.C. 48,

drove Pompeius to the shores of Egypt, there to perish

by the hand of an assassin.

A new actor now appeared upon the stage. Julius

Caesar, having triumphed at Pharsalia, pur.sued his

rival to Egypt, and a few days after his death arrived

at Alexandria. According to his practice of revoking

the decrees of Pompeius in Asia, he had already released

Aristobulus, and intended to send him with two legions

to overcome Syria. But the partisans of Pompeius

managed to poison him on the way, and Scipio, who
held the command in Syria, publicly executed his son

Alexander at Antioch.

Thus the supremacy in Judaea was left in the hands

of Hyrcamus, or rather of his minister Antipater. This

.7,§1 ,§9.

revolution of affairs might have been a death-blow to

the wily Idumaean. But he was equal to the emergency.

With prudent alacrity he at once changed his tactics,

and did everything in his power for the cause of Csesar.

He hastened to his aid in the Egyptian war with a
picked body of troops ; induced the Jews in Egypt to

side with the new ruler of the Republic ; and received

woimds in weU-nigh every part of his body, while fight-

ing in his behalf.-

Having concluded the Egyptian war, B.C. 47, Caesar

was not slow to declare his gratitude for such signal

services. He bestowed upon him the privilege of

Roman citizenship, and confii-med Hyicanus in the high-

priesthood. In vain Antigonus, the surviving son of

Aristobulus, implored the conqueror of Pompeius to-

reverse his policy, and accused Antipater of cruelty

and oppression. Csesar dismissed his petition, and
appointed his rival procurator of Judaea, with power

to restore the ruined fortifications of Jerusalem.^ Thus
while the titular power belonged to Hyrcanus, the real

supremacy was in the hands of the crafty Idumasan, and
he availed himself of the friendship of the great Roman
to obtain for the Jews many advantages. Successive

deci-ees released the Holy Land from all military

burdens ; restored Galilee, Lydda, and other places to

JudEBa; obtained for the Jews throughout the whole

Roman dominions permission to live according to their

own special laws ; exempted them from military service,

and secured to them other similar privUeges.^

By concessions such as these Antipater established

the tranquillity of the country, and being in fact king,

acted with hardly a pretence of regard towards his

titular sovereign. Ho appointed his eldest son Phasael

governor of Judasa, and conferred the tetrarchy of

Galilee on his younger son Herod."

2 Jos. Ant. xiv. 8, g 1

;

3 Jos. B. J. i. 10, §g 2,

s Jos. Anl. xiv. 10, §§ ]

^ Joa. Ant. xiv. 9. g 2

;

§5.

BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.
THE PROPHETS:—HOSEA.

BT THE VEET REV. K. PAYNE SI

lOM very early times the wi-itings of the

twelve minor prophets have been arranged

in one book. St. Augustine even tells us

that this was the work of Nehemiah, by
whoso care the "Prophets," including both what we
call the historical books of the Old Testament, and also

the prophetic writings themselves, were formed into

one volume as a companion to, and authoritative exposi-

tion of, the Pentateuch. For in the Jewish synagogues
it was usual to read first a section of the Pentateuch,

and then a section of the Prophets, both being divided

into portions of a proper length for this pui-pose, and
much care taken in making the passage from the latter

TH, D.D., DEAN OP CANTEEBUET.

explain and elucidate that taken from the Law. I

need scarcely say that it was not left to the reader to

choose the passage from the Prophets, but the arrange-

ment was the authoritative work of the Great Syna-

gogue.

Now it is well-nigh certain that this arrangement

of the twelve prophets had reference simply to their

length. In times when the parchment on which a book

was wi-itten cost more than the copying itself, many
expedients were used for lessening the expense. Aad
thus, as the writings of the twelve combined do not

form a volume so large as Isaiah's one book, they were

all united together ; and the Rabbins even speak of



tho later prophets as four in number, meaning thereby

Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the Twelve, Daniel being

arranged by them among the "Sacred Writings." Now
this had no evil effects at the time. Each volume was a

distinct and separate work, and the Bible was a library,

bibliotheca, and not a single book. But now that it is

all printed in one volume, tho minor prophets are often

treated as if by minor was meant that they were of less

importance, wliereas it really means that their writings

are of smaller bulk.

We scarcely realise that five of these prophets were

the predecessors of Isaiah, and that they lead up to

him in a very remarkable way. We note, but perhaps

only to wonder at, the fact that they are more frequently

quoted by the Apostles in the Acts, when speaking to

the Jews, than the greater prophets. Tho text of the

first Christian sermon is taken by St. Peter from Joel

(chap. ii. 17—21) ; St. Stephen gives emphasis to his

argument by a quotation from Amos (chap. vii. 42, 43)

;

and by a quotation from the same prophet St. James
decides the question discussed at the first Christian

council (chap. xv. 16, 17). So, too, if wo look at the

doctrines first revealed by their instrumentality, we
shall find that they hold a very foremost placo in our

belief. It is Joel who teaches us the momentous facts

of a future resurrection and a general judgment, and

of that outpouring of the Spirit upon aU flesh, without

which these doctrines would be a terror to us. It is

Micah who reveals to men the place of our Lord's birth,

Zechariali his crucifixion, Jonah his resurrection, though

veiled beneath a sign. And as they were the earlie.st

of the prophets who left written memorials of their

work, so were they the last. The-Old Testament closes

with the trumpet-sounds of Malachi, telling us of tho

near approach of the Forerunner, of the separation of

the Jewish nation into those who accepted Christ and

those who rejected Him, and of the coming of days

when, from the rising of the sun even unto the going

down of the same, no victim should bleed upon an altar,

but the meat-offering, the type of Christian worship,

be offered everywhere unto Jehovah's name.

At the head of this goodly twelve stands Hosea, not

because he was foremost in order of time, but because

his writings are the longest of those who lived in the

Assyrian period. Really the twelve prophets are

arranged in three series—^those of the Assyi-ian period,

Hos'?a to Nahum, first; those of the Chaldsean age,

Habakkuk and Zephaniah, next; and those who lived

after the exile last. The chronological order of the

first series is probably Jonah, Obadiah, Joel, Hosea,
Amos, Nahum. Of all these, however, it was Hosea
who held the prophetic office for the longest time,

and this may probably have also had its weight in

causing him to be placed at tho head, especially as the

title runs parallel with that of Isaiah, the foremost of

tho greater propliets. As regards the rest, Dolitzsch

has shown with much beauty that they are arranged

with a view to the grouping of the ideas which they

present in common. " Because Hosea, at the end of

his prophetic AVi'itings (chap, xiv.), foretold to penitent
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Israel, watered with the dew of Divine grace, a rich

harvest of com, and a fresh verdure and blossoming
hke the rose, the olive, and the vine ; while Joel begins
his prophetic writings (chap, i.) at a time when harvest

and vintage had failed, and therefore calls tlio people
to repentance—on this account the collector has joined
the two prophets together. With fine taste, again, he
has made Amos follow Joel, because Amos begins his

predictions with the striking words found near the end
of the writings of Joel (chap. iii. 16), The Lord shall

roar out of Zion, and utter his voice from Jerusalem.'

Upon Amos foUow Obadiah, because his whole pro-

phecy seems, as it were, an unfolding of the remarkable
prediction of Amos (chap. ix. 12), ' that they may possess

the remnant of Edom.' But why does Jonah come
after Obadiah ? Because Obadiah says, ' We have
heard a rumour from Jehovah, and an ambassador is

sent among the heathen' (Obad. 1), and such an
ambassador Jonah seemed to be. Next in this group
conies Nahum, not merely because he belongs to the

Assyrian period, but because he has a common interest

with Jonali and Micah in that celebrated utterance of

the law (Exod. xxxiv. 6, 7), that God is mercifid and
gracious, loug-snfferiug and abundant in goodness and
truth." (Comp. Jonah iv. 2 ; Micah vii. 18 ; Nahum i. 3

;

and Kcil's Litroduction, i. 865.)

Of the person of the prophet we know nothing more
than that he was the son of Beeri, of the tribe of

Ephraim. Thus, he is one of the two—Jonah being the

other—who alone of all the prophets certainly belonged

to the ten tribes. Yet these tribes had produced Elijah

and Elisha, and under tho latter the schools of the pro-

phets had floui'ished to an unprecedented extent. With
Jonah written px'ophecy had also its first commence-

ment in tho northern kingdom, but it was in Judah that

it attained to its full majesty and strength.

Hosea could not have been long subsequent to Jonah,

for both flourished in the palmy days of Jeroboam II.,

Israel's last great king, who reigned forty and one

years, and by whose hand God saved the people, as

Jonah had foretold in a prophecy no longer extant,

but referred to in 2 Kings xiv. 25. Jehu's had been a

warhke line, and Jehoash, Jeroboam's father, the con-

queror of Jerusalem (2 Kings xiv. 13), had probably

laid the foundation of Jeroboam's conquests, which ex-

tended fi'om Hamath, on the northern border of Syna,

to the Dead Sea. This period of empire, under the

strong hand of a powerful sovereign, was Israel's final

opportunity for a national repentance. ,And before it

passed away God sent the people a prophet, powerful

in deed and word, to press upon them this their last

hope. They refused ; and Hosea lived to see Samaria's

faO. In the fourth year of Hezekiah, B.C. 721, Shal-

maneser, king of Assyria, took Samaria, and carried

the ten tribes away captive, and placed them in scattered

colonies throughout his vast realm.

It was probably, however, only towards the close of

Jeroboam's reign that Hosea entered upon his office

;

for we read that he prophesied also during the reigns

of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah, kings of
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Judah, tlie Scriptures not deigning to count by the

reigns of Zecliariah the degenerate son of Jeroboam, nor

of the military adventurers who succeeded him. Now,
as Uzziah liyed twenty-sis years after the death of

Jeroboam, and Jotham and Ahaz reigned each sixteen

years, we have already a total of fifty-eight years, to

pvhieh if we add only four years of Hezekiah's reign,

to bring the prophet's life down to the year of the

capture of Samaria, there is a sum of sixty-two years as

the duration of Hosea's ministry, without allowing any-

thing for the time during which he prophesied under

Jeroboam. But as prophets were called at a very

early age to their office, there is no difficulty in this

respect. For we may well suppose that Hosea was,

as it were, in training during the jirosperous years of

Jeroboam, that so he might be ready to speak with

a.uthority and power during the evil days of men so

worthless as Zachariah and his successors. So, during

the days of Uzziah and Jotham Isaiah was in training

for the grand outpourings of prophetic might in the

reigns of Ahaz and Hezekiah.

We must not expect in the Book of Hosea a regular

record of this long period of prophetic activity. We
may conclude that he was as constant and earnest in

his exhortations as Jeremiah dui'iug the corresponding

period of Jerusalem's history ; but the chief part of

his exhortations would belong to that generation only,

while what is written was for the edification of the

faithful throughout all time. But it is remarkable that

the book does cover the whole of the sixty-two years

and more, which we have seen was the duration of

Hosea's ministry. In chap. i. 4 he foretells the speedy

ruin of Jehu's race. Now, of all the kings of Israel

aft«r Jeroboam, Jehu was the only one who had a

right to the throne. All the rest were successful

soldiers ; but Jehu was called by God's prophet. Yet
he almost immediately proved unworthy of the trust,

and while he extirpated with unrelenting cruelty the

faiuily of Ahab and the worshippers of Baal as being

certain enemies to his own dynasty, he regarded with

indifference the worship of the golden calves. But this

cruelty was looked upon by God with abhon-ence, and
Hosea predicts that "yet a little while, and Jehovah
will avenge the blood of Jezreel upon the house of

Jehu, and wUl cause to cease the kingdom of the house

of Israel." Now Jeroboam's death was followed by an
anarchy of eleven years, and then his son Zachariah

reigned for six months ; at the end of which time he

was murdered by ShaUum. Hosea thus began to pro-

phesy before the limited reward given to Jehu for

partial serWces was completed ; at the end of chap. xiii.

Samaria's fall is close at hand. The Assp'ian armies

are closing upon her, and the horrible cruelties which
those inhuman conquerors used to inflict upon the cities

which fell into their hands are clearly set forth.

It is plain that this prediction of Samari;i's fate was
written in Hoshea's reign, because in an earlier chapter

(X.. 14) the prophet gives us some particulars of the

fir.st invasion of Shalmaneser, referred to in 2 Kings
xvii 3. We gather from the prophet's words that a

battle was fought at Beth-arbel, a place apparently

situated in the valley of Jezreel, that Hoshea was de-

feated, and that the hapless people had a foretaste of

Assyi'ian cruelty ; for " the mother was dashed to pieces

upon her children." Probably, then, later in his reign,

when the ill-adWsed king was conspiring with So, king

of Egypt, for a combined resistance to the Assyrian

supremacy, or even when the armies of Assyria were

gathering round the doomed city, the prophet, convinced

that Israel's sin must also be her ruin, wrote the words

that told of Samaria's coming desolation, and that her

citizens would suffer barbarities as great as had befallen

the inhabitants of the fort of Beth-arbel. Short, then,

as are the literary remains of Hosea, they begin with

the dynasty of Jehu on the throne, and close with

Hoshea, the fourth of the usurpers who seized upon
Zachariah's sceptre, at a time when that sceptre was

dropping from his hand.

What, then, is the exact nature of the Book of Hosea ?

Is it a collection of fragments, embodying the salient

portions of his teaching during his long ministry, or is

it an organic whole ? We answer, the latter. It is a

poem written at one time, and that near the close of

Hosea's life, not formed of scraps of numerous dis-

courses, but composed upon a settled plan, and arranged

in clearly-defined and distinct strophes. It begins

with the reign of Jeroboam II., because Israel's defec-

tion from Jehovah was then complete; and first it

clearly sets forth the nation's sin, and then bewails the

impending retribution.

It is divided, therefore, into two sections, of which

the first, consisting of three chapters ia prose, describes

Israel as guilty of national apostacy. And this apostacy

is represented as accomplished while the dynasty of Jehu
was still sitting upon the throne. But this representation

is made in a highly symbolical form. Hosea is looking

back upon his youthfid work from a distance of half a

century, and he describes himself as commanded to

marry a wife who had again and again been guilty of

unchastity, and children who had inherited her shame.

He takes Gomer, the daughter of Diblaim, the first

name signifying completeness, or utierness, the second

a double himp of figs, an ordinary figure among the

Jews for sweetness ; the two thus hinting at the utter-

uess of the ruin, it may be, or of the apostacy from

God, caused by indulging in the sweetness of sin. And
by her he has a son, to whom is given the name of

Jezreel, God's scattering, because God would avenge

on Jehu's line the ruthless cruelty by which he had

secured to himself the cro\vn.

And nest a daughter is born, Lo-riihamah, nnpitied

(comp. Rom. is. 25 ; 1 Peter ii. 10) ; for while there

was to be mercy for Judah, a far feebler power at that

time than Israel under its warrior king, for Samaiia

there was to be none. And this is still more forcibly

taught by the name of the third child Lo-ammi, not-

my-people, because the covenant was broken, and
Israel had ceased to be Jehovah's Church. And yet all

tliis has another side. The casting off of God's ancient

people is the riches of the Gentiles, and so a spiritual



Israel, munerous as the sands of tlie se<a, takes the

place of Lo-ammi, and bears the najne of Sons of the

living God (chap. i. 10) ; with Jiidah they form one

Church, having Christ for their common head; and
" great is the day of Jezreel," that is, of Oocl's solving,

the word having a double meaning, God's sowing for

good, God's scattering for evil. Great, then, is the day

of Jezreel, the day when God goes forth in Christ to

sow the seed of the Word of the Gospel.

And this Chiu-ch, composed of the believing remnant

(Rom. xi. 5), and of tlio Gentiles, and called Ammi,
My people, and Ruhamah, Tlie pitied one, is to plead

with God's ancient people. Well does St. Jerome ptit

this :
" To who believe in Christ, and are of both Jews

and Gentiles, say ye to the broken branches, and to

the former people which is cast' off, My people, for it

is your brother ; and Beloved, for it is your sister. For
when the fulness of the Gentiles shall have come in, then

shall all Israel be saved." St. Paul, in the eleventh

chapter of his Epistle to the Romans, does not sketch

more clearly God's dealings with the Jews as cast off

for a time, but finally to be again ingathered, than

Hosea in this chapter. What has blinded men's eyes

has been, that in spite of the headings in the Authorised

Version, commentators have imagined that instead of a

parable written in Hosea's old age, and symbolising

God's dealings with Jew and Gentile throughout the

whole period of their histoiy past and yet to come, they

had a literal record of facts,'concerning which the mo.st

interesting point was. How far it was morally right for

a prophet to marry a woman of bad character ! The
parable really shows God's intimate love and covenant,

as of marriage, with a sinful world.

This teaching is completed by a second parable, in

which Israel is no longer compared to a woman who had
been from the first an adulteress. On the contrary, now
it is one whose husband (literally friend, comp. Cant.

V. 16, but actually translated " husband " in Jer. iii. 20)

still loves her, remembering, in the beautiful words of

Jeremiah, " the kindness of her youth, and the love of

her espousals " (Jer. ii. 2). Tet she has fallen so low,

that while a sum of tliirty pieces of silver was the

estimated value of a common slave (Exod. xxi. 32), she

is redeemed with fifteen shekels, and has an allowance

of forty-five bushels of barley, the commonest faro,

made her, for her sustenance apparently for ten or

twelve months, the allowance to a Roman slave being
four bushels a month. During this long time she is

not to abide, but to sit apart in the women's chambers,
withdi-awn from the public gaze, and without being
restored to her conjugal rights, the word " another " in

Hosea iii. 3 being an utterly imauthorised addition and
corruption of the text. God does not take Israel

back into covenant with him for a lengthened period,

during which it must remain a separate people de-

filed no longer by idolatry, but not as yet restored to

its former privileges.

And Israel is so sitting now in widowhood, seques-

trated and apart, still eating its barley-meal, as the

following words, to my mind ono of the most extra-

ordinary predictions of the whole of the Bible, declare

:

' For the children of Israel shall sit without a king, and
without a prince, and without a sacrifice, and without

an image, and without an ephod, and without teraphim :

afterward shall the cliildren of Israel return, and seek

Jehovah their God, and David their king, and shall

fear Jehovah and his goodness in the latter days

"

(chap. iii. -1, 5).

Now up to the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus,

they had a polity and governor, a prince, whatever

might be his title. They have long had none. They
offer no sacrifice. They worship no images—the word
literally signifies a statue—being now of all people the

most opposed to idolatiy. They have no ephod—by
wliich, I suppose, is meant no established priesthood

—

for the ephod was the holy garment worn by the high

priest over the tunic and robe (Exod. xxix. 6). Neither

have they teraphim—a sort of household gods, used

especially for piu'poses of divination (comp. Ezek. xxi. 21

,

where it is translated " images ; " and Zech. x. 2, where

our version has " idols "). Now the appointed means for

inquiring of God was by the Urim and Thumuiim
(1 Sam. xxviii. 6), a sort of breastplate worn over the

ephod (Exod. xxviii. 30), and thus the ephod itself is

often used as equivalent to the Urim (1 Sam. xsiii. 9).

It means, therefore, that though the Jews have lost the

true means of approaching God to know His will, yet

that they do not try to discover that wUl by any false

and superstitious means. No more exact description

could possibly bo given of the present state of the Jews
everywhere. And in this state they are to remain till

they accept Christ. When Hosea wrote, he was living

under the rule of the last probably of those military

usurpers who so often had made the crown of Israel

their prize; but the king whom the nation must
acknowledge when they retiira to Jehovah is David

—

not personally, for he had long been gathered to his

fathers, but David as the symbol of the Messiah,

David's Son. And so the Targum (of Jonathan) explains

it :
" They shall obey Messiah, the Son of David, the!"

King."

The rest of the prophecy (chaps, iv.—^xiv.) is a sort

of dirge, consisting of mingled waitings, entreaties,

exhortations, threatenings, and promises, and summing

up the whole of Hosea's long teaching after Jeroboam's

days. It was written at the same time as, and is the

necessary consequence of, the first three chapters : for

they in two brief but telling allegories set plainly forth

the sins, especially of idolatry, by which Israel had

riolated God's marriage-covenant, and been repudiated

by Him, with mercy, nevertheless, for her in store, but

only after long days of widowhood. Those allegories

state his whole case ; the poem that follows is his lamen-

tation. In it he urges upon the people the consequences

of theii- national sin, first showing them their guilt,

both generally, and also class by class; next, in severe

and gloomy terms, he sets before them their punish-

ment; and then gradually, though in-egularly, he ad-

vances to those better hopes and promises with which,

too, his parables had ended. And most beautifully are
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those hopes expressed. Jehovah promises to heal Israel's

backslidiiigs, and love them freely ; to be unto them as

the dew, to make them put forth blossoms as the lily,

and strike their roots far and wide like the cedars of

Lebanon. Young' plants springing from their stock are

to spread around them, and their beauty is to be as the

olive-tree, and their fragrance like Lebanon.

It should bo read then as a poem, written by one on

whose sight the impending downfall of his nation was

darkening, tilling his heart with anguish too great to

bear. How can he avert so terrible a fate ? If he

turn to the kings, they are mere upstarts, whom the

sword has placed upon the throne (chap. viii. 4) ; and

who in the hour of their success give themselves to

drunken revelry (vii. 5). If he look to the priests,

"as troops of robbers wait for a man, so the company
of the priests mui-der on the way to Shechem " {vi. 9),

a city of refuge, tenanted by priests and Levites, but

which was also upon the route from the north to Jeru-

salem ; and it was probably men going up to the solemn

feasts there, who near this city of priests were waylaid

and slain. Gilead, that is, Ramoth-gilead, another city

of refuge, had become, like the sanctuaries in the Middle

Ages, a haunt of murderers (vi. 8). And, " like people

like priest " (iv. 9), their religion was idolatry, and their

conduct the grossest licentiousness (iv. 13).

Such was the people over whom Hosea mourned.

With rapid transitious—for the outpouring of grief ia

never regular—at one time he accuses, upbraids, de-

nounces them; at another he melts with tenderness,

and speaks from a heart bleeding at their cruel fate.

It was a tragedy in wliich he was taking part—the

tragedy of a nation's fall—and the end of the tragedy

was near. But the nation fell not without a poet to

bewail its ruin, and to set before the remnant the

certainty of a better life as citizens of a still nobler

community. " I will ransom them, saith Jehovah, from
the power of the grave : I will redeem them from death.

O death, I will be thy plagues ! O grave, I will be thy

destruction ! " (xiii. 14.)

No serious attempt has ever been made to throw

doubt upon the genuineness and integrity of the Book
of Hosea. It remains only to add that owing to the

prophets of the two kingdoms of Judah and Israel

forming one closely- connected body, Hosea's writings

were soon well known in Judah, and are often referred

to by Jeremiah. We also gather from his many aUn-

sions to things prescribed by the Le^-itical law, and

which were evidently still in use in Israel, coupled with

similar incidental references in Amos, that Jeroboam I.

had retained the main features of the Mosaical institu-

tions, while engrafting upon them for political purposes

a debased symbolism which degraded and corrupted

the whole.

DIFFICULT PASSAGES EXPLAINED.
THE GOSPELS :—ST. LTTKE.

BY THE EEV. C. J. ELLIOTT, M.i VICAR OF WINKPIELD,

" I am come (rather, I came) to send fire on the earth ; and
what will I. it it be already iindled? But I have a baptism to be
baptized with

; and how am I straitened till it be accomplished !

"

JtlE Authoidsed English Version

the idea that the fire of which our Lord
speaks had ab-eady been kindled by others.

But the rendering, " What will I ?

Woidd that it were already kindled !
" appears equally

admissible with that adopted by King James's trans-

lators
;
and the general drift of the passage then becomes

more obvious, aud more in harmony with the prediction

of John the Baptist, " He .shall baptize you with the

Holy Ghost and with fire."

The object contemplated in our Lord's mission was
an object of unmixed good to mankind. The fire which
He came to kindle is that fire of holiness which, whilst

it consumes sin, pm-ifies the hearts and lives of those

who are the subjects of its influence. Our Lord was
intently bent upon the accomplishment of this, as the

great end of His Incarnation, and as the hours of the
day drew nearer to their close, we seem to meet with
plainer aud stronger indications, on the one hand, of

the intensity of His desire to accomplish the work which

AMD HON. CANON OF CHEISTCHUECH, OXFORD.

it had been given Him to do,' and, on the other hand,

of the natural shrinking of the flesh from that fiery

ordeal through which alone it could be accomplished.

Three distinct elements of thought appear to be closely

interwoven in the remarkable words under considera-

tion : (1) The end and object of our Lord's mission, viz.,

to diffuse upon earth that sacred fire by which, as the

Great Refiner. He would at once consume the dross of

sin, and purify the chosen vessels
; (2) the bitter

course of suffering through which He must Himself

pass, in order to bring many sous unto glory; aud

(3) the many strifes and divisions which would be the

inevitable result of that conflict between the powers of

light and darkness wMch must everywhere attend the

inti'oduction of the Gospel. Having first enunciated,

1 The meaning of the word cmixifiai, which ia well rendered
in the Authorised Version '*I am straitened," may be illustrated

by a reference to Phil. i. 23, where St. Paul employs the same
word to denote the struggle which was waging in his own aoiil

between the conflicting desires, on the one hand, to continue in

the flesh, that he might do Christ's work on earth, and, on the
other hand, to depart out of this life, that he misrht be with Christ

for ever. It ia thero icndar^d lu tho Autliorised Version. " I am
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accoriliug to this view of His words, in verse 49, tlie

object which was proposed in His advent, and, in verse

50, the means by which this object was to be aecom-

Ijlished, our Lord proceeds, in verses 52, 53, to declare,

not the object, but some of the necessary results of the

proclamation of the Gospel. Though He came " preach-

ing peace ;
" though " peace " was His last aud choicest

legacy to His Church
;
yea, though He is Himself the

"peace" of His behoving people, nevertheless He
foresaw that the proclamation of a religion which

admitted no rival, and which accepted no compromise,

must inevitably be productive of division.' The whole

' The -word used is diafieptirfxo^. It seems worthy of notice that
the parable which led to St. Peter's inquiry, as recorded in verse

41, and, consequently, to the wliole of the following discourse,

was called forth by one who applied to our Lord on the subject

of " dividing" (ntpivairOui} an inheritance, and that our Lord in

history of Christianity, aud more especially the history

of its reception by individual members of Jewish families,

and in coimtries such as India, teems with iUustratious

of the literal fulfilment of our Lord's prediction.

Tho other view of these words which du-ectly

connects the fire with the division, and which regards

the fire as being already kindled by others—i.e., by tho

malice of Satan and of mau^appears to be incongruous

with the order of verses 49, 50 ; with tho use of the same
or similar figures in combination (as water and blood),

in other places ; and, also, with the general harmony
and connection of the entire passage.

verse 14 disclaims the office of a " divider " (Mtpx'TJjt). It deserves

notice, further, that when the fulfilment of John the Baptist's

prediction respecting tho baptism with fire is recorded in Acts ii.,

the tongues which rested on the heads of the disciples are desci-ibed

as " divided " (dia^tpifu/it^at).

aEOGRAPHY OF THE BIBLE.
PALESTINE.

BY MAJOE WILSON, R.I

II.—THE JOEDAN DISTRICT (continual).

PROCEEDING westwards along the shore

of the lake, we reach, a mile and a half

from Tell Hum, the charming bay of

Et Tabigah, with its mottled beach of

black and white pebbles, behind which lies a small plain

cultivated by the Bedawin. At the south-east corner of

this plain a fine fountain, more than half as krge as that

of Banias, bursts through a mass of rubble masonry at

the foot of an octagonal reservoir several feet above the

level of the lake, and pours its waters into a smaU pool,

whence they are carried oii by an aqueduct to a miU,

worked by an Arab. This mill, as well as five others,

of which there are ruins, is said to have been biult by
the celebrated Dhaher el Omar, and some skill has been

shown in their construction. The water was carried Ijy

aqueducts to the tops of small towera, each containing

two circular shafts, through which the water fell, to

turn the stones in a chamber below. Most of the water

now rims to waste, giving birth to a luxm-iant vegeta-

tion, which, considering the scanty nature of the soil, is

perfectly surprising. The ociagonal reservoir mentioned

above is of ancient date, and was constructed for the

purpose of raismg the water of the fountain to a height

of twenty feet, after which the whole body of water was
carried off by a large aqueduct to the plain of Ghuweir.
Gennesareth, on the west, for purposes of irrigation.

The aqueduct can still be traced running round the

plain of Tabigah, and at its western end, some fifty

or sixty yards of the retaining wall, with the channel,

4 feet 2 inches wide, is in good preservation : a few
yards beyond this a spur from the hills runs down
to the lake, terminating in an abrupt cliff about forty

feet high, and here, for some distance, a channel has
l)een cut in the rock, with much labour, to convey tho

water into Gennesareth at such a level that it could

be used for irrigating the greater portion of the plain,

and especially the eastei-n section, where there is no

natural supply of water. The whole work is a remark-

able piece of engineering, and we may almost with

certainty connect it with the fountain of Caphamaum,
a most fertilising fountain, which, Josephus informs

us, watered the whole plain of Gennesareth, and was
considered by some to be a vein of the Nile, as a fish

called coracinus was found in it, as well as in a lake at

Alexandria. The position of the fountain of Caphar-

naum has been the subject of much dispute ; many
travellers have identified it with either Ain et Tin, or

Ain Mudawarah, the "Round Fountain," in the Ghuweir,

but neither of these fountains supplies a sufficient body of

water for extensive irrigation, and the closest examina-

tion has failed to discover the remains of those aqueducts

which would have been necessary to convey their water

over tho plain. They may in some degree have assisted

in the general scheme for the irrigation of Gennesareth,

but could never have been of much importance. Tho

coracinus was found by Dr. Tristram in the Bound
Fountain, which he identifies with the fountain of

Capharnaum ; and ho also obtaiued one specimen from

tho lake near Tiberias. It is quite certain that tho fish

lives in the lake, for Mr. Macgregor saw one darting out

of the shallows of the warm sand at Et Tabigah, and the

fishermen told him that in summer-time it ascended to

Ain et Tin and the Round Fountxiin from the lake where

it was always found, though in the colder months only

beside the springs of Et Tabigah. There can, therefore,

be no reason why tho fish should not have lived in

those springs also before the erection of the mUls, &c.,

had cut off all communication with the lake, and we

may feel pretty certain that they were the fountains

of Capharnaum, whether tho town was at Tell Hum
or elsewhere.
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(F'-cffi a riiotogi-apli iakin for Ou Fa

Immediately beyond tbo cliff noticed above is Aiii et

Tin, the " Fountain of the Fig-tree," and away to the

south stretches the rich jjlain of Gennesareth. This
plain is now covered vrith tliick thorny brushwood,
through which it is difficult to penetrate, and but a

small portion is cultivated by the Bedawin, who depend
entirely on the winter rains for raising then- crops.

Formerly the whole plain was perfectly ii-rigated, and
from the great riclmess of the soil it must have been
extremely productive, rivalling in fertility the well-

known plain of Damascus. Josephns's description of the

district when under cultivation is couched in glowing
tsrms ; ho teUs us that " its nature is wonderful as well

as its beauty ; its soil is so fruitful that all sorts of trees

can grow upon it, and the inhabitants accordingly plant

aU sorts of trees there, for the temper of the air is so

well mixi>(l tliat it nijrocs very well with these several

sorts, partinibilv walimfs, which require the coldest air,

flom-ish ihrvv in vast plenty. There are palm-trees also,

which gi'ow best in hot air ; fig-trees, also, and olives

grow near them, which yet require an air that is more
temperate. One may call this place ihe ambition of

Natm-e, where it forces those plants that are naturally

enemies to one another to agi-ee together ; it is a happy
contention of the seasons, as if every ono of them laid

claim to this country ; for it not only nourishes different

sorts of autumnal fruit beyond men's expectation, but

preserves them a great while ; it supplies man with the

principal fruits, with grapes and figs continually during

ten months of the year, and the rest of the fruits as

they become ripe together tlu'ough the whole year ; for,

besides the good temperature, it is also watered from a
most fertile fountain." (Josephus, B. J. iii. 10, § 8.)

Perhaps the most striking feature of the plain is its

.shore-line fringed with oleanders, and broken into bays

of exquisite beauty, each a perfect picture in itself, with

the placid water laving a beach of pearly whiteness,

where myriads of minute shells are mingled with the fine

sand and gravel. Here the water deepens more rapidly

than towards the east, and it is pleasant to think tliat on
the shore of one of these lovely bays the disciples, after

their return to Galilee, may have seen Jesus standing

in the early morning light, and the solemn events have

occurred which are described in John xxi. 1—23. In
this neighbourhood, one of the favourite resorts of the

fish of the lake, the disciples may have let down their

net into the sea on that occasion when it " enclosed a
great multitude of fishes, and their net brake;" and
here, too, our Lord on more than one occasion may have

entered into a ship, and taught the people as they stood
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WADT HAMAM AND OAVES AEBELA—GENNESAKETH AND BEA OF GALILEE IN THE DISTANCE.

Plwtograph taken for the Palestine Eirjihration Fund.)

on tho shore. Our illustration (page 281) represents a

portion of the plain as seen from a point near Ain et Tin.

In the distance is Wacly Haniam, the " Valley of Doves,
"'

about which we shall have something to say presently,

and tlio curious flat-topped hiU at its head is Kurn
Hattin, the " Horns of Hattin," the traditional Mount of

Beatitudes, on which the Sermon on the Mount is sup-

posed to have been delivered, and the point at whicli

the Crusaders made their last rally at the fatal battle of

Hattin. Beneath the hills on the left, not far fi-om the

shore, lies Mejdel, the modern representative of Mag-
dala, once the home of Mary Magdalene.

Tho fountain of Ain et Tin is but a small one, aud at

such a slight height above the level of the lake that tlie

water of tho latter sometimes rises into it. West of

tlio spring are several mounds of rubbish, which Dr.

Robinson, the learned American traveller, identifies with

Capernaum ; but they are not of any gi-eat extent, and
contain tho remains of no important building, such as a

church or synagogue. North of Ain et Tin is Khan
Minyeh, an old buUdiug, pi'obably erected during the

period of tlio Crusades for the convenience of travellers

liroceedlug along the great highway from the coast to

Damascus. A few Ai-abs live in tke khan, aud on its

roof, as the sun goes down, the women may frequently

be seen enjoying their favourite amusement, the native

dance. The dance consists in swaying tho body to and

fro, with an occasional changement of place, to a pretty

though monotonous air chanted by the spectators, aud

all the movements of the dancers are fuU of grace.

Tlu-ee valleys break through the hUls that border tho

plain—^Wadies Amud, Rubudiyeh, aud Hamam—each

bringing down in winter-time streams of water, which

formerly, as the remains of ancient aqueducts attest,

contributed to the irrigation of Gennesareth. Between

the two latter is Ain Mudawarah, the " Round Foun-

tain," a spring of sweet water, that Dr. Tristram,

M. de Saulcy, and a few other travellers identify

with the foimtain of Capharnaum, aud in its vicinity

they place Capei-naimi. No ruins of any consequence

have been discovered in its neighbourhood, and, as we

have already mentioned, the fountain could not have

iiTigated much of the plain. At Mejdel, near the

southern end of tie plain, a few small heaps of rubbish

are all that is left to mark the .site of Magdala ; and

along the margin of the lake, between Ain et Tin and

Mejdel, are several moimds, perhaps the remains of

those towns and villages- in which our Lord laboured

during His earthly ministry. We may add that

Josephus descrities the land of G^uuesareth as extend-
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ing along the border of the lake for thirty furlongs, and

this agrees well with the distance from Mejdel to Et

Tabigah.

On the heights above Mejdel are the ruins of Irbid,

the ancient Arbela, a place mentioned by Josaphus in

his account of the war in Galilee. Part of the old city

wall is still standing, andwithiu it, amongst the remains

of private houses, may be seen two pools, and a number

of cisterns for the collection of rain-water on which the

inliabitants had to depend for their daily wants. The

most interesting ruin, however, is that of a Jewish

synagogue, which differs in many respects from other

buUdiugs of the same class, and has the distinction of

being the only synagogue that was converted into a

mosque after the Moslem conquest. Immediately nortli

of the town is the gorge of Wady Hamam, with its

grand cliffs rising almost perpendicularly to a height of

one thousand foot above the little stream which iiows

down through it to Gennesareth. In the face of these

cliffs are the caverns formerly inhabited by the robbers

whose defeat and destruction added so much to the

military reputation of Herod the Great, and a more

perfect robbers' nest coidd hardly be found anywhere.

There are four tiers of caverns, one over tho other, each

consisting of a largo number of chambers, connected by

passages cut in the face of the rock ; tho two lower tiers

are reached from tho valley below by a single flight of

nide stone steps, the two upper by rock-hewn steps from

the heights above. The robbers appear to have been

the terror of the country round, and so numerous, that

when Herod marched against them they boldly left their

homes, and mot him in the open field ; but after a sharp

action under the walls of Arbela they were defeated,

and obliged to retire. The fight which now ensued is

unique in military annals. Finding that the caverns

coxUd not be reached from above or below, Hei'od

caused large boxes, bound with chains to give additional

strength, to be constructed, and in these soldiers were

lowered to the level of the caverns, armed with long

hooks, to puU out such of the robbers as they could

reach. Swinging thus in mid-air, the soldiers com-

menced their attack by a shower of darts, and after-

wards landing at the mouths of the caves, set fii-e to

the combustible matter within them. By the end of

the second day the robber stronghold was completely

subdued, but not before an extraordinary scene had
occurred, which Josephus graphically describes in the

following terms :
—

" Now there was one old man, who
was caught within one of these caves, with seven

children and a wife ; these prayed him to give them
leave to go out, and yield themselves up to the enemy

:

but he stood at the cave's mouth, and always slew that

child of his who went out, till he had destroyed them
every one, and after that he slew his wife, and cast their

dead bodies down the precipice, and himself after them,

and so underwent death rather than slaveiy." The
illustration (page 281) represents the cliffs in which
these remarkable caverns are excavated, and in the

distance are seen the plain of Gennesareth, and a por-

tion of the Soa of Gidilee.

Proceeding southwards along the lake from Mejdel,

we soon come to Ain Barideh, three springs of sweet

water within a few yards of the lake, behind which is a

small plain, now covered with brushwood, but once,

perhaps, the " level grassy spot " on which the five

thousand were fed. Current tradition places the scene

of this event on the heights between Hattin and Tibe-

rias ; but Arcu'lf , towards the end of the seventh century,

tells us that it was at Ain Barideh tliat the multitufles

" drank after they had eaten their fill." This agrjees

with the Sinaitic version of John vi. 23—•" When there-

fore the boats came from Tiberias, which was nigh unto

whore they did also eat bread," which necessitates a ?ite

near Tiberias ; and as Arculf visited the country only

fifty years after the Muhammedan invasion, when there

was no reason for the transference of sacred sites fijom

the eastern to the western shores of the lake, it is not

improbable that the tradition attached at that time to a

place of such interest was the correct one. Tho adop-

tion of this view, as we have previously shown, obviates

the necessity of two Bethsaidas ; and the accounts given

by the Evangelists of tho return of the disciples after

the miracle contain nothing that cannot be reconci(lcd

with the supposition that the boat in which they ssiiled

started from Ain Barideh.

Tho next place of interest on the shore of the lake is

Tiberias, tho modern Tubariyeh (page 285). The town,

as seen from a distance, is extremely picturesque, with

its modiaival walls, its minaret, and its palm-trees; but a

closer acquaintance discloses a state of filth which, even

in the East, can scarcely be paralleled. Shut off from

the cool breezes of the Mediterranean by tho high cliffs

on the west, the heat in summer is excessive, and at

tills time of year the town is barely habitable from the

number and activity of the vermin, who are so rapacious

that even the Arabs have a saying that " the king of

fleas holds his court at Tiberias." The principal build-

ings in the town are a mosque, and tlie church erected,

as it is said, on the site of St. Peter's house. In the

walls of the houses may be seen a few sculptured stones

from earlier buildings, and there are besides a slab of

basalt, on which a hunting scene is rudely carved, and a

fine basin of polished granite, 6 feet 4 inches in circum-

ference, cut out of one block of stone, that must have

been brought from the distant quarries in Upper Egypt.

The old town wall, with its flanking towers, is now in a

very ruinous state. No hand has touched it since it

was shaken to its very foundations by the earthquake

of 1837
;
great rents appear in the masonry, and the

present entrance to the town is over a mass of ruin that

encumbers a wide breach in the wall. On the side of

tho lake the ground appears at the same time to have

sunk, for one of the towers has been thrown violently

forward, and when the water is low the remains of a

sea-wall can still be seen beneath tho water. The
ancient city extended far south of tho modem walls;

over a considerable area the ground is covered with

ruins, amongst which are seen many broken shafts of

columns and capitals, and there are not wanting traces

of the foundations of more important edifices, perhaps
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temples or cliuvchoa. Tke town, ciiMei Tiberias in

honour of the Roman Emperor Tiberius, was founded

by Herod Autipas, who had passed niucli of his life in

Italy, and brouglit with him to the East the Roman tasto

for magnificent buildings. A palace was erected, wliich,

contrary to Jewish law, was adorned with the figures of

living creatures, and round this were gathered an amphi-

theatre, bath-houses, temples, and costly works of art.

These have long disapi^eared, but the remains of an

aqueduct nine miles long, that brought a supply of clear

spring water for the use of the inhabitants, still serve to

remind the traveller of the former glories of Roman
Tiberias. Josephus tells us that in clearing the ground

for the town many graves had to be removed, and that,

in consequence, no Jew could live in it without becoming

unclean for seven days ; Herod was therefore obliged to

fill his city with G^ntUes and Galileans, many of whom,

persons of condition, were compelled by force to become

residents, whilst others of the poorer class were induced

to become settlers by being made freemen, as well as by

grants of land and gifts of houses. Tiberias played a

prominent part in the war between the Jews and the

Romans, and was fortified by Josephus. After the

destruction of Jerusalem, the Sanhedrim settled in the

town, and for several centuries it was one of the most
celebrated seats of Jewish learning. There are no
schools now, but it is still one of the four holy cities of

Palestine, and a large proportion of the inhabitants are

Jews of the poorer class, who live, in groat measure, on
alms sent by their wealthier co-religionists in the West.

Tke existence of a large number of graves, which had to

be cleared away by the workmen of Herod Antipas in

building his new city, proves that there must have been

before that time a place of some importance in their

immediate vicinity. St. Jerome, and others following

him, have identified this old to^vn with Chinnoreth ; but

the inference to be di'awn from the Bible is rather to the

effect that Chinnereth was more to the north, for it lay

in the territory of Naphtali (.Josh. six. 35, and also in

1 Kings XV. 20, where Chinnereth is classed with Ijon,

Dan, Abel-beth-maachah, and all the land of Naphtali).

The writers of the Talmud maintain that the old toivn

was Hammath, and considering the proximity of the

warm springs, this would appear to be a probable

identification. The name Tiberias occurs but three

times in the Bible, twice in connection with the lake

;

and it is worthy of notice that St. John, whose Gospel
is supposed to have been written towards the close of

the first century, after Tiberias had become the chief

town of Galileo, is the only Evangelist who uses the

name. This probably arose from its being more familiar

to non-residents in Palestine than the older names

—

Sea of Galilee, Sea of Gennesareth, used by the other

Evangelists who wrote before the Jewish war. The
view of Tiberias (page 285) is taken from the foot of

the hills, behind the town ; beyond the lake are Gamala,

to the right, and Khersa, Gergesa, to the left.

South of Tiberias ai-o the well-known warm springs,

perhaps mentioned in the Bible under the name Ham-
math. There are several springs, varying in tempera-

ture from 132" to li2°. The principal one, 137", was
covered in by Ibrahim Pacha, and here the water, after

passing through a small orifice, is received into a circular

basin paved with marble, and about three feet deep;
the steam, rising up, fills the whole buildmg, and con-
verts it into a vapour bath, in which the gaunt naked
figures of the lame, the halt, and the leprous can be
dimly di.stinguished as they move over the marble
floor; a strong sulphurous smell pervades the atmo-
sphere, and it is altogether not a place to linger

long in. The springs have a high reputation for

theh- medicinal properties, and are generally crow(ied

with invahds ; but ou Friday they are taken possession

of by the Jews, who consider an hour or two in tho

bath a very necessai7 part of the preparation for the

Sabbath.

Between five and six miles south of Tibeiias wo
roach tho point at which the Jordan leaves the lake

;

and hero, ou the right bank, are the ruins of Kerak, the

ancient Taricheae. Little now remains but a mass of

rubbish, with fragments of masonry, covering the

surface of a triangular mound, or bank, some thirty feet

above the lake. The peculiar position of Taricheffl,

commanding the main road up the western shore of the

lake, and the passage of the Jordan by the three bridges

and ford in its immediate vicinity, made it a point of

the highest importance in military operations, and wo
consequently find that every endeavour was made to

strengthen the place by artificial means, and that it

played an important part in the Jewish war. The town
was naturally protected on one side by tho lake, and on

the second by the Jordan, whilst on the third side a broad

ditch was cut, connecting the lake with the river, and
entirely isolating the mound on wliich the fortress was

bmlt. Communication wkh the country was kept up by

a causeway across the ditch, which is stUl in fair repair.

It was well provided with culverts, to allow the esaipe

of flood-water, and apparently protected by a tower at

its further end. The simUarity between Tarichese aud

tho position at the entrance of the Jordan, which has

been assigned above to Bethsaida Juhas, is very striking,

both as regards their natural and artificial protection by

the lake and river, and the importance of their positions,

one commanding the passages of the Jordan north of

tho lake, the other those at the south. Josephus informs

us {B. J. iii. 10, § 1) that Tarichea; was taken by tho

Romans under Titus immediately after an important

engagement in the vicinity, in which the Jews were

defeated and driven back into the town with great loss.

Many of the survivors embarked ou board the ships and

boats belonging to the place, and Vespasian, in order to

attack them, CAused a number of ships to be fitted up for

the reception of his soldier.s. A curious naval engage-

ment followed, in which nearly all the Jews perished.

Josephus gives tho number as 6.500, and states that the

air was tainted by the number of dead bodies on tho

shore of the lake.

Crossing the Jordan, and following the southern end

of the lake, we soon roach the village of Semakh, a

collection of mud huts, tenanted by a few wretched
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families; and beyond this Tell Suinrah, which has

generally been identified with Hippos, a town men-

tioned by Josephus. Prom the latter place there is a

fine view northwards, over the lake, with Hermon and

the snow-clad peaks of Anti-Lebanon in the distance

;

and southwards, down the Jordan TaUey, over a bright

green carpet of turf, which extends to the foot of the

hills, on either side.

On the eastern side of the lake, ^vith one exception,

which will be noticed below, there is a narrow tract of

level or gently-sloping ground between the shore and

the foot of the hUls, which rise abruptly to the level of

the Jaulan plateau, presenting to the eye of a spectator

on the western side the appearance of a long even wall.

The barrier is, however, broken by two valleys or

gorges, the Wadies Eik and Semakli, which drain a

large portion of the plateau, and m winter bring down

no inconsiderable quantity of wate*- to the lake. Near

the mouth of Wady Pik, almost opposite Tiberias, is

Kalat el Husn, the ancient fortress of Gamala, in which

the Jews of Northern Palestine made theii- last stand

against the Romans. The position of Gamala is one of

great strength, the only approach being along a narrow

neck of land, which connects it with the plateau behind.

On all other sides the ground falls abniptly, almost

precipitously, for several hundred feet, to the beds of the

ravines below, and, to afford additional protection, the

rock was cut away, or scarped, making the sides inac-

cessible. The place is not imlike in shape the camel's

hump, to which Josephus compares it. The hump is

higher than the neck, and was sun-ounded by a high

wall, of which many fragments are left. The ruins are

little moi-o than a confused heap of rubbish, amongst

which, however, the main street can be traced, running

from the neck Aowii the centre of the hump, to its

western extremity, and the foundations of some im-

portant buildings—churches, temples, or synagogues :

there are also numbers of columns and capitals, as well

as several fine cisterns. The description of the siege

and capture of Gamala given by Josephus, who was an

eye-witness, is extremely interesting and gi-aphie. The

to^vn was stoutly defended by the Jews, who fought

with the courage of despair ; and on one occasion the

Romans were obliged to retreat with heavy loss, after

having nearly gained possession of the town. The final

assault was made by Titus himself at the head of

his best troops, and the carnage which ensued was

only equalled by that at Jerusalem three years after-

wards. Of the entire population only two are said

to have escaped, and nimibers threw themselves from

the walls rather than fall into the hands of the

Romans.

Whilst at Gamala, the writer and his companions

were caught in one of those sudden storms which so

frequently visit the lake district. On leaving the lake

early in the morning the sky was cloudless, and a hot

sirocco wind was blowing from the east, but about half-

past eleven a sudden clap of thunder drew our attention

to the western hills, where heavy clouds were gathering.

In a few moments the clouds began to spread, veiling

Tabor and Hattin, and falUng like a pall over Tibei-ias

and the western shore. At this moment the easterly

breeze died away, and there were a few minutes of

perfect calm, during which the heat of the sun was most

oppressive, and the sui'face of the lake was smootk, and

glowing Hke a burnished min-or, Tibeiias, the baths,

Mejdel, and Semakh standing out in sharp reUef from

the gloom beliind. They were soon obscured, as the

thunder-gust swept past them, and, rapidly advancing

across the lake, lifted its placid water into a bright sheet

of foam ; in another moment it reached the ruins, com-

pelling us to take shelter in a large cistern, where for

nearly an hour we were confined, listening to the peals

of thunder and torrents of rain which followed. The

effect of half the lake in perfect rest, whilst the other

half was one wild sea of foam, was very grand. It

would have fared badly for any light craft caught in

mid-lake ))y such a storm ; and we could not help think-

ing of that memorable occa,sion on which the storm is so

graphically described as " coming down upon the lake
"

(Luke viii. 23) ; nor was it without interest to turn

afterwards to the pages of Josephus, and read how, at

the final assault of the stubborn forti-ess of Gamala,
" there arose such a Divine storm against them as was

instrumental to their destruction. This carried the

Roman darte upon them, and made those which they

threw return back, and drove them obliquely away

from them ; nor could the Jews indeed stand upon

their precipices, by reason of the violence of the wind,

haring nothing that was stable to stand upon, nor

could they see those that were ascending up to them

;

so the Romans got up and surrounded them." (B. J.

iv. 1, § 10.)

Between Wady Fik and Wady Semakh the hills,

which everyvrhere else on the eastern side of the lake

are from a half to three-quarters of a mile distant from

the shore, approach within forty yards of it. There is

no cliff, and the hills do not terminate abruptly, but

there is a steep, even slope, that is not improbably the

" steep place " down which the herd of swine (Matt.

viii. 32) ran violently, to perish in the waters of the

lake. A mile to the north, at the mouth of Wady
Semakh, are the ruins of an old town, enclosed by a

wall, to which the Bedawiu give the name of Khersa

;

and this may with some certainty be identified with

Gergesa, a place mentioned in connection with the

healing of the demoniacs. The cliff at Khan Minyeh is

now pointed out as the scene of the mu-acle, but it is

quite certain, from Matt. ix. 1 and Luke viii. 26, that it

was on the eastern shore of the lake ; and, in addition

to this, the swine are described as running down a steep

place into the sea, not as falling over a cliff. The steep

place between Wadies Pik and Semakh is the only one

on the eastern side of the lake, which is so near the

shore as to make it certain that a herd of swine running

violently do^vn would be carried into the waters by the

impetus acqmred in their descent. This is also the

opinion of Mr. Macgregor, who carefully examined this

part of the coast in his canoe, and gives the following

interesting account of it :—•" Here, for a full half mile.
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Wady Semalch, Gergesa
TIEEEIAS.

(From a Photograph taken for ths Palestine Eriilon

the beach is of a form different from any other round

the lake, and from any I have noticed in any lake or sea

hefore ; it is flat until close to the edge. There a hedge

of oleanders fringes the end of the plain, and imme-
diately below there is a gi'avel beach, inclined so steep,

that when my boat was at the shore I could not see over

the top, even by standing up ; while the water along-

side is so deep that it covered my paddle (seven feet

long) when dipped in vertically, a few feet from the

shore."' Some writers have placed the scene of the

miracle at Gadara, the modem Urn Keis, on the hills

south-east of the lake, whence the swine would have
had a hard gallop of two hours over a level plain before

reaching the water. Not far from the shore .at "Wady
Semakh, and almost concealed by tlie thick bush, are

tracings of buildings which may possibly have been
tombs of masonry similar to those at Tell Hum, and
perhaps those in which the demoniacs resided. There
are said to be rock-hewn tombs in the face of the
hills above the lake, but they would be rather too
far distant to meet the requirements of the Bible
narrative. There has always been some difficulty in

reconciling the different reading of the name iu

' Bob Boy on the Jordan, p. 421.

the account of the mii-acle given by the Evangelists.

In Matt. viii. 28 our Lord is said to have come into

the country of the Gergesenes, corrected in the Sinai

MS. to " Gazarenes," and iu the Vatican MS. to

" Gadarenes." In Mark v. 1, " Gadarenes ;" the Sinai

and Vatican MSS. here read " Gerasenes," but in the

former this is corrected to " Gergesenes ;

" and in Luke

viii. 26 the reading is " Gadarenes," corrected in the

Sinai MS. to " Gei-gesenes," and in the Vatican MS.
to " Gerasenes.'' The Vulgate and Arabic texts read

"Gergesenes in all the Evangelists, and Origen, who
lived at Csesarea, says that there was in his day a village

called Gergesa on the shore of the lake. The similarity

of the name Khersa to Gergesa is a strong reason for

belie\-ing that the reading of Matthew is correct, and

St. Matthew, being a native of the lake district, would

probably be more accurate iu his definition of the

locality than Mark or Luke. It is not impossible that

Gergesa was in the juidsdiction of G.adara, and that the

two latter Evangelists made use of the name of the

larger and better known town, to express generally the

district in which the miracle took pLace ; at any rate, we
have in Khersa and the ground near it a place and

topographical features which meet all the required con-

ditions. It only remains for us to notice the plain
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of Buteiha, at the north-west end of the lake, which
|

extends from the eastern hills to the Jordan. This !

plain is somewhat larger than that of Gennesareth, and
|

is well watered by streams coming down from the hills. I

It is, however, swampy and rocky, and must always have

been so; but the soil, where there is any, is rich and
{

productive. The coast-line is not so beautiful as that of

the western plain ; the bays are larger, and not so deep,

and there is an absence of that pearly-white beach and

fringe of oleanders which gives such a charm to the

latter. There are severrJ ruins of inconsiderable places

on the margin of the lake, and on tlie plain itseK, but the

most important site is Et Tell, on the slope of the hills

near the Jordan, and some distance from the lake,

where there is a modern Bedr.win village, and a

number of rude remains. This place is identified by

Dr. Robinson with Bethsaida Julias, but there is no

trace of any important building, and, as we have pre-

viously noticed, the town built by Philip must have

been in close proximity to the mouth of the Jordan.

THE POETRY OF THE BIBLE.

SOURCES OF BIBLICAL IMAGEET.—THE NATIONAL HISTOET.

BY THE REV. A. S. AGLEN, M.A., INCTJMBENT OF ST. NINIAN's, ALTTH, N.B.

J)T has been remarked in a former paper

that the materials for poetry are inex-

haustible. The imaginative faculty is lord

of a boundless domain. There is nothing

^viuoii comes -.vitliiu the range of human observation or

experience which may not be made the subject of poetic

treatment.

But in this wide field the artist is not altogether

free. He is bounded in his choice by the conditions of

time and place under which ho lives. " The poet is the

heart of his age, and his verse expresses his age." He
is a creator, but he is also the creature of cii-cumstances,

which he can interpret but not control.

The Biblical writers must not be treated as exceptions

to this principle. It is true, as has been more than once

remarked, that they wi'ite like men conscious of a con-

trolling authority above them. The poetic genius of

Israel was undoubtedly subordinated to a moral purpose

and a religious inspiration, and we should miss, not only

the inner purport of its message, but also the proper

music of the strains in which it flowed, if we forgot

for a moment the shrine at which the gift was offered

and consecrated. In this regard the spirit of Hebrew
poetry, that which determines its character, constitutes

its unity, and secures for it for ever its supreme place

in literature, may be treated as independent of the place

and time of its production. But this fixedness of moral

purpose was perhaps a cause that the poetry of Israel

was modified and eolom-ed not less, but more, than that

of other nations by outward influence. For recognising

80 consciously its oSice as handmaid to prophecy, exist-

ing to interpret the visions of the seers, it became a

muTor in which the actions of men, and the passions

which inspire action, were clearly and powerfully re-

flected. The prophet was never a recluse. He took a

large and active share in public life. When he poured

out, therefore, in song the feelings which burnt for

utterance in his breast, his imagination moved among
the objects that interested him most, and he filled his

verse with illustrations drawn from the past history or

the li^-ing present of his race. Hebrew poetry was

indeed a garlaud placed on the altar of Jehovah, but it

was a garland gathsred in the fields and gardens of

Palestine.

Before, therefore, proceeding to the common som-ccs

of Biblical imagery, we must pause a moment on the

great theological truths which not only lent devotion

and purity to the strong religious sense of the Jewish

people, but so powerfully influenced their song. In

this Hsbrew poetry stands solemnly apart from that

of other ancient nations. We meet in the poems
of Homer, and in the great tragedians of Greece, ex-

pressions of simple piety, recognitions of providence,

of the rdation of man to God, of the eternal laws

by which the world is governed, which are not sur-

passed for earnestness and simple faith in the Psalms

of David or the lyrics of Isaiah. But this natural

piety is separated by a wide interval from the mytho-

logies which gave form to the religions of the old

woi'ld. These are degraded by impurities and false-

hoods, amid wMch we look in vain for the real beliefs

of antiquity. It is otherwise with the creed of Israel.

Though even in this there were, of course, elements of

imperfection, and statements of truth suited to an early

stage of a progressive religious belief, the conceptions

on which the national existence was founded were true,

and had a necessary and real jjlace in the development

of truth. The fuller revelation did not contradict the

intuitions of ancient Israel. It only displaced in order

to perfect and fulfil them. The polytheism of Greece,

which left such an enduring mark on the poetic and

artistic production of the nation, has taken its place

amid the vain and false fancies of erring humanity.

The monotheism of the Hebrews, expanded and inter-

preted by Christianity, is the religion of the present

and the future. When it is confessed, as it is confessed

by those who look with little favour on the doctrines

of Christian churches, that the moral earnestness of

Hebrew poetry makes it the invaluable possession of

all time, a recognition is implied of the existence of o»e

evcrljisting and invisible God, who has implanted in

the human breast a sense of right and wrong, aud

keeps that consciousness alive by perpetual providence,

since it is impossible in the Scriptures to separate the
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love of righteousness from the love of its unseen and

eternal Source.

Of the doctrines peculiar to the Jews, and inspiring

their genius, we may select as most significant the

unity of the Di\'ine nature, the omnipresence of God,

the conviction of an intimate relation of Israel to this

Invisible Being as a chosen rac6, the perpetual redeem-

ing and sustaining purpose towai-ds it, and the untiring

expectation of an anointed king who should fulfil all

the ardent hopes of the race, and complete the luiful-

fiUod purpose for which it had been called, and now
existed. To these, as time went on and the vision of

spiritual things became clearer, was added the dream of

an immortal future, at first vague and uncertain, but

gradually gi'owing more distinct and real, xmtil in the

New Testament heaven becomes the very centre of

light and beauty, roimd which all the poetic feeling

gathers, and on which all the powers of the imagination

are displayed.

The influence of these g^reat truths on the form as

well as the spirit of Biblical poetry was too gi-eat and

sustained to need more than a passing allusion. They
assert their own power and presence at every step.

Whatever of beauty the Hebrew poet sees in nature,

whatever of tragic power he feels in the memories of

the past, whatever bright visions he paints of future

happiness and peace, it is all reflected from a soul

already filled witli an abiding sense of an Omnipotent
Presence, and with a consciousness of a living connec-

tion of man with God. So it happens that amid this

people, chosen to give religion to the world, poesy is

hallowed, its lays become psalms and its songs of

Natm-e rise into hymns of praise.'

Passing on from these essential conditions under
which the Hebrew poet worked, to the secondary in-

fluences which modified his poetry, we shall find that

the fire of his genius was fed principally at three

sources—the natural scenei-y of his country, the forms
of his worship, and the memories of the past. To
these, which are the most common resort for images and
illustrations, must be added the manners, acts, and em-
ployments of common life, both domestic and public,

which ai-e introduced so familiarly and with such a

homely efiect in the sacred poetry.

Beginning with the facts of histoiy, which are em-
ployed hy the poets of Israel in a manner almost

unique to supply illustrations of passing events, or to

give intensity and reality to prophetic visions, we find

the first of all recorded things introduced with great

frequency, and always with wonderful power.

Told with such austere simplicity, but with such
di-amatic effect, in the first pages of the Bible, the
story of Creation gave a grand impulse to the imagi-

nation of the Jews.= The author of Ps. civ. finds in it

his subject and his inspiration, and follows exactly the

order in which the successive stages of develoijment are

described in the first chapter of Genesis.

I Cf. Psalms Chronoloiiicalbi Arranged, p, i

' See GilfUlan's Bards of the Bible, p. 2.

Of other scenes of the primitive history the poets of
Israel make abundant use; but there was one event
especially which, both as a subject of national thank-
fulness, and as a source of poetic imagery, was inex-
haustible. The history of Israel commenced with the
deliverance from Egyj^t, and the influence of that
important crisis on the national imagination is con-
spicuous in every page of the Bible. Long after the
Babylonian captivity and the troubles which surrounded
the attempt to restore the fortunes of the nation, poets
consoled themselves and the people by chanting the
history of the marvellous works of God when

—

" Israel came out of Egypt,
Aud the bouse of Jacob from amoug a strauge people."

Thus the Exodus, apart from the iutere.st of the won-
derfid circumstances attending it, proved one chief

source of the poetic inspu'ation of the Hebrews. It

kindles the imagination even now to think of the
sudden leap into freedom of a tribe of slaves. Poesy
was ever dedicate to Freedom. Liberty has inspired

the noblest strains, the music that will live and thrill

human hearts in time to come.

But a further aud most important influence on
Hebrew poetry may be traced to the mode in which the

great deliverance was effected, and the circumstances

which attended and followed it. The general com-
plexion of a poetry depends chiefly on the climate and
scenery of the laud which produces it. This is the case

with Israelite poetry. Its sterner and its gentler fea-

tures reflect the varied physical condition of Palestine.

But the impressions of the Exodus, the midnight start

of the host, the passage of the Red Sea, the granite

peaks and wild valleys of Sinai, the thunderings and
lightnings of the awful mount, were not likely to be

erased from a literature which actually had its birth

among them. We accordingly find that in its dark

and wi-atMul moods, as well as in its sublimer flights,

Hebrew song recalls the wild and terrible imagery of

the deliverance from Egypt.

Even in the prose narrative of the Book of Exodus,

we feel we have something more than the materials for

future poetry. The story brings the scene so vividly

before us, with stieh a dramatic sense of the situation,

and such lifelike touches, that it becomes a poem in

itself. The sudden order to turn towards the sea, the

night encampment, the alarm and panic at daybreak,

the cry to Jehovah, the calm courage of Moses, the

wonderful way opened through the water.s—all these

we see as in a moving picture. And then the waters

roll together over Pharaoh's ch.ariots and horsemen,

and the song bursts in-esistibly forth, the song of

emancipation, of freedom, of victory

—

Let us inquire what features of the mighty event

fastened Avith strongest hold on the national memory,

aud found place in poetry ?

Here is a poet who in a dialogue with himself, a con-

tention between "the two voices" of hope and despair,
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Tirges in support of the better mind, the love and pro-

tection of Jehovah, as shown in the ancient deliverance.

It was perhaps the tempest in liis soul, seeking sym-

pathy with troubled nature, which caused him to bring

into such vivid prominence the hurricane and thunder-

storm which, we learn first from this Psalm, accom-

panied the passage of the Red Sea :

—

" The waters saw Thee, God; the waters saw Thee, and were
afraid

;

The depths also were troubled ;

The clouds poured out water, the air thundered,
And Tliiue arrows went abroad ;

The voice of Tby thunders was heard in the whirlwind, lightnings

shone upon the world ;

The earth was moved and shook withal."

The advent of peace to the anxious breast—peace like

the morrow's calm, when Israel stood safe on the

•further shore—is marked by a change in rhythm and
feeling :

—

" Thy way was in the sea,

And Thy paths in the great waters

;

Aud Thy footsteps were not known ;

Thou leddest Thy people hke sheep
By the hand of Moses and Aaron."

(Ps.lxxvii. 16-20.)

The prophet whose strains inspired the captives iu

Babylon mth new hope finds a constant but ever-fresh

source of imagei-y in the same events :

—

" Thus saith Jehovah

:

Who made a way in the sea,

Aud a path in the mighty waters ?

"Who brought forth the rider and the horse, the army and the
warrior ?

Together they lay down, they rose no more ;

They were extinguished, they were quenched like tow."

But suddenly, when he has recalled these olden

•memories and kindled a patriotic feeling from which

hopefulness may spring, he gives an unexpected turn

and a new vigour to his thought. " Forget," he says,

" all these wonders." Leave the past and its memories.

I"or Jehovah is net only alive who wrought them, but

able and willing to perform greater, more wonderful

thinsrs :

—

Even now shall it spring forth ; will ye not regard it ?

Tea, I will make in the wilderness a way.
In the desert streams of water." (Isa. xUii. 16—19.)

The passage in the 63rd chapter of the same prophet

s one of the greatest Ij'ric triimiphs of Hebrew song ;

—

' But they rebelled, and vexed His holy Spirit;

Therefore He was turned to be their enemy,
And He fought against them.
Then He remembered the days of old, Moses and his people

:

•Where is He that brought them up out of the sea, with the
shepherd of His flock ?

Where is He that put His holy Spirit within him ?

That led them by the right hand of Moses with His glorious

Dividing the water before then],

To make Himself an everlasting name ?

That led them through the deep, as a horse in the wilderness,
that they should not stumble ?

As a beast goeth down to the valley, the Spirit of Jehov.ih
causeth bim to rest

:

So didst Thou lead Thy people.
To make Thyself a glorious name." (Isa. Ixiii. 10-14,)

And liere we are conscious that the poet strikes a

deeper chord than that which vibrates only with hope

of coming temporal prosperity. The poetic image has

become a symbol of a spiritual truth. The passage of

tlie Red Sea is the likeness of the moral deliverance of

the human soul from sin and death. The words " re-

deemer," " redemption," took their prominent place in

Biblical poetry in connection with the deliverance from

Egypt, and"that other deliverance which always recalled

it—the Return from the Capti\'ity. But they claimed

a holier purpose and assumed a loftier moaning. The
poets of the Old Testament were but guardians of these

fair and powerful symbols tiU the time for their better

use should come. In the Apocalypse we meet them iu

their new beauty and their fullest meaning, in the vision

of those who stand redeemed and victorious on the

shores of the glassy sea, mingled -with fire,' and " sing

the song of Moses, the servant of God, and the song of

the Lamb."-
Even at the risk of repeating what has been urged

before iu these papers, it must be remarked that the

delight vfiih. which Israel thus lingered over the stories

of ancient days had its roots in a deep religious belief.

Hebrew patriotism took the form of gratitude to Him
who had made His people great. The indelible impres-

sion made by these early events is explained by the

phrase, so common on the lips of prophets and poets,

" TJie Lord liveth who hath brought us up out of the

house of bondage." "Jehovah hath triumphed glo-

riously," was the song of victory on the Red Sea, and

wherever else Israel was victorious, and it was the only

song of ^-ictory. Acknowledging their direct depen-

dence on the one supreme Judge and Ruler of the world,

the people of Israel did not, like other nations, assume

glory to themselves. " Greece and Rome could look

back with triumph to the glorious days when they had

repulsed their invaders, had risen on their tyrants, had

driven out their kings. But the birthday of Israel—the

birthday of the religion, of the hberty of the nation of

Israel—was the passage of the Red Sea ; the likeness

in this as iu so many otlier respects of the yet greater

events in the beginning of the Christum Church, of

wliich it has been long considered the anticipation and
the emblem. It was the commemoration, not of what

man has wrought for God, but of what God has

wrought for man."^ Nowhere is the enduring strength

of this conviction more finely exhibited than in Ps. cxiv.,

which may be quoted here, moreover, as one of the

most perfect examples of the singularly vivid imagina-

tion with which the later poets seized on the national

annals, and in a few powerful lines concentrated all the

most striking features of a whole history. The poem
will derive an additional charm to those acquainted with

Dante, from the beautiful picture iu the Purgaiorio,

in which the spirits emancipated from eartli and wafted

over the dividing sea to the mountain of purification by
the radiant wings of the pUot angel, chanted altogether

with one voice, " In exitu Is)-ael de Egypto." The

1 Ct. Stanley, Jewish Cliurdi, i. 157.

2 Rev. xiv. 3.

^ Stanley, Je-rish. Church, p. 129.
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artistic structure of the psalm also deserves atten-

tion. Tlie name of the Supreme Being is purposely

withheld till the end, that the feelings of wonder and

awe may be excited to the utmost, and sustained wlulo

earth and sea are questioned as to the reason of their

alarm. It is precisely an opposite effect to tliat pro-

duced by the severely simple announcement, " God

.spake, and it was done."

In keeping with these signs of artistic purpose

is the regular parallelism and the arrangement in

quatrains :

—

"When Israel came out of Egypt,

And the house of Jacob from a

Judah was His sanctuary,

And Israel His dominion.

long the strange people

The sea saw that and fled,

Jordan was driven back ;

The monutaius skipped like rams.

And the little hills like young sheep.

What aileth thee, O thou sea, that thou fleddest.

And thou, Jordan, that thou wast driven back ?

Te mountains, that ye skipped hke rams.

And ye little hills like young sheep ?

Tremble, thou earth, at the presence of the Lord,

At the presence of the God of Jacob,

Who turned the hard rock into a standing water,

And the flint stone into a springing well."

(Ps. cxiv. The arrangement is after Delitzsch and Perowne.

)

It would take too much space to show how deeply

Jewish poetry was affected Ijy the desert wanderings.

The influence of this period has extended far beyond

Hebrew literature. The rocky paths trod by Israel,

the dangers, the sufferings, the deliverance from

their long wanderings have, as has been truly said,

supplied " materials out of which the imagination of

all ages has constructed its idea of the journey of

life.'"

The interest of this period culminates at Sinai. It

is not easy, however, to connect the poetic imagery of

the sacred volume with the scenes which constitute its

interest. Those scenes were in themselves calculated

not only to produce a religious awe too strong for time

to wear away, but also to create for the national imagi-

nation an inexhaustible store of grand and terrible

figures. The long and steep ascent, each turn in the

rocky stair leading further from the haunts of men into

deeper and more secluded sohtudo ; the granite peaks,

unclothed with verdure, rising in every wild fantastic

shape into the deep blue Eastern sky, the desolation,

the silence, the mystery—these alone were such as to

produce ineffaceable impressions. And then the solemn

dawn of the awful day when the event of these long

preparations was to be seen—"And there were thuu-

derings and lightnings, and the voice of a trumpet

exceeding loud, so that all the people in the camp
trembled." But on the mount itself there was a thick

cloud. " And Mount Sinai was altogether on a smoke,

because the Lord descended upon it in fire ; and the

smoke thereof ascended as the smoke of a furnace, and
the whole mount quaked greatly. And when the voice

1 Stanley, Jewish Church, p. 136.
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of the trumpet sounded long, and waxed louder and

louder, Moses spake, and God answered him by a voice
"

(Exod. xix. 18, 19).

Amid many plain instances of the enduring in-

fluence of the great event one deserves nptice, since

it is one of the passages where a New Testament

writer, in an epistle which is indeed deeply coloured

with poetry, rises iuto almost lyric fire. The contrast

between the Old and New Covenant was drawn out

in many ways in the Epistle to the Hebrews, but

in none with more distinctness and power than in

chapter xiii., " For ye are not come unto (the mouiit ^)

that was touched,-'* and that burned with fire, nor unto

blackness, and darkness, and tempest, and the sound

of a trumpet, and the voice of words, which they who
heard mtreated that word might be spoken to them no

more. . . . But ye are come imto mount Zion, and to

the city of the H\'ing God, heavenly Jerusalem, and to

myriads, the festal host of angels, and the assembly of

the firstborn that are written in heaven, and to God the

Judge of all, and to the spirits of just men made perfect,

and to Jesus the Mediator of the New Covenant, and to

the blood of sprinkling, speaking more powerfully than

Abel."

It falls in with a notice of the poetic use made of

this part of the history of Israel, to refer to the iaflu-

ence which the peculiar rehgious economy had on the

national imagination. It has been already seen that

Jewish song is in fact the creation of the rehgion, and

chiefly existed to minister to the beauty and solemnity

of public worship. The form in which it expressed

itself would, therefore, naturally be affected by the

numerous religious rites to whose service it was dedi-

cated. It would be long to trace this influence in detail.

It is ewlent throughout the sacred poetry from the

first chant which rose from the priests in the vrildemess,

as the encampment broke up and began the day's march,''

to the sublime vision which the latest of Israel's seers

saw, when the Holy City came down from heaven like

a bride adorned for her husband, and a great voice pro-

claimed, " Behold, the taljernacle of God is with men,

and He will dwell with them, and they shall be His

people." Two out of many instances alone will sufiice,

which we may choose not only for their intrinsic

beaiity, but because they have passed from Hebrew into

Christian poetry.

There appears, several times repeated, in the sacred

poetry a tender and exquisite image of God's protecting

care, to which, it has been rightly said, " there is no

parallel in heathen literature."* It is the figure with

which every English chUd is familiar, of the out-

stretched brooding wings of God, and under them

shelter and rest for man. No doubt the birds, so dear

to all poets, in some cases suggested the image." But

- This word is of doubtful authority.

3 As contrasted with the spiritual mountains which could not be

touched.
• Numb. X. 35. Cf. Ps. Ixviii. 1.

5 Perowne.
« Cf. Deut. xxxii. 11, 12, and Matt, xxiii. 37,
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tliere is one verso iu Ps. Ixi. which Ijy its xiarallelism

directs us to another source for it

:

i

It '.vas 'in the inmost recess of tlie Holy of Holies,

and under the shadow of the cherub wiugs which met
above the mercy-seat, that the poet prayed that he might

find refuge. So anotlier psalmist, in the dread hour of

pestilence, wheu thousands were falling arouud, pro-

claims the socm'ity of those who trust in God under

the same image^ evidently, as the context shows, drawn

from the same source

:

The other instance is worthy of ' notice because it

marks the difEerence between true and false symbolism,

1 Cf. Ps. xxivi. 7; Ivii.

between poetry, which casts a light and glory round a
common act or object by revealing tlie spmtual truth,

which it conceals, and superstition, wliich invests- the

outward sign with magical power and mysterious virtue.

Amid all the multitudinous symbolism of the Mosaic

ritual there was none more calciilated to impress the

imaguiatiou and elevate the feelings of the worshipper

than the incense cloud which rose into the " gloom and
glory " of the Temple as the priests' hands were lifted

up iu prayer towards the holy place. But the danger

of the frequent repetition of such expressive actions

is evident. The poets of Israel helped to vindicate for

this as for sacrifice its spu-itual against a material use.

Thus the Psalmist sings

—

" Jehovah, I call upon Thee, haste Thee imto me !

Consider my voice when I cry lauto Thee

;

Let my praijcr lie set forth in Thy sight as the incense.

And the lifting up of my hands as an evening sacrifice."

THE OLD TESTAMENT FULFILLED IN THE NEW.
BT THE KEV. WILLIAM MILLIGAN, D.D., PKOFESSOR OP DIVINITY A.ND BIBLICAL CRITICISM IN THE UNIVEKSITT

SACRED PLACES (conUnued).

e-

'E have still to linger for a little in the Holy

of Holies, or the most holy place of the

/LYMk^lJS Tabernacle; and, doing so, our attention

^^^^^^ must be turned to a tliird article of the

furniture placed iu it, the Cherubim.

III. Directions for the making of these figures are

given iu the following words—" And thou shalt make

two cherubims of gold, of beaten work shalt thou make

them, iu the two ends of the morcy-seat. And make

one cherub on the ouo end, and the other cherub on

the other end ; even of the mercy-seat [margin, of the

matter of the mercy-seat] shall ye make the cherubims

on the two ends thereof. And the cherubims shall

stretch forth their wings on high, coveriug the mercy-

seat witli their wings, and their faces shall look one to

another ; toward the mercy-seat shall the faces of the

cherubims be" (Exod. xxv. 18—20). The expression

here used that they were to be made " of " or " frcJm
"

the mercy-seat, does not necessarily imply that they

were to bo beaten out of the same piece of gold ; for it

is hardly possible to think, considering the size of that

article of furniture, that any one block of gold cOuld

have been cast so large as to admit of both mercy-seat

and cherubim being wrought from it ; but it can hardly

imply loss than this, that these two objects were to be

inseparably connected with each other, that like the

altar and its horns (oomp. Exod. xxto. 2) they were to

constitute one whole.'

The description thus given obviously leaves us in

complete unccvtaiuty with regard to various particulars

respecting the cherubim, on which we would fain have

fuUer information than we possess ; and it is difficult

See Kalisch in loo.

to say whether this silence may have arisen from the

fact that their figures were familiar to the Israelites, or

whether it constitutes a part of a designed indefinitcness.

The former explanation is, to say the least of it, impro-

bable. Very specific directions are given -mth regard

to the construction of other objects with which the

people must have been much more familiar than they

were with these ; and even supposmg that they knew
exactly what, was meant by the cherubim of Gen. iii. 24,

we cannot imagine tliat the size of those in the Taber-

nacle would bo the same, however gi-eat may have been

the correspondence in the outliue of their forms. Wo
must, therefore, adopt the latter of the two suppositions

that have been mentioned. It was hitended that a

certain degree of indistinctness should hang over the

shape and appearance of these mysterious form.?, yet not

so much for the purpose of increasing the mystei-y con-

nected wdth them, as with tho view of leaving gi-eatev

scope for the expression of tho ideas which they sym-

bolised, when these ideas should have gained, with tho

progress of time, larger measures of purity and strength.

Notwithstanding this indefiniteness, however, informa-

tion is given us in the later books of Scripture upon

what must have been considered essential points in the

construction of the cherubim ; and we are entitled, if not

even called upon, to add it to what is said of them in

the earlier books. It is not to be thought that, what-

ever sulwrdinato alterations were made in tho conception

of them, their structure would be materially changed.

Wo know, at least, that thoso beheld in the visions of

tho Apocalypse are in essential correspondence with

those of Ezekiel. Wo may justly infer that those seen

by Ezekiel wore, like all the other parts of his -v-ision

of the Temple, taken from the Temple of Solomon:
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" And I knew," says the prophet, ' that they were the

clioi-ubims " (Ezek. x. 20). And, finally, ^Ye can hardly

doubt that the ehenibim of Solomon would be moulded

after the fashion long consecrated in the Tabernacle. A
lino of similarity thus runs throughout the whole Bible

with regard to them, and what is said in one pLace must bo

understood to throw light upon particulars not distinctly

mentioned in another. ' Slight modifications in their

structure were due simply to the fact that the idea

intended to be expressed had become clearer as time ran

on. Wo have seen something of this kind ah-eady in the

reference made to the golden candlestick in the Apoca-

lypse, for that candlestick which was single in the Taber-

nacle becomes " seven " to the view of the Apocalyptic

seer (Rev. i. 12). No one will doubt, however, that the

essential idea is preserved. It is the same in the case

before us. Changes in the figures of the cherubim

there might be, but we cannot imagine that these would

be introduced to the extent of destroying or even ob-

scuring their identity. Availing ourselves, then, of this

princijjle, we tiu'n in the first place to the cherubim of

Solomon, in connection with which wo learn the im-

portant particulars that they "stood upon then- feet,"

and that their wings reached twenty cubits, each wing

being five cubits, from the one wall of the Holy of

Holies to the other (2 Chron. iii. 11—13). Tlie wings,

however, cannot have stretched across the "inner house
""

in a horizontal lino, for the whole breadth of the house

was only twenty cubits, and no space would th ^n have

been left for their botlies. They must have stretched

upwards at an angle, a circumstance at once corre-

sponding with, and throwing light upon, what is said

of the cherubim of the Talieruaole, that " tliey shall

stretch forth then- wiugs on higli " (Exud. xxv. 20).

We are not, therefore, to think of tliriu in tlie hitter

place as sending their mugs directly ujiward from

their bodies in a perpendicular lino, but as giring

them some degree of inclination to the walls, and thus

reaching forth towards that complete possession of

the sacred si)ot which they afterwards attained. The
other circumstance mentioned in connection with the

cherubim of Solomon is even more important. They
"stood upon their feet"—that is, not only was their

position an upright one, but it leads us to think of a

human and not a bestial form.

This latter particular is confirmed when wo turn to

Ezekiel. The " living creatures " spoken of in the first

and tenth chapters of that prophet are undoubtedly the

cherubim, and we are expressly told of them, " This was
their ajipoarance, they had the likeness of a man "

(i. 5)

;

and again, " There appeared in the cherubims the form
of a man's hand under their wiugs " (x. 8)—that is, the

.symbol of human agency and activity appeared under
those very parts of then' bodies by which they were
enabled to fulfil the funetious here ascribed to them as

the swift messengers of the Almighty's m-ath, and the

sound of whose rapid movement was heard " even to the

outer coui-t, as the voice of the Almiglity God when He
speaketh " (ver. 5). It is the same when we turn to

the Apocal}i3se; the compcsite faces of each of the

cherubim in Ezekiel are there resolved into the sepa-

rate elements of their composition. Of the four living

creatures it is said that " the fh'st li\ing creature was

like a lion, and the second living creatm-e fiko a calf,

and the third living creature had a face as a man, and the

fourth living creature was like a flying eagle " (iv. 7)—

a

statement in which the change of expression employed

in the case of the thnd living creature is justly regarded

as implyirig that the human figiu-e was characteristic

of them all, but that it, in addition to the figure, had

also the human face. Whatever else, therefore, may
have been associated with them, this much is clear, that

the human clement was predominant in their form.

The view now taken receives at least confirmation even

from the statement of Gen. iii. 24, " And he made to

dwell in the garden of Eden eastward cherubims

. . . . to keep the way of the tree of life," where

Biihr—whose whole dissertation upon the cherubim has

formed, and wiU probably always form, the main source

of information on the point—has demonstrated in the

most conclusive manner that they were placed in Eden

for the purpose of " keeping " what had been first

entrusted to man to " keep " (ii. 15), and that they are

not to be regarded as mere guardians of the tree of life,

but as " keepers " of the garden in which it grew.' If

so, however, we are again naturally guided to the

thought, not of a bestial, but of a human form.

Although, however, the human forjn was thus pre-

dominant in the cherubim, they were also marked by

characteristics taken from other spheres of creaturely

existence. Thus alike in the Tabernacle, in the Temple,

and in the visions of Ezekiel and St. John they had

wings. In Ezekiel and St. John, again, mention is made

of their having not only the face of a man, but the faces

of a lion, an ox, and an eagle. TIio first-named prophet,

indeed, speaks of each of them as in possession of nil the

four faces (Ezek. i. 6—10) ; the latter apportions one

only of the four to each (Rev. iv. 7) ; while in the case

of the cherubim both of the Temple and the Tabernacle,

no indication is given in the text that they possessed

more than one face, in all probability the human. If,

however, this latter inference be correct—and we are

xmable, although not satisfied of its coiTectness, to esta-

blish anything to the contrary—it will be necessary to

suppose that, in soim^ way or audthcr, the conception of

these animal faces was ladul in tlir cherubim of the

Tabernacle, and eapalij d.'vclnpiiicul. It is not an

Hit au essi-iitial feature of their structure,

aii'l it ii hardly possilile to tliiiik that, had no hint been

gi\cii of it in their original condition, it would have

been simply added either by Ezekiel or St. d"ohn. It is

otherwise with the other characteristics mentioned by

these two prophets, and not spoken cf in the Law, such

as their wheels and eyes, for the first of these seem

simply to spring from the fact that they are represented,

not in a stationary position as in the Tabernacle, but as

moving everywhere with the swiftness of lightnhig to

execute the Almighty's vengeance, while the latter is the

1 Biilir, Sumbolil-, i., p. 351.
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oxpression of theii- supernatural powers of vision for

the same purpose.

An important question relative to the cherubim has

reference to their position as i-egards the thi'one of God.

Are they, properly speaking, the bearers of that throne,

or are they simply near it ? From various expressions

of the Old Testament it has been often inferred that

they were the former. Thus we read, "Thou that

sittcst above the cherubim, shine forth ;
" and again,

" Jehovah is King, the people tremble ; He sitteth

throned upon tlie chenilnm, flio cartli is moved" (Ps.

Ixxx. 1 ; xcix. 1 i. Ill Ih.' iii.iyiiiliociit il'sciiption of the

eighteenth Psilm it is said ,jf the Aliui-lity, "He rode

upon a cherub and tlid lly
;
yea, Ho ilid tiy upon the

wings of the wind " (ver. 10) ; and stiU more, when

Ezekiel sees the glory of God going up from the midst

of the city, he describes the movement iu the words,

" Tlien did the chcrubims lift up their wings, and the

wheels beside them ; and the glory of the God of Israel

was over them above " (xi. 22). This idea, however, is

inconsistent with what we find both in the books of

Moses and in the Apocalypse. In the former it is the

mercy-seat that is God's throne :
" And the Lord said

unto Moses, Speak unto Aaron thy brother, that he oome

not at all times into the holy jilace within the vail

before the mercy-seat which is upon the ark, that he

die not, for I will appear iu the cloud upon the mercy-

seat." " And when Moses was gone into the tabernacle

of the congregation to speak with Him, then he heard

the voice of One speaking unto him from ofi the mercy-

seat that was upon the ark of testimony, from between

the two cherubims : and He spake unto liim" (Lev. xvi.

2 ; Numb. ^di. 89). In conformity with this, the original

promise of God was that He would commune witli

the people " from above the mercy-seat, from between

the two cherubims which are upon the ark of the testi-

mony " (Exod. XXV. 22) ; and He is again and again

spoken of as the Lord of Hosts that dwelleth between

the cherubims (1 Sam. iv. 4 ; 2 Sam. vi. 2), where the

word " between," though not exactly expressed iu the

Hebrew, gives a fair representation of the sense. What
is thus set before us in the Old Testament finds con-

firmation in the New, for when St. John describes their

position it is in the words, that they are " in the midst

of the throne and round about the throue " (Rev. iv. 6).

Let us look at these last words a little more particularly,

for it seems to us that they have not been thoroughly

appreciated by previous inquirers. A comparison of

Rev. iv. 4—6 and vii. 11 will show that KiiK\tf expresses

not a nearer but rather a more remote rel.ation to the

object spoken of than KvK\69ep, and tliat we have to

conceive of the throne and the adoriug hosts around it

as a series of concentric circles—in the centre the

throne, the first circle and nearest to the centre the

four-and-twenty elders, the second the four linug

creatures, the tliird the great company of angels.

What then is the meaning of " iu the midst of the

throne, and round about the throne," two clauses appa-

rently contradictoiy of each otlier, especially if wc arc

right iu affirming that " round about '" here (kvk^i^')

indicates not so mucli a near as a somewhat distant

proximity? We believe that these words are suggested

by nothing else thau the arrangements of the Most Holy
Place, " in the midst of the throne " by the thought of

the two cherubim standing upon the ark ;
" round

about the throne " by the thought of the cherubim

\vi-ought into the texture of the covering which formed

the roof and sides of the apartment. If so, any idea

that the cherubim were the supporters or bearers up
of God's throne must be at once dismissed. They
are near it, they are round about it, He who sits upon
the tin-one speaks from their midst; but He is not

borne up by them, nor does He ride upon them as in

a chariot.

It seems only necessary to add, upon this part of the

subject, that the eyes of the cherubim in the Tabernacle

are directed downwards towards the mercy-seat (Exod.

x.iv. 20), and that the curtain .and vail which formed

the sides of the Most Holy Place were all wrought with

cherubim of cunning work (Exod. xxvi. 1).

From the structure and form of the cherubim we
turn to their meaning for Israel, and, connected with

this, to their fulfilment for ourselves. On the first of

these two points very different opinions have been

entertained, which our space does not permit us to

examine. We can do little more than allude in passing

to three of these which it is necessary to set aside. It

is fii-st of all e-v4dent that they do not represent attri-

butes of the Almighty. The argument of the Rev. Prin-

cipal Fairbairn, in his able article on the " Cherubim "

iu the Imperial Dictionary of the Bible, is, it appears

to us, conclusive upon this point. They serve, they

worship, they adore. " Creaturely position and minis-

terial character " obviously belong to them. They are

certainly not emblems of the Divine. In the second

place, they are not angelic existences. The human form

is too predominant a characteristic of their structure to

permit such an idea to be entertained, and in the Reve-

lation of St. John they are clearly distinguished from

angels. In the third place, they are not an independent

order of creatures, possessing a distinct and separate

existence. Apart from all other considerations leading

to the rejection of such a view, it is enough to

observe that the changes in the descriptions given iu

different parts of the Bible of their forms prevent the

possibility of entertaining it. They are symbolical

figures, ideal conceptions, and have no corresponding

representatives among actual li^'iug things.

The important question then is. What do they repre-

sent ? The human element in them is at once intelli-

gible. It can be nothing but man. But what of the

animal faces associated with it ? Do these indicate an

advance of humanity to higher powers than it at present

possesses, to attributes " more strikingly represented in

the inferior creation than in him who is its proper lord

and its head ;
" or do they lead us to the thought of

other departments of nature brought along with man
near to the Almiglity, and made partakers of man's

privileges? Notwithstanding the weight of authority

on the other side, we must adopt the latter idea. For,
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iu the first place, there is more thau tlicse auimal faces

to be accounted for aud explained. The cherubim had

wings, and these obvaously not the vriiigs of birds whose
added powers, if we are to take su-ch a view of the

matter, are concentrated in the eagle's face, but the

^vings of God's messenger, the wind. This characteristic

of the cherubim has been strangely uegleoted by in-

quirers into the symbolism before us, but it is not less

entitled to consideration than the others. We shall

return to it again. In the meantime it is enough to

say that it demands explanation, and that upon the

view we are controverting it does not obtain it. In
the second place, when one or more parts of a composite

and ideal figui-e have a distinct meaning of their own,
it is natural to think that this will be the case with all

the pai-ts. The human face and the wings of the

cherub have such a meaning. It is at least probable

that the animal faces have an equally independent force.

In the third place, the whole analogy of the Holy of

Holies makes it necessary to suppose that, in so far as

man is here referred to, it is as redeemed, [and brought

to the highest point of spiritual development. There
is something incongruous in the idea of mixing up with

this the thouglit of increased powers best represented

in a part of creation so much beneath him. Lastly, we
shall have to show immediately that the qualities of the

lower animals thus fixed on, " royal majesty and fearful

strength, patient and productive industry, soaring energy

and angelic nimbleness of action," are not the qualities

represented by the lion, the ox, aud the eagle, and that

what these animals do symbolise does not supply

suitable material for the thought of powers added to

man.

It is not, therefore, in this line of thought that we are

to find the explanation of those parts of the cherubim

which are additional to the human. We must adopt

rather the second alternative spoken of, and see in them
the symbols of other departments of nature now asso-

ciated with man iu the enjoyment of his completed

pri\'ileges.

Thus the wings of the cherubim arc the symbol of

the wind, a part of the material creation generally.

There does not appear to be a single passage of the

Old Testament where wings are spoken of as if they

belonged to angels. They belong to the wind (Ps.

xviii. 10; civ. 3) ; and if we are asked why this part of

creation should be selected rather than any other as the

representative of the whole, the answer will be found
in an aspect of the cherubim that we have yet to speak
of, and leading directly to such a choice. In the

meanwhile, it is enough to say that the wings of the

cherubim are not the wings of angels, that they carry

us to the thought of the wind, and through the wind to

the thought of all inanimate creation. When we turn

to the animal faces, there can be, of course, no doubt
that we have iu them the representatives of creation in

its animated sphere—the lion the monarch of the forest,

the " ox " associated with domestic life, the eagle better

fitted than any other bird to symbolise the dominion
of the air. Combining, therefore, these different cou-

sideratiou.s, we see iu the composite aud ideal figures

of tlie cherubim first of all man predominant, and then
both animate and inanimate natm-e connected with
him in his admission to the Divine presence, and to

the exalted privileges of the Tabernacle's most holy
place.

The view now taken will receive confii-mation if what
we have yet to say of the meaning of these animal

faces shall be acknowledged to be correct. That
meaning, it seems to us, is to be sought in a direction

entirely different from that in which it is generally,

if not always, looked for—not in the nobler, but iu

the fiercer and more terrible qualities of the animals

selected. It is probably the mention of the •• ox " that

has led to what we cannot help regarding as a com-
plete misconception of the figure. The ox may indeed

well 1)6 the emblem of patient industry, but is it in the

least degree likely that the ox is the animal referred

to? Could a mutilated animal have been used m such

symbolism as we have now before us (comp. Lev. xxi.

16—24) ? It is not the face of the ox but of the bull

that is employed, just as in Rev. iv. 7 it is the face of

a bull-calf ; and the bull is the emblem not of patient

industry, but of strong and fierce rage. "Because
ye were glad, because ye rejoiced, O ye destroyers of

mine heritage, because ye are grown fat as the heifer at

grass, and bellow as bulls." " Be not far from me, for

trouble is near ; for there is none to help. Many buUs
have compassed me ; strong bulls of Bashau have beset

me round." " Rebuke the company of spearmen, the

multitude of the bulls ; . . . scatter thou the people

that delight in war" (Jer. 1. II ; Ps. xxii. 11, 12 ; Ixviii.

30). If this be the symbolism of the bull-face, there

will be less difficulty iu allowing that that of the lion

is intended to denote not the majesty but the terror of

royalty, and to bring before us the thought of an animal

tearing his prey, rending it to pieces, while there is none

to deliver, and roaring in such a manner as to alarm

all who hear (Ps. vii. 2 ; xxii. 13 ; Hosea xi. 10). A
similar remark applies to the face of the eagle, for the

rapidity of the eagle's flight is spoken of in Scriptm-e

not so miich as the emblem of speed alone, but to

mark the swiftness with which judgments overtake the

enemies of God. He is " the eagle that hasteth to the

prey" (Job ix. 26). Th,' ,i,-,li-oy.T ,if Jerusalem shall

" come up as clouds. :uv\ lii- rliaioi^ sliall l>e as a whirl-

wind; his horsesare swillrr thau ra^'l's; "' and iu similar

strains the destroyer of Edom is described—" Bi^hold. lie

shall come up and fly as the eagle, and at that day sliall

the heart of the mighty men of Edom be as the lieart of

a woman in her pangs "
(Jer. iv. 13 ; xfix. 22). Nor is it

otherwise iu the New Testament, for our Lord himself

quotes the saying, "Wheresoever the carcase is, there will

the eagles be yathnvd lonvther" (Matt. xxiv. 28); and

when St. JdliH ill t!i. A|i.iralypse hears "Woe, woe, woe

to the inliabilri-s ..f tlir earth by reason of the other

voices of the trumpet of the three angels which are yet

to sound," the words are from the voice of " an eagle

flying through the midst of heaven " (Rev. viii. 13,

amciided reading). These then are the qualities that
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jolisi'il ill animal fa( ns of tlie cherubim, not

' ni,!j<'^i y aua pnTir^s surji^ni,'" " patient laboiir and

pri).!;M-lvi' vivv'j:}-." anu''li'- unulileuess of action,"'

but rai 111 r ijualiuLS that ,sli-ikr U'l'iui- into the hearts of

men, and suggest the idea of a dootructive force that

nothing is able to mthstaud.

It will bo at once observed how completely it is in

harmony with the representatiou now given, tliat wings

are attached to tho cherubim as symbols of iuauimate

ci-eation. These wings are " tho wings of the wind,"

and it is upon them that the Almighty rides when

He comes to judgment. " Then the earth shook and

trembled ; the foundations also of the hills moved aud

were shaken, because He was wroth. There went up a

smoke out of His nostrils, aud fire out of His mouth

devoured ; coals were kindled by it. Aud He rode upon

a cherub, and did fly
;
yea. He did fly upon the wiugs

of the wind " (Ps. xviii. 7, 8, fO).

The aspect under which the Almighty is presented

to us in Scripture when the cherubim are associated

with Him loads us to the same conclusion. They are

not then simply partakers of His favour. They are

inst-.-mueuts iu tlu^^ oxeeutiou of His wrath. That it

is so iu Ezi'kiol no one will dispute, and we may bo

spared the proof. It is not less so iu the Apocalypse.

The opening of each of the first four seals, the four

which deal with judgments upon eartii. is immediately

followed by a voice, " as it were tho noise of thunder,''

from one of the four living creatures, saying, '• Come
and see " tRov. vi. 1, 3, 5, 7). It is one of them that

gives to tho seven angels " seven golden vials fuU of

the wrath of God " (Bsv. xv. 7) ; and after the destruc-

tion of Babylon, when her smoke is ascending' up for

ever and over, and tho voice of much people iu lieaveu

calls for praise to Him who hath avenged the blood of

His servants at her hand, they fall down aud worship
" God that sat on the throne, saying, Amen ; Alleluia "

(Rev. xix. 1—4).

Thus, therefore, wo roach tho meaning aud purport

of the cherubim. They avo an emblem of man asso-

ciated on the one hand with the inanimate, on the other

with animated creation, all brought into tho immediate

presence of God, all placed close around His throne,

and either filling or stretching forth to fill the Holy of

Holies with their presence. They are there, sharers in

the Aluiiiiiity's holiness, aud of that holiness in its more
awful forms, as a holiness that cannot look upon sin

but with abhorrence. Tliey are the i-icegerents of His
kingdom. Tliey are assessors by His side. Their
aspect is not that of the sweetness generally connected
by us with the word cherub, but that of sternness, in-

dignant power, and judgment. Thus also it is that they
look downwards towards tho mercy-seat. It is by what
thoy see there that they are restrained from executmg
wrath upon tho guilty. That mercy-seat, sprinkled with
tho blood of atonement, tolls of pardon for tlie sinner

;

their sternness is softened, mercy rejoices over judg-
ment, and the storm-\vind sinks into a calm.

' Fairbaii-u, Tuitolyjn, i., p. 2i33.

We have already occupied so much space "witli tho

subject before us that little is left for tho considera-

tion of our last point, the fulfilment of the cherubim.

The key to that fulfilment is the thought of glorified

humanity; for we have already seen that the human
element- is predominant iu them, the others being only

associated with and subordinate to it ; while their place

is in the Holy of Holies, immediately beside the throne

of God ; and tlieir designation, in the language of the

sacred writer, is " the cherubims of glory " (Heb. ix. 5).

Glorified humanity, then, is what they primarily repre-

sent to us, and that iu the first place iu the Lord Josus

Christ himself. As man He has ascended to " His
Father .ind oiu- Father, to His God and our God ;

"

"We see Jesus, who was made a little lower than the

angels for the suffering of death, cro^vuod with gloiy

and honour ;

" aud '

" tlie Lamb that was slain " is "in

the midst of the throne." But, again, the fulfilment of

the cherubim is not iu Christ alone individually and
personally. It is also in that Church of which He is

Head, in all iu which tho redemption wrought out hj
Him takes effect, iu all that through Him is brougiit

into nearness to the High and Holy One who dwoUeth

in the high and holy place. Hero iudeed humanity is

first. Not unto angels hath God " put in subjection

the world to come," but unto man ; and, though we do

not yet see all things put under him, we see Jesus, his

great Representative and Forerunner, already set down
at tho right hand of tho throne of God; the " name given

Him above evei-y name ; " " angels, authorities,and powers
being made subject imto Him ;

" and we know that His
Church shall m duo time share His exaltation, and
follow Him whithersoever He goeth. Man theu first,

but uot man alone. Along with him, there is a sense

in which Nature, iu both her departments, animate aud
iuauimate, shall also be partaker of redemption ; for "tho

creature was made subject to vanity, uot willingly, but

by reason of Him who hath subjected the same iu hope,

because the creature itself also shall bo delivered from

tho bondage of corruption into the glorious liberty of

the sons of God " (Rom. viii. 20, 21). This is the great

result spoken of Ijy the Apostlo when he tells us that

" it pleased the Father that in His dear Son should

all fulness dwell ; and, having made peace through tho

blood of His cross, by Him to reconcile all things unto

Himself ; by Him, whether they bo things in earth

or tilings in heaven" (Col. i. 19, 20). It is the "new
heavens and tho new earth wherein dwelleth righteous-

ness" (2 Pet. iii. 13). It is the "every creature which

is in heaven, and on the earth, and under the earth, and

such as are in the sea, and all that aro in them," heard

by the Apocalyptic seer " saying, Blessing, and honour,

aud glory, and power, bo unto Him that sitteth upon tho

throne, aud unto tho Lamb for ever and ever " (Rev. v.

13). These are all to be associated with man in his song

of praise. In his elevation they shall all be elevated

;

nay, with him they are elevated now. The light that

transfigures him upon the Holy Mount also transfigures

them ; and the more ho is glorified by faith, the more

does a glory shine to him through their apparent garb
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of ' vaulty," auJ chauge, aud death. C4od, iii short, is iu

the midst of His people aud of the earth, and man and

nature alike lift up oo Him their song of praise. " They
rest not day or night," like the living creatures, the

cherubim by which they are symbolised, •' saying. Holy,

lioly, holy. Lord God Almighty, wliich was, aud is, and
is to come " (Rev. iv. 8). Finally, if wo are asked.

Where is the element of judgment spoken of ? wo
reply. All holiness in the very necessity of the case is

judgment ; but, further, it is iu the promise that the

saints shall judge the world when they aro ' set down

with Christ upou His throne, even as He is set down
with the Father upon His throne." And thus they shaU

continue to judge until all Christ's enemies are made
His footstool. Then there -will be no longer need for

judgment, and it will only remain for them to keep

then- eyes fixed upon the mercy-seat, upou the Lamb
"as it had been slain," and to sing "the now song" to

Him who hath redeemed them to God by His blood out

of every kindred, and tongue, and people, and nation,

aud hath made them unto their God kings aud priests

(Rev. V. 9).

BY THE KEV.

THE MINEEALS OF THE BIBLE.
AND KATURAIi SCIEKCE, SPSINQ

II. METALS, MINING, AND METAXLUEGY {contimud).

IRON AND STEEL.

[HE descendants of Cain are represented

in the Book of Genesis (chap, iv.) as the

great inventors aud discoverers of remote

antiquity. Lamech was the father of the

first musieiau, aud the fii-st metal artificer; Jubal

discovered the charms of music, and Tubal-cain in-

vented the first processes of metallurgy. It has

been suggested that the hard aud dangerous life led

by the exiled Cainites forced them, as a means of

self-defence, to metal weapons, and, as a meaus of

subsistence, to metal tools. The reader may be re-

ferred to the very beautiful j)oem of Jubal, by George

Elliott, as giving an imaginative aud yet highly pro-

bable accoxmt of the discovery of musical instruments,

and the develojimeut of the art which thus sprang

into existence. The suggestion as to the close union

between the two uses of metal is worthy of notice,

because now, as in ancient times, the path of human
progi-ess lies not amidst luxury and personal enjoy-

ment, but often iu hardness aud severity of living

;

or, in the words of the trite and well-worn proverb,

"Necessity is the mother of inveution." Nor need

liardness and severity of life be destitute of refinement

and culture ; for whilst one brother beeomos the black-

ened iiud begrimed metal-worker, tlio other lends to

his labour the charms of music and harmony. Tubal-

cahi worked iu bronze aud iron amidst the melodies of

Jubal's lyre.

The mention of iron so early iu traditional history

has given rise to much discussion and speculation. All

archaeologists are agreed that in Europe, at all events,

the use of bronze preceded that of iron ; and there can

be little doubt that this was the case generally. Iron

does not obtrude itself upon notice like some other

metals. Its workable ores, ivith some exceptions to be

named Ijelow, are dull and earthy in appearance, and
the metal is obtained from them with difficulty. In the

earlier ages, tliougli irou might be known, the difficulty

of working it would restrict its use, and bronze would

be much more extensively employed. This must neces-

sarily be conceded. But when it is stated that iron

could not have been kuowu at so early an age, aud that

the references to it in the early books prove that they

were produced subsequently, we must enter au emphatic

protest. The historical proof is conclusive as to the

early employment of iron ; and where history fades into

the dim tradition of the past, the probability is most

strong that h'on must have been known, even if not

employed so extensively as bronze. The discoveries of

Mr. Layard in Assyria show that iron abounded in that

ancient empire, and that it was sent by the Assyi-ians

as tribute to the Egyptians {Second Discovery in

Nineveh and Babylon, p. 415). Concerning its use in

Egypt, the absence of irou in the relics discovered was

at first deemed conclusive that it was unknown. But

Sir J. G. Wilkiusou (iii. 247) shows the fallacy of this

conclusion. He says: " In the sepulchres of Thebes

I have had occasion to remark butchers represented

sharpening their knives on a round bar of metal

attached to their apron; aud the blue colour of the

blades, and the distinctiou maintained between the

bronze and steel weapons iu the tomb of Rameses III.,

I one being painted red and the other blue, leave little

doubt that the Egj^jtiaus of an early Pharaouic age

were acquainted with the use of iron." The absence

of irou relies from Egyj^it is duo probably to their

decomposition. Mr. Layard sent some to the British

Museum from Niueveli ; but, so far as we are aware,

none have been brought from Egypt. As iron readily

rusts, and a nitrous soU such as that of Egjiot woidd

promote the decomposition, it is easy to uudor.stand

the disappearance of iron rehcs.

Turning now to the dawn of early tradition, apart

from direct historical testimony or archajological proof,

there is very strong probability that iron must have

been known; though undoubtedly bronze, for reasons

already stated, was in much more general use. The

more common ores of iron, which, though so refractory

in workiug, have aided so much the gro\^ih of civUisa-
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tiou, auJ added so much to tlie dignity and glory of

our own country, are uot likely to have attracted the

attention of the early dwellers on the earth. But there

are other ores of iron which must have been noticed.

The most prominent, perhaps, is iron pyi'itos, with its

brilliant lustre and golden aspect. This, however, could

not have been used for the production of the metal

;

it is not so used even now. Next comes the magnetic

oxide of iron, or natural lodestoue, the startiug-point

of all the wonderful magnetic discoveries; and the

anhydrous sesquioxide, called red haematite or specular

iron, an ore of like composition to that now worked at

Barrow-in-Furness. Pliny's account of these is some-

what interesting. Speaking of the former, he says :
" It

received its name, macjnes, from the person who was the

first to discover it, upon Ida. Magnes, it is said, made

' by Ml-. Burton. Further, the recent Ordnance Survey

of the peninsula of Sinai (published iu 1869) shows

not only that the so-called Nubian Sandstone, which is

of the Carboniferous age, contains the brown hydrated

haematite, which has been extensively worked at Wady

j

Nasb and other places, but also that the iron mountain.

I Jebel Hadid, to the south of Jebel Musa, consists of

specular iron ore, and that the same ore occurs in other

localities. Now, remembering these historical refer-

ences and proofs, wo maintain that, going back to the

da^vn of early tradition, there is strong probability that

! these ores WMst, by their peculiar character and appear-

]

ance, have early attracted notice, and in all probability

I have yielded, even to the crude methods then known,

the reduced metal.

1 Another consideration wOl render the probability of

ANCIENT KNIVES AND METAL AKMOUE. (aSSTKIAN.)

this discovery when, taking his herds to pasture, he

found that the nails of his shoes and the iron ferrule

of his staff adhered to the ground." He then describes

different kinds of magnets and their localities, and pro-

ceeds :
" The leading distinction in magnets is the

sex, male and female, and the next great difference in

them is the colour Tho kind that is found in

Troas is black, of the female sex, and consequently

destitute of attractive power." This is interesting as

referring probably to tho opposite effects of north and

eouth magnstic poles, and highly amusing iu its refer-

ence to the magnetic attractive power of the female

.''ex, especially when of a black colour. Then, after

describing hosmatito as not possessing the property of

attracting iron which the ordinary magnet has, Pliny

proceeds thus :
" The Ethiopian magnet is recognised

by this peculiarity, that it has the property also of

attracting other magnets to it." [Kist Nat. xxx\-i.,

c. 25 (16).] The magnetic iron ore is in this passage

distinctly located iu Ethiopia ; and as Sir J. G. Wilkin-

son shows, at Hammiimi, between the Nile and the Red
Sea, a mine of specular ore or hematite was discovered

the early discovery of iron still stronger. Whilst there

is no proof of the existence of native met<illic iron in

the countries bordering on the traditional centre of our

race, there is distinct historic proof of the fall of

meteoric stones in ancient times. Plutarch relates

circumstantially the fall of a meteorite at .^gos

1 Potamos, 465 B.C. [Life of Lysander) ; and, moreover,

he gives a vei-y shrewd guess as to the origin of such

stones, in words which may be rendered thus :
" Some

;

philosophers maintain an opinion more likely and

I

credible than that of Anaxagoras. They hold that

the stars which are seen to fall are not emanations or

!
detached parts of the elementaiy fire, but that they

' i'eally are some of those heavenly bodies which, from

1 some lessening of the rapidity of their motion, or by

j

some irrpgidar concussion, get loosened and fall ; not so

much upon places that are inhabited as into the ocean,

i which is the reason why they are so seldom seen."

! Pliny (ii. 58) refers to this stone, and says that it was

j

still to be seen iu his time. The fall is also recorded

j

in the chronicle of the Ai-undelian or Parian Marbles,

j
and Diogenes of Apollouia speaks of " the stony star
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wliicli fell buniiug at ^gos Potaaios." Besides this,

which is perliaiis the most authentic account of any

meteoric fall in ancient times, there are other allusions to

such metallic stones, dating back as far aa the fifteenth

century B.C. (e.g. Herodotus, iv. 5 and 7, and others).

And making aU allowance for the superstitious of oarly

times, there can bo little doubt, in the liglit of modern

scientific knowledge, that these records are substantially

coi'rect, aud that meteoric masses have at various times

fallen on the earth. During the present centuiy such

stones have been observed to fall, and have been analysed

by competent chemists.

In the British Museum, and in the museums of

Paris, Vienna, Berlin, and other places, are numerous

specimens of such meteorites from different parts of

the world. Analysis shows that many of these masses

'^^ -<-

whose stones are iron." Some distinguished modern
geologists, notably Professor Ramsay, maintain that

these iron meteorites are not of extra-terrestrial origin,

but that they are masses of native iron brought to the

sui-face of the earth from its interior by eruptive vol-

canic agencies. Ou November 8th, 1871, a letter from
the British Embassy at Copeuliagen, transmitted by
Earl Gi-anviUe, our then Foreign Minister, to the

Geological Society of London, was read aud discussed

at its ordinary meeting. This letter coucerued a

number of masses of meteoric iron which had recently

been found in Greenland, the largest of which weighed

no less than twenty-five tons. Chemical analysis

showed that the proportion of iron was very great

indeed. On December 20th, in the same year, the

subject was resumed in a paper by Professor Norden-

INCIENT CHARIOT. (AtSYKIAN.)

consist of metallic iron in combination with very small

quantities of nickel and cobalt. Wherever iu ancient

times such stones occurred, they must have attracted

attention, and there can be little doubt that the metal

was speedily utilised for weapons and tools. The
Esquimaux now make knives from meteoric iron. The
metal would necessarily bo rare in the infancy of metal-

lurgy, and the superior facilities of bronze would for a

lengthened time overshadow it. until the metal-workers

were able to obtain it from its more common oi-es.

But, in view of the facts and testimonies above-men-

tioned, we see no reason whatever for doubting that

veiy early in the history of our race iron was known

;

though for a considerable period the comparative
rarity of its richest ores, and the difficmty of working
them, kept it subordinate in general use to copper and
brcaze.

We must ventiu-e, at the risk of seeming tedious, to

pursue this subject a little further. Tli" i'.-wl- -(,it.,l

are no mere fables. They are some of tlir I liiy i ilis

of science;" aud they throw a flood of li^lil cm the

description of Palestine in Dent. viii. 0, as "a laud

skiold of Stockholm, who gave reasons for the meteoric

origin of these enormous masses. The discussion was
continued in the Comptes Rerulus de VAcademie des

,sv;.i, •,,< ((nnics Ixxiv. and Lxxv.) and other foreign

jiiilili.aiiuiis. The Swedish metallurgists maintained

tlic exlra-lei-restrial origin of these metallic stones, and

this view was supported by M. Wohler (Nackr. Kiia.

Geselkh. GMingen, May 11th, 1872), whilst the

opinion was freely expressed in England and France

that they might be of eruptive origin. The distin-

guished Fi-ench metallurgist, M. Daubree, than whom
no mau perhaps is better able to give a competent

opinion, after a most careful examination of specimens,

and a most candid investigation of reasons pro and con.,

came to the conclusion that, though in many respects

these stones resemble those which can definitely be

traced to meteoric falls which have taken place during

the present century, yet they are most probably erup-

tive, aud seem to elucidate the nature of the deeper-

seated parts of our globe. (See Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc,

cix., pp. 1 aud 44 ; cxii. Appendix, pp. 6, 7.)

Now let us look at the statement of Deut. viii. 9, in
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the light of those facts and discussions. Palestine was

"a land whose stones are iron." Wiucr and others

have understood this to mean basalt. Others, again,

have explained it as a merely poetical %ure. Rus-

segger, Burckhardt, Seeisen, and Rittcr have shown

that strata containing iron occur in that district. Tlie

limestone of Palestine belongs to the Jurassic or Oolitic

formation, wliich yields hydrous iron oxide in the Cleve-

land district of Yorkshire, in Northamptonshu-e, and in

some parts of Europe. But the traces of iron opera-

tions of this kind in Palestine are exceedingly unim-

portant, and would by no means justify the expression

" whose stones are iron."'

It is clear from Josh. xvii. 16 ; Judg. i. 19 ; iv. 3,

13, that at the time of the Israelite invasion Canaan

abounded in iron. Whence came this iron? If in

Greenland it can be shown that the basalts of that

district include masses of metallic substance containing

ninety per cent, of pure iron, it is not incredible that the

basaltic rocks which abound in some parts of Palestine

may likewise have contained, in early times, masses of

metallic iron, which the ancient metal-workers used for

their various purposes. Both east and west of the

gorge of the Jordan, and the Dead Sea and Lake of

Tiberias, are signs of very peculiar volcanic activity in

past ages ; and the basalts there juay, as in Greenland,

have been associated with metallic iron. The In^iothesis

of Professor Ramsay and M. Daubrce, if true, fully

explains the references to iron in connection with the

early history of Canaan. And this explanation, per-

haps, is rendered the more probable from the fact that

the territories of Og, king of Bashan, who had a huge
bedstead of iron (Deut. iii. 11), consisted in very great

part of basaltic rock. Even if the hypothesis in ques-

tion should be exploded by further discovery and
research, it is not by any means imjirobable that the

iron of Canaan in remote times was derived from
meteoric stones ; aud this would justify the exjn'sssion

that it was "a land whoso stones were iron."

In later times (Ezek. xxvii. 19) the market of Tyre
is represented as being supplied with bright iron by the

:ncrchants of Dan and Javan. This statement is most

suggestive, because it indicates that the original source

of supply in Palestine itself had failed. In the times

of Moses, Joshua, and the Judges, there is distinct

evidence of abimdance of iron, so nincli so that Moses
describes the land as one whose stones are iron. If

this iron were derived, as we have suggested, either

from occasional and isolated masses of native iron in

the basaltic rock of the volcanic districts, or from
meteoric stones, the supijly would necessarily be soon

exhausted ; and tvc should naturally expect to find

centuries later that iron was imported from a distance.

But if, on the other hand, the iron of Canaiin in early

times were obtained from the smelting of the iron ores

of Lebanon, Moab, and other districts, we should find

1 Josephus (BcII. Jiid. iv. 8, §2) mentions an iron mountain in
Wortheru Gile.id, and there are traces o£ ancient workings in this

and otlier districts.

that the supply, instead of diminishing, would largely

increase as the arts of metallurgy were improved ; and
tliat Palestine and Tyi-e woidd be nmch more likely to

be exporters than importers of that metal. Add (o

this, that there are but very few and unimportant '

indications of either iron-mining-- or iron-smelting ia

Palestine, and it must be admitted that all the fact.i

seem to point conclusively to the hypothesis above

suggested.

Iron was used for tools of various kinds (Deut. xis.

5 ; xxvii. 5 ; 1 Kings vi. 7 ; 2 Kings vi. 6, 6 ; Isa. x.

3-1 ; 2 Sam. xii. 31 ; 1 Chi-ou. xx. 3) ; for weapons and
implements both for war and for hunting (Job xli. 7

;

XX, 2-4 ; 1 Sam. xvii. 7 ; 2 Sam. xxiii. 7) ; for war
chariots (Josh, x-idi. 16, 18 ; Judg. i. 19 ; iv. 3, 13)

;

for nails and fastenings of the T-smple (1 Chron. xxii.

3 ; Joseplms, Ant. xv. 11, § 3) ; for bars and fetters

(Ps. cv. 18 ; ovii. 16 ; Isa. xlv. 2) ; and for a variety of

similar uses. King Og's gigantic bedstead has already

been mentioned ; and in the New Testament we find an

iron gate (Acts xii. 10), a surgical imjjlemeut (1 Tim.
iv. 2), and iron breastplates (Rev. ix. 9\ Tlie word
also occurs in a variety of metapihorical meanings, im-

plying hard bondage (Deut. iv. 20 ; xxviii. 4-8 ; 1 Kings
vili. .51); severity of government (Ps. ii. 9) ; fortitude

and strength (Job xl. IS; Jer. i. 18; Dan. ii. 33);

destructive power aud cruel oppression (Dau. vii. 7

;

Amos i. 3) ; and many others.

The word steel occurs ia our English version in four

places (2 Sam. xxii. 3-5; Job xx. 24; Ps. x\\u. 31; Jer.

XV. 12) as the r^_'nderiug of Hebrew words which in

all other passages unquestionably mean " bronze " or

" copper." It is very doubtful whether the ancient

nations were acquainted either Arith east-iron or with

steel. Those, as is well known, differ from wrought or

malleable iron iu liavlug a proportiou of carbon in com-

bination, vrhich renders them more fusible aud harder.

Cast-iron lias the most carljon ; but steel, from its pecu-

liar qualities of hardness aud elasticity, according to

the tempering, is the most useful in matters of cutleiy

and so forth. The cxuestion as relating to cast-iron is

purely specidativc, and does not aSect any passages of

Scripture. Biat as regards steel there are two passages

which must be noticed. Jeremiah xv. 12 reads, " ShaU

iron [harzell break [or crush] iron from tlie north and

copper [or bronze].'" Here manifestly " iron from the

nortli " and bronze or copper are represented as having

greater tenacity or hardness than ordinary iron. Ac-
cording to Plmj' {Hist. Nat. xxxiv., c. 41), iron was
hardened by being plunged red-hot into water ; aud he

mentions different kinds of irnn of varying excellence,

according to the quahty of the water iu which it had

been tempered. The excellence of the iron depended, of

course, uot upon the quality of the water, but upon the

quality of the ore, and the msiliod of manufacture.

But there can bo no doubt that some districts produced

iron of a very superior quality to that of others. One
of these favoured districts was near the southern shores

of the Black Sea, where a people called the Chalybcs

dwelt (Canon Rawlinson's Herodotus, vol. i., p. 323).
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Bockmauu (Hist. Liv. ii., p. 327 ; Bohn) shows tliat the

method employed by these, as described by Aristotle,

resulted in the mamifactiire of a steel similar to tliat

prepared iu modern times by the method of fusion.

As this district lay to the north of Palestine, it is

most probable that the " northern iron " of Jer. xv. 12

is this steel of the Chalybes. This and the ueighbour-

iug di.'jtricts retained their celebrity for a lengthened

period, and throughout the Middle Ages the steel of

Damascus had a wide reputation.

In Nahum ii. 3 occurs a word (palddh) which iu

both Arabic and Syriac means " steel," but in our

English version is translated " torches." Michaelis,

Ewald, Henderson, and others have suggested that

the reference here is to the addition of sharp scythes

to the wheels of war-chariots, so that as the wheels

revolved the scythes would prove formidable weapons of

destruction. Delitzsch, however, suggests tl at sucl

chariots were first introduced by Cjtus, and we e n

known to the Medes, the Syrians, the Arabians an 1 tho

Egyptians ;
^ and he explains the term as referrino' to tl o

steel covering of tho Assyrian chariots, which a e e^ e

sented on the monuments as adorned with ornaments

of metal. (See Layard's Nineveh and its Ecu s

p. 318.)

LEAD.

This metal, most widely used uow-a-days, loes not

appear to have been extensively employed n ol 1

times. It was found in the rocks of the Sina le e t

was known ia Egypt, and common in Palestine Th
first Biblical reference to it is iu Exod. xv. 10 wl o

it is said that the Egyptians " sank like lead n tl

sea. It is named amongst tho spoils of the Ml n to

(Numb. xxxi. 22), and amongst tlio merchanl e ol

Tyre (Ezek. xxvii. 12). It was used for weights and

plummets (Zech. v. 7; Amos \di. 7, 8; Acts xxvii. 28).

There is no evidence in ancient times of the use of

lead for the multitude of liousehold and architectural

purposes which now render it so useful a metal. There

are, however, iudications of three uses to whicli it is stdl

put. It was employed for purifying silver ; and to this

we shall return below in treating of metallurgy. Solder

also appears to have been known and used. Pliny makes
distinct reference to the use of lead for this purpose.

He says: " Pieces of black lead [i.e., our lead] cannot be

soldered without the intervention of white lead [^'.e.,

our tin], nor can this bo done without employing oil

;

nor can white lead, on the other hand, be united without

the aid of black had" (Hid. Nnf. xxxiv. 47). This

passage renders it clear that, in Pliny's time as

now, a mixture of lead and tin was employed for

soldering. There is evidence also, from the earthenware

of Nineveh and Egypt, that oxide of lead was employed
for glazing, probably after a similar method to that of

modern days.

In Job xix. 23, 24, a wish is expressed that words
might be "graven with an u-on pen and lead in the rock

27, 30) states that Cyrus intro-

for ever." Some have regarded this as implying tho
use of an iron .style on a leaden tablet. Both Pliny
and Pausanias refer to this method of engraving or
writing (Paus., bk. is., o. 31 ; Pliny, Sist. Nat. xiii.,

c. 11). But it is more in accordance with the -passage
to suppose that the letters were cut in rock, and tho
ca\-ities so cut wore t!iou filled up with molten lead.

The English translator of " Rospumiiller's Mineralogy
of the Bible" [Bib. Cab., vol. xxvii., p. C4), paraphrases
the passage thus

:

" May the pen be of iron, and the ink
of lead, with which they are written on au cvorlastiug

rock."

MINING AND METALLTJEGy.

Wo have already noticed incidentally so-veral matters
connected with those Milijicls; Imt there are some
things which, in oonsefi\i. iici' c.t llicir intrinsic import-

ance or of special mention iu the Bible, demand a few
wo Is nore of sej, to t t ent

Tl st of tl e e (1 e wonde f llj g ajh c account

en Jol t u m g 0^ e at ous The
late S F I g to tl s las ge con-

t t t! f s gene ally u n ivial

1 n tl oso 'cins

1 face than at

p u 1 e peeially

11 I 1 t 1 t u veins

11 1 1 ! 1
I O this

t t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 of gold

1 k 1 u 1 f 1 and,

the f tl f 1 II u y 1 e g eatly

1 1 t 1 1 1 1> t 1 \ulhe con-

1 1 olo„ t tl t P 1 u to have
Ij s 1 tl elat e 1 e of tl t^ i metals

f tl of m n an 1 tl t tl 1 t on having

lemamed tho same foi af,es, will long suimvo all

theories. Modern science, in short, instead of con-

tradicting, only confirms tho truth of the aphorism

of the patriarch Job, which thus shadowed forth the

do-\vnward persistence of tho one ami ilii> Muiierlicial

distribution of tho other: ' Sui-cly Ihci-c is a vein for

the silver, .... the earth hathdu.st of gulil'" iSiliti-ia,

p. 475). These remarks of our distinguished geologist

are interesting and ingenious, but they import into

the Hebrew text a meaning which it does not naturally

and grammatically contain. The facts concerning the

distribution and relative quantities of silver and gold

are doubtless as Sir Roderick puts them; but many
would hesitate to adopt the form of teleological argu-

ment which ho bases upou them. Moreover, tho

"ai^horism of the patriarcli Job" does not exist iu

the form in which it is -iv^ji. Tlie " o;oia whi.'h they

fine "is clearly to be ,li-liii;::Mishe,l fn.m alluvial gul.l.

and is represented, equally willi (lie silver, as Iji'iug-

mined for. The Hebrew words grammatically must

mean either that the sapphire has dust of gold (i.e.,

golden dust, referrmg poetically to the crystallino

particles of iron pyrites which, as wo have seen, arc

interspersed throughout lapis lazuli, the ancient sap-

phire) ; or, more probably, that the place or matrix of

the sapjjhiro contained spangles, or nuggets, or dust
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of gold, wliicli had to be refined by erusbing and sepa-

ration from the rock in wliich it was enveloped.

Wbilst wo glatUy welcome tliis testimony of a liigbly

distiuguisbcd man of science to bis beUef in an over-

ruling and far-seeing "Providence," we cannot help

tbe feeling tbat Science renders Tbeology a questionable

benefit when she bases a doiibtfid theory upon a forced

exegesis, and impairs the power of a grand argument

by presenting it in an incongruous form.

The passage in the Book of Job is a striking descrip-

tion of mining operations in olden times. " Surely

there is a source for the silver, and a place for the gold

which they fine. Iron is taken out of the earth, and he

[i.e., the miner or workman] poureth forth stone as

copper. He hath made an end of darkness, and he

searcheth to every extremity [i.e., to great depths and

v\-ith diligent care] for the stone of darkness and of the

.shadow of death. He breaketh through a sliaf t away

from those who tarry above ; there, forgotten of every

foot, they hang and swing far from men. The earth

—

from it cometb forth bread, and beneath it is upturned

like fire : its stones are the place of the sapphire, which

also hath dust of gold. A way that no bird of prey

kuoweth, and the eye of the hawk hath not seen it

;

which the proud beasts of prey liave not trodden, nor

the lion passed along. He layeth his hand upon the

stone, he turneth up mountains from the root. He
cutteth channels in the rocks, and his eye seeth all rare

things. He biudeth fast the rivers that they leak not,

and that which is hidden he bringeth to light " (Job

xx^i. l-ll).

There are, as we have already seen, traces of ancient

mining in Egypt, in the desert of Sinai, in Palestine,

and the adjoining lands ; and this poetic description

must be hold as applying to some of these operations.

The writer sketches the vast labour and dangerous

enterprise which men will undertake in order to win

from the earth its treasures ; and then passes on to the

question, " Where shall wisdom be found, and where is

the i^lace of understanding?" Tliese shall baffle the

skill of the miner, and are more difficult of attainment

than the precious treasures of the earth. For "the

fear of the Lord that is wisdom ; and to depart from

evil is understanding" (verses 12, 28).

This passage, which is not exempt from serious diffi-

culties of accurate translation, is nevertheless clearly a

description of ancient mining. The treasures of the

earth—gold, silver, iron, and copper—are sought by

men in darkness and with labour. The miner's enter-

prise sinks the shaft, and they who dig hang suspended

far from the dwellers on the surface. The corn-fields

of the earth are overwhelmed, because the parts beneath

are upturned as by fire. The miner's path is unseen

by the hawk's keen eye, unknown to the beasts of prey.

Man hews his way through every obstacle, dams back

the streams tliat threaten to drown liis labour, and brings

triumphantly to the surface the precious treasures of

the earth.

It may be well here bi-iefly to summarise what is

known concerning the mines of Biblical antiquity.

Clearly gold, silver, and tin were brought to the lauds

of the Bible mainly by commerce; though there are

traces or records of gold-working in Egypt, and of

both gold and silver in Arabia and Edom. Copper and
iron were both native products of Palestine, and were
worked also in the island of Meroe, at the month of the

Nile, and in the peninsula of Sinai. The island of

Cyprus is also mentioned as a soui-ce of copper; and
there is every probability that both iron and copper

were worked in other districts likewise, though there is

no distinct and explicit proof. The allusion of Jeremiah

to the " northern iron " of the Chalybes has been ex-

plained above. There were lead mines in Egypt, near

the. coast of the Red Sea, and also near Sinai ; and it is

not improbable that these lead miues may have yielded

small quantities of silver also.

Diodorus Sicidus (Ui. 11, &c.) gives a minute descrip-

tion of the method of mining and refining gold. Shafts

wore sunk into what Diodorus calls veins of marble of

excessive whiteness (evidently quartz rock), from which

day and night relays of convicts extracted the am-iferous

quartz. This was then broken up with picks and

chisels, and further reduced by iron pestles in stone

mortars to small fragments. Then it was ground

to jjowder, spread upon a broad inclined table, and

washed with water and fine sponges, until the gold

became pure from earthy matter. Piually, it was put

with a little lead, tia, salt, and bran, into earthen

crucibles closed with clay, aud subjected for five days

and nights to the fire of a furnace. From this descrip-

tion (of which a fuU translation may be read in Sir J.

G. Wilkinson's Ancient Egyptians, iii., p. 231, seq.'), it

may be seen that gold mining in these ancient times did

not radically differ from that of one hundred years ago.

Concerning the arts of metallurgy in ancient times,

we are left in much ignorance. These arts must have

existed in considerable excellence amongst the Egyptians

and Assyrians ; and the accounts given in the Bible of

the buildings of David and Solomon show that the

Israelites, and especially the Phcenicians, were accom-

plished metal-workers. Situated between the great

ancient empires of the East and West, Palestine was

alternately the prey of each ; and the carrying away of

metal-workers iuto captivity shows the esteem in which

they were then held. (See 1 Sam. xiii. 19 ; 2 Kings
xxiv. 14, 15 ; Jer. xsiv. 1 ; xxix. 2.) The Book of Eccle-

siasticus (chap, xxxviii. 27, 28), in the Apocrypha, gives

an account of a smith's workshop which those who are

used to tho factories of Birmingham or Torkshii'e

will fully appreciate. " So every carpenter and work-

master, that laboureth night and day : and they that cut

and grave seals, and are diligent to make great variety,

and give themselves to counterfeit imagery, and watch

to fiuisli .T work : the smith also sitting by the amdl,

and iim^idcriiii;- the iron work, the vapour of the fire

waMrili his fl s!i, aud he fightetli with the heat of the

furnace; tho noise of the hammer and the anvil is ever

in his ears, and his eyes look stUl upon the jiattern of

tho thing that ho maketh ; he setteth his mind to finish

his work, .nud watcheth to polish it perfectly."
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In the Bible are references to casting (Exod. xxv.

12; xxvi. 37; 2 Chron. iv. 17; Isa. xl. 19); solder-

ing and welding (Isa. xli. 7) ; hammering into sheets

(Numb. xvi. 38 ; Isa. xliv. 12 ; Jer. x. 4, 9) ;
gilding and

overlaying with metal (Exod. xxv. 11—24; xxvi. 37;

1 Kings vi. 20 ; 2 Chron. iii. 5 ; Isa. xl. 19 ; Zeeh. xiii.

9). But, perhaps, the most uiteresting of all such allu-

sions are those to the melting, and separation, and re-

fining of metals (Ps. xii. 6 ; Prov. xvii. 3, &c. ; Isa. i.

25; Jer. vi. 29; Ezek. xxii. 18—20). Malachi (iii. 2,

3) makes use of a striking metaphor derived from the

metallurgy of silver. Before the discovery of quick-

silver, lead was used for the purification of the precious

metals. How far the ancients were acquainted with

what is now known as " Pattinson's method" of obtain-

ing sOver from argentiferous lead ore is uncertain ; but

PUny apparently hints at something of the kind in

these words—" When submitted to the action of fire,

part of the ore precipitates itself in the form of lead,

while the silver is left floating on the surface." [Hist.

Nat. xxxiii. 31 (6).]

Clearly, however, the passage fi-om Malachi above-

named refers to the process of " cupeUation." "Ho

[the Messiah] shall sit as a refiner and purifier of
silver

; and he shall purify the sons of Levi, and purge
them as gold and silver, that they may ofller unto the
Lord an offering in righteousness." This passage
derives an additional beauty from the phenomena
which occur in this method of purifying silver. "A
very beautiful phenomenon, kno^vn as the fulgnration
of the metal, attends the removal of the last portions of
lead from the silver. During the earlier stages of the
process the film of oxide of lead, which is constantly

forming over the surface of the melted mass, is renewed
as rapidly as it is removed ; but when the lead has
all been oxidised, the film of litharge upon the silver

becomes thinner and thinner as it flows off ; it then

exhibits a succession of the beautiful iridescent tints

of Newton's rings ; aud at length the film of oxide sud-

denly disappears, and reveals the brilliant surface of

the metallic silver beneath " (Miller's Chcmistnj, pt. ii.,

p. 741). The brilliant tints of the film of oxide in its

later stages, and the sudden flashing forth of the metal

in its full pure glory, form a stiiking illustration of the

offering of righteou.sness which the refining aud pm-ify-

iug influence of the Christian faith produces.

BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.
ET THE REV. S. G. GEEEN, D.D., PKESIDENT OF RAWDON COLLEGE, LI

INTRODUCTION TO ST. PAUL'S EPISTLES.

FIRST EPISTLE TO THE THESSALONIANS.

^HE town of Thermse (a name similar in

meaning to our Bath or Hotwells), situated

on the north-eastern angle of the gulf

W to which it gives its name,' was a place

01 note iiT early Grecian times.^ Its chief importance,

however, dates from the era of Macedonian supremacy

;

Cassander, general of Alexander the Great, no doubt

from regard to the commercial capabilities of the place,

having made it into a stately city, and re-named it after

his own \nie. Alexander's sister, Thessalonica. It

soon became a great centre of traffic, both by land and

sea, and on the Roman occupation of Macedonia was
selected as the metropolis of the second of the four

divisions of the province (B.C. 168). Though shorn of

its former glories, it is still one of the chief cities of the

Turkish empire, with a population of about 60,000 in-

habitants, and retains its name in the abbreviated form

of Saloniki.

I. The honour of being the cradle of European

Christianity may fairly be shared between Philippi and

Thessalonica. In the former city the Gospel was fii'st

preached ; in the latter, as it would appear, the first

organised church was constituted. The Apostle, in the

course of his second great missionai-y journey, had
been summoned to Europe by the vision of one who

' Sinus Thermaicus. The town wai
Emathia.

2 Herodotus vii. 138 ; Thucydides i. 81.

also called Halia and

said, "Come over into Macedonia and help us."'' SU-

vanus (or Silas), Timothy, and the Evangelist Luke.-i

were among his travelling companions. The outbreak

of popular fury which led to St. Paul's departm-e from
Philippi is to be noted as the first recorded instance

of purely Gentile opposition to the Gospel. Between
Philippi aud Thessalonica, a distance of between eighty

and ninety miles, there seems to have been no pause.

The Apo.stle would naturally make for the latter city,

on account both of its importance and of the multitude

of Jews who resided there.'' To these, according to

his wont, he first appealed, and then, ou their reject-

ing the evangelic message,-as before at the Pisidiaii

Antioch, and afterwards at Corinth, he " turned to the

Gentiles."

"

II. It is remarkable that the history in the " Acts "

3 Acts xvi. 9. The prelimiuaries of the vision were equally

striking. See verses 6, 7 for a description of the way in which

the missionaries were hurried hy Divine impulse past large and

inviting fields of labour in Asia Miuor, " down to Troas," in the

very corner of the land ; nothing left before them but the waters

of the Mediterranean. Then came the call to another continent

aud race.
> The u'e of Lnlie begins (Acts xvi. 10) as though the Evangelist

had joined the apostolic company at Troas. He appears to have

been left behind iu Philippi (the third person being resumed, chap.

Kvii. 1), at which place ho rejoins the Apostle (chap. xx. 6).

5 " r/ic synagogue " of the district was at Thessalonica. See

BiBlE Edtjcatoe, Vol. II., p. 271. It should, however, be added

that the definite article is by most modern editors omitted from

the received text of Acts xvii. 1.
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contaius littlo or no record' of St. Paul's labours among
tlie Gentile population of Tlicssalonica. "We read only

of tkreo weeks' pi-eacliiug iu the synagogue, followed

by the courersiou of jnauy Jews, "devout Greeks," and

"chief women." Upon this the unbelieving Jews—en-

listing (as we should say) the " roughs" of Thossalonica

—created a riot which led to the departure of Paul and
Silas by night.

It is evident, however, from the Epistle, that the

Apostle's work in the city was both more extensive

and of longer duration than the history of itself would
intimate^ For (1) the bulk of the Thessalonian chiu-ch

consisted of converts from idolatry. " Ye tiu'ned to

Qod frovi idols, to serve the living and true God."-'

This not only points to labours outside the S3'nagogue,

but shows that the chief and most lasting successes of

the Apostle iu Thessalonica were tluis achieved. (2)

There was already an organised Clu'istian community
when St. Paul wrote the Epistle, " Know tliem . . .

which are over you iu the Lord,"^ the general—almost
technical—term for the appointed presidents or rulers

of the Church. It was customaiy with the Apostles to

appoiut these on a second visit, where they had at first

preached the Gospel.^ If, as the reference seems to

show, the ordination was effected during this iirst resi-

dence of Paul in Thessalonica, his stay inust have been
much longer than three weeks. (3) The Apostle gives
a detailed descriiition of his life in the city, which can
scarcely be supposed to apply to so brief a sojourn.
It is indeed impossible to read the accoimt iu 1 Thess.
ii. 5-12—especially verse 5, "Neither at any time
used wo flattering words; " verso 9, " Labouring night
and day ;

" verse 11, " We exhorted and comforted
and charged every one of you "—without feeling that
the liistory, not of weeks, but of months, is before us.

(4) The same conclusion is strikingly con-oborated by
a casual reference in the Epistle to the Philippians,^
"Even in Thessalonica ye sent once and again unto
my necessity." The Christians of Philipin must theu
have heard of tlie straits of tlie Apostle in tlie great
city eighty miles away, of his determination not to bo
indebted for support to those among whom he was
labouring-; must accordingly havo sent hisi supplies,
and, after an iutorval, iuust have repeated the kindness.
The " three Sabbath days " of -the Acts, it is clear, do
not furnish space for all this. Nor need we hesitate
to accept the inevitable conclusion, especially when we
remember (n) th.at St. Luke has necessarily omitted
manythmgs in the Apostle's history, (6) that nothinsr
in t'lo nan-ative forbids the interposition of a considei^
able space between the three weeks' ministry in the

' The only indicatiou of a ministry among the Gentiles is foiiud
in a Tinea reading of Acts xvii. i, which Lachmanu prefers au.l
Tischeudort admits into the margin, -" of the devout, and of the
Greeks a great multitude."

-' 1 Thess. i. 9.

^1 Thess. T. 12; TpoWTc/jt.ore.
* Acts liv. 21—23.
5 Phil iv. 15, 16. The words, " in the beginning of the Gospc-l,"

plamly show that St. Paul is here speakiu- of this visit, whou the
uospol was first preached in Macedonia, and not of any subsequent
one, as has been sometimes supposed.

synagogue and the assault upon the house of Jason

;

and (c) that the " turning to the Gentiles " was so habi-

tual with the Apostle, that tlie history of liis work in

any city would be almost incomplete without it.

III. The interests of this church, so gathered, were
naturally very near to the Apostle's heart. He longed

to remain with them, to carry on the work so happily

began. The sudden and painfid departure, compelled

by the violence of Ms enemies, was to him an exquisite

trial. He comforted himself that it was "but for

a season "—a brief hour's space.'^ Wlieu he had
I'eached Beroea—the next stage of his journey—and
even after 'he had arrived in Athens, his longing was
still to retui'n to Thessalonica. " Once and again

"

would Paid have come to them, "but Satan hin-

dered." < The utmost that he could do was to send

Timothy to convey his affectionate messages, and to

report to him concerning the state of the chm-eh. In
the history we read that when St. Paul left Beroea by
sea for Athens, he left directions for " Silas and
Timothy to follow him with all speed ; " and, further,

that the Apostle "waited for" these two brethren "at

Athens."' "We do not, however, read of then* having

rejoiued him in that city, it having been at Corinth

that " Silas and Timothy came " to Paul " from Mace-
donia." Are we theu to conclude that they had dis-

regarded his iajunction to follow him "with all speed?"

The Epistle answers the question. " "We thought it

good to be left at Athens aloue, and sent Timothy

"

hach to Thessalonica, either as soon as he had rejoiued

the Apostle accoreliug to the direction, or by counter-

manding that direction while he was yet on the way,

and requesting him to go back to Thessalonica instead

of coming on to Athens. Either explanation consists

with the Apostle's words, although the former seems

the more natural.^ "With little hesitation, then, we
adopt the supposition that Timothy came to Paul at

Athens, and that tlie Apostle, findiug it impossible, as

he wished, to retrace his own way to Thessalonica, sent

his younger companion to represent him. Silas, for

some reason, still remained iu Berrea, the consequence

being that Paul was for a time in Athens alone.. After

visiting Thessalonica, Timothy rejoined SUas, and both

together proceeded to Coriuth, whither Paul had by
tliis time made his way.

IV. The mission of Timothy, as appears from the

Epistle, was twofold. The newly-formed Thessalonian

<* 1 Thess. ii. 17, irpor «ti,p,i.r lopct.

" Chap. ii. IS : observe the emphasis, " I Paul," as much as to
soy, " I did send Tiraothy. as it was, but was most anxious to
,-,-.!„,- iiiysHf" o., t!i.. iv.tnr.i rf tli» liiiidrance by "Satan,"

: I t I
•, !. .1 ;, n . V, r,t of opportunity, it

:

; i:, Vol. II., p. 298.)

'
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! I
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. . I : I (in-ii Iii^ last journey to
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' r lius is there prominently
mentioned as a Til' ^ .
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;, of standing in the church,
xix. 29 ; xxvii. 2 ; I'.

; i ::.t.icstiug to have the name
of but one who may I

] :, l ninoss of receiving St. Paul's

first Epistlo. W'li r : [ ^ of Thessalonica, we cannot
tell. When he do.-., i I

I
: ; o r love of the world, he went

thither (2Tim. iv. I" , i
i.' : > i lo.

s Compare Acts xvi, ii, |.; mih 5; 1 Thess. iii. 1, 2; and
Paley's Horn Paiilimr, ou the l.isc mentioned passage.



FIRST EPISTLE TO THE THESSALONIANS.

clHiruli liad been already attacked by persecution, in

which, thoiigh Jews may still have been t'lo instigators,

the heatlieu population of the city were the chief instru-

ments.' Anxious lest the constancy of the church

should fail, the Apostle commissioned Timotliy to

"establish" and "comfort them," bidding him also

to inquire into their spiritual state, and to bring word

concox'niug their " faith." The tidings, reaching St.

Paul at Corintli, tilled him with grateful joy. Dimly
but expressively the history speaks of the excitement

which at the time possessed the Apostle's mind. " He
was pressed, or urged by the word."- At this time,

and in this mood of mind, there can be no reasonable

doubt, he dictated this First Epistle.

On a point so little disputed as the genuineness of

this Epistle, little need here bo said.^ The arguments

to the contrary which have been di'awn from internal

difficulties, and especially from sujiposed discrepancy

with the liistory, have already been answered by antici-

pation in the present paper. Somewhat singularly,

Grotius regards the commonly received Second Epistle

as having been really the First, Ewald and Davidson,

in more modern times, holding the same opinion. The
very inconclusive grounds alleged for this view will be

briefly examined in the introduction to the Second

Epistle.

V. The order of topics in the letter, so far as an
arrangement can be traced amid the freedom of the

epistolary style, may be set down as follows ;

—

1. After the introductory greeting, in wliicli Silas

and Timothy are joined with St. Paul, the Ajiostlc

congratulates the Thessalonians on the firmness wi(h

which they had received the faith, and the conspicuous

excellence of their piety (chap. i.). If the statement in

verses 7, 8, that their faith was " spread abroad in every

place," seems at all inconsistent with the recent date of

their conversion, the central position of Tlicssalonica

should be remembered. Merchants and travellers were

daily passing through the city. Every ship which

sailed down the Thermaic gulf would can-y some

tidings of the new doctrine, the moral transformation."'

Converts travelling from place to place would them-

selves become missionaries. Commerce would thus

become the liandmaid of the faith.

2. The Apostle next dwells on Lis own ministry in

Thessalonica—its spirit and course. Reading here
" between the lines," we are tempted to ask. Was there

any spirit of insubordination, any germ of disaffection,

as afterwards in Coriufli ? Great caruestuess in the

faith is sometimes assailed by the temptation to a false

1 Compare chap. ii. 14, " your owu countrymen,'' with iii. 2—5.
- Actssviii. 5, where the received text has, "pressed in the spirit;"

the chief MSS. and editors reading " in (or by) ths it-ord." It was
a crisis iu St. Paul's labours at Corinth, marked not only by the
earnestness of his ministry, but by his decision to turn to the
Gentiles. Some have suggested that "tlieword'' iu this test
may refer to the intelligence brought from Thessalonica.

3 The reader who may wish to pursue this topic, with the view
of meeting all possible objections, is refeiTed to Professor Jowctt's
subtle and exhaustive essay, Tliesmlonians, &c., vol.i., p. IS.

'' See further, Bible Edtoatoe, Vol. II., p. 271, on "the tocal
Colouring of St. Paul's Epistles."

independence. The Apostle with a noble ingenuous-
ness descrilDes his work, in its feai-lessness (ii. 1, 2), its

pure trustfulness (vv. 3—5), its self-sacrificing aft'ec-

tionateness (\'v. 6—8), shown in uncomplaining toil

for needful subsistence (ver. 9), and tmceasmg effort

for the spiritual good of every indi^'idual (w. 10—12).
The whole paragraph presents a portrait, perhaps un-
equalled in the same compass, of a true-hearted, devoted
ministry. To the end of the third chapter the same
topic of St. Paul's personal relation to tbe church is

continued, his earnest desire to revisit them being
especially prominent. It is difiicult to resist the con-

clusion that some ui Thessalonica had misinterpreted

the Apostle's failure to return to them, as he had
evidently intended to do when he left the city.

3. The remainder of the letter is occupied by such

practical topics as the report of Timothy concerning

the state of the church had plainly suggested. These
may be classed as follows :

—

(a) Introduction, and exhortation to pm-ity (iv. 1—8).

Temptation to sensual indulgence was the besetting evil

of heathen cities.^ Most needful to be enforced, there-

fore, was the duty of possessing the "vessel," i.e.,

the body or instrument" of the soul, in purity, and of

acting " in this matter " (iv. 6) with perfect honour

one towards another.

(&) Fratrniity lii. 9—12). The special way in which
considri'atiou i'ni- tlir brethren is to be displayed is by
indmtnj. iircsmti'd licre as a true form of brotherly

love. So it was in the Apostle's own conduct (ii. 9).

Idleness is selfishnes.s. Beautifully is this suggested,

iu tlie Apostle's ovra way, as a point almost needless to

mention to these Thessalonians, to whom the secret of

self-sacrificiug love was already " taught of God."

(c) State of the pious dead (iv. 13—18). Timothy
had brought tidings from the church of sad bereave-

ment—perhaps by martyrdom. The chief sorrow of

survivors was that the departed ones would lose the joy

of Christ's appearing and kingdom upon earth. This

era of blessedness was expected very soon to dawn,

and not even to apostles was it given " to know the

times and seasons." It was therefore needful for St.

Paul to console the mourners by assuring them that,

whenever Christ should come, the living woidd have no

precedence over the dead (ver. 15) ; nay, that the dead

should _/z}'si arise? and come " with Him " to meet their

brethren, who would " be alive and remain " on earth

until that day.

(d) The Second Advent (v. I—11). The preceding-

topic, so rich in consolation, suggests that iu the same

event there is material also for solemn warning. If in

prospect of it the Apostle could say to those who

5 See as above, Bible Eddcator, Vol. II., p. 272.

8 See paper on " Difficult Passages Explained," Bible Eddcatok,

II., p. 298.

7 "The dead in Christ shall vise first." Nothing can show

move stvil;in!:ly the unintelligent way in which Scripture is often

r.'ad thv.i the fact that this passage is often quoted to prove that

iM-lievtrs v,-!ll aviso hefore the Kicked. It is clear that the com-

parison is between depaHcil ani Uviii3 CJii'isliaiis, at tbe time c£

the Second Advent.
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mourned departed frieuds, " Be comforted," not less

impressively does lie now say to all, " Be watchful."

(e) Relation to their pastors (v. 12, 13). What
special circumstances may have made this counsel

applicable, we know not. It has been noticed above as

indicating some settled order already existent in the

church at Thessalonica. The concluding words of verse

13, " Be at peace among yourselves," strikingly show

how to the Apostle the spirit of brotherhood was ever

associated with the law of order.

(/) Greneral exhortations, and Conclusion (v. 14—28).

The Apostle, having fiuished those counsels which

Timothy's report had rendered necessai'y, now pours

out the fulness of his soul in brief hortatory sentences,

encouraging and warning by tiu'ns, speaking to intellect,

and heart, and conduct. The benediction, doubtless by

his " own hand," crowns the whole ; but not before he

had in this, his First Epistle destined to preservation in

the churches, solemnly claimed canonical authority ou

its behalf. " I charge you by the Lord that this Epistle

be read unto all tlie holy brethren." This means much
more than a friendly circulation from hand to hand, or

the reading aloud, as of a beloved pastor's letter, at a

social meeting. The manner of the command bespeaks

the authority of conscious inspiration, and places the

letter on the level of those writings of Moses and the

prophets which were "read in the synagogues every

sabbath day."

'

VI. The theology of this Fir.st Epistle is very simple,

and, as we should say, elementary, the contents being

mainly practical. With wonderful perversity, this fact

has been employed as indicating an advance, and even
change, of view in St. Paul himself, as though his creed

when he addi-essed the Christians of Thessalonica were
of a far simpler kind than when he addressed the chui'ch

in Rome. Rightly estimated, this very abstinence from
the profounder topics of the Christian faith aids in

establishing, albeit indirectly, the genuineness of the

Epistle. The cliurch was young—almost in the infancy

of its faith. The controversies which would hereafter

lead to the scientific statement and argumentative un-

folding of Christian doctrine had not as yet troubled the

minds of Gentile behevers. The churches needed "mUk "

Acts XV. 21; xiii.2?.

I

rather than "strong meat." To the Thessalonians, as

I

yet, the Gospel was mainly a caH to " turn from idols
"

to serve the Father, " the living and true God ; " to

! trust the great Redeemer " Jesus, which delivered us
I from the wrath to come ;

" and to honour both by faith,

j

hope, and charity (i. 3). Such to them was the teaching

! wliich came "in word, in power, and in the Holy
Ghost" (i. 5). And "the present truth," the means

I

of uplifting from the world, and of bringing invisible

I
realities near, was the propliecy of Christ's second

I
appearing, the call to await "the Sou from heaven."

These primary truths, in their breadth and fulness of

ethical application, are the staple of this Epistle, as they

were the strength of the earher churches. The con-

tents of the letter thus precisely accord with its place

in the series.

I

It is interesting also to trace secret links of corre-

spondence between hints and phrases of this Epistle,

and the more detailed teaching of the Apostle's later

productions. In the letters to the Corinthians espe-

cially, St. Paul follows out, in more extended form,

many a suggestion which we have in these words of his

written at Corinth. Reference has already been made
to his union of "faith, hope, and love " in chap. i. 3. A
similar association of the three Christian graces is

found in chap. v. 8. The Apostle had evidently in his

mind the thoughts so nobly and beautifully wrought

I

out in 1 Cor. xiii. Compare again I Thess. i. 5 with

1 Cor. ii. 4 ; 1 Thess. i. 6 with 1 Cor. xi. 1 ; 1 Thess. ii.

4 with 1 Cor. iv. 3, 4." The anxiety to revisit the

Thessalonians has its counterpart in the Apostle's

earnest desire to see the Corinthians again (I Thess.

ii. 17 ; 2 Cor. i. 15
i
1 Cor. v. 3) ; and the arrival of

Timothy with good news from Thessalonica (1 Thess.

iii. 6) is paralleled by the "coming of Titns" (2 Cor.

vii. 6). On the whole, it is the same man who writes

I

to Corintli and from Corinth, in no sense repeating

himself, but revealing the character of his mind and
heart by his very turns of phrase, while liis soul is ever

filled witli most earnest, tentler, and almost jealous

affection for those whom he has been the means of

;
leading to Christ.

j
2 Other Btriking similarities are noticed by Professor Jowett^

SCEIPTUEE BIOGEAPHIES.

W. BENHAM, B.D., VICAB OF MARGATE.

]

|EHU, the tenth king of Israel, was the

son of Jehoshaphat (2 Kuigs ix. 21, the

sou of Nimshi. The fact that he is com-
monly called simply " the son of Nimshi "

\vould seem to imply that the latter was a man of some

mark, but there is notliing further told us about him.

The age of Jehu is nowhere mentioned, but he was
plainly a soldier from his youth. On the day, so

black-omened for the house of Ahab, wlien the ungodly
king went down from Samaria to Jezreel to take pos-

session of Naboth's vineyard. Jehu and Bidkar, two of

liis body-giiard, rode beliind him in his chariot. At the

entrance to the vineyard Ahab was tcn-or-stricken to



behold waiting for him the stem figure of Elijah

the Tishbite. His bitter question, " Hast thou found

me, O mine enemy ? " betrayed the secret agony

which remorse and terror had been working within

him, desp'te the hardy assurances of his wife. The
prophet's terrible answer echoed in the memory o* the

two attendant soldiers for years to come (2 Kings

is. 25, 26), and one may not unreasonably suppose

that from that hour an ambition to acquire the crown

now declared forfeit took possession of Jehu's soul.

Already, though he knew it not, Elijah had received

directions to anoint liim king (1 Kings xix. 16, 17),

but this duty was in the end reserved for Elisha,

probably because Ahab's repentance caused the judg-

ment upon him to be deferred.

The latter portion of the reign of Ahab was marked,

with a few intervals of truce, by a fierce war with Syria.

The latter country had been making strenuous efforts to

push its frontier to the Jordan, but hitherto had not

succeeded. An endeavour, however, to drive the Syrians

out of Ramoth-gilead, which they had captured, brought

Ahab to his dishonoured grave, and the dogs licked up
his blood in the pool of Samaria. His sons, first Ahaziah,

then J»ram, succeeded him, and thirteen years after his

death, in the 93rd year of the monarchy, and 884th year

before Christ, the war was again raging on the fatal

field of Ramoth-gilead. The city, still in possession of

tlie Syrians, was being besieged by Joram's army. He
himself had been wounded, and had returned to Samaria,

and the command of this army had devolved upon
Jehu, whose name has not occurred in the history since

Elijah's commission to anoint him king. The moment
when he first appears is brought very strikingly

before us. A council of war was being held by the

officers, when one of the disciples of the prophets,

known as such by his garb, and declared by an old

tradition to have been the future prophet Jonah, rushed

hurriedly and excitedly in, and called Jehu forth, declar-

ing that he had a message for him. The two retired

into an inner room, when the young prophet produced

a box of oil, and said, " Thus saith the Lord God of

Israel, I have anointed thee king over the people of the

Lord, even over Israel." Then, having further declared

that God's judgment was now ready to fall on the

devoted house of Aliab, and that Jehu was its appointed

executor, the messenger rushed forth as hurriedly as

he had entered, and disappeared. He had been com-

missioned by Elisha to do this, in accordance with the

command of the Lord to Elijah. It is noteworthy that,

so far as we can gather, Elisha and Jehu never met.

The prophet's name occurs no more from the day that

he commissioned his disciple to anoint Jehu until he

is visited on his death-bed, more than forty years after-

wards, by Jehu's grandson, Joash (2 Kings xili. 14).

Wlien Jehu returned to the council from the momen-
touc interview with the young prophet, he was eagerly

questioned as to the purport of it. He was evidently

divided between the ambition which was ready to

devour him, and the fear of plucking unripe fruit.

But his answer sliowed a growing confidence, a desire

68—VOL. III.

to tell, and to receive their approval—" Ye know the

man and his communication." The answer moved them
to greater eagerness; probably they came near to a
right guess, and he, reading in their faces that he was
safe, then answered explicitly, " He spake unto me,
saying. Thus .saith the Lord, I have anointed thee king

over Israel." Their enthusiasm immediately burst

forth ; they hasted, threw down their cloaks under his

feet as a carpet of state, pkced him on the outer stairs

of the house, as the highest point within their reach,

and there, as he sat conspicuously above them all, they

blew a royal salute with trxunpets, and cried, saying,

" Jehu is king !

"

The first step was thus gained. The army in the

field had unanimously acknowledged him. He was

not the man to lose time as regarded the formidable

obstacles which lay before him. He would face them
at once. He bade his newly-gotten subjects stop all

communication with Jezreel, and started forth to carry

the news himself to the family of Ahab that he had
risen up against them to destroy them.

The watchman on the palace tower of Jezreel was
gazing across the plain towards the Jordan valley,

doubtless looking for news from the seat of war. He
saw on the horizon a cloud of dust' raised by an

advancing company, and gave notice of it. A messenger

was dispatched by Joram to inquire, " Is it peace ?
"

but he was not suffered to take an answer back, and
Jehu continued his swift advance. Another messenger

was sent, with the same result ; but as the company
drew nearer, the watchman recognised Jehu by his

furious driving, and upon this Joram liimself went

forth. He was accompanied by his nephew Ahaziah,

king of Judah, who had come to Samaria on a visit to

him. They were not long left in doubt as to the pur-

pose of Jehu. The fierce reply which Joram received

to his question, "Is it peace, Jehu?" at once showed

him the state of the case, and with the cry, " There is

treachery, O Ahaziah ! " he turned to fiee. But it was

too late. Without a moment's faltering Jehu drew a

bow with his full strength ; the ari-ow entered between

the king's shoulders, and pierced his heart. Jehu, as he

passed, had the body thrown out into Naboth's vineyard,

declaring as he did so that he was but executin<f the

righteous judgment of God.

Ahaziah meanwhile attempted to make good his

escape by the way of Beth-gan [A. V., "the garden

house "]. But the remorseless invader followed hard

after him, and he too was smitten at Gur, whether to

death or not is not clear. The divergence of the two

narratives of 2 Kings ix. 27—29, and 2 Cliron. xxii. 7—9,

renders the exact circumstances of hii end imcertain;

but Bishop Wordsworth's conjecture is ingenious and by

no means improbable. It is as follows : Ahaziah escaped

to Samaria, and tliere. for a while, ky hidden while his

wounds heeled. He then endeavoured to escape to his

own capital, Jerusalem ; but findiag that Jehu's scouts

were keeping a strict look-out for him on that side, he

1 2KingsU. 17(LXX.).
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made for a northern port, Tyre or Acre, with a view of

reaching Joppa by sea, where he woiild be safe. With

tliis purpose he started across the plain of Esdraelou,

but was discovered at Megiddo, and there slain.

But we must foUow Jehu on his way to Jezreel. The

aged queen-mother tired her head and painted her

eyelashes, and looked out to meet him. With what

motive ? Was it in the hard daiuitless spirit which had

said to Aliab, " Dost thou now govern the kingdom of

Israel ? Arise and eat ; I will give thee the field of

Naboth." If so, her actions implied that she r'esolved

to confront the invader without flinching, and so to

awe him into submission as men sometimes do savage

beasts ; or failing this, she would defy him to his worst,

die, and make no sign of fear. Or was it, as some

think, that she was willing to bid for him, to offer her-

self as his concubine after Oriental custom, and thus,

as she would think, give him confidence of success.''

On the answer to this question the right rendering of

her words to him must depend. If om- version is correct,

we must adopt the first hypothesis, she was hoping to

ten-ify him. Those who adopt the second, translate it,

" Hail to Zimri who hath slain his master !" making

her applaud the deed. I without hesitation adopt the

former view; it is cntu-ely in accordance ivith what

we know of Jezebel. Assuredly she reckoned madly

if she hoped to conciliate Jehu. Whatever doubts or

delusions mingled themselves with his religious belief,

one conviction there was which possessed him without

any doubt at all. It was that the house of Ahab was to

perish by his hand, that it was a wicked house, aud its

religion horrible altogether. Without any misgivings

at all, he believed himself to be a scourge of God, and

he rejoiced in the office, aud took advantage of it, so to

speak, to gratify his own bloody instincts. He stayed

not for a moment to parley. " Who is on my side ?

. . . . Throw her down !" The eiuiuchs who looked

out at his summons obeyed him, and her blood be-

spattered the wall and the horses as ho drove his

chariot over her and entered the city. With charac-

teristic cold-bloodedness he immediately proceeded to

eat aud drink, then ordered tliat she should be buried.

But the dogs who prowled .about the walls, as they do

in all Eastern cities, and as Dr. Stanley saw them on
this very spot, had already devoured her corpse save

her skull aud her feet and the palms of her hands.

These portions they had rejected, as it is said all wild

beasts do stiU. Tlie remains proved what her horrible

end had been ; and when the news was brought to

Jelra it apparently moved him to a ghastly joy, as

being another manifestation of God's wrath.

Thus he had now gained not only the army, but the

royal city of Jezreel. He next proceeded to secure the

capital, and to exterminate the fallen dynasty. There

were seventy members of it in Samaria, and it remained

to be seen whether the city would support them or give

its adhesion to the revolution. Accordingly, he wi-ote

secret letters to the riders of the city,' and to those

who had charge of the royal family, bidding them pre-

pare to fight for their master's house. Terror-stricken,

as they remembered that two kings had already fallen

before him, their reply was that they would submit to

him on his own terms. And they carried out their

promise, and on the next day sent, at his summons,
the heads of the seventy princes in baskets to Jezreel.

At this point he shows that he can be crafty as well

as bold. Ordering the heads to be laid in two heaps

by the gate during the night, he came forward next

morning and addressed the people in a strain of mingled
surprise and admiration of their zeal, as if it had been
they who had killed the princes, and thereby contrasted

favourably with himself. This was righteousness in-

deed, he said ; he had conspired against his master and
slain him, certainly ; but they had gone very far beyond
him in fulfilling the Divine will.

He then started for Samaria. Two remarkable in-

cidents occurred on the way. First he met a body of

forty-two persons who, on being questioned, callod

themselves " the brethren of Aliaziah." The expression

probably means nephews, as is not uncommon in Scrip-

ture. Ahaziah's brothers had all been slain by the

Ai-abians (2 Ohron. xxi. 17). If they were his nephews
they were of the family of Aliab, and would therefore

fall imder Jelin's commission. " Take them alive," he

said, aud they were dragged away to a pit, and slain to

a man.- Immediately afterwards Jehu met Jehonadab,

the son of Reehab, the founder, or second fonuder, of

the sect of the Rechabites. We know him as having

enjoined on his tribe a perjietnal nomadic life and total

abstinence from wine. He must have been a man of

high religious character, and very great in popular esti-

mation, and from the expression that he came to meet

Jehu it seems not unlikely that the people of Samaria

had dispatched him to secure good terms for them.

The meeting was thoroughly cordial on both sides : the

one was e^-idently glad to have the support of a man of

such great influence, the other was eager to engage

Jehu on the side of the true religion. So they rode to

Samaria iu Jehu's chariot, " the wan-ior in his coat of

mail, the ascetic in his hair-cloth."

The extermination of the house of Ahab was relent-

lessly completed in Samaria, but was foDowed by a yet

more sweei)iug act of destruction. Hitherto he stood

openly committed only to destroy the fam'dy of Ahab;
now with deep dissimulation he announced that ho

was about to carry on the worship of Baal in a far

more imposing manner than Ahab had done. " Ahab
served Baal a little, but Jehu shall serve him much."

He invited the whole body of Baal-worshippers to a

great religious festival, to the intent that he might

devote them at one stroke to the sword. There was
no thought of destroying the place and forbidding the

ieema more correct. Other ancient versiona read " to the rulers

>f the city."

- There ia some ohscurity iu the meaning: of the word translated
' ahearinff-house." The literal meaninf^ is given in the margin,
' the house of the binding of the ahepherda," and the profcablo

xplauatjon is that this was the rendezvous of the nomad Kenites

pith their flocks of aheep.



idolatry, no offering of any opiiortunity of repentance,

no pity at all. Only Jehonadab was in Ms secret, and

evidently sanctioned Lis duplicity. Tlie whole heathen

population was summoned, and it would seem that the

work of Elijah had already borne much fruit in dis-

crediting the abomination ; for whereas formerly it had

seemed as if Elijah alone was left of the worshippers

of the Lord, the devotees of Baal now are all enclosed

in one great temple. Jehu and Jehonadab entered the

temple. " In the interior was a kind of inner fastness

or adytum, in which were seated or raised on pillars,

the figures, cai-ved iu wood,' of the Phoenician deities

as they were seen in vision centuries later by Jezebel's

fellow-countrymen, Hannibal, in the sanctuary of Gades.^

In the centre was Baal, the sun-god ; around him were

the inferior divinities. In front of the temple stood,

on a stone pillar, the figure of Baal alone." ^ The
priests appeared clothed in their sacred vestments,

and the king offered the first sacrifice (2 Kings x.

24, LXX.). Having done so, he left the temple.

But he had appointed eighty men to wait without,

who at a given signal rushed in, and massacred the

wretched worshippers to a man. When this horrible

work was done, the wooden images were burnt, the

gi'eat statue was shattered, the temple was levelled

with the gi-ound, and turned into a depository of all

the filth of the town. This was the end of the worship

of Baal in the kingdom of Israel. It lasted a few

years longer iu Judah, but there, too, it was at length

abolished.

These acts of destruction comprise nearly the whole

of the record of Jehu's reign. There is no sign of his

ability or will to take any other part than that of de-

stroyer, though he reigned for twenty-eight years (b.c.

884 to 8-56). But there are a few points which still

demand attention.

First, though he had ruthlessly destroyed the worship

of Baal, he departed not from the sins of Jeroboam,

but worshipped the golden calves.

A second point involves an apparent contradiction.

It is this :—He first receives praise for the work which

he has done, and afterwards is denounced (in his pos-

terity at least) for the same action. " The Lord said

unto Jehu, Because thou hast done well iu executing

that which is right in mine eyes, and hast done unto

the house of Ahab according to all that was iu mine

heart, thy children of the fourth generation shall sit

on the throne of Israel." So says the narrative iu the

Kings. But in the prophet Hosea it is \vi'itteu :
" And

I will avenge the blood of Jezreel upon the house of

Jehu, and I will cause to cease the kingdom of the

house of Israel" (Hos. i. 4). The first of these two

points throws much light on the second. The defection

of Jehu showed that he had other ends in view than

* Stanley's Jewish Church,
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the pleasing of God. Personal ambition had been at

the bottom of his heart, and he had destroyed that

form of idolatry wliidi was idfiitified with the house of

Ahab. But having- athii'vnl his end, he took no heed
to walk iu the law of Ihi; Lord. The vengeance which
had fallen upon Ahab's house had been the righteous

retribution upon Ahab's sins, but the executioner

gloated over and rejoiced in his work. He had his

reward iu the establishment of his dynasty for fom-

generations. What was lighteous in his spirit—his

steadiness of purpose and hatred of injustice—all this

God blessed. But the brutal ferocity, the remorseless

indifference to agony and bloodshed, these e^-il elements

prevailed over the better, and when the fire against

Baal had burnt itself out for want of fuel, nought was

left but dull ashes. His zeal for righteousness did not

turn inwards and bum up his own sins. When there

was nothing left to destroy, his occupation was gone.

The same thii-st for blood wliich had marked him,

passed down, a ghastly bequeathmeut, to his children,

and broug'ut the Di\'ine curse upon them.

The reign of Jehu closed in disaster. The Syriiin

invasion, from combating which he liad hastened on

becoming king, had been vigorously pushed forward by
Hazael, and was now successful. The whole country

east of Jordan, comprising half of the kingdom of

Israel, was wrested away. And this had been done

ivith the accompaniment of horrible cruelty on the part

of Hazael (see 2 Kings viii. 12, 13). The reign of

Jehu, therefore, was one of misery and calamity. He
is the first Israelite king, too, who is recorded to have

paid tribute to the king of A^^syria. The fact is stated,

not in Scripture, but on the ' black obelisk " discovered

by Mr. Layard, and now in the British Museum. The

names both of Jehu and of his foe Hazael were deci-

phered by Dr. Hiucks and Colonel Riiwlinson, among
the tributaries of the "great kiug."^ But one feature

of the reign of Jehu we must uot forget. Whilst he

stands before us the one figure in the picture, red-

handed and remorseless, we might at first sight take

him as the embodiment of the whole monarchy and

people. But he is not so. There was another emissary

of God at work in the kingdom, though, as we have

said, his name does not appear. Ids hand doubtless

busy with healing and binding up the broken places.

Elisha tlir son cf Sliajihau was he. Many years after-

wards he l.iy ilyiii?,'. .nid Jehu's grandson came to bid

him farewell. "My father," cried the king, "the

chariots of Israel and the horsemen thereof," that is,

" the defence and protection of the kingdom art thou,

and thou art passing away." Joash was hereby con-

fessing the truth that deeds of violence and oppression

like Jehu's have no power and leave no advantage, but

that the Lord's delight is iu them that fear Him and

put their trust iu His mercy.

i See Layara's Second Fisit to Nimveh and Bahylmt, pp. 614—616.
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THE OLD TESTAMENT FULFILLED IN THE NEW.
SACKED PLACES (conduded).

:E have spoken both of the Tabeniaclo as

a Tvhole, and of the different articles of

furniture with which its various jiarts

were provided; hut, before bringinof onr

remarks on it to a close, it may be well to look for a

moment at the relation of these parts to one another,

and to make some general obsen'ations upon them for

which it was hardly possible to find an appropriate place

while treating of them in detail.

I. In the first place, our attention is naturally

directed to certain fundamental ideas which all the

parts and utensils of the Tabernacle have in common.

(1.) They are all not only holy, but " most holy," and

vrith this object in view are aU of them anointed with

the holy anointing oil. " Moreover the Lord spake

unto Moses, saying, Take thou also unto thee principal

spices, of pure myrrh five hundred shekels, and of

sweet cinnamon half so much, oven two hundred and

fifty shekels, and of sweet calamus tsvo hundred and

fifty shekels, and of cassia five hundred shekels, after

the shekel of the sanctuary, and of oil olivo an liin

:

and thou shalt make it an oil of holy ointment com-

pound after the art of the apothecary : it shall bo an

holy anointing oil. And thou shalt anoint the taber-

nacle of the congregation therewith, and the ark of

the testimony, and the table and all his vessels, and the

candlestick and his vessels, and the altar of incense,

and the altar of burnt-offering with all his vessels,

and the laver and his foot. And thou shalt .sanctify

them, that they may be most holy ; whatsoever toucheth

them shall be holy " (Exod. xxx. 22—29). The general

instructions thus given are repeated on diilerent occa-

sions with regard to several of the particular objects

mentioned, such as the brazen altar (Exod. xl. 10), and
the altar of incense (Exod. xxx. 10) ; while the same
attribute of " most holy " is assigned to other things

immediately connected with them, though not included

in this enumeration, the incense (Exod. xxx. 36), and
the shewbread loaves (Lev. xxiv. 9). All were pecu-

liarly sanctified and set apart for God. The sacredness

of the objects thus anointed with oil was further brought
out by the fact that the oil used for the purpose was
mixed with fouv ingredients, a circumstance which,

when wo call to mind that a similai' number was used

in the composition of the incense, it is impossible to

regard as accidental. It was designed to express the

Divine perfection and completeness of the compoimd,
fom- being the number of God as He reveals Himself

to and takes up His abode with man. The same

exalted holiness of the oil is also indicated by its being

the oU employed in the consecration of the high priest

(Exod. xxx. 30), and by the express pro\-ision of the

law, " Whosoever compoundeth any like it, or whoso-

ever puttoth .-iny of it upon a sfraiigor, sIi.tII even !«

cut ofE from his people " (Exod. xxx. 33). With this

oU, then, the Tabernacle and every one of its articles

of furniture was anointed. Each was devoted to the

Holy One of Israel. He claimed each as His. They
were all " most holy."

The fact now mentioned is important as tending to

show, what it is peculiarly necessary to bear in mind
wlien we would understand the offerings of Israel, that

the whole Tabernacle was in a certain sense the dwel-

ling of God with man, His dwelHng in the midst of

those whom He had chosen from among the nations

of the world to be a " purchased possession " to Him-
self. He dwelt more peculiarly, it is true, in the holy

of holies, but He dwelt also in the holy place ; nay,

further. He met His jjeople at the "tent of meeting,"

which, being outside both the cherubim covering and
the boards overlaid with gold by which it was sustained,

occupied in reality a portion of the outer court. No
part, in short, of the Tabernacle was common. All

tho ground upon which it stood, everything connected

with it, was holy. Throughout it all God was in

covenant with Israel. Each part of it, and whatever

touched any of its jmrts, was His.

(2.) In strict correspondence with this it is to be ob-

.served that in all the three parts of the Tabernacle Israel

was a holy people, called at least to be so, and admitted

to the enjoyment of its privileges in order that this

object of its existence might be realised. There was no

com't of the Gentiles in tho Tabernacle, and we are not

to imagine that in tho outer court the people were out of

covenant with God until the time when their offering

was presented at the brazen altar. Such an idea would

be inconsistent, not only with the whole language of

the Old Testament with regard to Israel, but with the

true conception of "the altar of burnt-oifering " and

its fundamental purpose. Prom its first entrance into

the court Israel was redeemed. The people offered as

redeemed. God met with them, and they with God, in

that character. The sense of redemption, the walking up

to what is implied in it, the experience of what it brings,

was no doubt realised in different parts of the Tabernacle

in different degrees, a point which will immediately be

considered. In the meantime it is enough to say that

as all the apartments and all the furniture, and all tho

vessels of God's dwelling-place were holy, so those who
entered and used them wore also holy. Tho Tabernacle

had indeed also a reference, though a distant one,

to the Gentile nations of the earth. Four is not tho

number of God as He reveals Himself to Israel, but as

He reveals Himself to man. It has a relation to the

world at largo, to the kosmos, to that theatre of the

Almighty's manifestation of Himself which is conter-

minous only with the four quarters of the globe : and

when, therefore, wo find that so much importance ui
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attached, as wo have already seen, to the squavcuess of

the brazen altar and of the altar of incense ; when tlio

four cardinal points find sucli special mention as they

do in the directions given for the erection of the struc-

ture ; and when, in the fulfilment, stress is evidently laid

upon the fact that the New Jerusalem " lieth foursquare
"

(Rov. xxi. 16), we are constrained to see in this a silent

prophecy of the time when " many shall come from the

cast, and from the west, and from tlie north, and from

the south, and shall sit down with Abraham and Isaac

and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven " (Matt. viii. 11,

and Luke xiii. 29). That time, however, was not yet

arrived. Israel alone had been selected from among
all the nations of the earth to be the Almighty's pecu-

liar people, and as such it came to worship Him and

to meet Him at His Tabernacle.

(3.) In all three parts of the Tabernacle we have an
altar, and that, too, one connected not ouly witli the un-

bloody but with the bloody saciifices. That this was the

character of the brazen altar in the outer court it is of

coiu-se impossiljle to dispute. It is equally impossible

to doubt that it was so with the mercy-seat in the holy

of holies, for on the great day of atonement—the day

which concentrated the wliole sacrificial system into its

most direct and powerful expression—the high jjriest

sprinkled the mercy-seat witli the blood both of the

bullock and of the ram slain as sin-offerings, the one

for the priesthood, the other for the people. It might

seem to be more doubtful whether this was also the

case with the altar of incense, and distinguished in-

quirers have thought that it was not, but that the

bloody"sacrifice was left behind when the holy place

was entered, and that the people, reconciled to God by
the sacrifice in the outer court, presented through the

priests in the fu-st apartment of the inner house ouly

tlie offering of praise, and prayer, and holy deeds. We
have already, however, in speaking of this altar, had

occasion to notice its name, a place of slaughter, which

wo can hardly suppose it would have received luid it

not been associated with animal sacrifice. In addition

to this, it has to be remembered that it was an express

injimction, that the blood of the sin-offering of the

congregation should be smeared upon its horns (Lev.

iv. 7, &e.), and that on tlie great day of atonement

it was sprinkled, in the same manner as the mercy-

seat, first with the blood of the bullock, and then with

the blood of the he-goat slain upon that day. The ide<a

of an altar upon which atonement was made for sin

belonged, therefore, to each of the three divisions of the

Tabernacle, and not to one or to two alone.

(4.) While there was thus an altar in each, there was
also an offering in each, and that too an offering so

similar in the one to what it was in the others that the

terms by which it is specially described in each are

interchangeable. Of the offering of the outer court

it is unnecessary to speak. The very name of the

altar there, that of burnt-offering, sufficiently shows the

character of the service, and the meaning of the ritual

connected with it. But there was an offering also in

tlie holy place, and that too in the case of each of tlio

throe articles of furniture which it contained. Tliat it

was so in the case of the golden candlestick is shown
by the very peculiar word employed to describe the

lighting of its lamps at evening, that is, at the begiu-

ning of tlie twenty-four hours, and when, therefore, the

offering maybe held to have been daily renewed: "Thou
shalt make the seven lamps thereof, aud they shall

cause to ascend "—that is, they shall cause to ascond as

a burnt-offering
— '

' the lamps thereof, that they may give

light " (Exod. XXV. 37). It was so also in the case of

the shewbread loaves, or at all events of that fraukin-

cense which was so closely associated with them as to

be a part of the expression of what they were. The
loaves themselves were not indeed burned, because they

were to be eaten by the priests, but the frankincense

set upon them was, and it is expressly designated an
offering :

" Thou shalt put pure frankincense upon each

row, that it may be on the bread for a memorial, even

an offering made by fire unto the Lord " (Lev. xxiv. 7).

It corresponded, indeed, in this respect exactly to the

frankincense of the ordinary meat-offering, the ouly

difference being that in the latter a handful of the

flour of which it was mainly composed was also cast

into the fire (Lev. vi. 14, 15). Finally, the incense of

the altar of incense is also distinctly brought before us as

an offering, when it is said, " Aaron shall burn "—that

is, shall burn as an offering—" thereon sweet incense

every morning ; and when Aaron causeth to ascend the

lamps at even, he shall burn incense upon it, a perpetual

incense before the Lord throughout your generations
"

(Exod. XXX. 7, 8). While the idea of "offering" thus

belonged to all the furniture of the holy place, it be-

longed also to the ritual of the holy of holies. For

that cloud of incense raised by the high priest when he

entered it on the one day of the year on which he was

commissioned to do so, is not to be regarded by us

merely as a cloud in wMch he was to envelope himself

that he might not see the glory of God and die. The

language employed in regard to it, and particidarly the

instruction to " take a censer fuU of burning coals of

fii'e from off the altar before the Lord " (Lev. xvi. 12),

sufficiently radicates that tliis incense cloud was, like

the burning of all other incense, an offering. At the

same time, the idea of offering in the holy of holies

was also brought out by that sprinkling of blood upon

the mercy-seat of which we have already spoken. Thus,

then, the idea of " offering " belonged not ouly to one

part of the Tabernacle, but to all its parts ; and that,

too, of offering in which, while Israel presented itself

as a living sacrifice to God, it sought pardon through

the blood of atonement for its sins and shortcomings.

(5.) We notice only further, in connection with the

main point now before us, that some parts of the ritual

of the Tabernacle appear expressly designed to show us

that, whatever distinctions there may have been between

its parts, they were all bound together in unity. They

were not entirely distinct from each other. Thei-e might

be a progress, but, if so, it was that of one organic

whole. Illustration of tliis connection between the

holy of holies and the holy place is to be seen in the
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clrcumstauce formerly aclvorced to, that the furuitiire of

the latter is brought into a paculiai'ly close relation to

the former, thus showiug that, however it may have

belonged to its o\tu apartmeut, it belonged also to the

stiU more sacred one beyond. But a connection was

further established between the holy of holies and tlic

outer court when, upon tlie great day of atonement,

the high priest was to kindle the incense with which he

entered into the former by means of coals of fire taken

•'from olf the altar before the Lord" (Lev. xvi. 12),

language by which we can only understand the fire of

the brazen altar to bo meant. Any other fire would

have been accounted " strange fire," and the use of it

would have involved the judgmc-iiu of God.

Thus it appears that the same fundamental ideas

marked all the three parts of the Tabernacle. All

were " most holy." All had an altar and an oSeriug.

The presence of God was to be found in each, and in

each Israel was a redeemed peoi>le. While this, how-

ever, was the case, we have now to remark

—

II. That there wa.s an evident progress in the three

parts, and that whether we look at them from a Di^-iue

or from a human starting-point, from that involved in

God's revelation of Himself to Israel, or in Israel's

approach to God.

If for a moment we take first the former point of

view, we find this idea of progress indicated by the

difference in the structure of all the parts, which bear

the marks of an increasing sanctity as we pass from

without inwards. Thus, the numerical scale of the outer

court was grounded upon the number five, an incom-

plete and broken number, the half of ten. The root-

number of the holy place was indeed ten, corresponding

to the fact that it was a part of the sanctuary in which

God dwelt, and that the same hangings which were

extended over the holy of holies covered it. Still, ton

did not rule all its proportions, and it is only when we
enter the most holy place that we find ourselves in an
apartment which is a perfect cube of that number of

perfection. The same thing appears in the materials

made use of for the construction of the tlireo altars,

the leading parts of the furniture with which each of

the three spaces was provided. In the outer court the
altar was of brass, or rather bronze. In the holy place
it was acacia-wood overlaid with gold. In the holy of

holies the gold was solid. Perhaps also the increasing
immediateuess of God's presence, as we penetrate into

the interior of the sanctuary, may have been designed
to appear in the horns of the altars. We have no
information, indeed, that there was any difference of
shape between those of tlie brazen altar and of the altar

of mcense. But the latter were evidently more sacred
than the former, for they seem to have been smeared
only with the blood of the sin-offering of the priest and
of the congregation as a whole, not with that of the sin-

offerings of individuals. On the mercy-seat, again, there
were no horns ; and the explanation must be sought in

this, that it was the very throne of God. There could,

therefore, be there no symbol of majesty and power
more exalted than that (ho thought of which was

suggested by the altar itself. The immediate presence

of God included at once the whole and the perfect

glory of His being. In nothing, however, did tlie

gradation of which we are now speaking appear more
manifest than in the amount of light possessed by each

of the three parts of the Tabernacle. In the outer

court there was the full light of day, the light of the

sun, the ordinary light given to the world by Him who
causeth the sun to shine both on the e\Ll and the good.

In the fij'st apartment of the sanctuary this light was not

enjoyed. It is, indeed, difficult to say what the e.xact

amoxmt of darkness, so far at least as want of sunfight

was concerned, in this apartment may have been. There

were no windows in it, but it is possible that the vail

before the entrance may not have entu-ely prevented

the penetrating of some rays of light. Tet we know
nothing in the words of Scripture upon which to ground

such a supposition, and the probability is that the only

light which shone in it was that of the golden candle-

stick, not a common but a covenant light, a light j)VO-
_

ceeding from the sacred oil prepared according to

special directions for the ijurpose, and although un-

questionably dim compared with that of the sun without,

fitted by that very fact to prepare the mind for the

darkness of the inmost sanctuary of all, for the holy of

holies was in total darkness. There were, again, no win-

dows in it. The eutrauco, closed by the second vaU, was

at the end of an apartment already nearly, if not wholly,

deprived of sunlight, and the hangings and covering.s

were certainly suificiently thick jmd close to obstruct

all rays of light from without. Nor was there any arti-

ficial light within, except when the bright cloud of the

Shechinah was there. But, as far as concerned man, that

cloud was darkness. The light in which God dwells is

inaccessible and full of glory. The splendour of His

presence is too much for mortal gaze ; hence it is that

in Scriptm'e He is said at one time to dweU in light, at

another in darkness. His " brightness is as the light
;"

" He covereth Himself with light as with a garment;"
" He dwelleth in light that no man can approacli imto ;

"

" He is light, and with Him there is no darkness at

all " (Hab. iii. 4 ; Ps. civ. 2 ; 1 Tim. vi. 16 ; 1 John i. 5).

On the other hand, when Moses drew near God to re-

ceive the revelation of His will at Sinai, he is described

as " drawing near unto the thick darkness where God
was " (Exod. XX. 21). The Psalmist sees Him making
" darkness His secret place, His pavilion round about

Him dark waters and thick clouds of the skies," while

again " clouds and darkness are round about Him

"

(Ps. xviii. 11 ; xcvii. 2). The two things indeed are

interchangeable, " The darkness and the fight are both

alike to Him " (Ps. cxxxix. 12) ; and the only thing

perhaps that has to be said as to a distinction is, that

the emblem of darkness rather than light appears to bo

employed when the judgment aspect of the Almighty

is brought prominently into view. If this last obser-

vation be correct, we have another illustration besides

that afforded by the cherubim, that this aspect of God
was the fundamental one by which Ho revealed Him-
self to Israel, in which He made Himself known in
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his Taberuaclo. The nearer, therefore, that Israel

approached the darkness, the nearer it was to the Lord
of Sabaoth, to the Lord of Hosts who dYvelt between

the cherubim. There was, in short, a gradation in

regard to tlie nearness of God's presence in tlic different

X)arts of the Tabernacle.

This idea of progress, however, belongs equally to

the Tabernacle when wo look at it from the hmuau
jjoint of view, when we consider the condition of Israel

in its diffei'ent parts. We have already seen that in all

of them Israel was redeemed, but it did not in all of

them equally appropriate the blessings of redemption.

Hence it was that tlie people might not penetrate

beyond the outer court. Though called to be a nation

of priests, they had not sufficiently felt that they were so.

The priests alone, in whom the priestly character of the

nation as an appropriated fact was realised, represented

it in the holy place. They alone were permitted to

enter it, but with the prospect implied in their doing

so that when the people rose to the consciousness of

the dignity of their calUug, the like privilege would

no longer be witlilield from them. A similar remark

applies to the holy of holies. The high priest alone, and
that too only on a single day of the year, might draw
aside the vad separating it from the holy place, and
approach into the closest proximity to the throne of

God. But the high priest, concentrating in himself all

that belonged to the priestly character of the priests,

represented in its highest potency the priestly character

of the nation ; and in liis privilege, therefore, was con-

tained tlie promise that, when the priestliness of Israel

Tvas fuUy realised by it, it too should have access to the

innermost sanctuary of the Almighty. Three stages of

privilege, not three conditions of life, are thus set before

us in the three parts of the Tabernacle. Tlie root of life

is the same in each, but tliat root has put forth more of

the branches and fruits which naturally spring from it

in the second than in the first, and still more in the

third than iu the second.

With the progress thus indicated there further corre-

sponded a progress in the character of the offerings

j)resented at each of what we have spoken of as the

three altars of the Tabei-nacle. We have already seen

that the fundamental idea of these is the same, and
that in respect of the bloody as well of the unbloody
sacrifice. But with this sameness there was also a dif-

ference. At the brazen altar of the court the oiferor

presented himself as a burnt-offering to the Lord, and
declared that ho was not his own, but that ho acknow-
ledged the claims of Him by whom he had been redeemed
out of his house of bondage. There also he offered all

the other sacrifices required of him by the law. It is

a multitude of individuals that we witness in the outer

court, with their varied offerings, with their varied sins

and shortcomings, each declaring that he yields himself
np to God, and each seeking through the blood of atone-

ment acceptance with Him. When we pass into the

holy place it seems to us that the individuality disap-

pears, is swallowed up in the thought of national and
religious unity. The horns of the altar of incense there I

may not be sprinkled or smeared with the blood of the
offering made by any single lay member of the con-
gregation, but only with that of an offering made on
behalf of a priest, a representative of the people, or of

the congregation as a whole (Lev. iv. 3—7, 13—18). It

is still the blood of atonement, however
; and we cannot

jom with those who unagiue that, when the offering

is made in the holy place, we have represented " that
stage m the history of salvation in which the great
fact of \'icarious suffering for the sins of the world lies in

the past, and all that is needed is the personal appro-
priation of the atoning \'irtue of the blood that has been
shed."' No such distinction is di-awu in Scripture,

and it is impossiljle to reconcile it with the fact that,

on the great day of atonement, whatever " \'icarious

.sutt'ering" there was in the outer court was exhibited

in its highest potency, not only iu the holy, but in the
most holy place. That idea of progress, therefore,

which attaclied itself to the offerings of the different

parts of the Tabernacle is not to be sought in laying

aside the idea of vicarious suffering as we advance from
its more outward to its more inward parts. It is to be
sought rather iu the distinction between the offerings of

individuals as such and of individuals as constituting an
organic whole. Iu this last form Israel has its offering

taken into the holy place ; and, inasmuch as an organic

whole is higher than the sum of all its parts enume-
rated separately, the offormg of the holy place is higher

than that of the coui-t. Hence also tlie fruits produced
attain a higher expression iu the former than in the

latter. Even the indiridual is to give light, is to be;

fruitful iu good works, is to send abroad the savour of

a godly life. But he cannot do this to the extent or

with the power of the " great congregation." There one

checks another's faults, supplies another's deficiencies,

makes up for another's shortcomings, while all com-

bined send forth a larger body of light, a more abun-

dant harvest, a sweeter fragrance, than even the most
perfect of them can send forth separately. It was
fitting, therefore, that a much more definite expression

should be given to this when tliat stage of progress was
reached, and that to effect it the candlestick, the shew-

bread, and the altar of incense shoidd be placed where

they were. The same view of the matter may be taken

by us when we enter the holy of holies. The sprink-

ling of blood upon the mercy-seat shows that the idea

of " vicarious suffering" is not left behind even in it;

while the cloud of incense raised from the large quan-

tity of incense then taken by the high priest (Lev. xvi.

12) is au e\'ident advance upon the incense kindled iu

the holy place. It is true that we have no represcn-

tatiou either of the increase of light or of good works

;

but the reason of that may well bo that on the great

day of atonement the vail separating the holy place

from the holy of holies was drawn aside while the

high priest ministered withiu, and that their sj-mbolieal

representation in the one part of the double structure
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belonged for the time at least equally to the other.

It was enough that the incense should be increased.

It could easily be so, and it was besides this the

culminating point of the three, not light or good

works alone, but the fragrance which they give forth

when produced according to the prescriptions of the

sanctuary.

Hence also, from all that has been said, the necessity

of finding the fidfilment of the whole Tabernacle in the

condition and privileges of the Church of Christ in her

present state, and not merely when she has actually

reached her perfection in that city of God which St.

John beheld descending from heaven as the New Jeru-

salem. Both the unity and the progress of the ideas

symbolised in its different parts are characteristic of

Christians, here as well as hereafter. Their cleansing

and offering of themselves ; the light which they shed

abroad, tlie fruits of holiness which they produce, and

both going up as a sweet savour before God ; theh'

approach to the very throne of the Most High; their

living ' in the midst" of it and " round about " it ; their

taking part in the judgment of the world and of sin ;

—

all these things belong to them even now. Even now
they have " boldness to enter into the holiest by the

blood of Jesus;" they are seated in "the heavenly

places " with their Lord ; they see God ; and tkey wait

not for the withdrawal of any vaU that still hides glory

from their view, but only for confirmation in what they

have, and for final deliverance from all temptation and

fear of falL

ANIMALS OF THE BIBLE.

EY THE REV. \V. HOUGHTON, M.A.,

THE BITTERN.

•|T cannot be determined with certainty

what the Hebrew word hippi'id, occurring

tlireo times in the Old Testament, and

translated in our version by " bittern,"

really denotes. The animal is mentioned in company

with the cormorant (Isa. xxxiv. 11) in the prophet's

pictm-e of the desolation of Edom. " The cormorant

• (Jeadth, ' pelican ') and the bittern shall possess it
;
the

owl also and the raven sliall dwell in it : and he shall

stretch out upon it the fine of confusion, and the stones

of emptiness." The same prophet (xiv. 23), speaking of

the desolation of Babylon, says, "I will make it a posses-

sion for the bittern, and pools of water." Zephaniah (ii.

13, 14), tfllling of the judgments that were to come upon

Assyria, says that Jehovah " will destroy Assyria, and

will make Nineveh a desolation, and dry like a wilder-

ness, and packs' shall lie down in the midst of her, all

the wUd beasts of a multitude [such as jackals, which

hunt in crowds] ; the pelican and the bittern also shall

lodge in the chapiters thereof ; a voice shall sing in the

windows."

The derivation of the Hebrew word {kippod), and its

relationship with the Arabic kunfod, point rather to the

hedgehog than to the bittern. According to Gesenius,

Tcippod is derived from a root meaning " to shrink from

fear," which is characteristic of a hedgehog, but not of

a bittern. The Septuagint and the Vulgate support the

rendering of " hedgehog," as also do most commentators,

such as Rosenmiiller, Mauror, Dolitzsch and KeU,

Fiirst, Bonisch, Sharpe, Leesor, &e., but the require-

ments of the Bible texts are much better met by inter-

pretmg hippod to mean some marsh-loving bird as

"the bittern." From the expression of Babylon being

" a possession for the bittern and pools of water," one

' The A.V. reading "floclts " is inappropriate when used for i

beasts, such as jackals, which are evidently intended.

OF PRESTON, SALOP.

would natm-ally infer that some marsh-loving bird was
associated in the prophet's mind \vith desolate pools of

water. Hedgehogs do not inhabit marshy, but dry places.

Moreover, it is said that "the pelican and the bittern

shall lodge on the knobs or chapiters of the pillars."

KcU and Delitzsch {Comment, on Zeph. ii. 14) interpret

" upon the knobs of the pillars left standing when the

palaces were destroyed." A bittern or a pelican perched

on the top of a column left standing among the ruins

is a true picture of desolation ; but not a hedgehog, even

supposing the animal coiild ever get there. Of course,

we may allow that the knobs were thrown down, but

even then a hedgehog would be a very unlikely animal

to perch himself thereon ; for be it remembered the

Hebrew verb yalinu seems to imply, not an accidental

and temporary perching on the knobs of the columns,

but a habit of lodging, or "passing the night" thereon,

according to the probable derivation of the Hebrew
word.

Notwithstanding, then, the autliorities which favour

the translation of hedgehog or porcupine as the repre-

senta,tive of the original word, we can come to no other

conclusion than that some marsh-loving bird, such as

the bittern, is denoted. It has been questioned whether

the bittern is ever found in the Mesopotamian plains,

but Tristram says, "As a matter of fact the bittern is

very abundant in these swamps of the Tigris, and in all

the marshy grounds of Syria ; and its strange booming
note, disturbing the stillness of the night, gives an idea

of desolation which nothing but the wail of the hyena
can equal."

Formerly, when extensive marshes were common, the

bittern {Botaurus stellaris) was plentifully distributed

over this coimtry, but now drainage and cultivation

have made it, comparatively speaking, rather a rare

bird. It was once in some estimation as an article of

food. According to Sir Thomas Browne, young bitterns

were considered a better dish than young herons. The
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THE COKMOKANT (Phalacrocorox

word " bittern " is a corruption of the Latin Botaurus,

as is shown by the old word bittour, hytowe, hitore,

used by Chaucer and Diyden

—

*' And as a VdtOY6 hximbUih in the mire.
She laid hir mouth unto the water down."

Wife of Bath's Tale, line 116.

" Then to the water's hrink she laid her head,
Andi

tell.'

Butter-hump is still used in the North to denote a
bittern. Compare Tennyson's Northern Farmer—

" Theer wur a boggle in it, I often 'eerd un mysen
;

Moiist loike a butter-bump."

Miredrum, hog-hiimper, bunipie, are also provincial

words having reference to the peculiar bellowing sound
the bird produces, chiefly in the spring and

hence probably the Latin term, Botaurus, i.e., Bos-

taurus. Pliny says there is a bird called a taunts, from

the sound it produces ; but as he calls it a small bird, it

cannot be the bittern, which is about two and a-half

feet in length. The bittern was one of the few birds

which Goldsmith descanted on from personal observa-

tion in his native country. " Those who have walked

on a summer's evening," he writes, " by the sedgy sides

of unfrequented rivers, must remember a variety of

notes from different water-fowl, the loud scream of the

wild goose, the croaking of the mallard, the whining of

the lapwing, and the tremulous neighing of the jack

snipe [P common snipe]. But of all these sounds there is

none so dismally hollow as the booming of the bittern.

It is impossible for words to give those who have not

heard this evening call an adequate idea of its solemnity.
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It is like the interrupted bellowiug of a bull, but

Jiollower aud louder, and is beard at a mile's distance,

as if issuing from some formidable being that resided

at the bottom of the waters."

Willoughljy, from the boUowing noiso uttered in the

breeding season, identifies the bittern with the night-

raven, at whose deadly voice the superstitious wayfarer

of the night turned pale aud trembled. " This, without

doubt," he says, " is that bird our common people call

the night-raven, and have such a dread of, imagining

its cry portends no less thau their death, or the deatb

of some of their near relations." It was a common

opinion that tlie bittern produced tliat bumping or

"miigient noise," as Sir Thomas Browne calls it, by

putting its bill into a reed, or into mud and water, and

there blowing violently ; hence the allusions in Chaucer

and Dryden quoted above.

Goldsmith also tells lis of the superstitic

I held by the common people in his day with respect to

the bittern; its hollow booms presaging some dire

calamity. As the uneducated in various countries have

had such superstitious fancies, it is very probable that

such were also held by the Orientals of old ; and the

graphic description of desolate Nineveh or Babylon, by

the Hebrew prophets, receives especial force from the

presence of the bittern booming- dismally from its con-

cealment amongst the reeds and rushes of the mai-shy

pools, or lodging, spectre-like, on the top of some lofty

column of a ruinous city. Wo may appropriately

enough refer to Goldsmith's charming poem, The
Dtsjrtecl Village, where this same bird appears amid

the " desolation " that saddens all the green :

—

BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.
THE PSALMS.

BY THE REV. H. DEANE, M.A., FELLOW OF ST. JC

TE Psalms form a book of which the inte-

rest grows upon us as wo ourselves grow

in years. The depth of spiritual teaching

_ which they contain makes it impossible

for them to be fully realised except by those who have

themselves advanced some way in spiritual life. But

these find, as others have found before them, that there

is no religious feeling or holy desire of their own which

has not been anticipated by the Psalmist. We look

upon the Psalter, therefore, as a complete treasury of

devotion, as a little manual of faith and piety unequalled

in depth of feeling and loftiness of aspirations.

We speak thus of the Psalms, because we feel that

ihey speak of us and to us. We have felt the trutli of

the words of an ancient writer who says of a psalm

•that it gives " a calm to tempest-tost souls," that " it

soothes the thoughts when tliey are stomiy and

iumultuous." To read a psalm is the shortest path

to comfort for one who is sick or afflicted; to sing a

psalm is the best sacrifice of praise that can be offered.

Nor is this value of the Psalms appreciated in our

days only. So far as we know, they have always been

used in private and public worship as we use them.

Let it be enough to remind the reader of Christ's use

of the Psalms as an act of praise after the Last Supper,

and that thrice while upon the cross He used them.

His spirit departing from Him as He uttered a part

of a psalm. And His Church, whether Jewish or

Christian, has always used the Psalms under all sorts

of circumstances. Jonah in his danger, Jeremiah in

his persecutions, Ezra and Nehemiah in their joy,

Jehoshaphat in the flush of victory, found alike that

the Psalms wore the best expression of their devotion

to God.

The Psalter is known to the Jews as the Book

3E, AND VICAF„ OF ST. GILES , OXFORD.

TehilUm, or more shortly TilUm. Cortam individual

jjarts of the collection are known by other names, as we
shall see when we come to discuss the titles ; but the

name given above would designate it as the " Song

Book," the different titles, such as "Maschil," "Prayer,"

and the like, indicating what the sort of song is, whether

didactic or supplicatory in its tone.

Perhaps this name, " The Song Book," gives iis a hint

as to the origin of this wonderi'id collection. It would

imply that it grew up gradually as songs were required

for liturgical use ; and that they were thus compiled

lest by remaining as scattered fragments any of them
should be lost. That the Psalter should have been

gradually formed is exactly what wo should have

expected, for, as it forms in itself a miniature of the

Bible, so we should think it beforehand to be highly

probable that the histoiy of its formation would be a

miniature of the history of the formation of the wKolo

Bible. We have, in the titles to the Psalms, much
which favours this theory of the gradual composition

of the Psalter, and much from the internal evidence of

the individual psalms which bears it out, so that we
tliiuk there is little doubt as to the origin of tlie col-

lection, though the names of tlie authors may be

uncertain.

We venture here to anticipate a remark which would
be more appropriate at a later part of the paper, but as

it -will be necessary to refer to the titles while wo are

discussing the origin of the collection, it may be as well

to state here a canon which wdl bo of great use in

estimating the evidential value of tlie titles. It appears

to be a very safe rule, that in aU cases, unless the con-

tents of a psalm are at variance with the title, the title

is as probable an account of the origin and occasion of

the psalm as any that can be given.
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Boaring this rule iu mind, and it i.s not destitute of

authority, we find that psalms are ascribed to different

authors in far different ages, ranging from Moses, the

traditional author of Ps. xc, down to the author of

the hymn to be sung at the dedication of the Temple,

or tlie psalms which speak of the captivity as ended.

Of course we do not pledge ourselves to the fact that

Moses wrote this psalm, or that tlie dedication of the

Temple is the same as that mentioned by St. John

<John X. 22). We simply state the limits between

which, according to the tradition handed down iu the

titles, the collection arose.

But we have, besides these titles, another very im-

portant tradition to aid us in our inquiiy. There is

extant a very ancient Greek translation of the Bible

commonly known as the Alexandrine or Septuagint

version. This translation of the Psalms gives us in the

titles a different tradition from that of the Hebrew
titles. It gives us the tradition preserved by the Jews
of Alexandria, as distinguished from the Palestinian

Jews. The variations are sliglit. The fact that most

psalms wliieh are not ascribed to any writer in the

Hebrew text, remain anonymous in the Greek, shows

that the translators were anxious not to introduce any
unauthenticated tradition. The addition of the names
of authors—namely, Jeremiah, Haggai, and Zechariali

—have notliiug improbable in them. We therefore

regard the Alexandrine tradition with a reverence only

second to tliat with which we regard tlie Palestinian.

We do not enter into the titles contained by the later

Eastern versions, as they are all due to Christian trans-

lators. In fact, they have very little interest, as they

do little more than mention the spiritual interpi-etation

of the psalm, and record the number of verses that it

contains.

But we have another tradition preserved to us, which
cannot be passed over, and this is the one which the

Jews themselves have handed down. We shall cite

this as it is recorded in the preface to the Psalms
written by Rabbi David Kimchi. He says, " Our
Rabbis, of blessed memory, have stated that David,

King of Israel, wrote his book by means of (i.e.,

through the instrumentality of) ten elders, namely,
Adam, Melcliizedek, Abraham, Asaph, Heman, Jedu-

thnn, Moses, and the three sons of Korah—Aser,

ELkanah, and Abiasaph. That is to say, that these ten

uttered the psalms which are written in their names.
And they say that Adam uttered the psalm entitled a

song for the Sabbath day (i.e., Ps. xcii.) after being

created on the eve of the Sabbath day. And our

Rabbis have declared that Ethan the Ezrahite is the

same as Abraham our father ; and they say that

Melchizedek composed Ps. ex., 'The Lord said unto
my Lord.' Tlie rest are explained under their several

names " (i.e., by their titles).

We have mentioned this tradition, because it is con-

tained in the wi-itings of one of the ablest of the

inediseval Jemsh writers. It states what was the

traditional belief of the Jews in his day, but whether

he believed it himself or not he does not state. It

bears upon the face of it the marks of the greatest

improbabilitj'.

We see, then, that in accordance with these three

streams of tradition, the longest period during which
the collection was in course of formation, is that

ascribed by the Septuagint, the shortest that by the

Hebrew titles, while Jewish tradition attempts to ascribe

all the Psalms to David and his ten elders.

Closely bearing upon the history of the Psalter is

the fact that it stands at the head of that part of the

Hebrew Scriptiu-es which was known to the Jews as

the K'tlvubim, i.e., the Writings, or the Hagiographa,

as they are often called now. The Psalms were thus

distinguished from the Law, and from the former and
the latter Prophets. They immediately preceded, in

the Hebrew Seriptiu-es, as iu our own, the Book of

Proverbs, and may not this be a sort of indication that

they were admitted into the Canon earlier than the

Proverbs ? Whatever subsequent discussions may have

been as to the relative positions of the Psalms and
Proverbs, there can be no doubt that in our Sa«our's
time the Psalms stood at the head of the K'thubim.

We read (Luke xxiv. 44) that He refers to the threefold

division of the Scriptures, mentioning the Psalms as

the third division, " The Law, the Prophets, and the

Psalms," indicating most distinctly how the Scriptures

were then arranged.

It appears to be probable, thus far, that the " Book
of Songs ' had began to be formed at an early period.

We may now notice a fact that throws some light upon

the reason why the collection was made. The Psalter

is far from containing all the Hebrew hymns that are

known. We have hymns written by David himself

which are not admitted as psalms. It is tlifficult to

see why the hymn composed on the death of Saul and

Jonathan should not have appeared in the Psalter.

The fact that it is personal does not stand in the way,

for a psalm relative to Doeg (i.e., Ps. lii.) is admitted.

It is also strange that the "last words of David"

(2 Sam. xxiii. 1—7) shoidd be found only in the Pro-

phetical Books, when wo find hymns referring to Dand's

early life (Ps. viii., xxiii.) reckoned as Psalms. We do

find, however, in two instances, a hymn appearing both

in the Prophetical Books and among the Psalms, for Ps.

xviii. appears, in only a slightly different form, iu2 Sam.

xxii. 2—51. Of course we might note in the same way

the absence of the songs of Moses, and of Deborah, which

would seem to bo as worthy of holding a place among

the Psalms as Ps. Ixviii. To these might bo added the

canticle of Hezekiah, as noble and pathetic a sjjecimon

of Hebrew poetry as can be found, yet excluded from

the Psalter, while Ps. xxxis. and xc. arc admitted.

These omissions point to the probable origin of the

Psalter. Such hymns as were used for liturgical

purposes were admitted, those which were merely road

as records of the past history of the nation were

excluded.

Another fact bears out the same thcoiy. Wo find

certain psalms existing in a double form. For instance,

Ps. xiv. is almost identical with Ps. liii. The difference
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between them is chiefly that Ps. xiv. speaks of tlie

Lord, that is, of Jehovah, where Ps. liii. speaks of God.

(This is frequently expressed otherwise by stating that

Ps. liii. is an Elohistic verision of Ps. xiv.) That one

psalm is borrowed from the other cannot be doubtetl,

and that the variation is due to liturgical pm-poses is

highly probable.

Again, we find an instance of'part of one psalm being

cut off to form another psalm. For instance, Ps. Ixx.

consists almost word for word of the last five verses

of Ps. xl. It is hard to aocoimt for this, except upon

the liturgical hypothesis.

One psalm appears to be a compound of certain others.

This is a phenomenon bearing out the truth of what

we have supposed to be the case. Ps. cviii. is made up

of Ps. Ivii. 7—11 and Ix. 5—12, the differences being

very slight. There can be no doiibt tliat this is due

to an occasion being found to which neither Ps. Ivii. nor

Ix. were suitable while complete, but that the separate

parts would, when combined, be an exact expression of

the devotional feelings of those who used them. Still,

however, this compound psalm was not rejected from

the Psalter (as was another of the same nature which

appear.^ in 1 Chron. xvi. 7—36, whieli is composed of

cv. 1—16 ; xcvi. 2—7, 11—13), but was preserved as

one of the " Songs." Thus we may well suppose that,

as hymn after hymn was composed for divine service

by the Psalmist, or as it was adapted from existing

liymns to suit a special occasion, it was added to the

existing collection, occasionally mth the musical direc-

tions remaining which indicated what instriunents were

to accompany the hymn, who was to sing it, and what

the tune was to be. We shall notice under the heathng

of the Titles an important fact bearing this out.

We have already referred to the Psalter as being

a Bible in miniature, and as forming in itself a complete

work. To the Jew it appeared to be framed upon the

model of the Law, being divided, as the Law was, into

five books. The antiquity of these divisions must be

very great, though it cannot be ascertained. We can

trace them in the English version by the benediction

with which each book closes, and in one place, by a re-

markable notice in the text, we can distinguish traces

of a far earlier edition of the Psalter than that which
we have at present. The tirst book ends with Ps. xli.,

the benediction being, "Blessed be the Lord God of

Israel from everlasting and everlasting. Amen and
Amen." The second book ends with Ps. Ixxii., tlie

'benediction (vv. 18, 19) being partly taken from the

words of the Lord recorded in Numb. xiv. 21. To this

is added the " Amen, Amen," as at the close of each

of the three first books. On this follows the remark-
able notice which informs the reader that " The prayers
of David the son of Jesse are ended." These words,

it is clear, suggest to us that at some early time
the collection of psalms ended here ; for they are

inconsistent with the appearance of many psalms
directly ascribed to Da\'id in the other books, unless

we suppose those other Davidic psalms to have been
added to the collection at a later date. Just as in an

old building we find occasionally an ancient piece of

moulding in some position where it is not needed,

which was left there by an architect who altered the

character of the building at an early date, that we
might see what the form of it was before he touched

it, so does this verse appear to have been left in the

text to show us how the sacred book has increased in

its contents from time to time, and with what pains the

compilers of it fuMUcd their tasks. The third book
concludes with Ps. Ixxxix., the benediction being almost

similar to that in Book I. The fourth book concludes

with Ps. cvi., and the benediction differs from that of

Book I. by the adtlition of the word " HaUelujah," or
" Praise ye the Lord." We may regard the last five

psalms, or at least Ps. cl., as the benediction of the last

book. The words, " Let every thing that hath breath

praise the LoED, Hallelujah," are a worthy termination,

of so glorious a book.

Such, then, are the divisions of the Psalter indicated

not only by the inscriptions which are found in tho

Hebrew text, but also by the benedictions. It remains
for us to examine the principles upon which these

divisions were made. We approach this difficult inquiry

with only two principles to guide us, (1) How far do the

contents of the several psalms and their subject-matter

aid us in forming an adequate and consistent theory of

accomiting for the division ? (2) How far ai'e the titles

of any service in om* inquu-y P

(1.) As far as the subject-matter is concerned, it

would appear as if it had been the intention of the

compilers to place the earliest psalms at the beginning

of the collection, and those by later authors in the

subsequent books. But here a reader might ask with

great reason, " How can it be known, apart from the

title, whether a psalm is eai-ly or late ? " We can

discover the date of a psalm, partly fi-om historical

references, partly from the style. Thus many psalms

speak of one who is hotly pursued by enemies (xxii. 12

—

16 ; xxvii. 10—12), sleeping in the wilderness under-

neath the open air (Ivii.), and betrayed by one in whom
he had placed all his trust (Ixix.). There can be little

doubt from the historical references that such Psalms
refer to David. Or, to take another instance, Ps. xiv.

speaks of one who is fair (ver. 2), brave (ver. 3), pros-

perous (ver. 4), powerful (ver. 6), just (ver. 6), magnifi-

cent (ver. 7). No historical character mentioned in the

Old Testament, except Solomon, falls under such a

description ; consequently by the historical references

we should infer that such a psalm was composed by
one who Uved in the days of Solomon.

But (2) the style is also a great indication of date,

though for the English reader it is not so easy to

tliscem variations of style, as it is for one who is

acquainted with a little Hebrew. A safe rule to follow

ivith regard to style as an indication of the date of

tho composition of any psalm is that laid down by

De Wette {Commentary on the Psalms, 5th Edit.,

pp. 15, 16), " The more difficult and awkward that the

language is, the more terse and concise the mode in

which the thoughts are expressed, the earUer is the date
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of tbo psalm ; and on the contrary, as the knguage is

the more easy and the more flowing', as the thoughts

appear to be set dovra upon some definite plan, the

later is the date of any psalm." This is precisely what

wo find in many psalms of the two first books—Ps. ix.

and X. are to an Enghsh reader most obscure; the

difficulties which a Hebrew scholar finds in them are

immense, both as to language and thought—consequently

it is nearly certain that they are of an earlier date than

a psalm such as Ixxviii., where a clear and definite plan

can be traced throughout the whole. The reader cannot

bo too careful, however, in forming any estimate of the

stylo of au author. Style varies in the same author

so much, according as his own circumstances or his

feelings move him, that we are very liable to make

mistakes. If of two great Hebrew scholars one affirms

that a psalm is written in David's time, and the other

that the same psalm was written some six or seven

hundred years latei-, and each bases his arguments for

the date upon the style of the psalm, into what errors

may not those fall who, with little knowledge of Hebrew,

and with only a superficial knowledge of Jewish history,

venture to assign each psalm to its date ?

Roughly speaking, then, we may state that the first

two books, so far as style is any evidence, contain the

earliest psalms. We may now examine how far the

titles bear out this. We may notice in the first place

that anonymous psalms, which are rare in the first two

books, are not once met with in the third book, but are

very frequent in the last two books, ten out of the

seventeen psalms composing the fourth book, and

eighteen out of the forty-four which form the last

book being without any author's name mentioned in

the title.

Again, in the first book, all the psalms which are not

anonymous (the anonymous psalms are i., ii., x., and

xxxiii., and it is highly probable that Ps. ix. and x. were

originally one psalm) are ascribed to David. Thirteen

psalms in the second book, one in the third, two in

the fourth, and fiftoen in the fifth, are also stated by

the titles to liave been written by him. Again, in the

first book nineteen psalms are inscribed to the chief

musician, twenty-five in the second book, eight in the

third, none in the fourth, and only three in the fifth.

This woidd seem to indicate that the office of chief

musician had ceased to be of such importance when the

three last books were added as it was when the two

first books were arranged, and woiUd point to a kter

date.

On the other hand, we find the name of Asaph pre-

fixed to one psalm only in the first book, to eleven in

the second, and to no others. The sons of Korah are

mentioned in the titles of seven psalms in the second

book, and of four in the third, but nowhere else. The
name " Maschil " appears once only in the first and
fifth books, never in the fourth book, seven times in

the second book, and four times in the third. The
much perplexing name Michtam appears once in the

first book, five times in the second, and nowhere else.

Psalms of Degrees, in which there are many references

to late events in Jewish histoiy, are found in the fifth

book only.

With these facts before us, it would aijpear that what

we inferred from the subject-matter and historical

contents of the Psalms is fully borne out by the titles.

The Psalms of David occupy the chief part of the first

book ; those of the sons of Korah and anonymous

psalms form the basis of the second ; Psalms of Asapli

a large proportion of the third book ; the fourth book

consists chiefly of anonymous psalms ; the fifth is a

miscellaneous collection.

A further distinction has been supposed to exist

between the books, and to account for the present

arrangement ; this is the difference between the names

which are used by the psalmists when they would speak

of God. It will be observed that in some psalms
" God " is only spoken of, in others " the Lord." Thus

it has been observed that in Book I. " God " is used

43 times, " the Lokd " 272 times ; in Book II. " God "'

is used 164 times, '• the Lokd " 30 times ; in Book III.

" God " is used 43 times, " the Lord " 44 times. Now,

whatever these facts may imply, we cannot believe that

the compilers of the Psalter counted diligently how
often these names were used in the different psalms,

and then arranged them in books accordingly. It is

quite as hard to maintain an early origin as a late from

such data. All that we can do is to state the fact and

leave it unexplained. It is a fact as certainly as it is

a fact that the name " God " is used more than twice

as often as the name " Lord " in the collects from

Advent to Trinity Sunday, but that in the twenty-five

Sundays after Trinity the name " Lord " is used half

as often again as the name " God." Tho cases are

certainly parallel, and if no inference can be drawn in

the one case, why shoidd it be drawn in the other ?

We would gladly classify these five books according

to their subject-matter, but such a task has hitherto

proved impracticable. We give the best scheme that

has been given, but that is unsatisfactory. According

to this scheme, Book I. consists of prayers suitable

for any day, and for any time or condition of life;

Book II., of psalms for holy days and public worship

in general ; Book III., of lamentations on account of

national disasters ; Book IV., psalms of joy and hope

Book v., general Temple hymns.

It remains for us now to examine the various classes

of hymns that wo meet with iu the Psalter viewed as

one book, and to attempt to classify them, so far as we

can, under their separate heads. Though it is impos-

sible to make the line of demarcation between them as

clear and as distinct as we could wish, they may bo

roughly divided as follows :

—

1. Hymns of Praise, such as viii., xix., :;xix., xxxiii.,

Ixv., xciii., civ., cxlv., &c.

2. Historical Hymns, in which the mind of the

spiritual reader is elevated to God by the repeated

mention of His mercies to Israel, which afford hope of

further mercies, such as Ixxviii., cv., cvi., cxiv.

3. Others refer to the Tabernacle, or the Temple,

regarded as the placo whore God's presence was espe-
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cially to bo souglifc by the pious Je\y, such as Ps. xv.,

xxiv., Ixviii., Ixxi., Ixxvii., cxxxii., cxxxiv., cxxxv.

4. Others speak especially of a King of the house

of David whose reigu is to bo glorious, and unlimited

both in dm-ation and extent, such as Ps. ii., xx., xxi., xlv.,

Ixxii., ex. These ai-e jjsalms which wo find frequently

applied to Christ in the New Testament. On account

of this, and also on account of the early belief of the

Jews that certain of these psalms applied to the Messiah,

they are called the Messianic Psalms.

Others again describe the sufferings of one who is

in gi-eat distress, all, except Ps. Ixxxviii., brightening

up towards the end with tho hope of deliverance, which

culminate into a hymn of praise

—

e.g., Ps. vii., x., xi., xii.,

xiv., xxii., Iv., Ivi., Ixxxviii., cix., cxxxvii. The suffering

described is occasionally mental, occasionally physical.

Some of these—Ps. vi., xxxii., xxxviii., li., cii., cxxx.,

cxliii.—are used by the Church as penitential psalms.

Some of the Psalms are of an entirely different

description, being didactic in their style, or hymns of

instruction rather than prayers, or hymns of praise iind

thanksgiving. Among these may be mentioned Ps.

xxxvii., xlix., Ixxiii.

Another class consists of x^urely spiritual hymns and

songs, such as Ps. i., xsiii., xlii., xliii., ci., cxxi., cxxvii.,

cxxviii., cxxxiii., cxxxix.

But, as we observed, an accurate classification is

impossible. A psalm expressive of the deepest sorrow,

such as Ps. xxii., terminates in the brightest expression

of thankfulness ; a psalm of praise, such as Ps. xxxiv.

is at the beginning, becomes in the end didactic ; Ps.

ciii., which is a burst of praise in the beginning and
in the end, becomes didactic in the middle part.

However, before we take leave of this division of our

subject, we must notice two classes of ijsalms, which
are remarkable, the first from their form, the second

from their title : these are known as (1) the Alphabetical

Psalms, (2) the Songs of Degrees.

(1.) The first class consists of eight psalms, i.e., ix.,

X., (which we view as one), xxv., xxxiv., xxxvii., cxi.,

cxii., cxix., cxlv. The peculiarity of this class of psalms

consists in a certain alphabetical or acrostic arrange-

ment of the verses, by which each initial letter of each

verse follows the preceding as one letter in the alphabet

follows another. The English reader will understand
this arrangement most easily by i-eferring to the Bible

version of Ps. cxix. Tho names of the twenty-two

Hebrew letters will be observed at the head of each

of the twenty-two subdivisions of the psalm. This is

the most perfect specimen of alphabetical writing that

is to be found in the Scriptures, as each of the eight

verses that forms a subdivision of tho psalm begins

with the same letter. However, the alphabetical arrange-

ment is not always carried out so systematically as in

this psalm. In Ps. ix., x., we find a very interesting

.specimen of this style. With the exception of the letter

daleth, all tho letters as far as caph are found at the

beginning of verses in Ps. ix. Ps. x. begins with lamed.

There then follows a break in the alphabetical arrange-

ment tOl the end of verse 11. Verses 12, 14, 15, and

17 begin with tho last four letters of tho ali^habet. The
whole style of the psalm, as is frequently the case when
the wicked are the subject, is very rugged, and the

alphabetical an-augement accords with the style. Ps.

xxv. is more complete. The first letter of the alphabet

begins each of the two first verses, but by the trans-

position of the two first words of the second verse it

may bo made to begin with beth. Tho letters vau and
kuph are missing, resh beginning both verse 18 and verso

19. The last verse, which bears tho marks of a later

Mturgieal addition, begins with pe. To this Ps. xxxiv.

is somewhat similar in arrangement, the letter vau being
absent, and the last verso beginning with jje. Ps. xxxvii.

is more complete, most of the pairs of verses beginning
with the corresponding letter of the alphabet. Tho
letter ayin is missing, and the last two versos begin

with vau, the second letters of each word, however,

beginning with the last letter of the alphabet. The
variations from the couplet arrangement are found in

the verses beginning with van, caph, shin, tsaddi, hoph

;

samech having three versos, the other letters only one.

Ps. cxi. and cxii. form a pair in which the first eight

verses are so written that the alphabetical arrangement

applies to each half of every verse, whUe the last six

letters of the alphabet are employed in the three sub-

divisions of the two last verses. The arrangement in

these psalms may be said to be symmetrical, though

irregular. Of Ps. cxix., the only one which is regular

and symmetrical in its arrangement, we have spoken

already. The series closes -with Ps. cxlv., which is

deficient in the letter mm.
What was the object of such an arrangement it is

not easy to say. It may have been intended to assist

the memory. But with far greater probability it was
intended to be a poetical ornament, corresponding to

the alliterative style which is found in some early

English poems. Thei'e is nothing in tliis style wliich

indicates an author living at a late period. On the

contrary, it would rather betoken an early state of

literature. It may be a germ of that great ornament

of assonance, which is used so freely and with such

beauty by the prophet Isaiah.

(2.) The Songs of Degi-ees are fifteen in number,

reaching from Ps. cxx. to Ps. cxxxiv. The word trans-

lated " degrees " in our English version means " steps"

in the Hebrew, whence it has been supposed by somo

that these "Gradual Psalms" were sung ou fifteen

steps which led into the Court of Israel. This account,

however, looks doubtful ; it has very little authority to

support it, the internal evidence in some verses being

against it. Others have supposed that they wore sung

by the Jews as they returned from the Captivity, but

there is too little mention made of the deliverance from

Babylon to make this probable ; besides, the passages

where the Captivity is mentioned, speak of it as an old

event. With more probability they may be looked upon

as pilgrim songs, which were chanted by the people as

they went up to the Holy City. We can almost trace

the progress of their pilgrimage from those songs. In

Ps. cxx. we see them in somo distress upon the road.
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In Ps. cxxi. tliey pitcli their tents witliiu sight of

the mountains that stand round about Jerusalem. In

Ps. CKdi. the city with its walls and palaces bursts

upon theit ^-aze. The songs continue to describe the

feelings of the pilgrims as they approach nairer and
nearer to the end of their journey. In Ps. cxxx. we
have their penitential psalm, in Ps. cxxxi. the prayer

of humble access, reminding us of the conditions laid

down in Ps. sv. and xxiv., by observing which only

might man venture to dwell in God's tabernacle. But
not till the end of the series, i.e., Ps. cxxxiv., does the

happy band iind itself safe within the walls of the

sanctuary, and there Kft up the bauds to bless the Lord.

One other explanation of the name must be mentioned.

Prom a peculiar way in which the thoughts are arranged

in many of the psalms, an idea which is prominent at

the end of one verse being made to begin the succeeding

verse, the notion of " steps " has been supposed to have

arisen. A good instance of the " step " style is found

in Ps. exxi.

—

where the words in italic characters exemplify what we
speak of. This style is not peculiar to the Psalms.
We give a remarkable instauce of it from Isa. xxvi.,

where a hymn occms which reminds us of many
passages in the Psalms. The words which illustrata

the " step " arrangement are printed in itahc type :—
" 3. Thou wilt keep him iu perfect peace

"Whose miud is stayed ou Thee,
Because He irusteth in Thee.

4. Tntst ye in the Lord for ever.

For iu the Lord Jehovah is everlasting strength.

5. For He bringeth down them that dwell on high ;

The lofty city, He laijetk it low;

He lajeth. it low, even to the ground.
He bringeth it even to the diist.

a. TJic/ootshaU tread it down.
Even the foot of the poor.

And the steps of the needy.

7. The way of the just is uprightness :

Thou, most upright.

Dost weigh the path of the just.

Tea, , thei
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CHAPTER XIII.

THE SONS OF ANTIPATEE.

[V the two sous thus appointed to promi-

nent positions, the younger, Herod,' soon

began to display uncommon abilities, and

the most unbounded ambition. Though

only twenty-five" years of age, the new governor of

Galilee turned his energies at once to the efficient

management of his province. Numerous robber bands

which infested the confines of Syria, were resolutely

attacked; their chief, Hezekias, was put to death, and

security was restored.

Such decision won the praises of multitudes iu the

towns and cities of Syria, and especially of Sextus Caesar,

the new president of the province. But the Sanhedrin

at Jerusalem had not been consulted, and Hyrcauus felt

that Antipater and his sons were everything, while he

was of no accoimt. Accordingly Herod was summoned
before the Sanhedrin to answer for his conduct, and

appeared, not in the garb of a suppliant, but clothed iu

pttrple,^ accompanied by a strong body-guard, and ^\'ith

a letter from Sextus Csesar demanding his acquittal.

Such insolent dictation provoked the anger of the

council, but they would have been too terrified to proceed

to judgment had it not been for Sameas, or Shammai,

-His mother was Cypros, an Arabian of noble descent (Jos. Ant.

liv. 7, §3).
Sjosephus says iifteen, but for wevreKuiSeKa we ought apparently

to read irei:rcKa,t,Koc, (Jos. Ant. xiv. 9, §2; B,J. i. 10, f 4.

3J03. 4.it. riv. 9,5 4.

.D., HEAD MASTER OP KING S COLLEGE SCHOOL.

i
one of the most learned of the Rabbis, and a strict ob-

server of the Law. He sternly rebuked the culprit, and

I

urged his fellow-judges to pronounce sentence of death.

!
They would have acted on his advice, but the timid

;

Hyrcauus secretly urged the crimuial to liee from the

I

city. Herod took the hint, and flying to Damascus
threw himself at the feet of Sextus Cicsar, who appointed

him governor of Coele-Syria and Samaria.^ Filled with

I

rage, he soon gathered an army, and, marching against

! Jerusalem, would have avenged the affront ho had re-

ceived, had it not been for the iuterveution of his father

i and brother, who ui-ged him to be satisfied with his

acquittal, and to draw off his troops.'^

I

This was iu B.C. 46. Two years later, B.C. 44, Csesar

j
was assassinated at Rome, and Antipater addressed

I

himself to the task of meetmg the new situation, uuex-

j

pected even by his sagacity. Cassius, the chief cou-

j
spirator iu the murder of Csesar, became pro-consul of

1 Syi-ia, and arriving in Judsea, enforced upon the country

the enormous tribute of seven hundred talents of silver.

Antipater commissioned Herod to collect the quota from

j

Galilee, while Malichus, a powerful Jew, and an adherent

of Hyrcauus, was directed to obtain the rest. Herod,

with characteristic energy, employed himself in raising

two hundi-ed talents for Galilee, and so gained the favour

of Cassius, while the people of Lydda, Gophua, and

Emmaus, being backward iu their contributions, were

sold into slavery; but so incensed was the pro-consul at
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Malichus for his ililatoriness, that he would have put

him to death, liad it not been for the intervention of

Antipater, who advanced one hundred talents on his

account.' Herod was now confirmed iu the government

of CcEle-Syria, and Cassius even promised him the kiug-

dora of Judea, if the arms of the Republic proved

triumphant. Soon afterwards Antipater perished by

poison, administered with the connivance of Malichus,

who had ineffectually made an open attempt upon

his life. Herod would have taken instant vengeance

upon the murderer, but was dissuaded by Phasael.

Eventually he got him into his power, and caused

him to be put to death.-

It was now obvious that the virtual supremacy lay

more thau ever in the hands of the sons of Antipater.

The party of Hyi-cauus struggled iu vain against their

ascendancy. But it was not the policy of Herod openly

to break with the high priest ; and to conciliate the Jews
who clung to the Asmonean family, he was betrothed,^

with the consent of Hyrcanus, to his beautiful and ac-

complished grand-daughter, Mariamue,'' who was as yet

a child.

Meanwhile, the forces of Brutus and Cassius had met
their opponents Antonius and Octavius on the disas-

trous field of Philippi, B.C. 42. The conquerors sepa-

rated. Octarius hurried to Italy, Antonius to Asia.

No sooner had the latter arrived in Bithynia, than a

number of influential Jews waited upon him to urge

heavy complaints against Herod and Phasael. But
Herod plied him with such heavy bribes, that the com-
plainants could not obtain a hearing.* In the following

year, B.C. 41, another deputation met him at Daphne,
near Autioch, and on this occasion they were accom-
panied by Hyrcanus himself. The Roman heard what
they had to say, and then turning to the high priest

asked whom he deemed best fitted to rule the country.

Remembering the projected alliance between Herod
and his granddaughter, Hyrcanus named the sons of

Antipater, and Antonius readily consenting, they were
named tetrarchs of Judea ; nor could another deputa-

tion of one thousand Jews, who waited upon him at

Tyre, alter his decision.*

But now an unexpected power appeared in the
country, and Judea became the victim of the strife for

empire between Rome and Parthia. While Antonius
was wasting his time in the society of Cleopatra, Queen"
of Egypt, the Parthians, under Pacorus, having been
bribed' by Antigonus,'* advanced through Syria, and
made themselves masters of Sidon, Ptolemais, and all

1 Jos. B. J. i. 11, § 2.

2 Jos. B. J-. i. U, § 8 ; Ewaia, v. 403.
3 He bad already married Doris, a native of Judea, ot Ugh family,

by whom ho became the fc.ther o£ a son, Antipater (Jos. B J i.

12, § 3).
•• Jos. B. J. i. 12, § 3.

5 Jos. Ant. xiv. 12, § 2; B. J. i. 12, § 4; Milmnn'a History of the

Jews, ii. 54.

6 Jos. B. J. i. 12, §§5, 6.

' Jos. J?. J. i. 13, § 1, tells us that Antigonus promised him one
thousand talents and five hundred women of Juda-a.

" The son ot Aristohulus II., who had been put to death by the
army of Pompeiu.i, He was the last of the Maccabees who sat on
the throne.

the coast except Tyre.'-' Hence a division of the

Parthiau forces marched against Jerusalem, and their

loader, admitted within the walls, propo.sed to act as

umpire between the rival claimants for the throne of

Judaea.

Phasael assented, and in an evil hour, accompanied

by Hyrcanus, repaired to the Parthian governor iu

Galilee, who threw them both into chains. Herod, sus-

pecting treachery, preferred to stay behind in the Baris"'

at Jerusalem, where he had taken refuge, and thence

fled by night to Masada,'' a strong fortress at the

southern end of the Dead Sea, where he left his wife

and followers in the care of his brother Joseph. Thence
he hastened towards Potra, to seek the aid of Malchus,

the successor of Aretas. But met by envoys prohibiting

his approach, he made his way to Pelusium, and thence

to Alexandi-ia, where Cleopatra tried in vain to induce

him to take the command of an expedition. With tnie

insight he saw that iu the cajiital of the West his

fortunes were to be made, and though it was the depth

of winter,''^ took ship and sailed fur Rome, B.C. 40.

CHAPTER XIV.

HEROD KING OF JUD-EA.

Meanwhile the Parthians had obtained possession of

Jerusalem. Antigonus was made king, and Hyrcanus

and Pha.sael were delivered into his power. The latter,

knowing his death was certain, beat out lis brains

against the walls of his prison. As for Hyi-canus, while

he knelt in the posture of a suppliant before Antigonus,

the new king, resolved that he should never hold the

office of high priest again, bit oif his ears," and then

sent him to be led prisoner to Seleucia by the Parthians.

Thus Jerusalem was left in the hands of a foreign

army, who committed the greatest excesses.

Herod in the meantime had not been idle. On arriving

at Rome, he found Antonius at the summit of power.

The triumvir received him with the utmost distinction,

and introduced him to Octavius, who at once recalled the

services which the Idumean had rendered to the great

Julius. A Parthian campaign was at this time being

diligently planned by Antonius, and he found in Herod a

useful ally. Within seven days, therefore, he procia'ed

a decree of the senate, nominating him king of Judsea,

and Herod, successful beyond his most sanguine hopes,

walked in procession between Octavius .and Antonius,

preceded by the consuls and other magistrates, to the

Capitol, where the usual sacrifices were offered, and

9 Jos. B. J. i. 13, § 1 ; Ant. xiv 13, § 3 ; Dion, xlviii. 26.

'0 Afterwards known as the Tower of Autonia, when restored and
enlarged by Herod.

I' This fortress, now called SMeh, w.is situated at the S.W. end
of the Dead Sea, on a rock rising to a height of 1,500 feet, and
separated from the neighbouring mountain-range by deep ravines.

It was first built by Jonathan Maccaboeua. (See Traill's Josephus

;

Robinson's Biblical Besiarches, i. 525.)
12 M,ire T^. i«,.i,« To5 xt'/'-^i-w .'Trojcoct (Jos. B. J. i. 14, § 2);

Xc/iSviic TE Sr,ot (Ant. xiv. 14, S 2).
1^' Jos. B. J. i. 13, S 3.
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the decree investing him with royal power was en-

rolled.'

Herod did not remain long at Rome. Everything

depoiuled ou the celerity of Ids movements. The close

of the week, therefore, saw him appointed king, and

hurrying to Brundusium. Thence ho took ship for

Ptolemais, iind arrived there after an absence of barely

three mouths. Collecting a body of troops, he speedily

won over aU Galilee, where the recollection of his energy

as governor was still fresh. Then ho set out to attack

Antigouus, who had unsuccessfully laid siege to Masada,

in the hope of obtaining possession of Mariamne.^

Joppa next fell into Iiis hands ; and having I'aised the

siege of Masada, and liberated his relatives, he pro-

ceeded, in conjunction with the Roman general SUo,

to lay siege to Jerusalem. He pitched his camp ou the

north side of the city, but, though aided by tlio Roman
troops, his progress was very slow. The Jews within

the city were strongly attached to Antigonus, the last

representative of the Asmoueau line, and held out with

great pertinacity. The jealousy and corruption of the

Roman generals perpetually hampered Herod's plans,

but nothing daunted his energy or activity. He sent

his brother Joseph to Idumea to prevent any risings la

that quarter
;
placed his wives in security at Samaria

;

re-conquered Galdee, which had gone over to Antigonus
;

hastened to the aid of his patron Antonius at Samosata,

and obtained from him the assistance of two more legions

under Sosius. Thence, furious at the death of his brother

Joseph, who had been slain at Jericho, he hurried, B.C.

37, to Jerusalem, and re-commenced the siege, aided by
Sosius, at the head of 50,000 troops.^

But his progress was still slow.* Forty days were
.spent in taking the first wall, fifteen in taking the second.

Then the outer court of the Temple and the lower city

were reduced. At last the signal for the assault was
given, and an indiscriminate massacre ensued. Multi-
tudes wore cut down in the narrow streets, many more
while crowded together in their houses. The fury
of the legions was roused, and the massacre was only
stayed by the repeated solicitations of Herod, who stood
with a drawn sword before the entrance of the Holy of

Holies, and threatened to cut down any one of the Roman
soldiers who attempted to enter. Despairing of success,

Antigonus descended from the Baris, where ho had taken
refuge, and in an abject manner implored Sosius to

spare his life. It was granted him, but only to be
taken from him shortly afterwards at Antioch by order
of Antonius, who had him tried and condemned, and
after he had been scourged by the Roman lictors, struck
off his head.'*

1 Jos. Ant. ri7. U, § 5; B. J. i. 14, § 4; MUman's Bistory of the

Milman'a Hisloi-i; of the Jews, ii. 57.
3 Jos. Ant. xiv. 16, § 1.

"• Jerusalem lield out more than six mouths. It wns a sabba-
tical year, and the people were hard pressed by famine.

5 Jos. B. J. i. 18. § 3 ; Plut. Anion. 36 ; Liv. Epist. 128. " Antonius
was the first of the Romans who consented to smite a kin^ with
the ase. Perhaps this ignominious punishment was intended to
brand the sufferer as a rebel and an usurper. Perhaps it was

69—VOL. III.

Thus ignominiously passed away the last priest-king

of the Asmonean line, 126 years after Judas Maccabaeus

had obtained the government of Judasa, and Herod re-

mained supreme on the ruins of the Asmoneaus.

CHAPTER XV.
HEROD AND OCTATITJS.

Heeod had now attained the highest object of his

ambition. By Roman aid, and under the influence of

Roman supremacy, he had become sole ruler of Pales-

tine, and he maintained his power unchallenged until

hLs death.

Ho had already committed many and terrible crimes

against the Asmonean dynasty, but " he had learnt in

the school of the Roman proscriptions the two concur-

rent objects for which the tyrant selects his victims,

the satisfaction of his vengeance and tho replenishment

of his coffers."^ One of his first measures, therefore,

after the capture of Jerusalem, was to execute forty-five

of the most prominent partisans of Antigouus. These
were all slaughtered in one day. Ho next proceeded

to sentence the entire Sanhedriti to death, with the

exception of two only, PoUio and Sameas, who alone

during the last siege had counselled theii- countrymen

to surrender tho city. With these two exceptions, all

tho rest were executed.

The grandfather of his bride Mariamno and his own
great benefactor, the aged Hyrca,nus, had been for three

years in the hands of the Parthiaus in Babylonia. There
he had been held in high respect for his age and lofty

office, and now suffered himself to be persuaded by Herod
to return to Jerusalem, where, though he stdl received

the respect due to him, he could not again discharge his

sacerdotal functions.^

The appointment of a successor to his sacred office

became a matter of great solicitude to the Idumeau
monarch. He knew he could not treat the ser^-ices

of the Temple with neglect, for they were the very

centre of the national life. To prevent any rival,

therefore, to his own supremacy, he appointed an
obscure priest of the line of Aaron, who had returned

from Babylonia, and was devoted to his interests, to

this high office.' But this appointment provoked the

resentment not only of tho aged Hyrcanus, but of tho

people generally, and of tho whole body of the priests.

There was still a scion of the Asmonean house in the

person of Aristobulus, a brother of his queen Mariamne,
and a grandson of Hyrcanus. He had a rightfid claim

to the office, and his mother Alexandra eagerly coveted

the honour for him. Though he had already appointed

adopted in ostentatious disregard of the prescriptions of Roman
policy, in token that the triumvir claimed to rule in Asia as an
Oriental despot rather than the agent of an European- republic

"

(Meriiale's Romans unier the Empire, iii. 381 ; Milman's Eistanj of
the JeifB, ii. 59). Ewald inclines to think it was done " because ib

seemed to be absolutely necessary on Herod'a account for te:ri-
fying the Jews" (History of Israel, t. 416 n.).

^ Merirale's Romans under the Empire, iii, 382.
7 See above, p. 320.

"Jos. Ant. XT. 2, §4.
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Ananel, Herod uow suddenly conferrod the position

on Aristobulus, who was only seventeen years of age,

thus showing that he considered the high priesthood

dependent entirely on his own will and pleasure. The

sight of the handsome youth, arrayed in his gorgeous

robes and performing his holy functions at the Feast

of Tahernacles, filled the people with delight, and they

rent the air with their shouts of applause. These shouts

sealed the doom of the unfortunate young man. Herod's

jealousy instantly took fire, and he had him drowned in

the fishponds at Jericho.

With his death the last hope of the Asmoneans

seemed to bo taken away, and neither Herod's vain

pretence of sorrow, nor the magnificent funeral which

he celebrated in his honour, coidd deceive the people or

the bereaved mother. The grief of Alexandra was

imbouuded, and she wrote a full account of all that had

occurred to Cleopatra, queen of Egyi^t. Even her heart

was touched with sympathy for the unhappy mother,

and she could not rest till she had persuaded Antonius

to call the tp-ant to account. Accordingly the triumvir

summoned him to his presence.' How critical Herod

deemed affairs was made plain by his orders to his brother

Joseph to slay Mariamne, in the event of his not return-

ing, rather than allow her to fall into the hands of

Antonius. Having made these provisions, he set out

for Egypt, and presented himseK before his Roman
patron, and by boldly denying the charge, and stUl

more by lavish bribes, so won upon him, that not only

were the accusations against himself dismissed, but the

triumvir placed him by his side on the judicial throne,

and bestowed upon him every mark of distinction.^

Having escorted his patron on his way to Armenia,

Herod returned to Jerusalem to find that very different

events had occurred there. During his absence news

reached Jerusalem that he had failed in his mission,

and that Antonius had put him to death. Tliereupon

Alexandra thought that the Idumean usurpation was at

an end, and that Judisa might recover her freedom under

her native princes. But while she and Mariamne were

taking measures for seizing the supreme power, suddenly

Herod returned. His sister Salome whispered charges

against his wife, and he discovered that his secret in-

structions to Joseph had been divulged. Thereupon
Alexandra was thrown into prison; Joseph was executed

;

and Mariamne all but shared the same fate, owing her

escape only to the charm of her own loveliness.^

But though reinstated in his supreme power by
Antonius, Herod was tortured with apprehensions

owing to the unbounded influence of Cleopatra, who
was daily receiving from her lover new tokens of his

devotion, and had cast longing eyes on the throne of

Judffia. The queen of Egypt accompanied her j)aramour

to the banks of the Euphrates, and received from him
at parting certain territories bordering on the Jewish

kingdom, and the balsam-gardens near Jericho. On

' Jos. Ant, XV. 3, §3; Jahn's Selmc Commonmalth, p. 320.

- Jos. Ant. XV. 3, § 5. Cleopatra had coveted the dominions of

Herod, but Antonius consoled her with the gift of Coele-Syria.
3 Jos. illlt. XT. 3, §9.

her return she passed through Herod's dominions, and

sojourned for some time in his capital ; and she is said

to have made overtures to him, which would secure for

herself a devoted friend, in the event of the defeat of

her Roman lover.''

For now the eventful year, B.C. 31, was drawing on.

The rival potentates of Judasa and Egyjjt had long

been watching and fencing with each other, when the

battle of Actium ended all their intrigues, and both

found themselves obliged to petition for existence from

the conqueror. Herod had raised a body of troops to

assist Antonius, but the designs of Cleopatra had in-

volved him in a war with Malchus, an Ai-abian pi-ince.

In the first campaign he had been signally defeated,

owing to the unwillingness of the Jews to undertake a

war against a nation with whom they had no quarrel.

But in the spring of B.C. 31, a sudden earthquake con-

vulsed the cities of southern Palestine, and the Arabs,

taking advantage of the consternation, slew the Jewish

ambassadors who had come to treat for peace. The

news of their barbarity roused the whole people, and

enabled Herod to win a decisive victoiy over his foes

at Philadelphia,^ and to gain something like popular

favour from his subjects.

Though by undertaking this war the dexterous

politician had avoided being involved in the great war

between the Eastern and Western world, the issue of

tlie battle of Actium seemed again to make Herod's

fortunes tremble in the balance. But he resolved to

confront the conqueror with the same resolute bearing

which had availed before Antonius and Cleopatra.

Hai-iug, therefore, caused Hyi-canus, who might be a

centre of disaffection in his absence, to be put to death

by the Sanhedrin, on a charge of treasonable corre-

spondence with the Arabian king, he handed over the

administration of the kingdom to his brother Pheroras.

Ho next secured Mariamne with her brother in the

fortress of Alexandrium, in charge of Soemus the

Iturean, with the same instructions as before, if he

did not return ; and then set out for Rhodes, where

Octavius had arrived on his way to Egypt."

Without reserve ho threw himself on the clemency

of the conqueror, owned that he had been the friend of

the late triumvir, and promised the same fidelity to liis

new patron, if he would honour him with his confidence.

Won over by liis frankness, the arbiter of the world

commanded him to resume the diadem, and permitted

him to accompany him to Antioch, Ptolemais, and

Egypt, whei-e, on the death of Antonius, he restored

to him the territory round Jericho which Cleopatra

had wrung from her paramour, together with Gadara,

Hippos, Samaria, the maritime towns of Gaza, Joppa,

and Anthedon, as also the Tower of Strato.r Thus,

successful beyond all his expectations, Herod returned

to Jerusalem with greater power secured to him than

he had ever enjoyed before.

* Merivale's Komans under the Empire, iii. 3S3.

^ Jos. B. J. i. 19, § 3.

« Jos. Ant. XV. 6, 6 J B. J. i. 20, § 1.

' Jos. B. J. i. 20, § 3; Merivale's Eomaiis, iii. 356.
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BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.
THE PSALMS (concluded).

BY THE REV. H. DEANE, M.A., FELLOW OF ST. JC

' E now proceed to examiue the names of

the different authors to whom the Psalms

are ascribed by the titles, bearing iu

mind the rule which we gave above, that

unless the contents of a psalm contradict the title, the

title is probably as correct a history of the psalm as

can be given.

1. The earliest writer to whom any psalm is ascribed

by the titles is " Moses, the man of God." He is said

to have been the author of Ps. xe. As the psabn

is didactic, it is not easy to discover anything in

the contents which bears in any way upon the title.

Certainly, if obscurity of style and difficulty of ex-

pression is a test of antiquity^ there is much in the

contents of the jJsalm which makes the Mosaic author-

ship not improbable.

2. David is the next author, to whom are ascribed

by the titles Ps. iii.—xixii., xxxiv.—xli., li.—bcv., Ixviii.

—Ixx., Ixxxvi., ci., ciii., cviii.—ex., cxxii., cxxiv., cxxxi.,

cxxxiii., cxxxviii.—cxlv. We have here reckoned, as

before, Ps. ix. and x. as only one psalm. If Ps. x. is

not ascribed to David, it must be added to the list of

anonymous psalms.

Let us now examine how far the truth of these

titles is supported by the contents of the psalms. The
earliest psabn in which we find any difficulty is the

5th, where in the 7th verse wo have a reference to the

Temple. The Hebrew word heykal, however, in this

passage is the same as that employed in 1 Sam. i. 9

;

iii. 3, to mean the Tabernacle. Consequently we find

nothing to oppose the Dandic authorshiji. In Ps. xiv.

7, there is an apparent reference to the Captivity,

which contradicts the title. We find similar references

to the Captivity in Ps. xxv. 22 ; li. 18, 19 ; liii. 6. But,

considering the liturgical use which was made of the

Psalter, there is nothing to surprise us in this. It is

perfectly possible that these verses were added to the

Psalms at some later time, so as to meet the urgencies

of the case. It has been objected that the mention of

David's name (xviii. 50) is an argument against the

Davidic origin of that psalm. But surely the fact that

St. Paul mentions his own name in an epistle does not

prove that the epistle was not written by him. Why
then should the mention of David's name in a psalm
be an argument against the authenticity of the psalm ?

We may examine all the other psalms ascribed to

David by the titles, and if we do so with care, we shall

come to the conclusion that we have not sufficient

oralence to infer that " without doubt " the greater part

of these seventy-three psalms ascribed to Daiad were

written at a far later date. We add a word of caution

with regard to ai-guments drawn from style. Tlie style

of an author constantly varies as different ideas present

themselves to his mind. If we would then be able to

INS COLLEGE, AND VICAB OF ST. GILEs', OXFOKD.

tliscern an author by his style, wo should study his

writings in extenso, so as to become familiar with it.

But the very limited range of ancient Hebrew literature

that remains precludes a sufficient study to enable us
to speak with certainty upon this j)oint ; consequently
we look with suspicion upon all arguments di-awn from
style, unless they are based upon an induction drawn
from a very large number of instances.

3. Solomon is the next traditional author in chrono-

logical order. To him, by the titles, are ascribed Ps.

Ixxii. and cxxvii. To prevent any misconception on the

part of the English reader with regard to the meaning
of the title, it is worth while to remark that the preposi-

tion which in the title to this psalm is translated " for
"

(it consists of one letter, the letter I), is the same as

that which, iu the preceding psalm and in many others,

is translated " of." So far as the title goes, there is

nothing there which opposes the Salomonic orig^iu of

these psalms. Of coiu-se we know httle of Solomon's

style, for of his voluminous works only a very few have
come down to us. Yet there are some remarkable

coincidences in style between Ps. Ixxii. and the Book of

Proverbs, which has, for the most part, been accredited

to Solomon. There is an apparent reference to Solomon
in Ps. cxxvii., for a name by which Solomon was known
was Jedidiah, or the " Beloved of the Lord." This may
be traced in the words " Ho giveth His Beloved sleep."

If, indeed, we were forced to reply to the question,
" Why Solomon should not be the author of Ps. Ixxii.

and cxxvii. ? " we shoidd find ourselves in a position of

greater difficulty than those who undertake to prove

that Solomon was the author.

Asaph is recorded in the titles as the author of Ps.

Ixxiii.—Ixxxiii. Of his history nothing more is known
than that he was one of David's chief musicians

(1 Chron. vi. 39 ; xv. 17 ; xvi. 5). Among the most

prominent thoughts in the psalms ascribed to him is an
invasion, which is characterised by the most frightful

ravages. In these psalms also there appears an account

of certain confederations of hostile tribes against the

coimtry of the writer ; and besides this, the enemy is

described as having been destroyed in some wonderful

and unexpected manner. Apparently the reference is in

many cases to the Assyrian invasion. Many of Asaph's

psalms, however, refer to early historical events. We
are therefore, of course, unable to assign any date to

the composition of many of Asaph's psalms.

Homan the Ezrahite is mentioned iu the titles as the

author of Ps. Ixxxviii., to which we have abeady referred

as unique for the deep desponding spirit that runs

throughout it. It reads like a psalm written by one who

was in a world where all dwelt. in solitude, apart from

those whom they loved, with a remembrance of a life that

had already passed away, with a hope of another life
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that was to come, looking for somo great wonder wliich

should briug the dead again unto life, and enable them

to praise God onco more as they had in former times.

It is a psalm which seems almost to introduce us to the

realms of the departed. He that speaks in it is at rest,

because he is " frco among the dead," but yet there is a

gloom e<ast over the whole psalm which gives a strange

and unearthly effect as we read it, and try to realise the

meaning of it. The author is unknown. Ho must

have suffered much to have been able to dictate so sad

a psalm. Tho tituLir author, Heman the Ezrahite, is

mentioned in 1 Chron. xv. 17, 19 (marg., 1 Chron, ii. 6)

;

1 Kings iv. 31. Ho is there described as a contem-

porary of Solomon, and as remarkable for his wisdom.

In default of a more probable author, we accept tho

tradition furnished by the title, ascribing it to Heman.

Wo will just mention the Jewish tradition with

regard to Ethan the Ezrahite. That tradition is, of

course, entirely without value. Ethan was probably

one of David's choir. The invasion to which reference

is made in Ps. Ixxxix., tho only one ascribed to Ethan,

is probably the Egyptian invasion under Shishak, in

the days of Behoboam. There is certainly nothing in

the contents of tho psalm which precludes the early

origin which the title claims.

The sons of Korah are mentioned in the titles of

eleven psalms, that is, xlii., xliv.—xlix., Ixxxiv., Ixxxv.,

Ixxxvii., Ixxxviii., to which, probably, Ps. xEii. should be

added ; but whether tho title designates them as the

authors, or as the persons to whom these psalms are

dedicated, is not clear. We may also remark that all

the psalms are remarkable for tho rarity of the use of

the name Lord, as compared with that of God.

So much may be said with regard to the authors of

the psalms who are mentioned in the titles. The most

striking fact is that in the whole collection not a single

psalm is attributed to one of the prophets. Erom
what we know of the works of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and

Habakkuk, we should have expected to have found

some of their songs included in the great Book of Songs.

But Palestinian tradition would not admit them. Tho
Alexandrine tradition admitted, as we shall see further

on, that the prophets Jeremiah, Haggai, and Zechariah

were authors of certain psalms, but these are the latest

authors to whom any psalms are ascribed by ancient

tradition.

It has been suspected, however, upon various grounds,

that some of the psalms may have been produced by

writers who lived not only after the return from

tho Captivity, but far down into the Maccabee period.

Gradually these suspicions have grown into assertions,

and the assertions have come to bo regarded as axioms,

so that it has been maintained not only that tlie majority

of the psalms are of a far later date than that which has

beon traditionally allowed to them, but that many of

them were written in the second century before Christ.

Among those which have been confidently asserted to

bo Maecabeo psalms may be mentioned Ps. xliv., Ix.,

Ixxiv., Ixxix., Ixxx., Ixxxiii.

Wo may notice briefly the character of these psalms,

and see how far tho subject-matter of them requires

tlio ordinary traditional xiow of their origin to give way
to tho Maccabee hypothesis. In Ps. xliv. the Psalmist

recounts the ancient mercies of God, complains of a

great defeat that his nation has sustained, and prays

for redemption. In Ps. Ix. there is the same complaint

of a national defeat, but also a prayer for redemption,

based upon the ground of some national victory that

has already been granted. In Ps. Ixxiv. a horde of

invaders has gone through tho land, devastating all

that they have met. Tho most perplexing reference

in this psalm is that to the " synagogues" (ver. 8), or

tho " houses of God," as tho word is translated in tho

Prayer-book version. Now, if this word really meant
" synagogues," there would bo no doubt that tho

psalm was written at some considerable period after

the Captivity. But the word means nothing more than

"places of meeting." Such might be tho college of

prophets at Jericho or at Bethel, of which we read in

2 Kings ii. 3, 5. That there were certain holy places

in the land before the Captivity, appears plain from

the Rabshakeh's' words to tho men of Jutkh, "If
thou say to me, Wo trust in tho Lord oui- God : is

it not He whose high places and whose altars Hezekiah

hath taken away " (2 Kings xviii. 22) ? With the

natural liability of a foreigner to make mistakes, the

Rabshakeh confounded the idolatrous high places which

Hezekiah had so carefully removed, with these other

sacred places, to which we find references elsewhere,

e.g.. Josh. xxii. 34, and Isa. xix. 19 (where, however,

the land spoken of is Egypt ; but the fact of the erec-

tion of this pillar in Egypt being spoken of by the

prophet as a sign of reverence to the Lord, makes it

not improbable that some such custom was prevalent

among tho Jews of his day).- But to return to our

psalm. After tho description of the devastation, comes

the appeal to past mercies, and, last of all, the prayer

for deliverance. Ps. Ixxix., which, like Ps. Ixxiv., is

ascribed to Asaph, complains of the ruin of Jerusalem,

praying for deliverance, and vowing sacrifices of praise.

And it is interesting to remark that this psalm is espe-

cially cited in 1 Mace. vii. 16, as being already known
among the holy books of tho Jews. Ps. Ixxx. is cast

in almost the same mould. It differs from the others

in being constructed like a litany with a refrai:i

frequently recurring, " Turn us again, O Lord God of

Hosts, cause thy face to shine." Ps. Lxxxiii. is very

similar to the others, consisting of a complaint to God
of the confederations of certain neighbouring tribes,

and of a prayer for deliverance from the oppressors.

Now we may observe in all these psalms that mention

is made of great troubles then existing in the Holy

Land, but that there is no reference whatever to any

domestic disorders, nor to any of the idolatrous and

heathenish rites so frequent in the Holy Land at the

1 The name is probably a title, " the ebief cnp-bearer."
2 The Moabito inscription supports this view. Mesha speaks

of taking certain " vessels belonging to Jehovah." How eonid he
have done this if some smaller sanctuaries had not been existing

east of Jordau t
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Maecabeo period, and to which the Maccabeo books

refer. There is no mention made of the prohibition to

read the Law, or of tlio people being forced to eat un-

clean food, which were such striking characteristics of

the Maccabce troubles. What Do Wette says of one

of the so-called Maccabeo Psalms applies to all of those

which wo have cited ; they have too little to say about

the Maccabeo times to enable us to affirm so late an

authorship for them. Such circumstances as are

described in them can casUy be explained out of the

history which preceded the captivity. A land which

had seen so many invasions, from the time of Shishak

down to Nebuchadnezzar, had many a woful tale to tell

of fire, plunder, and the sword. We may conclude

that till stronger arguments are alleged in favour of

the Maccabee authorship, wo have every reason to

maintain our ordinary belief, namely, that by far the

greater number of the Psalms were composed by authors

who lived before the Captivity, and that the remainder

of the authors did not live so very long after tho Cap-

ti\aty, as they refer to it as an event of recent occurrence.

If there were any consensus among critics, we might

bo inclined to think differently ; but when we find two

Psalms positively ascribed to David by one of the

greatest scholars in Europe, which another declares to

be of Maccabee origin, we begin to see that critical

aeumeu alone cannot much aid us in settling the

question.

We touch, before concluding, upon the interesting

question of the titles of tho Psalms. That they are of

considerable antiquity cannot be doubted, as we find an

ancient title, which has now lost its meaning, appended

to Ps. Ixxii., and as in many cases we find double titles,

which indicate that the Psalm to which they are pre-

fixed had been applied to different purposes, or that

it had passed under the care of more than one editor.

Such psalms are xlv., Ixv., Ixxvi., Ixxxviii., cxlii.

From the mere fact that many of the psalms remain

anonymous, we see with what reverence the existing

titles must have been regarded at a very early period,

the editors being unwilling to introduce any tradition

beyond that which they had before them.

The reference of tho titles is twofold, either to the

nature of the composition and the liturgical performance

of it, or to historical matters. We deal with tho former

only in this section, as the meaning of the historical

titles is far easier for the ordinary reader to discover.

We have arranged the titles in the same order as that

in which they occur in the psalms to which they respec-

tively belong.

1. Neginoth, i.e., music of stringed instruments, with

which the Psalm was to be accompanied. It appears

in the titles to Ps. iv., vi., liv., Iv., Ixvii., Ixxvi. It occurs

once in the prophetical writings, Hab. iii. 19, where it

is distinctly translated, " on my stringed instruments."

The Selah, which occurs twice in Ps. iv., is most

probably a direction to the instruments to play loud

music. The meaning of Selah, however, is much dis-

puted. The word Neginoth is translated " hymns " by
the LXX.

2. Nehiloth, only in the title of Ps. v., probably

means "flutes." The LXX. connected it with the

word Nachalah, which means "an inheritance." What
they intended to mean cannot bo ascertained.

3. Shiggaion occurs only in the title to Ps. vii. It is

found in the plural in " Shiggionoth" (Hab. iii. 1). The
LXX. translate it " psalms." It is probably derived

from a Hebrew word meaning to wander, and describes

a hymn composed in an irregular metre.

i. Giitith occurs in title to Ps. viii., Ixxxi., Ixxxiv., and
is apparently a musical instrument. It has been sup-

posed to mean " in the Gittite-way," tliat is, that the

liymn is to be sung in the same way as the peoijle of

Gath used to sing their hymns. The LXX. pointed

the word with different vowels, and connected it with a

word meaning a " wine-press."

5. Math-Labben, " Death to the Son," tho name
of some well-known tune to whicli Ps. ix. was to be

sung.

6. Sheminith, literally, " tho eighth," and so trans-

lated by the LXX. It occurs only in the titles of

Ps. vi. and xii. If the musical scale of tho Hebrews
was the same as ours, it may mean " on tho octave,"

that, is, to be sung by a bass voice. Many persons

understand it to mean " an instrument of eight sti-ings,"

on which the accompaniment was to be played.

7. Michtam, prefixed to Ps. xvi., Ivi., Ivii., Iviii., lix.,

Ix., explained in the margin of our Bible to mean " a

golden psalm." It has been conjectured that the word
should be written Michtab, which would mean, as in

Isa. xxxviii. 9, " a writing." Tho LXX. translate it

"writing on a pillar," cTrriXoypacpta.

8. Aijeleth-Shahar occurs in tho title to Ps. xxii.,

and is rightly translated in our margin, " Tlie hind of

the morning." This would apparently be the name of

a tune which was probably chosen on account of David
comparing himself when persecuted to a hunted stag.

Such comparisons were not contrary to the general

character of David's mind, as any one can see by look-

ing at I Sam. xidv. 14. The LXX. translate the phrase

by the words " The help iu the morning." This trans-

lation is based upon the 19th verse of the psalm, where

tho word eijeluth, which iu our version is translated

"strength," is not in sound unlike " Aijeleth."

9. Maschil. This occurs in the titles to Ps. xxxii., xEi.,

xliv., xlv.. Hi.—Iv., Ixxiv., Ixxviii., Ixxxviii., Ixxxix., cxlii.

It is explained in the margin of our Bibles, " A Psalm

giving instruction." This translation is perfectly

possible. Or the word might mean " meditation," a

sense which is occasionally given to it. The LXX.
translate it, " of understanding."

10. Shoshannim appears in the title of Ps. xlv. and

Ixix. only. The word literally means "lilies." It occurs

in the title to Ps. k., Shushan-eduth, or "the lily

of tho testimony." Whether this was tho name of an

instrument or of a tune is quite uncertain. The LXX.
title is obscure in meaning, though its derivation is clear.

We do not venture to do more than give the Greek of

the title, i-n-ep ray i.\KoiaiBl]Croiiivav.

11. Alamoth, an obscure word occurring iu the title
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to Ps. xlvi. It is supposed by some to be tbo name of

an instrument, by others to mean tliat the Psalm was

to be sung by female Toiees (for the word elem is

used in the Bible to mean a young lad, and its feminine

almah to mean a female not mamed, but at an age iit

for marriage). Tliis, then, would mean, if the Hebrew
system of singing was in any way similar to our own,
" to be sung an octave above," i « , iu the treble, and not

in the bass. Prom the custom mentioned in Ps. Ix^ii.

25, of " damsels " joining m the songs of public worsliip,

this last intei-pretation appears to have something in

its favour. The title is mentioned by name in 1 Ohron.

XV. 20, " on Alamoth." The LXX. refer to the deriva-

tion of the word from a verb meaning " to conceal,"

and translate it " for the liidden."

12. Mahalath introduces Ps. liii. and kxsviii. ; like

Nehiloth, it has been supposed to be the name of

a flute. It is derived from a verb which means " to

pierce," whence also comes another word meaning
" sickness." From this last sense of the word chalaJ,

the word Mahalath has been supposed to bo the name
of a tune to which some song was sung beginning with

the word " sickness." The LXX. looked upon it in

each -psalm as a proper name, or possibly, from being

unable to explain the word, left it in its Hebrew form

clothed in Greek letters. In Ps. Ixxxviii. the word
Leannoth is added, which means " for humbling."

The LXX. translate the word " to answer," a meaning
which is not improbable.

Al-taschith is common to four Psalms (Ivii., Iviii.,

lix., Ixxv.). It is rightly translated in the margin of

our Bibles and in the LXX., "Destroy not." A
reference has been traced to the words of Da^'id (1 Sam.

xxvi. 9).

Neginah, occurring in Ps. Ixi., is simply the singular

of Neginotli, of which we have spoken above.

In conclusion we have to notice briefly the variations

of the titles that are met with in the LXX.
These variations in the titles are due to the omission

and to the addition of certaiu words. The omissions

are very slight, and do not amount to more than the

following : the word Shiggaion (Ps. vii.), for wliich the

translators seem to have read the usual word which we
translate " To the chief musician." Again, the name
of David is omitted iu the titles to Ps. cxxii., cxxiv.,

cxxxi., cxxxiii., and that of Solomon in title to Ps. cxxvii.

Beyond these, there are no omissions.

The additions, however, are very extensive. Though
certain psabns, which iu the Hebrew were ascribed to

David, have not the same tradition in the LXX., yet wo
find that the Alexandrine tradition ascribed psalms to

I David which the Palestinian tradition did not. These
are the following: Ps. xxxiii., xliii., Ixxi., xci., xciii.,

I

xciv., xcv.,xc\'i.,xcvii., xcix.,civ., cxxxvii. Other additions

to the titles worthy of notice are Ps. xxiv., "for the

first day of the week ;" xxvii., " before he was anointed;"

xxix., e|o5iou <rK^c7)s, meaning apparently, " deimrturo

from the tabernacle" when service was over ; xxxi.,

EKiTTaireais, i.e., " of despair," a word added to the title

from the LXX. of verse 23 ; xxx\'iii., " concerning the

j

Sabbath day;" xlviii., " on the second day of the week;"
1 kvi., "an ode of a psalm of resurrection," the last

,
word being taken from the LXX. version of verse 12

;

I

Ixx., to the [tune?] "Save me, O Lord;" Ixxi., "A
;
Psalm of David, when the sons of Jonadab and the

first were taken captive;" Ixsvi., "a psalm referring to

j

the Assyrian;" Ixxx., "testimony for Asaph, psalm for

the Assyrian ;" xciii., " for the day before the Sabbath

j

when the earth was peopled ;" xciv., " Psalm of Dand for

the fourth day of the week ; " xcvi., " when the house

!
was built after the Captivity," ode of David; xcvii.,

j

" David's, when his territory was settled." To Ps.

I

cv.—cvii., cxiv., cxvi.—cxix., cxxxvi., Halleluia is added.

I

To cxliii. the historical notice, " when his son persecuted

j

him," is added ; and to Ps. cxliv., " with reference to

I Goliath." The name of Jeremiah is prefixed to Ps.

I

cxxxvii., and that of Haggai and Zechariah to Ps.

cxxxviii., cxlvi.—cxlrai.

DIFFICULT PASSAQES EXPLAINED.
THE GOSPELS:— ST. LUKE.

BY THE REV. C. J. ELLIOTT, SI.A., VICAR OF WINKFIELD,

"And lie beheld tbem, and said, What is this then that is

written, The stone which the builders rejected, the same is

become the head of the corner ? Whosoever shall fall upon that
stone shall be broken ; but on whomsoever it shall fall, it will

grind him to powder."—LmiE xx. 17, IS.

^HB discourse in which these words occur

is recorded at considerable length by the

three synoptic Evangelists, all of whom
refer to the place in which it was delivered

—viz., " in the Temple " (4y np Upi?), i.e., in that court

of the Temple in which our Lord commonly tauglit.

This circumstance, viewed in connection with the

massive character of the stones of which the walls of the

Temple were built,' imparts a peculiar force and interest

Mr. Bobinson tells ua that at the i-west corner, " the

CANON OF CHRISTCHUKCH, OXFORD.

to the allusion made in these words to that Stone

which, though rejected by the master-builders, became,

as the work of Jehovah Himself, the Head of the

Comer.
In order to the clearer understanding of the whole

passage, it is necessary to refer not only to the 118th

Psalm, from which the quotation which is here found

is taken, but also to other passages iu the Old Testa-

ment to which reference seems to be made. Now it

appears from a comparison of Isa. xxviii. 16—" Behold,

comer-stone on the west side, now next above the surface of the
ground, measures 30 feet 10 inches in length by 6j feet broad, and
several others vary from 20j to 2-iJ feet long by'S feet in thick-

ness." (BiHical Researches, i. p. 423, Boston, 1841.)
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I lay iu Zioii for a foundation a stone, a tried stouo, a

precious corner-stone, a sure foundation "—witli Jer-

li. 26, wliero " a stone for a corner " is distinguished

from '' a stone for foundations," tliat corner-stones

were placed in different positions as regards elevation

;

wliilst a reference to Ps. cxviii. 22, where a stone

refused by the builders is described as having become
" the head of the corner; " and to Zech. iv. 7, where a

stone of the same description appears to be denoted

under the designation of the " head-stone," seems to

warrant the conclusion that the " corner-stone " is a

term equally applicable to the chief stone at the top as

to that placed at the foundation of a buUding, or to

those inserted at any of the angles in order to buid the

walls together.

The train of thought to whicli the quotation from the

118th Psalm may be traced seems to be as follows :—

A

stone, conspicuous for size and adaptation as the founda-

tion-stone of a building, is, by the caprice of the builders,

rejected, until, the work being almost completed, the

same stone which was deemed unworthy of a place in

the lower and less conspicuous portion of the building,

is found to be the only stone which wiU serve the pur-

pose of the builders as the head or crowning-stone of

tlie corner.

The insertion, then, of a comer-stone both at the

foundation and also at the head of the building seems

to afford us the key to the interpretation of the whole

passage. Those who stumble at the foundation-stone

once laid in Zion

—

i.e., those to whom the person and

work of Christ prove, in the words of Isaiah, quoted
by St. Peter (1 Pet. ii. 8), " a stone of stumbling and a

rock of offence "—" shall be broken," or, as the word
may be rendered, completely bruised. Such stumbling,

however, is not of necessity final and fatal. In every

case there must be a bringing down before there is a

lifting up ; and even those who stumble most griev-

ously at the requirements of Christ's Gospel may be
led as penitents to Him who was sent " to heal the

broken-hearted," and who was " set " not only for
" the faU," but also for " the rising again of many in

Israel." Ear different, however, must bo the doom of

those who obstinately and persistently reject a cruci-

fied Saviour, and who expose themselves to the righteous

indignation of an offended Judge. On such the stone

" cut out without hands," rejected by the master-

builders of this world, but exalted as the Head of the

Corner by Jehovah Himself, must fall hereafter with

resistless force, crushing to powder those on whom it

descends, " breaking them iu pieces together," and

causing them to " become like the chaff of the summer
threshing-floors," which "the mnd carries away," and

for which " no place is found "
' (Dan. ii. 3-t, 35).

1 The word Xikm'KC" appears to be used in a pregnant sense, and
iu direct reference to the prophet Daniel's interpretation of King
Nebuchadnezzar's dream. This word is not inaptly rendered iu

the A. V. "grind to powder;" but the literal rendering is "it

will winnow him," and the allusion appears to be to the use of the

fan, or the action of the wiud, in purging the wheat from the chaff,

as described in the passage to which allusion is made above. The
word is used in the LXX. iuBau. ii. 44, where it answers to tha

word rendered in the A.V. " consume."

ANIMALS or THE BIBLE.

BY THE REV. V

THE HERON.

HE Hebrew word andphah, the represen-

tative of the heron, occurs only in the

list uf unclean birds in Lev. xi. 19 ; Deut.

xiv. IS. The LXX. read x'»piV'"'s, which

seems to denote sumo wading-bird of the plover or rail

family of birds. The ancient Greeks believed the

charadrius to be a very greedy bird, hence the proverb,

"to live the life of a charadrius" was applied to a

glutton, .^lian {Nai. Hist, x-sdi. 13) says that the sight

of it was a cure for the jaundice.

Etyinologically, x<«pa5pi(is points to some bird inha-

biting the holes in river-banks. The Hebrew term is

derived by Gesenius from a root meaning " to breathe

angrOy ;" Eiirst thinks andphah, from dnaph (ndph),

" to run," also possible, but erroneously identifies the

word with "a parrot," unknown in the coimtries of the

Mediterranean before the time of Alexander the Great.

Mr. A. H. Sayce, in his Assyrian Grammar (p. 185),

has compared the name of a bird which occurs in the

cuneiform inscriptions {W. A. I. ii. 37, 55), viz., ap-pu-

un-nu (appunnu), with the Hebrew andphah, which

the Targum of Jerusalem renders ahiiithd. Other

r.L.S., RECTOK OF PRESTON, SALOP.

names for the appunnu were a-ta-an and cu-mu-u. That

the ataan was a river or fresh-water bird is definitely

stated by the determinative affix. The Accadian name,

according to Mr. Sayce, seems to mean " blue rump."

It is not improbable that the purple gallinule (Porphyria

aiitiquorum) may represent the Accadian word; it is

a very striking-looking bird, with a rich blue and dark

indigo colour on its back, a red bill, and pink feet.

This bird is common in Egyjit, and would bo familiar

to the Israelites when in that coimtry. The purple

gaUinule belongs to the same family as our common
coot and moor-hen.

Herons of various species are found in Palestine and

Egypt, of which the most common is the buff-backed

heron {Buphus ricssatus). often called erroneously the

white ibis, immense flocks of which live and breed in

the impenetrable swamps of the Huleh, the ancient

Merom, as Dr. Tristram informs us. The common
heron of this country (Ardea cinerea) is frequent in the

marshy grounds and by the river-banks in Palestine.

From the carnivorous habits of the herons, whose food

consists of fish, frogs, and sometimes even rats, they

would naturally be regarded as unclean birds and unfit
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for food. The food of the purple gallinules consists of

various kinds of seeds, which they readily crack with

ttieir formidable biU, using their feet to convey their

food to tho mouth ; but, according to Mr. Gould, they

will also eat snails, frogs, and other aquatic animals.

The purple gaUinule has a wide extent of range, being

found over a great portion of Africa to the south, and

as far as the mountains of the Himalaya to the east. In

Europe it is common is the Grecian archipelago, the

Levant, and the Ionian Islands. Its figure, or what

we take to be its figure, occurs on the Egyptian monu-

Hebrew word tinshemeth occurs also as some kind of

lizard in Lev. xi. 30, where our translators give "mole."

lu that passage the word probably means " a chame-

leon." The LXX.,in Lev. xi. 18, and Deut. xiv. 16, read

Tropipvpiav and ?0is. The porphyria has been noticed in the

preceding article. The ibis {Ibis religiosa), so celebrated

in its connection with the idolatry of tho Egyptians, is

a bird likely to be noticed in tho laws relating to diet.

It is frequently depicted on the Egyptian monuments,

and was sacred to Thoth, who was fabulously reported

to have eluded the pursuit of Typho under the form of

THE PURPLE OALLINDLE (Porphy

ments (see Wilkinson's A nc. Egypt., iii., No. 339, Fig.

11). Although the herons and the porphyria would

doubtless be regarded as unfit for food, it is not possible

to say definitely what family of birds is denoted by the

andphah " after its kind."

THE SWAN.

It is not very probable that tho swan, purely vege-

tarian in its food, should be included in the Levitical

law (Lev. xi. 18; Deut. xiv. 16). amongst the birds

counted unclean and to be held in abomination.

Neither, again, would the swan have been sufficiently

familiar to the Israelites to have obtained a place in

the li^t. At present swans are almost unknown in

Palestine, and only occasionally found in Eg}'pt. Tho

this bird. It was greatly revered in every pai-t of Egypt,

and was everywhere embalmed. Many of these ibis

mummies I'lay bo seen in the British Museum, and

living birds in tho Regent's Park Zoological Gardens.

The bird is extinct on the Lower Nile, but may be seen

by travellers in Abyssinia. It is carnivorous in its

habits, feeding on molluscs. Herodotus attributes the

veneration of the Egyptians for the ibis to the services

it was supposed to render them by feeding on winged

serpents, but the structure of the bill, which is long,

curved, and slender, would not enable it to kill serpents,

but is well adapted to dabble in soft marshy gi'ound.

Ouvier, however, is said to have found remains of ser-

pents' skins in ibis mummies ; but the careful examina-

tion of a gi-cat number of individuals by Savigny, who
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THE SACRED iBSs (J6is relijiosa).

accompanied the French expedition into Egj-pt, and
;

to it because the birds amvo about St. John's Day.

found in the stomachs of the birds land and fresh-
I The Tantalus Ibis of Linnaeus, a larger bird, was long

water shells only, would show that their normal natural ' regarded as the true ibis of ancient Egypt ;
but a coin-

food was not serpents. The Egyptians caU the ibis parisou of the ibis mummies in the Britisli Museum

Abou-Menjel, i.e., " Father Siekle-bill
;

" the Ethiopian with living specimens in the Zoological Gardens will

name of Abou-Hannes, i.e., " Father John," was given satisfy any observer of their identity.
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MEASURES, WEIGHTS, AND COINS OF THE BIBLE.

LARGER MEASURES OE TIME.

THE SEPTENNATE AND THE JUBILEE :—FEOM THE EXODXTS TO THE FALL OP BETHEE.

BY F. R. CONDE E, C.E.

investigation in which we have engaged,

as to the smaller measures of time among

the Jews, enables us to imderstand the

occurrence of an apparent anomaly that

to the secular periods of their history, and

their methods of chi-ouological record. On the one

hand, the prohibition, by the Oral Law, of the construc-

tion of a calendar, is likely to have prevented them from

making such determinate records, either of political

events or of astronomical occurrences, as other ancient

nations have done. In China, in Egypt, and in Assyria,

we find monumental or literary records of remote an-

tiquity, and of positive astronomical accuracy. We
have nothing of this kind in Hebrew literature. The

references, rarely occurring, to physical phenomena (as

to the earthquake in the time of Uzziah, and to certain

eclipses, which the prophets mention as signs and por-

tents), are so vague as to be of scarcely any value to the

chronologist. On the other hand, the accuracy of a

purely natural calendar is so great, and the value of the

coincidences between the different cycles employed is so

high, that the possibility of recovering long-lost dates

is not, on the face of the question, to be denied. The

various modes of reckoning—by regnal years, counted

decennially ; by the septennates, or weeks of years, and

jubilees, or weeks of septennates ; by the revolution of

twenty-four weeks, according to which the order of

daily service was distributed, not only among the priests,

but through the entire nation ; the occurrence of em-

bolismic years, or those containing thirteen moons ; and

the coincidence between the days of the week and those

of the month—form such a net-work of comparative

determinations, that care and patience may be expected

to recover much which, if sought for without a clear

knowledge of this complicated system, would bo alto-

gether out of reach.

It is true that to those modern scholars who are

so actively engaged in the destructive analysis of the

entire fabric of the Old Testament, some of the results

that will presently be brought forward may be higldy

unacceptable. But the real question is, not whether
determinations are coincident with, or opposed to, the

fashionable views of the day, but whether they are

reliable and sound. It is not as matters of theory or

opinion that any question of date should be treated. The
ground for every calculation must be distinctly stated.

Without presuming to claim an immunity from that

imperfection which is an attribute of all human work,

it is yet possible so to follow exact and truthful methods
as to arrive, in some cases, at results which are beyond
the region of intelUgent doubt.

Tery slight reflection is enough to show that there

exists both ample room and pressing need for an

accurate scientific determination of the dates of tho

Bible. In no branch of study can a wider divei'gence

be pointed out, than in the numerous conflicting esti-

mates of the date of what is called the Mundane Era.

We shall use this expression in its chi-onological sense

alone, as meaning that era of the Pentateuch from
which the through reckoning of the sacred books com-

mences. Geological and historical knowledge alike

forbid any other application of the term. Tho educated

Jews approached the study of their sacred books with

a reverence which it is well to emulate. So far from

assuming that every reader could understand the ma-

jestic chapter which commences the Book of Genesis,

the Oral Law prohibited its study," except under certain

restrictions. The undiscrim i iiatiag, literal explanation

of the Pentateuch is an ofEsprkig of modern ignorance

and presumption.

The dates which are occasionally printed in the

margin of the English Bible place the Christian Era—

•

which, when in the seventh century it was first adopted,

was thought to be the date of the Advent—in the 400ith

year of the Mundane Era. This is according to the

chronology of Archbishop Usher. Upwards of fifty

learned writers have attempted the determination of

the Mundane Era, with as many different results. The

learned Scaliger, one not only of the most patient, but

also of the most erudite of students, gave the date

3948. Mr. Clinton, one of the most reliable of modem
scholars, makes it 4138. Canon Browne, in his Ordo
ScBclormn, arrives at 4201. But these discrepancies

almost vanish, by comparison, as wo advance toward

the extremes of the list. The modern Jewish chrono-

logy diminishes the period between the Mundane and
the Christian Eras to 3760 years. The reckoning of

Panvinius extends it to 6310; and that of the Alfonsine

Tables to 6984.

It is not iminteresting to observe that the determina-

tion which we are about to bring forward, and which

lies nearly midway between those extreme points, is

almost identical with that at which Origen arrived,

from an entirely different order of considerations.^

Origen was of opinion that the task of disentangling

the web which, even in his day, had been woven as to

dates, was beyond his power. But he argued, from his

interpretation of the Book of Daniel, that the Advent
must have occurred Anno Mimdi 4830. Had Origen

read the passages on which his opuiion was based with

more care, he would have seen that not the Advent, but

the Crucifixion, was the event of which he should have

reckoned the prophetic date. With this correction, his

deduction led him to the very decade in which tjie

See Morori's great Diciionar'j, art. "Monde.'
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crucifixion actually occurred, from purely chronological

indications.

It may be asked whether the dates which the here-

ditary historians of the Sacred Books, the Jews, ascribed

to their own national history, should not be entitled,

prima facie, to acceptance. The reply is, that within a

well-known historic period—namely, between the date

of the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus and the Era of

Alexander the Great—the modem Jewish reckoning

differs widely from historic truth. Going back only as

far as the date of the capture of Babylon by Cyrus,

there is a diminution of 184 years from the true

chronology. This is a point as to which there can be

no dispute, and the result is to invalidate the entire

modern Jewish system of reckoning.

It is the opinion of Professor Evrald,' that the Jews

used the Mundane Era before the tune of Herod ; and

certain epitaphs lately discovered in the Crimea are

cited to support this view. To a certain extent this

use may be said to be a well-known fact ; as in the

works of Josephus,^ in several distinct passages, occur

calculations from the Mundane Era. Unfortunately,

these passages disagree. This may, very possibly, be

due to corruption of the original test. With regard to

the more serious discrepancies, wliich amount to six or

eight hundred years, we are aware of the reason of their

origin, and shall have to investigate the arguments in

support of the diverging views. But the fact exists ; and,

such being the case, it is impossible to say what was the

date originally given by Josephus. Thus the numerous

chronological statements of that great writer are to a

great extent useless for the purpose of construction.

It will be seen, however, that they retain a very im-

portant value for the purpose of verification. When
the actual course of the reckoning is traced, it is found

that many distinct statemenl|ts of Josephus exactly

accord with it. These passages are just those which,

as only having what may bo called a latent chronological

import, might best have been expected to escape the

mischievous diligence of transcribers, anxious to correct,

as they thought, the statements of the historians, by
their own superior knowledge.

The ordinary mode of reckoning upwards and dovra-

wards, from an arbitrary era, tends to obscure the true

reLition of chronological facts. Those who are accus-

tomed rapidly to reckon A.D. and B.C. are but little

conscious how it confuses ordinary readers thus to

reverse the process of thought. The actual lapse of

time that separates any two events, one of which
occurred before, and the other after, the Christian

Era, is never presented to the eye at a gLance. A small

sum in addition has to be mentally wrought in every

such case. Our grasp of the unity of history is thus
enfeebled. To obviate this difficulty, Scaliger, one of

the men to whom we are chiefly indebted for our

rudiments of chronological knowledge, devised the only

method of reckoning which can be called entirely indis-

putable, because it is entirely artificial. He took for

the basis of his system, which is called that of the

Julian Period, three cycles or numbers of years, each of

which has a distinct chronological value. Of these the

first is what is called the Golden Number, being the

Metonic cycle of nineteen years, at the end of which the

new moon returns to the same solar date as that on
which her conjunction occurred at the commencement.
The second cycle is that of the Indiction, of fifteen years,

by which the Roman taxation was at one time regulated.

This mode of date is adopted in certain Papal docu-

ments. The third was the Dominical Cycle, of twenty-

eight years, at the expiration of which the 1st of January
falls on the same day of the week as at the commence-
ment, and the leap years follow a similar order.

The value of the Julian Period is high ; as it is an
absolute method of referring all dates to a common Era,

without reference to any chronological theoiy. The
multiplication together of the numbers 19, 1-5, and 28,

gives a product of 7980. During that term of years, the

same combination of the three numbers can only occur

once. Thus if the position of any year in the Metonic

Cycle, the Cycle of Indiction, and that of the Dominical

Letter, is known, its periodic number or place in the

dead reckoning is at once fixed. Wbat we call A.D. I

(which is A.TT.c. 754, or the 754th year of the City of

Rome) is the year 4714 of the Julian Period.

For Jewish dates, the Julian Period does not possess

the same value that it has with regard to mediaeval

history. The Jewish cycles of seven years and foi-ty-

nine years are not referred to this mode of reckoning

;

nor are the com-ses of the priests, which formed another

mode of checking the records of time. But the most

formidable objection is, that the reformation of the

calendar by Pope Gregory XIII. in 1582, followed

by the English Parliament in 1752, has destroyed the

applicability of Scaliger's period for present use. The

Dominical Cycle of twenty-eight years was disarranged

by that change, as three out of every 400 years now
have no bissextile day. The true Dominical Cycle is

therefore one, not of twenty-eight, but of 400 years.

There is thus gi-eat need of some well-considered

system of through reckoning, which shall furnish the

chronologist with a definite system of scientific nota-

tion, possessing advantages similar to those of the

Julian Period, while avoiding the defects of that method

of calculation. If the system employed by the sacred

writers can be recovered, it may Ije expected to prove

the best fitted for this purpose.

I.—MODES OF BECKONING USED IN THE BIBLE.

The various chronological systems or modes of reckon-

ing, which it is necessary to understand in order to

comprehend the references to dates that occur in the

Bible, the Apocryphal Books, and the Wars and An-

tiquities of Josephus, are as follow :

—

First to be considered, though latest in the order of

time, is the chronology of Rome. To this are referi-od

all the events that took place during the existence of the

Idumean dynasty in Palestine. The years of Rome,

from the commencement of the Republic, were denoted
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by tlie names of the Consuls for tho year. After the

establishment of the Empire (.although the use of tho

Consular date was ecntinuod down to the reign of

Justinian, iu A.D. 541), the dates were ordinarily given

by the regnal year of tlie emperor, as we find in St.

Luke's Gospel. Both Consular and Imperial dates,

however, are referred to a through reckoning from

the assumed date of tho foundation of the City of

Rome, in the year 3980 of tlie Julian Period, or 754

years before the Christian Era. To tliis notation all

the events narrated in the New Testament, or in the

history of Palestine up to tho accession of Horod tho

Great, are more or less directly referable.

The reckoning of the First Book of Maccabees, which

gives the history of Jerusalem from the time of the rise

of that great priestly family to power, as well as the

reckoning of those portions of the history of Josephus

whicli cover the whole period of this dynasty, is tliat of

tho Greek kings of Asia. Tlie era of that reckoning is

called tho Era of the Seleucidise. It dates from tho

capture of Babylon by Seleucus I., called Nicator,

eleven years after the death of Alexander the Great,

in the year 4401 of the Julian Period ; and it was used

for 244 years, down to the fall of the dynasty.

A Jewish Era was established in tho 170th year of

the SeleucidaB, under the title of the First Tear of the

reign of Simon Maccabeus, High Priest and Ethnarch

of the Jews. Very little reference of events to this

date is now found. The regnal years of tlie Maccabean
princes are approximately known ; but tho Greek reckon-

ing, as before stated, is generally used for that portion

of Jewish history.

The visit of Alexander the Great to Jerusalem, in

the high priesthood of Jaddua, the 41st high priest,

is narrated by Josephus. But neither the brief years

of that great conqueror, nor those of the Philippine Era,

established at liis death, are cited in Jewish histoiy.'

The most important chronological reckoning, immo-

diatcly before the time of Alexander the Great, is that

of the Era of Nabonassar, the epoch of which is 424

years before that of the Philippine Era. This mode of

reckoning is nowhere referred to in Hebrew literature.

But tho regnal years of the kings of Babylon and of

Persia are mentioned, as dating the return of the Jews
from the captivity, and the subsequent events down to

the close of the Old Testament. These dates are most

exactly knoivn to us as referred to the Era of Nabo-

nassar, and thus as forming a portion of the general

chronology of history.

From the conquest of Babylon by Cyrus, in the 209th

year of the Era of Nabonassar, back to the capture and

destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar, king of

Babylon, the dates of the Old Testament are determined

by distinct statements. They are also referred to the

regnal years of tho kings of Babylon. It is with refer-

ence to the dates during the reign of Nebuchadnezzar

that the first conflict of opinion as to date, going back

1 Josephus refers to the death of Alexander without date (Ant.

xi. 8, § 6 ; Ant. xii. 1, § 1) ; he gives twelve year3 to hia reign

(Ant. xii. 2, § 1).

from the final overthrow of Judaea, occurs. We shall

refer to it in its proper place.

From the capture of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar,
back to the accession of David, the events of Jewish
history are referred to the regnal years of the kings of

Judcea. For a portion of this time, the regnal years of

the kings of Israel are also cited. References to the

Septennial Cycle are also to be found during this time.

During the Asmoneau period references of this kind
are more numerous. They will bo foimd hereafter to

constitute a most important series of dates, absolutely

verifying those arrived at by other modes of reckoning.

The regnal years of tho kings of Babylon and of

Jerusalem wore not reckoned from the day of the

accession of each sovereign, as is the case in Great

Britain. The Jewish year began at different seasons,

for different purposes, and was differently calculated

accordingly. For regnal reckoning, the year began on
the first day of Nisan, or Abib, the lunar month in

which fell the Paschal moon. For the kings of Babylon

the regnal date was the first day of Thoth, the first

month of the vague Egyptian year.^ This year was so

called because it consisted of 365 days, without any
intercalation. As the actual length of the solar year is

nearly 36oi days, the Egyptian year was, astronomically

speaking, too short. In every 400 years it lost ninety-

seven days. Thus in the period of 1,504 equinoctial

years, an entire solar year was gained by the Egyptian

reckoning ; and the first of Thoth occurred on each

of the 365 days of the solar year in turn. Tliis great

peculiarity of tho vague Egyptian year gives a special

value to all dates that are expressed in its terms, as

are many of those in the Almagest. As they were but

little understood, they presented little temptation to a

transcriber to alter. They are, moreover, recorded in

monuments, and rank among the most certain and
valuable of historic dates.

If a king reigned on the first day of Nisan, or on the

first of Thoth, even if he died or was deposed on the

following day, the whole of the year iu question was

called his regnal year. Very great accuracy is thus

attained, as no fractions of reigns have to be regarded,

except in the very exceptional cases in which they are

distinctly recorded.

Before the accession of David, the years of the Old
Testament hi.story are denoted by the periods of rule

of tho Presidents, Judges, or High Priests, who from

time to time bore sway. There is not, in this ancient

portion of history, quite so definite a chronological

chain as we have thus far foimd to exist. But in com-

pensation for any obscurity, we find certain through

reckonings, or long periods of time, to be occasionally

mentioned. By comparing these controlling periods

with the minor dates, and with the indications of the

Septennial Cycle, wo trace our way, without any

reasonable cause of doubt as to the accuracy of the

results, back to the date of the Exodus.

' The first of Thoth, which i

polassar, 122 Nabonassar, fell

present 9th of January.
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1 HAB, son of Omri, the seventh king of

/JJ the separate kingdom of Israel, stands in

bad pre-eminence among its sovereigns.

Wicked as his predecessors without ex-

ception had been, Ahab surpassed them all in wicked-

ness. His name is recorded bj the sacred writers

in terms of peculiar abhorrence. He "did more to

provoke the Lord God of Israel to anger than all

the kings of Israel that were before him." " There

was none like unto Ahab, which did sell himself to

work wickedness in the sight of the Lord" (1 Kings
xvi. 33; xxi. 25). His name calls up memories of

cruelty, rapacity, and bloodshed. And yet we should

be losing the chief lesson which the history of Ahab
teaches, if we were to suppose that he was naturally a

peculiarly wicked and cruel man. There are not wanting

traits of gentleness and amiability, and even of no-

bility of character, which warrant the belief that under

other circumstances Ahab would have been a veiy dif-

ferent man. But Ahab's ruin lay just in this, that he

was the creature of circumstances. Moral weakness

was his bane ; and we see in him a terrible and instruc-

tive proof of the depths of degradation into which, in

spite of much liking for good and aversion to evO, a weak
man may sink and drag others with him, when he falls

under the dominion of a stronger nature than his own,

and that an evil one. Jezebel was the evil genius of

Ahab. By her he was " stirred up to work wickedness"

(1 Kings xsi. 25), and to his weak submission to her

imperious and unscrupidous will, his moral ruin and

the overthrow of his house were due. In the words

of Dean Stanley, who refers to the parallel cases of

-SIgisthus and Clytemnestra,, of Macbeth and Lady
Macbeth, " the feebler resolution of the man was urged

to crime by the bolder and more relentless spirit of the

woman."

'

Ahab would seem to have been a man of culture and

refinement. He had a passion for building, which he

gratified in the erection of a palace for his wife Jezebel,

with extensive gardens, on the charming eminence of

Jezreel, overlooking the valley of the Jordan— the

Windsor Castle of the capital of Samaria. Tlie " ivory

house"

—

i.e., one chiefly inlaid with that material (cf.

Amos ill. 15 ; vi. 4 ; Ps. xlv. 8)—-" which he made, and

the cities that he built," are celebrated by the chronicler

of his reign (1 Kings xxii. 39). The rebuilding of

Jericho in his days (chap. xvi. 34) cannot be properly

ascribed to him. It seems to be mentioned simply as

an evidence of the general impiety of Ahab's days, and
the contempt into which the threatenings of God had
fallen.

Nor were there wanting nobler qualities in Ahab.

' Stanley, Jewish Church, ii., p. 312,

When moved by immment danger he was not unwarlike.

His campaigns against the Syrians were not unsuc-

cessful ; and ho ended his life with becoming dignity on
the field of battle, refusing to retire, though wounded to

death, lest his forces should be disheartened.

Ahab was the sou of Omri, who had been proclaimed

king by the army of Israel, of which he was commander-
in-chief, on the murder of Elah, the son of Baasha, by
his officer Zimri, B.C. 935. Indignant at Zimri's treason

and usurpation, the army, with their new sovereign at

their head, hastened to Tirzah, the capital, which imme-

diately fell into their hands. Zimri retired to the inner-

most part of the palace—probably the harem—which,

Sardanapalus-like, after a reign of a week, he fired over

his head, and jjerished iu the conflagration (1 Kings

xvi. 16—18). Omri did not at once obtain undisputed

possession of the throne. Another claimant, Tibni the

son of GLuath, secured the adherence of half the tribes.

A civil war ensued, ending, after four years, in the

defeat of Tibni's forces, and his capture and death,

B.C. 931 (1 Kings xvi. 21, 22). The vigour and wisdom
of Omri's rule fii-mly established his family on the

throne, to which it gave four occupants, covering more

than half a century. But however successful as a

monarch, his worldly and irreligious policy involved a

more thorough departure from the true God than the

reigns of any of his predecessors. Under him the

calf-worship introduced by Jeroboam seems to have

been reduced to a formal system and established by

enactments, denounced by Micah, at the very close of

the nation's history, as " the statutes of Omri " (Micah

vi. 16). The most fatal step, however, both for his

family and his people, taken by Omri, was the marriage

of his young son Ahab, soon after his accession to the

throne, to Jezebel, the daughter of Ethbaal, king of the

Sidonians. Ethbaal, priest of Ashteroth, had obtained

the throne by the murder of the former king, and his

daughter inherited all the fierce traditions of her race,

together with a fanatical attachment to her father's

cruel and obscene religion. The dynastic strength

secured by this Phoenician aUiauce was dearly pur-

chased by the moral and religious corruption it intro-

duced. The most lasting monument of Omri's reign

was the transference of the capital of Israel from

Tirzah to the hill of Samaria, which he had bought

of its owner Shemer, and called by his name. The

wisdom of his choice is confirmed by the permanence

of his foundation. Its position " combines, in a union

not elsewhere found in Palestine, strength, beauty, and

fertihty.""

Ahab peacefully succeeded his father B.C. 919. But

2 Stanley, Stiiai and Palestine, p. 244. "As Constantiue's sagacity

is fixed by bis choice of Constantinople, so is that of Ornii by his

choice o£ Samaria" {Jewish Church, p. 281).
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his acoes^iou to power was little more tliaii nomiual,

the real authority being exercised throughout his reiga

by the imperious Jezebel, who used her weak and

yielding husband as a tool for carrying out her relent-

less and bigoted policy. She was not the only wife of

Ahab. The insulting demand of Ben-hadad (1 Kings

XX. 5), and the mention of " seventy sons brought up in

Samaria " (2 Kings x. 1), point to an extensive harem.

But Jezebel is the only wife known to history ; the only

one, probably, who exercised any lasting influence over

the fatally pMable Ahab, and whose " spirit," it has been

remarked, " even after his death, through the reigns of

his sons, was the evil genius of his dynasty."' The

influence of Jezebel was ruinously evidenced, both for

monarch and people, immediately upon Ahab's accession,

by the establishment of the worship of the Phoenician

deities, Baal and Ashtoroth, accompanied by the savage

and licentious rites which were its inseparable adjuncts,

in the capital itself and within the jirecincts of the

royal palace. " Stirred up " by her fanatical devotion,

and borne along by her impetuous will, Ahab entirely

apostatised from the worsliip of Jehovah, even in the

corrupted form of the calf-worship of Bethel, and gave

himself up to the strange and foul gods of Phoenicia.

A temple, "the house of Baal," of vast size, was built

by him in his father's new city of Samaria. This

contained an altar, and a eliief image or pillar of Baal,

with other inferior images around. It was served by a

band of 450 priests, for whose ministration there was a

store of gorgeous vestments (1 Kings xvi. 32 ; xviii. 19

;

2 Kings X. 21, 22, 26, 27). The temple of the female

deity Ashteroth, built by Jezebel, was an appendage to

her paLice at Jezreel, and the 400 priests who served

at its altar had their daily provision from her royal

table (1 Kings xvi. 38 ; xviii. 19). Tlie false worship
introduced under such high sanction spread with deadly

rapidity through a people who had been prepared for

its reception by the modiiied idolatry established by
Jeroboam, though the mass of the people, unable to

divest themselves entirely of their ancient creed, were
"halting between two opinions," and sought to com-
bme the rehgion of Jehovah with that of Baal and
Ashteroth.

To the fierce zeal of Jezebel, unscrupulously employ-
ing her husband's authority for her own ends, we must
attribute the first organised persecution of the true

faith by the civil power on record. Everywhere through-

out the kingdom of Israel the altars of Jehovah were
thrown down, the prophets massacred, and the servants

of the true God driven to wander " in deserts and
mountains," and take refuge "in dens and caves of

the earth," where they were sustained by the faithful

who, hke Obadiah, dared to brave the royal wrath—
"the precursors of the history of the catacombs and
the Covenanters."- It was "the martyr age of the

prophets in Israel."^ Those that escaped the sword of

' Stanley, Jewish Church,, ii., p. 287.
2 Stixuley, Jewish Church, 289.
3 Newman, Hebrew Monarchy, 162.

the relentless Jezebel were hunted down and " perse-

cuted even unto strange cities." It seemed as if the

religion of Jehovah was to bo swept clean out of the

land by a torrent of licentiousness and blood.

And then the despised and insulted Ruler put forth

His might on the breakers of His covenant. Suddenly

issuing from his native moimtains of GUead, the wild

Bedouin-like prophet Elijah confronted the guilty king

mth. the startling announcement that the Most High
had put the key of the heavens into his hand, and
that for the sins of the land neither dew nor rain

should moisten its parched surface till he uttered the

word. As suddenly as he had appeared did the

messenger of Jehovah disappear from the presence of

the exasperated Ahab, to a divinely-indicated place of

concealment, among the thickets of the torrent-bed of

Cherith, where he remained safe—" for the Lord hid

him "—from a search which ransacked Israel, and ex-

tended to neighbouring kingdoms (1 Kings xviii. 10).

Three years and a half of ever deepening misery

from drought verified this prophetic denunciation.

The land was dried up, and the cattle were everywhere

dying for want of fodder ; even the royal herds and
stables were thinned. Tlie extremity of the distress is

indicated by the means adopted by Ahab to save some

at least of Ms stock. He would not entrust the com-

mission of finding pasture to any ordinaiy oiEcial, but

dividing the laud with his chief minister Obadiah—
whom, notwithstanding his adherence to the true faith,

he maintained in his office as governor of his household

—he instituted a personal visitation of the laud, in the

hope of discovering some moist places by perennial

springs, where a little grass might still remain. As he

went on his way Obadiah was startled by the sudden

apparition of Elijah, with the unwelcome command
that he should make known his presence to his master,

Obadiah's remonstrance silenced and EUjah's message

delivered, Ahab proceeded to meet the "troubler o:

Israel." The monarch's charge was retorted on him
self. It was he, and his father's house, not Elijah,

who had brought this trouble upon the land b;

forsaking Jehovah and following Baalim. Ahab'

wrath, fierce as it had been, sank down in a momeni
before the stern sentence of the messenger of Jehovah,

Conscience told him that the charge brought was true,

and he dared not deny it ; stUl less could ho venture

to lay violent hands on one whoso influence had proved

so mighty with God, and on whose good-wiU so much
was at issue. None but the prophet whose word had
locked up the heavens could unlock them again. The
relief of his siifferiug land was the fh-st object, to

which the gratification of personal vengeance, however

deep, must yield. So, without demur, Ahab proceeded

at once to execute Elijah's behest, summoning the

prophets of Baal and Ashteroth to a trial of spiritual

strength on Mount Carmel, and convoking the people

of Israel as witnesses of its issue.

It is somewhat surprising that Jezebel does not

once appear in a transaction which involved the perma-

nence of the worship she had introduced and the life of



its priests. But great as her influence over her husband

was, it had its limits, and she knew them. Ahab, like

most weak men, was probably an obstinate one, and

when once his mind was resolved on a certain line of

action, not even Jezebel's power could divert him from

it. Jezebel would see when resistance was vain, and

would prudently yield rather than shatter her sway ou

the rock of his obstinacy. If on this occasion, terrified

by the distress of his nation, Ahab had consented to the

demand of the imperious prophet, and his decision could

not be altered, Jezebel must give way, and consult her

own dignity by refusing to be a spectator of the combat,

the issue of which she would proudly await in her palace

at Jezreel.

Into the circumstances of that wondrous trial of

strength between the solitary prophet of Jehovah and

the 450 prophets of Baal, of which the heights of Carmel

were the scone and the monarch and nation of Israel

the spectators, we must not enter here. We can well

conceive the feverish anxiety with which Ahab must

have watched the progress of the struggle through the

day of fierce excitement, and how, when the firo of

Jehovah fell from heaven at the prayer of Elijah, and

consumed not the sacrifice alone, but the very stones of

the altar and the dust of the trench and the water that

filled it. Ills impressionable nature would be carried away

with the tide of popular enthusiasm. If his voice did

not swell the cry that thundered from the assembled

thousands, his heari. acknowledged its truth, and con-

fessed that " Jehovah He is the God." Mastered for the

moment by this conviction, Ahab makes no attempt to

stay the execution of the priests of his own sanctuary.

BTay, he descends with Elijah to tlio torrent-bed of

Kishon.and witnesses that terrible act of justice on those

seducers of God's people. The slaughter over, at

Elijah's bidding, tho monarch leaves unmoved the scene

of carnage, and hurriedly climbs the moimtain-side to

partake of the sacrificial banquet. If he can eat, no

time is to be lost, for the long-desired blessing is at hand,
" there is a soimd of abundance of rain " (1 Kings x«ii.

41). "While, with the brutal apathy of a thorough-paced

sensualist, Ahab is feasting, Elijah is praying. His
" effectual fervent prayer " avaOs to bring the blessing.

The "little cloud like a man's hand," rising from the

sea on the western horizon, portends the coming tempest.

If Ahab is to reach his palace that night he must start

without delay, or he will be stopped by the swollen

torrents. So the chariot is made ready, wliUe the brazen
sky becomes "black with clouds and wind," and the

blessed rain begins to pour down in cojiious streams.

The monarch, untouched by the massacre of his priests

provided his own safety is secured, mounts his chariot

at the foot of the hUl ; the steeds are lashed, and scour
over the plain of Esdraelon to Jezreel; but, still

kindled by the wild excitement of the day, Elijah
dashes on before the chariot through the gathering
storm, full sixteen mUes, to the gates of Jezreel, where,
with true Arab caution, he halts, awaiting the effect

on Jezebel of the terrible tidings brought by Ahab.
The message of the infuriated queen, sent, it would
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seem, that very night, threatening EHjah under a
fearful oath with immediate death, proved how com-
pletely she had regained her ascendancy, and that the

king was once more subject to her sway, so tliat the

prophet's only safety lay in instant flight (1 Kings
six. 1—3).

Once again, how long after wo know not, Ahab was
confronted with Ehjah, and received tho awful sentence

of extermination for himself and his house from his

mouth.'

The king's favom-ite residence was the palace he
had built for Jezebel on the eastern slopes of Jezreel,

looking down the valley of the Jordan. The symmetiy
of the pleasure-grounds attached to the palace was
broken by the vineyard of a private citizen named
Naboth. The king applied to Naboth for the

exchange or purchase of his property. But Naboth,

a worshipper of Jehovah, felt himself precluded by
the injunctions of the Mosaic law from alienating

the property which had long been in his family,

perhaps from the first partition of the land (Lev. xsv.

23—28 ; Numb, xxxvi. 7). His answer to the king is

based on religious obligation, and displays an absence of

all that could soften the refusal. " Jehovah forbid it me
that I should give the inheritance of my fathers unto

thee" (1 Kings xxi. 3). Unaccustomed to any oppo-

sition to his wishes, Ahab returned to his palace " sullen

and angry" (ver. 4), and with a want of all self-restraint

displayed his ill-temper to all his coiu't—flinging him-

self on his couch like a wayward ehUd whose will is

crossed, sullenly turning his face to the wall, and re-

fusing to partake of the banquet set before him. In-

telligence of the king's outburst of temper penetrated

the women's apartments, and reached Jezebel, who came

to expostulate vrith him and inquire its cause. Yery
difilerent was the effect of Naboth's refusal upon her.

His spirit was utterly cowed, her's roused to decisive

action. With proud scorn of the feebleness which let

" I dare not wait upon I would," and weakly .shrank from

a deed of blood which could so promptly give him what

he coveted, she taunted the more cowardly sinner

—

" Dost thou now govern the kingdom of Israel .'' Arise,

and eat bread, and let thine heart be merry : I wiU

give thee the vineyard of Naboth the Jezreelite " (ver. 7).

How she would give it him she did not indicate. Nor
was Ahab careful to inquire, lest he should be forced

either to sanction what his conscience condemned, or to

forbid what he would fain see done with no open com-

plicity on his pai-t. It presents a frightful picture of

the demoralisation of the people of Jezreel, caused by the

residence of the idoktrous and wicked court, that hor

horrible plot was so readUy carried into effect. Jezebel

evidently apprehended no opposition from those whose

IJrosperity was so dependent on royal favour, nor did

1 The unity of the narrative is better consulted by the

arrangement of the TjXX., which is followed here. They transpose

the 20th and 21st chapter of 1 Kings, thus making tho story of

Nahoth and the final iutta-view between Ahab and Elijah come
immediately after the prophet's commissiou to anoint Jehu as

the executor of God's vengeance on the guilty king and his house,

and bringing the Syrian wars of Ahab into a continuous history.
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she find any. In obedience to the letters, authenticated

with the royal signet, a charge of Iiigh treason and

blasphemy was brought against Naboth by two vile

wretches, " sons of Belial," suborned for the purj^ose.

He was instantly condemned, dragged outside the city,

and executed by the punishment for theocratic crimes,

stoning (Lev. xxiv. 16), his innocent sons suffering with

him (2 Kings ix. 26). The property of the conricted

traitor was escheated to the crown, and Ahab was bidden

by Jezebel, not without contempt at the weakness which

made so much of so small a matter, to go and make it

his own. " Arise, take possession of the vineyard of

Naboth, which he refused to give thee : for Naboth is

not alive, but dead " (ver. 1.5). How he had died Ahab
dared not ask. The vineyard was his, that was enough-

So he mounted his chariot, with two of his chief

officers behind him—Bidkar, and ho who was destined

to be God's instrument in avenging the foul murder
on Jezebel and her children, Jehu the son of Nimshi

(2 Kings ix. 25, 26)—and came down to feast his eyes on

the coveted plot. But an unwelcome intruder met him
there, to convict him of his sin, and denounce the Divine

vengeance on him and his house. The very last man
in the world he would have wished to see there suddenly

presented himself. His " enemy," Elijah, " found him
out." Others he might elude or hoodwink ; the stern un-

compromising prophet he could not. Elijah knew all

;

had seen all ; no disguise could hide Ahab's guilt from
iiim. Aliab must stand stUl, and, in the presence of his

courtiers, hear himself denounced as the perpetrator of

the vilest crimes, and listen to the tremendous sentence

of Jehovah. " Thus saith the Lord, In the place where

dogs licked the blood of Naboth shall dogs lick thy

blood, even thine " (ver. 19). Once more the feeble

impressionable nature of Ahab declared itself. The
prophet's denunciation terrified him utterly. He sank

in abject humiliation, and assumed the outward marks
of the deepest penitence. " Ho rent his clothes, and put

sackcloth upon his flesh, and fasted, and Lay in sack-

cloth, and went softly " (ver. 27). And his humiliation,

imperfect as it was, was accepted by Him who is over

ready to receive the sinner who turns to Him. The
judgment in its most terrible form was deferred from
his own to his son's days. " In the heart of Ahab
there was a sense of better things, and that sense is

recognised and blessed.'

Wo come now to Ahab's Syrian wars. We have a

somewhat detailed account of three campaigns, imder-

taken by him against Benhadad II. ; two defensive, and
one offensive, in the last of which he mot his end.

The narrative of the first campaign opens somewhat
abruptly with the siege of Samaria (1 Kings xx. 1).

The reigning monarch, probably the sou of the former

Benhadad under whom Damascus attained its greatest

power (1 Kings xv. 18), resolving to crush the rising

kingdom of Israel, gathered an immense force of horses,

chariots, and men, and, supported by two-and-thirty

tributary kings, each with his coutiugout, marched

, Tej>ish Church, ii. 315.

straight for the capital. No effectual opposition was
offered to his jirogress, and the beleaguered city was
speedily reduced to the utmost extremity. la the inso-

lence of assured victory Benhadad proposed the most
degrading terms of surrender. The whole of the royal

treasure, " the silver and the gold," was to be put into

his hands, and the inmates of the royal harem, Ahab's
" wives and children," were to be at his disi)osal. Con-
ditions so monstrous were probably proposed by Ben-

hadad with the assurance of their being rejected, in

order to afford an excuse for the sack and plunder of the

city. On their unlooked-for acceptance by the craven

Ahab, his demands rose still higher. His officers were

to be at liberty, after the surrender of all that he had
first required, to enter the city, search the palace and
other houses, and carry off whatever they pleased.

Ahab's eyes were now opened to the real object of these

overweening demands. "This man," he .said, " seeketh

mischief; " and, strengthened by the advice of the council

of elders, he returned a timid refusal. " This thing"

—

not " I will not," but—" I may not do." Bonliadad's

end was now attained. His reply was one of fearful

import. The threat it contained was confirmed by an
oath :

" Samaria should be stormed and plundered, and
its houses reduced to a heap of ruins, the dust of which

should not supply handfids for his countless hosts " (ver.

10). But a nobler spirit had been awakened in Ahab,
and his reply, which assumed a proverbial form, was
worthy of a better man, " Lot not liim that girdoth on

his harness, boast himself as he that putteth it off " (ver.

11). His resolve to resist at once received the Divine

sanction, and a promise of success from the mouth of a

prophet. It would even be needless for him to put the

whole army in array against the Syrians. " The young
men of the princes of the provinces "

—

i.e., the youthful

attendants or squires of the proviuciiil governors who
had taken refuge in Samaria, numbering 232—^would

be enough to secure the victory over that innumerable

multitude. In obedience to the projihet's order, the

gallant little baud sallied forth at noon, the army of

Israel, amounting to no moro than 7,000 in all, following

in the rear. Benhadad and his tributary kings were

carousing in contemptuous carelessness, when the news

of a small body of cavalry having issued from the long-

closed gates of Samaria reached him. Without inter-

rupting the debauch, he ordered that a detachment should

at once go out, and, whatever then- object, peaceful or

warlike, make them prisoners. But the Syrian soldiers

mot with an unlooked-for resistance. The youthful

warriors slow every one his man. a panic seized them,

which quickly spread through the unwieldy host, that

fled in a disorderly tumult before the Israelitish army,

as it came up, with Aliab at its head, to take advantage

of the first success. The Syrian army was routed with

great loss, leaving their tents and baggage and spoil

to the victors. Benhadad himself only saved his life

by raouutiug a fleet charger, and riding off with a small

band of cavalry (w. 16—21).

Ahalj was well aware of the enemy he had to deal

with, and knew that a foe once beaten is not a foo



finally conquered. In the certain anticipation that

with the return of tlie season for military operations

Benhadad would renevy his attack, and iu obedience to

the injunction of his prophetical counsellor, he wisely

spent the in':ei-vening months in increasing his military

strength and preparing for a still more vigorous

campaign.

Nor were the Syrians idle. The disastrous issue

of the recent campaign taught them the necessity of

changing their plan of operations. Provincial gover-

nors, who would be more directly amenable to the royal

authority, were substituted for the thirty-two tributary

kings, and thus greater unity of action secured. The
hilly ground also which had been the scone of their

defeat was abandoned for the plain. There the war-

chariots, in which their chief strength lay, would prove

of real service, while the change would, they fancied,

secure for them the effectual co-operation of their native

deities
—" gods of the plain "—who would prove as

much stronger on thoir own ground as those of Israel

—

" gods of the hills "—had done among the mountains.

This blasphemous limitation of the presence iind power

of Jehovah sealed Benhadad's overthrow. He levied

an enormous army, carefully equalised to that he had

lost, and at the return of the year marched to Aphek,

in the plains to the east of Jordan. The army of

Israel was " like two little flocks of kids before them"
(ver. 27). Ahab may well have been appalled at the

contrast. But he was forbidden to fear. With the

Syrian was earthly might, but Jehovah was with Israel,

pledged to assert His supremacy over the gods of the

heathen. "Because the Syrians have said, Jehovah is

God of the hills, but He is not God of the valleys,

therefore will I deliver all this great multitude into thy

hands, and ye shnl' know that I am Jehovah " (ver.

28). Seven days the jinnies encamped opposite one

another. At last the battle was joined, and the offended

honour of Jehovah was indicated by the complete rout

of Benhadad's army with immense slaughter. The
remnants of the army took refuge in the fertifications

of Aphek,' but there the wrath of Jehovah pursued

them. The city walls were thrown down, probably by
an earthquake, and the defenders were buried in the

ruius. Benhadad, with a few attendants, fled to some
place of concealment in the innermost part of the city.

Fearing to be discovered or betrayed, ho acquiesced in

the proposal of his servants that they should throw them-

selves as suppliants on the known clemency of the kings

of Israel.

With sackcloth on their loins and halters round their

necks, they presented themselves to Ahab with words
of humblest entreaty. " Thy servant Benhadad saith,

I pray thee let me live." Life was all he asked, and
more than he expected. But generous feelings were

not wanting in Ahab, and his heart was touched by Ben-

' This Aphek is ideutified ty Mr. Grove with the village of Fik
at the head of the Wad'j Fik, on the level dowu couutry to the
east of the Jordan, on the great road between Damascus and
Jerusalem, six miles east of the Sea of Galileo.
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hadad's unexpected fall. Besides, his vanity was grati-

fied at having so powerful a monarch a suitor for his life

at his hands. The feeling of brotherhood was even then

existing among crowned heads, and on hearing th;\t the

king of Syria had escaped the destruction of his army,

he thoughtlessly recognised the tie as still existing

between them. " Is he yet alive ? He is my brother."

Benhadad's servants were eagerly watching what Ahab
would say, and quickly caught up this re-assuring word,

repeating it
—

" thy brother Benhadad "—and fastening

him to this implied recognition of amity. The Oriental

laws of honour forbad the retractation of the pledge.^

So, having acknowledged him as his brother, ho pro-

ceeded to treat him as such, and took him up to ride

by his side in liis royal chariot. Benhadad, full of

gfi-atitude at this wholly unexpected leniency, suggested

the terms he was willing to offer as the price of his

freedom. He would restore the frontier towns taken

from Omri by his father Benhadad I., thus disabling

himself from future invasion by the same route,^ and

would grant Ahab the privilege his father had enjoyed

in Samaria, of building streets and squares in his capital

of Damascus, for his commercial and political conve-

nience (vv. 33, 34). Ahab, elated by this unlooked-for

change of fortune, rashly accepted the terms, and per-

mitted the departure of his royal prisoner without

requiring any pledge of the fulfilment of his engage-

ment. Such an act was a gross political blunder no less

than a heinous theocratical ofllence. Tho enemy of

Jehovah had been delivered into his liand under His

curse (ver. 42). To let him go was to be unfaithful to

tho commission under wliich he reigned. Space forbids

us to dwell upon the remarkable symbolical acts of the

prophets, by which he was taught his error. " Heavy
and displeased "—not repentant, but " suUen and angry "

—he once again returned to his palace to receive the

sentence passed upon him and his nation. " Because

thou hast let go out of thy hind a man whom I

appointed to utter destruction, therefore thy life

shall go for his life, and thy people for bis peoijle"

(ver. 42).

The closing chapter in ATiab's history shows in strong

colours the culpable carelessness he had been guilty of

in allowing Benhadad to escape without any guarantee

for the execution of his promises. Three years had

elapsed, and stiU one of the most inaportant frontier

- The conduct of Benhadad's attendants ia explained by the

Oriental laws of dakheel, still in force. By this " any one is at

any time entitled to put himself under the protection of another,

be that other his friend or his greatest enemy ; and if Uie mau
applied to does not at once reject him, if the slightest form of

friendly speech pasfl between the two, the bond is complete and
must net be broken. H two enemies meet and exchange the

saleni aJeikiim, even by mistake, there is peace between them, and
they will not fight If a man be pursued by an enemy,
or even be on the ground, he can save his life by calling out

daklied" {Layard, Nineveh and Babylon, pp. 317—319). Benhadad's

friends were on the watch to obtain for him dakheel, and the single

phrase " he is my brother," though perhaps thoughtlessly uttered,

having been accepted by them ou his part, was sufficient to

complete the bond, and secure the life of tho captive (Prof,

Eawliuson, Spmkev's Commcntarn, in loc).

3 Newman, Eehrew Monarchy, p. 168.
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towns, the great traus-Jordanic fastness of Ratnoth in

Gilead, remained uusurrendered. The safety of his

kingdom, no less than his own honour, was compromised

by allowing so important a position, the key of the

whole district, to remain in his enemy's hands. Not

feeling himself strong enough to attempt to wrest it

from Syi'ia unaided, Ahab took the opportunity of a

visit from the powerful and prosperous king of Judah,

Jehoshaphat—to whose eldest son, Jehoram, he had

given his daughter Athaliah to wife—to propose a

joint expedition for its recovery. Too readily did the

godly Jehoshaphat, flattered by the magnificence of his

reception (2 Chron. xviii. 2), consent to place his whole

forces at Ahab's disposal, and go up with him at their

head (1 Kings xsii. 1

—

i). Before the expedition

moved, however, Jehoshaphat requested that the will

of Jehovah should be consulted, and that without any

delay. " Enquire, I jway thee, at the word of the Lord,

to-day " (ver. 5). A crowd of ckimants to Divine powers,

400 in number, prophets probably attached to the calf-

worship in Bethel, were summoned before the kings, who,

the banquet over, were sitting, clad in their royal robes,

each on his throne, in an open space in front of the city

gate, the ordinary place for the administration of

justice. They all with one mouth predicted the complete

success of the expedition. To the discerning eye of

Jehoshaphat this unanimity was suspicious. " He was

not sure of their good faith. He would be glad if a

prophet were consulted on whom ho could more fully

rely. Were there any such?" One there was whose

faithfulness had rendered him odious to one who, in his

weakness, desired not to hear what was true but what

was pleasant, the hated Micaiah, the prophet of evil.

To gratify one whom Ahab dared not offend, he was

brought from the prison to which his true speaking had

consigned him, and after an ironical confirmation of the

words of the other prophets, he proceeded to predict the

disastrous issue of the expedition, and tho dispersion

of the masterless host (ver. 17). We must hasten over

the sublime imagery under which Micaiah declared the

eternal truth that they who will bo deceived shall bo

deceived, entangled in a network of lies, to their ruin.

The pre-doomed monarch, " given up to strong delu-

sion," perseveres in the expedition, accompanied, though

doubtless not without many misgivings, by Jehoshaphat.

Arrived at Ramoth-gilead, Ahab enters the battle in dis-

guise, to escape the attacks of Benhadad's oificers, who,

he heard, had received orders to make him their chief

object of assault. But vain are all man's precautions to

elude the vengeance of the Almighty. A random arrow,

shot at a venture, as was afterwards reported, by Naaman
tho Syrian, pierced the joints of Ahab's armour, and
inflicted a deadly wound. Borne out of the host, that

his wound might be bound up, he returned to the field

of battle, and though his increasing weakness compeUod
him to be supported by his attendants, he held on with

right royal courage through the day, that the absence of

their leader might not dispirit his troops. His life,

blood slowly ebbed away as the tide of battle rose,

forming a pool in the bottom of the chariot. At last,

towards sunset, the king sank down dead. The fatal

event could no longer be concealed. It at once broke

up the army, and put an end to the cxjjedition. The
proclamation went forth as the sun went down, "Every
man to his city, and eveiy man to his own country

"

(ver. 36), and as the shades of evening deepened the

forces were " scattered upon the hills " of Israel, as

they had been seen by Micaiah in vision, " as sheei) that

have not a shepherd."

Another prophetic word was still to be accom-

plished. Ahab's body was brought to Samaria, and
buried with the honours due to a monarch who had
fallen at the head of his army. But the blood-stained

chariot and armour were washed in a tank outside the

walls of the city, and the thirsty dogs, lapping the gory

water, fulfilled tho awful threat of Elijah, as " dogs

licked tho blood of Naboth shall dogs lick thy blood,

even thine." It was to receive a still more exact ful-

filment hereafter, when the body of his son Jorani was
flung, at Jehu's bidding, "in the portion of the field of

Naboth the Jezreelite," to be devom-ed by packs of

doq;s, tho foul scavengers of the East (2 Kings ix. 25,

16). "The miU of God grinds slowly, but it grinds to

powder.''

BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.
THE EPISTLES OF ST. PAUL,

ni. THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE THESSAIONIANS.

THE KEV. S. G. GKEEN, D.D., PRESIDENT OP EAWDON COLLEGE, LEEDS.

sHE Apostle Paul remained in Corinth for

" a year and six months'; " ' and it was un-

doubtedly during the latter part of this

time that he addressed to the Thcssa-

Tonians His Second Epistle. Silas and Timothy were

still in his company (chap. i. I) ; the former for

tho last time, as we may conclude from the silence

of the histoiy. Communications would naturally have

passed meanwhile between himself and the Cliurch in

Thessaloniea. Ho woiild have heard concerning the

reception of his former Epistle—how far it had pro-

duced its effect, where it had been misconstrued, and

where it had failed. The effect of such tidings is very

apparent in this second letter, although possibly^ no

2 See below, § 2. There is perhaps such a refen
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explicit roferenee is made iu it to the first. Prom this

lack of allusion, indeed, as well as from the fact that

the Apostle speaks of his life in Thessalonica as recent

and familiar,' it has been maintained that this " Second

Epistle " reaOy preceded the other.^ The arguments

alleged certainly do not support this conclusion ;
while

the references in the Pii-st Epistle to the conversion of

the Thessalonians, and to St. Paul's intercourse with

them, make it impossible to suppose that a letter had

already intervened.

2. The Epistle, plainly, was written with a twofold

intent. In the first place, the anticipation of the Lord's

second Advent, aroused by the teaching and former

letter of the Apostle, had been stimulated to an im-

healthy activity by fanatical or designing teachers, who

had even forged a letter in the name of St. Paul, and

had filled the church with anxiety and alarm. This

state of feeling has indeed been supposed by some

critics, Paley among them, to have been occasioned simply

by the misunderstanding of the Apostle's former letter.

Hot to speak, however, of the unlikelihood that the

calm prophetic words in which he had enjoined " the

patience of hope " in reference to this great event,

should so have been perverted, his own language (chap,

ii. 2) seems to show decisively that he refers to a suppo-

sititious letter. "Neither by spirit, nor by word, nor

by letter—as by us." The tlu-ee things are distinctly

parallel. Spirit refers to a pretended prophecy ; word,

to a pretended saying on inspired authority ; letter,

therefore, would similarly mean a pretended epistle.

Moreover, the word as, in the phrase " as by us," would

scarcely have been used by the -svi'iter, had he intended

to indicate his own letter. We therefore conclude that

an imiiosture had been practised on the Thessalonians,

advantage, no doubt, having been taken of what the

Apiostle had actually said and wiitten. To prevent

such imposition for the future, he now expressly states

that his own signatui-o and " salutation " would hence-

forth authenticate all his Epistles." ^

The second circumstance which occasioned the writing

of this letter, was the disregard of one most important

injunction of the former Epistle— there laid down
briefly, almost with an apology, as though a hint, in a

matter so obvious, would be sufficient :
" That ye study

to be quiet, and to do your own business, and to work
with your own hands." But this gentle suggestion of

Christian duty had proved inadequate. In the Thessa-

lonian church there were some who—influenced, perhaps,

liy the anticipation of an immediate catastrophe in the

world's affairs, neglected the ordinary duties of life

—

"working at no business, but being busybodies."* Thus
early did religious fanaticism produce its natural fruit

1 Chap. iii. 7—10.
' Grotiug, Ewald, Dr. Davidson [Introduciwn of 1868). The

theory of Grotins is influenced by his belief that the " Man of Sin
"

was Caligula, who attempted to have his statue set up in the
Temple at Jerusalem, a.d. 40 ; a singular anachronism.

3 Chap. iii. 17. See introductory papex*, p. 268.

•». 1 Thess. iv. 11.

6 Chap. iii. 11. Alford's translation, which preserves so far

as possible tlie alli'tsration of the original, /i»i6ti' epyafo^evoyf uWii
irepi«p7c.i;u/ieKn/E.

in selfish indolence ; and the loftiest hopes of the

Church were perverted into a plea for the most ignoble

mendicancy.^ Por such offences the fitting remedy,

sharp and stern, was excommunication ; while yet, as ii

to acknowledge the nobleness of the truth which had been

so misread and degraded, the offender is to be dealt ^v^th

tenderly, iu the hope that he might learn to apprehend it

aright. " Have no company with him .... yet

admonish him as a brother."

3. The two points above stated form the main division

of the Epistle, which is, after the Apostle's wont, pre-

faced (I.) by an'Introduction (chap, i.) in which he still

congratulates the Thessalonians on their faith and love,

and expresses his holiest wishes on their behalf.

II. Passing thence to his first and main topic, ho

warns them (chap. ii. 1—12) against the delusion wliich

had been practised upon them, iu the declaration, as by

apostolic authority, that "the ikiy of the Lord" had

ah-eady dawned upon the world. ^ To remove this

notion, he delivers a momentous proijhocy of what shall

ho before that consummation.

It is not possible, within the compass of the present

Introduction, to do more than to indicate in the briefest

possible manner the outline of this gi-eat proi^hecy, its

connection with other pai-ts of Scripture, and the

various schemes of interpretation proposed. The main

declaration is clear : that before the final victorious

manifestation of the Son of God there vnW bfi a reve-

lation of the spirit of Evil, in some form of power and

fascination which only He can overcome. The " Man
of Sin," " the mystery of lawlessness," of this Epistle

is evidently the Antichrist of St. John :* although not

probably to be identified with either "Beast" of the

Apocalypse.' Many features of the description corre-

spond with that of Antiochus Epiphanes iu Dan. xi.

36. The varying forms of impiety have a common

kindredship.

(n) His manifestation is " the Apostacy '' (ii. 3)—not

simply, as in E. Y., " a falling away," but the well-

known clearly defined event so denominated. The rise

of the evn is therefore from within the Church of

Christ, not from without—the result of perversion

rather than of mere antagonism.

(6) A place is claimed by the Antichrist "in the

temple of God "
(ii. 4). This must either be taken

literally for the Temple in Jerusalem, or sj-mbolically

for the Church. The student of the Apostle's wi-itings

will scarcely doubt which is the preferable interpre-

tation. Together with tliis place iu the Temple, divine

prerogatives are asserted, with a lordly repudiation of

every so-called deity, or object of worship ((TePa(jp.a).

The assumption is supported by the claim to miraculous

power (ver. 9) ; but the miracles are false—" power and

signs and wonders of falsehood " (ver. 9).

See Bible Edhcatoe, Vol. II., p. 272, "Local Colouring of St.

Paul's Epistles."
, , ,

7 So Alford, Ellicott. The verb Ji'-Vrn/" elsewhere always denotes

the present in distinction from tho future (Rom. viii. 38 ; 1 Cor.

iii. 22; vii. 26; Gal. i. i ; 2 Tim. Iii. 1; Heb. ix. 9).

s 1 John ii. 18. ' Kev. xiii.
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(c) The i^ower of this enemy to God was already

secretly at work in the Apostle's time (ver. 7). The
statement here is parallel with that of St. John, " As
ye have heard that antichrist shall come, even now are

there many antichrists." Such representations lead to

the inference that the evil power is rather a succession

than an individual—perhaps a principle that may be

embodied in many forms.

{d) The full development of this principle, or, in

other words, the manifestation of Antichrist, was hin-

dered, in the Apostle's time, by a power, clearly defined,

well known to St. Paul himself and to the Thessalo-

nians ; and yet, for some reason or other, not to be

expressly mentioned in writing. " Te know what

restraineth"—hero the power or influence is spoken of

in the neuter gender ;
" He who now restraineth will

restrain "—hero it is mascuUne. This alternation of the

personal with the impersonal seems again to point to a

succession rather than to any one being.

(e) The outline of the prophecy is then as follows :

—

An evil principle already at work in the Church is at

present kept back by a restraining influence ; this

influence wUl be removed, the evil will then attain full

form and shape, and, having risen to commanding power,

will be destroyed by the Lord " with the spirit of His

mouth, and the brightness of His coming."

The first question for the interpreter, therefore,

relates to the event described as the " coming of the

Lord." This must bo understood either of the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem and the passing away of the Jewish

economy, or of that consummation, still future, which

shall crown the Redeemer's work and fulfil the hopes of

the Church.

(1) Those who adopt the former (or " prasterist ")

view regard the " man of sin " as either Judaic or

Scathen. In the first case " the apostacy " denotes the

revolt of the Jews from the Bomaris, or from t\wfaith

;

and the restraining influence must be either secular

(as the policy of the Emperor Claudius) or divine (the

apostolic preaching, the character of the Christian Jews,

or, generally, the purpose of God). According to the

second supposition, the man of sin was either Caligula,

restrained by Vitellius, pro-consul of Syria, in his

purpose of placing his statue in the Temple (an obvious

anachronism, as before pointed out) ; or Simon Magus,
the spread of whose false doctrines was restrained by
apostolic teaching ; or Titus, restrained by Nei-o, inas-

much as Vespasian, father of Titus, could not reign

until after Nero's death.'

(2) The interpretations of the prophecy as future

may again be classed under two heads :

—

a. Wholly future. Antichrist, according to this view,

will be a person, combining in himself the above-noted

characters of evil ; and the restraining influence is

either the force of social order, the power of the

Christian Church, or the purpose of God.-

* Those who are desirous of pursuing these unprofitable specu-
lations further may consult Newton On the ProphecieSf Diss, xxii.,

or Gloag's Inli-odiiclioii to the Pauline EiiLilhs, p. 128.
* The chief advocate of this view is Olshausen, who is followed

$. Present, but with a future consummation. In this

view " the Apostacy " is a succession of antichristian

influences, working deadly peril to the Church : the

prediction being fulfilled either in the whole chain of

such influences, including Judaism, Gnosticism, with
every subsequent departure from the truth to the end

;

or else in some particular form of error and spiri-

tual despotism ; according to the Reformers and many
Protestant interpreters, in the Papal Church. To
sui^port this general interpretation, it is urged with
great force that, by the almost unanimous consent of the

Fathers, the restraining influence is the Roman Empire.
According to this view, the reason of the Apostle's

reserve concerning " the hindrance " is fully seen. It

would not be discreet or safe to speak openly of the

downfall of tlie Empire while its power yet remained.

But the Thessalonians would understand what was
meant, and tradition would hand down the explanation.

The vanishing of power from the Roman Empire, it is

obvious to remark, was gradual : on its ruins a spiritual

desjjotism arose, which had its commencement and pre-

figuration in apostolic times, and it may be that this

shall develop into yet more portentous forms of evil

before the final triumphs of righteousness and love.*

Of what precise nature that triumph may be it is not

for us to conjecture. We know at least that " the spirit

of Christ's mouth " is felt wTierever the Gospel is pro-

claimed, and where there is the revelation of His truth
" the brightness of His coming " is beheld. These forces

may work silently until they have destroyed every

adverse influence, or may be gathered up at last into

some sudden glorious display. Wo cannot tell, but

only know that before the Cheist of God, all Antichrists

will disajipear.^

III. St. Paul's second main topic of exhortation has

respect to the duty of industry and soberness. Here
the Apostle repeats with a more impressive earnestness,

as well as in greater detail, the injunctions of his former

Epistle ; appeahng again to his own course of life in

Thessalonica—a course which he was most probably

still pursuing in Corinth while he wrote (Acts xviii. 3

;

compare especially chap. iii. 7—10 with 1 Thess. ii.

among Eugli&h expositors by Deau Alford and Bishop EUicott.

The restraining influence, accordius to OWiouscii, is "the whole
rightly-ordered political system;" according to Alford, "the fabric

of human polity, and those who rule that polity;" according

to Ellicott, " the power of well-ordered human rule, the principle

of legality as opposed to uvofxla^ of which the Roman Empire waJJ

the then embodiment and manifestation." See further some re-

markable lectures by Dr. Newman on " The Patristical Idea of

Autichrist;" Discussions and Arguments, pp. 44—108.
3 The temptation to find "the mystery of lawlessness" in rival

churches or religious is undoubtedly great, and should make an
expositor pause before giving a specific application to the prophecy.

Thus while Reformers see in it a delineation of the Papacy, the
Greek Church interprets it of Mohammedanism ; some Roman
Catholic interpreters, again, api>ly it to Luther and the Reformers

;

and Dr. Newman discerns in it a description of modern Rational-

ism. For a powerful presentation of the Reformers' view, see

Wordsworth's Greek Testament, in loc.
* Canon Lightfoot powerfully argues that the Antichrist of St.

Paul's own day was unbelieving Judaism, against which he more
than once hod to invoke the protection of the Roman power.

But this would not exclude other and successive forms of evil,

in which the same spirit would be manifest.
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9). The reference to church discipline against offenders

is peculiar to the present epistle tchap. iii. 6, 14, whore

the reading in the margin is not to be preferred).

IV. The Epistle ends with a special attestation, and

the usual benediction, thrice repeated. It is very ob-

servable how every part of this letter is closed with a

prayer. The introduction (chap. i. 11, 12) ; the prophecy

(chap. ii. 16, 17 ; iii. 5) ; and now the final exhortation,

with a blessing wliich is itself a prayer. Between the

prophecy and the exhortation also, the Apostle makes an

earnest appeal to the Thessalouians to pray for him
(chap. iii. 1, 2). Surrounded in Coiinth by enemies of the

truth, by those to whom Christ crucified was " a stum-

bling-block," and those to whom Ho was " foolishness
"

(1 Cor. i. 23), he threw himself upon the sympathy of

those who had received the Gospel so simply as " the

word of God" [1 Thess. ii. 13). Sorrowfully he exclaims,

" AU men have not the faith," and contrasts his diffi-

culties among the Corintliiaus with the ready access he

had found to the unsophisticated men of Macedonia;

longing for a repetition of those old days when the

word of the Lord so " swiftly spread, and was glorified."

The phrase of St. Paul in chap. iii. 1, " oven as it is"—
more strictly " as it wees with you "—gives us a glimpse

into his heart, and explains the tone of sadness which

miugles with the energy and intensity of this Epistle.

We understand it all tlio better wlien we think of it as

written from among the men of Corinth to tlie men of

Thessalonica.'

1 See further on this point, Biule Educator, Vol. II., p. ^73,

' Local Colouring of St. Paul's Epistles."

DIFFICULT PASSAGES EXPLAINED.
THE GOSPELS :—ST. LUKE.

BY THE REV. C. J. ELLIOTT, M.A., VICAR OP WINKFIELD, BERKS, AND HON. CANON OF CHRISTCHURCH, OXFORD.

In the corresponding passage in the Gos-

pel of St. Matthew (xxvi. 28) the word
" new " is wanting, both in the Vatican

and Sinaitic manuscripts, and it would

seem to be more diSicult to account for its omission

than for its insertion in that place. The balance of

authority is also against the genuineness of the same

word in the parallel passage of St. Mark's Gospel (xiv.

24). In the passage under consideration, however, there

can be little or no doubt of its genuineness, as also in

the account of the institution of the Lord's Supper in

1 Cor. xi. 23—27, which, as it has often been observed,

agrees, in a very remarkable manner, with that con-

tained in the Gospel of St. Luke, and, in regard to the

former clause of this passage, corresponds with it ver-

batim, with the exception of the insertion by St. Paul of

the substantive verb " is " (e'trrlr/), which is not found in

this place in the Grospel. A comparison of these words

with Jer. xxxi. 31—3.5, and also with Heb. viii. 8—12,
and X. 16, 17, where the prophecy of Jeremiah is quoted,

wiU suffice, we think, to establish the identity of tlie

" covenant " or " testament " spoken of in these three

places—a covenant which is described in the Greek

version of Jer. xxxL 31 as " a new covenant " (SiaflV')

Kcuffi), and in St. Luke, no longer, indeed, indefinitely,

but in express reference, as it should seem, to the

prophecy of Jeremiah, as " tlie new covenant" {v koii/t)

SioBtikti), viz., that which had been foretold by the mouth
of the prophet.

The two points which call for explanation in this

passage are—(1) In what sense are we to understand

the word wliich is rendered " covenant" in the prophecy

of Jeremiah, and in the quotations in Heb. viii. and x.,

and which is rendered " testament " in the account of

the institution of the Lord's Supper in the Gospels, and
in 1 Cor. xi., and also in other passages in the New Tes-

tament,' more especially in Heb. ix. ; and (2) in what
sense are we to understand the " cup " given by our

Lord to His disciples as being this new " covenant " or-

" testament " in His blood ?

I. We must observe tliat the word SmSri/tr; in the

LXX.,' and in the quotations found in the Epistle to

the Hebrews, is a translation of the Hebrew word, nna

:

[herith), which is rendered in the Old Testament "cove-

nant." This word is supposed to be derived from a
verb (not used in Hebrew in that signification) which

means to cut; hence the plirase commonly used in the

Old Testament to denote the making a covenant is,

literally, to cut a covenant, in allusion to the custom

of sacrificing victims on such occasions ; and wa find

corresponding phrases in other languages, as, e.g., opxia

wia-To. Taixitv [to conclude (lit cut) a binding treaty],

fcedus ferire, icisse fcedus, " to strike a bargain." The
meaning commonly assigned to the word "covenant"

is an agreement made between two or more parties.

Such, however, is not the sense in which the word is

used in many places in the Old Testament. There is,

undoubtedly, a relationship, but not always a mutual

relationship, in the sense of engagement, implied in the

word herith. Thus, in the first place in which it occurs,,

viz.. Gen. vi. 18, and again in Gen. ix. 11, in reference to

God's " covenant '' with Noah, although it may bo said

that that " covenant " was confirmed by the sacrifice

mentioned in Gen. viii. 20, nevertheless, the word

1 Mejer holds that in .ill Pauline passages the word iiaOiiKn hears

the sense of coucnaiii, not of festamciit. Professor Eadie, aswell as

the late Professor Scholefleld, holds that Heb. ix. 15, 17 forms no
exception to the " constant meaning " of this word in the Septua-

giut, and to its "uniform use" in the New Testament.
2 The LXX. occasionally, but very rarely, reiiJcr leriHi by some

other word, as in Deut. ix. 16 and 1 Kings si. 11.
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clearly denotes ratlier a solemn promise or engagement

made on the part of God to Noah and his descendants,

than a " covenant," in the ordinaiy sense of the term,

made between God and Noah. More particularly the

word bsrith is used to denote a solemn vow or promise,

confirmed in some cases by an oath, as, e.g.. Dent. iv.

31 ; 2 Ghron. xxxIy. 31 ; Jer. xi. 3, compared with ver. 5

;

Dr ordinance, which may be forsaken or broken, as Jer.

xi. 4; xxii. 9. No passage, however, of the Old Testa-

ment can be adduced in proof that the word berith ever

has the sense of testament, in the sense of a disposition

of a man's possessions, which is to take effect after Ids

death; an idea which, however familiar to Western

nations, was alien from the conceptions of a Jew.

Throughoiit the Gospels and the Acts of the Apostles,

and geiisrally in the Epistles—whether in Heb. ix.

15, 17, the word be properly rendered "testament" or

not—wherever tlio word SiaflijK') occurs it appears to bo

used in the sense in which herith is used in the Old

Testament. As tlie Mosaic covenant was ratified, at its

first institution, by the MuimI of slain oxen (Exod. xxiv.

5—8), and, year by year, witli tUo l.ilood of calves and

goats (Lev. x%-i. 5, 6; Heb. ix. 10 1, so the blood of the

new and better covenant needed to be ratified, not " by

the bloo<l of goats and calves," but by the better blood

of Him " who, through the Eternal Spirit, offered Him-

self without spot to God." It was thus that Christ,

" by the one oblation of Himself once offered," became

the Mediator of that " new covenant " which Jehovah,

by His prophet Jeremiah, had declared that He would

hereafter make with His people, saying, "I will put

my laws into their hearts, and in their minds -will I

write them ; and their sins and their iniquities will I

remember no more."

II. In order to obtain a reply to the second inquiry

proposed for consideration—viz., in what sense the cup

which our Lord gave to His disciples is said to bo " the

now covenant "—\ye must refer to the manner in which

other signs and pledges of God's covenants are spoken

of in Holy Scriptm-e.

In the first recorded instance—viz., that of the cove-

nant made vrith Noah—the bow " sot in the cloud " is

distinctly and repeatedly declared to be the " token," or

sign, of the covenant (Gen. ix. 12, 13, 17). The relation

between the bow, thus set in the clouds, to the promise

of which it was thenceforth to be a pledge and assur-

ance, having been thus clearly expressed, the language

employed in other cases is less distinct. Thus, in

regard to circumcision, 'which was made the sign or

pledge of the Abrahamio covenant, it is said, " This is

my covenant [i.e., a, sign of the covenant], . . . Every
man child among you shall be circumcised " (Gen. xvii.

10) ; and, again, " My covenant [i.e., the sign and
pledge of my covenant] shall be in your flesh for an

everlasting covenant " (Gen. xvii. 13). Again, the sab-

bath, which was given to the Jews as the sign or pledge

of the Mosaic covenant, is described in Exod. xxxi. 16

as the covenant itself :
" Wherefore the children of

Israel shaU keep the sabbath, to observe the sabbath

throughout their generations, /or a perpetual covenant"

[literally, a perpetual covenanf] ; whereas the sabbath

was not itself the covenant, but, as wo read iu

Ezek. XX. 12, 20, "a sign" between God and the

people.

In the New Testament, in like manner, the same or

similar phraseology is employed; and the substantive

verb, whether expressed or understood, is constantly

used as the copula of symbolical relationship. Thus,

in His parabolical teaching, oiu- Lord represents Him-
self as the " door," and the "vine;" the "good seed"

as the " children of the kingdom," and the " tares " as

the " children of the wicked one." And so, in the insti-

tution of the Last Supper, not only is the bread sjonboh-

cally represented as the body of the Lord, but—as if to

supply a key to the meaning of His words which could

not be misunderstood—while the cup, or that which it

contained, is described in the Gospels of St. Matthew
and St. Mark as the blood of the Lord, the same cup is

described in the records of St. Luke and St. Paul as

being

—

i.e., as representing, or as the token and pledge

of—the new covenant in the blood of Him by whom
that covenant was ratified: "This cup [is] the New
Testament [or covenant] in my blood, which is shed

for you."

aEOGEAPHY or THE BIBLE.

BY MAJOK WILSON, E.E.

III.—THE JORDAN VALLEY FROM THE SEA OP
GALILEE TO THE DEAD SEA.

the Authorised Version of the Bible,

the Hebrew name, Arahali, of the Jordan
valley is translated "plain," but in the

original the word is always accompanied
by the article, and the plain called the Arabah, that is,

" the desert." In Josh. xi. 2 ; xii. 3 ; and Deut. iii. 17,

the Arabah is mentioned in connection with the Sea of

Galileo, and in Deut. i. 1 ; ii. 8, with the Red Sea and
Elath; so that the term would appear to have been

applied to the whole depression between the Sea of

Galilee and the Red Sea, though at the present day the

southern portion alone is known under its ancient name
as Wady el-Ai-abah. To the Greeks and Romans the

valley was known as the Anion, and it is now called by

the Arabs el-Ghor, i.e., " a long valley between moun-

tains," a name which it will be convenient to adopt in

the following remarks. Other names are applied in the

Bible to particular portions of the Jordan valley, such

as the ciccars or "circuits" of Jordan, near Jericho

(Gen. xiii. 12), and between Succoth and Zeredathah
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(2 Cliron. iv. 17) ; the emelcs or plains of Succotli (Ps.

Ix. 6; cviii. 7) and Keziz (Josh, xviii. 21); the bikah

of Jericho (Deut. xxxiv. 3) ; and the abel or meadow
of Shittim (Numb, xxxiii. 49).

From the Sea of Galilee to the Dead Sea there is

one deep depression, filled up to a certain level with

allu^-ial deposit, forming what is often called the " upper

plain " of the Jordan vaUey ; and in this the river has

hollowed out for itself, (luring the course of long ages,

a "lower plain," varying in width from a quarter of a

mile to a mUe, and from 50 to 100 feet below the

general level of the vaUoy. The banks of the " upper

plain " are ragged and irregular, and wherever tribu-

taries join the Jordan, they present a most curious

appearance ; this is especially the case in the lower por-

tion of the valley, where streams not six feet wide have

washed out for themselves beds nearly a mUe in width,

aud left in their irregular course quaint isolated hills

to mark the existence aud level of the original plaiu.

There are thus two distinct and well-defined plains in

the Jordan valley : the " upper," generally sterile aud

pnly capable of cultivation in those places where springs

or perennial streams afford the means of copious irriga-

tion ; and the "lower," through which tlie river pursues

its tortuous course, keeping by its occasional overflows

certain small tracts under cultivation.

In January, February, and March there are frequently

heavy fjiUs of rain, and then for a brief period the plaiu

is clothed in scarlet and green, and is covered with a

profusion of wild flowers only equalled on the great

prairies of America ; soon, however, the hot breath of

the south wind passes over it, scorching aud withering

all vegetation, and leaving nothing but a barren waste

behind. The tomperatiiro of the valley varies with

the direction of the wind ; during the winter months

the north wind often brings intense cold, and there is

a great> difierence between the night and day tempera-

tiu'e ; whilst with a south wind the heat becomes almost

insupportable, and the sun's rays strike down into the

deep chasm with a force aud power hardly equalled in

any part of the world.

On either side of the Jordan are a number of artificial

mounds or '-tells," oval ia shape, from 100 to 150 feet

long, 50 to 100 feet broad, and about 50 feet high, which
have frequently attracted the notice of travellers. The
moimds are for the most part isolated, and, if we may
judge from their position, at the foot of mountain passes,

were erected for purposes of defence. Some of the

mounds near Jericho were excavated for the Palestine

Exploration Fund by Captain Warren, B.E., but the

results he obtained did not give any clear indication of

the object for which they were made.

Before proceeding to a detailed account of the Jordan
valley, we must briefly notice three remarkable attempts

dm-ing the present century to explore the river between

the Sea of Galilee and the Dead Sea. The first was in

1835, by Mr. Costigan, who succeeded in descending

the Jordan in a small boat, and in reaching the southern

end of the Dead Sea, but who died soon afterwards at

Jerusalem; the second was in 1847, by Lieutenant

Molyneux, R.N., who was also successful in accomplish-

ing his object, but died soon after his return to his

ship ; the third was in 1848, by the American Govern-

ment expedition, under Lieutenant Lynch, U.S.N.,

who descended the river with two boats, and spent

some time in making a survey of the Dead Sea. To
the last expedition we owed, till quite recently, most
of our knowledge of the Jordan valley ; but in 1868,

Captain Warren, R.E., made an important journey

up the western bank of the Jordan, which produced
valuable results ; and during the winter of 1873-74 a

complete survey of this part of the country has been

made by Lieutenant Conder, B.E., for the Palestine

Exploration Fund.
The right or ivestern hanh of Jordan.—The Jordan

commences its coiirso like no ordinary river, for on

leaving the lake it runs in an opposite direction to that

which it has ultimately to follow ; this is partially

caused by the silting up of the stream under the old

Romau bridge at Tariches, which throws the river so

much to the south as to leave the greater portion of the

bridge high and dry. A little lower down are the re-

mains of a second and third bridge, and nearly opposite

the latter is the mouth of the valley that di'ains the

plain Ard el-Huma, behind Tiberias. About six miles

below the Sea of Galilee is the Jisr Mejamia, a bridge

with one Large pointed arch and three smaller ones,

in good preservation, over which ran the great road

from Bethshan through Gadara to Damascus. A little

south of the bridge, the Wady Bireh, which drains the

country south aud east of Mount Tabor, descends into

the Jordan valley, aud on the brow of the hills above,

commanding a magnificent view for many miles in every

direction, are the ruins of the old Crusading fortress

of Belvoir or Belvedere, now called Kaukab el-Hawa,

which was captured by Saladin in 1188 A.D. From the

lake to Jisr Mejamia the Jordan valley presents the

appearance of a broad open plain, and from thence to

Beisan, the next point of interest, about eight miles,

the valley is some three miles wide. Beisan, the Beth-

shan of the Bible, was one of those towns from which

the Canaanites were never driven out, aud after the

fatal battle of Mount Gilboa, the corpses of Saul and

his sons were fastened to its walls, whence they were

stolen by the "valiant men" of Jabesh. Under the

Greek dominion, after the Captivity, the jylace was

called Scythopolis, a name perhaps derived from the

incursions of the Scji^hians or nomads of the north in

the reign of King Josiah. Beisan is prettily situated on

the brow of the descent by which the beautiful meadow-

like plain of the valley of Jezreel falls to the lower level

of the Ghor, and the town itself, well watered by springs

and the streams from Aiu Jalud and its tributaries,

and intersected by deep ravines, must have been ex-

tremely pictm-esque. The ruins cover a large area,

but they are not of much importance ; the principal

are those of two theatres, one with vomitories aud pas-

sages in a perfect state, a temple, a city gateway, several

bridges over the stream, fragments of the city wall, aud

the acropolis which rises in the centre and forms a con-
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s'lieuous object in

tiie landscape. The
road from Gadara

passed through the

middle of the town,

and as at Samaria,

Gadara, G«rasa,

and other towns, it

was bordered on

either side by lofty

columns which now
lie prostrate and
almost concealed by

the tangled mass of

vegetation that has

grown over them.

Proceeding south-

wards from Beisan,

the Ghor is from

eight to nine miles

wide until we reach

Tell Sakiit, a dis-

tance of about eight

miles, where it be-

gins to contract.

This section of the

valley is abundantly

watered by springs

and by streams run-

ning down from the

mountains; but they

are nearly all slight-

ly brackish, and in

places spread out

so as to form large

tracts of marshy

ground. Tell Sakiit,

an artificial mound
about three-quarters

of a mile from the

Jordan, has been

supposed by some
writers to be the

Succoth mentioned

in the account of

Jacob's return from
Haran to Shechem,

but it is somewhat

out of the direct

road from the Zerka

(Jabbok) to Nablus

(Shechem), and the

position answers

better to that of the

Succoth mentioned

in connection with

Gideon's pursuit of

Zebah and Zal-
munna (Jndg. ^-iii.

5—17). On the sur-
ir OF THE JOIiDAN VA

face of tlio mound
are a few rude foun-

dations, and at its

foot a fine .spring.

South of Tell Sakut,

the Wady Malih,

which rises in the

neighbourhood of

Toya.sir south of

Mount Gilboa.
reaches the Jordan^

and hero the long

fcrtUe plain of the

npper Ghor termi-

nates ; the moun-
tains throw out

spurs towards the

river, and for six

miles the Jordan
passes through a

gorge hardly a mile

wide. Below this

the valley again.

opens out in the

rich luxui-iant tract

at the mouth of

Wady Faria, which

extends to Kum
Surtabeh with a

width of about ten

miles. The Wady
Faria drains the

plain of Mukhna,
near Nablus, as well

as that of Tubez or

Thebez to the north,

and is exceedingly

rich and beautiful,

well watered by a
fine stream fringed

with oleanders, and
partiaUy cultivated.

Down the valley ran

tlie road connecting

Nablus with GUead
and Bashan, and
several of the arches

of the old Roman
bridge by which it

crossed the Jordan

still remain, and are

called Jisr Damieh;

at the present day

the road from Na-
blus to Es Salt

crosses tlie Jordan

at a ford near the

bridge, where a ferry

has been established

for use when the
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water is high. At
Kurn Surtabeh, a

peculiarly shaped
mountain, stretching

out into the Ghor, the

valley is contracted to

seven miles, but thence

to the Dead Sea its

average width is about

twelve mUes. There

are a few ruins on the

summit of Kurn Sur-

tabeh, and it is men-

tioned in the Talmud
as one of the stations

where signal torches

were lighted and

waved to announce the

appearance of the new
moon. South of this

mountain the plain be-

comes a parched de-

sert, except whore it is

watered by the copious

springs at the foot of

the mountains : the

first of these is Ain
FusaU in the Wady
Fusail, which proba-

bly derived its name
from the city of Pha-

saelus near its mouth,

of which there are

traces in the ruins of

Kliirbet Fusail. Pha-

saelns was built by
Herod the Great, and

given by him to his

sister Salome, who
afterwards conveyed

it to Livia, the wife

of the Emperor Au-
gustus. The imme-

diate district around

appears to have been

richly cultivated, for

the palm-gardens of

Phasaelus are specially

mentioned in Salome's

will. Below Fusail

the deep gorge of

Wadyel-Aujeh enters

the Ghor; and south

of this are the ruins

of Es-Sumrah, which

have been identified

with Shamor on
Mount Zemaraim,
whence Abijah sum-

moned his armies to

meet Jeroboam. A
little further to the

south the Wady Na-
waimeh descends from
the heights above
Beitin (Bethel), and
affords a ready means
of access to the moun-
tain district; it was
up this valley that

Joshua passed to at-

tack and capture Ai,

and again, on another

memorable occasion,

when he "went up
from Gilgal all night"
to lend his powerful
aid to the men of

Gibeon. Ou the south

bank of Wady Na-
waimeh, within a mile

of the point at which
it issues from the

mountains, are the

fountains of Ain Duk;
the largest source

springs up at the foot

of a fine Dom tree,

and its waters are led

(iff by an aqueduct
to irrigate portions of

the plain on the south,

whilst the waters of

tlie remaining springs

foUow their natural

course down the val-

ley. The position of

Ain T)uk at the foot

of the pass to Bethel,

with its abundant sup-

ply of water, was too

important to be over-

looked during the

stormy history of Pa-

lestine, and we accor-

dingly find that from
an early period it was
chosen as a suitable

site for a castle or for-

Ircss. In the castle of

Doch or Docus, Ptole-

mcus treacherously

murdered his father-

in-law, Simon Macca-

baius, with his two

sons, after entertain-

ing them at a ban-

(juet; and under its

present name of Diik

it is mentioned as a
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foi'tress of the Kniglits Templars between Jericho

aud Bethel. South of Ain Duk the great iilain of

Jericho extends to the margin of the Dead Sea ; but

before examining the many interesting questions con-

nected with it, we must briefly notice the remaining

valley on the western side of the Jordan ; this is the

wild glen of Wady Kelt, wliicli by its many branches,

including Wadies Suweinit and Farah, drains a large

tract of country east and north of Jerusalem. The
stream in Wady Kelt is without doubt the " river

"

mentioned in the Bible in connection -with the boundary

lino between Judah and Benjamin (Josh. xvi. 1), aud Dr.

Biobinson has identified it ivith the brook Cherith, on

the banks of which Elijah hid himself during part of

the three years' famine, and was fed by ravens (1 Kings

xvii. 3—5). As, however, the Bible gives no clue to

the position of Cherith, except that it was eastward of

Samaria and faced the Jordan, we can hardly accept

the identification. Eusebius and Jerome place Cherith

east of the Jordan, and this would seem the more pro-

bable situation, for Elijah would then have been in a

manner in his own country, and more out of the way
of Aliab. Along the southern side of the valley runs

for some distance the road from Jericho to Jerusalem,

aud near the ruins of Khan Hudhur we have little diffi-

culty in recognising tlio ascent of Adummim. At the

foot of a mound on the northern side of Wady Kelt,

about a mile from the base of the mountains, a fine

fouutaiu of clear sweet water bursts forth, which there

is every reason to believe is the scene of Elisha's

miracle (2 Kings ii. 19—22) and the site of ancient

Jericho. Except in the immediate neighbourhood,

there are no other springs, and it is the only natural

site for a city in the surrounding country. The spring

seems once to have been enclosed by a sort of reservoir

of hev^ stones, but this is now broken, and the water

finds its way at random over the plain, covered here

with a dense thicket of ZaJcJmm and Spina Christi.

The ruin at the spring appears to be that of a small

Roman temple ; but there are other ruins to the north,

and in the thorny copse below are many foundations,

low mounds, &c., which may have been connected with

the ancient city. There are a large number of mounds
in the neighbourhood, especially towards the south,

the most important of which were opened by Captain
Warren, R.B., without, however, giving any definite

results. Rude foundations of stone and brick and
pottery were found in aU, but no clue was obtained to

the object for which they were erected. Two, one on
either side of Wady Kelt, near the mouth of the pass

from Beit Jabr, may represent the forts of Thrax
and Taurus, mentioned by Strabo as standing at the

entrance to Jericho; and one. Tell el-Matlab, is said

by the natives of Er Riha to mark the site of ancient

Jericho, a distorted legend of the capture of the city

being attached to it.

The site of Ain es-Sultan, in close proximity to

Jebel Kiiruntul (Quavantania), where the spies may
have taken refuge, meets all the requirements of the

Biblical Jericho, and we can only accouut for the dis-

placement of the city by the perpetual curse laid upon'

him who shoidd attempt to rebuild its walls. On the

southern side of Wady Kelt stood the Roman city of

Jericho, but it has entirely disappeared with the excep-

tion of a few mounds, and the fine reservoir, Bu-kot

Musa, 190 yards long and 160 wide, which was fed by
aqueducts from the neighbouring mountain-springs.

Nothing is more extraordinary than the total disappear-

ance of Jericho, which in the time of Herod was an

important city, containing an amphitheatre in which

Herod shut up the principal men of the Jews with the

view of having them killed at his death, aud so ensuring

a general moiu-ning of the nation ; in the same place

also Salome, after dismissing those who were shut up,

announced Herod's death to the assembled soldiers and
people, and exhorted them to receive Archelaus as king.

It was at the Jericho of Herod that our Lord accepted

the hospitality of Zaccheus the publican ; and it was in

its vicinity that He restored sight to the blind (Matt.

XX. 30 , Mart x. 46 ; Luke xviii. 35). At the ford

across tho river in front tradition places the scene of

our Lord's baptism, and in the mountain behind that

of His temptation ; whilst Khan Hudhur, on the road

from Jericho to Jerusalem, is pointed out as the scene

of the story of the good Samaritan. The fertility of

the plain round Jericho was unexampled; palms of

various kinds, as well as opobalsamum, myrobalsamum,

and other valuable trees and shrubs throve there, pro-

ducing large revenues, which were rented by Herod
from Cleopatra, to whom Antony had given them.

Even during the existence of the Latin kingdom of

Jerusalem, tho plain was extensively cultivated and laid

out in vineyards and gardens ; now all is desolate, and,

with one solitary exception near Er Riha, tho palms

which once gave Jericho its title, " the City of Palms,"

have long since disappeared. The remains, however,

of the network of aqueducts which distributed the

waters of six large fomitains, including Ain Aujeh,

six miles to tho north, over the plain, show tho care

once bestowed on its cidtivation, and the series of arches

by which thoy cross Wady Kelt form not the least pic-

turesque and interesting of the ruins round Jericho,

The viUage of Er Riha, the modern representative of

Jericho, consists only of a number of wretched mud
huts gathered round a castle built by the Crusaders,

which is now pointed out as the house in which Zaccheus

entertained our Lord. A Christian settlement appears

to have taken root at Jericho and in its vicinity at a

very early date; under Constantine, baptism in the

Jordan became the fashion of the day ; and soon after-

wards colonies of anchorites installed themselves ui tho

caves of Knruntul, the traditional Mount of Temptation

(Mens Quarautania), and monastic buildings commenced

to rise on tho plain. In the precipitous rocky face

of Knruntul is a labyrinth of rock-hewn caverns and

chapels, connected by galleries or staircases, and some-

times ornamented with quaint nide frescoes ; on tho

summit of the mountain are the ruins of a small chapel

aud fortress. Of the numerous monasteries there are

many remains ; at Kasr el-Jahud, on the banks of the
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Jordan, are the ruins of that of St. John the Baptist,

erected by Justinian, with a gi-eat cistern, once fed by
an aqueduct from Aiu es-Sultau, and the apse of the

churcli mentioned by Arculf ; at Kasr Hajla, the ancient

Beth-Hogla, those of a largo monastery vrith a chapel

and defaced frescoes; and there are others near Er
Riha and in Wady Kelt, the buildings of the latter

monastery clinging to the precipitous sides of the ravine
like those of the great convent of Mar Saba in the lower
part of the Kedron valley.

MEASUEES, WEIGHTS, AND COINS OF THE BIBLE.
BY F. B. CONDEE, C.E.

LARGER MEASURES OF TIME (contimied).

COINCIDENT MODES OE BECKONING.
|

reigned for forty-thrce years. But it is from the second

JEFORE speaking of any reckoning anterior era, or that determined by Berosus for the death of

to the Exodus, it is desirable to refer !
Nabopolassar, that the years of Nebuchadnezzar cited by

to those various lines of contemporary ,

the prophet Jeremiah date. To refer this to the earlier

history which are more or less distinctly ' epoch disturbs all the exact coincidences of Jewish,

connected with the history of the Bible. "We have
[

Assyrian, and Egyptian history. It is stated by
given an account of the materials for coustructing the

j

Berosus that Nebuchadnezzar was in command of the

sacred chronology : it is important to glance at those Assyrian army during his father's lifetime ; and this

which are of value for its control and verification. may exi^lain the attribution of the eight years in ques-

These subsidiary modes of reckoning are of two tion to the two kings. The year 151 of the Canon,

kinds : they are either astronomical or historical.
[

being the twenty-ninth from the accession of Nabopo-
We have already referred to the years of the City of I

Lissar, was, at all events, the fii-st year of Ncbuchad-
Romo, to the years of the SeleucidiB, and to those of nezzar in Palestine ; = and this was the fourth year of

Jehoiakim. This date is independently fixed by
Egyptian chronology, and by the death of Necho 11.

There is a difference of a year, in the computation of

the years of Nebuchadnezzar, between the Second Book
of Kings and the Book of the prophet Jeremiah, which
probably arises from the different days on which the

Chaldean and the Jewish regnal year began. The fii'st

year of E\'il-merodach, the Hvarodamus of the Regal

Canon, dated from January 4 (of our present reckoning),

186 Nabonassar. In that same year, the 25th day of

Adar fell on February 22, and tlie first day of the

Nisan following fell on March 21. Thus the two modes
of reckoning only coincide during a part of the year.

Thirty-seven years, counting back from this date, fall

on the year of the death of King Josiah, which was

the actual fall of the Jewish monarchy, from which the

Jirophet appears, in this place, to reckon.

The seventy prophetic years of servitude are deter-

mined, by the distinct references made by the prophets

Jeremiah and Zechariah, to extend from the eighth year

of Jehoiakim, which was four years after the defeat of

Necho at Carchemish, in 157 Nab., to the second year

of Darius, or 227 Nabonassar. The sacred writer of the

Book of Kings passes hastily over this mournful period,

but indicates three years of tribute before the assertion

of independence, or rebellion, of the king of Judah.

The succeeding year was thus the eighth of Jehoiakim,

in which the yoke of the king of Babylon, who made

three several deportations of the Jews, in the eighth,

nineteenth, and twenty-fourth years of his power iu

Palestine, was finally imposed upon Jerusalem.^

Equal, if not superior, in their monumental import-

ance, to the Assyrian and Babylonian records, are those

of Egypt. Coincidences between the history of Palestine

.the Persian and Babylonian kings. Along-lost

of j)erfectly accurate information has lately boon dis-

covered iu the bumt-clay records of Assyria.

Sir Henry Rawlinson, and tho scholars to whoso
labours this important discovery has given a stimulus,

have deciphered the records of nearly three centuries

of Assyrian history. The dates of the accession of

fifteen kings, and references to the principal events of

their reigns, are contained in the clay tablets now in the

British Museum ; and the who.e series is accurately

referred to historic time by the account of an eclipse

of the sun which occurred in tho eighth year of King
Ashur-dan, which coincided with, the thirty-eighth year

of Uzziah, king of Judah. The exact coincidence of

the third year of Sennacherib with tJie fourteenth year

of Hezekiah, and of this doubly ascertained date with

the sixth year of the septennate, may be taken as an
absolute determination of date.

To some of the ancient manuscripts of the Almagest
of Ptolemy is appended a chronological list of the

kings of the Assja-ians, of the kings of Persia, and of

the Roman emperors after Augustus. It is known by
the name of the Regal Canon, and comes down to the

death, a.d. 160, of Antoninus, during whose reign the

great astronomer and geographer, Claudius Ptolemy,

flom'ished. The accuracy of this list is verified by the

dates of numerous eclipses of the moon, which are

described and referred to this system of reckoning iu

the Ahnar/est. f

The filfth year of Nabopolassar, the father of Nebu-
chadnezzar, is one of those fixed by an eclipse. The
length of this king's reign is stated at twenty-one years

iu the Canou, and at twenty-nine years by Berosus, the

Chaldean historian.' Nebuchadnezzar, or Nabokollasar,

PI. Josephu3 Contra .dpi 10 ; Zech. i.
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and that of Egypt occur at distinct epochs, and the

chronological value of the synchronism, or' identity of

dat«, thus arrived at is of the first order. For Egyptian

dates the chronology of Brugsch has been followed

with much confidence. The reckonings of Lepsius

and of Bnnsen are not very different from those of

Brugsch ; but the difference that exists is attributable

to the superior care and accuracy of the latter scholar.

Had the same patient study been applied to Hebrew
that has been given to Egyptian chronology, we should

not witness the extraordinary anachronisms that are

now brought before the world.

It is true that a system which, though vague and un-

determined, is some 150 years shorter than that of

Brugsch (if we go back only as far as the eighteenth

Thebau Dynasty in Egypt), has found favour in this

coimtry. The only argument which one of our most

accomplished Egyptian scholars has assigned for the

anomaly of the relations which thus are indicated be-

tween the two chronologies, is one to the effect that the

treasure city, Raamses (to which the LXX. adds, " and

On, which is Heliopolis "), would not have been built,

under that name, before the accession of the nineteenth,

or Ramosid, dynasty. It is a conclusive reply to this

argument that the land of Rameses is mentioned, 430

years before the date of the Exodus, in the Book of

Genesis.'

In each instance where the same events are dated

in the Hebrew Sacred Books, and in the Egyptian

records, the accordance between the two perfectly inde-

pendent systems, that which we are explaining and

that of Brugsch, is absolute.

The Talmud does not supply that direct information,

as to dates, which has proved so valuable as to other

parts of metrology. But its testimony is, neverthe-

less, of great value on the subject. An approximate

chronology is to be derived from the succession of the

series of heads of the Sanhedrin and other doctors of

the Mishna, by which the progress of legislative decision

on certain points in controversy is made clear. A few
comparative dates are given by the Ghomarists; and
these have the more value from the fact that the striking

coincidences mth other modes of reckoning which they

present have not hitherto been pointed out. Above all,

the study of the Oral Law has a positive chronological

value, as showing how impossible it was for the course

of the septennial calculation at any time to have been
broken or lost ; as well as by proving that the year of

Jubilee, which commenced neither on the first day of

the sacred, nor on that of the civil year, but on a date

peculiar to itself, could never have caused any disturb-

ance of the regular septennial order. The Romish
attempt to introduce a fiftieth year, so as to bring the
cycle to a decennial, instead of a septennial, reckoning,

is like an argument th.at the days of the week should be
shifted annually, because the day of Pentecost was on
a fiftieth day.

The verification to be derived from Josephus is not

' Gen. xlvii. 11.

to be sought in those passages in which he gives the

most distinct determination of historical cycles. There

is every reason to suppose that these passages have

been corrupted by transcribers. As they stand, no
two of them agree ; a discrepancy which wo can hardly

imagine that a great writer would have allowed to exist.

But there are numerous periods cited, to which we shall

refer, the application of which to the through reckoning

could hardly have been within the comprehension of

the transcribers. Tliere would, therefore, have been
no conceivable inducement to make supposed correc-

tions. These passages exactly concur with the restora-

tion of the sacred reckoning now brought forward.

The astronomical coincidences which have a direct

bearing upon the chronology of the Bible are of the

highest importance. First, there is the vague Egyptian

year. The slow change, in the relation of this year to

the equinox, gives extreme value to any determination

which can bo referred to a day of an Egyptian month.

Josephus' states that the Exodus, which took place in

the month called Abib by the Hebrews, and Xauthicus

by the Greeks, occurred in the Egyptian montli Phar-

muthi. This coincidence existed in the year B.C. 1541,

in wliich the restored sacred reckoning places the

Exodus. In that year the 1st of Nisau fell on the 14th.

of Pharmuthi.

The relations of the lunar month to the equinoctial

year on the one hand, and to the days of the week on
the other, give a number of coincidences which require

a special series of tables for immediate verification.

The great point here to bear in mind is, that the institu-

tions of the Law were such as to prevent the possibility

of any accumulating error in lunar dates. On any
month, indeed, according to tlie regulations De novcE

LuHcc initiando, a question might arise whether the

first or the second day after the conjunction was
hallowed as the first of the mouth. Once every three

or four years, a doubt might occur as to the intercalation

of the thirteenth month, and the consequent date of

the ensuing Passover. But with these limits, which

cease to perplex when they are perfectly understood,

accuracy is absolute.

A remarkable instance of this astronomical coinci-

dence occurs in the Book of Ezekiel.^ The dates of that

book run from 159 Nabonassar, as is evident from the

statement that the overthrow of the city was in the

twelfth year. The year in which the first chapter of

the book is dated,^ thirty years from the great Passover,

is therefore 164 Nabonassar. That year is one of those

as to which a doubt is possible whether it contained

twelve or thirteen months, as the first day of the moon
of the vernal equinox fell at the earliest limit prescribed

by the rides of the Law. From the twoKth day of

Tammuz, the fourth month, Ezekiel was under a pro-

phetic sequestration for 430 days. On the fifth day of

2 Ant. ii. li, § 6 ; 15, § 2. The British Museum chi-onology will

bring the Esodus into the month Mecheir, iu contradiction to

Josephus.
3 Ezck. xxxiii. 31.

< The eighth year of Nebnchndnezzar in Palestine, thirty years
from the great Passover of King Josiah.
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Elul, tlio sixth month, in the following year, another

vision is dated. If the year in question had contained

only twelve months, the second vision would have fallen

three weeks within the period of 430 days denoted for

the term of retirement. Wo thus have the indication

of tho proper intercalation of the emholismie, or

thirteenth month.

Of tho coincidence of days of the moon and days of

the week the instances are numerous; the most com-

plete being found in the Book of Ezra,' where six days

of the week, necessarily excluding the Sabbath, can be

correctly identified by tho calendar. The value of this

mode of verifying dates, and of thus ascertaining the

original authenticity of the records which involve dates

that they do not distinctly express, is capital.

Another instance of the value of astronomical coinci-

dence may be cited. Dean Stanley- quotes a tradition

that tho high priest Zechariah was murdered on the

Day of Atonement, which fell, on that occasion, on the

Sabbatli. The chronology of the Book of Chronicles^

places the murder in the thirty-ninth year of the reign

of Joash. In this year such a coincidence of dates

actually occurred. Not only so, but a like coincidence

occurred forty years previously, on the occasion of the

murder of Athaliah by the high priest Johoiada, the

father of Zechariah.

We have explained the principles on which the

original chronology of tho Sacred Books is to be re-

covered from their direct testimony. We liave enu-

merated some of those monumental records which,

while not adequate by themselves to allow of the recon-

struction of the sacred reckoning from their dates, are

definite and i)ositivo as means of verification. These

are, the astronomically determined Canon of Ptolemy,

the clay tablets of Nineveh, the monuments and papyi-i

of Egypt, the latent references in Josephus, the course

of the septennial reckoning, that of the vague Egyptian

year, that of tho moon, that of the week, and that of tho

courses of the priests. To these has to be added, that

of the prophetic reckoning, which Origen regarded as

sufficiently definite to be constructive. Before enter-

ing, however, on this inquiry, we must see how far the

systematic chronology of the Pentateuch can be carried

back through tlie period preceding the Exodus, and
examine the definite account of the establishment of the

septennial reckoning.

III.—THE THROUGH RECKONING OF THE BOOK OP

GENESIS.

All ancient systems of chronology commence with a

divine or mythical period ; the rule of the gods, or the

reigns and long lives of the heroes. The history of the

Jewish people, strictly so called, begins with tho de-

parture of their forefather Abraham from Mesopotamia.

Tlie records of the Chaldean astronomers, which perished

in the conflagration of the great library at Alexandria,

but which were accessible to, and fully quoted by, the

great ijhilosopher, Claudius Ptolemy, in the second

9, 16.

IChT, 20,;

century A.D., reached back to the very year of this de-

parture, which is thus shown to be not unconnected
with political revolution in Babylon. But before this

date we find a number of periods, amoimting in all

to 262-1 years, cited in the Book of Genesis.

We have no intention to treat that most venerable

record with less reverence than was prescribed by the

doctors of the Law. As to tho character of these early

chapters, whether allegorical, prophetical, or monu-
mental of the outMnes of certain events of which tho

body has been altogether lost, we shall not now inquire.

The point of view from which we have exclusively to

regai-d them, is that of their relation to chronology.

Whatever be the explanation of the terms of life

allotted to the earliest names in the Book of Genesis,

this much is sure. They form elements in a dead
reckoning from a given point ; in fact, from the Mun-
dane Era of the Jews. It is necessary to see whether

the period, which is thus prefixed to the detaOed history,

gives such a form to tho entire system as to render it

desirable to commence our notation from that j)oint.

In order to do that, we must examine the diliereut read-

ings that occur in the various versions of the Book of

Genesis.

Tho length of time which the Hebrew text, in its

existing state, reckons from the Mundane Era to the

birth of Arphaxad, is 1658 years. In tho Septuagint

the term is 600 years longer, and there is a regularity

in the sequence of the several periods, which is curiously

interrupted in the Hebrew. In the Samaritan copies of

tho Pentateuch'' the period is 349 years less than the

Hebrew. By Josephus tho reckoning of tho LXX.
appears to have been adopted, although the various pas-

sages are sadly corrupted. The elements of the calcula-

tion, the individual terms, amount to 1658. The sum is

set down at 2658, which looks like a correction followed

by a re-correction. Tlie epigraph of the first book of the

Antiquities gives an interval of 3833 years from the

Creation to the birth of Isaac. Taking one thousand

years as a clerical error, the determination is within four

years of that we have to show. But the passage which

may be taken as most conclusive as to the original

chronology occurs in the preface, in which Josephus

says that the sacred books contain the history of 5000

years. This statement, which is reiterated in the first

book against Apion, is altogether inconsistent with the

removal of tho 600 years in debate.

The same kind of confusion attends the determination

of the period between the birth of ArjAaxad and that

of Abraham. Josephus* is in exact accordance with the

Hebrew text in stating the time as 290 years. But the

details of the lives, in the existing copies of the Anti-

quities, amount to some 600 years more ; the period

abstracted from the pre\'ious period by one corrector

having been apparently here inserted by another. Tho

details of the LXX. agree with those of Josephus,

with the insertion of an additional name, and period

of 130 years. But the regularity of period, and

The CTiroiio-^sfrolabo, p. 145. 5 ^n!. i. 6, § 5.
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proportion between the times of bii-th and lengtli of

life in eaeli instance, which are in favour of the

Greek test in the first place, are in favour of the

Hebrew in the second. As to this, however, the 17th

verse of the 17th chapter may be taken as conclusive.

The birth of a son to Abraham at 100 years of age,

could not have appeared matter of wonder to a man

born when his own father was 170, and whose seven

preceding ancestors each had issue at about 130.

It is unnecessary for our present purpose to say any

more on this qiiestion of conflicting versions. The only

aim with wliioh we have undertaken the incjniry is to

see whether, by any simple reading of either authority,

we can obtain the dead reckoning for the migration of

Abraham, which was subsequently employed either by

historical or by prophetical writers. We find that, by

taking the original dates, without omitting the 600

years that appear to have been dealt with by conflicting

transcribers in different modes, we not only come most

closely to the time of 5000 years mentioned in the pre-

face to the Antiquities, but find ourselves in the presence

of a dead reckoning which possesses a remarkable

combination of chronometric advantages.

From the birth of Abraham to the descent of Jacob

and his family into Egypt, no hesitation arises as to

reckoning. As to the period of 430 years between this

date and the Exodus, the insertion of the words, " and

in the land of Canaan," in the LXX. version,' has led

some writers to reduce the period of the sojourn in

Egypt to abovit half its real length. Two considera-

tions, however, appear to be fully adequate to support

the authority of the Hebrew text. The arrival in

Egypt was on a definite date. But none such can be

attached to the arrival of Abraham in Palestine, as no

locality is mentioned. And it is a remarkable coinci-

dence, that the 15th of Abib, on each of the years

we have determined, fell on the same day of the week,

in accordance with the expression, " the self-same day."-

The second proof is the fact that the Bible contains

the genealogies of Kohath, of Gersliom, of Pharez, of

Ephraim, and of Bela, the son of Benjamin, in each of

which fourteen generations occur from Abraham to the

time of Moses. This allows forty years for a genera-

tion, a period that is fully coincident with genealogical

requirements. The Greek reckoning would reduce the

length of life to that which obtained at a much later

period of history.

Fi'om the Era of the Exodus, when the first year

of the septennial reckoning coincided with the first year

of the migration, down to the fourth year of the reign

of Solomon, the only question that arises is as to the

exact year on which the tsath, or migration, was held

to have concluded. This the Book of Joshua appears

to determine as the fifty-fifth year from leaving Egj-pt,

which was the first Rest, or Sabbatic year, after the

settlement of Canaan.^ Only from this time could the

observance of the special duties of the third and sixth

1 Exod. xii. 40. = Exoil. xii. -il.

years, in which the second tithe was given to the poor,

and of the fourth and seventh years, in whicli a jjortiou,

or the whole, of the product of the- soil was sacred or

untilled, have been regularly maintained. The date of

the war with the kiug of Ammou, 300 years after the

conquest of Basan, supplies the key for the further

division of this period, in which the only remaining

difficulty is as to the substitution of eighty years for

eight after the death of Eglon.'' The longer period

is inconsistent with the remark of Josephus as to the

brief time that elapsed before the conquest by Jabiu,*

and the correction is verified by the insertion of tho

longer period, in the time of Jephthah.

Prom the reign of Solomon to that of Zedekiah, the

reckoning of the regnal years is plain. The accordance

of the Jewish dates with those of profane history is

fixed by the eclipse of the sun in the eighth year of

Ashur-dan, and by the coincidence of the third year of

Sennacherib with tlie fourteenth year of Hezekiah.

A double reckoning of the dates of Nebuchadnezzar

may be traced in tlie Bible, as well as in Josephus.

The dates of the Book of Ezekiel are referred, first

to the great Passover in the reign of Josiah, and
then to the years of tho Galuth, or exile. These are

checked by the reference to the destruction of the city,

in the twelfth year." But on one occasion,' in a pre-

diction referring to Nebuchadnezzar, the twenty-seventh

year is given as the date. The twenty-seventh year of

Nebuchadnezzar, according to Ptolemy, coincided ^vith

the tenth year of Ezekiel's reckoning, excepting that

the Babylonian year begun, at that time, on the 8th

of January, Gregorian time (2 Jan., Julian time), and
the Jewish year began with the lunar month of the

vernal equinox.

The date of the accession of Evil-merodach is known
by the Regal Canon. It is mentioned by the jDrophet

Jeremiah (and also in the Book of King.s) as occurring

in tho thirty-seventh year of the Galuth. This exactly

corresponds with the dates of Ezekiel, and dates from

the year following tho battle of Megiddo, and .
the

vu'tual extinction of the Jewish monarchy, five years

before the death of Necho II., in the sixth year after the

fall of Nineveh.

Perfect accord thus exists between the monumental

canons of Nineveh and of Babylon, and the chronology

of the sacred writers. It is necessiiry further to

remark the existence of two separate methods of

reckoning, which start from different dates, .although,

when these dates are duly noted, perfect harmony is

tho result.

The first of these comprises the dates given in terms

of the years of Nebuchadnezzar. It is clear, from the

several passages, that the reign of this monarch in

Palestine is dated from the overthrow of Necho II. at

the battle of Carchemish. That event took place in tho

fourth year of Jehoiakim, son of Josiah, king of Judah,*

which was called in Palestine the first year of Nebu-
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cbadnezzar.' The capture of Jeconiali, that of Zedekiah,

and that of 745 persons, are dated in tlie seventh,

eighteenth, and twenty-thu-d years from tliat date,= or

in the eighth, nineteenth,'* and twenty-fourth years of

Nebuchadnezzar in Palestine. This notation is con-

sistent with that which ascribes the same events to the

eighteenth, twenty-ninth, and thirty-fourth years from

the capture of Nineveh, from which date the forty-third

year of Nebuchadnezzar, corresponding with the thirty-

seventh year of the Galuth, is dated.

The second calculation referred to is that of the

seventy years of desolation, which terminated in the

second year of Darius,-* which were predicted in the

fourth year of Jehoiakim,^ and which commenced in

the eighth year of that king." The fom'th year of this

affliction fell, accordingly, on the first year of Zedekiah,

as referred to by the prophet Jeremiah.? These

passages, which have hitherto been regarded as unin-

telligible or contradictory, thus prove to be in exact

chronological harmony, at the same time that they indi-

cate the foiu" different eras—of the accession of Nebu-

chadnezzar to the throne ; of his victor'y over Necho

;

of the overthrow of the Hebrew monarchy ; and of the

commencement of the Chaldean oppression, after the

revolt of Jehoiakim. The whole series of events is

thus bound together according to astronomical time, and
in consistency with the course of the septennate.

For such further chronological indications as space

will allow us to give, the reader is referred to the

tables whicli foUow. These, although only extracts

from a complete set of chronological and astronomical

tables, will enable tlie reader of the Bible, for the first

time, to ascertain with accuracy the date to which any
event recorded in Scripture is referred by the sacred

writers.

We must regard the tables thus presented as con-

taining a system of tlu'ougli reckoning as well as denot-

ing the dates of sx:)ecial events.

In the first place, it will bo seen that the chronology

exactly coiTesponds to the prophetic reckoning of the

Book of Daniel, by placing the Crucifixion at 490 years,

or seven weeks, from the Edict of the sixth year of

Artaxerxes, which was issued at the close of the sixty-

second week, anno 4349 of the sacred reckoning. To
base a system upon such a coincidence, as Origen did,

is not the part of a chronologist. But the impoi-t of

such a coincidence can hardly be mistaken.

Next, it will be found that the througli reckoning

now determined has nearly all the advantages of the

Julian Period, together with some peculiar to itself.

It should be observed that the first year of the tables

is the year 0, so that each decade, and each century, ends

with the number 9. As matter of notation, this method
of arrangement affords important advantages over tables

that commence with 1 and terminate with 10. The
sacred year commences with the vernal equinox ; not at

the solstice.

; Jer. XXV.
3 2 Kiugs ;

5 Jer. Dv.

. 1. - Jer. lii. 28, 29, 30
• Zech. 1 1, 12 ; of. Jer.

2 Kings xxiv. 12. 7 Jer. xx

Tiie chief cycles refen-ed to in history are of this

mode of reckoning, as follows :

—

Every number exactly divisible by 7 is the fii'st year

of a septennate.

Every number exactly divisible by 4 is a bissextile

year, -with the exception of three years in each four

centuries (except anno 2408), as arranged in the Gre-

gorian calendar. A single table of 400 years vrill thus

give the day of the week on which March 2.5 falls, from
the very commencement of the Mundime Era.

Every number exactly divisible by 19 is a year

corresponding to our present Golden Number 18. In a

period of twelve Metonic cycles, or 228 years, tlie course

of the moon has gained a day on that of the sim. By
reckoning back from Anno Domini 180 1, aUowiug a day

to be thus gained in eveiy 228 years, the fu'st of Nisan

for any year may be ascertained, with an accuracy quite

equal to that of its actual " consecration " by ^iew of the

moon. The years of various eras, the Olympiads, the

Chinese Cycle of sixty years, and the Prophetic Periods

of 360, 1260, and 2300 years, are all easily referable to

the through tabulation.

Lastly, this investigation renders it probable that, as

is supposed by the modern Jews, the septennial reckon-

ing has been used by the sacred writers, not only from

the Exodus, but from the commencement of the Mun-
dane Era. The seven years of Jacob's servitude termi-

nate in the year 2792. The year 2793 is divisible by

7, and would therefore have been the first year of a

week, if that system were then in use. Again, the

expression " after two years of days," which occurs in

Gen. xli. 1, is that ordinarily used to denote the second

year of the septennate. The year in question, anno

2829 of the sacred reckoning, is actually the second

year of seven, defined as before. Some twenty other

references to the septennial reckoning occur in the

Sacred Books, and in the writings of Josephus, all of

which accurately correspond with the decennial reckon-

ing. The coinage of the Temple money appears to be

referred, in many distinct types, to the same system of

measurement of time.

We subjoin a table showing the chief links in the

chain of sacred reckoning, corresponding to the seventy

weeks of the Book of Daniel.

CHAIN OP SACRED EECKONING.

Eeference.
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CHAPTER XVI.

CRUELTIES OF HEROD.

I
EROD'S return to his capital was the

signal for fresh cruelties. The secret

orders entrusted to the guardian of Mari-

amne had been a second time dinilged;

she persisted in refusing the monarch's affection, and

reproached him bitterly with his cruelty towards her

family. His sister Salome, aud his mother Cyjiros,

were not behindhand in fanning the flame of mutual

irritation. At length, carried away by rage and jealousy,

Herod executed ' not only Mariamne's guardian Soomus,

but his queen herself. Mariamno submitted to the axe

of the executioner with calmness aud intrepidity, B.C.

29, and showed herself in death worthy of the noble

race of which she came.'

But the death of the beautiful princess of the Asmo-

nean house was the occasion of a terrible reaction. The

tyrant had no sooner comijleted the murder than he

became the victim of the most fearful anguish and

remorse.^ The horrible reality of the deed, and a sense

of his own loss, wrung his spirit to madness. Do what

he would, go where he might, the image of the murdered

queen followed him. His cries re-echoed through his

palace. He sought, it was said, by resorting to magical

incantations, to recall her spirit from the shades. No
diversion he could try—^banquets, revels, or the excite-

ments of the chase—availed to restore trauquUlity to his

mind. It was long before he recovered fuUy from the

mental derangement which now came on. But no

sooner did he hear that Alexandra was scheming to

secure the succession for the sons of the daughter ho

had put to deatli, than the " tiger in him awoke from
its deadly sleep. Hastily collecting his strength, as

though the inward ease he had hoped for had brought

back all his energy, he executed not only his mother-in-

law, but along with her other distinguished persons'*

on whom the slightest suspicion rested."'*

At last he was enabled to appear in public again.

Ever since the daytliat Octavius had placed the diadem
upon his brow, and bade him reign over his Jewish
kingdom, he had sought by every possible compliance

to win his favour and secure his regard.

An opportunity of again displaying this was now
afforded him. The senate of Rome had conferred upon
his patron the title of " Augustus."*^ Though never
given to man, the title had ever been applied to things

most noble, most venerable, most divine. " The rit<;s

of the gods were called august, the temples were august.

1 " After a trial before a tj-ibunal of judges who were too much
in dread of his power not to pass sentence of death." (Milman, ii.

69 ; Jahn's Eehrew Commonwealth, p. 329.

)

- Jos. Ant. XT. 7, § 5. 3 jog. A-nt. xv. 7, §7 ; Milman, ii. 70.
• Amongst these were Costobarus, an Idutneau, the husband of

his sister Salome.
5 Ewold, v. 629. <> Livy, Ejiisl. cxxxiv. ; Ovid, Fast:, i, 5S7.

The word itself was derived from the holy auguries, by
which the divine wiU was revealed ; it was connected

with the favour aud authority of Jove himself."' This

adjimct was now applied to the Emperor, and temples

began to arise in every part of the empire in honour of

his divinity. Herod determined not to be behindhand

in paying homage to his patron. By the tribute he

paid to Rome year by year he acknowledged the tenure

on which he hold his power. He filled Jerusalem with

edifices built in the Greek taste. He inaugurated

public exhibitions, aud spectacles of all kinds. A
theatre rose within, an amphitheatre without, the walls

of Jerusalem. Quinquennial games were celebrated on

a scale of the utmost magnificence. Shows of gladia-

tors and combats of wild beasts were exlubited within

the City of David itself.

The stricter Jews regarded all these innovations with

horror. A century aud a half before, things infinitely

less had sufficed to kindle the great Maccabean war.

On the present occasion, ten men*" formed a conspiracy

to assassinate the king as he entered the theatre. The
j>lot was discovered, and the ten patriots were put to

death with the most cruel tortures.^ Sympathising

with their sufferings, the people seized the informer, and

tearing him to pieces, flung his flesh to the dogs. The
king was now resolved to retaliate in his turn, and
seizing the ringleaders, he put them to death, together

with their families.

But these domestic calamities did not in any degree

affect the splendour, either external or internal, of his

administration. While cultivating the friendship of

Octavius and his great minister Agrippa, and always

rendering the very services they might require, he gave

his attention to many measures calculated to advance

the strength of his own kingdom. He had already

built two castles in the southern part of Jerusalem,

erected a palace on the imjjrcgnable hill of Sion,

restored and enlarged the Baris, and called it Antonia,

in memory of his former patron. He now converted

other places into strong fortresses. South-western

Galilee needed a defence against Phcenieia, and his

kingdom required a naval harbour and a maritime city.

Thirty miles south of Mount Carmel a convenient point

offered itself for the latter purpose, at a spot called

Strato's Tower. This ho converted into a magnificent

city, called Cassarea,^" with a harbour equal in size to

7 Merivale's Romans, iii, 416.

8 Compai-e the banding together of more than forty men to take
the life of St. Paul (Acts xxiii. 12, 13).

9 Jos. ^iTit. XT. 8. §§3,4.
'" Built on the Greek model, with a forum and an amphitheatre.

Upwards of twelve years (b.c. 21— 12) were spent in its erection.

For its importance afterwards, compare Acts viii. 40; ix. 30;
X. 1, 24 ; xi. 11 ; xii. 19 ; xviii. 22 ; x.xi. 8, 16 ; xxiii. 23, S3 ; Xxv.

1, 4, 6, 13, Tacitus called it " Judeeie caput" (Hist. ii. 79). Its full

name was Kanrtipeio it^aaTii (Jos. AM. xvi. 5, § 1). It became the
official residence of the Herodian kings, as also of Festus, Felii,

and other Eomau procurators.
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the Pirffius at Athens. West of Moiuit Tabor ho built

Gabatha; east of the Jordan he fortified the ancient

Heshbou ; while Samaria, which had been destroyed by

John Hyreanus, rose once more from its ruins, not

only considerably increased, but also adoniod with a

new and magnificent temple, and called Sebaste or

Augusta, in honour of the Roman Emperor.'

While thus rebuilding the ruined cities of his king-

dom, Herod repeatedly endeavom-ed, by acts of munifi-

cence and liberality, to conciliate the goodwill of his

subjects. Thus, when in B.C. 24, the crops in Palestine

failed for the second time, he not only opened his own

private stores, but sent to Petronius, the Roman governor

of Egypt, a personal friend, and obtained permission to

export corn from that country, with which he not only

supplied the wants of his own people, but was even

able to send seed into Syria." In this way, and by

remitting more than once a great part of the heavy

taxation, he earned for himself general gratitude, both

from his heathen and Jewish subjects.'

CHAPTER XVII.

HEEOD EEBriLDS THE TEMPLE.

" Thtts, terrible to his adversaries, and bounteous in

time of necessity to his own people," the Idumeau

monarch, instead of being the head of a Hebrew reli-

gious republic, became more and more on a level with

the other vassal kings of Rome.^ It was a saying that

Augustus assigned to him the next place in his favour

after Agrippa, while Agi-ippa esteemed him higher

than any of his friends, except Augustus.* Neither the

Emperor nor his minister ever visited the East vnthout

finding Herod the first to pay them his homage. Thus

ho sailed to Mytilene' to see Agrippa, and entertained

Augustus himself in Syria.

These attentions were not lost upon his great patrons.

When Herod sent his two sons by Mariamne to Rome
to receive their education, they were admitted into the

palace and treated with the utmost attention. More-

over, his dominions were considerably enlarged. Besides

the large additions he had already received, he now
received the district east of the Sea of Galilee and

called Trachonitis, with Bataneea and Auranitis.' A
tetrarchy was also conferred on his brother Pheroras,

and ho himself was appointed procurator of Syi-ia, with

such plenary powers that his colleague covild take

no single step without his concurrence.^ In memory
of these concessions, the Idumean king erected at

Panium," near the southern base of Mount Hermon and

1 " It was colonised by 6,000 veterans and others, for whose
support a most beautiful and rich district surrounding the city wiis

appropriated." (Jos. Ant. xt. 8, § 5 ; 9, § 4. See Smith's Bih.

IHc, Art. " Samaria.*')

2 Jos. Ant. XV. 9, § 2 ; Jahu's Hcbrene Commonwealth, p. 330.

3 Milman, ii. 73 ; Ewald, v. 432. 4 Milman, ii. 75.

5 Jos. B. J. 1. 20, § 4. 6 Jos, Ant. xv. 10, § 2.

7 Jos. Ant. X7. 10, § 2 ; B. J. i. 20, § 4.

8 Jos. B. /. i. 20, g 4.

9 So called from a remarkable natural grotto dedicated to the

god Fan. See Robinson's Bib. Res. iii. 404.

the sources of the Jordan, a magnificent temple, and

dedicated it to his benefactor.'"

But the higher he rose in the esteem of his Roman

patrons, the lower he sank in that of his Jewish sub-

jects. They could not rid themselves of the suspicion

that he had a fixed design of heathenising the national

character. They saw him observing the feasts of Purim

and the Passover, and yet at Sebaste and Csesarea

going up to the tomi^les of Zeus and Artemis. "The

people knew all his ways. They told each other in the

gateway, that the prince whom many Jews called their

Messiah, had raised a shrine to Apollo in the isle of

Rhodes, and in the city of Antioch had revived the

Olympic games ; and they learned to curse him in their

hearts, as a nmn who put strangers on a level with the

holy race.""

At length he resolved to take a step which should

ingratiate himself with all classes. He determined to

rival Solomon, and rebuild the Temple. Since the

restoration of the second Temi>le by Zorobabel, that

structure had fallen in many places into ruin, and had

suffered much during the recent wars. Ho announced

his intention, about the year B.C. 20, on the occasion of

the Feast of the Passover. But his proposition roused

the greatest mistrust, and he foimd himself obliged to

proceed with the utmost caution,'- and to use every

means to allay suspicion. Two years were spent in

bringing together the materials, and vast preparations

were made before a single stone of the old building was

touched. At last, in the year B.C. 18, the foundations

of the Temple of Zorobabel were removed, and on those

laid centuries before by Solomon, the new pile aro3e»

built of hard white stones of enormous size. Eighteen

months were spent in building the Porch, the Holy

Place, and the Holy of Holies.'^ Eight years more

elapsed before the courts and cloisters and other exten-

sive and splendid buildings round the sacred structure

were completed.'^

As the Temple of Zorobabel had been a copy of that

of Solomon, so was the Temple of Herod a copy of that

of Zorobabel, except that it was larger in size, of nobler

material, and higher art, wrought by tbe hands of the

masons of Athens and Antioch.

On the highest level of the rocky pktform of Moriah

rose the Naos, or Temple proper, erected solely by

•priestly hands,'" divided, as in the days of Solomon, into

a Holy Place and a Holy of Holies by a veil or curtain

of the finest work. " No figures, no sculpture, as

in Persian and Egyptian temples, adonied the front.

11 The place was afterwards called Cffisarea Philippi (Matt. xvi.

13 ; Mark viii. 27) by Herod Philip, who eulorged and embellished it.

>' Hepworth Dixon's Holv Land, i. 20, 3.

12 Jos. Ant. XV. 11, § 2.

13 Jos. Ant. XV. 11, § 6.

n The whole structure was not finally completed till a.d. G5. The

building had been going on for forty-six years when our Lord was

present at Jerusalem at the Passover, a.d. 29 (John ii. 20). "The
expression that it had been in building forty-six years, may mean
forty-six yeai-s plus or minus by a few months ; and if so, the

would be correct, even if the period be dated, not from

the fabric, but from the preparations

Fasti Sacri, p. 95.)

11, §5.
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Goldea viues autl clusters of grapes, the typical plant

aud fruit of Israel, rau aloug the wall ; aud the greater

aud lesser lights of heavex were wrought iuto the

texture of the veil. The whole facade was covered with

plates of gold, which, when the suu shone upon them

in the early day, sent back his rays with an added glory,

so great that gazers standing on Olivet liad to shade

their eyes when turning towards the Temple mouut."

'

Twelve steps helow from this platform was a second

level, occupied by the Court of the Priests, with the

great laver, aud the altar of burnt-offering. Three

flights of stairs led down to a third platform, on which

was the Court of the Israelites, or, as it was sometimes

called, tho Sanctuary, with the houses of the priests,

the Lishcath-ha-Gezitii, or Hall of the Sanhediin, and

the various offices.

Not being of the priestly order, the Idumean monarch

could not enter any of these enclosures ; neither the

Temple, nor the Court of the Priests, nor the Court of

the Israelites. A third flight of fourteen steps, there-

fere, led down to another court, the Com't of tho

Gentiles, which was hardly regarded as a portion of

the Temple, was open to men of all nations, and was

held as a kind of exchange or market-place. Hero

the Jew from Northern or Eastern Palestine could

exchange his drachma or stater for the sacred shekel

;

hero those who could not offer a lamb or kid, could pur-

chase a " pair of turtle-doves or two young pigeons ;"

here the seller of sheep and oxen for the sacrifices had

his stalls aud pens."

The erection of the Sanctuary had been left to the

priests. On the Court of the Gentiles, the meeting-

place of all nations and languages, Herod lavished all

the riches of his taste. Cloisters sustained on double

rows of Corinthian columns, exquisitely wrought, " ran

round tho wall on the inner side, the capitals being

ornamented with the acanthus and water- leaf, as iu

the famous Tower of the Wind. West, north, and cast,

these columns wore in three rows ; on the south they

were iu four. Tho floor mado a shaded walk, like the

colonnade iu Venice, and tlio roof an open walk like

the gallery of Genoa. The pavement was inlaid with

marble of many colours." ' Tho most beautiful gateways

led into this court, of great height, and ornamented

with the utmost skill. One of these, on tho eastern

side, looking towards tho Mouut of Olives, was kno'wn

as " Solomon's Porch ;" close by it was another, the

pride of the Temple area, as one ivriter says, " more like

the gopura of an Indian temple than anything we are

acquainted with in architecture." This, in all probability,

was the one called the "Beautiful Gate" in the New
Testament.*

The Sanctuary was completed iu the year B.C. 16, the

anniversary of Herod's inauguration, and was celebrated

with a magnificent feast and the most lavish sacrifices.

Immediately afterwards, Herod imdertook a journey to

1 Hepworth Dixoa's Hohj Land, ii. 15.

; See Farrar's Life of Christ, i. 18G.

5 Hepwortli Dixou's flolj icmd, ii. iS ; EapliacVs Ilistorij of tlia

Jejjs, u. 335, 337. " Acts iii. 2.

Rome to fetch home his two sons, Alexander and
Aristobulus. He was received with every mark of

attention by Augustus,^ and returned to his capital

about the spring of B.C. 15. Agi'ippa was now on a

\-isit to Asia, to inspect these provinces of the empire

for his master. Herod thereupon invited him to visit

Judaea. Agrippa consented, and escorted by Herod,

passed through his new cities of Sebaste and Csesarea,

visited liis forts at Alexaudrium, Herodium, and
Hyrcania, and having been received in state by tho

people at Jerusalem, offered a sacrifice of a hundred

oxen in the Temple," and feasted the subjects of his

entertainer at a splendid entertainment.

CHAPTER XVIII.

HEEOD AND THE SONS OP MAEIAMNE.

On the approach of wiater Agrippa sailed to Ephesus,

and thence, B.C. 14, set out to settle the affairs of tho

kingdom of the Bosphorus. Herod followed him to

the Euxine, and overtook him near Siuope,'' bringing

powerful reinforcements to tlie aid of his patroa. On
the submission of the Bosphorus he retiu-ued through

the states of Asia Minor, stOl accompanied by Herod,

who prevailed upon him to confirm the Jews of Asia in

their various pri^dlegcs,^ and especially in their exemp-

tion from service in the legions.''

Returning from Asia Minor, Herod lauded at his

new port of CiEsarea, and proceeding to Jerusalem,

recounted the pri\'ileges he had seom'ed for the nation,

and remitted a fourth of the year's tribute.'" It might

have been hoped that the close of his reign would make
some atonement for the atrocities of earlier years ; but

a scene of bloodshed was now to be enacted far more
av>-ful tlian any which had darkened his reign, as if to

show that the " spirit of the injured Mariamne hovered

over Herod's devoted house, aud, involving the innocent

as well as the guilty in the common ruin, designated the

dwelling of her miu'derous husband as the perpetual

scene of miseiy aud bloodshed." "

On the return of the young princes, Alexander and
Aristobulus, whom Herod had brought back from Rome,
they were received by the populace with the utmost
enthusiasm, in spite of their education iu a foreign land.

Their grace aud beauty, their engaging manners, above

aU their descent from the ancient Asmouean liue, made
them objeet^j of hope aud joy on the part of the nation.

But tho keenest hatred of Pheroras and Salome was
now aroused, and they began to whisper into Herod's
car that the yoimg men were bent on avenging their

5 Jos. Ant. xvi. 1, § 2 ; B. ,;. i. 23, § 1.

e'tiria ie t.W d^iiiov, oM£i.6t tUv ij.f,hj„ii> irXijCei \in6fitvor. (See Meri-
vale'a Roma^is, iv. 225.)

' Joa. Ant. xvi. 2, § 2. ^ Jahu's Hebrew CommonscaWi, p. 338.
' " A privilege conceded to a few only of tTie most fortunate

commuDities, nud to uo other entire nation except the Jews. So
early did this people manifest their aversion to the use of arms,
which has heeu disregarded even iu our own times only by the most
despotic of rulers." (Merivale, iv. 226.)

1" Jos. -Int. xvi. 2, § 4. 11 Jlilmau, ii. 78.
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mother's deatli. The king luul given them iu mar-

riage, Alexander to Glaphyra, the daughter of Arche-

laus, king of Capi^adocia ; Aristobulus to Mariamue, a

daughter of Salome. Proud of the popularity his sons

had acquired, Herod for some time refused to attach

any credence to these vile insinuations. At length ho

adopted an expedient which led to the most disastrous

residts. By an earlier wife, named Doris, he had a

sou, Antipater. After his alliance with the Asmoueau

princess he had put Doris away. Now he recalled her

and her son, and made tho young man a sort of spy

over his two step-brothers. Cunning, ambitious, and

unscrupiUous, Antipater threw himself heart and soul

into ail the plots of Pheroras and Salome, and con-

tinued to make the two princes objects of more and more

suspicion to their father. Herod introduced Antipater

to Agrijipa, and scut him iu his suite to Rome. Even

there the Idumeau, a match for his own father iu craft

and subtlety, managed to carry on his designs, and in

oveiy letter let fall something to the discredit of tlie

sons of Mariamue, concealing his real intentions under

a veil of anxiety for Herod's security.

In this way he at length succeeded in inflaming

the jealousy of the king to sucli a pitch, that Herod

resolved to arraign both his sons before the tribunal

of the emperor. Accordiugly ho set out for Rome,

and Augustus having heard the case, and perceiving

that it only rested on hearsay and suspicion, advised a

reconciliation, and succeeded iu persuading the fatlier

to lay aside his apprehensions of any designs upon his

life ; and tho three, together with Antipater, retui'ned

to Judaea by way of Cilicia.' Ou reaching Jerusalem

Herod convened an assembly of the people, introduced

to them his three sons, and formally announced Iiis

intention that they shoidd succeed him in the order of

their age.

But no sooner had the king thus placed Antipater

over the heads of the two sons of Mariamne, than

the quarrels iu the royal household broke out afresh

with redoubled violence.^ Alexander and Aristobulus,

unable to restrain their aversion to Antipater, indulged

in tho most intemperate language, which that artful

designer did not fail to exaggerate and misrepresent to

Herod. Filled with suspicion, Herod at last directed

that some of the confidential slaves of the young priuces

should be examined by torture. From the effect of

these agonies they made revelations implicating Alex-

ander, and that unfortunate prince was straightway

flung into cliains.

In the sohtude of his confinement the young man had
recourse to a strange expedient. He scut four papers

to his father, wherein he accused himself of aU kinds

1 Jos. Ant. ivi. i, §§ 4—6.
- At this time, B.C. 10, Ccesarea was completed, ami the occa-

sion was celebrated i\'ith shows, games, exhibitious of gladiators,

and magnificent entertainments (Jos. Ant. xvi. 5, § 1).

of treasonable projects, but declared that Pheroras,

Salome, and others of tho court, were his accomplices.

Not knowing what to believe, or whom to trust, Herod
attacked all persons and all grades. Some he appre-

hended, others he executed, others ho tortiu'ed to force

them to confess.

The arrival at Jerusalem of Archelaus, king of

Cappadocia, and father-in-law of Alexander, caused

a temporary lull. This monarch succeeded iu rein-

stating the young prince in his father's favour j^ but

the reconcdiatiou was only on the surface. His brother

Pheroras, Salome, and, worst of all, Antipatei-, again

filled Herod's mind with apprehensions and suspicions,

and he determined once more to seek tho advice of

Augustus. Accordingly he set out for Rome in B.C. 8,

and preferred his complaints against his sous before the

emperor. Augustus advised that ho should hold a

court of arbitration, and recommended Berytus, in

Phoenicia, as the place of meeting. There one hundred

and fifty princes therefore assembled together, with

Saturninus and Volumnius, tho prefects of Syria.

Before this tribunal Herod laid his complaints, pleaded

his cause, and publicly accused his sons. After hearing

tho charge Saturninus advised that mercy should be

extended towards the young men ; Volumnius and the

majority urged their condemnation, and eventually they

were strangled at SamarLa, at the very same place

where their father had celebrated liis marriage with

their mother.''

But tlie execution of these unfortunate princes did

but little towards remo\-iug the elements of discord iu

Herod's household. Repeated dissensions had arisen

between him and his brother Pheroras, who was at

length ordered to retire to his own tetrai-chy of Pera5a.^

There he sickened and died, and Ids widow was accused

of having poisoned him. The iuvestigiition that ensued

revealed a new and still more formidable conspiracy,

wliich Antipater and Pheroras had formed against

Herod's life. Antipater was absent at Rome, but he

was allowed to return to Cassaioa, and on reaching

Jeiiisalom was instantly seized, and brought to trial

before the Roman governor of Syria, Quintilius Varus.

The charge was proved, and he was condemned to

death, but his execution was respited till the will of

the emperor could be ascertained.'^

Herod was now upwards of seventy years of age, and

already felt the approach of his last mortal malady.

Remo\aug for change of air to Jericho, he resolved to

make the final alterations iu his will. Passing over

Archelaus and Philip, vi-liom Antipater had accused of

treachery, he nominated Autipas, a son by Malthace, a

Samaritan, his successor iu the kingdom ; and left mag-

nificent bequests to Caesar, to Csesar's wife Julia, to her

sous, and to the members of his own family.
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THE POETEY OF THE BIBLE.

IMAGERY FROM NATURE.

BY THE EEV. .., INCUMBENT OF ST. NINIAN S, ALTTH, N.B.

[
HE close aud necessary relation of poetry

to the beautiful and the sublime in the

visible universe is too ob^aous to need

either statement or -prooi. Great Nature

is the poet's treasury, where he keeps an inexhaustible

store of material symbols ready to clothe his emotion

or express his thought.

But countries are not all alike furnished with the

conditions favourable to poetic oxcellenco. That the

imaginative range of a nation's literature may be ex-

tensive, it is necessary that the land of its birth and

growth be rich in various types of beauty. The climate,

the soil, the prevailing forms of animal aud vegetable

life, the configuration of the land, all have an important

influence on the imagination. Where those are tamo

and featureless, poetry of a high kind has never ap-

peared. Even amid scenes of grandeur and sublimity,

%ut where the landscape is too vast or uniform to allow

of the sense of variety and contrast, poetry has not

flourished. Its chosen homes have been in lands rich in

various symbols for the infinite play of human feeling,

aud where the changing aspects of earth and sky are in

sympathy with the blended light and shade of human
life. Such pre-eminently was the land of David and

Isaiah. But it has changed. It is no longer " a good

land," "a land flowing with milk aud honey;" though

the astonishing and i-apid results, achieved wherever

Western industry obtains a footing on the soil, pro-

claim it still to be a "Laud of Promise." In every

•endeavour, therefore, to connect the outward appearance

of the Holy Land with the poetry it nurtured, when the

one race found worthy to possess it held it in careful and

industrious sway, we must bear in mind the melancholy

change which has arrived to fulfil some of the saddest

but wisest anticipations of that prophetic song. To

appreciate that song, to understand the bearing and

tone of Biblical imagery, we must try to transport our-

selves from the present depressed and desolate country,

to what it was three thousand years ago, when its fields

were " thick with corn," and in every valley there was

plenty and on every mountain peace.

Let us, then, in imagination, take our .stand upon one

of the many commanding eminences of Palestine from

which the wide prospect, so famous in the sacred

histoiy, may be obtained, and try to look upon it with

the feeling, and in the spirit of the old Eastern pootry

;

not, however, unaccompanied by the different associa-

tions created by our poets of the West.

But while wo are waiting for the sun to flare up from

behind the mountain-wall of Moab, and show us the

world at our feet, we must notice one characteristic dif-

ference between Eastern and Western poetry. We are

familiar with lyi-ics as lo^nngly and minutely descriptive

of n.itural scenes as our national landscape painting.

With one or two exceptions, Hebrew poetry is wanting

in these finished pictures. And yet, as has already been

said, Palestine abounded in aspects of Nature that

might well tempt description, and had many points of

scenic effect. Why is it that no poet of Israel has

painted the Jordan as Byron has painted the Rhine, or

tilled us with the local influences of the Judsean hiUs, as

Shakespeare with the scent of the sweet Warwickshire

meadows, or Tennyson with the hazy stillness of a high

Lincolnshire wold ? Many answers might be suggested.

The Hebrew mind was wanting in that analytical

tendency conspicuous in modern intellectual work, and

carried into the observation of natural beauty no less

than into the poetry of passion and sentiment. But the

principal reason must be sought in the contrast between

the Hebrew attitude towards the material universe and
the Hellenic spirit which has cultivated the love of

beauty for its own sake. The sacred imagery shows

a feeling for the beautiful as quick and intense as that

of any modern poesy, but its display is brief and

momentary. Nature's God, not Nature, is the object of

the strength and passion of the poet's worship and love.

He apprehends and paints beauty as full of God and

revealing God to him in every motion, and it is only

through God that it becomes living and intelligible.

Hence, as has been truly said,' the lyric poetry of Israel,

while yielding to none in the brilliancy of its pictures

and fire of its language, rises to the height of inspira-

tion, and takes its place in the holy writings from the

fulness and reality of its belief in the Di\-ine presence.

The one great exception is the " Song of Solomon."

which contains many complete and exquisite paintings

of life and nature in the garden glades of Lebanon.

But this poem stands alone as an instance of what

Hebrew poetic genius could do when released from the

strict religious purpose which usually controlled it.

But the moment of dawn is at hand. Tlie stars are

stiU burning with their fuU and brilliant fires ; for there

is no gradual anticipation of the morning, and they

will not " faint and die " slowly, as in our northern

skies, but wiU " withdraw their shining " hastily at the

victorious appearance of tho lord of day. This want

of twilight, the absence of silent preparation for the

supreme moment, distinguishes Eastern songs of sun-

rise from the poetry of the West. There are no

musterings " of mute companies of changefid clouds,"

no avant-coureurs of the light, "no grey lines fretting

the clouds as messengers of day," no gold and purple

curtains hung above the "gateways of the morn" to

make a splendid mystery of the monarch's approach

and hide him from the eager gaze of men.

Greece personified tho davni as Aurora taking reluc-

See Psalms Clironolojtcallj Ai- led, p. 20.
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taut leave each moruiug of her husband Tithomis, and

drawing back the veil from heaven till Phcebus " strides

all harnessed for the fiery march." The Eastern imagi-

nation also introduced the figure of the curtains or tent

and of a hidden spouse awaiting the declining sun,

'• where he hath a tabernacle to take his rest." But the

Oriental imago is of the young bridegroom with the

joy of the wedding day still on his countenance,' the

hero leaping forth to his day of conquest and glory.

How difilerent is the suggested feeliug of this, from

the wistfid tenderness of Milton's dawn coming forth,

*' With pilgrim steps iu amioe grey,"

or Shakespeare's "Morn in russet mantle clad," that

" Walks o'er the dew of you high eastern hill,"

or the same poet's image of morning steiiling upon the

night and melting the darkness, as in the moral world

reason overcomes superstition and error. This sudden-

ness of Eastern sunrise made it a powerful symbol to

the Jew.- As he watched the mighty luminary flame

over the massive limestone range which bounded his

prospect on the east, he connected with the advent of day

none of that mystery mingled of light and dark, glory

and gloom, which is mado by our humid atmosphere. It

was for him a sharp and sudden division of day from

night, distinct and decisive as the separation between

joy and sorrow, truth and falsehood, righteousness and

sin. And thus the physical light and darkness between

which there was no fellowship, became powerful em-

blems of that side of eternal truth which pronounces

the absolute anta,gonism of good and evil principles.

Twilight, that
*' MorniDg's war.

When dying clouds contend with growing light,"

that border-land 'twixt night and day, has lent equally

impressive metaphors to the modem intellectual temper

which recognises in the complicated world of human
action a "twilight of the virtues," " a dusky, debateable

laud wherein zeal becomes severity, and justice becomes

cruelty, and faith superstition, and each and all vanish

into gloom." In the same way the hopefulness of the

Hebrew, which always anticipated a near and sudden

dawn of prosperity, delighted in the figures furnished

by his own sunrise.

" Then shall thy light break forth as the morning.
And thine health shall spring forth speedily." (Isa. Iviii. 8.)

As we look down on the Land of Promise suddenly

revealed to our sight, the first feature in it which

strikes us is its narrowness. "We are standing on a

peak of a mountain ridge fringed with a verdant strip

See Perowne, Ps. xix.
- The suddenness of the Oriental sunrise made it an apt image

of a maiden who draws aside her veil and beams out in all her
beauty upon her lover (Cant. vi. 10). Cf. Shakespeare's Romeo
and Juliet—

" But soft ! What light thr

It is the light, and Juliet i

The ggure was especially striking
" The eyelids of the morn " (Job i

udow breaks ?

language which spoke of

of plain or valley at its extreme edges, and shut in by
the shining sea on one side and the mysterious mouu-
tain masses of the trans-Jordanic district on the other.

We can literally see the whole breadth of the country.

Whatever may be the poverty or insignificance of the
landscape, it is at once relieved by a glimpse of either

of tlio two boundaries.

And the close proximity of each—the deep purple shade
of tho one, and the glittering waters of the other

—

makes it always possible for one of their two voices to

be heard now, as they were by the Psalmist of old:
" The strength of the mountains is His also ; the sea is

His, and He mado it." ^

Of these two most striking features of natural scenery,

whicli have so deeply influenced the imagination of

man iu all ages, mountains play by far tho largest part
in the poetic literature of Israel. It could not be

otherwise with a people inhabiting a land which is

"not only mountainous, but a heap of mountains." It

is a direct result from these conditions that the Holy
Land is almost uuiversally iu sacred literature tailed

" Jehovah's mountain " *—that throughout the poetry

of the Bible tho hills in their lifted majesty are

a continual type of God's righteousness, and iu theu-

planted firmness of His eternal might—that iu times

of calamity the people saw in their faithful ramparts

assurance of shelter and help, and in times of gladness

heard, as the breezes swept over the distant siunmits,

the eager footsteps of the hastening heralds of peace.

And if in modern days awakened interest iu mountain

sceueiy has multiplied a thousandfold its means of

delighting and sanctifying the heart of man, it was
from the inspired poets of Israel that the first impulse

came. Coleridge's magnificent Hymn hefore Sunrise in

the Vale of Clianwuni, and Wordsworth's rapt visions

among his loved Westmoreland hills owe their strength

and purifying power to tho influence of these Syrian

heights of which the Psalmist sang

—

(Ps. Ixjdi. 3.)

One wide and deep influence of mountains on human
imagination found in Hebrew poetry an expression ex-

ceeding in grandeur and true sublimity anything which

other literatures contain. In their solid strength, un-

touched by visible decay, iu their enthroned majesty,

defiant of the turbulence and confusion of the world at

their feet, mountains have been in all times invoked as

the calm and untempted arbiters of right and wrong.

The victims of oppression and cruelty have called to

them as to some righteous judge, or impartial friend,

to hear their cause and do them right.-'' But Hebrew

Sinoi J Palesti; . 114.

Cf. Shelley's Mont Blanc—
" Tliou hast a voice, great mountain, to repeal

Large codes of fraud and woe : not understood

By all, but which the wise and great and good
Interpret or make felt or deeply foci."
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poetry possessfd, iu the religions veneration in which

the saered heights were held, an element capaljlo of

elevating this image to a height of lofty beauty to

which no other poetry has been able to attain. Before

the spectacle of the prophet Ezekiel (xxxvi. 1, 4, 6)

calling to the mountains of Israel to hear tl^ word of

the Lord, and be witnesses of his indignation against

the heathen, or the " vision of judgment " which Micah

saw when the mountains sat as God's assessors (ii. 1,

2), all other poetical invocations of the kind sink into

insignificance.

The boundary of Israel's western prospect, the blue

waters of the Mediterranean Sea, exercised an influence

over the national poetry singularly in contrast with the

feelings created iu Western minds by the sight and

proximity of the ocean. It was of course, as it must
always be, in its infinite space and depth, the emblem
of eternal strength and wisdom. Nor were the few

who made acquaintance with it insensible to the charm
which sea-girt people have always experienced from the
" music in its roar." Its voice was heard mingling in the

great anthem which went up in ceaseless praise to God
from wind, and river, and sounding wood.' The im-

pressions, too, of a storm at sea have been recorded in a

description which for life-like and graphic touch is not

surpassed by any sea-piece in ancient or modern litera-

ture.- But the most lasting feeling awakened in Hebrew
minds by the watery limit to their narrow homo was

one of truly Oriental horror and dread. Its presence

was not like that of the mountains, a source of security.

Over the treacherous waters ships might bring un-

expected foes. All great Hebrew cities were inland.

" To have planted the centres of national and religious

life on the sea-shore was a thought which never seems
to have entered even into the imperial mind of Solomon."
Isaiah, in describing the capital as a home of prosperity

and security, speaks of it as a place

" Wbere shall go no galley with onrs,

Neither shall gallant ship pass by." (Isa. ixxiii. 21.)

The new heavens and new earth of the victorious vision

which concludes the Apocalypse are made complete in

those elements of happiness and safety which satisfied

the Hebrew conception, by the total annihilation of the

sea.'

The second point that will strike us in our observa-

tion is the vast and wonderful variety of the scenery

included within the narrow limits of this land. Even
in the general aspect assumed by our distant view, this

variety is obvious. Wo can see far to the nortli the

snows which gleam on the lofty head of Hebron. That

long soft streak across the southern hoi-izon—the only

stain upon the utter clearness of this Eastern sky

—

is the haze above the Dead Sea, whose exhalations go

up "like a smoke for ever and ever."* Within this

narrow range are exhibited more contrasts of surface,

of aspect, of produce, of temperature, than in any other

of ten times its area. No matter from what point of

the globe a traveller come, he will find something in the

natural scenery, in the aspect of the land and the life

upon it to remind him of his o^vn. Thus the native

poetry of the land found its materials in profusion

close at hand ; and it has often been remarked, that

a literature destined for an endless existence, and for

the delight and support of the human miad and the

human soul in all regions of the world, could have

had its birth only in a district so prepared as to em-
! brace within its range the natural features of every

j

country. Wherever the Bible travels it finds itself at

I

homo. Whatever is unintelligible in it, its poetical

j

allusions to nature find a response in the feelings and

I
imagination of every race.^ And these allusions and

I images are not only countless in number, but attest

their fidelity to sacred truth by the sense of fresh and

vivid life with which they animate every page of the

sacred volume.

1 Ps. IXLI. 34.

- Ps. cvii, 23—32. Addison remarks that he prefers this descrip-
tion of a ship in a storm before any others he had ever met with, and
for the same reason for which " Longinus recommends one iu
Homer, because the poet has uot amused himself with little fancies,
but has gathered together there circumstances which are the most
apt to vivify the imagination, and which really happened in the
raging of a tempest." (Spcclalor, No. 489, quoted by Perowne, ii.

2(0.)

3 Rev. xxi. 1. The connection of the ocean with the fleets 3nii

troops of Rome may have had some influence on the poet's mind.
Perhaps too the sea was an emblem of separation, as well as

terror. There was no sea in Eden. (See Kenan's note, L'Ai/iU-

Christ, p. 449.)

* Isa. xxxiv. 10; Rev. xiv. 11. "A deep haze veils its southeru

extremity, and almost gives it the dim horizon of a re.al sea."

' See Stanley, Siiiot and Palestine, 126, 127. "The venerable poet

of our own mountain regions used to dwell with genuine emotion
on the pleasure he felt in the reflection that the psalmists and
prophets dwelt in a mountainous country, and enjoyed its beairty

as much ns himself."

GEOGEAPHY OF THE BIBLE.
PALESTINE.

nv MAJOR WILSON

-THE JORDAN VAI/LET (cvtimici).

N the north side of Wady Kelt, about one
and a quarter miles east of Er Riha, are

a small reservoir called Birket Jiljuliyoh,

a few ruins, and a mound or rather

Herr Zchokko, the chaplain of the Austrian consulate

at Jerusalem, who visited them in 1865, and by Lieu-

tenant Condor, R.E., who carefully examined them last

winter. The similarity of the name, identical with that

given by the Arabs to the Gilgal on the maritime
group of small mounds called Tell Jiljul or Tellayat

j
plain, and the position of the ruins, agreeing fairly with

Jiljuliyeh, which have been identified with Gilgal by
|
that assigned to the place by Josephus, leave little room
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for doubt that we liave liere the site of the great camp

of the Israelites at Gilgal, where the twelve stones

taken from the bod of Jordan were set up, where the

first passover after entering the Promised Land was

kept, and where for a long period the chief sanctuary of

the Jewish nation was establislied.

Perhaps the most interesting question connected with

this portion of tlio Jordan valley is that of the site of

the " Cities of the Plain," whoso terrible fate has made

them through long ages " an onsample unto those that

after should live ungodly " (2 Pet. ii. 6). There is a

very general belief that the cities were submerged, and

that they now lie beneath the waters of the Dead Sea,

but there is absolutely no ground for this supposition.

Recent research has shown that in historic times there

has been no great change iu the Jordan valley, and

that the waters of the Dead Sea formerly covered a

much larger area than they do at present ; and though

tho exact nature of the catastrophe which overwhelmed

the cities will perhaps never be known, wo are expressly

told in the Bible that their destruction was effected not

by water, but by fire and brimstone rained on them

from heaven (Gen. xix. 24 ; Deut. xxix. 23 ; 2 Pot. ii.

6 ; Judo 7). Josophus, Jerome, and tho medifeval

historians and pilgrims believed that the cities wore

situated at the southern end of the Dead Sea, and this

theory has been adopted by most modern travellers,

even Dr. Robinson giving it the sanction of his high

authority. There are some grounds for tliis belief,

such as the supposed similarity of tho modern names

of certain ruins, the existence of tho salt mountain at

Jebel Usdum, the position assigned to Zoar by Jerome

as the "key of Moab," &c. ; but these should not lead

us to disregard tho distinct statements of the Bible

narrative, which most certainly indicate a position north

of tho Lake. In Gen. xiii. 1—12, there is an interest-

ing account of tho parting of Abraham and Lot at tho

camp of the former between Bethel and Hai, now repre-

sented by Beitin and a mass of ruins caUod Et Tell, and

in close proximity to these two places there is a hill

from which a commanding view of tho plain north of

the Dead Sea is obtained, and on which are the founda-

tions of a very old church, possibly marking tho site of

Abraham's altar. The position of Abraham's camp
must, at any rate, have been in the immediate neigh-

bourhood ; and as it is hardly possible for any one to

read tho account in Gen. siii. 10 without feeling that

Abraham and Lot were actually looking down on Sodom
and Gomorrah when " Lot lifted up his eyes and
beheld all the plain of Jordan, that it was well watered

everywhere, before the Lord destroyed Sodom and
Gomorrah," it follows that those cities must have been

situated on some part of the plain north of the Dead
Sea, and vislblo from the heights east of Bethel. In

support of this view we may draw attention to the

mention, iu verso 10, of "tho plain of Jordan," which
could not have extended below the point at which the

river entered the Dead Sea, and tho direct testimony,

in verse 11, that Lot journeyed east, a course whicli

would have led him far away from the southern end of

the Dead Sea. It has been urged that Abraham wotdd
not have been able to see the destruction of the cities

from any point near his camp at Mamre, if they had
been north of the Dead Sea ; but Gen. xix. 28 does not

tell us that Sodom and Gomorrah were in sight, only

that Abraham looked toward them and " toward aU tho

land of the plain," and saw tho " smoke of the country"

going \ip "as the smoke of a furuaco," which is a very

different matter. Though the plain of Jordan is not

visible from the hills east of Hebron, it is quite as near

to them as the southern end of the sea, and any smoke

rising from the valley would be clearly visible. All

traces of the " Cities of the Plain " havo long sinco

disappeared, pos^iljly under the debris of tho western

hUls, wliicli has been washed down by the winter tor-

rents gradually raising the level of tho lower plain,

and forming what has been aptly called " a flat expanse

of consolidated mud."

The left or ivestern hanh of Jordan.—About five

miles south of tho Sea of Galileo the Tarmuk or

Hieromax discharges its waters into the Jordan, drain-

ing by its numerous arms the great plain of the Hauran,

and issuing from the mountains through a deep gorge

where the bright green vegetation along the stream is

iu striking but not uupleasing contrast to tho brilliant

white cliffs of chalk and the sombre basalt which caps

them. A short distance up the gorge and on the north

bank of the river, are the warm springs of Gadara, the

most imjiortant bubbling up at a temperature of 110°

in a largo basin partly natural, partly artificial; the

tasto and smell of tho water are equally disagreeable,

and a strong sulpliurous odour pervades the place.

Round the springs are ruins of baths, houses, &c.,

which may once have been a favourite winter resort of

tlio inhabitants of Gadara when the driving wind and

rain made the plateau an uncomfortable place of resi-

dence. The springs were held in high esteem by tho

Romans, and they are not less valued by tho Bedawin

who flock to them from aU parts of the country. Tho

ruins of Gadara itself, now Umm Kcis, are on the

plateau to the south of tlie Jarmuk and immediately

above the springs ; they are very extensive, and partly

in good preservation. The most interesting remains

are those of tho two theatres, one so perfect that if it

were not for a little rubbisli on the floor, and a few dis-

lodged stones, we might easily believe it to have been

in use the night before ; tho main street, with its basalt

paving, still beai-ing the marks of chariot-wheels, and

its grand colonnade lying prostrate on tho ground ; the

quaintly ornamented sarcophagi of black basalt ranged

along either side of the road leading from tho eastern

gate ; and the rock-hewn tombs with their entrances

closed by heavy stone doors, which still swing on their

original socket-hinges. Gadara is not mentioned in tho

Bible, but it was evidently the chief town of the " counti-y

of the Gadarenes " (Mark v. 1 ; Luke viii. 26). Of tho

extent of this country or district, one of the five into

which Gabinius di\-ided Palestine, we know nothing,

Ijut it probably included a large portion of the eastern

shore of the Sea of GalUee. Proceeding southwards
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down tho Jordau valley we come to Tubukat Fahil or

" Terrace of FaWl," standing out in front of the hills,
'

and several hundred feet above tho plain below; here, '

on a mound affording a level area of four or five acres,

are considerable ruins, which in all iirobability mark the

site of tho ancient city of Pella, to which, as Eusebius

informs us, the Christians withdrew, in consequence of

a Divine admonition, before the siege and destruction of

Jerusalem by Titus. A fine fountain bursts forth at

tho foot of tho mound, and much of tho ground is cul-

tivated by the Bedawin. About three miles south of

Fahil, the Wady Yabis, still bearing tho namo of the

ancient Jabesh-gilead. that stood on its bank.s, de-

scends to the plain, and below this is tho ravine of

Wady Ajluu, containing many fine fountains, which

Dr. Robinson considers to bo Bithron, through which

Abner ascended to reach Mahanaim (2 Sam. ii. 29).

Still further south, and almost midway between the Sea
]

of Galilee and tho Dead Sea, tho Nahr Zerka, called in

the Bible tho " brook " Jabbok, and once the river of

Gad (2 Sam. xxiv. 5), breaks through the mountains by
[

a deep wild chasm, and flows off to join tho Jordan
j

near the ford of Damieh. Tho Zerka separates Jebel

Ajlun (Mount Gilead) from the Belka, and drains a

large portion of the eastern plateau ; it receives several

tributaries, of which the principal one runs down from

the springs at Amman (Rabbath Ammon), and the

stream is perennial, swelling so much in winter that it

becomes impassable in the lower portion of its course.

The earliest mention of tho river is when Jacob

"passed over the ford Jabbok" (Gen. xxxii. 22), and

after wrestling all night with the angel, received tho

name of Israel ; the Jabbok is also mentioned as the

border of the children of Ammon, and afterwards as

the boundary between the kingdoms of Og and Bashan,

as also between the tribes of Reuben and Gad and the

half-tribe of Manasseh. Lower down the Jordan

valley tho Wady Shueib falls in, and below this is tho

mound of Nimrin, the Nimrah or Beth-nimrah of the

Bible. Still fm-ther to the south the Wady Hesban

brings down the drainage of the country round Heshbon,

and immediately beyond rises Jebel Nebbeh, the ancient

Mount Nebo, whence Moses before his death gazed on

the Promised Land which ho was forbidden to enter.

On the slopes of Jebel Nebbeh Dr. Tristram believes

that he has found the site of Zoar in some ruins called

Ziara, but these remains, situated 3,000 feet above the

valley, can scarcely represent the Zoar to which Lot

escaped, as that town was one of the Cities of the Plain,

not far from Sodom, and originally intended to share

its fate, being only si)ared on Lot's intercession. On
the plain at the foot of Jebel Nebbeh the Israelites

camped before passing over Jordan, their tents stretch-

ing over the Seisaban and in front of Jericho from Abel-

shittim to Beth-jeshimoth ; and it was from the heights

above that Balaam looked down on the vast encamp-

ment, and blessed those whom ho had been asked to

curse; and there, too, before tho "true prophetic light

flashed o'er him," he may have

" Watched till morning's ray

On lako and meadow lay,

And willow.shaded streams, tbat silent sleep

Around tlie banuer'd lines,

VFbere by tbeir several signs

Tbe desert-wearied tribes insigbt of Canaan Bleep."

MEASUEES, WEIGHTS, AND COINS OF THE BIBLE.

LARGER MEASURES OF TIME (continued).

THE SEPTENNATE AND THE JUBILEE.

BY F. B. CONDEB, C.E.

^ N order to furnish the student of the Scrip-

tures with the most convenient method

of determining the date of any event

recorded by the sacred wi-iters, a table

has been prepared, on the data mentioned hi the pre-

ceding article on the subject. It has been the aim

of the author to insert in this table every important

event mentioned in the Bible, the Talmud, and the

Wars and Antiquities of Josephus, of which tho date

is indicated with exactitude. A few leading dates

in Egyptian history, which illustrate that of tho Old

Testament, are added, on the authority of Brugsch.

The regnal years of the kings of Babylon have been

inserted from the Regal Canon, which also has been

relied on for tho Persian and Roman dates. The

Assyrian dates are those which are contained in the

terra-cotta records of the British Museum, and which

have been determined, by Sir H. Bawlinson, by an

eclipse of the sun, B.C. 763. Tho Regal Canon has

been verified by comparison with the dates of eclipses

given in the Almagest.

The fii-st column of the table contains the year of

the sacred reckoning from tho beginning of the Book

of Grenesis. The second refers to the system of sep-

teunates, or weeks of years, and of jubiles, or weeks

of such weeks, which was instituted by the Law. The

third contains the name of the king or political head

of the Jewish nation. During the existence of the

kingdom of Israel, in order to economise space, the

names of the kings of Judah are printed in small

capitals, and those of the kings of Israel in italics.

It wiU be observed that from the time of Nehemiah,

who was the Tirshatha, or Pasha, appointed by the

Great King, as the king of Persia was styled, no

prince of Judah or of Israel is named in history until

the time of the Maccabees. It will also be noticed that

the list of high priests terminates with Aristobulus,

the last hereditary Pontiff.
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OUTLINE OF THinTT-FOtrE SEVENS OP SEPTENNATES,

TO THE FALL
CALLED JUBILEES, FBOM THE EXODUS, 1541 B.C.,

OF BETHEE.

051 :i Kings xr. 2.

950 [1 Kings xiv. 2(

949 1 1 Kings sv. 25,

025 !l Kings xv. 33,

Year
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4582 ;

4585 ;

4588 i 6 3

26 6 6

27 1 6

27 2 5

127 5 3

t27 6 1

27 6 3

I 27 6 5

27

4642 S

4645 i

46 28 6

I

47 28 7

4671 28 4 3

4672 '28 4 '

Simon theJust

Manasscjh.

Onias II.

d. Alcimos

Jonathan II.

313 EkaofSeleucidj;.
Ac. Seleucus Nicator.

sioIa.s.
305 I Ac. Ptolemy I., sou

I

of Lagus.
302 j Ac. Antioohus (I.)

Soter.

i85[Ac. PtolemT(II,)Phi)- I

adelphus. Coins of
j

I
Eleasar extant.

277|LXX. Version of the
Law.

27G

263
I

Ac. Autiocbus (II.)

Theos.
250 [Antigonus of Soccho

Presid. of Sanhedrin.
248 |Ao. Seleucus (Il.)Cal-

I linious.

247 JAc. Ptolemy (III.)

Evergetes.
228 Ac. Seleucus (III.)

I

Ceraunus.
225 Ac. Autiochus (III.)

1
Magnus. Earthquake

322
; Ac. Ptolemy (IV.)

I

Philopater.
219 ]Ac. Ptolemy (V.)

Epiphanes.
205 [Joseph farms taxes

(Ant. xii. 4, §10).
199 ]Jose Ben Joasar,

t. SanhedriD.
181 Ac. Ptolemy (VI.)

Pbilometor.
176 'Invasion by Antiochus

(IV.) Epiphanes.
74 Eclipse of moon, ylbno-

geaf, 7 Philometor.

70 [a.S. Antiochus takes

Jerusalem without
fighting {Ant. xii. 5,

§3).
Desecration of Temple
post ii. annos dicrum.

(1 Mace. i. 30.)

Restoration of Temple.
Feast of Lights (Ant.

xii. 7, § 7).

Ac. Antiochus (V.)

163 ]A.S. Antiochus Eupa-
tor takesjerusalem by
fraud, 414 years after

capture by Nebuchad-
nezzar(Ani.xx.lO,§l).

Ac. Demetrius, Seleim

filius.

Joshua Ben Pherakee,

Presid. of Sanhedrin.
Ac. Alexander Beles
jil. Antiochi E}yiph.

Ac. Ptolemy VIL,
Evergetes II.

Ethuarch of the Jews
(Ji.t.xiii. 6, §7).

Akra, theM illo of Solo-

mon, taken by Simon.
Ac. Antiochus Sidetes.

Coins of Hyrcanus

4705 |29 2 2|a.JohnHyr

I

canus

4700 29 2 sIac. Aloxan-

I

derl.

4732 29 6 1 Ac. Alexan-

4741130 2|Ac. Hyrca-

I

DUS II.

4745 130 6: Ac. Alexan-

I

derll.
4747 '30 7;

111 Sadducees obtain su-

preme power. Tal-

mud date. Blank in

Misbna for 36 years.

105 jAristobulus Prince and
High Priest (Jos.,
' i.ll,§l),471yrs.

13 mths. from Cap-
tivity. Coins extant.

;e and High
Priest. Coins extant.

Pharisees recalled to

er. Coins extant.

Fall of Seleucid.j:

an. 244 Seleucid.

Shemuiah, Pres. San-

63

4775 30 5

4779 30 5 5

d. Aristobulus

31 4 I

32 3

4857 32 2 7

32 3 6'

32 4 4

32 5 4

d.Agrippal.

Ac. Agiippa

4875 ;

32 6 :

33 2 i

136 EndoflstBookofMacc.
Demetrius Nicator re-

stored. JudahTahbei,
Pres. San.

Ac. Alexander Zebina.

126 IAc. Antiochus Gry-

1

phtts.

L. S. Pompey takes

Jerusalem, 26 Sivan,

6th day of week.

Herod made king by
Senate. Coins of

Herod takes Jerusa-

lem. Coins of Herod

Last hereditary High
Priest.

Battle of Actium.
Augustus Emperor.
Hillel Presid. Sanhe-
drin, office then here-

ditary for 400 years.

Temple fluished.

Ordinary date of Ad-
vent, Spring 4805.

48'. 0, Herod died, 7

Cisleu.

jCHEISTIAN EdA.
6 jA S. Banishment of

Archelaus the Eth-
narch. Coins extant.

14 Ac. Tiberius. Simeon
Ben Hillel President

of Sanhedrin.
30 Chdcipixion, Friday,

j

15 Nisan. Sanhedrin
lose power of life and

j

death. (Talmud date.)

34 Id. Tiberius. Ac. Caius.

(Canon). Coins of

Agrippa I. extant.

40 Ac. Claudius. (Canon.)
43 [Gamaliel the Elder

Pres. of Sanhedrin.
48 Council of Jerusalem

I
Acts XV. 0). Coins of

Agrippr. II. extant.

52 Death of Claudius.

59 jClo.se of Acta of

I

Apostles,

66 Jewish war begins, 12

I
Nero,

68 'Ac, Vespasian, (Canon)

70 Destruction of Jeru-

93 Latest coin of Agrippa

I

II-

100 jTraditional date of

death of Apostle

I
John, 3 Tnajan,

22 Destruction of Bcther,

Tahnud date ; the

ordinary date is 13

35 ! years later, in 19

I
Hadrian.



As some of the determinations of date, given in the

preceding tables, diifer from those ordinarily cited, it

may be desirable to recall the fact, that certain fixed and

positive cycles run back- through aU ancient history

;

and that no date is reliable as to which any discrepancy

with either of these cycles can be shown to exist. On
the contrary, the coincidence of different cycles gives

either an approximate or a mathematical proof of

correct determination.

The days of the week, the years of the Septennato,

the course of the moon, and the com'se of the Egyptian

year, are four definite and positive cycles. If any

365

event, which is historically referred to either of them,

does not accord with this order, it must be wrong.

Thus one date given for the Exodus is B.C. 1652, while

another is B.C. 1322. A reference to our tables wiU
show that it is mathematically impossible that either of

these dates is correct, as neither of them falls on the

first year of a week. Again, the 14th of Nisan, B.C.

1652, fell in the Egyptian month Mecheir, and in B.C.

1322 it fell in the Egyptian month Pachion. Josephus

says that it fell in the Egyptian montli Pharmouthi.

In B.C. 1541 the week of years begins, and the 14th

Nisan falls on 28th Pharmouthi.

BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.
JOB.

BT THE REV. AGLEN,

She Poem of Job stands in our Bible at

the head of the five poetical books. This

position is the one assigned to it by the

LXX. The Jews themselves were unde-

cided whether to place the book among the Prophets

or to include it in the collection called the " Sacred

Writings. " Indeed, its reception into the Canon at all

appears to have been a matter of hesitation and doubt.

It shared at first the fat« of so many of the noblest

works of hiiman genius which have been held in little

esteem by the age which produced them. Un-Jemsh
in form, and fiercely hostile to the orthodox beliefs, it

was likely rather to shock the pious sentiment of

Hebrews than to exert much influence over them.

Of unknown authorship and date, it came recom-

mended by no great prophetic name. It is never

alluded to in the Scriptures,' and very rarely quoted.

It is, therefore, by the greatness of its own iuspu'a-

tion alone that the wonderful work has lived. Its

own internal majesty has compelled not only acknow-

ledgment, but a breathless and astonished reverence.

Before this mysterious monument of the genius of an

unknown and unnamed Eastern sage, even when they

recognised no diWner flame than that of genius, the

greatest intellects of the modern world have bowed in

speechless admiration, not unmixed with awe. It is

without exaggeration that one iu our own time has

written of this extraordinary book as "a book of which

it is to say too little to say it is unequalled of its kind,

and which will one day, perhaps, when it is allowed to

stand upon its own merits, be seen towering up alone

far away above all the poetry of the world."

By whom was this marvellous book written ? What
age produced it ? In what part of the Eastern world

did its author live ? These are the questions which

meet at the threshold of his inquiry the student who
desires to master the diSiculties of the work, and under-

* M. Renan mentions two allusions in the Apocryphal books :

one conjectural (Ecclua. slii. 9), the other in the Latin text of

Tobit ii. 12, 15. Of the echoes of the Book in other 0. T. writings,

the chief, besides the passages from Proverbs referred to below,

are Isa. xix. 5 (cf. Job xiv. 11); Jer. ix. 14—18 (cf. Job iii.).

NCUMBENT OF ST. NINIAN

taud its relation to th(

ALYTH, N.B.

rest of Holy Scripture. But
the answers that can be given amoimt to little more

than conjectures, and of them so many and so various

have been started that they show of themselves on how
slight a foundation the best of them rests. HappUy,

the contents of the book are independent of inquiries

into its date and authorship. It would be interesting to

know them. We long to know something of one whose

sublime conceptions lift kirn to such a height above the

most gifted mortals. His habitation, name, appearance,

would interest us deeply. " The very spot where his

ashes rest, though marked by no monument, we long

to gaze upon.2 But in vain. The gi'eat poem itself is

all we have. And it is enough." Its author lives in

the imperishable monument of his genius. " With his

unsidlied name," says Herder, " he has consigned to

oblivion all that was earthly ; and leaving his book for

a memorial below, is engaged in a yet nobler song in

that world where the voice of sorrow and mourning is

unheard, and where the morning stars sing together." ^

There is also an advantage gained when we can refer a

work of this supreme exceUeuce to the period which

gave it birth, and study it by the light thrown by con-

temporary j)ersons and events.'' But a certain fitness

- There are as many as six different traditional tombs of Job.

3 The guesses at the authorship of the book have rested on

(1) Job himself. Dr. Lee supposes an ancient work from Job's

pen to have been brought to the notice of Moses by Jethro, and by

him put into the shape in which we have the book. (2) Moses.

This is the view of the Talmud, and of many rabbins ;
in modern

times of Michaelis and others. (3) Elihu. (4) Baruch. This is

the conjecture of Bunsen. Delitzsch suggests Heman, the reputed

author of Ps. Ixxsviii.

* It is out of the scope of this paper to enter closely into the

question of the date of this poem, but it may be well to state

in a note the reasons which incline the best modern scholars to

refer it to a period not preceding the age of Solomon. Those

who wish to see the patriarchal date ably maintained should

consult Dr. Lee's Introduction to his Translation of the Book of

Job, and Canon Cook's article " Job," in Smith's Bib. Diet. The

whole question is stated at length in Davidson's Iiitrodiictioii.

Keil, Havernick, Hahn, Delitzsch, and others, refer the poem to

the reign of Solomon. Eenan prefers the first half of the eighth

century ; Ewald brings it down to the beginning of the seventh

century. The following arguments are adduced iu common by all

these scholars :

—

(1.) The scenes amid which the poem is placed, so remote from
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in tlio obscurity surrouucliug this mysterious poem

more than compeusates for the fruitless expenditure of

all the research that has beeu brought to the question.

That criticism should be unable to couiino the possible

production of the work within narrower limits than the

patriarchal age at one extreme, and the post-exile times

at the other, is a result entirely suitable to its character

and subject. For it presents man in a situation at

once the most profoundly and most universally poetic.

The struggle which the himian soul, conscious of the

nobility and happiness of righteous conduct, maintains

against unseen powers which every day, whether for

good or ill, seem to contradict his conviction, and give

the lie to his highest aspiration, has at all times pro-

foundly interested thoughtful minds, and has been the

fruitful mother of all noble philosophy and all noble

song. One noble utterance for this sublime protest of

the moral sense of man was found in Greek tragedy,

which depicts freedom in battle with necessity. But the

poem of Job contains its subliraest expi'ession. It is an

appeal to God against the contradictions which man dis-

covers amid the works of God. It is the most magni-

ficent protest ever uttered against the shallow interpreta-

tion of these contradictions, which make of God's absence

condemnation and of His silence a reproof. That Job

did not succeed in solving the problems presented by

the spectacle of suffering goqdness does not diminish

either the interest or the value of the poem. Their

very statement shows how the world was being guided

on to the revelation of the Cross, where the darkness

and perplexity were only not removed, because it is so

much more noble and divine and beautiful, that man
should live amid thoni bravely, doubt with sincerity, and

believe with strength. And tliis statement, under such

a mystery, by an unknown author, and at a time and

Jewish tboiight and custom, could not have beeu presented to a

Hebrew mind before the wide contact with the Gentile world which
Solomon's reign opeued up.

(2.) The work belongs to the school of literature that arose in

Solomon's court, aud was patrouised by him ; the school which
produced tlie Book of Proverbs. (Cf. Prov. i.—ix. with many
parts of Job, especially the description of wisdom, Prov. viii. 25, sq.

;

Job xxviii. 12, sq. Cf. also the Book of Job with the " Words
of Agur. ")

{3.} Job is represented as " greatest of the Beni.kedeni, 'children
of the East,' " with whose wisdom that of Solomon is expressly
compared (1 Kings iv. 30). The Idumoean tribe Teman, to which
Ehphaz belonged, was especially celebrated for this "wisdom"
(Jer. xlix. 7, &c.).

(4) Many of the natural descriptions of the book imply a
familiarity with other countries and their products, such as was
created by the commercial dealings of the Solomouic period.
Such are the descriptions of the horse, crocodile, peacock, the
allusions to "the gold of Ophir," pearls, &c., and the general
acquaintauce with Egypt aud Arabia.

(5.) The meution of the Chaldseans as a plundering tribe.

(6.) The questions discussed in the poem are such aa show
themselves in the " Psalms of Asaph," aud other writings of
Solomon's or a later time, but not before.

(7.) The general style and structure of the poem are too artistic
and refined for an earher age. Notice especially the regular
parallelisms and the arrangement in strophes.

(8.) The language is such as to induce the foremost scholars to
bring down the work to an age as late at least as Solomon.
The absence of all reference to the Mosaic law or ritual, as well

as to the history of Israel, the argument on which a patriarchal
date is chiefly founded, is not more remarkable than the same
silence iu Proverbs aud several of the later Psalms.

place which must for ever remain matter of conjectm-e,

is in correspondence with the permanent nature of the

problems. Out of the darkness from that ancient land

we hear man caUing to the invisible God

—

Oh that I knew where to find Him,
That I could come even unto His throne.

I would unfold my cause before Hiui,

And till my mouth with arguments.

But I go to the east, and He is not there

;

Aud to the west, but I caunot perceive Him.

Doth He tr.avail in the north ? I see Him not.

Doth He hide in the south ? I perceive him not."

And to-day one of oui- greatest modern poets, feeling

heavy upon his soul the weight of the modern phase

of the same mystery which tortured the ancient patri-

arch, thus describes his faith in doubt :

—

" I falter where I firmly trod.

And falhng with my weight of cares

Upon the great world's altar-stairs.

That slope through darkness up to God,

" I stretch lame hands of faith and grope.

And gather dust and chafl', and call

To what I feel is Lord of all,

Aud faintly trust the larger hope."

Surely when the ages are thus bridged over by

feelings at once so profound and so permanent, we may
rather rejoice that the book iu the Bible which gives its

fullest and finest expressions to these feelings should

be surrounded by a mystery ; that the grandest of all

attempts to solve the insoluble problem, and justify tho

ways of God to man, should have beeu left as if iu

profound obscurity, " to teach us that it is no story of

a single thing which happened once, but that it belongs

to humanity itself, and is the drama of tho trial of

man, with Almighty God and tho angels as spectators

of it."

It has been disputed whether the author of tho

Book of Job was a Hebrew or a n»tivo of the locality

in which tho scene of the poem is laid. But this

locality itself has been the subject of intermiuable con-

troversy. The land of Uz was very probably on tho

confines of IdumEea. The traces vi'hich connect tho

poem with Edom are too numerous to be accidental.

'

But it does not foUow that, as some suppose, tho

author was an Idumasan. It is certain, however,

that to understand the poem wo must extend oiu*

view beyond the confmos of Hebrew life and thought.

There is nothing in it to recall tho chosen people,

with their exclusive religion, laws, and customs. Tho
work is Semitic, not Hebrew. The life it breathes

is that of the patiiarchal chief. It moves among
tents and flocks and herds, and the occupations and

interests of free nomad existence. It has nothing

' The appendix to the LXS. describes Uz (Aj^rrit) as on tho
borders of Idumsea and Arabia. With this agree the names
Eliphaz, Teman, aud perhaps Job, which have certainly an eth-

nological if not a geographical connection with Edom (cf. Gen.

xxxvi. 10, U, with Job ii. 11). Uz is mentioned in Jer. xxv. 20;

Lam. iv. 21. J. G. Wetstein, in a valuable appendix to Delitzsch's

commentary on Job, gives some strong reasons for preferring the

traditional country of Job, the western corner of the Haurau,
immediately eaat cf the southern end of the Sea of Galilee.



in common with the domestic lifa of the Jews. Wo
are taken away from the people, and tlio thoughts

among wliich tlio other Scriptures move, to the wild

freedom of these " Children of the East," who wander

to-day, as they liavo done for six tliousand years, over

the vast ti'acts of desert that hem in on three sides the

narrow Land of Promise. " Tlie poem of Job," says

M. Renan, " may be regarded iis the ideal of a Semitic

poem."

We could hardly have come to the consideration

of the Book of Job \vitliout some notice of these

preliminary incpiirios. But there is another question

more intunately connected with the poetical aspect of

tho book, which has given rise to discussion. It con-

corns the structure of the composition, about whicli

there exists considerable variety of opinion. Some
have called it an epic. There are certainly in it the

elements which wo connect with heroic poetry. There

is a grandeur in tho situations and in the passions

brought into play, there is tho loftiness of sentiment

and language that belongs to the high themes of epic

song. But the same elements enter into tragedy, and
tho form of the poem is so decidedly dramatic that we
can hardly fail at first sight to arrange it in that class

of works. There is a prologue in prose, which makes
the reader acquainted with the situation in which the

hero is placed, and introduces the persons who take tho

chief part in the story. Tho action, which is twofold,

then begins with a monologue of the hero, which is

followed by the controversy with the three friends.

Each of those speaks three times' and receives three

answers from Jolj, so that the dialogue arranges itself

into three acts. Another long monologue from the

chief personage seems to conclude the regular action.

A new comer, not mentioned in tho prologue nor other-

wise introduced, then enters, and, like tho chorus in a

Greek play, exposes tho errors and follies of the other

speakers.^ Finally, God Himself appears as Judge of

tho combat to pronounce His decision ; and with an

epilogue in prose, giving the issue or catastrophe of the

whole, tho poem ends.'

Such is the form. The internal development is

equally dramatic. There is not, indeed, a regular j^lot,

and the dialogue proceeds without outward action or

cliango of scene, like that in Greek drama. But Hebrew
art has nothing to do with forms created by a people

of different genius and later ago. The long, sustained

speeches, and the manner in which they are delivered,

is as truly Oriental as the protracted signs of passionate

grief with whioli tho actors introduce themselves, and
in a drama developed on Eastern soil might be as much
expected. Nor does it detract from the dramatic
character to say that the subject under discussion is

phUosojihical in its nature, but does not advance with
the poem. The action does not lie in tho argument so

much as in the feelmgs. The tragic mterest is profound

1 With the exception of Zophar, who is silent when it is bis turn
to speak for tho last time.

- Cf. Stanley, Lectures on llie Jewish Churc\ eecond series, p. 245.
'' See Davidson's Iiitrodiwlwn, ii. 178.

and real throughout, but deepens as the dialogue pro-
ceeds. It adds to tho dramatic feeling that this progress
is unexpected, since the hero has already, before a word
is spoken, been plunged into the lowest depth of suffer-

ing. The tragedy came ivith tho rapid reverses which
one after another, in quick succession, unexpected and
undeserved, have prostrated him from the height of

prosperity and happiness into tho dust. A human sold

under such conditions offers a subject worthy of tho
highest epic or dramatic genius. But a fresh and more
cruel trial is prepared for Job. The three old friends

who meant to console, become unconsciously his perse-

cutors ; and as the sufferer meets their accusations, now
with indignant denial, now with eloquent appeal to

God, now with a pathetic story of his own upright and
innocent life, we feel that now elements of a profounder
interest and keener tragic power are introduced.

Job's friends, in deep alarm for him, connect his

sufferings with a secret guQt. We know that his con-

dition is due neither to his own guilt nor to that of

those connected with him, but is a trial from which his

character is to come forth bright and pure. Thoy,

however, are persuaded that ho has sinned. Tho popular

theory connects suffering with sin, and they feel con-

strained to uphold the orthodox belief. This brings a
new trial on the sufferer by which fresh passions come
into play, and fresh complications arise, and it is on
Job's behaviour amid these that the chief interest turns.

It is no abstract question which is debated, but one
which involves the character and happiness of the chief

actor, and the faith of all. At every turn wo seo

personal feeling come into play. As the dialogue pro-

ceeds the entanglement becomes deeper, these feelings

growing hotter and stronger. All is hastening to one

end. Will the hero come out of all as from tho fire of

purification, upright as ever, but humbled and chastened

even by tho victory which he wins ?

A careful study oven discloses signs of genuine action

corresponding to the feelings excited. Tho men who
had sat for seven long days, exhibiting their sympathy
by the mute eloquence of Oriental grief, more than

once make a show of leaving the patriarch during the

dialogues, or actually do move away, exasperated by his

violent outbursts of indignation or scorn. See, for

example, chap. vi. 29, where Job exclaims

—

So also tho sufferer himself turns away, with undis-

guised expressions of impatience, from the weU-moanfc

but exasperating sermons of the friends. Is there

not sensible action in the passion with which, in tho

boldness of conscious innocence, this much-tried man
dares to accuse tho awful silence of God, and himself

> Cf. xiii. 13 ; XV. 12 ; xvi. 4, &c. Ewald thinks that the action
is intended to cover several days. It would appear from the ** Sou^
of Songs " that what in modern drama would bo stago directions,

introduced to expkin the action or situation, are put into the
mouth of one of the persons of the poem. See Cant. i. i, " The
king bath broutjht mc into his apartments."
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deiuaud tho trial which he is confident will approve

his righteousness even before Him ?

" Oh that oue would hear me,
Behold 1)1 y signature; let the Almighty reply.

Let my adversary also write his iudictment.

I would wear it upou my shoulder,

I would crown my forehead with it,

I would render account of the number of my steps
;

I would go near him like a prince." 1

The concluding scene, when Jehovah, sending His

awful voice from the darkness of the thunder-cloud,

arraigns Job before Him

—

1 Job xxxi. 35—37. The allusion is to written law cases, which

existed at an early time in Egypt. Job is ready to put his signa-

ture to his ease, to all the words in which he has defended his

umoceuce against his friends, and even against God, and wishes

God to do the same. He would not be ashamed of it, but would

display it everywhere with pride. (See Delitzsch and Eenan in lot. ).

thou me "

—

(Chap, xxxviii. 3)

and the last broken speech of the hero, when, humbled

and confused by the majesty of tho utterances of the

Most High, he can only repeat to himself the searching

questions and solemn rebukes wliich he has heard, is

fidl to overflowing with di-amatic feeling and interest.

Altogether, though the suggestion made by the great

scholar Ewald, that the work was actually intended for

theatrical representation, appears unnecessarily bold,

there is eveiy reason to class this wonderful work amid

true dramatic poetry. It has passages which deserve

the name of lyric, and its intention was doubtless

didactic. But its true character is that of the Divine

drama of the Hebrews.

BETWEEN THE BOOKS.

F. MACLEAR, HEAD MASTER OF KING S COLLEGE SCHOOL.

CHAPTER XIX.

THE DEATH OP HEROD.

^/<\iW^^'^ now our chapters can no longer be

y^Y^ said to relate so strictly t® the period
^^- ii Between the Books " of the Old and New

_ Testament. We have already stepped

across the tlireshold of the era of the latter.

Apparently just before Herod left for Jericho,

and while he was still residing in the magnificent

palace he had bmlt on Zion, his fears and suspicious

were still further increased by the visit to his capital

of certain magi from the East, bearing the strange

intelligence that they had seen in the East the star of a

new-born King of the Jews, and had come to worship

Him.'
The inquiry respecting an hereditary King of the

Jews roused the alarm of the Idumean tyrant, and,

hastily convening an assembly of the chief piiests and

scribes, he inquired where, according to their prophetical

books, the long-expected Messiah was to be born.

Without any hesitation they pointed to the words of

the prophet Micah,- which declared that Bethlehem, in

Judsea, was the favoured spot. Concealing his wicked

intentions, the monarch therefore bade the magi repair

to Bethlehem, bidding them let him know as soon as

they had found the young Child, that he, too, might

come and do Him reverence.

Thus advised, the magi set out, and at Bethlehem

they found " the young ChQd, and Mary His mother,

and they fell down and wor.shipped Him."^

For true it was that while Herod's blood-stained

reign^ was di-awing near its close, and when, after a

1 Matt. ii. 1—3.
- Micah V. 2 ; comp. John vii. 42.
•' Matt. ii. 11.

• Our Lord's birth took place about A.c.c. 750 or 749 at the

earliest. Clinton places it in 749, or B.C. 6 ; Wieseler puts it in 750,

or B.C. J. See Clinton's Fasti Eell. iii. 251; Wieseler, Chron. Sijii.,

p. 57 ; Merivale's Romans under the Empire, iv. 428.

life of tyranny and usurpation, he was sinMng "into

the jealous decrepitude of his savage old age,"* a lowly

Virgin had at Bethlehem brought " forth her first-born

Son, and wrapped Him in swaddling clothes, and laid

Him in a manger."'' The advent of this true King of

kings, " in great humility," had moved all heaven to its

centre ; and while Herod's palaces were the scenes of

jealousies, suspicion, and murders, and his subjects

were groaning under the yoke of his iron rule, the

heavenly song had floated over the hills of Bethlehem,

and shepherds keeping watch over their flocks had

heard the words, breaking the stillness of the night,

" Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace

among men of good will."''

After they had offered their homage and their gifts

to the heavenly Child, the magi would naturally have

returned to Herod ; but warned of God in a dream of

peril awaiting them if they tlid so, they returned to

their own land another way. Thus foiled, the jealousy

of Herod assumed a more malignant aspect, and, unable

to identify the royal Infant of the seed of David, he

issued an edict that all the chUdren of Bethlehem and

its neighbourhood, from two years old and under, should

be slain." His ruthless orders were carried out, and a

wild wail of anguish arose from many a mother thus

cruelly bereaved of her little ones.

The murder of these innocents, which doubtless

5 Parrar's Life of CTirisf, i. 24.

» Hike ii. 6, 7.

7 Luke ii. 14, •» ifSpiliro't e»'5uKiar, the reading of the best MSS.

and the best versions.
8 Matt. ii. 16—18. Maorobius, Satumal. ii. 4, says, " Augustus

cum audisset, inter pueros, quos in Syria Herodes infra bimatum

interfici jussit, filium quoque ejus occisum, ait. Melius est Herodis

porcum (") esse quam puerum ("iiv)." Though Macrobius is a late

writer, about A. D. 400, and makes the mistake of supposing that

the Massacre of the Innocents included that of an infant son of

Herod, he used early materials, and "it is clear that the form

in which he relates the boii mot of Augustus points to some dim

reminiscence of this cruel slaughter." (Farrar's Life of Chriat, i. 44

;

Bawlinson's Bampton Lectures, vii., n, 82.)
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was accomplislied secretly, and under cover of night, is

passed over in silence by Josephus. That it should

have been so is not surprising. Compared with other

deeds which Herod carried out or designed, the massacre

of a few ' children in an unimportant vUlage was almost

insignificant. " Herod's whole career was red with the

blood of murder. He had massacred priests and nobles
;

he had decimated the Sauhedrin; he had caused the

high priest, his brother-in-law, the young and noble Aris-

tobulus, to be drowned in pretended sport before his

eyes ; he had ordered the strangulation of his favourite

wife, the beautiful Asnionean princess Mariamne, though

she seems to have been the only human being whom he

passionately loved. His sons Alexander, Aristobulus,

and Antipator ; his uncle Joseph ; Antigonus and Alex-

ander, the uncle and father of his wife ; his mother-in-

law Alexandra ; his kinsman Cortobauus ; Ms friends

Dositheus and Gadias were but a few of the multi-

tudes who fell victims to his sanguinary, suspicious,

and guUty terrors. His brother Pheroras and his son

Archelaus barely and narrowly escaped execution by

his orders. Neither the blooming youth of the prince

Aristobulus, nor the white hairs of the king Hyrcanus,

had protected them from his fawning and treacherous

fury. Deaths by strangulation, deaths by burning,

deaths by being cleft asunder, deaths by secret assassi-

nation, confessions forced by unutterable torture, acts

of insolent and inhuman lust, mark the annals of a

reign which was so cruel that, in the energetic language

of the Jewish ambassadors to the Emperor Augustus,
' the survivors during his lifetime were even more
miserable than the sufferers.'

"''

What was the massacre of these innocents among so

many instances of the tyrant's cruelty and treachery ?

But though Josephus does not mention the event, ho

tells us of incidents which took place in this very year,

B.C. 4, which prove how exactly in keeping the massacre

was with the tyrant's character.

While he was at Jericho, whither he woidd seem to

have removed a few days after the massacre at Beth-

lehem, fresh symptoms of disaffection appeared amongst

his subjects. Nothing he had done had irritated the

stricter Jews more than the placing of a large golden

eagle—the symbol of the power of Rome^—over the

principal gate of the Temple. Two of the most eloquent

of the expounders of the Law, Judas * and Matthias,

resolved to have it removed. Accordingly, emboldened
by a sudden rumour that Herod was at the point of

death, they instigated some daring youths to lower

themselves from the roof, and cut down the offensive

symbol with hiitchets.

This bold defiance of Herod's authority was carried

out in the full light of noonday,'' while many were in

the Temple, and was quickly announced to the officer

in command at Jerusalem, who captured forty of the

insurgents, and instantly made a report to Herod.

Herod ordered the prisoners, with Judas and Matthias,

to be brought before him at Jericho. Thither he also

summoned the chiefs of the nation, and, addressing

them from his couch, reiJroached them bitterly for their

ingratitude, and directed that Judas and Matthias,

as instigators of the deed, should be burned alive at

Jericho.

The execution took place on the night of March 12,

B.C. 4.° A very few days afterwards Herod's disorder

increased with the utmost violence. A slow fire seemed
to consume his vitals ; his ajjpetite became ravenous,

but he daretl not gratify it, on account of dreadful

pains and internal idcers, which preyed on the lower

parts of his body. Moreover, his difficulty of breathing

increased, and violent spasms convulsed his frame,

and imparted to his limbs a degree of supernatural

strength.^ Thus he lay in the magnificent palace

which he had built for himself under the palm-trees of

Jericho, racked with pain, and tormented with thirst.

Still cherishing hoj>es of recovery, he now caused him-

self to be conveyed across the Jordan to CaUirrhoe,

not far from the Dead Sea, hoping to obtain relief

from its warm bituminous springs.^ But the use of

the waters produced no effect, and by the advice of

his physicians he was lowered into a vessel filled

with oil, which almost killed him, and he despaired

of life.

He was now conveyed back to Jericho, and knowing
that when he was gone none woidd shed a tear for him,

he resolved tliat they shoidd shed many for themselves.

He ordered the chiefs of the nation, under pain of

death, to assemble at Jericho. As they arrived they

were shut up in the Hippodrome, and Herod charged

Salome and Alexas, immediately upon his decease, to

put them to death. Scarcely had he given these orders

when a disi)atch arrived from Rome, announcing the

ratification by the emperor of the sentence pronounced

upon Antipater. Thereupon the tyrant's desu-e for life

instantly returned, but a paroxysm of racking pain

coming on, he called for an apple and a knife, and in

an imguarded moment tried to stab himself.' TTi-n

cousin Achiab stayed his hand, and Antipater, hearing

the clamour from a neighbouring apartment, and think-

ing his father was dead, made a determined effort to

escape by bribing his guards. No sooner did Herod

hear of this, than, though almost insensible, he raised

1 The number thus murdered could not have been very large
under any circumstances.

2 Jos. Ant. xvii. 11, § 2 ; Farrar'a Life of CItrist, i. M, 43.
3 It has been conjectured that the insurrection which now

broke out may have taken its rise from the recent census in Judtea.
(Luke u. 1 ; VSfieseler, CTiioii. Sim. 84, 85 ; Lewin's Pnali Sacri, p. 124.)

* Some would identify this Judas with the Theudas referred to I
^ See the

by Gamaliel (Acts v. 36). V^ieseler would identify Matthias with ^ The stre

xvii. 6, § 3).

I •* The same uigrht there

'u.r.. (Jo,

by Kepi

the Theudas of Gamaliel, suggesting that Matthias in Hebrew is

equivalent to Theudas or Theodotus in Greek (C/iiouol. Sp/»iop,

91, E. T.).

36 of the moon, "a* n tt£\t\vrt

,§4). It has been calculated

and Petavius ; see Wieseler, Chroji. Syytu i. 2, p. 56.

description (Jos. Ani. xvii. 6, §5).
stream flows into the Dead Sea (Jos. Ani. xvii. 6, § 5 ; B. J.

For
Phny descriijes it as " calidus fous medicse salubritatis.'

a full description see Tristram's iand of Moah, pp. 285, 288.

Jos. 4nt. xvii. 7.

72-
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himself on his elbow,' and ordered ouo of the spear-

men to dispatch his sou on the spot.

Thus Antipater paid the penalty of liis life of

treachery and hypocrisy. Herod now once more

amended his will,- nominating his eldest son Arche-

laus as his successor on the tlu-one, and appointing

Herod Antipas tetrarch of Galilee and Persea ; Herod

Philip tetrarch of Auranitis, Trachonitis, and Batansea
;

and Salome mistress of Jamnia, Azotus, and some other

towns.

Five days more of excruciating agony remained for the

miserable monarch, and then, " choking as it were with

blood, devising massacres in its very delirium, the soul

of Horod jiassed forth into the night." ^ Arehelaus

at once assumed the direction of affairs at Jerusalem,

and proceeded to give his father a magnificent funeral.

First, clad in armour, advanced a numerous force of

troops, with then* generals and officers ; then followed

five hundred of Herod's domestics and freedmeu, bear-

ing aromatic spices. Next came the body, covered with

purple, with a diadem on the head, and a sceptre in the

right hand, and lying on a bier of gold studded with

precious stones. After the bier, which was surrounded

by Herod's sons and relatives, came his body-guard;

thou his foreign mercenaries, men from Thrace, Ger-

many, and Gaul, " whose stalwart and ruddy persons

were at this time familiar in Jerusalem."'' In this

order the procession advanced slowly from Jericho to

Horodium, not far from Tekoa, a distance of about

twenty-five miles, where the late monarch had erected

a fortress.'' Here, in the tower-crowned citadel to

which he had given his name, and not far from the

spot where He was born whom the Idumrean king had
sought to cut off with the innocents of Bethlehem,

Herod -was laid to rest.

Di-ew's Scrijidu-o Lands, p. 278. Comp. Jos. Ant. xvii. 8, 5 3 ;

B. J. i. 33, § 9.

5 For a description of Herodium see Traill's Josephus, ixv.—Isix.

This square-shaped mountaiu east of Bethleheni was known in the
Middle Ages by the name of the '* Frank Mountain,"' fx-om the
baseless but not unnatural story that it was the last refuj^e of the
Crusaders. (Stanley's Sinai and Palestine, p. 13.)

BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.
THE PEOPHETS:—AMOS.

BY THE VERY EEV. K. PAYNE SMITH, D.D. DEAN OF CANTERBURY.

^HE prophet Amos is generally by the

Fathers identified with the Amoz from

whom Isaiah was descended, the difference

of the spelling in the Hebrew, which is

carefully preseiwed in our version, having been neglected

in the Greek. Really, the rank and social position of

Amos was quite different from that of Isaiah, aud

nothing can be more instructive than the contrast in

external matters between these two men, equally com-

missioned to be the bearers of a Dinne message.

Isaiah was evidently a man of high training, a

member of a literary caste, and regulai'ly educated in all

the learning of his time. Blessed, therofore, with every

worldly advantage, his great abilities were fostered to

the utmost, and at an early age had so developed that

he was made the royal chronicler, and as such wrote

"the acts of Uzziah, first and last." Ho was also

almost in his boyhood appoiuted to the office of pi'ophet

by a vision of surpassing magnificence, and evei-ything

served to foreshow the coming greatness of the seer,

in whom Hebrew prophecy reached its culmination.

Amos, on the contrai'y, was but a herdsman, and in so

humble a position that he was glad to increase his

scanty means by scratching or puncturing the fruit of

the sycomore-ti-ccs, wliich grow wild in the Tekoan
desert. Withoui .Ti-tificial irritation the sycomore fig is

said not to ripcji jn-opci-ly. Canon Tristram tells us
in his Natural History of the Bible, p. 399, that this

operation is perfoi-med just before the fruit is ripe,

aud that the object of it is to discharge the acrid juice, 1

wliich, if not got rid of, renders the figs unpalatable.

Such were, probably, "the very naughty figs which

could not be eaten, they were so bad," to which Jere-

miah (chap. xxiv. 2) compares Zedekiah and the people

of Jerusalem. Dr. Tristram adds that the position of

one who got Ms living by such means must have been

very humble ; but probably Amos only fiUed up his

spare time in this way. In our version the projihet is

wrongly described as " a gatherer of sycomore fruit

"

(Amos -vii. 14).

He further distinctly denies that he had been regu-

larly educated for the prophetic office. "I was," he

says, "no prophet, neither was I a prophet's son" (ibid.).

Now to understand these words we must remember
that the prophets formed an order, consisting mainly of

men trained in schools regularly instituted for tliis

purpose. When we road of prophets by fifties and

hundreds, we are not to think of inspired men, on

whom the Spirit of God rested in extraordinary measure.

Rather, they were an iiTegular clergy, who formed na

part of the Levitieal institutions, to the letter of which

they were constantly opposed, while endeavourmg to

raise the people to a higher degree of spirituality.

Their existence was indeed assumed in the Law (Numb.

xii. 6), but with the caution that the claim to bo a

prophet was not lightly to be conceded (Deut. xiii. 1

;

xviii. 22). But it was the prophet Samuel who intro-

duced order aud method into what had previously

been confused and in-egular. Ho added training

aud knowledge to the Di^-ine impidse, and as the



iiiitural result tlio prophets at once became a power-

ful class, rivalliug or even exceeding the priesthood

in influence. But it was not all gain. We find in

the Scriptures the history of tlieir decay. As they

grew in power men sought admission among them
for worldly reasons—for ambition or lust of wealth

;

aud. so the prophets of Jerusalem became " light and
treacherous persons" (Zepli. iii.4), and while the priests

taught for hire, "the prophets di\Tned for money"
(Micah iii. 11).

Now, though as a rule those prophets whom God did

specially inspii-e to speak in His name belonged to the

prophetical order, yet He never limited his gifts to them.

The grace of God is of all things most free, and is tied

down to no institutions whatever. These iu.stitutions

may be most precious and invaluable, and may even be

the usual and appointed channels of God's mercies

;

but his grace transcends their bounds, and works often

iu strange and unwonted methods. And so, wise and

useful as were Samuel's schools, aud while generally

the inspired prophets were trained in them, yet they

had no exclusive pos.sessiou of God's gifts. Amos
was no prophet, was not a member of the prophetic

order ; neither was he a prophet's son, that is, a

disciple of the prophets, aud instructed in their schools.

For the men trained in the colleges under pro-

lihetie superintendence were called " the sons of the

prophets."

But though only a simple herdsman, Amos was well

educated. We gather from his book a high idea of

the state of literature in Judsea when a man following

so humble a calling could wiite so clearly, and in such

pure and rhythmical language. Tekoa, indeed, where

he lived, was but twelve miles south of Jerusalem, but

was only a smaU town, the land being poor, and imme-

diately beyond it stretched a sterile desert. It is true

that the Arabs of the desert speak their language more
purely than those of the towns, but Amos had evidently

read much, and was familiar with the writings of other

prophets. Yet he has peculiarities of his own, and

his spelling is unclassical, for which reason Jerome
described him as "unskilled in language, though not

in knowledge." On the other hand, the images wliich

he uses are eminently fresh and original. Drawn
from country life, and the prophet's ordinary avoca-

tions, they give a sweetness and liveliness to his

discourse such as we meet with iu no other book of

the Bible.

Tlie title of the prophecy, " The Words of Amos,"
suggests very different ideas to us than it did to the

Jews. To them a word was a thing, and the title there-

fore included the doings of Amos, and was never given

to any work which did not contain a narrative of facts

(see 2 Chron. ix. 29 ; xii. 15 ; xx. 34, in the margin).

Aud so then, here, the words of Amos are really a

narrative of a missionary expedition undertaken by him
for the purpose of warning the people of the ten tribes

of the certain consequences of their sins. The date of

the journey was " two years before the earthquake," in

King TJzziah's reign; a visitation which struck such

terror into the hearts of the people that Zecluiriah (chap,

xiv. 5) stiU dwells upon it even after the return from
Babylon. But well known as it was tlieu, there is

nothing to settle its date now. All we know is that it

happened while Jeroboam II. was stiU alive, and at the

height of his gloi-y, aud jjrobably, therefore, during the

first twenty years of TJzziah's reign. How long Amos
remained m Israel we have no means of knowing. It

may have been months ; it may have been two or

three years. But on his safe return, restored to

his usual occupations, he penned this memoir of his

journey for the permanent edification of the Church of

Christ.

We may suppose the prophet then at Tekoa tending

his sheep—for the word naked, rendered " herdmau " iu

cliap. i. 1, is more con-cctly translated " sheepmaster " in

2 Kings iii. 4—when news reached him of some great

pubhc festivity at Bethel, in honour, perhaps, of some
glorious victory of the warrior-king. Vague rumours,

perhaps, came first of battle aud triumph, and then

exactor tales of the king's prowess, aud of public entiy

into Bethel iu solemn pomp, and of sacrifices offered

to the golden calf. And with his whole soul moved
with indignation at the dishonour done to the true God
of Israel, Jehovah of Hosts, Amos passed, it may be,

many a night distressed and restless amid the flocks

bleating in the fold. Was ho to remain indignant

there, or brave derision and danger to utter his protest

before the very face of the king himself ? Another

man of God from Judah had rebuked Jeroboam I.

wlwm dedicating that very altar : was he to bo silent ?

Gradually the conviction gi-ew upon him that he was

called of God to undertake a similar errand ; and

leaving his own country, he entered the kingdom of

the ten tribes.

The whole jom-ney from Tekoa to Bethel was but

twenty-four miles, and thus a single day's v.'nlk would

suffice to bring the prophet face to face with the rival

wor.ship celebrated there. But short as was the distance,

how unlike was all he saw to the pure simple desert

life he had erewhile led ! The height of luxury reached

at the capital is marvellous even to ourselves. Amos
tells us of houses of ivory (chap. iii. 151, houses of which

the rooms were panelled with that precious substance,

brought, no doubt, from Africa to the port of Elath.

It had been deemed a gi-eat matter, worthy of being

entered in the records of the kingdom, when Ahab built

one such house. But now every wealthy man must

have his ivory chamber. The ladies of Samaria, stout

aud portly like the kine of Baslian, oppress the poor

and crush the needy, and, forgetting the sobriety of

their sex, invite their lords {i.e., their husbands) to drink

wine with thorn (chap. iv. 1). And at those drinldng

bouts they recline upon couches of ivory, stretching

themselves listlessly at full length as they feast upon

rich viands, and listen to music of an effemiuato kind,

unlike the solemn melodies which David had composed

for the songs of Zion. And most graphically does

the prophet describe their drunkenness. " They drink

in bowls of wine" (chap. vi. 4—6), dipping their heads
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into their cups ; and tliese cups are the large sprinkling

vessels used ui the wilderness for sacrificial purposes.

Not that we are to infer that they added impiety to sen-

suality by using consecrated bowls, but more probably

the word expresses the large size of the vessels employed,

as those offered by the princes in the wilderness weighed

no less than seventy shekels (Numb. vii. 13, 19, &c.),

and in fact were Intended to contain each the blood of a

victim. Nor was luxury their worst sin. Along with

it went the most shameless immoraUty (chap. ii. 7), the

perversion of justice (chap. v. 12), false measures (chap.

^'iii. 5), and oppression of the poor (chap. ii. 8 ; viii. 6,

&c.). As we read the graphic description of the vices

of Samaria, we feel that the justice of God did not

overtake her till she was ripe for destruction by internal

decay.

Yet even to this degraded people Amos did not speak

in vain. Though dwelling in ease and security—for

Amos' mission was after Jeroboam had pushed his

conquests as far as Hamath (chap. vi. 14)—yet his

earnest appeals and predictions of coming piinishmont

stirred their cousciouces. " The land," says Amaziah,

"is not able to bear all liis words" (chap. vii. 10).

Evidently he had not confined himself to Bethel and

Samaria, but had gone up and down the land as Jehovah's

messenger, and the people were in a state of general

ferment, so that the high priest began to " doubt where-

mito this tiling would grow." As it had been Jero-

boam's poUcy to imitate at Bethel the established order

of things at Jerusalem, Amaziah held, no doubt, a

position of high rauk and power similar to that held by

the high priest in Judah. But ho does not dare to

resort to open force. A strong hand like that of Jero-

boam II. restrained all violent deahngs, and besides the

person of a prophet was sacred, and it was regarded as

a fearful crime when Jehoiakim, for instance, put

TJrijah to death (Jer. xxvi. 23). Amaziah, therefore,

misrepresents the predictions of Amos. " Amos hath

conspired against thee in the midst of the house of

Israel ; . . . for he saith, Jeroboam shall die by the

sword, and Israel shall surely be led away captive out

of their own land" (chap. vii. 10, 11). Now what the

prophet really had said was, " I will rise against the

house of Jeroboam vrith the sword." Even this was
quite enough to raise the anger of a despotic king,

but for some reason or other the representations of

Amaziah seem to have had no influence upon Jeroboam's
mind, and he had to resort to other measures.

He tries, therefore, at all events, to prevail upon
Amos to leave Bethel, giving as his reason that it was
the king's sanctuaiy, the place where the king wor-
shipped, and also his royal dwelling ; for, apparently,

Jeroboam had a summer palace there. It was thus a

sort of insult to the king to proclaim at Bethel the

superiority of the institutions at Jerusalem. In Judaea
such preaching would be right, and there ho might eat

bread and prophesy as he liked. But Amos refuses

any such compromise ivith duty, and denounces upon
Amaziah that he shall suffer to the uttermost all those

miseries which are the lot of the vanquished.

Subsequently, however, Amos returned home, and

there wrote this record of his mission. He tells us

himself in his preface that the words or things which

he now recorded he saw two years before the earth-

quake. How long it was after that terrible event that

he penned this memoir is matter of mere conjecture.

But his book is a model @f careful writing, and pro-

bably much time was occupied in its composition : and

though, as we have seen, his spelling is peculiar, yet

Bishop Lowth, in his Sacred Poetry of the Sebrews,

ventures to say that " our herdman, in the elevation of

his ideas, and the grandeur of his spirit, is well nigh

equal to the foremost of the prophets ; while in the

spleudoiu' of his diction, and the elegance of his com-

position, he is scarcely inferior to any."

, He begins with a quotation from Joel, who had de-

scribed the Eternal as " roaring out of Zion." In

Hebrew the thunder is represented as the voice of the

Almighty, but in Amos this roaring becomes the articu-

kte expression of judgment about to be executed on

Damascus, on Gaza, and other strongholds of the

PhiUstines, on Tyre, on Edom, on Ammon, on Moab,

and on Judah. Seven nations, the sacred number being

probably used to indicate the completeness of God's

visitations, and among them God's covenant people

Judah, to show that no privileges can save men from

the punishment due to then- sins—seven nations are

thus enumerated, each doomed to bear the measui'e of

its own iniquities, and thou the thunder-storm bursts

in its utmost fury upon Israel. For the rest there

was punishment ; for Israel the final removal from

its laud, and the extinction of its national life.

And the severity of this sentence is justified by the

general immorality prevalent in Israel (chap. ii. 6—16).

God had given them a fertile laud, from which He had

driven out the Amorite from before them. He had g^ven

them the means of grace, " raising up of then- sons for

prophets, and of their young men for Nazarites ; but

they had given the Nazarites wine, and commanded the

prophets, saying, Propliesy not." And with the means
of grace thus silenced or corrupted crime had stalked

openly abroad in the land, tiU God's holy name had
been profaned, aud the time liad come when justice,

wliich ever follows upon the track of vice, must over-

take it. Tet not because the Almighty loves pimish-

ment. How forcibly, by one of his rural metaphors,

does Amos express the truth of God's long suffering,

who willeth not the death of a skiner. He represents

Him as pressed under these sinners, and wearied with

bearing them, as the loaded wain in the fields groans

beneath the sheaves.

And then in three connected discourses, each begin-

ning with the same solemn appeal, "Hear this word,"

Amos sets before the proud reveOers in Samaria the

coming ruin of their nation (chaps, iii.—vi.). But
though he again and agam predicts that they shall go

into captivity, he is not commissioned altogether to

raise the curtain which conceals the future, aud declare

what was the nation by whose means chastisement was

to overtake them. Even what ho did declare must
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have been startling enough, that Jeroboam's conquests

were but the precursors of utter defeat and ruin ; and

that the place of their captivity was to be "beyond

Damascus," and so in realms beyond the usual limits

of their wars.

At the seventh chajiter a series of visions begins,

declaring the certainty of Israel's jmnishment in even

more threatening language. This series is intemipted

by the episode of Amaziah. which supplies so mucli

interesting matter respecting Amos himself. But in

chap. viii. it is resumed with no break, the refrain,

" I win not again pass by them any more," of chap,

vii. 8, being repeated in chap. viii. 2. Finally, in chap,

ix., the prophet reaches the utmost height of sublimity.

Jehovah, standing upon the altar at Bethel, smites

down with terrible blows the sanctuary there of Jero-

boam's calf. In vain do the worshippers flee away

;

neither hell nor heaven can screen them from tlie

Almighty. In vain do they hide in the multitudinous

caves and thick forests of Carmel : God's hand searches

them out, and in the very depths of the sea He com-

mands serpents to bite them. And by this visitation of

the Eternal Israel is to be sifted " like as com is sifted

in a sieve." Tossed ceaselessly to and fro, ever in

motion, finding on earth no nation where it may make

its home, Israel is to be scattered throughout all lands.

But it is not forsaken of God. Not the least grain is

to fall to the gi-ound. Only the chafE perishes. Fierce

as may be the tossing within the sieve, the providence of

God guards and keeps within its circle all tliat is good.

And, finally, there is a restoration for Israel, but it

is to be wrought tlrrougli Judah. Wlicn Amos wi-ote

Uzziah was reigning in the plenitude of his power.

Yet he descriljes the house of David as a mere booth

(in our version tabernacle), a palace no longer, but a hut

of boughs, such as Jonah erected to hide his head. And
such tlie royal dynasty had become when its representa-

tive was a Galilean carpenter. But God would "close

up its breaches, and raise its ruins, and build it as in

the days of old " (chais. ix. 11). And upon this was to

follow an era of peace and happiness, and Israel was
to be no more uprooted out of its land. From the hut

of Nazareth was to commence a new Church, in which

all the nations of the earth were to bo blessed, and
among them Israel itself. For " I wiU bring again the

captivity of my people of Israel, . . . and I will plant

them upon their land, and they shall no more be pulled

up out of their land which I have given them, saith the

Lord thy God " (chap. ix. 14, 15). When we remember
that Amos, though of Judah, was a prophet sent to

Israel, we cannot but be struck with the reappearance

of the same phenomenon which we noticed in speaking

of the prophet Hosea—namely, that the blcs.sedness of

the latter days is consistently by all the prophets asso-

' ciated with the famUy and lineage of David.

The story told by the pseudo-Epiphanius and others,

of Amos being struck upon the temples with a club by

a son of the high-prio.st Amaziah, and so murdered, is

a mere legend. Really we know nothing of his history
' after his return to his native town.

DIFFICULT PASSAaES EXPLAINED.
THE GOSPELS:—ST. JOHN.

BT THE REV. C. .1. ELLIOTT, M. A. , VICAK OF WINKFIELD, BERKS, AND HON. CANON OP CHRISTCHURCH, OXFORD.

"And he saith unto him, Verily, verily, I say unto yon, Here-

after ye shall see heaven open, and the angels of God ascending

lud descending upon the Son of man."

—

John i. 51.

iN tliese words, addressed primarily to

Nathanael, but, as is indicated iu the

change of number (" I say unto you," "Te

shall see "), through him to the disciples of

Christ generally, we have the first instance of that em-

phatic repetition of the word "veiily" (literally, Amen),

which is peculiar (1) to the discourses of our Lord

Himself, and (2) to the records of those discourses as

contained in the Gospel of St. John, in which it occurs

twenty-five times.'

In commendation, as it should seem, of the faith of

Nathanael, the Lord tells him that he, in common with

His other followers, should hereafter receive stronger

j)roofs of the reality of their Lord's claim to be the Son

of God and the King of Israel than that afforded to

1 It is worthy of observation that the nearest approximation to

the emphatic " Amen, amen" of the Gospel of St. John is found
in the Apocalypse, where, according to some of the best MSS..
the " Amen " at the beginning of the verse is repeated at the end.

In the same Book our Lord is represented as "the Amen" (iii. 14).

himself by the fact that, when liidden from human
observation, he had been seen by Clu'ist. In obvious

allusion to the vision at Bethel, and to the ladder seen

by Jacob, resting upon earth, but reaching up to

heaven, our Lord declares Himself to be the mystic

ladder, by wliich alone that communication between

heaven and earth which was suspended at the fall had
subsequently been renewed, and was destined to be

thenceforth more clearly and more gloriously per-

petuated.

Tho "opening of heaven" is a form of expression

which occurs both in the Old and New Testament in

connection with some remarkable manifestation or

communication between heaven and earth, a.s, e.g., in

the case of the visions of God given to Ezekiel by the

river of Chebar (Ezek. i. 1), and at the baptism of our

Lord by Jolm in the river Jordan (Matt. iii. 16), which

had shortly preceded the call of Nathanael.

The two Greek words, aw' ipn, rendered in the Autho-

rised Version "hereafter," are of doubtful authority,

and ara now omitted in the best critical editions of the

test. If retained, thoy should probably be rendered

"henceforth," or "from this time," rather than "here-
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aftfi','' hi aceurdaucj with their uieauing iu John xiii.

19 and xiv. 7.

The rcforouce of our Lord's words does not appear

to bo primarily, if at all, to those manifestations of

angels which are recorded iu the Gospels iu con-

nection with the Transfigui-ation, the Agony in the

Garden, and the Resurrection, but rather to the dawn

of that more glorious dispensation in which tlio com-

miuiieations between heaven and earth were to be main-

tained in a liigher and more continuous manner than

of old, through Him who is Himself the new and

living way of access to God, and who, tlirough His

death, resurrection, and ascension, has, as the Faro-

runner, opened the gates of heaven to His people. At
the same time, wo can scarcely exclude from these words

that future advent of the Son of Man, so emiAaticaUy

predicted by Himself—by the angels who were present

at His ascension, and by His apostles—when He shall

come in His glory, and ' all tlio angels with him " (Matt.

XXV. 31). For then. He, who is now invisible to mortal

«ye, being exalted above " angels and authorities, and

powers," shall receive the open adoration of those iu

regard to whom we are told that at His first coming

into the world He condescended to be " made a little

lower than the angels" (Heb. ii. 7) ; and then, when, as

"the First-begotten," He shall again be brought ints

the world, the iiroclamation shall go forth, " And let

all the angels of God worship Him" (Heb. i. 6).

In this, the first of all the promises which Christ gave

to His disciples, we trace the germ of those great truths,

wliich are unfolded at length in the Epistle to the

Ephesiaus, concerning " the raising up " of the faithful

together with Christ, and the making them already to

" sit together with Him in the heavenly iJaces " (ii. 6).

In these words we trace a pledge and assurance that,

as the result of the reconciliation of all things to Him-

self, through the blood of His cross—whether iu earth

or in heaven—not only the fii'st believers in Christ, but

all His followers, iu all after ages, were to bo brought

near through Him, as the Metliator of the New Cove-

nant, not only to God the Judge of all, but also "to

the general assembly and church of the first-born," to

"the spirits of just men made perfect," and to "aa

innumerable company of angels."

MUSIC OF THE BIBLE.
VOCAL MUSIC OF THE HEBKEWS.

MUS. D., MAGDALEN COLLEGK, OXFOED ; 0EGANI3T OF ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL.

t;t>n^EIE absence of monumental records of

i^^' Hebrew music, some of which, however.

may yet be foimd by the zealous explorers

now at work iu Palestine, renders the

.subject oi' the vocal music of the Jews no less involved

in difiicultios and mystery tlian that of their musical

instruments. And in offering a few remarks upon it,

the course already pursued seems to be the only one

open to us—namely, to attempt to give some general

idea of what ancient vocal music was, and leave it to the

reader to judge how far the Hebrews caught the artistic

spirit of their age, or were led by an imus\ial share of

musical ability to excel their neighbours or contempo-

raries in the practice of this art. If a set of flutes could

be found, in good preservation, in each of the centres

of ancient civilisation, au approximation might be made

to the sccdes commonly in use ; but, alas ! when tlio

treasures of European museums have been ransacked,

and some of the ended specimens shown, it is found

that they are too old and crumbling to bear handling,

or, if they may be freely handled, resolutely decline to

emit a sound of any kind. So their secrets remain for

ever locked up. But, as has been hinted in a previous

article, the method of blowing into a flute, or of closing

more or less the apertures, has all to do with the repro-

duction of its scale ; so that even if an ancient flute

were actually placed in the hands of one of our most
expert i>layors, he could produce notes of many differo.nt

pitches from each position of the hand, and could pro-

bably give moro valuable information by saj-ing what

sounds the instrument was not capable of producing

than by attemieting to catalogue its capabilities. From
ancient instruments of the harp or guitar class which

have sui'vived still less information can be gleaned. It

is hardly necessary to say that, at the most, only frag-

ments of the strings remain attached to their frame

;

nor would an intact set tell any tale, as stringed in-

struments are not in the habit of remaining in tune

for several thousands of years

!

Of com-se ivritten music, or the use of signs to

represent sounds, must have been, in jjoint of time,

far posterior to the use of both vocal and instrumental

music. If music had never had a definite scientific

growth, it could not have failed to creep into use from

a common observance of the different efE(!cts produced

by altering the pitch of the voice, especially when
speaking poetry. WhUst reciting the great deeds of

ancestors, or traditional hymns on the greatness of the

unseen Maker of the universe (His love was only to be

fiUly known by us Christians'), the modulation of the

voice must have been a most important element of the

poet's or minstrel's training. Bearing this fact in

mind, it is easy to imagine how, first of all, a solemn

monotone, next occasional changes of pitch, and, lastly,

ornaments and graces came to be part of the reciter's art,

or, iu other words, the poet's music. How to write these

down was quite another question. And here we find

that ancient musical notation seems to have naturally

grown into two branches, the difference between them
depending upon the taste or aptitude of different nations
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for incoi'poratiug into theii' music sounds of fixed j)iteli,

or ornaments and grac-os which could be used in any

2Jitch according to the reciter's wisli or requirements.

The fact suggests itself at once to us that flutes or wind

instruments would have a tendency to &l definite pitch,

wliilo harps and guitars, owing to the ease with whicli

their accordatuni or system' of tuning can bo altered,

would bo available for a constantly clumging normal

pitch, or diapason as wo somewhat improperly term it.

Not forgetting this, it is most interesting to find

that the tendency of Em-opeans, from the earliest time,

has been in notation to graduate sounds from a known
generator, and so to fix pitch ; wliile, on tlie other hand,

the taste for ornament lias led Asiatic nations to devise

means rather for expressing these oruameuts than for

seciuing their immutability iu a scale series.

To- this day an Asiatic song generally consists of a

slight melodic framework, almost hidden beneath a

load of extraneous graces. The foUowiug fragment of

an Arabian tune would puzzle the most devoted lover

of fioritura. The notes marked x are not doubly

sharpened, as would bo implied by our modern nota-

tion, but are small intervals lying between the notes of

our scale which we have no means of exjjressiug.

It must not for one moment bo supposed that all

Asiatic melodies alx)uud iu graces, or that all ancient

European times lack them
;
quite the contrary. All

that is meant is that the tendency of these two branches

of music is iu the one case to include them, and in the

other to exclude them.

Hence we find that the oldest form of known Euro-

pean notation has for its object the giving of a sign

for a fixed note ; the oldest, or presumably the oldest, of

Eastern systems the giving of a sign for the movement

of the voice for a certain interval, or this same move-

ment with the addition of an embellishment. The
former is exemplified in the Greek notation, as given in

ancient treatises ; the latter in the so-caUed accents oi

t!ie Hebrews, of which more must be said soon.

Hence, ancient notations are of two kinds : those

founded on the use of the letters of the alphabet ; and

those in which conventional signs described conventional

ornaments. These two, however, though distinct iu

principle, often overlap each other. For instance, the

ancient notation of the Eastern Church, wliich was

tabiUated by St. John of Damascus, who was to tlie

Eastern Church, musically, what Gregoiy was to the

"Western, consisted of signs which Fetis believes to be

almost identical with certain of the demotic cliaracters

of Egypt. But other authors consider them as indica-

tions of the form of the movement of the musical-

director's hand. Much can be said iu favour of this

theory, as a system of chironomy has been associated

with music from the earliest times. A few are here

c/

Ison is the key-note or tonic, a movable do. The other

signs represent the vocalisation of various iuten-als

above and below the ison.

If such distinctive signs as these were used only

for the expression of definite intervals, the trans-

lation of such music into modern notes would bo

comparatively easy ; but, imfortunately, the Hebrew

accents were intended in all probability to describe often

not only an interval, but a succession of notes and an

emlx'llishmeut. These accents are signs found in

ancient copies of tho Pentateuch, Book of Job, and

P.salms. Some are placed over words, some under;

some over the last letter of a word, last but one, or in

other positions, the musical value varying accordingly.

Authors are foundwho entirely dissociate them from tho

art of music ; but on the whole, the balance of opinion

is in favour of their musical origin. The following is a

list of them as given by Fctis ;

—

NJ' Paschta.

\^ Muualib.

to Zai-lia.

*

.

Siigoal.

,,^^/Nt Schalsclieletb.

p Tljidsba.

.^ Dargl.a.

\\J ThebLir.

.J Azli.

^ Gbfresli.

>-^ Scbeuc Gbtriscbaii

Mercba.

A Jetiub.

V Kadma.

\j Tbt'Uaba gbtyola.

1^ Karn^ pharab,

*'^ Phazer, or Pazer katon.

U' Zaket katou.

^ Zakef gbadob

< Eabia.

^- Atbnabb.

^.o Soph pasouk.

^ Lcgoi-mi.

• Jt-racb Ben iomo.

f\ Maphaclv.
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The foiin of several of the above will be found to

differ from that given to them in other works. They

have probably varied slightly from time to time. Old

Kircher (in liis Muswrgia) exhibits their position above

or below a word by using a short line as an imaginary

word. Some of the vowel-accents of Hebrew become

tonal-accents if placed in a particular place with regard

to the letters forming the word. This adds to the

difficulties of this ah-eady difficult subject. The follow-

ing are some of Kircher's explanations of the accents :

—

Schalscheleth

Paser katon. Zarka.

A careful examination of Kircher's complete list will,

however, raise some doubts as to his trustworthiness.

Exactly similar musical phrases are in more than one

instance given for two different accents, and the ex-

planation of some of them resolves itself into the

repetition of a single note.

The questions which arise as to the meaning of these

signs would pass from the consideration of the musician

to that of the scholar, were it not for the fact that com-

plete musical transcriptions of them, such as those above,

have been given by several authors. On comparing

these, however, their differenco is found to be so great,

that the conclusion is unwillingly forced upon us that

practically the musical rendering of the accents varies

in character according to the nature of music in use in

whatever country the Jews have settled down. Thus,

Eastern Jews give them in music which bears a close

likeness to that of modern Asiatics. Their interpreta-

tion in Spain is palpably Moorish ; in Germany different

to both of these, and so on. The few following examples

will point out the discrepancies which exist in their

explanation.

Schalscheleth, which has already been quoted from

Kircher, is traditionally rendered in tlie Egyptian

synagogues

by the English Jews, according to Nathan (Essay on
History of Music),

by the Spanish Jews, according to Bartolocci {Biblio-

theca Magna Rahbinica),

Any translations more divergent in character than

these can scarcely be conceived. In comparing tradi-

tional tunes, it is generally or at least often found that

the different versions begin and end in the same key-

tonality ; but in comparing the above four traditional

explanations of schalscheleth not even this similarity of

construction is observable.

It should be remarked that the musical renderings

of the accents, as given by Egyptian and Syrian

Jews, bear a striking resemblance to each other. For
instance, thalsha is thus sung by the Egyptian Jews
(according to Fetis) :

—

The Syrian use is practically identical

:

It has also been found that two sects of Jews in

Egypt, though opposed to each other in ceremonial and
doctrine, have a very similar system of singing the

accents.

As the primary use of accents is to point out the

usual elevation of the voice, as shown by the Greek

accents, which were a comparatively late addition to their

written language, for the benefit of foreign students ; so

also it is quite possible that these complicated Hebrew
accents gradually grew out of what were originally

simple signs directing a slight elevation of the voice

when reading or perhaps monotoning. That monotone,

when used from century to century in the mouth of

devout readers, will grow into a cantillation, or rude

sort of chant, can be proved by the history of our

early Church plain-song. Why should not the Hebrews

have passed in their days through the same phase of

musical development which other nations have done ?

If there is any truth in this thought, it would be

futile to attempt to stereotype, as it were, the actual

meanings of their tonal accents. In the most primitive

times, what would now strike us as a most simple

cadence of the voice, must have added dignity to the

solemn recitation of the revered words of the treasured

roUs. As art grew around, these improvised ornaments

would naturally gi-ow more compUcated, until, as we
actually find to be the case, they would rival the most

ambitious modern rotdade. In the authors already

quoted the reader wlio is specially interested in this

subject will find much information. A quotation (from

Naumbourg) of a fragment of Genesis xxii., will show

the result of strictly applying the meaning of the accents

attached to the text of the Pentateuch, as interpreted

or taken down from tradition by him.
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The final close of the passage of which the above is

part, is on the note p.

It is curious that one of the earliest attempts at

musical notation among Western Cliristians should

have consisted of signs, such as the following, placed

over words :

—

close together, now spreading them out until the ear

is taxed to gather in high and deep tones ; and still

further, while thus interweaving the several threads,

is spreading to the ear at each combination, whether
the parts move concordautly or are discordantly jostling

one another, chords which are in themselves complete

tin 7 -^ a <j p ,/ .; M
ll1^Tr<^'^<^<^Acjiia.nOoco Iv'^mc

x(rr n.

'' y)
1^0 ixcn6\fx\xx-zc ^

The above, which comes from a work of the eleventh

century, has been copied from Coussemaker's admii-able

History of Music in the Middle Ages. As a class,

these signs were called iieiimas, but sometimes also

accents. They laboured under precisely the same dis-

advantages as their prototypes among the Hebrews,

namely, the probability of a diversity of translation.

Modem musicians do not perhaps know how gi-ateflU

they ought to be to those who first used lines, or a

staff of lines, to represent the exact interval Ijetween

ascending and descending sounds. Attempts were

probably made to introduce them about the same date

ascribed to the above signs, after which their use rapidly

spread. Until such a system came into existence, music

as an art was chained up within the narrowest limits.

By enabling composers to express in a simple form the

relation or position of two or more parts placed over

one another, it doubtless jjaved the way for that won-

derful expansion of harmony into a separate branch of

the art., which has achieved such wonders in our o^vn

day. For although early composers of part-music, it is

presumed, in accordance with fashion, rarely published

scores of their works, it cannot be doubted that in the

quietude of their study they took the simple course of

sketching a score before copying out separate parts.

This growth of harmony must be looked upon as the

distinctive feature of modern music. By "harmony"

must of course be understood that independence of

movement in the component parts of music, which

makes some of our finest music, practically, into a

number of beautiful melodies heard simultaneously-

This, it is almost a certainty, was unknown to all

ancient nations. In the more limited sense of the

word—" a combination of consonant, or properly regu-

lated dissonant sounds," or, in short, chords— the

ancients, no doubt, may be said to have had harmony,

that is to say, certain notes of their scales were veiy

probably accompanied by chords, according to certain

rules. But yet they had only one melody at a time,

whereas we can and do listen to many conjointly.

And who can describe the pleasure which accrues to

a trained musician when he grasps in his mind many
threads of delicious melody, and traces how the com-

poser's genius is interlacing them ; now drawing them

and beautiful sets of sweet sounds. Such harmony—to

bo foimd in the works of a Bach, Handel, Mozart,

Beethoven, and Mendelssohn—did not exist for the

Hebrews, Egyptians, or even Greeks. It places modern
music on a pinnacle of glory. Chords, and a regulated

use of chords, the Hebrews very probably used; but

they did not possess the full gift which we term har-

viony. As regards the form of early Hebrew melodies,

it is probable that they are reflected in modern Asiatic

music, and would, if we could hear them now, strike us

as being in a sort of minor mode. It is possible that

they might at one time have had an enharmonic scale

(that is, a scale having intervals less than a semi-tone),

and that this was in time superseded by a simpler

form ; but there are some grounds for supposing that

they used some form of scale consisting of tones and

semi-tones. From some of the music now sung by

Egyptian Jews such scales as the following might be

formed :

—

-"-e>-|l

In all attempts to construct scales from traditional

songs, the great difficulty which presents itself is to

discover what was the key-note or starting-point of the

scale. If ancient melodies began or ended on the key-

note or tonic, the knot could be at once uni-avellcd ; but

this no one can venture to assume. The key-note of

the Greeks was at first, vmquestionably, in the middle of

their scale. The reader must bear in mind that the

question is not of what sounds any tune is made up, but

in what order did these sounds occur to form a scale.

Engel has shown his appreciation of this difficulty when

discussing the pentatonic scale, to which he justly attri-

butes great antiquity. It consists of what wo should

call the first, second, fourth, fifth, and sixth degrees
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^liof our mo;leru scale, e.g..

In some of tbe oldest known tunes made up of tliese

notes, tbo lowest note is not the touio. But if it bo

written thus, r^-'^
"^ '^—-

©E5I^ E^ it pr

seats a very difPerent appearance to the -eye, and pro-

duces a very tliffereut effect on the ear. Yet, without

doubt, auy musical instrument tuned to a series of notes

corresponding to the above might with justice bo de-

scribed as possessing a pentatouic scale. The minor
tonality of Eastern melodies has before been alluded to.

The following bea>itiful tune is Syrian. Simj)le har-

monies have been added to it for the assistance of those

who cannot harmonise it for themselves.

The rhythm of this tune is so symmetrical that it

might well be used as a hymn tune. In this respect it

is perhaps different to many of its class. It will bo

noticed that its compass is a minor sixth, a compass

"\vithin which old melodies are often contained, and
which liad been remarked by Villot^au as a feature iu

some of the Egyptian-Jewish music.

The following melody was sent to M. Fetis, whose
account of the vocal music of the Jews is perhaps the

most interesting and reUable portion of his Histoire

(jencrah de la Musiq.ue (and to whom we are indebted

for much of the music that has been given), by a resi-

dent of Egyjit, as being traditional in the synagogue of

Alexandria ;

—

The quaint and ^vild beauty of this tune will be appre-
ciated by the most unmusical reader. As an example
of supposed ancient Hebrew music, the tune which
follows is given with a simple pianoforte accompani-
ment. It is given by the learned Carl Engel from a
rare work by De Sola. It is said to bo the veritable

song of Moses, but, imfortunately, its modern tonality

gives a denial to this ti-adition. Its sweet timefulness
and graceful form will, however, bo a sufficient recom-
mendation of it.

'^^^^^^^^^
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lu cantillatiou, whicli has above been described as a

rude kind of chant, all the defects which are attached

to h-regularity and uucertainty showed themselves. Its

character vai-ied from time to time and in different

places. But the very irregularity of this sort of chant

reudei's it singulai-ly appropriate for use to poems of

a complicated or constantly changing rhythm, such as

the Psalms. The rigidity of the form of the single or

double chants to which we sing the beautiful Prayer-

l^ook translation of thePsalms is really their great fault,

for although it gives a congregation of heai-ers every

opporttiuity of quickly learning it-s unvarying tune, yet

it must remain exactly of the same length and cadence,

whether the verses be short or long, or whether the

parallelisms of the poetry run in half verses, whole

verses, or in sets of two verses. The unequal length of

the mediations and endings of Gregorian tones has been

urged in their behalf, as giving greater elasticity to the

musical recitation of tho Psalms. It must be allowed

that this is true, but on the other hand this advantage

is often thrown away by using one pai'ticular tone for

a whole psalm, or, what is stiU worse, for several con-

secutive psalms at one service. We modems, it must

be confessed, stand greatly in need of some easy form

of cautillatiou for psalm-singing, which shall, owing to

its elastic character, be capable of being moulded to

suit irregularly-constructed poems. The following

chant is used to the 18th Psalm by the Spanish Jews.

As will be seen, it has lost much of the rhythmical

irregularity of eantiUation, but yet is not tied up in a

strait-jacket like a modern chant.

^^^^mm^m^^^m

It wUl not be difficult to form an opinion of tho

general effect of Templo music on solemn occasions, if

we know the grand musical results of harp.^, trumpets,

, cymbals, and other simple instruments, when used in

I

large numbers simultaneously or in alternating masses.

It is easy to describe it in an offhand way as harbarous.

I Barbarous in one sense, no doubt, it was j so, too, was
the frequent gash of the uplift sacrificial knife in tho

throat of helpless victims on rooking altars. Tet the

great Jehovah himself condescended to consecrate by His
visible presence ceremonials of such sort, and why may
we not believe that the sacred fire touched the singers'

lips and urged on the cunning fingers of harpists, when
songs of praise, mixing with the wreathing smoko of

incense, found tlieu- way to His throne, the outpotn--

!
ings of true reverence and holy joy ? If one of us could

now be transported into the midst of sucli a scene, an
overpowering sense of awe and sublimity would be in-

evitable. But how much more must the devout Israelites

themselves have been affected, who felt that their little

band—a mere handful in the midst of mighty heathen

nations—was, as it were, the very casket iiermitted to

hold tlie revelation of God to man, of Creator to His
creatui-es; and coidd sing in Psalmist's words which
now stir the heai-t and di-aw forth the song, how from

time to time His mighty Laud had strengthened and His
loving arm had fenced them ? Let us try and outer into

their inmost feelings, when the softest music of their

hai-jjs wafted the stoiy of His kindness and guidaiice

from side to side of their noble Temple, or a burst of

trumpet-sound heralded the recital of His crushing

defeat of their enemies, soon again to give place to the

chorus leaping from every heart, " Give thanks unto

the Lord, his mei-cy endui-eth for ever."

When next, in time to come, such sounds wake the

desolation of the now ruined and half-buried Holy City,

the ancient music will have passed for ever away with

the ancient harduess of heart aud disbelief, aud nothing

in Ai-t shall be too new for those who will then under-

stand how old aud new dispensations have been bound

together in ouo by Him who has brought His erring

children once more into His fold, fi-om the east and from

the west. What a new, what an unfathomable depth

of meaning will Ihen be found in their oft-ropeatcd song,

" His mercy endureth for over !

"

THE POETEY OF THE BIBLE.

IMAGEET FROM NATURE {concluded).

BY THE EEV. INCUMBENT OF ST. NINIAN'S, ALYTH, N.B.AQLEN, M.

F all the works of creation, next to man of man," God has linked to its lower uses all kinds of

himself, " the herb yielding seed after his grace and precious teaching, so that it springs no less

kind" has exercised the greatest s^ul for our discipline than our delight. There is not a

most varied influence ou the human mind , virtue within the widest rauge of human conduct, not a

and heart. Wonderful in its universal a^laptation to ' grace set on high for man's aspiration, which has not

the conditions of Hfe, so that all necessary comforts and its fitting emblem in vegetable life. Tho grasses which

pleasures may be gathered from it, vegetation is no less are spread beneath his feet teach him with a simple

richly gifted wiih lessons for the soul. In causing J

eloquence to be humble and serviceable, aud he may
" gi-ass to grow for the cattle and herb for the service 1

read his way to heaven in the flowers that grow by his
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earthly path.' Vegetation becomes thus, it has been

beautifully said, to the earth an imperfect soul given to

meet the soul of man. Nor is any effort necessary to

create the sympathetic touch. It wants no imaginative

energy to endow flowers and trees with human feeling.

It is in thorn. They themselves "teach us, by most

persuasive reasons, how near akin they are to human
things." Sharing with humanity the great mysteries of

growth and decay, and for over repeating with solemn

emphasis the same great lessons as the seasons come

and go, they are always in close sympathy with our

saddest and with our most hopeful thoughts. The grass

that withereth and the flower that fadeth have afforded

universal emblems of decay and death, while Divine

lips have given sacred authority to the poetic thought

which sees in the " harvest hidden in the seed " the

assurance of immortality and life.'^

Passing from these universal experiences which

abound in Hebrew as in every other literature, let us

examine more particularly into the influence exerted

by the vegetation of the Holy Land on the genius of

the people who dwelt there.

No country that has produced great poets has had

its trees neglected by them. Homer has a large and

reverential love for deep wooded glades and quiet shady

groves. Virgil's richest verse is melodious with the

sounds of swaying branches and leafy boughs. Dante,

it is true, reflects the southern mediaeval dread of the

dark and pathless forest,^

" "Which in the very thought renews the fear,

So bitter is it, death is little more."

But Chaucer delights in trees, and shows a woodman's
knowledge of their growth and use.-" Spenser has imi-

tated and improved on the older poet,* in his beautiful

and accurate desciiption of all the varieties of timber

common on English soil. Shakespeare, who finds

"tongues in trees," brings his gentlest and happiest

people together under the "greenwood tree;" and if

we come to our more modern poets, the works of

Tennyson alone, were England denuded to-morrow of

all her woods, would serve to preserve for posterity a

sense of what is most beautiful and peculiar in our

chief forest trees.*

The poets of Palestine display, in the same way, an
accurate appreciation of, and constant love for, the

trees of their country. At the present day the relics

of the once proud forests of Palestine serve rather to

set off the general barrenness and poverty of the

country, than to prove the former riches of the soil.

I See Enskin'3 Mod. Painters, v., pt. vi., oh. i. Cf. Schiller, " If
thou wouldest attain to thy highest, go look upon a flower;
what that does unconsciously that do thou willingly."

- Ps. xxxTii. 2; Ixxii. C; xo. 5, &c. ; Isa. xl. (i, &c. ; James i. 10;
John xii. 24; 1 Cor. xv. 36.

•^ See Buskin's Modem Painters, iii. pt. iv.

^ " Assembly of Foules.''
^ Faery Qiieene. i. 1.

" Keoall of the more memorable inst.ances of the subtle observa-
tion of this poet,

" Blasts that blow the poplar white,"

"Blacker than ashbudsiu the front of March,"
ami see " the Talking Oak " and " Amphion."

" Once it was a land of dense timber growths, and of

frequent graceful clusters of smaller trees, and of

orchards and of vineyards :
" " the cedar, the palm, the

ilex, the terebinth, the olive, the acacia, the vine, the

fig-tree, the myrtle "—thus we learn from the verses of

the poets—once clothed the moimtain sides or clustered

in the valleys.

A powerful emblem of kingly might or of the nobler

gi-andeiu- of virtuous souls was supplied by the cedar

—

an object of almost religious reverence from the tower-

ing pride of its height, and majestic sweep of its

branches, as well as from the remoteness of its chosen

home on the slopes of Lebanon—an object too of poetic

love at all times, from the manifold associaiions which

this patriarch of trees gathers round it in its venerable

continuance through centm'ies of life. The allusions to

it in Scripture are very frequent. " The trees of Jehovah,"
" the cedars which God hath planted," " the tall cedars,"

are the usual designations. And when the Psalmist

wishes to describe a life of continued pioty and benevo-

lence protracted through long years of that safety and
prosperity which the Hebrew mind usually associated

with godliness, he can find no apter emblem than a rich

and fidl-growu cedar, which flourishes not in its own
distant mountain home, but in the courts of Jehovah's

house, where it stands stately and revered, spreading

abroad for the delight and refreshment of all pious

Jews its odorous and magnificent wealth of branches.'

The cedar was a stranger. As such it became a

striking symbol of those liaughty powers which from

time to time descended from the north and east upon
the Jewish monarchy. Thus Ezekiel compares the

Assyrian to " a cedar in Lebanon, with fair branches,

and with a shadowing shroud, and of an high stature
;

and his top was among the thick boughs." But there

was a tree natural to Palestine, which must always

have presented a striking object in the view wherever

it appeared. The word " oak " is used in our version

to translate four different words, all, however, derived

from a common root, el, " to be strong;" which appears

also in two cognate terms " tliat might with equal cor-

rectness be rendered " oak." Two existing representa-

tives specially claim, from their size and importance,

the term strong or mighty tree, the Turkish oak {el or

elah), and the turpentine or terebinth which the Arabs

call butm. The trees are different in kind, but in

general appearance are very similar. " They are both

tidl and spreading trees with dark evergreen foliage

;

and by far the largest in height and breadth of any iu

Palestine." So much prominence is given to solitary

trees of this class, famous from their associations and
invested with a kind of sacred character, as to make
it probable that they were always rare and scattered.

Stanley says, " They wore no unfitting image of the

remnant of the ancient giant race which had been

'destroyed from before Israel'—'the Amorite whose

height was like the height of the cedars, and he was
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strong as the oaks.' " " But in the table-laud of Gilead

are the thick oak-woods of Bashan, often alluded to

by the prophets, as presenting the most familiar image

of forest sceneiy." Isaiah connects these weU-knowu

symbols of pride and strength with the cedars of

Lebanon in the mighty lyric burst of song wliich cele-

brates the weakness aud worthlessness of humau power

before the march of the majesty of the Most High.'

The symbolical treatment of other trees of Palestiue

by its poets it is only necessary to touch upon. The
palm, which now so rarely is seen to break the monotony

of the Syrian landscape, must at one period have been

a common tree in the gardens of the rich, and on the

banks of rivers.'- Its taU and well-proportioned beauty

made it a suitable emblem not only for loveliness of

form,' but for truth and rectitude of conduct. So, too,

the fatness of the olive'' represented the flourishing

condition of the pious, while the wicked were compared

to thorns aud briars, or to noxious weeds.'' The reed

or rush growing by the river-side is used by the author

of tlie Book of Job, whose eye for nature was so quick,

and his feeling so true, as an image of the insecm-ity

of e^ol-doers :

—

" Can the papyrus ^ow up without mire i

Can the reed live without water ?

While yet green, is it not cut down ?

And before other grasses it is dry.

Such is the lot of those that forget God ;

The hope of the wicked shall perish." n

But the same plant is to Isaiah a typo of humility"

and lowly worth :

—

" The bruised reed He shall not break.

The smoking flax He shall not quench." (lea. slit. 3.)

These allusions are sufficient to indicate the impres-

sions produced on a mind gifted with poetic sensibility,

by the larger vegetation of Palestine. But to appre-

ciate fully the close and affectionate observation with

which the poets of that time and country, as poets have

always and everywhere done, studied the habits and

forms of various trees, a careful study of the botany of

the Bible, in connection with its poetry, is necessary.

Let us take as an instance the olive—one of the most

abundant and also one of the most cherished fruit-trees

of Palestine. It is liardly exaggerating to say that a

whole history of the growth aud uses of this tree might

be gleaned from the pages of Scripture, which sliow

by many delicate touches how close was the observa-

tion of these poets, who were themselves often by their

1 Isa. ii. 13.

2 Of the immense palm-grove seven miles long which ow
rounded Jericho, not a vestige remains. (Stanley, p. 144.)

3 Cant. vii. 7 ; Pa. xcii. 12.

4 Hoa. xiv. 6 ; Ps. lii. 8 ; cxxviii. 3.

5 Isa. ix. 18. Ct. Matt. vii. 16 ; xiii. 25.

fi Jobviii. 11—13.
' Cf. Dante Purjatorio, i. 95 :

" Go then and see thou gird this one about
With a smooth rush.

No other plant that putteth forth the leaf

Or that doth indurate can there have life,

Because it yieldeth not unto the shocks."

And Bee Euskin on this passage. Mod. Painters, iii. 233.

eaUing, as well as by their love for nature, diawn Into

the fields, or gardens, or woods."

Passing from trees to the smaller vegetation, we
might not, perhaps, from the poetry of the Hebrews
learn that their country was every spring made gay
with such an embroidery of flowers as only Asia Minor
besides can show. Travellers tell us of the delighted

wonder awakened by the valleys and hUl-sides, where
scarlet anemones, tulips, and poppies blend their rich

hues into a blaze of colour which is relieved here and
there by the sober face of a daisy, or the shining white

of the little flower called "the star of Bethlehem."'

Botanists describe the flora of the Holy Laud to be

in this respect exceedingly varied and interesting, and
seek with anxious reverence to identify their discoveries

with the plants mentioned in Scripture. Hitherto the

endeavour in the case of the wild flowers has ended
only in uncertainty. The few varieties to which allu-

sion is made are mentioned too generally to distinguish

their form or qualities. Nor did the poetic feeling for

the beauty "of these witnesses for God," wliich we can

hardly doubt was kindled in the hearts of these "seers"

who lived so much in tlie fields, and svero so conversant

vrith Nature in all her aspects, find more than the most

scanty expression in their songs. In this, however,

Hebrew poetry was true to its religious aim. It has

been said indeed of flowers, that " to the men of supreme
power and thoughtfulnoss they are precious only at

times, aud that only symbolieaUy aud pathetically, not

for their own sake." With one exception, no poet of

Israel, that we know, looked on these gems of earth

except for this emblematical puq)0.se.

When spring appeared on the bare and monotonous

hUls, attired more richly than monarchs in their pride,

the hopeful Hebrew imagination saw in the sudden

change an emblem and a promise of that future glory

which in Jehovah's purpose for His people was surer

than the seasons and brighter than any scene of earth.

And when, after the brief term of life allowed by the

Eastern clime, as the moisture di-ied up in the valleys,

and the verdure shrank from the hUls, aud tlie dew
could no longer keep them from drooping, the flowers

witliered and died, the poets drew from their fadings

divine lessons both of consolation aud of warning. But

in the exquisite pastoral pictures of the Canticles flowers

take their proper place. They are loved for then- own
sake. It is with something akin to the modern poetic

sense that the author of tliis charming poem delights

in the flowers which herald in the spring :

—

" Lo ! the winter is past.

The rain is over, is gone.

The flowers appear upon the fields.

The time of singing is come.

The cooing of the turtle-dove is heard in our land.

« lu Job IV. 33 we read. " He shall cast off his flower like the

olive.'' How powerfully this touch portrays the disappointment

which Eliphaz prophesies for the wicked. The floweriug of tho

olive was anxiously watched, and winds were dreaded, since the

least ruffling of the breeze is apt to make the flowers fall.

' Sinai ond Paiestiiie, p. 139.
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The fig-tree sweeteus licr green fii^'S,

They diffuse fragrance

;

Arise, my love, my fair one, and come."

Indeed, it is scarcely fanciful to think we can detect

a special affection for one flower, such as Chaucer sliows

for the daisy, or Tennj'son for the daffodil. The hly, if

that is the true translation of the word shoshan, is men-

tioned eight times in the short compass of these tender

lyi'ics. It is the image under which passionate love

paints the object of its desire. In the absence of her

beloved, the maiden herome of the piece loves to fancy

Mm in his garden " gathering lilies," or leaduig his

flocks to meadows whore they grow. Though we are

not shown the colour or form of the flower, we are told

that it grows in the woodland scenery "among thorns,"

and makes the pasture-grounds amid the glades of

Lebanon odorous with its scent.'

Climate exercises a powerful influence on poetry.

" Bring together from the stores of our modern English

poetry those passages which borrow their rich colouring

from our fitful atmosphere and its humidity : the soft

and golden glozings of sumise and sunset, and the

pearly distances at noon, and the outbursts of sunbeam.

and the sudden overshadowings and the blendings of

tints upon all distances of two or three miles;" and it

will be found that all that is most distinctive of our

national song is included. To our humid skies is duo

the sombre tone of feeling that pervades our imaginative

literature, no loss than the riclmess of its colouring.

The climate of Palestine was probably far more

variable in David's time than it is now. The frequent

mention of clouds and the effect of cloudy skies, and

the familiarity of the writers with snow and frost, would

lead to the conclusion that considerable atmospheric

changes had taken place. Travellers in modern days are

invariably struck with the sh.wp and impictorial aspect

of the landscape produced by the utterly clear air. Seen

through this medium, so unfavourable for those charming

aerial illusions common in northern skies, the hill-tops

and rocky surfaces wear a look of hardness and poverty.

which is heightened by the general absence of verdure.

The residt of this is a general look of monotony and

sameness, under which only close observation can

discover the beauty and variety of scenery which really

exist in the Holy Land. Still, even now, the tempera-

ture of Syi'ia is liable to variations which recall the

experiences of the climate of more northern latitudes,

rather than those of the East. Snow falls occasionally

to the depth of a foot or more, and frost at nights is

not unknown. The general aspect of the year is that

so often mentioned in Scripture, the two sharply-marked

periods " summer and winter," " cold and heat," " seed-

time and harvest."^

In warm climates, and in no country is it more so

than in Syria, the moisture which has been held aloft

by the heat of the day descends at night in a copious

dew, which falls like a mighty yet noiseless deluge, and

supplies for many months the place of raui. Many
niaguificent images in sacred poetry are duo to this

natural phenomenon. What incomparable force and
beauty in the sublime opening of Moses' song, when
the earth is adjured to wait for the prophet's docti'ine,

as after the parcliing heat of day it waits for the dew
of heaven ! What a sense of the blessings spread

throughout an entire people by a cordial spirit pf

patriotic agi-eemeut in all great questions, is conveyed

by the striking image of Ps. cxxxiii., where national

unity is figured by the dew of heaven which descends

like a gracious sliower on Sion! Or what could bo

more expressive of the issue of mere impulsive goodness,

or of hypocrisy, than the suddenness with which the

dew dries up under the East<?rn morning sun ?

—

" O Epbraim ! what shall I do unto thee ?

O Judah ! what shall I do unto thee ?

For your goodness is as a morning cloud.

And as an early dew it goeth away."
(Hos. Ti. 4; of. xiii. 3.)

But it is time for us to descend from our station.

Let us wait only till the sim has gone down beneath

the shining waters waiting for him in the west. But
" no cloudy skii'ts, with brede ethereal wove," o'erhang

that " western tent." We must look for no "golden

lightning of the sunken sun," no rippling waves of

crimson and purple and scarlet and gold ; no beatings

and throbbiugs as of a fiery heart sad at leave-taking.

The eve of Syria is not " crimson coloured," and
Hebrew poeti-y is wanting in allusions to sunset. Two
feelings connect themselves with evening in the East

—

the sense of refreshing coolness, and the growth of

the shadows as the sun declines. Both are combined

in Cant. ii. 17

—

" When the day cools,-*

And the shadows flee away ;"

and Isaiah has a vivid picture of frustrated hopes

—

*' The evening breeze for which I longed hath He turned into
horror" (xxi. 4).

But the absence of the spectacle with which in our

latitudes of mist the luminary of day surrounds his

departure is amply compensated by the magnificence of

night. The starry heavens open upon the mountains of

IsKXol a scene incomp.arably more sublime thau we are

wont to witness. " There—it seems so—bearing down
upon our heads with power, are the stedfast spleudoui'S

of that midnight sky." " The planets and slars upon

which the shepherds of Palestine were used to gaze, and

which to them were guiding lights, do not seem as if

they were fain to go out from moment to moment ; but

each burns in its socket as a lamp that is well furnished

with oil." Tliousands of distant fires which we cannot

see at all, or see only as luminous nebulae, were distinct

and clear in these serene heavens. No wonder they

became the symbol of infinite number. No wonder the

midnight watchers shaped out of these clusters monsters

of huge and wondrous power, giant huntsmen and

3 Translated in A. V., " when the day breaks," but ncphmTl is

more probably the cool breeze which springs up in Eastern climates

as the night falls.
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warriors, heroes of celestial romance.' Nor any wondei-

that in the pious thought of the Israelite the stars

should seem to chant incessantly the praises of their

Almighty Creator, and by their pure shining at once

humble and exalt the late-born but nobler creature

mau.^

BIBLE WOEBS.
HE EEV. EDMUND VENABLES, M.A., CANON EESIDENTIABT AND PR^CENTOK LINCOLN CATHEDRAL.

OTES (suhst.) is found once in the Autho-

HT)^ ''i^ed Version (2 Chron. xxxii. 28), " Heze-

kiah made himself .... stalls for all

manner of beasts, and cotes for flocks."

Tliis wurd, which is identical with the Anglo-Saxon
cute, a cottage or cot, connected Avith the Dutch hot,

any hollow place, and the Welsh cwt, a hovel or sty,

has dropped out of ordinary use in its simple form,

tliough very familiar as a compound signifying a hutch

or cage for some of the smaller animals

—

e.g., sheepcote,

dovecote, hencote, &e. It is found as a human dwelling-

place in Wiclif, " Wei thei made bi desertis that ben

not dwelled in : and in desert places thei made htil

cotes" (Wisd. xi. 2); where the Authorised Version

has, " They pitched tents in places where there lay no

way ;

" and in Piers the Plouglivum, " Botlie princes

paleis, and poure menne cotes" (p. 16G). In the Bible

sense Shakespeare has

—

And Spenser—

•

" And learned of lighter timber cofcs to frame.
Such as might save my sheepe and me fro' shame."

(S/iep/icrd's CaUniar, Deo. 7.)

Cruse {suhst.), an earthen or stone pot or pitcher

for holding water (1 Sam. xxvi. 11, 12, 16; 1 Kings

xix. 6; 2 Kings ii. 20), and oil (1 Kings xvii. 12, 14, 16),

or honey (1 Kings xiv. 3), allied to the French cntche,

and the German Icnig, of wliich crucible is a diminutive.

Richardson cxuotes the following passage :

—

" You think it to be one of the chiefeste pointes of godlines to

wash your handes, your cuppes, your ci-uces, aud to observe mauye
other lyke thynges." (Udal, S. Marl; c. 7.)

" No brawler in his familie, nor angry for a croicsc,

Breaking, no crafte of man, or place could him in ought abuse."

(Drant, Hojncc.)

We may add this from Quavles

—

*' Sink'st thou in want, and is

See Him in want; enjoy Hii

Cumber (verb act), Cumbrance (sitbst.). Tlie

verb is twice used in the New Testament. Martha is

described as " cumhered with much serving," in her

anxious desire to provide our Lord with fitting enter-

tainment (Luke X. 40) : of the barren fig-tree it is

asked, " Why cumbereth it the ground ? " (Luke xiii. 7).

In both the sense is the same of oppressing with an

unnecessary load. Tlie substantive is found in Dent.

i. 12, where Moses asks, " How can I myself alone bear

your cumbrance, and your burden, and your strife?"

while the Hebrew word is translated " trouble " in Isa. i.

14. The word cumber is allied to the German Kv.m-

mern, and the Dutch Komberen. It survives in our

ordinary language in the compound " enciimber,"

though it has become obsolete in the simple form

which was once very common

—

e.g.. Piers Ploughman's

Creede, "By his craft thei comen in to combren the

chirche." In Shakespeare, Timon says, " Let it not

cumber your better remembrance " {Tim. of Ath. iii. 6)

;

and Antony ^iredicts that on the death of Julius

Caesar

—

'Domestic fury and fierce civil strife

Shall cumber all the parts of Italv."

(Julu« Cxsar, iii. 1.)

Latimer describes the children of this world "which
as Nimrods, and such sturdy aiid stout hunters ....
deceive the children of light and cumber them easily

"

(Serm., p. 47). Bacon {Adv. of Learning, xxiii. 45)

quotes the "evil and corrupt position" of Machiavel,

" that a man seek not to attain virtue itself, but the

appearance thereof ; because the credit of virtue is a

help, but the use of it is cmnber." As an example of

" cumbrance," we have this from Grafton {Hen. II.

an. 33), " There is no facilitie or wealth in this mortal

world so perfite, which is not darkened with some

cloude of cumbrance and adversitie."

is found once for au " arbiter " in the

Authorised Version (Job ix. 33), " Neither is there any

daysman betwixt us that might lay bis hand upon us

both ; " where the Geneva Bible has the less idiomatic

but more intelligible umpire. This word, though now

quite obsolete aud needing explanation, was in familiar

use in the sixteenth century, e.g.—
" If neighbours were at -variance they ran not streight to law,

Bailsmen took up the matter, aud cost them not a straw."

{Ncv: C'lslomc, i. 20, Nares.)

" In Switzerland (as -we are informed by Simlerus) they Iia'-l

some common arbitr.ators or imjesmen in every towne, that made

a friendly composition betwixt m.an and man,"
(Burton's Auat. of McUnck., Nares.)

" To whom Cymochles said, ' For what art thou

That makest thyself his dayesmaii to prolong

The vengeance prest ?
"

(Spenser, Facrij Qitconc, ii. 8, 28.)

" If one man syune agaynst another, davscnicii may make h.vs

peace • but yf a man sinne agaynst the Lord, who can be hys

dtti/seiiiaii ?
" (1 Sam. ii. 25 [1551], Aldis -Wright.

)

The use of "daysman" as an "arbiter" is to bo

traced to the employment of the word " day " simply

for the time when a cause was to be heard and judg-

ment given, and then for "judgment" itself. This

use is common to many languages. In Greek we may
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instance 1 Cor. iv. 3, where " man's judgment" as ive

render it, is really " man's daij." In Latin diem dicere

is to " implead." In German, eine sache tagen is to

"institute a lawsuit." In the preface to Jewell's

Defence of the Apology (Parker Soc, vol. iii., p. 121)

we find the phrase " to put in daying " for to "call in

question." " Our doctrine hath been too long approved

to be imt in daying in these days."

Deal (siihst.). "A tenth deal" is found twenty-

seven times in the Levitical portion of the Pentateuch,

either in the singular or plural, as a measiu'e for grain

or meal, corresponding to a tithe or tenth part of an

ephah, sometimes called an omer (Bxod. xvi. 36). Wo
may instance Exod. xxix. 40 ; Lev. xiv. 10, 21 ; Numb.

XT. 4, 6, 9, &c. &c. It is a translation of the Hebrew

J^ii??, a tenth part, from lipy, ten. The English word

deal, answering to the Sanskrit dala. Old Norse deila,

Anglo-Saxon dael, German theil, "a part," "a portion,"

lias passed out of common use, except in the phrase " a

great deal" (which is also found in the A. V., Mark
vii. 36 ; X. 48), the adjective being sometimes omitted

and implied, as in Shakespeare

—

*' Every tedious stride I mnke
Will but remember me what a deal of world

I wander from the jewels that I love,"

(Kiel.. U., i. 3.)

In our earlier language we find " some deal," " every

deal," " a small deal," " a half deal."

" Be so that he the halve dele

Seem graunt."

{Gower, Con/. Am., Bichardson.

)

A dole is an allied word, signifying a portion divided

and dealt out.

Draught—Draught-house. On the forcible

putting down of the worship of Baal by Jehu, we read

that the temple of Baal was converted by him into " a

draught-house" (2 Kings x. 27). The expression has

so completely fallen out of use that the meaning is

probably usually missed. The Geneva Bible is much

Ijlainer, " Made a jakes of it unto this day ;
" Wiclif

plainer still, "he maden priuyes for it unto this dai."

The Hebrew word it represents is a derivative of a verb

signifying to purge, and denotes a depository for filth,

either " a public necessary " or " a lay stall." That our

translators took it in the former sense is seen by then-

use of the word draught (Matt. xv. 17 ; Mark vii. 19).

Shakespeare uses "draught" for a drain or common
sewer.

" Hang them, or stab them, drown them in a draught."

{Tim. of Ath.,v. 1.)

" Sweet draujlit .- sweet quoth'a ! sweet sink, sweet sewer."
(Tr.andCrc.s.,y.l.)

Allied words are draff, which is stiU in local use for

hogs'-wash, bran, and refuse of any kind ; Anglo-Saxon

drabbe, " dregs ;

" Iceland, draf; Gaelic, drahhag,
" refuse."

Dure. This is another instance, as in the ease of
" cumber " and " encumber," "compass" and "encom-
pass," " camp " and " encamp," of the simple verb

falling out of use while the compound remains. It is

found once in the A. V. iu the parable of the sower and
the seed sown in stony ground, which " hath not root

in himself, but dureth for a while " (Matt. xiii. 21).

Chaucer uses it, e.g., Arcite says, when mortally

wounded,
" Syn that my lyf ne may i

of Dorigene, when parted from Arviragus,

"... Hire grete serve gau assuage.

She may not alway durcn in swiche rage."

(fraivKeiii's Tole, 11,148.)

It is found in the Bible of 1551 :
" And so from that

day forwarde was that made a lawe and a custom in

Israel, and dureth to thys day " (1 Sam. xxx. 25) ; in

Tyndall, " PaiUe made a sermon duryng to mydnight"
{Workes, p. 49) ; and in Stow, " This batteU dured three

parts of the night." The familiar word during, as

" dm-ing my life," " during Ms reign," is no more than

the participle of the verb dun-e.

Ear (verh act.). Few words in our present version

are so generally misunderstood as this verb and its

cognate substantive, earing, in the passages in which

they occur (Gen. xlv. 6 ; Exod. xxxiv. 21 ; Deut. xxi.

4 ; 1 Sam. viii. 12 ; Isa. xxx. 24). Although in a couple

of these jjassages the two are expressly distinguished,

" neither earing nor hai-vest " (Gen. xlv. 6), " to ear his

ground and to reap his harvest " (1 Sam. viii. 12), a

fancied connection with ears of corn leads many to

sui)pose that to " ear " is the same as to " reap," instead

of being, as it really is, a later form of the Anglo-Saxon

earian, " to plough," allied to the Latin arare. " The

oxen that ear the ground" (Isa. xxx. 24) are "the oxen

that plough the ground ;

" "a rough valley that is

neither eared nor sown " (Deut. xxi. 4) is an unploughed

piece of ground left in the state of nature. It occurs

repeatedly iu Wiclif's version, e.g., " he that erith owith

to ere in hope " (1 Cor. ix. 10), and is constantly met

with in our earlier writers.

" And bad hym holde at home, and eryau his leyes.

And alle that halpe hym to crie, to sette, or to sowe.

Pardon with Pieres Plowman treuthe hath ygraunted.''

(Piers Plowman, vii. 5-8.)

" I have, God wot, a large field to ere,

And wayke (weak) ben the oxen iu my plough."
(Chaucer, Kni^hVs Tale, 28.)

; shall

) BtUl so bad i

barren a land, for fear it yield

(Shakespeare, Venus and Adonis, Dedication.)

" He maketh many mysteries of the crop, as the hoised sail, the

earring plough, the blowing winds from each quarter of the earth."

(Calfhill, Ansxver to Martial, p. 177.)

The modem " arable " was formerly written " ear-

able." "Of earable ground, tillage, and pasturage"

(Nares). " Meddoure, pasture, earoiie '' (Richardson).
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